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PREFACE 

Solvent extraction is employed very widely in both fundamental research and technology 

because of the remarkable features of this simple but very effective technique for the 

separation of different materials. 

The meeting "International Solvent Extraction Conference 1990" was held in Kyoto, in 

Japan, between 18th and 21st of July 1990 and it was a source of great pleasure that many 

outstanding scientists and engineers were interested in the topics and came from around the 

world to attend the meeting, to present papers containing up to date research and to partake 

in intensive and fruitful discussion. 

The papers collected in these volumes were given not only in the plenary and keynote 

lectures but also in the oral and poster sessions. The manuscripts were submitted by the last 

day of the conference and each was reviewed by two independent referees. Several papers 

were recommended for publication as they were but some were accepted in revised form. 

The result is that we now believe that these volumes contain an excellent essence of the 

present state of solvent extraction chemistry and technology. 

Furthermore, because information on solvent extraction is very often scattered in various 

journals and proceedings owing to the great variety of the work that is carried out, thus 

making the following of developments rather difficult, we believe that the collection of 

papers in these volumes covering the entire field of solvent extraction in one book will be 

very valuable. 

We are very grateful to all the authors and to those who have worked very hard for the 

conference and towards the appearance of these proceedings volumes. The conference and 

the publication of the proceedings were supported financially by many societies and 

companies, all of whom understand and recognize the importance of the conference. We are 

very grateful to these sponsors. 

The Organizing Committee of ISEC'90 

Honorable chairman: Professor Taichi SATO 

Co-chairman : Professor Sanji NISHIMURA 

: Professor Tatsuya SEKINE 
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INTERNATIONAL SOLVENT EXTRACTION CONFERENCE 1990 IN 
KYOTO, JAPAN 

International meetings on solvent extraction have been held several times. According to 
the literature, three were held before the early 1960s, one in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in 1962, 

and one, referred to in Howell and Windscale, in 1965. However, these were somewhat 
different from the conferences we now know as International Solvent Extraction Conferences 
(ISEC) because the papers were mainly invited and the attention was focused on the nuclear 
energy industry. Thus the conference held in 1966 (August 27-September 2) in Goteborg 
which was organized by the Swedish group should be considered the first ISEC, even though 
it was named an International Conference on Solvent Extraction Chemistry". Since then 
eight ISECs have been held: in 1968 (September 16-18) in Jerusalem, in 1971 (August 19-23) 
in The Hague, in 1974 (September 8-14) in Lyon, in 1977 (September 9-16) in Toronto, in 
1980 (September 6-12) in Liege, in 1983 (August 26-September 2) in Denver, in 1986 
(September 11-16) in Miinchen, and in 1988 (June 27-July 2) in Moscow. Therefore, the 
meeting in Kyoto is the tenth International Solvent Extraction Conference. In the first two 
of these conferences the main attention focused on the chemistry of solvent extraction but 
since then the application in technology has become the most important subject. At the 
Kyoto conference, more than two thirds of the papers were concerned with the technical 
uses. 

The decision to hold ISEC'90 in Japan was taken at the ISEC committee meeting in 

September 1986 in Miinchen. The organizing committee for this conference was formed in 
December 1986 by the members of Japanese Association of Solvent Extraction which was 
the representative research group of this field in Japan. The first circular was mailed 
towards the end of November 1988 to 2200 addresses which were collected from the lists of 
participants of the last five ISECs and other sources. Up to the end of June 1989 the 
ISEC'90 secretariat had received 742 preliminary applications. By the end of January 1990 
it had also received 637 half-page abstracts from authors in 37 countries. The Science 
Committee was selected in April 1989 from specialists which covered the whole area of 
solvent extraction: "Fundamentals (physical chemistry) of solvent extraction (Area l)" , 
"Extractants and diluents (Area 2)", "Analytical chemistry and environmental science (Area 
3)", "Nuclear fuel cycles (Area 4)", "Kinetics and interfacial phenomena (Area 5)", "Metal 
extraction (precious and rare metals) (Area 6)", "Hydrometallurgy (Area 7)", "Simulation, 
modelling and controi (Area 8)", "Equipment and equipment design (Area 9)", "Liquid 
membranes (Area 10)", "Supercritical and new extraction systems (Area 11)", "Special 
applications; petrochemicals, biotechnology (Area 12)". The Science Committee started the 

preparation of the ISEC'90 program with the received abstracts in November 1989. The 
abstracts were reviewed by the Committee and after some were withdrawn and a few were 
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rejected , mainly because the subjects treated fell outside the field of solvent extraction, 599 
papers were accepted and the abstracts printed. The conference program, containing four 
plenary lectures, twelve keynote lectures and 96 oral and 487 poster presentations was 
prepared. The program and the second circular were mailed to the authors in the middle of 

February 1990. 

The conference was held at Kyoto Shigaku Kaikan which is a clubhouse of the Union of 
Private Schools. It is located in front of a gate of the previous Royal Palace, situated in the 
center of this historical and yet modem Japanese city. Shigaku Kaikan has four conference 
halls and several small meeting rooms as well as a hotel section on the upper floors . The 
whole building was used for the ISEC'90 during the conference and the registration office 
of ISEC'90 was opened here in the afternoon of July 16th. 

On the morning of July 17th, many participants ofiSEC'90 enjoyed the procession of 32 
colorful floats of the "Gion Festival" which is one of the three biggest festivals in Japan. 

The number of participants who registered in the ISEC'90 office numbered 431 
representing 32 countries: Australia (6), Austria (5), Belgium (4), Canada (5), China Taiwan 
(6) , Czechoslovakia (1) , Egypt (1) , Finland (2), France (24), FRG (21), GDR (1), Hungary 
(2), India (4) , Iran (2) , Iraq (1) , Israel (7), Japan (210), Korea (8), Norway (1) , Poland (1), 
Portugal (1), P.R. China (16) , Singapore (1), South Africa (6) , Spain (6) , Sweden (5) , 
Switzerland (3), The Netherlands (1), UK (21), USA (33) , USSR (23) , and Yugoslavia (3) ; 

there were also 38 student members, and some 50 accompanied members. Furthermore, 235 
research scientists were invited by the Organizing Committee from the societies and 
companies which sponsored the ISEC'90. 

The welcoming reception took place on the evening of July 17th in So-Un Hall of Shigaku 
Kaikan . It was a buffet-style party to which all the participants were invited. Some five 
hundred participants including the accompanied members, attended. 

The scientific sessions started with the opening ceremony at 8.30 on July 18th in So-Un 
Hall. Professor T. Sekine, the co-chairman, officially opened ISEC'90. Then Professor 
Yu.A.Zolotov, who was the chairman of the ISEC'88 in Moscow, made a congratulatory 
speech and Mr. G. Ritcey, the General Secretary of the !SEC Committee, awarded the 

Hanson Medal, instituted in memory of the late Professor Carl Hanson, who was the first 
General Secretary of !SEC Committee, to Dr. P . Danesi. 

Each morning a plenary lecture was delivered in So-Un Hall, followed by three parallel 
keynote lectures in the three conference halls, Fuji Hall, Aso Hall, and Daisetsu Hall . The 
total number of papers to be presented m the oral sessions was 96: on July 18th ten papers 
were read in each of the sessions of Areas 1, 6 and 10; on July 19th again ten papers in each 
of the sessions covering Areas 4, 5 and 12; while 6 papers were read on both July 20th in 
each of the sessions of Areas 2, 7 and 8, and on July 21 in each of the sessions of Areas 3, 
9 and 11. Four papers were withdrawn because the authors were unable to attend. 



The number of papers presented in the poster sessions was 264: 97 on July 18th when the 
sessions covering Areas 4, 5, 9, 11 and 12 were held, 108 on July 19th when the sessions 
dealt with Areas 1, 3, 6 and 10, and 56 on July 20th when Areas 2, 7 and 8 were covered. 

The ISEC'90 banquet was held on the evening of July 20th in the banquet hall of Kyoto 
International Hotel. After the speeches and dinner, 290 guests enjoyed age-old traditional 
folklore and dances of the Kyoto district, as well as several melodies from the countries of 
origin of the participants which were performed by a students' brass band. 

The closing ceremony was held on July 21st in So-Un Hall at 13.00, when Professor S. 
Nishimura, the co-chairman declared ISEC'90 closed. This was followed by a congratulatory 
speech for ISEC'90 by Mr. G. Ritcey, the General Secretary of the ISEC Committee, while 
a welcoming address to the next ISEC'93 in York, UK, was delivered by Professor M. Cox . 
All the official business of ISEC'90 had been brought to a successful close by 13.30. 

All those who presented papers were requested to submit their manuscripts for the ISEC'90 
Proceedings by the last day of the conference. However, the final number of manuscripts 
received was 311 because some authors chose not to publish their paper in the Proceedings. 
The manuscripts were reviewed by the Science Committee after which some authors were 

asked to revise the text, while a few manuscripts were withdrawn or rejected. All of the 
editorial work for the Proceedings had been completed at the end of March 1991 . 

Professor Tatsuya SEKINE 
Editor of ISEC'90 Proceedings 

April 1991 

Dr. Satoshi KUSAKABE 
Assistant Editor 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION AND MEMBRANE PROCESSES IN THE TREATMENT OF METALLIFEROUS 
EFFLUENTS AND WASTtS 

D.S. FLETT, Warren Spring Laboratory, Stevenage, U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years interest in environmental matter-s has grown rapidly and it 

nowadays even occupies an important place on political agendas. In the field of 

minerals and metals, concern with the environment arises at every stage as shown 

by the "cradle to the grave" type diagram given in fig. 1 wherein various 

process effluents, wastes and/or off-gases can arise at all stages of the 

material flow cycle. It is clearly not only a matter for good housekeeping that 

such wastes and residues should be treated but also in order to minimise as much 

as possible the environmental impact of metal and minerals extraction and 

processing . The secondary processing industry is seen to operate alongside the 

primary industry. In secondary processing the feed material is scrap which is 

usually treated pyrometallurgically. 

The growing use of hydrometallurgy for primary ore processing and metal 

extraction together with a large and still growing metal finishing industry has 

led to a wide variety of effluent streams and waste materials that need treatment 

prior to safe and legal disposal. Originally the global approach to the 

treatment of metalliferous effluents was precipitation usually by lime addition 

and subsequent dumping of the sludges so produced in landfill sites. Even where 

this practice is still permitted it is fast ceasing to be a cheap cost option and 

there can be little doubt that such practises will have to cease in the near 

future. 

With the development of hydrometallurgy came the development of modern 

separation science and technology. Although some separation processes are by no 

means new, new operating techniques, equipment etc have been developed thus 

providing a high degree of sophistication in today's applications. It was only 

natural therefore that opportunities to apply such separation processes to the 

treatment of secondary materials and wastes should be sought in order to provide 

improved waste treatment processes to meet increasingly strict environmental 

standards and to achieve cost offsets in effluent treatment by recovery and 

recycling of valuable components where before they would be lost via direct 

effluent discharge or through the practise of liming and dumping. Such 

applications also offered opportunities to develop new markets for reagents and 
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equipment in this increasingly important metalliferous effluent and waste 

treatment sector. 

3 

Of the processes available to separation science and technology in 

hydrometallurgy, solvent extraction has been a star performer in the past three 

decades (although membrane processes are now being hailed as the technology of 

the future). In 1979 the role of solvent extraction in scrap and waste 

processing was reviewed (Flett, 1979). Two further authoritative accounts of 

the application of solvent extraction in the processing of liquid effluents, 

(Andersson and Reinhardt 1983), and solid wastes, (Flett 1983) appeared in the 

Handbook of Solvent Extraction. In 1979 it seemed as though solvent extraction 

would play a very important role in scrap and waste processing. However by the 

time the Handbook of Solvent Extraction was published in 1983 it was noted that 

for solid scrap and waste, few commercial processes were in operation and that 

solvent extraction tended to be used as a sophisticated separation process for 

production of fairly high purity metals commanding premium prices. For 

low-value materials it was regarded as a capital intensive process thus 

requiring a certain level of arisings to ensure profitability and certainty of 

supply to ensure satisfactory returns on investment. Similarly, on the liquid 

effluent side, while a large number of processes involving solvent extraction 

for the recovery of metals from liquid effluents had been proposed, very few had 

been carried through to commercial operation. This may not be too surprising as 

application of solvent extraction to the treatment of metalliferous effluents 

and wastes requires rather different properties from, and constraints on, the 

process compared with its application in primary extractive metallurgy. Metal 

combinations in s~rap and wastes are different from those occurring in ore 

bodies and therefore may call for different selectivities from reagents. 

Demands on recovery levels from effluents will be greater than for leach liquors 

when production of a final effluent meeting discharge limits may be required 

rather than recycling raffinate within a process flowsheet. Furthermore 

replacement of unacceptable levels of metal concentration in effluents by 

similar levels of organic contamination is equally undesirable. Finally solvent 

extraction is not the only tool available for waste and effluent treatment and 

must compete with other processes such as ion exchange, membrane processes, 

direct electrolytic recovery etc. While a qualitative comparison of these 

processes can be made for effluent treatment as given in table 1, strict 

selection criteria for specific cases do not exist and choice of process can 

only be made on a case by case basis. 

As relatively little has changed in the application of solvent extraction to 

the treatment of solid scrap and waste since the early 1980's, although an area 



TABLE 1 

Methods of Effluent Treatment Compared 

Methods 

Precipitation 
e.g. as 
hydroxide 

Ion exchange 

Electrolysis 

Reverse 
osmosis 

Evaporation 

Liquid
Liquid 
Extraction 

Quality of 
treated 
Effluent 

Very good 

Very good 

Usually 
suitable 
for closed 
loop 
operation 
only 

Low-high 

No effluent 

Low-high 
(Organic 
as well as 
residual 
metals in 
raffinate) 

Cost of 
Effluent 
Treatment 
(a) 

low/moderate 
(depends on 
solid liquid 
separation) 

High 

High 

Depends on 
desired 
effluent 
quality 

High 

Moderate to 
high 
(depends on 
solv~nt 
loss) 

Selectivity for 
Individual 
Metals 

None 

High or 
moderate 
(Depends on pH 
etc) 

High (with 
control of 
potential) 

None 

None 

High or moderate 
(depends on pH 
and extractant) 

Feasibility of 
Metals Recovery 

Poor 

Good 

Good for in
plant solution 
recycle 

Good 

Cost of Metals 
Recovery 

(b) 

High 

Moderate 

Low (included 
in a) 

Low (included 
in a) 

Low for in-plant 
recycle other
wise moderate 

Other Factrors 

Additional treatment 
to destroy 
complexing anions 

Resin may be 
affected by 
oxidising agents 

Restriction on pH 
and Eh of effluents 

Truly continuous 
countercurrent 
operation 

""" 
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to watch is re-processing of spent catalysts, it is more appropriate to 

concentrate on liquid effluents, of which the most important must surely arise 

from metal finishing operations such as plating, pickling, anodising and etching 

of printed circuit boards. Here waste liquors arise from the spent plating and 

pickling baths and from dragouts and rinse liquors from cleaning the work pieces 

themselves. They can contain a whole variety of metal ions e.g. Cu, Ni, Zn, Cd, 

Fe, Ag, Cr (III) and (VI), precious metals and acids i.e. HCl, H2S04 and 

HN03 and cyanide. The minimisation of waste and the attainment of ever more 

stringent discharge limits for waste waters presents a great challenge to 

separation science and technology. The objective must surely be not only to 

minimise on-cost of effluent treatment by reducing raw materials costs through 

recycle of feed components (including water!) but to make, if possible, a virtue 

out of a necessity by actually improving overall process economics by effective 

use of today's technology. 

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATION 

The potential for cost saving through effluent treatment and recycling can be 

seen from the production of electroplated articles where from 10-90% of the 

plating metals can be discharged in the form of effluents rather than being 

deposited on the work pieces. There are also significant losses of non-ferrous 

metals from the other surface finishing operations already mentioned above. For 

example the value of materials lost from metal finishing in the UK has been 

estimated (Pearson and Melling 1985) to be of the order of £Sx106 but the 

failure to reuse water represents an even greater loss. Bentley (1978) 

estimated that 1.2 x 108m3 of water used by the plating industry cost 

£22x106 for abstraction and disposal. Today that cost figure could be at 

least doubled if not tripled. 

Currently in the UK the most common of all effluent treatment processes is 

still precipitation. This produces a metal-bearing sludge which is rarely 

suitable for metals recovery and is therefore dumped. As already noted this is 

a practice which is unlikely to be permitted much longer. Ion exchange on the 

other hand while technically excellent for effluent treatment and production of 

good quality water for recycle can be an expensive process and in the past has 

tended to be used only for high value metals in waste streams such as precious 

or platinum group metals. New selective chelating resins may prove attractive 

however while new process technology using conventional cation and anion 

exchangers such as the Recoflo process (Brown, 1987) is showing great promise 

for treatment of a variety of waste liquors such as nickel recovery from plating 

wastes and acids recovery for recycle from metal finishing applications such as 

sulphuric acid aluminium anodizing, sulphuric and hydrochloric steel pickling, 
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sulphuric-peroxidase brass etchants and various aluminium, brass, copper and 

nickel etchants employing nitric acid, thus reducing costly neutralisation 

charges prior to discharge. By 1987 over 100 such systems had been installed 

and were in commercial operation. 

Direct electrochemical metal deposition processes for effluent treatment are 

in commercial operation but such developments have also required new technology 

through the development of cells of special design (Fleet, 1989) examples of 

which are Chemelec, the Eco cell, both UK developments, cells with reticulated 

mesh electrodes (RETEC), the Envirocell and the like. Such cells seldom achieve 

discharge limits in effluent treatment and thus tend to be used in regulatory 

applications wherein the spent electrolyte from the recovery cell can be 

recycled back to the process giving rise to the waste stream e.g . plating bath 

dragouts etc. The solid metal products whether plate or powder may be less 

readily recycled within the process plant and may be sold on the open market . 

Solvent ext r action and membrane processes therefore need to compete on a 

technical and economic basis with such ion exchange and direct electrolytic 

processes if they are to achieve commercial acceptance in this growing market 

sector. 

3 SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Solvent extraction for treatment of aqueous effluents is still not widely 

practised. It has its attractions however as noted by Brooks (1987, a&b) who 

has discussed the role of solvent extraction in the treatment of metal finishing 

wastes. Brooks reports testwork using a variety of reagents in the extraction 

of Cd, Cr, Co, Cu, Fe, Ni and Zn in order to devise sequential solvent 

extraction schemes for metal removal and recovery from multimetallic mixed metal 

finishing wastes. He finds that, while technically feasible, the economics may 

not be wholly favourable. However the economics of metal recovery from waste 

effluents should not be governed solely by the market value of recovered 

products and the cost of waste disposal should be taken into account. He 

concludes that although solvent extraction has received little attention for 

metal recovery from waste systems, there are technical and economic 

considerations that merit further evaluation. Other specific commercial 

applications have been a) treatment of steel pickling liquors b) treatment of 

rayon manufacturing wastes c) treatment of zinc galvanising pickles and d) 

treatment of printed circuit board etchants . 
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3.1 Treatment of Steel Pickling Liquors 

The first and probably best known process for recovery of HN03 and HF from 

pickling liquors is the AX Process (Andersson and Reinhardt, 1983). Developed 

in Sweden and originally run at Storakopparberg the process utilises the 

capacity of the undissociated acids to form complexes with TBP. The metals in 

the spent pickle liquor are recovered as a hydroxide sludge. A similar process 

has been developed in Japan (Nishimura and Watanabe, 1982) but this not only 

recovers the HN03 and HF but also produces a high purity iron oxide. Because 

the iron is removed by DEHPA extraction the recovery of HF is much enhanced over 

the AX Process. Similar processes exist for HzS04 and HCl pickles. 

A more general approach to the recovery of pure free acids from process waste 

streams by solvent extraction has been proposed by Mizrahi (1987) who recommends 

the use of acid-base couple solvents. Basically this idea uses mixtures of 

strong organic acids such as chloro- or bromo-substituted carboxylic acids or 

sulphonic acids such as the Synex line from King Industries Inc. and akylamines 

of appropriate base strength, on a one to one mole ratio basis. Acid recovery 

after extraction with this mixed solvent is by water stripping. Because of 

salting out effects in the extraction cycle, higher concentrations of acids are 

possible in the strip liquor. Acid wastes from Ti02 production, waste steel 

pickles, spent electrolytes in copper, zinc etc electrowinning, other acidic 

bleed liquors etc are suggested as potential feeds for this process. 

Development however is not believed to have gone beyond the laboratory scale. 

3.2 Zinc from Rayon Manufacturing Effluents 

In the manufacture of rayon, rinse waters and other zinc containing effluents 

are produced. The total liquid effluent can amount to several metres3/min and 

the zinc content can vary from 0.1-1.0 gl-1. The effluent also contains 

sodium sulphate and surfactant& and the pH of the effluent is normally aprox. 

1.5-2. The Valberg process (Andersson and Reinhardt, 1983) developed in Sweden 

uses DEHPA to extract and the zinc rich strip liquor can be reycled to the 

spinning bath. The raffinate is lime neutralised and discharged. A full scale 

plant was constructed and began operation at Svenska Rayon AB in Valberg, Sweden 

in 1975. A better reagent nowadays would be the di-thiophosphinic acid Cyanex 

301 which completely and selectively extracts Zn in the pH range 1-2 from 

Ca, (Rickelton and Boyle, 1988). 

3.3 Zinc Galvanising Pickles 

Developed by the National Institute for Metallurgy (now MINTEK) in 

Johannesburg, the METSEP Process was operated in South Africa by Woodall 

Duckham in the 1970's for the treatment of spent chloride based zinc galvanising 
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pickles. The zinc was first of all separated from the iron by extraction as its 

chlorocomplex by resin ion exchange and thereafter converted to the sulphate by 

solvent extaction with DEHPA. The chloride bearing effluent from ion exchange 

was pyrohydrolysed to produce iron oxide and HCl which, combined with the SX 

raffinate was recovered in an absorber. The zinc sulphate solution was sold to 

an electrolytic zinc refinery. Changes in market forces caused this original 

plant to close some years ago. 

Today Babcock Metsep operate a centralised hydrochloric acid regeneration 

service in South Africa capable of processing 80 tonnes of spent pickle liquor. 

The flowsheet is shown in fig. 2. The plant provides a central processing 

service, via a fleet of tankers, in the Johannesburg area. 

PRE·CONCENTRATOR 

REGENERATED ACID 

IRON OXIDE 

COMBUSTION AIR 

SASOL GAS 

ION EXCHANGE 
PLANT 

ZINC CHLORIDE 

Fig. 2. The Babcock Metsep Acid Regeneration Process 

3.4 Printed Circuit Board Etchants 

SPENT PICKLE 
LIQUOR 

Etching of copper with the use of an ammoniacal solution is a common 

procedure in the manufacture of printed circuit boards for the electronics 

industry. The ammoniacal etching solution contains free ammonia, one or more 

ammoniacal salts and oxidants. During etching the copper concentration of the 

solution increases and etching efficiency becomes unacceptable when the copper 



concentration reaches 150-170 g-1. To maintain a high etching efficiency 

the etching solution must be continuously removed and regenerated or replaced 

with fresh solution . 

By withdrawing etchant directly from the printed circuit board etching line 

and recirculating it through a solvent extraction circuit, the copper 

concentration in the etchant can be maintained within the optimal range of 

110-130 gl-1. This is practised in the MECER process (Andersson and 

9 

Reinhardt, 1983) (fig. 3). Treatment of the rinse water obtained from rinsing 

the circuit boards after etching can also be integrated into the process. The 

extractant used is the Henkel P-diketone reagent LIX 54. The regenerated 

etchant is returned to the etching line after careful removal of the entrained 

organic solvent and copper is recovered from the acid strip liquor by 

electrowinning. Forty plants in Europe now use this technology including one in 

the UK. Etchant makeup can be reduced by 95% and no negative influence has been 

found on quality. 
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Fig. 3. The Mecer Process for On-line Regeneration and Copper Recovery from 
Ammoniacal Etchant. 

3.5 Other 

Japan Solex Corporation has developed a process for treatment of waste 

sulphuric acid arising from Ti02 production via the sulphate process, wherein 

the waste acid is neutralised with Ca(OH)2 and rock salt addition. The 

process can also be adapted to treat the iron containing H2S04 liquors 

generated in the production of synthetic rutile. Here HN03 is added to 

oxidise Fe2+ to Fe3+, rock salt added and the ferric iron and HN03 

extracted with their proprietary extractant Soltex 268. HN03 is recovered 

from the organic phase by selective stripping with FeCl3/rock salt and finally 

iron chloride suitable for high purity iron oxide production is recovered by 

water stripping. The current state of development of this process is unknown. 

Thus while there have been some notable successes for solvent extraction in 



the effluent treatment field no really major breakthroughs seem to have taken 

place. 

4 MEMBRANE PROCESSES 

II 

Membrane technology is well suited to waste water and effluent treatment 

applications and there would appear to be considerable development potential for 

this class of technology. Passive membrane processes such as microfiltration, 

ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis although already in commercial operation are 

beyond the scope of this paper and subsequent discussion will be focused on 

liquid membranes and dialysis systems using ion exchange membranes . 

4.1 Liquid Membranes 

The concept of liquid membranes is now well understood as is the distinction 

between surfactant liquid membranes and supported liquid membranes, and a very 

large amount of work has been published (Draxler and Marr, 1986; Noble and Way, 

1987; Gu et al, 1988) on the chemistry, mechanisms and modelling of liquid 

membrane behaviour. Rather less work has been carried out on developing the 

technology commercially. Liquid membranes however do appear to have advantages 

over conventional solvent extraction in that the costs of solvent loss should be 

significantly reduced and there should also be a large saving on the cost of 

solvent inventory thus rendering this technology more attractive for application 

in effluent treatment. One potential disadvantage is the inability to provide 

solvent scrubbing although this may be overcome by using highly selective 

extractants in the membranes. In supported liquid membrane systems low mass 

transfer rates may require provision of relatively large areas of expensive 

polymeric support which has in the past negated the cost advantage of reduced 

solvent inventory. 

Work at Graz University (Draxler et al, 1986) on surfactant liquid membranes 

led to the installation of a prototype commercial column contactor at Lenzing AG 

in Austria for zinc extraction from their rayon spinning bath effluent. The 

outline flowsheet is shown in outline in fig 4. The plant uses an agitated 

column contactor operating at 30"C as the primary contacting device. The 

primary stable emulsion between the sulphuric acid strip liquor and the organic 

phase which consists of bis (2-ethylhexyl) di-thiophosphoric acid (45 gl-1) 

in Shellsol T plus 2 v/o polyamine as surfactant is produced by two rotor-stator 

high speed homogenisers operating in parallel. One third (45 m3h-l) of 

the waste water flow is treated in this plant. The column diameter is 1.6 m and 

its active height is 10 m. The feed zinc concentration is 500 mg Zn 1-1 and 

a final Zn concentration of 5 mg 1-1 is achieved 
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Fig. 4. Flow Sheet of a Plant for An-Recovery (From Draxler et al 1986) 

against a discharge limit of 20 mg 1-1. The Zn loaded emulsion is split 

electrostatically in three parallel splitters operating at 20-25 kV and 50 Hz. 

The recovered zinc is recycled to the spinning baths. Adjustment of the feed 

pH is necessary to achieve satisfactory Zn extraction and there is a 

degradation problem with the reagent. The economic advantages claimed for the 

process are the quantity of zinc recovered and the opportunity costs of 

precipitation and sludge disposal. 

This process may be compared with the Valberg Process described earlier in 

this paper, which is the traditional solvent extraction alternative to the 

liquid membrane process. As noted for the Valberg Process the Lenzing process 

could also benefit from use of Cyanex 301 not least in relation to the much 

greater stability of the dithiophosphinic acid. 

Supported liquid membranes on the other hand have no reported commercial 

application as yet. There are perceived barriers to commercialisation in 

relation to solute transfer rate per unit membrane surface area, membrane 

lifetime, degradation of support etc and these have been discussed by Cox et 

al (1987). Work at Warren Spring Laboratory, (Flett and Pearson, 1985), while 

noting that the immediate potential for this technology is in effluent 

treatment, has identified two potential applications namely recovery of nickel 
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sulphate and chromic acid from their respective plating bath dragouts. 

For nickel sulphate recovery Accurel fibres impregnated with DEHPA in 90% MSB 

210/10% isodecanol were used. A nickel flux of 3 g m-2 hr-1 was 

achieved. Assuming that the hollow fibre supported liquid membrane unit 

maintains a nickel concentration of 1 gl-1 in the dragout tank, and a 

throughput of 4 t y-1 Ni, 167 m2 of fibre would be required for 8000 

hy-1 operation. Cost calculation showed that a payback time of three years 

was possible at the then nickel price of £4000 t-1. 

For chromic acid, 20 v/o Primene JMT in MSB 210/10% isodecanol gave a very 

satisfactory performance as the liquid phase supported by Accurel fibres. Here 

the strip phase was sodium hydroxide. A flux of 17 g m -2 h-1 was 

achieved with this system. A typical plating operation would discharge 0.5 kg 

h-1 Cr to dragout. Thus 30m2 of fibre would be required. Ion exchange 

is also necessary to convert the sodium chromate so produced to chromic acid for 

recycle. Taking the cost of this ion exchange step into account and assuming a 

500 h operating lifetime for the membrane phase shows that, at £3500 t-1 for 

plating grade Cr03 the installation and operation of such a liquid membrane 

unit would have a payback time of less than 2 years. 

Thus the potential application of supported liquid membranes for treatment of 

dilute solution such as metal containing effluents from electroplating and 

pickling operations would seem to be encouraging. As indicated above however, 

it would seem that industry remains to be convinced about lifetime, support 

degradation etc and that definitive data on such operating parameters are 

required before any widespread commercial application will take place. 

4.2 Ion Exchange Membranes 

The application of ion exchange membranes clearly offers a challenge to 

solvent extraction and liquid membrane processes. One major advantage of ion 

exchange membranes is of course their electrical conductivity. Thus 

electrodialysis is of interest for application in the treatment of waste liquors 

from metal finishing operations. 

The major difference between liquid membranes and ion exchange membranes is 

that the former relies on selective extraction of the metal species of interest 

and transport of the neutral organic complex across the membrane by diffusion 

while ion exchange membranes, while relying on perm- selectivity between anions 

and cations, also rely on mobility of the ionic species of interest within the 

membrane. Thus too great an affinity between the fixed charged site in the 
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membrane and the ionic species of interest is likely to lead to reduced 

transport numbers which may give rise to the opposite effect to that desired 

namely selective transport of the species of interest. 

Typical areas for application of electrodialysis are the recovery of nickel 

from Watts plating operations, (Eisenmann, 1981; Tison and Paluck, 1982; 

Marquardt and Schmid 1989) copper from electroless copper plating processes 

(Horn, 1983) and chromium from electroplating rinse waters, (Gussack 1983). 

This last application will of course compete with the proposed use of supported 

liquid membranes for this purpose. Recovery of precious metals from 

electroplating rinse waters is also another area of clear interest. Thus 

circuits have been devised for recovery of gold from gold plating rinse waters 

(Linstedt and Millman, 1982) and for silver from silver plating plant rinse 

waters, (Millman and Heller, 1982). A useful review of this whole sector has 

been given recently by Sata (1989) together with commercial applications. 

The recovery of acids and alkalis from waste liquors produced in the metal 

finishing industry, particularly from pickling processes is also of considerable 

interest. While electrodialysis theoretically can achieve such an objective 

(Millington 1983) (fig. 5), in practice it is quite difficult to produce both 

pure acid and alkali because of performnce limitations with conventional 

monopolar membranes, although recently Tokuyama Soda in Japan have developed 

special anion exchange membranes for acid recovery. (Noma, 1989). Currently 

however acid recovery from spent pickle liquors is practised commercially using 

diffusion dialysis as shown schematically in fig. 6. This process uses anion 

exchange membranes which are tailored to allow the passage of hydrogen ions and 

anions but to prevent the passage of other cations (fig. 7). Typical 

performance figures for acid recovery from various pickling baths are shown in 

table 2. Acid recoveries in excess of 80% can be expected and it is claimed 

that, coupled with the very low running cost of such systems, plants should show 

a return on capital of under 12 months. Diffusion dialysis is therefore a 

serious competitor for the ion exchange based Recoflo process mentioned 

earlier . 
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Fig . 5. Three Compartment Cell for the Recovery of Sulphuric Acid and Sodium 
Hydroxide from Pure Sodium Sulphate. 

TABLE 2 Example of Acid Recovery by Diffusion dialysis (Tokuyama Soda Brochure) 

Waste Acid (Free Effective Acid and 
Concomitant Metal) 

Temperature ('c) 

Capac it! Water 
(L/Hr m ) Waste Acid 

Concentration of Waste Acid Acid 
(g/100 ml) Metal 

Concentration of Recovery Acid 
Acid (g/100 ml) Metal 

Concentration of Waste Acid 
Solution (g/100 ml) Metal 

Recovery Ratio of Free Acid (%) 

Leak Ratio of Metal (%) 

HCl-Fe HNOrAl 

22 27 27 

0.59 1.10 1.02 
0.60 1.04 1.02 

19 . 16 8.47 9.32 
4 . 41 5.89 1.31 

16.56 9.93 10.77 
0.14 0.89 0.06 

3.92 0.37 0.38 
4.16 4.44 1.13 

82.1 95 . 0 95.0 

2.8 13.1 4.3 
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Bipolar membranes on the other hand can achieve ready recovery of both acids 

and alkalis (Mani et al, 1986; Byszewski, 1987). These are composite membranes 

consisting of a cation exchange region, an anion exchange region and the 

interface between them. On passage of an electric current in the presence of a 

salt solution, water splitting takes place at the interface region thus 

producing acids and alkalis (fig. 8). The first known commercial plant to use 

this technology started treating stainless steel pickle liquors for recovery of 

HN03 and HF at the Washington Steel Plant, Washington PA in the USA in January 

1988 (Taffe, 1989). The plant, whose flowsheet is shown in fig. 9, regenerates 

1.5 x 106 gals of spent pickle acid per year . Successful operation and 

satisfactory lifetime of the bipolar membranes will make this process a serious 

competitor against the AX and Japan Solex solvent extraction based processes. 

5 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

With ever increasing pressure on discharge limits for effluents and the ever 

increasing restrictions on dumping of metalliferous wastes there can be little 

doubt that processing of effluents and wastes for recovery of contained metals, 

regeneration and recycle of acids and, where appropriate, recycle of water will 

become mandatory in the future. Separation science and technology offers a 

variety of process for these purposes as shown above. While these options 

really relate to add-on technology to treat effluents at the point of arising, 

there is also the option of centralised plants for treating combined 

metalliferous sludges produced by liming effluents from a series of metal 

finishing shops in a locality. The sludges would be trucked to the treatment 

plant and custom treated for metal recovery. In Roseville, Minnesota a 

centralized waste treatment facility was opened in 1988 in the Twin Cities area, 

(Norgaard 1988) conveniently sited to more than 200 surface finishing and 

electronics manufacturing operations in central Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. 

This centralized plant concept aims to avoid escalating cost of operation of 

individual in-plant systems and minimise sludge production by recovery of metals 

and chemicals for sale . Ion exchange features highly in this plant and metals 

such as copper, nickel and zinc can be recovered electrolytically. There seems 

to be no mention of solvent extraction or membrane processes. 

On the other hand work at Warren Spring Laboratory (Pearson and Melling, 1985) 

also examined the concept of a centralized metal recovery plant for treating 

metalliferous sludges from metal finishing wastes. Based on potential arisings 

in the West Midlands region of England two potential feedstocks were identified 

namely a high zinc and a low zinc sludge. Treatment of both these materials is 

incorpotated in the process flowsheet developed in the course of 

this work (fig. 10). The quantities on the diagram indicate hourly flows. In 
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treatment of the high zinc sludge solvent extraction was selected for copper 

recovery and for zinc recovery both in the high and low zinc feed arms of the 

flowsheet. At 1985 prices the cost of the plants were calculated to be £2.1 x 

106 for the low zinc treatment and £1.2 x 106 for high zinc. Expected 

revenues (rounded figures) were estimated to be nickel carbonate £1.5 x 106; 

zinc carbonate £0.5 x 106; Cu-Cd sulphides £5 x 103; Cu £150 x 103 giving 

a total revenue of £2.2 x 106 which would show a loss of £2.5 x 103 for an 

annual throughput of 24,000 tonnes of sludge i.e. approx £10.5/tonne. Thus it 

was concluded that this process was unlikely to attract commercial interest 

unless some form of subsidy was provided. 

Thus it would seem that the centralised treatment plant will only be cost 

effective if the throughput is large enough to provide positive net revenue. In 

other situations, treatment at point of arising seems to be the only effective 

option. From what has been discussed above traditional solvent extraction 

processes would seem to have a rather limited role in future waste and effluent 

treatment. Ion exchange membrane processes on the other hand are already 

proliferating commercially, particularly for acid recovery and recycle, 

and would seem to offer considerable scope for future development. 

Whether liquid membranes, either surfactant or supported will find wide 

application is, as yet, difficult to tell but it seems clear that suported 

liquid membranes could provide useful cost effective technology for effluent 

treatment particularly where selective recovery of metal ions is required. 

Ion exchange membranes therefore seem to have the greatest potential 

currently and it is confidently believed that considerable expansion of their 

use in the effluent and waste treatment will take place during the decade of the 

90's. 
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ABSTRACT 
Hatton, T.A., 1990, Liquid-liquid extraction for protein separations. Proc. ISEC 
'90 

Liquid-liquid extraction can be used for the initial bulk concentration and 
purification of proteins. Suitable non-denaturing solvent systems are two-phase 
aqueous polymer mixtures and reversed micellar organic solutions. Selective 
partitioning of proteins in the two-phase polymer systems is affected by whether 
the polymer solution is dilute, with interaction length scales on the order of 
the polymer coil size, or semi-dilute, where the extensively-overlapping coils 
have correlation length scales on the order of a characteristic mesh size. An 
apparent interphase electrical potential difference, which depends on the type 
of salt used, gives rise to a pH-, or protein-charge dependent partitioning. 
Selectivity can be enhanced by derivatising one of the phase-forming polymers 
with a protein-specific ligand. Protein solubilisation in reversed micellar 
solutions is mediated by electrostatic interactions between the protein and the 
surfactant 1 ayer stabilising the reversed micellar water drop 1 ets, by size 
exclusion phenomena, and by the addition of ligand-modified cosurfactants. The 
current understanding of the physico-chemical interactions responsible for the 
specificity of the protein extraction operations is emphasised, and points of 
deficiency noted. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Proteins are high molecular weight polymers of amino acids. In their 

native form they have specific configurations which are maintained by a delicate 
balance of electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic forces, and by some 
cross-linking through the formation of disulfide bonds between cysteine residues. 
It is this three-dimensional, or tertiary, structure that imparts to proteins 
their very specific functions in the body, in plants and animals, and in 
industrial enzyme processing. Recent advances in genetic engineering and 
recombinant DNA technology, coupled with improved yields and productivity of 
fermentation processes, have led to a burgeoning array of possible protein 
products, ranging from diagnostic and therapeutic enzymes through to industrial 
enzymes. Solvent extraction can play an important role in the initial bulk 
concentration and purification of these proteins, providing suitable solvents 
having the desired capacity and selectivity for the targetted protein product can 
be i dent ifi ed. 

Proteins can be very sensitive to changes in the solvent polarity, pH and 
ionic strength, which can lead to a disruption of their three-dimensional 
structures, and hence to loss of protein function. Thus, in establishing a 
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separations scheme for protein recovery and purification, it is imperative that 
the system provide not only good capacity and selectivity for the protein 
product, but also a non-denaturing environment for the labile proteins. These 
stringent requirements are met by at least two different solvent systems that can 
be used for the liquid-liquid extraction of proteins, viz., aqueous two-phase 
polymer systems and organic reversed micellar solutions. Extensive experimental 
studies have shed much light on the factors affecting protein partitioning in 
these solvent systems, but the molecular origins of most of these effects are 
still unclear. The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief overview of the 
current understanding of these phenomena, and to point out areas where more 
fundamental research could be profitably undertaken. 

2 TWO-PHASE POLYMER SYSTEMS 
It is well-known that when two or more polymers are mixed in a common 

solvent a phase separation can occur in which each of the resulting phases is 
rich in only one of the two polymer species. The example phase diagram given in 
Figure 1, that of the polyethylene 
oxide (PEO)/dextranjwater system, 
shows that such phase separation can 
occur at fairly low polymer 
concentrations. Similar phase 
behaviour is observed with single 
polymers and high concentrations of 
salts, such as potassium sulphate or 
phosphate. The high water content of 
each phase ensures that it provides a 
benign, non-denaturing environment for 
proteins, while the selective 
partitioning of proteins between the 
phases can be exploited effectively 

WATER 

for their separation and purification. Figure 1 Phase diagram for the 
These factors outweigh the PEO/dextranjwater system (Adapted from 
disadvantages associated with two- Albertsson, 1985) 

phase polymer systems that would 
normally di squa 1 i fy them from consideration in most convention a 1 extraction 
schemes, viz., their characteristically small density differentials (2 - 4 
percent), high viscosities (10- 1000 cp) and extremely low interfacial tensions 
(0.001 - 0.1 dyne/em). While the partitioning behaviour of proteins and other 
biological materials in these polymer systems has been studied extensively since 
the mid-fifties (Albertsson, 1985; Walter et al., 1985; Abbott et al., 1990a), 



it is only in the last fifteen years that aqueous two-phase polymer systems have 
come to be recognised as potentially useful for protein separations on a 
commercial scale (Hustedt et al., 1978). 

2.1 Effects of Protein and Polymer molecular wejghts 
The effects of both protein size and polymer molecular weight on the 
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Figure 2 The effect of (a) protein molecular weight (Sasakawa et al., 
1972), and (b) polymer molecular weight (Albertsson et al . , 1987) on protein 
partition coefficient 

partitioning of proteins are shown in Figure 2. The strong dependence of KP on 
the protein molecular weight (Figure 2(a)) is a reflection of the balance between 
surface, van der Waals and excluded volume interactions of the proteins and 
polymers in solution, all of which depend on the protein size. The same 
phenomena are important in determining the effect of the polymer molecular weight 
on the interphase partitioning of proteins observed in Figure 2(b). A number 
of theories of protein partitioning have been developed within the framework of 
Flory-Huggins lattice models, in which the entropic and enthalpic contributions 
to the free energy of a polymer-protein solution are estimated by modelling the 
polymer solution as a lattice, the volume of each lattice site being determined 
by the size of the solvent molecules. These analyses show correct qualitative 
trends in some instances, but they do suffer from a lack of quantitative 
predictive capabilities (Brooks et al ., 1985; Albertsson et al ., 1987; Baskir et 
al., 1987; Diamond and Hsu, 1989) • 

It was recognised recently that these "mean-field" theories, in which the 
polymer segment concentration is taken to be uniform throughout and long-range 
correlations are ignored, may not be applicable in the polymer solution regimes 
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typically encountered in two-phase polymer systems used for protein partitioning 
(Abbott et al., 1990a,b). This is particularly true at low polymer molecular 
weights and concentrations, where the individual polymer coils retain their 
identities, and do not overlap appreciably. In this regime, the excluded volume 
interactions between the proteins and the polymer coils will depend on the 
effective hard sphere volumes of the polymer coils, which increase non-linearly 
with increasing polymer molecular weight. Consequently, at constant polymer 
molecular weight percent, the excluded volume interactions become more pronounced 
as the polymer molecular weight increases, influencing the protein partitioning 
strongly. Excluded volume arguments have been unable to account completely for 
the observed experimental trends, however, and it has been necessary to invoke 
some slight attractive interactions between the proteins and the polymers to 
rationalise the experimental results in terms of these models. It is not clear, 
though, whether these results simply reflect an inadequate treatment of the 
entropy of mixing effects, or whether they are genuine surface or van der Waals 
interactions. If there are true attractive interactions between the protein and 
the polymer, are they non-specific, or do the nature of the protein surface and 
its heterogeneity play a role? Such questions have not been addressed to any 
extent, and yet it would seem crucial that these phenomena be investigated if we 
are ever to understand protein partitioning in any fundamental way. 

At higher molecular weights and/or concentrations (approximately 10,000 
Daltons at 10 weight percent PEO), the coils begin to overlap extensively, and 
the solution resembles a mesh in which the polymer coils are intertwined, and 
cannot be identified individually. The parameter determining the excluded volume 
interactions is now the so-called mesh size, which is independent of the polymer 
molecular weight, and thus we see a diminished dependence of KP on polymer 
molecular weight in this range. The fluctuation and correlation length scales 
of interest are on the order of the protein size, and this then argues against 
the use of mean field theories of the type discussed above, even in this solution 
regime. Thus it can be concluded that in treating excluded volume interactions 
in protein-polymer systems, attention must be paid to the solution regime under 
consideration, and to developing a clearer picture of the entropy associated with 
the mixing of a protein in a polymer phase of varying nature. While it is 
relatively straightforward to analyse the two extremes (although even here the 
results are not without their ambiguities), no attention has yet been given to 
the transition zone, or intermediate regime. It would seem that this is an area 
ripe for study, as it is here that most partitioning studies and practices occur. 

Virial expansion models, in which thermodynamic properties of the polymer 
solution are expanded as a power series in the polymer concentrations, have been 
used successfully to capture the trends associ a ted with polymer concentration and 



salt effects on protein partitioning, with the appropriate interaction parameters 
being determined experimentally using low-angle light scattering (King et al., 
1988) . A mo 1 ecul ar-1 eve 1 interpretation of these interaction parameters is, 
however, still lacking, although attempts have been made to rationalise these 
parameters in terms of excluded-volume arguments (Forciniti and Hall, 1990). 

2.2 Salt effects 
Perhaps the richest behaviour observed in protein partitioning studies is 
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Figure 3 (a) Dependence of ovalbumin partition coefficient on solution pH 
(Walter et al., 1972), and of (b) ribonuclease -a partitioning on protein net 
charge (Johansson, 1974) for different added salts . 

that related to specific salt effects, as illustrated in Figure 3, where the 
partition coefficients are shown for ovalbumin as a function of pH and for 
ribonuclease-a as a function of net charge for a number of different added 
electrolytes . It is clear from Figure 3(a) that the electrolyte type plays an 
important role in determining the partitioning behaviour, and that at a certain 
pH all curves for the different salt types intersect, i .e., there is no salt 
effect at this one pH, which turns out to be the isoelectric point for the 
protein. This common intersection of all salt curves argues against there being 
any specific sa 1t interactions with the protein itse 1f, and the observed 
behaviour is consistent with there being some charge effect on the protein 
partitioning. What is the nature of this effect? It can be traced to an 
observed potential difference between the phases of up to 10 mV, caused by the 
unequal affinities of different ions for the two phases, and hence the 
establishment of an interphase potential difference to ensure electrical 
neutrality (Albertsson et al., 1970; Brooks et al., 1984). The requirement for 
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equality of the electrochemical potential of the protein in the two phases then 
dictates that 

[
Asl;, z eAjJ] lnK • -- + _P __ 

P kT kT 
(1) 

from which we would expect to find a linear relation between log~ and protein 
net charge zP; this is approximately what is observed in Figure 3(b). The 
interphase potential difference, AjJ, which is related to the slope of the curves, 
can be positive or negative depending on the salt type used. Other terms in this 
equation are the standard state chemical potential difference, ApP0

' the 
Boltzmann constant, k, and the absolute temperature, T; e is the electronic 
charge. 

Clearly, this salt effect is important, and must reflect the nature of the 
interactions between the salt, polymer and water, which at this point are poorly 
understood, and have yet to be elucidated. This is a difficult problem as the 
ion-dipole interactions are of similar strength to the polymer-water 
interactions, and therefore cannot be treated independently of them. It is 
evident that, to date, this topic has resisted a full theoretical interpretation, 
and any advances made in this area will have repercussions far beyond the 
boundaries of two-phase polymer systems. 

2.3 Affjnjty partitioning 
In none of the above mechanisms for protein partitioning are the 

biospecific molecular recognition capabilities of proteins exploited for 
separation purposes. It has been demonstrated on many occasions that enhanced 
partitioning can be attained by derivatising one of the phase polymers with a 
ligand that will interact specifically with the desired protein. It can be shown 
by simple thermodynamic arguments that the partition coefficient for the protein 
in the presence of a ligand having concentration cLt jn the top phase can be 
related to the partition coefficient in the absence of the ligand, ~o, via the 
equation (Brooks et al., 1985; Cordes et al., 1987) 

(2) 

where KL is the partition coefficient for the derivatised ligand, K.b and K.t are 
the association constants for the protein-ligand complex in the bottom and top 
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phases respectively, and n is the 
number of binding sites per protein. 
The dramatic increase in the partition 
coefficient in the presence of 
affinity ligand shown in Figure 4 for 
five different proteins is in general 
agreement with the predictions of this 
model . However, the effects of bulk 
polymer concentrations and the ligand 
tail molecular weight on partitioning 
have not yet been fully explained, 

glycer:tldeh~e pho~phate dehydrogen:tSe 

neither has the fact that when there 
are multiple binding sites, the 
effective number, n, is generally non
integer, indicating there is some 
interaction beween the first attached 
ligand and subsequent ones. The 

tot:LI protein 
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Figure 4 Affinity partitioning of 
proteins as a function of PE0-1 i gand 
concentration (Johansson and Andersson , 
1984) 

lattice model of Baskir et al . (1987) has been partially successful in this 
regard, but is still subject to the cautionary comments above regarding the 
applicability of the mean field theories adopted. 

3 REVERSED MICELLAR SOLUTIONS 
Reversed mice 11 es are nanometer-sea 1 e water drop 1 ets dispersed in an 

organic continuum, stabilised by surfactants. They form spontaneously under 

AOT 

lso-octont 

Figure 5 (a) Protein solubil isation in reversed micelles, and (b) 
Simplified phase diagram for the AOT/isooctane/water system. 
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appropriate conditions of salt type and concentration, depending on the 
surfactant and solvent selected. It is now well-established that proteins and 
other hydrophilic species can be solubilised in organic solvents by being 
sequestered within the polar cores of these reversed micelles, as shown 
schematically in Figure S(a), and that in many instances proteins retain their 
native conformation and enzymatic activity (Luisi et al., 1979, 1988). The 
simplified phase diagram for the water-AOT- isooctane system in Figure S(b) shows 
that there is a large two -phase region in which a bulk aqueous solution exists 
in equilibrium with a reversed micellar organic phase. There are many 
illustrations of the use of such reversed micellar phases as solvents for the 
selective extraction of proteins, amino acids and other biologicals from aqueous 
solutions (Pileni, 1989), and it has been shown that these systems are effective 
even when used to treat directly whole-broth fermentation media (Rahaman et al ., 
1988). 

The physical properties of these systems in some instances are more 
attractive than those for two-phase polymer systems. Interfacial tensions are 
generally in the range 0.1 - 2 mN/m, the density differentials are closer to 10-
20 percent, and the phase viscosities are more moderate, being on the order of 
1 cp. A disadvantage of such systems is that the presence of such large amounts 
of surfactant can lead to the formation of rather strong macroemulsions, with 
subsequent phase disengagement problems. Nonetheless, Dekker et a7. (1986) have 
operated a continuous mixer-settler extract ion/stripping cycle successfully over 
many residence times with no apparent operational difficulties. 

3.1 Interfacial transoort characterjstjcs 
The solubilisation of proteins in reversed micellar systems is believed to 

proceed by a cooperative process, whereby the surfactant interface between the 
two macroscopic phases deforms in response to electrostatic interactions with the 
approaching protein, and the protein-micelle complex is formed cooperatively 
(Dungan et al., 1990). For lower molecular weight solutes there appears to be 
no mechanism for such a cooperative process, and the solubilisation is postulated 
to proceed via the growth of unstable surface fluctuations, which is 
significantly slower than the cooperative mechanism postulated for protein 
transfer. The reverse process, that of transfer out of the micellar phase back 
to the aqueous solution , is dominated by the rate of coalescence of micelles with 
the interface, that for protein-filled micelles being two to three orders of 
magnitude slower than for the empty micelles (Dekker et al ., 1990; Dungan et al ., 
1990). 

Results for the transfer of the proteins a-chymotrypsin and cytochrome-c 
in both directions are shown in Figure 6. It is evident that both pH and ionic 
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Figure 6 Interfacial transport coefficients for (a) forward and (b) 
backward protein transfer in AOT reversed micellar systems (Dungan et al., 
1990) 

strength have an important effect on the forward transfer, pointing to strong 
electrostatic interact ions during the cooperative formation of the protein
micelle complex. The back transfer is less sensitive to pH because the proteins 
sequestered within the micelles are not exposed to the bulk phase pH until after 
they have been released from these micelles following their rate-1 imit i ng 
coalescence at the interface; the effect of ionic strength probably reflects 
changes in the interfacial tension and interfacial rigidity, which will affect 
the ease of coalescence of the micelles with the interface. Little is known 
about these phenomena, and there is considerable scope for fundamental work on 
the theoretical and experimental characterisation of surfactant monolayers at 
planar and curved interfaces, and their interactions with a range of 
macrosolutes. 

3.2 Effects of oH and ionic strength 
The solubilisation of proteins in reversed micellar solutions is affected 

primarily by electrostatic interactions between the hosted protein and the 
surfactant headgroups, although in some cases hydrophobic effects can also play 
a role. An indirect consequence of the electrostatic interactions is a volume 
exclusion effect, whereby if the equilibrium empty micelle size is sufficiently 
small, there is no energetic gain to placing the protein within the micelle. 

Shown in Figure 7 are the degree of solubilisation of a-chymotrypsin in AOT 
reversed micelles and the sizes of the empty and protein-filled micelles as a 
function of salt concentration for three different pH's. At. the low pH the 
protein bears a strong positive charge, and the interactions with the anionic 
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Figure 7 (a) Transfer efficiency of a-chymotrypsin to an AOT reversed 
micellar phase, and (b) the sizes of empty and protein -filled micelles, as 
functions of ionic strength and pH (data of Rahaman and Hatton, 1990). 

surfactant are sufficiently strong that solubilisation is strongly favoured at 
the lower ionic strengths. In addition, the presence of the protein effectively 
screens across-micelle surfactant-surfactant interactions, reducing the total 
system energy. Thus it is favourable for the protein to be taken up by the 
reversed micelles under these conditions. With increasing ionic strength, the 
electrostatic interactions are screened more effectively, with the result that 
the empty micelles are reduced in size, and the advantages associated with 
placing the protein within a micelle are reduced. This is also entropically
driven; at low ionic strength, the protein-micelle complex formed is 
substantially smaller than the equilibrium empty micelle size, and therefore 
protein solubilisation results in a redistribution of surfactant over a larger 
number of smaller micelles, giving rise to a higher enropy of mixing of micelles 
into the solvent. At higher ionic strengths, where the empty micelles are 
smaller and more numerous, this driving force for protein solubilisation is 
significantly reduced. 

With increasing pH the net charge on the protein becomes less positive, and 
the electrostatic interactions between the protein and the anionic surfactant 
shell are reduced, again leading to a lower solubilisation of protein in the 
reversed micellar phase. Although these effects have been described in terms of 
electrostatic models of the protein-surfactant interactions (Bruno et al.,1990; 
Woll and Hatton, 1989; Bratko et al ., 1988), the models themselves are still not 
completely satisfactory, and there is tremendous scope for the development of 
improved theoretical pictures of protein solubilisation in reversed micelles. 
Topics to be considered are the location of the protein within the micelles 



(Pileni et al., 1985), protein surface charge distributions (Wolbert et al., 
1989), electric field and·polarisation phenomena (Leodidis and Hatton, 1989b), 
and the important role the surfactant tail crowding and entropy of mixing the 
micelles into the organic continuum play as the micelles become larger (Rahaman 
and Hatton, 1990). 

3.3 Specific salt effects 
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Figure 8 The effect of salt type and concentration on (a) the partitioning 
of Q-chymotrypsin, and (b) the transfer of water to an AOT reversed micellar 
phase. (Kelley et al., 1990) 

Another illustration of the 
importance of electrostatics and size 
exclusion in determining the protein 
solubilisation behaviour is the strong 
effect that electrolyte type can have 
(Kelley et al., 1990). It is found 
that the solubilisation curves are 
very strongly affected by cation type 
in these systems; for a given salt 
concentration, significantly higher 
protein transfers are obtained with 
sodium and ammonium salts than with 
potassium or cesium salts. These 
trends are also reflected in the 
amount of water taken up by the 
reversed micellar solution, expressed 
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Figure 9 The transfer efficiency of 
Q-chymotrypsin versus water uptake. 
(Kelley et al., 1990) 

in Figure 8 as W0 , the molar water-to-surfactant ratio, which is a direct 
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indication of micelle size. Models suggest that these results are consistent 
with the larger hydrated cations being more effectively volume-excluded from the 
vicinity of the surfactant charged layer, and thereby providing less screening 
of the across-micelle interactions, resulting in larger equilibrium micelle sizes 
(Leodidis and Hatton, 1989a,b) . When these results are cross-plotted as in 
Figure 9, the protein extraction curves for any given pH tend to collapse onto 
a single narrow band for all salt types. This is a strong indication that it is 
the size of the empty micelles that determines the propensity for the protein to 
be solubilised, i.e., that an apparent size exclusion phenomenon is operative. 
These phenomena should be incorporated in any rea 1 i st i c mode 1 of protein 
partitioning in microheterogeneous media . 

3.4 Affinity oartitjonjng 
There has been one successful report of the use of affinity surfactants in 

reversed micellar systems for enhancing the selectivity of a protein extraction 
(Wallet al ., 1989). The model developed for two-phase polymer systems was found 
to be applicable to this system, although it is still necessary to account for 
the effects of the interface on the location and orientation of the affinity 
groups and on the binding characteristics of the protein with the affinity 
surfactants. Again, there is an opportunity to evaluate more closely the 
physicochemical properties of microstructured fluids and how they can influence 
interactions with hosted solutes. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Liquid-liquid extraction for protein separations is a viable technique for 

the biotechnology industries, as it can integrate the initial downstream 
processing steps of removal of insolubles and partial concentration and 
puri fi cation of the protein product. The requirements for a non-denaturing 
solvent are satisfied by both the polymer and reversed micellar solutions . This 
brief overview has concentrated on the factors governing the interphase 
partitioning of proteins, and what new insights can be gained from further 
fundamental research into these phenomena . Many other technical challenges need 
to be addressed as well. These include phase contacting and disengagement, 
product recovery and recycle of phase-forming materials, development and 
characterisation of new polymers and surfactants, and the economics of these 
processes . The technical challenges notwithstanding, however , it is clear that 
these systems provide intellectual challenges and the successful probing of the 
fundamental intermolecular interactions responsible for the selectivity of 
protein partitioning could have consequences in a range of other, related fields, 
such as protein aggregation and refolding, complex fluids, drug delivery systems, 



therapeutic drug formulation, and food processing, to name but a few. 
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EMULSION LIQUID MEMBRANES FOR WASTE WATER TREATMENT 

J.DRAXLER and R.MARR 
Institute for Chemical Engineering and Environmental Technology, 
Technical University of Graz, Inffeldgasse 25, A-8010 Graz, Austria 

ABSTRACT 
A review on the Emuls i on Liquid Membrane (ELM) Technique is 

presented with an emphasis on its application for waste water 
treatment. The membrane components and the main apparatus such as 
emulsion preparation, mass transfer apparatus and e.mulsion splitting 
are described, then some applications for waste water treatment are 
suggested and finally an economic consideration is given. 

INTRODUCTION 

After the Emulsion Liquid Membrane Technique could not be applied 

for the enrichment of various metal ions, such as Uranium and Copper, 

due to various reasons (mainly economic due to low price of metals), 

this technique was tried to be applied for waste water treatment. A 

very good separation efficiency for the metal ions and a very low 

solubility of the used organic compounds in the effluent were two 

features of this technique which were very promising for an applica

tion in waste water treatment. 

Several pilot plants proved the feasibility of this technique 

for waste water treatment. In particular, the separation and recovery 

of Zn in the viscose and rayon industry, of Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu in the 

mining industry, of Zn, Cd, Pb, Cu and Hg from residues of incinera

tion plants, of Ni and Cr(VI) in the electroplating industry and 

ammonia and phenols in different industries got _some importance. 

A prior condition for an application of the Emulsion Liquid 

Membrane Technique in waste water treatment is a low solubility of 

the organic compounds in the effluent, in order to avoid an 

additional pollution of the waste water. This is achieved by the use 

of long- chain aliphatic diluents and high-molecular weight surfac

tants. Modifiers are not necessary, because the actual concentration 

of the metals in the organic phase is always very low due to the 

simultaneous extraction and stripping mechanism. Depending on various 

parameters such as pH and salt content, the loss of membrane phase 

by solubility is in the range of 1 - 5 mg/1. 
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2 MEMBRANE COMPONENTS 

2.1. Extractants 

The good separations down in the ppb-range for several metals 

is made possible by the separation mechanism and by the use of 

special extractants. Organic thio- and dithio-phosphoric- and 

phosphinic acids are very strong extractants for most heavy metals, 

but show very slow stripping kinetics. Therefore they are rarely used 

for Solvent-Extraction (SX). Due to the high interface area organic/ 

stripping phase (about 106 m2/m3
) the stripping rate is fast enough 

for an industrial application. 

These extractants have following chemical structure: 

R2 S 
"-~ 

and p 

/"'-. 
R2 SH 

The extraction efficiency is about the same for dithiophosphoric 

acids (DTPA, e.g. HOE F 3541, R1 = Di-(2-ethylhexyl)) and dithiophos

phinic acids (e.g. Cyanex 301, R2 = Di-(2,2,4-trimethypentyl)). DTPA 

is produced in large quantities (motor oil additive, flotation agent) 

and is therefore very cheap, but in contact with water or mineral 

acids it is hydrolysed very quickly, especially at higher temperatu

res. Dithiophosphinic acids, however, are much more expensive, but 

they are also chemically very stable, so it is a matter of economics, 

which one is to be preferred. 

2.2. surfactants 

A lot of surfactants have been tested for the use in ELM and most 

of them met the requirement of stabilizing the emulsion. Neverthe

less, only few are suitable for ELM because there are also other 

requirements, such as mass transfer resistance, chemical stability 

and ability for water transport. Especially the last point, the water 

transport through the membrane is of decisive importance for the 

choice of a sui table surfactant. This requires long-chain surfactants 

with low diffusivity. Amines such as ECA 11522 (EXXON) are mostly 

used, but there are also some new developments (Goto et al., 1989; 

Zhang et al., 1988). 

The surfactants should provide a low interface tension membrane 

phase/stripping phase in order to stabilize the emulsion, but they 
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should not affect the interface tension emulsion/waste water. In 

Solvent-Extraction you have to avoid emulsions, in ELM you have to 

avoid double emulsions! Interestingly, a too low interface tension 

emulsion/waste water can be avoided by the addition of higher 

surfactant concentrations in the membrane phase (fig.!) 
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Fig. 1. Interface tensions of pure diluent, diluent+ surfactant and 

emulsion to water. 

When preparing the emulsion, the surfactant is completely adhered 

at the interface membrane/stripping phase. The interface tension 

emulsion/water is therefore initially nearly the same as the one of 

pure diluent (without surfactant)/water. By instability of the 

emulsion, surfactant is released from the inner interface membrane/ 

stripping phase and can diffuse to the outer interface emulsion/water 

reducing thereby this interface tension. At higher surfactant concen

trations, the emulsified stripping acid droplets become smaller and 

the emulsion more stable. The surfactant is not easily released from 

the inner interface and cannot diffuse to the outer interface. There

fore the interface tension emulsion/water remains high for a longer 

time. 

2. 3. diluents 

Due to the simultaneous stripping the concentration of the metal

extractant complex in the membrane phase is always low. Therefore the 
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are now requirements on the diluents for a good solubilisation of 

these complexes and no modifiers are needed. 

A suitable diluent for ELM should be aliphatic in nature, should 

have a low viscosity and a high flash point. 

3 EQUIPMENT 

When the chemical problems are solved and the process has been 

optimized in pilot tests, scale-up to a full scale plant can be 

realized. Thereby three main problems have to be faced. These are the 

scale-up of the mass transfer apparatus, the preparation of the 

emulsion and the splitting of the emulsion. 

3.1. Mass Transfer Apparatus 

Although many types of mass transfer apparatus have been used 

in the past, counter-current extraction columns proved to be most 

suitable for ELM. Mixer-settlers might also be used, but special 

t}{pes of settlers would have to be devised. The interface emul

sion/waste water is continuously renewed in columns, in mixer

settlers, however, it remains nearly quiet. Due to a slow gravitiy 

settling of the emulsified stripping phase droplets, the emulsion at 

the interface becomes heavier till the density of this emulsion is 

higher than the aqueous phase and the emulsion is drained with the 

waste water phase. 

A counter-current mode of operation is to be preferred to a co

current mode, especially when the metal concentrations in the 

effluent should be very low. In waste water treatment the required 

levels of the metal concentrations in the effluent are usually very 

low. This low levels cause many troubles in the scale-up of mass 

transfer apparatus, because there exists no reliable design basis for 

such low concentrations. Pilot tests are necessary in any case, but 

despite of pilot tests the design of a full-scale plant is very 

problematic, because mass transfer at very low concentrations is very 

sensitive to hold-up, interface area and many other parameters. 

Usually the calculation of columns for ELM is done in a similar 

way as for SX. A description is given by Bart et al. (1988) 

One major economical and technical question in the design of a 

full plant is, whether one counter-current column is sufficient to 

achieve the required separation, or whether two serial counter

current columns have to be used. This is very difficult to assess and 

depends very much on the required concentrations in the effluent and 

on the results of the pilot plant. Of course, with a high overdesign 
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one column will always be sufficient and will be cheaper than two 

smaller columns, but then other problems might arise, e.g. osmosis. 

Osmosis depends very much on the kind of the extractants and surfac

tants and will always occur due to the physical solubility of water 

in the organic phase. At a high overdesign, i.e. long residence time, 

osmosis might not only dilute the concentrated stripping acid, but 

also change all physical properties of the emulsion, causing thereby 

a malfunctioning of the entire plant. 

The choice of the type of column seems to be of minor importance. 

Pilot tests showed no great differences between some commonly used 

columns, such as RDC, Klihni-, pulsed sieve plate- and Oldshue

Rushton-extractors. 

3.2. Emulsion Preparation 

There are a number of suitable methods to produce stable 

emulsions. In ELM-technique one always tried to produce emulsions 

with narrow drop size distributions. This was important, because too 

large droplets are prone to break-up, and too small droplets were 

difficult to split. With improved methods for emulsion splitting one 

can try now to make more stable emulsions with very small droplets. 

For this purpose some new devices have been designed, such as a low 

pressure static homogenizer (Marr et al. 1988), which proved its 

efficiency in pilot tests. Fig. 2 shows the drop size distribution 

of a W/0-emulsion produced by this static homogenizer. With this 

emulsions, break-up of the emulsified stripping phase droplets lies 

in the range of 0,1%. 
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Fig 2. Drop size distribution. Nozzle: 2,0 mm; pressure: 4 bar. 10 

parts organic phase (3% ECA 11522, 5% DTPA, 92% Shellsol T), 1 part 

stripping phase (H2S04 , 250 g/1) 
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3 . 3. Emulsion Splitting 

This is still the most important step in the conception of a full 

scale plant. Especially for waste water treatment very stable 

emulsions with a drop size distribution as shown in fig. 2 are 

required in order to avoid any break-up. The only method applicable 

for ELM is the electrostatic splitting, but there are a lot of 

parameters which have to be optimized for each kind of emulsion. 

One very important parameter is the frequency of the used 

A.C.field. It was often proved, that higher frequencies in the range 

of 3 - 30 kHz can improve splitting essentially, even at lower 

voltages ( 1 kV) . Also the formation of spongy emulsion is con

siderably reduced at higher frequencies. The shape of the A.C.field 

is another important parameter. Compared to all other shapes a 

rectangular shape improves the splitting efficiency by a factor of 

about 1,5. Preferably the electrodes are insulated in order to avoid 

short-circuiting. Suitable insulation material is for instance glass 

and enamel, respectively. 

The shape of the splitting apparatus itself is of minor impor

tance for the splitting efficiency. Fig. 3 shows three types of 

splitting devices. The choice for one type is mainly made by economic 

considerations. 

eleprode 

emulsion 4----[ ___ __ ______ [ oil 

l water 

water 
oil 

a) crude oil desalter b) cylindrical elecrodes 

emulsion electrodes 

\lt 

c) parallel plates 

Fig. 3. Types of splitting apparatus 

4 APPLICATIONS 

4.1. Removal of Zinc in the Viscose Industry 

In all viscose and rayon industries zinc ions are used in the 

spinbaths in order to improve the spinning process and the properties 

of the fibres. In the subsequent rinsing steps zinc is lost with the 

waste water. Beside the economic disadvantage the loss of zinc causes 
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also pollution problems. Therefore most viscose industries have 

installed plants for zinc-removal. The mere removal of zinc from the 

wastewater, e.g. by precipitation, represents mostly only a shift 

from a waste water problem to a landfill problem. Therefore some new 

processes have been tested and installed recently, which enable a 

recovery of zinc. For the reuse of zinc in the viscose industry a 

sufficient selectivity of zinc to calcium is demanded in order to 

avoid any precipitation of gypsum in the evaporation steps. ELM offer 

both a sufficient selectivity of Zn to Ca and a reuse of Zn in the 

spinbaths. 

Fig. 4 and 5 show the results of a two-stage pilot plant. 200 

1/h of waste water were treated in two counter-current columns 

(diameter: 0,1m, height: 6m) with an emulsion consisting of 10 1/h 

organic phase (3% ECA 11522, 5% DTPA, 92% Shellsol T) and 1 1/h H2S04 , 

250 g/1. Fig. 4 shows the column profiles for Zn. In the first column 

Zn could be separated from about 120 mg/1 to about 10 mg/1, and in 

the second column to 0,3 mg/1. All Ca-analyses of this two-months 

pilot run are shown in fig. 5. It can clearly be seen, that both 

raffinates contained always the same amount of Ca as the feed phase 

and only traces of Ca could be found in the stripping phases. 
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Fig. 4. Zn-results 
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Fig. 5. Ca-results 
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The viscose waste waters contain different amounts of spin bath 

additives, mainly polyethylenglycole (PEG) and epoxilized fatty 

amines. These are surface active agents and have therefore a decisive 

influence on the feasibility of an ELM-process, respectively. The 

surface tension between waste water and organic phase is reduced 

drastically. The influence of the additives on ELM is manifold. They 

might be partly coextracted (especially the fatty amines), resulting 

in a higher sulfuric acid consumption; then they might act as an 

additional mass transfer resistance due to their aggregation at the 

interface; finally, and most important, they can strenghten or soften 

the activity of the surfactants, resulting in an increase or decrease 

of the emulsion stability. 

The influence of these additives can't be predicted. Even very 

similar additives can have a totally different influence. It is 

therefore always necessary to make pilot tests or intensive 

laboratory tests prior to a full-scale application. 

4.2. Recovery of Nickel from Electroplating Solutions 

Nickel is removed from electroplating solutions mostly by 

precipitation. Also SX using D2EHPA is applied, but the separation 

is not very efficient. With DTPA the extraction would be very 

efficient, but stripping is very slow. This led to a new development 

(Mart et al. 1988), which is shown in fig. 6. This process contains 

now only the important elements of the ELM-process, but is not a 

membrane process any more. The advantages of the ELM-process (large 

interfacial area) could be preserved, whereas the disadvantages of 
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membrane processes (osmosis) could be avoided. 

FEED H2SO<t 

400mg/INI 

Fig. 6. Combined SX-ELM process for Ni-recovery 

The waste water is contacted countercurrently in a two-stage 

mixer-settler unit with the organic phase containing 5% of a 

dithiophosphoric acid in an aliphatic diluent and a small amount of 

surfactant. The surfactant is necessary for the following stripping 

stage, however, its concentration must remain so low that there is 

no disadvantageous effect on the extraction step. Due to the strongly 

acidic extractant DTPA Ni can be removed in the waste water down to 

less than 1 mg/1, independent of the initial concentration (at least 

up to about 6 g/1). 

Stripping of Ni from the organic phase is done in a homogenizer 

in order to obtain a large interface area. But despite of very fine 

droplets and the large specific interface area the residence time 

must be about 15 min to obtain a sufficient stripping. Therefore a 

small amount of surfactant is necessary to maintain such small 

droplets for the required time. Separation of this droplets after the 

stripping step by gravitiy settling would take too long, therefore 

an electrostatic splitting device is necessary. 

4.3. Removal of heavy Metals in Metallurgical Plants 

Waste waters in metallurgical plants usually contain a number 

of different metals which are to be removed alltogether. As long as 

there is a use for the stripping phase, ELM is a very efficient 

technique for this task. In metallurgical plants this is usually the 

case since the stripping phase can be used for leaching of the metal

ores. Table 1 shows the average results of a six-months pilot run 

(same conditions as in 4.1.) 
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TABLE 1: Results of pilot plant 

metal feed raffinate 1 raffinate 2 strip.ph. 
mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 

Zn 230 5 0,2 22.000 

Cd 2 I 7 0,1 0,02 270 

Cu 1,1 0,1 0,007 90 

Pb 0,5 0,02 0,01 6 

Fe(II) 90 90 90 20 

Fe( III) 20 15 12 700 

Co 0,4 0,4 0,38 0,1 

Ni 0,3 0,3 0,3 0,1 

Mn 25 24 23 20 

Mg 37 37 37 4 

Ca 220 220 220 44 

Na 60 60 60 6 

pH 3,4 2,2 2,1 

For these experiments a monothiophosphoric acid was used instead 

of DTPA. These two extractants have about the same extraction effi

ciency for all metals (except Ni and to a minor extent Fe(III), Co 

and Mn). The main difference lies again in the stripping behaviour. 

Under the conditions used, Cd, Cu and Pb wouldn't be stripped from 

DTPA by diluted sulfuric acid. 

5 ECONOMICS 

Contrary to most other membrane processes ELM-technology is not 

based on modules, but is tailormade for each specific problem. There

fore it doesn't make sense to give prices e.g. in $/m2 membrane area. 

Even figures in $/m3 of treated waste water cannot be given in a 

general way, because it depends on a number of parameters. To give 

a hint for the costs of an ELM-plant, a complete calculation of a 

plant for the viscose industry is given. Basis of this calculation 

was a waste water stream of 75 m3/h with a Zn-concentration of 300 

mg/1. 95% of Zn should be removed in one column. 

5 . 1. Capital Costs 
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A turn-key plant with new buildings and a separate measuring 

station was calculated. Prices of all parts are given in table 2. 

TABLE 2: Capital costs: 

a) extraction column including internals 
b) filter for feed stream, oil separator 
c) splitting apparatus (enamel insulated 

electrodes) plus electronic device 
d) pumps, homogenizer, static mixers 
e) process measuring and control equipment 

including measuring station 
f) electrotechnical devices 
g) pipes 
h) buildings 
i) steel structure 
j) insulation, paintings 
k) erection, assembling 
1) supervision buildings and erection 
m) setting into operation 
n) Engineering 
o) licenses 

5.2. Operating costs 

us $ 

230.000.-
30.000.-

150.000.-
77.000.-

230.000.-
100.000.-
210.000.-
420.000.-
130.000.-
53.000.-

380.000.-
130.000.-

70.000.-
600.000.-
80.000.-

2890.000.-

For the assessment of the industrial economics following costs 

were accounted for: 

a) direct operating costs of the plant; costs for sulfuric acid and 

water, organic membrane phase (losses by decomposition and 

solubility and a total replacement of organic input every second 

year); included are also costs for the further treatment of the 

product phase (evaporation); not included are costs for the 

neutralization of the raffinate. 

b) staff costs, other costs (analysis) 

c) credits for the recycled zinc 

d) credits due to opportunity costs for other 

treatments to reduce the zinc-concentration 

The total savings are therefore 

5.3. Return on Investment 

70.400.-

55.800.

+ 301.400.-

+ 129.000.-

+ 304.200.-

Fig. 7 shows the payback time for different flowrates and 

concentrations. It is a rough estimate, an assurance of 0,1% of 

capital costs, a maintenance of 2% of capital costs and average 

interests of 5% of capital costs over all years were accounted for. 
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For the given conditions a payback time of 29 years was calculated . 
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Fig. 7. Dependences on payback time 
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When calculating a payback time one has to consider that an ELM-plant 

is an environmental protection plant; it is therefore not convenient 

to calculate a payback time. The costs for such a plant ought to be 

integrated in the production plant and accounted for in the calcula

tion of the payback time of the production plant. The shown 

calculation serves only for comparison to other processes, the 

absolute figure of the payback time is of no importance. But contrary 

to many other environmental protection processes there is at least 

a positive payback time. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ion-pair or ion-associate formation and their partition between water 

immiscible two phases provides the one of the most important principle to 
design the separation methods for ionic species in solution. In this paper, I 
will make over view of our recent development of these separation systems, 
including ion-pair solvent extraction of metal chelates. 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods for analytical separations based on ion-pair formation are 

summarized in Table 1. Among these, ion~pair solvent extraction and ion-pair 

partition high performance liquid chromatography ( IP-HPLC ) are the most 

popular ones. Ion-pair transparent liquid phase separation phenomena, which 

are found in the case of quaternaryammonium-perfluorooctanoate ion-pair 

formation and neutralization of perfluorooctanoic acid derivatives ( pH 

dependent, reversible) has enable us to develop a new type of homogeneous 

liquid-liquid extraction system. By this method, more than 10000 times 

concentration for porphyrin complexes can easily be achieved within several 

minutes (Igarashi et al. ,1990). Ion-exchange adsorption followed by ion-pair 

dissolution method provides a new rapid concentration technique; by the use of 

3 g of cotton wool ( on which cationic surfactant is coated dynamically ) on a 

grass-filter, feed rate of up to 1000 ml/min was able to apply to adsorption 

of metal ions as ion-pairs of dithiolene chelates and which was eluted with 

acetone within several seconds. Concentration ratio of 20000 was 

attained(Yamazaki et al. ,1984). Ion-pair scum can be used for preconcent

ration and for room temperature phosphorescence media of porphyrin compounds 

(Endo et al, 1986). Ion-pair film concentration method is an ion-pair extrac

tion with solidified solvent (dioctylphalate, plasticizer of polyvinylchlo

ride), which can be applied for an unique colorimetry of trace metal ions. 

And ion-pair bubble separation by the use of ionic surfactants can be regarded 

as an ion-pair partition between aqueous phase and water-air interface. Its 

partition behavior can also be understood based on ion-pair extraction 

concept. 
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As it can seen from these separation methods, ion-pair partition principle 

has a versatile applicability for many phases of separation problems. 

TABLE 1. 

Two phase partition systems of ion-pair or ion-associate 

[WATER IMMISCIBLE 2ND. PHASE) 
Organic solvent 
Ion-pair liquid phase 
Hydrophobic stationary phase 
Gas-liquid interface 
Polymer(PVC) film 

Ion-pair scum(Precipitate) 
Cellulose matrix 

•: Room temperature phosphoresecense. 

2 ION-PAIR SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

2.1 Prediction of extraction constant 

[SEPARATION METHOD) 
Ion-pair solvent extraction 
Homogeneous liq.-liq. extraction 
Ion -pair HPLC 
Ion-pair bubble separation 
Ion-pair film colorimetry 
Ion-pair film concentration method 
Adsorbent act as RTP* media 
Ion-exchange adsorption followed 
by ion-pair elution method 

Ion-pair partition or extraction process of Q+ ion with X ion is expressed 

by following equations, 

Q+ + X QX = QX
0 

K [QX) /[Q+) [X-) 

k [QX) 0 /[QX) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where subscript o denoted the species in organic phase. Among 

extraction system, the largest extraction constants, Kex, of 

the ion-pair 

1022- 23 were 

reported for mareonitrildithiolato chelates, Q2[M(mnt) 2J for Ni, Cu, Zn, 

with Q+ of tetrahexylammonium ion (Inoue,1978). 

In order to design the reagent and system suitable for the separation 

Cd, 

of 

metal ions, information about the structure -partition equil ibrium constants 

relationship are essential. Large number of the extraction constants have 

been reported in the past 15 years. And several proposal have been made by 

Matsunaga et al. (1983), Motomizu et al. (1983, 1989), Goto et al.(1983), 

and Kasahara et al. (1990), in which the amount of the constants are divided 

into the cationic and the anionic contributions, as well as those of solvent. 

And the functional group contributions of ionic species are also assigned. 

Some typical data of these assignments are shown in Table 1 and calculated 

values are in good agreement with experimental ones for [Ni(dto) 2]2-. iodide, 

and perchlorate ions with various kinds of quaternary ammonium cations. 

Thus, we can obtained a general image of an equilibrium state of ion-pair 

extraction systems, even though they are still largely empirical. 



Table 2. Extraction constants of ion-pairs (log Ku.) 

Anion 
Experimental Calculated Ref. 

Picrate 

DMA• 

TBA• 
DPY• 
CMA• 
DBA• 
CPY• 

z· 
THA• 
TBA• 
DPY• 

CMA• 
CPY• 
z• 
THA• 
TBA• 
DPY• 
CMA• 

z· 
THA• 

CMA• 

TMA• 
TEA• 
TPA• 
TBA• 
z• 

8.97 
9.38 

11.37 
12.88 
14.75 
14.82 
16.46 
18.05 
3.32b> 
4.36 
5.45 
5.67 
7.24 
7. 98b> 
3.0Jbl 
4.07 
5.12 
7 .II 
7.48 

6.09 

7.94 

O.J6b> 
2.J2b> 
4.08b> 
5.75bl 
9.61 

9.01 
9.95 

11.23 
12.77 
14.67 
14.99 
16.55 
17.47 
3.94 
4.55 
5.36 
6.27 
7.24 
7.70 
3.81 
4.45 
5.22 
7.11 
7.56 

6.05 

7.94 

0.11 
1.99 
3.87 
5.75 
9.05 

A 

A 
A 
A 

A 

A 

A 

A 
B 

A 

A 

A 
14)&> 
I) 

B 

A 

A 
14)&> 
I) 

A 

14)•> 

B 

B 

B 
B•> 

14) 

At 25°C and 1=0.3 { b) : corrected for 1=0~3 from original data}. 
a) : Reference ion-pair. A: This work. B : K. Gustavii : Aeta 
Pharm. SwiCiea, 4, 233 (1967). c) : Q• ionJ-Dodecytlrimethyl
ammonium ion (DMA•), tetrabutylammonium ion (TBA•), N
dodecylpyridinium ion (DPY•), hexadecyltrimethylammonium ion 
(CMA•), benzyldodecyldimethylammonium ion (DBA•), N-Hexa
decylpyridinium ion (CPY•), benzyldimethyltetradecylammonium 
ion (Z•), tetrahexylammonium ion (THA•). 

2.3 Ion- pai r ext r action from al kaline media 

Ext r action of gal l i um( III ) f r om alkaline solut ion has been a recent topics. 

51 

I n t hese ext raction sys tem, ext r ac t ant havi ng a long alkyl chain has been used 

empi r ically. Obi et al.(1989 ) demonstrated t hat in i on- pai r sys t em, such long 

alkyl chai n can be placed either on extractant or coun ter ions. This fi ndi ng, 
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which is in accordance with the group contribution concept, provides a useful 

guideline for designing the reagent system for ion-pair extraction, especially 

suitable for alkaline media. Unusual behavior was observed in the ion-pair 

extraction from strongly alkaline solution such as 3 M NaOH aqueous solution. 

In these conditions, gallium(III) chelate of tetrbutylpyro- cathecolate, 

[Ga(pc) 3]3-, can be extracted with asymmetric counter ions but not with 

symmetric ones, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the extraction ability of 

tetrahexylammonium ion(Q+) to the gallium(III) chelate increased as decreasing 

the length of the one of the hexyl-group on the Q+ ion, (C6H13N+CnH2n+l) 

extraction efficiency was 4.8 % for n = 6, 50.3 % for n = 4, and 66.2 % for n 

2, respectively. This result seems to argue against the regular solution 

theory in which molar volume of the species may determine the distribution. 

But this phenomena can be understood based on the mechanism of ion-pair 

formation in which a closest approach of cation and anion may play an 

important role. 

50 :- • -3 
IQ 10 , 1 ·6.0Xl0 M, 
2M NoOH 

( CsH 17 l 3 -N~ -CH3 

<Coprlouotl 

IPC-ill 0 , 1·3.0x10-2M + 

CC3H7l
4

N.,. <C4Hgl4N+ (C5H13>4N ... --- -·-·--- --- ---- -· 
0- I 1 I I I I I I 

11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 

Total carbon number of quarternary 
ammonium ion (Q+) 

Fig.l Efect of structure of counter cation 

2.4 Kinetic aspects of ion-pair systems 

Ion-pair formation is thought to be very fast, because its process is 

rgely electro-static in nature. But, planer nickel chelate, [Ni(mnt) 2]2-

showed unusual ion-pair extraction behavior. By the use of tetrabutylammonium 

ion, the chelate was extracted quantitatively into chlorofolm phase as shown 
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in Fig.2. With asymmetric cations of cetyltrimethylammonium(CMA+) ion and 

benzyldimetyltetradecylammonium(Z+) ion, quantitative extraction were observed 

only at the stoichiometric condition ( shaking for 10 minutes). At this time, 

colloidal suspensions found in aqueous phase have negative charge at molar 

ratio of [Q+]T/[Ni(mnt) 2
2-JT <2, and positive charge at that of >2. After 6 

hours shaking, all the data were coincided with those of tetrabutylammonium 

ones(Yotsuyanagi et al., 1981). Such behavior shuld be attributed to the slow 

dissociation nature of charged aggregate, and the contribution of association 

mechanism other than electrostatic interaction, such as hydrophobic and charge 

transfer ones. 

The group contribution concept and its data base are useful for prediction 

of partition behavior not only for ion-pair solvent extraction, but also for 

all the method based on ion-pair partition principle, except for above 

mentioned unusual cases. 

3 ION-PAIR PARTITION HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY 

3.1 Ion-pair HPLC and solvent extraction 

This type of HPLC was first proposed by Eksbork et al. ,(1973), and the 

first application of reversed phase ion-pair mode to charged metal chelates 

had made by Hoshino et al., (1978). BY the use of ion-pair HPLC, we have 

obtained a powerful tool for highly selective and sensitive method for water 
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soluble charged metal chelates. Its detection limits are easily reached down 

to sub-ppb level of metal ions. Strong correlation between ion-pair solvent 

extraction and ion-pair HPLC for 4-(2-pyridylazo)resolsinolato (PAR, R2-l 

chelates of Fe(III), Co(III), V(V), and HR- has been demonstrated (Hoshino et 

al., 1984). 

PAR: 

r·-··- .,Spectrophotometer -...... -· 

. Column I . 
I ~~ :Abs. HL CuL2 

Mobile phase 'lb)brV\~jDetectori ll 
a) With HL - .···~···· · :· .. ,.· · 
b) Without HL Destruction of Zn-Chelate t 

Fig. 3 Spectrophotometry and two types of high 
performance liquid chromatography (re
versed phase mode) for metal analysis 

3.2 Kinetic differentiation(KD) mode HPLC 

KD-HPLC, which was proposed by Hoshino and Yotsuyanagi(1978, is shown in 

Fig.3. Metal ion is derivatized to metal chelate(per-column, off-line) and 

the reaction mixture is injected into eluent stream of reversed phase column 

system, in which chromogenic chelating reagent is not added. Metal chelate 

and the reagent are separated on the column, and thus large driving force of 

dissociation is applied to the metal chelate . Therefore, column acts not 

only as a conventional separator, but also acts as a selective destroyer to 

the kinetically labile metal chelates. In addition to such unique kinetic 

selectivity, it also provides an increase in sensitivity, which is realized by 

elimination of the background reagent signal from the vicinity of that of 

metal chelate. Therefore, its detection limit can easily be reached down to 



Table 3. Selectivity of 2,2'-dihydroxyazobebzene derivatives 
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ppb - sub-ppb level. This mode can also be applied to micellar electro-kinetic 

capillary chromatography and detection limit was reached to 1.4xlo-15 mol 

for chromium(III)-PAR chelate (Saito et al., 1989). 

3.3 Design of derivatizing reagent for KD-HPLC system 

The reagent for KD-HPLC is requested to form an inert metal chelate as well 

as to have partition and detection functions. Systematic survey of such 

reagents revealed that they were found among hydroxyazobebzene-dye (Hoshino et 

al.,l984, 1985, 1990, Miura et al., 1990), dithiolene (Ebina et al., 1983), 

polydentate Schiff-base (Kanbayashi et al., 1987), hydorazone (Uehara et 

al.,l989), and porphyrin (Igarashi et al., 1983). 

For example, KD-HPLC properties of 2,2'-dihydroxyazobenzene(DHAB) deriva

tives are summarized in Table 3 and some of their chromatograms are shown in 

Fig.4 (Hoshino et al., 1990a). These data clearly show that only very small 

change in the peripheral parts of reagents produces a drastic change in 

selectivity toward metal ions. By introduction of -OH group to DHAB at 3-

position, aluminum peak disappeared and cobalt gave new peak. And introduction 

of -No2 group, aluminum appeared again and cobalt disappeared . Another 

interesting point is that nickel(II) peak can not be detected, even though 

nickel chelates were once formed in precolumn derivatization step and they are 

generally thought to be inert ones. Any derivatives of DHAB can not gave 

chromatogram peak for nickel. Among such survey of reagent for nickel, 

specific one for nickel was found (Iki et al., 1991), 2-Pyridylaldehyde

benzoylhydrazone, by which only nickel can be detected among more than 10 

kinds of common metal ions including transition metal ions. 

The KD-HPLC methods have been successfully applied to the determination of 

the aluminum in human serum (ppb level; Kaneko et al., 1989) and vanadium (1-

30 ng/m3: urban air level) in air born particulates (Irie et al., 1991). 

4 NEW SEPARATION SYSTEMS 

4.1 Ion-pair film concentration method 

PVC film (dioctylphthalate as plasticizer) acts as a new solid extractant 

for ion-pair system. This system can extract some neutral metal chelates of 8-

quinolinolates, diethyldithio- carbamates, and ion-pair of DHAB chelates, La

alizalin complexone-F , but not for PAR ones. These extraction properties 

seems to indicate some new selectivity to metal chelates. 

Simplification of analytical methods is one of the most urgent demand from 

many laboratories. In addition to such usual needs, it becomes gradually 

clear that we have to depend more and more simple method due to shortage in 

any kinds of our resources in near future. From such view point, survey of 
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Fig . 5. New SEPARATION and CONCENTRATION METHOD 
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Table 4. Recovery of trace amount of Cd 
with Cellulose Powder and CoprlQuot • 

. [Cdl Volume Recovery 
No. I M I ml I % 

1 0 10,000 0 
2 2,5 X 10-9 2,000 96 
3 l.25x 10-9 4poo 99 
4 5.o x 1o-10 8,000 92 
5 5,0 X 10-10 10,000 93 
6 2.0 x 1o-10 20,000 100 
7* 5.0 X 10-8 500 103 

Loading condition : CopriQuotiCellulose Powder! 
=-0.05 ~ I 3.0 g 

Flow rote=600 mllmin ~ [mnt -lt=5 x 10-5M~ 
PH= 5 ~ final volume =10 ml. 

• 3.8 % Noel solution. 
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visual method, colorimetry, must be promising approach. In order to increase 

the sensitivity of detection, perconcentration into the transparent film body 

with 3 primary color system is attractive. Since human eye has high 

sensitivity towards mixed color system. Combination of 2,2'

dihydroxyazobenzene(Yellow), its Al-chelate (Red ), and counter cation (Crystal 

violet, Blue purple) gave highly sensitive visual colorimetry for aluminum 

(kaneko et al., in drinking water: detection limit 3 ppb; 1989), and for iron 

(Kaneko et al., water and serum; 1991). 

This system is also useful for protein removal in serum analysis, because 

such bio-polymers can not penetrate into the film body and solidified solvent 

is free from troubles of emulsion formation. 

4.2 Homogeneous liquid-liquid extraction 

Phase separation of perfluoro-octanoic acid (HPF) provides a new type of 

homogeneous liquid-liquid -extraction system; Q+PF- ion-pair forms a water 

immiscible liquid phase (0.1-0.5 ml) from aqueous solution, which can extract 

various kinds of metal chelates and chlorophyll. High concentration ratio of 

more than 104 can easily be obtained (Igarashi et al., 1989, 1990). 

4.3 New type of ion-exchanger 

Dynamic coated ion-exchanger is illustrated in Fig. 5, which can be 

constructed based on the dynamically courted cellulose fiber with hydrophobic 

Q+ ion; By the use of 3 g of adsorbent on 3G3 type glass filter, up to 1200 

ml/min feed rate was able to apply for the adsorption of anionic dithiolene 

chelates, which were eluted with acetone within several seconds and 

concentration ratio of 2x104 was attained (Yamazaki et al., 1981). By this 

system, 10-10 M level of cadmium(II) was recovered quantitatively even in the 

presence of high concentration of sodium chloride(Table 3, sea water level). 

This should be attributed to the large ion-pair extraction constant ( Kex 

1022 ·4 at 25°C, I = 0.3, tetrahexylammonium ion, H20-CHC13 system) as well as 

its stability (stability constant of [Cd(mnt) 2)2- was 1015 · 9 ). 

Versatile applicability of ion-pair partition phenomena of ionic species 

will provides many kinds of separation methods for ions from industrial scale 

and to analytical ones. 
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SOLVATION AND HYDRATION IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Gregory R. Choppin 
Department of Chemistry, Florida State University, Tallahassee, 
Florida 32306-3006 

ABSTRACT 

The effect on inner sphere (i.e., water in the primary coor
dination sphere of the extracted cation) and outer sphere (i.e. , 
water associated with the complex) hydration on the extraction of 
metal complexes is reviewed. The thermodynamics of the partition of 
metal complexes between an aqueous and an organic phase is often 
"entropy driven" due to the loss of the outer sphere hydration. By 
contrast, loss of the inner sphere hydration in synergistic extrac
tion systems is often the major factor in the synergistic effect. 
The salting out effect of inert salts can be explained by the effect 
of the salt concentration on the outer sphere hydration of the metal 
complex . 

INTRODUCTION 

The extent to which a metal ion is extracted from an aqueous 

into an organic phase is the result of many factors. The relative 

solvation of the extracting species in the two solvents plays a fun

damental role as only if the metal ion forms a species which is more 

organophilic than hydrophilic is extraction significant. 

In the aqueous phase, the first step leading to extraction 

involves the complexation of the metal ion by one or more ligands 

which causes the metal to lose some or all of its hydration. This 

dehydration of the metal ion and that of the complexing ligands 

(which, generally, is smaller than for metal ions) results in posi

tive contributions to the enthalpy and entropy change for complexa

tion while the combination of the dehydrated cation and the ligands 

give a negative contribution to these terms. The net enthalpy and 

entropy changes are the balance of these opposing contributions. The 

solubility in the aqueous phase of the complex also reflects a 

balance between the hydration of the complex (favors solubility) and 

the disruption of the normal hydrogen-bonded structure of the water 

by the formation of a cavity to accommodate the intrusion of the 

complex (favors insolubility). The transition metals frequently are 

coordinately saturated; i.e., all the metal coordination sites are 

occupied by ligand donor atoms. However, there may be outer-sphere 
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hydration of these complexes in which water molecules interact with 

the complex but not directly with the cation (Allard et al., 1979). 

The lanthanide and actinide cations can have higher coordination 

number greater than 6 which result in residual inner sphere hydration 

of the cations. The complexes of the f-elements can also have outer 

sphere hydration. Figure 1 shows models of inner and outer sphere 

hydration. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Model structures for (a) inner and (b) outer sphere 
hydration of extractable complexes. 

Organic solvents interact with solutes by dipole and dispersion 

forces and such solvation is generally weaker than inner sphere 

hydration. Residual inner sphere hydration of the cation of the 

extracted complex is disruptive to organic phase solvation and is 

often removed by reaction with a neutral donor ligand . The resulting 

increase in the organophilicity is the main basis of synergistic 

extraction. 

In this paper, we consider the role of hydration and solvation 

in the extraction of several systems. 

EXTRACTION OF MAa~ 

An extracting ligand that has been studied extensively is 

acetylacetone, Aa, the simplest bidentate B-diketone . Consider the 

reaction 
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where Aa = acetylacetonate and n = charge of the metal cation Mn+ . 

Table 1 lists the thermodynamic values for this extraction reaction 

(denoted by the partition constant P) for several metal ions. 

The extraction of BeAa, is entropy driven; i.e., Tb.Sp > b.Hp. 

Also, both b.Hp and b.Sp are positive which indicates that dehydration 

is the dominant factor in the extraction process. Since BeAa, is 

coordinately saturated (tetrahedral, CN = 4), the dehydration cannot 

be due to loss of H,O from the metal ion. For such systems, it has 

been proposed by Allard et al. (1979) and by Narbutt (1981) (1,2) 

that the MAan(a) is outer sphere hydrated via hydrogen bond interac

tions with the donor atoms of the acetylacetonate ligand . Extraction 

occurs with loss of this hydration. Another coordinately saturated 

complex is CoAa, (octahedral, CN = 6) and the positive values of b.Hp 

and b.Sp again can be attributed to the dominant role of the loss of 

outer sphere hydration from the complex upon extraction. 

TABLE 1 

Thermodynamic Extraction Data 

I 1.0 M (NaClO.); T 

Species 

BeAa, 
ZnAa, 
CoAa, 
ThAa. 

Solvent 

Hexane 
Benzene 
Heptane 
Hexane 

b 
Narbutt (1981) 
Allard et al. (1979 
Narbutt (1990) 

298 K 

log P 

0.67 
0.48 

-1.09 
1. 49 

21 
47 
53 
68 

b.Sp 
(J·K- 1 •mol- 1

) 

85 
168 
156 
255 

Ref. 

a 
b 
c 
b 

ZnAa, is probably not coordinately saturated but most likely has 

an octahedral structure with 2 molecules of water bound to the zinc 

(inner sphere hydration) • There may also be some outer sphere 

hydration. Upon extraction, both the inner and outer sphere hydra

tion is lost and the resultant positive b.Hp and b.Sp values are larger 

than for BeAa, and comparable to the values for CoAa, extraction. 

Th( IV) has CN = 9 or 10 and the thenoyltrifluoroacetone complex 

Th(TTA). was found to have 2 inner sphere waters of hydration by 
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Caceci, et al. (1985). Therefore, we assume that the analogous ThAa. 

also is dihydrated. Like the TTA complex, the ThAa4 • ( H2 0) 2 is 

extracted without loss of the two inner sphere water molecules 

although the outer sphere hydration is lost. Moreover, since there 

are 4 ligands about the cation, we expect the outer sphere hydration 

in the aqueous phase to be greater than for MAa 2 or MAa, complexes. 

This is consistent with the large positive values of 4Hp and asp in 

Table I. It is also reasonable that the extracted ThAa.(H20) 2 would 

not be as solvated by the organic solvent as well as an anhydrous 

complex such as CoAa, . 

TABLE 2 

Thermodynamic Data for the Reaction 

Metal log B 4H( kJ ·mol-1
) 4S(J•mol-1 ·K-1

) 

A. L TTA; s = TBP; Benzene 

uo~· 5.10 - 9.3 67 
Nd'• 4.37 - 0.1 84 
Th .. 4.94 -14.4 46 

B. L TTA; s = TOPO; Benzene 

uo~· 7.05 -19.4 70 
Nd'• 7.07 - 2.7 127 
Th .. 7.11 -25.2 52 

c. L PMBP; s = TOPO; Nitrobenzene 

uo~· 5.05 - 9.3 66 
Nd'• 4.76 + 6.6 113 
Th .. 5.51 -24.1 24 

D. L TTA; s 15-C-5; Chloroform 

uo~· 4.36 -38 -44 
Eu'• 5.78 -30 + 9 
Th•• 5.46 -55 -80 

ADDUCT FORMATION 

Hydrated complexes such as ThAa.·(H2 0) 2 are made more soluble in 

the organic phase by replacing the residual inner sphere water with 

a neutral organophilic adduct. our laboratory has studied the ther

modynamics of such adduct formation of metal 8-diketonates by 
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tributylphosphate, TBP, and trioctylphosphine oxide, TOPO, adducts. 

The metals were uo~· , Nd,. and Th .. and the ligands were TTA (studied 

by Caceci et al., 1985) and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-pyrazolone-5, 

PMBP (studied by Wang et al., 1986). The values obtained by direct 

calorimetric titration are listed in Table 2. These data are for the 

reactions: 

U02 L2 • (H2 0) 2 col + S col = UO,L, •S col + 2H,Oco) 

NdL, • (H,O) ,,o) + S ,o) 

ThL4 • ( H,O) >col + S <ol = ThL. • S col + 2H,O,o) 

In all of these reactions, the number of hydrate waters released 

is the same. For the dehydration, the positive entropy contribution 

should be similar. The increased solvation of ML0 •S relative to MLn is 

associated with a negative entropy contribution. The sol vat ion 

should parallel the number of organophilic ligands; i.e., ThL.s > 

NdL, S > UO,L,S. However, the remaining hydration of NdL, • H, O would 

reduce the solvation. As a result, we see that the order is 

+AS: ThL.·S < UO,L, •S < NdL, •S•H20 

The enthalpy change of the solvation effect should follow this 

same sequence as the greater the solvation, the more negative the 

contribution to AH. Table 2 shows that the sequence is, indeed, the 

same as for AS: 

+AH: ThL.•S < UO,L, •S < NdL3 •S•H20 

In summary, the thermodynamic parameters support a model of 

metal ion extraction which is entropy driven as the large, positive 

AS of extraction overcomes the positive AH of extraction. Both in 

the extraction of ML~ and in the synergistic reaction to form ML"•S, 

the positive As and AH values reflect the dehydration which accom

panies the extraction and which has a greater effect on the AS and AH 

values than does the negative contributions from the solvation by the 

organic solvent. 

CROWN ETHER ADDUCT 

The effect of solvation can be reflected in the data on the 

extraction of the TTA complexes of uo~· , Eu'• , and Th.. in which the 
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adduct is a crown ether rather than TBP or TOPO. C-13 and H-1 NMR 

spectra show that all the oxygens of the 15-C-5 crown ether are 

equivalently bonded in the MLn•CE complex as shown by Mathur and 

Choppin ( 1990). The thermodynamic data for adduct formation (MLn<oJ 

+ CE <oJ = MLn•CE <ol ) from that study are given in Section D of Table 2. 

The 15-C-5 adduct is relatively large and would be expected to 

interfere with solvation. Addition of 15-C-5 to the ML. complex , 

moreover, should provide relatively large negative contributions to 

the ~H and ~s values as there are 5 equivalent metal-oxygen inter

actions. By independent measurements (Karl Fisher titrations and 

Eu(III) fluorescent lifetime), we found that the Th(TTA). loses 1 

(hydrate) water, and the Nd(TTA) , loses 2 waters upon addition of the 

crown ether. As seen from Table 2 , the net ~H and ~s values are 

quite negative (except ~s for Eu(TTA) , for which, however, ~s is 

positive but small) in contrast to the more positive values of the 

TBP reactions. The fact that the crown ether reactions are enthalpy 

driven reflects the strong effect of the five metal-oxygen interac

tions of the crown ether complex which overwhelms the opposing 

contribution from dehydration. These data serve to indicate the 

relative weakness of the effect of the organic solvent solvation in 

solvent extraction . The crown ether interaction has a stronger net 

effect than does the dehydration but dehydration, in turn, has a 

greater thermodynamic role than does solvation by the organic 

solvent. 

EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTE CONCENTRATION 

The preceding discussion reviewed the data supporting a model in 

which outer sphere dehydration can play a major role in the thermody

namic changes associated with metal ion extraction. Such outer 

sphere hydration should be sensitive to the concentration of a 

background electrolyte whose ions would compete for the water 

molecules. As the salt concentration increases, there would be less 

water available for hydration of the extractable species and 

solubility in the aqueous phase can be expected to decrease . This 

would result in greater extraction. 

Such a "salting out" effect was seen in the variation of the 

distribution coefficient of radon between NaClO. solution and eel. by 

Sekine (1969). Figure 2 shows that log D increases regularly as the 

molality of the NaClO. increases. Since Rn is neutral, the hydration 

of Rn would resemble, to some extent, the relatively weak outer 

sphere hydration of neutral metal species. A second example in 
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Figure 2 is the curve for UO, (TTA) , extraction (Zolotov, 1970). This 

species extracts as the dihydrate over the range of NaClO. concen

trations so the variation of log D with the concentration of NaClo. 

primarily reflects changes in outer sphere hydration. Again, for 

concentrations up to 9 m NaClO., the extraction increases regularly. 

The curve for the variation of log D for the extraction of 

Am(DEHP) 3•(HDEHP) 3 was found to be more complex by Rosta (1987). The 

initial decrease represents the effect of the exchange reaction 

Am~:> + 3 (NaHDEHP) 2 co> = Am(DEHP) 3(HDEHP) 3co> + 3Na~. > 

100 

0
·
1 

0.0 2.0 4 .0 6 .0 8.0 10.0 12.0 

m (NaCI04) 

Figure 2. Variation of log D (D = distribution coefficient) as a 
function of the molality of aqueous NaCl04 solution. 

As [Na•] increases, the equilibrium shifts to the left and log D 

decreases. At higher concentrations of Naclo., the salting out effect 

dominates and log D increases with NaClO. concentration. As the 

concentrations further increase, the log D shows a slight decrease. 
This last trend may reflect the reaction 

Am~: > + 3(NaDEHP) 3co> Am(DEHP) 3(NaDEHP) 3<o> + 3Na• 

since the Am(DEHP)3(NaDEHP) 3 species would have a lower solubility in 
the organic phase than the Am(DEHP) 3(HDEHP) 3. Alternately, it could 

also reflect the increasing competition of complexing by perchlorate 
in the aqueous phase which was reported by Baisden et al. (1972). 

Nevertheless, between 1m and 5m NaClO., the extraction constant does 

show the effect of salting out as the outer sphere hydration is 
decreased. 
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SUMMARY 

The extraction of metal ions is affected by many properties of 

the aqueous and the organic phases. In this paper, the influence of 

outer sphere hydrat i on on the extracting species is discussed. The 

thermodynamics (~H and ~s of extraction) of neutral acetylacetonate 

species, MAa~ , are characterized by large positive values which can 

be attributed to the loss of outer sphere hydration upon extraction 

contributing more strongly than organic phase solvation. Synergistic 

reactions involving addition of an adduct to the extracted species in 

the organic phase which have smaller positive ~s values positive or 

slightly negative values of ~H have been discussed. These reactions 

have no outer sphere dehydration and the ~H and ~s values reflect the 

effect of replacement of the residual inner sphere hydration by an 

organophilic adduct. When the crown ether 15-C-5 is the adduct, the 

~H and ~s values are larger and negative, reflecting the effect of 

"solvation" by the crown ether. As the concentration of background 

electrolyte increases, the competition for the water by the salt 

reduces the outer sphere hydration and increases the extraction. 

The preparation of this paper was aided by a grant from the 

u.s.D.O.E . - O.B.E.S. Division of Chemical Sciences. 
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ROLE OF THE INTERFACE IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESSES 

Henry Freiser 
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Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 (USA) 

ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews our investigation of the role of the interface by means of 
several new methods developed or extended in our Laboratory during the last decade. 

Starting as a somewhat controversial topic mainly of interest to those examining 

the kinetic aspects of solvent ex traction processes involving extractan ts of h ydrometall ur-

gical interest, the role of the interface in such extractions has emerged as a justifiably 

major concern, not only to extractionists, but to all those concerned with liquid-liquid 

transfer processes. Over the past decade, prompted by our growing interest in the 

interface, we have developed a number of interesting new ways to elucidate the role of 

the interface, some of which will be described here. 

An automated solvent extraction apparatus was developed [I], of which a 

microporous teflon phase separator (MTPS) is a key element. With the MTPS, bulk 

organic phase is cleanly separated from a fine dispersion of the two phases in the flask, 

circulated through a spectrophotometric flow cell, and returned. With use of this 

apparatus, we are able to characterize species possessing interfacial activity by the 

observation of decrements in absorbances of ligands and chelates which occur on stirring. 

With such observations, together with the use of interfacial tension measurements, we are 

now able to interpret the variation of rates of extraction with stirring speed [2]. 

Using this approach, we have evaluated the role of the interface in the extraction 

kinetics of nickel with selected 8-quinolinols [3]. Rates of reaction were measured as a 

function of specific interfacial area (interfacial area per unit volume of the organic 

phase) over a range of pH values to learn how the ratio of neutral to ligand anion would 

affect the balance between the two possible pathways (bulk and interfacial). The results 

are well explained by a scheme which allows for three distinct concurrent reaction 
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pathways: Path 1: Reaction between metal and neutral ligand in the bulk aqueous phase. 

Path 2: Reaction of metal with ligand anion in the bulk aqueous phase. Path 3: Reaction 

of metal and ligand anion in the interface. 

FORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF CHELA TES IN MICELLES 

Unfortunately, the high speed extraction apparatus does not give us access to 

particle sizes significantly below 100 - 200 microns or to specific interfacial areas 

(area/volume) above 300 cm-1, at which point extraction rates are still rising proportion

ately with area. The fundamental question of whether further increases in the 

interfacial area would result in still faster rates could not be resolved. We therefore 

turned to micelles and microemulsions with particle sizes in the range of 0.001 - 0.1 

microns, which should be excellent model systems with which to address this question. 

Extrapolating the results of the high speed stirred extraction system to micelles and 

microemulsions where the interface is saturated with the ligand, we might expect huge 

increases in metal complexation rates, because the latter systems possess much higher 

interfacial areas. 

Our interest in micelles also stems from the existence of two opposite interpreta

tions of metal complexation reaction kinetics in micellar media. These have been 

interpreted by some in terms of a distribution model based on the analogous solvent 

extraction system without considering adsorption a noteworthy factor [4], and by others 

who consider interfacial adsorption to comprise the major influence [5,6]. We initiated 

this study, therefore, hoping to help resolve this controversy and learn more about the 

role of the interface in chelate extraction kinetics. 

The kinetics of the oxine complexation of Ni2+ was studied in the various 

micelles under pseudo-first order conditions at 25° C in the pH range 6.5 - 9 and ionic 

strength 0.1 using the stopped-flow technique [7]. All the relevant equilibrium constants 

were determined independent of kinetic measurements in order to reliably test the 

distribution model for kinetics in neutral, cationic and anionic micellar media. A 

number of interesting conclusions result: 

I. The distribution constant for the neutral oxine is similar in the neutral, anionic 

and cationic micelles, as well as its value between water and hydrocarbon solvents, 



indicating that the environment of oxine in the three types of micelle is hydrocarbon

like. 

2. The protonated oxine ion pairs with cationic micelles and the oxine anion with 

cationic micelles. This ion pairing explains the differences in the 1!. pK values observed 

between neutral and charged micelles. It also accounts for the difference in the rate 

constants for the oxine anion in neutral micelles and cationic micelles. 

3. The distribution model explains the micellar kinetics while the adsorption 

model does not. The complexation reaction occurs by concurrent pathways involving 

both the neutral oxine and its anion in bulk water and the bulk micelle. The rate 

constants for the neutral oxine show little variation between bulk water and bulk micelle, 

while the oxine anion reacts faster in the neutral micelles. 

Although we have not found any evidence of interfacial involvement with micelle 

systems to date, probably because the micellar concentrations of extractants are so low, 

currently we are investigating microemulsion systems which permit much larger 

concentrations, and hope to be able to report on this work in the near future. 

EXAMINATION OF L-L FILMS BY FT / IR-ATR 

We have also developed the use of a hydrocarbon film supported on an infrared 

attenuated total reflection (IR/ A TR) internal reflection element (IRE), in contact with 

aqueous solutions, as a model for hydrocarbon/water interfaces [8]. This technique 

promises to provide molecular level information for the L-L interface, such as in studies 

of diffusion, partition, and adsorption in L-L systems. 

We been able to obtain surface excess values, r, for adsorption of cetylpyridinium 

chloride (CPC) at the hydrocarbon/aqueous interface as well as to conduct kinetic studies 

of metal chelation and extraction at the interface. A hydrophobic chelation reagent, 

dodecylsalicylaldoxime (HDSA), was incorporated into an aliphatic hydrocarbon liquid 

film (Apiezon M or ApM). Direct observation of the extraction of aqueous Cu2+ and Ni2+ 

into the film gave a measure of the diffusion coefficients within the hydrocarbon film 

and kinetics of the extractions. An estimate (lower limit) of diffusion coefficients in 

ApM was made from the Cu2+ + HDSA/ApM reaction rates, which lie in the regime of 

diffusion in liquids. If the diffusion coefficient, D, were inversely proportional to 
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viscosity, and if Din water were 5 x 10-6, estimating the viscosity of ApM at 2.6 x 106 

cp, the expected D in ApM would be 2 x 10-12. The time required for a diffusion 

boundary to progress completely through the film would, thus, be 140 s, with the reaction 

being essentially complete in perhaps 500 s. Using Cu2+, however, complete reaction of 

the HDSA within the film occurred in less than I m (minimum spectral acquisition time 

45s), suggesting that a typical D within the ApM film is closer to 2 x 10-11. Solid-like 

diffusivity would have required much more time. The aqueous mass transport of Cu2+ 

to the interface was not rate-limiting; the time required for the diffusion from 0.001 M 

aqueous Cu2+ solution to the ApM/HDSA film surface, of sufficient Cu2+ to completely 

react with all the HDSA, was calculated from the Cottrell equation as 2 micro seconds. 

The reactions of HDSA in ApM films with Ni2+ had half -reaction times of 3-20 

minutes. The absorbance vs. time data for HDSA/ ApM + Ni2+ extraction was analyzed 

using a pseudo-first order in [Ni2+]. 

It is interesting that, despite the absence of stirring in the A TR cell, the observed 

rate for Ni2+ extraction could be quantitatively predicted from that found by Akiba and 

Freiser [9] in a similar extraction system using heptanejwa ter and the high speed stirring 

apparatus. The small thickness of the ApM phase eliminates diffusion limiting effects, 

as the high speed stirring does. The A TR technique is thus an improvement over the 

widely used but flawed Lewis cell, which also features a constant interfacial a~ea. 

Previous understanding of the mechanisms of L-L interfacial reactions has lacked 

details of both interfacial speciation and reactant configuration. This method allows 

examination of L-L interfaces at the molecular level. We are pursuing additional systems 

similar to HDSA/ ApM/Ni2+, and have obtained preliminary ATR evidence of unusual 

configuration changes in adsorbed ligand molecules. This type of change is a promising 

probe of the unique chemical environment existing at liquid-liquid interfaces. 

Acknowledgment: This research was supported by a grant from the 

Chemistry Division of the National Science Foundation. 
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ABSTRACT 
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As a model interfacial system for the solvent extraction of metal ions, 
spread monolayers of dihexadecyl phosphate (DHDP) at the heptane/water 
(aqueous solution of metal salts) interface have been studied experimentally 
by the Brooks' frame technique. DHDP was observed to form a relatively 
stable monolayer under certain conditions. Interfacial pressure-area (~-A) 
isotherms of DHDP monolayers at the interface of heptane/aqueous metal 
chloride solution of sodium, calcium, or nickel show a general expanded/ 
condensed phase transition. The possibility of surface micelle formation and 
its role in the solvent extraction of metal ions are briefly discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Adsorbed monomolecular films of di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) 

at the n-hexanejwater interface have been investigated extensively (Gaonkar 

and Neuman, 1987) in conjunction with equilibrium metal distribution and 

extraction kinetics studies (Gaonkar and Neuman, 1986, 1989). On account of 

the difficulty of evaluating the interfacial chemical composition, studies 

of spread films at the nonpolar organic/water interface should be of great 

value in understanding the interfacial behavior of extractant molecules and 

their interactions with metal ions. This is so because the quantitatively 

spread films offer the advantage of a well-defined and well-controlled 

interfacial system. However, quantitative spreading of HDEHP at the nonpolar 

organic/water interface is difficult due to its high solubility. 

Nevertheless, long-chain alkylphosphates which are capable of forming 

"insoluble" monolayers at the nonpolar organic/water interface can be 

regarded as model extractants, so that a systematic study should identify to 

what extent various molecular parameters influence the structure and 

properties of the interfacial film . A comparison of the adsorbed extractant 

HDEHP and spread alkylphosphate film at the nonpolar organicjwater interface 

is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Interfacial pressure-area <~-A) isotherm measurements at the liquid/ 

liquid interface are more difficult than those typically performed at the 

air/water interface in two respects: First, the Brooks' frame and barriers 

must be made hydrophobic properly to effect a working area without leaks 

between the barriers and the frame edges. Secondly, a most critical 
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technique is the preparation of a hydrophobic Wilhelmy plate . Furthermore, 

in such measurements, the spread film must be relatively stable upon 

compression. The film stability of alkylphosphates depends on several 

factors including the molecular structure as well as the pH and metal ions 

present in the aqueous phase. A longer hydrocarbon chain in the molecule 

prevents desorption into the aqueous phase, but favors, on the other hand, 

solubility in the organic phase. Among various alkylphosphates, dihexadecyl 

phosphate (DHDP) has been screened as a model compound for acidic 

organophosphorus extractants through a preliminary effort to examine the 

stability of spread films at the heptane/water interface . The purpose of 

this communication is to present recent results on the ~-A isotherm of DHDP 

at the heptanejwater (aqueous solution of metal salts) interface. 

Interfacial System of Adsorbed HDEHP 

and Metal Ions in Solvent Extraction 

1 . adsorption of HDEHP ( IJ ) 

2. Interaction between HDEHP & metal lone ( • ) 

3. aggregate formation 

Model Interfacial System 

for Solvent Extraction 

1. tpreadlng of DHOP ( U) 
2 . Interaction between DHDP & metal lona 

3. surface aggregation 

organic phase 

aqueous phase 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration comparing adsorbed and 

spread films at the nonpolar organic/water interface . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 

DHDP (Alfa, 99.4%) was used as received for preliminary measurements. The 

sample of DHDP was also purified by recrystallization five times from 

chloroform . The heptane (Fisher) was doubly distilled . The water from a 



Millipore reverse osmosis/Super Q system was redistilled twice, whereby the 

first-stage distillation was from alkaline permanganate solution. The 

inorganic metal salts were ultra-high or high purity grades. 

The interfacial pressure of the spread film at the heptane/water 

interface was measured using the Brooks' frame method (Brooks and Pethica, 

1964; Mingins and Taylor, 1974) to vary the film area by compression and a 

Cahn Model 2000 electrobalance to measure the force acting on a hydrophobic 

carbon black-coated platinum Wilhelmy plate. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The stability of spread DHDP films was first examined. Generally 

speaking, when DHDP is spread at the interface between heptane and an acidic 

or alkaline aqueous phase, it is unstable. Desorption into the organic phase 

apparently takes place as a result of increased solubility of the DHDP 

molecules. When divalent metal ions are present in the aqueous phase, the 

interfacial pressure changes in a complicated manner due to the interfacial 

chemical reaction between metal ions and DHDP, which is strongly dependent 

on the metal salt concentration and subsolution pH. 

The w-A isotherms obtained by continuous compression of the spread DHDP 

film at the heptane/water (aqueous chloride solution of sodium, calcium, or 

nickel) interface are shown in Figs. 2-4. The general feature of a phase 

transition from an expanded state to a condensed state is evident in the w-A 

isotherms. Also, the purity of DHDP markedly affects the w-A isotherm, e.g., 

the higher the purity, the less the non-zero slope of the w-A isotherm 

across the transition region. 

In the case of the system heptane/0.01 M NaCl solution, as shown in 

Fig. 2, the expanded/condensed phase transition does not appear to be a 

first-order transition but instead it has non-zero slope. When the film was 

subjected to further compression, the w-A isotherm gave a lower limiting 

area due to presumed film losses. On the other hand, a relatively stable 

spread film was formed at the heptanejO.Ol M CaC12 solution interface. As 

shown in Fig. 3, although the expanded/condensed transition approaches that 

of a first-order phase transition, there still remains a small but finite 

slope . On the other hand, the DHDP film spread at the heptane/0.01 M NiC1 2 

solution interface desorbed to a larger extent after repeated compression . 

Figure 4 illustrates the w-A isotherm obtained during the first compression. 

Since the limiting area is very close to that (0.42 nm2jmolecule) of the 

stable DHDP film, any errors in the measurement of the w-A isotherm due to 

film losses may not be too serious. Although the expanded/condensed 

transition appears to be first order, there is the possibility that it may 

be an artifact due to small film losses during the compression process. 

77 
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It has been argued in the literature (Mingins et al., 1982) that the 

first-order-like transition observed for phospholipid monolayers at the 

heptane/water interface is indeed a second-order transition. One possible 

explanation advanced for the non-zero slope of the ~-A isotherm across the 

transition region is that the film molecules via surface micelle formation 

undergo a transition to a close-packed condensed state. 

30 
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Fig . 2 . ~-A isotherms of DHDP at the heptane/0.01 M NaCl 

solution interface at 20°C. 

This proposition also seems applicable to our model interfacial system, 

namely, the spread DHDP film, and may help explain the mechanism of the 

formation of reversed micelles which promote the mass transfer of metal ions 

from the aqueous to organic phase in acidic organophosphorus extraction 

systems (Neuman et al, 1990). Support for this hypothesis comes from recent 

electron microscopic observations on surface aggregates of the calcium salt 

of HDEHP (Gaonkar et al . , 1986). Furthermore, the observed instability of 

the DHDP film at the heptanejaqueous NiC12 solution interface also may be 

significant to solvent extraction and is under further investigation. 

The prerequisite experimental apparatus and techniques to study model 

extractants which can be spread as "insoluble" monolayers at the liquid/ 

liquid interface have been developed. Thus, the Brooks' frame technique will 

be used in conjunction with advanced laser techniques (see Table 1) in 

future work to characterize the structure and dynamics of the liquid/liquid 

interface in solvent extraction systems (Neuman, 1986). 
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Table 1 

Advanced laser techniques applicable to liquid/liquid interfaces . 

Technique 

Laser heterodyne light scattering 

Laser fluorescence 

Second harmonic generation 

4 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Information 

Interfacial tension 
Interfacial viscoelasticity 

Surface (lateral) diffusivity 
Phase behavior (microhomogeneity) 
Microviscosity/fluidity 
Aggregation number 

Molecular orientation 
Time-dependent phenomena 
Interfacial chemical reactions 
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ABSTRACT 
The effects of temperature on the extraction of zinc(II), 

cadmium(II), cobalt(II) and nickel(II) complexes with 8-quinolinol 
and its derivatives such as 2-methyl-8-quinolinol and 7-(1-vinyl-
3,3,6,6-tetramethylhexyl)-8-quinolinol(Kelex 100) between water 
and several organic solvents were investigated with regard to the 
extraction mechanism. The organic solvents used were 1,1 ,2,2-
tetrachloroethane(TCE), 1-octanol and p-xylene. The thermodynamic 
parameters for the distribution of these complexes were 
determined. It has been proved that the degree of temperature 
effects on the distribution ratios of these complexes substantialy 
depends on those extraction mechanism. Moreover, zinc can be 
separated from cadmium at high temperatures using 2-methyl-8-
quinolinol and TCE. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a number of studies have been carried out 

concerning the various factors affecting the solvent extraction of 

a metal chelate. A few thermodynamic studies have been carried 

out. In these studies, however, measurements were conducted in the 

low-temperature region, below 50°C, since volatile organic 

solvents, such as chloroform and benzene were used. As previously 

reported, 1 - 3 ) we studied the temperature effects on the extraction 

of 8-quinolinol, itself, and its metal chelates into several 

organic solvents whose boiling points are relatively high over the 

temperature range 10 to 90°C. 

In this study the effects of temperature on the extraction of 

zinc(II), cadmium(II), cobalt(II) and nickel(II) complexes with 

2-methyl-8-quinolinol 4 ) and 7-(1-vinyl-3,3,6,6-tetramethylhexyl)-

8-quinolinol(Kelex 100) between water and several organic solvents 

were investigated compared with those obtained with 8-quinolinol. 

The organic solvents used were 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane(TCE), 

1-octanol and p-xylene. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

A 30ml of a buffered solution containing metal ion was 

stirred with a 10ml of 8-quinolinol or its derivative solution of 

organic solvents standing in a constant-temperature bath for 30min 

(24hr for nickel with Kelex 100). The pH of the initial aqueous 

solution was adjusted to the desired value with a small amount of 

acetic-acetate buffer solution. Also, ionic strength of the 

aqueous solution was adjusted to 0.1 with sodium salts. After 

equilibrium, the metal concentration of both phases were 

determined with a single-channel pulse-height analyzer for zinc, 

an atomic absorption spectrophotometer for cadmium, and X-ray 

fluorescence spectrometer for nickel and cobalt, respectively. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction of metal complexes of 8-guinolinol(HQ) or 2-methyl-

8-guinolinol(HR) into organic solvents in the presence of 

inorganic anions. 

In the case of TCE, the extraction equilibrium of zinc, 

cadmium and cobalt can be written as follows(except for that of 

zinc with 2-methyl-8-quinolinol): 

( 1 ) 

where x- refers to inorganic anions such as perchlorate, nitrate, 

and chloride ions. An ion-pair of the binuclear complex(complex 

ion pair) dissociates into a complex cation and an inorganic anion 

in the organic phase. The results of conductivity measurements 

also endorse the dissociation of complex ion pair in TCE. However, 

the extraction behavior of zinc-2-methyl-8-quinolinol chelate into 

TCE is unlike the case of the other metals. In this case, zinc is 

extracted as an anhydrous complex, such as ZnR 2 • 

Plots of log D vs. 1/T for zinc and cadmium with 8-quinolinol 

in the presence of perchlorate and chloride ions are shown in 

Fig.1. The distribution ratios decrease remarkably with an 

increase in temperature. Fig.2 shows the plots of log D vs. 1/T 

for zinc and cadmium with 2-methyl-8-quinolinol. In the case of 

cadmium, the distribution ratios decrease remarkably with an 

increase in temperature. The trend is similar to those for zinc 

and cadmium chelates of 8-quinolinol into TCE. However, in the 

case of zinc, the distribution ratios increase with an increase in 
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2 .7 

Fig.2 

Fig.1 Effects of temperature on the distribution ratio of zinc 

and cadmium with 8-quinolinol between TCE and water. 

pH 5.0, 1 ;Zn, NaCl0 4 system, [HQ] 0 =2X10- 2M, 2;Cd, NaCl0 4 system, 

[HQ] 0 =10- 1M, 3;Zn, NaCl system, [HQ] 0 =2X10- 2M, 4; Cd, NaCl system, 

[HQ]
0

=10- 1M. 

Fig.2 Effects of temperature on the distribution ratio of zinc 

and cadmium with 2-methyl-8-quinolinol between TCE (or p-xylene ) 

and water. 

pH 5.5, solvent=TCE, 1 ;Zn, [HR] 0 =5X10- 2M, 2;Cd, NaCl0 4 system, 

[HR] 0 =10- 1M, 3;Cd, NaCl system, 4; solvent=p-xylene, Zn, 

[HR] 0 =2 X10- 1M. 

temperature. The opposite effect is noted in the cases of cadmium 

and zinc with 2-methyl-8-quinolinol. These results indicate that 

the difference in distribution ratios of zinc and cadmium can be 

enhanced at high temperatures. Hence, solvent extraction with 

2-methyl-8-quinolinol at high temperatures can be applied to the 

separation of zinc and cadmium in aqueous samples. 
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In the 1-octanol(S) extraction system, zinc and cadmium are 

extracted as solvent-adducts, such as MQ 2 ·s 2 . The distribution 

ratios are almost constant with a change in temperature. 

In the p-xylene extraction system, a hydrated metal complex, 

MQ 2 •2H 2o, may precipitate and be deposited at the interface of 

both phases, except for the extraction of zinc with 2-methyl-8-

quinolinol. The zinc complexes of 2-methyl-8-quinolinol are 

extracted into p-xylene as anhydrous complexes similar to those 

into TCE. 

3.2 Extraction of metal complexes of Kelex 100(HK) into chloroform 

The behavior of the extraction of copper, cobalt, nickel and 

zinc with Kelex 100 into chloroform was studied at various 

temperatures. The extracted species can be expressed as simple 1:2 

chelates, CuK2 and NiK 2 , whereas self-adduct complexes, CoK 2 (HK) 2 
and ZnK 2 •HK. 

The extraction constants of copper are almost constant with a 

change in temperature. In the case of cobalt and zinc, those 

slightly increase with an increase in temperature. While, the 

nickel complexes of Kelex 100 may be extracted as anhydrous 

complexes because the extraction constants of nickel increase with 

an increase in temperature. 

3.3 Thermodynamic parameters 

The thermodynamic parameters for the distribution of 

8-quinolinol and 2-methyl-8-quinolinol between organic solvents 

and water were determined. In all cases the AH values are negative 

and the AS values are positive. Hence, the fact that 8-quinolinol 

and 2-methyl-8-quinolinol are more soluble in organic solvents 

such as TCE, p-xylene and 1-octanol than in water is due to the 

favorable contributions of both enthalpy and entropy. 

The thermodynamic parameters for the extraction of zinc, 

cadmium and cobalt with 8-quinolinol and 2-methyl-8-quinolinol 

into TCE, p-xylene , and 1-octanol are summarized in Table 1. In a 

series of the ion-associated complexes of zinc, cadmium, and 

cobalt, the values of AH are largely negative, which shows that 

the extraction of the complex ion pair is an exothermic reaction. 

The larger is the size of an inorganic anion or metal ion (Co 2 + 

0.72A, zn2 + 0.74A, cd 2 + 0.97A), the larger is the absolute values 

of AH . The values AS are also largely negative and proportional to 



those of ~H in the ion-associated complex series of metals and 

inorganic anions. This is generally the trend observed in the 

thermodynamics of ion-pair extraction, indicating that the 

exothermic property is partly compensated with the term of ~s. 

On the other hand, the extraction of zinc with 2-methyl-8-

quinolinol into TCE and p-xylene is an endothermic reaction. It 

has been reported that this behavior is characteristic of 

chelating reactions in which the water molecules of the inner

coordination sphere of the metal ion are displaced by the 

chelating reagent. 

TABLE 1 
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Thermodynamic values for extraction of Zn(II), Cd(II) and Co(II) 
with 8-quinolinol and 2-methyl-8-quinolinol into TCE, p-xylene and 
1-octanol at 20°C 

~G ~~-~ 6S 
Ligand Solvent Species logKex 

kJmol - 1 kJmol- 1 JK- 1mol- 1 

TCE Zn 2Q3 (HQ))ClO;j -0.66 3.70 -153 -535 

8-Quinoli- TCE zn 2Q3 (HQ))cl- -4.70 26.4 -95.4 -416 

nol p-Xylene Precipitated 

1-0ctanol zno2 ·s 2 0 

2-Methyl- TCE ZnR2 -8.10 45.4 33.5 -40.6 

8-quinoli- p-Xylene ZnR2 -9.42 52.8 33.5 -65.9 

nol 1-0ctanol ZnR2 ·s 2 0 

TCE Cd2Q3(HQ))ClO;j -5.57 31 . 2 -169 -683 

8-Quinoli- TCE Cd 2Q3 (HQ))Cl- -10.33 58.0 -108 -567 

nol p-Xylene Precipitated 

1-0ctanol cdQ2 ·s2 0 

2-Nethyl- TCE Cd2R3(HR ))ClO;j -8.92 50.0 -163 -727 

8-quinoli- TCE Cd 2R3 (HR))cl- -13.27 74.4 -106 -606 

nol p-Xylene Precipitated 

1-0ctanol CdR 2 ·s2 0 

8-Quinoli- TCE c;' 2Q3 (HQ))ClO;j 0.98 -5.59 -137 -4 41 

nol TCE co2Q3 (HQ))cl- -2.5 1 4. 3 -1 01 -387 
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TABLE 2 

Thermodynamic values for extraction of Cu(II), Co(II), Ni(II) and 
Zn(II) with Kelex 100 into chloroform at 25°C 

/:;G /',H !:::.S 
Species logKex(or logK~x sn,o) 

kJmol - 1 kJmol- 1 JK- 1mol- 1 

CuK 2 1.15 -6.56 0 22.0 

CoK 2 (HK) 2 -4.70 26.8 26.5 0 

NiK 2 -6.46 36.9 65.9 97.3 

ZnK 2 •HK -7.70 43.9 22.0 -73.5 

The thermodynamic parameters for the extraction of copper, 

zinc, cobalt and nickel with Kelex 100 are summarized in Table 2. 

These results suggest that temperature effects on the divalent 

metal complexes extracted as simple complexes or self-adduct 

complexes are smaller compared with those extracted as ion-pair 

complexes (complex ion pair). 

3.4 Separation of zinc and cadmium at high temperatures 

Fujinaga et al. have developed a method "Solid-liquid 

separation after liquid-liquid extraction'' in which solid organic 

compounds are used as molten solvents in the high temperature at 

80 to 90°C. Then, separation of zinc and cadmium at high 

temperatures were examined using molten solvents instead of TCE. 

As a result, it was found that zinc can be completely separated 

from cadmium at 80°C using 2-methyl-8-quinolinol and 

o-phenylphenol as a molten solvent. 
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ABSTRACT 
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Extraction of Eu(lll) by triphenylarsine oxide mixed with 

the B-diketones thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA), 1,1,1- trifluoro-

5,5-dimethyl - 2,4 - hexanedione (HPVTA) and hexa-fluoro - 2,4 -

Pentanedione (HHFA) from aqueous nitrate media was investigated. 

It is found that europium is generally extracted as Eu L2.No3 or 

Eu L
2

. (Ph3As0)
2

. N03 by different chelates (L)and their adducts, 

respectively. The logarithmic extraction constants for europium 

cationic chelate, K21 , the mixed extraction constant K212 and 

equilibrium constant of the adduct e212 , were found to decrease 

linearly with the increase in the pKa values of the chelate 

ligand used. This is related to the competing action 

extracted with europium species. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Enhancement in the extraction of trivalent actinides and 

lanthanides is well studied for many systems comprising p-
dike tones and different neutral oxygen donor ligands, Mathur 

(1983)and Ra~akrishna and Patil (1984).The use of triphenylarsine 

oxide, Ph3 AsO, as synergic ligand and the synergic extraction 

from nitrate medium are rather limited, Laskorin et al ( 1981 ). 

Introducing a concept relating the extraction constants of 

the metal chelates or its adducts to each others or to the 

physochemical properties of the chelate needs more understanding 

Therefore, this manuscript 
3t-extraction of Eu by Ph3 AsO 

is directed to investigate the 

mixed with selected p - diketones 

from nitrate medium to evaluate the synergic ability of Ph3 AsO, 

the trends in the extraction constants of europium chelates and 

adducts in terms of the physicochemical properties of the 

different p- diketones investigated. 
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EXPERIMENTAL: 

The chemicals and reagents employed were of AR grade and 

used without purification . The experimental extraction procedure 

was similar to that previously reported by Zakareia et al (1969). 

Unless otherwise stated, the ionic strength was 0.1 in No; , the 

extraction temperature was 25° C + 2 and benzene was used as 

diluent. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

Slope analysis of the extraction of Eu3
+ by the three ~

diketones; 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA), 1,1,1- trifluoro-5,5 

-dimethyl - 2,4 - hexanedione (HPVTA) and hexafluoro - 2,4 -

pentanedione (HHFAl indicated that the extraction equilibrium 

from nitrate medium can be presented by 

Eu3+ + No; + 2 HL ~ Eu L2 . N03 + 2 H+ 

Where HL stands for the B - diketone. 
The extraction constants (K21 J obtained for the different 

p- diketones are given in (Table 1}. 

TABLE 1:Different constants for the extraction system 

Eu(Ill}/13-diketones/triphenylarsine oxide/benzene/0.1 M 

sodium nitrate. 

Different Chelating Agents • 

Constants HHFA HTTA HPVTA 
F3C-X 0 X (CH3 )3 C-X 

... 
pK 4.46 a 6.33 7.01 

log K21 - 1.15 - 3.66 - 4.91 

log K212 9.21 5.32 3.36 

log 13212 10.36 9.20 8.27 

H 

X) 
/c'\. 

K = -T y-CF3 
0 0 . ') Taken from Stary and Freiser (1975) . 
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The extraction constant sequence as retaled to the p-diketones 

studied is HHFA >HTTA >HPVTA. This sequence violate the general 

rule for chelate extraction where the stability constant of a metal 

chelate increases within a family of chelating agents as the proton 

affinity increases (increase in pKa). 

The deviation in this trend observed can be related to the type 

of extracted species, where a cationic intermediate chelate of 

the type Eu L; is formed which is either coordinated or ion 

paired with the nitrate ion. 

Extraction of Eu3
+ by Ph3As0 mixed with the different p -

diketones studied showed enhancement 3+ in the extraction of Eu . 

Investigating different parameters affecting the synergic 

extraction followed by slope analysis of the experimental results, 

shown in Fig ( 1 ), indicated the following equilibrium for the 

extraction by mixed extractants from nitrate medium; 

Eu3
+ + No; + 2 HL + 2 Ph 3As0 

with extraction constant K212 

The formation constant, p212 ,of the adduct in the organic 

phase is given by the equilibrium 

Eu L2• N03 + 2 Ph3As0 ~ Eu L2. ( Ph3As0) 2. N03 
-1 

with 8212 = K212 K21 

(2) 

( 1) 

It is clear from table (1) that the values of K212 or ~212 as 

related to the B-diketones studied decrease in the order HFAcAc> 

HTTA> HPVTA. Extraction of nitrate anion with the extracted 

species was observed when Davis et al (1977) extracted some 

lanthanides by HTTA-TBP from nitrate medium. To disscuss this 

variations, previous concepts are consulted. In this concern, a 

general concept proposed by Irving (1967) and modified by Zolotov 
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and Gavri lova ( Hl69) ia that the atr•::.nger the metal chelate 

formed,the weaker the adduct extracted. This was not obeyed in 

the present work, Table 1, and the reverse sequence was observed. 

Such trend can be related to the type of the chelate extracted, 

where europium cationic intermediate chelate is adducted by 

the neutral ligand and either coordinated or ion paired with the 

nitrate ion. Plotting log K and log B values against pKa of the 

different B-diketones used gave a linear decrease with increasing 

pK
0

,Fig.2. This can be related to the participation of the nitrate 

anion in the extracted species. [n this respect, when the chelate 

ligand anion has a high tendency to associate with proton, 

formation of extracted species containing 

be lower. However, further work is needed 

is expected 

to extend 

to 

this 

work to other J3 - diketones and to elucidate the contribution 

of the nitrate ion in the extracted species. 

~ 

J-4 
0 

:::.: 
C'l 
0 ..... 

F'ig.2 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

-2 

-4 

-6 

Relation 

used and 

~ 
13212 

between pK of the chelating agents a 
the respective extraction and equilibrium 

constants. 
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ABSTRACT 
Adduct formation of 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetonato(tta) lanthanum(III), 

europium(III), and ytterbium(III) with benzoic and phenylacetic acids having 
hydroxyl or methoxyl group at the ortho and the alpha positions has been 
studied by sol vent extraction technique using radioactive tracers. It has 
been found that 1 anthanoid(I I I) che 1 ates form more stab 1 e adducts with these 
carboxylic acids in the sequence: La(tta) 3 > Eu(ttah > Yb(ttah, and also 
the difference of the extraction between a pair of metals as well as the 
extraction enhancement at a given acid concentration is the largest on using 
a -hydroxy carboxylic acid among these acid~ The adduct formation of Eu(tta) 3 
with severa 1 a -hydroxy carboxylic acids suggests that the formation constants 
are roughly proportional to pKa of the carboxylic acids. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been reported(Hasegawa, et al. 1989a) that the stability constants 

of all lanthanoid(III) complexes with the carboxylate anions substituted with 

methoxyl or hydroxyl group at the ortho and the alpha positions as well as 

with benzoate and phenylacetate anions themselves are all similar e xcept for 

a -hydroxy carboxy 1 ate anions. On the other hand, it has been reported (Hase

gawa, et al. 1989b) that the formation constants of adducts of 2-thenoyl

trifluoroacetonato(hereafter it is abbreviated as tta) lanthanoid(III) with 

benzoic and phenylacetic acids decrease with increase of the atomic number. 

The extraction equilibria of lanthanoids(III) with carboxylic acids and tta 

shown in Fig. 1 were ana 1 yzed in the present paper, to examine the effects of 

the position and the size of the side groups on the adduct formation in 

organic sol vents. 

LnA3 HB(oJ 

3HAO\ 

H Kd 

3HA 

Fig. 1. Extraction equilibria of lanthanoid(III) with 2-thenoyltrifluoro
acetone(HA) and carboxylic acids(HB). 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

All the procedures were carried out in a similar way as described else

where (Hasegawa, et al. 1989b). The total anion concentration in aqueous 

solution was adjusted to O.lM (1M= lmol/dm3) by adding sodium perchlorate. 

The solution containing O.OlOM HCl04 + 0.09M NaCl04 was employed as the stand

ard of -log[H+] = 2.00 (hereafter -log[H+] is abbreviated as pCH). The pKa of 

the carboxylic acids and the stability constants of the lanthanoid(III) com

plexes were determined by potentiometry, and the distribution constants and 

the dimerization constants of the carboxylic acids by spectrometry. The 

adduct formation constants were determined as follows: a given volume of 

chloroform containing tta and/or a carboxylic acid and an equal volume of 

aqueous solution containing a lanthanoid(III) at various pCH were placed in 

stoppered g 1 ass tubes. The tubes were p 1 aced on a rotating frame work set in 

a thermostated water bath at 25°C and the two phases were shaken mechanically 

(20rpm) for an hour and then centrifuged. An aliquot of each phase was 

pipetted and theY-radioactivity of each solution was measured with a well

type(Nai) scintillation counter. The distribution ratio of the lantha

noid(III) was calculated as the ratio of they -activity of the two phases. 

The hydrogen ion concentration at equilibrium was measured potentiometrically. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The equilibrium constants of carboxylic acids are listed in TABLEl. 

TABLE 1. 

Equil i bri urn constants of carboxylic acids 
ACI 0 PKa logKd log~im 

phenyl 
H 

@-C COOH 4.00 0.43 1. 61 acet.ic 
H 

a-phenyl 
C H, 

@-C COOH 3.30 - 0.62 1.48 lactic 
OH 

d-hydroxy H 
phenyl acetic @CCOOH 3.18 -1.47 1.50 

OH 

d-methoxy H 
phenyl acetic @-CCOOH 2.97 0.40 1.40 

OCH, 

Benzoic @-COOH 3.99 0.44 2.22 

salicylic @COO~I 
2.72 0.46 1.64 

OH 

o-methoxy @COOH 
benzoic 3.92 1.58 

OCH, 

The data in TABLE 1 show that phenylacetic and benzoic acids are of very 

similar nature. o-Methoxy benzoic acid has a very large distribution constant 
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and a very small dimerization constant compared to the other acids probably 

due to the internal complexation through hydrogen bondin~ The distribution 

constant of ~-phenyl lactic acid, in which the hydrogen from mandelic acid has 

been replaced with a methyl group, is 7 times larger than mandelic acid, 

although the other equilibrium constants are very similar. 

An example of the effect of side groups on the extraction enhancement is 

given in Fig. 2. 

18 Yb 

,., 
:-' 17 
< 
~ 

' 
~ 
I 
al 

c 16 w 
+ 

Q fft_··· 8' 15 • Otllo 

14 0 

-2 
I ogCHB10 

Fig. 2. Extraction of Ln(III) with tta and salicylic acid(Q) or o-methoxy 
benzoic acid(4t) as a function of the acid monomer concentration in chloro
form. 

As seen in Fig. 2, the distribution ratio increases with the increase in 

acid concentration. The plot has two asymptotes : a flat line and a straight 

line having slope of +2. This shows that the lanthanoid(III)-tta chelate forms 

adducts with two molecules of these acids at most. It should be noted that 

the difference in the extraction with these two acids is sma l l er for yt ter

bium, while for lanthanum it is larger. A similar trend was also observed in 

the extraction with a-phenyl lactic acid and <X-methoxy phenylacetic acid. 

Figure 3 shows the difference of the extraction enhancement among lantha

num, europium, and ytterbium chelates when <X-phenyl lacetic acid is employed as 

adduct forming ligand. Similar to the observations with phenylacetic acid or 

benzoic acid(Hasegawa, et a l. l989b), the enhancement follows the sequence of 

lanthanum> europoium > ytterbiu~ All other carboxylic acids studied in the 

present work show the same order. 
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Fig. 3. Enhancement of extraction of lanthanum(III)(QJ, europium(III)(e), 
and ytterbium(III)((t) due to adduct formation between the tta-chelates and a
phenyl lactic acid as a function of the carboxylic acid monomer concentration 
in chloroform. 

The solid curves are calculated by Y = log(1 + l:Sn[HB] 0 n) using the 
adduct formation constants obtaine~ 

In Fig. 4, the adduct formation constants obtained are summarized as a 

function of atomic number. The plots in Fig. 4a show the first adduct forma

tion constants while those in Fig. 4b show the second adduct formation con

stants. For the first adduct formation constants, the trend is not so clear, 

but the second adduct formation constants are clearly larger for the lighter 

lanthanoid chelates than for the heavier ones. The trend is similar to the 

adduct formation with organophosphorus compounds for which such a trend has 

been known for a long time. The larger adduct formation constants for lighter 

lanthanoid(III) chelate would be explained in terms of the difference in 

coordination number between l i ghter and heavier l anthanoi ds. In addition, as 

already pointed out (Sekine, et al. 1967, 1969) it may be related that heavier 

lanthanoid(III) with higher charge density tends to form stronger chelate with 

tta than lighter one does, so that the residual coordination power of the 

metal ion in the chelate could be weaker than that of the lighter ones. As 

seen in Fig. 2, the difference in the extraction with two acids having similar 

structure becomes smaller with the decrease in size of lanthanoi~ This may 

also be explained as follows; since ytterbium( III) does not effectively leave 

the coordination power after chelation with tta, the adduct formation would 

not be much different between the two acids having -OH and - OCH 3 groups of 

which basicity is not much different, while the small difference in the basic

ity would be amplified by increasing ability to adduct formation with increas

ing size. 
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The observation that ytterbium(III) does not form the second adducts with 

a-phenyllactic and a-methoxy phenylacetic acids and furthermore the differ

ence in the adduct formation constants between a pair of metals is larger in 

phenylacetic acids than in benzoic acids may be accounted for the difference 

in action between bidentate phenylacetic acid substituents and monodentate 

benzoic acid substituents, that is, bidentate phenyl lactic and a-methoxy 

phenylacetic acids can not form a second adduct with the heavier lanthanoid 

with smaller coordination number. Since o-methoxy benzoic and salicylic acids 

form i nterna 1 comp 1 ex through hydrogen bonding as described before, they wi 11 

not behave as bidentate 1 igands. The difference in adduct formation between 

a -phenyl lactic and a-methoxy phenylacetic acids may be due to the different 

basicity. 

Figure 5 shows the adduct formation constants with carboxylic acids as a 

function of pKa. For comparison, the first stabi 1 ity constants in aqueous 

complexes are given in upper plot. The values of pKa are employed as a 

measure of the basicity of carboxylic acids. As seen from Fig. 5, phenyl

acetic acid and benzoic acid form weak complexes in aqueous solutions but form 

stronger adducts in organic so 1 vents. On the other hand, a -hydroxy carboxylic 

acids (except for 2-methoxy man de 1 i c acid) form stab 1 e comp 1 exes either in 

aqueous or in organic solvents. The presence of methoxyl group in the prox

imity of carboxyl group seems to be unfavorable for adduct formation (see o

methoxybenzoic acid and 2-methoxy mandelic acid). In addition, the adduct 

formation constants are roughly in proportion to pKa. Hence, in these car

boxylic acids, pKa can be utilized as a measure of strength of Lewis acids. 

Besides the basic solution chemistry, the present study wil 1 find practi

cal application for the possibility of good mutual separation of lanthanoids 

with a -hydroxycarboxyl i c acids, because a - phenyll act ic acid forms more stab 1 e 

adductwith lighter lanthanoid-ttachelates inorganic solvents, while it 

forms more stable complexes with heavier lanthanoid ions in aqueous solutions. 
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Rozen A.M., 1990. New approach to description of complex formation 
in solvent extraction systems; solvation and hydration contributions 
into extraction constant. 

Does the extraction constant K characterize the strength of 
metal-extractant complexes? With th~traditional approach consider
ing complexing in an aqueous phase it does not and with the 
suggested one it does as complexing (with the constant~ ) in an 
organic phase is considered. Since the free energy of ex~ction is 
the difference in solvation ~ Gsolv -RTln~org) and hydration 
~ Ghydr) energies, RTl:tlf'hrgi'Kex = -Mhydr• Using the standard 
state "pure substance" te.g., a crystalline salt) one can find 
.o.Ghydr and from the data on Kex determine f3 org• identify the phase 
responsible for a stronger or weaker extraction. It is shown that 
the dependences ofj3 org and Kex on the site of an element in 
Mendeleev Periodic Table can differ significantly. 

Does the extraction constant characterize the strength of 
resultant metal-extractant complexes? The author of the paper has 
repeatedly disputed this whi.. experts in analytical chemistry 
(prof. O.M.Petrukhin and oth.) In their opinion based on the 
traditional approach to the complexing description (Zolotov, 1973; 
Sekine, 1988) the extraction constant does not characterize 
directly the complex stability and hence, the dependence of extract
ion constants on organic ligand structures found by the author 
(Rozen et al., 1964, 1966, 1976; Rozen 1967, 1968, 1984, 1988) does 
not characterise the influence of structure on complex strength. 
The author holds the opposite viewpoint. The discussion of this 
problem is of a general interest; the reply is related to the 
approach to an extraction process description. As it i& shown below 
the difference in the viewpoints is due to the fa.at that by the 
traditional approach the constant of a complex stability in an 
aqueous phase is determined while in the approach below complexing 
in an organic phase is considered. 
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The traditional approach to the complexation description deve
loped by analysts considering metal chelates extraction consists of 
the process divided into the following stages (see, e.g. Sekine 
1988): 1. Transition of an organic ligand (HR) into aqueous phase 
(distribution constant Kd); 2. HR dissoaia'fion in aqueous phase 
(dissoaiation constant Ka); 3. Complexation with metal ion in 
aqueous phase (Me!+ + sR;q = (MeRz~complex stability constant 
J3 aq = ~eRzl /()b l R-J !q ; 4. "fu.stribution of MeRz complex 

between the phases (distribution constant Kdc)• On the other hand, 
if the extraction is considered as a whole Me!~ + z.HRorg=(MeRz) org+ 
+ -~, then by comparing with stage reactions we find 

Kex= ~ aqKde (Ka/Kd) z ( 1) 
A similar division into stages can be also made on extraction with 
neutral compound (Me!~ +lA;q + qLorg(MeA~q)org), which gives 

Kex= f aqKdcKass/Kd (2) 

where Kass is an ion association constant (Kass=1/Kdi.ss). 
In both the cases the extraction constant is proportional not 

only to the complex stability constant aq but also to the complex 
distribution constant Kde; on the ligand replacement the Kex 
changes do not describe the complex strength variation as Kdc will 
also change. 

But w!Q' is complexing with an organic ligand in aqueous phase 
considered? Historically it is clear: the traditional approach 
has been developed by analysts who used water-soluble reagents. 
But the modern extraction processes are based on reagents very 
poorly soluble in water. In most cases extraction does not processed 
in aqueous phase, but at the interphase surface or even in the 
subsurface organic layer. 

Therefore, it is not only natural, but also beneficial to some 
extent to consider complexing in organic phase. 

Consider the following stages of the process: (for simplicity, 
as in the traditional approach, for the simplest ease of only one 
complex formed). 

1. Ion association in aqueous phase 

Me;: +zA~ ~ (MeAz)aq; Kass=1/Kdiss 

2. Ion pair or molecule distribution between 
and diluent or extractant: 
(MeAz)aq~ (MeAz)org I k' ) ol 

3. Salt-ligand complexing in diluent 
(MeAz) org + qL org = (MeA.;.. q) org 

aqueous phase 
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with the complexing constant 
(3) /Jorg = l MeAzLq] orl [MeAzlorg L5rg 

It is not difficult to see that the salt 
' Kex =.f> orgKd /Kdiss will be 

extraction constant 
(4) 

' The Kd and Kdiss values descrtbe the properties of a salt being 
extracted (Kdiss) and a diluent (Kd). With a change of a ligand L • 
they remain unchanged, only the constant of a complex stability in 
organic phase (3 org alters. Thus, indeed, the extraction constant 
directly characterizes the strength or stability of a complex not 
in aqueous but organic phase. So, the dependence of the extraction 
constants,on the ligand structure (Rozen 1964-1988) describes 
a variation in the complex strength. 

So, the constants of eomplexing Porg and extraction Kex are 
interrelated. The question is: we have a bulk of data on extraction 
constantsJ is it possible to use it to determine f?J org? Particularly, 
ifj3 values are very high and the concentration of an uncomplexed 
metal [MeAJ is low and is practically undeterminable. The answer 
to this question is positive. Indeed, let's consider the relation 
between complexing and extraction from the general point of view. 
As is known (e.g. Rozen 1984, 1988) the free (Gibbs) enePgy of 
extraction is the difference between solvation and hydration 
energies: 

(5) 

Since in the first approxill8tion A Gsolv = -RTlnporg and 
oGex= -RTlnKex' we find 

porg = Kex ~(o)-Y = Kex e-t.Gb.y~RT (6) 

Since -A Ghydr can be several tens of kcal/mole it can be seen 
that the complexing constantj)org can be many orders of magnitude 
higher than Kex; it can be also seen from eq. (4) - the strong 
electrolyte dissociation constant is very high. 

So, the calculation of the complex stability constant from 
extraction data is reduced to the determination of hydration energy. 
The magn.ttude of this energy is sometimes counted fro• the standard 
state "ions in vacuum", which includes the dissociation energy and 
results in enormous amounts (hundreds of kcal/mole) exceeding the 
energy of the strongest chemical compounds binding. It is more 
expedient to use the standar'IJ state "pure substance" (SsPS), i.e. 
liquid acids, molten or crystalline salts (see Rozen et al. 19?1j 
Rozen 19?9, 1984, where the transition to this standard state is 

considered). The found values of hydration Gibbs energy and enthal-
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py are listed in table 1. 
Table 1 

Hydration Free Energies and Enthalpies (keal/mole) 

a. acids 

Feat\U'e HCl HBr HL HN03 H2so4 HCL04 

- 6G hydr.l. 10.7 13.8 14.0 7.3 13.03 22.2 

- Ll H hydr.l. 14.8 16.8 15.4 7.95 22.77 21.-
- 6. G hydr.ions 331 326 ?17 322 755 303 

3.2 2.25 1.44 0.0575 1.18 
:z:1o-3 :z:1o-4 :z:1o-4 :z:1o-2 ¥± (0) 

b. Elements of first group 

Energy LiCl NaCl KCl LiN03 NaN03 KN03 
- A G hydr.l. 14.1 10.6 8.7 10.9 7.2 5.1 
- A G hydr.er. 2.1 1.3 4.0 1.5 -0.1 
- D. H hydr.cr. 8.9 -0.9 -4.2 0.6 -4.9 -8.3 

200 176 158 190 160 148 - 6 G hydr. 
(ions in vacuum) 

c. Elements of second group 
~ N <'I ~ <'t <'I 
&" ..... ~ <'I ..... ~ ('1:1 

~ 0 Ill H ~ ~ ~ H 
'-J ii ii ~ 

'-J l1l 

I 10 0 0 0 
0 

Energy 

- A G hydr.cr. 20.2 30.3 38.8 47.0 7.7 '15.5 -26.5 30.2 
- D. H hydr.cr. 20.7 37.2 44.5 51.0 4.5 19.8 26.2 28.7 

d. Lanthanides (Ln OL3) 

La Pr Nd S:m :&;u Gd Tb Yb Lu 

- A G hydr.er 22 24 27 27 30 33.6 37.6 34±4 
- A H hydr.er. 33 33.5 35.5 37.4 - 45.4 

e. Actinides 

Energy U02(N03)2 uo2c12 U02Br2 ThC14 

- A G hydr.cr. 
- .6H hydr.er. 

16.1) 
20 :z: 25.7 27.3 56.7 

:z:) For hexahydrate - 5.4 k:cal/mole 
It can be seen from table 1 that -AGhydr increases with ion 

charges growth and with a decrease of ion radii. The values of 
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-~Ghydr.l for Li, Na, K chlorides and nitrates as well as for HN03 
and HCl are well described if the -6Ghydr.l values of 8.0; 4.4; 
3.2; 3.0 and - 1.2 kcal/mole are assumed for ions of Li+, Na+, K+, 
Cl- and NO), respectively (No3- is negatively hydrated!). 

Now consider the data from the extraction viewpoint. One can 
conclude that since the free energy of hydration of univalent ions 
is of order of - 10 kcal/mole and that of di- and trivalent ions is 
- 20-40 kcal/mole the extraction becomes weaker with an ion charge 
growth due to the hydration reinforcement; a similar effect is pro
duced by a substitution of a nitrate-ion by a more powerfully hyd
rated chloride ion. To provide for an appreciable extraction the free 
solvation energy (the binding energy) must be of the same order as the 
energy and enthalpy of hydration, i.e., 10-40 kcal/mole which is 
characteristic of electron donor acceptor(EDA) complexes. 

Using the data obtained one can determine the constants of com
plexing in an organic phase and to estimate the fraction of unsol
vated salt molecules present in the organic phase. For uranyl nitrate, 
e.g., on TBF-extraction (K·102 , ~Gex•-2.74 kcal/mole find 

4Gsolv • ..c,Gex+t>Ghydr•-2.7-16.1 • 18.8 kcal/mole, ~ org_:'1014, i.e., 
the fraction of uncomplexed molecules is negligible (~ 1014 ); for 
HN03 this fraction is ~10-4 , which does not rule out the feasibility 
of finding out uncomplexed molecules with physical methods. 

1s 1 X ~:t m~q 
_ ? 

Ke)I·IQ
6 10 '-

" ~ 10-3 

10 \ ~~ i0-4 

-
5 

0.5 i 
I 

Li Na. 

I 
I 

K 
I t>A 
I 

Cs 
Fig. '1. Extraction constants K for alkaline 

metal chlorides and ex complexation 
constants f-> org vs metal ion radius 
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Using the data presented the contributions made by hydration 
and solvation can be separated. It can 'be shown that, e.g., the low 
TBP extractability of HCl (and metal chlorides) as compared to HN03 
(and nitrates) is mainly due to a more powerful Cl- hydration rather 
than to a weaker bond to TBF (see table 2). 

HN03 
HCl 

Table 2 
Comparison of HN0

3 
and HCl extraction with TBP 

Extraction b Gextr C.> Ghydr c,. Gsolv 
constant keel/mole keel/mole keel/mole 

2x10- 1 0.95 -7.3 -6.3 
2x10-4 5.0 -10.7 -5.7 

Porg 

5x104 
2x104 

The extremal atomic number dependence of alkaline element 
extractability (minimum for sodium) (see fig.1) is due to hydration, 
solvation varies mon0tonously. 

Thus, the dependence of complexing and extraction constants 
on the site of an element in Mendeleev Periodic Table can differ 
significantly. 
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EXTRACfiON OF RARE EARTIIS BY NAPHTIIENIC ACID AND STRUCTURE OF TilE 
EXTRACTED COMPLEX 

Chun-Hui Huang, He-Ping Liu, Biao-Guo Li and Guang-Xian Xu 
Research Center of Rare Earth Chemistry, Peking University, Beijing, 100871, China 

ABSTRACT 
The effect factors in the extraction of rare earths by naphthenic acid have been studied. The tetrad effect 
in D-Z curve of this system was observed. Results show that the separation factors are varying with 
the variation of the relative contents of the two elements separated, which is caused by the formation 
of heteronuclear complex in the organic phase. The crystal structure of the model molecule of the 
extraction complex has been reported as well. 

INTRODUCfiON 

Naphthenic acid (noted as HA) is a mixture of carboxylic acids obtained from petroleum 

industry, having a general molecular formula of R(~)nCOOH, where n> 1, R represents one or more 

poly-membered rings. As an extractant, it is stable, cheap, nontoxic, and the metal ions extracted are 

easily stripped back to the aqueous phase. The extraction of some metal ions with HA were reviewed 

by F.Miller[1] and the extraction of La. Gd. Y with HA were studied by R. A. Alekperov and his 

coworkers[2-4]. The aggregation ofnaphthenic acid in nonpolar and polar solvents were studied by 

Tian-Zhu Jin and his coworkers[5]. 

l.TIIE TETRAD EFFECT IN D-Z CURVE 

A sample from Kelamayi, China was vacuum distilled into several fractions and their average 

molecular weights were determined by titration as shown in Table 1. 

Data show that in this naphthenic acid, the alkane content is about 10% and the acidic content 

increases with the boiling point until b.p. >200°C. 

TABLE I. COMPOSffiON OF NAPHTIIENIC ACID FROM KELAMA YI 

Distillation Colour Acidic value Weight(%) 
range glmo!COO-

1 120-140°C I 0.5 mm Hg yellowish 1489* 8 
2 140-160°CI0.7 mmHg light yellow 520* 525** 25 
3 160-180°C I 0.8 mm Hg light yellow 312* 317** 27 
4 180-200°C 1 1.0 mm Hg brown 296* 301** 30 
5 >200°C dark, sticky 443* 10 
6 original deep brown 351* 

* right after distillation ** Three month after distillation 
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Results indicate that the extraction behavior of naphthenic acid with rare earth is not effected by 

their molecular weight obviously. When the extraction distribution ratio D was plotted against its 

D 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.8 

Pr Pm Eu Tb Ho Tm Lu 
Cc: Nd Sm Gd Dy Er Yb 

atomic number Z, the tetrad effect was observed 

on the D-Z curve (see Fig.l ). As it is well known, 

the tetrad effect is the reflection of the configura

tion of the 4f electrons. So it appears in all the 

properties of rare earth elements along with their 

atomic number Z. However, usually this factor 

appears with lots of other factors simultaneously. 

For instance, in the case of extraction, it appears 

at least with the following factors: the equilibrium 

pH value of aqueous phase; the coordination of 

the extractant with metal ions; the coordination of 

anions with metal ions in aqueous phase; the hy

drolysis of the metal ions and the salting out 

effect Since these factors effect D-Z curve not in 

the same order, it results in a large difference in the 

form of tetrad effect in D-Z curve. 

Fig.l. The distribution ratio D of the extraction of 

REC~ by naphthenic acid (HA) distillation col

lected in different range, diluent: 15% octanol and 

sulfurized paraffm hydrocarbon, 0/A=l, t=25°C. 

2. THE FACfORS AFFECTING THE EXTRACTION OF RARE EARTIIS BY HA 

When rare earth ion RE3+ is extracted by HA, the reaction could be simply represented by the 

following equation: 

REl+ + 3HA = RE~ + 3H+ (1) 

(2) 

where D0 is the distribution ratio when the coordination and salting out effects are not taken into 

consideration. When the coordination reaction between REl+ and anion L" (Q-or N0
3
·) is considered, 

let Y 0 represents the coordination degree, defined by: 

(3) 
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(4) 

D=D/¥0 
(5) 

When the salting out reagent is added into the system, then we have: 

D=XD/¥0 (6) 

where X represents the salting out effect, which is always larger than one. 

Based on these considerations mentioned above, the following facts are worthy to be noticed. 

2.1 Comparing the curves a and b in Fig 2, we can 

find that the distribution ratio for REC1
3 

is larger 

than that for RE(N0
3

)
3 

in similar conditions be

cause the coordination degrees Y for N0
3
- is larger 

than Cl-[7]. 

Fig2. The Extraction of Rare Earth by HA 

(a) REC~=l.OM [HA]=0.608M pH=5.40 

(b) REN03=1.0M [HA]=0.608M pH=5.42 
La Pr Pm Eu 1b Ho Tm Lu 

Ce Nd Sm Od Dy Br Yb 

2.2 In the nitrate system, when 3.0 M NH
4
N0

3 
is added into the system, the distribution ratio D ofRP• 

will decrease due to the coordination effect of N0
3
- with REJ+. On the other hand, as a salting out 

reagent, NH4N03 will increase D. In the range of light and middle rare earths, the coordination effect 

is larger than salting out effect, it results in decrease of D. In the range of Tm-Lu, the situation is in 

contrast with that mentioned above, the value of D increases with Z gradually. When the concentration 

of NH4N03 increases to 6.0 M, the dominative range of salting out effect is enlarged. This effect will 

be further strengthened by replacement ofNH4N0
3 

with LiN03, as shown in Fig 3. That is, the addition 

of salting out agent LiN0
3 

will result in an enlargement of the separation factor J3(ZIZ+ 1). 

2.3 In the chloride system, as it is well known, the changes between the stability constants of individual 

rare earths are very small. So the shape of the D-Z curve does not change very much, when NH4Cl is 

added into the aqueous phase. 

It is very interesting to find that REC~ could be extracted by naphthenic acid through neutral 

coordination mechanism at lower pH range and high concentration of REC~ as shown below: 

(7) 

For instance: when 2.70 M ofREC~ is extracted by 0.661 M naphthenic acid with O/A=1 :1. 
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D 

• no salting out agent pH=4.55 

6 3.0 M NH4N03 pH=4.42 

L' 
a 3.0 M LiN03 pH=4.52 

o 6.0MLiN0
3 

pH=4.15 

1.0 

Fig3. The Influence of salting out agent on the extraction of RE by Naphthenic acid 

RE(N0
3

)
3
=1.0 M, [HA]=0.698 M 

0.104 M RE3
• ions is transfered from the aqueous phase into the organic phase, while the transfer of 

H• ion from organic phase to aqueous phase is very small, which cause only a small pH changes from 

4to 3. 

The REC~ could also be extracted by HA according to the following reaction when HA is 

neutralized partly, for instance 50%: 

• 
RE3

• + (3-n)Cl· + nA- + mHA = REC~;A;mHA (8) 

This fact is supported by the structural data of the extracted complexes reported in the next 

paragraph. 

3.TIIE STRUCfURE OF TilE EXTRACfED COMPLEX 

It is well known, a separation factor ~ AJB of an extraction system is equal to the quotient of two 

extraction equilibrium constants of elements A and B, that is: 

(9) 
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Normally, ~AlB does not change neither with the changing of the total concentrations of A and 

B, nor with the changing of the ratio of NB in the extraction system. 

It is very interesting to find that in the carboxylic acid system, the situation is quite unusual. This 

fact indicates that a heteronuclear complex may be formed in the system. After an evidence has been 

got by thermodynamic study that the heteronuclearcomplex La-Y-HA is more stable than Y-HA and 

La-HA, we have succeeded to synthesize ([LaY(C6H11COO)iC6H11COOH)J2Cl·3C~COC~) •• 
which is the first heteronuclear extraction complex ever reported. X-ray single crystal diffraction 

studies show that the complex is monoclinic with space group P21fl. The cell parameters are 

a=28.379(7), b=26.210(1), c=l0.113(4)A, ~=92.43(2)0, V=7515(5)A3
, Z=4. La and Y both are 

coordinated by nine oxygen atoms, from four C
6
H

11 
COO-groups. The coordination polyhedrons of La 

and Y take tricapped triangular prism arrangement and are linked together by sharing one edge. 

Fig4. The structure of 

[LaY(C
6
H

11
COO).(C

6
}\

1
COOH)

4
]2• 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIUM OF CADMIUM(II) BROMIDE COMPLEXES 
WITH 4-METHYL-2-PENTANONE IN THE PRESENCE OF TETRABUTYLAMMONIUM 
IONS. 
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Department of Chemistry, Science University of Tokyo, 1-3 
Kagurazaka, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162 Japan 

Abstract 

Ill 

The solvent extraction of cadmium(II) in 1 mol · dm-3 Na(Br,N03) 
ionic medi a into 4 -methyl-2-pentanone containing none or a certain 
amount of tetraethyl-, tetrapropyl-, or tetrabutylammonium ions 
was measured and the results were statistically analyzed. It was 
found that in the absence of such bulky large cations, both CdBr2 
and Na+·CdBr3- species were extracted and the addition of tet
raethylammonium ions c hanged the extractions only slightly. 
However, the addition of tetrapropyl- or tetrabutylammonium ions 
(B+) enhanced the extraction very much . This was explained in 
terms of an extraction of the B+·CdBr3- ion-pairs and when the s+ 
was the latter, the extraction was about 100 times better than 
when it was the former. It was also found that an extraction of 
s+·N03- ion-pairs from the back ground salt occurred and this 
interfered with the extraction of the anionic metal bromide com
plex. 

Introduction 

The solvent extraction of cadmium(II) as halide complexes with 

trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in hexane was found to be very 

complicated because of the extractions of not only the uncharged 

complex but also several charged ones as ion-pairs.(Iwahori, et 

al ., 1985) In the present study, the distribution ratio of cadmi

um( II) between 4-methyl-2-pentanone (MIBK) and aqueous 1 mol · dm-3 

Na(Br , N03) ionic media has been determined in the absence and 

presence of bulky tetraalkylammonium ions. The results were sta

tistically analyzed and the equilibrium constants for the metal 

spices in the both phases were calculated. 

2 Experimental 

Experiments were made at 298 K. The reagents were of a reagent 

grade. Stoppered glass tubes (capacity 20 c m3) were used for the 

solvent extraction. The aqueous phase was a 1 mol · dm-3 Na(Br,N03) 

solution containing 2x1o-5 mol·dm-3 of Cd2+ and none or a certain 

amount of tetraalkylammonium ions and being buffered at pH about 7 
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by a small amount of hydrogen carbonate. A 6 cm3 portion of this 

aqueous solution was placed in the tube and the same volume of 

water-saturated MIBK was added. The two phases were agitated by a 

mechanical shaker for 30 min and centrifuged. The amount of cadmi 

um(II) in the both phases was determined by atomic absorption . 

3 Results and Discussion 

The distribution ratio of cadmium(II) in the present study may 

be written as; 

D=([CdBr2lorg+[Na+·cdBr3-lorg+[B+·CdBr3-lorg+[Na+2.CdBr42-J 0 rg 

+[B+ · Na+ · CdBr42-lorg+[B+2·CdBr42-Jorg)/([Cd2+]+[CdBr+]+[CdBr2] 

+[CdBr3-]+[CdBr42-]) (1) 

where the subscript "org" denotes those chemical species in the 

organic phase and B+ denotes a tetraalkylammonium ion . The ex 

traction constants for the metal species into the organic phase 

may be defined as; 

( 2) 

where a, b, and c denotes the number of Br-, Na+, and B+, respec

tively, in the extracted species. 

By introducing the extraction and stability constants, eqn.(1) 

can be rewritten as; 

D=(Kex2,0,o[Br-]2+Kex3,1,0[Br-]3+Kex3,0,1lBr-]3[B+] 

+Kex4,2,o[Br-]4+Kex4,1,1[Br-]4[B+]+Kex4 ,0,2lBr-]4[B+]2); 

(1+~1[Br-]+~2[Br-]2+~3[Br-]3+~4[Br-]4) (3) 

where ~n=lCdBrn2-n]/[Cd2+][Br-]n, 

The sodium(I) concentration was always unity. The distribution 

ratio was determined as a function of the bromide concentration at 

a certain B+ concentrat~on. The distribution data experimentally 

obtained were analyzed on the basis of eqn.(3) by using a least 

squares computer program. 

Figure 1 shows the distribution ratio as a function of the 

bromide concentration at the given tetrabutylammonium concentra

tion. Figure 2 compares the effect of addition of tetrabutyl

(tba+), tetrapropyl-(tpa+) and tetraethylammonium(tea+) on the 
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1 1 

Q 0 
Q 

0 

bO 1lll 
0 0 

.-4 .-4 

-1 -1 

-2 -2 

-2 0 0 

log [ Br-] log [ Br-] 

Fig.1 Fig.2 

Fig.1 Extraction of Cd(II) bromide complexes as a function of 
aqueous bromide concentration containing none or a certain amount 
of tba+. 

Solid curves were calculated on the basis of eqn.(3) by intro-
ducing the values of constants in Table 1. 

(0) [tba+Jinit.= 0 mol·dm-3 
( Q) [ tba+ 1 ini t. = 5x1o-4 mol· dm-3 
(e) [tba+Jinit.= 5x1o-3 mol·dm-3 
(e) [tba+Jinit.= 1.5x1o-2 mol·dm-3 

Fig.2 Extraction of Cd(II) bromide complexes as a function of 
aqueous bromide concentration initially containing 5x1o-3 mol · dm-3 
tea+, tpa+, or tba+. 

Solid curves were calculated on the basis of eqn.(3) by intro
ducing the values of constants in Table 1. 

The data in the presence of 5x1o-3 mol·dm-3 of tea+ are quite 
similar to those obtained in the absence of it. Thus no curve is 
drawn. 

(Q) : tea+, ( liiii)) : tpa+, (e) : tba+ 

extraction. The ion-pairs with tetraalkylammonium ion, nitrate 

ion, or bromide ion were also to some extent extractable into 

MIBK. These extractions of the large cations were determined by a 

similar method described in a previous paper.(Kusakabe, et al., 

1989) Under the conditions of the experiments in Figs. 1 and 2, 

the initial concentration of tpa+ and tba+ was 5x1o-3 mol·dm-3 in 
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the 1 mol·dm-3 Na(Br,N03) media and the concentration in the 

aqueous phase at equilibrium was about 4.9x1o-3 mol·dm-3 with tpa+ 

and 1.4 to 1.7 mol·dm-3 with tba+. This was affected by the 

bromide concentration in the aqueous phase. The data analysis was 

made by using these concentrations at equilibrium. The equilibri

um constants obtained from these date are listed in Table 1. From 

these equilibrium constants, the percentage distribution of each 

species in the aqueous phase and in the organic phase was calcu

lated as a function of the bromide concentration as shown in 

Fig.3. 

{iv) 

{iii) 50% 

0% 

( ii) 

100% 

{ i) 50% 

0% 
-3 

Fig.3 Percentage distribution of Cd(II) species as a function of 
bromide concentration calculated from the constants in Table 1. 
(i) 1 mol · dm-3 Na(Br,N03). 
(ii) MIBK which is in an equilibrium with (i). 
(iii) MIBK which is in an equilibrium with (i) containing 5x1o-3 

mol · dm-3 (at initial) tba+. 
* a slight amount of Na+ · CdBr3- is also extracted in this 

system but since it is always less than 0.5%, this is not 
clear in this figure. 

(iv) MIBK which is in an equilibrium with (i) containing 5x1o-3 
mol·dm-3 (at initial) tpa+. 
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TABLE 1 

Stability and extraction constants of Cd(II) bromide complexes in 
1 mol·dm-3 Na(Br,N03)-MIBK systems at 298 K. 

B+ log~1 log~2 log~3 logKex2,0,0 logKex3,1,0 logKex3,0,1 

tpa+ 
tba+ 

1.3 
1.3 

1.4 
1.4 

1.8 
1.8 

0.39 
0.39 

1.2 
1.2 

4. 5 
6.4 

The data are well explained if the following extractions are 

assumed . 

(i) In the absence of tetraalkylammonium ions, both the neutral 

c omplex CdBr2 and the anionic complex CdBr3-, as an ion-pair with 

a sodium ion, are extracted . The extraction is, however, rather 

poor under the present experimental conditions. 

(ii) Addition of tetraalkylammonium ions enhanced the extraction 

except tetraethylammonium ions. As seen from Fig.2, the extrac-

tion is enhanced more with tetrabutylammonium ions. 

0 .1 mol·dm-3 and the initial concentration of the ammonium ions 

was 5x1o-3 mol·dm-3, the distribution ratio is enhanced 5 times by 

the addition of tetrapropylammonium and about 100 times by the 

addition of tetrabutylammonium. However, as it will be considered 

later, a tetrabutylammonium ion is well extracted as an ion-pair 

with a nitrate ion into MIBK. Thus the concentration of tba+ in 

the aqueous phase at equilibrium is much lowered and the true 

effect of tba+ is much greater than these. 

(iii) Since the extraction of the anionic complex, CdBr3-, is 

more favorable with the bulkier cations, the extracted species in 

the presence of tba+ is mainly the ion-pair with the anionic 

complex, tba+·CdBr3-. However, the organic phase in the system 

where tpa+ is added, contains not only the tpa+·CdBr3- species but 

also those found when no tetraalkylammonium ions were added, that 

is, CdBr2 and Na + ·CdBr3 -. 

(iv) As is seen from (ii), the effect of the tetraalkylammonium 

ions cannot be estimat ed directly from the experimental results 

because of the extraction of these cationic extractant with ni-

trate ions. Such estimation can be made by the extraction con-

stants in Table 1. The difference in the values of logKex3,0,1 of 

tba+ and tpa+ is about 1.9. Thus the extraction of the ion-pairs 

with the former is about 100 times more effective than with the 

latter. 
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The extraction of cadmium(II) bromide with TOPO in hexane in 

the previou s paper was very different from the present results 

which have been obtained by using MIBK as the solvent. 

The results in Fig.2 indicate that the extraction of the anion

ic complex is better when the size of counter cation is larger as 

it is expected from the general tendency of solvent extraction. 

However, it should be noted that an extraction of ion - pairs with 

the anions of back-ground salt in the aqueous phase could occur 

together with the anionic metal complex. This impairs the effi-

ciency of the extraction of the anionic metal complex. This 

should be more marked when the size of cationic extractant is 

larger. The decrease in the cationic extractant concentration by 

this extraction with the back ground anion in the aqueous phase 

was only 2% with tpa+ but 72% to 66% with tba+ . Stability con

stants of bromide complexes of cadmium(II) (Martell and Smith, 

1976) was reported previously and the formation of ever the tetra

kis complex in 1 mol·dm-3 aqueous ionic media was pointed out . 

However,the higher complexes than CdBr3- was not found by the 

analysis of the data of present experiments. 

Use of bulkier cations as the counter-ion of the anionic metal 

complexes seems to be more favorable, at least apparently. Howev-

er, as seen from the present results, the efficiency of the bulki

er cations as the extractant is very much affected and this should 

be taken into account when this type of extractants are used. 

When the anion of the back ground salt is small and/or the concen

tration is low, the impairment of the efficiency as the extractant 

should not be affected very much and the use of bulkier cations 

should be more favorable although bulkier cations are tend to form 

precipitates with the anions and also micelles in the organic 

phase. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effects of changing pH and LIX63 concentration on Ni(II) distribution 
coefficient (DL) have been studied. Log DL was found to depend as 0.5[LIX63). DL was 

not strongly dependent on pH below 1.5 but increased as pH was was increased above 1.5. 
A model was developed which interprets these results. The overall distribution 

coefficient is represented by the sum of a contribution due to Ni(II) exchange plus another 
contribution due to ion-pairing. It is proposed that LIX63 monomers adsorbed at the 
aqueous-organic interface associate with nitrate ions, forming negatively charged 
intermediate species that subsequently combine with Ni(II) as ion-pairs extracted into the 
organic phase. Thus according to this interpretation previously suggested in literature for 
mineral acids other than nitric the extract loads nitrate together with metal. Former 
knowledge about speciation, interfacial adsorption and ionization of the extractant is 
implemented in the model. An estimate for the dimerization equilibrium constant of 
LIX63 was obtained from data fitting in reasonable agreement with a previously reported 
value. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The chemistry of Ni(II) extraction by the diethylhydroxydodecane oxime LIX63 

(H 2L, Henkel Corp.) in hydrocarbon solvents is complicated by the existence of several 

complexes that coexist in the extract. The proportion between the concentrations of those 

complexes is dictated by the pH of the raffinate and the ratio of the metal ion to extractant 

concentrations. Renninger and Osseo-Asare (1983) reviewed work done on extraction 

equilibria of nickel and cobalt with LIX63, and tabulated reported pH dependences of the 

distribution coefficient DL. For Ni(II), log DL was found to vary as 1.3 pH to 2.0 pH in the 

range 4.45 pH 5 7.2. The relative importance of the various complexes proposed would 

depend on pH, with doubly charged complexes predominating at pH 5 4. This hypothesis 

is consistent with the fact that LIX63 is a weak acid which does not appreciably ionize 

under these conditions, as suggested by the electrophoretic mobility (EM) measurements of 

Lin and Osseo-Asare (1984), but it would still be able to extract Ni(II) by ion-pairing. 

Cation exchange, instead, would be the predominant mechanism at higher pH. In the pH 

range 6.5 to 8.5, Preston (1975) found that LIX63 exchanged Ni(II) by two H+ , and the 

1:2 stoichiometry for the extracted species . Hummelstedt (1977) reviewed work on the 

extraction of copper by LIX63 and showed that no cation exchange took place at low pH 

and that SO~ and HS04 were coextracted. The uptake of mineral acids was confirmed by 

Al-Diwan et al (1977), who proposed the formation of the species (H3R)HS04. 
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Zapatero et al (1987) studied the extraction of copper from nitrate solutions by 

LIX63. Log DL was found to depend as 1 *pH at high acidity, and as 2*pH in the range 

2.5 ~ pH ~ 3.0. Those authors suggested five different types of extractable species with 

nitrate-copper cation pairs present in two of them, thereby offering an explanation for the 

varying dependence of DL on pH and for the coextraction of nitrate. 

In this work, the effect of pH and LIX63 concentration (CLT) on the equilibrium 

distribution of Ni(II) between 0.5 M KN0 3 and n-hexane solutions was investigated. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

LIX63 was purified as proposed by Tammi (1976), with the modifications 

introduced by Lin (1985) . Elemental analysis of the product showed deviations from 

theoretical values equal to 2.5% for N, 2.0% for C and 8.6% for H. Concentrations of stock 

solutions were evaluated from ultimate loading tests, assuming a 1:2 stoichiometric ratio 

and a formula weight of 271 (Lin, 1984; Keeney and Osseo-Asare, 1984; Tammi, 1976). In 

ultimate loading experiments, equal volumes of both phases with Ni(II) concentrations 

around 1000 times higher than LIX63 concentrations and at pH = 1.6 were shaken at room 

temperature during 3 hours. Extracts were stripped with equal volumes of 4N HN0 3 and 

Ni(II) concentrations in the strippates were measured by atomic absorption 

spectrophotometry. N-hexane 95%+ (Aldrich Chemicals Co.) was used as diluent. All 

other chemicals were of AR grade, and were used as received. Extract loadings were 

estimated a priori from the work of Renninger and Osseo-Asare (1983), and 

extract/strippate volume ratios were chosen in such a way that metal concentrations in the 

strippates fell within the spectrophotometer linearity limit without further dilution. 

To verify nitrate extraction, LIX63 solutions in n-hexane were equilibrated with 

0.1 N HN0 3, then injected into a Perkin Elmer Series 4 high pressure liquid 

chromatograph, fitted with a VYDAC 302 IC column and a Perkin Elmer conductivity 

detector. The eluant was 2mM acid potassium phthalate, pH adjusted to 4.9 with 

saturated sodium tetraborate. Two peaks were resolved, respectively around 1 and 3 

minutes after injection, of heights proportional to CLT' 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ni(II) distribution coefficients (DL) were calculated from raffinate and strippate 

concentrations in the usual way. The dependency of DL on CLT is shown in Figure 1. The 

values of DL are in the range 1.10-3 to 1.10-2, similar to those reported for copper (Zapatero 

et al 1987) and for nickel (Renninger and Osseo-Asare, 1983). Linear regression of the 

data shows that DL correlates at CLTo· 49, close within error to a square root dependency. 
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The effect of changing acidity on DL is shown in Figure 2. DL was found to rise slightly as 

pH was increased from 0.5 to 2.5. 
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Figure 1: Effect of CLT on DL. Ni cone. 0.005 M, ionic strength= 0.5 M, pH= 2.5. 
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Figure 2: Effect of pH on DL. CLT = 0.01 M, Ni cone. = 0.005 M, ionic strength= 0.5 M. 

No trace of potassium was found in the strippates that could suggest its 

simultaneous extraction. It was confirmed that nitrate was extracted by LIX63 solutions. 

The following data (chart divisions versus concentrations) indicate a linear relationship 

between NOj concentration in the organic phase and CLT. Duplicates are sometimes 

presented. 
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LT 

1st peak 

2nd peak 

20 10 

20/29 21 

9/9 5 

7 5 1 

18/14 16 3 

4/3 2.5 0.5 

The results shown in Figure 1 suggest that LIX63 is extensively dimerized, in 

agreement with the vapour pressure osmometry measurements of Zheng and Osseo-Asare 

(1987) . Equation 1 describes the dimerization equilibrium. 

2 H2L ~ (H2L)2 ; Kd = ~ 2 (1) 
C12 

where Ch C2 stand respectively for monomer and dimer concentrations. Thus the oxime 

balance about the organic phase is 

(2) 

The approximation, valid at relatively high values of CLT and large values of dimerization 

constant Kd, is supported by the half order dependency of DL on CLT observed (Figure 1) 

and it will be used in the analysis below. 

Interfacial tension measurements indicate that LIX63 adsorbs at the 0 /W interface 

(Savastano, 1988). Calculations using also the data of Al-Diwan et al (1977) lead to the 

conclusion that the interfacial adsorption density was approximately constant in the 

concentration range used. The interfacial concentration of extractant (Ctd) was 

accordingly taken as a constant . The EM work of Lin and Osseo-Asare (1984) suggests 

that the dissociation of the adsorbed oxime can be safely neglected under the present 

conditions of pH and ionic strength. The pH dependence of DL indicates that Ni2• was not 

extracted by cation exchange only, but also by solvation. Both types of mechanisms were 

proposed for the extraction of Cu2• by LIX63 (Zapatero et al 1987). Based on the above 

arguments two reaction schemes are proposed, one consisting of partial neutralization by 

aqueous anions and cation exchange (A), and the other consisting of neutralization and ion 

pairing (B) . 

(A) Cation exchange 

(3a) 
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(3b) 

(3c) 

A disproportionation would follow to yield the 1:2 complex: 

(3d) 

The superscript "ad" identifies species absorbed at the ofw interface, M2• is the Ni(II) 

cation (water of hydration is not shown for clarity), and the bar indicates species in the 
organic phase. The overall LMA constant for steps 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d, K

0
, is given by 

(4) 

where Ca is the concentration of the main aqueous anion (i.e. nitrate) . Substitution of 

equations 1 and 2 into equation 4 leads to the contribution of cation exchange to the 

distribution coefficient: 

c K1/2 K cad c e;1/2 
D _ Me _ d e 1 a LT 

e-CM- ~ CH 

(B) Ion pairing 

The global equilibrium constant for steps 6a to 6d is K. : !p 

eM. c, 
K. = 'P = K ' K ' K ' K ' 

'P C C2 c~d C2 a b c d 
M a 

The contribution due to ion pairing is defined similarly as above 

(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

(7) 
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(8) 

At pH ~ 3 and I= (N03] = 0.5 as used in this work, NOi in preference to HO- coordinates 

with Ni(II), as calculations with stability constants of Ni(II) hydrolysis products confirm. 

The total (observed) distribution coefficient is the sum of Dc and Dip' i.e.: 

(2 K )1/ 2 K 
D = d C cad [ e + C K. ] C 1/2 

L 2 a 1 en a !p LT 
(9) 

Figure 2 and equation 9 suggest that as pH is increased ion pairing becomes less important 

and exchange more dominant in the extraction mechanism. The C~~2 dependence of DL 

predicted by equation 9 is supported by the experimental evidence of LIX63 dimerization 

and agrees well with the dependence shown in Figure 1, found from linear regression of the 

data to be DL = 0.103 CLT
0
.
48

• The pH dependence of DL can be approximated by a line of 

equation DL = a+ ~, where x = CH, and the parameters a and b are explicit in equation 

9. For Ca = 0.5 M the values a = 0.005 and b = 0.001 fitted the data best and give the 

solid line shown in Figure 1. From these values the calculated ratio Kip/K is equal to 100. 

A mean value of Kd equal to 158 was estimated from the data which is similar to Kd ~ 126 

reported by Akiba and Freiser for LIX65N (1982) . 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The distribution of Ni(II) between nitrate media and n-hexane solutions of LIX63 

was studied experimentally. An equilibrium model is proposed that satisfactorily simulates 

the observed effects of pH and extractant concentration on the distribution coefficient. 
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Abstract 
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Uni-charged ions in an aqueous 1 mol·dm-3 NaCl04 solution were 
extracted with trioctylphosphine oxide in hexane as ion pairs 
with perchlorate ions at different temperatures from 7 to 45 ' C. 
The enthalpy (AHexl and entropy (ASexl of the extraction were 
calculated from the temperature dependence of the extraction 
c onstant. The values of AHex were in the range from -84 (Li+) 
to -117 (cs+)kJ·mol-1 and ASex from -237 (Li+) to -363 (cs+) 
J•mol-1·deg-1. These results were compared with the standard 
enthalpy and entropy of hydration of the cations. It is sug
gested that the smaller ions retain some amount of the hydration 
water in the organic phase. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The authors studied the extraction of a number of metal per

chlorates with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in hexane at 298 K 

and c onsidered the behavior of the metal ions in the absence of 

any ligand in the aqueous phase (Kusakabe, et.al., 1980, 1981, 

1983). The solvation number of TOPO in the extracted species has 

been found to be four for bi- and tervalent cations (five for 

chromium ion, exceptionally). For uni-charged metal ions it was 

also four for Rb+ and cs+, however, it was three for Li+, Na+, 

K+, Ag+, Tl+, and NH4+. A thermodynamic study on these univalent 

cations was made in order to find the reason for the solvation 

number three. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2. 1 Reagents 

Sodium perchlorate and TOPO were purified by the similar 

method in the previous studies. Potassium, rubidium, and cesium 

chloride, silver and thallium nitrate, and lithium hydroxide were 

used as the source of the cations. 

2.2 Distribution measurements 

A portion of 1 mol dm-3 sodium perchlorate solution containing 
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a certain amount of a cation in question and a portion of hexane 

solution containing various amount of TOPO were plac ed in a stop

pered glass tube (capacity 20 cm3), The two phases were agitated 

in a thermostated water bath where the temperature was controlled 

at a certain value from 7 to 45'C, After the agitation for 30 

min, the two phases were settled for a while. Then the organic 

phase was transferred to another tube and centrifuged. The metal 

ions in this sample was washed with a dilute nitric acid contain

ing a certain amount of sodium nitrate and then analyzed by 

atomic absorption (Rb+, Ag+, and Tl+) or flame spectrometry (Li+, 

Na+, K+, and cs+). The metal ions in the equilibrated aqueous 

phase were also analyzed. The distribution ratio of ammonium ion 

was measured by an ammonia electrode (Sekine, 1982). 

2.3 Data treatment 

The distribution equilibrium in the present system may be 

given by Eq. 1. The extraction constant is defined by Eq. 2. 

(1) 

( 2) 

When only one kind of the solvated species with TOPO is 

extracted, the distribution ratio of the metal ion , D, is related 

with the TOPO concentration as: 

D ( 3) 

The TOPO concentration is calculated on the basis of its material 

balance; 

(4) 

Since the concentration of sodium ion is usually much larger than 

that of the metal ion in question, it is indispensable to correct 

the TOPO concentration decreased by the extraction of sodium 

perchlorate. The distribution data were processed with a least 

squares program in conjunction with a successive approximation of 



the TOPO c onc entration. The extrac tion constants obtained were 

plotte d aga inst the rec iprocal value of the temperature. The 

enthalpy and entropy change of the extraction, denoted by ~Hex 

and ~Sex respectively, were c alculated from the slope and inter

c ept of the plot drawn on the basis of Eq. 5. 

logKex = -~Hex/2.303RT + ~Sex/2.303R ( 5) 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Distribution ratio of rubidium(!) and silver(!) at various 

temperature was shown in Fig. 1. In a previous paper (Kusakabe, 

1980), the extracts of rubidium(!) and cesium(!) were reported as 

the mixture of three and four solvates of TOPO. In the present 

s tudy , however, the solvation number of these metal ions was both 

c oncluded to be four at all the temperature studied. 

-2 (a) 1s•c 2 
(b) 

3s•c 

3s•c 4s•c 
-3 1 

0 

~ 
0 

-4 0 

-5 _, 

-2 _, -3 -2 -1 

log [ TOPO J 

Fig. 1 Ex traction of (a) rubidium(!) and (b) silver(!) perchlo
rate at various temperatures. The slope of the solid lines is 
four for rubidium(!) and three for silver(!). 
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When the TOPO concentration was low, silver(!) was extracted 

better than expected on the basis of Eq. 3 as is seen in Fig. lb. 

This additional extraction was concluded to be of chloro-complex

es caused by contaminating chloride ions. Therefore, the data at 

higher TOPO concentrations were used for the calculation of 

silver(!) extraction. The temperature dependence of the extrac

tion constant is presented in Fig. 2. The calculated values of 

enthalpy and entropy of the extraction are given in Table 1. 

The values of AHex and ASex obtained indicate that this type 

of extraction is exothermic and a negative enthalpy change com

pensates for a large decrease in entropy term. Since the hydrat

ed water molecules on a metal ion should be released on transfer

ring from aqueous phase to the organic solvent, hydration energy 

should be linked up with the extraction process. The standard 

enthalpy and entropy of hydration of ions (ARb and ASh) are 

listed in Table 1 together with the ionic radius of the cations. 

3.2 3.6 

Fig. 2 Extraction constants at various temperatures. 



TABLE 1 

Thermodynamic parameters and ionic radii11 

Ion 

Lit 
Na+ 
K+ 
Rb+ 
cs+ 
Ag+ 
Tl+ 
NH4+ 
clo4 -

83.9 
86.1 
97.0 

112.1 
116.5 
104.2 
86.1 
87.4 

kJ · mol-1 

551.8 
442.7 
358 
333 
301 
512.5 
363 

200 

636 
529 
455 
445 
418 
617 
449 

237 
269 
314 
345 
363 
236 
250 
260 

J · mol-1·deg-1 

140 
108 

72.7 
60.6 
57.5 

114 
68.6 

58.2 

377 
377 
387 
406 
421 
350 
319 

pm 

68 
97 

133 
147 
167 
126 
147 

236 

127 

1)The values of -AHh and -ASh are taken from Rosseinsky,F.D., 
Cbem.Rev., 1965, 467, 65 and ionic radii are Ahrens's values from 
" Landolt-BHrnstein Zahlenwerte und Funktionen," I Band, 4 Teil, 
p523-525, Springer-Verlag (1955). 

In general, the values of AHh and -ASh are both negatively 

larger in smaller ions. However, the magnitude of the extraction 

enthalpy and entropy seems to be in the reverse tendency, namely, 

they are negatively larger in the larger ions. Suppose that the 

hydration water molecules are completely released when one molar 

metal ions transfer to the organic phase, the dehydration energy 

should be as much as the oppositely signed amount of the standard 

hydration energy and this energy should be compensated with other 

energies of extraction motive processes such as ion-pair forma

tion and solvation with TOPO. The extraction motive processes 

should be as a whole with a negative enthalpy and negative entro

p y enough to reach the AHex and ASex values in Table 1 after 

compensating for the dehydration terms. Therefore, the sum of 

the standard hydration and the extraction enthalpy (or entropy) 

terms, which is given in Table 1, will represent a roughly esti

mated amount of the enthalpy (or entropy) of the extraction 

motive processes in the case of the complete dehydration. If the 

dehydration process is not completed and the extracted cations 

retain a part of the hydration water in the organic phase, the 

energies of the extraction motive processes may not be necessary 

to compensate for the whole amount of the standard hydration 

energy. 

The reason why the most of the uni-charged metal ions are 
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solvated with three TOPO molecules but rubidium and cesium are 

with four is not clear from the data in Table 1, although a mean

ing difference in the thermodynamic data should be expected 

between potassium and rubidium. Since the size of the smaller 

alkali metal ions is not always smaller than Be2+, sc3+, or Ga3+ 

all of which are solvated with four TOPO molecules, steric hin

drance around the metal ions should not be the reason for the 

smaller solvation number. If TOPO molecules combine to a metal 

ion via hydration water molecules, namely, they bind with the 

protons of the hydration water, it will be easy to explain the 

large solvation number for the small ions such as Be2+, Solva

tion of TOPO to the hydration water seems to be certain for cr3+ 

because chromium perchlorate was extracted to hexane with five 

TOPO molecules and the extraction equilibrium was completed 

within a few minutes. Since chromium(III) ion is inert for 

ligand exchange reactions, such a rapid replacement of the hy

drating water with TOPO molecules is implausible. In contrast, 

ferric perchlorate is extracted with four TOPO. Although the 

solvation number is smaller, the extraction is much better than 

cr3+, Comparing the extraction of these two tervalent ions, it 

may be concluded that Fe3+ ions will release the hydration water 

at least partly on the extraction and retain lesser amount of 

water in the orgariic phase than cr3+ ions do. 

On the basis of these discussions, the idea that lithium ion 

might hold some amount of water but rubidium and cesium will have 

less amount in the organic phase may not be unreasonable. This 

will explain the apparent tendency of the extraction enthalpy and 

entropy of the alkali perchlorates; they are negatively larger in 

larger ions. Further thermodynamic study will be necessary for 

finding the more reliable conclusion. 
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FLUID DYNAMICS OF PULSED SIEVE-PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMNS 
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lnstitut fiir Thermische Verfahrenstechnik, Technical University of Clausthal, 
Leibnizstr. 15, 3392 Clausthal-Zellerfeld, FRG 

INTRODUCfiON 

An extensive research has been done on the fluid dynamics of two pulsed 

sieve-plate extraction columns on a pilot scale. The object was to improve the 

basis for design as well as to investigate the scale-up of this type of extraction 

column. Special emphasis was placed on the hydrodynamic behaviour of the 

pulsed sieve-plate extraction column as a function of the liquid-liquid system 

and the plate geometry. The investigations encompass measurements of the 

drop size distribution, hold-up, flooding throughput and mixing in both phases. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL AND TECHNIQUES OF MEASUREMENT 

The measurements were carried out for different column-diameters (0=80 

and 225 mm), sieve-plate geometry (hole diameter of dh=2, 4 and 6 mm, 

fractional free area of <p=23, 39 and 49%), plate distance (from 50 to 100 mm), 

load (vd+vc: 60 and 80 per cent of the maximum throughput), pulsation 

frequency (from f==O.O to 2.5 Hz), pulsation amplitude (from a=6 to 12 mm) 

and phase ratio (vd/vc: between 0.5 and 5.0). Water was used as the continuous 

phase and toluene (0"=35.4·10-3 N/m, p=867 kg/m3, 11==0.586·10-3 Pa·s), 

butylacetate (0"=14.1 · 10-3 N/m, p=882 kg/m3, 11==0.730·10-3 Pa·s) or butanol 

(0"=1.75 ·10-3 N/m, p=810kg/m3, 11 =2.948·10-3 Pa·s) as the dispersed phase. 

The experimental set-up of the column with an active length of 4 .3 m and 

the positions of the measuring devices are shown schematically in Fig. 1. With 

the exception of the butanol/water system, the drop size distribution was 

measured with photoelectric suction probes at five positions along the length 

of the column (DSD in Fig. 1). For the butanol/water system this measurement 

was done photographically at a height of 3 .5 m above the distributor (DSDP in 

Fig. 1). The integral hold-up was determined over the active length of the 

column by means of the displacement method. In addition, an average hold-up 

was measured over a column section for all experiments with the differential 

pressure method (DP in Fig. 1). The flooding point was determined for a 

constant throughput by a stepwise increase or decrease of the pulsation 

frequency. Flooding, which is characterized by a nonsteady-state behaviour of 

the column, was recognized by visual observation of the individual column 
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sections. For the determination of the residence time behaviour of both phases, 

a nonsteady-state tracer injection method was applied. An aqueous salt solution 

was employed as tracer for the continuous phase. The concentration of this 

tracer was measured with conductivity probes. For the dispersed phase a 

fluorescent tracer was used which allows the measurement of the concentration 

with photomultipliers. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results presented in this paper were obtained at a phase ratio of one, a 

plate spacing of 100 mm, and a pulsation amplitude of 8 mm. The effect of 

these operating parameters on the fluid dynamics of pulsed sieve-plate 

extraction columns is already known from earlier investigations (Aufderheide, 

1985 and Reissinger, 1985). 

2 .1 Drop size distribution 

As is the case for all extractors, the drop size distribution which is 

established in pulsed sieve-plate columns results from the interaction between 

drop breakage and drop coalescence. For the systems under consideration, 

coalescence is only of minor importance in the technically significant 

operating range of the column. Since the dispersed phase was only coarsely 

predispersed at the distributor during the investigations, the Sauter diameter 

and the standard deviation of the drop size distribution decreased in the 

direction of flow of the dispersed phase as a result of repeated breakage at the 

sieve-plates. As shown by motion pictures and single-drop experiments 

performed in parallel, breakage occurs exclusively during the passage of the 

drops through the holes of the sieve-plates (Haverland, 1988). 

As the measured drop size profiles show, the decrease in the average drop 

diameter occurs essentially during the passage through the first sieve-plates 

immediately above the distributor. Thereafter, a stable drop size distribution is 

established which depends on the sieve-plate geometry and the interfacial 

tension of the system, in addition to the pulsation intensity. For a constant 

pulsation intensity, the stable drop size is attained sooner with smaller hole 

diameter or fractional free area of the sieve-plates, and a lower interfacial 

tension of the system. The drop size profile is a function only of the number of 

sieve-plates. Thus the average drop diameter of the stable drop size 

distribution in the upper section of the column is independent of the sieve

plate distance. 

The dependence of the stable drop size on the pulsation intensity, the 

sieve-plate geometry and the liquid-liquid system is illustrated in the upper 

part of Fig. 2 (DSD3 position of measuring). Because of the increasing energy 
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input and the associated increase in the forces which destabilize the drops, the 

Sauter diameter decreases with increasing pulsation intensity. Due to the 

different dispersive action of the sieve-plates, the drop size distribution is 

shifted toward smaller drop sizes with decreasing hole diameter. A decrease in 

the interfacial tension results in a decrease in drop stability and thus in smaller 

Sauter diameters under otherwise constant operating conditions. The standard 

deviation, which characterizes the width of the distribution, exhibits the same 

dependence on the operating parameters as does the average drop size. 

The measurements have demonstrated that the drop size which is 

established in the column is independent of the column diameter, the phase 

ratio and the throughput in the usual operating range of a pulsed sieve-plate 

extraction column. Moreover, the drop size essentially depends on the 

pulsation intensity, that is, on the product of amplitude and frequency. No 

significant separate effect of pulsation amplitude or frequency was observed 

(Aufderheide, 1985). 

2 .2 Hold-up 

The hold-up is directly influenced by the throughput of both phases and by 

the relative velocity of the drop swarm which depends on the drop size, system 

properties and the retarding effects on the drop motion associated with the 

pulsation and the sieve-plates. Under all operating conditions, the local hold

up continuously augments in the flow direction of the dispersed phase because 

of the decreasing drop size and the associated decrease in the relative velocity 

of the drops . The throughput of the dispersed phase thereby exerts a far more 

pronounced influence on the hold-up than the throughput of the continuous 

phase. At a constant total throughput, the hold-up, therefore, augments with 

increasing phase ratio. 

The dependence of the total hold-up on the pulsation intensity, the liquid

liquid system, and the sieve-plate geometry is illustrated in the lower part of 

Fig. 2 for values of the throughput of about 80% of the flooding load. The 

integral hold-up value plotted as a function of the pulsation intensity for a 

constant throughput exhibits a more or less pronounced parabolic curve with a 

minimum at the transition between the mixer-settler and dispersion range. This 

typical shape of the hold-up curves is caused by the interaction between the 

free movement of drops and the delay caused at the sieve-plates. The minimum 

of the hold-up curve is shifted towards lower pulsation intensity with 

decreasing interfacial tension of the system. 

As already mentioned, the motion of the drops in the mixer-settler range is 

influenced by the blocking action of the sieve-plates. As indicated by 

investigations by Hussain et al. (1988), the blocking action of the sieve-plates 
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decreases with decreasing ratio of the drop to the hole diameter, increasing 

fractional free area of the sieve-plates, and augmenting pulsation intensity. 

With the dependence of the drop size on the operating parameters taken into 

account, the hindrance of the drop motion by the sieve-plates thus increases 

with augmenting interfacial tension and diminishing intensity of pulsation. For 

this reason, the increase in hold-up with decreasing pulsation intensity is most 

pronounced with the toluene/water system. 

The evaluation of the measurements has shown that the hold-up does not 

depend on the column diameter for equal superficial velocities. Earlier 

investigations did not indicate any unequivocal separate dependence of the 

hold-up on the amplitude and frequency in the range of variation for the 

pulsation conditions (Aufderheide, 1985). The data available from literature 

(i. e. Kumar, 1988) indicate that a decrease in plate spacing results in a 

decrease of the average velocity of drop ascent and consequently in an increase 

in hold-up, especially at a low pulsation intensity. 

2.3 Flooding 

The flooding point curves measured for three different liquid-liquid 

systems as a function of the sieve-plate geometry and the pulsation intensity at 

a constant phase ratio of one in the column with D=80 mm are presented in 

Fig. 3. The measured flooding curves exhibit the well known shape as a 

function of the pulsation intensity. The displacement of the maximum flooding 

throughput towards lower pulsation intensities with decreasing interfacial 

tension is clearly recognizable. This flooding characteristic results from the 

dependence of the· drop size and average relative velocity on the pulsation 

intensity, the sieve-plate geometry and the system properties explained in the 

preceding sections. 

A conspicuous feature , however, is the observation that the respective 

flooding throughput for the sieve-plate geometry with a hole diameter of 2 and 

4 mm for the toluene/water and butylacetate/water systems, respectively , are of 

the same order of magnitude. The visual observation of the drop pictures 

during the flooding point determination of the butylacetate/water system 

indicates the relatively high hold-up values in the proximity of the flooding 

point and more pronounced drop-drop coalescence. Because of this deviation, 

an additional increase in throughput can be achieved until the countercurrent 

flow is completely disturbed and f"mally disrupted. 

The investigations have shown that the flooding throughput slightly 

increases with augmenting column diameter. No significant separate 

dependence of the flooding throughput on the amplitude or frequency is 

observed in analogy with the drop size and the hold-up (Aufderheide, 1985). 
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Further conclusions on the dependence of the flooding throughput on the 

system and sieve-plate geometry result from the investigations of Berger et al. 

(1985) and Hirschmann (1984). The measured data of these authors and the 

presented ones confirm the well known relationship from the literature that a 

higher flooding load can be achieved with increasing plate spacing. 
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The distribution of cobalt between a chloride solutions and a tri-iso
octylammonium chloride (R3NHCl=A) has been investigated under different condi
tions. The effects of the ionic composition of the aqueous phase (O<LiC1~15m ; 
O~Ni Cl2(4. 5m ; ~HC1-'14m (m = mol /kg)), the extractant concentration and the 
type of diluent have been considered. The measurements of water and HCl contents 
of the organic phase were carried out in addition to the partition of cobalt ; 
the aggregation of the extractant was also investigated by two-phase emf 
titrations. The experimental data have been treated by means of a generalized 
minimizing program, AFFINEX based on real phenomena i.e. physical and chemical 
interactions. All these experiments can be explained by the formation in the 
organic phase of species A(H20l ; A(H20l2 ; [A(H20)]z ; A2CoCl2 ; A3CoCl2(H20) 
and A(HCl )(H20l2 ; A(HC1)2 ; []I(H20)]2(HC1) ; A4(HCl )(CoC12)z(H20) in the 
presence of HCl solutions. In spite of the existence of A3CoCl2(H20), a fairly 
good agreement is obtained by applying our model to 1 iterature experiments 
which concluded to the formation of a single 2:1 complex and an explanation 
will be proposed. At high HCl molalities, the extraction results from the 
competition between cobalt and hydrochloric acid species with the appearence 
of a mixed entity A4(HCl)(CoCl2l2 (H20). 

The study of cobalt extraction from chloride solutions using tri-iso
octylammonium chloride : R3NHC1 leads to (i) a general model based on chemical 
and physical interactions describing the extraction of the metal in chloride 
media. (ii) This model will be then compared to literature data. 

1) The setting up 
The cobalt extraction model has been established thanks to the measure

ments of water and HCl contents of the organic phases as well as the extraction 
isotherms in NiC1 2, LiCl and HCl media. The measurements have been treated 
by means of a generalized minimizing program AFFINEX (1). The experimental 
methods have been described in proceedings ISEC 86 (2). 
Cobalt concentrations have been measured by two ways : 
- Absorption spectrophotometry (VARIAN OMS 90, A = 622 nm) 
- Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ARL 3510) 
The research of the best model is carried out : 

a) with the already obtained stability constants of the cobalt chlo
rocomplexes (2). 

b) by fixing the equilibrium constants relati ve to the aggregation and 
hydration of the extractant and to the extraction of an excess of HCl in 
HCl media. 
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c) by introducing the following hypothesis : 
ACoC1 2 , A2CoC1 2 , A3CoC1 2 which are underscored (2) 
d) by varying the number of moles of water fixed to the different pre

vious species. 
e) by fixing the interactions parameters at Bromley's values (3) for 

2+( + + - 2+ -Ni L i , H ) , Cl and Co , Cl and by refining the interactions between 
chlorocomplexes and Ni 2+(Li+, H+). 

It has been considered that interactions between chl orocompl exes and other 

ions are the same whatever the degree of formation e.g. Bco,Cl = BCoCl ,Cl = 
B =B =B =B CoC1 2,Cl Co,CoC1 2 Co,CoC1 3 Co,CoC1 4 
idem BNi(Li, H), CoC1

2 
= BNi(Li,H), CoC1

3 
..... . 

The species found to give the best fits, their stabi 1 i ty constants as the 
introduced interaction parameters are listed in Table I. 
TABLE 1 : General model for cobalt extraction bu R3NHCl from chloride 

solutions. 

Components Species 

R3NHC1 ,H20 Co(H20) 6 
2+ Cl - H+ H20 log T" 

0 1 1 0 -1 CoCl(H2o) 5 
+ -0.340 

0 1 2 0 -1 CoC1 2(H 2o) 2 -3.240 

0 1 3 0 -5 cocl 3(H 2or -6.070 

0 1 4 0 -6 CoC1 4 
2- -8.640 

1 0 0 0 +1 R3NHC1 (H 20) 2 0.145 

2 0 0 0 0 (R3NHC1 ,H20) 2 1.570 

1 0 1 1 +1 R3NHC1 ,HCl(H2o) 2 -1.903 

1 0 2 2 -1 R3NHCl(HC1) 2 -7.893 

2 0 1 1 0 (R3NHC1 ,H2o) 2HC1 -0.764 

2 1 2 0 -8 (R3NHC1) 2CoC1 2 0.28 

3 1 2 0 -8 (R3NHC1) 3CoC1 2(H 20) 2.414 

4 2 5 1 -15 (R3NHC1) 4Hco2cl 5(H 20) -0.988 

Interactions parameters : Bco,cl=0.1016 ; BH,cl=0.1433 ; BH,CoClx=0.10 
BNi,Cl=0.1039 ; BNi,CoClx=0.0463 ; Bli,Cl=0.1283 ; BLi,CoClx=0.01 

Phase 

aq. 

II 

II 

II 

org. 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 
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To get from a media to another, for example from HCl to LiCl, it is sufficent 

to substitute BH,Cl by Bli,Cl. 

1.1. Highly concentrated solutions have been considered until 4,5m 
for NiC1 2(fig. I), 15m for LiCl, 14m for HCl. 
However the great coherence of the model makes it valid for any media. 

I col 
mol/1 

0 .15 lcol r-----~----~----~·--~ 
mol/ I 

0.15 

0.05 

0 3 6 
b. (Nil mol/kg 

0 0.2 
a. 

0.4 
(Col mol/kg 

Fig.l. Cobalt extraction from NiClz solutions by R3NHCl=A (industrial diluent) 
a) Extraction isotherms (A - 0,399 M) 
b) Evolution of cobalt extraction as a function of NiC1 2 molality 

(A = 0,388 M ; Co initial = 0,4 m) 
o experimental data -Calculated curves 

1.2. The influence of diluent has been considered : industrial diluent, 
(supplied by MINEMET RECHERCHE), aromatic solvent ( Solvesso 150, supplied 
by ESSO),Xylene. 
The change from the industrial diluent to xylene needs only the refinement 
of the organic chlorocomplexes of cobalt stability constants. The stability 
constants remain approximatly the same, thus R3NHC1 has the same behaviour 
in the two diluents (Fig. II.a) 
However when Solvesso 150 is used as diluent, only one complexe seems to be 
formed : A3CoC1 2(H 20) (Fig.II.b). 
This phenomenon is probably due to the aggregation of the extractant in a 
medium whose dielectric constant is weak. (A third phase appears when 
(NiC1 2) ~ 1,3 m). 

The final model is made up of : 
1) The aqueous chlorocomplexes of Co 

Co(HO)cl 2-n (l<n~4;0~x~5). 
2 x n 

2) Organic species due to the aggregation, the hydration and chloro-
hydration of the extractant A, that is to say : 
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a) A(H20)n n = 1, 2 

b) * (A, H20) 2(HC1 )m (m = 0,1) ; * (A, HCl, H2o) 2 
These species have been brought to the fore : 

* A (Hcl) 2 

a) by refinement of two-phase emf titrations. 
(Biphas Program, to be published) 

b) by following the extraction of water and HCl without cobalt. 

3) The extracted species : 

A2CoC1 2 , A3CoC1 2(H20) , * A4Hco2Cl 5(H 20) 

4) The interaction parameters between ions of opposite charges or 
between ions and neutral molecules : 

!col 
mol/1 

- Bco,Cl and BN,Cl (N = Ni, Li, H) at Bromley's values 
- BN CoCl introduced in the refinement. 

' X 

(* only in HCl medium). 

(C(,)r------r------~----~--, 

mol/1 

0.3 

0.3 
0 ~----~~----~~------~ 0.1 0.2 0.3 

a. (Col mol/kg b· (Co) mol/kg 

Fig.II. Experimental and calculated extraction isotherms of Co, from NiC1 2 solutions. 
a - by R3NHC1 0,392 M, diluent Xylene 
b - by R3NHC1 0,403 M, diluent Solvesso 150 

2) Validity of the model 

The fact that the model used fits so well the data found in the litera
ture proves the validity and unicity of the model. 
However this method goes against the classical method used to know the stoichio
metry of the extracted species by p 1 otti ng 1 og (partition coefficient) versus 
f (extractant concentration). Although A3cocl 2(H 20) can be predominant in 
some fields, the slope of the straight 1 ine remains constant and equal to 
2. Our model applied to Brooks and all results predicted it (Fig.III). 
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log D.------......----......-----.....-, 
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0 

-2 

-2 -1 0 
log ( R3NHCI) 

Distribution of cobalt between R3NHC1 and NiC1 2 as function of 
R3NHC1 concentration 

This all calls into question the currently used that is to say the 

"anion exchange reaction" : 

2 A + coc1 4= < ) A2cocl 2 + 2 Cl 

First of all, CoC14 doesn't need be present for this extraction. 
On the other hand, A3CoC1 2( H2o) seems to predominant especi a 11 y for weak Co 

concentrations in aqueous media. 
Figure IV proves that it's more complicated than usually postulated. 

(Co) 
mol/1 

0.04 

A 

0.5 1.0 
a- (Co) mol/kg 

log(Espece) 

-2.5 

A 

-7.5 

~.5 0 

b· log (R3NHCI) 

Fig.IV. Distribution of the indicated organic cobalt species. 
a. as function of cobalt concentration 

(A) general extraction isotherm for Co = B + C 
(B) (R3NHC1) 2 CoC1 2 ; (C) (R3NHC1) 3CoC1 2(H20) ; (D)(R3NHC1, H20) 2 

b. as function of R3NHC1 
(A)(R3NHC1 )3CoC1 2(H 20) ; (B) (R3NHC1 )2CoC1 2 (C) (R3NHC1 ,H20) 2 
(D) R3NHC1 ,H20 + R3NHCl(H20) 2 
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So when the extractant is very diluted, the aggregation is not any 
more significant and the usual mechanism is true. In the same time, the aggre
gation of the extractant and A3CoC1 2(H20) increase. When the concentration 
overcomes about 0,02 M, A3cocl 2(H20) becomes more important than A2coc1 2. 
Indeed, the slope of two coincides first of all with the real mechanism of 
extraction and then to the mechanism of aggregation of the extractant. 
Our model also agrees with the results of Sato (4) (fig.V) despite the 
different extractant TOA. 
In fact, the limiting value of 0,5 for (Co)org/(TOA) fit only the major specie 
when there is an excess of Co i.e. A2CoC1 2. 

Jog (Co) 
(TOA) 

-1 

-2 

-2 -1 0 
log(Co) 

Fig.V. Varying extracted cobalt by tri-n-octylamine as function of aqueous 
cobalt. 

3) Conclusions 
The general model is very consistent, it allows a good representation 

of a lot of very different experimental data : extraction of metal, of water 
and of HCl. It is valid for aqueous phases of very different ionic composition 
(nature and concentration) and for an extractant of variable concentration. 
The hydration part is very important since its misunderstanding leads to 
adjustements whose quality is not that good, even when you just pay attention 
to the extraction of metal. 

Up to now the different models had proposed some constants depending on the 
initial conditions, 1 ike the media so their use could not be extended to 
any system. 
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Solubility data of fatty acid esters in water are important for the purification of biologically 
active fatty acids. In this study, solubility in water of four fatty acid methyl esters and 
liquid-liquid equilibria for two ternary systems were measured by a gas chromatographic method. 
Solubilities decreased exponentially with increasing carbon number. The NRTL model was found 
to be successful in predicting equilibria for the ternary systems, in which NRTL binary 
parameters were determined from mutual solubilities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Some fish oils and vegetable oils include biologically active long-chain fatty acids. A 

potential candidate of purification scheme for these fatty acids consists of separation in the form 

of their esters using liquid-liquid contact operations such as extraction and liquid membrane 

permeation which require solubility data of esters in aqueous phase and predicting methods of 

them. Although solubilities of fatty acids and their ethyl esters in water have been studied by 

several investigators (Ralston and Hoerr,1942; Eggenberger et al., 1949; Sobotka and Kahn, 

1931), solubility data of fatty acid methyl esters could not been found in literature. 

This paper describes solubility of fatty acid methyl esters in water and liquid-liquid 

equilibria for ternary systems consisting of two methyl esters and water. The NRTL model was 

used to predict the equilibria. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 

Four fatty acid methyl esters, methyl pentanoate(C5), methyl hexanoate(C6), methyl 

heptanoate(C7) and methyl octanoate(C8), were reagent grade chemicals supplied by Kanto 

Chemical Co. Water used was ion-exchanged and distilled one. 

2.2 Procedures 

Glass tubes (length : 80 mm) were used to make equilibrium between ester and aqueous 

phases. The glass tubes had two screwed ends on both sides. Both ends were sealed with 

Teflon sheets and screw caps having 5 mm bored holes. Initially 8 m/ of water and I m/ of 

pure ester or a two-component ester mixture were poured into the tube. The tube was shaken 
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in a constant temperature water bath for a day and then ester droplets dispersed in aqueous 

phase were settled using a centrifuge. After settling, the tube was again kept at the initial 

temperature without disturbing for more than two days. 

Equilibrium concentrations in aqueous phase were determined by a gas chromatograph 

(Shimadzu Manuf. Co., GC-14A) with a FID detector and Unisol-3000 as a packing material. 

One 14/ of aqueous phase was sampled by a micro cylinge through the bottom-side Teflon sheet. 

Relations between ester concentrations and peak areas had been calibrated in advance. Water 

concentration in the ester phase was determined by a Karl Fischer Analyzer. Water-free 

compositions of esters in ester phase were assumed to be equal to the compositions of feed ester 

mixtures because the amount of ester transferred to the aqueous phase was negligibly small in 

comparison with the amount remaining in the ester phase. 

Solubilities of four pure esters in water were measured at 283.2K and 303.2K. Liquid

liquid equilibria for two ternary systems, C5-C6-water and C7-C8-water, were examined at 

283.2K. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Solubility of pure component 

Solubility data of fatty acid methyl 

ester in water and those of water in ester 

phase are summarized in Table 1, while 

the relations between solubility and the 

carbon number of fatty acid group in ester 

are shown in Fig. 1. Logarithm of the 

solubility of esters decreased linearly with 

increasing carbon number (Fig. 1), while 

that of water in ester phase attained 

plateau where carbon number of ester was 

greater than 7 (Fig. 2). The solubilities of 

methyl esters distributed in the middle 

between those of fatty acids and ethyl 

esters having the same carbon number 

(Fig. 1). 

3.2 Liquid-liquid equilibria for ternary 

systems 

Fig. 3 shows liquid-liquid equilibria for 

methyl pentanoate(l)- methyl hexanoate(2) 
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Fig. 1 Solubility of fatty acid and their esters 
and partition coefficient of fatty acid 



TABLE I 

Solubility of fatty acid methyl esters and water 

283.2K 

Methyl ester(i) w " iO Xio" W3o' 

pentanoate(C5) 5.10xl0-3 7.95xl0-4 0.00660 
hexanoate( C6) 1.36xl0-3 1.89xl0-4 0.00455 
heptanoate(C7) 3.50xl0-4 0.46xl0-4 0.00315 
octanoate(C8) 0.95xl0-4 1.08xl0-5 0.00275 

w-' 
TABLE 2 

NRTL binary parameters (a12=0.3) 
....... 
' ........ 

Methyl ester 't,, 't,, ~ 

~ 
~ 

C5(1) - water(2) 2.6483 5.9655 
C6(1) - water(2) 3.0990 7.3533 
C7(1) - water(2) 3.5359 8.7489 w-• 
C8(1) - water(2) 3.7782 10.2042 
C5(1) - C6(2) 0.1179 -0.1116 
C7(1) - C8(2) 0.0723 -0.0697 

0.0411 
0.0320 
0.0246 
0.0236 

4 5 

303.2K 

W " iO 

5.59xl0-3 

1.57xl0-3 

3.94xl0-4 

9.73xl0-5 

6 7 

eN 
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8 

Fig. 2 Solubility of water in ester (283.2K) 

- water(3) system. The vertical bars crossing data points indicate data ranges determined from 

multiple measurements, while circles show their averages. Because the solubilities of esters and 

water are very low, phase splitting area was close to the coordinate triangle. 

Renon and Prausnitz (1969) demonstrated that the NRTL model (eqn. 1) is useful to predict 

activity coefficients in ternary liquid-liquid eqilibria for those systems having two immiscible 

binary pairs. 

N N 

2; ,.J,cJ,xJ 

~ '"'"') J=l N 
x;G;J ( (1) In"{;= N +r N 

TjJ -

2; GkiXk J = I 2; GkjXk r ckjXk 
k=l k~l k=l 

where In G;i = -~i'tii· 

Therefore, in this work eqn.(l) was applied to predict the equilibria for the C5-C6-water system. 

NRTL binary parameters of ester-water systems were determined from mutual solubility data in 

Table I with 0.3 for a;i recommended by Renon and Prausnitz (1968) for nonpolar-polar 

mixtures. Fig. 4 shows linear relations between carbon number and NRTL binary parameters. 
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Fig. 3 Liquid-Liquid equilibria for C5-C6-water system 
(283.2K) 
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Fig. 4 Ralations between carbon number 

and NRTL parameters 

NRTL parameters for the C5-C6 mixture were determined by use of activity coefficients at 

infinite dilution estimated by MOSCED method (Thomas, 1984): yt =1.00223, yt =1.00253. 

Table 2 shows these parameters. The condition of equilibrium in a ternary system is 

"{;'x;' = y;"x," ( i = 1,2,3 ). (2) 

Solid lines in Fig. 3 show the ternary equilibria estimated using eqn.(2) in which the NRTL 

model was used for the prediction of activity coefficients; we can successfully predict the 

liquid-liquid equilibria by the NRTL model for a mixture of fatty acid methyl esters and water. 

Fig. 5 shows a distribution composition curve (water-free base) for the C5-C6-water system. 

Because concentration ratios of esters can be accurately measured within 2 % of fluctuations, 

the maximum difference of about 10 % between measured and estimated water-free fractions 

may be due to the failure in the NRTL model. Predicted results were insensitive to the value 

of nonrandornness parameter a;i: replacing 0.3 with 0.2 for <X;i caused only 2 % difference in 

predicting compositions. Furthermore, even if C5-C6 solution was assumed to be ideal solution 

(t12=t21=0), predicted values differed merely 1 %. 

Fig. 6 shows direct relations between solubilities of esters in aqueous phase and ester phase 

composition. The solubilities show straight line against ester phase composition, which results 

from very low solubility of ester and water and also the ideality of C5-C6 solution. In a binary 

system, if x30',Q, then "(;'x;0 '=L Therefore, 

X;o" = 1 I"(;" (3) 

For a ternary system, if x3'=0, then x;'=x;'l(x1'+x/) and "(;'=1 since activity coefficients even 

at infinite dilution were very close to unity. Therefore, 

X;" = ( 1 I"(;" ) [ x;' I ( x1' + x2' ) ] (4) 
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Fig. 5 Distribution composition curve for 

C5-C6-water system (283.2K) 

If xt"'O in both binary and ternary 

cases, the NRTL equation can be 

simplified as follows 

(5) 

From eqns. (3),(4) and (5), eqn. (6) can 

be derived, 

(6) 

which is identical with the lines drawn 

on Fig. 6. 

Figures 7,8 show solubility curves 

and distribution composition curve 

(water-free base) respectively for methyl 
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water(3) system. Results appearing in 

these figures were very similar to those 

for C5-C6-water system. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Methyl water 
ocranoate 

Fig. 7 Liquid-Liquid equilibria for C7-C8-water system 
(283.2K) 

Mutual solubilities of each fatty acid methyl ester in water decreased exponentially with 

increasing carbon number and they distributed in the middle between those of fatty acids and 

fatty acid ethyl esters. 

Solubility curves for ternary systems were linear for both methyl pentanoate-methyl 

hexanoate-water system and methyl heptanoate-methyl octanoate-water system. NRTL model was 
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found to be successful in predicting these 

solubility curves. 

5. SYMBOLS 
CN = carbon number of fatty acid group 

in ester 
w; = weight fraction of component i 
X; = mole fraction of component i 
Superscripts 

= ester phase 
= aqueous phase 

Subscripts 
i,j = component or ester i,j 
0 = binary 
1,2 = ester 1,2 
3 =water 
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EXTRACTION OF DIVALENT METALS WITH MON0(2,4,4-TRIMETHYLPENTYL)PHOSPHINIC ACID. 

M. MARTINEZ, N. MIRALLES, A. SASTRE and C. HERRANZ. 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, ETSEIB, 
Avda Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona (Spain). 

ABSTRACT 
Mono(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid (HMTMPP) was synthesized and 

characterized by measurements of several physical properties (refractive index, 
acid-dissociation constant, IR, 31 P NMR). 

The extraction of Cu(II), Zn(ll), Cd(II), Pb(II), Co(ll) and Fe(III) from 
1 mo 1 . dm- 3 aqueous nit rate so 1 uti ons by HMTMPP d i sso 1 ved in to 1 uene has been 
studied with relation to the equilibrium pH in the aqueous phase. 

Results are compared with those obtained with 
bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid (HBTMPP). 

The influence of the addition of some extractants as TLA and TOPO to the 
HMTMPP system has been tested. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years sever a 1 new organophosphorus compounds have been studied. 

Among these, much work has been devoted to the study of phosphinic acids, 
especially bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid (Cyanex 272) and its 

ability to separate cobalt(II) from nickel(II). In particular, Danesi et al. 
(1985), Preston et al; (1988) and Yuan et al.(1988) have carried out comparatives 

studies of the extraction with dialkylphosphoric, alkyl alkylphosphonic and 

dialkylphosphinic acids. However, only Peppard et al. (1966) studied some 

monoalkylphosphinic acids, such as mono(n-octyl)phosphinic acid and 

mono(2-ethylhexyl)phosphinic acid. 

In this work the extraction of copper(II), zinc(II), cadmium(II), lead(II), 

cobalt(II) , as well as iron(III), from aqueous nitrate solutions, by 

mono(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid dissolved in toluene, has been studied 
at 25 2 C. Results are compared with those obtained with bis(2,4,4- trimethyl 

pentyl )phosphinic acid (Cyanex 272). The influence of the addition of some 

extractants as TLA and TOPO to the HMTMPP system has been tested. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents and solutions 
Mono(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid (HA) was synthesized by reaction 

of diisobutylene with sodium hypophosphite in the presence of tert-butyl 

perbenzoate in a water-ethanol medium, and was purified as described (Herranz et 

al., 1989) 
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Toluene, provided by Merck a. r., was used as solvent and sodium nitrate, 

provided by U.C.B. a.r., was used as the ionic medium. 

2.2 Characterization of the reagent 

The refractive index was determined at 232 C and was found to be 1.4590. I.R. 

and RMN P31 were also made. 

The pK8 value was determined by potentiometric titration of samples dissolved 

in a mixture of 75% ethanol-water against a sodium hydroxide in a vessel 

termostatted at 202 C. 

A rough estimation of the aggregation constant, pK • . and distribution constant 

of HMTMPP between toluene and 0.05 mol.dm- 3 sodium nitrate was obtained from 

distribution data of HMTMPP as a function of pH and reagent concentration at 252 

C. The aqueous HMTMPP concentration was determined using an ICP tecnique (Ke-an 

et a 1 . , 1985) 

2.3 Metal distribution orocedure 

The entire experiment was carried out at 2511 C. The experiments for metal 

distribution were performed as described previously (Sastre et al., 1990). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extractant properties 

Potentiometric titration in 75% aqueous-ethanol showed the product to be a 

monoprotic acid. The pk8 value was calculated using normalized curves and is 

given in Table 1. This value is in the range of those obtained by Peppard et 

al.(1966) for different monoalkylphosphinic acids. 

TABLE 1. 

pKa values in 75% aqueous-ethanol. 

mono(n-octyl)phosphinic acid 
mono(2-ethylhexyl)phosphinic acid 
mono(2,4,4-trimetilpentyl)phosphinic acid 

<*> this work. 

3. 77 
4.08 
3.69<*> 

Some results obtained for the distribution of HHTMPP between toluene and 

sodium nitrate are shown in Figure 1. The distribution constant, pka and 

association constant were calculated numerically. 
The results are given in Table 2. These show that HMTMPP is dimeric at the 

experimental conditions used. The pka value obtained in aqueous media is one unit 
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lower than in water-alcohol media. 

TABLE 2. 

Values of the distribution constant (Kd) of HMTMPP between toluene and 0.05 
mol.dm- 3 sodium nitrate, pK8 and dimerization constant (K2 ). 

HA = HAorg 
2 HAorg = HA 2 

HA = A - + H + 

0 

"" 0 ..... 

1 . 0 

0 .0 

• HMTMPP 
-1. 0 

log Kd = 0.3 
log K2 = 2.3 
PKa = 2. 5 

0.0 05 mol dm-
3 

2 

pH 

Fig. 1. Plot of log D versus pH for the distribution data for HMTMPP. 

3.2 Metal distribution studjes 

The extraction of metals with mono(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) phosphinic acid (HA) 

may be described with the following reaction: 

MP+ + (p+q)/2 (HA) 2 org = MAP(HA)q org + p H+ (1) 

where 

(2) 

is the stoichiometric equilibrium constant. This leads to the expression 

log D = log Kpq + (p+q)/2 log [(HA) 2 lorg + p pH (3) 

where D is the distribution coefficient of the metal. Making a plot of log D 

versus pH at constant reagent concentration gives a slope of p=2 for divalent 

metals. From equation 3, a plot of log D - 2 pH versus log [(HA) 2 lorg should 

give a straight line of slope (p+q)/2. Polynuclear metal complexes in the 

organic phase have been exc 1 uded because of these are independent of meta 1 

concentrations. The results obtained are given in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. 

Values of q and log Kpq, obtained graphically, for the extraction of several 
metals by HTMPP. 

Zn(II) 
Pb(II) 
Cu(II) 
Cd(II) 

q 

2 
3 
2 
3 

-0.8 
-1.0 
-2.4 
-2.2 

The results of this study of the pH0 • 5 show that the extraction of metal ions 

follow the order Fe(III) > Zn(II) > Pb(II) > Cu(II) > Cd(II) > Co(II), which is 

the same as that found with HBTMPP (Table 4). The values of PHo. 5 were compared 

with those obtained by Sastre et al. (1990) for the extraction of some metals 

with bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid (Cyanex 272) and it was observed 

that pH0 • 5 values are lower for monoalkylphosphinic acid than for 

dialkilphosphinic acid, in accordance with the increasing PK. of the extractants. 

On the other hand, the difference in extraction behaviour between HMTMPP and 

HBTMPP, expressed as.6PHo. 5 , follows the order Cd(II) > Cu(II) > Zn(II). The 

separation of Zn/Cu, Zn/Cd and Cu/Cd, shown as differences of PHo. 5 , increases 

as the extractant is changed from HMTMPP to HBTMPP, and is similar for Zn/Cd 

separation. 

TABLE 4. 

Values of pH0 • 5 for the extraction of various metals with HMTMPP and HBTMPP at 
0.05 mol.dm- 3 of HA, and separations between metals as differences of pH 0 . 5 

pH0 . 5 HMTMPP PHo . 5 HBTMPP .6.pH o. 5 

Zn(II) 2. 1 2.3 0.2 
Cu(II) 2.9 3.9 1. 0 
Cd(II) 3.1 4.4 1. 3 
Pb(II) 2.6 

.6. PHo. 5 HMTMPP A PHo . 5 HBTMPP 

Zn(II)/Cu(II) 0.8 1.6 
Zn(II)/Cd(II) 1.0 1.1 
Cu(II)/Cd(II) 0.2 0.5 
Zn(II)/Pb(II) 0.5 
Pb(II)/Cd(II) 0.5 
Pb(II)/Cu(II) 0.3 

In order to improve metal separations, several experiments were carried out 

using mixtures of extractants. In this context, the extraction of Zn(II), Cu(II), 
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Cd(II), Pb(II) and Co(II) by mixtures of HMTMPP and TOPO and HMTMPP and TLA was 
studied , and the results obtained are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The 
addition of TOPO to HMTMMP causes a pronounced shift to higher pH values for 
Pb(II), Cu(II) and Cd(II), while for Zn(II) and Co(II) there is practically no 
shift, and there i s no variation in the order of extraction of the different 

metal ions. However, the addition of a more basic extractant such as TLA produces 
a greater sh ift of the curves to higher pH values for all the metals. This shift 
i s espec i ally large for lead and cobalt . 
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Fig 2. Percentage of extraction versus pH for the systems HMTMPP and HMTMMP+TOPO. 
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TABLE 5 

Values of separations between metals, as differences of pH0 . 5 , for the 
extractioon of several metals by mixtures of HMTMPP+TOPO and HMTMPP+TLA. 

Zn(II)/Cu(II) 
Zn (II) /Cd (II) 
Cu(II)/Cd(II) 
Pb(II)/Cd(II) 
Zn( II )/Pb( II) 
Pb(II)/Cu(II) 

6. PHo . 5 HTMPP+ TOPO 6. PHo . 5 HTMPP+ TLA 

1.1 
1 . 3 
0.2 
0.5 
0.9 
0.3 

1. 6 
2.3 
0.7 
0.7 
1.6 
0.0 

As seen in table 5 the addition of TLA to HMTMPP shows a higher separation 

factor than the addition of TOPO especially for Zn/Cu, Zn/Cd and Zn/Pb. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

At the experimental conditions used, mono(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid 
extracts to higher pH values than bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentil)phosphinic acid, and 
shows a similar behaviour to the latter in the extraction of metal ions studied 
but with a lower separation factor. The addition of basic extractant improves the 
separation between metals. 
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SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS ON DIMERIZATION OF COPPER(II) CARBOXYLATES IN EXTRACTION 
OF COPPER(II) WITH MONO-SUBSTITUTED BENZOIC ACIDS 

HIROMICHI YAMADA AND MASATERU MIZUTAt 
Department of Applied Chemistry, Nagoya Institute of Technology, Gokiso-cho, 
Showa-ku, Nagoya 466 JAPAN 
t Faculty of Engineering , Gifu University, 1-1 Yanagido, Gifu 501-11 JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 
The solvent extraction of copper(II) with ortho-, meta-, and para-isomers 

of mono-substituted benzoic acids was carried out at 25 °C and aqueous ionic 
strength of 0. 1 mol dm- 3 ( NaClO 4 ), and the subst ituent effects on the 
dimerization of copper(II) carboxylates, which is one of important factors in 
the extraction of copper (II) carboxylates, were investigated. It has been 
found that the extraction of copper(II) with aromatic carboxylic acids(mono
substi tuted benzoic acids) proceeds through a stoichiometry different from 
that with aliphatic carboxylic acids. Irrespective of a substituent group 
which was introduced into the benzene ring of benzoic acid, each of the three 
positions of substitution in benzene ring results in an individuality in the 
extraction behavior for copper(II). The introduction of the substituent group 
at the p-position in benzoic acid leads to the lowering of the solubility of 
the acid and its copper(II) compound in both the aqueous and organic phases in 
comparison with the other isomers. While the substitution of hydrogen atom at 
them-position by a substituent can enhance the extractability of copper(II). 
The introduction into a-position is the most complicated, and can be subject 
to the steric effect exerted by the substituent upon the carboxyl group. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous paper,a) it has been noted that copper(II) benzoate 

cannot be extracted in benzene but can be extracted in l-octanol as a 

monomeric copper(II) species CuA2 . In the subsequent investigationsb, c) on 

the extraction of copper(II) with mono-substituted benzoic acids, it has been 

found that the introduction of methyl group at the o- and m-positions and 

chloro group at m-posi tion in be nzoic acid results in the formation of the 

dime ric copper (II) carboxylate, and leads to the enhancement of the 

extractability . On the other hand, methyl and chloro substituents at the p

position in benzoic acid lowers the extracting capability for copper(II). Then 

the extraction of copper(II) with the mono-substituted benzoic acid has proved 

to be appreciably influenced by the positions and properties of the 

substituent groups. 

The present paper reports on the e xtraction of copper( II) with o-, m-, 

and p-methoxybenzoic acids in 1-octanol. It was found that even in the 

extraction of copper(II) by o- and m-methoxybenzoic acids the dimerization of 

copper(II) species does not occur to any appreciable extent , and copper(II) is 

scarecely extracted by p-methoxybenzoic acid in 1-octanol . 
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From the present and previous results the extractability of mono

substituted benzoic acid for copper(!!) was found to be estimated by the value 

of KD,HA/Ka on the acid. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents and Procedure. 

o-, m-, and p-methoxybenzoic acids: The reagent grade methoxybenzoic acids 

were dissolved in purified 1-octanol. Coppper(II) and sodium perchlorates, 

and 1-octanol were same as employed previously. a) 

Partition was performed in a bath thermostated at 25.0 °C. Shaking for 

about 30 minutes was sufficient for complete equilibration. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Partition of Methoxybenzoic Acids. 

It is essential to examine the partition behavior of a carboxylic acid in 

order to investigate the extraction of a metal ion with a carboxylic acid. 

The partition behavior of a carboxylic acid HA are governed by the following 

equilibria: (1) The dissociation of HA in the aqueous phase, (2) the partition 

of HA between the aqueous and organic phases, and (3) the dimerization of HA 

in the organic phase. The dissociation constants of three kinds of 

methoxybenzoic acids were potentiometrically estimated at the ionic strength 

of 0.1 mol dm- 3 (NaCl0 4 ). The values obtained are shown in Table 1. The 

distribution ratio of the respective methoxybenzoic acids between 1-octanol 

and 0.1 mol dm- 3 perchloric acid, in which the dissociation of the acids can 

be neglected, was observed to be the intrinsic values, respectively, 

irrespective of the concentration of the acids. This suggests that the 

dimerization of the acids in 1-octanol does not occur to any appreciable 

extent. Then the distribution ratio of each acid is equal to its partition 

constant KD,HA• The values obtained are summarized in Table 1. The value of 

o-methoxybenzoic acid is significantly small compared with the other acids. 

This seems to be caused by hydration of the acid. 

3.2 Extraction of Copper(II) with Metoxybenzoic Acids. 

Taking into account the extraction of the j-merized copper(!!) species, the 

following extraction equilibrium is set up: 

Kex(ja) 
jCu2+ + (2j+a)(HA)

0 

On the assumption that only CujA2 j(HA)a is responsible for the extration, the 

following expression can be obtained: 

logCCu,o = j(log[Cu2+J - 2log[H+]) + (2j+a)log[HA]
0 

+ logj + logKex(ja)' (1) 

where Ccu,o is the total concentration of copper(!!) in the organic phase. The 
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concentration of copper(!!) in the aqueous phase can be represented as 

follows: [Cu 2+J = Cc lac , (2) u,w u 
where acu denotes the side-reaction coefficient of copper( II) ion in the 

aqueous phase . According to Eqs. 1 and 2, the degree of polymerization of the 

extracted species can be determined from the slope of the plot: logCCu,o vs. 

(logCCu,w - 2log[H+]) at constant [HA]
0

• The results for o- and m- methoxy

benzoic acids are shown in Fig. 1. While, copper(!!) was scarecely extracted 

with p-methoxybenzoic acid in 1-octanol . In Fig. 1, the slope of the plots for 

-2.5 

0 

" u 
-3.0 u 

Ol 
0 

-3.5 

6 7 8 

logCC - 2log[H+] u,w 

Fig. 1. Determination of the degree of polymerization of the extracted 
species. Closed and open symbols are o- and m-methoxybenzoic acids, 
respectively . CHA; 1: 0.3 , 2: 0.25 , 3: 0.2 , 4: 0 .15, 5: 0.1, 6: 0.05 mol dm- 3 

Solid lines are the straight lines with slope of 1.0. 

o-isomer is less than 1.0, and tends to be lowered with increasing copper(!!) 

concentration in the organic phase. Then it suggests that the monomeric 

copper(!!) species can be responsible for the extraction and side-reaction of 

copper(!!) ion in the aqueous phase cannot be neglected in the o-

methoxybenzoic acid systems. On the other hand, the open symbols fall on a 

straight line with slope of 1.0. It was found that only the monomeric 

copper(!!) species is responsible for the extraction in the m-methoxybenzoic 

acid systems, and the side-reaction of copper ion in the aqueous phase does 

not occur to any appreciable extent , that is, j = 1 and acu = 1. 

following equation can be obtained from Eq. 1: 

logCCu,o- log[Cu2+J + 2log[H+] = (2+a)log[HA] 0 + logKex(la)• 

Then the 

(3) 

According to Eq . 3 , the number of the acid molecules involved in the monomeric 

copper(!!) species can be determined from the slope of the plot of (logCCu,o -

log[Cu2+J + 2log[H+]) against log[HA]
0

• The plots falled on a straight line 

with slope of 2 . 0. Therefore, the monomeric species was found to be CuA2 • 

And the extraction constant Kex(lO) of CuA 2 can be estimated from the 

intercept of the straight line . 

Taking into account Ka' KD ,HA of o-methoxybenzoic acid , the hydrogen ion 
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concentration in the aqueous phase, and the side-reaction of copper(!!) ion 

with o-methoxybenzoate anion, the concentration of the monomeric o-methoxy

benzoic acid in the organic phase, [HA]
0 

cannot be kept constant under the 

present extraction conditions. 

equation instead of Eq. 1: 

Then it is convenient to adopt the following 

logCCu,o - a log[HA] 0 

+ logj + logKex(ja)' (4) 

where acu,(A-) denotes the side-reaction coefficient of cu 2+ ion with o

methoxybenzoate anion in the aqueous phase , and represents as follows: 
Q - Q - 2 aCu(A-) = 1 + ~l[A ] + ~2 [A ] , (5) 

where sl 

and s2 = 

and S2 are the over-all formation constants: 61 = [CuA+]/[Cu 2+J[A-] 

[CuA2 ]/[Cu2+J[A-] 2 , respectively. [HA]
0 

can be calculated from Eq. 6: 

Ka 
[HA]o = KD,HACHA/(KD,HA + l + [H+]) (6) 

From the coordination number of coppper( II) ion, the possible values of 1 a 1 

can be predicted to be 0, 1, or 2 . From the plots of (logCCu,o - alog[HA]
0 

for a = O, 1, and 2) against (logCc - 2log[H+] + 2log[HA] ) on the basis of u,w 0 

Eq. 4, the extracted species can be estimated. Only in the case of a 0, the 

plots were found to fall on the identical curve with slope of less than unity. 

Then the monomeric species CuA2 can be estimated as an extracted species and 

the side-reaction of copper(!!) ion with o-methoxybenzoate anion in the 

aqueous phase influences the extraction equilibrium on this extraction system. 

Therefore, the following expression can be obtained from Eqs. 4 and 5: 

-1 + -2 2 -1 Q -1 - Q -1 - 2 
Ccu,o Ccu,w[H l [HAlo = Kex(lO) + ~lKex(lO) [A l + ~2Kex(l0) [A l ' ( 7 ) 

where A denotes the o-methoxybenzoate anion in the aqueous phase. The plot 

of the values of left-hand side of Eq.7 against [A-] was found to be linear. 

Then the third term of the right-hand side of Eq. 7 can be negligible for the 

first and second terms, that is, the existence of CuA2 species in the aqueous 

phase can be negligible for cu 2+ and CuA + species. The extraction constant 

Kex(lO) and the formation constant 61 were calculated from the intercept and 

slope of the straight line by the least-squares method as follows: logKex(lO) 

-7.32 and logS1 = 2.01. 

The partition constant of the monomeric copper(!!) o-methoxybenzoate can be 

predicted to be small from the much lower partition constant of o

methoxybenzoic acid than the other isomers. Nevertheless, the species CuA2 
didn 1 t exist in the aqueous phase to any appreciable extent. This suggests 

that the second o-methoxybenzoate anion is hard to attach to CuA+ . This seems 

to result from the steric hindrance by a methoxy group, and to cause a 

lowering of the extractability. 
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According to the resulting informations for o-methoxybenzoic acid, the 

following expression can be derived from Eq . 4: 

+ logCCu,o - 2log[HA] 0 = logCCu,w - 2log[H J - logaCu(A-) + logKex(lO) " (8) 

Then , the plots of (logCCu , o - 2log[HA]
0

) against (logCCu,w - 2log[H+] -

logaCu(A-)) should fall on the straight line with slope of unity and intercept 

of logKex(lO) " As shown in Fig. 2, the calculated line has proved to be in 

good agreement with the observed values. 

Consequently, the extraction equilibria for the present extraction systems 

are represented as follows . 

0 

~ 
8' 
C\:i 

I 
0 

f 
-1 

o-, and m-Methoxybenzoic acids: 

Kex(lO) 
Cu 2+ + 2(HA)

0 
(CuA2 )

0 
+ 2H+. 

In the former, the concentration of CuA + 

species cannot be neglected compared with 

that of cu 2+ ion. Then, the partition ratio 

of copper(II) should be represented as : 

D [CuA2 ]
0

/([Cu2+J + [CuA+]) 

6 7 8 2 + -2 -1 
Kex(lO)[HA]o [H ] aCu(A ) (9) 

+ 
logCCu,w - 2log(H ] - logaCuW) 

where aCu(A-) = 1 + B1 [A-] . 

Fig . 2. The correction by considering the side-reaction of copper(II) ion with 
o-methoxybenzoate anion. Solid line is the calculated one with slope of 1.0 
and intercept of- 7.32(lo~~ex(lO)). Symbols are as follows: CHA ; 0: 0 . 05 , ~: 
0. l , () : 0 . 2 , e : 0 . 3 mol dm • 

p-Methoxybenzoic acid: Copper( II) was scarecely extracted . The emulsion 

appeared in the region where the percent extraction of copper exceeds only a 

few percent under the present extraction conditions . 

TABLE 1 

Dissociation and partition constants of aromatic carboxylic acids, and 
extraction constants of copper(II)-aromatic carboxylates. 

Acids pKa logKD,HA logKex(lO) logKex(20) logKex(22) KD,HA/Ka 

o-MOBA 3.90 1. 21 - 7 . 32 1. 3xl05 

m-MOBA 3 . 90 2 . 05 - 7.75 8 . 9x10 5 

p-MOBA 4 . 34 1.97 2 . 0x106 

o-MBA 3.73 2.21 - 7.84 - 12.84 8 .7xl05 

m-MBA 4.09 2.41 - 7 . 84 - 13 .15 3 . 2xl06 

p-MBA 4 . 21 2.33 - 7.84 3 . 5xl06 

o - CBA 2.74 2 . 07 - 6 . 75 6.5xl04 

m-CBA 3.66 2 . 65 - 7 . 03 - 12.20 - 12.04 2.0x106 

p-CBA 3 .95 2 . 67 - 7.15 4.2xlo6 

BA 4 . 04 1.88 - 7 . 70 9.lxl05 

Solvent : 1-0ctanol . MOBA, MBAb), CBAc), and BAa) : Methoxybenzoic , 
methylbenzoic, chlorobenzoic , and benzoic acids , respectively . 
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An increase in [A-] should be essentially favorabl e for extracting a metal 

ion, since it facilitates the formation of the extracted species . On the other 

hand, it results in an increase in acu (A-) and leads to a lowering of the 

partition ratio of copper(!!). Therefore, the ex tracting agent anion is 

required to a concentration low enough to avoid this reduction of th e 

partition ratio of copper(!!). In the present extraction systems, in which the 

dimerization of a carboxylic acid does not occur to any appreciable extent, 

the concentration of carboxylate anion can be calculated by Eq. 10, provided 

the concentration of the acid is much higher than the copper(!!) 

concentration. 

(10) 

According to Eq. 10, the value of KD,HA/Ka must be sufficiently large in order 

that the concentration of A can be maintained at a low enough. The values of 

KD,HA/Ka for mono-substituted benzoic acids are given in Table 1 with the 

other constants. The value for o-methoxybenzoic acid as well as o-chloro

benzoic acidc) is significantly small compared with the other acids. In these 

extraction systems, a lowering of the partition ratio of copper(!!) was 

observed, as expected by Eq. 9. Then, the value of KD,HA/Ka on the extracting 

agent is anticipated to be one of factors for its extractability. 

Irrespective of the large KD,HA/Ka' the application of p-substituted benzoic 

acids to extraction of copper(!!) should be restricted to the lower range of 

copper concentration, owing to the poor solubility of p-isomers and their 

copper(!!) compounds in both the aqueous and 1-octanol phases, that is, a high 

enough partition ratio of copper(!!) can be attained provided the extraction 

of copper(!!) is carried out under such a condition that no precipitates of p

isomers and their copper(!!) compounds appear. 

Although both the methoxy and methyl groups are electron-releasing group, 

a considerable difference in the extraction equilibrium on copper(!!) has been 

recognized. The difference can be ascribed in part to a lone pair of electrons 

on an oxygen atom in the methoxy group, which may take part in the conjugated 

system in benzoic acid, and through which water molecules may be linked by a 

hydrogen bonding. 

It has been noted that no dimerization of copper(!!) carboxylate occurs to 

any appreciable extent in the extraction of copper (II) with methoxybenzoic 

acids different from methyl- and chlorobenzoic acids. 
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MACROPOROUS RESINS IMPREGNATED WITH 
ORGANOPHOSPHOROUS COMPOUNDS. 
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Departaent of Cheaical Engineeering, Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya 
(08028) Barcelona (Spain). 

ABSTRACT 
DEHPA has been impregnated in Amberlite XAD2 polymeric resin by both wet and dry 
methods. In both cases a known amount of resin was shaken with a •ixed solvent 
solutions and total DEHPA loadings were esti•ated. Water capacity was determined 
and ?l!L111 was extrapolated from water capacity versus CBL plot. Distribution 
coefficients of DEHPA between the aqueous and resin phase was obtained as a 
function of pH. Total P was •easured by using ICP. Results show a S shape curve 
which may indicate the attainment of chemir,al equilibriua. Impregnated XAD2-DEHPA 
was used in the extraction of Cu2+ and Zn + in nitrate •edia. In both cases •ass 
action law holds and is kept constant after 240 •in. Results of •etal extraction 
indicate 80% and 100% of extraction for cu2+ and Zn 2+, respectively, and 
preliminary treatments aay explain the existence of co•plexes of known 
stoichiometries. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Solvent I•pregnated Resins (SIR) have been postulated as a new technological 

alternative for proble•s associated with metal separation and recovery. In this 

context several SIR have been prepared and different studies have been published 

(Warshaswky,1981). These works reveal the necessity of additional experimental 

infor•ation. 

In our case detailed investigations on the fundamental parameters ( loading, 

water capacity, distribution coefficient, •etal recovery ••• ) have been 

undertaken. The system was chosen because of industrial importance of 

organophosphorous co•pounds as well as due to our previous knowledge of these 

solvent extraction behaviors Sastre, 1984; Muhammed, 1984) which will 

facilitate our experi•ental approach. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL. 

2.1 Reagents and solutions. 

Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (DEHPA = HL) was supplied by BDH,(UK). 

Ethyl and Methyl Alcohol, Merck, p.a., were used without further purification. 

Amberlite XAD-2 Adsorber Resin (20-69 mesh), Merck, size particule 0.3-0.9 

m• was used. 

Sodium, Copper and Zinc Nitrates, Phosphoric, Hydrochloric and Nitric acids, 

Merck p.a., were used for the preparation of the different solutions. 
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Solid Support preparation. XAD-2 was kept in contact during 12 h with a 50% 

methanol-water solution containing 4 mol.dm- 3 HCl in order to eliminate inorganic 

impurities as well as monomeric material and other inorganic traces. The solid 

was washed with water until no Cl- ion was detected in the filtrate. 

2.2 Impregnation process. 

The impregnation of XAD-2 beads was done according to the following two 

procedures (Warshaswky, 1976): 

a) Dry method. An appropriate amount of dry polymer was placed for 24 h in 

a (67:33) ethanol-water mixture containing DEHPA of different concentrations. 

After this time, which seems to be sufficient for completing the swelling 

process, the diluent was removed by slow evaporation. 

b) Wet method. After XAD-2 was kept in contact for 24 h under identical 

experimental conditions, polymeric beads were separated through a porous filter 

in a water pump and then stored in water. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Evaluation of the impregnation process. 

The amount of DEHPA impregnated was evaluated for several samples after 

washing the resin with ethanol and determination of DEHPA with NaOH titration. 

From this data using the following variables: 

c'BL =weight of DEHPA in g/weight XAD-2 in g 

and ~L = mol of DEHPA/weight XAD-2 in Kg 

the information in Table 1 was obtained. 

TABLE 1. 

Data on the Impregnation of DEHPA in XAD-2 under different experimental 

conditions. 

Resin WuJ)2 
(g) 

M1 4.0011 
M2 4.0009 
M3 4.0013 
M4 4.0008 
M5 4.0000 
M6 4.0012 
M7 4.0006 
M8 4.0000 
M9 4.0013 

1.096 
1. 403 
1.808 
2.214 
2.809 
1.365 
0.943 
1.822 
1.840 

15 0 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 
10 5 

C 11 , 8 Method 
(gHL/ml) 

0.073 Wet 
0.094 Wet 
0.120 Wet 
0.148 Wet 
0.187 Wet 
0.092 Wet 
0.066 Dry 
0.122 Dry 
0.123 Dry 

c' HL C HL 
(gHL/gXAD) (molHL/kgXAD) 

0.126 0.391 
0.230 0.713 
o. 270 0.838 
0.350 1.085 
0.406 1. 259 
0.248 0.769 
0. 237 0.735 
0.438 1.360 
0.433 1. 370 

where c11 , 8 is the concentration of DEHPA in the impregnation solution. 

From these data it seems that the impregnation with dry method is more 

effective, the amount of impregnated resin is always higher than for the wet 

method. Concerning the mixed solvent phase the impregnation seems to be 

independent of the solvent composition for the dry method while in the case of 
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the wet method the increase of water percentage facilitate the transfer of 

organi c reagent to the resin phase. On the other hand, a linear relationship 

between the amount of DEHPA impregnated in the resin ~Land c11 ,8 has been found. 

3.2 Water capacity. 

Experiments have been made in order to determine the amount of water 

absorbed by the polymeric resin both in the presence and in absence of DEHPA. For 

this purpose, the resin was equilibrated with a mixed solvent phase of different 

composition. After appropriate filtration, water content in the resin was 

estimated by weight difference. 

The results of these experiments plotted in Fig. 1, show a linear 

relationship between the weight of water absorbed and DEHPA concentration. From 

the straight line in Fig 1, the extrapolated value of the maximum loading 

concentration ~Lux was estimated as 1. 7mol.kg-l. After this value exudation 

process takes place. 
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Figure 1. Water capacity (W.C.) of the impregnated amberlite XAD2 support as a 
function of its DEHPA content. 

Another set of experiments was done in order to investigate the evaluation 

of the impregnation process as a function of the pH. Batch experiments were 

carried out in which different amounts of XAD-2-DEHPA resin were mechanically 

shaken for 24 h with an aqueous phase containing 0.05 mol.dm-3 NaN03. After phase 
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separation, both pH and total DEHPA concentration were deterained. Total P 

determination was done using the 213.618 nm first order atomic emission line of 

phosphorus with the aid of a inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectroaeter (ICP). Calibration curves were constructed using H3P04 solutions in 

the range of 3. 2x10-6 to 1. 6x10-4 mol. dm -3 corresponding to 0.1 to 50 ppm of P 

atoms. Fro• these data, the "distribution" coefficient of DEHPA was determined 

by aeans of the following expression: 

CHL CHLi- [HL] (V a I• res> 
D = -------- = ---------------------- (1) 

[HL] [HL] 

where Va denote the voluae of aqueous phase , ITes the aass of iapregnated resin, 

CaL the concentration of DEHPA in the resin and [HL] the concentration of DEHPA 

in the aqueous phase. Subscript i refers to initial concentration of DEHPA, and 

the others are equilibrium concentrations. The results of these experiments are 

shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2 .LogO versus pH for XAD2-DEHPA resin in the pH range 1.4 to 4.5 with 
initial concentration of DEHPA in XAD2 resin being 1.36 aolxkg-1• 

The typical S shape curve shows a region (pH<2) where the distribution 
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function is independent of pH while a continuous decrease of the value of this 

function is observed as pH increases. In this sense, it is interesting to point 

out the similarity of the function in Fig. 2 with the typical liquid-liquid 

distribution curves (Ken et all,1985) although SIR curve seems to be moderately 

shifted upwards. 

3.3 Metal extraction. 

In order to estimate the extraction of zn2+ and cu2+ an aqueous solution of 

the following general composition was prepared: 

[M2+J= 1mg.dm-3, [N03- ]=[Na + ]= 0.1 mol.dm-3 and 5x10 -2 > [H +] > 1x10 -4mol.dm -3 

(where M2+ = zn 2+ and Cu 2+ ) 

Experiments were carried out at 298 K by shaking 20 ml of aqueous phase with 

0.21 g of XAD-2-DEHPA resins using stoppered glass tubes in a continuous rotary 

during 3 h. After equilibrium was attained metal and proton concentrations were 

determined. In a separate experiment it was checked that the system follows the 

mass balance while it was estimated that 2h was enough to attain equilibrium. 

Results in metal extraction are shown in Fig 3. This seems to indicate a 

high extraction percentage for cu2+ while Zn 2+ is coapletely extracted after 

pH=2.6. 
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Figure 3. pH dependence of the recovery of zn2+ and cu 2+with the iapregnated Xf>2-
DEHPA resin. The concentration of metals in the sample solutions is 2ag.da- . 
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4 CONCLUSIONS. 

The results of this work seem to indicate a good performance for the SIR

Metal systems. Nevertheless the diversity of data and results make us to the 

following considerations. 

Talking from a preliminary experimental information it seems that XAD-2-

DEHPA impregnation is a favorable procedure where a great amount of the reagent 

can be loaded ( Cux =1. 7 mol. kg-1 ) and both operations seem to behave reversibly. 

On the other hand, additional information seems to indicate the establishment of 

chemical equilibrium between loaded reagent and the aqueous phase. This possible 

equilibrium, which seems similar to those encountered in liquid-liquid systems, 

strongly shifted towards the resin phase, indicating that the link of DEHPA to 

the resin phase acts as a driving force for the displacement of DEHPA molecules 

towards the polymer. 

Concerning metal extraction, it seems to take place at moderate speed and 

mass balance for the different metals holds within 100%. On the other hand metal 

extraction percentages are high for both cu2+ and zn2+ and in both they are higher 

than the corresponding SX systems. Finally, preliminary graphical and computer 

treatments seem to indicate the existence of metal complex species in the resin 

phase. 
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ABSTRACT 

The structure of three classes of acidic organophosphorus extractants, 
HDEHP, di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (I) , PC 88A, 2-ethylhexylphosphonic 
acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester (II), and CYANEX 272, di(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl) 
phosphinic acid (III), has been characterized by NMR and FT-IR spectroscopy. 
In solvent extraction systems, after equilibration of the aqueous phase at 
the same pH and nickel ion concentration with the organic phase containing 
( I) , (II), or (III) inn-heptane, bulk water was identified by FT-IR spectra 
with the solubilization ability : (I)> (II)> (III). On the other hand, when 
the extractants were partially saponified by a concentrated sodium hydroxide 
solution and then equilibrated with an aqueous nickel chloride solution, the 
solubilization ability for water in the organic phase was inverted: 
(I) < (II) < (III) . Aggregates formed by organophosphorus extractants and 
cobaltous ions retain bulk water only under appropriate conditions . On the 
basis of the FT-IR results , the three acidic organophosphorus extractants 
form reversed micelles in hydrometallurgical solvent ex traction systems . 

INTRODUCTION 

Three classes of organophosphorus extractants, i . e., (I) HDEHP, di(2-

ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid , (II) PC 88A, 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid mono - 2-

ethylhexyl ester , and (III) CYANEX 272, di(2 , 4 ,4-methylpentyl)phosphinic 

ac id, have proved to be the most versatile extractants to date for their 

efficiency of the extraction of zinc, uranium, vanadium, cobalt, nickel and 

rare earths (Lo et al., 1983; Eccles and Naylor, 1986; Szilassy et al . , 

1986; Tavlarides et al., 1987) . Structure s for the three classes of 

extractants are 

(I) (II) (III) 

RO....,_ ..,o R, .40 R....,_ AO 
P"" p7 p-7 

RO/ '-oH RO/ 'oH R/ '-oH 

phosphoric phosphonic phosphinic 
(HDEHP) (PC 88A) (CYANEX 272) 

Although the three extractants can be used successfully in solvent 

extraction processes, it has been reported that under the same conditions 
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their selectivity in Co/Ni separation is so different that the separation 

factor of CYANEX 272 is about 500 times that of HDEHP (Rickelton et al . , 

1983). Thus, a structural comparison of the three organophosphorus 

extractants and a knowledge of the physicochemical nature of the metal

extractant aggregates are essential in understanding the mechanism of the 

solvent extraction process. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The organophosphorus extractants were purified following the procedures 

of Partridge and Jensen (1969). Then-heptane (Fisher, HPLC grade) was 

doubly distilled. All inorganic reagents including nickel chloride , cobalt 

chloride, sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were ultra-high purity 

grades. 

Three series of samples were prepared: (i) solvent extraction systems of 

nickel at the same pH by equilibrating equal volumes of an aqueous phase 

containing NiC12 (0.35 M) with an organic phase of the extractant (1 . 0 F) in 

n-heptane at 20°C, (ii) solvent extraction systems of nickel by adding the 

appropriate amount of concentrated NaOH solution (10 M) to the extractant 

(1.0 F) inn-heptane to obtain an organic phase with the composition of 

2NaR·HR and equilibrating with 0 . 35 M NiC12 solution, and (iii) solvent 

extraction systems of cobalt prepared in the same manner as (ii). 

The aggregates formed by the metal-extractant complexes in the organic 

phase of the various solvent extraction systems were examined by NMR and FT

IR spectroscopy. The NMR and FT-IR spectra were recorded using Bruker AM400 

NMR and Nicolet Model SSXC FT-IR spectrometers, respectively. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Organophosphorus Extractants 

The results of structural characterization of the three extractants by 1H

NMR and 31P-NMR spectroscopy are given in Table 1 . Interesting features can 

be seen, for example, the differences in chemical shifts for POH-protons of 

the three samples show the influence of the adjacent POCH2 -group. The small 
31P-chemical shift of HDEHP relative to phosphoric acid indicates the 

structural similarity of P in HDEHP and phosphoric acid . On the other hand, 

phosphinic acid reveals a chemical shift as large as 53 ppm due to the 

marked structural difference of P in the given extractant and phosphoric 

acid as the result of direct binding of two hydrocarbon chains to the 

phosphorus atom. Spectra for the phosphonic acid, which contains a POCH2 -

group, show a reasonable intermediate 31P-chemical shift of 33 . 7 ppm. 

The characteristic absorption bands obtained from FT-IR spectra for 

various groups of the three extractants are summarized in Table 2. The 



results show that the vibrational frequency of the P-o group is also 

affected by the adjacent groups binding to P such that the frequency 

decreases as P-0-R is replaced by P-R . The strong band at 1034 cm-1 for the 

P-0 -C group in HDEHP is again an indication of the presence of two P-0-C 

groups per molecule, and the weaker band at 1036 cm- 1 in the case of PC 88A 

is due to only one P-0-C group . For CYANEX 272 the given band disappears 

completely (see Table 2) . 

TABLE 1 

Chemical shifts for (I) HDEHP, (II) PC 88A, and (III) CYANEX 272 . 

Chemical Shift (ppm) 

Sample 3lp 

HDEHP 12 . 1 3.0 1.0 

PC 88A 11 . 9 3 . 0 33.7 

CYANEX 272 10 . 8 53 . 4 

TABLE 2 

FT- IR absorption bands for (I) HDEHP, (II) PC 88A , and (III) CYANEX 272 . 

Sample 

HDEHP 

PC 88A 

CYANEX 272 

Absorption Bands (cm-1 ) 

P-0-H P-0-C P-O 

886(?) 1034 1229 

984 1036 1197 

959 1171 

H-C-H 
(bending) 

1463 

1462 

1468 

C-H 
(stretching) 

2801-2960 

2860 - 2959 

2869-2953 

3 . 2 Extraction of nickel by organophosphorus extractants at same pH : 

HR/n-heptane/NiC12 solution (0,35 M, pH 5,7) 

FT-IR spectra of liquid water reported previously (Weng et al . , 1985) are 

shown in Fig . 1, where the broad stretching vibrational band of liquid water 

near 3400 cm-1 can be resolved into 8 peaks of rational fine structure . FT-IR 

spectra for the three nickel-organophosphorus extraction systems at constant 
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Fig. 1. FT-IR spectra of liquid 

water (from Yeng et al . , 1985) . 

Fig. 2 . FT-IR spectra of the 

extraction system HR/n-heptane/ 

NlC12 (0 . 35 M and pH 5.7). 

(a) HDEHP, (b) PC 88A, and 

(c) CYANEX 272. 

pH are shown in Fig . 2 . The absorption band at ca. 3400 cm- 1 indicates an 

appreciable amount of bulk water solubilized in the organic phase. The 

sequence of solubilization ability of the three extractants evaluated from 

the absorption band is as follows: (I)> (II)> (III). This sequence can be 

interpreted by the difference in pK values of the three extractants . 

3.3 Extraction of nickel by saponified extractants : 2NaR~R/n-heptane/metal 

chloride solution (Ni2+ or Co2+. 0.35 M) 

An alternative comparison of the solubilization characteristics of the 

three extractants seems desirable since their pK values are not identical. 

Consequently, studies of extraction systems containing equally saponified 

organophosphorus extractants were carried out . The results for 67% 

saponified extractants are shown in Fig . 3, where the sequence of 

solubilization ability is inverted : (I)< (II)< (III). 
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However , organophosphorus extraction systems containing cobalt are more 

complicated . Figure 4 shows the FT-IR spectra under the same conditions as 

in Fig . 3 . Upon comparison to the nickel extraction systems, the aggregates 

formed by cobaltous ions and extractant ligands cannot solubilize as much 

water . The coordination structure of metal ions seems determinative in the 

aggregation process with extractant molecules . Nickel ions can form 

octahedral coordination structures, while cobaltous ions coordinate with 

organophosphorus extractants in n-heptane to form tetrahedral structures as 

identified by the maximum absorption at 626 nm in VIS absorption spectra. It 

seems likely , therefore, that the higher separation factor of CYANEX 272 in 

Co/Ni separation is due to the stronger coordination affinity of the 

extractant for cobaltous ions. 
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Interesting findings also include the following: (i) when sodium ions are 

present in the cobalt extraction system at lower cobaltous ion loading, an 

appreciable amount of water can be solubilized in the organic phase, and 

(ii) the addition of a co-extractant, e.g . , 2-octanol, can help solubilize 

water by forming a large "water pool" in the core of metal-extractant 

aggregates . In this latter case, cobaltous ions display an octahedral 

coordination structure, as indicated by the pink color and the maximum 

absorption at 518 nm . Although the addition of a co-extractant can increase 

water solubilization and enhance the extraction of metal ions, a decrease in 

the separation factor of Co/Ni is predictable . 

In conclusion, although there are differences in the solubilization of 

bulk water by the various metal-extractant complexes, reversed micellar 

formation appears to be a general phenomenon in hydrometallurgical solvent 

extraction systems which employ the acidic organophosphorus extractants 

HDEHP, PC 88A, or CYANEX 272. 
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ABSTRACT 

Amberlite XAD-2 polymeric resin was impregnated with tri-n-dodecylammonium 
chloride (TLAHCl). The higher impregnation obtained was 1.77 mg TLAHCl/ g XAD-2. 
The extraction of Au(III) from hydrochloric acid media by this system was almost 
quantitative even at low resin loading. The liquid-liquid extraction of Au(lll) 
showed that AuC14TLAH and AuCl3 were the species in the organic phase. Both species 
can also explain the behaviour observed by the SIR extraction. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the last few years, Solvent Impregnated Resins (SIR) have been 

proposed as a technological alternative for metal extraction, separation and 

recovery under the idea that these new materials gather the versatility and 

potentiality of the Solvent Extraction (SX) Reagents with the advantage of using 

solid phase as extractant system. In this context, several types of resins have 

been tested and studies on impregnation and metal extraction have been published 

(Warshaswky, 1981; Tavlarides et al, 1987). These works reveal the great capacity 

and versatility of the new systems for metal extraction. However, more information 

is needed in order to ascertain the physico-chemical parameters which govern the 

different steps of the whole process. 

Although some thermodynamic data on impregnation have been published, little 

is known about chemical reactions which may either facilitate or hinder the 

transfer of the reagent to the resin, mainly because the experimental difficulties 

of the different steps. A methodological approach to this problem may be to 

consider that SIR and SX systems behave similarly, so all the information on SX 

reaction could be used as a reference to orientate the experimental procedure. 

Therefore, studies of the extraction of Au(III) in chloride media by tri

n-dodecylammonium chloride (TLAHCl) both with SIR and SX have been undertaken. The 

TLAHCl was selected because previous works with divalent metals (de Pablo et al, 

1984; Masana and Valiente, 1987) have allowed us to describe composition of the 

organic phase, influence of the ionic strength, determination of extraction 

constants, etc. The behaviour of this extractant in SX could be similar to that 
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observed in the SIR extraction. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents and solutions 

Tri-n-dodecylammonium chloride (TLAHCl) was synthesized and purified. 

Organic solvents: toluene, ethanol, acetone, Merck, p.a. were used without 

further purification. 

Tetrachloroauric (III) acid, Merck, p.a. was purified by recrystallization. 

Hydrochloric acid, Merck, p.a. 

Amberlite XAD-2 (20-69 mesh) Adsorber Resin (Merck) with a particle size 

between 0.3-0.9 am has been used in this work. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Impregnated resin preparation 

Amberlite XAD-2 was used in this work as the polymer support for the 

preparation of the impregnated resin. XAD-2 was purified with a solution of 50% 

methanol and 4 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid overnight. The solid support was washed 

with water to remove the chloride from the resin. 

The impregnation of XAD-2 beads was carried out by using the "wet method" 

(Warshawsky and Patchornik, 1976). In this method, appropiate amounts of dry XAD-

2 were placed into organic solutions containing TLAHCl at different concentrations 

(0.012 to 0.225 mol dm-3) during 2 hours. The selected organic solvents were 

toluene, acetone, methanol and ethanol. The impregnated resin was separated from 

the solution by filtration through a porous filter using a water pump, washed 

several times with water and stored in water. The TLAHCl remaining in the organic 

solution was determined gravimetrically. 

The results of the XAD-2 resin impregnation by TLAHCl using ethanol as 

organic solvent are shown in figure 1. In order to improve this impregnation, some 

experiments were carried out with toluene, methanol and acetone. No important 

differences were observed with toluene and methanol. In acetone, due to the low 

solubility of the TLAHCl in it, only concentrations of 0.01 and 0.02 mol dm-3 were 

tested. In this case, a higher impregnation was obtained. This fact may be 

explained by taking into account a higher affinity of the TLAHCl to the XAD-2 than 

to the acetone. 

3.2 Au(III) extraction by SIR 

In order to study the extraction of Au(III), a weighed amount (0.1 g) of 

TLAHCl/XAD-2 was placed in contact during 2 hours with an aqueous phase with the 

following composition: [Au(lll)] = 5.1x1o-4 mol dm-3, [H+ ]=[Cl-] = 1 mol dm -3 , 

After equilibrium was attained Au(III) was determined in aqueous phase by atomic 

absorption spectrometry. In separated experiments, the adsorption of the metal by 
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the XAD-2 resin was studied. The results of these experiments are collected in 

table 1. These results indicate a high capacity of the TLAHCl/XAD-2 resin which 

reaches 90% extraction even with a loading as small as 0.1 mg TLAHCL/ g XAD-2, as 

well as the high affinity of the polymeric material for the metal • 
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Fig. 1. Plot of mg TLAHCl/g XAD-2 vs concentration of TLAHCl in the ethanol 
impregnation solution. 

TABLE 1 

Extraction percentage of Au(III) at different concentration of TLAHCl in the 
XAD-2 resin. Initial Au (III) concentration 5 .1x10-4 mol dm -3• 

mg TLAHCl/g XAD-2 

0 
0.08 
0.12 
0.19 
0.53 
0.89 
1. 77 

% extraction 

20 
76 
90 
97 
99 

100 
100 
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3.3 Au(III) Liquid-liquid extraction 

The organic phase was prepared dissolving TLAHCl (s) in toluene. The total 

concentration of TLAHCl was varied froa 5x1o-5 to 5x1o-4 mol da-3. The coaposition 

of the aqueous phase was [Ht]=[Cl-]= 1 11101 da-3and the concentration of Au(III) was 

kept constant at three values:0.106, 0.164 and 0.214 m111ol dm-3. 

Experiments were carried out at 298 K by shaking equal voluaes (15 cm-3) of 

both phases using stoppered glass tubes in a continuous rotary during one hour 

when the equilibrium was attained. The Au(III) concentration in the aqueous phase 

was deterained by atomic absorption spectrometry. The Au(III) stripping from the 

organic phase was carried out using 0.5 11101 dm-3 thiourea. 

The extraction of Au (III}from chloride media can be described by the 

following reaction: 

q Au3+ + 3q Cl- + p TLAHCl (org) = (AuC13)q(TLAHCl)P (org) (1) 

The equilibrium constant can be written: 

[Au3+J q [Cll lq [TLAHCl] P 
(2) 

Experiaents at different gold concentrations indicated the absence of 

polynuclear coaplexes in toluene, thus q=1. 

where 

In order to deter111ine p, the following treatment was carried out: 

[Au(III)ltot = [Au(III)l 0rg+ [Au(III)] &q 

[Au(III)] 0rg = KP [Au3+J [en 3 [TLAHCl] P 

[Au(III)J,q = [Au3~ (1 + E /3i [Cl]} 

being /3i the for111ation constant of the gold chloro complexes (Hogfeldt, 1982), the 

distribution coefficient defined as: 

D = [Au(III)] 0rg I [Au(III)l,q 

can be written: 

D = ~· [TLAHCl]P (3} 
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where 

The equilibrium concentration of TLAHCl was calculated taking into account 

trimerization of the amine salt in toluene (Coello, 1986). 

Equation (3) can be written as: 

' log D = log ~ + p log [TLAHCl] 

In figure 2, log D is plotted versus log [TLAHCl]. Fro• this plot, the slope 

' equal to 1 is the value of p and log ~ = 5. These results agree with those 

obtained in the extraction of also strong co•plexes as metal cyanide co•plexes 

(Figuerola 1988) where p depended on the negative charge of the co•plex, in this 

case AuC14- and log K presented similar values. 

1.2 

0 .8 
c 
Cl 
0 

0 

0 

00 0 

-5 -4 

log IJLAHCU 

Fig.2. log D as a function of log [TLAHCl] at [H+]=[Cl-]= 1 mol dm-~ Full line has 
a slope equal to 1. 

Deviations fro• this model at low TLAHCl concentration where log D is 

independent on log [TLAHCl] have been explained by the following reaction: 
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AuC13 (aq) = AuC1 3 (org) 

This extraction process has been proved by using toluene without TLAHCl. The 

extraction of the metal by the solvent was confirmed in a separated experiment. 

Similar results were obtained in the Pb( II) extraction (Mas ana and Valiente, 

1987). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this work allow us to make the following remarks: 

The SIR TLAHCl/XAD-2 presents a low loading capacity compared to other 

systems although the metal extraction efficiency is very high. This may be related 

to the fact that the solid support extracts Au(III) by itself, contributing to 

facilitate the extraction process. 

The SX study showed that the predominant species in organic phase is 

AuCl4TLAH and AuCl3 is also extracted by the toluene. Both species can be also 

responsible to the Au(III) extraction by SIR. The AuCl3 would be extracted by the 

XAD-2 while TLAHCl/XAD-2 would extract AuC14-. 
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ABSTRACT 
Mi shima, K., Nagat ani , M. and Arai, Y.,l990 . Solvent extraction of 

phosphorous acid fro~ plat ing bath solution. 

Solvent extrac t ion of phosphorous acid and hypophosphor ous acid from the 
alkaline ~queous solut~on ~ith trioctyl~ethylammoniu~ . ch~oride ~TOMAC) 
dissolved 1n benzene was 1nvest1gated at 25 C. The equ1l1br1um relat1on ?f 
t his system was measured. And the selectivit~ ?f TOMAC for .phosphorous . ac1d 
and hypophosphorous acid was found to be suff1c1ent for pract1cal separat1on of 
t hese acids. 

INTRODUCTION 
Electroless deposition ( chemical plating ) technique using hypophosphite is 

widely used in electronics indus t ry for plating, because uniform thickness metal 
can be deposi t ed on polymers and intricately shaped surfaces. However, when 
metal deposition progresses in this process, the phosphorous acid increases in 

t he plating bath solution as impurity. A large quantity of phosphorous acid 
causes degradation of :he plating bath solution. However, it seems to be 
diff icul t to remove phosphorous acid from the mixture composed of 
hypophosphite, phosphorous acid and metal ions (Mishi ma et al., 1989). 

It is important to develop the extrac t ion technique removing the phosphorous 
acid from the plating bath solut ion. It is necessary t o find an effective 
ext ractant which has the selectivity to extract hypophosphorous acid or 
phosphorous acid. The extractions of such acids to the organic phase are only 
pos sible with t he use of carriers. We used trioctylmethylammonium chlor ide 
(TOMAC) which was used as the extractant for d,l-phenylalanine (Haensel et 
al ., 1986). The knowledge on the chemical equilibrium is required to design the 

extraction sys t em. In this work, benzene is chosen as an organic solvent 

because inorganic substances have poor solubility in benzene. The extraction 

of hypophosphorous acid and phosphorous acid was carried out by the flask 
shaking method at 25 °C. 

2 EXPERH1E NTAL 
2.1 Reagents 
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Hypophosphorous acid, phosphorous acid, sodium hydroxide and benzene (Ishizu 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.) were used without further purification t1ecause no 
impurities was detected by ion chromatography or gas chromatography. All 
reagents were of ana lyti ca 1 reagent grade. Tri octyl methyl ammonium chloride 
(Wako Pure Chemical Ind. Ltd.) was used without further purification. Water 

used in this work was distilled and deionised one. 

2.2 Method of solvent extraction 
The organic solu t ion was prepared by dissolving t rioctyl methylammonium 

chloride in benzene. The aqueous solution was prepared by dissolving the acids 

and sodium hydroxide in distilled and deionized water. Equal volumes (25 ml 
each) of the aqueous and organic phases, placed in 100 ml stoppered conical 
flasks, were shaken for 10 h with a mechanical shaker at 25 °C to at t ain 

the equilibrium~ The mixtures were separated, and the concentrations of 
hypophosphorous acid, phosphorous acid or chloride ion were determined with the 

ion chromatography or the titration method in the aqueous phases. The 
instrument used in this research was a Tosoh Model 8010 ion chromatogr aphy 
system equipped with a conduct ivity detector (CM-8010). The conductivities 

detected for each solution were converted to concentrations of anions with the 
aid of conductivity-anion concentration calibration obtained from preliminary 
experiments. The anion separator column was a TSK-gel IC-anion-SW column 
(4.6mmX5cm). The all operating conditions of this system are given in Table 1. 

The eluent used for the separation of the anions was 0.002 M tartrat e buffer (pH 
= 2.8). The working eluent was prepared from analytical reagent gr ade salts. 
The stock solution of eluent was prepared weekly. If the eluent was prepared 
and stored for long period , there was a chance of bacterial growth. The 
detection limit was lxlO-S M for all anions. The concent ration of those anions 
ih the organic phase were determined by a SEIKO Model SPS-l200VR ICP 
(Inductively coupled plasma) system. The extraction constant kex were 

obtained from the acid concentration measured by ion chromatography, ICP and 

titration. The amount of water in organic phase were measured with the 
titration us i ng the Karl Fischer's reagent (Mitsubishi Chern. Ind. Ltd.). 

2. 3 EqUil i bri urn 
The following processes play a role during the extract ion of hypophosphor ous 

acid and/or phosphorous ac i d with trioctylmethylammon i um chloride in the 
organic phase denoted by subscript o: hypophosphorous aci d HA' or phosphorous 
acid H2A'' in the aqueous phase denot ed by the subscript a into acid anion A' 
or A', 2- : 

(1) 
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HA'' + 2H 0 ~ (H 0+) A' •2- (2) a 2 3 2 a 

The reactions of hypophosphorous acid anion or phosphorous acid anion with 

trioctylmethylammonium chloride as the anion exchager Q+Cl- at interface 

were expressed as follows, 

( 3) 

(4) 

The extraction constants 
follows, 

Kex' and Kex'' for each system were described as 

Kex' (5) 

Kex'' (6) 

The distribution ratios of hypophosphorous acid and phosphorous acid between 
the organic phase and aqueous phase, D' and D'' were respectively expressed as 
follows, 

D' 
(7) 

D', 
(8) 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A chromatogram obtained using the ion chromatography is given in Fig. l. 

There are four peeks of hypophosphorous acid, phosphorous acid, phosphoric acid 
and chloride ion. This illustrates the possibility of concentration detection 

for the mixtures composed with water, hypophosphorous acid, phosphorous acid, 

phosphoric acid and chloride ion. The concentration of all species in organic 

phase and aqueous phase are obtained by ion chromatography, ICP and titration. 
+ - - + - -By plotting [Q .'\' ]

0
[Cl la versus [Q Cl ]

0
[A' la according to Eq. (5) as shmm in 

Fig.2, the constant of extraction equilibrium Kex' is calculated to be Kex'=24.8. 
Fig. 3 sho~1s the constant of extraction equilibrium Kex'' as Kex' '= 

48.6 for phosphorous acid. 
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The effect of concentration of ·hypophosphorous acid in the aqueous phase on 
the distribution. ratio of hypophosphorous acid, o~ is shown in Fig.4. The 
distribution ratio 0' decreases with increase in hypophosphorous acid 
concentration. The same effect is obtained for phosphorous ac1d as shown in 
Fig. 5. And the distribution ratio of phosphorous acid is larger than that of 

hypophosphorous acid under the same condition • 
The results of extraction are obtained for the aqueous solution which contains 

hypophosphorous acid and phosphorous acid as shown in Fig.6. It illustrates 
that the TOMAC has the enough selectivity in extraction for phosphorous acid and 

hypophosphorous acid. From this result, TOMAC seems to be useful for 

separation of these acids in the recycle system of the plating bath solution • 

TABLE 1 

Operating conditions of the ion chromatography 

Eluent 
Fl 01~-rate 
Separator column 

0.002 M tartrate buffer (pH = 2.8) 
0.5-2.0 ml min-l 
TSK-gel IC-anion-SW (Tosoh , CA) 
as an anion separator 

Column temperature 35 °C 

T.H 2P04 
2. H zPOj 

3. H2P02 
4. ct-

10 15 20 

min 

Fig . 1. The chromatogram for the aqueous 
solution composed of phosphoric acid, 
phosphorous acid, hypophosphorous acid. 
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Rozen A.M., Nikiforov A.s., Kartasheva N.A., Nikolotova Z.J., 
Tananaev J .G., 1990. NeptuniWil (VII) extrao11ion from alkaline media. 
The possibility of Np(VII) extraction from alkaline media with 
extractants of different classes has been investigated. Neutral 
organophOSIJhorulil mono- and bidentate compounds and crown ethers 
do not practically extract Np(VII), D ~ 0.01. Alkylphenols and 
especially their oligomers extra~t Np(VII) adequately. The hi5hest 
distribution coefficients (D'""10 ) are reached on extraction with 
alkyl tin salt, enanthic acid, ~ -diket ones. 

INTRODUCTION 
Actinides in their highest oxidation state (VII) discovered 

by Krot and co-workers are unstable. Therefore until recently their 
extraction was a failure. The aim of these notes is to study the 
possibility of actinide (VII) extraction with different extractant 
classes using most stable Np(VII) as an example. 

Like other actinides Np(VII) is known to be stable only in al
kaline media. Hence, Np(VII) extraction was studied using alkaline 
solutions. The aqueous phase contained LiOH or KOH (from 0.1 to 
2.0 mole/1); under the indicated conditions Np(VII) is available as 
Np04(0H)~- anion. 

EXTRACTANTS 
The following extractants were tested: 

neutral: organophosphorus - TBP, TOPO, bidentate compound tetra
tolylmethylene diphosphine dioxide (4 tol) 
crown-ethers-dicyclohexyl-18-crow.n-6 (DOH) 
Alkyl tin salts with mineral (HN03) and organic 
(D2FHPA) acids. 

Chelate - -diketone C6H5C(O)CH2C(O)CF
3 

(DK) 
Acids - di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric acid (D2EBPA), carboxylic acids 

RCOOH-enanthic (R:C6H13), caprylic (R:C7H15), pelargonic 
(R:C8H17) and oleic (R:C8H17CH:CH(CH2)

7
) acids. 

Alkyl phenols (APh) R -<:Q)- OH, where R:C7-e9 (technical product, 
M:209) or 
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9H3 
R = cH3- y - paratertbutylphenol (M=150) 

CH3 
Oligomera p-tertbutylaminophenolphormaldeh1de (BAPPO or Yarresin, 

M::46Q-525) 
OH OH OH 

HOH2C * CH200H2 --$'CH,mmCH2 o/H,mm2 

c~9 c~9 . c~9 

RESULTS 
It was established that a very strong hydration of Np04(0H)~

anion is responsible for a very weak Np(VII) extraction with 
neutral organic compounds from alkaline media. Extraction with TBP 
or TOPO was not revealed at all. 

For extraction with the most efficient crown-ether-dicyclo
hexyl-18-crown-6 (1 mole/1 in 100% TBP) the distribution coeffi
cients were 

from KOH (2 mole/1) D=0.005 
from LiOH (1.? mole/1) D:0.0006 
When the most powerful neutral compound - tetratolylmethylene

diphosphine dioxide - (1 mole/1 in TBP, extraction from 1-? mole/1 
LiOH solution) is used D=0.012; the same results was found for ex
traction with 0.5 mole/1 ditolyldiphenylmethylenediphosphine dipxide 
in methylisobutylketone, i.e., these most powerful extractants are 
incapable of overcoming hydration forces. 

Spivakov, Shkinev and Zolotov recommend ( 1984) alkyl tin ni

trate R2Sn(N03) 2 for extraction of trivalent anions (e.g., PO~). 
They have kindly given us R2Sno2(R-octyl); the nitrate was prepared 
by neutralization with nitric acid. The distribution coefficients 
were D=0.3-0.4 on extraction with 0.2 mole/1 solution of alkyl tin 
in TBP from 0.16 mole/1 HN03 (1 ml) with the added 0.1 m1 solution 
of 2 mole/1 KOH containing Np(VII) or with the added 0.1 m1 of 
1.? mole/1 LiOH containing Np(VII). However, due to the salt hydro
lysis pH of the equilibrium phase did not exceed 2.0 and the reten~ 
ion of the valency in the organic phase could not be expected. 

To suppress the salt hydrolysis, i.e., the acid back extraction 
to the aqueous phase alkyl tin salt with D2EHPA in dichlorobenzene 
was tested. The resultant distribution coefficients are listed in 
table 1. 

The data of table 1 conform to the ratio Npa (D2EHPA) 2 = 1a1 
in the complex. 
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Table 1 • 
Distribution coefficients for Np(VII) extraction with 
Cc18H17 )2Sno solutions in 1:1 D2EHPA-DCB mixture 

(C18H17)2Sn0 
concentration,mole/1 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.125 0.25 

Np(VII) distribution 
coefficients, D 3.0 6.3 10.0 16.6 33-40 

• Aqueous phase: 1 ml of 0.15 mole/1 HN03 + 0.1 ml of Np(VII) 
solution in 1.7 mole/1 LiOH. 

The experiments revealed that D2EHPA effectively extracts 
Np(VII) in the absence of alkyl tin. For 100% D2EHPA extraction 
from 0.05 mole/1 solution of KOH (1 ml of 0.15 mole/1 HN03 with an 
additive of 0.1 ml of 2 mole/1 KOH containing Np(VII))D:9.4. In this 
case the organic phase was stained green,. which is inherent in the 
aqueous neptunium solution. 

It was checked if the extraction was improved when D2EHPA was 
replaced by its zirconium salt ZrA4(HA) 2• The result was negative, 
the distribution coefficient dropped to 0.19. 

The unexpectedly effective extraction with D2EHPA was a sti
mulus to test also carboxylic acids - enan.thic and caprylic ones. 
The extraction was conducted from a 0.4 mole/1 LiOH solution (the 
separation deteriorated with the alkalinity). Longer chain acids 
(pelargonic and oleic ones) when in contact with an alkali 
(0.4 mole/1 LiOH) produced thick white precipitates of RCOOMe salts 
which prevented their usage. When the system containing caprylic 
acid was held, the second organic phase was formed (as an inte~ 
mediate layer between the aqueous and major organic phases) and 
this makes its practical usage inconvenient. The distribution coef
ficient for caprylic acid varied from 3 (third phase formation) to 
30 (retention of the two phase system). In case of enanthic acid the 
stable value D-102 resulted. On extraction a dark-brown precipitate 
was formed at the phase interface; it quickly dissolved and went to 
organic phase making it bright green. The study of the spectra 
(with a spectrophotometer SP-20) showed that Np is available in the 
oxidation states V (the maximum of 985 nm growing with time) and VI; 
in the 600-640 nm range (Np(VII)) no maximum was revealed. 

The precipitate was likely to be a LiNpVIIo4xH2o salt that 
forms by the reactions: 
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Np04(0H)~- + 2 H20 = Np04 • 2H20 + 2 OH-

LiOH + Np0-4 -- LiNp04 1 + nH20 
'brown precipitate. 

subsequently Np transforms to a cation and since pH~6 Np(VII) is 
reduced to form Np(V) and (VI). 

On extraction with alkyl phenol (AP) (0.5 mole/1 in decane) 
from 0.4 mole/1 LiOR the distribution coefficient was D:0.05. 
At the AP concentration of 2 mole/1 (in octane containing 
0.05 mole/1 NaOR) D=1.0 was found for extraction from 1 mole/1 ~. 

The following distribution coefficients were found D=O.OB 
and D:0.25 for extraction with 1 mole/1 paratertbutylphenol in 

toluene from the solutions containing 0.4 mole/1 LiOH and 
0.4 mole/1 KOH + 0.25 mole/1 K2co3 , respectively. During extract
ion the colour of the solution was observed to change from green 
to brown and then colourless, which corresponds to Np(VII) and <.'II). 

It should be pointed out that tertbutylphenol extraction pro
ceeds by a micellar mechanism (with micelles in organic phase). 

The following results were obtained for extraction with 
BAPPO (table 2). 

Np(VII) extraction with BAPPO 

Extractant 

0.1 mole/1 BAPPO in 20% 
octyl alcohol in do
decane 

0.25 mole/1 BAPPO in 20% 
octyl alcohol in decane 

Aqueous phase compo
sition 

0.4 mole/1 LiOH 
0.4 mole/1 KOH + 
+ 1 mole/1 K2co

3 

0.4 mole/1 KOH+ 
+ 0.25 mole/1 K2co3 

pH:13.0 
0.1 mole/1 BAPPO in tolue
ne 

1.0 mole/1 NaOH 
1.0 mole/1 NaOH+ 
1.0 mole/1 K2co3 
1.0 mole/1 K2co3 

Table 2 

Np distribution 
coefficient 

0.?4 

o.a 

1.64 

1.0 

0.55 

It follows from table 2 that K2co3 added to the aqueous phase 
increases extraction if the diluent is dodecane/octylalcohol and 
decreases it if the diluent is toluene. 

Good results (D~ 40) were obtained for a diketone DK extract
ion (100% DK) from 1 mole/1 KOH (at 25% and 50% in dichlorobenzene 
D:10 and 25, respectively). If ammonium persulphate is added 



(0.1 M) the distribution coefficient grows four times. 
So, the best extractants for Np(VII) are alkyl tin salts, 

enanthic acid, t -diketones. 

APPENDIX 
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Np(VII) solution (10-2 mole/1) was prepared by ozonization of 
Np(V) hydroxide suspension in LiOH solution (2 mole/1) up to full 
suspension dissolution. 
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ABSTRACT 
Takahashi, T., Suzuki Y, and Yamasaki, A, 1990. Solution 
structure of synergistic lanthanoid dibutylphosphate complexes. 

Proton magnetic resonance study of lanthanoid dibutylphosphate 
complexes in deuteriochloroform solution made it possible to 
elucidate the solution structure of synergistic complexes. The 
remarkable chemical shift change of oxymethylene protons suggest
ed the much crowded chelate rings arrangement in the tris
chelates than those in the hexakis-chelates. 

Dibutyl phosphoric acid has been widely used as the good 

chelating synergistic extractant for various metal ions, especial

ly actinoids and lanthanoids(Sekine and Hasegawa, 1977) . The 

stoicheiometry of lanthanoid complexes were determined to be 1:3 

and 1:6 from the equilibrium study, and the existence of dimeric 

free acid is well recognized in the low-polar organic sol vent 

like many carboxylic acids. The isolation of lanthanoid dibutyl

phosphate has been carried out already by the thermal decomposi

tion of tributyl phosphate adducts of their nitrate(Shin-ike, 

Shiokawa and Ishino, 1967), but their waxy(and probably polymeric) 

character prevented us to extend further research even today. 

We have tried to investigate the structural characteristics 

of dibutylphosphato ligands in the lanthanoid(III) complexes by 

proton magnetic resonance and found several interesting 

characteristics, the results are shown below. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparation of complexes: An acetonitrile solution of di

butyl phosphoric acid is added to the water/acetonitrile(l:l) 

solution of lanthanoid nitrates in the stoicheiometric ratio. The 

resulted solution was neutralized with 1M aqueous sodium acetate. 

The neutralized solution was stayed overnight and the precipi

tated solid was filtered off and washed with acetonitrile/water 

mixture and dried in vacuo. The ratio of metal ion(chelometry) 
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and the phosphate(gravimetry) were reasonably consistent with the 

estimated 1:3 and 1:6 respectively. (The neutralization with 

dilute aqueous ammonia could not yield the satisfactory analyses 

in almost all cases.) The infrared spectra of these products 

were nearly .consistent with those previously reported by Shin

ike et al. (1967) 

Lanthanide shift reagent (tris(dipivaloylmethanato)praseo-

dymium( III) were purchased from Doj in Chemical Lab. and used 

without further purification. 

Spectral Measurement: Proton nuclear magnetic resonance(pmr) 

spectra were recorded at 90 MHz with Varian nmr spectrometer . 

The complexes were dissolved into deuteriochloroform containing 

1% tetramethylsilane(TMS) as internal standard. The lower 

solubility and high viscosity of the prepared complexes made it 

difficult to record clear spectra in many cases. 

The concentration dependence of chemical shift was carried 

out by the addition of tris(dipivaloylmethanato)lanthanoid(III) 

chelates in dibutyl phosphoric acid-deuteriochloroform solution. 

(see Discussion) 

RESULT and DISCUSSION 

The typical spectra of proton nmr are shown in Figure 1(a-c) 

for free dibutyl phosphoric acid and paramagnetic praseodymium 

(III) complexes. The overlapped methyl-methylene spectra and 

small chemical shift change could not give the clear information 

for the geometry of these complexes. Fortunately, the paramagnetic 

lanthanoid(III) complexes have been widely used for "shift rea

gents" for their large pseudocontact shift. The solution geometry 

can be elucidated for many organic compounds from their stereo

chemical (dipolar) term (3cos29-1)fr3 in the adducts. 

We have tried to apply here the tris(dipivaloylmethanato) com 

plexes of lanthanoids (mainly praseodymium), because of their 

large pseudocontact shift range. These complexes are dissolvable 

in dibutyl phosphoric acid solution, and their p-diketonato 

ligands are easily replaced by the dibutylphosphate groups, 

which was proved from the chemical shift of dipi valoylmethane 

without any paramagnetic shift and line broadening. 

The praseodymium complexes were most extensively studied 

because of their large pseudocontact shift and small line 

broadening. The typical pmr spectra and the concentration depend-
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ence of the chemical shift are shown in Figure 2. The extremely 

large paramagnetic shift of OCH2 protons and the much smaller 

shift of methyl and other methylene protons can suggest the 

structure of the 1:3 complex of praseodymium in deuterio

chloroform solution. The oxymethylene(-OCH2-) protons situate in 

the upfield shift region, and the other protons are at around the 

surface of cones which separate the upfield and downfield shift 

regions. On the other hand, all the protons in the 1:6 complexes 

do not show the upfield shift. This means the site of all protons 

are outside of upfield shift cones. From these spectral character

istics, the estimated structure are shown in Figure 3, which was 

been roughly estimated from the calculation of simple personal 

computer. 

Of course there exist the rapid ligand exchange and stereo

chemical movement of chelate rings in the solution in ambient 

temperature, the exact geometry seems to be hardly determined 

precisely. However, the resemblance of the trend of chemical 

shift change for the other lanthanoid complexes would suggest the 

similar solution structure for the two kinds of lanthanoid 

dibutylphosphates. 
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Di-n-butyl phosphate ( [CHJ(CH2b0]2P.(O)Of:ll 

(In CDCIJ) 
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Figure 1. Pmr spectra of 
a) dibutyl phosphoric acid in deuteriochloroform.(0.5mol/ll 
b) tris(dipivaloylmethanato)praseodymium(III) added dibutyl 

phosphoric acid/deuteriochloroform. Pr(dpm)3/HDBP = 0.042:1 
c) tristdipivaloylmethanato)praseodymium(!II) added dibutyl 

phosphoric acid/deuteriochloroform. Pr(dpm)3/HDBP = 0 . 277:1 
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Figure 2. Proton chemical shift dependence on the ratio of 
praseodymium to dibutyl phosphoric acid in deuterio
chloroform . 

open circle : dibutyl phosphoric acid--tris
(dipivaloylmethanato)praseodymium(III) solution. 

filled circle : dissolved dibutyl phosphate complexes 
cross : proton signals of free dipivaloylmethane 

Figure 3. Proposed Structure of Lanthanoid(III) dib complexes in solution utylphosphate 

b
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ABSTRACT 

W/0 microemulsions are involved in the practical process of rare earth 
separation by solvent extraction . In this study, naphthenic acid (I), HDEHP, 
di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (II) , PC 88A, 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid 
mono-2-ethylhexyl ester (III), and CYANEX 272, di(2 , 4,4-trimethylpentyl) 
phosphinic acid (IV) were employed. FT-IR spectra show the coordination 
between lanthanides and extractant molecules, and FT - IR and PCS (photon 
correlation spectroscopy) provide direct evidence of the existence of W/0 
microemulsion or microemulsion-like droplets . The extraction of rare earths 
by saponified naphthenic acid in mixed solvent has been confirmed to be a 
process of destruction of the W/0 microemulsion . A possible mechanism is 
discussed . 

INTRODUCTION 

W/0 microemulsions are involved in the practical process of rare earth 

separation by solvent extraction. It was suggested in previous studies (Wu 

et al . , 1980a,b) that the saponification of acidic extractants such as 

naphthenic acid, HDEHP, etc., is a process of W/0 microemulsion formation, 

while the extraction of rare earths by the saponified extractant is a process 

of destruction of the microemulsion . 

However, it has been observed also in our laboratories that under 

restrictive conditions, such as low lanthanide ion loadings, the organic 

diluent can also hold an appreciable amount of water with a microemulsion

like appearance. Then, questions arise: (i) is it a stable W/0 microemulsion 

system? (ii) what is the aggregate size? (iii) what is the effect of 

different lanthanides on the stability of the W/0 microemulsion? It is 

believed that these questions are important in understanding the 

physicochemical nature of aggregates formed by lanthanides and acidic 

extractants in solvent extraction systems. 

Accordingly, in this work FT-IR spectroscopy was employed to verify the 

interaction between lanthanides and extractant molecules and to identify the 

existence of bulk water. In order to identify the formation and stability of 

microemulsion droplets containing lanthanides, PCS (photon correlation 

spectroscopy) measurements were also performed carefully (Neuman et al., 

1990) . 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study the following acidic extractants were employed: (I) 

naphthenic acid, (II) HDEHP, di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid, (III) PC 88A, 

2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester, and (IV) CYANEX 272 , 

di(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)phosphinic acid. The organophosphorus extractants 

were purified following the procedures of Partridge and Jensen (1969) as 

reported previously (Gaonkar and Neuman, 1984). Naphthenic acid (Fluka) was 

used as received. The diluent used for the three organophosphorus extractants 

(II), (III) and (IV) was double-distilled n-heptane (HPLC grade, Fisher). For 

naphthenic acid the diluent was a mixture of 80% n-heptane and 20% 2-octanol 

(vjv). All extractants were properly saponified by concentrated sodium 

hydroxide solution (10M), and then the organic phase was equilibrated with 

aqueous solutions of LaC13 , PrC13 , or EuC13 • After separation of the two bulk 

phases, the organic phase was subjected to FT-IR spectroscopic measurements . 

The samples employed in PCS measurements were prepared by adding a known 

amount of water or lanthanum chloride solution to the organic solution 

containing the saponified extractant without forming a separate phase . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 . 1 Coordination between lanthanum and naphthenate 

FT-IR spectra for the lanthanum-naphthenic acid extraction system are 

shown in Fig. 1. The symmetrical stretching vibrational absorption band of 

the carboxylic group for naphthenic acid and the saponified extractant are 

1408 and 1404 cm-1 , respectively. In the lanthanum-sodium naphthenate 

extraction system at 67% loading, the corresponding frequency is 1416 cm-1 . 

These findings can be explained by the stronger interaction between rare 

earths and extractant molecules so that the symmetrical stretching vibration 

shifts to a higher frequency and, therefore , indicate the coordination 

between lanthanum ions and naphthenate ligands. Similar results were reported 

in previous studies (Yu et al. , 1980a, 1985) by the method of spectra 

subtraction . In this work the sampling technique was improved so that the 

symmetrical stretching frequency could be measured directly . 

3.2 Y/0 microewulsion formed by sodium naphthenate in mixed solvent and 

effect of lanthanum on the microemulsion stability 

The phase diagram for the 0 . 2 M sodium naphthenate-water system is shown 

in Fig. 2 where Y0 is the water-extractant molar ratio . The homogeneous 

region denotes the composition range of the Y/0 microemulsion. The measured 

relative scattering light intensity, which is a measure of the hydrodynamic 

radius of the aggregates, versus temperature plots are shown in Fig. 3 . The 

results show that the particle size of the Y/0 microemulsion droplets depends 

on temperature and water content, i.e., the higher the temperature, the 
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larger the aggregates, and the higher the water content, the larger the 

aggregates. For reference, the mean effective hydrodynamic radius (r) 

obtained from PCS measurements at 20°C is given in Fig. 3. What should be 

emphasized is that the Y/0 microemulsions shown in Fig . 3 are independent of 

repeat heating/cooling cycles or aging. Accordingly, the unstable 

microemulsion-droplets can be distinguished from a thermodynamically stable 

microemulsion by examining the stability of the system upon repeated heating 

and cooling and aging. 

When rare earths were added to a sodium naphthenate-water microemulsion 

system, or the organic phase of the extraction system was equilibrated with 

an aqueous solution of rare earths, the Y/0 microemulsion was destroyed. 

However, under restrictive conditions, for example at metal ion loadings < 

10%, a homogeneous organic phase can exist for a period of days. Figure 4 

shows the result for a representative system containing sodium naphthenate

water and lanthanum ions at 7 . 8% loading . PCS measurements showed that the 

particle size increased (compare the results with those shown in Fig. 3). In 

addition, at higher loadings, it was visually observed that the addition of 

LaC13 solution reduced the water solubilization (also see Fig. 1). Also, the 

temperature effect on the particle size was irreversible, and the particles 

grew slowly with time. After aging the given sample at 20°C for 10 days, 

precipitates appeared in the organic phase . 

The mechanism of coagulation between the Y/0 microemulsion droplets is not 

clear. Nevertheless, based on its chelate coordination structure (Yu et al. , 

1980a ,b), lanthanum naphthenate may attach with one hydrocarbon tail to the 

surface film of a microdroplet producing a "penetration" effect. This 

increases the curvature of the surfactant film around the microdroplet and 

thus decreases the water content. On the other hand, a similar "penetration" 

of the second tail may occur with another microdroplet and thereby build 

bridges between microdroplets resulting in a size growth . At lower loadings, 

this coagulation is a slow process, but it can be accelerated by heating. 

3.3 Reduction of water solubilization bv lanthanides 

The stretching vibrational absorption band of liquid water near 3400 cm-1 

in the FT-IR spectra (Yeng et al., 1985) can be used to compare the ability 

of lanthanides to reduce solubilized water. The FT-IR spectra for HDEHP and 

saponified HDEHP, i.e . , NaDEHP ·3HDEHP, inn-heptane are shown in Fig . 5. The 

FT-IR spectra in Fig. 6 show the ability of lanthanides to reduce the 

solubilized water. The effect also depends on the lanthanide ion loading, 

i.e., the higher the loading, the greater the reduction of solubilized water. 

In fact, the FT-IR spectra in Figs. 5 and 6 show less amount of solubilized 

water than that in the lanthanum-naphthenic acid system shown in Fig . 1, 

therefore the aggregates formed from organophosphorus extractants (HDEHP) are 
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more likely reversed micelles . FT-IR spectra for PC 88A and CYANEX 272 

systems (not shown in this report) also show the reduction of solubilized 

water upon the extraction of lanthanides. A detailed discussion will be 

communicated elsewhere . 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The saponified naphthenic acid can form Y/0 microemulsions in the 

mixed solvent 80% n-heptane and 20% 2-octanol (vjv) . 

(2) In the extraction of La3+, a coordination reaction takes place between 

La3+ and naphthenate ligands, thereby forming a chelate complex of lanthanum 

naphthenate . 

(3) Y/0 microemulsions are destroyed by the extraction of La3+ and 

accompanied by a size growth and water content decrease, which is proposed to 

result from the possible effect of hydrocarbon tail penetration of lanthanum

naphthenate complexes and bridging between microdr oplets . 

(4) In the extraction of lanthanides by partially saponified HDEHP in n

heptane , a reduction of solubilized water occurs and the effect depends on 

the lanthanide loading, i.e . , the higher the loading, the lower the water 

content. 
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EXTRACTION OF NICKEL FROM NITRATE MEDIA WITH DI(2-ETHYLHEXYL)PHOSPHORIC 
ACID UNDER HIGH LOADING CONDITIONS 

SANG JOON PARK AND RONALD D. NEUMAN 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Auburn University 
Auburn, AL 36849, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The extraction of nickel(!!) from nitrate media of ionic strength 0.25 M 
by di(2 -ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) in n-heptane has been studied 
under constant high nickel loading conditions (0.4) and pH 5 . 7 to further 
understand hydrometallurgical solvent extraction . The experimental 
techniques of dynamic light scattering and FT-IR spectroscopy, as well as 
classical physicochemical and extraction measurements, were employed to 
characterize the nickel-HDEHP complexes formed in the organic phase. It 
was found that there were two regimes for the [HDEHP] dependence of the 
equilibrium nickel distribution coefficient . The enhancement in nickel 
extractability at higher [HDEHP] is presumably due to differences in the 
nature of the nickel-HDEHP complexes. Indeed, the characterization study 
provided strong evidence that cylindrical reversed micelles form in the 
organic phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) is a typical extractant for 

recovery of nickel from acidic leach solutions . Under low nickel loading 

conditions (<0.04), the nickel-extractant complexes exist as a single 

"monomeric" species (Komasawa et al., 1981) . On the other hand, as the 

loading ratio increases above 0 . 04, the composition of the nickel

extractant complexes changes and aggregates (or polymeric species) begin to 

form . However, conventional slope analysis based on equilibrium metal 

distribution can not be applied to highly loaded systems because the 

extraction equation varies with the loading ratio in a complex manner . 

Recently, Neuman and co-workers (Gaonkar et al., 1987, 1989; Neuman et 

al . , 1990a,b) investigated various solvent extraction systems containing 

HDEHP and metal ions. These investigators employed colloid and surface 

science concepts in their study of the aggregation behavior of metal-HDEHP 

complexes . They concluded that the aggregation in solvent extraction is 

analogous to that for classical surfactants in nonpolar solvents and 

proposed that the aggregates were reversed micelles. In addition, a 

general model (see Fig. 1) for aggregation of metal-extractant complexes in 

acidic organophosphorus solvent extraction systems was proposed . 
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Fig. 1 . Simplified model for aggregation of metal-extractant complexes in 
acidic organophosphorus solvent extraction systems (from Neuman et al . , 
1990b). 

In these studies , however, the metal loading ratio was not well 

controlled . Accordingly , in the present work, a systematic investigation 

of nickel extraction was performed under more controlled high loading 

conditions in order to further the fundamental understanding of nickel(II) 

extraction by HDEHP and, in general, the solvent extraction of metal ions 

by acidic organophosphorus extractants . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 

HDEHP (Morton Thiokol, 98%) was purified by the copper salt method 

described elsewhere (Partridge and Jensen , 1969) . The diluent, n-heptane, 

(Aldrich, 99+%) was purified by simple distillation, and water was purified 

by a reverse-osmosisfNANOpure II (Barnstead) system . Nickel nitrate 

(AESAR, 99.9999%) was used as received. All other chemicals were 

analytical reagent grades . 

In measurements of the equilibrium nickel distribution coefficient, D, 

the initial concentrations of nickel nitrate and those of HDEHP were varied 

from 0 . 0025 to 0 . 1000 M and from 0 . 0003 to 0.229 F, respectively . Equal 

volumes of the aqueous and n-heptane solutions were adjusted to pH 5.7 and 

equilibrated at 20.0 + O. l°C. The nickel content of the aqueous phase was 

determined by back- titration against EDTA with standard thorium solution . 

The following methodology was adopted for determination of D at constant 

loading. For a given initial nickel concentration, a series of experiments 

was conducted to obtain the equilibrium nickel distribution coefficient and 

loading, L, corresponding to various initial concentrations of HDEHP . 

Then, the concentration of HDEHP, which yielded a loading ratio of 0 .4 , was 

obtained from the plot of loading versus log (HDEHP] . At this HDEHP 



concentration, D was determined from the plot of log D versus log [HDEHP] . 

Next, the nickel concentration was varied, and the same procedures were 

repeated to obtain another [HDEHP] value at which the organic phase was 80% 

loaded, i . e . , L- 0.4 . In this study, [HDEHP] was the corrected value 

obtained by subtracting the aqueous phase HDEHP concentration from the 

total HDEHP concentration. The HDEHP concentration in the aqueous phase 

was determined by the method of Bhattacharyya and Murthy (1974) . Ionic 

strength also was kept constant at 0.25 M. In order to maintain constant 

ionic strength, however, a different amount of NaN03 was added to each 

aqueous solution since different initial nickel nitrate concentrations were 

used for the constant loading experiments. The nickel-extractant complexes 

in the organic phase were characterized by dynamic light scattering and FT

IR spectroscopic measurements using the apparatus and procedures described 

elsewhere (Neuman et al., 1990a,b) . Furthermore, the water content of the 

organic phase was determined-using a Fisher L/I aquametry apparatus. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the effect of total HDEHP (free and complexed) 

concentration in the organic phase on the equilibrium nickel distribution 

coefficient at constant loading ratio. As shown in Fig . 2, two different 

regimes for the HDEHP dependence of D are observed. In fact, at higher 

HDEHP concentrations, nickel extraction is enhanced. If the nickel

extractant complexes in the organic phase are identical throughout the 
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Fig. 2. Equilibrium nickel distribution coefficient as a function of HDEHP 
concentration in the organic phase at loading ratio 0.4 and pH 5 . 7. 
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entire extractant concentration range, the log D-log [HDEHP] plot should be 

a straight line under constant loading conditions. Accordingly, we can 

infer that different nickel-extractant complexes (chemically or physically) 

are formed in the organic phase depending on the extractant concentration . 

Table 1 shows the size of the aggregates formed by the nickel-HDEHP 

complexes in the organic phase as determined by dynamic light scattering. 

The mean effective hydrodynamic radius, r, increases as the total [HDEHP] 

increases at constant loading . On the other hand, the polydispersity 

index, Q, which is a measure of the width of the size distribution, 

decreases with increasing HDEHP concentration . These results also indicate 

that the aggregate size and polydispersity index are consistent with those 

of reversed micelles. 

TABLE 1 

Dynamic light scattering measurements of organic phase of solvent 
extraction system HDEHP/n -heptanejnickel(II) nitrate solution*. 

Sample [Ni2+linitial• M log[HDEHPlora r, A Q 
No. 

A 0 . 1000 -0.64 52 . 0 0.13 
B 0 . 0500 -1 . 00 31.5 0 . 14 
c 0.0301 -1.31 22 . 5 0.25 
D 0.0202 -1.61 -15 0 . 27 

*Loading ratio 0 . 4, pH 5 . 7, 20°C. 

The FT-IR spectra of the organic phase for the system HDEHP/n-heptane/ 

nickel(!!) nitrate solution are given in Fig . 3. The spectra show the 

0-H stretching and bending absorption bands of liquid water at about 3400 

and 1630 cm- 1 , respectively . Accordingly , it appears that the aggregates 

are reversed micelles since the FT-IR results indicate the existence of 

"bulk" water in the core of the aggregates formed by nickel-HDEHP 

complexes. However, the 0-H stretching vibrational absorption band 

observed at 3200 cm- 1 implies that the aggr,egates also contain bound water 

molecules to complete the coordination number (6) of nickel . Therefore, 

the most probable unit structure of the nickel-HDEHP complexes in the 

aggregates is Ni(DEHP) 2n(H20) where n, the number of coordinated water 

molecules, is equal to two under high loading conditions . 

In addition to the FT-IR spectra, the water content in the organic phase 

was determined . Table 2 shows that the absolute water content increases 
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Fig. 3. FT-IR spectra of the organic phase of the solvent extraction system 
HDEHP/n-heptanejnickel(II) nitrate solution. log[HDEHP]: A--0.64, B--1.00 
c--1.31 and D--2.21. 

with increasing HDEHP concentration (or size of aggregates). However, W0 , 

the molar ratio of water to HDEHP in the organic phase, does not vary 

significantly with HDEHP concentration. Thus, the shape of the reversed 

micelles appears to be cylindrical (or rodlike). The approximate size of 

the cylindrical reversed micelles was estimated by taking into considera

tion the hydrodynamic radius of the aggregates and the molecular dimensions 

of HDEHP, water and nickel ions. The ratio of length to radius of the 

cylindrical reversed micelles was about 5-7, for example, 130 A length and 

23 A radius in the case of sample A. 

TABLE 2 

Water content of the organic phase of the solvent extraction 
system HDEHP/n-heptane/nickel(II) nitrate solution*. 

Sample Water content, wo 
No. g/L 

A 23.6 5.8 
B 9.70 5.4 
c 4 . 73 5.4 
D 2.18 4.8 

*Loading ratio 0.4, pH 5.7, 20°C. 

Therefore, the present study shows that the general model proposed by 

Neuman et al. (1990b) can be applied to the nickel extraction system under 
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high loading conditions. In addition, the metal-extractant aggregates can 

grow either into spherical (e . g., Na-HDEHP) or cylindrical (e.g., Ni-HDEHP) 

reversed micelles. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The equilibrium nickel distribution results show that there are two 

regimes for the D dependence on [HDEHP] at constant loading. Furthermore, 

nickel extraction was enhanced when the nickel-HDEHP complexes formed 

cylindrical reversed micelles . 
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ABSTRACT 
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The distribution of zinc(II) between solutions of di(2-ethylhexyi)phosphoric acid in 
dodecane, decalin or heptane and aqueous solutions has been studied in sulphate and 
perchlorate media. The dependence of the distribution ratio of zinc(II) on the 
concentration of H+ ions, the extractant concentration and the initial concentration 
of zinc(II) was measured at room temperature. Small amounts of zinc are extracted 
as mononuclear complexes of the type ZnA2·2HA. Polynuclear zinc complexes with 
Zn/HDEHP ratios up to 1/2 are extracted at >0.01 M Zn(II) in the organic phase. 
The possible composition of the polynuclear complexes was estimated by a computer 
evaluation of the distribution data. Substitution of dodecane by decalin suppresses 
slightly the extraction of zinc(II). Changes in temperature and ionic strength have 
no significant influence on the distribution ratio. 

INTRODUCTION 

Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (hereafter HDEHP, in formulas HA) has been 

shown to be an effective extractant for the separation of a large number of 

divalent metals in hydrometallurgical processes (Baes, 1962; Komasawa, 1981; Lo, 

1983). The aim of this work was to obtain and interpret extensive distribution data 

for a model extraction system. Among divalent transition metals, zinc is extracted 

by HDEHP more effective than copper, cadmium, cobalt or nickel (Kolarik, 1974). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

HDEHP (Bayer) was purified by precipitating a copper salt (Partridge, 1969). The 

other chemicals (Merck, Ventron-Alfa) were used as received. 

The organic phase was a solution of HDEHP in dodecane, decalin or heptane. 

The aqueous phase was a solution of sodium sulfate or perchlorate, sulfuric or 

perchloric acids and zinc sulfate or perchlorate in deionized water. The ionic 

strength was 0. 75 and temperature was 23°C± 1 •c, with the exception of those cases 

in which the effect of the ionic strength and temperature was investigated. The 

initial concentration of zinc(II) in the aqueous phase was varied from traces (about 

10-6 MJ to 0.058 M in the sulfate medium and to 0.055 M in the perchlorate 

medium. 

The experiments were carried out in one way bottles, which were shaken for 
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about 30 min. at a middle frequency. The zinc sulfate and perchlorate solutions 

used in the extraction were labeled with a 6SznC12 solution. A relation between the 

molarity of zinc and the gamma counting rate was determined for each series of 

measurements. The pH value expresses the concentration and not the thermodynamic 

activity of hydrogen ions. The glass electrode used for the measurements was 

calibrated with solutions containing known amounts of respective acids at a desired 

ionic strength. 

The program LETAGROP DISTR (Liem, 1971) was used for the evaluation of the 

distribution data. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Fig. 1: Zinc extraction at different HDEHP concentrations in dodecane. 
Zn(II): -10-6 M, 0.75 M (Na,H)Cl04, 23•c. 

The distribution of zinc(II) traces in a system with dodecane diluent is shown in 

Fig. 1. Results analogous to those in Fig. 1 were obtained at pH 1.7 to 4.0 in the 

sulfate medium (dodecane diluent). Analogous results were also obtained at pH 1.0 

to 2.0 in the perchlorate medium with decalin and heptane diluents. The distribution 

ratio of zinc is suppressed by a factor of 1.4, if temperature is increased from 

23•c to 45•c (dodecane diluent, perchlorate medium). The distribution ratio of zinc 

is increased by a factor 1.15, if the ionic strength is decreased from 0.75 to 0.1. 

The distribution ratio is a -1.7 power function of the HDEHP concentration. Two 

explanations are possible: 
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1- HDEHP is predominantly dimeric in the organic phase, and the complexes 

ZnA2·HA and ZnA2·2HA are extracted. 

2- HDEHP exists in the organic phase as a mixture of a dimer and a trimer, and 

only the complex ZnA2·2HA is extracted. 

Partial trimerisation of HDEHP in aliphatic or alicyclic diluents is indicated by 

data reported in the literature (Ferraro, 1961). Moreover, a mathematical treatment 

of the data gave a better fit with the latter model. Thus, the distribution 

equilibrium of zinc(II) can be expressed as 

zn2+ + 2 (HA)2,org (1) 

and, in systems with a sulfate containing aqueous phase 

with n=1,2,3 (2) 

The logarithm of the equilibrium constant of the reaction (1) is 0.52±0.02 with 

dodecane diluent. It is slightly lower (0.4) with heptane diluent, and a value of 

0.3±0.1 was found with decalin diluent. The dissociation constant of the bisulfate ion 

was not determined in our work. A value of 0.0667 was derived from data given in 

(Smith, 1976, p.79). The logarithms of the formation constants of the Zn(II) 

monosulfate, disulfate and trisulfate complexes (reaction 2) are 0.94±0.07, -1.7 and 

2.47±0.06, respectively. The formation of a sodium salt of HDEHP in the organic 

phase plays a marginal role at pHs2.4. Nevertheless, it was taken into account in 

the calculations of equilibrium constants. A value of 0.0008 was estimated from the 

published literature (Lanin, 1972; Dubuquoy, 1967) for the equilibrium constant of 

the formation of the species NaA·3HA. 

The results at pH~3 are badly reproducible and possibly are impaired by a 

micelle or colloid formation. The appearance of a maximum on the pH dependence 

of the distribution ratio of zinc(II) (Fig. 1) can be ascribed to increasing conversion 

of HDEHP to a sodium salt in the organic phase. 

The distribution of variable amounts of zinc(II) is shown in Fig. 2 and 3 for 

sulfate and perchlorate systems, respectively. 

Polynuclear zinc complexes are extracted at [Zn2+)0 rg>O.Ol M. As the amount of 

Zn(II) in the system increases, the overall HDEHP/Zn(II) ratio in the organic phase 

decreases below 4 and can become as low as 2.1. The coordination number of the 

zinc ion in the polymeric complexes was supposed not to be higher than 4. This 

supposition is justified by the fact that the zinc(II) ion exhibited no tendency to a 

coordination number of >4 even in the extraction of zinc(II) traces. The simplest 

consideration assumes chain complexes with eight-membered Zn/HDEHP rings as 

links. Two zinc ions are bridged by two HDEHP anions in the link rings. Eight-
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membered rings involving each an undissociated HDEHP molecule and a HDEHP 

anion are attached to the end zinc ions of the chain (Kolarik, 1976). The 

composition of such complexes would be Zn"A2n·2HA. 
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Fig. 2: Zinc extraction with 0.2 M HDEHP in dodecane at different concentrations. 
Zn(II): -10-6 M up to 0.058 M, 0.25 M (Na,H)2S04, 23°C. 
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Fig. 3: Zinc extraction with 0.2 M HDEHP in dodecane at different concentrations. 
Zn(II): - 10-6 M up to 0.055 M, 0.75 M (Na,H)Cl04 , 23°C. 
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A plausible model of the extraction equilibrium includes the complexes 

ZnA2·2HA, Zn2A4·2HA, Zn4A8·2HA, Zn15A30 ·2HA and Zn45A90 ·2HA. Also mixed 

complexes like Na3Zn10A23·2HA can be formed in the organic phase. 

However, only a moderately good fit of experimental and calculated results could 

be reached with this model. The fit could markedly be improved by two additional 

assumptions, namely 

1- the extraction of complexes of the type Zn0 A2n-k(Cl04)k·2HA 

2- the formation of HDEHP complexes in the aqueous phase. 

Since perchlorate ions could not reliably be detected in the loaded organic phase, 

the first assumption was rejected. Whatever the plausibility of the second 

assumption is, we reached a good fit by adding the complexes ZnA+ and Zn6A11 ·HA+ 

in the aqueous phase to the above model involving four oligomeric complexes in the 

organic phase. 
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ABSTRACT 
The rate of solvent extraction of iron(III) and chromium(III) in aqueous 

perchlorate solutions into 4-methyl-2-pentanone with several S-diketones has 
been measured and the mechanism of extraction was considered. The extraction 
of iron(III) was found to proceed through two routes; one was the extraction 
of the metal chelate formed in the aqueous phase and the other was the 
extraction of ion-pairs followed by chelate formation in the organic phase. 
The extraction of chromium(III) was found ~o proceed a l so through these two 
routes but besides these, an extraction of a precursor species formed in the 
aqueous phase occured and the rate of extraction through this route was about 
102 times higher than that of the others. 

1 INRODUCTION 

It was observed that the rate of extraction of certain metal i ons in 

aqueous perchlorate solutions with S-diketones into 4-methyl-2-pentanone 

(MIBK) was much higher than that into carbon tetrachloride. (Sekine et al., 

1971, 1975, 1980) This was explained in terms of an extraction of the metal 

perchlorate and that of ion-pairs of cationic metal complex with perchlorate 

ions. In the present study , the rate of complex formation of iron(III) and 

chromium(III) with S-diketones in aqueous perchlorate solutions and in MIBK 

solutions was determine d and the contribution of these reactions in each phase 

to the whole extraction process was considered . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

All the experiments were carried out at 298 K. The reagents and diluents 

we r e similar to those in the previous papers . (Inaba et al ., 1985, 1989) The 

S-diketones used were ; acetylacetone (Haa), trifluoroacetylacetone (Htfa), and 

benzoyltrifluoroacetone (Hbfa). The experimental procedures were also similar 

to those in previous papers . (Inaba et al ., 1985, 1989, Sekine et al., 1984, 

1985 , 1988) 

(i) Rate of solvent extraction . An aqueous 4 mol dm-3 sodium perchlorate 

solution of iron(III) or chromium(III) and the same volume of an MIBK solution 

of a S-diketone were placed in a stoppered glass tube and they were agitated 
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vigorously for a given time. The amount of metal extracted was determined by 

spectrophotometry or atomic absorption spectrometry. 

(ii) Rate of complex formation in aqueous solutions. An aqueous 4 mol 

dm-3 perchlorate solution containing iron(III) or chromium(III) was mixed up 

with an aqueous solution of a S-diketone. The solution was left standing in 

the dark for a given time. The complex in the solution was determined by 

spectrophotometry or from the amount extracted into an organic solvent. 

(iii) Rate of complex formation in MIBK. An MIBK solution which 

extracted the metal perchlorate was mixed up with an MIBK solution of a S-

diketone. The resulted solution was left standing in the dark for a given 

time. The amount of complex formed was determined by spectrophotometry. 

3 STATISTICAL 

The subscript "erg" in the present paper denotes chemical species in the 

organic phase. Then the ditribution equilibrium of a S-diketone, HA, can be 

written as: 

HA ;;OO HAorg; Kd = [HAlorg/[HA) ( 1) 

The rate of solvent extraction and that of complex formation in an 

aqueous soluton and in MIBK may be expressed as: 

VsE = kobsdSE[M(III)) 

VCF(aq) = kobsd(aq)[M3+] 

VCF(org) = kobsd(org)[M3+Jorg 

( 2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

Here, [M3+Jorg denotes the total concentration of the metal ions which are not 

complexed with the S-diketone in an MIBK solution. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The values of distribution constant for the S-diketones used are listed 

in Table 1. (Inaba et al., 1985, Sekine et al., 1988) 

TABLE 1. Distribution constants of S-diketones. 

Haa Htfa Hbfa 

log Kd 0.39 1.16 3.30 

4. 1 Iron(III)-Htfa, Hbfa system 

(i) Rate of complex formation in aqueous solutions. It was observed 

that the rate of complex formation was first order with respect to the metal 

ions and the reagent. The rate was zero to inverse first order with respect 
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to the hydrogen ions. From these, the following rate equation can be written. 

VCF(aq} = (kQaq + klaq[H+]-l}[HA)[Fe(III}) (5} 

The rate constants obtained are listed in Table 2. 

(ii} Rate of complex formation in MIBK solutions. It was found that the 

rate was first order with respect to the metal ions and HA. It was apparently 

inverse first order with respect to the hydrogen ions in the aqueous solution 

from which the metal ions were extracted into MIBK solution as perchlorate at 

equilibrium . 

equation . 

From these results, the rate can be expressed by the following 

VcF(org} = klorg[HAlorg[H+J-l[Fe(III}l 0 rg (6} 

The rate constants obtained are summarized in Table 2 . 

TABLE 2. Summary of rate constants for iron(III}. 

(a) Rate constants of complex formation. 
log koaq log klaq log klorg 
(W1s-1) (s-1) (M-ls-1) 

Htfa -1.2 -1.6 -0.9 
Hbfa -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 

(b) Rate constants of solvent extraction. 
log kOSE log k1SE log kosE* log klsE* 
(Wls-1) (s-1) (M-ls-1} (s-1) 

Htfa -2.2 -2.5 -2.1 -2.5 
Hbfa -2.6 -3 .4 -2.8 -3.4 

(iii} Rate of solvent exrtaction into MIBK. Figures 1(a} and 1(b} give 

the experimental results of the rate of solvent extraction . 

analyze these results, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as: 

VsE = (kOSE + k1SE[H+]-1)[HAltotal[Fe(III}) 

In order to 

( 7} 

where [HAltotal is similar to the initial concentration of HA in the organic 

phase . When the concentration of iron(III} in the aqueous phase, [Fe(III}), 

is nearly equal to [Fe3+], the rate of solvent extraction can be introduced by 

the sum of the rate of complex formation in the both phases. The solid line 

in each figure was calculated on the basis of the following equation: 

VSEcal VCF(aq} + VCF(org} 

(kQaq + klaq[H+]-l)X(Kd+l)-lX(HA)total[Fe(III}) 

(kQSE* + klsE*[H+]-1)[HA)total[Fe(III}) (8} 
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where DFe denotes the distribution ratio of the metal ions as ion-pairs with 

perchlorate anions . As seen from these figures , the calculated rate assuming 

that complex formation takes place in the both phases nearly agree with the 

experimental results . However , the calculated rate which was made by assuming 

that the complex formation took place only in the aqueous phase (given by the 

broken line) is much lower than that experimentally obtained. 

The values of rate constant obtained experimentally and those from the 

calculati on are summarized in Table 2 . 

-1 C.) Htfa - / 

I / 
/ , 

-?" 
~ -2 :.--'l 
~ .c. -:.~ 

1-3 
vef'C8q) only 

Vc.c ... + VCI'(-.1 
~ 

-1 (b) Hbfa 

~-4 

.r -4 J 
0 1 2 -5--o~--~1----~2~ 

-log [H•] -log [H•] 

Fig. 1. Dependence of rate of solvent extraction of iron(III) with 
(a) Htfa and (b) Hbfa into MIBK as a function of hydrogen ions. 

4. 2 Chromium(III) - Haa, Htfa system 

(i) Rate of compl ex formation in aqueous solutions. It was observed 

that the rate was first order with respect to the metal ions and HA, and 

inverse first order with respect to the hydrogen ions when the extractant was 

Haa and inverse first to second order with respect to the hydrogen ions when 

it was Htfa. From the results , the following rate equation can be written as ; 

VCF(aq) = (klaq[H+]-1 + k2aq[H+]-2)[HA][Cr(III)] (9) 

The rate constants obtained are listed in Table 3 . 

(ii) Rate of complex formation in MIBK solutions . It was found that the 

rate was first order with respect to the metal ions and HA. It was inverse 

first order with respect to hydrogen ions when the ligand was Htfa while it 

was somewhat lower in the Haa system; about -0 . 8 order with respect to the 

h ydr ogen ions . This can not be explained clearly . However, in the present 
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study , we treated the dependence of the rate on the hydrogen ions as -1 . From 

these, the rate equation may be written as : 

VCF(org) = k1org[HAlorg[H+]-1[Cr3+Jorg 

The rate constants obtained are summarized in Table 3 . 

TABLE 3 . Summary of rate constants for chromium(III) . 

(a) Rate constants of complex formation. 

Haa 
Htfa 

log k1aq log k2aq 
(s-1) (M s-1) 

-8 . 9 
-8.8 -1 1. 6 

(b) Rate cons tants of solvent extraction. 

log k1org 
(s-1) 

-6 . 7 
-7.1 

log k1SE log k2SE log k1sE* log k2sE* 
(M s-1) 

Haa 
Htfa 

(s-1) (M s-1) (s-1) 

-7 . 2 -8 . 7 
-7.1 -10.4 -9.0 -12 . 8 

(10) 

(i ii) Rate of solvent extraction into MIBK. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) give 

the experimental results of the rate of solvent extraction . It was found that 

the rate was inverse first and second order with respect to the hydrogen ions 

with the extraction of chromium(III) . Thus Eq. 2 can be rewritten as: 

VsE = (k1SE[H+]-1 + k2SE[H+]-2)[HA)total[ Cr(III )) (11) 

where [HAltotal and [Cr(III)J were defined the same as in Eq . 7 . 

(a) Haa 0 (b) Htfa 

81 - 00 1-3 J-4 0 -,...., n 
c( 0 c( 0 
::z::: ::z::: 0 
LJ -5 LJ -4 0 ' ' Ill 

I 
00 

1 
t 00 
~ -6 ~ -5 - -
~ ~ 

-7 2 3 4 -6 2 4 
-log [H•J 

Fig . 2 Dependence of rate of solvent extraction of chromium(III) with 
(a) Haa and (b) Htfa into MIBK as a function of hydrogen ions. 
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The solid line in each figure was calculated by the following equation: 

VsEcal VcF(aq) + VcF(org) 

(12) 

where Dcr denotes the distribution ratio of the metal ions as ion-pairs with 

perchlorate anions . The values of rate constant obtained are summarized in 

Table 3 . As seen from these figures , the extraction rate experimentally 

obtained with both Haa and Htfa is much higher than that calculated by Eq . 12. 

This indicates that an extraction of a chrorniurn(III) species whose rate of 

formation is about 102 times higher than that of the species in the both 

phases already described should be occured . 

It has been pointed out that the rate of solvent exrtaction of these 

metal ions with the 8-diketones into MIBK is much higher than that into carbon 

tetrachloride . As seen from the present results , the higher rate of 

exrtaction of iron(III) into MIBK can well be explained by consideration of 

the complex formation in the organic phase . However, the rate of extraction 

of chrorniurn(III) is still much higher than that estimated by assuming that the 

complex formation takes place in the both phases . This was explained in a 

previous paper (Inaba et al. , 1989) to be due to an extraction of a 

"precursor" species . 
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DILUENT INFLUENCE ON THE EXTRACTION OF DIVALENT COBALT BY 

THENOYLTRIFLUOROACETONE, DIAENZ0-18 -CROWN-6 AND TIIEIR MIXTURES 

FROH PERCHLORATE AQUEOUS Hl!DIUH. 

S.M. KHALH'A, F.SIIEII/\TA, 11.~'./\I.Y, 

Hot Lahor·atory Gentre. Atomic En<!rt:v Author i t.y, t:ll~;f!, Egypt. 

ABSTRACT 

The extraetion of Co(ll) hy thenoyltr·ifluoroacet.one (H'fTAI, 

dibenzo 18-crown- 6 (Db18C6) <md their· llixtur<!:; in different 

di luents fro11 perchlorate aqw!ous mediu11 waR invest ir,ated. The 

stoic:h .io11ctric for·mu .lae of the extracted specieB were found to 

be Co ('r1'A)
2

, Co OH(OhtfiC6)(C!0
4

) and Co (TTA)
2

.Dbl0Ct;, in eaeh of 

the diluents UBt~d. The stability of P.Xtractetl chelate was found to 

increase by increasin1~ the diel ectric connt.ant (Cl or the diluent, 

while the stability of l.he adduct decrea~:cd with incr·easing( .The 

salle trend Wiss otmerved with ot.hel'· phyt>icochemical para~eters of 

the diluent:;. The non Bpt~eific interaction bet:1wen the diluent and 

the solute was also elahor;rl.<!d for the syste11o: Btudi·~<l, via the 

solubility paraueter· of ttoP. extracted spech~!L 

lN'CRODUCTIOH 

Di lut!nts have a r,c•eat: effect on the extc•ct ion of met.:lls. 

In soae cases, this influence 11ay exce<!c:l the synergic: effect 

itself as mentioned by Akiba (19"/3). The meta l extractability was 

related with the diluents difdectrit: cocmt:ant, Aly et al (1979), 

the dipole aoment, Gobble and Haddock (1958), Hammett's 

substituent constants, Stronski and Nahlik (1972), and the 

solubility parameter, rrv~nt; and Al-Jarrah ( 1973). Hazarenke et 

al (1983) found that the extraction of alkali 11etal fro11 picrate 

aediu11 by 15-crown-5 in chloroform is twice in tlenzene. Bunecl 

et al (1984) found the sequence : adiponitl'ile > isobutyronitrile 

) acetophenone > cyclohexanone > uethylenechloride > phenylaceto

nitrile duri~: the~ extr,1ction of potil:;siua P- nitroph<!nmdde by 

different crown ethers of these solvents. 'the effect of nitro-

benzene (Nbl, toluene ('fol) and their aixtures on t .he extraction 

219 
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of cobalt (Ill by H'f1'/\ and ()b18C6 was pt·eviously investigated by 

Khalifa (1987). In the present work, the effect of various 

solvents on the extraction of Co-60 by HTTA, Ob18C6 and their 

•ixturcs was studied and diHcu:;sed . 

EIPERIMKNTAL 

Oibenzo- 18-crown- 6 (Ob18C6), l?luka product, was used 

without further purification. HT'fA and all other rt~agenls were of 

analytical reagent (1\.I:L) grade. 1'he Co-60 radioactive tracer 

and the extraction procedure wt~r·e identical to those previously 

reported by Aly et al (1985). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The effect of thirteen diluents on the extraction of 

radioactive cobalt froa aqueous perchlorate IIEldiu11, 0.1 (H•, 

NaCl0
4

J, by HT1'A was investi~ated. Slope analysis of the 

experimental results indicated the following extraction equilibriua 

for all diluents used , 

Co2
• + 2 HtTA _...... Co(TTA) + 2 H+ (1) 

....-- 2 

where bared. syabols point to the organic phase. 

Cobalt was slightly extracted by Db18C6 according to the following 

eqilibriua, 

Co(OH+) + Dbi8C6 + ClO- _...... Co OH. Db18C6 (ClO J (2) 
4 ..,.---- " 

Synergic extraction of Co(IIJ by HTTA aixed with Db18C6 

was found for the different diluents used, as exeaplified by 

0-nitrotoluene and carbon tetrachloride, Fig. (1). 

10 

~~"'~ • 0.02>11 
f.oH. J . J 

• 0-nltrotolu. 
• carbcln t.b .. 

chlor1• 



The effect of [H+-1, [HT1'A) and [Ob18C6) when fixing two of 

the three para11cter·s and slope analysis of the reBults showed 

that the extract ion equ i li br i i l are repeaent:ed by 

Co2>+ 2 H'tl'l\ + Ob18Ct.~ Co('l"fA)
2

• llblllG t 211• (3) 

The adduct for•aation reaction in the organic phitBe can be 

rP.presented by 

Co(TTA)
2 

+ Db18C6 :::::= Co('C'l'A)
2

• Db18C6 (4) 

F<1r all diluents used, the stoi<:hioaetric for11ulae elucidated is 

Co(n'A)
2

• Db18C6. 

The extraction constants K
20

, K
11 

and K
21 

of reaction 1,2 

and 3 were calculated for difre·rent di luent.s and included In 

Table 1 with the synergic factor (S.F) and the foraation constant 

(p
21

) of the synergic rea<:tlon, as calculated fro• reaction (4). 

TABLE 1 

Extraction constants K
20

, Ku and K
21

, for11ation constant (jl 
21 

)and 

synergic factor (S.F) of Co(ll) extracted by H'fTI\ and Db18C6 in 

different diluents from perchlorate aqueous aediu11. 

diluents • · K xto'> K x106 K x105 p x10-" 
20 l J 2 J. 2.1 

1 37.6·0 . 5 18.5· 0.3 67.7•1.6 t.8.o.1 

2 24.8.0.5 39.1·0.5 52.4·1.0 2.1 +0.1 

~ 19.8·0.4 29.7·0.4 45.7+0.7 2.3+0.1 

4 8.8•0.1 5.1+0.1 27.9+0.6 3 . 2+0.1 

5 6.1+0.1 4.1•0.1 22.4+0.4 3.7+0.1 

6 2.5•0.4 3.9•0.1 20.2+0.4 8.2+0.2 

7 2.0.0.1 2.2•0.1 16.9·0.4 8.4+0 . 3 

8 1.7•0.1 6.6+0.1 0.14·0.1 0.1+0.1 

9 1.1+0.1 2.8•0.1 8.0+0.1 7 .2•0.3 

10 0.9•0.1 4.7•0.1 4.9•0.1 5 . 5<0.2 

11 o.u.o.t -t.9.o.1 1.s.o.2 9.2··0.1 

12 0.7+0.1 2.5.0.1 5.8.0.1 8.3+0 . 3 

13 0.6.0.1 2.5·0.1 4.5. 0.1 8.0.0.2 

S.F 
( 11\Q.)() 

178 

203 

221 

314 

362 

782 

813 

7 

674 

477 

865 

763 

714 cont. 
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Table cant 

• 1- nitrobenzene 2- 0- nitrotoluene 3- 11 - nitrotoluene 
4- 11ethylisobutylketone ~j- 0- d i chi orobfmzene (> ·· et.hylenechloride 
7- benzene 0- d1lor·oform 9-trichloroethylene 

10- chl oroben::-:ent! 11 ·· carbon tetracllloritle 
12- xylene (llixtures) t.:l -· toluene 

The st.oichiolll!l.eric formulae of the difft!rent: extracted species 

Co(TTI\)
2

,<:o OII(Db18C6)(CLO .. > and <:o('fTI\)
2

.Db18C6 were found to be 

the same in all diluents uHed indic:~ting that the diluents used 

has no specific t!ffect: on the stoichiometric ratios. These 

results run par;·tJ!t!l lo vm·ioul{ reportt!d d<1lil by Marcus and 

Kertes (1%9) and 1\ly d al ( 1.9/9). 

deter11inc.-d for d i fff!renl. di hu!nts 

The different constants 

indicated that a large 

variations is observed by changing the diluent, '!'able 1. To 

discuss these result:H, K
20

, K
11 

and (1
21 

wer·e correlated to 

dielectric constant !C), polarizabi 1 ity and solubility paraaeter 

of the used diluents. The incr·ease of both K
2
uand KHby increasing 

C can be ascribed to t:ht! hydrophobic eharact.er· flf the extracted 

cobalt hydrated complex S(l'!cies prefer rtetlia ~o~ith high dielectric 

constants, Denesi et al (1975). The decrease in lhe stability 

constant (13
21

) by increa:Jing C can be attributed to change in the 

hydrophobi.,: char·acter of the for11ed adduct which is less 

hyth:pphobic and prefer organic 11edia with low C O..viations of 

so11e points (fir,. 2) is, however, notable for such relations as 

aentioned by Kandi 1 and Ra11adan (1979). 

-7 

-· 
1 
• ~ ' ,o 

t
~l~ • ~ 

.. ~_ ~ ~ 
! .u~·4 

-rii'Z 9 _, 

_, 

o.s 1.0 l.S 

log dielectric con.tent (() 

ri1 . 2 V,ul&UOA of to, dlalec;trlc ~tu~taat "'Jth Jq ll:ao' loa Ku 

Uad lq a., of tbll CoUI) ••Lr.w:.UOA a.r lfTT~,Dbi8C6 Mill HnA

DbiMC6 •htur• Ia tM thlrtce• dlho~a.nlll. 



lolhen K
20

, K
11 

and f:
21 

(as calculated on 110lal basis) was related 

with C-if1 as PI'Oposed by Mottola and Freiser {1966), a high 

scattert!d linear relation wa:; obtained, whieh t!)U;Iudc the 

applicability of this relation. 

1'he polarizahilit:y {l'o, P and API of tlte investigated 

diluenls wert! calculated where Po, P and A P <u·e the optical 

the 110lar polal'izability and electric ao11ent polarizability, 

alternatively. The relationships between the constants 

K
20

,Ku""":1 1\.u with the respeetive valut!S of P<>, P and A P gave 

the saae trend which indicates the increast! in K
20

and K
11

with 

increasing each of the polariZ<\hility values, P.:. , P or Ap, while 

for log J3
21 

an opposite trend was obtained. The best fit of this 

trend was observec1 with the molar polarizability (fir,.3) 

-7 

-8 

,} 
!' _, 

-10 

::l· 
"' !' 

-S ~ 
~i. 2 _, 
~~ 

7 13 9 

0 zo 40 60 80 100 170 

llolor. polarhotlan (P), c.1 

rla.:t VarlattOA of tbe .alar polU'laatloa of tM thlrt .. h dlluent.a 
wltlll Joe Kao• loa ku and Ia& '.,, Cor the Co(ll) eatracUOft 
bJ KTTA, Dbl8C6 and HTTA-Dbl8C6 alxture. 

These re:1ults can bE! explained as being due to the pret~ence of a 

si11ple coluabic force variations within the different diluents. 

The last approach consi.dt!red to explain the diluent effect 

is tht! solubility paraaeterSml a deter11ining factor ror the non 

specific diluent - solute interaetion as studied by Irving {1972). 

In this concern,a plot. between log K or lor. jl and the respectlve S 

(calculated on •olal basis) should give a parabolic fora. This 

fora was realized in fig.(4) for the var.iations of S with the 

respective 

I•portance 

values of K , ~ , K and p which Indicate the 
zo 11 21 z• 

of the non specific interactions occured between 

used dlluents and the extracted species In each case. 
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extraction by HTTA, Db18C6 and HTTA-DblK'll •1Kture. 
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STUDY OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROCESS BY ION-TRANSFER POLAROGRAPHY 
AT THE LIQUID/LIQUID INTERFACE 

Z. YOSHIDA, H. AOYAGI, E. TACHIKAWA, AND S. KIHARA* 
Department of Chemistry, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 
Tokai, Ibaraki 319-11 (Japan) 
*Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji, 
Kyoto 611 (Japan) 

ABSTRACT 
Ion-transfer across the aqueous/organic solutions interface 

which is involved in the solvent extraction reactibn was investi
gated by potential-scan polarography using aqueous electrolyte 
dropping electrode. The neutral carrier type 1,10-phenanthroline 
(phen) and 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) were employed as extractants 
and the solvent. The polarograms for the transfer of phen-complex 
ions of proton and such metal ions as Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), 
Fe(III), Mn(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), and Cd(II) were examined. Results 
with Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), Fe(III), and Mn(II) suggest that the 
magnitude of the limiting currents for the transfer of complex ion 
from the aqueous to the DCE phases can be correlated to the rate 
of H20-substitution of the respective hydrated ion. 

INTRODUCTION 
The mass transfer process of various species across the inter -

face of such an immiscible solvent pair as aqueous/organic (w/o) 

solutions which is involved in the solvent extraction system has 

fundamental significance in elucidating both equilibrium and 

kinetic aspects of the solvent extraction phenomena. 

The vol tammetry or the polarography for ,the ion transfer at 

the w/o interface is a powerful method to investigate the dynamic 

feature of the ion transfer, because of the unmatched advantage 

that the transfer free energy and the amount of ions transferred 

can be measured simultaneously. This technique, therefore, has 

been applied to studies of the solvent extraction reactions 

(Yoshida, et al., 1984a, b). 

In the present work, the ion transfer process involved in the 

ion-pair extraction system with 1,10-phenanthroline as extractant 

and water/1,2-dichloroethane as solvents pair is studied. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The polarogram for the ion transfer with the aqueous electro

lyte dropping electrode, AEDE, was recorded using the cell shown 
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in Fig. 1. The aqueous 

electrolyte solution, w, 

was forced upward dropwise 

through a glass capillary 

into the organic solution, 

o, containing 0.02 M 

crystalviolet tetraphenyl-
+ -borate, CV TPhB , as a 

supporting electrolyte. 

The flow rate of w and the 

drop time of the AEDE were 

controlled by adjusting 

the height of the w-reser

voir. The reference ele

ctrode in o was a tetra

phenylborate ion-selective 

electrode, TPhBE, which 

can be related to a tetra

phenylarsonium(TPhAs)

tetraphenylborate(TPhB) 

ion electrode potential, 

Fig. 1 Polarographic Cell 

i.e., TPhE, where the transfer energy is equal to be zero on the 

basis of the extrathermodynamic assumption that the transfer 

energy of TPhAs+ and that of TPhB- across a liquid/liquid inter-

face are equal. Potentiostat, wave-function generator, and 

recorder which were identical to those reported previously( Kihara 

et. al. 1986) and iR-drop compensation instrument, Hokuto Denko 

Co., Ltd., Type HI-203, were employed to record the polarogram. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the following, we define the transfer of cation from w to 

o as the anodic reaction. With this definition, the polarogram of 

the cation which transfers with a small Gibbs energy should appear 

at the less positive potential. 

Polarograms in Fig. 2 were obtained with AEDE; 1 M MgS04 

0.05 M CH 3COOLi buffer ( pH 4.7 with and without Co 2+ (1o-3M), 

and DCE; 0.05 M CV+TPhB- with and without phen (1o-3M). Curve (3) 

is the residual polarogram obtained in the absence both of co2+ 

and phen. 

The anodic wave in polarogram (1) shows a reversible charac-



w : 1M MgS04 • 0 05M CH3C00Li buffer, pH 4.7 
DCE : 0.05 CV' TPhB. 

h = 30 em , v = 2 mV s ·t 

(1) 103 M phen in DCE 

(2)163 M Co2' in w 
10·3 M phen in DCE 

H·· phenw. QCE 
tog-analysis ;64 mV 
~~, .., = -0.325 v 

H: phenw·DCE 
l og-analysi s :66 mV 
Ll <9V1 = . 0.307 v 

Ll'J' I v vs TPhB E 

Fig. 2 Ion Transfer Polarograms 
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teristics and can be 

concluded to be attrib-

utable to the transfer 

of protonated ph en (HP+) 

from w to DCE, and the 

transfer reaction is 

rapid and controlled by 

"" the diffusion of phen in 

DCE. As shown in curve 

(2) obtained in the 

presence both of co2+ 

and phen, two anodic 

waves are observed, 

which suggests that two 

" '<: 
l> 

ionic species may 

transfer across the 

interface. The first 

and the second waves are 

attributed to the trans

fer of metal-phen com

plex, MphenQ+, and HP+, 

respectively. The first 

wave shows a kinetically 

controlled characteris

tics, whereas the second 

wave shows reversible ones even in the presence of metal ion in w. 

Identical polarograms as polarogram (2) in Fig. 2 were inves

tigated with w containing various kinds of metal ions instead of 

co2+ and results are realized in Fig. 3a. Based on the feature of 

the anodic waves for the transfer of MphenQ+ and Hphen+ in the 

polarogram, seven metal ions studied can be classified into three 

groups as follows; (1) such ions as Ni2+ giving no wave for the 

transfer of MphenQ+ (2) ions, Mn 2+ , Fe 2+ , and Co2+ , giving 

kinetic controlled wave for the transfer of MphenQ+ and diffusion 

controlled wave for the transfer of Hphen+, and (3) ions, zn 2+ , 

cu2+, and Cd 2+, giving a dif f usion controlled wave for the trans

fer of MphenQ+ • 

The i-E curve recorded at single drop of AEDE containing Ni2+ 

is shown in Fig. 3b. In this experiment, the drop time of the 

AEDE was 90 sec and the potential was at -0.55 V vs TPhBE. With 

such long drop time the anodic wave due to the transfer of MphenQ+ 
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w, 1M MgS04 ' 0.2 M Acetate bufff'f 
•1 mM Mn• (pH57! 0 1) 

OCE : 002 M cv' TPh8-

• I mM phen 

-0.3 • 0.5 

Fig. 3a Polarograms for the 
transfer of metal-phen complex 
ions from w to DCE. 

h = 2 em , f>.'f= -0.55 V TPhBE 

---; res1dual current 

slop• 0.69 

; : k t 2/3 

/; 

0.1-.,/~-t;;---~'----±,---...J 
5 10 100 

t (sec) 

Fig. 3b i-t curves at single 
drop of AEDE for the trasfer 
of Ni 2+_phen complex. 

can be observed even for Ni2+, though the current is still small. 

The log-plot in Fig. 3b indicates the linear relation with slope 

0.69, which supports that the transfer of Niphen~+ is completely 

controlled by the kinetics. 

To elucidate the characteristics of the kinetic controlled 

reaction, the limiting currents for the transfer of MphenQ+ are 

plotted against the reported values of the rate of substitution of 

water molecule, k-H20 , for the respective hydrated metal ions as 

given in Fig. 4. There observed distinct correlation between the 

limiting current and k-H20 which indicates that main kinetic 

factor determining the rate of the ion transfer process of MphenQ+ 

is considered to be the dehydration of Mn+. As typical example, 

no wave for the transfer of MphenQ+ was observed for Ni2+ with 

such small k-H20 as 10 4 sec , although the stability constant of 

Ni2+-phen complex is enough large. 

Mn2+, with k-H20 between 105 and 107 

Metal ions, co2+, 

sec forms MphenQ+ 

Fe2+, or 

complex 

and the amount of MphenQ+ formed during a life time of the AEDE 

increases with the increase of k-H20. In this case, phen molecule 



~ r---n-o __ w_a_v_e ______ k_i_n_e_t-ic-------d-if_f_u_s-io-n--~ 

-controlled I I controlled 
N -
0 
Ll'l 

0 

Ni 
2• 

5 
log I<H20 (sec·') 

21 h 
I Cd2· 
I •.cd· 

10 

Fig. 4 Relation between the limiting 
current for the transfer of metal-phen 
complex and the rate of substitution of 
water molecule from the hydrated ion. 
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distributed into the w 

phase near the interface 

forms both the complex, 

MphenQ+and Hphen+. The 

ratio of the amount of 

MphenQ+ to those of 

Hphen+ increases with 

the increase of k ~H20, 

It is noteworthy 

that the half-wave 

potentials of the anodic 

waves for the transfer 

of MphenQ+ in polarograms 

in Fig. 3a may reflect 

the stability constants, 

K1, of Mn+_phen complex, 

which implies that the transferring ionic species across the w/DCE 

interface may be 1:1 complex, Mphen°+. 
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ION T!'.ANSFER OF SOi•iE HETAL IONS ACROSS THE LIQUID-LIQUID INTI:~I"ACE 
FACILITATED BY ION CARRIER COMPOUNDS 

Y. MASUDA,H. KATANO AND E. SEKIDO 
Department of Chemistry,Faculty of Science,Kobe University, 
Rokkodai, Nada-ku, Kobe 657, Japan 

ABSTRACT 
. + + .+ 2+ 2+ 2+ The transfer of some metal ~ons(Na ,K ,L~ ,Sr ,Ba ,and Pd ) 

across the liquid-liquid interface facilitated by 15-crown-5(15C5), 
or polyethylene glycol-400(PEG),or 1,4,8,11-tetrathiacyclotetra
decane(TTCT) has been studied by ion-transfer voltammetry. 
The interfacial half-wave potential equation is deduced in terms 
both of the mechanism proposed and of the equilibria of distri-
bution. The standard Gibbs transfer energies, ~ G~~O ,of alkali 
metal complex with 15C5 and ~lkali earth metal co~~lex with PEG 
were caluculated. For the Ba +ion transfer by PEG,DP voltamm
ogram showed the existence of three transfer waves. 
For the palladium(II) ion transfer by TTCT, cyclic voltammogram 
was obtained successfully. Ion-transfer voltammetry was found to be 
a powerful technique for understanding mechanism of the single-ion 
solvent extraction. 

INTRODUCTION 

A new voltammetric study using the polarizable interface between 

two immiscible electrolyte solutions(ITIES),so-called ion-transfer 

voltammetry1 - 31 , offeres a promising possibility to understand the 

mechanism of the solvent extraction processes. This technique pro

vides quantitative information on the interfacial transfer of a 

single ion. ITIES studies have been intensively undertaken by Kory

ta and his group 4- 61 , Yoshida and Kihara 7 l ,Fujinaga81 ,Freiser91 , 

and Senda 10 - 121 using various techniques. There is a few report 

about the transfer of alkali metal ion by neutral carrier ligand. 

But,there is no report about the transfer of the class-b metal 

ions by thiacrown ethers. 

In this study,the transfer of alkali metal ion (Na+,K+,Li+), 

alkali earth ion (Sr 2+,Ba 2+) and transition metal ion (Pd2+) 

across nitrobenzene(NB)/water(W) or 1,2-dichloroethane(DCE)/water 

(W) interface facilitated by neutral carrier ligand(15CS,TTCT or 

hydrophobic ligand,PEG has been examined by ion-transfer voltammetr~ 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 

The reagent,TTCT , was synthesized according to the method by 
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Rosen and Bush13 ) and recrystallized twice from ethanol. 15C5 and 

PEG were obtained from Nakalai tesque Co. Most of the other reag

ents and solvents was also obtained from Nakalai tesque Co. 

2.2 Electrochemical measurements 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV),normal pulse voltammetry(NPV) and 

differential pulse voltammetry(DPV) were carried out with a micro

computer-controlled system14 >. The detail of voltammetric measure

ments have been described elsewhere15 ). 

The electrical cell system used v1as ~>Jater-j acketted at 25 ± 0.1 

°C. The cells to be studied can be expressed as follows: 

Ag-AgCl 
(RE1) 

Ag-AgCl 
(RE1) 

Ag-AgCl 
(RE1) 

c mM 0.1 M 
15C5 NaCl or LiCl 

(water) 

* 

* 0.1 M 

TBATPB 
(NB) I 

0.1 M I 
TBACl 

(water) 
Ag-AgCl 

(RE2) 

c mM 0.1 M 
15C5 KCl 

{water) I 
0.1 M 
TPATPB 

(NB or DCE) 

0.02 M 0.1M 
TPACl MgSO, 

(water) 
Ag-AgCl 

(RE2) 

c mM 0.1 M 
PEG 400 SrCl2 or BaCl2 

(water) 

* 

I 
0.1 M 
TBATPB 

(NB or DCE) 

* 

0.1 M 
TBACl 

(water) 
Ag-AgCl 

(RE2) 

I 
0.5 M I 0.5 M lx mM 0.5 M 

Ag-AgCl MgCl2 MgCl2 PdSO, MgC!, 
(RE1) (water) (salt (water) l

y mM 
pH=1 TTCT 

(NB 

0.1 M I 0.1 M I 
TBATPB TBACl Ag-AgCl 

or DCE) (water) (RE2) 
bridge) 

The potential difference at t he i n ·t_,, •:f:a c e shown by"*" •·:as contro

lled by a laboratory-made potentiostat. The solution resistance 

was compensated for by a circuit of positive feedback. 

The electric cells used are shown in Fig. 1.1 and 1.2. 

The cell potential,E, is the potential of the right-ha nd terminal 

of the cell, Eright, referred to that of the left-l1and, Eleft; 

E= Eright- Eleft• Let the potential difference across the inter

face bet¥Jeen the solvent and the aqueous solution he 11~ 4> ( L2re, 

w and o stand for the aqueous and solvent phases, respective l y , 

a.nd 11~ 4> indicates the potential of \1 phase referred to that oi' 0 

nhasel ~or each cell, we have 

( 1 ) 

¥There 11 J:. .c( R ) is the constant •~hich is determined by the coup le re ,_ 



of the right- and left- hand reference electrodes in each cell. 

Fig. 1.1 Fig. 1.2 

Fig . 1.1 Electric cell for amphiphilic ligand system 
a: Ag-AgCl electrode (as RE1) b: test solution(water) 
c : test solution(oil) d: liquid junction e: Ag-AgCl electrode 

(as RE2) 
F ig. 1.2 Electric cell for hydrophobic ligand system 
a : Ag-AgCl electrode (as CE) b: Ag-AgCl electrode(as RE11 
c: liquid junction d : salt bridge e: test solution(water) 
f: test solution(oil) g: liquid junction h: Ag-AgCl electrode 

(as F.E2) 

3 RES ULTS and Discussion 

3 .1 Ion transfer of Na+, Li+ and K+ facilitated by 15C5 

233 

A possible mechanism of the ion transfer of alkali metal(M+) 

at liquid-liquid interface facilitated by 15CS(L) can be represen

ted by 

Kw 
M• • ( w) + j L ( w) : ML; n • ( w) water phase 

---- 1' -1-DM - - - HDL - t.J.D" L ---------· 

M••( o ) + jL(o) :ML;••(o) 
Ko 

oil phase 
scheme (I) 

The equilibrium parameters in scheme (1) are combined to obtain 

next equation . 

"' ) · ,, RT ( 1 ° 1 D 1 Kw) f.. ( "" "' = f.. (Jl1 I 2 , 1-1 -f.. "'1 I 2 , 1-IL = nF og K + og L - og 

( 2) 

where f.. ( f.. ¢ ) is an ability to facilitate ion transfer and t>.4> 112 , M 

a nd f.. ¢ 112 , ML are interfacial half-wave potential of 

metal complex ,respectively. The above equation shows 

metal ion and 

that K0 is 
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calculated by Kw, DL and 6 ( !J<il ) and that 6 4> 1 ; 2 ,~1L is independent 

on the concentrations of metal ion and L. log DLwas 0.12 ( Table 1). 

The transfer of Na+ facilitated by 15C5 at NB/W interface ha s exa

mined by CV (Fig.2) and NPV. For the cyclic voltammogram, the pos

itive - current peak corresponds to the transfe r of Na + from W t o 

NB, while t he negative-current peak to its transfer back to W. The 

peak separation was about 60 mV, showing that t he ionic cha rge of 

the transfer species is unity and reve rsible reaction occurs. 

Since the midpoint potential of CV(reversible half-wave potential, 

(rE1 ; 2 ) was independent of the concentration of 15C5 in the range 

of 50 - 500 ~M,this potential should be regarded as the ion-trans

fer potential of Na - 15C5 complex . From t he value of rE112 , th~ 1 ,, W-'>0 6 ~ 112 and 6 Gtr were calcu late~ to be 13 ~v and 1.26 kJ.mol 

Yespectively. For the normal-pulse voltammogram,the currents were 

l i nea rlydependent on the concentration of 1 5C5 in the abov e r a nge . 

6 t 112 and 6 Gt;•o of Li- and K- 15C5 comple~ 1 were ca l c ulated to 

be 83 and - 38 mV and 80.4 and - 36.8 kJ.mol . 

10.0 

5.0 

<( 
a. 

.......... 0 

-5 .0 

100 200 300 400 500 
E ( m V) 

~ ig . 2 Cyclic volt~mmogram of t he 0 .1 M TBATP3 ( Nn )/ 0 . 1 M NaC l( W) 
inte rfa ce in t he pre s ence 0 . 2 mM 15C5 i n B . Sc an ra t e 1 CO~V/ s . 

TABLE 1 
&f>t , 2 . MLt 4Gtr••o, &f>t , 2.Mt 4(&~>), log K•, and log K0 of the 
transfer of alkali metal ions (Li•, Na•, K•) facilitated by 15C5. 

metal &f>t ' 2. M L &Gt r w .. o &l>u 2. M 4(&1>) log K• log Ko 

ion (mV) (kJ ·mol- 1 ) (mV) (mV) (1/mol) (1/mol) 

Li• 83 8.04 395 312 "'0 5.1 
Na• 13 1.26 354 341 0.70 6.3 
K• -38 -3.68 242 278 0.74 4.7 

················· ····················· ·············••····•····················••••·•·• 
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The stability constants sequence is Na+> Li+> K+. It seems to 

follow mainly the change in the cation solvation; i.e. the cavity 

size effect no longer dominates. 

3 .2 The transfer of alkali earth metal ions (sr 2+ and Ba 2+) 

facilitated by PEG. 

The transfer of sr2+ and Ba 2+ at NB/W and DCE/E interface 

facilitated by PEG was examined by CV,NPV and DPV. For sr2+, a well 

-defined voltammogram was observed as shown in Fig.3. In the same 

fashion as the above Na+ ion transfer, the 6 Gt;~0 for Sr-PEG com

plex was calculated to be 20 .2 and 21 kJ.mol- 1 for transfer from 

W to NB and to DCE, respectively. In contrast to sr2 + ion transfer, 

Ba 2 + transfer at DCE/W by PEG showed an ill-defined voltammogram 

with successive three current peaks(Fig.4). This result suggests 

that Ba 2 + forms some different kinds of complexes which c an be 

transferred in the polarizable potential range. 

10. 0 

6 .0 
5 .0 

5 .0 

<l 
<l 4 0 

0 
... . 

... '='3 .0 

-5.0 
2.0 

1.0 

100 200 300 400 200 300 400 

E (m V) E( m v) 

Fig.3 Cyclic voltammogram of the O.H>i TBATPB(DCE)/0.1 M SrC1 2 (l"i) 
interface in the presence of 0.2 mM in W. Scan rate 100 mV/s . 
Fig .4 Differential-pulse voltammogram of the 0.1 H TBATPB(DCE)/ 
0 .1 M BaC1 2 ( W) interface in the pres~nce of 0.2 mM PEG in W. 
Scan rate TOO mV/s . 

3 .3 The transfer of Pd 2+ facilitated by TTCT. 

Tl1e transfer of Pd2 + facilitated by TTC'r at NB /W and DCE/>·J in

terface has been studied by CV and NPV . In this experiment, the 

ligand(TTCT) wc-.s added to the organic phase. A 1vell-defined vol

tammogram was obtained as shown in Fig.S. In this case,rE112 wa s 

a ffected by the concentrations of TTCT and metal ion to some extent 

The peak separation was about 30 mV , showing reversible reaction. 

Although further study is in progress , a proposed mechanism 

of this facilitated transfer is given by scheme (II) . The tran

sfer species is a complex ion formed by TTCT vlith Pd2 + and the 
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complex stoichiometry is 1:1. 

10.0 

-5.0 
<l 

" 

400 

M•• 
H 

M•• 

water phase 

+ jL -+ 
+- ML; •• 

u. H oil phase 

jL ML;•• 

300 
E (m\/) scheme (II) 

Pia. 5. Cyclic voltaa•o&raa of the 0.1 M TBATPB(DCE)/0.1 M M,Clz (pH l.O)(W) 
interface in the presence of 0.2 ~ PdSO. in W and 10 ~ TTCT in DCE. Voltage 
scan rate 100 •V·s-' 

Ion transfer is governed by the standard Gibbs energies of parti

tion of the individual ion between water and the organic solvent 

employed but can be varied by the potential difference applied ac

ross the water/oil interface. 
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POLYENERGETIC CONJUGATION OF KINETIC l!'ACTORS IH SYlmRGISTIC 
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BIOTECH Ssience & Engineering Co., P.O.Box 354, Varna 9000, 
Bulgaria; (•l Institute of Special Chemicals, Sofia, Bulgaria. 

ABSTRACT 
Nature of the limiting stage of the mass transfer in synergis

tic extraction process can be ascertained on the basis of the po
lyenergetic conjugation relationship of the thermodynamics of 
accwnulation processes, obtained as a further development of the 
Extended Arrhenius Equation. The polyenergetic conjugation rela
tionship associates the velocity constant with intensity and/or 
capacity factors of the investigated system in exponential equa
tions • . t~xponent values of factors in the equations ensure the 
assessment of the nature of interfacial·resistance. Experimental 
results show that the resistance nature cannot be of pure chemi
cal or physical type in the most cases, and that the combined na
ture can vary with the system conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

At present, the thermodynamics of accumulation processes /TAP/ 
and the thermodynamics of irreversible processes are the two 
branches of non-equilibrium thermodynamics /I'lehandjiev and Mehan
djieva, 1986, pp 331-338/. TAP became an object of study in Bul
garia in 1967; it deals with phenomena associated with the intro

duction, transformation, and accumulation of mass, or energy, or 
both, in the affected systems, i.e., in non-isolated, open, or 
closed systems •. The phenomena's processes and effects, due to the 

work done upon the systems by positive exogenous impacts /influ
ences/ during a measurable impact tim.e are called accumulation 
processes and effects respectively. TAP always deals with proces

ses which proceed with real velocities, and it is not opposed to 
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. TAP should be con
sidered as a link between classic equilibrium thermodynamics and 
the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, since the beginning 
of every irreversiple process is ah1ays preceded by an introduc
tion and accumulation of mass, or energy, or both /i.e., by accu
mulation phenomena/ in an equilibrium, before the impact, system. 
Proofs regarding the difference of principle between the accwnu-
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lation and irreversible processes can be found in each hysteresis 
phenomenon. 

Processes and effects are expressed in TAP by the change velo
cities and by the final changes of intensity /P/ and capacity /X/ 
factors of state, defining various elementary energy kinds in the 
system. The conjugation existing between the intensity and the 
capacity fac.tors of one and the same elementary energy kind is a 
monoenergetic one: 

PrXr ='±~=constant, /Pk-~:r= constant; k=2,3, •• , n/. 111 

2. POLYENERGETIC CONJUGATION OF FACTORS OF STATE 
A polyenergetic conjugation relationship existing between the 

intensity or capacity factors, or both, which define different 
elementary energy kinds, has been de.veloped in TAP /Mehandjiev, 
1978/. The polyenergetic conjugation between the variables is ex
pressed by exponential equations, e.g.,: 

j n 

~ 
+eo 

n +e~ p- r x:-r ~ 
constant; /r # i; r+i n ~ 2/; /2/ 

r=l i=j+l 

j n 

T~ P.:!:er ~ +9. x:- ~ 
r ~ 

constant; /r # i; r+i+l n ~ 2/. /3/ 
r=2 i=j+l 

Ass.uming the exponent of the Kelvin temperature T to be equal 
to unity, as in eqn./1/, the relative exponents of all other P 
and X are approximately c.onstant: 1er 1-:::::- 0.3 ; 1ei1 z 0.4 , in 

expressions for processes /effects/ without qualitative transfor
mation. In TAP, qualitative transformation is appearance or dis
appearance of an indispensable and observable elementary energy 
kind in the system. Ordinary examples are appearances /disappear
ances/ of phases, or of chemical substances. Exponents in eqn./3/ 
vary in qualitative transformation cases, and their mean relati
ve values for various elementary energy factors, representing im

pacts upon affected systems, experimentally obtained, are shown 
in Table 1. In eqns./2,3/ n equals the number of the elementary 
energy kinds, which are indispensable and sufficient for the cha
racterization of an affected system, or of an impact, in a degree 
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which corresponds to the puxposes of the thermodynamic study. The 
significance of polyenergetic conjugation equations has been pro
ved in many investigation oases /Mehandjiev, 1984; Mehandjiev et 
al., 1983/. It has been proved also that the relative exponent 
values can be used independently of the T-participation in the 
expressions. 

TABLE 1 

Mean relative values of some elementary energy, factor 
exponents in qualitative transformation cases. 

Kind of impact 

Heat impact 

Values experimentally obtained: 
Impact by increased surface area 
Ultrasonic impact 
Pressure impact /up to 5 MPa/ 
Chemical /concentration/ impact 

Maximum theoretical value for a possible 
impact with the exception of heat impact 

3. POLYENERGETIC CONJUGATION OF KINETIC FACTORS 

Exponent 
value 

1.00 

0.04 
0.04 
0.14 
0.15 

0.70 

An Extended Arrhenius Equation has been developed /Mehandjie
va and Jl1ehandjiev, 1975/, which associates the velocity constant 

k not only with the Kelvin temperature, but also with all other 
various intensity and capacity factors of the process system: 

j 

ln k + \ 'i" ln P + L r r 
r=2 

n 

L '±'iln xi 
i=j+1 

Assuming T= constant, and ':t'T = 1, 'i'Tln T can be included in 
ln A ln K T, and all constants: ':t"r; ':t"i can have relative 

/4/ 

values, less than unity. It has been proved experimentally that 
'±" -; '±'.-values are equal to those given in Table 1, for the res-r ~ 

pective energy kind. Assuming also only two kinds of activation 
impact factors: organic drops interfacial surface area s , and 
extractant concentration C in a synergistic solvent extraction 
system, and using symbols indexed by 111 11 and 11 2 11 for two diffe-
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rent extraction cases, we can write from eqn./ 4/: 

ln k1 ln A E/RT + '±'sln s1 + '±'0ln 01 /5/ 

ln k2 ln A E/RT + '±'sln s2 + '±'0ln 02 /6/ 

Jltultiplying eqn./6/ by /-1/ and substracting it from eqn./5/, we 
obtain: 

ln 
s1 

'±' lns + 
01 

~ln-
0 c 

2 

An antilogarithm of eqn./7/ is: 

ln k 2 - ·'f'sln s 2 

- '±'0ln c2 /7/ 

/8/ 

/9/ 

Eqn./9/ is a polyenerge.tic conjugation relationship written for 

the cases 1 and 2, which includes kinetic as well as state fac

tors. The general form of that relationship is: 

-'±' -'f'c 
k s s c constant • /10/ 

By introduction of ':!:'s-; '±'0 -values for surface, and concentration 
impacts respectively from Table 1 in eqn./10/, we obtain: 

constant • /11/ 

The corresponding equations for n = 2 are: 

For a pure physical nat.ure of interfacial resistance : 

lc s-0.04 = constant ; /12/ 

and for a pure chemical nature of that resistance : 

constant /13/ 

where the exponent of k should be equal t .o unity in both ca-

ses. 
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4. ASSESSHENT OF INTERFACIAL RESISTENCE NATURE 
Eqns./11/-/13/, obtained by trans~ormation of Extended Arrhe

nius Equation in polyenergetic conjugation relationships which 
include kinetic factor, can be used for ascertainment of the na- -
ture of the inter~acial resistance in synergistic solvent extrac
tion processes. It is obvious ~rom those equations that the expo
nent o~ k should be, theoretically, equal to unity. Symbolizing 
that exponent by Gk' ~rom eqns./12/ and /13/ we can write: 

8 -0.04 
k lc s constant /14/ 

8k -0.15 
k C constant /15/ 

therefore, in cases o~ pure physical or chemical inter~acial re
sistance nature, the equality: elc = 1 will correspond to ideal 
process conditions in both equations. However, the use o~ eqns. 
/14/ or /15/ with the experimental data obtained ~or cases of 
combined inter~acial resistence nature should result in ek-valu
es less than 1. !>loreover, in the last cases we should expect that 
Gk-value will vary with the values o~ factors, such as droplets' 
sur~ace area s and extractant concentration C respe.ctively. 
From the point o~ view of polyenergetic conjugation dependence, 
we should expect also that the influence o~ s - excluded ~rom 
eqn./15/ - will be bigger at low extractant concentrations in 
cases o~ combined resistance nature, i.e., ek-value. will be un
doubtedly proportional to C in applications of eqn./15/. Thus, 
by a deviation: ek < 1, we can evaluate the existence and the 
magnitude. o~ a combined inter~acial resistance nature. 

All those conclusions have. been ~ully proved applicating 
eqns ./14,15/ with the data for the extraction o~ U/VI/ ~rom 
phosphoric acid by IIDEHP-TOPO/TBP systems, as the experimental 
results o~ Naher and Pareau /1986/. For example, we calculated 
Gk = 0.038 in cases o~ C = 0.27 mol/1 TBP, and ek = 0.13 at C = 

= 0.50 mol/1. However, we cannot accept without reservation the 
conclusion o~ those authors that the synergistic e~fect is not 
related to an improvement of the transfer rate, since the in~lu
ences of other ~actors in eqn./10/-type relationships of poly
energetic conjugation are not fully investigated. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
Application of polyenergetic conjugation relationships associ

ating kinetic factors and factors of system state, developed from 
the Extended Arrhenius Equation on the base of the regularities 
of thermodynamics of accumulation processes, can ensure important 
information about the nature of interfacial resistance in syner
gistic extraction processes. 
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Using petroleum sulfoxide as extractant, the extraction behavior of 
heterotungstic acids was studied. It was proved by IR spectrometry that 
the extracted species were 12-tungsta t os ilicic and 12-tungstatophosphoric 
acids which keep the a-Ke ggin structure in the complexes. An oxonium 
extraction mechanism was suggested. 

INTRODUCT I ON 

The solvent extraction of heteropolytungst ic acid wa s studied by many 

researchers. The majority of their studies concerned the extraction of 

heteropolyacid from strong acidic solutions. Lakshmanan (1970) investi

gated extract ion of heteropolyacids with many oxygen-containing and 

phosphorus-containing extracta nts. Yatirajam (1977) extracted tungstate

phosphoric acid with MIBK. Gu (1985) prepared 12-tungstatophosphoric 

acid by extraction method with dibutyl ether. The present authors (1990) 

reported an extraction process for separating small amounts of phosphorus 

from tungsten by using petroleum sulfoxide (PSO). This paper is tore

port the extraction of 12-tungstatophosphoric acid and 12-tungstato

silicic acid from weak acid solution. 

2 EXPERit1ENTAL 

2 .1 Extractant 

Pet roleum sulfoxide (PSO) is a mixture of sulfoxides of different 

molecular weights having a general f ormula R1R2SO, where R1 , R2 being 

alkyl groups with 4 to 5 carbon atoms. The physical and chemical pro

pert ies are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Appearanc e 
Average molecular weight 
Densi ty, d~0 20 
Refrac tive index, n o 
Sulfoxide concentration, kmol/103 kg 

Clear brown liquid 
176.2 
1.0253 
1.4853 
1.369 
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The IR spectrum of PSO is shown as A in Figure 4. The s-o bond of the 

sulfoxide shows a stretch vibration abso rption peak at 1033 cm-
1

• There 

are other peaks, which are attributed to symmetric and dissymmetric 

stretch vibrations of sulfone, at 1117 cm-
1 

and 1299 cm-
1 

indicating the 

presence of sulfone due to over oxidation. 

2.2 Diluents 

Octanol and decanol of C.P. grade were used as diluents. 

2.3 Aqueous feed solution 

Aqueous feed solutions containing tungsten and silicon or phosphorus 

were prepared by dissolving sodium tungstate and sodium silicate or 

sodium phosphate in deionized water, and then adjusted to proper pH 

values by adding hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. These aqueous 

solutions contained a large excess of tungsten in comparison with the 

amount of silicon or phosphorus. 

2.4 Apparatus and procedure 

Extraction experiments were carried out in an extraction equilibrator 

with magnetic stirrer and thermostatic jacket (Dai, 1984). The time 

required to attain phase equilibrium was found to be less than 15 minutes. 

Therefore, 30 minutes of equilibration were used to obtain all the 

experimental data. 

2.5 Method of analysis 

Tungsten and silicon were analyzed by the thiocyanate a nd silico

molybdate spectrophotometry respectively. To avoid the interference of 

tungsten in silicon analysis, samples was first diluted with NaOH solu

tion and boiled for a few minutes to decompose the tungs t a tosilicic acid 

before determination. In the case of tungstatophosphoric acid, precipi

tation of phosphate with calcium salt was used for the separation of 

phosphorus from most of tungsten and then the phosphorus portion was 

analyzed. In several runs, arsenic was added t o the tungs ten solution 

instead of phosphorus or silicon. It was first sepa rat ed by distillation 

and analyzed by hypophosphite turbidimetry. Sulfoxide was measured by 

titration according to Ashworth (1972). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Effect of oH value 

Figure 1 shows the effect of the equilibrium pll on the extraction of 

12-heterotungstic acids, namely, H4Si J 12o40 , H
3

Pw 12o40 an~ H
3

Asw 12o
40

• 
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The percentage extraction of these heterotungstic acids is found to de

crease with increasing pi! value. H
4

Si':i 12o
40 

can be effectively extracted 

at pH < 4.5 and its percentage extra c tion drops in the range of pH 4.5-

5 .5 and becomes almost zero at pH = 5.7. The percentage extraction of 

n3rw 12o 40 drops sharply in the range pH = 3-4. Arsenic is extracted only 

at low pHs, i.e. pH = 1-2.5. These phenomena are very similar to the 

result illustrated by Kepert (1973, in Figure 32, p.662) on the degrada

tion of heteropoly-anions as a function of pH. The coincidence can also 

lead to the conclusion that PSO only extracts 12-heterotungstic acids 

instead of others such as 11-heteropolyacids. 

100 

Fig. 1 Effect of equilibrium 
80 pi: on the percentage 

Extraction E 

(j.!. 
60 

organic phase: 
r.<l 40 FSO : DeOH = 7 : 3 Cv/v) 

initial aq • cone. (kmol/m3) 
20 • ~·103 0.543; S i 5.44x1o-3 

"" \·103 0.431; p 5.48x1o-3 

0 • ':103 0.431; As 4.83x1o-3 

pH 

If the conce ntration of HCl increases to 0.1 kmol/m3 , phase disengage

ment of the extraction system becomes difficult. More concentrated acid 

will cause the formation of an interphase emulsion layer. Therefore, 

this investigation deals mainly with the extraction of 12-tungstato

silicic acid and 12-tungstatophosphoric acid in the range of pH 1.5-6. 

3.2 E ffect of eYtractant concentration 

The effect of co ncentra tion of extractant PSO in organic phase on the 

distribution coefficient is shown in Table 2, As expected, the higher is 

the concentration of PSO in solvent, the larger will be the distribution 

TABLE 2 Effect of extracta nt concentration on the distribution 
coefficient 

PSO , v% 

DsH/12 • 

Dp\;12 •• 

o .oo 

0 .14 

10 

0.05 

5.83 

30 

0 .76 

7.25 

50 

5·55 

8.74 

70 

9.19 

16 .7 

100 

13.3 

30.5 

T = 293K , phase r at io= 1, initial pi!= 2,0 ; 
diluent: DeOH ; ini t i al aqueo us solution: W03 = 53x10-3kmol/m3, 

S i = 5 .44x1o- 3kmo l / m3; 
diluent: OctO!!; ini~ial aqueous so lution: W03 = 208x10-3kmol/m3, 

P = 1.43x1o-3kmol/m • 
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coefficient. However , a certain a mount of diluent should be added so as 

to keep the necessary density difference between two phases for phase 

disengagement , since the density of FSO is very near to that of wa ter. 

Preliminary tests indicated that the extraction complexes are sparingly 

soluble in nonpolar solvents such as bezene and kerosene. Therefore, 

the polar solvents such as alcohols are used as diluents . 

3.3 Ratio of tungsten to heteroatom in extraction complexes 

The method of continuous variation was used to determine the atomic 

ratio of tungsten to heteroatoms in extraction complexes . The result is 

plotted in Figures 2 and 3. From the figure s it indicates that when 

atomic ratio, W/Si 
12:1 211 

0.05 0 . 10 

Si, kmol/m} 

initial aqueous concentrations 

Fig. 2 Method of continuous variation 

organic phase: 
aqueous feed: 
phase ratio = 1 

PSO 1 DeOH = 7 1 } 

W + Si = 0.150 kmol/m3 

atomic ratio, W/P 
~ 

~ r-'2T'-'-----,2'r'--------',•_2 ______ --, 
0 
t 
~ 
~ 

~ ~ 
r 
~ 

~ 
B 

' rl 0 
B 
~ 
~ 
I 
0 

H 

0.05 o. 10 0.15 0.. 

P, kmol/m} 

initial aqueous concentrations 

Fig. 3 Method of continuous variation 

organic phase: 
aqueous feed: 
phase ratio = 1 

PSO DeOH = 7 : } 
W + P = 0.150 kmol/m3 

tungsten, silicon or phosphorus exists alone none will be extracted by 

PSO under the present experimental conditions and that when the hetero

atom Si or P coexists with W, the extractable species conforms to the 

atomic ratio W/Si or P:12/1 . This value is consistant with the result 

obtained by the direct analysis of the loaded organic phase. 

3.4 IR study and extraction re a ctions 

The IR spectra were obtained by liquid film method with the infrared 

spectrometer, Model FT-20sx produced by Nicolet Co. The sample was pre 

pared by repeated contacts of 100% PSO with fresh portions of the feed 

solution for ma~y times, so as to obtain sufficient conc e ntration of 

heteropolytungstic a ~ id in orGanic s a~rle for the spectrogram. Fi g ure 4 

shows the IR spectra of the loa ded or3anic phase a nd the fresh PSO (A of 



Figure 4) for comparison. Abso rption bands, which characterize the 

a-Kegein structure of 12-heteropolyacid a nions, appear in the spectra 
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of loaded PSO (Band C of Fieure 4). The stretch bands attributed to the 

three kinds W-0 bonds of the 12-tungsta tosi licic acid are found respec-
-1 8 -1 8 tively: v .W-Od at 973 em , VW-Ob-W at 72 em and Vw-Oc-wat 15 

cm-
1 

and S i-0 stretch band Vtii-O i s at 9 19 cm-1 (B of Figure 4). For 

12-tungstatophosphoric acid, stretch bands Vw-Od , Vw-Ob:W, Vw-oc-W and 

Vp_0 are found a t 979 cm-
1

, 896 cm-
1 

, 825 cm-1 and 1078 cm- 1 . 

1500 1300 1100 900 700 

wave numbers 

Fig. 4 IR spectra of organic phases 

A: fresh extractant PSO 
B: FSO loaded with S iW12 
C: PSO loaded with PW12 

In comparison with Rocchiccioli-Deltcheff's results (1976), when 

heteropolyacids associate with PSO all of their stretch bands shift 

slightly, which be probably due to the deformation of the frame of 

12-heteropolyacid in extraction complexes. Likewise, the stretch band 

a ttributed to S-0 bond of PSO shifts towards low frequency, e.g. in the 

case of 12-tungstatosilicic acid, Vs-o shifts from 1033 to 1013 cm-1 and 

in the case of 12-tungs tatophosphoric acid to 1031. According to Cotton 

et al. (1960), sulfoxide may coordinate through the oxygen atom to form 

the extraction com plexes a nd the bands will shift to low frequency. The 

bands at tributed to the sulfone in loaded organic phase are not changed. 

This means sulfone does not take part in extraction reaction. 

On the other hand, if sulfoxide coordinates with met a ls as neutral 

ligand, namely, PSO directly coordina tes with the tungsten atom in the 

frame of the 12-heteropolyacid, heteropo lyacid anion will not keep their 

a-Keggin structure. Although the exact mechani sm is still unclear, an 

oxonium extraction mechanism mi ght be s uggested as follows: 

( 1) 
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And then it associates with the 12-heteropolyacid anion to form extrac

tion complexes, For example, the equations for e xt raction of 12 -tung

statophosphoric acid may be 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

or by a single equation, 

(5) 

Likewise, the extraction equation of 12-tungstatosilicic acid may be 

(6) 

4 CONCLUSION 

Petroleum sulfoxide can extract tungstatosilicic acid a nd tungstate

phosphoric acid from low acid solutions. The percentage extractions of 

these heteropolyacids decrease with increasing pH value. The extraction 

complexes comprise 12-heteropolyacid anion Siw 12o
40

4- a nd PW12o
40

3- which 

keep their a-Keggin structure in organic phase. The sulfoxide co

ordinates through the oxygen atom to form the extraction complexes, 
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The extraction of radioactive Eu(lll) by oxine (HOX) and 

trilaurylamine (TLA), trioctylamine (TOA), tributylamine (TbA), 

tripropylamine (TPA) and triallylamine (TAA) Am in chloroform 

was investigated. The stoichiometric formulae of the extracted 

chelate and adduct species were established to be Eu.(N03 ).(0XJ 2 
and Eu(N0

3
).(0X}

2
.Am, respectively. The respective extraction 

constants of the extracted europium specices were elucidated. As 

related to the amines used,the extraction constants of the extracted 

species increased in the order: TAA < TPA < TbA < TOA < TLA. This 

sequence was discussed in the light of the inductive effect of 

the alkyl substituents in these tertiary amines. 

INTRODUCTION: 

In synergic extraction, the aqueous phase composition plays 

a main role in achieving the synergic phenomenon as reported by 

Healy (1961), Irving (1966) and Aggett (1970). The presence of 

certain chemical composition in the aqueous phase was found to be 

required for the formation of the synergic species to be 

extracted as reported by Deptula et al (1967). In the present 

work, the extraction of trivalent europium from nitrate buffer 
• 

aqueous medium is investigated using pure and mixed extractants 

of a-hydroxyquinoline and some related amines in chloroform. 

EXPERIMENTAL: 

8-hydroxyquinoline (HOK), sodium nitrate and chloroform were 

AR grade and obtained from Veb Labor Chemie Apolda. The tertiary 
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amines: trilaurylamine (TLAI, trioctylamine (TOA),tributylamine 

(TbA), tripropylamine (TPA) and triallylamine (TAA) uere supplied 

from Fluka AG and used without further purification . Eu(152 + 154) 

was used as radiotracer. In all cases , the ionic strength of the 

aqueous medium was adjusted to be 0.1 (H+,NaN03 ),unless otherwise 

stated. Extraction procedure was similar to that reported by 

Zakareia et al (1988). 

RESULTS AND DI SCUSSION 

Slope analysis of the detailed extraction results of Eu(lll) 

by HOX in chloroform from nitrate aqueous medium supported the 

following equilibrium: 

(1) 

where bars refer to the organic phase. 

The mean values of the extraction constant, K21 ,for this reaction 

- 6 was found to be 9.02 + 0.09 x 10 . 

The enhancing effect of the tertiary amines TLA, TOA, TbA, 

TPA and TAA on the extraction of Eu (III) by HOX in chloroform 

together with these amines was expressed in terms of synergic 

factor (SF) values. The maximum SF values were found to exceed 

4170, 3060, 1980, 77 and 35 for TLA, TOA, TbA, TPA and TAA, 

respectively, at equimolar mixture of 0.1 M total concentration. 

The synergic extraction of Eu(lll) by HOX and each of these 

amines(Am)in chloroform from the nitrate medium was systematically 

investigated in details covering the four parameters (f) affecting 

the Eu (Ill) extraction, [H+),[HOX],[Am] and [NO;] when fixing 

three of them. log D-log f relations were traced in Fig .(1) 

Slope analysis of these data indicates that the 

molar ratio of Eu( II I )to HOX to No; }n the mixed species is 1:2:1 

as that obtained in absence of the amines. The formation of the 

adduct in the organic phase can be represented by the equilibrium 

(2) 
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and the overall synergic reaction can be represented by the 

equilibrium: 

Eu 3+ + fHOx + No; + Am ~ Eu. (N03). (0X) 2 . Am + 2 H+ (3) 

the mean values of the extraction constants, K
211

of reaction(3) 

and the respective formation constants, J3
2

u of the extracted 

adducts,reaction 2, are given in Table (1). 

TABLE 1 

Extraction of trivalant europium by a-hydroxyquinoline (HOX) and 

HOX - amine mixtures. 

Species K21 K211 ~211 

Eu.No; (0Xl 2 9.02xl0 -6 

Eu.No; (0X) 2 . TLA 2.84+0.05x10 -2 3.10+0.005x10 3 

Eu.No; (OX)
2

.TOA 1.8+0.04x10 -2 2.00+0.006x10 3 

Eu.No; (OX) 2.TbA 8. 38+0 .1x1o-3 0 . 93+0 .010x10 3 

Eu.No; (0X) 2 .TPA 5 .11+0. 06x10 -3 0.57+0.01xl03 

Eu.No; (OX) 2 .TAA 2.33+0.06x10 -4 0.26+0.008x10 2 

The synergic effects as indicated by the synergic factors 

took the sequence TLA > TOA > TbA ) TPA ) TAA. The tabulated 

data indicate that both K211 and !3211 values decrease, also, in 

the same sequence: TLA ) TOA ) TbA ) TPA ) TAA. this order is in 

agreement with a comparable system on Co(II) using thenoyltriflu

oroacetone instead of HOX as reported by Khalifa (1977). 

The extraction power of an amine is mainly related to its 

basicity as reported by Knoch (1985), Khegfeldt (1968) and 

Makarov et al (1967), which depends mainly on its composition and 

structure as reported by Shevedov et al (1972). The position of 

the unshared electron pair of the active nitrogen atom determines 

the amine basicity, which is governed by the inductive and steric 

effects of the attached groups. Considering these groups in the 

related amines used (TLA,TOA,TbA and TPA}, their chains having 
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increasing number of carbon atoms (3,4,8 and 12, respectively). 

The successive increase obtained in J3
211 

values with increasing 

the number of carbon atoms in the chains of the attached groups 

Fig(2)can be as ascribed to the inductive effect of these chains. 

This conclusion was supported by correlating 

respective inductive affect: of thuse aminus 

constant, Fig (3). 
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Vlasov v.s. and Rozen A.M.,1990. New method of electrolyte acti
vity determination from extraction data. 

Activity coefficients are proposed to be determined from ex
traction data using expansion into a series for osmotic coeffici
ents and computing the expansion coefficients. Electrolyte extrac
tion constants are determined simultaneous ly. In case of extrac
tion from multicomponent solutions the method envisages transfer 
to isopiestic conditions for the use of Mikulin-Zdanovsky rule. 
The reliability of the method was confirmed using as test the de
termination of uranyl nitrate activity coefficients from the data 
on its extraction with 100% and 30% TBP. 

INTRODUCTION 
If extraction proceeds by the solvate mechanism 

Me:~+ zA;q + qLorg = MeAzLq(org) (1) 
where Me is a metal, A is anion, L is organic ligand, the mass 
action law results in the following equilibrium equations 

y = K LMez+j[A-] z Q±~ Lq; D = y/x = K[A-]zLq (2) 
where x and y are metal concentrations in aqueous and organic 
phases, D is distribution coefficient, K and K = K f±~ are effec
tive and concentration constants of extraction, L is concentra
tion of a free extractant (ligand) L = L

0 
- qy; V = z + 1. 

Having the equilibrium data and knowing the solvate number q 
it is not difficult to find the concentration constant of exrtac
tion, its dependence on aqueous phase concentration of an element: 

K = K r/ = y/x[A-J 3Lq = f(x) (3) 

By extrapolating K to zero concentration (at which ~z = 1) 
one can determine the effective extraction constant K and then 
also activity coefficients for any concentration (Rozen, Moiseen
ko,1959): 

,...,. 0± = < 'K;iC) 1/~ (4) 
The most risky moment in this procedure is K extrapolation to 

the zero concentration. Taking account of the fact that for ade-
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quately dilute solutions according to Debye-Huckel theory, lg t.;= 
= -A f[, where I is ionic strength, the extrapolation can be per
formed in lnK- ~coordinates. Howevert· Debye-Huckel based ex
·trapolation may be incorrect if extraction data on rather low con
centrations of electrolyte are not available. 

It is somewhat better to use Debye-Huckel second approximation 
or expansion is series (Rozen et al,1976) 

,..._, 112 312 lnK = a0 + a 1I + a2I + a 3I + ••• (5) 
where a

0 
= lnK. The coefficients a

0
, a 1 , ••••••• an were found by 

the least square method. However, as it was shown in practice 
with ·K (I~ adequately described in a wide concentration range the 
value of a

0 
= ln K does not wholly corresponds to the independent

ly found constant K (for components with the known dependence of 
~on concentration, e.g., uranyl nitrate). 

In this connection another way of determining activity coeffi
cients and extraction constants from the extraction data is sug
gested below. It is based on determining activity coefficients 
in terms of the dependence of the osmotic coefficient g? on the 
solution concentration (molality). 
Systems with single dissolved component 

In this case the shape of the osmotic coefficient vs molality 
dependence is known. It is advisable to consider it in two mola
lity ranges : at low concentrations up to its certain value of m 
(e.g. m

0 
= 0.1) 

P 
1 

= 1 + A1m1/ 2 + A
2

m (6) 

and at higher concentrations (usually above 0.1m)- for arbitrary 
power Series : 

<f>2= a0 + a mP + a mq + a mr + 
1 2 3 ... (7) 

where usually 
1 

p = 1; q = 2; r = 3 (a) or p = 2; q = 1; r = 2 (b) (8) 
Then one should know only expansion coefficients (7) a

0
,a1,a2• 

····~ ; A1 A2 values will be found from the conditions of joi
ning (smoothness) of curves (9) - (10) at m = m 

- I ~ 0 
p1(mo) = <1?2Cmo) ; <P, (mo) = '±"2 (mo) (9) 

where m
0 

= 0.1. From eqs.(6),(7) and (8) we find A1 and A2 from 
the data on ai values 

2 3 
A1 = - 2 (1 -a0 + a 2m0 + 2 a 3m0 ) I~ c1o) 

A2 = (1 - a
0 

+ a 1m
0 

+ 3 a 2m
0 

+ 5 a3m~) I m0 
If the c:f> (m) dependence is known it is not difficult to deter-

mine f± : 
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ln h = <<k 2-1) + t1o(p1-1) dln (m) + £:<~ 2-1) dln (m) (1 .1) 
For the initial portion Cup tom= m

0
= 0.1) 

ln ~ = 3 A1v;- + 2 A2m (1Z) 

and for higher concentrations (above m
0

) integration with respect 
to formula (11~ results in expression : 

ln (± = 2A 1~ + A2m + a0 (1~ m- ~n m0 + 1)-1+(~+1/p)a1 mP+ ( 13 ) 
+(1+1/q)a2mq +(1+1/r)a3m -(a 1 m0/p+a2m~/q+a3m0/r) 

The transfer from the molality scale to the molar one is done 
with : 

f+cc = r+mm (14) 
If tabulated data on osmotic coefficient values are availab

le, then with the help of equations (7-10) they can be described 
and the mean ion activity coefficients Ot can be found without 
guaphical integration. Knowing 3; from equation (3) one can al-

_c -
so find the effective extraction constant K. 

When ~ 2(m) dependence is unknown and it should be determined 
from extraction data (K values) a search is carried on for expan
sion coefficients (7-10) and extraction constant (constants) by 
minimization of misaligument at all experimental points (by the 
least square method). 

To check the method consideration was given to uranium extrac
tion with 100% TBP (Davis and Mrochek,1967). In the search prob
lem the effective extraction constant and four polynomial coeffi
cients {7) in the form of (8b)(for area with m>0.1 mole/kg) we
re determined. :For the area of the concentrations m< o. 1 mole/kg 
equation (6) was used. The search resulted in K = 30; a

0
=0.91261; 

a 1=-0.34712; a 2=0.69564; a3~0.073138. 
Dependencies (7),{8b) with the found coefficients agree with 

the osmotic coefficients for uranyl nitrate (Robinson and Stokes) 
at the accuracy up to 3% and the Kvalue corresponds to that fo
und previously (Rozen,1957). Close values of expansion coeffici
ents ai were found also using Rozen's and Kharkhorina data on 
uranium extraction with 30% TBP in neutral diluents; the calcula
ted extraction constant K = 70 also agrees with the found previ
ously (Rozen,1957). 
Systems with Several Dissolved Substances 

In case of several electrolytes osmotic coefficients and,hen
ce, activity coefficients can be determined according to Zdanov
sky-Mikulin rules by transfer to isopiestic conditions (i.e., 
conditions with the same activity of water). 

Let dependences qsi{m) for individual components (in binary 
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salt-water system)be known in the system containing k compo
nents, then isopiestic conditions will be determined by a system 
of equations 

·' * ..i. * :\ *...+. * :"1 *~ * 
* * 

v 1 m1 ~(m1 ) = ~v m2~(~) =···= Vkm ~ (~) = R =55.5ln(aw) 
m1/m1 + ~/ + ••• + ~~~ = 1 (15) 

f 1m = Vim~ 'G (m;) I 2 ~ imi (16) 
(the secona equation is Zdanovsky rule, the third - is Mikulin 
rule), where mi and m; are molality of component in mixture and 
its isopiestic molality, aw is activity of water in electrolyte 
mixture. 

A number of algorithms for transfer to isopiestic conditions 
(see, e.g.,Denisov,1988) are available in literature, however all 
of them are ineffective and cannot be recommended for practical 
work with a personal computer. We offer the following iteration 
system for transfer to isopiestic conditions and, hence, determi
nation of activity coefficients for each component of a mixture. 
Rewrite one of the equations of system (15) in the form conveni
ent for numerical solution 

* * * m1 /m1 +~/m2+ ••• +~/~- 1 = f(aw) = 0 (17) 
The value of a will be changed by the gradient method (New-

w * * * ton one) at each step matching m1,m2, ••• ,~ by the simple itera-
tion method so that conditions 

,'\ * - * ,'\ * - * :\ * - * v1m1 ~ (m1) == v2m2 <:J? (m2)= ••• ::; Vkmklf'(mk) ., 55.5ln(aw) (18) 
be fulfilled. 

As practical calculations show to reduce a system comprising 
5 components to isopiestic conditions 4-5 iteration steps (18) 
and 6-10 steps to solve equation (17) are usually required. 

The found values of m1 allow one to determine the activity 
coefficient of each component from eq.16 and then to go to the mo
lar scale with eq.14. 

Using the known dependences of 4? i(m) for each component in a 
binary salt-water solution this approach permits one to determine 
activity coefficients in electrolyte mixtures and, corresponding
ly, to calculate extraction of those components (on condition the 
stoichiometry and extraction constants are known). 

On the contrary, if re~iable extraction data are available and 
the extraction mechanism is known (i.e., the composition of comp
lexes was determined at the high degr~e of probability and the 
extraction pseudoconstant ]{ ~ K(x) can· be calculated but the de
pendence of c:P i (m) for one or several components is not available, 
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then by matching the expansion coefficients of (7-10) type and 
effective extraction constants in the problem of search for the 
best approximation one can determine~ i (m) and, hence, 0 i (m). 
It is possible using data on microammount extraction from an elec
trolyte mixture to determine the molality dependence of the osmo
tic coefficient for its binary salt-water solution (when it is 
difficult to determine this dependence experimentally,e.g., for 
plutonium, americium nitrates). 

The systems were considered : 
1. .30% TBP- HNOJ - H20- Pu(N03)4 
2. .30% TBP- HNOJ - H20 - Am(NOJ)J 
.3. 100%TBP - H20 - 5aN0.3 - Am(NOJ)J 
4. 100%TBP- H20- Al(NOJ)J- Am(NOJ)J 
The results of the calculations are given in tables 1,2 and .3. 

TABLE 1 

Extraction constants and expansion coefficients of type (7). 

System K ao a, a2 aJ 

1320 0.8568 -0.2544 0.1792 
2 6.9 0.9567 -0.6892 0 • .3.3.34 -0.01494 
3 .3 • .3 0.9590 -0.6900 0 • .31.35 -0.01288 
4 .3.7 0.9511 -0.6547 0 • .3101 -0.01488 

TABLE 2 

Molality and osmotic data for Pu and Am nitrates in binary salt
-water solutions. 

Molality, Pu(N03) 4 Am(NOJ)J 
mole/kg If> (m) (±(m) q;; (m) tfCm) 

0.1 0.794 0.459 0.772 0.467 
0.2 0.779 o • .389 0.715 0 • .369 
O.J 0.771 0 • .35.3 0.678 0 • .315 
0.4 0.768 0 • .329 0.652 0.279 
0.5 0.767 0 • .312 0.6.32 0.252 
0.6 0.767 O.JOO 0.617 0.2.32 
0.7 0.769 0.289 o.6o6 0.216 
0.8 o. 77.3 0.282 0.597 0.20.3 
0.9 0.777 o. 275 0.591 0.19.3 
1. 0 o. 782 o. 271 0.586 0.18.3 
1. 5 0.814 o. 257 0.579 0.154 
2.0 0.855 o. 256 0.589 0.1.38 
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TABLE 3 

Molar activity coefficients for Pu and Am nitrates in nitric acid 
solutions. 

Molality, 

mole/1 HN03 
o. 2 
0.4 
0.6 
o.8 
1. 0 
1. 5 
2.0 

REFERENCES 

~(m) 
0.590 
0.495 
0.449 
o. 421 
0.401 
0.367 
0.345 

0.583 
o. 464 
0.402 
0.)62 
0.330 
o. 279 
0.247 
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Rozen A.M., Nikiforov A.S., Kartasheva N.A., Neumoev N.V., Markov 
V. S., Yushmanov V.E., Shkarin P.Yu., 1990. Investigation of uranyl 
and thorium nitrate complex formation with TBP by high resolution 
NMR method. 

Using NMR on 31p and 1H at a lower temperature (up to 180 K~ 1 uranyl and thorium nitrate-TBP complexes were visualized. The P 
peaks of free TBP (the chemical shift 8 = + 0.05 ppm) and uranyl 
nitrate disolvate (1.7 + 0,2 ppm) were separated.In the PMR spect
rum the Qeaks of oG-protons of TBP and the complex (the solvate 
shift ~o = 0,4 ppm) are separated. A certain increase in the sol
vation shift on 31-P is noted with uranyl nitrate concentration 
growth, possibly because TBP outer-sphere molecules leave the co~ 
plex. When TBP is saturated with uranium additional peaks A ( o = 
= 2,6 + 0,2 ppm) and B (1.0 + 0,2 ppm) appear in the 31-P spect
rum; tney belong to polymer complexes destructible with toluene 
dilution. The A peak intensity grows on a long-term phase contact; 
the A complex was obtained by dodecane scrubbing in which it is 
poorly soluble. In the 31-P spectrum of the thorium extract nega
tive chemical shift are observed; the peaks of free TBP, two (and 
in one case three) complexes ( 5 = -4,5 and -5,15 ppm) can be seen. 

According to the data of physicochemical investigations carried 
out by dilution and saturation methods the TBP extraction of ura
nyl nitrate results in a formation of a disolvate uo2(N0

3
) 2(TBP) 2 

(Me Kay 1954; Rozen 1957,1962); it is shown in the two latter pa
pers; that this stoichiometry permits a full mathematical descrip
tion of extraction equilibria. At the same time it was found (Rozen 
1962) that the uranyl nitrate disolvate-TBP interaction is charac
terized by negative deviations from Raoult law at the non-ideality 
constant A23 ~- RT = -0,6 kcal/mole (p. 44) which can be interpre
ted to be a weak chemical interaction, i.e., trisolvate formation 
(p. 51). Afanass•ev (1967) confirmed this by calorimetric measure
ments : in the disolvate-TBP system a heat release h!ax = -0,5kcal 
/mole was observed which corresponds to A23 -2 kcal/mole. On tho
rium nitrate extraction disolvate and trisolvate were found;later 
based on the mathematical modelling of extraction isotherms it was 
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concluded that di- and trisolvates are present simultaneously 
(Torgov, 1978). 

The objective of this paper is to viSualize the complexes by 
the direct NMR method at a lower temperature, primarily, on 31 P, 
1H and partially on 15N, 13c (in the only known to us NMR inves
tigation (Vashman, 1987)* of uranyl nitrate-TBP system the measu
rements were made at room temperature which did not allow the 
peaks of solvate and TBP to be separated). 

Spectrometers Brooker AM-400 and AC-200 were used having 1H 
resonance frequences 400 MHz and 200 MHz, respectively, and 31 P 
resonance frequences 162 and 81 MHz. The temperature was varied 
from room temperature to 180 K (the possibilities of lowering the 
temperature were limited by specimen vitrification effecting line 
broadening). 

UrWQyl nitrate-TBP system Through lowering the temperature 
one succeeded in separating the peaks of disolvate (D) and free 
TBP (fig. 1) in the 31P spectra (standard 85% H3P04). 

TBP 

TBP 

1a 2a 

iBP 

I 
-0.09 ppm 

Fig. 1. 31 P spectra of uranyl nitrate extracts at different tem
peratures (100% TBP); 1 -uranium concentration of 65 g/1 (a-
- 215 K, b- 205 K); 2- 180 g/1 (a- 235 K, b- 220 K), 3-
- 315 g/1 (230 K). 

*The Vashman conclusion that at low U concentrations a "wet" 
complex uo2(N03)2(TBP) 2(H2o) 2 is extracted was not confirmed 
by us. 
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With uranyl nitrate saturation of TBP the peak of free TBP (the 
chemical shift of 0.03- 0.1 ppm) is reduced (disappears on full 
saturation), the peak of disolvate increases while the temperatu
re Td required to separate the peaks somewhat rises (at the ura
nium concentration Yu = 75 g/1; 200 g/1 and 350 g/ 1 it is 200, 220 
and 230 K); the exchange rate is likely to decrease with a reduc
tion in the free TBP concentration. The solvate chemical shift 
somewhat increases as the temperature lowers (at Yu = 75 g/1 and 
T = 215, 203 and 196 Kit is 1.50, 1.59 and 1.63 ppm, respective
ly; at 200 g/1 and T = 235 and 220 K it is 1.63 and 1.77 ppm). The 
solvation chemical shift also grows with uranium concentration at 
Yu = 75 g/1, 200 g/1 and 350 g/1 and at the indicated growing Td 
c. 0 is 1. 63, 1. 76 and 1. 82 ppm. On dilution with toluene S increa 
ses by 0.15 ppm. 

In the P.MR spectra at the frequency of 400 MHz similar, but 
less pronounced (fig. 2) phenomena were observed : on solvation 
along with the oG-protons peak of free TBP (standard TMS, S •4.04 

4.05 ppm 
• 

D T5P 
~\45 4,05 

4.0 

273 K 

220 K 

1.f:> 

273 K 
J.o z.a 

!400 1200 1000 800 IIJO IIJO 

1.6 1.3 0.9 
I I 

1.35 

zoo 

3 
1.0 ppm 

a H~ 

Fig. 2. Spectra of 1H tributyl phosphate 
(1) extract (2, uranium concentration 180 
g/l~and TBP fully saturated with uo2(N03)2 (J). 

2...2.5 K 

A 

Fig. 3. 15N spectrum 
corresponding to spec
trum 1 in fig. 4. 
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ppm), there appeared a peak of o(-protons of solvate ( 8 = 4.50 
ppm), the solvation chemical shift ~s was 170Hz= 0.45 ppm, i.e., 
4 times less than on 31P. On solvation the peaks of CH3 ( b = 0.90 
ppm) , cJ_ - and } -protons ( 8 = 1. 3 and 1. 6 ppm, respectively) 
last their fine structure and deformed, but 1H shifts were small; 
for 0 -protons Ll.b = 18 Hz = O. 05 ppm; for fo -protons b..b = 70 Hz = 
0.18 ppm. 

We failed to separate the peak of tri- or tetrasolvate. It is 
possible that the availability of this complex is evidenced by the 
indicated growth of the solvation shift with the Yu growth. It in 
most l~ely that an additional TBP molecule or even two are in 
the outer sphere of the complex : the enthalpy of a disolvate for
mation is ~ 20 kcal/mole, the addition of the third molecule gives 
only v 1 kcal. Exchange between outer and inner sphere TBP molecu
les diminishes the chemical shift of the latter; on saturation all 
TBP molecules are only in the inner sphere and this effect disap
pears. 

Changes in the spectra that point to a new complex formation 
are observed on a long-term contact of uo2 (N03)2nH2o crystals with 
TBP (fig. 4 ). At the contact time -v 1 hour on both the sides of 
the disolvate peak ( S = 1.6- 1.8 ppm) two small new peaks appear 
(fig. 4, spectrum 1; : peak A on the weak field side ( 5 = 2.6 ~ 
+ 0.1 ppm) and peak B (is first to appear) on the strong field 
;ide ( 0 = 1.0 ~ 0.1 ppm). The 15N spectrum (fig. 3) of the ex
tract reveals minimum two complexes. If one judges by the disap
pearance of peaks A and B on a four times dilution with toluene 
(1a spectrum) both the complexes are dimers or polymers. 

On a long-term contact (more than a day) the intensity of peak 
A grows, its area constituses v20% of the disolvate peak area 

(fig. 4 , spectrum 2). It turned out that the A complex is poor
ly soluble in saturated hydrocarbons that readily disolve common 
disolvate. This allows to obtain the A complex. Following 3 

(spectrum 3) and 8 (spectrum 4) dodecane Jrubs it prevails; with 
the temperature lowered to 15°0 a solid phase precipitates; on 
heating to 30°C it is again dissolved. 

In the IR-spectrum of the A complex a 10 cm-1 increase of the 
PO frequency shift was revealed (UJPO = 1175 cm-1 instead of 
1185- 1189 cm-1 for common solvate), i.e., the TBP- uo2 bond is 
strengthened; the frequencies of N03 (1269 and 1530) remain prac
tically unchanged with the splitting of 260 cm-1 which evidences 
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Fig. 4. jtp spectra of extracts saturated with_uo,(N01 ) 2 .6H20 
1 - contact time - 2 hours; 2 - days; 3 - spec~men 2 after 3 wash 
-ups with dodecane; 4 - after 8 wash-ups (all spectra at 253K), 
1a - 4a specimens 1-4 as 4 times diluted with toluene; peak F at 
5.1 + 0.1 ppm, E =at 4.5 + 0.2 ppm (undiluted TBP) and at 3.8 ~ 
0.2 ppm- in toluene. -

the bidentatic coordination; the uo2 frequency grows by 4 cm-1• 
From the IR spectra 0.3 mole/1 of OH groups is found; and with 
the chemical analysis 0.2 mole/1 HN0

3 
is found which indicates a 

partial hydrolysis of uranyl nitrate. 
According to the chemical analysis a fresh A complex can con

tain up to 600 g/1 uranium, i.e., monosolvate, possibly [uo20HNOj 
·TBP]n or more complicated mixed complexes, polymerized with OH 
bridges are formed (one OH group can coordinate up to three ura
nyl ones). The nature of the A complex needs further investiga
tion, but we can see that it is tinted light brownish which is ty
pical of hydroxoforms of uranyl; the polymerization is confirmed 
by the fact that the complex is essentially insoluble in dodecane. 

On long-term holding a precipitate results and the uranium con
tent of the organic solution diminishes up to 360-400 g/1 which 
is close to that for~olvate. 

The A complex formation is accompanied by E and F comple-
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xes appearing (the peaks at 4 ± O.J and 5.2 ppm) both in 100% and 
diluted TBP (spectra 2 - 4 and 2a - 4a). Probably they are some 
other hydrolytic complexes, e.g., uo 2(0H) 2TBPn. As distinct from 
E and F the A complex is significantly changed on 4-times dilu
tion with toluene. It depolymerizes, a disolvate peak is primari
ly observed (b J 1p ~ 1.7- 1.9 ppm) possibly due to the dispro
portionation with the E and F complexes. 

The B complex is possibly an electrostatical polymer. 
Thorium nitrate. On thorium nitrate solvation the negative 31P 

chemical shifts are observed (fig.5), the peaks of free TBP, di
and trisolvate are seen. At fully saturation two or three (another 
thorium sample) peaks are seen (possibly ThOH(No3)/TBP)q is pre
sent). 

0.10 PI"" 
''TBP 
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-~.5 -5.15 0.0 
I I 

200K 

-4.4-5.0 

2. 

-4.L -5.:> 
I I 

225K 

3 

-l.J1 -~.l'i -4.0 -4.2-5<!5 
I I II 

200K 215K 

4 

Fig.5. 31p spectra of thorium nitrate extracts (100% TBP 4 times 
diluted with toluene, spectrum J - 2 times). Th concentrations 
(before dilution) 1 - 100 g/1, 2 - 200 g/1, 3-5 - TBP fully satu
rated with thorium nitrate. 

Thus, di- and trisolvates of TBP with thorium nitrate and di
solvate with uranylnitrate were visualized, new complexes in this 
trivial systems were revealed. 
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MASS TRANSFER ON FREELY SUSPENDED SINGLE DROPLETS MEASURED BY 
SCINTILLATION QUENCHING AND SINGLE-PHOTON COUNTING TECHNIQUE 

H.B. RHEIN, M. STENNS and K. SCHUGERL 
Institut fur Technische Chemie, Universitat Hannover, Callin
str. 3, D-3000 Hannover, F.R.G. 

ABSTRACT 
Mass transfer of isomeric chlorobenzoic acids in aqueous phase; 

organic phase (xylene) systems is measured at different pH-values 
by partial optical quenching of j-scintillation events, which were 
recorded by two photomultipliers in coincidence. The influence of 
the pH-value of the aqueous phase and the solute concentration on 
the mass transfer rate are ascertained. A two-dimensional distri
bution of the counting rates was determined by a single-photon
counting image-amplifier signal-processor system. The inner drop
let coalescence in freely suspended liquid membrane drops is moni
tored by means of optical quenching of the scintillation measured 
by the latter technique. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to avoid difficulties with the classical integral me

thods for the investigation of mass transfer between continuous 

and dispersed phases and to carry out different measurements for 

very short observation times as well, a modified liquid scintilla

tion technique was developed to investigate the mass transfer on 

freely suspended droplets. 

MEASURING METHODS 

The droplet consisting of solvent or extractant + diluent and 

solute as well as scintillators were irradiated by low energy 

r-ray (Emax =60 keV) by using a closed Am 241 source with a well 

focussed ray. As a consequence of the irradiation of the solvent, 

low energy electrons were formed by the photo- and Compton effect 

with an energy spectrum similar to that of tritium. They exci~ed 

the solvent molecules, which transferred their energy to the pri

mary and to the secondary scintillators (for better energy yield), 

which emitted this energy as fluorescent light at 300-400 nm. 

Hence, the external r-source acted like a solvent label. The ad

vantage of this labelling is that no open radioactive sources are 

needed. This energy transfer mechanism is disturbed in the pre-
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sence of solutes with polar groups (chemical quench). Hence, when 

the solute was extracted from the droplet, the counting rate 

increased and, when it was transferred 

counting rate diminished as time went 

1983) . 

into the droplet, the 

on (Halwachs, Schugerl 

A comparison of pulse height density distributions in absence 

and presence of chemical quench indicated that in the latter case, 

the distribution shifted to lower energies (pulse heights). This 

change of fluorescence emission was measured by two photomulti

pliers. The coincidence pulses of the two multipliers were counted 

into consecutive channels usually at equidistant time periods of 

1 s. However, for measuring the mass transfer during the droplet 

formation equidistant time periods of 10 ms were used. Usually 

each run consisted of 1000 to 10 000 measured points. The mea

suring section consisted of the quartz nozzle with stainless steel 

grids located upstream from it and a stainless steel hypodermic 

needle for the formation of a droplet in the nozzle (Fig. 1). In 

the plane of the freely suspended droplet, a closed Am 241 source 

was mounted into the nozzle holder, and the two photomultipliers 

were optically coupled to the nozzle wall. With this setup it was 

possible to measure the solute concentration in the droplet, con

sisting of a nonquenching sol vent, as a function of time for an 

extended period of time (several hours) with fixed and freely sus

pended single droplets, respectively, at different Reynolds num

bers. This technique yielded high precision mass transfer data 

with high time resolution. Though it measured the solute amount by 

optical method, it did need the problematic sampling procedure of 

the other experimental techniques. 

This method measured the scintillation counts integral over the 

entire volume of the droplet. An improved version of this method 

uses the single photon counting (Inuzuka et al. 1985), which al

lows the measurement of the local scintillation counts. By means 

of a VIM (Video Intensified Microscopy) -system consisting of a 

highly sensitive detector and image amplifier (three-stage micro

channel plate) and real time processor (Tsuyoshi 1984) , all of 

them leased from Hamamatsu Photonics, Germany, it was possible to 

evaluate the spacial concentration distributions of the solute in 

the droplet (for details, see Rhein 1988). 
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RESULTS 

Freely suspended single droplet measurements 

The concentration of the solute in the organic phase (droplet) 

CHA0 (t) was measured with the modified liquid szintillation tech

nique as a function of time t, and the mass transfer coefficients 

Ktot were calculated by the relationship for the mass transfer 

from the organic phase to the aqueous phase: 

1 

d t A 

where A = the droplet surface area and V0 = droplet volume. 

Figure 2 shows the variation of ktot with the conversion X in the 

queous phase for 2-chlor-benzoic acida (2-CBA) at a high pH-value, 

and Figure 3 shows ktot at a low pH-value. Both of them show the 

reduction of ktot with an increasing conversion of the solute. 

In Figure 4, ktot is shown for the extraction of the solute from 

the aqueous phase into the organic droplet phase at a low pH as a 

function of the conversion. With this measuring technique, mass 

transfer coefficients on freely suspended droplets can be measured 

with high accuracy. 

Liquid membrane emulsion droplet 

Preliminary investigations were carried out with single liquid 

membrane droplets. The scintillators were dissolved in the mem

brane phase. However, in waterjoil emulsions, the counting yield 

was very low because of the strong optical quench of the emulsion, 

and the strong chemical quench of the surfactants and carriers. 

Hence, a highly active Am-241-source (300 mCi) was used. The 

aqueous phase (0.1 n NaOH) was disperged in the organic phase 

(with LA-2 carrier, 3 w% Span 80, POP and POPOP scintillators in 

xylene) at a high stirrer speed (10 000 rpm). Rather rigid drop

lets were formed from this viscous emulsion. The chemical quench 

by Span 80, and the carrier and the optical quench by the emulsion 

were evaluated for each droplet volumina. The optical quench 

varied from 77,7% (100 ~1 droplet volume) to 24.8% (10 ~1 droplet 

volume). A linear relationship between the specific surface area 

of the aqueous droplets in the emulsion and the optical quench was 

detected. This allowed the determination of the interfacial area 

within the emulsion. With increasing time, the counting rate 
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increased (in 60 min by a factor of two), which indicates a co

alescence of the small droplets and a decrease of the interfacial 

area (by 40%) within the emulsion drop. This allows the monitoring 

of the interfacial area in liquid membrane emulsions by an optical 

method. During extraction, the chemical quench changes due to the 

solute concentration variation and the optical quench by coales

cence. In order to calculate the solute concentration as a func

tion of time, the optical quench must be known. By assuming that 

the variation of the optical quench is caused by the droplet 

coalescence is not influenced by the solute concentration, and 

hence, the latter can be calculated. However, as long as this 

assumption is not proved, these results cannot be considered as 

quantitative ones. 

Mass transfer on single droplets measured by single photon 

counting 

Since the single-photon-counting technique measures local 

counts and evaluates a two-dimensional distribution of the count

ing rates by means of the image amplifier and processor, it is, in 

principle, possible to evaluate the three-dimensional concentra

tion distribution of the solute within the droplet by means of a 

mathematical model. 

CONCLUSION 

The modified scintillation technique allows the measurement of 

the solute concentration in freely suspended liquid droplets by 

photomultipliers with high accuracy and high time resolution. By a 

single photon counting image intensifier processor system, one ob

tains the two-dimensional distribution of the counting rates in 

the droplet. In principle, it should be possible to evaluate the 

spacial distribution of the solute in the droplet by a mathemati

cal model. These techniques can also be applied for the investiga

tion of a liquid membrane droplet. It is possible to monitor the 

droplet coalescence in the liquid membrane drop by measuring the 

variation of the optical quench. 
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INVBSTIGATION ON THE EXTRACTION BEHAVIOR OF CARBOXYL CROWN ETHERS FOR 

URANYL IONS 

ZHU LIN CHEN SHAO-JIN LIU ZHONG-QUN CHEN WEN-JUN 

Department of Chemistry, Sichuan University, Chengdu, 610064, P.R. CHINA 

ABSTRACT 

8 benzocrown ether amidocarboxylic acids and 2 azacrown ether 
amidocarboxylic acids have been synthesized. New compounds were characterized 
by IR, NMR, MS. The extraction behavior of some crown ether carboxylic acids 
in nitromethane for uranyl ion from aqueous solution have been investigated 
and extraction equilibrium constants were evaluated. Acid dissociation constants 
and complex formation constants of azacrown ether carboxylic acids for UOi•, 
La3•, Cu•• and other ions have been determined. Effects of substituted group 
and intramolecular synergistic action of complexing agents have been discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the exceptional selectivity of crown ethers for alkali and alkali earth 

metal cations was reported, quite a lot of papers on the extraction of various 

metal ions with different crown ethers have been published. However, for 

neutral crown ether molecule, extractability of metal ion from aqueous solution 

affects remarkably by the hydrophilic anion followed. 

Designing new crown ether extractant to avoid the unfavorable affection of 

hydrophilic anion have been mentioned by several authors. Cram (1973) 

reported carboxylic acid derivative of binephthyl crown ether formed very 

stable coordination compound while it reacted with KOH. Strzelbicki (1981) 

synthesized 14 crown ether carboxylic acids and investigated their extraction 

for alkali and alkali-earth metal. They found the extractability of metal ion 

controlled by a balance between carboxyl and crown ether portions of the 

complexing agent. 

It is reasonable to propose that while the allocation of crown ether and 

carboxyl portions is in appropriate position, certain crown ether carboxylic 

acids will exhibit excellent property both in extraction selectivity and extraction 

ability owing to intramolecular synergism. 

Our laboratory found EDTA-diamino-dibenzo-18-crown-6 condensed polymer 

showed the synergism for the adsorption of uranyl ion (Liu, 1988). This paper 

reported the synthesis of a series of amide carboxylic acids of different crown 

and azacrown ethers and the extraction property of these new complexing 

agents for uranyl ion. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents 

Dibenzo-18-crown-6, benzo-15-crown-5, benzo-18-crown-6, (CH3)4NOH, (no less 

than 10%) and (Cfu)•NBr were of A.R. grade. Reagents for organic synthesis 

were all of C.P. grade. Organic solvents and inorganic reagents were of A.R. 

grade. Glutaric anhydride and adipic anhydride monomer (Julian, 1930) were 

prepared freshly. 

2.2 Apparatus 

FTIR spectrometer, 170SX, Nicolet; NMR spectrometer, JEOLFX-90Q, Japan; Ge

MS spectrometer, 4510, Finnigan; Organic Element Analyzer, 1106, Carlo 

Erba(Italy). 

2.3 Synthesis 

Derivatives of dibenzo-crown ethers 

Nitration of dibenzo-18-crown-6 and their reduction were carried out 

following the description of Feigenbaum's paper(1971). Cis-NDB18C6 m.p. 208-212° 

C, cis-AmDB18C6 m.p. 179-182° C, trans-NDB18C6 m.p. 243-246° C, trans-AmDB18C6 

m.p. 195-198°0. 

Amidate reaction was carried out by heating bisamino-dibenzo-crown ether 

and relevant anhydride in DMF. Cis-product of bis(carboxyl-valeramido)

dibenzo-18-crown-6 was obtained with m.p. 213-217°0, tran-product m.p. 225-229° 

c. 
Cis-bis(carboxyl-propionamido)-dibenzo-18-crown-6 m.p. 205-207° C, trans

product m.p. 247-249°0 , 

Derivatives of benzo-crown ethers 

4-amino-benzo-15-crown-5, prepared following Ungaro's paper(1976), was 

acylated in toluene with relevant anhydride. 4-(carboxyl-valeramido)-benzo-15-

crown-5, m.p. 183-186 ° C. 4-(Carboxyl-propionamido)-benzo-15-crown-5, m.p. 

151-153° C and 4-(carboxyl-butanamido)-benzo-15-crown-5, m.p. 175-176° C. 

Derivatives of Monoaza-15-crown-5 and 1,10-diaza-18-crown-6 

a. Derivative of monoaza 15-crown-5 

Monoaza-15-crown-5 was prepared following Maeda's paper(1983). Purified 

succinic anhydride was added in 200m} toluene solution of 8g monoaza-15-

crown-5. Reactant was heated to 70° C with stirring and reaction processing 

monitored by TLC. The solvent was evaporated off. N-(Carboxyl-propionyl)-15-

azacrown-5 was obtained as colorless sticky liquid after purification with 

petroleum ether. 

b. Derivatives of 1, 10-diaza-18-crown-6 

N, N'-Di(carboxyl-propionyl)-cryptand-[2,2]: 1,10-Diaza-18-crown-6 or 

cryptand-[2,2] was synthesized following Kulstad's paper(1979). White crystale 

of cryptand-[2,2] was obtained in a yield of 24%, m.p. 112-114 ° C. 
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Cryptand-[2,2] was acylated in toluene with purified succinic anhydride. 

After recrystalization from ethanol, a white solid product was obtained with 

yield of 51%, m.p. 140-142'c. 

N,N'-Di(carboxyl-methyl)-cryptand-[2,2] (Tazaki, 1982): Alcohol solution of 

cryptand-[2,2], ClCHzCOOEt and triethylene diamine was refluxed for 48 hrs to 

fui ' iil the diothyl ester of objective compound. Then hydrolysis was carried out. 

Recrystalized with 80% EtOH, the objective compound was obtained with m.p. 

165-167°C. 

2.4 Solvent Extraction 

Extraction experiments were carried out in a IOml centrifugal tube with 

stopper. CH3N0z was used as the solvent of crown ether carboxylic acids. For 

DB18C6 derivatives, di-n-butylamine was added to overcome the difficulty 

caused by slight solubility. Concentration of uranyl ion was determined by 

Arsenazo III spectrophotometry. 

2.5 Determination of acid dissociation constants and complex formation constants 

Acid dissociation constants were determined by PH potential titration at 25°C, 

1=0.1. 

Cryptand-[2,2]-dicarboxylic acids dissociate in HzO in two steps: 

HzL === H•+HL
HL- === H•+V-

kt = [H][HL]/[HzL] 
kz = [H][L]/[HL] 

While k1»k2, kt and kz were determined independently in different PH range 

by the following formula: 

kt = [H](aCt+[H]) 
Ct-(aCt+[H]) 

kz = [H]((a-l)Ct-kw/[H]) 
Ct-( (a-1 )Ct-kw/[H]) 

Where a=mols of alkali added/mols of acid, Ct represents initial concentration 

of acid. 

While k1=k2, these acid dissociation constants were determined by 

Schwarzenbach's method. 

Coordination of crown ether carboxylic acid for metal ions depends on PH 

value of solution. While a> 1.5, the acid will be mainly present in the form of 

carboxylate ion and the complex equilibrium might be proposed as: 

M2•+A2- ==== MA 

If CM=CA, KMA can be calculated with equation: 

~ 
KMA = [A]Z 

where c(. = [H)Z+kt[Hl+ktkz 
ktk2 

[A] = (2-a)CA-[H]+[OH] k k 
2[H)2+kt[H] 1 2 

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
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3.1 Characteristics of crown ether amidocarboxylic acids(be ommited) 

3.2 Extraction of crown ether carboxylic acids for uranyl ion 

The extraction behavior of following crown ether earboxylic acids have been 

investigated: 

HzL(1) 
HzL(2) 
fuL(3) 
fuL(4) 

0 0 " nn~~ 11 R-c.-NHl§tU..~~~~~~-c-R 

R=(CHz)zCOOH, cis
R=(CHa)2COOH, tran
R=(CHz)tCOOH, cis
R=(CHz)tCOOH, tran-

~" 8 Zr:iJ§rNH-C-R 
HL(5)R=(CHz)2COOH, n=1 
HL(6)R=(CHz)3COOH, n=1 
HL(7)R=(CHz)tCOOH, n=l 
HL(S)R=(CHz)aCOOH, n=2 

The influence of aqueous PH value upon the distribution ratio of uranyl ion 

was examined by holding the initial concentration of crown ether carboxylic acid 

in CH3N0a constant. Plot of lgD vs. PH shows in Figl. Fig2 records the variation 

of lgD as a function of the concentration of crown ether carboxylic acid by 

holding the equilibrated aqueous PH value constant. 

H2 L(J), m /.Ol pH {0 

/-"""'" 
4 5 

H1 L(I) 
D ,, y thL(4),ml. ll j{''"' J / ""'···· Qz ,LC4J 

3' ~ 
~ 

HLC8J 
otf 

Of 
~L(6J_1 
~L('i) 

HL(7J 

t 1 xto"'M 4 ' 6 7 B 
o.J o.f 

CHal. or CHI. PH 

Fig 1 Plot of lgD vs. LogCRL(orCa2L) Fig 2 Plot of lgD vs. PH 

Experimental results may be summarized as follows: 

a. For 7 crown ether carboxylic acids, the plot of lgD vs. lgC are all 

straight line and the slopes are near by 1. It denotes the complexation ratio of 

crown ether carboxylic acid to uranyl ion is 1:1. 

b. For HzL(l), the distribution ratio of uranyl ion increased as PH raised. 

The plot of lgD vs. PH is a straight line with slope near 2. Here the extraction 

of UOi• belonga to acidic complexation extraction which can expressed as 

UOi•+fuL === UOzL+2W 

HzL(3) and HzL(4) extract uranyl ion effectively in lower PH range, the 

extraction reaction seems to be 
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Extraction of HL(5), HL(6), HL(7), HL(8) for uranyl ion displayed different 

regularity. In the range of low PH value. The plot of lgD vs. PH is a straight 

line of slope 0. While PH raised to 5 to 7, the slope of curve increased. This 

denotes the extraction of above 4 compounds for uranyl ion is mainly neutral 

complexation extraction. Only in the neutral region nearby, there exists a small 

portion of acidic complexation extraction. 

c. By comparison of K's, the factors of affecting extraction ability may 

deduced as: (i) while branch chain keeps the same, the extraction ability of 

Bl8C6 is a bit stronger than that of B15C5. Possibly it is because the cavity 

size of 18-member ring is nearer the diameter of uranyl ion than that of 15-

member ring. (ii) length of branch chain with terminal carboxyl group on 

benzene ring affects extracting power in a negligible extent. 

d. Extraction constants lgKex of benzocrown ethers for uranyl ion were 

evaluated as: HL(5) 4.45, HL(6) 4.73, HL(7) 4.43, HL(S) 5.0. For dibenzocrown 

ethers, only conditional extraction constants can be obtained: H2L(l) 1.68xlo-u, 

fuL(3) 0.41, H2L(4) 0.36. 

3.3 Dissociation and complexing ability of azacrown ether carboxylic acids 

a. N-(3-carboxyl-propionyl)-monoaza-15-crown-5 (HL(9)) 

Acid dissociation constant and complex formation constants of N-(3-carboxyl

propionyl)-aza-15-crown-5, were determined by PH potentiometry at 25 ° C and 

1=0.1. Complex formation constants were carried out in the presence of extra 

quantity of metal ion and calculated by the following equation: 

KMt = Ct-(HL)(l+ka/[H]) 
(HL)1(1+ka/[H]) (ka/[H]) 

LgK's of 7 metal ions varied in the range of 1.16 and 3.23 with a sequence of 

Results denoted that the acidity of HL(9) is similar to that of n-butanic acid 

but weaker than acetic acid. The complexing ability of HL(9) for UOi•, Pba•, Cui+, 

Co1• and Sr1• is of the same order comparing with that of acetic acid, and the 

values of lgK's of HL(9) are higher somewhat. 

It implies that the donor atoms of N, 0 might attend the synergistic 

complexation with -COOH for metal ions. 

b. N,N'-di(carboxyl-propionyl)-cryptand-[2,2] (HaL(lO)) and N, N'-di(carboxyl

methyl)-cryptand-[2,2] (H2L(ll)) 

Dissociation and complex formation constants of these two cryptand-[2,2] 

carboxylic acids were determined by PH potentiometry. 

Results are listed in Tab 1. Dissociation constants k1 and ka differentiate in 

more than 5 orders for alkylcarboxylic acid H2L(l1), but of the same order for 

amidocarboxylic acid H2L(IO). 
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TABLE 1 Complex formation cons tants of a zac rown ethe r earboxylic acids 

------------ ·- ----- --------------· ·- --·--- ----·-- --------------------- ---------- - ----- - - - ------
HzL M2• 

HzL(10) 

HzL(ll) 

H2L(10): 

HaL(ll): 

um• La3• 

5.20 3.32 

;1:0.14 ±0.02 

7.33 7.58 

;1:0.18 :t0.09 

pkt=4.40:t0.06, 

pkt=2.90:t.0.10, 

Cu20 

2.76 

.t.0.05 

10.98 

.±.0.28 

Ni2• Co2• 

2.42 2.38 

:t.0.09 :t-0.05 

5.40 5.16 

:!:0.20 .:1:.0.22 

pk2=5.42±0.07 

pka=8.33::t:0.10 

Zn2• 

2.26 

:t0.07 

5.82 

.t0.19 

Ba2• Sr2• 

2.21 2.21 

:t.0.08 :t0.08 

5.52 5.63 

.t0.20 :t.0.21 

Changing different substituted groups on N atoms of cryptand-[2,2] results 

in different sequence of complexing ability for metal ions. For cryptand-[2,2] 

amidocarboxylic acid HzL(10) the sequence is: 

and for cryptand-[2,2] alkylcarboxylic acid H2L(ll), it appears as: 

An important fact is that complexing ability of cryptand-[2,2] alkylcarboxylic 

acid is much stronger than that of crypand-[2,2] amidocarboxylic acid. It can 

be explained reasonably as the electronic cloud density of N atoms was 

drastically diminished by the attraction of adjacent carboxyl group and hence 

the complexing ability of donor N atoms of azacrown ether decreased. It also 

offers an indirect evidence of the occurrence of intramolecular synergism 

between carboxyl and azacrown ether portion. 

Carrying further investigation on the influence of N-substituted group, 

cavity size and variety of donor atoms in crown ether will be valuable both in 

academic and practical respects. 
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POLYMERIZATION AND SOLVATION OF RARE-EARTH DI-(2-ETHYLHEXYL) 
PHOSPHATES 

Yu.I. TRIFONOV, E.K. LEGIN and D.N. SUGLOBOV 
V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, 197022, Leningrad (USSR) 

ABSTRACT 
Trifonov, Yu.I., Legin, E.K. and Suglobov, D.N. Polymerization 
and solvation of rare-earth di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphates. 
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The results of investigation into the structure solvation 
and coordination properties of RE di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphates 
(LnAJ) are presented. According to X-ray and spectroscopic 
(IR, luminescent) data, the LnAJ compounds have a structure of 
linear rigid-chain coordination polymers consisted of octahedral 
links connected by alkyl-phosphate bridges. The polymers in c~ 
tal lattice are placed parallel each other and interconnected by 
Van-der-waels forces. In spite of the low coordination number 
{6) for LnJ+ in LnAJ, the LnAJ compounds do not accept neutral 
organic donor ligands and therefore the polar liquids, for in
stance H20, ROH, RJN, TBP, have adverse effect as solvents. LnAJ 
is dissolved in some inert solvents (for example, in CCl4) and 
forms liquid crystals. Phase diagram of the system EuA3 - CCl4 -
n-csH170H was studied. Unlike the neutral donors, the acid li
gands {NO), Cl-) are coordinated to Ln3+ ions in LnAJ forming 
the mixed-ligand complexes. The investigation of spectra, mole
cular structur~ and some chemical reactions of these complexes 
{preferably EuJ+) was performed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HA) is widely used in ex

traction chemistry of rare earth elements. There is a great body 
of data on distribution coefficients and chemical composition of 
extracted complexes (Martynov et al., 1978), kinetics and inter
phase processes (Yagodin et al., 1981). However some important 
problems on molecular structure and coordination properties of 
RE di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphates (LnA3) remain to be solved. The
se problems may be best approached by synthesis of complexes 
formed in extraction process and of related compounds containing 
A--anion and by investigation of them. Such approach was mainly 
used in the present work for Eu3+ complexes, because in this 
case advantage may be taken of the relationship between lumines
cence spectrum and coordination sphere symmetry (Tsaryuk et al., 
1989). However, the results obtained are common to all the se
ries of rare earth elements. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL PART 
Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid was purified according to 

the procedure described by Trifonov et al., 1985 • Crystalline 
powders of LnA3 (Ln = La, Eu) were synthesized by means of the 
method Trifonov et al., 1985 • The needle-like samples of LnA3 
crystals for X-ray investigations were grown from the solutions 
of LnA3 (Ln = La, Eu) in mixed solvents (CC14 - 80 %, n-Csfl17oH-
20 %) by slow evaporation of cc14 • The samples of LnA3 were ana
lyzed by adding 10 ml octane to the portion of ....., 1 g LnA

3 
and by 

contacting with 10 ml HN03 (5 M). Then HA and Ln3+ were determi
ned by titration in organic and aqueous phases respectively. Ac
cording to the analytical data, the ratio of Ln3+: A- is 1 : 3 
which corresponds to the formula LnA

3
• 

IR spectra were recorded on the IRS-29 spectrometer; lumines
cence spectra were registered on the SDL-2 spectrometer 

V\excitation = 366 nm). X-ray patterns of the powder samples were 
registered on Dron - 1M diffractometer (CuK~). X-ray patterns of 
crystal samples were recorded in Weissenberg chamber (CuK.). 

2.1 Molecular and crystal structure of LnA3 

X-ray investigation has shown that the crystals of LnA3 exhi
bit axial textures. The presence of axial texture indicates that 
the molecules of LnA3 and Nd(02P(OC2H5)2) 3 (Lebedev et al., 1982) 
have identical structure type with configuration of a linear ri
gid-chain coordination polymer. 

. sl\- '= 
""• 2. 

Fig. 1. The luminescence spectra of crystal pattern EuA 3 (a); 
solution EuA2(AHA) in octane, CEuA

2
(AHA) = 10-2 mole/1 {b); 

solution Eu(AHA) 3 in octane, CEu(AHA)
3 

= 10-2 mole/1 {c). 
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0 
Identity period along the axis of texture of LnA 3 (5.3 A) was 

determined on X-ray patterns. The character of splitting in lumi
nescence spectra ( 5n0 -- 7F1, 2 ) corresponds to octahedral coordi
nation sphere of Eu3+ in EuA 3 (Fig. 1,a). In IR-apectra there 
are the banda V s (PO) = 1090 cm-1 , Vas (PO) = 1180 cm-1 attribu
ted to PO-vibrations of alkylphosphate in bridge bonds. 

Model of the polymer molecule (LnA3)n was constructed on the 
basis of X-ray and spectroscopy data (Fig. 2). 

In compliance with the model, Ln3+ in LnA 3 ions have octahed
ral coordination sphere and the faces of neighbouring octahedral 
links are connected by alkylphosphate bridges. The distance 
Ln3+ - Ln3+ calculated from the model is in good agreement with 

0 
the identity period of texture ( 5.3 A). 2 - Ethylhexyl radicals 
are positioned perpendicular to the polymer axis. The elementary 
cell (hexagonal) of EuA3 has the following parameters: 

0 0 3 f 3 a=18.6A; c=10.4A; Z=2;fexp . =1.21 g/cm; calc.=1.16g/cm. 

In crystal lattice each molecu~e EuA3 is surrounded by six 
neighbours at a distance of 18.6 A and connected by Ven-der
Waals forces. 

2.2 Solvation and state of LnA 3 in non-aqueous solvents 

So far as we know, Ln3+ ions in LnA 3 are not capable to co
ordinate the molecules of neutral donors (H2o, ROH, R3N, OP(OR) 3 
etc.). As a result, the molecules of organic solvents can solva
te only hydrocarbon radicals of LnA3• The solvation of radicals 
is not accompanied by breaking the strong bridge bonds, but may 

Fig. 2. Structure model of LnA3 polymer. 

e- fu 
c-P 
0-0 
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disturb the molecular contacts between the chains. Por instance, 
the addition of a very small portion of cc14 to LnA3 crystal 
(CC14 : LnA 3 ~ 1 : 100) leads to the destruction of crystal lat
tice and the formation of gel. The gel has optical anisotropy 
which is typical for liquid crystals. When adding cc14 , the gels 
are converted to solution which retains anisotropy up to concen
tration of EuA 3 2 wt %. At lower concentration, the optical 
anisotropy disappears. When dissolving the polymer molecules of 
EuA 3, their structure remains unaffected; IR- and luminescence 
spectra are identical for solutions and crystals of EuA3• 

Polymer length may be evaluated according to theory Flory 
(Liquid crystal polymers, 1988). Taking into account that the 

0 
diameter of polymer chain is equal to 26 A, we obtain the length 

0 
value of polymer 8000 A. When polar component (n-C8H17oH) is ad-
ded to two-component liquid crystal, three-component liquid crys
tal is formed, see Fig. 3, zone(~. In mixtures above the zone 
(M) there are present two phases: mesophase (M) and isotropic 
one (I). In the region of low concentration of EuA3 and 
n-C8H17oH, the two-phase line passes to a narrow Flory corridor 
(P). 

On addition of a polar component to the mixtures of EuA 3 -
cc14, qualitative changes in optical textures and sharp decrease 
of viscosity were observed. As it is seen from IR- and lumines
cence spectra, these processes do not break the octahedral coor
dination of Eu3+ and bridge bonds. 

2.3 Mixed-ligand complexes 
We have found that acido-ligands (NO), Cl-) can replace the 

ROH 

Fig. 3. Phase diagram of the system EuA3 - cc14 - n-CaH17oH, 
T = 293 K. 



part of A- anions in LnA 3 to form mixed-ligand complexes. For 
instance, these reactions give rise to fast dissolution of LnA3 
(Ln = La, Eu) in acetone: 

EuA
3 

(solid) + 2Eu( N0 3) 3 • 6H2o-- 3EuA(N0 3)2 • 2H20 + 6H20 
(I) 

The reaction proceeds completely, and after evaporation of 
solvent a solid complex of EuA(N03) 2•2H20 remains. The complex 
is dissolved in donor solvents and swells in inert solvents. 
IR-spectra have the bands of alkylphosphate bridges (V

8
(PO) • 

1090 em-\\) as(PO) = 1170 cm-1) bidentate coordinated NO'j 
anions (1275, 1507, 810 cm-1) and the bands of coordinated H2o 
(3400, 1620 cm-1). 

When adding the donors (n-octanol, tributyl phosphate, hexa
methylphosphoramide etc.), the coordinated molecules H20 are 
substituted by donor molecules, forming an anhydrous complex 
EuA(N03)2•2TBP (II). This complex is a monomer; there is a band 
of bidentate coordinated POO groups as chelate on IR-spectra 
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( -1) -1210 em ; H2o bands disappear and the bands of No 3 do not vary. 
NO'j anions in the complex (I) are solvated by HA molecules to 

give an acid mixed-ligand complex (III): 

EuA(N03)2•2H20 + 2HA -EuA(N0~)2 
(III) 

The complex (III) can be also obtained by addition of 
10-15 mole/1 HN03 to suspension of LaA3 in acetone up to complete 
dissolution. In IR-spectra of the complex (III) there are the 

- -1 bands of POH in coordinated bianions (NO~) (1030 em , 
1190 cm-1), bidentate coordinated NO'j (1275, 1507, 810 cm-1) and 
POO bridge bonds (1170 cm-1). These data are in compliance with 
coordination number Eu3+ - 8, as in the case of the complex I, 
but for an anhydrous one and are in agreement with molecular 
model 

0·· ·~ 
N ..... Jl-

,,.. O..tlr ' ,,.. 
- Eu-0-P-0-Eu-0-P-O -cu-,, 

~ .. o;~ 
The acid mixed-ligand chloride complex can be obtained by ad

dition of aqueous (10-11 mole/1) or gaseous HCl to suspension of 
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EuA3 in acetone: 

EuA3 + HCl ~ EuA2(ClHA) 
(IV) 

The anhydrous complex (IV)has a polymer structure. IR-spectra 
exhibit the bands of bianion (ClHA)- (1030, 1190 cm-1) and the 
bands of alkylphosphate bridges <Vs(PO) = 1090 cm-

1
, \J as = 

1170 cm-1). On luminescence spectra the coordination of Eu3+ is 
present as a deformed octahedron. By addition of water to soluti
on of the complexes (I), (II), (III), (IV) in acetone, the comp
lexes are decomposed with forming a precipitate of solid LnA

3
• 

For instance: 
(H20) 

EuA(N03)2·2H2o (acetone) ~EuA3 + Eu(No3)3·xH2o 
,-

Interesting mixed-ligand complexes are formed on extraction 
of lanthanides by HA under conditions of deficient extractant. 
In it case extract is in equilibrium with precipitated LnA3: 

EuA3 + HA ....,. EuA2(AHA) and the ratio of HA : Eu = 5 

The complex EuA2(AHA) is a polymer <Vs(PO) = 1090 cm-1 

Vas(PO) = 1180 cm-1) and according to luminescence spectra 
(Fig. 1,b) Eu3+ ions have coordination sphere of a distorted oc
tahedron. At the ratio of HA: EuA3 )200 monomer complexes of 
Eu(AHA) 3 are formed which according to luminescence spectra 
(Fig. 1,c), have a prismatic configuration with coordination num
ber 6. Such complexes are formed on extraction of RE by low-loa
ded extractant. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF EXTRACTANTS AND DILUENTSON THE EXTRACTION OF 
ACTINOIDS IN THE SYSTEMS WITH HIGH CONTENT OF URANYL NITRATE 

B.Ya. ZILBERMAN and Yu.S. FEDOROV 
V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, 197022, Leningrad (USSR) 

ABSTRACT 
Zilberman, B.Ya. and Fedorov, Yu.s., 1990. The influence of 
extractants and diluents on the extraction of actinoids in the 
systems with high content of uranyl nitrate. 
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As tributyl phosphate (TBP) is saturated with uranyl nitrate, 
the influence of diluent nature (Ccl4 , CHC13 , c 6H6, c 6H5Cl) on 
the extraction of tetravalent actinoids and nitric acid decre
ases; at maximum content of uranium in organic phase this 
effect is at a minimum. 

Under the action of uranyl nitrate, changes in visible 
spectra of neptunium in organic phase are noted, while no such 
change occurs in aqueous phase. 

The extraction of tetravalent actinoids and nitric acid into 
extractant saturated with uranyl nitrate at equilibrium with 
its salt increases for different extractants with increasing 
their basicity. 

INTRODUCTION 
The influence of diluents and extractants on the extraction 

of actinoids was investigated as a rule on systems practically 
non-saturated with metals (uranium) (Marcus and Kertes, 1969; 
Shevchenko et al., 1960). However, some works show that the 
extraction of actinoids and nitric acid by TBP saturated with 
uranium differs markedly from their extraction in the absence 
of uranium (Fedorov and Zilberman, 1986, 1988, 1989). This 
enables to expect changes in the character of the influence 
of diluents and extractants on the extraction of elements 
in the systems saturated with uranium. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Twice-distilled TBP, recrystallized tetradecylammonium 

(TeDA) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) purified on anionite 
were used. 

High pure diluents were used. 
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Concentration of HN0 3 in aqueous and organic phases was 
determined potentiometrically according to the procedure 
(Fedorov and Zilberman, 1986). Concentration of uranium was 
determined by means of vanadatometry, that of neptunium and 
plutonium - by radiometry or sometimes - by spectrophotometry. 

The tests were conducted in separating funnels; phases were 
separated, centrifuged and then filtered for taking spectra. 
The tests were performed at 20 °c. 

Estimate values of error for the determination of nitric 
acid are 10 %, uranium - 3 %, plutonium and neptunium - 7 %. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
On extraction of actinoids in small concentrations (~ 1 g) 

by TBP, a rather great difference in diluents is observed 
(Shevchenko et al., 1960), the nature of which is connected 
with the character of interaction between diluents and TBP. 
With loading the extractant by uranyl nitrate, the influence 
of diluent on the extraction of tetravalent Np and Pu decreases 
(Fig. 1) and disappears practically in the limiting case -
equilibrium with solid salt of uranyl nitrate. 

The character of diluent effect on the extraction of tetra
valent elements (for example Np) by TBP for variable concentra
tions at saturation with uranyl nitrate is shown on Fig. 2. This 

figure shows the presence of three specific regions of extraction. 

I. 100 - 60% TBP. The region of sharp drop of Np (IV) dis-
tribution coefficients. 

D 0- 01df22 D (A) 
102 (B) X - C6H5Cl 

0 
10° 4=--...._o 0- CHC1 3 

x.~ I 1 o1 
"V- C6H5No3 . - C6H5F 

1 o-1 •x V~ 1 
I 

o'• ~ I ox. 

~ 10° I 
I I 
I 

10-2 10-1 
50 100 Uorg. 50 100 Uorg 

Fig. 1. Dependence of distribution coefficients of tetravalent 
neptunium (A) and plutonium (B) on extracting into 30 % TBP 
in different diluents on concentration of uranium in organic 
phase. Concentration of HN03 aq. - 2 M. 



II. 60 - 15 % TBP. The region of linear decrease in Np (IV) 
distribution coefficients. 

III. Below 15 % TBP. The region of diluent effect. 
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Each region seems to be connected with a specific role of di
luent in extraction process. 

The first region may be associated with the effect of short
range interactions between the molecules of uo2(N03)2•2TBP. 
These forces affect also on the molecules of Np(N03)4•2TBP and 
so its distribution coefficient increases. In this case a dilu
ent plays merely mechanical part: the distance between molecules 
increases - the force of interaction decreases. 

The second region is related to the action of long-range 
forces, as the main characteristics of Np (IV) extraction are 
determined by concentration of TBP saturated with uranium, while 
the diluent nature is unessential. This is true for less polar 
diluents than uo2(N03)2•2TBP with dipole moment 3.5 D (Michal
czik and Hurwic, 1961). Among a series of diluents, nitrobenzene 
should be noted (4.2 D). Strong-polar nitrobenzene seems to coun
terbalance the decreased interaction between the molecules 
of U02(N03)2•2TBP. 

In the third region the interaction between the molecules of 
uo2(N03)2•2TBP disappears and all molecular interactions are 
dictated by diluent properties. 

It should be noted that the distribution coefficients of 
uranyl nitrate are equal in the region near to the complete sa
turation of TBP by uranium; this is also true for nitrobenzene. 

I og [TBP] --r-1 
----.

0 -~--, 
o- c6H5No2 
V- c6H5Cl 

•- C6H6 
X- CC14 
C- CHC13 

log D 

-2 

D 
1.0 

0.5 

1 2 3 

Fig. 2. Dependence of Np (IV) distribution on concentration of 
TBP saturated with uranium for different diluents. Concentration 
of HN03 aq. - 2 M. 

Fig. 3. Concentration dependence of Np (IV) distribution coef
ficients. Concentration of HN0 3 aq.- 2M, Uaq.- 100 g/1. 
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Decane and nitrobenzene as diluents differently effect on 
extraction of actinoids in 30 % TBP from uranium solutions, 
that results in concentration dependence of distribution 
coefficients (Fig. 3). Such dependence for n-paraffines as di
luents is one of distinctive features for the extraction process 
of tetravalent actinoids by TBP loaded with uranyl nitrate 
(Zilberman and Fedorov, 1989). "Anomal" effect of nitrobenzene in 
this case is difficult to explain by interaction of diluent with 
hydrated or solvated neptunium nitrate, as nitrobenzene by it
self does not practically extract neptunium under the similar 
conditions. Hence, the diluent seems to act indirectly. 

Fig. 4 presents visible spectra which exhibit the changes in 
spectra of tetravalent neptunium when loading the extract by 
uranium. Spectra of neptunium in organic phase in the absence of 
uranium are similar for decane and nitrobenzene, while at the 
loading with uranium the difference can be observed. 

The main effect appears in intensity of a peak with 933 nm 
wavelength when decane is used. Spectra of neptunium in 100 % 
TBP saturated with uranium and without it are similar to those 
of Np in 30 % TBP in nitrobenzene. For aqueous solutions of 
tetravalent neptunium at a certain concentration of HN0

3
, the 

increase of uranyl nitrate concentration causes no pronounced 
changes in Np spectra. 

The changes in Np spectra in organic phase under the action 
of uranyl nitrate, as well as by using different diluents are 
not connected with anion forms of neptunium (because of the 
absence of corresponding peaks). The observed changes of spectra 
(Fig. 4) are likely to account for structural pecularities of 

(B) 

100 800 900 1000 700 800 900 A, nm 
Fig. 4. Absorption spectrum of Np (IV) in )0 % TBP in decane (A) 
and nitrobenzene (B). Concentration of uranium in organic phase, 
g/1: 1 - 0; 2 - 120. 
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organic TBP solutions saturated with uranyl nitrate. Such orde
red structure exerts a certain influence on the extraction of 
neptunium into organic solutions containing high concentrations 
of uranium, while the effect of diluent in these solutions is 
quite different from uranium-free systems. 

On extracting HN0 3 into 30% TBP saturated with uranyl nitra
te, the most diluents have no effect. 

Fig. 5 shows the extraction of nitric acid by different ex
tractants saturated with uranyl nitrate up to equilibrium with 
solid salt. Concentrations of extractants are selected according 
to equal concentrations of uranyl nitrate in organic phase, i.e. 
the concentration of TeDA is one half as much as that of TBP and 
TOPO. In the absence of uranyl nitrate, these e.xtractants in 
equal concentrations extract ni trio acid in 5- 10 M range nearly 
in equal measure (when filling the capacity of "free" extractant 
by one molecule of acid), i.e. the extraction is performed as if 
by monosolvates of nitric acid with extractants. The more unex
pected high distribution coefficients of nitric acid in TeDA sa
turated with uranium proved to be; these values are rather high
er than those for other extractants (TBP, TOPO) and higher by a 
factor of 4 than on extracting by TeDA of the same concentration, 
but in the absence of uranyl nitrate. For TOPO and TBP saturated 
with uranium, the distribution coefficients of nitric acid are 
one fourth as high as in the absence of uranium, i.e. a reverse 
effect is observed. 

0, r a.. 

:~ 
~ 0.5 z 

,...-...., 0 
&'o ~ 

z 0 
:X: 

~ 
..___. 
cn-0.5 

_Q -1 

~ -1.0 

-1.5 -2 
5 10 HN03 aty. 5 10 HN03 elf 

Fig. 5. Extraction of HN03 into different extractants saturated 
with uranium at equilibrium with its solid salt. Concentration 
of Uorg.- 60 g/1. Diluent CCl4. 1- TeDA (0.24 M); 2- TOPO 
(0.53 M); 3 - TBP (0.53 M). 

Fig. 6. Extraction of Np (IV) into different extractants satura
ted with uranium up to equilibrium with its solid salt. Concent
ration of Uorg.- 60 g/1. Diluent CCl4. 1- TOPO (0.53 M); 2-
TeDA (0.24 M); 3 - TBP {0.53 M). 
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In this case it is seen from IR-spectra that the state of ni
tric acid in TBP and TeDA saturated with uranium is similar and 
corresponds to the state of anhydrous nitric acid. 

Such difference in extractability of nitric acid seems to be 
connected with uranyl form in organic phase. In the case of TBP 
and TOPO, uranium is present in the form of non-ionized disolva
tes, in the case of TeDA - as trinitrate (anion) complex of ura
nyl. It is evident that this form of uranyl has more affinity 
with nitric acid. 

Fig. 6 shows the extraction of tetravalent neptunium into 
different extractants saturated with uranyl nitrate. At equal 
concentrations of nitric acid, the distribution coefficients 
of neptunium for different extractants saturated with uranium 
may be presented as follows: TBP : TeDA : TOPO ~ 1 : 20 : 40; 
in the absence of uranyl nitrate these ratios for 2 M HNO show 
the difference as the following: TBP : TeDA : TOPO ~ 1 : 56 : 500. 

So, when saturating the different extractants with uranyl 
nitrate, the difference in neptunium extractability decreases 
significantly. It should be noted that the concentrations of 
extractants, 0.53 M TBP and TOPO as well as 0.29 M TeDA, are 
established in accordance with uranium concentration in organic 
phase and therefore the distribution coefficients of uranium are 
the same for these concentrations of extractants. 

The extraction of neptunium into extractants saturated with 
uranium (Fig. 6) is not correlated with the extraction of nitric 
acid in the same extractants under the similar conditions(Fig.5). 
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THERMODYNAMIC ASPECTS OF CHANGES IN ELECTRON-DONOR ABILITY OF 
HALOGENACETATE IONS AND EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIA 

A.V. BALUEV 
V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute, 197022, Leningrad (USSR) 

ABSTRACT 
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Baluev, A.V., 1990. Thermodynamic aspects of changes in electron
donor ability of halogenacetate ions and extraction equilibria. 

The results of calculations are presented for same thermody
namic characteristics of metal halogenacetates. Thermodynamic 
data have been analyzed for extraction parameters of the systems 
halogenacetate - water - TBP. 

INTRODUCTION 
In Baluev' works (1985, 1988) a thermochemical cycle was pro

posed and calculations were performed for thermodynamic characte
ristics of s.ome halogenacetate ions and acetate ions, as well as 
lattice enthalpies of corresponding uranyl salts from experimen
tal thermochemical data on standard formation enthalpies of 
salts (AH~, 298 ), the data on gaseous uranyl ion (Marcus, 1975) 
and dissociation enthalpies of acids in gaseous state (AH~) ac
cording to Cuming and Kibarle (1978). Near to linear character 
of dependencies for lattice enthalpies (~Hlat.> of uranyl carbo
xylates and A H~ values of acids on Edwards parameter (H) (see 
Fig.), i.e. actually on logarithm of dissociation constants of 
acids in water, enables to suppose conservation of analogous de
pendencies for carboxylate of other metals. So, it is possible 
to calculate lattice enthalpies of halogenacetates, if the stan
dard formation enthalpies of anhydrous nitrate and acetate of 
appropriate metal are available. The allowance for conservation 
of linear character of dependence under consideration for other 
crystalline carboxylates seems to be confirmed not only by the 
experimental dependencies mentioned-above but also by structural 
data on the coordination character of one-based carboxylate ions. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Lattice enthalpy is defined as formation enthalpy of salts 

from gaseous ions under normal conditions, i.e. it can be expres-
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sed as follows: 

where Mn+ - cation, A-- anion, c - crystalline state, g- gase
ous state. 

The equation (1) permits to carry out a reverse calculation 
0 of D. Hf, 298MAn( c) from the known values of .D Hla t. • Since the un-

certainty foraH~, 298M(;) given in reference books and scienti
fic works is rather greater than for the values of formation en
thalpies of cations in aqueous solutions in standard state 
(6H~, 298M~~l.H20 ), it is reasonable to introduce a function 

6H£, 298MAn(c) as formation enthalpy of crystalline salt from cat
ions which are present in aqueous solution in standard state 
and gaseous anions. 

The values of 6H£, 298 for nitrates and acetates with the 
value of ~H~, 298 were calculated by equation (2). The initial 
data and calculation results are given in Tables 1 and 2. Then the 
values of oH!, 298 for halogenacetates of appropriate metals were 
determined by plotting (Fig.). The standard enthalpies for the 
formation of these compounds were calculated by using the trans
formed equation (2); by means of the equations (1) and (2) the 
lattice enthalpies of the compound under consideration were de
termined (Fig., Table 2). It should be noted that among the stu
died anions, besides the salts in the Table 2, the analogous va
lues were obtained for compound of practically all alkaline me
tals, alkaline earth metals, some transition d-elements, as well 
as of tin, lead, europium, gadolinium and silver. 

TABLE 1 

Standard formation enthalpies of some cations in gaseous state 
at 0 K, at 298 K and in aqueous solution in standard state 
(kJ/mole). The data were taken from Glushko (1965-1982) or cal
culated from these data. 

Cation o n+ 
.t.HroM(g) 

o n+ 
oRr, 298M( g) 

o n+ 
-.t.Hf,298Msol.H20 

Na+ 609.6 + 0.7 2~0.~ + 0.1 
Sr2+ 1775 :t. 2 1781 I 5 5 1. I 0.6 
Ba2+ 1648 :t. 3 1654 :t. 5 524 ± 2 
sm3+ 4075 :t. 29 4083 ± 29 690 ± 3 
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TABLE 2 

' standard formation enthalpies of salts, aHf,298 functions and 
lattice enthalpies of some carboxylates and nitrates (kJ/mole) • 

Compound -tJif,298 .c.Hf ,298 -AHlat. 

NaN03 468.2 ±. o.sn 101 + 6 749 + 6 
NaCFfC02 1328 ±. 9 96 + 9 754 + 9 
NaCC JCO~ 753 ±. 9 89 + 9 761 + 9 
NaCH2ClC 2 738 + 9 65 + 9 785 + 9 
NaCH3C02 708.7 ±: o. 51) 40 ±: 9 810 ±: 9 

Sr(NOJ)2 984 + 11) 225 + 9 2107 + 10 
Sr(CFfC02)2 2706 + 13 213 + 1) 2120 + 14 
Sr(CC JC02)2 1561 + 13 195 + 1) 21)8 + 14 
Sr(CH2ClC02)2 1543 - 1) 134 ±: 13 2199 ±: 14 
Sr(CH3C02)2 1498 f 41) 

Ba(NOJ)2 979 + 21) 203 + 9 1975 + 10 
Ba( CFJC02 )2 2699 + 1) 192 + 13 1986 + 14 
Ba(CClt02)J 1552 + 13 176 + 13 2002 + 14 
Ba(CH2 lC02 2 1526 - 13 123 + 13 2055 + 14 
Ba(CHJC02)2 1473 f 41) 68 ±: 13 2110 ±: 14 

Sm(NOJ)2 1210.8 ±. o.82) 464 + 12 4308 + )1 
Sm( CF )C02) J 3802 + 12 438 + 12 4335 + )1 
Sm(CC16C02 J 2096 + 12 400 + 12 4373 + 32 
Sm(CH2 lC02 2 2108 + 14 268 + 14 4505 + 32 
Sm(CHJC02)2 2086.2 ±: 1.43) 129 ±: 15 4643 ±: JJ 

BGlushko (1965-1982). 
)DelPino et al. (1980). 

J Batkibekova et al. (1978). 

Table J presents hydration enthalpies (AHh) of cations and 
anions under study. These values were defined as difference in 
formation enthalpy of ion in aqueous solution (in standard state) 
and of the same ion in gaseous state under the normal conditions 
taking into account the absolute value of AH~ , 298H!ol.H

20 
(Marcus, 

1975) (445 ±. 7 kJ/mole). Figure shows the AHh dependence of ani-

TABLE 3 

Hydration enthalpies of some anions and cations (kJ/mole). 

Anions 

324+61> 
348 - 2) 
357 + 9 
384 + 9 
422 ±: 9 

~)Marcus (1975)t 
)plotted (Fig.). 

Cations 

uo2+ 
srt 
Ba2+ 
smJ+ 

1361 ±. 231) 
1442 + 5 
1288 + 5 
3437 ± 29 
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ons on Edwards parameter of corresponding acids. The linearity 
of this dependence parmi ts to affirm that entropy effects of hyd
ration in the investigated series are practically constant. 
For such extraction system as salt - water - TBP the following 
expression may be described: 

(3) 

(where6G xt - free energy for extraction of salt into TBP; e r. 
6G 1 H 0 - as reffered to dissolution of salts in water, so • 2 
.e.Gsolv.TBP -solvation of TBP salt, 6 Gsol.TBP - solution of 
solvated complex in TBP, 6 Gdil.H20 - dilution of salt solution 
in aqueous phase). In rather diluted solutions the value of 
~Gdil.H20 may be neglected. In the series of salts under study 
the value of Gsol. TBP seems to be considered as a constant 
value. If solvation entropy is thought to vary little within 
carboxylate series (at least for cations of the same charge), 
so, taking into account the conclusions by Cuming and Kebarle 
(1978) and the data by Marcus (1973, 1975), the following ex
pression may be described: 

(The sign d denotes variation in value of transition to other 
cation or anion within the considered series). 

The changes in values from expression (4) make allowance for 
variations in electron-donor ability of carboxylate ions under 
consideration. Tables 4 and 5 present concentration constants of 

TABLE 4 

Extraction systems of uranyl salt - water - TBP (maq = 0.01 
mole/kg). Calculations from Baluev and Suglobova (1981) data. 

Salt KN 

U02(N03)6 1.08·108 
U02(CFrc O)J 2.81•109 
U02 ( CC 6COO } 9.52•10§ 
U02(CH2 lCOO 2 2.04•107 
U02(CH3C00)2 3.64•10 

TBP - tri-n-butylphosphate; 
~aq - molality of salt in aqueous phase; 
KN - concentration extraction constant. 

RT•ln ~' kJ/mole 

46 
54 
57 
47 
43 
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data by Baluev and Su
globova (1981) and then 
recalculated as RT•ln KN 
for convenient compari
son with enthaply chan
ges; this is an energe
tic expression of expe
rimentally observed con
centration constants and 
for the salts with cati
ons of the same charge 
in TBP systems it takes 

cJOJ likely account of changes 
in distribution coeffi
cients as well. It sho
uld be noted that Marcus 
and Koloric (1973) have 
determined a true ther
modynamic value of 

6 Gextr. of uranyl nit
rate into TBP (-41.0 ± 
0.5 kJ/mole) what dif
fers insignificantly 
from the value given in 
Table 4, with assumpti
ons taken into conside
ration. 

As it seen from the 
tables, when passing 
from barium trichlor
acetate to strontium 
trichloracetate, a 
gain in variation of 
AHlat. (-136 ± 18 
kJ/mole) (see equation 
(4)) is compensated by 

21)~0 

1 
~· 

0 ... 3 o"'5 o"'') 11 • u ~ 
~ 

. ., 
' "' '-' 

_.,., 
0 ~ ..... 7; 0 ~ ..... 

<: "' '--' '-' 

Fig. Lattice enthalpies of some saltes, 
hydration enthalpies of anions and dis
sociation enthalpies of corresponding 
acids in gaseous state as functions of 
Edwards parameter of acids. -6Hlat.: 
1 - SmA3; 2 - SrA2; 3 - U02A2; 4 - BaA2; 
6 - NaA. 6HhA- - 7;AHDHA(g) - 5. * -
corrected Edwards parameter for nitric 
acid (Baluev (1985, 1988)). 

SAHh (Ba
2

+ - Sr
2
+) = (154 ± 7) kJ/mole. The circumstance that 

strontium trichloracetate has even so appreciable extraction 
constant, although a lesser one than in the case of analogous 
barium complexes, should be connected with increased negative 
value of 6Hsolv.TBP for strontium salt as compared with barium, 
what is in agreement with the known data on polarizing action of 
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TABLE 5 

Extraction systems of trichloracetate - water - TBP at 25 °c. 
Salt 

Ba(CCl3C02)21) 
Sr(CC13C02)21~ 
Sm(CC13C02)31) 
Sr(CC13C02)2~) 
Ba(CC13C02)2 2) 
U02(CCl3C02)2 

1 ) 
2 )mao!. = 0.034. 

maq. = 0.15 

cX.m 

0.19 
0.12 

16 
1. 1 
2.0 

35 

RT·ln KN' kJ/mole 

36 
35 
63 
39 
40 
50 

cations. In passing from barium trichloracetate to uranyl tri
chloracetate, extraction constant increases sharply (Table 5). 
As it is seen from the tables, even taking into account the sig
nificant uncertainties, both SAHlat. and8t.H.nM2+ in the series of 
Ba2+ - uo~+ should decrease markedly the extraction constant. 
This fact is fairly explained by compensating change in solvata
tion enthalpy, what is supported by many works on the chemistry 
of uranyl compounds. 

The presented examples for thermodynamic analysis of data on 
extraction do not exhaust a great body of thermodynamic informa
tion obtained and we hope to carry on further correlation of 
these data with investigations of extraction equilibria. 
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NEW EXTRACTANTS FOR THE NUCLEAR HYDRO-METALLURGY. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a review of the features of some new extractants having a 
potential interest for the chemical separations of the nuclear industry. 
Extractants of actinides and lanthanides alkaline and alkaline earths as 
well as fission products platinoids Ru, Rh, Pd, will be considered. Emphasis 
will be put on the extractants which generate the smaller amounts of non 
incinerable wastes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of the nuclear energy for electricity production is 

submitted to the proper management of the radioactive wastes. The spent fuels 

reprocessing and the others chemical separations performed for a best 

utilization of the fissile materials generate secondary wastes. In nowadays 

processes using liquid-liquid extraction, the solvent contributes strongly to 

the production of uncompressible nuclear wastes, because organophosphorus 

molecules such as tributylphosphate are used. Such spent extractants produces 

radioactive P2o 5 when they are incinerated. In addition the restoration of the 

solvents, necessary because of the nature of the main degradation products ; 

dialkylphosphoric acid is another source of uncompressible wastes, because 

inorganic salts solutions are used to clean-up the degraded organic solutions. 

New extractants could be also necessary because of changes in the goals of 

the spent fuels reprocessing. Nowadays only U and Pu are separated from the 

spent fuels and the rest of the fuels representing the majority of the 

radioactivity is stored (see figure 1.1). Another policy could be to recycle 

the long half-lives radionuclides in order to transmute then into shorter half 

lives radioisotopes. To do so, new chemical separations methods must be set 

up. An example of such fuels cycle is given figure 1.2. 

The fission products of 235u and 239 Pu contain highly valuable platinoids 

(Ru, Rh, Pd). If these metals are recovered solvent extraction might play a 

role in the separations. 
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(U+h] + 
!Nt..U.,C.] - DES11tucnON 

T1tOUGH 
NUCUWl 

ltEAcnoNS 

Fig. 1. Existing (A) and possible (B) future back-end of the nuclear fuels 
cycle 

So this paper is a review of the extraction chemistry of the actinides and 

lanthanides ions by N, N-dialkylamides ( R2 N CO R • ) and by N, N • -tetraalkyle 2-

propane diamides ( (RR'N C0) 2 CH R")which can help to limit the wastes in the 

existing nuclear plants. 

The prospects for trivalent actinides-lanthanides group separation, use 

full for the advanced nuclear fuel cycles including the recycle of minor 

actinides (Am, em, Np) will be given. cs+ and sr2+ separations by solvent 

extraction also suitable for complete reprocessing will be discussed. Finally 

the Ru, Rh and Pd removal from radioactive wastes and the possible application 

of solvent extraction for their separation will be described. 

ACTINIDES AND LANTHANIDES EXTRACTANTS 

The f series ions are "a" hard acceptors, so their stronger bonds are 

formed with the ligands possessing the higher electronegative donors. For 

comparable extractants the sequence of affinity is (0 > N > S) for example 

the dialkylphosphoric acids ((R0) 2POOH) are better extractants than the 

dialkyldithiophosphoric acids ((R0) 2PSSH).Many organophosphorus molecules have 

been investigated as actinides or lanthanides extractants and it is out of the 

scope of this paper to review their properties. Tributylphosphate (TBP) is 

used for U purification from ores or from spent nuclear fuels. A rather new 

bifunctionnal extractant c 8H17 C6H5 PO CH2 CON(CH2 CH(CH3 ) 2 ) (CMPO) developped 

by Horwitz et al. will be employed in the United States for military wastes 

declassification. However the phosphoryl moiety leads by radiolysis or 

hydrolysis to acidic extractants which precludes easy back-extraction of 

metals ions. The last step of these degradations is H3Po4 so the availability 

of completely incinerable extractants which do not form radiolytic or 

hydrolytic products disturbing the extraction or desextraction is suitable . 
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2. N, N-DIALKYLAMIDES ( R2 CONR") 

Feder and short after Siddall proposed these extractants one alternative to 

TBP for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle. Gasparini et al. in Italy 

showed that N,N-dialkylamides were suitable extractants regarding their 

extraction chemistry and their physical properties for the spents nuclear 

fuels reprocessing. In the Soviet Union, many workers (Laskorin et al.) 

investigated the extractive properties of N,N-dialkylamides. However many 

advantages of N,N-dialkylamides such as complete incinerability, no 

disturbing degradation products, better selectivity were balanced by the 

rather low solubility of dinitrato uranyle amides complexes into aliphatic 

hydrocarbons. Musikas et al. showed that {3 branched N substituents amides 

nitrate uranyle salts are highly soluble in hydrocarbons (see Table 1). This 

improved solubility has been attributed to the steric hindrance added in the 

proximity of the amide nitrogen ; because the easy splitting of the organic 

phases seems due to the interactions amide-nitrate uranyle amide complexe in 

the second coordination sphere of the complexes. This interaction prevails 

upon the second sphere diluent-metallic complex interaction. 

TABLE 1. 
Solubility of uo2 (N03 ) 2 in various N,N-dialkylamides solutions into TPH. 

Organic solubility Aqueous acidity 

Amide caq 

(U g.l-1) 
3 

(C4H9)2NCOC11H23 80 0 
71 4 

(C2H5CH(CH3 )) 2Ncoc11H23 64 0 
36 4 

12H5 
(C4H9CH-CH2 ) 2NCOC5H11 > 120 0 and 4 

(C4H9qH-CH2 )NCOCH3C(CH3 ) 3 > 120 0 and 4 

C2H5 

2.1. Extraction chemistry of the N,N-dia1ky1amides 

2.1.1. N,N-dialkylamides are stronger bases than TBP. They are titrated by 

HClo4 in an acetic anhydride medium, unlike TBP. The solubility of water into 

amides hydrocarbon solutions is about ten times less than in equimolar TBP 

solutions. As, with TBP, HN03 is extracted by N,N-dialkylamides by forming the 

species HN03 .(Amide) 2 , HN03 .Amide, 

(Amide)x· (HN03 )y adduct indicate that the HN03 

infra-red 

and Amide 

spectra of 

are bond 
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by hydrogen bonds. In (HN03 )x.Arnide where x > 1 the second and third 

molecule of HN03 are bond to the first HN03 attached to amide. Unlike TBP 

amides do not extract H2so4 , HCl or HCl04 ; this has been correlated to the 

poorer affinity of amides for water which is coextracted with theses acids 

contrary to HN03 which is weaker and is transferred dehydrated (N. Condamines 

et al., 1988). 

2.1.2 The actinides ions are extracted from diluted nitric acid solutions 

(0 to 2N) as they are extracted by TBP 

U02 (N03 ) 2 (Arnide) 2 • 

(OOiBA) or (C4H9 
dioctylbutylamide or 

Amide representing either 

U(VI) form the species 

(C4H9CHC2H5CH2 ) 2NCOCH(CH3 ) 2 
CH c2H5 CH2 ) 2 N CO c3H7 (OOBA) a branched N,N

linear N,N-dioctyramide. For Pu4+ branched or linear 

chain amide form different species. One have : Pu(N03 ) 4 (OOiBA) 3 and Pu(N03 ) 4 
(OOBA) 2 • Extraction from more acidic solutions (CHNOJ > 2N) leads to 

uo2 (N03 ) 3H.Arnide and Pu(N03 ) 6 H2 • (Arnide) 2 in which the metal is completely 

surrounded by nitrate ions. 

The percentage of the anionic complexes of U(VI) and Pu(IV) in the organic 

phase as a function of the aqueous acidity are given Figure 2 • 

. / 

10 

5 
IC~~03 ~ mou-1 

Fig. 2. \ of U02 (N03 ) 3 H(OOBA)x and 
Pu(N03 ) 6 H2 (OOBA)y into 1.02 M OOBA 
in TPH as a function of the aqueous 
acidity. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of 
the uo2 (N03 ) 2 (Arnide) 2 complexe and 
[U02 (N03 ) 2 (Arnide) 2 ].Arnide outer
sphere complexe. 

Unlike TBP the slope of log OM vs log CArnide is very different from the 

number of solvate in the first coordination sphere of the organic complexes. 

Table 2 give some examples of the data obtained. This behaviour has been 

attributed by Condamines (1990) to non-oriented second sphere interactions 

between the CON groups binded to the metallic complexes and free amide as 

shown Figure 3. The ,. character of the amide moiety is responsible for this 

interaction due to higher transfer of electrons from N to 0 in the bonded 

amide, leaving a higher positive charge on nitrogen. The value of the slopes 

log OM vs log CArnide are lower for the N,N-dialkylamides with hindered 

nitrooene. 



TABLE 2. 

Slopes of log D vs log corg 
U(VI) Amide 

Extractant Diluent 

[C4Hg CH- CH2 ]2NCO c 5Hll dodecane 

C2H5 
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Organic Slope 
complexe 

U02 (N03 ) 2 (Amide) 2 2.67 

uo2 (N03 ) 2 (Amide) 2 2.7 

U02 (N03 ) 2 (Amide) 2 2.15 

U02 (N03 ) 2 (Amide) 2 2.35 

The achievement in the way of an eventual replacement of TBP by amides in 

France is illustrated by the results presented by Musikas et al. in a poster 

in session 3 of this meeting. 

3. N,N-TETRAALKYLE PROPANE DIAMIDES 

Many liquid radioactive wastes belong to the transuranium wastes category 

which must be stored in deep geogical repositories because they contain more 

than 3. 7 103 Bq of a activity per gram. It is interesting to convert these 

wastes into wastes storable in near surface disposals. The TRUEX process 

developped by Horwitz and Schulz will be used for this purpose in the United 

states. The N,N-tetraalkyle alkyle propane diamides (RR'NC0) 2 CHR" (DIAM) have 

been investigated by Musikas et al. as actinides extractants included the 

trivalent ones. These last ones are the more difficult to extract from acidic 

nitrate solutions, also the substituents R, R', R" have been choosen as a 

function of Am(III) extraction (see Table 3). The extraction chemistry of DIAM 

has been investigated for Ln(III) or Am(III) for U(VI) and for HN03 • The 

trivalent ions are extracted by diamides under the complexes : M(HN03 ) 3 .DIAM 

(I) M(N03 ) 3 (DIAM) 2 (II). In the lanthanide serie the proportion of complex 

I/II varies inversely with the ionic radius. is extracted as 

uo2 (N03 ) 2 .DIAM. The acidic complex uo2 (N03 ) 3H (DIAM) has not been observed 

probably because of the unfavorable competition DIAM-N03 to occupy the first 

coordination sphere of uo2
2+ for the third N03_. 

As for the monoamides the species (DIAM) 2 .HN03 , DIAM-HN03 and DIAM (HN03 ) 2 
have been observed. IR evidence for this feature is shown figure 4. The larger 

low wave number shift and the fact that IR spectrum of extracted HClo4 , a 

stronger acid, than HN03 shows up the 1510 cm- l band attributed to -COH+ 

stretch in (HN03 ) 2 .DIAM support this interpretation. The degre of development 

achieved for the diamide extractant from the practical point of view is 
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illustrated by the results given in the poster of Musikas et al. of session 3 

of this conference. 

TABLE 3. 
Influence of the substituents R, R', R" of (R R' NC0) 2 CHR"(DIAMIDES) upon the 
distribution ratios of Am(III) between nitric acid solutions and 0.5M diamide 
into t-butylbenzene or benzene. 

R" R R' D * Diluent c 
Am3+ 

H C6Hl3 C2H5 0 . 11 benzene 2 
H C4H9 C4H9 0.18 benzene 2 
H C3H7 c8H17 0.45 benzene 2 
H CH3 C4H9 0.55 benzene 2 
H CH3 C8H17 1.18 benzene 2 

c6H13 CH3 C4H9 1.16 t-butylbenzene 
c2H4 0 C2H5 CH3 C4H9 3.28 t-butylbenzene 
c2H4 0 c6H13 CH3 C4H9 7.55 t-butylbenzene 
c2H4 0 c2H4 0 c8H17 CH3 C4H9 9.43 t-butylbenzene 
c2H4oc2H40CH(C2H5 )CH2C(CH3 ) 3 CH3 .C4H9 10.4 t-butylbenzene 

* D 3+ 
Am 

aq 
VB CHNO 

3 

for R" = H eerie are those at the maximum of the curve Daq3+· 
Am 

At the maximum 2N < c~~o 
3 

< 3N. 

* aq 

HNO 

to 
to 
to 
to 
to 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

HCL04 = 0 

3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

HN03 = 0 .72 N 

N I 
/' "/CH2"-. /N" 

~ l + 
o_ o 

·-- H'' CIO 

" 
Fig. 4. IR evidence for proton transfer to diamide. 

uooo 

4. EXTRACTANTS FOR ACTINIDES-LANTHANIDES GROUP SEPARATIONS 

HCL04 = 0. 33 M 

Uc'" o 

1U1.0 USOO 

WA \tf. ..,UMBEAS (em• I ) 

The ideal solvent extraction process for the spent nuclear fuels 

reprocessing with minor actinides partionning comprises a selective extraction 

step of the actinide (III, · IV , VI) which leaves the trivalent lanthanides in 

the aqueoua phase with the other fieeion producte. With euch extractant only 
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one extraction step needs heavy shielding for biological protection. 

Unfortunately such extractant is not known because trivalent actinides and 

lanthanides have very close chemical properties. Soc research in 

actinides (III)-lanthanides (III) group separation is crucial for advanced 

reprocessing. Musikas et al. (1984) showed that the soft donor ligands 

complexes selectively the trivalent actinides (see Table 4). Taking into 

account these results several solvent extraction systems have been proposed 

for the Sf - 4f trivalent ions group separations. 

TABLE 4. 
S* values for selected donors for the Am-Nd and Am-Eu couple. (Ionic radius 
Am3+ 0.99 A, Nd3+ 0.99 A, Eu3+ 0.96 A) 

Ligand Complexe SAm-Nd SAm-Eu Donor 
Electronegativity 

MF2+ - o.os - 0.084 4 

MCH coo2+ 
3 0.074 0.03 3.S 

MN 2+ 
3 0.9S 0.93 3.0 

Ph en MPhen3+ 0.84 0.69 3.0 

DEHDTP*** M(DEHDTP) 3 .TBP 4.6 2.S (6)** 
3.S (1) 

*S = 2 (~GAc - ~GLn)/~GAc + ~GLn 
** numbers indicate the number of atom donor in the complex 
*** DEHDTP = (C4H9 CH(C2HS)CH2o) 2 PSS-. 

Figure SA shows the variation of Am(III) and Eu(III) distribution ratios as 

a function of the proportion of tria 2-pyridyl 1,3,S-triazine (TPTZ) mixed 

with dinonylsulfonic acid (HDNNS). It can be seen that the nitrogen donor 

(TPTZ) is responsible for the Am(III)-Eu(III) separation. All the lan

thanides (III) behave like Eu(III) and Cm(III) as Am(III). Figure SB shows the 

Am(III)-Eu(III) separation obtained with the use of a sulfur donor di(2-

ethyl)hexyl dithiophosphoric acid (HDEHDTP) in synergy with TBP. Here again 

Cm(III) behaves like Am(III) and the lanthanides (III) like Eu(III). 

Smith, B.F. et al. (1987) and Ensor, D.O. and al. (1988) showed that other 

synergistic extraction systems containing soft nitrogen or sulfur donor are 

proper for actinides (!!I)-lanthanides (III) group separation. Smith, B.F. et 

al. measured a Am(III)-Eu(III) separations factor as high as 70 for the 

mixture BMPPT- (acidic sulfur donor) -TOPO from HClO 4 solutions, Ensor, D. D. 

found separation factors close to 200 by replacing TOPO by 4, 7-diphenyl 1-

10 orthophenanthroline. The results obtained by Musikas et al. in a counter 

current separation using TPTZ-HDNNS into cc1o4 as solvent are given in a 

••ate~ af aeaalen 3 ef \hLa meat~n,. 
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Fig. 5. Am(III)-Eu(III) separations 
A : Solvent O.OlM (HDNNS + TPTZ) into t-butylbenzene -Aqueous : O.lM HN03 
B : Solvent : 1M (TBP + HDEHDTP) into dodecane - Aqueous : O.OSN HN03 (O.OSM 
Eu(III). 

However it appears that an extraction system easily usable at the 

industrial scale is not yet available. All of the system described have 

drawbacks, these are contained Table 5. Two kinds of actinides-lanthanides 

group separation extractants would be usefull those which are able to 

perform the separation from a separated actinides-lanthanides fraction 

obtained with other solvents (CMPO or DIAMIDES) for example and those which 

will be able to separate all the actinides ( (III), (IV) plus (VI)) from the 

nitric acid dissolution liquors containing high concentrations of U(VI) 

(- 1 mole.l-1 ). 

5. Cs+ AND Sr2+ SEPARATION BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION 
137 cs and 90sr2+ have been separated from many nuclear wastes because of 

beneficial uses such as food preservation by irradiation, sterilization of 

medical supplies, remote emergency power, heat source applications 

However if the concept of closed nuclear fuel cycle is adopted the separation 

of Cs and Sr from the wastes and their further use or elimination through 

nuclear reactions will be an interesting option. In this paragraph the 

possibilities offered by solvent extraction will be reviewed. Because the 

problem of waste limitations the most interesting process are those working in 

acidic media. They can be achieved after the actinides separation shown figure 

lb. Two solvent extraction procedures have been proposed. The first by Rais et 

al. the ion pair H+ [[!- (3) - 1,2 s 9 c 2H11 ]2Co] (dicarbollide) see figure 6 

in which H+ can be replaced by Cs + or sr2+. The diluent of such system is 

nitrobenzene and is probably one of the major drawbacks. Addition of poly

xoethylene to the aqueous solutions increase the distribution ratios of sr2+. 

This has been attributed to the extraction of species such as SrBL in which B 

is the dicarbollide and L the polyoxoethylene. The conditions of extraction 

and back •~traction of ca+ and sr~+ are ;iven Table 6. 
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TABLE 5 
Comparison of the extraction system proposed for the trivalent actinide
lanthanide group separations. 

Solvent 

0.6 M 
Alamine 336.HC1 
into diethylbenzene 

0.3 M 

HDEHP in 
diisopropylbenzene 

0.05 M 
HDNNS + 0.03 M 
TPTZ into CC14 

HDEHDTP 0.75 M 
TBP 0.25 M 
into dodecane 

0.3 M BMPPT* 
0.01 M TOPO benzene 

BMPPT 0.03 
DPPHEN** 0.0027 
toluene 

*BMPPT 

Aqueous phase DAm(III)/DEu(III) Drawbacks 

10 to 12 M LiCl 150 
pH 1.0 to 2 

1 M lactic acid 0.0167 
0.005M DTPA pH 20 

0.125 N HN03 

0.05 N HN03 

HC104 pH 3.0 
NaCl04 

HCl04 pH 3.7 
NaClo4 

10 

40 

68 

190 

High salt concentra
tion pH difficult to 
maintain-diluent 

Lanthanide more 
extracted pH diffi
cult to maintain 
slow kinetics
diluent 

Slow phases disenga
gement partial solu
bility of TPTZ into 
the aqueous phase
diluent 

Low chemical stabi
lity of HDEHDTP in 
the presence of HN03 

Perchlorate medium. 
Too high pH-diluent 

Perchlorate medium. 
Too high pH-diluent 

.. ,.,~.~ 
N N 

Cro"n XVI I 
Bis 4,4'(5')[1-hydroxy 

2-ethy1hexy1)benzo 18-cro.,n-6 

Crolo'n XVI 
Bis 4,4' (5' )[1-hydroxyhepty 1) 

cyc1ohexo 18-cro.,n-6 

Fig. 6. Structure of the reagents used for Cs+ and sr2+ extraction from acidic 
solutions. A) Co dicarbollide - B) Crown XVII - C) Crown XVI 
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Table 6. 
Distribution ratios of cs+ and sr2+ 

Solvent 

0.01 M dicarbollide 
- nitrobenzene 

0.01 M dicarbollide 
- nitrobenzene 

0.01 M dicarbollide 
- nitrobenzene 

0.98 M TBP 
0.1 M HDNNS 
0.05 M crown XVII 
kerosene (68 %) 

0.98 M TBP 
0.1 M HDNNS 
0.02 M crown XVI 
kerosene (68 %) 

Aqueous phase 

0.1 N HN03 
0.003 M polyethylenglycol 

1 N HN03 
0.003 M polyethylenglycol 

0.1 N HN03 

0.5 N HN03 

3 N HN03 

0.5 N HN03 

3 N HN03 

0.5 N HN03 

D D 
2+ + 

Sr Cs 

569 

15,3 

102.6 

22 

0.06 1.59 

1 

1.98 0.00 

2.57 

The crown ethers are known as size selective complexants. Kinard and Me 

Dowell showed that the distribution ratios of alkaline and alkaline earths 

crown ethers complexes increased in the presence of lipophilic acidic 

extractants such as di 2-ethylhexylphosphoric acid (HDEHP) or didodecyl

naphatalene sulfonic acide (HDDNS). Shuler et al. selected two crown ethers 

for the extraction of Cs + and sr2+ from 3 N HN03 solutions mimicking the 

fission products solutions. Their formula are given figure 6. The solvent 68 % 

kerosene, 27 'II TBP and 5 % HDDNS was choosen to solubilize the crown ethers 

complexes. Illustrating distribution ratios are given in Table 6. However the 

drawbacks of these 4 components solvents were the incomplete back extraction 

of Cs+ ans sr2+ by 0.5 N HN03 solutions. 

6. FISSION PRECIOUS METAL RECOVERY 

The amounts of Pd, Rh, Ru containd in the fission products match favorably 

with several national production from natural resources. This is the case for 

France and United States which have large sources of fission products from 

their installed nuclear plants power. 

It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss the different possible 

strategies for platinoides recovery from fission products and the chemical 

processes involved : A short point about the solvent extraction of Ru, Pd, Rh 

from aol.d!o nitrato 11olutl.on11 ill qiven. 
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In the PUREX process using Pd, Ru and Rh stay in the effluent solutions of 

the first cycle U, Pu extraction because of the low affinity of Ru, Pd, Rh, 

rather soft acceptors for the oxygen donors extractants. 

Fitoussi et al. showed that Ru and Pd can be readily extracted from HN03 
solutions by di 2-ethylhexyldithiophosphoric acid. Rhodium is one of the less 

extractible metals. However Patel et al. proposed to extract Rh from nitric 

(0.1-1 N HN03 ) solutions by HDNNS (dinonylnaphtalene sulfonic acid) in 

kerosene. The advantage of this extractant is its inverted micelle form in 

kerosene so hydrated species such as and are 

extracted rapidly. However HDNNS is not a selective extractant and others 

metallic species are carried in the organic phase. Sulfur donor like sulfur 

phosphine R3Ps have been proposed as Rh extractants from 3 N HN03 solutions by 

Longden et al. The best extractant was N,N,N"-tri-n-hexylphosphorothio~c

triamide (C6H13 NH) 3 P = S, THPS, diluted in heptane!. Slow kinetics of 

extraction is a major drawback for this system. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The development of nuclear fission energy depends of the public acceptance. 

So the nuclear wastes management is increasingly important. Others solutions 

than the deep ground storage night be proposed. To do so .several gaps must be 

overcomed especially in the chemical separations. 

To limit the amounts of wastes coming from the solvent extraction 

processes, completely incinerable extractants and diluents must be preferred. 

Within the nowadys reprocessing strategy which has for goals the recovery of 

fissionable U and Pu isotopes it is possible to limit the amount of wastes by 

replacing the TBP by N,N-dialkylamides for which a limited amount of research 

and development is still necessary. The underground storable wastes can be 

limited by removing. 1) The a emitters, actinides. 2) The longes lived fission 

products such as Cs+ and sr2+. For the first goal N,N'-tetralkylpropane 

diamides are good alternate to polyfunctionnal organo phosphorus molecules. 

Here the amount of research and development necessary to design successful 

industrial processes depends of the kind of wastes. For 137 Cs + and 90sr2+ 

separation from HN03 solutions solvent extraction processes have been pro

posed, however the possibilities of industrial applications seems limited 

because of major drawbacks such as the type of diluent (carbollide process) or 

the type of extractant (crown-ether). Finally some fission products are 

valuable (Pd, Ru, Rh), if an advanced reprocessing is set up there is a good 

opportunity to recover such metals. The solvent extraction of Ru, Pd and espe

cially Rh has not been extensively investigated and large scale applications 

need surely others processes than those suggested by the data presented here. 
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Some bi- and tridentate phosphine oxide compounds were synthesized and 
the liquid-liquid extraction equilibria of metal ions with 4-acyl-5-pyrazolone 
derivatives and the neutral phosphine oxide compounds were investigated . 
Bis(diphenylphosphinyl)methane was found to be a very powerful ligand in the 
synergistic extraction of rare earths , alkaline earths and the divalent metals 
such as Co(II) , Ni(II) , Zn(II) and Cd(II) . The composition of the extracted 
species were determined by a graphical method . The adduct formation constants 
between the acylpyrazolone chelates a nd the neutral ligands were determined 
and discussed in terms of the molecular structure . 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

The utilization of a Lewis base in the solvent extraction of metal ions 

has been well-known as so-called synerism [1 , 2] . The addition of a Lewis base 

not only enhances the extraction of metal ions but also makes it possible to 

extract even alkali and alkaline earth metals which are usually unextractable 

owing to the low stability of the chelate and the remaining water molecules in 

the chelate [3-5] . 

Many investigations have been made on the monodentate neutral ligands 

such as tri-n-octylphosphine oxide , tributylphosphate or pyridine but a little 

has been done on the bidentate neutral ligands such as phenanthroline or 

bipyridine [6-11 ]. In particular , little attention has been paid to the 

polydentate phosphine oxide compounds [12-17], although they are expected to 

be more powerful than the monodentate neutral ligands and to exhibit specific 

adduct formation reactions . 

In the present work , some polydentate phosphine oxides (Fig. 1) are 

synthesized and the adduct formation properties are elucidated through the 

synergistic extraction of metals with 4-acyl-5-pyrazolone derivatives . 

TOPO TPDPO n=1 
n=2 

BDPPM 
BDPPE 

0 
CH // 

Ph P/ \'-....PPh 2 2 
II Ph2P 
o II 

0 

TDPPM 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2 .1 Materials 

1-Phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-5-pyrazolone (HPMBP) and 1-phenyl-3-methyl-4-

trifluoroacetyl-5-pyrazolone (HPMTFP) were synthesized according to the 

literature (18). The crude compounds were recrystallized from dioxane-water 

and dried under reduced pressure . 

Bis(diphenylphosphino)methane and ethane were prepared according to the 

literature (19). These compounds were suspended in water and oxidized with an 

excess of hydrogen peroxide solution yielding bis(diphenylphosphinyl)methane 

(BDPPM) and -ethane (BDPPE) . 

Tris(diphenylphosphinyl)methane (TDPPM) and tetraphenyldiphosphine 

dioxide (TPDPDO) were prepared according to the literatures (20,21), 

respectively. 

2 . 2 Procedure 

The extraction procedures are almost the same as described previously 

( 3-5 ). Benzene was employed for the extraction of alkaline earths , Co , Ni, Zn 

and Cd , and chloroform for rare earths . 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The overall extraction equilibrium in the presence or in the absence of a 

neutral ligand can be written as eqns . (1) and (2) . M, HA and L stand for 

metal ion, acylpyrazolone and a neutral ligand, respectively . Subscript o 

denotes the species in t he organic phase. 

Mn+ + nHA
0 
~ MA + nH+ 

n , o (1) 

MA L + nH+ 
n s , o ( 2) 

The extraction constant , Kex and Kex , s ' can be written as eqns . (3) and 

(4). 

Kex = (MAn) 0 (H+)n/(Mn+) [HA) ~ ( 3) 

Kex,s = (MAnLs) 0 [H+)n/(Mn+)(HA)~[L)~ ( 4) 

The adduct formation equilibrium in the organic phase and its stability 

constant , ss' are written as eqns . (5) and (6). 

Dividing the distribution ratio of metal ion in the presence of a neutral 

* ligand, 0 , by the distribution ratio in the absence of a neutral ligand , D, 

gives the relationship in eqn . (7). 
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( 7) 

Owing to the strong basicity and the large hydrophobicity , metal ions are 

extractable when an appropriate anion such as picrate or perchlorate is 

present in the aqueous phase [22) as seen in eqn . (8) . 

(8) 

Consequently, the extraction experiments were performed without any salt which 

is often added in order to keep the ionic strength constant . 

The effect of the neutral ligand concentration was examined in the 

synergis tic extraction of Cd . As seen in Fig. l(a) , the plots for BDPPM and 

BDPPE are straight lines with a slope of unity , whereas the plots for TOPO is 

a curve with an increasing slope . The slope of the straight portion in the 

higher TOPO concentration region is almost two . Considering the coordination 

number and the large adduct formation constant , one can safely conclude that 

BDPPM works as a bidentate ligand . The adduct formation constant for BDPPE is 

much smaller than that for BDPPM . BDPPM is expected to form a six-membered 

ring when it attaches to a metal ion , whereas BDPPE is expected a seven

membered ring . It is well known that six - membered ring is more stable than 

seven-membered ring . The stable adduct formation reaction of BDPPM could be 

attributed to this ring stability . 

~0 
e 
"' 0 

- 4 -3 

log I LJ
0 

(b) 

-2 -4 -3 -2 

Fig . 1 Comparison of mono- and bidentate phosphine oxide compounds on the 

synergistic extraction of (a) Cd(II) and (b) Zn(II) with HPMBP . 
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The effect of the neutral ligand concentration was also examined in the 

synergistic extraction of Zn. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), the plots for 

TOPO, BDPPM and BDPPE are all straight lines with a slope of unity, indicating 

that the number of the neutral ligand in the extracted species is one. In the 

case of Zn extraction, the coordination number is five, and it could be 

considered that BDPPM and BDPPE work as a monodentate ligand. A steric 

hindrance caused by the free phosphoryl group would result in the lower 

stability for BDPPM and BDPPE. 

The extraction parameters for Co, Ni, Zn and Cd are summarized in Table 

1. In the extraction of Co and Ni, as well as Cd, BDPPM works as a bidentate 

ligand. Its 61 values are much larger than those for TOPO and BDPPE. 

Table 1 

Extraction parameters for MA2Ls 

Neutral RlPFM BDPPE '101'0 

ligand log Kex log Kex, 1 log Sa, 1 log Kex, 1 log Sa, 1 log Kex,s log Sa,l log Sa,2 

Co(II) -7.10 -0.28 6.82 -2.04 5.06 0.13 5.28 7.23 

Ni(II) -7.00 -0.34 6.66 -2.10 4.90 0.06 4.63 7.06 

Zn(II) -5.36 -0.66 4.70 -1.08 4.28 -0.30 5.06 

Cd(II) -8.90 -1.88 7.02 -3.22 5.68 -0.39 5.35 8.51 

The advantage of BDPPM over TOPO can be seen (Table 2) in the synergistic 

extraction of rare earths with HPMTFP [17]. The extracted species is 

Ln(PMTFP) 3 (TOPO)s (s=1,2) and Ln(PMTFP) 3 (BDPPM). BDPPM was found to be more 

powerful than n-octylphenyl(N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethyl)phosphine oxide 

(CMPO) which is also a bidentate ligand having P=O and C=O as donating groups. 

Table 2 

Extractim prrameters for Ln(EMIFP)~s 

neutral RHM CKO 'ICIO 

ligand log Kex log Kex,s log s1 log Kex,s log s1 log Kex,s log s1 log 62 

La(III) -fi.l8 3.81 9.99 1.47 7.65 4.20 10.38 
Pr(III) -4.98 4.89 9.87 2.61 7.59 5.19 10.17 
El.l(III) -3.78 5.64 9.42 3.45 7.23 6.06 5.88 9.84 

lb(III) -3.36 5.52 8.88 3.54 6.90 6.08 5.90 9.44 
Yb(III) -3.15 5.34 8.49 3.42 6.57 5.68 6.31 8.70 
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Adduct formation properties of polydentate phosphine oxides have been 

examined in the synergistic extraction of alkaline earth metals. The 

synergistic extraction constants , Kex , s ' of alkaline earth metals are plotted 

for polydentate ligands in Fig . 2. The number in the parenthesis is the 

number of the neutral ligand in the extracted species. When the number in the 

parenthesis is the same , then it is possible to compare the adduct formation 

reaction . 

Taking strontium as an example, it was found that the Kex , s value for 

BDPPM is much larger than that for TOPO . Considering that the number of the 

neutral ligand in the extracted species for TOPO and BDPPM is equal and the 

extraction constant for BDPPM is remarkably larger than that for TOPO, it 

could be concluded that BDPPM works as a bidentate ligand. The extraction 

constant for BDPPE is smaller than that for BDPPM and is close to that for 

TOPO. The difference between BDPPM and BDPPE could be interpreted by the ring 

stability . 

The number of the tridentate ligand, TDPPM , in the extracted species was 

found to be one for magnesium and two for calcium, strontium and barium . The 

extraction constants are smaller than those for BDPPM and BDPPE except for 

barium. If TDPPM works as a tridentate ligand , the coordination number is 

ten , and this should be abnormally large . It could be considered that TDPPM 

might work as a bidentate ligand like BDPPM and the free diphenylphosphoryl 

group would cause a steric hindrance resulting in a small extraction constant . 

In the synergistic extraction with tridentate neutral ligand, there would be 

two factors governing the adduct formation reaction . One is a ring stability 

and the another one is a steric hindrance. TDPPM forms a stable six-membered 

ring like BDPPM , however, causes a large steric hindrance especially when the 

ionic radius of the central metal is small. 

en 
x 
Q) 

-2 

~ -4 
CT> 
0 

-6 

TPDPO TOPO BDPPM BOPPE TDPPM 

Fig . 2 log Kex, s for HPMBP system 

Although tetraphenyl-

diphosphine dioxide is a 

bidentate ligand and is 

expected to form a five

membered ring which is usually 

more stable than a six-membered 

ring , the extraction constants 

are much smaller than those for 

even monodentate ligand . The 

extraction of strontium and 

barium was negligibly low . 

According to IR data , the 

basicity of the P=O group of 

TPDPO is similar to other 
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phosphine oxides. There is much difficulty in recognizing the adduct 

formation property of TPDPO. This ligand seems to work not as a bidentate 

ligand but a monodentate ligand with a steric hindrance caused by the free 

phosphoryl group . 

4. CONCLUSI ONS 

Among the polydentate phosphine oxides in the present work , 

bis(diphenylphosphinyl)methane was found to be the most promising ligand when 

it can work as a bidentate ligand . Tridentate ligand seems to work as a 

bidentate ligand in the synergistic extraction of divalent metals . 

It is notable that besides the unique reactivity, polydentate phosphine 

oxides have another advantage over the nitrogen- containing bidentate ligand 

such as phenanthroline or bipyridine . It is able to employ these ligands in 

the acidic media , for the distribution of these ligands does not depend on a 

pH . 
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ABSTRACT 
A series of N-alkylcarbonyl- substituted N-phenylhydroxylamines (R-PHAs) were 

synthesized and applied to the extraction of several divalent metal ions and 
tervalent lanthanoid ions from aqueous solutions into carbon tetrachloride. The 
distribution constants of these extractants increased with an increase in the 
carbon number in the substituent. Stoichiometries of the extracted species were 
determined for the extraction of individual metal ions with R-PHAs and the 
extraction constants for the chelates were evaluated. Among the R-PHAs studied, 
N-(2-hexyldecanoyl)-N-phenylhydroxylamine was an excellent extractant for the 
separation of heavy lanthanoids. The effects of the substituents on the 
extractability and selectivity of metal ions are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

N-Benzoyl-N-phenylhydroxylamine (BPHA) and its analogues have been employed 

as gravimetric, spectrophotometric and extracting reagents for a wide variety of 

metal ions (Majumdar, 1972). Recently, attention is paid to hydrophobic 

chelating extractants having long-chain alkyl substituents, because of their 
successful applications in the extraction of various metal ions. In this respec~ 
we have reported that certain N-alkylcarbonyl- derivatives of N-phenylhydroxyl

amines (R-PHAs), such as N-octanoyl- (C8-PHA) and N-hexanoyl-N-phenylhydroxyl
amine (C6-PHA) are promising extractants for some divalent metal ions (Haraguchi, 

et al ., 1989). The present paper describes the synthesis and properties of some 
new R-PHAs and the extraction equilibria of several divalent metal ions and 

tervalent lanthanoid ions from aqueous solutions into carbon tetrachloride with 
these R-PHAs. The effects of the substituents on the extractability and 

selectivity of metal ions are also discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 

R-PHAs were synthesized from N-phenylhydroxylamine and corresponding acid 

chlorides accroding to the reported procedure (Agrawal and Tandon, 1971) with 

some modifications. The confirmation of white crysalline products was carried 
out by melting-point measurements, elemental analysis and measurements of H-NMR, 

IR and mass spectra.The R-PHAs thus obtained are listed in Table 1. Stock 
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TABLE 1. Alkylcarbonyl- substituted N-phenylhydroxylamines, R-C-N-@ 
11 I 

Acronym Substituent (R-) 

C4-PHA CH 3(CH2)2-

~ ~ 
C12-PHA CH 3(CH2)10-

tC5-PHA (CH3)3C-

tC9-PHA (CH3) 3CCH2CHCH2-
I 
CH3 

Acronym 

PP-PHA 

HD-PHA 

C4Hx-PHA 

C4Ph-PHA 

0 OH 
Substituent (R-) 

solutions of metal ions were prepared by dissolving the metal nitrates in 10-3 

mol dm- 3 nitric acid. Their metal ion concentrations were determined by EDTA 

titrations. All the chemicals were of analytical grade. Distilled-deionized 

water was used throughout the experiments. 

Apparatus 
R-PHAs extracted into the organic phase were determined with a Hitachi 320 

spectrophotometer with 1-cm qualtz cells. The concentration of divalent metals 
in the aqueous phase were measured with a Varian SpectrAA-40 atomic absorption 

spectrometer. The concentration of lanthanoids(III) in the aqueous phase were 

determined by a Shimadzu GVM-1000P inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 
spectrometer. A Toa HM-15A pH meter was employed for measuring pH values. A 

Yamato SA-31 mechanical shaker was used for mixing the two phases. A Kokusan 

H-200 centrifuge was also used for rapid and complete phase separation. 
Procedure for distribution of R-PHAs 

A 25.0-cm3 portion of an aqueous phase and 5.0-cm3 portion of carbon tetra
chloride containing 1.00 x 10-4 mol dm- 3 R-PHA were shaken in a 60-cm3 glass 

vial for 1 h at 298 ± 1 K. The pH of the aqueous phase was adjusted by addition 
of a buffer component (phosphate: 2 x 10-2 mol dm- 3) or sodium hydroxide. The 

ionic strength was kept at 0.1 with sodium nitrate. The concentration of the 

R-PHA in the organic phase was determined by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm. 
The concentration of the R-PHA in the aqueous phase was calculated on the basis 
of the material balance. 

Procedure for the extraction of metal ions 
A 20.0-cm3 portion of an aqueous solution containing a specified metal ion 

(5.0 x 10-5 or 1.0 x 10-4 mol dm- 3) was shaken with an equal volume of carbon 

tetrachloride containing a definite amount of a R-PHA for a sufficient time for 

equilibration at 298 ± 1 K. The pH of the aqueous phase was controlled with an 
appropriate buffer agent and the ionic strength was adjusted to 0.1 with sodium 
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nitrate. After phase separation, the metal concentration in the aqueous phase 

was determined by atomic absorption spectrometry or ICP atomic emission 

spectrometry. The concentration of the metal in the organic phase was determined 
by the material balance. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Distribution of R-PHAs 

The distribution ratio, DL, of a specified R-PHA (HL) between the aqueous and 
the organic phases can be given by Eq . (1) where the subscript (o) refers to the 

concentration in the organic phase. 

DL = [HLJ(o) I ([HL] + [L-]) (1) 
Eq . (1) is rewritten as Eq. (2) by employing two equilibrium constants; acid 

dissociation constant, Ka, and distribution constant, Kd, of the R-PHA. 
log DL = log Kd - log (1 + Ka[H+]- 1) (2) 
A curve-fitting method has been applied for the plots of log DL against the pH 

to determine a set of Ka and Kd values of respective R-PHA. The equilibrium 

constants thus obtained are summerized in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. log Kd and pKa values of R-PHAs 

R-PHA log Kd pKa R-PHA log Kd pKa 

C4-PHA 0.39 8.57 tC5-PHA 0.77 9. 71 
C5-PHA 1.14 8.60 tC9-PHA 2.00 9.90 
C6-PHA 1.89 8.63 PP-PHA 2.46 9.26 
C8-PHA 2.88 8.76 HD-PHA 4.00 9. 74 
C9-PHA 3.42 8. 75 C4Hx-PHA 2.30 8.42 
C10-PHA 3.79 8.52 C4Ph-PHA 2.59 9.25 

The Kd value increases with an increase in the carbon number of the alkyl 

substituent of the R-PHA with a linear alkyl chain. The increment of log Kd is 
about 0.5 per carbon atom. This should be ascribed to an increase in 

hydrophobisity. The Kd value for a R-PHA with a linear alkyl chain is larger 
than that of a R-PHA with a branched alkyl group having the same carbon number. 

On the other hand, a ·progressive increase in the carbon number of the alkyl 

chain brought only a slight change in the pKa value. The pKa values of R-PHAs 
with a linear alkyl chain are in the range from 8.5 to 8.8 whereas those of 
R-PHAs with a branched chain are from 9.3 to 9.9, which suggests that the +I 

effect of the branched chain is greater than that of the linear chain. 
Extraction equilibrium of metal ion 

The extraction of a metal ion (Mn+) with a R-PHA can be described in general 

according to Eq. (3), by assuming that a free metal ion is predominant in the 
aqueous phase. 
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Mn+ + (n + m)HL(o) ~ Mln(HL)m + nH+ (3) 

The extraction constant, Kex• is thus defined as Eq. (4). 

Kex = [MLn(HL)mJ(o)[H+]n I [Mn+][HL]~~lm) (4) 
Therefore, the distrioutior1 ratio of metal ion, OM, between the two phases can 
be given by Eq. (5) . 

log OM = log Kex + (n + m)log [HL](o) + npH (5) 
Accordingly, stoichiometries of the extracted species and the extraction 

constants can be obtained from the relationships of log OM vs. pH at constant 

[HL](o) and log OM vs. log [HLJ(o) at constant pH. Table 3 summerizes the 
results of the slope analysis of the extraction of several divalent metal ions 
with C8-PHA along with the extracted species and their extraction constants. The 

values of log Kex for C6-PHA chelates were almost the same as those for C8-PHA 
in the extraction of respective divalent metal ion. 

TABLE 3. Equilibrium data for the extraction 

of divalent metal ions with C8-PHA 

Metal ion 

Cu (II) 
Co( II) 
Ni (I I) 
Zn( II) 
Pb (I I) 

::E 
Cl 1 
0> 
0 

Slope of l og 0~ Extracted 
vs. pH I vs. log HLJ(o) species 

2.1 1.9 
1.9 2.0 
2.0 2.9 
2.0 2.9 
2.2 1.9 

CuL2 
Co L2 
NiL2(HL) 
ZnL2(HL) 
PbL2 

Pr 

I 
I 

/'? 
I"J 

I 
I •. 

I"' If} 
~-

,'"' 

log Kex 

-2 .01 
-10.63 
-7 .27 
-8.02 
-6.82 

0 L-~----------L---~--------~--__J 
7 8 9 

pH 

Fig. 1. Relationships between log OM v3. pH for the e~traction 3 of lanthanoids( III)
2
with HO-~HA. [M +] = 5.0 x 10- mol dm- , 

[HLJ( o) = 1.0 x 10- mol dm-



TABLE 4. log Kex values for the extraction of lanthanoids(III) 
with various R-PHAs 

C8-PHA tC9-PHA PP-PHA HO-PHA C4Hx-PHA C4Ph-PHA 

Pr -12.19 -1 2.70 -14.44 -15.40 -12.10 -11.26 
Nd -12.10 -12.55 -14.20 -15.31 -12.85 -11.14 
Eu -10.96 -11.50 -13.30 -14.38 -11.89 -10.33 
Gd -10.87 -14.29 
Tb -10.15 -13.81 
Oy -9.73 -13.27 
Ho -9.58 -13.03 -9.07 
Er -9.49 -12.73 
Tm -9.34 -12.34 
Yb -9.25 -9 .94 -11 .20 -11.74 -10.54 -8.74 
Lu -9.13 -11.53 

The relationships of log OM vs. pH at constant R-PHA concentration and 
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( log OM - 3pH) vs. log [HLJ(o) at constant pH for the extraction of tervalent 
lanthanoids with N-(2-hexyldecanoyl)-N-phenylhydroxylamine (HD-PHA) are shown in 
Figs. (1) and (2). From these figures, slopes of 3 with respect to pH and 5 with 

respect to log [HLJ(o) were obtained within the experimental error for all the 
lanthanoids studied. Similar results were obtained in the extraction with other 

R-PHAs. Thus, it is concluded that the lanthanoids are extracted as a self

adducted chelate, ML3(HL) 2. The evaluated Kex values for the extraction of 

lanthanoids(III) with various R-PHAs are summerized in Table 4. The log Kex 

value for a specified lanthanoid with HD-PHA is smaller than that with C8-PHA 

as shown in Table 4. This indicates that the higher extractability of C8-PHA 
over HD-PHA for the extraction of lanthanoids. However, in the extraction of 

heavier lanthanoids from Ho(III) to Lu(III), the differences in the log Kex 
values between two adjacent lanthanoids are greater than those of C8-PHA, which 

suggests that HD-PHA is superior to C8-PHA for separation of heavy lanthanoids. 

Separation factors (SF) for Eu/Pr and Yb/Eu pairs were compared for further 

elucidation of the selectivity of R-PHAs. Separation factor is defined as the 

ratio of Kex values for a pair of lanthanoids. In Table 5, the l og SF values for 

R-PHAs are shown along with those for other extractants which are already known 
(Freiser, 1988). The log SF value of C8-PHA for a pair of Eu/Pr (1.23) is very 

close to that of di-(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) (1.26) which is 
currently used for the intragroup separation of lanthanoids. For a pair of Yb/Eu 

the log SF value of C8-PHA (1.71) is considerably smaller than that of D2EHPA 

(2 . 70), but that of HD-PHA (2.64) is comparable to 02EHPA. Thus, it can be 

concluded that HD-PHA is a very promising extractant for the separation of heavy 

lanthanoids(III). The branching at the ~-position of the alkyl chain in the 
substituent seems to transmit to R-PHAs different chemical properties with 

respect to the straight chain R-PHAs. However, if this improvement of the 

selectivity is caused by the steric hindrance of the branched chain, the 
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-20 ,-,.--------r----.--, TABLE 5. log SF for Eu/Pr and Yb/Eu 
with various extractants 

Extractant Extracted log 
Species Eu/Pr 

-22 C8-PHA ML3(HL) 2 1. 23 
tC9-PHA ML3(HL) 2 1.20 
PP-PHA ML3(HL) 2 1.14 
HD-PHA ML3(HL) 2 1.02 
C4Hx-PHA ML3(HL) 2 0.21 
C4Ph-PHA ML3(HL) 2 0.93 

::E-24 BPHA* ML3(HL) 1.24 
Cl 

"' 0 

PBBPHA* ML3(HL) 2 0.88 
HQ* ML3(HL) 3 2.0 
diBr-HQ* ML3(HL) 0.94 
Kelex 100* ML 1.58 
D2EHPA MdHL)3 1.26 

-26 PBBPHA: p-tert-butyl - BPHA 

-2.2 -2.0 
log [HL](o) 

-1.8 

HQ: 8-quinolinol 
diBr-HQ: 5,7-dibromo-HQ 
*Data from (Freiser, 1988) 

Fig. 2. Plots of (log OM - 3pH) vs. log [HLJ(o) 
for the extraction of lanthanoids(III) with 
HD-PHA 

SF 
Yb/Eu 

1.71 
1. 56 
2.10 
2.64 
1. 35 
1. 59 
0.68 
1.05 
1.9 
2.01 
2.10 
2. 70 

extractability should be weaker with decreasing the ionic radii of lanthanoids, 

or with increasing the atomic number. This does not agree with the findings in 

the present study. The effect of a branched alkyl group on the extraction of 

lanthanoids(III) seems to be different from that of the 2-methyl group in 

8-quinolinol which is well known as a sterically hindered ligand . 
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Various approaches leading to the rational design of solvent extractants are 
reported. Qualitative evaluation of the performance of organic ligands in metal 
extraction was achieved by Pearson's HSAB principle, quantum mechanical calcu
lation and computational multivariation analysis. Quantitative estimation of 
the reactivity of organic ligands, the basis for the molecular design of solvent 
extractant, was discussed. Two new sets of substituent steric parameters of 
extractant, the most important term in such treatment, were introduced by us 
based on the spectroscopic investigation and molecular mechanics calculation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The technological and economic feature of a solvent extraction process are 

determined chiefly by the basic characteristics of organic extractant. The 

structure-reactivity studies of solvent extractant has been the subject of our 

lectures on the !SEC during last decade (Yuan et al. 1980, 1983, 1985, 1988). 

In this paper the state of art and future of structure-reactivity relatioship 

(SAR) and quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) problems are dis

cussed in addition to a historic review of this investigation. 

1 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION 

1.1 Pearson's HSAB principle 

Solvent extraction of metal may be considered simply as the replacement reac

tion of molecule in th~ hydration shells of metal ion in the aqueous solution 

by organic ligand. Both metals (acceptor) and coordinating atoms (donor) can be 

classified as hard, soft and borderline acids and bases according to the Pearson's 

scale. Oxygen-based ligands are referred to hard bases, which prefer to coordi

nate with hard acids such as lanthanides, actinides, Nb, Ta, Zr or Hf. As soft 

base, sulfur-containing ligands are preferred to combine with soft acid type 

metals such as Cu, Au, Ag, Pd, Pt or Hg. Being a borderline base, aniline or 

pyridine reacts smoothly with borderline acid type metals, such as Fe, Co, Ni, 

Ru or Rh. The hardness of donor atoms can be modified by the inductive or conju

gative effect of the neighbouring group or radical. This opens a broad prospect 

for synthetic chemists to design new extractants.(Yuan, 1980) 

1.2 Quantum mechanical calculation 

The reactivity of coordinating atom or group, as represented by charge density 

or bond order, can be evaluated by quantum mechanical calculation. We applied 
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perturbational molecular orbital (PMO) method for the study of correlation 

between the ionization constant and distribution of n -electrons in some aromatic 

bases and acids (Li & Yuan, 1981). PMO method was also used for the investigation 

of intramolecular hydrogen bonding of chelating agents. (Li & Yuan, 1982). Later 

on we introduced the Huckel molecular orbital (HMO) method and its extented 

variation (EHMO) in structure-reactivity studies of various types extractants. 

(Yuan et al 1981,1983, 1989) Rozen and his colleagues (1986) used the modified 

neglet of diatomic overlap (MNDO) method, the best semi-empirical quantum 

mechanical calculation method, for the predition of extraction ability of 

organic molecules. By combination of MNDO and molecular mechanical treatments, 

we are successful in evaluation of phosphorus-based extractants. 

1.3 Computational multivariation analysis. 

Since the metal extraction, which is based on the formation of complexes by 

organic ligand with metal ion or corresponding ionic species, may be regarded as 

a multi-componental coordination process between heterogeneous phases, it is 

therefore reasonable to understand the limitation of structure-reactivity studies 

based on univariate analysis. In order to overcome this imperfection, the appli

cation of pattern recognition (Hui et al. 1981) gave, however, some promising 

results. Meanwhile, various methods of multivariate analysis were developed 

rapidly in recent years as an effective way to extract valuable information from 

multi-dimensional data and applied extensively to chemistry. As one of the new 

approaches to the molecular design of extractants, the application of cluster 

analysis and factor analysis to structure-reactivity studies of acidic phosphorus 

esters in extraction of rare earth was reported (Yuan S.G. et al. 1987). In this 

work two of the most common methods of cluster analysis, i.e. Hierarchical Cluster 

and Minimal Spanning Tree were used. (Figure 1 and 2) 

SIHILARITY SIHILMITY 
VALUES VALUES 

e.e 0. 0 

0.2 0.2 

e. 4 0. 4 

0.6 0.6 

e.e e.e 

I.e 
I IV V II Ill VI XII VII VIII X XI IX XIV XV! XVII XV XIII 

Fig. 1 Hierarchical Cluster 
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111 • ·· ··· ········· ···· ··· · 

XIU 

VI II 

E!GEIIVECTOR I 

Fig. 2 Minimal Spanning Tree 

" IV 

x~VII 

.-J;;II 
IX · 

XVll 

Roman numerals in the Figures represent acidic phosphorus esters with various 

structures: I, (i-OctO)zP(O)OH; II, (s-Oct0) 2P(O)OH; III, i-OctP(O)OOct-i(OH); 

IV, cycHexP(O)OOct-n(OH); V, cycHexP(O)OOct-i(OH); VI, cycHexP(O)OOct-s(OH); 

VII, C6H5P(O)OOct-n(OH); VIII, C6H5P(O)OOct-i(OH); IX, c6H5P(O)OOct-s(OH); 
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X, o-MeC6H4P(O)OOct-n(OH); XI, o-MeC6H4P(O)OOct-i(OH); XII,o-MeC6H4P(O)OOct-s(OH); 

XIII, i-Oct2P(O)OH; XIV, i-OctOP(O)(OH) 2; XV, NonCH(Hept)CH20P(O)(OH) 2; 

XVI, i-OctP(O)(OH)2; XVII. NonCH(Hept)CHzP(O)(OH) 2. 

On the basis of the above studies further investigation was made by factor 

analysis. Since the two abstract factors directly obtained by factor analysis 

have no chemical significance, trial has been made by rotating the principal 

factors to a series of target factors, in order to get the real factors. After 

the target rotation we got a series of combinations of typical factors by which 

to describe the original data. The five best combinations in the descending 

order are: VI and X, VI and IX, II and IX, X and XV as well as V and IX. 

If M designates the different rare earth metal, (log Kex)M,VI and (log Kex)M,X 

represent the logarithm of extraction equilibrium constant of compound VI and X 

to the metal respectively, we have the general equation: 

(log Kex)M,i == fl,i(log Kex)M,VI + f 2,i(log Kex)M,X (1) 

This equation can clearly and quantitatively describe the behaviour of different 

phosphorus compounds in lanthanide extraction. It is more interesting that as 

long as we get the Kex of VI and X to other metal ions, we can predict the Kex 

value of the residual fifteen phosphorus compounds with a satisfactory precision 

using this model and the corresponding f 1 . and f2 .reported by us(YuanS.G.l987). 
' 1 ' l 
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2 QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION 

For the QSAR study of organic ligands in metal extraction, we proposed a prin

ciple mathmatical model early sixties.(Yuan, 1980) 

log Kex = p LO + 6 LEs + y C (2) 

Where a , Es and C represent substituent polar, steric parameter and total carbon 

number of ligand. The relative coefficients p, 6 andy indicate the contribution 

of the corresponding term to Kex value. The term C is equivalent to Kd, the dis

tribution ratio of ligand between kerosene and water, and which is determined by 

the molecular weight of ligand. 

As shown by us, the term C or Kd may be neglected if similar types of com

pounds with approximate molecular weight are applied. In such case the problem 

turns to the selection or establishment of substituent parameters suitable for 

metal extraction. 

2.1 Substituent polar parameter. 

In the chemistry of carbon compounds there are several sets of parameters 

representing polar or field effect of the substituents directly bonded to the 

reaction center including Hammett oand Taft o. In organophosphorus chemistry, 

Kabachnik introduced a new scale (o~ ) for the polarity of substituent based on 

the pKa measurements of various kinds of phosphorus acids.(Kabachnick 1971 ). In 

recent years we extended this method for the evaluation of the substituent 

effect of alkyl and alkoxyl group with carbon number up to ten. (Yuan et al. 1986) 

As an empirical parameter,oP is useful in correlation analysis of QSAR study of 

phosphorus-based ligands in metal extraction. (Yuan et al, 1987, 1988) However, 

the o' parameters reflect not only polar but also other substituent effects, 

since the contribution of steric effect could not be excluded in such treatment. 

As the result of our systematic study of 4-substituted-2,6, 7-trioxa-1-phosphabi

cyclo[2,2,2]octane-1-oxide and p-substituted phenylphosphonic acid mono-hexyl

ester by 31 P NMR spectroscopy, it revealed that both Taft,s and Hammett's para

meters widely used in carbon chemistry are applicable to correlation analysis 

of organophosphorus compounds. Consequently, it seems unnecessary to define a 

new set of polar substituent parameters in organophosphorus chemistry.(Yuan1990) 

2.2 Substituent steric parameter. 

A significant difference of the substituent steric parameters of organophos

phorus esters from carbon carbons was evidenced by poor results in correlation 

analysis using Taft's Es or Charton's v in the alkaline hydrolysis of alkylphos

phonates. This is because of the larger steric influence of the substituents for 

phosphonates than that for carboxylates. It may be rationalized by the fact that 

the structural change between ground state and transition state in the carboxy

late hydrolysis is completely different from the phosphonate hydrolysis. The 

steric influence of substituent on phosphorus must be quite different too. 
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By careful examination of pKa of mono-hexyl alkylphosphonate and o6 31 P NMR 

of di-n-hexyl alkylphosphonates in MeOH and CC1 4, compounds with substituents 

directly bonded to phosphorus, we succeeded in establishing a new set of substi

tuent steric parameters for organophosphorus compounds EP(R), from which corres-s 
ponding parameters for alkoxyl group E~(RO) can also derived. (Table l) (Yuan, 

Li 1990) 

TABLE 1 

Substituent Steric Parameters 

Group EP(R) EP (RO) Es,ex(R) E (RO) \} E s s s,ex s 

Me 0.50 0.38 -0.037 0.0 0.52 -1.24 
Et 0.75 0.62 0.0 0.003 0.56 -1.31 

n-Pr 0.85 0. 72 0.007 0.003 0.68 -1.60 
i-Pr 1.12 0.98 0.216 0.021 0.76 -1.71 
n-Bu 0.91 0. 77 0.010 0.003 0.68 
i-Bu 1.05 0. 91 0.053 0.015 0.98 
s-Bu 1.17 1. 02 0.246 0.102 1. 02 -2.37 
t-Bu 1. 36 1. 21 0.545 1. 24 -2.78 
n-Am 0.91 0. 77 0.010 0.010 0.68 
i-Am 0.92 0.78 0.68 
eye-Hex 1. 07 0.93 0.218 6.87 -1.01 
n-Oct 0.90 0.76 0.011 0.012 0.68 
i-Oct 1.10 0.96 0.068 0.023 1.01 
s-Oct 1. 25 1.05 0.277 0.169 1.05 

Abbreviation i-Oct and s-Oct denotes BuCHEtCH2- and HeptCHMe- respectively. 

With the aid of molecular mechanical calculation (MM) method, we are able to 
introduce another set of substituent steric parameters for phosphorus-ligands 

in metal extraction E (R) and E (RO). (Li, Yuan, 1989) (Table 1) s,ex s,ex 
2.3 Multiple regression analysis. 

The applicability of the substituent parameters thus obtained is checked by 

multiple regression analysis in extraction reactions of rare earths, cobalt and 

nickel. (Li, Yuan 1989; Yuan, Li, Hu 1990) 

(i) Correlation analysis in lanthanides extraction. 
Based on the Kex values for lanthanides extraction by series of acidic phos

phorus esters using Equation 2 we got: 

log La - 3.84 Hp + 3.27 (3) Kex ""= 8. 43Io:r. s 

and log KNd = 9.02Io - 3.54 nP + 3.50 (4) ex .. s 
The results of the multiple regression analyses are as follows: 

r s n Sp so \ TP To Tc 
For Eq. 3 0.994 0.195 23 0.60 0.14 0.36 14.08 -26.89 9.00 
For Eq. 4 0.989 0.247 23 0.76 0.18 0.46 11.93 -19.52 7.61 

Therefore, log Nd/La = 0.59Iox + 3.0 IE~ + 0.23 (5) 
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The calculated value is well supported by the experimental data. 

(ii) Correlation analysis in extraction of cobalt and nickel. 

Since extraction of Co and Ni by mono-basic phosphorus ester proceeds with 

the formation of different configuration of complexes, the steric effect is most 

important. It is necessary to establish specific steric parameters.(Yuan, 1987,88) 

This project was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF DILUENT CHARACTERISTICS 
ON PERFORMANCE IN METAL EXTRACTION. 

J.W.YOUNG, G.P.FAWDRY, 
Exxon Chemical Canada 
RJ.BOSMAN 
Exxon Chemical Australia 

ABSTRACT 
Experimental work carried out recently by Exxon Chemical on copper extraction in Australia have 
confirmed that low aromatic diluents give an overall better performance than regular grades. In 
particular, a linear paraffin-rich diluent was shown to give significant advantages in terms of metal 
extraction rate, loading and phase separation time. As this study was being carried out on fresh 
diluent/extractant systems in Australia, work was going on in Exxon Chemical laboratories in Canada in 
order to establish whether the advantages exhibited would be maintained after the organic solutions have 
been aged. The results obtained indicate that low aromatic diluents continue to give superior 
performance, even when oxidized. The best system was again based on Escaid 300, a linear paraffin-based 
diluent. 

INTRODUCTION 
The recovery of metal values by solvent extraction is now a well established industry. Over the years, 
operators have been striving to optimize plant performance through a variety of ways: more efficient 
equipment has been developed, better extractants were brought to the market,new modifiers were 
introduced, etc ... The area of diluent, or carrier, has also received attention. There is now in the 
literature a considerable number of articles dealing with the effect of the composition of the diluent 
on the solvent extraction process,( see forinstance refs 1 to 8). It is indeed recognized that the very 
different needs of the modern metal extraction industry cannot be met with a single diluent such as 
kerosene, however refined it may be. 
Exxon Chemical has been pioneering the development of grades better suited to that Industry for many 
years. In particular, they have been the first to promote the concept of low aromatic carriers. Today an 
extensive range of such grades are marketed by Exxon Chemical worldwide. 

Further studies have been carried out recently in order to reassess the value for the user of low 
aromatic carriers. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Carrier optimization studies were carried out locally. Two case studies are reported below: 
The first case involved the recovery of copper from a solution containing 3.85 g/1 copper. pH was 2.3. 
Extraction isotherms and phase separation times were measured on three organic phases containing Acorga 
M.5640 as the extractant and Escaid 100,110 and 300 resp.as the carrier. Temperature was 30°C in all 
cases. 

The isotherm curves are presented in Fig.l. In this particular case, Escaid 300 gave a much more 
favourable isotherm than the other two carriers,that performed practically on a par. Escaid 300 came on 
top as well as far as phase separation rate is concerned. 

This study concentrated on the following aspects: 
o oxidation stability 
o kinetics of metal transfer 
o stripping efficiency 
o equilibrium characteristics 
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Each diluent, to which 5 vol% of LIX 984 has been added, was loaded twice with an equal volume of leach 
liquor. This resulted in organic phases containing 2100-2200 mg/l.copper. Each organic phase was split 
in two portions: one would be stripped and save for later use. The other part would be blended with 3 
times its volume of leach liquor and oxidized for 48 hours at a pressure of 1135-1340 kPa of pure oxygen. 
Temperature was normally kept at 50°C but a few runs were also carried out at 65 and 80°C. During 
these runs, oxygen pressure would be monitored and the amount consumed during each experiment calculated. 

Oxvgen Consumption 
The results obtained are shown in Table 2. The average oxygen consumption for the tests carried out at 
50°C is 18.3 mM/1. There is no significant difference between aromatic-containing and aromatic-free 
grades. A simple calculation shows that the oxygen consumption measured corresponds to less than 1% of 
material oxidized. In a test carried out on pure diluent, oxygen consumption was 17.4 mM, confirming that 
extractant oxidation was apparently negligible. Considering the extreme severity of the oxidation carried 
out here one can thus conclude that all the organic phases tested are extremely resistant to oxidation. 
When oxidation conditions are rendered even more severe by increaqsing temperature to 65 or even 80°C, 
the consumption of oxygen tends to increase slightly. At this stage however, it was not clear whether the 
increase corresponds to further degradation of the diluent, or to incipient degradation of the 
extractant. We will come back to this point. 
Measurement of performances 
The hydrometallurgical performance of batches of oxidized phases was compared side by side with their 
non-oxidized equivalent: the amount of copper that could be stripped from all systems was measured and 
then kinetic extraction measurements were carried out. 

Finally, metal loading capacity was determined. Extensive analytical work was also done in order to 
identify the chemical changes that could have occurred. 

o Stripping 
For all practical purposes, metal stripping was essentially complete in all cases, which seems 
to indicate that the nature of the metal-extractant bond had not been affected during the 
oxidation step. 

o Kinetics and loading 
All stripped organic phases were loaded again with fresh pregnant liquor in a series of 
experiments where the rate at which copper was transferred was followed as a function of time. 

Measurement of Performances - Non-oxidized systems 
The results are presented in Table 3. Some difference in metal transfer rate can be observed between 
diluents. Among the aromatic-free carriers, Escaid 300 and Escaid 110 were the best performers. After 30 
seconds, these systems had extracted 89 and 83% resp. of the copper, against 74% for the 
aromatic-containing systems. 

At the one minute mark, the difference is still of the order of 9%. After two minutes, close to 
equilibrium, there is a 5% delta between the two extreme cases. At the end of the kinetic experiments, 
each organic phase was separated from the aqueous raffinate and submitted to a second loading with fresh 
pregnant liquor. No kinetic measurements were made. The amount of metal transferred was simply measured 
after another 2 minutes contact time. 

The results of these tests are presented in the last column of Table 3. The highest loading was obtained 
with Escaid 300 as the carrier: 64% of copper transferred. The lowest result was obtained with mining 
kerosene: 48.5%. 

Measurement of Performances - Oxidized systems 
The data obtained on oxidized systems are presented in Table 4. They indicate that provided the 
oxidation temperature did not exceed 50°C, the oxidized phases performed generally very similarly to 
the non-oxidized ones both from the kinetic standpoint and from a loading standpoint (last column of the 
table) . Again the performance of Escaid 300 was significantly above the others. However, when 
oxidation conditions were rendered more severe by raising temperature to 65 or 80°C, metal transfer 
rate decreased substantially. This appears very clearly on plotting the data as has been done for Escaid 
100 in Fig.4. Also, the amount of metal that could be loaded was found to be significantly inferior. 



This indicates that a portion of the extractant has been rendered unavailable for copper uptake during 
the oxidation process. Extensive analytical measurements were carried out in order to identify the 
nature of the products formed but the results so far have been inconclusive. It is noteworthy that in 
all the work reported here, copper /iron selectivity was never a problem as iron content stayed in the 
1-2 ppm range in all organic phases. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The data obtained indicate that whether exposed to oxidation conditions or not, different organic phases 
exhibit different performances. In general, low aromatic systems performed better than the 
non-dearomatized versions when fresh. The same trend was observed on laboratory aged systems. However, 
the composition of the diluent- other than aromatic content -plays a role too: the linear 
paraffin-rich Escaid 300 grade exhibited a definite advantage when compared with other low aromatic 
grades, even Escaid 110. It provided faster metal transfer rate and better loading, two key elements in 
commercial operation. Also of significance is the observation that the use of mining kerosene 
consistently gave lower loading values than the Escaid grade with a comparable aromatic content, Escaid 
100. A possible explanation is that the unsaturated components present in the kerosene in greater 
amount than in the other grades tested would reduce the availability of the extractant for metal. This 
hypothesis is being currently checked in the laboratory. 
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TABLEt 

Physical Properties Of The Carriers 
ESCAID 100 110 111 115 300 KE~INING 

ROSENE 

Flash Poin1 ("C) 78 82 76 101 95 69 

Aromatic Con1en1 (w1%) 23 1.0 0.4 6.2 0.5 25 

Bromine Index (mg/100g) 360 5 12 276 <3 1150 

Density (15'C) 0.81 0.79 0.82 0.82 0.76 0.82 

VISCOSity (25'C) (c51) 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.9 2.3 2.0 

Aniline Point rq 63 79 70 76 89 62 

K·B Value 34 27 35 30 21 35 

Surface Tension@ 25"C 
(mN;m) 

27.1 26.8 27.5 28.0 26.4 27.4 

TABLE3 
Kinetic Testa 

Non-Oxidized Systems 
Copper Transfer (%) 

Con1ac1 
Time 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 
(min) 

Mining Kerosene 74.2 85.0 88.6 90.0 48.5 

Escald 100 74.2 84.3 89.3 91 .4 62.8 

110 82.8 90.0 92.1 92.1 60.7 

111 75.7 86.4 90.7 92.1 61 .4 

300 89.3 93.1 93.8 94.1 64.2 

115 78.5 88.6 90.0 89.3 54.2 

• 2nd Loadu""~S IW't~~ 

Conditions: 

o Feed Copper Content 1400 wt ppm 
o Extractant UX 984, 5 VOl % 
o Temperature 25'C 

TABLE2 
Oxidation Stability Study 

Oxygen Consumption Data 

ESCAID Tem~)ture '2c(~~~ruon 

K!~~~ne 50 20.8 

100 50 16.8-18.5 

110 50 18.7 

111 50 19.3 

300 50 17.0 

115 50 20.8 

100 65 22.6 

100 80 23.0 

110 (•) 50 17.-4 
.... 

(•) No extractant 

Experimental Conditione: 

o Feed Metal Content Copper : 1400 wt ppm 
Iron · 1380 wt ppm 

o pH 1.63 
o Extractant UX 984, 5 vol % 
o Time 48hours 
o Oxygen Pressure 1135-1340 kPa 

TABL£4 
Kinetic Tests 

Oxidized Systems 
Copper Transfer (%) 

T("C) Contact Time 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 (Min) 

50 Mining Kerosene 70.7 85.0 88.6 89.3 

50 Escald 100 72.8 85.7 89.3 91 .4 

50 110 87.8 92.1 92.8 92.8 

50 111 80.7 90.0 92.1 92.1 

50 300 87.8 93.3 93.8 94.0 

50 115 81 .4 89.3 90.7 91 . .4 

65 100 72.1 83.5 87.8 89.3 

80 100 62.8 78.5 84.3 86.4 

• 2nd Loading 

Cond itions: 

o Feed Copper Content 1400 wt ppm 
o Extractant · UX 984, 5 val '% 
o Temperature 25'C 
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NEW ASPECTS IN EXTRACTION BY ACID-BASE COUPLE EXTRACT ANTS 
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The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 91904 Israel. 

ABSTRACT 
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Reversible extraction of mineral acids and of their salts by acid-base couple extractants 
(mixed ionic solvents) provided the basis for several processes developed for the fertilizer 
industry and for treating industrial effluents. Extraction properties of couple extractants are 
strongly dependent on the acidity /basicity of their components. pHHN values, (pH of half
neutralization) measured by contacting the extractant with HCl solution, were found to 
provide a convenient tool for tailoring extractant composition for various industrial uses. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acid - base couple extractants (also denoted "mixed extractants") are composed of an 

amine, an organic acid and a diluent, all of them water immiscible. 

Our group in the Casali Institute had thoroughly investigated acid extraction by these 

extractants and found that they form a "new generation" of acid extractants, providing some 

very important advantages. Couple extractants combine the selectivity, efficiency and water 

immiscibility of strong extractants such as long chain amines, with reversibility similar to 

that of weak extractants such as alcohols. As a result, extracted acids can be recovered by back 

- extraction with water. Concentrations of the recovered acids approach those of the feed to 

extraction (Eyal and Baniel 1982). 

These properties of couple extractants make them highly suitable for acid purification 

(e.g. upgrading of wet process phosphoric acid (Eyal and Baniel 1984)) and for recovery of 

acids from waste streams (Eyal et al. 1990). They also open new possibilities in process 

development as shown by the processes for KN03 production (Eyal et al. 1985) and for 

recovery of sulfuric acid from gypsum (Eyal et al. 1986). 

In addition to recovery of pure, concentrated mineral acids from waste streams, acid 

extraction by couple extractants greatly facilitates further treatments, such as recovery of 

other valuable components from waste solution. It can be advantageously integrated into 

tailor - made flowsheets with other operations such as evaporation or crystallization. 

Couple extractants also extract reversibly salts of mineral acids providing for extraction 

of both acid and salt sequentially by the same extractant. Thus a process was developed for 

recovery of sulfuric acid and zinc sulfate from effluents of zinc electrowinning plants (Eyal 
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eta!. 1990a). For zinc electrowinning plants, using alkali sulfate for jarosite precipitation, the 

unique properties of the extractant provide for recovery of ZnS04 in concentrations above 

30% (compared to about 16% in the effluent). 

Acid - base couple extractants are simply prepared by mixing amines with organic acids 

and diluents. The large variety of commercially available amines and organic acids allows 

the tailoring of extractant properties by derivation from component properties. Although 

extraction by couple extractants has already been studied for about 20 years (mainly 

extraction of alkali and alkali earth salts), several aspects still need clarification. 

We have studied the effect of acid/base properties of extractant components on 

extraction of acids and of salts. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Extractants were prepared by mixing desired amine and organic acid (molar ratio of 1:1) 

and diluting them in an aromatic free kerosene to 0.5 mole/Kg each. Extfactants containing 

MTCA (methyltricaprylyl amine) were prepared by mixing the desired acid and diluent with 

methyltricaprylyl amine and washing with water in order to remove HCI. 

Extraction experiments were performed at ambient temperature. Experimental 

procedures and analytical methods were previously described (Eyal eta!. 1990). pHHN (pH 

of half-neutralization) was measured by the procedure described by Grinstead (1967). pH 

values in ZnS04 solutions were measured after equilibration with extractants at aqueous to 

organic weight ratio of 10:1. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction of acids 

Figures 1 shows distribution curves for extraction of HCl and H3P04 by two couple 

extractants composed of tricaprylyl amine (TCA) and organic acids. 

Amines extract HCl very efficiently and acid/amine molar ratio (Z) of 1 is reached in 

equilibrium with dilute aqueous solutions. An ion pair is formed: 

R3N (org) + HCl (aq) --> R3NHCl (org) (1) 

Above-stoichiometric extraction through H-bonding to the salt, is however observed 

only in equilibrium with highly concentrated aqueous solutions: 

R3NHCl (org) + HCl (aq) ---> R3NHCJ-HCJ (org) (2) 

This phenomenon has been extensively described and discussed (Frolov and Sergievskii 

1966, Mmka et al1974). 
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In extraction by couple extractants the picture is complicated by the presence of organic 

acid, which competes with HCl on binding both to the amine (Z<1, sub-stoichiometric 

extraction) and to the salt formed . 

Previous studies show that stronger acids are preferred by amines. Consequently, up to 

Z=l, stronger organic acids in the couple extractant better compete with the mineral acid and 

decrease its extraction (see Fig. 2). 

In the region of Z>1 extraction by TCA-DEHPA (di-(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid) exceeds 

extraction by TCA-ABL (a-bromolauric acid ). Here again an analogy to extraction of mineral 

acid exists. In extraction by amine salt weaker acids are preferred (Shmidt and Rybakov 1977). 

ABL better competes therefor with H3P04 than DEHPA. 

Effects of relative strengths of acids are even more pronounced in extraction of a weaker 

mineral acid such as H3P04. In extraction up to Z=1, distributions coefficients for of H3P04 

are lower than those for HCl and are more strongly affected by presence of the organic acid. 

However, its extraction by the salt formed is considerably higher than that of HCl, due to 

higher tendency of the weaker acids to form H-bonds. Similar behavior was found in HF 

extraction (Eyal 1989). 

Grinstead (1967, Grinstead and Davis 1968) measured pKa values of water insoluble 

amines by equilibrating them with aqueous HCl solutions containing 0.5 mole acid per mole 

of amine and measuring pH values in the aqueous phase (denoted pHHN). We adopted this 

method as a tool for characterizing acid-base properties of couple extractants. 

As shown in Fig. 3, although pHHN is measured in equilibrium with very dilute HCI 

solutions, it shows a very good correlation with H3P04 extraction at high concentration. 

The concentration of the aqueous phase, at which Z=1 is reached (Z*), linearly decreases 

with increasing pHHN (decreasing effect of the organic acid in the extractant). 

3.2 Extraction of salts 

Figure 4 shows pH values measured in ZnS04 solutions equilibrated with an organic acid 

and with couple extractants. Figure 5 summarizes distribution of ZnS04 between aqueous 

solutions and couple extractants. 

Metal ion extraction by organic acids proceeds through cation exchange: 

ZnS04 (aq) + 2HA (org) <---> ZnA2 (org) + H2S04 (aq) 

(where HA denotes an organic acid). 

(3) 

Acidity in the aqueous phase increases and a base should be added to facilitate further 

extraction. 

Extraction by couple extractants avoids the need for neutralization as acid formed binds to 

the amine: 
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ZnS04 (aq) + 2R3NHA (org) <--> ZnA2 (org) + <R3NH)2S04 (org) (4) 

Figure 4 demonstrates the effect of amine basicity on pH of the aqueous phase in 

equilibrium. pH values decrease with ZnS04 concentration due to ZnS04 hydrolysis. At a 

given concentration it is lowest for solutions equilibrated with the acid and then increases 

with the basicity of the amine: branched chain tertiary amine < straight chain tertiary amine 

< primary amine. 

Extraction by weak acids such as LA is very sensitive to pH and thus extraction by couple 

extractants containing LA with relatively weak bases, such as tris-(2-ethyhexyl)amine (TEHA) 

and TCA is very low. Replacing the weak amines by stronger ones, however, enhances 

extraction considerably (see Fig. 5). 

pHHN of couple extractants were shown above to correlate with acid extraction. As pHHN 

is affected by the acid-base properties of the organic acid and of the amine, one may also 

expect some correlation with metal salts extraction. 

ZnS04 concentration in DEHPA containing couple extractants in equilibrium with ZnS04 

saturated aqueous solutions are drawn in Fig. 6 against pHHN values of these extractants 

(pHHN increases with increasing basicity of the amine). 

Here too, although pHHN measures HCl extraction from very dilute aqueous solutions it 

shows correlation with ZnS04 extraction from concentrated solutions. A curve with a 

minimum is observed rather than the linear correlation found for acid extraction. A 

combination of two opposite effects is indicated. 

Grinstead et al. (1969) explained extraction enhancement with amine basicity by 

increasing interaction with the anion of the extracted salt. It however seems that for couple 

extractants containing weak organic acids, acidity regulation is the determining factor in 

agreement with Nishimura and Watanabe (1975). Amines however may compete with the 

metal ion on the organic acid and thereby hinder salt extraction. The results presented in 

Fig. 6 indicate that for couple extractants composed of DEHP A (stronger acid than LA) and 

relatively weak amines, this effect overrides the effect of acidity control. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Acid-base couple extractants extract both acids and salts efficiently, selectively and 

reversibly. Their extraction properties are strongly dependent on the acidity /basicity of their 

components. pHHN values measured in a simple, single experiment were found to 

correlate with extraction data of both acids and salts. It therefore provides an important tool 

for tailoring acid-base couple extractants for various industrial uses. 
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The hydrolytic stability of several organophosphorus extractant& has been 
measured at different acidity and temperature conditions. The extractants 
studied were DEHPA® Extractant, IONQUEST® 801, and Dibutyl Butylphosphonate. The 
stability tests were carried out with 20% by volume extractant in a refined 
kerosine. The extractant/diluent blends were contacted with 4 and 10 Normal 
Hydrochloric, Sulfuric and Nitric Acid solutions. Hydrolytic degradation was 
measured as a function of time. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phosphorus compounds have been used in solvent extraction for over 50 years. In 
the past 15 years, commercialization of new solvent extraction technology has 
accelerated, spurring commercial development of phosphorus-based extractants. 
DEHPA Extractant, IONQUEST 801 Extractant and DBBP are three extractants which 
have been commercialized for this purpose. 

DEHPA® Extractant, IONQUEST® 801, and DBBP are a family of the phosphorus liquid
liquid ion exchange resins developed for those needs. 

Processes for recovery of uranium from wet-process phosphoric acid, ~ich were 
commercialized in the late 1970's were the first major use for DEHPA • Rhone 
Poulenc's use of DB~~ extractant to purify wet process phosphoric acid followed 
in the early 1980's . 
2-Ethylhexyl Phosphoric Acid, Mono-2-ethylhexyl Ester (IONQUEST 801) has now 
become(3fhe extractant of choice for difficult separations involving rare 
earths . 

Extractant losses frequently are observed in commercial extraction systems. 
These losses are usually due to solubility or microemulsion formation in the 
aqueous phase, third phase formation or hydrolytic decomposition. This study was 
directed at measuring extractant stability with respect to hydrolytic 
decomposition . 

Decomposition products formed in hydrolysis of the organophosphorus extractants 
i n this study are shown below: 

1) RO 0 
+ 

RO 0 

"' ~ H " 4' 
p ...... p + ROH 

/ "' H20 / "' RO OH HO OH 

RO 0 
+ 

HO 0 

"' ~ H " ,f' 
p ) p 

/ 
"'-oH 

H20 
R / "' R OH 

2 ) 

+ ROH 

DEHPA is a U. S . registered trademark of Albright & Wilson. 
IONQUEST is a u.s . registered trademark of Albright & Wilson. 
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3) RO 0 RO 0 HO 0 

"'-... ~' H+ "'-... .;? " 
ij 

p p + p +3ROH 
/ "'-... Hp / ~ / " R OR R OH R OH 

Hydrolysis of the extractants produces products with significantly higher water 
solubility. These can also complex with metal ions; however, they are usually 
removed by the aqueous stream, leaving lower levels of extractants and reduced 
extraction coefficients. 

Hydrolysis rates are expected to be a function of the inherent stability of the 
extractant, the temperature, the type of acid used and the acid concentration. 
In this study, the hydrolytic stability of DEHPA, IONQUEST 801 and DBBP were 
evaluated as a function of acid concentration, temperature and time . 

EXPERIMENTAL 

For this testing, 4 Normal and 10 Normal solutions of sulfuric acid, nitric acid 
and hydrochloric acid were prepared using technical grade acids and distilled 
water. DEHPA® Extractant, DBBP, and IONQUEST 801, supplied by Albright & Wilson 
Americas, were diluted to 20.0% by volume solutions using Kermac 400-500 ref i ned 
kerosene. 

Fifty gram aliquots of acid and extractant were weighed out in 4 ounce glass 
bottles and sealed with lids containing teflon gaskets. The bottles were tumbled 
in a rotary oven at 22° and 50°C for periods of 1 day, 7 days, and 28 days. 
After the period of time, the bottles were removed from the oven and the 
solutions placed in separatory funnels for phase separation. Each phase was 
removed and stored separately. Analyses were conducted on the organic phases. 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

Gas chromatographic analyses of the organic layer were carried out on a Hewlett 
Packard Model 5890A gas chromatograph equipped with a Model 7673A auto-injector, 
a split/splitless capillary injection port, a flame ionization detector (FID) and 
a Model 3396A integrator. The gas chromatograph was operated in the split mode 
using a 10 meter by 0.53mM diameter bonded FSOT fused silica capillary column 
coated with polyphenylmethylsiloxane at 2.0uM, i.e. Alltech RSL-300 NON-PAKD. 

The samples were analyzed using an internal standard method with triphenyl 
phosphate as the internal standard and the starting extractants in kerosine as 
standards. A four or five point standard curve was generated. Linear regression 
analyses gave correlation coefficients >. 99. The response of the FID was checked 
periodically by injecting standards. 

In the case of DEHPA and IONQUEST 801, the samples had to be derivatized by 
silyation using N-methyl-N-(tert-butyldimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide (Pierce 
Chemical Co.) before analysis. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

All three extractants showed very good hydrolytic stability. No useful data were 
generated with the 50°C nitric acid samples. These runs were aborted after one 
day, due to pressure build-up in the bottles, which caused leakage. 

The DBBP data, at first look, suggest that this extractant has poor stability in 
sulfuric and hydrochloric acid, with weight losses up to 100% (figures 1 & 2). 
However, third phases were formed, which appeared to contain all of the missing 
DBBP. 
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DEHPA Extractant showed excellent hydrolytic stability in all cases (figures 4, 
5, 6). No third phase formation was observed. 

IONOUEST 801 

IONQUEST 801 showed good stability with all of the acid solutions tested (figures 
7, 8, 9). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

DEHPA Extractant, IONQUEST 801, and DBBP showed very good stability with 
sulfuric, hydrochloric and nitric acids . Third phase formation was observed with 
DBBP, especially at high hydrochloric acid concentrations. No third phase 
formation was observed with DEHPA or IONQUEST 801. 

FROM THE AUTHORS 
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ABSTRACT 
A series of lipophilic diphosphonium ions (R3P+-(CH2)n-P+R3; R =cetyl; n = 

2 - 12; abbreviated as CnBP) were prepared as anion-exchange extractants. The 
extraction of anionic metal Iom~lexes wi~ invest~gate~ 1 In the e~traction of 
dianionic species such as MI x4 - and M (c2o4 )2 - (M : Zn2+, Cd +; x-: Cl-, 
Br-, CN-), the dicationic extractants (CnBPs) exhibited much higher extraction 
ability than monocationic extractants (R3N+-CH3 (Capriquat) and R3P+-C4H9 ), and 
the extraction ability of CnBPs is remarkably aependent on their methylene
chain length (n) between two phosphonium cationic centers. Further, the 
extraction of organic dianions, such as phthalates, naphthalenedisulfonates, 
and dansyl-amino acids, was investigated. Similarly to the extraction of 
anionic metal complexes, the extraction ability of CPBPs largely surpassed that 
of the monocationic extractants. The compatibility between the ionic center 
distance of CnBPs and that of the dianionic species proved to play an important 
role on the extractability. The concepts, "multiple charge compatibility" and 
"geometrical charge distribution compatibility", are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The extraction of anionic species by anion-exchange extractants (ion-pair 

extractants) is widely used in analytical and separation chemistry. Anionic 

metal complexes (Green, 1973) and organic anions (Kertes et al., 1986) are 

extracted . As for such extractants, long-chain quaternary ammonium ions and 

protonated long-chain tertiary amines are most frequently used. Only a few 

study have concerned with the extractants having multiple cationic centers in a 

molecule (Tabushi et al., 1981, Preez et al., 1984). 

We have prepared novel type extractants having the structure in which two of 

the conventional monocationic extractants above mentioned are connected by 

appropriate bridging chains; these will be called "dicationic (anion-exchange) 

extractants ", and thus the conventional extractants are called "monocationic 

extractants" . By use of such dicationic extractants, we have studied the 

extractions of anionic metal complexes (Ohki et al., 1984, Ide et al., 1985, 

Ohki et al., 1989) and of organic anions (Xiao et al., 1985, Ohki et al., 

1990). As results of these studies, it is found that (i) as for the extraction 

of dianionic species, the dicationic extractants are much superior to the 

monocationic extractants , and (ii) the extraction ability of the dicationic 
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extractants is greatly dependent on the "bridge-chain length" which is defined 

as the length of the bridging methylene chain connecting the two phosphonium 

cationic centers within the extractants . 

In this study, we investigated the extraction of various dianionic species 

including anionic metal complexes and organic anions by the dicationic 

extractants in detail, and proved the concepts, "multiple charge compatibility" 

and "geometrical charge distribution compatibility". 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 

The syntheses of the dicationic extractants , polymethylenebis(trioctyl

phosphonium) dibromides (abbreviated as CnBP (n 2- 12); Fig. 1) as well as a 

monocationic extractant, butyltrioctylphosphonium bromide (BuMP) were described 

in our previous papers (Ohki et al., 1984, Ohki et al. , 1989). "Capriquat" 

(methyltrioctylammonium chloride) was a commercial product (Dojindo Lab., 

Japan). The counter anion of these extractants was converted to other anion if 

necessary. Other chemicals were of reagent grade and used without further 

purification. The structures of these extractants as well as extracted anions 

are indicated in Fig. 1. 

• Monocationic extractants 
+ 

CH3-N R3 

Aliquat 3365 
Capri quat 

• Dicationic extractants 
+ + 

R 3 P- (CH 2)n- P R3 
Cn BP ( n = 2- 12) 

(R:octyl) 

• Extracted dianions 

MDX 2- ( II 2+ 2+ 
4 M : Zn, Cd , 

x-: cr. Br , eN- . 
112 c 0 2-) 

~~- ~oo- 9oc~-
4 

v"'"'" ~- ~ 1 

PH2- I PH2- 00-
TPH2-

SOj" _ 

m""so3 
-o ~ I "" 

-~ 3 
1, 5-NDS2- 2, 6 -NDS2-

Dns-NH 
-ooc-CH-(CH

2
).;COO-

n = 1 Dns-Asp2-
n=2 Dns-Giu 2-

Fig. 1 Anion-exchange extractants and extracted anions, 
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2.2 Extraction of anionic metal complexes 

An aqueous solution (10 ml) containing zinc(II) or cadmium(II) salt was 

shaken with an organic solution (10 ml) containing an anion-exchange extractant 

in a stoppered centrifuge tube at 25'C for 20 min. After phase separation, the 

concentration of metal ion in the aqueous phase was determined by atomic 

absorption spectrophotometry with a Nippon Jarrel Ash AA-855 instrument. 

2 .3 Extraction of organic anions 

An aqueous phase (10 ml) containing an organic anion and a buffer was shaken 

with an organic solution (10 ml) containing an extractant in the tube at 25'C 

for 30 min. After phase separation , the concentration of the organic anion in 

the aqueous phase was determined by spectrophotometry with a Hitachi 228 or by 

HPLC using a Shimadzu LC-6AD with an ODS column and a UV detector. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 .1 Extraction of anionic metal complexes 

The most lipophilic and the most extractable zinc(II)-chloride complex is 

ZnC14
2-. One can therefore assume that the extraction reaction involves the 

formation of 1:1 ion-pair between the dicationic extractant (Q2+) and the metal 

complex: 

(Q ·Cl2)
0 

+ (Zn2+)w + 2(Cl-)w ~ (Q·ZnC14 )
0 

Kex = [Q•ZnC14 )
0

/[Q•Cl2 ]
0

[Zn2+Jw[Cl-)w2 
( 1 ) 

(2) 

where subscripts w and o denote the aqueous and organic phases, respectively. 

The log - log plots gave straight lines with the theoretical slope in all cases 

of the dicationic and monocationic extractants. With the monocationic 

extractants, calculations were performed in such a way that [Q·Cl2 ]
0 

and [Q· 

ZnC14 ]
0 

were taken as 2 X [Q'•Cl)
0 

and [Q 1
2·ZnC14 ]

0
, respectively (Q'+: 

monocationic extractant). 

In the extraction of zinc(II)-oxalate complex, the following reaction is 

considered : 

(Q·Ox)
0 

+ (ZnOx22-)w~ (Q·ZnOx2)
0 

+ (Ox2-)w 

Kex = [Q·ZnOx2J
0

[0x2-lw/[Q·Ox) 0 [ZnOx2
2-Jw 

(3) 
(4) 

The log - log plots gave straight line with the theoretical slope . When 

cadmium(II) was used, similar extraction equilibria were observed in both 

extractions of chloro- and oxalate-complexes . 

Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the plots of log Kex against the bridge-chain 

length (n) in CnBPs in the extractions of zinc(II) and cadmium(II), 

respectively. The chloro-complexes were favorably extracted by the long 

bridge-chain extractants such as c8_12BPs, whereas conversely the oxalate

complexes, by the short bridge-chain extractants such as c2BP. When the bromo

and cyano- complexes of these metal ions were ex~racted, similar extraction 
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Fig. 3 (a) Extraction of phthalates. Initial conditions. Aq.: 1 mM phthalates 
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(b) Extraction of dansyl amino-acids. Initial conditions. Aq.: 0.1 mM dansyl
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behaviors to those of the chloro-complexes were observed; the long bridge-chain 

extractants exhibited higher extraction ability. 

3 . 2 Extraction of organic anions 

One can assume that the extraction reaction of organic dianion (A2-) by the 

dicationic extractants occurs via the formation of 1:1 ion-pair between Q2+ 

and A2- as follows: 

(Q·Br2)0 + (A2-)w (Q·A)
0 

+ 2 (Br-)w (6) 

Kex = [Q·A) 0 [Br-lw2/[Q•Br2 )0 [A2-lw (7) 

The log - log plots gave straight lines with the theoretical slope in the 

e::tractions of phthalates, naphthalenedisulfonates, and dansyl-amino acids. 

Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the extractions of phthalates and dansyl-amino 

acids, respectively. Since the distance of anionic center within the phthalate 

isomers was longer (PH2--+ IPH2--+ TPH2-), the bridge-chain length of the most 

efficient CnBP was longer. Such a tendency was observed as well in the 

extraction of dansyl-amino acids. 

3 .3 Extraction by dicationic extractants 

Table 1 summarizes the most efficient CnBP in each extraction case and the 

difference between the extraction constant (log Kex) of the CnBP and that of 

BuMP ( .:1 log Kex). 

TABLE 1 

The most efficient CnBP and .ll log Kex value 

Extracted na I!. log Kex b Extracted na 6log Kex 
anion anion 

1 .2 PH2- 4 
IPH2- 6 

1.4 TPH2- 8 
1 ,5-NDS2- 6 

1 .2 2,6-Nns2- 10 
Dns-Asl- 4-6 

1.9 Dns-Glu2- 8 

ZnCl/- 12 

Zn(C2o4Jl- 2 

CdCl 2- 8-12 4 

Cd(C2o4 )2- 2 

aThe bridge-chain length of the most efficient CnBP. 
hrhe difference between the log K

9
x value of the CnBP and that of BuMP. 

cThe log Kex value of BuMP was not measured. 

1 .2 
1.2 
1 • 1 
c 
c 
1.8 
1.8 

b 

All dianionic species indicated in Table 1 were preferably extracted to a 

great extent by the dicationic extractants compared to the extractions by the 

monocationic extractant (BuMP); the extraction constants (log Kex) of CnBP are 

higher by 1.1 - 1.9 than those of BuMP. However, in the extraction of 

monoanionic species such as Fex4-, InX4- (X-: Cl-, Br-), naphthalenemono-
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sulfonates, Dns-Ser-, and Dns-Phe-, CnBPs exhibited similar extraction 

abilities to those of the monocationic extractants (Ide et al., 1985). The 

concept "multiple charge compatibility" is generally found in the extractions 

by the dicationic extractants. It is considered that dication-dianion 

interaction enhances the extractability via chelation-like mechanism. 

The metal complexes in Table 1 are essentially the same in the coordination 

structure (regular tetrahedral structure). However, the chloro-complexes and 

the oxalate-complexes are quite different each other in their extraction 

behaviors; the former complexes are favorably extracted by the long bridge

chain extractants, whereas the latters, by the short bridge-chain extractants. 

Presumably, such difference is ascribed to the size and charge distribution 

about the complexes. 

The organic dianions shown in Table 1 have two anionic centers which are 

separately present within the ions. The compatibility between the anionic 

center distance and the cationic center distance proved to play an important 

role in the determination of the extractability. The concept "geometrical 

charge distribution compatibility" is also generally found in the extractions 

by the dicationic extractants. 
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Yoshinari Baba, Katsutoshi Inoue, Kazuharu Yoshizuka, Ritsu Yasukawa 
and Masato Tazaki, 1990 
Solvent extraction of mercury(II) with novel types of sulfur
containing extractants 

Distribution equilibria of mercury(II) from acidic chloride media 
with 3,3-diethylthietane(=DETE), 3,3-dibutylthietane(=DBTE) and 2-
ethyl-2-(isobutylthiomethyl)butanethiol(=EIBT) in 1,2-dichloroethane 
were investigated to elucidate the extraction reactions. Mercury was 
found to be extracted as monomeric species with the composition of 
1:2 metal:reagent for these extractants. The extraction reactions 
with alkylthietanes(=S) and alkylthiol(=HS) are shown as follows, 
respectively. 

2
_ 

HgC14 + 2S ~ Hgcl 2s2 + 2Cl- ;Ke 

HgC14
2- + 2HS ~ RgS'2 + 2H+ + 4Cl- ;K' e 

The equilibrium constants were evaluated as6Ke= 2.23a~d 2.4 for 
DETE and DBTE, respectively and K'e= 5.4 x 10 (mol/dm ) . 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The solvent extraction of me rcury(II) has been investigated using 

the extractants containing nitrogen or oxygen as a donor atom. 

However, these extractants have only poor selectivities to mercury 

(II) over other metals. On the other hand, it is well-known that 

the extractants containing sulfur-atoms are very powerful and 

selective extractants for mercury(II)(Handley, 1960 ;Mojski, 1975). 

So far, the authors investigated the extraction equilibria of 

mercury(II) from acidic chloride media with the sulfur-containing 

extractants such as sulfur-containing carboxylic acid, 1,2-bis

(hexylthio)ethane, dihexyl sulfide and triisobutylphosphine 

sulfide(Baba et al, 1985, 1986). It was concluded that these 

extraction reactions were expressed in terms of the solvation 

reaction mechanism. / 

In the present paper, using thietanes with chemical structure 
having a forcedly exposed sulfur atom and a thiol compound with a 

sulfur atom and thiol group as donor atoms which are expected as the 
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excellent extractants for mercury(!!), the quantitative invest i ga

tion on the extraction equilibrium of mercury(!!) from acidic chlo

ride media was carried out at 303 K using 1,2-dichloroethane as a 

diluent. In order to elucidate the composition of the extracted 

species and to evaluate the extraction equilibrium constants, the 

concentration dependencies of the reactant species on the distribu

tion ratio were examined using each extractant. 

2.EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents 

3,3-Diethylthietane(=DETE), 3,3-dibutylthietane(=DBTE) and 2-

ethyl-2-(isobutylthiomethyl)butanethiol(=EIBT) were used as the 

extractants. The structures of these reagents are shown in Fig.!. 

Fig.!. Structures of DETE, DBTE and EIBT 

x 
RS SH 

R = -CHzCH(CHJh 
EIBT 

DETE and DBTE were synthesized from 2,2-diethyl-1,3-propanediol 

and 2,2-dibutyl-1.3-propanediol, respectively, according to the 

reaction of Eq.(I) . EIBT was synthesized from diethylditiolane 

according to the reaction of Eq.(Il)(Tazaki, 1988) . 

x: Ts-Cl ) 
Py X OTs =>0 ~) s 

OTs Hl OH 

~ s-s 
+ RMgX--? ~ ~ 

RS SMgX RS SH 

(I) 

(II) 

The purities of these reagents are 99 . 95%, 99.9% and 99.6% 

respectively. An organic phase was prepared by diluting these 

extractants with analytical grade of 1,2-dichloroethane on a 

gravimetric basis. An aqueous phase was prepared by dissolving 

mercury(!!) chloride in hydrochloric acid and acidic sodium chloride 

solution in the extraction using the thietanes and EIBT, respective

ly. The initial concentration of mercury(!!) was 1 x 10 - 3 mol/dm3 . 

2.2 Procedure 

Equal volumes of the aqueous and organic phases were shaken in a 
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stoppered glass flask immersed in a thermostated water bath 

maintained at 303 K overnight to attain equilibrium. The concentra

tion of mercury(!!) in the aqueous phase was determined by titration 

with EDTA in the presence of an excess Mg-EDTA using eriochrome 

black T (BT) as an indicator or by atomic absorption spectrochemical 

analysis using Nippon Jarrell-Ash model AA-782 spectrophotometer. 

In the range of low loading ratio, the concentration of mercury(!!) 

in the organic phase was determined by the same methods mentioned 

above after stripping with a 1 mol/dm3 aqueous ammonium thiocyanate 

solution. 

3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2 and 3 show the effects of the concentration of chloride 

ion on the distribution ratio of mercury(!!) from hydrochloric acid 

solutions with various concentrations of DETE and DBTE, respectively 

which have the different alkyl-chain length. It was found from a 

comparison of these results that the extraction of mercury(!!) with 

DETE and DBTE is not almost affected by the alkyl-chain length under 

the experimental conditions. 
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Figs. 2 and 3. Effect of chloride ion concentration on distribution 
ratio (Fig.2:DETE, Fig . 3:DBTE). 

As is evident from Figs . 2 and 3 the distribution ratio, D, 

decrease with the increase in the hydrochloric acid concentration 

for all extractant concentrations, suggesting that mercury(!!) is 

extracted according to the following solvation reaction: 

(1) 
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where S denotes the extractant species, and overline represents the 

species in the organic phase. The equilibrium constant, Ke• for the 

above reaction is given by Eq . (2). 

[HgCl 2Sn][Cl-] 2 

[HgCl 4
2- ][S]n 

In the aqueous chloride solution, mercury(!!) give rise to chloro 

complexes as follows: 

Hg2+ + iCl- :;;;:==!o: HgCli (1 - 2)-

[HgCl1 (i- 2 )-] 

[Hg2+][Cl-]l 

(2) 

( 3 ) 

(4) 

where 61 denotes the stability constants of the 1-th chloro compl ex 

of mercury(!!). The concentration of the tetrachloro complex an i on, 

[HgCl42-], is expressed as follows: 

(5) 

where 0( 4 = ~ 4 [ Cl -1 4 I ( 1 + L ~i [ Cl- l i ) ( 6 ) 

In the region of high chloride ion concentration([Cl-]>1 mol/dm3), 

it can approximated by Eq. (7) 

(7) 

By substituting Eq . (7) into Eq.(2), the distribution ratio is 

approximately expressed by Eq . (S) in the high concentration region 

of chloride ion. 

[HgCl S ] 
---=2~n- = Ke[Cl-l - 2(s]n 

CHgw 
D ( 8) 

where CHgw denotes the total concentration of mercury in the aqueous 

phase . 

The logarithm of the distribution ratio is approximately 

expressed by Eq . (9) from Eq.(S) in the region of low loading ratio 

since the concentration of the unreacted extractant, CSJ, is nearly 

equal to its initial concentration, c80 , 

logD -2log[Cl-] + 0.. ( 9) 

where nlogc80 + logKe (10) 

As seen from Figs.2 and 3, the plotted points lie on straight 

lines of slope -2 in the high concentration range of hydrochlori c 
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acid as expected from Eq. ( 9) . The values of (l, defined by Eq. ( 10), 
were obtained from the intercepts of these straight lines with the 

ordinate for each CBo in Figs.2 and 3, and plotted against 

logCBo in Fig.4 to evaluate nand Ke. As is evident from 

Fig.4, the plotted points lie on straight lines of slope 2, which 

suggests that n=2 in Eq.(lO); that is, mercury(Il) is coordinately 

solvated by two molecules of thietanes in the organic phase. 

Therefore, the stoichiometric relation of this extraction reaction 
is expressed as follows: 

(11) 

The extraction equilibrium constants, Ke• were evaluated as 

Ke=2.2 for DETE and Ke=2.4 for DBTE from the intercepts of the 

straight lines with the ordinate in Fig.4 according to Eq.(lO). 

Consequently, the difference of extraction equilibrium constants 

between two kinds of thietanes with different length of alkyl 

radicals was not almost observed under conditions. 

Meanwhile in the extraction using EIBT, the effect of hydrogen 

ion concentration on the distribution ratio, D, was examined as 

shown in Fig.5. In the high concentration region of the hydrogen 

ion, the plots are lying on a straight line with the slope -2. This 

suggests that two hydrogen ions were released when one mercury(II) 

ion is extracted with EIBT. 

/ /0 
0 

tl/~ d 

~ -1 .0 / "'''"' 
u .... 
ClJ 

c 

-2.0 

0 DETE 
.... DBTE 
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-1.0 -0.5 

log[SJ 
0 

Fig.4 Relation of 0. and log[S]. 
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Fig.5 Effect of hydrogen ion con
centration on distribution ratio 
(EIBT). 
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At a constant hydrogen ion concentration([H+]=2 mol/dm3), the 

effect of chloride ion concentration on the distribution ratio was 

examined as plotted in Fig.6. The distribution ratio decreases with 

increasing concentration of chloride ion. The plotted poi nts lie on 

a straight line of slope -4. Figure 7 shows the effect of the 

extractant concentration on the distribution ratio. The plots are 

lying a straight line with slope 2, which indicates that two 

extractant molecules participate in the extraction reaction. 

Consequently, the extraction reaction with EIBT is expressed as 

follows . 

;K'e (12) 

The equilibrium constant was evaluated as K'e=5.4 x 106 (mol/dm3 )4 . 

1.0 'o 
[S] • 0.01 oolldo' 

(H"]. 2.0 101/do' 
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0.5 
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"' ~ 
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~ 0 

-0.5 

0~ 
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log[Ct·J 

Fig.6 Effect of chloride ion con
centration on distribution ratio 
(EIBT) 
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ABSTRACT 
The 1-hydroxyethyl-1,1-diphosphonic (HEDPA) and vinylidene-1,1-diphosphonic 

(VDPA) acids have been studied as stripping agents for Am, Pu, and U from TRUEX process 
solvent (0.2 M CMP0-1.2 M TBP-dodecane). Both diphosphonic acids have been shown to 
be highly effective stripping agents using pristine process solvent as well as radiolytically 
degraded solvent The actinide-HEDPA and-VDPA complexes are more soluble than the 
corresponding oxalate complexes and are readily destroyed by metal-catalyzed H:z02 
oxidation. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of separations by solvent extraction, it sometimes becomes necessary 

to use supplementary, aqueous soluble, complexing agents to enhance the selectivity of the 

extractant or to aid in back-extraction or stripping. Despite the usefulness of aqueous com

plexants in solvent extraction processes, they sometimes have some major drawbacks. First, 

the complexants that are available will frequently not function effectively at high acidities, e.g. 

[H+] > 0.1 M. Second, the complexes formed between metal ions and the complexants are 

sometimes insoluble, which creates a solids problem in solvent extraction equipment. Third, 

the complexants are not readily degradable and, therefore, they create serious environmental or 

waste disposal problems. Of the three drawbacks, the last is becoming the most serious in 

todays climate of environmental constraints. 

We have recently been studying a class of complexants which overcome the problems 

listed above (Nash and Horwitz, 1990, Gatrone et al., in Press). The new class of complex

ants must meet three criteria: (1) they form highly stable complexes with metal ions in the ill, 

IV, and VI oxidation states in very acidic media (pH< 1 to 7 M strong acid); (2) their com

plexes with metal ions are water soluble; and (3) the metal ion-complexes and the uncom

plexed reagent readily decompose to innocuous substances either spontaneously or in the pres

ence of moderate oxidizing agents. We call this new class of complexants TIJCS, which is an 

acronym for thermally unstable complexants. 

We have focused our studies on substituted methane diphosphonic acids for reasons 

elaborated in (Nash and Horwitz, 1990). Although complexes containing phosphonate ligands 

have been extensively studied (Rizkalla, 1983), particularly by Soviet Chemists (Kabachnik 

•work perfonned under the auspices of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Division of Chemical Sciences, 
U.S. Depanment ofEneray, under C~t number W-31-109-liNG-38. 
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etal., 1974, Kochethova et al., 1983), diphosphonic acids possessing the three properties of 

TUCS is an innovation (Horwitz et al., 1988). 

Three diphosphonic acids in particular, namely, 1-hydroxyethane-1,1 -diphosphonic acid 

(HEDPA), vinylidene-1,1-diphosphonic acid (VDPA) and 1,2-dihydroxyethane-1,1-diphos

phonic acid (DHEDPA), meet the three criteria of a TUC. The DHEDPA is a unique TUC 

because it is stable as its tetrasodium salt but decomposes spontaneously in acid solution with a 

half-life of approximately 15 days at room temperature (Gatrone, 1989). The objective of this 

study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of HEDPA and VDPA as stripping agents for 

actinides from TRUEX process solvent [0.2 M n-octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoyl

methylphosphine oxide (CMP0)-1.2 M tri-n-butyl phosphate (fBP)-dodecane]. DHEDPA 

was not included in the actinide stripping studies because of its instability in acidic media. 

Nevertheless, its complexing strength for Eu(ill) was compared to the other complexants. 

Based on the data obtained with TRUEX process solvent the application of these reagents to 

other solvent extraction processes may be deduced. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

HEDP A was obtained from Albright and Wilson Americas, Inc., Richmond, VA, 

26229, USA, as a 65 weight percent solution. The HEDPA was purified by crystallization 

from acetic acid (Merck Index, 1983). VDPA and DHEDPA were synthesized by a procedure 

described in (Gatrone et al., in Press). Stock solutions ofVDPA, HEDPA and DHEDPA 

were prepared by dissolving the solid in water and standardizing by titration (Nash and 

Horwitz, 1990). The properties ofDHEDPA, VDPA and HEDPA are described in (Gatrone, 

1989), (Nash and Horwitz, 1990) and (Gatrone et al. in Press). 

The CMPO used in this study was obtained from Atochem North America, Inc., 

Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19102, as a solvent extraction grade (95-98%) product, and was 

purified by double crystallization from hexane. TBP (> 98%) was obtained from Eastman 

Chemical Company and was distilled from calcium hydride at reduced pressure. A stock solu

tion of the TRUEX process solvent was prepared by dissolving weighed amounts of CMPO 

and TBP in n-dodecane (99%, Aldrich). 

Distribution ratios, D, were measured radiometrically using standard gamma counting 

(241Am) or scintillation counting (233U, 239Pu, and 242Pu) techniques. Prior to each mea

surement, the organic phase was preconditioned three times (org. to aq. phase ratio= 0.5) 

with the appropriate nitric acid solution. Phases were mixed for one minute at room tempera

ture. Since Du and DPu were measured by scintillation counting, it was necessary to ensure 

that no interfering activity was present by purifying the stock solutions of these isotopes. 

Pu(IV) was obtained by adding small portions of hydrogen peroxide to concentrated nitric acid 

solution of Pu and evaporating to dryness. 



Mock stripping experiments were conducted by extracting the appropriate actinide into 

the organic phase from 1 to 3 M HN03 and subjecting it to successive equilibrations with 

small volumes of fresh aqueous strip solution. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A comparison of the complexing ability of HEDPA, VDPA, and DHEDPA with oxalic 

acid and EDT A for Eu(IIn as a function of pH (0.0 to 2.0) is shown in Fig. 1. The formation 

constants for Eu(III) are from (Nash and Horwitz, 1990); the oxalic acid and EDTA data are 

from (Martell and Smith, 1977). (Europium was selected as a standin for Am(III) because of 

its similar chemical properties and the need to apply instrumental methods without danger of 

contamination or concern for radiolytic effects.) The complexing ability of the ligands is 

expressed as the stripping factor (DJD), which is defmed by the equations below. The higher 

DJD, the more effectively the complexant lowers the distribution ratio. The data in Fig. 1 

were obtained using bis 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid (HDEHP), however, DJI) is indepen

dent of the extractant. HDEHP was used because DEu is easily adjusted over the pH range of 

0 to 2 by changing extractant concentration. The data in Fig. I show clearly the superiority of 

HEDPA, DHEDPA, and VDPA as stripping agents over oxalic acid and EDTA, especially at 

pH< 1. 

The effectiveness of HEDPA and 

VDPA in reducing the distribution ratios of 

U(VI), Pu(IV) and Am(III) from a strong 

neutral organophosphorus extractant is 

shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. 

The extractant used was TRUEX process 

solvent (0.2 M CMP0-1.2 M TBP

dodecane). The lowering ofD is most 

NoAqueouaCompltXII 

o. [M(EHE),l • DD 

Aqueous Complues Formed 

D· _ _:I::::.MIE::cHE:o:l,lc____ 

··---"'"'---
1 + n:r~~ tMJ• ' IHJ' Ill1 

"' ...---------------==---
impressive, especially in the case of Pu. Dpu ,., 

is reduced by> 1o4 even from 6 M HN03; in 

1 M HN03 the reduction is 106. Both 

diphosphonic acids are also very effective in 

reducing Du and DAm from the same process 

solvent. Thus, HEDPA and VDPA are ideal 

actinide stripping agents in the TRUEX 

process if all of the actinides are to be routed 

to vitrification as opposed to recovery. " 
Fig. 1. The effect of aqueous complexes on 
the metal ion distribution ratios of Eu(III) as 
predicted from stability constants. 
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Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Comparison of the acid dependencies of Du DPu. and DAm in the presence 
and absence of VDPA and HEDPA. Organic phase 0.20 M CMP0-1.2 M TBP-dodecane. 
HEDPA and VDPA = 0.25 M. 

The DAm. on successive stripping of TRUEX process solvent with different concen

trations of VDPA is shown in Table 1. The data again show the extreme effectiveness of the 

TUCS reagent The higher DAm values obtained on the first contact are due to the extraction 

of excess nitric acid from the solvent which lowers the pH.* 



TABLE 1 

Stripping TRUEX-NPH Process Solvent* with VDPA. 
DAm,OfA-2 

VDPA,M 
0.50M 
0.25M 
O.IOM 

lst Stnp 
8.1xi0-4 
2.lxi0-3 
7.8xi0-3 

DAm,O/A=5 

2nd Stnp 

l.6x10-4 
l.9xi0-4 

VDPA, M lst Stnp 2nd Stnp 3rd Stnp 
0.25 M 9.3xlQ-3 2.3xlQ-3 l.4xi0-3 

*Am extracted from 1 M HN03 and scrubbed twice wHh O.l M HN03, O/A - 2. 

In addition to being effective stripping agents, the solubility of the u~+, Eu3+, and 

Th4+ complexes with HEDPA and VDPA are at least an order of magnitude greater than the 

corresponding oxalate complexes. (Eu3+ and Th4+ were used as standins for Am3+ and Pu4+, 

respectively.) 

The ability to readily decompose TUCS and their metal ion complexes is an important 

property of these reagents. HEDPA, VDPA, and DHEDPA may be decomposed in < 5 hrs 

by metal catalyzed oxidation with H20:z at 80 °C. The solution to be decomposed is made 2 to 

3 M in H20:z and I0-3 M in Na3 V04. Identified decomposition products are phosphoric acid 

and C02 with lesser amounts of acetic and formic acids (McEwen and Meisinger, Personal 

Communication). VDPA and DHEDPA (but not HEDPA) may be completely decomposed in 

< 3 hrs. in 8 M HN03 at 100 °C. Decomposition of VDPA and HEDPA in the presence of 

macro-concentrations of actinides and lanthanides yields granular precipitates which are 

believed to be insoluble phosphates. In the case of Nd(lln the precipitate has been identified 

as hexagonal NdP04•0.5H20 (Morss, Personal Communication). 

The effectiveness ofHEDPA and VDPA in complexing actinides at low pH's may also 

be exploited in stripping hydrolytically and radiolytically degraded solvent Radiolytic and 

hydrolytic degradation of a neutral extractant such as CMPO or TBP is manifested by an 

increase in the distribution ratio of e.g., Am(ill), at low acidity because of the the generation 

of acidic extractants. (Acidic extractants are very effective at low acid concentration, whereas 

neutral extractants have very low D's under the same condition.) For example, the footnote in 

Table 2 compares DAm at 0.04 M HNDJ for pristine and degraded TRUEX process solvent. 

The presence of acidic extractants is responsible for the 8-fold increase in DAm. Table 2 

shows the reduction in D for Am(IIn. Pu(IV), and U(VI) by using 0.25 M HEDPA and an 

organic-to-aqueous phase ratio {0/A) equal to five on degraded TRUEX process solvent For 

each transuranic element the reduction is over lo4 in three successive contacts. 

Very large reductions in alpha activity from process solvents are very important in 

nuclear waste processing. To reduce the level of toxicity of TRU or high-level waste, very 

large decontamination factors for all transuranic elements are required. These large decontami

nation factors require the recycling of the process solvent with negligible levels of alpha 
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activity. The HEDPA and VDPA are far superior to any chemical reagent for stripping 

actinides and ZJ: and rare earth fission products. By preceding the alkaline (Na2C0:3) solvent 

wash step (which is used to remove organic degradation products) with a TUCS strip, one can 

avoid generating an alkaline TRU waste stream. The TUCS strip reagent may be recycled a 

number of times before decomposing the diphosphonic acid by oxidation. Since only very 

low concentrations of actinides are involved in solvent cleanup and, thus, no precipitate will be 

formed, the decomposed TUCS solution may be recycled to the feed. This procedure avoids 

generating additional TRU waste streams in solvent cleanup operations. 

TABLE2 

Stripping of Degraded* TRUEX Process Solvent (0.2 M CMPO- 1.2 M TBP in Dodecane) 
Aqueous Strip: 0.25 M HEDPA, 0/A = 5. 

4.3xi0-3 
2 1.8xi0-3 
3 -4xi0-3 

Overall reduction in 
nuclide cone. 2. 8x 1 ()5 

*Hydrolytic and Radiolyttc Degradation 
DAm = 1.6 at 0.4 M HN03 

IY~ = 0.2 at 0.4 M HN03 
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ABSTRACT 
The solvent extraction of aqueous alkali and heavy metal picrates with a series 

of symmetrical 3m-crown-m ethers (m=4-12), ring-enlarged (3m+n)-crown-m (m=4-
12, n=1-4), and the related glymes has been carried out. Their cation binding ability 
and cation selectivity are discussed in terms of cavity size, conformation, and 
molecular symmetry of the crown ethers. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most works on the cation binding ability of crown ethers have been focused on 

12- to 18-membered symmetrical crown ethers, while no systematic studies have 

been reported on the effects of ring size and symmetry upon complexation behavior 

of crown ethers. The cation binding abilities of the related oligoglymes have 

scarcely explored systematically. Furthermore, little attention has been paid so far 

to the larger crown ethers with more than 21-membered rings (Son eta/., 1984; 

Grootenhuis et at., 1987). 

In this paper we report the synthetic feasibility of a series of (3m+n)-Crown-m 

(m=4-12, n=0-4), and the related long-chain oligoglymes, and evaluate their cation

binding abilities by means of the solvent extraction of aqueous metal picrates. 

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Synthesis. 12-crown-4, 15-crown-5, and 18-crown-6 were commercially 

available and were used as received. (3m+n)-Crown-m (m=4-12, n=0-4) were 

synthesized in 8-36 % isolated yields by reactions of appropriate combinations of 

oligoethylene glycol with oligoethylene glycol ditosylate in the presence of metal 

hydroxide in THF. The penta- to undecaglymes were synthesized in 30-80 % 

isolated yields by reactions of the corresponding oligoethylene glycol monomethyl 

ether with oligoethylene glycol ditosylate in THF. 

Solvent Extraction. 1. Symmetrical crown ethers and oligoglymes. The 

solvent extractions of aqueous solutions of metal picrates (3 mM) were performed at 
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Symmetrical Crown Ethers and Oligoglymes 

k = 1-8 

Less Symmetrical 
Crown-4 

13-Crown-4: k=O, 1=0 
14-Crown-4: k=O, 1=1 
15-Crown-4: k=1 , 1=0 
16-Crown-4: k=1 , 1=1 

k 
1\ rt\ F--\ 1\ 

c~o o o o oc~ 

k= 1-9 

Large Ring Crown-7 
and Crown-8 

/"o~ 
\ 0) 

<(0 0 

? 0) 
'-0~ 

l 

21-Crown-7: k=O , 1=1 
22-Crown-7: k=1, 1=1 
23-Crown-7: k=2, 1=1 
24-Crown-8: k=O , 1=2 
26-Crown-8: k=2, 1=2 

25°C with dichloromethane solutions of a ligand (3 mM; 3m-crown-m, m=4-12, and 

glyme) according to the procedures reported (Ouchi eta/., 1984). In Figure 1, the 
distribution ratios of cations between the two phases, i.e. DM=[M+lorgi[M+laq. are 

plotted as a function of the number (m) of oxygens in ligand. 

With the symmetrical crown ethers 3m-crown-m , it is noted that each cation 
exhibits two peak(s)/shoulder(s) in the metal distribution, DM. The global maximum 

in DM is obtained in general with the crown ether size-fitted to the cation employed; 

the first peak for Na+ at the ring size 15 (m=5), forK+, Rb+, Ag+, and Tl+ at 18 (m=6) , 

and for cs+ at 21 (m=7) . Therefore the favorable 1:1 complexation of a cation with a 

ligand must be responsible for the first peak. The second peak/shoulder appears at 

larger ring size with lower DM. Again peak position is closely related to the cation 
diameter; for Na+ and Ag+ at 24 (m=8) (very weak) for K+, Rb+, and Tl+ at 30 

(m=10), and for cs+ at 33 (m=11). The second peaks may be accounted for in terms 

of the encapsulating complexation of the cations. 
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With oligoglymes, the cation binding ability increased with increasing number 

of the donor oxygen atoms in the chain. It should be noted that the DM values reach 

the plateau; for the small cations, Na+ and Ag+, at m>8, and forK+, Rb+, and cs+ at 

m>9 or 1 0. The results may indicate that some of the oxygens in the oligoglymes 

with too long chain do not act as an effective donor atom. 

~ 
Q -0 
+: 
cu 
a: 
c: 
0 
+: 
::I 
.Q 
·;: -fll c 

3r-----------------------, 
CROWN ETHER CROWN ETHER 

A 
0 0 

4 10 12 14 4 10 12 

0.10 0.3 
Rb+ 

0.08 K 

0.2 
0.08 

0.04 
0 .1 

0.02 

0.00 0 .0 
4 10 12 14 4 10 12 

Number of oxygens (m) 

Figure 1. Plots of distribution ratio (DM) vs. number of oxygens in crown 

ether (top) or glyme (bottom): temperature 25°C; [ligand) = 3 mM in 

CH2CI2; [picrate] = 3 mM in H20. 

14 

14 

2. Less symmetrical crown-4 ethers. It has been reported that, in general, the 

14-crown-4 derivatives have the highest cation-binding abilities and selectivities 

for Li+ based on the size-fit concept (Czech eta/., 1984; Kimura eta/., 1986), 

although the other crown-4 derivatives have not extensively been surveyed 

systematically. As can be seen from Table 1, unsubstituted 14-crown-4 clearly 

shows the highest extractability and selectivity for Li+. It should also be noted that 

12-crown-4 showed the highest extractability for Na+, while 13- to 16-crown-4 

showed only low or almost negligible extractabilities for the larger cations. 
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Table 1. Solvent Extraction of Aqueous Metal Picrates with 12- to 

16-Crown-4a 

% Extractabilityb 

Ligand u+ Na+ K+ Rb+ cs+ Ag+ Tl+ 

12-Crown-4 2.7 14.4 3.5 3.5 3.1 13.3 15.3 
13-Crown-4 0.8 3.8 1.2 0.8 0.6 8.7 6.1 
14-Crown-4 13.9 1 .0 0.6 0.2 0.2 4.6 2.5 
1S-Crown-4 1.7 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 6.4 0.9 
16-Crown-4 0.3 0.2 0.1 c c 1.2 0.3 
aTemperarure 2S°C; aqueous phase (1 0 ml) : [picrate] = 3 mM; 
organic phase (CH2CI2, 10 mL) : [ligand)= 30 mM. boefined as% 
picrate extracted into the organic phase. Average of two or three 
independent runs; error <0 .7. CExtractability not determined. 

Table 2. Solvent Extraction of Metal Picrates with 21- to 23-Crown-7 
and 24- to 26-Crown-8a 

% Extractabilityb 

Ligand Na+ K+ Rb+ cs+ Ag+ Tl+ 

21-Crown-7 3.2 26.8 43.1 S2.2 22.4 63.9 
22-Crown-7 2.6 24.6 27.7 2S.O 17.2 47.1 
23-Crown-7 1.4 4.3 6.1 9.0 8.2 24.0 

24-Crown-8 S.1 16.2 22.4 32.4 20.0 48.4 
26-Crown-8 1.4 7.8 10.S 12.8 8.9 26.9 
aTemperature 2S°C; aqueous phase (1 0 ml) : [picrate] = 3 mM; 
organic phase (CH2CI2, 10 ml) : [ligand) = 3 mM. boefined as% 
picrate extracted into the organic phase. Average of two 
independent runs: error <1 .0. 

3. Less symmetrical (3m+n)-crown-m ethers (m=5-8, n=1,2). We have reported 

that less symmetrical crown-S, and crown-6 show lower extractabilities in general , 

but exhibit drastically different and, in some cases, higher selectivities for specific 

cations (Ouchi eta/., 1984). Compared with that of 18-crown-6, the cation selectivity 

of 20-crown-6 and 22-crown-6 showed a significant shift probably due to the 

enlarged cavity size. 16-Crown-5, in particular, shows much higher cation selectivity 

for Na+ and Ag+ than any other crown-S. This behavior prompted us to evaluate the 

cation-binding ability of the larger, less-symmetrical crown-7 and crown-8 . 

However, as can be seen from Table 2, 22-crown-7, 23-crown-7, and 26-crown-8 

showed lower extractabilities than 21-crown-7 and 24-crown-8, respectively, and no 

significant shift in cation selectivity was observed. 
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In conclusion, this report deals with the systematic study of the cation binding 

ability and cation selectivity of unsubstituted crown ethers in view of the ring size and 

symmetry of ligands. These ligands can be modified for further complexation study 

which would develop the crown ether chemistry. 
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ABSTRACT 
A study of the extraction behavior of representative transi

tion metals, Zn, Ni, Co, and Mn, was carried out with chloroform 
solution containing N-pentafluorobenzoylphenylhydroxylamine 
(PFBPHA). The results demonstrate that the metals are extracted 
as a simple chelate MR2 , whereas these metals can not be extracted 
with N-benzoylphenylhydroxylamine(BPHA) under the same experimen
tal condition. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is expected that fluorine substitution of chelating agent 

would result in the increasing of its acidity without decreasing 

hydrophobicity and, consequently, in the improvement of extract

ability of chelating agent. N-Benzoylphenylhydroxylamine analogue 

was chosen to prove this hypothesis because of ease of synthesis. 

Many analogues of BPHA have been synthesized and studied for the 

extraction of metals, 1 l however, polyfluorinated derivative is not 

known other than N-trifluoromethylbenzoylphenylhydroxylamine. 2 l 

In this study, N-pentafluorobenzoylphenylhydroxylamine was 

newly synthesized and was examined to compare chemical properties 

and extractability with BPHA. PFBPHA is more acidic( pKa=7.05 for 

PFBPHA, pKa=8.30 for BPHA ) and is also lipophilic( log KDR=2.56 

for PFBPHA, log KDR=2.33 for BPHA ). Extractability of PFBPHA was 

also studied for some divalent transition metals. 

2 Experimental 

~ Reagents 

Metals of zinc, cobalt, nickel, and manganese, having a purity 

of 99.9% or more, were dissolved with nitric acid and fumed with 

sulfuric acid to almost dryness, followed by dissolving the resi-

due with O.OSM sulfuric acid. These solutions were stored in 

polyethylene bottles and properly diluted for use. A buffer 
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solution including 0.066M ammonia and 0.033M ammonium 

sulfate(pH = 9.5) was prepared to cover the pH range of 7-9. 

Masking reagents were not used since organic hydroxycarboxylic 

acids such as tartaric acid disturb the metal extraction with BPHA 

and could not be used for masking of metal ions. 

To prepare a series of extracting solutions including PFBPHA, 

calculated amounts of 0.025M PFBPHA solution were taken into 

volumetric flask and diluted to the mark with washed chloroform. 

Chloroform(Analytical reagent grade) was washed with deionized 

water prior to use. All other reagents were of analytical grade 

and used without purification. 

2.2 Synthesis 

N-Pentafluorobenzoylphenylhydroxylamine was synthesized by 

reaction between pentafluorobenzoylchloride and phenylhydroxyl

amine. 1 ) Phenylhydroxylamine was prepared according to the method 

described by Kamm. 3 ) PFBPHA is a white needle-like crystalline 

solid, with melting point 166-167°C. Its solubility in water 25± 

1. 0° C is 0. 003g per 1 OOml. UV spectrum in 50% ethanol; >-max 

260nm( e: = 6400); isosbestic point 247nm and 288nm. Elemental 

Analysis; Calcd. for C13F5H6N02; C, 51.45; H, 1.77; N,4.65; Found 

C, 51 .50; H, 1.99; N, 4.62. 

2.3 Extraction Procedure 

A 1 Oml portion of buffered metal ion solution and an equal 

volume of the reagent chloroform solution were equilibrated in a 

30ml extraction vial by vigorously shaking for one hour at 25±1°C. 

It was found that the extraction equilibrium with PFBPHA was 

attained within one minute, however, shaking time was placed one 

hour just to make sure. After phase separation by using centri

fuge, the pH value of the aqueous phase was taken as the equilib

rium pH value and metal ion concentration in aqueous phase was 

determined by AAS method. The distribution ratio, D, was calcu-

lated from the known total concentration of metal ion and from the 

determined concentration in the aqueous phase. 

2.4 Acid Dissociation Constant 

The pKa value of PFBPHA was determined spectrophotometrically 

in an aqueous medium of ionic strength 0.1 with 0.033M potassium 
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sulfate at 25±1.0°C. Solutions of PFBPHA( 7.35x10- 5M were 

prepared in aqueous solution at pH values ranging from 3. 97 to 

10.39. The absorbance of the 233nm band, which increases 0.595 to 

0.812 with increasing pH, was measured. The pKa value was deter

mined from the plots of absorbance vs. pH. 

2.5 Distribution Constant 

A 10ml portion of 10- 2M chloroform solution of ligand was 

shaken vigorously with 10ml of an aqueous solution of pH 3.87-8.86 

containing 0.033M K2so4 in a 30ml extraction vial for one hour at 

25±1 .0°C. After phase separation, the concentration of ligand in 

aqueous phase was determined spectrophotometrically. Thus, the 

distribution constant of undissociated PFBPHA between chloroform 

and water, KDR• was calculated from the known total concentration 

of ligand in chloroform solution and the determined concentration 

of ligand in aqueous phase. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The dissociation constant, pKa and distribution constant, KDR 

of PFBPHA are given in Table 1 together with its solubility in 

water, compared with those of BPHA and N-m

trifluoromethylbenzoylphenylhydroxylamine. As shown in Table 1, 

the pKa value for PFBPHA is the least among the cited BPHA 

derivatives, because of the electron-withdrawing nature of the 

-C6F5 group. 

TABLE 1 Physical properties of hydroxylamine derivatives 

Substituted m.p. Solubility in pKa value log KDR 
3) 

hydroxylamines ( oc) H20, g/100ml 

N-Pentafluoro- 166-167 0.003 1 ) 7 .05±0.1 o1 l 2.56±0.02 
benzoylphenyl 

N-m-Trifluoro- 80-81 0.03 7.96±0.02 2.93±0.02 
methylbenzolyphenyl 

N-Benzoylphenyl 122-122 0.040 8.30±0.04 2 ) 2.33±0.01 

3) Distribution between CHC1 3 and H20 

The composition of extracted metal chelate species by PFBPHA 

and equilibrium constant of examined extraction process were 
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determined on the basis of "slope analysis", in whi c h the e x trac

tion data were plotted in the form of log D vs. different experi

mental variables such as pH of the aqueous phase and logarithm of 

the concentration of PFBPHA for representative transition metals 

Co, Ni, Mn, and Zn. 

The chelate extraction equilibrium of metals with PFBPHA, sym

bolized by HR, can be represented by Eqs. 1 and 2. 

M2+ + 2HR(o) J,. MR2(aq) 

Koc 
MR2(aq) """* MR2(o) 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

where a and Koc are the overall aqueous phase formation constant 

and the distribution constant of the chelate, MR 2 , respectively. 

Taking into account the fact that metal is present as mixture of 

intermediate amine complexes, the distribution ratio, D, of metals 

forEqs. 1 and 2 is given by 

D = 

1.0 

0.5 

-0.5 

-:;:-:---::--
2 

[_M_B7.] ( o l--....,...,
[M2+] + [ML ~· --· [ML L+] n 

I 
I 

I 
I 

ry / 
ll.J I 
~I 

';/; 

/ j 
7.0 

I 

I 

Zn Ni Co 

I 
9.0 

pH 

(3) 

Fig. 1. Distribution of metals in the presence of PFBPHA 
as a function of pH. [M2+]=lxl0-4M in an aqueous phase, 
[PFBPHA]=O.OlM in CHC1 3 , [K2S04]=0.033M. 
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where L is ammonia and subscript (o) and (aq) refer to the species 

in the organic and aqueous phase, respectively. The calculated 

values of [L) at pH1 ; 2 and the stepwise formation constants for 

ammine complexes 4 l, k 1 through kn, were substituted into the Eq.3. 

All the values of the second terms in the denominator of Eq.3, 

k 1 [L), are smaller than 1, e.g., 5.99x1o-2 for Ni, 1.58x1o- 2 for 

Zn, 9.12x1o- 3 for Mn, and 2.16x1o- 2 for Co, and those of the later 

terms in the denominator are all smaller than the values of the 

second terms. Therefore, Eq. 3 is simplified as 

D 

where Ka and KoR are the acid dissoci

ation constant, 10-7 • 05 and distribu

tion constant, 102 • 56 , of HR, respec

tively. 

As shown in Fig.1, all slopes of 

log D vs. pH are close to two, e.g., 

2.4 for Ni, 2.1 for Zn, 2.3 for Co, 

and 2.3 for Mn, which indicates that 

two hydrogen ions are released in 

their formation. Figure 2 is the 

relationship between log D - 2pH vs. 

log[PFBPHA) (o). The plots exhibit a 

slope of two for all of the ions, 

e.g., 2. 1 for Ni, 2. 3 for Zn, 1 . 9 for 

Co, and 2. 3 for Mn, respectively. 

This means that the extracted species 

contain two R- ions. From these 

extraction data, the values of log Kex 

can be calculated by using Eq.4, and 

are listed in Table 2, together with 

pH1 ; 2 values. 

Extraction of metals were carried 

out by using 0.01M BPHA chloroform 

solution in order to compare the 

extractability of PFBPHA with that of 

BPHA. However, in the BPHA system, it 

(4) 
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Fig.2. Distribution of 
metals in the presence of 
PFBPHA as a fu2ction of 
logD-2pH. [M +]=1x10-4M, 
[PFBPHA]

0
=varied. 
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was observed that spongy substance floated at interface of two 

layers after the phase separation, and the quantitative extraction 

data were not obtained under this experimental condition. Chwas-

towska et al., reported that metals studied here were extracted 

quantitatively into chloroform with BPHA from nitrate medium under 

the definite pH conditions 5 l. Therefore, the following experi

ments were carried out to clarify the discrepancy; 1) The medium 

of the aqueous phase was changed from structure making ion, so4
2-

to structure breaking ion, Clo4-, expecting that hydrolysis would 

be prevented. 2) Two kinds of BPHA reagent were obtained from 

different supplier and used for the metal extraction. 3) Metals 

were extracted by adding BPHA ethanol solution to the aqueous 

phase, adjusting pH of aqueous phase, and followed by shaking with 

chloroform. 4 )Potassium tartrate was added to the aqueous 

phase(0.02M) as a masking reagent. However, these attempts to get 

the quantitaive results with BPHA extraction system were unsuc

cessful and the reason why BPHA can not extract these metals still 

remains undissolved. 

TABLE 2 Equilibrium extraction parameters 

Extracted 
species Zn 

-9.94 
6.97 

Ni 

-10.24 
7.12 

Co 

-10.74 
7.37 

Mn 

-12.70 
8.35 

Extraction 
condition 

[HL] = 0. 01 

From these results, it can be said that PFBPHA improves extract

ability of BPHA since PFBPHA extracts the metals which can not be 

extracted by BPHA under this experimental condition. 
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ABSTRACT 
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Petroteua sutfoxldes< PS0-11> are alxture. They are a very proalstng 
extractant In the Industry. We used HPLC to separate PSo-tt and obtained a 
series of purer parts of PSO. And then , used IR and GC-MS to decide their 
structures. Through analyzing the IR spectra of purer parts, we know that 
such PSO are alicyclic structural sulfoxldes. And through the GC- MS 
interpretation , We know that they are single alkyl substituted cyclic 
sulfoxldes. We also decide the position of alkyl substituted radical on the 
ring It Is proved that substituted radical Ron the ring Is not straight 
chain , we do not deduce the structure of R, soae substituted rad ical Is 
straight chain and· we have decided their structure of R. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Petroleua sulfoxides <PS0- 11> are a very proaising extractant In the 

Industry. Coalng fro• the by-product or pe~troteua and having the excellent 
selectivity for soae aetals, It arose a great lntrest In the scientific and 
technological workers whose countries such as U.S.S.R. , China etc, possess 
of the high s-contalnlng petroleua resources • According to the report froa 
U.S.S.R . references, PSO have extraction and separation abilities for U and 
Th, Mo and W, Nb and Ta, Zr and Hf, and noble aetats . In 1981 fr011 the high 
s-contalnlng diesel oil (270-338.C> In central china, We have succeeded In 
the preparation research of PS0-11, possessing non-poisonous character 
deteralned by Zhongshan Medical University and carried on a series of Its 
applcation research. The results show that our PSO have certain extraction 
and separation abilities for Zr and Hf , Ko andRe, Nb and Ta, and noble 
aetals, and high extraction efficiency for Ga, In and Tt. Particularly , our 
PSO have been used to separate Pd and Pt further to obtain pure Pd and Pt In 
a technical scale froa a coaptex feed solution In a hydro-aetallurglcal 
plant. Coapared with the traditional precipitation aethod , 
techno I ogy process short ens the produc·t I on per I od 

the extraction 
s lap I tr I es the 

operation 
plant. 

lowers the production cost and lncreasses the benef 1 t for the 
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The co•ponents of PSO varies with the production place of petroleu• and 
boiling ranges of petroleu• sulfoxldes. Petroleu• sulfoxides are •ixed 
co•pounds containing •any ho•ologues and lso•ers. As faT as we know there 
Is no any public report of the co•ponents separation of PSO • The beat 
stabilities of sulfoxldes are conversely proportional to their •olecular 
weight , the beat stabilities of the cyclic sulfoxldes are better than chain 
sulfoxldes. Our research a.ployed liquid chro.atograph at roo. teaperature 
for the co.ponents separation In case of PSO easy to be deco•posed by heat. 
We obtained a series of PSO co.ponents separated by HPLC , and then , used 
IR and GC-MS to decide their structures • 

• 2 The Coaponents Separation of PSO 
Our PSG-II have been deter•lned: sulflnyl sulfur content 10.31, average 

•olecular weight 250. According to 10.3/188X•32/250 , We calculated that 
PSG-II have 80X sulfoxldes, and 20X non-sulfoxldes. 

We used classical at•ospheric chro•atograph to pretreat PSO and got the 
following fractions (Table 1). 

Table 1. Sulflnyl Sulfur Content of fractions of PSO 

fractions 
Sulfinyl sulfur X 

PS01 
0 

PS02 
7.99 

PS03 
12.78 

PS04 
e.b 

The •aero-preparative Isolation results are shown In fig.1 and Table 2. 
The fractions of PS03 are na•ed PS03 a-g. 

Chro.atographic conditions : 
Chro•atograph Waters Delta Prep. 

--------------- 3000 LC. --------
Colu•n: C~ID.57••X30c• 

Mobile phase: 78XC~OH- 30X H20 
flow rate: 80 •ll•ln 
Sa•ple quantity: se.J/onebyone 
Detector: M 481 
Detector wavelength: 254n• 

}\}~ : 
I · ' I I I 0' I I 0 

I : ; ~ ~ 
I 1 1 I I 

I I I i I I I I 

I , · I I I I ' I 
I • I ' 1 I I 

: ! ~ : : : t: : 
Q.; t. ; c: o1. : e : : , , 

.,...-: i ;· ,,. 

~ ~ ~ 
• 57•• and 3.9 are respectively fig. 1. Prep, LC, map of fractions 

of PS03 
dla•eter of colu•n (ftacropre~ and Anal.) 

Table 2. Sulflnyl Sulfur content of fractions of PS03 
------------------

fractions PS03A PS03B PS03C PS03D PS03E PS03f PS03G PS03 
Sulflnyl SX b.81 7.90 13.b 13.6 12.2 10.8 10.6 12.7 



3. Structure analysts of PSO 
3.1 IR Spectra analysts of PSO 
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We can deduce the PSO forautas < CnH~nSO) with their aolecular weight 
for exaapte, c11 H1tSO fro• K•282, C~H20SO froa K•188. We can calculate the 
unsaturatlon degrees <fl) or CH 
group In PS03C Is 1 <Fig.2). Froa 
IR spectrograa or PSO, ~-1025ci 
We know that the c-c does not 
occur, hence PSO possesses or 
alicyclic structures. 

Coaparlng Its aolecular weight 
with aolecular roraula, we know 
that alicyclic ring has been 
substituted by alkyl group. For 
both alkyl groups substituted, 
the ton peaks broken by El-HS are 
even, for exaaple 86, 100, 1U;··· 

NICOLET 

"'i ~~n 
~J . .~ 

i I I &!\ 
"' I f I 
" I / 

I I I , 
\) 
I 

FT-lR 

~ ~ r~. 
! • 

I 

• 

broken ton peaks are odd, such as 
87, 101, 115 ... , Cnllz.n-1S • So 
we know that PSO are single alkyl 
substituted cyclic sutroxtdes. Fig 2. IR spectrograa of PSOJC 

•• 3.2 Interpretat .lon of the aass spectra or PSO 
(i) Basts of Theory 
Based on the reference report , there are structures of triaethylene 

sulfoxide, tetraaethylene sulfoxide, pentaaethylenen sulfoxide, 
hexaaethytene sulfoxide and poly cyclic stero-structure sulfoxide. 

By r~rence to the data of aass spectra or sulfoxides, generally 
speaking , the base peak or trlaethylene sulfoxide Is a/e 41 < Lt ) , 
tetraaethylene 55 < d ) , pentaaethylene 69 < 0 ).t or 41 

d toss of CH2 -caz_) , hexaaethytene 83 < 6) or 55 < V toss of 
CH2. •CHa. ) and polycyclic stero-stru,ture K-17 < t.e. loss of OH after r-H 
atgratlon to oxygen ), We think that above general features or the aass 
spectra or sutroxides can be used as basts to decide the ring size or 
cyclic sutroxldes • 
.----------------

IR Spectrograph : 5DXFT-IR Nicolet Coapany USA product •• The Integrated GC-HS : a. Gas Chroaatograph HEWLETT PAKARD 5840A Gas 
Chroaatograph hp Coapany USA ov, Gaplllary Coluan ID0.25aa, length 25 •· 
b. Kass Spectroaetry VGLTD<Eng.) Product, Analytical Organic Spectroaetry 
carrier He<El-KS) He<ZAB-KS). 
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Although the data of the interpretation of 1ass spectra of single alkyl 
substituted cyclic sulfoxides have not reported until nov , the alkyl 
substituted position on the ring can be decided. According to the 1ass 
spectra of cyclic sulfoxldes without alkyl substituted radical In the 
reference , there are generaty loss of OH , SOH and alkene after hydrogen 
transfer and It causes all kinds of frag1ent ton peaks • The ligratation 
hydrogen 1ay be~-H , P-H , 1" -H , or d-H , but the 1"-H transfers aore 
easy than the other hydrogen. We can coapare the 1ass spectra fission 
situation of different alkyl substituted cyclic sulfoxides when their ~-H 

transfer. 

(a) Flve-Meabered Ring Sulfoxide 

~J~I'I OH 
I 

-OH ts"" .. ~")-+~ Y-H 1tgr. ... s S+ 
c_::r'· ----;;.:~-:;_--> D --------> 0 1/e 87 

~~ 
OH 
I OH 

I 

t s} 1 -H • i gr. c'~ -CH-CH•CH-R +S 

~~H-R -c=c-rlsslo~ --~-----> ~~ 1/e 77 

As above It can be seen that It occur higher peak 1/e 87 after lr -U 
transfers for theol.-positlon alkyl substituted flve-aeabered cyclic 
sulfoxide, but for the p-posltion, the higher peak 1/e 77, i.e. the peak 1/e 
87 Is higher than peak a/e 77 for ~-position , and peak 1/e 77 0s higher 
than peak a/e 87 for p -position . 

(b) Slx-Melbered Cyclic Sulfoxide 

Y-H 11gr. 

--------> 
- CH•CH-R 

0 

t~J 
(]H-R 

"'(-H 11gr. 

--------> 
c-c fiss. 

OH 
I 

0 -on 
------> 6 1/e 101 

OH C1f 
r's~ a tty 1 f iss. t!s,... 

(i" "' -GH..:£11. + 
~-----> tt ~ Gti1 .::St?ll 

-CHz CH•CHR ~ H 

OH OH 
I 

-~-s 
~ ~ c ------> 

f<. 
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As above It can be seen that it occurs peaks 11e 101 > 11e 63, 11e 77 for 
the ~-position alkyl substituted six -1e1bered cyclic sulfoxide, the peaks 
•le 63>•1e 101, 11e 77 for~-positlon substituted and the peaks 11e 77> 11e 
101, ale 63 forY -position substituted . 

!cl Seven-Ka.bered Cyclic Sulfoxide 

9~ 
tS~ H 
o~.!tH-R 

1-H aigr. 
---------> 
-CH1 •CH-R 

-on 
------> 

:1/' c. ·~" -cu .. -cul ;~: . ~ H Y-H 1igr. ~~ 
~H-R ---------> ----------> ?...,. --------> ~ ~ 11e 77 

C -c fiss. -CH2CH•CHR 

~ ~ 
.OH 1: o/e •a 

1-H aigr. ~:f~ -cul-cul 
--------> ---------> --------> 
c -c fiss. -CH2 C•CH2 t. s-c flss. c. l 

k 
As above It can be seen that for the single alkyl substituted seven

lelbered cyclic sulfoxide the peak ale 115>ale 77, ale 63 wheno{-posltlon 
substituted, the peak ale 77 >ale 115, ale 63 when~ -position substituted, 
the peak ale 63 > 11e 115, ale 77 when )(-position substituted • 

Hence, coaparlng a series of ion peaks height , we 1ay decide position of 
substituted radical R. 

On the situation of sulfoxides •ass spectra fission, there are a series 
of frag•entation ion peaks CnCH2n-1dou ! I.e. 11e 63,77, 91, 105,119, 133, 
U7 , ... ) , CnlWI1 ~ (I.e. 11e 87, 101, 115, 129, U3, ... ) , Cnuln; 
(I.e. 11e 55, 69, 83, ... ) • 

To decide the substituted radical R is straight chain or branched chain. 
We •alniY consider the peaks strength sequence of a series of frag1entatlon 
I on peak Cn111ni ! . 

Generally speaking, If the substituted radical R Is straight chain. the 
ion peaks strength of a series of fragaentatlon CnH2ni t beco1es weaker 
and weak~r with the •ass-to-change ratio lncreses •ore and •ore. If the 
CnH2..n-t S ion peaks strength Is not according to the above features • it Is 
proved that such substituted radical R Is not straight chain, but branch 
chain. Or if certain lon peak In the the series of frag•entatlon. CnH%ni! 
ton peaks does not occur , It Is proved that this position lack of ion peak 
Is substituted by branched chain. As substituted radical carbon chain is 
longer, and It 1ay contain •ore branched chains • It Is difficult to decide 
the branched chain position and size 
paper Is not deter•lned detallly. 

So the sulfoxldes structure In this 
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(I i) The •ass spectra or so•e co•ponents or PS0-11 
(This part is not given here. Those who need this may ask a cop~· 

to the author (Tiwu Long).) 

( Ill) The Structure or PSOII 
Table 3. The Structures or Kaln Coaponents of PS0-11 

Fraction ~C KO ftol Base Chain Place Structral Fract ton ~C KO ftol Base Chain Place Structral 

In GC-KS Vt Peak Shape ronula In GC-KS Vt Peak Shape rorau la 

218 292 8J 8c~~T~ched CbJ>llS,'71l 6"~. ~21 2116 55 RcR~T~ched Ca/e 87>171 b<nH•> 

231 292 8J R Branched Oc,;. ~32 28& 55 Rc~~~~ched (1/e 71>871 
6G..H'oJ Chain tfhJ>llS,17l 

PS03C 222 188 8J R Branched 3116 212 55 8cR~T~ched (ale 87>711 &···· Chain UlS>bJ;nl c!J-<. ... 
247 188 8J 8c~~~gtsht cttS>63,77l ~,~a~. 

392 272 55 RcR~T~ched tate 77>87) be .. •,. 
221 188 55 ac~~~~ched <77>871 

(£_~'*"· 
39& 212 55 8cR~T~ched Ca/ e 81>771 &···· 
.. 8 399 ss 8c~~T~ched (a/e . 87>Til 6<..~ .• 

335 239 55 R branched PSOJs chain {17>871 411,, l 
347 239 55 8cR~T~ched tale 87>77) bC..H•t ~52 399 ss 8cR~T~ched Ca/e 17>871 ~·· 
357 239 55 8cR~T~ched tale 77>87) ' 

~s~ 399 55 8 ~~~T~ght (ale 77>871 Oa.,,~c.fl, c::t.,. •. , 
~5~ 399 55 R ~~=~~bed t./e 87>71J bc..•l"ia.t PSOJE 377 239 55 8c~f~Ched (a/e 87>711 6«•·· -j 

389 239 55 8cR~Tgched tale 87>77J bt:.rll•t 
~&3 399 55 8cR~fgched tale 71>81) Cl.c~··· 

393 238 55 R ~~=~ghed (ale 71>871 ' ~3& 328 55 •c~~fgched tale 87>71l b, ..... 
Cl.c.u,, 

~115 239 55 8cR~T~ched (a/e 87>771 c::r .... .. ~ 328 55 R cR~fgched tale 71>87) t 
t::::L:. ..... 

3&9 258 55 R strelgM ~~(eH,J,ut, 782 21& 55 8cR~T~ched (a/e 87>771 b'"'·7 chain Ca/e 17>87) 

3&5 258 55 8cR~fgched Ca/e 77>871 &G.IJ.IJJ 85& 230 55 R cR~fgched tale 87>771 &··· 
PSOJs 3&~ 258 55 Rcm~ched (o/e 77>871 b PS02S22 1981 272 55 R cR~lgched (a/e 87>77) 6~ .. ~ .. c..~Jf 

412 2116 55 8c~!~~lght (ale 87>77) &.(~"\ 13t5 3Sb 55 8cR~fgched tale 87>711 g:·~, 41& 2116 55 8cR~fgched Ca/e 87>771 6CflHa1 
1394 3Sb 55 8cR~fgched h/e 87>711 .w,1 

The project supported by national natural science foundation of China. 
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ABSTRACT 
Shelley, P. and Quan, c., (Shell Chemical (Australia) Pty. Ltd.), 1990. 
Performance of Two New Nil Aromatic Diluents in the Recovery of Copper, 
Uranium and Rare Earths. ISEC Proceedings, Kyoto, Japan, 1990. 

The increasing requirements for higher metal purity and optimum plant 
performance make the selection of the correct diluent for a solvent 
extraction circuit more critical than ever. Shell Chemical have developed two 
nil aromatic diluents whose performance, together with a low and high 
aromatic grade, has been evaluated using copper, uranium and rare earth leach 
solutions. The results show that the performance of each diluent was metal 
dependant with the low aromatic (Shellsol 2046) and nil aromatic (Shellsol 
2037) being equivalent for copper, whilst the Shell sol 2046 was best for 
uranium and the Shellsol 2037 best for rare earths. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrocarbons are used as the diluent in most solvent extraction (SX) 

processes. For many years these diluents were regarded as being 'inert' in 

the system, and though it is now known that many properties affect diluent 

performance, including dipole moment, dielectric constant and interfacial 

properties (Bailey and Mahi, 1987), it is not possible to predict behaviour 

based on theoretical considerations. Of the many properties which can be 

controlled during manufacture, it is the aromatic content that has the 

greatest effect on circuit performance. Shell Chemical Australia have been 

supplying diluents to the Australian SX market for 15 years and have now 

developed two new nil aromatic diluents to complement their range of low and 

high aromatic products. The following work has been carried out to determine 

the performance of these new diluents in the recovery of copper, uranium and 

rare earth elements (REE) from typical pregnant liquors. Shell's low and high 

aromatic diluents were also included for comparative purposes. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Diluents 

Table 1 shows the physical characteristics of the diluents used. 
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TABLE 1 

Physical Characteristics of Diluents 

Diluent Density Boiling Aromatics Viscosity Flash 
kg/L @ 15"c Range, ·c % v/v eSt @ 25"C Point, ° C 

Shell sol AB 0.895 181-212 100 1.19 63 
Shell sol 2046 0.808 200-240 16 1.97 80 
Shellsol 2037 0.806 200-240 <1 2.34 80 
Shell sol 2358 0.807 235-280 <1 3.33 106 

2.2 Extractants 

The extractants used were LIX 984 (ex. Henkel) and Acorga M5640 (ex. ICI) 

for copper, Adogen 364 (ex. Sherex) for uranium, di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric 

acid (D2EHPA) and Ionquest 801 (ex. Albright & Wilson) for REE. Three 

modifiers, Isodecanol, Tridecanol and Neodol 1 (ex. Shell), were used in the 

uranium work. 

2.3 Feed Solutions 

For copper and uranium, plant pregnant liquors from the sulphuric acid 

leaching of ores were used, with the copper solution containing 4 . 0 g/L Cu 

and 4. 8 g/L Fe, whilst the uranium solution contained 0. 67 g/L U. The RE 

chloride solution, containing 140 g/L total REE, was prepared by caustic 

cracking of monazite and dissolution of the residue in hydrochloric acid. 

2.4 Performance Tests 

To evaluate all aspects of diluent performance a range of tests were 

carried out comprising equilibria and kinetics measurements plus phase 

disengagement tests. 

2.5 Analytical Methods 

In all cases the feed and raffinate solutions were analysed and the 

organic concentrations determined by mass balance. Uranium and the REE were 

analysed by ICP/MS and copper by AAS. 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

3.1 Copper 

(i) Extraction 

Copper extraction isotherms were obtained by mixing in stirred cells for 

15 minutes at 22±2"c. A/0 ratios were varied from 10:1 to 1:1. In most cases 

the extraction coefficient was found to increase with decreasing aromatic 

content (Table 2). Kinetics tests show that Shellsol AB took an unacceptable 

time to reach optimum recovery, whilst Shell sol 2046, 2358 and 2037 were 

reasonably close together and within typical design limits for most SX 

circuits. 



TABLE 2 

Results of Equilibria, Kinetics and Phase Disengagement Studies 

Test 

Description 

Copper Extraction 
Coefficient, (E)• 
Kinetics, sees 
PDT, sees 
Copper Stripping 
Coefficient, (E) 
Kinetics, sees 
PDT, sees 

Uranium Extraction 
Coefficient, (E) 
Kinetics, sees 
PDT, sees 
Uranium Stripping 
Recoveries, % 

Reagent 

System 

LIX 984 
Acorga M5640 

LIX 984 

Acorga M5640 
LIX 984 
LIX 984 

** Adogen/IDA 
Adogen/IDA 

Adogen/Neodol 

Adogen/IDA 

Rare Earths Extraction 
Y Coefficient, (E) D2EHPA 
Separation, H/L D2EHPA 
Y Kinetics, sees D2EHPA 
PDT, sees Ionquest 801 
Rare Earths Stripping 
LREE Recoveries, % 
HREE+Y Recoveries, % 

D2EHPA 
D2EHPA 

A/0 

Ratio 

1:1 
2:1 
2:1 

1:4 
1:4 
1:4 

1:1 
2:3 
2:3 

1:1 

1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 

1:1 
1:1 

AB 

12.9 
900 

22 

13.7 
480 

45 

756 
120 
115 

98.8 

24 
130 

30 
62 

99+ 
87-99 

Shellsol Diluent 

2046 

20.2 
120 

23 

13.4 
60 

110 

515 
120 
175 

98.0 

64 
65 
60 
46 

99+ 
58-99 

2037 

22.9 
60 
27 

15.2 
120 
150 

418 
180 
250 

81 
90 
60 
26 

*** 
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2358 

23.9 
90 
34 

13.4 
120 
180 

478 
180 
320 

98.5 

84 
100 

60 
20 

99+ 
58-99 

* Ratio of equilibrium concentration of the organic phase to that in the 
aqueous phase. 
Isodecanol 

*** Shellsol 2037 was not tested for stripping performance with U and REE. 

Phase disengagement times in all diluent systems was excellent, whether 

aqueous or organic continuous mode, with all primary breaks occurring in less 

than 35 s. 

(ii) Stripping Studies 

Stripping tests were carried out using a solution containing 32 g/L Cu and 

170 g/L H
2
so

4 
and showed that Shellsol 2037 had a slightly better stripping 

performance than other diluents. Kinetics results (Table 2) show that 

Shellsol AB took an unacceptably long time to reach optimum recovery compared 

to Shellsol 2046, 2037 and 2358. Phase disengagement times were significantly 

higher than in extraction, and showed considerable variation, with Shellsol 

AB being the best followed by Shellsol 2046, 2037 and 2358. 

(iii) Summary 

For copper the high aromatic (Shellsol AB) diluent has significantly lower 

extraction and stripping performance than the low (Shell sol 2046) or nil 

(Shellsol 2037 and 2358) aromatic diluents, The one exception was phase 
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disengagement in stripping where the low aromatic diluents was significantly 

faster than the nil aromatic diluents, though all were acceptable from a 

design point of view. Technically, there appears little to choose between the 

low and nil aromatic diluents for the recovery of copper; diluent selection 

then becomes more a matter of cost effectiveness. 

3.2 Uranium 

(i) Extraction 

Extraction isotherms (Fig .la) were obtained by mechanically shaking the 

two phases at 22±1"c for 30 minutes at A/O's between 4:1 and 1:4. In most 

cases, the extraction coefficient was found to increase with increasing 

aromatic content (Table 2). Kinetics results show that Shellsol AB and 2046 

were slightly faster than Shellsol 2037 and 2358 in achieving optimum 

recovery. Phase disengagement in the Shellsol AB and 2046 systems were 

acceptable and significantly better than Shellsol 2037 and 2358. An 

interfacial crud was observed during the phase disengagement test with the 

Shellsol AB system, irrespective of the modifier used. All other systems were 

crud free except for the Shellsol 2037 /Neodol 1 system which showed minor 

secondary phase disengagement problems. 

(ii) Stripping Studies 

Stripping tests were carried out using 90 g/L Na
2
co

3 
at an A/0 of 1, and 

showed no significant differences between diluents in the recovery of 

uranium, irrespective of the modifier used. 

(iii) Summary 

The aromatic content of the diluent has a marked effect on the performance 

of the uranium system. Based on loading alone, the high aromatic diluent 

(Shellsol AB) was the best. However, because the high aromatic produced a 

stable interfacial crud, it was ruled out as an option. Next best was the low 

aromatic diluent (Shellsol 2046) which again was significantly better than 

the nil aromatic. Shellsol 2037 gave the fastest phase disengagement and had 

better extraction performance than Shellsol 2358 in Neodol modified systems 

(Fig.la); otherwise the two nil aromatic diluents were comparable. 

Technically therefore, the low aromatic (Shellsol 2046) appears the diluent 

of choice for uranium recovery. 

3.3 Rare Earths 

(i) Extraction Studies 

In rare earth systems, the determination of extraction isotherms was 

complicated by the increase in acidity when rare earths displace hydrogen 

ions from the extractant. Seeping tests showed that equilibrium pH remained 

fairly constant if the equilibrium curves were obtained by varyinq the rare 
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Figure 1. Extraction Isotherms at 22"c for (a) Uranium with 5% Adogen 364 and 

3% Neodol 1 and (b) Yittrium with 20% Ionquest 801. 

earth concentration from 13-140 g/L at a constant A/0 of 1. Figure lb shows 

extraction isotherms for Y using 20%v /v Ionquest under these conditions; 

similar trends are apparent for the other heavy rare earth elements (HREE -

Eu to Lu) for both Ionquest and D2EHPA. In contrast to uranium the loading 

decreased with increasing aromatic content. Typical extraction coefficients 

are shown in Table 2. As a secondary performance indicator we have chosen the 

separation factor between the light rare earth elements (LREE - La to Sm) and 

the HREE+Y ie. HREE+Y/LREE. The results (Table 2) show that Shellsol AB gave 

the best separation, followed by Shellsol 2037, 2358 and 2046. 

Initial kinetics studies were carried out in a stirred cell and showed 

that overall kinetics were so fast that equilibrium was reached within 30s. 

To better understand the kinetics, the degree of agitation was reduced, 

whereupon Shellsol AB proved to be significantly slower in extracting the 

LREE than did Shellsol 2046, 2037 and 2358. Studies on the HREE+Y did not 

show clear trends. However, as a general rule Shellsol AB was slightly faster 

to extract than the other diluents. 

Phase disengagement times increased consistently with increasing aromatic 

content. 

(ii) Stripping Studies 

The REE were stripped with 6 M HCl at an A/0 of 1, with the results 

indicating that over 99% of the LREE are stripped in a single stage, 

irrespective of diluent. Minor differences were observed in the recovery of 

the HREE+Y with Shellsol AB giving the best performance for most elements. 
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Shellsol 2046 and 2358 were about equal but showed a dramatic decrease in 

stripping performance with increase in atomic number. 

(iii) Summary 

For the REE the nil aromatic diluents (Shellsol 2037 and 2358) were 

superior to the low (Shellsol 2046) and high (Shellsol AB) aromatic diluents 

in all areas except selectivity between the HREE+Y and LREE, with Shellsol 

2037 being the diluent of choice due to better phase disengagement times 

compared to Shellsol 2358. In some instances the better selectivity of the 

high aromatic may be seen as an advantage, however, it should not be taken in 

isolation and should be considered together with the extraction performance, 

which was inferior to the nil aromatic. Therefore, the nil aromatic diluents, 

specifically Shellsol 2037, appear the diluents of choice for REE. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Our work has shown that the aromatic content of a diluent does have a 

marked effect on the performance of an SX circuit . We have also shown that 

the diluent of choice for one metal may not be appropriate for another. For 

example, the low (Shellsol 2046) and nil (Shellsol 2037 and 2358) aromatic 

diluents were similar in performance, but significantly better than the high 

( Shellsol AB) aromatic, for the recovery of copper. For uranium, the low 

aromatic was judged to be the best, whilst for the REE the nil aromatic 

diluents were technically superior, with Shellsol 2037 being the diluent of 

choice due to better phase disengagement characteristics. 
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It has been found that there exists significant effect of diluent on 
the extraction of fluorine from wet phosphoric acid with TOA. The experi
mental data show that the distribution coefficient of fluorine (DF) is 
dependent on the properties of diluents. The extractive capacity of 
fluorine with TOA depends on the interaction between the extracting com
plex and diluent and the solvophobic properties of the diluent, the 
stronger the interaction and the weaker the solvophobic properties of the 
latter are beneficial to the extraction of fluorine. With two-stage 
extraction scheme, the purified acid contains less than 0.65 g/L F, which 
conforms to the feed phosphate standard. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known that wet-process phosphoric acid (W.P.A.) obtained by aci

dulation of phosphate rock contains substantial amount of fluorine. To 

produce phosphates for animals feed, the acid must be purified free from 

fluorine and the fluorine content expressed as F to P weight ratio should 

not be greater than 1 to 100. Different methods have been suggested. In 

the extraction process using TOA-diluent as solvent developed by the pre

sent authors, it has been found that there exists a significant effect of 

diluent on the extraction of fluorine from W.P.A. So far the role played 

by diluent in the extraction of fluorine has not yet been elucidated. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Wet phosphoric acid 

The compositions of the crude acid supplied by commercial works are as 

follows: P205, 173 g/L; F-, 11.1 g/L; MgO, 24.0 g/L; Fe203, 4.9 g/L; 

A1 203, 0.81 g/L. 

2.2 Solvent 

Trioctylamine (TOA) of A.R. grade and diluents of A.R. or c.P. grade 

were purchased from Shanghai market. TOA is dissolved in the diluent to 

form the extracting solvent. 

2 .3 :\nalysis 

Fluorine was determined by using a model PXS-201 ion-activitymeter 

with fluorine ion-selective electrode, phosphorus was analyzed using co-
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lorimatric method with a model VSU2-P spectrophotometer. 

2.4 Procedure 

Equal volumes of the solvent and \v.P.A. were placed in separatory fun

nels and shaken mechanically at the speed of 0.3 1/s for 120 sec. (pre

liminary tests showed that 60 sec. of shaking were sufficient to attain 

equilibrium). The temperature was controlled at 300 K with thermostat. 

After shaking, the phases were allowed to disengage. The compositions of 

both phases were measured before and after equilibration. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental data of extracting fluorine are illustrated in Table 1. 

The data show that there exists significant effect of diluent on the ex

traction of fluorine from W .P .A. with TOA. It is apparent that both the 

distribution coefficients of fluorine and phosphoric acid as well as the 

separation factors vary greatly with different kinds of diluent. 

3.1 Extraction eguilibrium of acids with amine 

The extraction equilibrium of an acid by an amine can be described as 

follows: 

Amine H+A- (1) 

where the superscript "----" represents organic phase and the follows 

are same. The extraction reaction occured primarily in aqueous phase or 

at the interface and involves the following three steps: 

(a) Amine in organic phase transfers to aeuqous phase or the interface. 

(b) Amine reacts with acid forming extracting complex. 

(c) Extracting complex dissolves in organic phase. 

3.2 Effect of diluents on the extraction of fluorine 

The effect of diluents on the extraction equilibrium is mainly in the 

first and the third step. The interaction between extracting complex and 

diluent involves both non-specific properties, such as ion - dipole, 

dipole - dipole, dipole - inductive dipole and dispersion interactions, 

and the specific properties, such as hydrogen bond, doner and acceptor of 

electrons. It was found that the effect of diluent depends on the parti

cular part of the amine salt molecule solvated by it and highly on the 

aolvophobic property of the extracting complex. Since TOA is highly 

aquophobic, when diluent contains much water, the dissolving capacity of 

extracting complex in the diluent as well as the extracting capacity 

of fluorine will be strikingly depressed (see Fig. 1). 

(i) Effect of aromatic diluents 



TABLE 1 

Equilibrium data of fluorine extraction from wet phosphoric acid with TOA-diluent mixture 

Concentration at 
equilibrium, g/L 

No, Diluent DF D f3F/P2o5 
!J- e bd 

(F) (F) [P205] [P205] P2o5 

1 Benzene 6.59 4.88 167.7 15.1 0.74 0.095 7.8 0 2, 28 9.2 
2 Toluene 6.90 4.62 167.2 16.7 o.67 0,10 6.7 0.45 2.57 8.9 
3 Xylene 6.90 4.75 166.8 18,4 0.69 0,11 6.3 0.37 2.38 8.8 
4 Chlorobenzene 5.61 6.03 164.3 19.7 1,10 0,12 9.2 1,69 5.62 9.6 
5 Nitrobenzene 4.78 6.79 161,2 21,6 1.42 0,13 10,8 4,22 34.82 10.9 
6 Butylalcohol 8,10 3.81 142.2 35.7 0.47 0.25 1.9 1,66 17.5 11,4 
7 Octylalcohol 7.92 3.86 165.8 12,6 0.49 0,076 6.4 1,68 10.34 
8 2-ethyl hexyl alcohol 7·72 3.78 168.4 7.98 0.49 0,047 10,4 1.74 8.1-17.1 
9 Decylalcohol 7.64 3.90 170.1 7,16 0,51 0,042 12,1 1,80 8.1 

10 Methyl-isobutyl ketone 6.74 4.66 161.7 16,4 0.69 0,10 6.9 2.8 13.1 8.4 
11 Ethyl butyl ketone 6,01 5.29 164.1 11.8 0.88 0.072 12,2 11,9 
12 Di-isobutyl ketone 6.01 5.44 163.4 13.4 0,90 0,082 11,0 13.0 
13 Kerosene 8.23 3.29 148.7 29.8 0.40 0.20 2.0 2.0-2,2 
14 Carbon tetrachloride 8.17 3.35 152.2 27.4 0,41 0,18 2.3 0 2,21 8.6 
15 Chloroform 2,42 8.56 173.2 6.93 3.54 0,039 90.8 1,01 4.8 9.3 
16 Trichloroethylene 4.70 6.;67 161.8 16.3 1,42 0,10 14.2 0,9 3.4 
17 1,1-dichloroethane 3.52 7.50 172.6 9.70 2,13 0,056 38.0 1.95 10,0 9.1 
18 1,2-dichloroethane 3.82 7.34 171.2 11,0 1,92 0,064 30.0 2,06 10,4 9.9 
19 1,1,1-trichloroethane 2.78 8.09 172.8 7.78 2.91 0,045 64.7 1,79 7.6 
20 1,1,2-trichloroethane 2,18 8,81 173.4 6.93 4,04 0,038 106 1,30 8.8 
21 1,1,2,2-

tetrachloroethane 3.32 7.71 171,1 8,21 2,32 0,048 48.3 1,32 8,2 

Wet phosphoric.acid, P2o5 , 173 g/L, F-, 11,1 g/L, Fe203, 4.9 g/L, A12o3 , 0,81 g/L, MgO, 24,0 g/L; 
T=300 K; TOA:d1luent = 2:8 (v/v). 
fl - Dipole moment, e - Dielectric constant, bd- Solubility parameter. 

w 
00 
\0 
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In the system of extracting fluorine with TOA, fluorine amine salt 

exists in organic phase in the form of ion association. S ince the inter

action between the cation and the anion in amine salt in organic solvents 

is mainly electrostatic, the dipole moment and dielectric constant or 

polarities of the polar diluents will play important role in the extrac

tion equilibrium of fluorine. The Dr using aromatic diluents i~creases 

in the order: toluene< xylene< benzene < chlorobenzene <nitrobenzene. 

It is nearly coincident with the increasing order of dipole moment and 

dielectric constant (see Ta ble 1 and Fig. 3). Fig. 2 shows tha t the DF 

• ooo + 2 0 
0 0 • 

Fig. 1 Solvophobic action 

0 -- Solvent (Diluent) 
0 -- Solute (Extracting complex) 
e -- HzO 

10 10 

"' "' ~ 
0 

0. € "0;; = = 
5 

5 

0.5L-~---------L------~ 
9 10 11 0 

od 
Fig. 2 Effect of solubility parameter 

of diluents on DF and ~F/Pz05 
T = 300 K; 20(vol)%TOA-aromatic 

Fig. 3 Effect of P of diluent 
on fl F/Pz05 

T=300 K; 20(vol)% TOA-diluent 

and the separation factors ( fl) increase with the increasing of solubi

lity parameter of the aromatic diluents. The relation of separation 

factor and solubility parameter can be fitted by the following equation. 

(2) 

(ii) Effect of alcohol and ketone diluents 

As depicted in Fig. 4, the DF using alcohol and ketone diluents in-
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creases with increasing carbon atoms. This is because the solubility of 

solvent in water decreases and that in oil increases despite the change 

of dielectric constant. At the same time, the extraction of phosphoric 

acid is restrained, which enhances the separation factor correspondingly. 

5 10 

number of carbon atom 

Fig. 4 Effect of carbon atom on DF 

T=300 K; 20(vol)% TOA-diluent 
Fig. 5 Extraction isotherm 

20(vol)%TOA-1,1,2-trichloroethane; 
T=300 K; E/R=1 

Fig. 3 shows that the separation factors remarkably increase with the 

increasing of dipole moment of alcohol diluents. The DF with alcohol 

diluents are much smaller than that with incompletely halogenated hydro

carbon diluents. This is because TOA is a hydrogen bond acceptor, it 

could form a complex with alcohol, the dissolution of TOA in aqueous 

phase and formation of extracting complex with fluorine are therefore 

restrained. On the other hand, the solubility of water in alcohols is 

greater than that in other diluents. The solvophobic action of extract

ing complex in alcohol diluents is correspondingly stronger. All of 

these results in small extracting abilities in alcohol diluents. 

(iii) Effect of halogenated hydrocarbon diluents 
0 

Since the radius of fluoride ion is very small (1.36 A), its electro-

negativity is very strong, H-F is a strong polar bond, hydrogen fluoride 

and fluorosilic acid are strong proton donor and acceptor either. On the 

other hand, TOA is a proton acceptor having a pair of isolated electrons. 

The extracting complex of TOA with hydrogen fluoride or fluorosilic acid 

exhibit strong polarity and is a strong proton acceptor . 

The chloroform molecule is a well-known proton donor, in which the 

electrons of carbon atom as well as those of hydrogen atom are withdrawn 

to the three chlorine atoms . The hydrogen atom behaves like a proton 
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combined with a negative counterpart. Stronger interactions between the 

extracting complex of fluorine with TOA and the chloroform diluent occur 

which contribute to larger DF with chloroform diluent. The same situation 

with other incompletely halogenated hydrocarbons. 

For chlorobenzene and nitrobenzene, the electronic density of the C-Cl 

or C-N02 bond increases remarkably because of the conjugate effect, the 

influence of chlorine atom or nitro on C-H bond is very small, it is 

hardly a proton donor. The interaction between the extracting complex 

and chlorobenzene or nitrobenzene is very weak. Thus ~ is small using 

chloribenzene or nitrobenzene diluent. 

Carbon tetrachloride or other completely halogenated hydrocarbons are 

not proton donor since they have no hydrogen atom. Similar to hydro

carbon's, they can not interact with the extracting complex. The DF is 

very small using these diluents. 

3.3 Extraction isotherm 

The fluorine extraction isotherm with TOA-1,1,2-trichloroethane as 

solvent at the temperature of 300 K is shown in Fig. 5. For an organic 

to aqueous phase ratio E/R = 1, a t~o-stage extraction scheme will be 

effective for fluorine removal. The purified phosphoric acid contains 

less than 0.65 g/L F-. The phosphate produced contains less than 0.2% F, 

which conforms to the feed phosphate standard. When the solvent is pre

treated with H3P04, the amount of non-extracted fluorine decreases. 

4 CONCLUSION 

Significant effect of diluents on the extraction of fluorine from wet 

phosphoric acid with trioctylamine has been observed. The extraction 

ability of fluorine with TOA depends on the interaction between the 

extracting complex and the diluent, as well as the solvophobic property 

of the diluent. Stronger interaction and weaker solvophobic property of 

the diluents are beneficial to the extraction of fluorine. 
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EF'F"OCT OF NITRIC ACID ON TRIBUTYI...PHJSPHATE HYDROLYSlS 

O.A.SINEJ3RIBJVA. V.P.LANIN. N.M.OUO<IRDA. A . V.:~AVlN 
The Mendeleev Institute of Olernical Ter.hnology. Moscow (The USSJ:.I) . 

ABS7RACT 
Effect of HNO on hydrolysis of TBP was studied . The accumulation of 

hydrolysis product - mainly dibutylphosphoric acid (DBPAl in the organic phase 
has been investigated both for the bulk of oryanic solution separated from 
equilibrium aqueous solution of HN0

3 
am in the presence of aqueous phase. It is 

su~ested that only THP represented in the organic ph~e by complexes with HN0
3

: 
~o2 cH20)n(1EP)m003 : T.BP*HN0

3
: T.BP*2HN0

3
: _TBP*H

3
0 CH20l 2~3 cHN03 ) urgergoes 

hydrolysis . The rate constant for DBPA formation (JJy reaction of T.BP - water 
interaction) calculated from the equation d[DBPA)/dt~K(TBPJ [H

2
0J on comition 

that [T.BPJ is the concentration of TBP c~i~ wi~~ HN0
3
in t~~organic phase 

occurred to be constant and equal to 1. 3*10 h *mole * 1 for the intervoal of 
HN0

3 
concentration in the orgctnic phase 0 .&-4 .1 mole/liter. Hydrolysis of TBP 

becomes itensified at higher temperatures . The activation energy of this process 
was estimated as ~a kJ/mole . The interaction of extractant with water at the 
interface makes a great contribution to DBPA accumulation in the orggn~f phase . 
In two phases systems with specific interfacial area equal to 3.7*10 m approxi
mately 50% of DBPA is formed at the interface . Decompositto~ 8fa TBP becomes 
strorger on increasirg of mixirg intensity expressed by n · *d · . where n is 
impeller rotational speed . d is diameter of impeller. 

1 . INIROfVCTION 

Tri-n-butylphosphate CTBPl has become widely used in connection with 

radiochemical and hydrometallurgical solvent extraction processes . But at the 

same time with evident advantages TBP has significant shortcomirg consistirg in 

its ability to be de::;t.ructed due to hydrolysis or radiolysis durirg the extrac

tion process. The products of TBP degradation are di- arxi monobutylphosphoric 

acids (DBPA am MBPA) and H
3

PO 
4 

affectirg technological parameters of the pr~ 

cess . The accumulation of Lnese substances leads to drop in the selectivity of 

extraction process. makes slower physical separation of phases. promotes the 

formation of precipitates. Becides that DBPA and MBPA form with some elements so 

stable compounds that a part of extractable metal is lost at the strippirg stage 

due to the small possibility to extract back this metal from the organic phase . 

The process of radiolytic decomposition of TBP has been investigated in detail 

unlike the hydrolysis process . But it is known that great acidity arxi high tem

perature effect on TBP leading to its appreciable destruction. The data concer

nirg radiolysis and hydrolysis of TBP are summarized in the reviews of Vladimi

rova et al. (1984.1989) am Solovkin et al . (1985). In two phases extraction 

system "extractant-aqueous solution of acid" hydrolysis takes place both in the 

bulk of phases and at the interface. ft.tt. in tl"lr: rr~-e.t of inve:3tigations the hyd

rolysis of T.BP dissolved in the aqueous phase was studied am besides that the 
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data obtained are discrepant especially the rate constant of DBPA accumulation . 

2.EXP.ERIHENFAL AND ANALYFICAL MEI1IJlE 

In the first section of pre.~ent work the hydrolysis of TBP exposed to nitric 
acid and water in the bulk of organic phase has been investigatert. Preliminai·ily 
TBP was mixing with aqueous nitric acid solutior1 of certain concentration to 
achieve thermodynamic equilibrium . Then the pha:.JP.S wP.re separated and the con
centration of D.IFA in the organic phase in the dependence on time was measured . 
In the second sect.ion of work the attempt to estimate the contribution of int.er·
face into hydrolysis process for TBP has bP.en undertaken . For this purpose the 
extractant was mixing with nitric acid solution in the mechanically agitated 
contactor and after fixed periods of time DBPA concentration in TBP was deter
mined . The area of interfacial contact depended on the mixing intensity. 

In the aqueous phase the concentration of nitric acid was varied from 0.5 to 
12 mole/liter so in the organic pha.9e it was cha..rqed from 0.5 to 4.1 mole/liter 
correspondingly. The experiments were carried out at 295K exept the study of TRP 

hydrolysis dependence on temperdture . 'The concentration of DBPA was <ietP.rmined 
colourimetrically by using reaction of DBPA with Safranin-T . 

3. REEULTS AND Dis:»:BION 

3.1 Hydrolysis of TBP in the bulk of organic phase 
Since TBP hydrolysis leads mainly to the presence of DBPA in the organic pha

se they usually estimate the rate of TBP decomposition only at the first stage 
of hydrolysis by measurement of DBPA accumulation. In Fig. 1 the kinetic curves 
for DBPA formation in the organic phase are demonstrated . Fig. 2 illustrates the 
dependence of DBPA concentration on nitric acid concentration in the organic 
phase for different time of duration. 

5 10 10 20 2 3 "'! 5" 

Tr~e, claYs HNOs concenlra t, molejcifef' 

Fig. 1. Fig . 2 . 

Fig. 1 . Kinetic curves of DEPA accumulation in the organic phase. 
[H003J • mole/liter: ($)-0.8; (.A) ·-1.18; (•) ·1.60; (•)-3.8. org 

Fig . 2. Effect of nitric acid concentration on DEPA and water content in the 
organic phase. D.Jration. days: (•)-3; <•> -7; (*) - 10; (o)-13. 
Dotted line - concentration of water (Nickolotova and Kartashova, 1976 , p. 48). 
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The rate of hydrolysis process is given by equation: 

-d[TBP)/dt = d[DBPAJ/dt fiift;,. [DBPAI/t:.t (1) 

It has been fourrl earlier that the hydrolysis rate at the <..:onstant tempera
ture depends r~t only on TBP concentration but on the concentration of nitric 
acid as well . So the rate of TBP hydrolysis was represented through the r~te 

con~tants by the following equations: 

-d[TBPJ/dt - K[TBPJ [H003J (2) 

-d[TBPJ/dt = K' [TBPJ, where K'=K[H00
3

J (3) 

-d[TBP]/dt = K' ' [H00
3

J, where K' '=K[TBPJ (4) 

Very often they suppose the concentration of TBP in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) to be 
constant an:i the hydrolysis reaction to be a reaction of the pseudofirst order. 
The values of rate constants for the reactions of the first and the second 
orders taken from review of Vladimirova et al. (1989) are given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Rate constants of TBP hydrolysis for reactions of 1 and 2 orders. 

Data from review of Vladimirova et al. (1989) Present experimental data, 295K 

T 

308K 
308K 
308K 
308K 
353K 
353K 
353K 

[H00
3

J ,mole/1 K' ,h-1 K ,h1 *mole1 *1 
org 

1.01 7 .0*10-{) 
1.12 9.0*10-{) 
1.15 1 .0*10- 5 

1.20 1.0*10 =: 
8 .5*10-5 

0.20 3 .4*10_5 
0.52 9.0*10_5 1.9*10-4 
0 .90 1.5*10 4. 3*10-4 

0.80 1.3*10- 6 

1.18 1.3*10-6 

1.60 1.3*10-{) 
2.65 1 .3*10-{) 
3.26 1.3*10-{) 
3 .80 1.3*10-{) 
4.10 1 .3*10-{) 

It can be seen that even small variation of uitdc dcid content in the 
organic phase leaded to charge the values of rate constant calculated from 
Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) . Consequently these equations for counting of hydrolysis rate 
constant are not correct . 

But it should be noted that nitric acid is only the catalyst for TBP hydroly
sis reaction which is the interaction of TBP with wat.er : 
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So for calculation of K concentr·dtions of water arrl TIP affected by nitric 

acid must be used. Stoyanov et al. (1990) fixed the pre:3ence of 4 kirrls of TBP 

complexes with HNO fonned jn the organic phase in deperrlence on nitric acid 
concentrdtion (Tabfe 2) . 

TABLE 2. 

Composition arrl concentration of TBP complexes wiU1 HN0
3 

(Stoyanov et al . • 1990) 

Complex 

(I) 

+ 
H502(H20)n(TI3P)mN03 

(!V) 

TBP*~O+ (~0)2N03 (HN03) 

* 

Concentration of Ht~3 . mole/liter, in org. 

·-- --
0.71 1.18 1.61 2.65 3 . 26 3 .82 

Concentration of complexes. mole/liter 

0 .467 0 .667 0.800 0.706 0 .420 0.230 
* * * * * * 

(1.428) (1 .801) (1 . 92) (1.412) (0 .84) (0 .46) 

0 . 242 0.518 0 .810 1.650 1.750 1.370 

0 . 200 0 .800 1.550 

0 . 194 0 . 260 1.450 

-concentration of TBP in the form of complex(!). 

phase 

4 . 17 

0 . 170 
* 

(0 .34) 

1.080 

2.100 

1 . 910 

For the streTYJt,h of PO ... H borrl in complexes TBP with HN0
3 

the next grade was 
supposed : (!) < (!!) < (T!I) < (IV). It means that hydrolysis capability grows 

from (!) to (!V) complex (Sinegribova et al . • 1986, p.p . 433-440). 

Assumi~ that only TBP from complexes (!) - (!V) undergoes hydrolysis we have 

calculated lhe values of rate constant for TBP hydrolysis from the followi~ 

equation : 

(5) 

The values of water concentration in TBP were taken from (Nickolotova arrl 

Kartashova , 1976, p . 48). The res11 lts of thjs cal<..""Uldtion are given in Table 1. 

The value obtained f or K is constant for wjde r~e of HN0
3 

concentration . 
The complicate shape of curves in Fig. 2 can be explai ned with reydrd for 

cha~es of water concentration (see dotted line in Fig . 2) arrl coru..;entrations of 

different complexes of TBP with HN0
3 

in deperrlence of HN0
3 

content in the orga
nic phase. 

High temperature intensifies the hydrolytic decomposition of TBP_fFig.3) . 
Activation energy of this process occured to be approximately 8 k.J*mole . 
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0 6 S 1D 12. 1~ 

n"2Jo,& 
Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. Effect of I-ID
3 

concP.ntriilion on DBPA concentration in the organic phase. 
6 hours duration. T: (•) - 33.11<; (o&)-3381<; (•)-3431<. 

Fig. 4. Effect of mixing intensity on accumulation of DBPA. 
!I-ID

3
J • molell: (•)-1.5; (•)-2.1; (.o~o)-4.0; (•)-5 .1. 
aq 

3.2 Contribution to hydrolysis of TBP interaction with water at the interface. 

If DBPA ac<.:umulation was investigated for TBP contacting with aqueous soluti

on of nitric acid in the mechanically agitated contactor the significant incre

ase of DBPA concentration in the organic pha::Je was ol:eerved . 

The value of specific interfacial area (per unit volume of dispersion) is gi
ven by the equation (Laddha arrl Degalces;m, 1983, p . 126) : 

a = 6x I d (6) 
vs 

where: x - dispersion fraction, dvs -mean volume--surface diameter of drop. 

--0 .6 d I dL ~ const * (We) (7) 
V!'l -R 

wh rL · 11 d . L W · 11 W be mbe d n2* d
3 * .,;--1 

ere : "R - 1mpe cr· ldlllC er. e - 1mpe er e r nu r - .f _""R u 

<pd -ri iupt!r-::siun density, n -impeller rotational speed, o -int.erfddal t<.::1~iun). 

It was fourxi lhal fur · U1e studied extraction system arrl value of x in the 

range 0.1--0.5 the value of constant in Eq . (7) is 0.14. Therefore: 

d = 0 . 14 * n-1 · 2• dL--0. 8 
vs -"R arrl - 42 86 * 1.2* do.8. a . n R x (8.9) 

The product n1.
2

* ~· 8 
is called as intensity of mixing . Olanging rotational 

speed or a diameter o~impeller it is possible to obtain the different values of 

the specific interfacial area if value of x in the experiment is constant. From 

the data of Fig . 4. it follows that in the studied range of mixing intensity the 
depenrtence of DBPA formation on it is 1 inear . This experiment was Cill'ried out in 

the mechanical agitated contactor (V = 1200 ml) with the ratio of aqueous arrl 

organic phases equal to 4. whi ch had ensur-ed to yet oil in water type of emulsi
on arrl to use Eq. (9) for calculation of specific interfacial area (Table 3) . 
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TABLE 3 

Effect of specific interfacial arP.a on the rate of DBPA formation . 
[HN0

3
J = 4.0 mole/liter . 
aq 

[DBPAJ *103 . 
org 

g*l-1*h- 1 

Contribution of inter
facial hydrolysis . % 

----- ---·- ··- --

8.6 3.24 3 .7 6.625 50 
10.4 2 .65 4.5 7 .875 55 
12.2 2 .26 5.3 9.150 61 
15.0 1.71 7.0 12.150 68 

* 
2 .650 

* - in separated equilibrium organic phase (due to TBP hydrolysis in the bulk of 
organic phase. 

Comparing the accumulation of DBPA in the separated organic phase arrl in the 
similar phase contacting with aqueous nit.ric acid solution arrl taking into acco
unt that about 10% of DBPA forms in the bulk of aqueous phase CVladimirova et 
al., 1989 , p . 20) it is possible to evaluate the contribution of TBP hydrolysis 
at the interface to its total hydrolysis (Table 3) . 
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EVALUATION OF INDEX ON DEGRADATION DEGREE OF PUREX SOLVENT 

S. Aose, Y. Ichige, F . OKamoto, A. Togashi, S. Hayashi 
Tokai Works, Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation 

Tokai- mura, Ibaraki - Ken, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

It is important to grasp the degree of the solvent degradation. We have studied index 
products which show the degree of the solvent degradation. 
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Three materials were found as indicates of the solvent degradation which are irremovable 
by alkali scrubbing and increase in proportion to the exposure dose. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solvent (TBP-dodecane) used in the Purex reprocessing forms many degradation, such 

as DBP and MBP, owing to radiolysis, hydrolysis. and other reactions. These degraded 

products lower the extraction efficiency of uranium and plutonium, and cause the loss of 

the decontamination of fission products.' >.'> From the point of view of process contro l, it 

is extremely important to grasp the degree of the solvent degradation. 

Normally, most of DBP and MBP are removed from solvent at a solvent regeneration 

process (alkali scrubbing process) . However, there are many degraded products that cannot 

be removed by the alkali scrubbing, and the extraction process suffers from these products. 

The purpose of this study is to find out some materials, except DBP and MBP, that can be 

used as an index of the solvent degradation. 

Following criteria were set in selecting the index-materials. 

Criteria: 

1. Index materials cannot be removed by the alkali scrubbing and reflect the degree of the 

degradation. 

2. The amount of the degraded materials (index materials) should have a plus correlation 

to exposure dose. 

3. The index-materials should be the degradations of TBP. 

EXPERIMENT 

1. Preparation of samples 

Test samples : 30 % TBP-dodecanes were irradiated by r -rays in a stepwise manner 

( 0 to 2.6 x 10' C/kg). Fig. 1 shows how the samples were prepared. 
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30stSTBP-dodecane 

Equilibration with nitric acid 

30 Sit) T B P - d o d e c a n e 

(O.lMOy/cycle) 

30%TBP-
Sampling 

(
Sample before ) 

alkali scrubbing 

Alkali 

30%TBP-

0.2 N • HNOo aq. 

Nitric acid scrubbing 

Sampling 

30% T B P- dod e cane 
(

Sample after ) 

alkali scrubbing 

Fig.l Flow of preparation of test samples 

Actual samples : 30% TBP-dodecanes used in the reprocessing of Phenix spent fuels 

were used. 

2. Analytical instruments 

Gas Chromatography (GC) --- Shimadzu GC15A ; Detector : FID and FPD 

Gas Chromatography /Mass spectrometry (GCMS) --- Hewlett-Packard 5840A/ 

GC-5985B/ MS 

- Gas Chromatography /Infrared Spectrometry (GCIR) --- Hewlett-Packard 5890A/ 

GC- 5965A/FTIR 

3. Experiments 

(1) Alkali scrubbing test 

The test samples (irradiated by r -rays) were scrubbed with alkali (lN of NaOH) 

and the organic solutions before and after the scrubbing, were measured by Gas

Chromatography. 

(2) Confirmation of the correlation between the amount of the degraded products and the 

exposure dose 

The degraded materials in the test samples were measured by Gas-Chromatography 

(FPD type detector) and the degraded materials were quantitatively determined for 

every exposure dose. 



(3) Analysis and indentification of the degraded materials 

The degraded materials were measured by Gas-Chromatography /Infrared

Spectrometry and Gas-Chromatography/Mass-Spectrometry, and the formulae 

were analyzed. On the basis of these measurements and analyses, standard 

materials were synthesized to be used as the references. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

(1) Alkali scrubbing test 

Fig. 2 shows the result obtained by FID type detector and Fig. 3 by FPD. 
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FID detects all of the degraded materials while FPD detects only phosphorous com

pounds. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that there still remains many degraded materials 

even after the alkali scrubbing. However, Fig. 3 shows that the detectable phospho

rous compounds were limited in number, and among these phosphorous compounds, 

the main residuals after the alkali scrubbing are A, B, and C. These are supposed 

to be neutral phosphoric esters. 

(a) Before alkali scrubbing 

(b) After alkali scrubbing 

Fig 2 Gas-Chromatogram (FID) of test samples before and 
after alkali scrubbing 

(a) Before alkali scrubbing 

(b) After alkali scrubbing 

Fig 3 Gas-Chromatogram (-FPD)of test samples 
before and after alkali scrubbing 
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(2) Confirmation of the correlation between to 

the amount of the degraded products 

and exposure dose, 

Fig. 4 shows the degraded materials, 

A, B. and C increase in proportion to 

the exosure dose. This indicates that 

each degraded material, A, B, and C, 

can be used as an index to check the 

degree of the solvent degradation. 
'a 
a 10 

1 
to' 

• OC (FPDJ 
Poak A'. 
Poak B' 0 

•PeakC:6 

Exposure dose (c / kt) 
2.6xto • 

Fig 4 Relation between exposure dose and amounts of 
solvent degradations 

(3) Analysis of the degraded materials 

Fig. 5 to 7 show analytical results of the degraded materials, A, B, and C, 

obtained by Gas Chromatography/ Infrared Spectrometry and Gas Chromatography/ 

Mass Spectrometry. 

The result of mass analysis by 

Chemical Ionization (CI) method indicat

ed that the molecular weight of the 

degraded material A was 282. And 

infrared absorption peaks at 1030 em · ' 

and 1300 em· ' suggested that this 
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Mass llpectrum (Chemical Ionization) 

material be phosphoric ester while a '·'"' 

peak at 3600 em·' suggested that it had 

a hydroxyl radical. And mass analysis 

by electron impact ionization (EI) 

method gives the structual fromula as 

di-n-butyl- 3 -hydroxybutyl-phosphate 

(Fig. 5) . 
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Fig 5 GCMS and GCIR of peak(A) of test sample 



The mass analysis CCI method) show

ed that the degraded material B had a 

molecular weight of 327. Because it had 

infrared absorption peaks at 1030 em-• 

and 1300 em-•, which were the same as 

the degraded material A, a nd had a 

peak at 1570 em- •, it is supposedly a 

phosphoric ester with nitro radical. 

Further study by mass analysis (EI 

method) indicated that it was di-n-butyl-

2- (nitroxy) butyl-phosphate (Fig. 6) . 

The analitycal results of the degraded 

material C by mass analysis CCI 

method) and by infrared Spectrometry 

were the same as those of the degraded 
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material B. but the mass analysis by '"" 

EI method suggested that it be di-n

butyl- 3 (nitroxy) butyl-phosphate"· 0 

(Fig. 7) . 

On the basis of the above results, 

each standard material was synthe

sized "·"·" and the same analyses were 

performed on them. As a result, these 

degraded materials, A, B, and C, were 

found to be indentical with these synthe

sized ones (Table 1 ) . 

Also, these degraded materials were 

found in the actual samples. 

Table 1 Identification 
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CONCLUSION 

As the degradations of the solvent, (A) di-n-butyl- 3 -hydroxybutyl-phosphate, (B) di-n

butyl- 2- (nitroxy) butyl-phosphate, and (C) di-n-butyl- 3- (nitroxy) butyl-phosphate were 

found . These degradations are irremovable byalkali scrubbing and increase in proportion 

to the exposure dose. Thus it may be possible 

to use them as the index of the degradation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology 
24 - 16 2- Chome Nakamachi Koganei Tokyo,184 JAPAN 

IMAI, M., SAEKI, N., URUSHIYAMA, S. and SHIMIZU, M., 1990. Lanthanoide 
Extraction by Organophosphoric Acid in Various Organic Solvents. 
Proc. ISEC'90 

The extraction equilibrium of lanthanoide using 
organophosphoric acid was measured in various organic solvent. 
The mixing ratio A. of n- heptane and benzene affected on the 
extraction equilibrium constant of yttrium and neodymium. The 
change of equilibrium constant with the mixing ratio was 
presented as following experimental equation: 

K . x= A exp (-5.2 A.) 

The extracted species of yttrium and neodymium were same kind of 

LnR " 3HR. These were not changed with the mixing ratio A.. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Solvent extraction process is a developing field of 

hydrometallugy of rare metals. The choice of extracting reagent 
and solvent is important for process design and development of 
solvent extract ion. In industrial extract ion processes, some 
organic phase properties, 
adjusted by preparation of 

Th e organic solvents 

e.g. viscosity and flash point ,were 
organic solvent. 
take a part of an important role with 

an e xtracting r eagent to extraction equilibrium. Organic solvent 
affect not only a physical properties of organic phase but an 
extraction equilibrium have been discussed in previous studies. 
(Peppard,1958;Jung,1976;Komasawa,1983) 

This paper presents the e ffect of mixing ratio of organic 
solvent, n- heptane and benzene, on the extraction equilibrium 
constant and the extracted species of lanthanoide. 
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2.MATERIALS 
The extracting reagents used in this study were 

di(2 -e thylhexlyl)phosphoric acid and 2- ethylhexyl phosphonic 
acid mono - 2- ethylhexyl ester, abbreviated as D2EHPA and PC - 88A, 

respectively. These were produced by DAIHACHI CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY Co.,Ltd. They were purified with 6N - HC1 and dried 
with sodium sulfate,anhydrous. The organic solvents used in this 
study were n- heptane benzene and their mixture, purchased 
from KISHIDA CHEMICAL Co., Ltd. As the purity levels were more 
than ca. 99%, these solvents were used without further 
purification. 

Distilled water was used for the preparation of aqueous 
phase. Yttrium chloride and neodymium chloride were dissolved in 

the aqueous phase. These chemicals were also purchased from 
KISHIDA CHEMICAL Co.,Ltd. And they had an assay tested purity of 

more than 99.9%. The ionic strength in the aqueous phase 
was adjusted by use of sodium chloride, which was maintained 
0.3 mol/dm 3 throughout this investigation. The pH in the 
initial aqueous phase was adjust~d by use of 0.1N - HC1 and 
0.1N-NaOH solutions. 

3.METHODS 
The extraction of lanthanoide from aqueous phase to organic 

phase was performed by mixing the two phases for more than 12 
hours. It was sufficient time to reach the equilibrium state. The 
concentration of lanthanoide in the aqueous phase was measured by 
EDTA titration. Xylenol orange was used as an indicator. The 
lanthanoide concentration in the organic phase was also 
determined with the titration. The lanthanoide in organic phase 
was extracted backward by 6N-HC1 beforehand. The mass balance 
agreed well with the initial amount of lanthanoide. The pH was 
measured using a pH electrode, type PT-5D purchased from ADVANTEC 
TOYO Co., Ltd. All experimental runs for different component of 
solvent were carried out in the described above method. The 
extraction was performed at a constant temperature 298K. 

4.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Extraction with Organophosphoric Acid 

Extraction with organophosphoric acid was considered a 
cation exchange reaction.The overall extraction reaction can be 
expressed as Eq. (1). In this study, dimerization of the 
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extracting reagent in the organic phase was assumed. 

= (MjRrHh) t njH + (1) 

The extraction equilibrium constantK .. was determined by Eq.(2) 

[MjRrHh] [H + 

K • • = (2) 

[M ••] j [(HR) z ] o. 5 ' 

The distribution ratioDM was defined as the ratio of 

lanthanoide concentration in organic phase to in the aqueous 

phase. 

j [ MjRrHh] 

DM=-------- (3) 

[ M n + J 

The distribution ratio can be represented by the following 

logarithmic equation. 

log DM = logjK •• +0.5rlog[(HR)z J +log[M n+J j - l +njpH (4) 

4.2.Extraction with single solvent 

The extraction equilibria for 

PC- 88A and D2EHPA were measured in 

yttrium and neodymium using 

the case of both n- heptane 

and benzene as an organic solvent. 

Figure 1 shows the effect of pH on the distribution ratio 

of yttrium in the PC-88A and n-heptane system. The slope in 

this figure shows nj =3 in Eq. (4). The species of extracted 

yttrium was therefore found to be a monomer of yttrium. 

Because the yttrium was an n=+3 cation, 

The value of 0.5r equals three that 

the j value equals one. 

was obtained from the 

relationship between the equilibrium distribution constant and 

the concentration of PC - 88A. The species of extracted yttrium 
was found to be YRa 3HR. This extracted species was same kind 

in the benzene system. 

When D2EHPA was used as an extracting 

extracted species was also YRa 3HR in the 

n- heptane and benzene as organic solvent. 

concerning the extracted species were agreed 

studies. (Imai,l985, Kolar ik,1966) 

reagent, the 

case of both 

These results 

with previous 
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The extraction equilibrium 
constant, obtained f or yttrium 
extraction by PC-88A in n- heptane 
system, was found to beK . x 

= 139. 0. TheK . x value benzene 
system was 0. 95. This large 
difference of equilibrium constant 
suggests that the choice of solvent 
component was important for a 
practical design of lanthanoide 
extraction. This effect was similar 

to the finding of previous 
study. (Komasawa, 1983) 

4.3 Extraction with mixture of 
benzene and n- heptane 
The volumetric ratio of sol 

vent component1 
er in this study. 

defined as the 

was used as a paramet 
The parameter 1 was 
following equation. 

Benzene 

1 = ---------
n-Heptane+ Benzene 

change of 
constant of 

(5) 

extraction 
yttrium 

The 
equilibrium 
with various 
in Figure 

mixing ratio was shown 
2. The slopes of the 

equilibrium lines were as same as a 
single solvent system, therefore the 

extracted species was considered to 
be YRa 3HR. 

The extraction equilibrium 
constants in various mixing ratio1 
were shown in Figure 3. The 

relationship between the equilibrium 
constant K •• and the mixing ratio1 
was expressed as following 
experimental formula: 

K • x = A exp ( - 5. 2 1 ) (6) 
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where 1 = 0 means the system using 
100 % n- heptane as the solvent , 
and 1 = 1 means the sy stern using 
100% benzen e . The coefficient A 
changes with the species of 
extracted reagent and lanthanoide. 

The select i vity of extracting 
reagent was not affected by the mixing 
ratio 1. Be cause the difference of 
equ i librium constant was not changed 
with 1, as shown in Fig. 3. 

In Figure 4, the percent 
extraction of yttrium In various 
extraction systems was presented. 
The percent extraction in the 
n- heptane system showed high 
percentage although the pH was low. In 
these system, backward extraction was 
seemed to be difficult. It was 
suggest that the 
preparation of 

appropriate solvent 
is important for 
practical design of 
the lanthanoide 
extraction processes. 
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equilibrium constant with mixing ratiol was presented as the 
experimental formula in Eq. (6). 
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5.NOTATION 
D .. [ - ] 

E [%] 

H 
K •• [ - ] 

M 
n [-] 

R 
1 [-] 

superscript 

distribution ratio of lanthanoide 
percent extraction of metal 

: hydrogen ion 
extraction equilibrium constant 
metal ion 
number of electric charge 
active component of the anion of the extract reagent 
solvent mixing ratio defined by Eq. (5) 

organic phase 

subscript 
j stoichiometric number for the extracted lanthanoide 
h,r : stoichiometric number for the extract reagent 
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This study deals with the influence of diluents on the extraction of V0/) by n
decanol. The molecular association of n-decanol molecules and the energy of solvation 
of the extracted complex, HV03, are functions of the nature and the concentration of the 
diluent. A thermodynamic approach is used to evaluate the two effects by means of 
activity of the extractant and the free energy of transfer of the complex from undiluted to 
diluted n-decanol. 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of diluent on the extraction of metals is well known /1-5/ although it 

has been not systematically studied. The diluent acts on both the molecular structure of 

the extractant and the solvation energy of the extracted complexes. The distribution 

ratio changes in a way related to the variations of the two effects ( when the same 

aqueous phase is considered and only trace concentrations of the metal are used ). 

A thermodynamic approach is considered to evaluate these factors in the case of 

the extraction of pentavalent vanadium from acid solutions by n-decanol in different 

diluents. 

It is assumed that : 

- organic materials are insoluble in the aqueous phase, 

- extraction of aqueous species introduce only negligible change in the organic phase, 

- extraction of only one form, noted ME, of a metal M for which many aqueous forms 

may exist. 

The mechanism of the extraction of M by an alcohol ROH is described by the following 

equation : 

MEaq + nROHorg <====-> ( ME(ROH)n )org (1) 

subscripts "aq" and "org" refer to species in aqueous and organic phases respectively, n 

represents the solvation number of ME. Because ME is in equilibrium with other metal 

forms, the concentration of ME is equal to the product of the total concentration of the 

metal, [M], by a function, f(aqu.), dependent on parameters involving only the aqueous 

phase such pH, concentration of the complexing compounds, activity coefficients : 

[ME] = [M] . f(aqu.) 

The distribution ratio, D, is related to [ME] and [X] : 

D = [X] f(aqu.) I [ME] 
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Thus, the equilibrium constant of (1), K, gives : 

D = K.f(aqu.).gME· anROH I gx 
where gi and ai represents the activity coefficient and the activity of species i. 

Two factors appear in this equation : 

-the first depends only on the aqueous phase ( f(aqu.) gME) 

- the second depends only on the organic phase if trace concentrations are used. 

If two organic phases 1 and 2 corresponding to different dilutions are contacted 

with the same aqueous phase, and if the state 1 is taken as the standard state for 

activities (aROH = 1 and gx = 1 , X infinitely diluted in 1) o1 and D being the respective 

distribution ratios (subscript 2 omitted); then : 

D/01 = anROH/gx (2) 
The ratio o;o1 is only dependent on the organic solution. This equation is useful 

to evaluate the activity coefficient, gx, of the extracted complex if the activity of the 

extractant is determined : 

gx is the transfer activity coefficient from solvent 1 to solvent 2. It is related to the 

standard free enthalpy of transfer of the complex by the relation : 

~Got = RT In gx 
6 Got is a measure of the difference in solvation energies of the complex in the two 

solvents. A negative (resp. positive) value means the solvation is stronger (resp. 

weaker) in solvent 2 than in solvent 1 . 

Extraction of Vanadium M by alcohols : 

In acidic solution (pH < 3) V(V) exists in the monomeric state when its 

concentration is less than or about 10-4 moi/L in perchloric medium /6/. The species 

present are V02 + and HV03. In other aqueous media complexation of the pervanadyl 

ion may occur /7-10/. In particular, this is the case with sulfate and phosphate anions. 

The extraction of traces of V(V) by alcohols was studied by D. Dyrssen and T. 

Sekine /11/ ( pure 2-methyl-pentanol 4 as extractant from perchloric medium ) and by 

A. A. lvakin /9/ ( mixtures of secondary aliphatic alcohols from chlorhydric-perchloric 

solutions ). The extracted form of V(V) is HV03. In strongly acid solution another 

mechanism of extraction involving vo2 +is observed /12/. 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

n-Decanol, n-hexane, xylene and a-dichlorobenzene used are chemically pure 

reagents. The equilibria are attained in thermostated reactors ( 25°C ). n-Decanol is 

always used after being contacted with pure water. Aqueous solutions are obtained by 

dissolving chemically pure NaV03 in acid solutions containing HCI04 and NaCI04 or 

H2S04 and K2S04 or H3P04 and KH2P04. 

Vanadium concentration is determined spectrophotometrically after quantitative 

extraction by n-decanol of the complex formed by V and benzohydroxamic acid /13/ at 

pH of about 2.2 and reading the absorbance at 450 nm. 
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It was demonstrated that the method is useful with n-decanol diluted up to 20% in 

the different diluents used in this study. The organic vanadium concentration is 

determined directly by contacting the organic phase ( if necessary n-decanol is added 

to reach the minimal dilution ) with an aqueous phase containing benzohydroxamic acid 

in the same conditions as an aqueous phase of V0J). 

RESULTS 

1- Preliminary results : 

With the three aqueous solutions of pH between 1 and 3, the complex in the 
organic phase is the same as shown by UV spectra. The study of the effect of pH on the 

extraction from perchloric solution ( the ionic stength being constant ) shows that the 

extraction mechanism involves one proton. The absence of polymeric species in 

perchloric media was checked spectrophotometrically up to 1.5 x 10-4 moljl and 

confirmed by the results of the extraction. 

The variation of the pH during the extraction suggests the formation of H + due to 

displacement of an hydrolysis reaction. The presence of sulfate or phosphate species 

decreases the extraction due to the formation of non-extractable pervanadyl sulfate or 

pervanadyl phosphate. 

All these observations confirm the extraction of metavanadic acid under the 

experimental conditions. 

2- Influence of dilution : 

0.2 

0.1 

~ a-dichlorobenzene 
e n-dodecane 
v n - hexane 
A xylene 

0 .01+--...........:..._-6L ...... ..._.._..+-_ _.__....1 

0.01 [ROH] 0.1 0.2 

Fia 1: DjD1 vs [ROH] in the range 
O.l!5 < [ROH] < 0.25 mol/L 

~ r-----------------------~ 
......... 
0 

2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 
• n-dodecane 
'!7 n-hexane 

A xylene 

~ a-dichlorobenzene 
o+-_.__+-~~--~~~~~ 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Vol fraction 

1 

I'll 2: D/D1 vs ROH vol. fracUon 
for [ROH] > 0.5 mol/L 

Equilibria involving various concentrations of n-decanol in the range ( 0.05 - 0.25 

moi/L ) in the different diluents and the same aqueous solution are achieved. Note that 
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the free n-decanol concentration is nearly equal to its initial value, bonded molecules to 

V and acid are negligible (this was checked for perchloric acid extraction, the more 

extracted acid, and is in accordance with known results / 14/ ). lg 0 varies linearly 

versus lg [ROH]. The slopes of the lines obtained are between 2 and 2.5. This is the 

case whatever the aqueous phase ( nature, pH, ionic strength and concentrations of 

complexing anions ). lg o;o1, is dependent only on the diluent (fig. 1 ). The effects of 

the diluents on the extraction are in the following order: O(n-dodecane) > O(n-hexane) 

> O(xylene) > O(o-dichlorobenzene) 

At higher concentrations of n-decanol ( above 0.5 moi/L ), the variations of the 

ratio o;o1 versus the concentration of the n-decanol are given in figure 2. The aqueous 

parameters have no effect on values of o;o1. The extraction is enhanced by dilution.lt 

increases in the series : n-hexane, n-dodecane, xylene, a-dichlorobenzene. 

Activity of n-decanol 

The activity of n-decanol diluted with n-dodecane or xylene is determined by 

measuring its solubility in water. It has been assumed that the activity of undiluted n

decanol is equal to one and that the activity of n-decanol in water equals its 

concentration due to its low solubility. The activity of n-decanol in an organic solution is 

then equal to the ratio CjC0 where C and c0 are the concentrations of n-decanol in 

water contacted respectively with the solution and with undiluted n-decanol. Since the 

contents of the extracted species ( V, acid ) in the organic phase are very low, activity 

values determined with water are valid in other situations. The n-decanol concentration 

in water is determined, after recovery in n-hexane, by gas chromatography. Tables 1 

and 2 give the values obtained. 

Iab.!.eJ. : activity of n-decanol in n-dodecane 

%molar 100 78 64 54 41 28 

activity 1 0.8 0.72 0.66 0.54 0.46 

%molar 12 2.6 1.78 1.19 0.75 0.5 

activity 0.38 0.21 0.17 0.156 0.124 0.087 

Ial2!.e..2 : activity of n-decanol in xylene 

%molar 100 66 49 39.3 27.5 17.75 

activity 1 0.54 0.43 0.38 0.32 0.28 

%molar 6.7 2.6 1.63 1.3 0.98 0.65 

activity 0.21 0.12 0.08 0.073 0.064 0.04 

Solvation number 
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In the lower range of dilution lg o;o1 is linear versus lg aROH (figure 3). The 

slopes of the lines obtained are close to 3. This suggests the formation of HV03 (ROH)s 

(X) in the organic phase. The difference in the values obtained with the slope analysis 

using the concentration of the extractant suggests that n-decanol molecular association 

still occurs at the dilution investigated. 

0.2 
-0.5 n-dodecane 

0.1 

xylene 

-1.5 

0. 0 1 +--_.____.___._ ................... -'-+----'----& -2.5 +-_.__-+-_._-+___.,----i,__...___....__ ..... 

0.01 0.1 0.2 
a 

Fig 3: D/Dl vs activity of n
decanol in n-dodecane and xylene 

Solvation eneroy 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
molar fraction 

Fig 4: Transfer activity coefficient of 
the oraanic complex vs diluent 
molar 'fraction 

1 

If the formation of the same complex is assumed at higher concentrations of n

decanol, then equation (2) is valid and one can evaluate the transfer activity coefficient 

of the complex X in the organic phase. The assumption is made that gx in undiluted n

decanol is equal to 1. Figure 4 represents the variations of lg gx versus the molar 

fraction of the diluent. A linear relation is found. The free energy of transfer of X from 

undiluted n-decanol to solution in n-dodecane or xylene is thus of the form : 

.6Got =- a · Ydil 

where Y dil is the molar fraction of the diluent and a is a positive constant dependent on 

the diluent. 

n-dodecane : lg gx = -1.4 Y dil .6Got == - B.Y dil kJ / mol 

xylene: lg gx::: -2.3 Y dil .6Got:::- 13.Y dil kJ/mol 

The solvation of the organic complex is improved when the n-decanol is diluted. The 

effect is more pronounced with xylene than with n-dodecane. This is probably due to the 

breaking of H-bonds in the upper shells of solvation. Components with high dielectric 

constant and dipole moment are obviously more effective. (xylene used is a mixture of 

its isomers). 
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CONCLUSION 

In the experimental conditions, the validity of relation (1) confirms the extraction of 

only one form of the aqueous species of VM : HV03. In the organic phase this 

compound is solvated with 3 n-decanol molecules. The organic system shows a 

synergistic behaviour. This is due to the double action of the diluent : 

- on the extractant : dissociation of H-bonds between n-decanol molecules and 

interactions diluent-extractant. 

- on the solvation energy of the complex. 

When the concentration of n-decanol is low the interactions n-decanol-diluent 

predominates. the extraction of Hvo3 increases when the polarity of the diluent 

decreases : a-dichlorobenzene < xylene < n-hexane < n-dodecane. 

{The order hexane < dodecane results from the fact that for the same concentration of 

n-decanol, the molar fraction is lower in hexane than in dodecane.) 

For other dilutions the effect of the diluent on the solvation of the extracted complex 

predominates. The extraction increases with the dielectric constant of the diluent : 

n-hexane < n-dodecane < xylene < a-dichlorobenzene. 
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ABSTRACT 
The results obtained with three kinds of new solvents for actinides 
separations are presented. 
The use of N,N-dialkylamides (R2NCOR'), alternative to TBP, can limit the 
amounts of nuclear wastes produced in the existing reprocessing plants. The 
N, N-tetraalkyl 2-alkyl propane diamides (( RR • NCO) 2cHR") bidentate extract ants 
are able to remove the actinides ions including the trivalent ones from 
various type of TRU wastes. The synergistic mixture tripyridyl triazine
dinonylnaphtalene sulfonic acid ·(TPTZ-HDNNS) proved to be efficient for the 
selective extraction of the trivalent actinides from nitric aqueous acidic 
solutions. This paper is focussed on the progress gained for the practical 
applications of these extractants especially the results of counter-current 
separations. 

INTRODUCTION 

New actinides extractants could be advantageous in the existing 

reprocessing plants or in the future plants built to achieve the back-end 

nuclear fuels cycles using solvent extraction. The main reasons to replace the 

organophosphorus extractants have been presented in many instances, for 

example by Grossi et al. or Musikas in this meeting. Complete incinerability, 

and non-disturbing degradations products are suitable because of the 

incentives to limit the amounts of nuclear wastes generated by the separation 

processes. 

In this paper we will focus on the results of counter-current separations 

of actinides performed in bench-scale mixer-settlers. Three kinds of extrac-

tants are presented the N,N-dialkylamides, alternative to TBP, the N,N'-

tetraalkyle propane diamides usable to remove the actinides from various 

wastes and the synergistic mixture dinonylnaphtalene sulfonic acid-tria 2-

pyridyltriazine for the actinides (III)-lanthanides (III) group separation. 

N,N-DIALKYLAMIDES 

To replace TBP in a PUREX type process, the N,N-dialkylamides RRNCOR' must 

present as much advantages as possible. The proper choice of R and R' permitts 

to optimize their properties. The solubility of U(VI) and Pu(IV) nitrate 

complexes in alkanes is obtained if R = -cH2 CH(C2H5 )c4H9 • There is no third 

phaae formation even for organic phaaea aaturated with U(VI) or Pu(IV) 
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( _ 120 g.l-l for 1 mole.l-l amide). Branched R • substituents permitt better 

U(VI)-Pu(IV), U(VI)-Zr(IV) and U(VI)-Ru(II) separations. The presence of short 

R • allowed easier solvent restorations because of the solubility in aqueous 

phase of the R'-COOH acid, the main radiolytic product of amides. The 

distribution ratios of U(VI) and Pu(IV) in traces concentrations between 

nitric acid solutions and DOBA ((C4H9 CH(C2H5 )CH2 ) 2 NCOC3H7 ) or COiBA (C4H9 

CH(C2H5 ) CH2 ) 2 NCO CH(CH3 ) 2 are shown figure 1. 

1o' ,..-----------------, 

10 

0,1 

DOBA
DO . BA 

l. 

u 1Vn 

fA 
A .lJ 

~--, 
I 

•' 
I 

caq mol.l-1 
HNO 

3 

Figure 1 - Distribution ratios of U(VI) and Pu(IV) between 1M DOBA or COiBA 
into TPH (branched dodecane) and aqueous HN03 • 

In can be seen that Pu(IV) distribution ratios are strongly depressed by 

changing -c3H7 for -CH- (CH3 ) 2 • DOBA alone cannot be used to separate easily 

Pu(IV) from U(VI). For COiBA the separations factors are high but Pu(IV) is 

poorly extracted at high acidities. So mixtures of DOBA and COiBA have been 

used for a test of a PUREX process first cycle with a U(VI)-Pu(IV) partition. 

The flow diagramm used for this bench scale test is shown figure 2. The main 

results are contained into Table 1. 

They were quite satisfaying in spite of some errors in the flow rates 

adjustment for the partition battery during the experiment. The neptunium 

follows the plutonium. 

The radiolytic stabiliy of amides in the presence of aqueous HN03 is not 

very different from TBP. One have G-Amide 0.6 and 2.2 in the presence of 

respectively 0.5 and 4N HN03 and in these conditions GHDBP values are close to 

1 and 1.8. 
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Figure 2 - Flow sheet for a PUREX process first cycle using N,N-dialkylamides 
as a solvent 

THE N,N'-TETRAALKYLE PROPANE DIAMIDES (DIAM) 

Within the diamides only malonamides (RR'NC0) 2 CHR" extract the trivalent 

actinides and lanthanides. The selection of R, R' and R" has been made to 

obtain high distribution ratios of Am(III) R or R' must be CH3 ; R" is better 

a long alkyl or oxyalkyl group (C. Musikas, 1987). 

TABLE 1 
Results of the first cycle PUREX process using N,N-dialkylamides 

Flux 

Extraction 
(Solvent) 
(Aqueous) 

Partition 
(Solvent) 
(Aqueous) 

U desextraction 
(Solvent) 
(Aqueous) 

U \ of feed Pu 

> 99.99 99.999 
< 0.0005 0.0008 

99.89 
0.11 

0.006 
99.994 

zr 

0.01 
99.99 

not detect. not detected 
99.89 0.006 

Ru 

0.05 
99.95 

Np 

95 
5 

not detect 
95 

not detected 
not detected 

The higher distribution ratios obtained with substituted tetraalkyle 

malonamides is correlated with their lower basicity. This can be understood as 

a competition of Am(III) and HN03 for the coordination site of the diamides. 

Taking into account these results a bench scale separation of the actinides 

contained into a real waste for which the composition is given Table 2 has 

been performed with N,N'-dibutyl dimethyl 2(3-oxanonyle)-propane diamide 

((C4H9 CH3 N C0) 2 CH c 2H4 0 c 6H13 ) DBM3-0NPDA (Cuillerdier et al.). 
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TABLE 2 
Composition of aqueous phase used in the bench-scale mixer-settler separation 

Element Content Element Content 

H+ 5M Fe 500 mg/1 
N03 5.5M PTotal 270 mg/1 

Pu 110 mg/1 N 237+239 50 mg/1 
Am 0.91 mg/1 1~2Eu traces 
u 5.9 g/1 aactivity 50 mCi/1 

Tc 134 mg/1 

The flow sheet is presented Figure 3 and the results contained into Table 

3. It can be seen that the process is efficient for the removal of the a 

activity from the wastes. During this test we observed that Am(III) was not 

back-extracted as easily as excepted from the DAm(III) measured with synthetic 

solutions. After investigations dealing with Am(III)-Tco4 coextraction we 

attributed that to the presence of Tco4 which retain Am(III) in the organic 

phase at low acidity (CHN03 ; lN). 

miur 4' 
utller 15 ' 

STRIPPINu 

u/A = 1 4s•c 
12 stagu 
v = 1.068 1 

Figure 3 - Flow sheet for the counter current separation of actinide using 
DBDM 3-0NPDA. 

TABLE 3 
Decontamination factors obtained in mixer-settler batteries for a waste 
treatment with DBDM 3-0NPDA compared with TRUEX process one* 

Element DF extraction DF stripping 

Am 1. 26 104 - 5 104* 800 
Eu 6.7 103 250 

a tot 1.1 104 125 
Pu > 105 - > 105* 274 
Np 144 400 
U(VI) > 1000 - > 105* 
Fe > 1000 
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In Figure 4 we plotted the distribution ratios of Pu(IV) and Am(III) 

between 5N HN03 or 0. 5N HN03 and 1M diamide into t-butybenzene irradiated in 

the presence of the aqueous phase as a function of the dose of 60co Y ray. It 

can be seen that the distribution ratios vary slightly with the irradiation 

but no strong retention or antisynergism due to the degradation products is 

observed. This behavior is quite encourgaging especially when it is compared 

with the irradiated organophosphates (TBP, CMPO) which forms acidic 

degradation products which retain the metallic ions in the organic phase at 

low acidity. 

100 

10 ,, 
-~:; ........ _ 

(J'tfJ .... , __ 

-- ......... 

A• IIIII --------------------
0.1-r--,--.---.--.--.--,--....,.__J 

0 20 40 60 
Oose H rod 

Figure 4. Effect of the 60co Y 
dose upon the distribution ratios 
of U, Pu, Am between 1M DMDB3, 60DPDA 
into t-butylbenzene irradiated and 
5 N--or 0.5N --- aqueous HN03 . 

3 ACTINIDES-LANTHANIDES GROUP SEPARATION 

10 
.... ............. 

-.......,._ Am 

·--~ ·-

0.024 0.032 0.040 

CTPTZ (M . l-1) 

Figure 5. Distribution ratios of 
Am(III)+, Ce(III)~ , Eu(III)O, 
between 0.05M HDNNS, TPTZ into CC14 
and 0.125N aqueous HN03 as a func
tion of the initial TPTZ concentra
tion into the organic phase. 

The needs for trivalent actinides lanthanides group separations have been 

given by Musikas in this meeting. The nitrogen or sulfur donor present some 

interest for actinides-lanthanides (III) group separations (Musikas, 1984). 

The mixture HDNNS (dinonylnaphtalene acid) plus TPTZ (tris-pyridyl triazine) 

in solution into carbon tetrachloride has been tested as solvent for the 

counter current 5f-4f trivalent ions group separation into a laboratory mixer

settler. The distribution ratios with which the flow sheet has been calculated 

are plotted in figure 5. The flow sheet and the results are given figure 6. 

The results are fair, however the HDNNS-TPTZ-CC14 solvent has large time 

phase disengagement and the entrainement of some aqueous phase droplets into 

the organic phase limited the overall separation factors. 
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SOLVENT 
Am : 3.8 x 105 
~ 
~ 

FEED : 1 V 
HN03: 0.125 N 
TPTZ : 0.003 M 
Am : 3.4 x 105 
Eu : 8.6x 104 
Ce : 3 x 104 

SOLVENT : 1 V 
HONNS : 0.05 
TPTZ : 0.03 
into : CCI4 

Figure 6 Flow sheet and result for mixer-settler actinides (III)-
lanthanides (III) group separation using a solvent TPTZ + HDNNS into cc14 • 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Completely incinerable extractants such as N, N-dialkylamides giving less 

distrubing degradation products can be proposed for the present and the future 

spent nuclear fuels reprocessing plants. 

The N, N • -dialkylamides can replace TBP and the N, N • -tetraalkyle 2-alkyle 

propane diamides can be used to remove the actinides from various wastes 

within the nowadays stragtegies of major actinides recovery. Trivalent 

actinides-lanthanides group separations are still in a preliminary stage 

because no advantageous process for large scale separation is available ; pro

gress in this field are necessary for the future, especially if minor 

actinides (Np, Am, . em) partitioning is carried out. 
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TWO SYNERGIC PAIRS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF AMMONIACAL Ni 
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U.S. Bureau of Mines, Albany Research Center, 1450 Queen Avenue SW, Albany, Oregon 97321-2198 
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ABSTRACT 

Extraction of Ni from ammoniacal sulfate solution has been studied for two solvent extraction systems 
that show extraction synergy. The first system uses the extractants 2-hydroxy-5-nonyl benzophenone oxime 
(LIX 64N) and 7-(4-ethyl-1-methyloctyl)-8-hydroxyquinoline (Kelex 100). At pH 10, Nl extraction synergy is 
seen for this chelate-chelate pair In both equilibrium tests and kinetic tests. The second system uses Kelex 
100 and dinonylnaphthalene sulfonic acid (DNNSA), a chelate-acid pair. No equilibrium extraction synergy is 
observed for the second pair at pH 10, but of more practical importance, kinetic synergy is found. In only 
10 min of mixing with 0.10 M extractant, Ni extraction is 53% for the best LIX 64N/Kelex ratio (3:1) and 87% 
for the best KelexfDNNSA ratio (4:1), but none of the three extractants alone extracts more than 43% of the 
Ni under identical test conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines has developed a hydrometallurgical process for recovery of Ni, Co, and Cu 

from low-grade laterite ores (Siemens et al. , 1975; Nilsen et al., 1982; Rhoads et al., 1977). After reduction

roasted ores are leached with ammoniacal sulfate solution, the metals are extracted from the leachant using 

solvent extraction processes. Because commercially available extractants perform best at pH values lower 

than those used for leaching, some ammonia must first be removed from the liquor by air stripping before 

metal extraction can proceed. A variety of extractant pairs has been tested to find synergic pairs that extract 

Ni and Cu at high pH well enough to avoid the ammonia removal step. 

Most of the published research on synergic extraction of transition metals has focused on extraction 

from acidic leach liquors. Synergy for Ni extraction has been found for LIX 63 and di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric 

acid (Joe et al ., 1966), LIX 63 and carboxylic acid mixtures (Aett and West, 1971), LIX 63 and DNNSA 

(Osseo-Asare and Renninger, 1984), and Kelex 100 and carboxylic acid mixtures (Hummelstedt et al., 1974). 

Other mixtures have been used for Cu extraction (Kordosky et al., 1985). There Is a lack of Information 

available, however, on Nl and Cu extraction from ammoniacal media with synergic pairs. The Bureau has 

found two extractant pairs, each of which synergically extracts Ni at high pH better than available single 

extractants. 

A chelate-chelate pair, LIX 64N and Kelex 100, displays both equilibrium and nonequilibrium Ni extraction 

synergy. The chelate-acid pair, Kelex 100 and DNNSA, shows an even greater kinetic synergy, but no Nl 

extraction synergy at equilibrium. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Three extractants were used: 2-hydroxy-5-nonyl benzophenone oxime (active extractant In LIX 64N-

Henkel*), 7-(4-ethyl-1-methyloctyl)-8-hydroxyqulnoline (Kelex 100--Sherex), and DNNSA--Aifa Products. 

LIX 64N contains two active ingredients. LIX 65N is the major active oxime extractant. LIX 63, the minor 

constituent, Is a kinetic synergist for Cu extraction from acidic leach liquors. Each of these was tested for Ni 

*Reference to specific products or manufacturers does not Imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 
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extraction from ammoniacal solutions. UX 63 additions did not affect Nl extraction, and LIX 65N extracted 

Nl no differently than UX 64N. Therefore, UX 64N was used and studied as a single extractant. Each ex

tractant was diluted with a mixed aliphatic, aromatic kerosene and pretreated by acid washing, Cu loading, 

repeated acid stripping, and water washing. To prevent third-phase formation, ali Kelex 100-containing solu

tions were prepared to contain 2 mL of isodecanol for each 1 g of contained Kelex 100. 

All aqueous solutions contained 2.0 M (NH4)2So4, 2.85 M NH40H (concentrations expected in leach 

liquors), and Ni as NiS0
4

. All aqueous solutions were within 0.1 pH units of 10.0, and none changed more 

than 0.05 pH units after extraction. Reagent recyclabUity tests used a reduction roast leach liquor that con

tained Ni, Cu, and traces of other metals. 

Extractions were done by contacting aqueous and organic mixtures in either separatory funnels for short 

contact times or in tightly capped plastic bottles for long {960 min) contact times. Short shakeout tests in 

separatory funnels were done in an orbital shaker at room temperature using equal 20-mL volumes of each 

phase (A:O = 1). Equilibrium shakeouts (960 min) in plastic bottles also were done in an orbital shaker at 

room temperature and at A:O = 1. Extraction was reported either as the distribution coefficient D, where 

D = [Ni)
0

rg/!Ni)aq or as percent extraction. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 LIX 64N/Kefex 100 svstem 

Both UX 64N and Kelex 100 extract Ni from high-ammonia feedstreams. UX 64N extracts Ni rapidly, but 

it is a fairly weak extractant in the high pH range. A 1o-m in shakeout test with 0.10 M UX 64N resulted in Ni 

extraction of only 42% of a 0.0017 M Ni feed solution. Kelex 100 extracts Nl more strongly, but is a slow ex

tractant. An equilibrium test with 0.10 M Kelex 100 resulted in 95% Ni extraction, but only 20% Ni extraction 

was achieved in a 10-min shakeout test. Synergic extraction was observed for this system for both equi

librium and nonequilibrium conditions. A 0.10 M mixture of 3:1 {mol:mol) LIX 64N-to-Kelex 100 extracted 

97% of the Ni at equilibrium and 53% in 10 min. To study the causes of the observed synergy in this sys

tem, equilibrium data were fitted to mechanistic models {defined by a system of simultaneous, nonlinear 

equations) using an equation-solving program on a personal computer. 

The following reaction was found to fit the data for UX 64N (HL): 

Ni2+ + 2HL * NiL
2 

+ 2H+ {1) 

In the following expression, a modified equilibrium constant is used because all of the data were generated 

at the same ammonia concentration and the same pH, so the [H+) term is dropped: 

k
1 

= [Ni~)/([Ni2 +)[HL)2) . {2) 

Substituting the distribution coefficient D for (NIL
2
) /[Ni2 +) gives 

2 D = k1[HL) . {3) 

The extraction of Ni with Kelex (HK) was similarly modeled, but three moles of Kelex were required per 

one mole of Ni, thus 

Ni2 + + 3HK * NIK
2
HK + 2H+ , 

which gives the following: 
3 D = k2[HK) . 

{4) 

{5) 

Figure 1 shows equilibrium Ni extraction data as a function of extractant concentration for each extrac

tant. Curves were fitted to the data by solving equations 3 and 5 for D using assorted values for k1 and k2. 

The values for k1 and k2 that best fit figure 1 data were 50 L 2 fmol
2 

and 26,000 L 3 fmol3, respectively. The 

modeled curves are not quite linear because of the effect of Ni loading on equilibrium. 
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Figure 1. - Slope analysis format for the extraction of Ni. Mechanistically modeled curves are shown with 
corresponding experimental data for each single extractant. Aqueous feed contains 0.0017 M Nl for DNNSA 
data, and contains 0.0050 M Ni for Kelex 100 and LIX 64N data. 

A continuous variation plot for this extractant pair Is shown In figure 2 for 0.050 M total extractant con

centration and 0.0017 M Ni feed solution. A curve generated by solving equations 3 and 5 simultaneously 

with a computer equation solving program {shown as a dashed line In figure 2) did not fit the equilibrium 

{960 min) data. The model, therefore, was expanded to include a reaction producing a mixed species con

taining both LIX 64N and Kelex 1 00. No single mixed species was found that could fit equilibrium data. 

Good fits were obtained, however, when the following reactions were simultaneously considered: 

Ni2 + + HL + HK M NiKL + 2H+. {6) 

Ni2 + + HK + 2HL M NiKL2H + 2H + {7) 

The distribution coefficients for reactions 6 and 7 are related to the modified equilibrium constants as 

D = k3[HL][HK). {8) 

D = k4[HL)2[HK] . {9) 

The following equation represents all four reactions In competitive equilibrium: 

D = k1 [HL)2 + k2[HK)3 + k3[HL)[HK) + k4[HL)2[HK). {10) 

Values for k3 and k4 were substituted into equation 10 to fit a variety of experimental equilibrium conditions. 

The best fit values for k3 and k4 are 3,000 L 2 fmol2 and 200,000 L 3 jmol3. 

The values predicted by the equation 10 model are shown as a solid line In figure 2. Although the close 

fit between the predicted curve and the experimental equilibrium data is not proof of the formation of the 

mixed species detailed In equations 6 and 7, it nevertheless provides evidence that the formation of mixed 

species contributes to the extraction synergy. 
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Figure 2. - Continuous variation format for extraction of Ni with the synergic pair UX 64N and Kelex 1 00. 
The modeled equilibrium curves are shown as a dashed line where no mixed species is considered, and as 
a solid line to represent the mixed species model. Total organic concentration is 0.050 M. Aqueous feed 
contains 0.0017 M Ni. 

The data shown in figure 2 for 10- and 60-min shakeouts also contribute to an understanding of this 

mixed chelate system. On the Kelex side of the figure, the rate of extraction is impractically slow and the 

extractions are far from equilibrium, even after 60 min. The sharpness of the plot maxima for the short ex

traction times on the right-hand side of the plot provides evidence that a kinetic effect also contributes to Ni 

extraction synergy. This suggests a kinetic mechanism: the quick-acting weak extractant (LIX 64N) transfers 

Ni to the slower one (Kelex 100) faster than Kelex 100 can extract Ni unaided. 

Evidence for this transfer was obtained by UV /Vis spectrophotometry. When Ni-containing solutions of 

each extractant were mixed in spectrophotometer cells and monitored at various wavelengths, absorption 

equilibrium was reached as rapidly as mixing allowed. The equilibration of Ni between LIX 64N and Kelex 

100 was virtually instantaneous and independent of the original Ni concentrations in each extractant. 

3.2 Kelex 1 00-DNNSA system 

DNNSA extracts Ni faster than Kelex 100, but it is a weak extractant at high pH. A 10-min shakeout test 

with 0.0017 M Ni using 0.10 M DNNSA resulted in 12% Ni extraction compared to 20% for Kelex 100. Corre

sponding equilibrium Ni extractions are 14% for DNNSA and 95% for Kelex 100. A strong synergic effect 

was observed when a 0.10 M mixture of 4:1 Kelex 100-DNNSA extracted 87% of the Ni in only 10 min. To 

compare the causes of this synergic effect with those affecting the LIX 64N-Kelex 100 pair, equilibrium tests 

were also done for the Keiex 1 00-DNNSA pair. 
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Equilibrium shakeouts were first done for variable DNNSA concentration in the absence of Kelex 100. 

The aggregated forms of DNNSA have been reported to be the most important species in nonpolar (kero

sene) solutions (Osseo-Asare and Renninger, 1984). The extraction data therefore were modeled as a 

dimerized micelle of the sulfonic acid (HD)2: 

Ni2+ + (HD)
2 

* NiD
2 

+ 2H+ (11) 

Thus, the distribution coefficient is 

D = k5[HD) . (12) 

The extraction of Ni can be modeled by setting the modified equilibrium constant k5 = 1.8 in equation 12. 

The data for extraction of 0.0017 M Ni feed solution with DNNSA are plotted in figure 1, along with a solid 

line for the corresponding modeled curve. 

Equations 5 and 12 can be combined to describe equilibrium in a combined Kelex 100-DNNSA system 

that contains no mixed extractant species: 
3 D = k2[HK) + k5[HD) . (13) 

The curve generated by solving equation 13 forD at 0.050 M total extractant concentration is represented as 

a solid line in figure 3. The corresponding experimental data are also plotted in figure 3 for 10-, 60-, and 

960-min shakeout tests. Although the modeled curve does not frt the 960-min (equilibrium) data perfectly, it 

confirms that any mixed species that form in this system do not contribute in a major way to the observed 

synergy for this extractant pair. The equilibrium extraction maximum is on the far right axis (Kelex 100 only), 

as would be expected if no mixed species forms. Others have proposed mixed Ni-extractant species to 

account for extraction synergy at low pH for chelate-acid systems (Osseo-Asare and Renninger, 1984), but 

these data indicate that such species are less important in the extraction of Ni from ammoniacal solutions. 

c 
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0 

0 

-1.5~----~------~------~------~----~ 
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[Kelex 1 00]/([Kelex 1 OO]+[DNNSA] 

Figure 3. - Continuous variation format for extraction of Nl with the synergic pair Kelex 1 00 and DNNSA. An 
equilibrium model curve is shown exclusive of mixed species. Total organic concentration is 0.050 M. 
Aqueous feed contains 0.0017 M Ni. 
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For a 10- and 60-min shakeout to approach equilibrium, figure 3 shows, respectively, that at least 

20%-30% and 10% of the extractant must be comprised of DNNSA. No significant synergy is seen at equi

librium, so the role of DNNSA must be as a kinetic synergist, since an increase In its concentration brings 

the mixture to equilibrium faster. No formal kinetic studies of this extractant pair have been done, but figure 

3 shows sharp maxinl(! for nonequilibrium data. As with the UX 64N-Kelex 100 (L-K} mixture, the Kelex 100-

DNNSA (K-D) mixture apparently operates by extracting Nl with DNNSA, then transferring Ni to Kelex 100. 

Nl extraction synergy can be compared for the two mixed extractant systems by considering the ex

tractant compositions where each extractant pair achieves highest Ni extraction in a minimum contact time. 

For 10-min contact time with 0.10 M total extractant these ratios are 4:1 K-D and 3:1 L-K. The equilibrium 

models predict 92% and 97% Nl extraction, respectively, but the 10-min shakeouts result In Ni extraction 

values of 87% and 53%. The K-D mixture approaches Nl-extractlon equilibrium much faster than the L-K 

mixture. Utility of the L-K mixture Is limited because the faster, weaker extractant constitutes the bulk of the 

extractant, thereby limiting loading capacity. The kinetic synergist in the K-D mixture, DNNSA, initially loads 

Ni very fast (despite its low affinity for Ni). Since a high extraction rate can be reached with only a small 

amount of DNNSA, extractant capacity is Influenced more by the higher loading Kelex extractant. 

3.3 Process considerations 

Recycling tests for K-D have not been done, but a series of tests was performed to determine if L-K 

would lose efficiency with reuse. A series of extraction cycles that included extraction, ammonia scrubbing, 

Ni stripping, and Cu stripping was done in stirred beakers. After 1 0 cycles, no loss in extractant efficiency 

was detected, and no signs of metal buildup or accumulated degradation products were observed. Tests 

showed that the K-D extractant mixture can be treated to sequential, selective stripping of ammonia, Ni, and 

then Cu. Soluble extractant losses are less than 5 ,.gfmL, and no degradation was seen in a single cycle. 

4 SUMMARY 

The study of mixed extractant synergy for the extraction of Ni and Cu previously was limited mainly to 

acidic feedstreams. The surprising synergy between UX 64N and Kelex 100 and between Kelex 100 and 

DNNSA for Nl extraction from ammoniacal solution shows that extraction synergy may be caused by kinetic 

effects, by formation of mixed extractant species, or by both of these. Ammonia scrubbing and selective 

metal stripping for these mixed pairs are as effective as for single extractants, and the pairs are recyclable. 
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EXTRACTION OF LOWER CARBOXYLIC ACIDS FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION BY 
TRI-N-OCTYLAMINE WITH DILUENTS 

CHEN FUMING* , H. TANAKA**, Y. NAKA** AND E. O'SHIMA** 
*Department of Applied Chemistry, Harbin Institute of Technology, 
P.R. China 
**R esearch Laboratory of Resources Utilization, Tokyo 
Institut e of Technology,Japan 

ABSTRACT 
This work is discussing the me chanism depi cting the distribu

tion in equilibrium through the following steps. 
(!)Measurements of the excess volumes in binary systems of a mine 
and acetic acids and in the pseudo-binary systems containing 
diluents as well and evaluation of the association constants in 
solutions. (2)Proposal of the model available for predicting the 
distribution in equilibrium between an aqueous phase including 
various low molecular carboxylic acids and an organic phase 
including only tri-n-octylamine and comparison of this model with 
the experimental data . (3)Extension of the model proposed in (2) 
to the pseudo-binary systems including diluents as well and 
elucidation of the relationship b e tween the ext racting ability of 
an organic phase and the physical parameters such as acceptor 
numbers of diluents. 

INTRODUCTION 

From the view point of industrial applications in the ext rac

tion of low molecular carboxylic acids from aqueous solutions , 

diluents play significant roles because of their contribution to 

t he improvement of the properties of an organic phase as ext ract-

ing medium . It would be helpful to designing an extracti on 

process to propose the effective strategy of the selection of 

diluents . For this r eason, this paper investigates the inte rac

tion between carboxylic acids and an amine molecule and t h e 

effect of diluents on the interaction. In this system, an asso

ciation is of great importance5 l,S) • 7 ) . One of the easiest exper

iment to discuss the association state quantitatively is the 

meas ur e ment of excess volumes. A model including associating 

species in a n organic phase is proposed to represent the equilib

rium in an extraction process. The effect of diluents on the 

interaction between an acid mol ec ul e and a n amine mol ecule is 

also dis c uss ed through 'acceptor numb e rs• 4 l of diluents. 

1 EXPERIMENTS 
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1.1 Experimental method 

(i)Measurement of excess volumes1 > 

In case of three components, by measuring the densities of 

pure components and a 

the n ext equation. 

mixture, e xcess volumes are estimated by 

Here, subscripts B, A, D and mix denot e tri-n-octylamine, 

acetic acid, diluent and a mixture respectively. Densities are 

measured by pycnometers. 

(ii)Measurement of compositions in equilibrium in aqueous and 

organic phases 2 ) ,3) 

20 ml of TOA, 20 ml of water and carboxylic acid of various 

concentrations are mixed in a flask and shaken in a water bath at 

30· C for three hours. The concentrations of acid and water in 

each phase are measured by a gas chromatography. The concentra

tion of tri-n-octylamine(TOA) is calculated from the density of 

the organic phase and the concentrations of organic acid and 

water in the organic phase. 

1.2 Reagents and Apparatus 

Organic acids(formic, acetic, propionic and butyric acids), 

TOA, benzene, o-xylene, di-isobutyl ketone, 2-ethyl hexyl alcohol 

and ethanol of the extra pure grade are supplied by Wako Chemical 

Co . ,Inc(Japan) . Ion exchanged water by Aquarius GS-20N(TOYO 

Seisakusho Co. ,Ltd, Japan) is used. GC-7A(Shimadzu Seisakusho 

Co. ,Ltd) is used as a gas chromatograph. The content of water is 

measured by a Karl Fisher moisture meter, MKC-3P(Kyoto Electron

ics Co . ,Ltd). 

2 MODELING 

2.11 ) Representation of an excess volume in terms of chemical 

reactions 

First, the binary system is discussed. If the volume contrac

Uon occurs owing to only a hydrogen bonding, the following 

equation is derived. 

vEBA= LiCiL1v/(CA. +c8· ) 

i 

( 2) 
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Where, !:J. v equals the volume change accompanied by one hydrogen 

bonding between TOA(B) and acid(A) and is assumed unchanged with 

the type of bonds. The chemical equilibrium represented by the 

following equation is assumed 5 ),6),7). 

With these two equations, the following is derived. 

E 
v AB IiKi[B][A]illv/(CA" + c8· ) 

i 

(3) 

( 4) 

Next, we proceed to the ternary system including a diluent. 

The following extended equation is led. 

(5) 

Where, for example, vBA(D) denotes a pseudo-binary excess volume, 

a subscript BA(D) meaning that the contraction is induced by the 

association of B with A under the existence of D. This derives 

the next equation when vEAD(B) vEAD and vEBD(A) = vE80 . 

E 
v BA(D) (6) 

2.2 Description of the mechanism of the equilibrium 

The dominant associated species and the equilibrium constants 

are determined from the data of excess volumes. Assuming that an 

organic phase can be divided into several immiscible parts, each 

of which consists of a single component of 'j', and the concen

tration of a free acid in the organic phase could be described as 

follows 2 ) 

(7) 

The values of KA, KA,N and KA,N+l are estimated by using a 

SIMPLEX method so as to minimize the objective function, Eq.(8). 

F (8) 
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where [Alcal is calculated from Eq.(7). [AlExp is determined from 

the experimental data as shown in Fig.1, and the summation is to 

be carried out over all data points. 
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2.3 Extension of the model to the system including diluents3 > 

Instead of Eq.(7), the following equation is used. 

where, KA,D is the distribution constant and vD is the molar 

volume of a diluent. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Excess volumes of the ternary systems 

Fig.2 shows excess volumes of TOA/acetic acid/diluent ternary 

system. The abscissa denotes corrected mole fraction of TOA, 

x· 8 =X8 /(XA+X8 ). Predicted lines calculated with the estimated 

parameters in Table 1 are also shown in Fig.2. In case of hexane, 

the behavior is the same with the case in which no diluent is 

used. In other cases, x· 8mins shift to the higher values compared 

with the case without a diluent. 

3.2 Dominant complexes and acceptor numbers of diluents 

The relationship between X' 8min and an acceptor number of a 

diluent is shown in Fig.3. There is a good agreement between 
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them. This tendency may indicate that in using a diluent which 

has a large value of an acceptor number, the number of the acid 

associated with TOA becomes smaller. 

TABLE 1 

The equilibrium constants of the dominant associations, !1 v and 
x·Bmin for the pseudo-binary mixture of TOA and acetic acid with 
a diluent at 30" C . 

Diluent (AN) 

N-hexane ( 0.0) 
CCl ( 8. 6) 
cHci3 < 23 .1) 
2-propanol(33.5) 
ethanol ( 37. 1) 

0.45 

'71 u 0.40 
c ·e 
~0.35 

K1 

l/mol 

3.04E1 
2.32 
4.73 

K2 K3 

1 2 /mol 2 131mo13 

3.01E2 8.61E2 
2.61E3 2.01E3 
3.89E1 
1.11E-2 
7.28E-4 

6 

4 

2 

0.25 ..._ _ _._ __ ....._ __ ..._ _ _. 0 
0 0 10 20 

AN 
30 40 

cm3 /mol 

-11.3 
-12.55 
-18.22 
-26.63 
-22.56 

X' min 
B 

0.283 
0.321 
0.396 
0.451 
0.471 

KEY DILUENT 
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0 a-XYLENE 
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8 

fig . 3 Effect of AN of diluent on X'omln(Ra • O. S) fig.4 Extraction of a ce tic acid by mixed solvent 
of TOA and a dlluent(R0 •0 .5 ) at 30" C 

3.3 Distribution of acetic acid between the aqueous and the 

organic phase with diluents. 

Fig. 4 shows the effect of CA,aq on the distribution coeffi 

cient DA(=CA,aql of acetic acid when DIBK, Benzene and o-xylene 

are used as diluents using the estimated data in Table 2. TOA and 

a diluent are mixed equally in volume. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The findings in the present paper are as follows. 

1) The dominant associating species of TOA with an acid can be 

estimated from xBmin. The equilibrium constants of the associa

tions are obtainable from the model proposed in this study by 
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fitting it to the observed vE values of the binary and pseudo

binary mixtures. 

2) There is the significant relationship between x· 8min and the 

acceptor number of a diluent. The stronger in acceptor character

TABLE 2 

Equilibrium constants of the dominant association, !'>.v and x· 8 
min 

Diluent K1 K2 K3 !'>.v X' min 
B 

1/mol l 2/mol 2 l 3 /mol 3 cm3 /mol 

DIBK 3.69E2 1.16E3 -10.23 0.28 
o-xylene 1. 62E3 4.24E3 -11.40 0.30 
benzene 2.08E3 4.66E3 -13.47 0.30 
EHA 1.75E1 9.38 -16.32 0.43 

istics the diluent is, the smaller the number of the acid associ

ated with TOA becomes. 

3) The experimental data of the equilibrium compositions, carbox

ylic acids and water can be explained by the model involving 

both the associations and the physical distribution as well as in 

the case of the system with a diluent. The equilibrium constants 

estimated from the excess volume of TOA/organic acid binary 

mixture and TOA/organic acid/diluent pseudo-binary mixture can be 

applied to the proposed model . It is found that diluents of 

strong acceptors decrease the associating order of acetic acid 

with TOA, and make DA high in the region of low cA ,aq · This study 

proposes an approach to the selection of diluents based on these 

results. 
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A NEW LIQUID PHOSPHINE OXIDE FOR THE RECOVERY OF ACETIC ACID 
FROM SULFITE PULPING LIQUORS 

P. Pfuller, Hoechst AG, 8269 Burgkirchen 1 Obb., FRG 

In the process for the extraction of acetic acid from sulfite pulping liquors, as 
it ist performed at Chemiefaser Lenzing, Austria, t rioctylphosphine oxide is used 
as the extractant. 

The call for a new liquid phosphine oxide which is better to handle and which 
allows the use of an organic phase higher in extractant concentration led to the 
development of the sec-butyldioctylphosphine oxide. This new extractant meets 
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not only the above mentioned requirements but has also some unexpected advanta
geous properties. 

The advantages: higher extractability, better stripping by easier thermal decompo
sition of the acetic acid-phosphine oxide-compound and faster phase separation 
in relation to the existing extraction process will be described. It will be shown 
by a cost comparison that substantially cost savings occur. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the acidic sulfite pulping of wood to recover cellulose, a 

strongly polluting sulfite liquor is obtained as a waste 

product, which must not enter plant effluents. It is disposed 

of by evaporation and incineration of the residue. This process 

yields a condensate containing the volatile constituents acetic 

acid and furfural in the concentrations of approximately 1.5 % 

and 0.8 % respectively. 

In the Chemiefaser Lenzing Company in Austria, condensate is 

obtained at the rate of 100 m3;hr, and this represents about 

12,000 metric tons of acetic acid per year and 6,500 tons of 

furfural each year. 

Since 1983 they have had a plant in operation that recovers 

these amounts of furfural and acetic acid by extraction. This 

treatment not only recovers valuable chemicals but also removes 

from the waste water organic compounds that would otherwise 

have to be degraded in a waste water treatment plant. At the 

usual average cost of OM 1.50 - 2.00/kg COD, the cost just of 

disposing of 10,000 tons of acetic acid per year by degradation 

would amount to DM 16 - 21 million. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

The condensate, containing about 1 - 2 % acetic acid and 0.5 -

1.5 % furfurol, is brought into contact in countercurrent 

operation with an organic phase consisting of 40 % by weight 

tri-n-octylphosphine oxide dissolved in a special high-boiling 

aliphatic hydrocarbon mixture . 

This extraction process removes 85 % of the furfurol and acetic 

acid, the latter being bound to the weakly basic phosphine 

oxide. After separation of the phases, the extract-laden organic 
phase is fed to a column. At temperatures of 140 - 170 •c the 

acetic acid is split from its bond with phosphine oxide and 
distilled off together with the furfurol. Then both products are 

recovered by fractional distillation with such purity that food

quality acetic acid is obtained. The organic phase is recycled 

to the extraction process. 

From time to time the organic phase must be freed of resinifi

cation products of furfurol and purified. This is most easily 
achieved by distillation of the extractant mixture. The 

extractant used is tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO), although 

it is not optimal for the overall process. Its worst drawbacks 

are its limited solubility in aliphatic hydrocarbons and the 

fact that it is a solid at room temperature. 

Together with Chemische Thermische Processtechnik GmbH (Graz, 

Austria) we developed a new liquid phosphine oxide with the name 

Hostarex PX 320, which exhibits considerable advantages for the 

process of extracting acetic acid. 

3 PROPERTIES OF HOSTAREX PX 320 

3.1 Physical properties 

Table I shows the physical properties of Hostarex PX 320 in com

parison with TOPO (Hostarex PX 324). 



Table I 

Physical properties of Hostarex PX 320 and Hostarex PX 324 

Appearance at 20 ·c 
Appearance at -10 ·c 

Melting point 

Density at 20 ·c 
Viscosity at 20 ·c 

Solubility 

Solubility in H2o 

Hostarex PX 320 

liquid, clear 
liquid, clear 

-26 ·c 

0.887 gjcm3 

47 mPas 

soluble at room 
temp. in any 
ratio in aliphatic 
or aromatic hydro
carbon mixtures 

about 2 ppm 

TOPO (Hostarex PX 324) 

solid 
solid 

48 - 51 ·c 

about 20 % by wt. sol
uble at room temp. and 
about 40 % by wt. at 
40 •c in aliphatic 
hydrocarbons 

about 1 ppm 

The advantages of the liquid nature of Hostarex PX 320 are: 

Easier handling at low outdoor temperatures and no melting 

required to fill the plant. 

3.2 Boiling points 

Boiling point of Hostarex PX 320 at 5 mbars about 220 •c 
Boiling point of TOPO at 5 mbars about 260 ·c 

The approximately 40 •c lower boiling point of Hosta-

rex PX 320 is advantageous because of the low thermal stress, 

especially in the distillative purification of the extractant. 

In addition, crystallization of the extractant on parts of the 

destillation plant at low temperatures is avoided. 
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3.3 Phase separation behaviour 

Solutions of 40 % by weight Hostarex PX 320 and TOPO in 

kerosene at 50 · c were prepared in order to compare the rates 

of phase separation. The aqueous phase consisted of condensate 

containing 15 g/1 acetic acid and 5 g/1 furfural. 

The organic phase was placed in a beaker and the aqueous phase 

was added with stirring to produce a water-in-oil emulsion. The 

temperature was maintained at 50 ·c and stirring continued for 

5 minutes. The phase volume ratio was 1:1. 

Phase separation with the organic phase containing Hosta-

rex PX 320 was twice as fast as that with TOPO. This means that 

the extraction plant can be operated at a higher flow rate. 

3.4 Extraction capacity for acetic acid 

The extraction trials were conducted with an organic phase con

sisting of 40 % by weight phosphine oxide and 60 % by weight 

undecane. The aqueous phase was prepared synthetically by dis

solving analytical grade acetic acid in distilled water. The 

temperature was a constant 60 ·c. The equilibrium diagram is 

shown in Figure I. 
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The measured distribution coefficients for acetic acid were 

about 20 % higher in the Hostarex PX -320/undecane mixture than 

in the TOPOjundecane mixture. 

Continuous comparison trials with the above organic phases were 

conducted in a pilot plant. The aqueous phase consisted of con

densate from the Chemiefaser Lenzing Company with an average 

content of 3 gjl furfural and 15 gjl acetic acid. The flow 

rates for the organic and aqueous phases were 100 ljhr each at 

a temperature of 50 ·c. 
The organic phase containing Hostarex PX 320 took up 90 % of 

the acetic acid dissolved in the aqueous condensate, while TOPO 

extracted only 85 %. 

At a production rate of 10,000 tons acetic acid per year this 

result would mean an additional 500 tons acetic acid each year, 

equivalent to an added profit of about OM 350,000. 

Thus the higher extraction capacity of Hostarex PX 320 was also 

confirmed in a continuous-run trial. 
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3.5 Thermal stripping 

As previously described, the acetic acid bound to the 

extractant is distilled off at 140 • - 170 •c in a vacuum. In 

order to investigate whether there are any differences in the 

thermal cleavability of the bond between acetic acid and the 

two extractants, the organic phases, consisting of 40 % by 

weight of the phosphine oxides in an aliphatic hydrocarbon 

mixture, was charged with 10 gjl acetic acid. Then the 

equilibrium concentrations of acetic acid in the gas and liquid 

phases were determined at a temperature of 170 ·c. The quotient 

cacetic acid vapour/Cacetic acid liquid 

yielded a value of 4.0 for Hostarex PX 320 and 3.6 for TOPO. 

This proves the easier thermal cleavability of the Hosta

rex PX 320-acetic acid complex. 

4 SUMMARY 

The newly developed liquid trialkylphosphine oxide, Hostarex PX 

320, was tested in comparison with trioctylphosphine oxide 

(Hostarex PX 324) in an extraction process. The process 

consisted of extracting acetic acid and furfurol from waste 

water arising in cellulose production in accordance with the 

method employed by the Chemiefaser Lenzing Company in Austria. 

Hostarex PX 320 exhibited distinct advantages in extraction 
capacity, phase separation behaviour and thermal stripping. 

The fact that it is a liquid at room temperature permits Hosta

rex PX 320 to be used in any desired concentration for 

extraction. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING SELECTIVITY OF SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION 

H. AKAIWA 
Department of Applied Ch emistry, Faculty of Enginee ring, Gunma 
University, Kiryu, Gunma 376, Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The selec tivity of syne rgistic extraction i n the mutual separa

tion of zinc(!!) and cadmium(!!) was studied using TTA and STTA as 
chelating agents, and TOPO, Bu3P and phen as synergists . The best 
combination of a chelating agent and a synergist for the s epara
tion was found to be STTA and phen, and factors controlling the 
sele ctivity were discussed in terms of HSAB rule. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Synergistic effect caused by adding a neutral ligand to a che

late extraction system is sometimes effective to enhance the ex-

tractability of an analyte. This so-called synergistic extrac-

tion, however, has an inherent disadvantage, that is, low selec

tivity for a particular analyte. Various attempts have been made 

so far to improve the selectivity of the synergistic extraction. 

After many trials, we have reached the conclusion that factors 

controlling the selectivity in the synergistic extraction are as 

follows (Akaiwa and Kawamoto, 1982) 

a. The nature of the diluent. 

b. The basicity of the synergist . 

c . The structure of the synergist. 

d . The nature of the host metal chelate . 

e . Kinetic effect. 

In the course of our study, the adduct formation has been as

sumed a priori. In other words, synergistic extraction equilibri

um is considered to be expressed by the following equation: 

MRn.org + m Sora MRnSm, org 

Accordingly, the nature of MR n as a Lewis acid as well as that of 

S as a Lewis base is considered as the most important factor con

trolling the selectivity. 

In the present work, by employing zinc(!!) and cadmium(!!) as 
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analytes chemically similar to each other, suitable condition for 

mutual separation and main factors affecting the selectivity are 

investigated using synergistic extraction system. Here, two {J

diketones, namely, relatively hard thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) 

and rather soft monothiothenoyltrifluoroacetone(STTA) are employed 

as chelating agents, and trioctylphosphine oxide(TOPO), tributyl

phosphine (Bu3P) and 1,10-phenanthroline (phen) as synergists. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Apparatus 

A Hitachi Model 170-30 atomic absorption spectrometer was used. 

It was equipped with zinc and cadmium hollow cathode lamps (Hama

matsu Photonics). A Horiba Model F-80 pH analyzer and an Iwaki KM 

type shaker were also used. 

2.2 Reagents 

Chelating agents and synergists obtained from Wako Pure Chemi-

cals were used without further purification. Chloroform and all 

the other chemicals used were of guaranteed grade. Deionized water 

was used throughout. 

2.3 Experimental procedure 

Twenty cubic centimeters of an aqueous solution containing 2.00 

x lo-s M (M = mol dm-3) metal ion and 0.1 M sodium sulfate, whose 

pH was preljminarily adjusted by adding sulfuric acid and/or sodi

um hydroxide, was placed in a separatory funnel . An equal volume 

of chloroform solution containing a chelating agent and a syner

gist was added; the mixture was then shaken vigorously for 30 min. 

After the phases were allowed to separate, the amount of metal ion 

remaining in the aqueous phase was determined with the atomic ab

sorption spectrometer, and the pH was also measured. All experi

ments were carried out at room temperature (ca. 293 K). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 TTA-TOPO system 

Extraction curves of zinc(II) and cadmium(II) obtained by using 

TTA and a mixture of TTA and TOPO are shown in Fig. 1, where zinc 

(II) is seen to be separated from cadmium(II) at pH 7.25 by em

ploying TTA alone. However, the degree of separation is not quan

titative and the optimal pH exists in alkaline region. To improve 
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the degree of separation, TOPO was added. As a result, the optimal 

pH shifted to the acidic region (pH= 6.25), although the improve

ment of the degree of separation was not observed. No improvement 

in selectivity was observed even if higher concentration of the 

synergist was used. Then, the effect of phen which is bidentate 

and relatively strong Lewis base on the separation was examined. 

In this case, though the extraction curves of zinc (II) and cad

mium( II) shifted to more acidic region compared with those obtain

ed by TTA alone, the degree of separation remarkably decreased. In 

order to explain the above results, equilibrium constants involved 

in the extraction reaction were estimated by conventional method 

using log-log plots. 

The extraction of a metal ion w• (M = Zn, Cd) with a chelating 

agent(HR) proceeds according to equations (1) and (2); 

+ 2 HRorg MR2.org + 2W Kex.o (1) 
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+ 2 HRorg + S org + 21-1' Kex.l (2) 

wh e re the subscript org denot e s the organic phase a nd S r ep r esents 

a synergist. The stability constant {3 ° for an adduct MR2S in the 

organic phase is defined as; 

log {3 ° log Kex. l log Kex.o 

Various constants thus obtained are summarized in Ta ble 1, where 

{31 is the stability constant for M(phen)2• in the aqueous phase. 

TABLE 1 

Various constants obtained from TTA extraction system 

M log Kex,o log Kex, l log {3 ° log{31 

s TOPO 
Zn -8.58 -4.04 4.54 
Cd -11.7 -7.39 4.31 
Difference 3 . 12 3 . 35 

s = ph en 
Zn -8.58 0 . 70 6 . 55 
Cd -11 . 7 -1.05 5.93 
Difference 3.12 1. 75 

A difference in extraction constants in the absence of a 

synergist between zinc(ll) and cadmium( II), 6.log Kex.o = 3.12, is 

slightly smaller than 4.0 which is the condition for quantitative 

separation. On the other hand, the value of 6.log Ka. l 3 . 35 ob

tained from TTA-TOPO system approaches to 4 . 0, indicating that the 

degre e of separation can b e improved slightly by the addition of 

TOPO. This may be due to higher stability constant for the TOPO 

adduct of zinc(!!) chelate ZnR~ compared with the similar adduct 

of cadmi urn (II) chelate, CdR2S . In contrast, the use of phen as 

an additive is inadequate for the separation purpose, namely 6.log 

Ke x . 1 equals to 1 . 75, which is far smaller than 4.0 . This result 

shows that the addition of phen helps to extract cadmium(!!) pref

erentially and masking effect caused by the formation of complex 

cation M(phen) 3~ is more remarkable toward zinc(!!) judging from 

the value of log{31 . 

3. 2 STTA- Bu!P system 
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Table 2 shows extraction constants for STTA-Bu3f' system and 

stability constants for adducts M(STTA) 2BU3P. Here, Bu3f' was em-

ployed as an example of soft synergist. As estimated from log Ku .o 

values, the affinity of STTA toward zinc(II) seems to be slightly 

higher than to cadmium(II). However, this situation is reversed 

by the addition of Bu3f', and preferential extraction of cadmium 

(II) results by using a mixture of STTA and Bu3P, as is expected 

from log Kex.t values. This means that the use of softer chelating 

agent and synergist gives favorable condition for cadmium(II) ext

raction. Quantitative s e paration, however, could not be attained 

by employing the above system (Fig 2). 

3 

Fig. 2 

TABLE 2 

5 

Extraction curves 

STTA, l. Oxl0- 3M 
-3 Bu3P, ----: 4.0xl0 M; 

6 7 
pH 

o. 

Various constants obtained from STTA-Bu3f' extraction system 

M 

Zn 
Cd 

log Kex.o 

-4.90 
-5.93 

log Kex,t 

-1.25 
0.33 

log {J 0 

4.31 
6.28 

3.3 STTA-phen system (Kawamoto et al., 1989) 

Extraction constants for STTA-phen system are summarized in 

Table 3. It is evident from log Kex.t values that synergistic ef

fect by adding phen is more remarkable in cadmium(II) extraction 

than in the case of zinc(II). On the other hand, larger log {Jt 
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value for zinc(II) indicates that the masking caused by phen is 

more effective to zinc(II). That is, phen acts as a synergist on 

one hand, as a masking agent on the other. This dual facility of 

phen can be applicable to the separation of cadmium(II) from zinc 

(II). As is shown in Fig. 3, where the solid curves are obtained 

by calculation, the quantitative separation of cadmium( II) from 

zinc(II) is obtained at the pH range from 3.75 to 4.25 . 
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Previously, we succeeded in the mutual separation of cadmium 

(II) and zinc(II) by the aid of the synergistic extraction system, 

dithizone (H2dz) and phen (Akaiwa et al. 1978, 1979). The above 

result together with that of the present work of STTA-phen system 

leads us to an empirical recognition that the mutual separation of 

cadmium(II) and zinc(II) is generally feasible by the use of sul

fur-containing chelating agent such as STTA or H2dz and phen as an 

auxiliary ligand. While, we noticed in the previous study the 

quantitative extraction of cadmium(II) as a colorless ion-pair, 

Cd(phen) t • ·2Cl- in the acidic region instead of a synergistic ad

duct. 

This fact combined with the above recognition may support the 

idea that cadmium(II) becomes softer by the chemical modification 

with phen forming a stable species with sulfur-containing reagent. 

This idea also explains the experimental result that cadmium(II) 

could not be separated from zinc (II) by STTA or H2dz in the ab-
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s e n c e of phe n . In othe r words , the formation of Cd (ph en) 2+ gives 

us an i mpor t ant key to th e mutual s e pa ration. To confirm th e idea 

a nd for the furth e r de v e lopment of s e paration s c h eme, th e exp e ri

mental resu l ts are discussed using "Hard and Soft Acids and Bases 

(HSAB)" concept. 

TABLE 3 

Various constants obta i ned from STTA-phen extraction syst em 

M 

Zn 
Cd 

log Kex,o 

-4.90 
- 5.93 

log Kex, 1 

2.00 
3.65 

log Kex.2 

4 . 33 

3.4 A scheme of mutual s e paration based on HSAB rule 

log {31 

6.55 
5 . 93 

According to Pearson (1968), an equilibrium constant (K) for 

the formation of a coordination compound AB is expressed by equa

tion (3); 

log K (3) 

wh e re the subscripts A and B denote Lewis acid and base, respec

tively. The S represents a strength factor, and the u represents 

a soft factor. Several kinds of a dual parameter scale have been 

proposed for evaluating hard-soft nature of a metal ion as a 

Lewis acid and a monodentat e ligand as a Lewis base. However, as 

far as polydentate ligands are concerned, little information has 

been reported so far. In order to rationalize chelate extraction 

constant, a new dual parameter of SA and UA has been proposed by 

the authors (Kawamoto and Akaiwa, 1990) : 

(4) 

and 

a Hr0 /2. 30RT (5) 

where a Sh0 , R. a Hr0 and T denote the hydration entropy of a metal 

ion, gas constant, the heat of formation of an aqueous metal ion, 

and absolute temperature, respectively. The values of Se and ue 
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for chelating agents obta i ned by using the above parameters are 

given in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

Strength and softness parameters for chelating age nts 

Chelating agent 

TTA 
STTA 
ph en 

Ss 

0.312 
0.260 
0 . 257 

0"8 

0 . 101 
0.287 
0.093 

The increasing order of soft factor is phen TTA < STTA, 

indicating that STTA having -s- is the softest of three. On the 

other hand, softness of metal ions is shown in Table 5, where the 

soft parameter for Cd2+ is higher than that for Zn2+. However, 

strength parameter for Zn2• is greater than for Cd2•, and the fact 

makes TTA better reagent for Zn2• than Cd2+. Adduct formation has 

been believed to proceed according to equation (6). 

TABLE 5 

Parameters for metal ions and chemically modified metal ions 

M2• or MS 2• SA CTA CTA/ SA t. CTA I SA 

Zn2 • 32.2 -26.6 -0.826 0.378 
Cd2 • 28.1 -12.6 -0.448 
Zn(phen) 2 • 23.9 -24.1 -1.01 0.463 
Cd(phen) 2• 20.9 -11.4 -0.547 

( 6) 

The relatively hard nature of TOPO gives a favorable condition for 

zinc (II) -TTA extraction, whereas the addition of Bu3P as a rather 

soft additive causes a pre ferent ia l extraction of cadmium(II)-STTA 

to zinc(II)-STTA. These facts can be explained reasonably by ad

duct formation mechanism. However, the addition of phen is little 

help to zinc(II) extraction in both cases of TTA and STTA though 

phen is considered as a rather hard ligand (Table 4) . This means 

that synergism caused by adding phen as an additive is difficult 
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to explain in terms of adduct formation mechanism. The author, 

therefore, proposes equation (7) instead, where chemically modi-

M(phen) 2' (7) 

fied species M(phen) 2• acts as a Lewis acid. Assuming that SA and 

O"A for M(phen) 2• could be estimated as residual strength and soft

ness, that is, SA{M(phen) 2•} SA{M2'} SA{M2' } • Ss{phen} and 

O"A {M (ph en) 2•} O"A{M2'} •us{phen}, several parameters for 

chemically modified metal ions are also summarized in Table 5 . 

Successful separation of cadmium(II) from zinc(II) suggests that a 

remarkable difference in softness between cadmium(II) and zinc 

(II), which is caused by chemical modification of metal ions with 

phen, exists . In fact, as is given in Table 5, a difference in 

softness parameter( l!O"A/SA) for M(phen)2• is larger than that for 

aqueous metal ions. 

In conclusion, the selectivity of chelate extraction may be 

controlled by modifying metal ions in question chemically with an 

auxiliary ligand like phen. And the present result will be help

ful for the design of separation scheme using synergistic extrac

tion. 
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MULTISTAGE LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION SEPARATION OF INORGANIC IONS 
USING A PLANET CENTRIFUGE 

B.Ya. SPIVAKOV, T.A. MARYUTINA and Yu.A. ZOLOTOV 
Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Ch~mistry, 
Academy of Sciences, Moscow V-334, USSR 117975 

ABSTRACT 

Countercurrent chromatography (CCC), a multistage liquid- liquid 
extraction separation technique, was used for concentration and 
separation of some inorganic ions using extractants of different 
classes. Cobalt dicarbollide and dicyclohexo-18-crown-6 in differ
ent diluents were used for separation of cesium and strontium. The 
possibility was shown of separating rare earths from other eleme
nts using D2EHPA. Separation of individual rare earths was also 
achieved. Ortho- and pyrophosphate were concentrated and then se
parated by elution with HCl solution using dinony1tin dichloride 
in MIBK. Other elements can be undoubtedly concentrated and sepa
rated by CCC . 

INTRODUCTION 

Multistage extraction separation enables to solve many analyti

cal and preparative problems. Effective separation and enrichment 

using two-phase liquid systems is achieved by partition counter

current chromatography (CCC) developed by Ito in USA (1966, pp. 

985-987). The method is based on retention of the stationary phase 

(without a solid support) in a rotating coil column due to a cent

rifugal force while the mobile phase is passed through the coil. A 

few devices providing the retention of the stationary phase in the 

field of mass forces in the absence of solid support have been 

suggested. The most successful device that has gained acceptance 

is a planetary centrifuge (Ito, 1986, pp. 65-143) (Fig.1). A col

umn (or a column unit) of a certain configuration rotates around 

its axis and at the same time revolves around the central axis of 

the device with the aid of a planetary gear. Whatever the const

ruction of the column unit, its basic element is a tube - a column 

wound on a rigid or flexible core as a helix. 

Solutes are subjected to a continuous partition process and 

separated according to their partition coefficients. So far, CCC 

has been used for separation and determination of organic and 

bioorganic substances (Ito, 1986, pp. 65-143). Some papers were 

published which described special devices for analytical CCC (Lee, 
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1988, pp. 75-89), (Ito, 1987, pp. 290-295),(Romanach, 1988, pp. 

91-105). We used the technique for concentration and separation of 

inorganic ions (Zolotov, 1989, pp. 938-944). Amongst partition CCC 

methods, only centrifugal partition chromatography was used for 

separation of inorganic ions (Araki, 1988, pp. 2473-24851. 

Fig. 1. Design principle of the coil planet centrifuge for CCC, R 
- radius of revolution; r - radius of rotation (Ito, 1986, pp. 
65-143). 

2 CONCENTRATION AND SEPARATION OF ELEMENTS 

Investigations were made on an installation consisting of a 

planetary centrifuge with a vertical column drum developed in the 

Institute of Analytical Instrumentation (Leningrad), a peristaltic 

pump and a fraction collector. The technique has been recently 

suggested to be used for separation of inorganic ions in systems 

of extractant in organic solvent (stationary phase) aqueous 

solution (mobile phase). The amount of the stationary phase in the 

system is characterized by the retention factor (Kr) equal to the 

ra~io of the stationary phase volume to the total capacity of the 

column. The Kr value depends on the parameters of the planetary 

centrifuge, its operating conditions and properties of the two

phase system of which the wettability of material of the column 

with the stationary phase is of importance (Zolotov, 1989, pp. 938 

-944). The studies of hydrodynamics behaviour of various extract

ants in different diluents have shown that a number of extraction 

systems can be used for separation of inorganic cations and ani

ons. 

2.1. Cesium and strontium 

CCC can be used for solving radioanalytical problems, for 

example, for the separation of radionuclides of cesium and stron-
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tium. Separation of Cs and Sr was carried out in systems: 0. OS 

mol/1 dicyclohexo-18-crown-6 ( DCH18C6) + 3% di -2-ethylhexylphos

phoric acid (D2EHPA) in chloroform - HN0
3 

solution (Kr = 65%) and 

0.01 mol/! solution of cobalt dicarbollide in nitrobenzene - HN03 
solution (Kr = 15%). Fig. 2 illustrates the separation of Cs and 

Sr using stationary phases based on DCH18C6 + D2EHPA and cobalt 

dicarbollide respectively. The use of cobalt dicarbollide-based 

extractant enables to concentrate ~s and Sr from 5 ·10-4 mol/! 

HN03 . CCC makes it possible to separate the elements by one eluent 

and by using gradient elution. The latter technique is more exp

ress and enables to strip the elements by smaller mobile phase 

volumes. 

A B 
Ul .., 
..... 90 Cs 90 c:: 
=' 

....; 
Q) 70 !.< 70 Sr 

.., Sr Cs 
c:: so so Q) 

E 
Q) 

....; 
Q) 30 30 
.... 
0 

Ul 10 10 .., 
c:: 
Q) .., 
c:: 10 30 so 10 
0 

30 so 70 90 110 
u 

Volume of the mobile phase (ml) 

Fig. 2. Separation of Cs and Sr. Element contents in initial solu
tion 100 IJ.g. Mobile phase: 10-3 moll! Ba(NO) in 0.1 mol/! HNO. 

3 2 3 

Pumping rate of the mobile phase - 1.5 ml/min. Stationary phase: A 
- 0.05 mol/! DCH18C6 + 3% D2EHPA in chloroform; B - 0.01 mol/! co
balt dicarbollide in nitrobenzene. 

The elution of Cs and Sr into a mobile phase containing bari

um nitrate, polyethylene glycol-300 (PEG-300) and nitric acid has 

been studied (Table). The elution curves obtained with this system 

have been processed. The Table gives the number of effective theo

retical plates (n), observed peak resolution (R) and separation 

factor (as) calculated from equations (1), (2) and (3) 

respectively: 

( 1) 
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( 2) 

(3) 

where Vr is retention volume, Wh is half width of peak, w (~2Wh) 
is peak width, V

0 
is elution volume for an unretained component. 

TABLE 

The number of effective theoretical plates (n), peak resolution 
(R) and separation factor (as) for the separation of Cs and Sr by 
CCC 

Stationary Mobile phase n R as 

phase Cs Sr 

10-2 M cobalt 0.1 M HN0 3 246 470 3. 9 20 
decarbollide in -3 

in 10 M Ba(N0 3 ) 2 
nitrobenzene 0.1 M HN0

3 159 736 3.6 23 . 7 
-3 + 0.25% 10 M Ba(N0

3
) 2 

PEG-300 in 0.1 M HN0
3 836 126 1.8 4. 3 

0.05 M DCH18C6 + 0.1 M HN0 3 77 106 2.4 8.0 
3% D2EHPA in -3 

in 10 M Ba(N03 ) 2 
chloroform 0.1 M HN0 3 150 105 2.2 5.3 

2.2 Rare earth elements 

The possibility was shown of separating individual rare earth 

elements (REE) and their group separation from other elements using 

0.05 mol/1 D2EHPA in decane as stationary phase (Kr = 50%) and HCl 

solutions as eluents. Fig. 3 shows examples of the separation of 

La and Ce, Sm and Eu. The complete separations are achieved with 

the use of two eluents in both cases. 

As other separation techniques, CCC can be used in analytical 

chemistry for preconcentration of trace elements before their 

determination by instrumental multielement methods. Quantitative 

separation of the sum of REE from the constituents of rocks, which 

interfere with the determination of the elements by simultaneous 

ICP AES, was achieved. The method developed is based on rock 

sample fusion and dissolution followed by preconcentration of REE 

and their separation from other constituents of the sample in its 

solution. At the stage of REE concentration from 0. 1 mol/ 1 HCl, 
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Fig. 3. A - Separation of La and Ce. Mobile phase: 1 - 0.3 mol/1 
HCl; 2 - 0.5 mol/! HCl. Pumping rate of the mobile phase - 0.5 
ml / min. B - Separation of Sm and Eu. Mobile phase: 3 - 0.5 mol/! 
HCl; 4 - 1 mol/! HCl. Pumping rate of the mobile phase - 0.9 
ml/min. Stationary phase: 0.05 mol/! D2EHPA in decane. Element 
contents in initial solution 10 ~g. 
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Fig. 4. Separation of REE from some macrocomponents. REE contents 
in initial sample 10 ~g. Mass ratio of sample components: 
REE:Si:Al:Fe:Ca:K:Ba:Mn:Sr:Cs:U:Th = 1:30000:5000:10000:5000:7000: 
5000:7000:1000:1000:10:10. Stationary phase: 0.05 mol/1 D2EHPA in 
decane. Mobile phase: 1 - 0.1 moll 1 HCl; 2 - 3 mol/1 HCl; 3 - 5 
mol/! HCl. Pumping rate of the mobile phase - 0.9 ml/min. 

alkali and alkaline earth elements are separated with the mobile 
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phase. After that, using 3 mol/1 HCl the total amount of REE is 

eluted from the stationary phase and subjected to the analysis. 

Then the column is washed with 5 mol/1 HCl to strip Fe, Th and U 

from the organic phase (Fig.4). The whole separation procedure 

takes 30-40 min at a pumping rate of 1.5-2 ml/min. 

2.3. Ortho- and pyrophosphate anions 

The CCC method can be used for anion separations. Ortho- and 

pyrophosphate were concentrated by dinonyl tin dichloride in me

thylisobutylketone and then separated by elution with HCl soluti

ons. Phosphate ions were determined in eluates on a flow-injection 

analyzer using a photometric method based on the formation of mo

lybdophosphoric heteropoly acid in the presence of a reductant. 

The determination limit for phosphate ions was 10 ng/ml at a water 

sample volume of 100 ml. Organotin extractants make it possible to 

separate phosphate ions practically from all metal cations as well 

as from many anions (Spivakov, 1984, pp. 137-164). For example, it 

is possible to separate phosphate ions from large amounts of 

Cu(II), Fe(III), Ni(II), Cr(III), Si(IV), V(V), Cr(VI). Only arse

nic (V) is extracted together with the phosphate ions. 
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A new 11ethod for the preconcentration and deter11ination of a trace 
amount of lithiu• in ppb~pp• order in water as its thenoyltrifluoroacetone 
(TTA) co11plex with tributylphosphate (TBP) has been established by 11eans 
of extraction and back extraction co11bined with fla11e photo11etry. The 
e ffect of various factors on the extractability of lithiu• was investigated. 
On the basis of these results, the reco1111ended procedures are proposed as 
follows: A sa11ple solution 00~15 111) containing lithiu• (0.001~0.01 pp11) 
adjusted to pH 7.8~8.0 with pH 8 buffer (20 •l) and the sa•e volu11e of an 
organic solution of 0.1M TTA - 0.2M TBP in benzene were placed in a 30~50 
~I glass - stoppered centrifuge tube, and were agitated on a shaking •achine 
for 15 11in. After the separation of the two phases by centrifugation at 
2000~3000rp• for 5 •in, a 5~10 •I of the organic phase was shaken with 
0.01M hydrochloric acid solution; the a11ount of lithiu• stripped fro• the 
organic phase was deter•ined by fla11e photo11etry at 670.8 n11. Excellent 
linearity of the calilbration curve of lithiu11 was obtained in the range 
of 0.01~0.1 pp11. A 1 ppb of lithiu• can be deter11ined in the present 
11ethod, because the volu11e of the final aqueous solution has no effect on 
the back extraction recovery of lithiu11, even at a tenth volu11e of the 
organic phase. None of the ions investigated (Na•, Mg 2

•, Ca 2 
', Cl - , 

HCO, - , and So.z - ) interfered with the extractability of JithiUII. 
Magnesiu• and calciu• can be pre - re11oved by extraction with 0.1M ITA and 
0.2M TBP in benzene at pH 5.0. 

INTRODUCTION 

The lithiu• content in natural waters is generally known to be in ppb~ 

pp• order, and it 11ust be separated and/or concentrated prior to its deter 

mination by means of an ordinary fla11e photoMetry. Moreover, it takes a 

long ti11e to separate lithium fro• foreign ions, especially alkali 11etals, 

by ion exchange 11ethod to avoid their effect on fla11e photo11etry (1). It 

has been reported that lithiu• is extracted with dipivaloyl•ethane in 

diethyl ether at very high pH (2), while in the TTA (thenoyltrifluoro 

acetone) - TBP (tributyl phosphate) - benzene syste11, lithiuM can be extracted 

as an adduct (Li (TTA) (TBP)z) at an appropriate lower pH region (3, 4). 

After preli11inary experi11ents on the extraction behavior of Iithiu11 at pH 

about 7 with TTA in various organic solvents such as diethyl ether, 

isopropyl ether, benzene, o-dichlorobenzene, benzene with TBP, and o

dichlorobenzene with TBP, it was found that the extractability of lithiu• 

gave the highest value when using benzene with ~BP. On the basis of these 
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results, the extraction behavior of TTA chelate of lithiu• in benzene with 

TBP has been investigated in detail, and a new •ethod for the preconcent 

ration and deter•ination of a trace a11ount of lithiu• has been established 

by 11eans of extraction and back extraction co•bined with fla•e photo11etry. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

App~Jitus. A •ode! AA -646 Shi•adzu ato•ic absorption/fla•e spectrophoto 

•eter; a •ode! Z-6100 Hitachi Polarized Zee11an Ato11ic Absorption Spectro 

photo•eter; a Taiyo Recipro Shaker, model SR- ll, and a To•y Seiko Swing 

Type Centrifuge, •ode! CD -50R, were used. 

Materia~~ A 1000 •g/1 of lithiu• standard stock solution (f =1.01) in 

0.01 Mol/! hydrochloric acid (obtained fro• Wako Pure Che•ical Industries, 

Ltd.) was used by suitable dilution with water purified by ion - exchange 

trea t•en t. Thenoy I tr if 1 uoroace tone (TTA), tr i bu ty I phosphate (TBP) 

purchased fro• Dojindo Co., Ltd., and Wako Pure Che•ical Industries, Ltd. , 

were guaranteed - grade •aterials. TBP was purified by distillation. Organic 

solvents used were all reagent - grade Materials and were purified if 

necessary by an ordinary •ethod. All the other che•icals were reagent 

grade •aterials. 

Extraction of Lithiu.. A 10-15 •I of 0.01-0.1 PP• lithiu. solution was 

adjusted to the desired pH with buffer solutions of pH 5-10 prepared by 

•ixing an appropriate a•ount of 0.1M of hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, 

sodiu• acetate, boric acid, sodiu• borate and sodiu• hydroxide . This 

aqueous solution and the sa•e volu•e of an organic solution of 0.1M TTA -

0.211 TBP in benzene were placed in a 30-50 •l of glass - stoppered cen 

trifuge tube and were agitated on a shaking 11achine for 15 •in. After the 

separation of the two phases by centrifugation at 2000-3000 rp• for 5 •in, 

a 5-10 •I of the organic phase was shaken with 0.01M hydrochloric acid 

solution; the a11ount of lithiu• stripped fro• the organic phase was deter 

•ined by fla•e photo•etry at 670.8 n•. The pH of the aqueous phase was 

deter•ined again after the extraction. Another alkali(Na) and alkaline 

earth •etals (i'lg and Ca) were also extracted with 0.1M TTA - 0.2M TBP in 

benzene, and the concentration of •etals was deter•ined by ato11ic absorp 

tion spectro•etry at 285.2 n• for 11agnesiu. and at 422.7 n11 for calciu11, 

and by fla•e photo•etry at 589.0 n• for sodiu• after stripping their 

Metals with O.Ol-0 . 1M hydrochloric acid solution. 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
~ffe~of solv~~L- The effect of organic solvent on the extractability of 

the lithiu• TTA chelate with or without TBP was investigated by varying 

organic solvents such as diethyl ether, isopropyl ether, benzene, and o

dichlorobenzene . The results are su••arized in Table 1. The extracta 

bility of Jithiu• as the lithiu.- TTA -TBP chelate adduct (F'ig. 1), Li(TTA) 

·2TBP(3), in benzene gave higher values of all solvent investigated. 

TABLE 1. 

Effect of organic solvent on the extractability of lithiu• with 
0. lM TTA in various solvents with or without 0.2M TBP 

Organic phase 

-----

C.H,oO (Diethyl ether) 
C6 H,.O (Isopropyl ether) 
C6 H6 (Benzene) 
c.H.Clz (o- Dichlorobenzene) 
c.H. with 0.2M TBP 
c.H.Clz with 0.2M TBP 

Solubility in Aqueous phase 

water(W/W%) 

6.90 
0.90 
0.18 

<0.03 

(pH) 

7.40 
6.89 
7.00 
6.02 
7.16 
7.09 

%E 

56.2 
10.0 
5.1 
3.1 

66.8 
51.9 

Hfe~_L_()J_pH. The effect of pH on the extractability of the lithiu•- TTA 

TBP chelate adduct in benzene was investigated. The result is shown in 

F'ig. 2 along with those of sodiu•, •agnesiu•, and calciu• under the sa•e 
conditions. The percent extraction (%E) of lithiu• rose steeply over the 

pH range 5.5-v7.8 and reached a plateau (about 90%) in the pH - range 7.8-v 

9.0. 

100 

50 

0 

Fig. 1. Li - TTA - TBP adduct 
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I .• • 
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pH 

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on the extractability of llithiu•, sodiu•, •agnesiu•, 
and calciu• with O.lM TTA and 0.2M TBP in benzene 
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Taking this result into account, the pH - value was kept at pH 7.8~8.0 to 

avoid coextraction of sodiu• throughout the following experi•ents. 

_Ufec t of extraction _ _yQlu•e. When the volu•e of the organic phase of 0. HI 

TTA with 0.2M TBP in benzene was kept at 10 •1, and when that of the aq 

ueous phase was varied fro• 10 to 100 111, the extractability of lithiu• 

decreased in each case fro• 87.9 to 42.6% owing to its lower distribution 

ratio (about 9). Therefore, the extraction of li thiu• was carried out 

with the sa•e volu•e ratio of 1:1, after which the back extraction was 

carried out with 0.01M hydrochloric acid solution with the volu•e ratio of 

1:10; the preconcentration factor being 10. The recovery of lithium was 

87.9%. 

Calibra_Von curve._ A calibration curve of lithiu• was prepared by •easur

ing the absorption intensity with a fla•e photo•eter at 670.7 n• by varying 

the a•ounts of lithiu• in 0.01M hydrochloric acid solution. A good linear 

relationship was obtained in the range of 0.01~0.1 pp• lithiu•, indicating 

that 1 ppb of lithiu• can be deter•ined by the present •ethod. There 

co••ended syste•atic experi•ental procedure is shown in Fig. 3. 

Sample solution 

Li ', (0. 01 ~0.1 ppm), 10~ 15 ml 

pH 8 Buffer solution (O.lM NazB.0, -0.1M HCI), 20 ml 

~ O.lM TTA -0.2M TBP in benzene, 30~45 ml 

Shake for 15 min. 

Centrifuge (2 , 000 rpm for 5 min) 

Aq. phase Org. phase 

Li(TTA)z, TTA, TBP, 10 ml 

~ O.OlM HCI , 1 ml 

Shake for 15 min. 

nq. phase 

Li' 

Determine lithium 

by flame photometry 

Centrifuge (2,000 rpm for 5 min) 

Org. phase 

TTA, TBP 

Pig. 3. Analytical sche•e for the preconcentration and deter•ination 

of a trace a•ount of lithiu• in fresh water 



lli_fe cj;_~L_Lo.!:_eign iQ.!!_~. The effect of the presence of foreign ions which 

may exist in fresh water, on the deterMination of a trace aMount of 

lithiuM with the recoMMended Method is given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

Threshhold concentrations of foreign ions at which interference doesn't 
appear on the deterMination of a trace aMount of lituiuM (0.1 PPM L)• 

Foreign ions 

Na ' 
MgZ • 
ca• · 
cJ 
Hco3 -
so.• -

Concentration(tiMes that of Li) 

<1:100 
<1: L 000 
<1 :500 
<1: 100 
<1 :5,000 

<1:30.000 

*Tolerant liMit <-±:: 5%, R.S.D <0.8% 

These results indicate that none of the ions investigated interferes 

wi th the deterMination of lithiuM when these ions are within threshold 

concentrations. MagnesiuM and calciuM can be pre -reMoved by extraction 

with 0.1M TTA and 0.2M TBP in benzene at pH 5 (Fig. 2). 
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A simple method for the extraction-spectrophotometric determination of 
copper(!!) using thiophenealdehyde-4-phenyl-3-thiosemicarbazone(TPS) was 
developed. The method is based on the formation of the copper(II)-TPS complex, 
which is extractable into chloroform from aqueous solution in the pH range 4-10 
by shaking 15 min. The extracted species has absorption maximal at 380 nm 
with the molar absorptivity of 37,000 1 mo1- 1 cm-1 at 360 nm. Beer's law is 
obeyed over the range 2- 20 ~ g of copper(!!) in 10 ml of chloroform at 360 nm. 
The proposed method is relatively selective for copper(II) and has been satis
factorily applied to the determination of copper(!!) in some alloys. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Thiosemicarbazones have been widely used as spectrophotometric and extractive 

reagents. 1 > Recently, several phenylthiosemicarbazones with pheny radicals at 
the end of the thiosemicarbazide molecule heve been studied as spectrophotome-
tric reagents for the determination of metal ions. 2-s) It has been found that 
these reagents react sensitively with metal ions to form complexes, which are 
easily extracted; however, phenylthiosemicarbazones of thiophenealdehyde have 
been little used as analytical reagents. 

In this work, a new compound, thiophenealdehyde-4-phenyl-3-thiosemicarbazone 
(TPS), has been used as a spectrophotometric reagent for the determination of 
copper( II). 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Apparatus and reagents 

Absorption spectra and absorbance values were measured with a Hitachi auto
matic recording model U-3200 spectrophotometer using quartz cells of 10-mm path 
length. A Horiba model F-13 pH meter equipped with a combined glass electrode 
was used for pH measurements. All chemicals used were of analytical-reagent 

grade unless stated otherwise. 
The TPS was synthesized by refluxing equimolar amounts of 3-thiophenealde

hyde and 4-phenyl-3-thiosemicarbazide in 100 ml of ethanol for 1 h. The crude 
compound obtained on cooling was recrystallized twice from ethanol. The TPS 
was soluble in virtually all organic solvents. A 5x1o-~ M solution was pre-
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pared in chloroform. 

2.2 Standard procedure 

Transfer the sample solution containing less than 20 ~g of copper(!!) to a 
centrifugal precipitation tube, add 4 ml of the acetate buffer solution(pH 5), 

and dilute to 10 ml with water. Add 10 ml of the 5x10- 4 M TPS chloroform solu

tion and shake vigorously for 15 min. Allow to separate the two phases, and 

measure the absorbance of the organic phase at 360 nm against a reagent blank. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Absorption spectra 

Absorption spectra of the complex formed between copper(!!) and TPS in chlo
roform medium and the reagent blank are shown in Fig.1. The copper complex 
and reagent have absorption maxima at 360 nm and 316 nm, respectively. 

3.2 Effect of experimental variables 

The above standard procedure was used to examine the effect of pH. The 
final pH of each aqueous solution was measured after extraction. The results 
are shown in Fig.2, from which it can be seen that maximal absorbance can be 
obtained in the pH range 4-10. In this work, the pH was adjusted to 5 with 
the acetate buffer solution. 

The effect of the concentration of TPS in chloroform on the extraction of 

the complex was examined. It was found that 10 ml of 2.5x10- 4 M TPS sufficed 

for less than 20 ~g of copper(!!) (Fig.3). Hence, 10 ml of 5.0x10- 4 M TPS 

chloroform solution was adopted in this work. 
The shaking time for the extraction was varied from 1 to 30 min. The mini

mum shaking time for complete extraction of 20 ~g of copper(!!) with chloroform 

was found to be 10 min at room temperature. Therefore, a 15 min shaking time 
was adopted in this work. The absorbance at 360 nm was stable for at least 

6 h. 
Several kinds of organic solvents were tested in order to achieve extraction 

of the complex. The complex can be extracted into chloroform (molar absorp
tivity, s=3.7x104 , Amax=360 nm), toluene (s=3.7x10 4 , Amax=363 nm), isobutyl 

methyl ketone (s=1.6x10 4 , Ama x=359 nm), benzene (s=3.7x10 4 , Amax=363 nm). and 
ethyl acetate (s=3.9x10 4 , Amax=363 nm), but not into carbon tetrachloride. 

Chloroform was selected for its convenience. 
A calibration curve for the determination of copper(!!) was prepared by the 

standard procedure. Beer's law is obeyed over the range 2-20 ~g of copper(!!). 
The relative standard deviation of the absorbance for 10 ~g of copper(!!) in 10 

ml of chloroform was 0.35 % (determined from five measurements). 
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Fiq. 2. Effect of oH on extraction 
of copper complex. 

Conditions were as follows; (1) Cu, 20 ~g; 
TPS, 5x10- 4 M; pH 5.0. 

Conditions were as follows; Cu, 10~g; 
TPS, 5x10- 4 M; absorbance measured 
against a reagent blank. (2) reagent blank. 

3.3 Effect of diverse ions 
The effect of diverse ions on the determination of copper(II) was examined 

under the condition of the standard procedure. The most commonly encountered 

ions were added individually to a solution containing 5 ~g of copper(II). 

The following ions did not interfere: 1000 ~g of As(III), Co(II), Cr(III), 
Mn(II), Mo(VI), Ni(II), Os(IV), Pb(II), Pt(IV), Tl(I), V(V), and Zn(II); 500 ~g 

of Fe(III) and Cd(II); 50 ~g of Rh(III); 25 ~g of Ru(III); 20 ~g of Ti(IV); 10 
mg of Cl-, N03, F-, Cl04, soa-, and PO~-. Au( III), Hg(II) and Pd(II) inter

fere seriously, causing positive errors because they also form complexes with 

TPS and they are extracted into chloroform. 

3.4 Composition of the complex 
The stoichiometric ratio of the copper complex extracted into the chloroform 

phase was examined by Job's continuous variation method which gave a ratio 1:2, 

Cu-to-TPS (Fig.4). 

3.5 Application of the method to some alloys 

The proposed method has been successfully applied to the determination of 

copper in Zn, Mg, and Al-alloy samples. Alloy samples were dissolved in hydro

chloric acid and small amounts of hydrogen peroxide. On heating on a hot
plate, the mixture was dissolved completely and the excess of hydrogen peroxide 

was decomposed. The sample was diluted with water in a calibrated flask. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of TPS concentration. 
Conditions were as follows; TPS, 
5x10- 4 M; pH 5.0; Shaking time, 30 min; 
(1) Cu, 20 ~g; (2) Cu, 12 ~g. 
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Fig. 4. Continuous variation graph. 
Conditions were as follows; 
Cu(II) + TPS =9.44x10- 3 M; 
Shaking time, 15 min. 

An aliquot of this sample solution was taken and the proposed procedure was fol
lowed. The results shown in Table 1 are in good agreement with the certified 
value or the results by AAS method. 

TABLE 1 

Determination of copper in alloys 

Cu found* 

% 

Certified 
value, % 

AAS method 

Zn alloy (NBS 629) 
Mg alloy (NBS 171) 
A 1 a 11 oy ( 1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

1. 54 ± 0.04 
0.0117 ± 0.0006 
1.04 
0.407 
0.591 
0.207 

*Average value of 5 determinations. 

4 REFERENCES 

1. 50 
0.0112 

1. 06 
0.400 
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3) Asuero, A.G., and Cano, J.M., Analyst, 1978, 103, 140. 
4) Yamaguchi, S., and Uesugi, K., Analyst, 1985, 110, 1241. 
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SOLVENT EXTRJI.CTION SEPARATION OF THORIUM, URANIUH(VI), ZIRCONIUr-1 
AND HAFNIUM WITH CROWN ETHERS 

N.V.DEORKAR and S.M.KHOPKAR 
Department of Chemistry 
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay-400076 (India) 

ABSTRACT 

A novel method is developed for the sequential solvent extraction 
separation of thorium, uranium(vi), zirconium and hafnium from 
each other with macrocyclic polyethers. Thorium was quantitatively 
extracted with 18-crown-6 (0.065M) in methylene chloride with 
picric acid (0.04M) as the counter ion while uranium was extracted 
with DC-18-crown-6 (0.02M) from hydrochloric acid (6.0M). From the 
aqueous phase unextracted zirconium was extracted with 
DC-18-crown-6 (0.025M) from hydrochloric acid (8.5M) and finally 
hafnium was extracted with DC-18-crown-6 (0.070M) from 9.0M 
hydrochloric acid. The elements after stripping with suitable 
acids were determined in aqueous phase spectrophotometrically. 

INTRODUCTION 

Thorium, uranium, zirconium and hafnium were extracted with 

several 

(Costes 

crov.rn 

R.M. 

ethers. 18-crown-6 was used 

et al.,l976). 18-crown-6, 

to complex thorium 

DB-18-crown-6 and 

4-methylbenzo-15-crown-5 were also used for extraction of thorium 

from picrate media with 1,2-dichloromethane (Wang w. et al., 1983) 

An attempt to extract uranium with 18-crown-6 from nitrate, 

perchlorate and acetate media was unsuccessful (Venkataswaralu 

K.S.et al.,l982),however, the extraction of uranium from chloride 

or nitrate solution with DC-18-crown-6 in dichloroethane was 

successful (Wang W. et al.,l983). 

The methods for the solvent extraction separation of 

zirconium from hafnium are very limited. Tributylphosphate (60%) 

separated zirconium from hafnium from 6.0M nitric acid (Hure 

J.,l861). DC-18-crown-6 was ineffective for the separation of 

zirconium from hydrochloric acid (Caletka R., 1986). The systematic 

investigations on solvent extraction separations of thorium, 

uranium zirconium and hafnium with crown ethers are lacking. Such 

studies are reported in this paper. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Apparatus and Reagents : 

A model 866C spectrophotometer (ECIL,India) with 10 mm 

matched corex glass cuvettes, wrist action shaker were used. 

The stock solutions of thorium, uranium, zirconium and 

hafnium were prepared by dissolving 2.0 g thorium nitrate 

tetrahydrate m 1.083 g uranyl nitrate hexahydrate, 2.5 g zirconium 

nitrate pentahydrate and 1.5 g hafnium dioxide (B.D.H.,England) in 

500 ml deionized water containing 1% mineral acid. They were 

standardized as per usual procedures. The diluted solution 

containing 25 .U.g/ml of each metal was prepared by appropriate 

dilution. 15-crown-5, 18-crown-6, DB-18-crown-6 and DC-18-crown-6 

in 1,2-dichloromethane (Merck, Germany) were used without further 

purification. 

General Procedure 

To an aliquot of solution containing uranium(VI) (50 .Mg) or 

zirconium (25 Pg) or hafnium (25 ~g), hydrochloric acid was added 

so as to have its concentration 4-lOM in total volume of lOml. The 

solutions were equilibrated with 10 ml of DC-18-crown-6 

(0.02-0.07M) in dichloromethane. From the organic phase concerned 

element was stripped with sui table stripping agents. Thus, 0. SM 

hydrochloric (for uranium and zirconium) and O.lM perch1oric acid 

(hafnium) used for stripping. All elements were determined from 

the aqueous phase spectrophotometrical1y with appropriate 

chromogenic ligands (Sawin S.B., 1964 and Cheng K.L., 1959). 

However, thorium (25 »g) was extracted at pH 2.0-3.5 with 0.065M 

18-crown-6 from picric acid ( 0. 04M). It was stripped with 0. SM 

nitric acid and determined spectrophotometrically. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Extraction as the function of acidity/pH : 

The optimum concentration of hydrochloric acid for the 

quantitative extraction of these elements was ascertained by 

extracting them from different concentrations of hydrochloric acid. 

Uranium (VI) was extracted with 6. 0-8. OM hydrochloric acid while 

zirconium and hafnium were extracted from 8.5-10.0M and 9.0-lO.OM 

hydrochloric acid respectively, with DC-18-crown-6. Thorium was 

not extracted frokm acid media, 

picric acid at pH 2. 0-3.5 

DC-18-crown-6 (Fig.l). 

but it was extracted from 0. 04H 

with 18-crown-6 in place of 
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Fig.l. Extraction as the function of acidity/pH 

Effect of the crown ether concentration : 

469 

10 

The optimal concentration of crown ether for quantitative 

extraction of thorium, uranium(VI), zirconium and hafnium was 

'' scertained by extracting them with different concentrations of 

18-crown-6 and DC-18-crovm-6. It was noted that 18-crown-6 in 

concentration (shown in parenthesis) e.g. thorium (0.065M) and 

DC-18-crown-6 for uranium (0.02M), zirconium (0.25M) and hafnium 

(0.7M) in dichloromethane were effective for the quantitative 

extraction . 

Effect of dilutents 

Benzene, toluene, xylene, carbontetrachloride, chloroform, 

dichloromethane , dichloroethane and nitrobenzene were tested as 

the diluents with 18-crown-6 (for thorium) and DC-18-crown-6 (for 

other elements) as extractants. Chloroform, dichloromethane, 

dichloroethane and nitrobenzene were suitable diluents for crown 

ether . 

Effect of stripping agents 

Thorium, uranium(VI), zirconium 

with 0.05-7.01'1 of various mineral 

and hafnium were 

acids. Thus, 

stripped 

O.S-3.0M 

hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric and perch lor ic acids were 

effective for quantitative stripping of all these 

elements .(Tab.l). O.SM of nitric (for thorium), O.SM hydrochloric, 
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(for zirconium and uranium) and O.lM perchloric acid (for hafnium) 

were useful for stripping these elements. 

Table 1 

Effect of stripping agents (% stripped) 

Strip- HCl HN0 3 H2so 4 HCl04 ping 
agent ----------------------------------------------------------
[M) 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 U.l 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 o,.s 

Th 31.3 56.6 77 39.0 56.7 100 47.8 89.7 100 25.7 60 100 
U(VI) 38.1 50.0 :... 100 10.1 23.0 80 29.0 56.0 100 18.1 40 100 
Zr 63.0 79.7 100 47.8 72.3 88 57.1 81.0 100 47.6 76 88 
Hf 67.0 89.0 :... 100 67.0 89.0 100 87.8 :... 100 100 79.6 :... 100 100 

!·lature of extracted species 

The composition of extracted species were ascertained from 

the plot of log D vs log [crown ether) at fixed acidity/pH and log 

D vs log [counter ion) at fixed crown ether concentration. The 

probale species v1ere [Th(pic) 4 .18C6) for thorium, 
+ [H 3o .DC18C6) 2 ,uo~cl 4 -2 for uranium which for both zirconium and 

hafnium was [{H3o .DC18C6) 2 Mc1 6-2
1 where M = zirconium, hafnium. 

Separation from binary mixtures : 

These elements were extracted in the presence of various 

diverse ions. The tolerance limit was set as the amount of diverse 

ions required to cause + 0. 5% error in the recovery of these 

elements. The alkali and alkaline earths were tolerated in the 

ratio of 1:50 while bismuth, titanium, cobalt, zinc, copper, 

cadmium, lanthanum, cerium and neodynium were tolerated in the 

ratios varying from 1:10 to 1:80. The common anions were tolerated 

in the ratio of 1:100. During the separation from binary mixtures 

scandium, cerium and barium showed strong interference with 

thorium extraction while iron, 

interference with uranium(VI) 

zirconium, 

and iron, 

hafnium 

uranium(VI) 

interfered with zirconium and hafnium extraction. 

showed 

were 

Sequential separation of titanium,zirconium,hafnium and thorium : 

The sequential separation of titanium, zirconium, hafnium and 

thorium was effected by the first extracting thorium with 0.065M 

18-crm-m-6 from 0. 041-1 picric acid at pH 2. 5. Then extracting 

zirconium with 0.025t.ll DC-18-crovm-6 from 8.5t4 hydrochloric acid 
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and finally frora aqueous phase hafniur:t was extracted with 0. 07M 

DC-18-crown-6 fror:t 9.0M hydrochloric acid. Since titonium was not 

extracted at all, it was determined directly in the aqueous phase. 

Some ir:tportant separations from multicomponent mixtures are 

described in table 2. 

Table 2 

Separation from multicomponent mixtures 

Sr. ~1ixture Amount Extractant Counter Strip- Reagent 
No. taken Crown ether ion/acidity ping for 

agent deter-
).{g mination 

Amax.nm 

1. Th 50 18C6,0.065H 0.04M Picrate 0.5M HN03 
A,650 

Zr 25 DC18C6,0.025 8.51\1 HCl 0.5M HCl A,660 

Hf 25 DC18C6,0.07 9.0M HCl 0.5H HC10 4B,540 

Ti 50 Unextracted Aq.Phase C,390 

2. Zr 25 DC18C6,0.025 8.5M HCl 6.0H HCl A,660 

U(VI) 50 DC18C6,0.025 8.5M HCl 0.5H HCl A,665 

Hf 25 DC18C6,0.070 9.0M HCl 0.5M HC10 4B,540 

V(IV) 50 Unextracted Aq.Phase 0,560 

3. Sc 50 18C6,0.040 0.04H Picrate 0.05M HN03A,650 

Zr 25 DC18C6,0.025 8.5H,HC1 0.5M HCl A,660 

Hf 25 DC18C6,0.070 9.0r.t HCl 0.5M HC10 4B,540 
y 50 Unextracted Aq.Phase A,650 

A - Arsenazo-III; B - Xylenol orange; C - Tiron; D - PAR. 

Separation of zirconium and hafnium : 

Zirconium and hafnium are generally associated with each 

other due to close similarity in their chemical properties arising 

out of the same atomic size. Their separation was possible by 

2xploi ting the difference in concentration of DC-18-crown-6 as 

well as that of hydrochloric acid for the extraction of zirconium 

as well as hafnium. Zirconium was first extracted from 8.0M 

hydrochloric acid with 0.025M DC-18-crown-6, when hafnium was not 

extracted. Zirconium was stripped with 0.5H hydrochloric acid and 

deternined spectrophotometrically. From the aqueous phase, hafnium 

\vas extracted with 0.0701\1 DC-18-crwon-6 from 9.0M hydrochloric 
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acid and was stripped with 0.5M perchloric acid. The separation of 

zirconium fro~ hafnium by this procedure was possible in the ratio 

of 1:4. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Swedish concept for final disposal of spent nuclear fuel is focused on a repository in 

crystalline rock at a depth of 500m. In order to calculate migration rates from a leakage in such 
a repository, chemical speciation becomes important. 

A method for determining hydrolysis constants for lanthanides using solvent extraction has 
been developed. The apparatus used is called AKUFVE-LISOL (Liquid Scintillation On Line) 
in which D-values between 10·5 and 1 OS can be measured in the pH-range 1-11. 

Experiments with Tm and 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione (HHFAa) as a chelating 
agent have been performed and from the resulting data, calculations of hydrolysis constants have 
been made, regarding hydroxide complexes as competing and nonextractable. 

The obtained stability constants for the Tm(OH)0 complexes are several orders of magnitude 
higher than those obtained with potentiometric methods. This has been explained in literature by 
unknown extraction mechanisms (i.e. mixed complexes Tm(HFAa)m(OH).). Calculations of 
stability constants of the mixed complexes, assuming potentiometric values are correct, have been 
performed. The results indicate that the stability constants for hydrolysis with extraction methods 
can not be explained by formation of mixed complexes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Swedish concept for disposal of high-level nuclear waste has concentrated on a multiple 

barrier system in crystalline rock at a depth of 500 m (KBS 1983). Burnt-out fuel elements will 

be put into copper canisters and then placed into granite rock . The copper canisters will be 

surrounded by bentonite clay which has a very low permeability to water. 

In order to predict the mobility of the actinides and fission products through the bentonite 

backfill and in bedrock fractures, chemical speciation becomes important. The environment 

around the canisters could be characterized as: 

a. low groundwater flow 

b. relatively high pH (6-9) 

c. low free oxygen content due to corrosion of the copper 

d. moderate ionic strength in the ground water (0.008-0.3 M) 

Since the sorption/diffusion of an ion mostly depends on its charge, where the tri- and 
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tetravalent ions show very low diffusion rate in bentonite (Aibinsson et al. 1990). Under the 

above described conditions actinides are expected to be in a tri- or tetravalent state and would 

accordingly have low mobility. The mobility of the actinides is strongly related to hydrolysis and 

a better knowledge of speciation is needed in order to predict their mobility. 

Much effort has been put into the problem with determining the constants but achieved 

numerical values are unfortunately scattered, mostly depending on experimental method (Baes 

and Mesmer 1986). 

2. HYDROLYSIS 

Hydrolysis of a cation can schematically be described by the following reaction with water: 

xM"+ + yH20 ;:t M.(OH)y"z·y + yH+ (1) 

where it should be noted that polynuclear hydrolysis is common. 

In this paper, we prefer to write the reaction as a complexation with hydroxide: 

mM•+ + pOH· ;:t Mm(OH)p <mz·pl 

with the equilibrium constant l3mp defined as 

[Mm(OH)p <mz·Pl] 

3.THEORY 

(2) 

(3) 

Complexation between a metal Mz+ and a ligand and/or hydroxide can be described by the 

stability constant /3mnp, 

mM"+ + nL· + pOH· ;:t MmL.(OH)p <mz·n·pl (4) 

/3mnp 
[M"+]m[L.]"[OH·]P 

(5) 

The stepwise constant, for example k10p, is defined as {310p =~ k10p. 

If the metal concentration is kept at trace level, the polynuclear hydrolysis is negligible 

(Rydberg and Albinsson 1989) and since the hydroxide complexes are not extractable, 

A.13lzO[L]' 
DM=--------------------------

1 +r P1n0[LJ" + t Pwm[oHr 
(6) 

DM is the distribution of the metal M between an organic and an aqueous phase and >-,. is the 

distribution constant for the uncharged species MLz. In Eq. 6, no mixed complexes (n r<O and 

pr<O) are included. 

The Pmnp constants can be obtained by curve fitting. For this we used a downhill simplex 
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method described by Neider and Mead (1965). 

The calculations of the 131mn constants were done in two steps: 

First fitting the 131• 0 constants in eq. 3 to the distribution curve (Fig . 1) at lower pH up to the 

points where the extraction becomes constant. 

Then fitting the /3 10p values from the points where the extraction was constant to the end of the 

curve (Fig. 1). The following function was used: 

C/DM - C2 = r /3 10p[OH]P , where 

C 1 =~/3z[L]z and C2 =1+~/3lno[L]" 

2 

0 

0 
Ol 
E -2 

- 4 

4 

(7) 

(8) 

6 10 

pH 
Fig. 1. Distribution ratio DM of Tm between 1.0 M Na(H)CI04 and toluene containing 0.10 M 
HHFAa (circles). The curve is calculated with the experimentally obtained constants 13 1np· 

4. EXPERIMENTAL 

The equipment used for the experiments was mainly AKUFVE-LISOL where AKUFVE is a 

mixing-separating system and the LISOL is a sampling-measuring system (Albinsson et a!. 

1988), (cf Fig. 2). The advantages of the LISOL system are (i) the system can measure both 

alpha and beta decays, (ii) the system has overcome the severe problems with sorption in the 

detector and thus minimized the memory effects. The system is capable of measuring D-values 

between 10-5 and lOS (Albinsson eta!. 1989). 

Aschelatingagent, hexafluoroacetylacetone(l, 1,1 ,5 ,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione, Aldrich 

96%, in this paper abbreviated HHFAa) diluted in toluene was used. The dilution to O.lM or 

0.05M was done under nitrogen atmosphere since HHFAa is very hygroscopic and easily 

precipitates as dihydrated crystals (Schultz and Larsen 1949). 
17~m was prepared by reactor irradiation of 169Tm-oxide (>99.999% by Ventron, West 

Germany) and then dissolved in concentrated perchloric acid. For the experiments 169Tm was 

added as carrier to get an initial concentration 0.1 mM. In the experiments the aqueous phase 
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was I M NaCI04 (Merck p.a) and pH adjustment was done with fresh 1 M NaOH. pH was 

measured with a combination electrode with I M NaC104 as supporting electrolyte. To avoid 

complexation with carbonate, carbon dioxide was driven off with toluene saturated nitrogen, 

introduced to the system both in the mixing vessel and to the centrifuge. Toluene was 

continuously added to compensate for evaporation. The temperature was kept at 25°C with a 

circulating heating/cooling system. 

SCINTILLATION 
COCKTAIL SLIDING CELL 

I 
REAGENTS 

I 
I COUNTING 
r---~+--+ SYSTEM UNIT 

AKUFVE 

pH, TEMP 
Fig. 2. Schematic of the AKUFVE-LISOL system. The AKUFVE consists of a mixing vessel, 
a continous flow centrifugal separator and connecting pipings. Samples of the pure aqueous and 
organic phases are withdrawn from the liquids circulating in the AKUFVE system . These 
samples are acidified to suppress sorption and mixed with a liquid scintillation cocktail. The 
radioactivity is measured by photomultiplier counting system which alternatively measures by 
a sliding cell mechanism on the mixtures coming from the two AMX's. 

Quenching is a major problem when using liquid scintillation and experiences with 

acetylacetone made us check the quenching properties of HHFAa (done in the same manner as 

Albinsson et al. 1989). HHFAa was found to be a weak quencher compared with acetylacetone 

and no corrections had to be made in the calculations of the D-values. 

5. RESULTS 

The obtained tJmnp constants are in Table I as well as for comparison interpolated literature 

values (Baes and Mesmer 1986, p.137) recalculated to eq .3 using pkw=13 .8. 

As can be seen from Table I ., the hydrolysis is in our experiments much stronger than values 

obtained with potentiometric methods. However it is unlikely that the stepwise constants are in 

an increasing order (Mahmood 1988) as in literature values and therefore we conclude that the 

potentiometric values are very uncertain. On the other hand, our values agree fairly well with 

those obtained with electrophoresis (Marin and Kinkindai 1969). 
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In the evaluation of the experiments, formation of mixed complexes Tm1(HFAa)n(OH)m have 

been neglected . However, the main argument against extraction methods have been that the 

extraction mechanism has not been fully understood . In order to evaluate the influence of 

possibly formed mixed complexes (Tm(HFAa)n(OH)P, we have used literature values obtained 

with potentiometric methods and fitted the stability constants for all possible mixed complexes. 

From a rather poor fit (Fig. 3), the obtained stability constants of the mixed complexes seem to 

be unreasonably high (cf. Table 2.) . 

Table 1. 

Formed species 
Tm(HFAa)2+ 
Tm(HFAah+ 
Tm(HFAah 
Tm(OH)2+ 
Tm(OHh+ 
Tm(OHh 
Tm(OH)4. 

Cumulative constant 
/3110= 1.55·102 

/3 120=5.47·HP 
/3 130 =9.86· 104 

/3101 = 1. 70·108 

/3102 =9.30·1013 

13 103=1.11 ·1018 

13104 =5.42·1021 

Stepwise constant 
kll0=1.55 ·102 

k120=35 .2 
k130= 18·1 
k101 = 1. 70·108 (2.38·10S)1 

k102 =5.48·105 (2.51 ·105) 1 

kl03 = 1.19·104 (2 . 88·1 04)1 

k,04 =4.88·1Q3 (2.40·106) 1 

Tm<HFAah.or/Tm<HFAah.aq--h-=_,6""3:..._ _______________ _ 
1 Values for Yb, Baes and Mesmer, p.137. 

0 
Cl 
0 

2 

0 

- - 2 

- 4 

2 4 8 10 

pH 

Fig. 3. Distribution ratio DM of Tm between 1.0 M Na(H)Cl04 and toluene containing 0.10 M 
HHFAa (circles). The curve is calculated with 1310P from Baes and Mesmer and fitted stability 
constants for the mixed complexes, see Table 2. 

From this we conclude that the difference between hydrolysis values obtained with potentiometric 

methods and extraction methods can not be explained by formation of mixed complexes. It 

should be noted that the values in Table 2 are of no chemical significance what so ever since 

they are only a result of mathematical operations. 
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Table 2. 

Formed species Cumulative constant 
Tm(HFAa)(OH)+ 13111 =5.3 ·106 

Tm(HFAa)z(OH) (3 121 =4.8·107 

Tm(HFAah(OHt /3 131 =4.9·108 

Tm(HFAa)(OH)z (3 112 =8.5-1011 

Tm(HFAa)(OHh· 13113 =4.5 ·1019 

Tm<HF Aah(QID:z:.____.a122 -7. 8·101 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented a possible way of determining mononuclear hydrolysis 

constants. Although the obtained values for the stability constants are much higher than literature 

values, we believe that extraction methods could be of help understanding the mechanisms of 

hydrolysis. 
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EXTRACTIVE RECOVERY OF P-NITROPHENOL FROM ITS MOTHER LIQUOR AND 
RECIRCULATION TO PRODUCTION 
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p-Nitrophenol is produced via the sodium salt by reaction of 
p-nitrochlorobenzene with sodium hydroxide. After the reaction the 
p-nitrophenol is precipitated with hydrochloric acid. In the 
following filtration step a mother liquor containing still 0,8 w.-% 
p-nitrophenol results. The p-nitrophenol can be removed practically 
completely from the mother liquor by extraction with long chain ter
tiary amines. Equilibrium data for the system aqueous HCl-tertiary 
amine - p-nitrophenol, MacCabe Thiele constructions for the counter
current extraction and a Sankey-diagram of the whole extraction 
process are given. 

INTRODUCTION 

p-nitrophenol (PNP) is an important intermediate in the industrial 

production of pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs and insecticides. On the 

other hand its a very toxic substance which is practically not 

degradable in a normal biological waste water purifying plant. 

According to the German waste water acts it has to be removed from 

the waste water already at the production unit. In this way not only 

disturbances in the waste water treatment are avoided but also its 

overall load of organic pollutants is diminished and a valuable 

substance (PNP) is recovered. 

Generally PNP is produced via the sodium salt by reacting p-nitro

chlorobenzene with sodium hydroxide solution (Fig .1). During the 

reaction, the sodium salt of p-nitrophenol is formed. From the 

resulting solution the PNP is precipitated by the addition of mineral 

acid. Afterwards it is separated by filtration. The mother liquor or 

filtrate contains up to 8000 ppm PNP and 0,8 w.-% of hydrochloric 

acid. currently nearly 90 % of the PNP is separated from the mother 

liquor by extraction with a long chain aliphatic alcohol. The 

raffinate of the extraction is fed to an activated carbon adsorber 

where the rest of the PNP is removed from the solution. The purified 

mother liquor is then directed to the biological waste water 

purifying plant. The PNP is separated from the alcohol by steam 
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Cl ON a OH 

~ 
+ 2 NaOH 

~ 
+ HCl 

~ - NaCl,- H20 - NaCl 

N0 2 N0 2 N02 

recovery 

Fig. 1: P-nitrophenol process. 

distillation. Afterwards it is recirculated to the precipitation step 

and the aliphatic alcohol is recirculated to the extraction. 

In our investigation of an alternative extraction method we wanted 

to apply the very high extractive power of tertiary amines for PNP 

[1], [2]. Using RHostarex A 327 from Hoechst AG, a 1 : 1 mixture of 

trioctyl- and tridecyl amine, we achieved the distribution 

coefficients (D) shown in Table 1. They range from 300 to 11000 at 

low concentrations for the extraction of PNP from the mother liquor . 

The drop of the D-values from 11000 to 7600 in the low concentration 

range probably shows that the equilibrium was not completely achieved 

in these experiments. 

The high extractive power of the tertiary amine is due to the 

formation of an amine hydrochloride-water complex which is able to 

exchange its constitutional water against PNP as shown in fig. 2. 

In the case of phenol and sulfuric acid this complex contains 8 

molecules of water which are exchanged during extraction against 4 

molecules of . phenol [3]. The complex may be cleaved again by diluted 
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TABLE 1 

Extractions of p-nitrophenol from its mother liquor using RHostarex 
A 327 at 25 ·c. 

Concentration 
Raffinate 

(ppm) 

740 
140 

47 
12 
7.7 
2.7 
1.2 
0.8 

Extract 
(mgjg) 

232 
195 
146 

73 
76.9 
30.6 
12.0 
6.1 

- formation of the amine-hydrochloride 

IC 9H19) 3 N I • nH 20 + HCI -

-formation of the amine/HCI/PNP-complex 

D 

310 
1400 
3100 
6100 

10000 
11000 
10000 

7600 

OH 

(UC 9 H19l, NH )• Cl-} · n (H 20} • m t$J -
N02 

~plitting of the amine/HCl/ PNP-comp.J!! 

DNa 

{C 9 H19 )3 N I + m ~ + NaCI + {m•1l H20 

N02 

Fig. 2: Possible reaction mechanism of PNP with RHostarex A 327. 
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sodium hydroxide solution in a backextraction step. This is shown in 

the 3rd reaction equation in fig. 2. The resulting aqueous solution 

of the sodium salt of PNP is recirculated to the mineral acid-pre

cipitation step in the main PNP process. The gained regenerated 

RHostarex is then directed back to the extraction step. 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the two systems PNP-mother liquor; 

n-hexanol and PNP-mother liquorjRHostarex A 327. On a logarithmic 

scale the equilibrium lines of both systems are drawn. A Maccabe 

Thiele construction for a mass phase ratio mother liquor to RHostarex 

A 327 of 22 : 1 is included. Starting from 8100 ppm PNP (not drawn 

here because of the scale) n-hexanol in two theoretical stages 

extracts 98.1 % of the PNP. Under the same conditions the extraction 

with RHostarex A 327 results in an extraction efficiency of 98.9 % -

however with only one theoretical stage. The construction makes 

apparent the superior extractive power of the tertiary amine-mixture 

over the n-hexanol. Under the same conditions as before but with two 

theoretical stages, the rest-content of PNP in the mother liquor 

will drop to 0.2 ppm by RHostarex extraction. To gain the same result 

with n-hexanol at least 4 theoretical stages are required. 

10 3 ~---------------------------------. 

5 

® Hostarex A :7" 

Fig. 3: Determination of the theoretical separation steps. 
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To check the calculation we performed a 4-stage countercurrent 

extraction in the laboratory in a Wojtech-mixer-settler unit. 

Starting from 5900 ppm PNP with 1 part RHostarex A 327 on 32 parts 

of PNP mother liquor we achieved a residual content of less than 0,1 

ppm PNP in the raffinate. After 2 stages the raffinate still con

tained 7,5 ppm PNP corresponding to an overall stage efficiency [4] 

of 70 %. The reduced stage efficiency is due to the extreme mass 

phase ratio and may be improved by applying more RHostarex A 327. 

However to avoid third phase formation the mass phase ratio may not 

be less than 1:10.5. Otherwise the HCl content in the mother liquor 

is not sufficient to transform all the amine into its hydrochloride. 

Table 2 gives a comparison of the achievable residual content of PNP 

with 1 and 2 theoretical stages at different mass phase ratios. 

TABLE 2 

RHostarex-extraction of PNP at different mass phase ratios mother 
liquor: extracting agent. 

stage number 
(theor . ) 

1 

2 

residual PNP - content (ppm~ at mass 
phase ratio mother liquor: Hostarex A 327 

10.5:1 21.6:1 32.3:1 

9.5 32 125 

< 0.02 < 0.05 0.4 

The backextraction of the PNP has to be performed with dilute 

sodium hydroxide solution. Due to the limited solubility of NaPNP in 

this solution the sodium hydroxide concentration must not be higher 

than 0.5 N. To achieve a complete backextraction we found that it is 

necessary to work with a 2 stage countercurrent extraction. By 

applying about 103 %of the theoretical NaOH amount only 0,3 %of the 

PNP will remain in the organic phase. This amount is so low that it 

does not disturb the recirculation of the extracting agent. 

In Fig. 4 the whole mass balance for the extractionjbackextraction 

cycle is shown in the form of a Sankey diagram. About 10 tons of 

mother liquor per hour are extracted with 298 kg/h of RHostarex A 

237. Under these conditions (mass phase ratio) and under the 

assumption that the extraction is performed in a column with 2 
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theoretical stages a residual content of 0.4 ppm PNP in the raffinate 

will result. The extract is then cleaved with diluted sodium 

hydroxide solution in order to form the NaPNP for the precipitation 

process with HCl to PNP. 

NaCl 690 
H20 8700 

HCI 161 ®Host a rex A 327 298 HzO 2555 

IPNP 5711= 5900 ppm) HzO 38 NaOH 48 

extraction 

Na(l 690 
H20 8661 
HCI 134 

IPNP 0,4 PP'II 

® Hostarex A 327 298 
H20 77 
IPNP 571 
HCI 27 

H20 2614 

INiPNP 661 
NaCl 44 
NaOH 1,5 

values in kg / h 

Fig. 4: Sankey-diagram for extraction and backextraction of PNP from 
its mother liquor at 25 · c. The diagram was computed for a 
mass phase ratio RHostarex: mother liquor = 1:32, 5900 ppm 
initial PNP-concentration and 2 practical mixer settler 
stages. 

The new extraction-recycling process of PNP has been successfully 

tested in a pilot plant. For the extraction we used a reciprocating 

plate column of the Karr-type of a diameter of 25 mm and 2 m length . 

The mass phase ratio mother liqour to RHostarex A 327 was between 

10.5 : 1 and 20 : 1. 
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Stoichiometry for the extraction of molybdenum chelates as 
thei r acidic forms and their ion associates was studied. The 
chelates formed between molybdenum (VI) and catechol derivatives 
were extracted into toluene with and without malachite green. The 
extraction constants for four catechol derivatives were determin
ed, as well as the acid dissociation constants of molybdic acid in 
an aqueous medium. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Molybdenum (VI) ion is easy to form chelates with such chelat 

i ng agents as coordinate with oxygen atoms; some of the chelates 

are well extracted into an organic solvent. As chelating agents, 

catechol'· 2
, catechol violet 3

•
4

, o - nitrophenylfluorone 5 , 4- chloro

mandelic acid" have been used. To improve the extractability of 

the chelates, we synthesized catechol derivatives containing tert

butyl groups, and examined their properties as well as properties 

of analogous catechols. Of these, 4,6 - di-tert-butyl - 3-methoxy

catechol (DBMC) was recommended for the determination of molybde-

num (VI) with malachite green7
• However, we could not predict 

the composition of the extracted species on the basis of the 

coordination number of molybdenum (VI) . 

In this paper, stoichiometric studies have made to clarify the 

extracted species by spectrophotometry. The dissociation constant 

(pKa 3 ) of molybdic acid has also determined. 

2 Experimental 

2. 1 ~pparatu~ 
Spectrophotometric measurements were made on a Shimadzu UV- 300 
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scanning spectrophotometer and a Hitachi 100-10 spectrophotometer. 

A Hitachi-Horiba F-5 SS pH meter and an Iwaki KM shaker were used. 

2 . 2 R~~-g~l1t~ 

Standard molybdenum solution (1.00x10 - 3 M). Ammonium hepta

molybdate tetrahydrate (Nakarai Kagaku Ltd.) was used. Working 

solutions were prepared by accurate dilution. 

Catechol derivatives: 4,6-di - tert - butyl - 3-methoxycatechol 

(DBMC), 3,5-di- tert - butylcatechol (DBC), 5- tert-butyl-3-isopropyl 

catechol (BPC) and 5-tert-butyl-3-methylcatechol (BMC) . These were 

synthesized by the same way as in our previous paper"·". These 

were dissolved in toluene. 

Malachite Green (MG) (1x10 - 3 M). Malachite green oxalate (Wako 

Pure Chemicals Ind. Ltd.) was dissolved in water. 

2.3 Procedures 

(i) Dis_!ribut~_l1~f_![lol~l?den~_~helates j n _ _:th~ __ abse~c-~~f_ MG 

In the further experiments, ionic strength was adjusted to 0.1 

M. To a 25 ml of test tube with stopper, transfer 5 ml of 1.00 x 

10 - 5 M molybdenum (VI), a pH-adjusting solution (sulfuric acid or 

acetate buffer solutions) and ionic strength adjusting solution 

(sodium sulfate), then make up to 10 ml with water. Shake for 30 

min with 5 ml of catechol derivative toluene solution. Determine 

the concentration of molybdenum (VI) in the organic and/or aqueous 

phase by the previously reported method7 
• 

(ii) Distribution of __ moly~_9-enu~ chela_:tes i~_the pres~nce of MG 

The procedure was similar to the procedure (i) except in the 

presence of MG; 0.5 ml of 1.00x10- 3 M MG solution was added to the 

aqueous phase. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3. 1 Di_:;tribu1:_~()~ _of _li1()}J'~Cl~l1um ~helate~_:!:_n an ac::id~ form 

The stoichiometry for the extraction of molybdenum chelates was 

examined. The catechol derivatives are hardly dissolved in water. 

Hence the distribution equilibrium is presented as follows, 

H.Moo. + m (H 2 R) 0 (Mo chelate) 0 + n W + x H2 0 (1) 

where H.R and ( ) 0 denote catechol derivatives and organic phase, 



respectively. The extraction constant KE< HJ is def i ned as, 

KE <Hl = [Mo chelate] 0 • [W] n I [H , MoO.] • [H , R] om (2} 

The distribution ratio of molybdenum {VI} DMo <HJ and a side reac

tion coefficient of molybdenum a M 0 are presented as: 

DMo <Hl = [Mo chelate] o I CM o 

a 11 0 = eM 0 I [H , Moo. J 

(3} 

(4} 

where CMo i s the total concentration of molybdenum in the aqueous 

phase. From eqns (2}, (3} and (4}, eqn (5} is derived. 

logDMo <Hl = logKE <Hl + m log [H,R] 0 + n pH - log a Mo (5} 

Logarithm DMo <HJ is directly proportional to log[H,R] 0 , provided 

pH and CMo are kept constant. Figure 1 shows the plots of 

log~10 <Hl against log[H 2 R] 0 at pH 2.4. The slopes, m, were 3 in 

all lines for four catechol derivatives. 

3.2 Ef!~ct of pH and _£~a_ values of molybdic acid 

Acid dissociation constants of molybdic acid (pKa} are defined 

as follows, 

[H , Moo. ] [W] 1 [H3 Moo. +] , Ka , 

[Moo. • - ] [W] I [HMoo. - ] 

and, a Mo = [W] IKa" + + Ka , l [W] + Ka , • Ka, I [W] 2 (6} 

a M 0 can be presented as follows, In the region below pKa" , 

aM o = [W] 1Ka3 or 

1.0 {l )DBMC 1 (2) 0BC (2) 
(3)BPC (4) 
(4) BMC 

0.5 

I' j (3) 
0 
::;: 0 0 

01 
..Q 

)1~~·3 -0.5 

-1.0 

-2.5 -1.5 
log [H 2RJorg 

E'ig. 1 Plots of loqDru against log [H, Rl 0 
pH, 2. 4. 

loga Mo = pKa" - pH 

0.5 

~ 0 
0 
01 

..Q -0.5 

2 3 4 
pH 

Fig.2 Plots of logOn, against pH 
Cn,= 5.00x1Q - • M, [BPC] 0 = 1.60x1o - • M. 

(7} 
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From eqns (5) and (7), under the condition where log[H 2 R] 0 is kept 

constant, the plots of logDMo against pH shows straight line with 

a slope of (n+1). Figure 2 shows the relationship of log~ 0 and 

pH with 1.6x10 ~ 2 M BPC toluene solution. In the pH region below 

pKa3 , the slope can be estimated as 1, which indicates that n is 

zero. In the pH region above pKa,, the slope is predicted to be 

- 2 from eqns (5), (6) and the result of n=O. Similarly, i n the pH 

region between pKa, and pKa,, and in that between pKa 2 and pKa3 , 

the slope is -1 and 0, respectively. Accurate values of pKa and 

logKE<H J were determined by using eqns (5) and (6) and by repeat 

ing the calculation. The pKa values obtained with DBC and BPC are 

shown in Table 1. 

The acid dissociation constants of molybdic acid in an aqueous 

solution were also determined by spectrophotometry with UV absorp

tion: the absorbances were measured at 205 or 220 nm 60 min after 

the preparation of the solution. Figure 3 shows the plots of 

absorbance against pH. The values obtained by repeated calcula

tion were listed in Table 1. Though the biases of the values of 

pKa 2 and pKa, are larger than that of the value of pKa 3 , they are 

in good agreement with those obtained in the distribution experi 

ment and the reported values. The value of pKa 3 has never been 

reported. The three kind of pKa 3 values obtained in this work are 

in good agreement with each other. 

TABLE 1 Acid dissociation constants of molybdic acid 

pKa 3 
pKa 2 
pKa, 

1.0 

0 . 9 

. 0 . 8 . 

BPC DBC 
1.25 :!- 0.03 1.26 + 0.03 
3.80 ± 0.1 3.81 :!- 0.1 
4.22 ± 0.1 4.02 ± 0.1 

basic f orm ~ 

~ O. 7 A •220nm 

pH 

Aq.soln. method Ref. I 0 

1.27 ± 0.03 
3.71 :!- 0.54 3.6 1 
3.99 ::!: 0.89 3.89 

Fig.3 Plots of absorbances 
against pH for molybdic acid 

Cn.= 1. 20x1o ~ • M. 



The extraction constants, KE cHJ , were calculated from eq (5). 

The results were summarized in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 Extraction constants of the ion associates 

Catechols log KE <H> 0 I log KE < M~ l . ' log KE cex Chl 
DBMC 6. 73 ± 0.04 12.14 ± 0.19 5.41 
DBC 6.64 ± 0.03 11.49± 0.19 4.85 
BPC 5. 70 ± 0.01 11. 05 ± 0. 04 5.35 
BMC 4 . 93 ± 0. 03 10. 75 ± 0.08 5.50 

*1 Obtained by varying log[H, R] 0 at pH 2 . 4. 
*2 Obtained by varying log[H , R] 0 at the constant CMG· 

3. 3 ?~!~~tio~ const~ts -~- the_presence of MG 

The molar ratio of molybdenum to MG+ was 1:1 by a molar ratio 

method, so the distribution equilibrium in the presence of MG is 

presented as follows: 

H2MoO. + p [H 2R] 0 + MG+ ~ [Ion associate] 0 + q W + y H20 (8) 

KE <MG J = [Ion associate] 0 • [W] 9 / [H . MoO.] • [H. R] 0 P • [MG+j (9) 

When distribution ratio, DMa <MG J , a Ma, and side reaction coeffi

cient of MG+ a MG were taken into consideration, the following 

equation is derived. 

KE <MG ) = DMo CMG ) • [W] 9 • a Mo • a MGI [H . R] op. ci1G 

or 

logDMa <MG J = logKE <11G l + plog [H. R] 0 + logCMG + q pH 

- loga no - loga 11G 

(1 0) 

( 11) 
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Logari thm Dna <MG J is directly proportional to log[H2R] 0 , provided 

pH are kept constant. The plots of logDM a c11 Gl against log [H . R] 0 

show linear relationship and the slopes of lines for four catechol 

derivatives were all 3. The effect of pH on the molybdenum 

distribution was examined at the constant concentration of H2R by 

varying the pH from 0.5 to 1. The lines were curved, and these 

curves were analyzed by the values of a 110 and a M G ; the results 

showed that the value of q was unity. The side reaction coeffi 

cient of MG+ was calculated with the acid dissociation constant of 

MG which was determined by a common spectrophotometric method, 

measuring the absorbance at 630 nm in an aqueous solution 

(pKaci1G J = 2.62 0.02). In Table 2, the extraction constants 

with MG {KE <MG J ) are listed. 

3. 4 The c:_~mpos~ti~~ !:~~ ion asso0ates 

The molar ratios of the molybdenum chelates and MG+ are 1:1. 
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Hence, the charge of the chelate must be univalent. Thus the 

structure of the chelate anion is considered as follows, 

Acidic form (HA} anionic form (A-) 

KE cexCh J = [MG • A] 0 [W] I [HA] 0 [MG+] = KE CMG J IKE cHJ (12) 

KEcexC hJ is correspond to the cation exchange constant for H+ to 

MG+ ; the values are also listed in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, 

the KE cexCh J values are very large. This means that the ion asso

ciates are more extractable than the acidic forms and a highly 

sensitive method of molybdenum determination can be accomplished 

with MG. 

This report is partly supported by a grant-in- Aid for scientif

ic research No.02303005 from the Ministry of Education, Science 

and Culture. 
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ABSTRACT 
The multistage solvent extraction system SISAK is described. The system is used for on-line 

studies of nuclides with half-lives down to -1 s. The chemical separation procedures are 
presented, and the possibility to gain access to nuclides with even shorter half-lives is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Continuous isolation and measurement of short-lived radioactive nuclides can be achieved by 

two different methods, on-line mass separation or on-line chemical separation. We chose on

line chemical separation because of an earlier development of liquid flow centrifuges for solvent 

extraction studies (Rydberg 1969). The method, called SISAK (Short-lived Isotopes Studied by 

the AKUFVE technique), became operational around 1970. The prototype equipment (Aronsson 

et al 1974), SISAK 1, was followed by a faster version (Skarnemark et al 1980), SISAK 2. 

Recently a mini-system (Persson et al 1989), SISAK 3, which is further improved, has been put 

in operation. This equipment is designed to work with very low liquid flowrates, which will 

make it possible to feed the effluent from the system directly into an alpha-spectrometric system. 

The SISAK method has been used so far for studies of radioactive nuclides of 13 elements. 

Further measurements on fission products and transactinides are in progress. 

2 METHOD 

2.1 The SISAK method. 

The present experimental set-up comprises four main parts, namely a target/gas-jet system, 

a degassing unit, a centrifuge battery for rapid solvent extraction processes and a data acquisition 

system. Fig. 1, taken from Skamemark et al (1986), shows a typical SISAK set-up. 
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Schematic drawing of the SISAK system. The different parts of the equipment 

are not drawn in the correct scale in comparison with each other. 

2.2 Tareet/eas-jet system and degassine unit 

For most investigations the SISAK equipment has been used in combination with the gas-jet 

system (Stender et al 1980) at the Mainz reactor. In this system the fission products recoil out 

of a thin target. The fission products are thermalized in a pressurized gas in the target chamber, 

attached to aerosol particles ("clusters") and transported through a capillary out of the irradiation 

site. The fission products are dissolved in a liquid phase (so far always an aqueous phase) in a 

static mixer. The mixture of gas and liquid is then fed into a centrifuge designed for gas/liquid 

separations (Broden et al 1982). The latest version of this centrifuge (cf. Fig 2) has a hold-up 

volume of -0.1 mL, and a maximum liquid flowrate of about 3 mL!s. The degassing efficiency 

has been measured to be better than 99.5%. 

2.3 Chemical se,paration equipment 

The solution leaving the degassing unit is pumped to the centrifuge battery which consists of 

1-4 H-centrifuges, depending on the number of extraction steps necessary to obtain a radioche

mically pure fraction of the element under investigation. The H-centrifuge is a specially designed 
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liquid flow centrifuge with the unique ability of absolute phase separation, i.e., under normal 

running conditions none of the outgoing phases contains more of the other phase than given by 

thei r mutual solubilities. The latest version of the equipment, SISAK 3, is based on a centrifu

ge designated H-0.3 (cf. Fig 2), with only 0.3 mL internal volume and a maximum flowrate 

of -3 roLls per phase, i.e., a minimum hold-up time of only 0.1 s. 

Gaa/liquid ml111r Uqulclpha11outlet 

I 

I 
Uquidphueinlet 

''"" 

Met or 

Fig. 2. The HG-0.1 degassing unit (above) and the H-0.3 centrifuge (below) 

The aqueous and organic phases are mixed in the Y-formed inlet tube of the centrifuge. A 

prerequisite is, however, that the extraction is fast enough. If not, the phases have to be mixed 

in a static mixer before entering the centrifuge. The phase outlets have throttle valves to maintain 

a proper pressure balance in the centrifuge; this balance is essential to maintain absolute phase 

separation. The centrifuges are made of palladium passivated titanium, which make them resistant 

against most acids. The normal speed is 25-35,000 rpm. 

All equipment belonging to the wet-chemistry part of the system is made of titanium, PTFE 

(polytetrafluoroethylene), PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride), Kel-F (polychlorotrifluoroethylene) 
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or polyethylene to obtain good chemical resistance. 

2.4 The data acquisition system 

The data acquisition system comprises standard equipment for -y-ray spectroscopy. 

2.5 Chemical separation systems 

Chemical separation systems have so far been developed for 13 elements (Skamemark et a! 

1986, 1990). These separation procedures are sketched in Fig. 3. 

3 RESULTS 

The nuclear decay studies performed so far with the SISAK method have been concentrated 

to two element regions, namely the neutron-rich light lanthanides and the neutron-rich isotopes 

of Tc, Ru, Rh and Pd. These groups of elements are situated in transition regions between 

spherical and deformed nuclear shape. Studies of '"Br, 'A)Np and 244Np have also been carried 

out (Skamemark eta! 1986, 1990). 

4 DISCUSSION 

A salient question arising in connection with a fast separation technique like SISAK is the 

potentiality with respect to the time from production to detection, and whether this transport 

time can be shortened to give access to nuclides with half-lives considerably below the present 

limit at -0.8 s. 

One important limiting factor governing the shortest possible hold-up time is the mass transfer 

in the mixing of the two phases. The rate of this mass transfer depends on parameters such as 

chemical kinetics, interfacial tension, presence of surface active substances, droplet size, 

temperature and concentration of extractant. The smaller the droplets, the shorter can the hold

up time in the mixer be. Another factor is the time available for the droplets to coalesce in the 

separation chamber. The time necessary for coalescence depends on the speed of rotation of the 

centrifuge, the viscosity of the two solutions, the droplet size distribution , and the centrifuge 

dimensions. The smaller the droplet size, the longer time must they spend in the centrifuge to 

coalesce. Thus one should avoid mixing the phases too intensively. Since fast mass transfer 

requires small droplets and fast coalescence larger ones, there is an optimizing problem with 

several parameters involved which, in many cases, counteract. The requirements of efficient mass 

transfer and phase separation makes it difficult to go below 0.1 s in contact and separation time 

per extraction step. Using 1, 2 and 3 centrifuges, respectively, measurements with the SISAK 

3 system, by which the reactor was operated in the pulse mode, showed that the activity appea-
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Fig. 3. Chemical separation procedures of the SISAK system as available in 1990. 
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red at the detector site after 1.6, 1.9 and 2.2 s. This means a minimum hold-up time of 0.3 s per 

step including the transport time through tubes, valves and connectors, thus resulting in a hold

up time in the H-0.3 centrifuge itself close to the limit of 0.1 s. According to Persson et a! 

(1990) more actual values for the hold-up time with 1, 2 and 3 centrifuges are 1.9, 2.6 and 3.6 

s, respectively, which refer to the time when the countrate of the liquid passing the detector 

reaches half of its maximum value. 

A problem when developing chemical separation systems for SISAK experiments is the need 

for fast solvent extraction kinetics. If running without mixers the phase contact time is only 10-

40 ms. Under ideal conditions solvent extraction can be a fast process; a measured value for the 

transfer of nitric acid from water to tributylphosphate (TBP) is 12 ms (Lunes and Wishow 1958). 

Nevertheless this time is close to the contact time available in the SISAK 3 system, and it is 

obvious that it is necessary to choose systems with rapid chemical kinetics (e.g. extraction of 

species like Br,, Asl, or Ru04 into the organic solvent) or where the distribution ratio is high 

enough for extracting a sufficient amount of the activity, even if the extraction is terminated 

under non-equilibrium conditions. Although many common reagents and standard extraction 

procedures cannot be used, slow kinetics have not hindered the development of a SISAK 

separation procedure. The experience shows that chelate, e.g. 13-diketonate, extraction usually 

is too slow for the SISAK technique, while liquid ion exchange, e.g. with amines and complex 

formation ny organophosphorous acids in most cases show acceptable fast kinetics. The influence 

of slow kinetics can sometimes be circumvented by preforming a carrier compound which 

undergoes a fast isotopic exchange. Elevated temperature of the liquids is also important to speed 

up extraction as well as oxidation/reduction processes. 
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ABSTRACT 
The analytical system of laser induced photoacoustic spectroscopy (LIPAS) 

has been developed for transuranic elements (TRU) ions in plutonium uranium 
recovery extraction (PUREX) process. The present LIPAS system is based on a YAG 
laser driven dye laser and flow type cell with piezoelectric transducer (PZT) 
for signal detection. 

The system was applied to analyze Np( V) in nitric acid. In order to protect 
PZT from corrosion, the surface of PZT was coated with poly-vinyl chloride. The 
detection limit absorptivity was found to be 3.59 X 10- 5 cm-' which is two orders 
lower than that of spectrophotometry. The detection limit concentration is 1.78 
x ro - ~· M. 

The intensity of the PA signal is strengthened by increasing uranium 
concentration. The calibration curve of Np( V ) in the presence of uranium 
agrees well with the curve of Np( V ) without uranium by multiplying the 
specific heat of solution. The detection limit concentration is 2.51 x 10-"M, 
which is about 0.005 times the neptunium concentration of PUREX propcess' the 
feed solution. This value indicates that the LIPAS system has the potential to 
detect Np( V ) ions in PUREX process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Selective analysis of transuranic elements (TRU) ions of each chemical state 

at a low concentration is important to understand and predict the behavior of 

these elements in the process of spent fuel treatment and in the environment. 

Laser induced photoacoustic spectroscopy (LIPAS) is a newly developed method 

which has a potential for selective analysis of TRU ions. The analysis of the 

TRU species has been demonstrated by Stumpe and others. ''' We successfully 

applied this method to analyze Np( V) ions in 3M HNO " aqueous solution with and 

without uranium. Aiming at the development of a new in-line analytical 

technique, experiments of Np( V ) analysis were conducted using a flow type cell 

manufactured for the present study. 

2 PRINCIPLE OF LIPAS 

The photoacoustic process is based on the phenomena of energy conversion 

from an excitation laser beam via non-radiative relaxation of the excited 
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species. The excitation beam is irradiated intermittently, then the heat 

distribution from the excited species fluctuates periodically. This fluctuation 

causes a periodical thermal expansion of the medium and generates an acoustic 

or thermoelastic wave which causes the photoacoustic(PA) signal. ''" ' 3
' 

Ki tamori ' 3
' proposed a formula to estimate the magnitude of the PA signal 

<P> as follows, 

<P>= 
/3 v E 

· a (A ) , (1) 
Cp T 

a ( A )= E ( A ) ·C, (2) 

where /3 is the coefficient of isothermal expansion; Cp is the specific heat at 

constant pressure; V is sound velocity in the medium; ro is the radius of a 

laser beam; r is the distance between the beam center and detection point; E 

is the laser pulse energy; T is the pulse width of laser beam; c ( A ) is the 

110lar absorption coefficient at wavelength A ; C is concentration of the 

species. 

Because the •agnitude of the PA signal <P> is proportional to E, highly 

sensitive analysis is possible in principle by using an intensive laser beam. 

However, too intensive laser beams can generate multiphoton reactions, 

light-induced gas evolution, and chemical reactions which cause undesired 

photoacoustic signals. 

3 EXPERIMENT 

3.1 Preparation of the sa•ple ' 4
' 

Neptunium solution was prepared by dissolving Np02 powder of a -purity 

97.621 in nitric acid. The valency of Np( V) was adjusted by an electrolytic 

•ethod and stabilized by adding nitrous acid. The absorption peak at 617nm was 

applied for the present study. The highest peak of Np( V ) at 979.8nm was not 

used because the absorption of water interferes in the range as shown in Fig.l. 

3.2 Experi•ental syste• of LIPAS 

A block diagram of the experimental system is shown in Fig.2. The YAG laser 

driven dye laser is used as the excitation beam source. The excitation beam is 

divided into two beams by a beam splitter. One is detected by a photodiode and 

averaged to measure the laser power and its fluctuation. The signal of the 

photodiode is used as the trigger for the digital storage oscilloscope to 

synchronize with the laser emission. The other beam is led to the PA cell, and 

PA signals detected in the cell are amplified and filtrated. Filtrated signals 

are averaged by the digital storage oscilloscope and divided by the 
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above-mentioned average laser power to normalize the PA signal. 

A flow type cell manufactured for the present study is shown in Fig.3. A 

piezoelectric transducer{PZT) is applied to detect the PA signal. In the Np{ V) 

analysis, the surface of PZT is coated with poly-vinyl chloride to protect from 

corrosion by nitric acid. The whole cell is shielded in a stainless steel 

container to eliminate the noise which is generated by electromagnetic and 

mechanical disturbances. 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Analysis of Np( V) in 3N nitric acid 

In order to protect PZT from corrosion by nitric acid, the surface was 

coated with poly-vinyl chloride. Noise caused by corrosion was eliminated. 

The calibration curve of Np{ V ) shows a clear linearity in the concentration 

range of 10- " to 10- 7 M as shown in Fig.4. The detection limit concentration 

defined by 2 a /S was estimated from the data and tabulated in the column of no 

uranium in Table 1, where a is standard deviation and S is slope of the 

calibration curve. This definition has been reported by Long and others. ' " ' and 

authorized by IUPAC. The product of the detection limit concentration and the 

molar absorption coefficient is the detection limit absorptivity, which is 
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useful to compare the performance among different analytical systems. The 

detection limit absorptivity was found to be 3.41 x 10-"cm-· , which is two 

orders lower than that of spectrophotometry, and the detection 1 imi t 

concentration is 1. 78 x 10-<>M. In spite of the smaller value of the molar 

absorption coefficient by one order at 617nm, the value of the detection limit 

concentration at the wavelength is one order lower than that of 

spectrophotometry at 979.8nm. This means LIPAS method is very effective to 

analyze Np( V ) at a low concentration. The calibration curve obtained is 

expressed by the least squares method as follows, 

<PA>=3.72 X 103 •C + 1.71 X 10- 1
, (3) 

where <PA> is intensity of PA signal [Arb. Unit]; C is Np( V ) concentration 

[M]. 

~ 25 
.A 
:or 

I 
~20 

~ 

Laser Power • 4.8-5.2mJ/pulse 
Meosurirqtime • ca. 50sec 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Conetntratlon d Np(V) [x~l 

Fig.4 Calibration curve of Np(V) 

Table 1 Comparison of detection limit of Np(V) 

15 

Laser Power • 4.8- 5.2mJ/pulse 
M..,surirq time • co. 50 sec 
Uranium • 9.04 x 10·2 M 

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Concentration d Np(V) txi65MJ 

Fig.5 Calibration curve of Np(V) 
in the presence of urani1.111 

Analytical Method Spectrophotometry LIP AS 

Wavelength [nm] 979.8 617.0 617.0 617.0 
Sallple no uranium no uranium no uranium with uranium 
llolar Absorptivity e [M- 1·cm- 1) 11 225.15 19.15 19.15 19.15 
Slope of Calibration Curve S [M- 1] 2. 20X102 1. 91Xl0 1 3. 72Xl03 3. 76Xl03 

Standard Deviation a 2. 54x1o-" 1. 64x1o-a 3. 32x1o-" 4. 12x1o-a 
Detection Limit Concentration 2. 30x1o-s 1. nx1o-• 1. 78Xlo-s 2. 51Xlo-s 

CL [ M J 21 (k=2) 
Detection Limit Absorptivity 5.19xlo-a 3. 2sx1o-" 3. 41 x1o-s 4. s1x1o-s CI!L [cm-1)31 

!)Calculated from absorption data, 2) CL=kX a IS, 3) a L =CL X e 
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4. 2 Analys i s of Np( V ) in t;he presence of uranium 

The linear calibration curve was obtained as shown in Fig.5. The curve is 

expressed by 

<PA >=4.34 X 10" ·C + 1.81 X 10 - ' . (4) 

No absorption of uranium was observed in the range near 617nm, nevertheless, 

the intensity of PA signals detected in this case was bigger than that without 

uranium. Equation (1) expresses that PA signals are inversely proportional to 

t he specific heat Cp. The Cp of uraniu11 solution decreases by increasing 

uranium concentration. "' ' The PA signals of uranium solution without Np( V ) 

ions at 617nm are proportional to the uranium concentration as shown in Fig.6. 

The modified calibration curve of Np( V) in the presence of uranium, formed by 

multiplying the Cp of solution, was found to agree well with calibration curve 

of Np( V) in the absence of uranium. Equation (4) is modified by multiplying 

the Cp of solution as follows, 

<PA>=3.72 X lO" ·C + 1.71 X 10-' . 

The detection limit 

concentration is 2.51 x 10- 6 M 

nearly equal to that in the 

absence of uranium as shown in 

Table 1. This value is 

approximately 0.005 times the 

neptunium concentration of feed 

solution in PUREX process. It 

was indicated that the LIPAS 

system has the potential to 

detect Np( V ) ions selectively 

in the process. 
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4 . 3 Photoacoustic spectru111 of Np( V ) 
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In principle the PA spectrum is almost the same as the absorption spectrum, 

however, the PA spectrum measured is broader than the absorption spectrum in 

the range of 600 to 630nm as shown in Fig. 7. The solvent's PA signal is 

considered to broaden the PA spectrum. The double cell system instead of the 

present single cell system is needed to exclude the solvent's influence. 

Despite the solvent's interference, a clear peak of the PA spectrum was 

observed for the present system . 
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The analytical system of laser induced photoacoustic spectroscopy(LIPAS) has 

been studied in order to develop in-line analysis technology for TRU ions in 

PUREX process. The conclusions are summarized as follows; 

(l)The detection limit absorptivity was 3.41 x 10-"cm-' , which is two orders 

lower than that of spectrophotometry. 

(2)By adding uranium, the intensity of PA signals were found to be strengthened 

following with the decreasing of the specific heat Cp of the solution. By 

aultiplying the specific heat, the calibration curve of Np( V ) containing 

uranium agreed well with that of Np( V) without uranium. The detection limit 

concentration was 2.51 x 10- 0 M, approximately 0.005 times the neptunium 

concentration of the feed solution of PUREX process. This value indicates that 

the LIPAS system has potential to detect Np( V) ions in PUREX process. 

(3)The PA spectrum measured was broader than the absorption spectrum because of 

the influence of the sol vent. Even so, a clear peak of the PA spectrum was 

observed for the present system. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cationi c and anionic complexes of cobalt(III) and Pd(II) with 

pyridylazoaminophenols were studied with special interest for use 
as c ounter ions for the extraction of ionic species. These 
complex ions are inert and intensely colored, and form extract
able ion-pairs with oppositely charged large ions such as ionic 
surfactants. The effects of structure and shape of the ions and 
solvent molecules on the extractability of the ion-pairs were 
studied by measuring the extraction constant Kex 
[C+A-)

0
/[c+) [A-), where c+ and A- represent a cation and anion 

r espe ctively, and c+A- represents an ion-pair. Introduction of 
hydrophobic substituents such as methyl and halogen groups to the 
ligand increases the extractability. Surfactant ions with longer 
a lkyl chain are more extractable. The value of Kex is larger for 
extraction systems comprising oppositely charged planar ions and 
a planar solvent than for the combi nation of non-planar ions and 
non - planar solvent, indicating specific intermolecular hydropho
bi c interactions between the ion-pair and the solvent. 

INTRODUCTION 

The term ion-pair extraction refers to the process by which an 

ion i c species is extracted into organic solvent as the ion-pair 

with a proper counter ion. Ion-pair extraction is known as one of 

the simplest methods used for the separation and determination 

of colorless ionic species such as anionic and cationic surfact

ants in water. We have proposed a series of inert complexes of 

cobalt with pyridylazoaminophenols for use as counter ions for 

the extraction and spectrophotometric determination of anionic or 

cationic surfactants in water(Taguchi et al,1981, Kasahara et al, 

1 986,1 989). They are quite inert and can be used over a wide 

range of pH's. Unfortunately, however, the selectivity of ion

pair extraction is usually poor. 

Recentl y we proposed mixed-ligand complex of palladium( II) 

with a sulfonated pyridylazoaminophenol and a chloride ion as the 

second ligand for use as counter ions for the extraction of 

c ationic species. In contrast to the spherical geometry of cobalt 

complexes, the palladium complex has a planar configuration. The 

present investigation was undertaken to compare the extractabili

ties of these two different kinds of complex ions in the hope of 
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gaining information about the geometrical factors governig the 

extractability of ion-pairs and improving the selectivity of 

ion-pair extraction. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Apparatus 

Hitachi Model U-3200 and 340 double-beam recording spectro

photometers with matched 10 mm quartz cells were used for meas

urements of absorbance and absorption spectra. The pH was meas

ured with a Toa Electronics Model HM-12H pH meter with a combina

tion glass electrode. A Taiyo-kagaku Type SR-II reciprocal shaker 

was used for equilibrating the aqueous and organic phases. A 

Hitachi Model SCTSBB centrifuge was used for phase separation. 

2.2. Reagents 

Solutions of the derivatives of bis[2-(2-pyridylazo)-5-amino) 

phenolato]cobalt(III) chloride [Co(5-X-PADAP) 2 J+ and sodium 

bis[2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-(N-propyl-N-sulfopropylamino) 

phenolato]cobaltate(III) [Co(5-Br-PAPS) 2 J- were prepared as 

described earlier. The abbreviations and structure of these com

plexes are as follows. 

Abbreviation 

[Co(X-PADAP) 2 J+ 

[Co(X-DMPAP) 2 J+ 

[Co(X-PAAP) 2 J+ 

[Co(5-Br-PAPS) 2 J-

y 

(a) 

y 

N(CH 3 ) 2 

X 

5-H,5-Cl,5-Br,5-CF3 ,5-N02 
3-CH 3 ,4 -CH 3 ,5 -CH 3 ,6 -CH3 
3,5-diCl, 3,5-diBr , 4,6-diCH 3 

5-H,5-Cl,5-Br 

NH 2 5-Cl 

N(C3H7 )(C3H6so3-) 5-Br 

Br, Z Cl 

X 

( b) 

Fig.1. Structure of complex ion 



The long chain n-alkyltrimethylammonium ions are expressed 

hereafter as Cn-TMA+, where n is the number of carbon atoms 

in the alkyl chain . 
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Organic solvents were saturated with water before use. All 

reagents and materials were of analytical-reagent grade and were 

used as received. 

2 . 3 Measurement of extraction constant 

For the equilibrium between organic phase and aqueous phase, 

extraction constant, Kex , is defined as 

Kex = [C+A-]
0 

I [c+][A- l (Eq.1) 

where c+ and A- stands for a cation and an anion respectively, 

and c+A- denotes an ion-pair. Brakets with and without subscript 

"o" indicate concentrations in the organic and aqueous phases, 

respectively . 

The distribution coefficient of ion-pair,KD, is given by 

(Eq.2) 

The distribution ratio of a ca tion or an anion, D,is defined as 

D [C+A-]
0 I ( [c+ l + [C+A-]) or 

D [C+A-]
0 I ([A-] + [C+A-]) ( Eq . 3) 

Combination of Eqs - 3 leads to 

1 ID = 11Kex X 1 I [A-] + 1 IKD or 

1ID = 11Kex X 1 I [ c+ l + 1IKD (Eq.4) 

A plot of 1ID against 1 I [A-] (or 1 I [ c+ l l gives a straight line. 

Values of Kex are calculated from the slopes of the straight 

lines. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Structure of complex ions 

Two molecules of pyridylazoaminophenols coordinate to a cobalt 

ion to form a large, univalent complexes of the meridional type. 

The complexes are either cationic or anionic, depending on the 

substituents on the pyridylazoaminophenol . These univalent com

plexes are inert and intensely colored. The shape of the complex

es are three demensional(nearly spherical) as shown in Fig .1. 

Palladium(II) reacts with one molecule of sulfonated pyridyl

azoaminophenol and a halogenate ion to form mix-ligand anionic 

complexes having a planar configuration . 

3 . 2 Effect of substituent on the extractability of complex ion 

Extractabilities of cobalt complexes with substituted and 
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unsubstituted 2-(2-pyridylazo)-5-diethylaminophenols(PADAP's) 

were studied. Several PADAP's having substituents at position 5 

of the pyridine ring (see Fig.1) were synthesized, and complexed 

with cobalt. The substituents studied are : H, Cl, Br, CH 3 , CF3 , 

N0 2 Cobalt complexes with 3,5-diCl, 3,5-diBr and 4,6-diCH3 
derivatives were also studied. The sequence of extractability of 

complex ions was 5-N02 ';;;' 5-H < 5-CH 3 5-Cl 5-Br 

3,5-diCl < 4,6-diCH 3 < 3,5-diBr derivative. A study of the ex

tractability of the cationic cobalt complexes with 5-Cl 

pyridylazoaminophenols with different substituent at position 5 

of the phenol group gave the sequence of extractabilities: NH 2 < 

N(CH3 ) 2 N(C2H5 ) 2 . As expected, introduction of hydrophobic 

groups, such as methyl and halogen groups increases the extract

ability of the complex ion. Substitution at positions 3 and 5 has 

more pronounced effects on the extractability of the complex 

cations. The complex cation having alkylated amino group was more 

extractable. The effect of the position of substitution on the 

extractability was studied by comparing the extractabilities of 

cobalt complexes with PADAP's having a methyl group at positions 

3,4,5 and 6 of pyridine ring. A complex cation formed with 

3-CH 3 -PADAP is more extractable than those with substi tuents at 

other positions. This may be an indication for the the steric 

effect of methyl group on the hydration of the complex cations. 

3.3 Alkyl-chain length of ion and the extractability 

In ion pair extraction, large ion is more extractable than 

small one when they have the same charge. The extractability of 

ion increased with increasing aklyl chain length of alkylsulfo

nate or alkyltrimethylammonium ions. Plots of log Kex against the 

number of carbon atoms of counter ions, alkyl sulfonate or alkyl

trimethylammonium ions, give a straight line with a slope of 0.5 

- 0.7 and 0.4- 0.6 respectively. 

3.4 Effect of the structure of ion and solvent on the extraction 

of ion pair 

Table 1. shows the result of comparison of the extractability 

of complex anion and organic dye anion when using decyltrimethyl

ammonium ion (C 1 0TMA+) as a counter ion. 7-Iodo-8-hydroxyquino

line-5-sulfonate(Ferron-) and Thymol Blue(TB-) are plane type 

monovalent anion. Plane type anions, Ferron-, TB- and [Pd(5-Br

PAPS)Cl]-, were extracted with c10TMA+ as counter ion by aromatic 
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solvents. The values of log Kex for [Co(5-Br-PAPS) 2 J- were great

er than Ferron- when extracted with chloroform, dichloromethane 

and 1 ,2-dichloroethane but cobalt complex anion was not extracted 

with aromatic solvents or tetrachloroethane, 1,1 ,1-trichloroeth

ane, tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene under the presence of 

large alkyltrimetylammonium ion. [Co( 5-Br-PAPS) 2 1- was extract

able with the solvent which has the structure -C(Cl)H in the 

molecule. This phenomenon may show the necessity of intermolecu

lar hydrogen bond between cobalt complex anion and solvent for 

ion-pair extraction when [Co ( 5-Br-PAPS) 2 1- is used as counter 

ion. Tetrachloromethane is known as one of the poorest solvent 

for the extraction of ion-pairs, but tetradecylbenzyldimethylam

monium ion(Zephiramine, Zeph+) is easily extracted into this 

solvent if planar [Pd(5-Br-PAPS)Cl]- is used as a counter ion. 

Table 2. shows the values of extraction constant for the ion

pair extraction systems, cobalt complex cation/dodecylsulfate or 

dodecylsulfonate/aromatic solvents. As is clear from the values 

of log Kex shown in Table 2., extracting abilities of solvents 

decreases in the order: benzene > toluene > o-xylene > mesitylene 

and benzene > toluene > ethylbenzene > cumene for each anion. 

The sequence clearly indicates that the extracting ability of 

substituted benzenes decreases with increasing number of methyl 

groups on the benzene ring or with increasing bulkiness of the 

substituent. Difference between the abilities of substituted 

benzenes are much smaller for the extraction with Crystal Violet 

and other planar triphenylmethane type cations. Since there are 

little differences in dielectric constant between these substi

tuted benzenes, steric factors governing the solvation of the 

ion-pair and hydrophobic interactions due to )(.-electrons on the 

benzene ring may play important roles in determining the extract

ing ability of substituted benzenes. The values of Kex in Table 

2. are usually larger for combination of planar ion and planar 

solvent than for combination of non-planar ions and non-planar 

solvent. This indicates specific intermolecular hydrophobic 

interactions between the ion-pair and the solvent. 

4 CONCLUSION 

Cobalt and palladium complexes of pyridylazoaminophenol 

derivatives have excellent characteristics for use as counter 

ions for the extraction of ionic species. They are inert and 

intensely colored. Their extractability is controllable over a 
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wide range by substitution on the ligand. 

Extraction constants are greater for the extraction system , 

planar cation/planar anion than for the system, non-planar ca

tion/non-planar anion, indicating specific intermolecular hydro

phobic interactions between the ion-pair and solvent. 

TABLE 1 
Extraction constants for extraction with c 10 TMA+ as a counter ion 

Solvent benzene ch loro 1 ,2 -dichloro CHCl 3 CH 2cl 2 CH 2ClCH 2Cl 
benezene benezene 

Ferron < 1 . 0 1. 4 1. 9 3 .2 3.9 3 .7 

T B 2.9 3.1 3. 3 5.4 5.8 5. 1 

[Co(5-Br- 4.6 5.0 4.2 
PAPS) 2 J-

[Pd(5-Br - 3. 2 3.6 3.9 + + + + + + 
PAPS )Cl]-

not extracted 
+ + : extracted with Na+ as a counter ion 

TABLE 2 
Extraction constants (log Kex) of different extraction systems 

Anion Dodecylsu lfate Dodecylsulfonate 

Cation [Co(5-Me-PADAP) 2 J+ cv+ [Co(5 -Me- PADAP) 2 J+ cv+ 
Solvent 
Benzene 6.1 ) 6. 0 
Toluene 5.6 6.0 
Ethylbenzene 5.6 5.9 
Cumene 4.3 5. 3 
o-Xylene 5.4 5.7 
Mesitylene 4.0 4.9 

cv+: Crystal Violet 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the results of determining gold in 
environmental samples by using solid extractant (SE) on the base 
of tributyl phosphate (TBP). The extractant was used for the 
recovery of Au from leaching solutions and natural waters. The 
concentrates were analysed by neutron activation and X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometry. The study was performed in a wide range 
of Au content (10-8-10-4 M). The determination of the distribution 
coefficients (D) and the ratio of Au to Cl in the extractable 
complexes was fulfilled. The influence of extraction conditions 
and the composition of the solutions to be analysed on D was 
investigated. The behaviour of some interfering elements (Zn, Ph, 
As) is discussed. Abnormally high extraction of Ph from HCl 
solutions under chlorination has been found. Optimal conditions 
are reported which provide the complete (~98%) and selective 
extraction of gold from leaching solutions. 

The x.r.f. method of Au determination in geological samples has 
been developed, which includes the aqua regia decomposition of the 
sample, recovery of Au by SE(TBP) from the pulp after its 
leaching, back-extraction of Au with a thiourea solution, 
evaporation of that solution providing a thin sample layer for 
secondary x.r.f. For 25 g of the sample material the determination 
limit is set at 10-6

%. The accuracy of the technique has been 
checked on different reference materials. The results agree within 
10 %. 

A preconcentration method for Au in natural waters at the 
sampling site using SE(TBP) is developed as a preliminary step 
prior to the determination of gold by n.a.a. SE(TBP) was saturated 
with gaseous chlorine for extracting all species of Au. The 
detection limit for the overall procedure was 0.2 ng 1-1 

( 2x 10-11%). 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Most the methods of Au determination in environmental samples 

(particularly in natural waters) require preconcentration of Au. 
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The acidic decomposition stage for complete removal of Au from the 

sample matrix is rather rough and, therefore, not very 

selective. Thus not only Au, but also a number of the elements 

impeding its determination, such as Zn, Pb (x.r.f.) and As (x.r.f. 

and n.a.a.) were present in the leaching solution. The problem of 

their separation might be solved by the further concentration of 

Au from the leaching liquor. In the present work we propose to use 

a solid extractant on the base of tributyl phosphate (content of 

TBP in SE was 45%) for the preliminary concentration of Au from 

leaching solutions and natural waters. 

2 DETERMINATION OF GOLD IN GEOLOGICAL SAMPLES 

2.1 Extraction of Au, Zn, Pb, and As from HCl, HN0
3

, and aqua 

regia solutions 

The behaviour of Au, Zn, Pb and As has been studied during the 

extraction by SE ( TBP) in order to obtain optimal conditions for 

the selective recovery of Au. Literature data are not numerous and 

sometimes contradictory ( Ishimori et al., 1960; Akaza et al., 1970; 

Yadav and Khopkar, 1970; Shelkovnikova et al., 1973). 

The experimental results given in Fig.1 show the distribution 

coefficient (D) for extraction of Au from HCl and aqua regia 

solutions into SE (TBP). It is noteworthy that DAu (for HCl 

solutions) has a maximum value 5x105at [HCl)= 2 - 3 M, and always 

exceeds 104 in the whole concentration range under consideration. 

In extraction from aqua regia solutions DAu decreased from 105 to 

ca. 103 depending on the solution acidity. The concentration of Au 

in the initial solutions ranged between 10-8 and 10-4 M. The DAu 

value was constant {5x105 ) at [Au) ranging from 10-a to 10-6 M and 

decreased to 104 as [Au) increased to 10-4 M. The ratio of Cl to 

Au in the SE ( TBP) after extraction from 0. 1 M HCl solution with 

the initial gold content 2x 10-6 - 10-4 M was determined by the 

gamma-activation method. The ratio was equal to ca. 4. The 

increase of temperature from 20°C to 70°C caused a decrease in DAu 

from 5x105 to 9x103 (1 M HCl, [Au) = 10-8 M). To determine such a 

high DAu we used gold solutions of high specific activity spiked 

with 
195

Au. The ratio of the phases was 1:1000 (SE : solution, g 

ml-1 ). The HCl solutions were preliminarily saturated with TBP. 

The phases were stirred during 2 hours. The relative standard 

deviation of D determination does not exceed 0.1 and 0.2 for DAu 

• 10
4 

- 10
5
and DAu > 105 , respectively. 
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Fig.l. Extraction of Au from HCl (a); aqua regia (b). 

Fig.2. Extraction of Zn from HCl (a); aqua regia {b); HN03 {c). 
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Fig.3. Extraction of Pb from HCl (a); aqua regia {b); HN03 {c); 

HCl + Cl 2 {d). 

Fig.4. Extraction of As from HCl (a); aqua regia {b); HN03 {c). 
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In Figs.2-4 

concentrations 

we 

of 

have 

HCl, 

plot ted o2n, 

HN03 , and aqua 

DAs against 

regia solutions. 

the 

The 

contents of these elements in SE(TBP) were determined by x.r. f. 

One can see that in the case of HCl the distribution coefficients 

are the largest ones. The nitrate complexes were found to be the 

weakest extractable ones with 
-1 exceeding 10 and D. decreases 

the DZn' DPb' DAs values 
with increasing [HN03 ]. 

not 

The leaching of Au from geological samples in some cases was 

carried out by HCl under chlorination. Under these conditions we 

observed a considerable enhancement of Pb extraction, DPb ;;: 103 

(Fig. 3d) . These values considerably exceed those obtained by us 

(Fig.3a) in the absence of chlorine, as well as the published data 

on extraction of chloride complexes of Pb(II) (Zolotov, 1973). 

Obviously, in chlorine saturated HCl solutions certain conditions 

for the stabilisation of Pb{ IV) are realized. To our knowledge, 

there are so far no data available on Pb{IV) extraction. Possibly, 
2-like Sn(IV), PbC1
6 

is the complex extracted by TBP. 

A comparative analysis of Figs.1-4 demonstrates that the 

optimal systems for the selective recovery of Au were HCl or aqua 

regia solutions of acidity not exceeding 1 M. The ratio of SE(TBP) 

to leaching liquor of 1:100 provided the complete {:!::99%) and 

selective recovery of gold. 

2.2 Back-extraction of gold with thiourea solutions 

It is obvious that an increase in the concentration degree of 

Au in the sample under study should lower its detection limit for 

x. r. f. We studied the back-extraction of Au from SE ( TBP) with 

thiourea solutions in order to produce thin sample layers. We 

investigated the effect of diverse factors on the behaviour of 
195Au in the TBP thiourea system and 

conditions for the complete recovery (above 

(TBP), i.e. 0.025 M thiourea solution, 

equilibrating time 5 min at 80 - 90°C. The 

determined 

98%) of Au 

phase ratio 

gold content 

optimal 

from SE 

1:10, 

of the 

thin sample layer was determined by x.r.f. in the secondary X-ray 

excitation mode. 

2.3 Determination of gold content in the reference materials 

The above outlined results enable us to recommend the analysis 

of geological samples by using the following scheme: 
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1. Aqua regia decomposition of an original sample (25 g, particle 

size $ 75 IJID) after treatment with HN03 and sintering at 600°C 

during 15 minutes (Dmitriev et al., 1990) 

2. Extraction of Au from the chloride - nitrate pulp of about 1 M 

acidity. The ratio of SE(TBP) to leaching liquor of 1:100, 

equilibrating time 20 min at room temperature. The Au 

concentration in the SE(TBP) sample is determined by n.a.a. or 

x.r.f. (for geological samples with the gold content higher than 

10-5%). 

3. Recovery of Au into the thin sample layer by back-extraction 

using the thiourea solution with subsequent evaporation. 

4. X.r.f. determination of Au in a thin sample layer using the 

monochromatic radiation of a zirconium secondary target (for 

geological samples with the Au content higher than 10-6%). 

The proposed technique has been tested on the reference 

materials with certified values (IJg/g) of 4.5±0.1 (SZR-1) and 

2. 0± 0. 1 ( SZH-2) . The content of Au in thin sample layers was 

determined to be 4.3 and 1.9 for SZR-1 and SZH-2, respectively. 

Six experiments were carried out with each sample. The relative 

standard deviation did not exceed 0.1. The detection and 

determination limits were determined according to Currie's {1968) 

equations and were equal to 0.04 IJg and 0.2 IJg, respectively. A 

number of the reference materials having different composition and 

the gold content from 1. 0 to 50. 0 IJg/g was analysed, and good 

agreement was obtained. 

3 DETERMINATION OF GOLD IN NATURAL WATERS 

In natural waters gold is contained as various species. In the 

present work we propose to use the chlorine-saturated SE(TBP) for 

simultaneously oxidizing the gold, forming a chloro complex, and 

for extracting it. 5 g of the chlorine-saturated SE(TBP) was added 

t 1 1 . t 1 t . . 195A t ( 1 . th o a - r~ver wa er samp e con a~n~ng u racer samp es w~ 
195Au were stored during 20 days before use to equilibrate with 

gold). The mixture was shaken for 10 min. It was found that more 

than 98 ± 2% of 195Au was adsorbed on SE(TBP). 

This technique was tested on the samples of original natural 

waters (Shishkina et al., 1990). We investigated various types of 

natural waters: surface fresh and mineral waters containing very 

low levels of gold and waters with a high gold content which were 
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associated with gold deposits. The preconcentration of Au from 

natural waters was carried out on the sampling sites which was of 

great importance for obtaining correct results. The efficiency of 

the proposed method was confirmed by the simultaneous use of the 

activated charcoal preconcentration technique {Plyusnin et al., 

1979). The samples of SE{TBP) and activated charcoal were analysed 

by n.a.a. The results allow one to conclude that using the 

chlorine-saturated solid extractant containing about 45% TBP is 

very efficient for the concentration of Au from natural waters. 
-1 

The detection limit for gold is equal to 0.2 ng 1 . This method 

was used in hydrogeochemical prospecting of auriferous deposits 

and gave good results {Lomonosov et al., 1986}. 
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ABSTRACT 
The reaction of Cu(II) with 2-(5'-methyl-3'-isoxazolylazo)-4-methyl

phenol, MIAMP, in aqueous media at I = 0.1 M (Naclo4) was investigated 

spectrophotometrically. A numerical calculation method was used to 
establish the equilibria in solution and to evaluate the stability constants 
of the complexes formed (log ~101 = 7.65 ± 0.02, log ~102 = 15.28 ± 0.24). 

The liquid-liquid distribution of Cu (II) -MIAMP complexes between 0.1 M 
perchlorate solutions and a benzene organic phase has been carried out by 
using measurements of the metal distribution. The experimental data have been 
analyzed by graphical and numerical methods . The results show the 

distribution of copper to proceed via the following extraction reactions: 

-8.60 ± 0.10 

-5.26 ± 0.14 

Applications of this extraction process to determine copper in drinking 
waters and medicaments will be presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Heteroazo-phenols and -naphthols have been widely used for the spectro

photometric and extraction-spectrophotometric determination of many metal 

ions, Hovind (1975) and Shibata (1972). However the chemical equilibria 

involved in the extraction procedure have been seldom studied . 

The complex formation equilibria in aqueous solutions between copper (II) 

and 2- (5' -methyl-3 '-isoxazolylazo) -4-methylphenol, MIAMP, have been studied 

using 0.1 M NaClo4 as backing electrolyte. 

When the above Cu(II)-MIAMP solutions at pH = 8.7 are shaken with 

different inmiscible solvents, the metal distributes between the two phases. 

Such process gives an intense absorbance with benzene. 

A systematic speciation study of the copper distribution between aqueous 

and benzene solutions has been carried out by determining first the reagent 

distribution. The extracted species are established and a spectrophotometric 

method have been developed to determine copper in drinking waters and 

medicinal drugs. The validity of the mass balance condition in the process 
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was verified by a proper stripping of the extracted copper. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents and solutions 

5xl0-3M solutions of MIAMP, synthesized and purified as described 

previously, Perez Trujillo et al. (1983) were prepared in NaOH O.Ql M and 
-1 benzene. 10 M Cu(Clo4>2 standard solution prepared from copper nitrate by 

successive digestions with perchloric acid to total removal of nitrate and 

standardizing complexometrically, Schwarzenbach et al. (1969). A buffer 

solution of pH= 8.7 (hexamine/HC104) . 

Analytical grade reagents and de-ionized water were used throughout with 

no further purification. 

2.2 Apparat us 

Spectra were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer 550S recording spectrophoto

meter with 1-cm matched quartz cell. The pH of aqueous solutions was measured 

using a Radiometer PHM64 digital pH meter provided with a glass- calomel 

combinated electrode. Atomic absorption analyses were performed on a Perkin 

Elmer 3030 A.A . spectrophotometer with deuterium arc background correction . 

Numerical calculations were performed by using a Digital VAX/VMX 11/780 

(V.4.0) computer . 

2.3 Experimental techniques 

Experimental data for the reagent distribution were collected after 

shaking during 10 min. equal volumes (10 ml) of both organic (benzene , 

[MIAMP] l . Oxl0-4M and 1.6 xl0-4M) and aqueous (O.lM NaCl04 , [H+] 

10- 12-lO-lM) phases. The t t · f th t · b th h concen ra 1on o e reagen s 1n o p ases were 

determined by applying a Beer's law at 495 nm (in O.lM NaOH) and at 405 nm 

(benzene). 

Experimental data for Cu(II) distribution were obtained by shaking during 

20 min. equal volumes (10 ml) of both organic (benzene, [MIAMP] = 5xl0-5-
- 3 2+ -4 + -8 7 5x10 M) and aqueous ([Cu ] 2.105 xl0 M, O.lM NaCl04 , [H] = 10 · M) 

phases. Copper concentration in both phases were determined by A.A.S. The 

copper content of the organic phase was measured after stripping with 1M 

HCl04 . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As indicated before the study includes a systematic investigation of the 

reaction involved in the chemical system under consideration. 
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3.1 Compl exation ?quilibri a b e t wg_~ copper and ):!IA!1E iQ aqu eous media. 

Copper reacts with MIAMP in aqueous solutions at pH higher than 2.0, 

producing coloured solutions with a maximum of absorption at 560 nm. 

Experimental data were generated by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm of 

solutions at I = 0.1 M Nac10
4 

in the range of 2 < pH < 7 at various 

[Cu(II)]/[MIAMP] ratios (1/1, 20/1, 40/1, 60/1 and [MIAMP] = 4x10-5M). 

A preliminary treatment of data by applying the continuous variations and 

mole ratio methods at pH = 6.5 resulted in a stoichiometry Cu(II) :MIAMP, 1:1. 

A further consideration of the chemical conditions employed including the 

acidity properties of MIAMP (pKa = 9.03) let us consider the reaction 

cu2+ + m HR CuH R + n H+ (a 
a m 

as the most logical interaction. 

m - n) 

Such hypothesis has been applied to a graphical treatment of the data A = 
f(pH), Mushram et al. (1969). A value for log #101 = 6.91 ± 0.03 was obtained 

which correspond to the species CuR+. 

Such a results was refined by numerical analysis of data using the 

computer program LETAGROP-SPEFO, Sillen et al. (1969). By this procedure the 

"best model" was obtained including . + h the spee1es CuR and CuR
2, and t e 

obtained values for log # and £ (molar absorptivity) are the followings: 
+ CuR log fl101 

CuR2 log fl102 

3.2 Distribution of MIAMP 

7.65 ± 0.02 

15.28 ± 0.24 

-1 
£
101 

6,627 ± 17 l.mol.cm 
-1 

£102 = 9,000 ± 155 l.mol.cm 

The distribution of MIAMP between the aqueous perchlorate and benzene can 

be expressed as follows: 

The distribution ratio, D, can be defined as: 

D 

where CHR and CHR are the analytical concentrations of MIAMP in the organic 
0 w 

and the aqueous phases respectively and Ka is the ionization constant of the 

reagent. 

Experimental data in the form log D vs pH, 

spectrophotometricaly as explained before, figure 1 

were obtained 
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2.4 

0 

8' 1. 6 
..... 

0.8 

7 8 
pH 

Fig. 1. Effect of pH on MIAMP distribution between 0.1 M NaCl0
4 

and benzene. 

[MIAMP] 1.0x10-4M and 1.6x10-4M 

When [H+] << K it can be written a 

D 

By plotting log D vs pH, a value for log KD = 3.37 has been obtained. 

This result has been refined by applying a numerical treatment to the 

experimental data using the LETAGROP-DISTR computer program, Liem (1971). In 

this case the value obtained was log KD = 3.46 ± 0.03 which agrees fairly 

well with that obtained graphically. 

3.3 Extraction of Cu(II)-MIAMP aqueous complexes 

The distribution of Cu (II) -MIAMP complexes between aqueous and organic 

benzene phases has been studied by analysis of experimental data as a 

function of either the aqueous acidity (pH) or the reagent concentration. In 

both cases MIAMP was always in excess with respect to Cu(II) total 

concentration. Experimental data are collected in figures 2 and 3. 

The solvent extraction process may be expressed by the reaction 

Cu2+ + p HR 
0 

(CuH R ) + r H+ 
q p 0 

(q P - r) 

under the experimental conditions polynuclear complexes are neglected. The 

corresponding equilibrium constant is written as 



2.0 

0 1.2 
8' ,..., 

0.4 

pH 

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on Cu(II)-MIAMP 

distribution between 

and benzene. [cu2+J 
[MIAMP] = 10-)M 

0.1 M NaCl04 -5 = 5.20 x10 M, 
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2.0 

0 

8' 1.0 
,..., 

o.o 

- 4 - 3 - 2 
log IHRI

0 

Fig . 3. Effect of log [HR]
0 

on Cu(II)

MIAMP distribution between 0.1 M NaClo4 
and benzene; [cu2+J = 2.105 xl0-4M 

pH= 8. 7 

The distribution coefficient for Cu(II) will take the form 

D 

where K' = K aCu' and o:Cu is the side-reaction coefficient due to any lqp lqp 
side-reaction of Cu(II) in the aqueous phase. From this function the 

different values for q, p, r and K1 can be determined. qp 
As shown in figure 2 the plot log D vs pH has a linear dependence of 

slope 2, indicating the release of two protons by the complexation 

reaction, r = 2. 

On the other hand, a plot of log D vs log [HR]
0 

at constant pH (figure 3) 

shows a linear relationship of slope = 2.44 which may indicate the formation 

of the complex species CuR2 and CuHR3 (CuR2 ·HR) which may be considered 

responsible for the Cu(II) extraction. 

A numerical treatment of the experimental data carried out by using the 

LETAGROP-DISTR program, 

graphically. 

Liern (1971) supports the results obtained 

In this sense, the best model to explain the experimental data was the one 

which includes the species CuR2 and CuHR 3. The values obtained for the model 
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considered are the followings: 

log K102 

log K113 

-8.60 ± 0.10 

-5.26 ± 0.14 

3.4 Analytical applications Qf the Cu(II)-MIAMP ~olvent extraction 

The solvent extraction of Cu(II)-MIAMP complexes has been applied to 

analytical purposes. In this sense, the process has been applied to determine 

copper in samples of various drinking waters (Deionised, Normal municipal and 

Commercial waters) as well as in some medicinal drugs (Micebrine and 

Rodrevit). The most important interferences are Ni (II), Co (II), Fe (II and 

III) and Pb(II) that interfere in Cu(II) :ion, 1:1, ratio as ions F-, Cl-, 
- 2- - + + 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ Br , I , N03, so4 , N02, Na , K , Mg , Ca , Sr , Cd can be present in 

ion/Cu(II) ratios > 100. 

The determination of copper in the mentioned samples was carried out by 

applying the following procedure: aqueous buffered solutions of pH = 8. 7 

(hexamine/HC104) at I = 0.1M Naclo4, containing different amount of copper 

(II), ranging from 0.33- 3.14 ppm were shaken with a MIAMP benzene solution 

of a constant concentration 5x10-4M. In the mentioned copper concentration 

range the calibration curve follows the Beer's law with a molar absorptivity 

of 9.07x103 l.mol-1 .cm-1 at 510 nm. The optimum concentration range for the 

determination as eveluated by Ringbom's method is found between 0.82 - 3.14 

ppm of Cu(II). The relative error in the mean value for ten replicates of 

1.34 ppm of Cu(II) is 1.4\ and the standard deviation 0.008 (95\ confidence 

level) . 
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SODIUM 

The solvent ext raction behavior of certain alkaline earth metal ions such 
as Ba2+, Sr2+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, using a carbon tetrachloride solution containing 
TTA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone) combined with TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide) was 
studied in the temperature range between 298 and 318 K. The distribution ratio 
and separation factors of the metal ions in these systems were determined. 
Each alkaline earth metal ion in the aqueous phase was extracted with two 
TTA(HA) anions. The temperature dependences and the separation factors of 
alkaline earth metal ions determined by the present method were compared with 
those given by the ion-exchange reaction on layered dihydrogen tetratitanate 
hydrate fibers. The separation factor more than 20 was obtained for all 
combinations of neighboring alkaline earth metal ions by choosing either the 
solvent extraction or the ion -exchange methods. 

INTRODUCTION 

The solvent extraction of Mg2+ (Poluektov et al. 1970, Akaza et al.1966), 

ca2+ (Hasegawa et al. 1967,1970), Sr2+ (Sekine et al. 1975, Bolomey et al. 

1950), and Ba2+ (Sekine et al. 1966, Lapitskaya et al. 1967) with extracting 

reagents, such as TTA (thenoyltrifluoroacetone), TBP (tributyl phosphate), and 

IPT (isopropyl tropolone), has been studied to separate these metal ions at 298 

K. Among these extractants, TTA has been found to be a useful ext ractant for 

alkaline earth metal ions in aqueous solutions. The use of neutral ligands 

such as trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPOl as an adduct forming ligand together 

with TTA is an interesting approach because of the enhancement of the 

extraction of alkaline earth metal ions. 

The extraction of these metal ions may, however, be dependent not only on 

the concentra tions of TTA and TOPO in the organic phase but also hydrogen-ion 

concentration in the aqueous solution. In the present study, the distribution 

of the four alkaline earth metal ions between carbon tetrachloride and an 

aqueous solution at various temperatures has been measured. The separation 

factors of these metal ions at various temperatures were calculated by the 

extraction data and compared with those obtained by an ion-exchange method 

using crystalline dihydrogen tetratitanate hydrate fibers. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The TTA and TOPO were obtained from Dojindo Laboratories. Distilled and 

deionized water was used throughout. All the other reagents were of a r eagent 

grade. The distribution experiments were done after 20 hours of the 

dissolution of TTA in carbon tetrachloride in order to establish the keto-enol 

equilibrium. Stoppered glass tubes were used for the equilibration of an 8 ml 

portion of aqueous solution (containing each alkaline earth metal ion and 

acetate buffer) and an 8 ml portion of the organic solution (containing TTA and 

TOPOl in them. The initial metal chloride concentration was 1.00x10-4 M and 

that of acetate buffer was 5.00x10-3 M. The pH was adjusted with a perchloric 

acid or sodium hydroxide solution. The tubes were shaken by a mechani cal 

shaker which was placed in a thermostated water bath for 2 days. This was 

found to be sufficient for the equilibration. The ionic strength of the 

aqueous phase was controlled at 0.1 M with sodium perchlorate. The pH of the 

aqueous phase was measured after the equilibrium was established. The metal 

content in the aqueous phase was determined by atomic absorption 

spectrophotometry (Hitachi 180-80 Polarized Zeeman Spectrophotometer) for Mg2+. 

ca2+, and Sr2+, and by an inductively coupled plasma spectrophotometry(Daini 

Seikosha, SPS 1100) for Ba2+. The distribution equilibria of the alkaline 

earth metal ions were measured at 298, 308 and 318 K. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The solvent extraction of the alkaline earth metal ions is expressed in 

terms of the distribution ratio, D: 

( 1) 

where C represents the total concentration and the subscript "o" denotes the 

organic phase. The plots of log D as a function of pH agree linearly with a 

slope of almost +2 at all of these temperatures (Fig. 1). This agreed with the 

results reported previously(Hasegawa et al. 1967); 

M2+ + 2HA(o) + 2TOPO(o) ~MA2 (TOP0) 2 (o) + 2H+ (2) 

where HA denotes TTA and the subscript "o" denot es the chemical species in the 

organic phase . 

Ion-exchange experiments of the alkaline earth metal ions which were done 

previously (Komatsu et al. 1983) by using crystalline dihydrogen tetratitanat e 

hydrate fibers, H2Ti4o9 ·nH2o. were referred in order to compare the r es ult s 

with those of the present solvent extraction study. The potassium 

tetratitanate fibers, K2Ti4o9 ,were synthesized by the method reported 
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298K 

-1L-----~----~----~----~------L---~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

pH 

308K 

0 ;; I "" EO 

-1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

pH 

318 K 

0 I I gO 

-1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
pH 

Fig. 1. Distribution ratio of alkaline earth metal ions as a function of pH 
in aqueous solutions at various temperatures. 
Aqueous solution: 0.1 M (Na,H)Cl04 containing 1 x 10-4 M alkaline earth metal 

ions and 1 x 10-3 M of acetate buffer. 

Organic solution: Carbon tetrachloride containing 0.1 M TTA and 0.1 M TOPO. 

Ba2+ ( 0 ) , sr2+ ( 0 ) , ca2+ ( !::. ) • and Mg2+ ( 0 ) . 
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previously(Fijiki et al. 1980). The measurements of the ion-exchange equilibria 

were made in a similar way. The distribution coefficient, Kd, was calculated 

as: 

mole of M2+ per 1 g of solid 

(3) 

mole of M2+ per 1 cm3 of solution 

where M denotes alkaline earth metal ions. 

The ion-exchange expe riments were continued for fifteen days or more at 

298 K in order to establish the equilibrium, ten days at 313 K, seven days at 

333 K, and three days at 353 K. On the other hand, the solvent extraction 

equilibrium was reached within two days. 

The pH1;2(ion-exchange) in the present paper was defined as the pH value 
at which 5 x 10-5 M of the alkaline earth metal ions in a 10 cm3 portion of 

aqueous solution was exchanged with hydrogen ions on a 0.1g portion of 

crystalline dihydrogen tetratitanate hydrate fibers in order to make a 

reasonable comparison of the ion-exchange data with the solvent extraction 

N ...... 
I 
a. 

5 

4 

280 300 320 340 360 380 400 
Temperature I K l 

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of pH1; 2 values given by solvent extraction and 
ion-exchange method. 
Open symbols: pH 1; 2 values by the solvent extraction system. 

Ba2+10 ),sr2+1 0),ca2+( 6. ), and Mg2+( 0 ). 

Closed symbols: pH112 values by the ion-exchange system. 

Ba2+( • ),Sr2+( .).Ca2+( A), and Mg2+( e). 
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data. The pH1; 2(solvent extraction) is defined as the pH value where the half 

of metal ions in the aqueous phase is extracted when the organic phase contains 

0.1 M of TTA and 0.1 M of TOPO. Figure 2 shows the values of pH1/2(solvent 

extraction) 
function of 

and 

the 
pH1 / 2(ion-exchange) for the alkaline earth metal ions as 

temperature. The results in Fig. 2 can be summarized 

a 

as 

follows: i) The pH1; 2 vs. temperature plots of both the ion-exchange and 

solvent extraction experiments are linear, but the slope is much larger with 

the former. ii) The solvent extraction at a certain pH is better in the order 

of Mg2+ > ca2+ > sr2+ > Ba2+, but the ion-exchange is better in the order of 

Ba2+ > Sr2
+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+. This should be explained in terms that the 

degree of solvent extraction is mainly dependent on the ability of the metal 

ion to form . LH8 

TABLE 1 

Summary of separation factors by the solvent extraction with TTA-TOPO and by 

ion- exchange on crystalline dihydrogen tetratitanate hyd r ate fibers system. 

A By solvent extraction with TTA-TOPO into CC14 

B 

298 K 

308 K 

318 K 

Mg-Ca 

6 . 61 

7.94 

8. 71 

Ca-Sr 

52.5 

52.5 

52.5 

By ion-exchange on H2Ti4o9 ·nH2o. 

Mg-Ca Ca-Sr 

298 K 174 5.25 

313 K 100 6.92 

333 K 87.1 3.63 

353 K 36.3 4.17 

Sr-Ba 

22 . 9 

22 . 9 

27.5 

Sr-Ba 

174 

174 

120 

60.3 

[Note] Separation factor for the solvent extraction is antilogarit hm of 2 x 

(pHl / 2(solvent extraction)(M1) - pH1/2(solvent extraction)(Mzll while that for 

the ion-exchange is antilogarithm of 2 x (pH1; 2(ion-exchange)(M2) - pH1 / 2(ion

exchange ) ( Ml l l · 
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the extractable coordination complex, which is more stable as the ionic radius 

is smaller. However, the degree of ion exchange is mainly dependent on the 

strength of hydration of the metal ions which are weaker and consequently 

adsorbed better when the ionic radius is larger. The log Kd value in Eq. 3 is 

linear for the pH of the aqueous phase with slopes of almost +2 under the 

substantially constant concentration of the hydrogen ion in the solid. From 

the results of ion-exchange experiments, the following equilibrium can be 

written: 

(4) 

where the subscripts "aq" and "s" denote the aqueous and solid phase and 0 < m 

< 1. 

From the values of pH1/2(solvent extraction) and pH1/2(ion-exchange) in 
Fig. 2, the separation factors were obtained as listed in Table 1 . These 

indicate : (1) The separation factors determined by the ion-exchange decrease 

with an increase in the temperature . On the other hand, the separation factors 

in these solvent extraction systems are nearly constant in the temperature 

range between 298 K and 318 K. (2) The separation factors of Ca-Sr and Sr-Ba 

by solvent extraction and those of Mg-Ca and Sr-Ba by ion-exchange are larger 

than a value of 20 in entire temperature range studied. Table 1 indicates that 

the solvent extraction is more favorable for the separation of ca2• and sr2• 

while the ion-exchange is more favorable for that of Mg2• and ca2•, and sr2• 

and Ba2•. Thus, by combining these two methods, these four metal ions could be 

separated effectively. 
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CORRELATION AND PROGNOSING THE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS OF 
PHENOL COMPOUNDS IN DIFFERENT EXTRACTIVE SYSTEMS 

Ja.I.KORENMAN, N.N.SELMANCHUK, A.I.KRJUKOV, V.N.DANILOV, 
P.T.SUKHANOV, T.N.ERMOLAJEVA and S.N.TALDYKINA 
Technological Institute, Revolution Prospekt 19, Voronezh, 
394017, USSR 

Procedure of correlation is widely used to define the 
rules of extraction of organic compounds with similar phisical
chemical properties including homogologues and isomers from 
water solution. Such approach is useful for description of 
organic compounds extraction, and prognosing the quantitative 
process characteristic (Korenman, 1989). The main idea of the 
procedure is to determine the dependance of distribution coef
ficients of initial (standard) substance (D0 ) and its substi
tuent (Dy), which is, in general, described by equation: 

lgDY = o· lgD0 + ~ < 1 ) 

where ~ is constant depending on character of distributed 
compound and extragent nature; 
o;; is parameter Hansch (Hansch, 1976): 

K' ~ t£=_s __ _ 

(2) 
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Ks and Kh, K~ and Kh are constants of solvate and hydrate for
mation of initial compound and its substituent. For investiga
tion of extraction of aromatic hydroxide compounds it is reason
able to use standard data for phenol. 

Investigation of extraction by different solvents, inclu
ding homologues permits to describe isomers and homologues 
extraction rather full. The value of Hansch parameter depending 
on extractant nature and property of extracted compound charac
terizes relative stability of extracted hydrates and solvates. 
For example, such value ~ as 0.1-1 shows practically the same 
stability of phenol solvates and hydrates and their derivatives 
which is usual for higher alcohols extraction. Alkylacetate 
extraction shows larger stability of phenol solvate substitutes 
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(Korenman, 1989) than phenols. As an example basic bilog distri
bution coefficient dependances of dihydroxybensols and phenol 
are shown on fig. 1. The values of 6' and X are calculated 
on their basement. 

0,8 

0,7 

0,6 

0,5 

1,40 1 ,45 1,50 

Fig.1. Bilog dependance 
between distribution coef
ficients of pyrocatechol 
(1), resorcinol (2), hydro
quinone (3) and phenol in 
higher alcohols - water 
systems. 

Physical-chemical 
properties of extractants 
substantially influences 
the interfase phenol distri
bution and permits to base 
the extractant selection. 
The standard way to search 
and analyse the connection 
of "structure-property" 
type is to give off com

lgDo pounds with substitute 
properties and to establish 

correlative dependance between structure and property parameter& 
For property describtion of substituent constants the equation 
of Gammet, Gammet-Taft (Palm, 1977) or derivative equations 
are used. 

To charachterise the structure of extracted compound the 
Taft constants may be used but at phenol consentration with 
neutral phosphorus organic compounds (NPOC) it is more reason
able to use erP - constants which are additive according 
Kabachnic equation. The shown constants summarize the substitute 
effect and do not describe the homogeneous formal interaction. 
Kabachnic equation: 

lgk = lgk0 + .f 2:: oP (3) 

is applied to compounds with varied substituents directly conne~ 
ted with phosphorus atoms in reactive centre composition. 

The established limits of phenol distribution coefficients 
practically equil to concentration extractive constants, that 



is why equation (3) may be used for correlative analysis as: 

lgDxx 1 x 1 1 =IJ "'2:..6P + lgD0 J xx 1x 11 
(4) 

where Dxx 1 x 1 1 - is distribution coefficient in organic solvent 
with its substitutes XX 1 X 11 -water; jD is proportional coeffi
cient. 
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Here are sununarized constants for ::::E: E)P investigated 
phosphorus organic solvent~: tripropylphosphate (TPP), tributyl
phosphate (TBP), tricresylphosphate (TCP), dibutylphenylphos
phate (DBPP), triisobutylphosphate (TiBP), di (2-ethylhexyl)phe
nylphosphate (D (2EH) PP): 

Solvents 
2_6'P 

xx 1 x 1 1 

TPP 
-0.96 

TBP 
-1.23 

TiBP 
-0.90 

DBPP 
-0.88 

D(2EH)PP 
-0.82 

TCP 
-0.42 

Between phenol distribution coefficients in NPOC - water 
system and ~oP extractants linear interconnection is establi
shed (Fig.2). Correlation coefficients are 0.919-0.956; the best 
correlation have halogenphenols (Fig.3) that is explained by 
uniformity of halogenphenol interaction with NPOC and the absen
ce of steric influence. 

In general insufficient high correlative coefficients are 
defined by systematic "lack" of value lg(Dxx 1 x 11 ), corresponding 
resulting constant for substituent. Probably it may be explained 
by necessity of calculation the specific factors of the system, 
for example, the steric influences and interaction of phase so
lubility. Coefficients of correlation dependances 
lgDxxtxl I = f <xx~l oP) for investigated series of extrac
tants are possible to increase by conforming ~p6P with the 
scale of used constants. We have realized such correction on the 
base of 23 reactive series by means of points displacement for 
l gDTiBP parallel to axis of abscissa on straight line 
lgD 1 1 1 = f ( =F 1 1 o P) drawn up without calculation of 

XXX XXX p + 
TiBP - water system. Resulted value of TIFP r5 = 1.10 - 0.0067 
was used in subsequent correlation analysis (Table 1). 

The necessity of previous calculation of D in equation (4) 
is avoided by selecting as a standard one practically any solvent 
of investigated series, for example TCP. Then: 

(5) 
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lgDxx'x'' 

4 

~3~~--~--~~~-1--------~3 

2 

1 

~---------~------------~----------~1 
-1 ,o 

Fig.3 The distribution 
coefficient dependance 
of 2-fluorophenol (I), 
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TABLE 1 

Linear correlative parameters for separate reactive series 

Phenols .P Sp lgD slgD Correlative 
coefficients 

Phenol -1.313 0.144 1.140 0.135 0.9768 
o-Cresol -1.274 0.106 1. 585 0.099 0.9864 
m-Cresol -1.331 0.110 1.468 0.103 0.9867 
p-Cresol -1.425 0.122 1.343 0.115 0.9856 
2-Chlorophenol -1.592 0.027 1.374 0.026 0.9994 
)-Chlorophenol -1.613 0.022 1.788 0.021 0.9996 
~-Q,UloroJ2henol -1.606 0.022 1.623 0.020 0.9996 

In similar approach it is taken into account the influence 
of substituent in phenol molecula to its reactiveness. But at
temps to establish interconnection of phenol distribution coef
ficient with known substituent coefficients for phenol substi
tuents (Taft, Garnrnet constants) do not lead to positive results. 
Correlation coefficients do not exceed 0.721. In such cases it 
is used particular scales of substituent constants in equation(1~ 
Equation (1) and (5) describe one and the same process (phenol 
extraction by phosphate); both correlations are linear, that is 
why they are compatible on the base of polylinear principle. For 
such a case a standard extractive system is selected. 

For example, for halogenophenols we have taken 2-fluorophe

nol distribution coefficient in TCP-water system (lgDTCPF). 
Then (for halogenophenols): 

lgDxx•x• 'Y = lgDTCPF + .J>•( XX~ 6 p - Taf6'P) + :Jj::.. ( 6 ) 

Parameter _p practically constant for all halogenophenols have 
been calculated by resulted data of 12 reactive series 
( __p = -1.606 ± 0.031). The angle dependance coefficient 
lgDY = f (lgDF) equals to 1.039 ± 0.022. So: 

Dxx'x''Y = 1.74- 1.606 ( ~ e5 p + 0.42) + :c. 
xx•x•• 

(7) 

Equation (7) may be used for interpretation of natural phe
nomenon of halogeno.phenol extraction by all investigated ethers, 
in spite of pecularities of interphase fluorophenol distribu
tion. That is why it has been selected as standard one. 

Table 2 shows halogeno.phenol distribution coefficients in 
systems with some phosphorus organic solvents calculated by 
equation (7) and experimentally confirmed. More or less such 
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approach may be used for analysis of experimental data of ext
raction of phenols with different substituents of phosphate. 
For example, we determine the phenol of planned concentration 
coefficient and degree of extraction that are equal to 20 and 
0.95 correspondingly. So phenol distribution coefficient must 
exeed 400. 

By equation (7) it is possible to calculate D of phenol in 
NPOC series and to establish particular planned extractant. In 
investigated series of extractants, the phenol distribution coef
ficients above 400 are typical for TBP and TiBP systems. More
over having solved the equation (7) about (~e)P) with given 
Dy' it is possible to determine what number of substituents at 
phosphorus atom in NPOC molecule can provide the necessary 
effective extractive system. 

TABLE 2 
Halogenophenol distribution coefficients(lgD 1 11 ) calculated 
(1) and experimentally recieved {II) xx x Y 

Phenols Extractants 
TPP TBP DBPP 

I II I II I II 
2-Fluorophenol 2.60 2.61 2.98 3.04 2.45 2.48 
3-Fluorophenol 2.76 2. 58 3.23 3.19 2.60 2.45 
4-Fluorophenol 2.63 2.61 3.08 3.03 2.47 2.47 
2-Chlorophenol 2.93 2.87 3.32 3.30 2.76 2.74 
3-Chlorophenol 3.36 3.27 3.76 3.70 3.20 3.14 
4-Chlorophenol 3.18 3.03 3-59 3.46 3.02 2.90 
2-Bromophenol 3.15 3.11 3.54 3-54 2.98 2.98 
3-Bromophenol 3.18 3.18 3.62 3.61 3.04 3.05 
4-Bromophenol 3.39 3.25 3.84 3.68 3.20 3.12 
2-Iodophenol 3.46 3.41 3.86 3.84 3.29 3.28 
3-Iodophenol 3.85 3.79 4.25 4.22 3.68 3.66 
4-IodoEhenol 3.78 3.73 4.19 4.16 3.62 ~.60 

Practical value of established dependances is the possibili-
ty to prognose phenol distribution coefficients in organic sol-
vent-water systems that simplifies the extractant selection in 
solving particular analytical problem. 
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EXTRACTION OF DITHIOCARBOXYLATES OF PLATINUM METALS 

Mezaraups G., Jansons E., Garnaka Z. 
University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia. 

The extraction of benzene-, naphthalene-, quinoline- and indole di
thiocarbo xylates b y means of various organic solvents has been stu
d i ed . It has been found that palladium dithiocarboxylates can be 
extracted from strong acidic solutions, but benzenedithiocarboxy
lat e even from the medium containing concentrated hydrochloric acid. 
Th is fact made it possible to work out selective spectrophotometric 
extraction method s for the determination of palladium having compa
r atively high sensitivity. It has been found that 4-quinolinedi
thiocarboxylic acid cannot be extracted with chloroform as distinct 
f rom 2-, 6-, 7- and 8-quinolinedithiocarboxylic acids. Similarly, 
t he e x traction of 4-quinolinedithiocarboxylates of platinum metals 
with chlo roform and other organic solvents does not take place as 
r eadily as that of other quinolinedithiocarboxylates of platinum 
metals. However, the extraction of 4-quinolinedithiocarboxylates 
increas e s in the presence of aliphatic amines, and this phenomenon 
fo und its practical application in the development of methods for 
the determination of osmium traces in various objects. 

The composition of all the investigated dithiocarboxylates of 
plat i num me tals has been determined by use of various spectrophoto
metric e x traction methods. 
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We have studied the extraction of benzene.;.~ naphtalene-, qui
noline- and indoledithiocarboxylates of palladium(II), platinum 
(II,IV), rhodium(III), iridium(III,IV7, osmium(III,IV) and ruthe
nium(III). We used the following dithiocarboxylic acids: 

CSSH 

~CSSH ~CSSH ~ 
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MSSC~ 0XV 
~CSSH 

I 
H 

CSSH 

~CSSH 
~';t)-cH3 

I 
H 

Interaction of dithiocarboxylic acids with platinum metal ions 
has been studied using spectrophotometry. Platinum metal complexes 
(except palladium complexes) are completely formed only at the 
heating ofcorresponding components during 50-60 min. in a boiling 
water bath. The most inert ions occur to be rhodium(III) and 
iridium(III,IV) ions. 

It has been found that palladium dithiocarboxylates can be 
extracted from acidic solutions, but benzene-dithiocarboxylate 
even from the medium containing concentrated hydrohloric acid. 

Pig. 1. Extraction properties of benzene-dithiocarboxylates 
of platinum metals 

Composition of the formed complex compounds in CHC13 is deter
mined by mole-ratio, continuons variation methods, s:hift of 
equilibrium and by means of the Bjerrum function and Asmus method 
and is found to be: PdL2 , PtL2 , PtL4 , RhL3 , IrL3 , OsL3 , OsL4 , 
RuL3 (L - dithiocarboxylate- ion). 
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Composition of ruthenium 4-methoxybenzenedithiocar
boxylate in chloroform extract by Asmus method 
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It has been found that 4-quinolinedithiocarboxylic acid cannot 
be extracted with CHC13 as distinct from 2-,6-,7- and 8-quino
linedithiocarboxylic acids. Similary, the extraction of 4-quino
linedithiocarboxylates of platinum metals with CHC1

3 
and other 

organic solvents does not take place as readily as that of other 
quinolinedithiocarboxylates of platinum metals. The extraction 
of 4-quinolinedithiocarboxylates increases in the presence of 
aliphatic amines and this phenomen found its practical applica
tion in the development ofmethods for the determination osmium 
traces in various objects. 

Extraction constants for dithiocarboxylates of platinum metals 
in the system water-chloroform(l:l) have been determined by 
means of the computer. 
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Table 1. Extraction constants of some platinum metals 
dithiocarboxylates 

Complex KAY 

s 
c-1·-.:;--.-Pd,l. 

-.......---_;,; 2 @)s 1,9 . 1019 

~.!i~ 
~":S::,...--P% 

1,2 . 1022 

s c.-r--:--.. PdA 
~"'-:--~.:,...-- 2 

4,3 . 1025 F S 

s 
c....-::--~PtA -@ ""'--/ 2 . 1028 F S 1,5 

C -(J?,:---..Pd,{ 
~-....;;:--/ 2 

109 s 2,3 . 
N 

s c.-,-___ .........._P~ @:@ '::_-~'/ t 2 
1,0 . 1010 s 

N 
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It has been found that reagents containing ::::;: C = S and -SH 
groups (Yoshino Y., Uehiro T., Saito M. -Chem.Lett. 1978,p.487) 
in aqueous solutions react with aquahyd·rogenethylenediamine
tetraacetato ruthenium(III) 9 We have studied the extraction of 
[RuYL) 2- in the presence of hydrophobous cations: diphenyl
guanidinium(DPG), triphenilguanidinium(TPG) in isopentanol:chlo
roform (3:7), isopentanol, butanol and chloroform. 

Table 2. Extraction degree(%) of the ruthenium(III) ionic 
associates containing benzenedithiocarboxylate
ions 

Hydrophobous cations 
Organic solvents 

DPGH+ TPGH+ 

Isopentanol : chloroform 0 :7) 99,9 99,9 
Isopentanol 85 81 
Butanol 80 79 
Chloroform 31 22 

Table 3 represents the data of spectrophotometric determina
tion of platinum metals using several dithiocarboxylic acids. 
We have also developed a spectrophotometric extraction method 
for the determination of platinum in the anti-tumour preparation 
(cis-diaminodichloroplatinum) by use of tetraethylammonium 
benzenedithiocarboxylate. 



Table 3. Spectrophotometric determination of platinum metals 

Reagents Me 

@JCSSH Pd(II) 

CSSH 

~ Pd(II) 

CSSH 

c$J Ir(III) 

OCH3 

CSSH 

c$J 
N02 

Rh(III) 

CSSH 

~ Pt(II) 

N(CH3)2 
CSSH 

®-N:N-@ 
Ir(III) 

OH 

Reference: Mezaraups G. -

Jtg/ml t .lo-4 

1 - 6 2,4 

0,2 - 1,2 2,3 

0,05- 25 2,8 

0,01 - 3,5 10 

0,008 - 3,00 23 

0,01 - 3,5 18 

Platinum metal dithiocarboxylates. 
Nl 2, pp. 192-198 

~,nm Acidity 

380 12M HCl - pH 10,0 

305 4M HCl -pH 7,1 

420 pH 6,0- 7,9 

455 pH 3 - 6 

500 1M - 3M HCl 

495 pH 8,0 - 12,5 

Izv. AN Latv.Ser.Chem. 1987. 
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THE USE OF SOL VENT EXTRACfiON IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE, 
FORTY YEARS OF PROGRESS 

A. CHESNEI and M. GERMAIN2 
I Ecole Centrale de Paris, 92295 Chiltenay Malabry (France) 
2Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, 92260 Fontenay aux Roses (France) 
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The high degree of purity required for the fissile and fertile elements used as fuels in nuclear 
reactors has made solvent extraction the choice as the purification method in .the different steps of the 
fuel cycle. This technique, owing to its specificity, and its adaptability both to continuous multi
stage processes and to remote control, has served to achieve the requisite purities with safe, reliable 
operation. A review of the different steps of the cycle, including uranium and thorium production, 
uranium enrichment, reprocessing, and the recovery of transuranics, highlights the diversity of the 
solvents used and the improvements made to the processes and the equipment. According to the 
different authors, this technique is capable of meeting future needs, aimed to reduce the harmful 
effects associated with the nuclear fuel cycle to the lowest possible levels. 

FOREWORD 

Solvent extraction in the nuclear fuel cycle! Not a new subject. Spence [14] at the 1971 

ISEC and, more recently, Naylor [27] at the 1986 ISEC have discussed it brilliantly. 

Today, I should like to review the general features of the method, its application in the different 

steps of the cycle, including the elements of nuclear importance such as thorium and transuranic by

products of reprocessing. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first question that comes to mind is: why solvent extraction? A historical review of the 

first nuclear applications of this technique has been compiled by Spence. He showed that the purity 

required for the uranium feeding the first atomic reactors was far above the usual standards for 

industrial metals. The need accordingly arose for a separation method involving the specific 

properties of uranium, particularly the property of uranyl nitrate of being soluble in ethyl ether. A 

first industrial installation was built in the United States, in which countercurrent extraction in a 

cascade succession of stages achieved good recovery of the uranium, and thorough purification by 

means of effective washing. A few years later, the reprocessing of fuels from natural uranium 

reactors drew on the same technique to recover and purify the unconsumed uranium and the 

plutonium formed, with comparable properties at the same degree of oxidation. For reprocessing, 

the objective of recovering fissile species was compounded by extremely high decontamination 

standards concerning the B/y emitter fission products. To minimize personnel irradiation, the 

process was implemented in remote-controlled and maintained installations. The extraction 

technique proved to be ideal for these constraints. 
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As to the process, the refining of uranium and the reprocessing of natural uranium fuels 

underwent similar developments in the fl.rst few years, with respect to the choice of solvents and 

their application in a continuous, high-performance process. 

Ethyl ether being highly flammable, it was supplanted by less flammable ethers and ketones, 

which were applied in industrial installations. Very soon tributylphosphate replaced the ethers and 

ketones which demanded a high concentration of nitrate ions in the aqueous phase, playing the role 

of salting out agents. 

The first extraction processes already set the structure of the now classic flow charts: 

extraction/scrubbing/stripping cycle, applied to the purification of an element, extraction/ 

washing/partition/stripping cycle for the combined purification of two elements and their separation. 

Extraction units are divided into three classes: mixers/settlers, columns, and centrifugal 

extractors. The selection criteria are based on transfer kinetics in two-phase systems, speed of 

resolution of emulsions, capacity, and extractor size, factors influencing the investment costs, and, 

in some cases, criticality constraints. Over the years, constant improvements were made in each 

class of equipment, tending to boost efficiency, capacity and reliability in a hostile environment. 

URANIUM PRODUCTION 

Uranium is produced in two steps: (1) extraction from ores with a usual assay of 10·3 or 

sometimes less, yielding a solid compound containing more than 70% uranium (normally uranates), 

and (2) refining of this compound to obtain uranium of nuclear purity. 

In the hydrometallurgy of uranium, solvent extraction emerged as an effective means of 

concentrating and purifying the element conveniently. From 1956, researchers at the ORNL [9] 

investigated amino compounds for the extraction of uranium and thorium from the aqueous solutions 

produced by the sulphuric leaching of uranium ores. This oxidized aqueous solution contains 

hexavalent uranium in the form of anionic uranyl sulphate complexes, which can be fixed on anion 

exchange resins or be extracted by amino solvents. The solvent extraction process developed 

(Amex process), over fixation on a fixed resin bed, offers the advantage of continuous operation 

with higher capacity. Tertiary amines are generally employed, diluted in aliphatic diluents 

containing a small amount of heavy alcohol (preventing the appearance of insolubles) or in aromatic 

diluents. This process is in widespread use today (United States, Canada, South Africa, France etc). 

Note that in South Africa [8,15] and France, some installations have used a mixed process (Eluex 

process) in which extraction by amines was performed on eluates of ion exchange resins. Due to 

the slow kinetics of the transfer reaction, the industrial installations use mixers/settlers of various 

types, and the current trend favours models in which circulation of the phases and agitation are 

performed by the same turbine. 

Another important source of uranium is the recovery of this c:lement as a by-product of the 

manufacture of phosphoric acid from phosphates. In the early 1970s, the following three processes 

were developed [29], given here by order of importance. 

(1) The TOPO/D2EHPA process (trioctyl phosphine oxide/di-2 ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid) 

which uses two purification cycles, and in which the extracted species is hexavalent uranium. 
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Uranium is stripped in the first cycle by reduction to U (IV) by the Fe (II) ion in phosphoric 

medium. Oxidation is then necessary to extract the hexavalent uranium in the second cycle, and 

stripping is carried out with ammonium carbonate. Improvements to this process have been 

proposed [1], aimed to reduce it to one cycle (URPHOS process) or to replace the two solvents by 

more efficient compounds of the same class, di-n-hexyl methoxy phosphine oxide for TOPO, and 

bis-dibutoxy 1-3 propyl phosphoric acid for D2EHPA, but these modifications did not lead to 

industrial applications. 

(2) The OPPA process, which was used in the production of super phosphates. The 

solvent, octylpyrophosphoric acid, is employed diluted to 3% in kerosene. It extracts the tetravalent 

uranium, which is stripped by hydrofluoric acid in the form of the tetrafluoride UF4• This process 

was used by Gardinier Inc. 

(3) The MOPPNDOPPA process, in which the solvent consists of anequimolecular mixture 

of mono- and di-octylphenyl phosphoric acids, extracting tetravalent uranium. Stripping takes place 

in 10M phosphoric acid medium in the first cycle. In the second cycle, stripping is carried out with 

ammonium carbonate. The process has been used in Canada. 

Many solvents were considered, but developments in the uranium market in the 1980s led to 

the closure of many production units, and the TOPO D2EHP A process is the only one used today in 

the area of phosphoric acid. R and D projects were simultaneously curtailed. 

Mixers/settlers are generally used today. Pilot experiments in pulsed columns have been 

described on the TOPO/D2EHPA process [7] and in centrifugal extractors [18] (ISEC 1986) on the 

process using mono- and di-alkyl phosphoric acids. 

After dissolution in ni.tric acid and, if required, clarification, the concentrates are refined by 

extracting the uranyl nitrate with tributylphosphate. The uranium solution (about 400 g•t-1) is sent 

to the extractor against a countercurrent stream of organic solution, consisting of TBP diluted to 20 

to 40% in a paraffinic hydrocarbon. The desired purity is obtained by washing the solvent with 

nitric acid or purified uranyl nitrate. The nitrate is then stripped in deionized water. These 

liquid/liquid extractions take place in mixers/settlers or, more generally, in pulsed or mechanically

agitated columns. 

THORIUM PRODUCTION 

Unlike uranium, thorium does not have a fissile isotope, but like 238U, 232Th can lead to a 

fissile isotope by the capture of a neutron. The uranium 233 formed can hence allow a chain 

reaction. The thorium thus represents a potential reserve that is interesting for the supply of nuclear 

power. The possibility of regeneration has been inventoried, leading to programs for the 

purification of thorium and the production of uranium 233. While this alternative has not to any 

degree enjoyed the development comparable to that of uranium, work has been carried out on it in 

many countries. 

Monazite is one of the most important of natural thorium resources. Concentrates are obtained 

after sulphuric or sodium leaching by precipitation methods. However, several solvent extraction 

processes have been employed on solutions from sulphuric leaching [17]. They are based on the 
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ORNL work already mentioned, thorium being extracted preferentially by primary or secondary 

amines. The uranium present is removed by extraction in a tertiary amine. The thorium is then 

extracted in a primary amine. 

Also noteworthy is the use of di-alkyl phosphoric acids to perform extraction, with the thorium 

then recovered in sulphate form after stripping with 10 M sulphuric acid. 

For uranothorianite ores, the presence of thorium and uranium leads to the simultaneous 

purification of both elements by the extraction of their nitrates with tributylphosphate. Since 

thorium is less extractable, the aqueous phase must contain large amounts of nitrates. For example, 

the Bouchet plant (France) used 33% TBP in kerosene to extract an aqueous solution of U and Th 

nitrates containing 1 M HN03 and 4 M NaN03. The U and Th nitrates were recovered by stripping 

with water from TBP, and the thorium was precipitated from this solution by oxalic acid [12]. 

Thorium is refined from impure concentrates in a tributylphosphate extraction cycle [6]. The 

concentration used varies from one country to another. The diluent may be paraffmic (kerosene) or 

aromatic (Solvesso-150, xylene). Weldon Spring (USA) extracted thorium from a nitric solution in 

a concentration of 0·5 Min acid, 1·25 Min magnesium nitrate. The 45% solvent in hexane was 

treated with water, thus achieving incomplete partition of the thorium and small amounts of uranium 

present. The aqueous solution obtained was purified by extracting the uranium entrained with the 

thorium, by 10% TBP. 

These nitrate extractions with TBP were performed in mixers/settlers or in columns. 

ENRICHMENT 

Enrichment is the step of the fuel cycle that involves the physical separation of the two uranium 

isotopes 235 and 238, by gaseous diffusion and by centrifugation in present industrial processes, 

and possibly by laser extraction in the future. It is interesting to note that the separation technique 

by chemical exchange, investigated since the 1960s, has led in France to a process which, although 

lacking industrial implementation, reached the pilot stage before closing process development in 

1988. This is the Chemex process, a term which incorporates the two components, chemistry and 

extraction. The main features of this process were reported recently [20]. 

The exchange reaction occurs between the species U3+ and U4+, with the isotope 238 being 

concentrated in the trivalent species. Separation is based on liquid/liquid extraction exploiting the 

different behaviours of the two species in hydrochloric medium. Tetravalent uranium is extracted in 

tributylphosphate, whereas U3+ remains in the aqueous phase. The TBP is used at about 40% in a 

commercial mixture of alkyl benzenes (Solvesso 150). The U concentration is 0·5 to 0·6 mol•l-1. 

The aqueous phase contains 4·6 to 5·2 mol•l-1 of hydrochloric acid, and 1·5 to 1·8 moJ.l·l of 

uranium consisting of 94% trivalent uranium. 

Pulsed columns are used for this exchange reaction, operating in a c~ntinuous organic phase. 

Given the large number of stages necessary to achieve significant enrichment, the columns are 

mounted in series. The cascade has a reflux recycling the uranium at its two ends: in the aqueous 

phase after reduction, and in the organic phase after oxidation and extraction. 
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In the pilot plant experiment conducted in Grenoble, 16 columns were used in series, each of 

them 150 mm in diameter and 50 m high. 

REPROCESSING 

The goal of this operation is to recover the non-transmuted uranium and the plutonium formed 

for subsequent uses: recycling after enrichment for U, fabrication of weapons or mixed fuels for 

Pu. These elements are purified in a liquid/liquid extraction step after dissolution of the fuels in 

nitric medium. 

Due to the high radioactivity of the irradiated fuels, considerable R and D work and constant 

improvements in industrial operation have been carried out to guarantee (1) quantitative recovery of 

perfectly decontaminated species (decontamination factor 106 to 1Q8), (2) safe conditions for 

operating personnel, (3) maximum reduction of wastes, and ( 4) packaging of the wastes. 

Historically, after the implementation of the Redox process using methylisobutylketone as 

solvent in the United States [11], and the Butex process using dibutoxy di-ethyl ether in the United 

Kingdom [16], tributylphosphate became the sole choice in the 1950s. Today, as observed by 

Naylor [22] at ISEC 1988, it still represents the universal solvent for the nuclear fuel cycle, because 

of its many favourable properties: satisfactory extraction power eliminating the need for salting out 

agents, good chemical stability, good physical properties although its density and viscosity require 

its dilution in heavier solvents than water, carbon tetrachloride CC14, for example, or lighter solvents 

such as paraffinic hydrocarbons. Some installations have operated with CC14, while most of the 

others use either n-dodecane, mixtures of isomers of hydrogenated tetrapropylene, or saturated 

hydrocarbons containing n~phthenes. 

No single extraction flow sheet with TBP exists, but many flow sheets adapted to the problem 

at hand [28]. For natural uranium or slightly enriched fuels, the TBP concentration normally used is 

30%. The uranium and plutonium are co-extracted and then separated by reducing partition, in 

which the plutonium reduced to the trivalent species is returned to the aqueous phase. The uranium 

is then stripped with very dilute acid. This partition can be carried out either in the first cycle or in 

the second. In every case, it is followed by one or more purification cycles for each of the elements. 

In the processing of highly-enriched fuels (often based on U/Al alloy), the plutonium in very 

small quantities is not recovered. In reduced form (Pu ill), it follows the fission products. The 

uranium purification cycles use dilute TBP (less than 10% as a rule). 

The reprocessing of mixed fuels from fast breeder reactors (UOzt'Pu02 mixture), already 

carried out in pilot installations, is characterized by an increase in the Pu!U mass ratio. 

Irrespective of the type of fuel reprocessed, the U/Pu separation operation is essential, and the 

decontamination factor of U in Pu is close to 1Q6. The reducing agents used to perform this 

separation are ferrous sulphamate, a rapid reducing agent but presenting the drawback of introducing 

foreign salts into the system, uranous nitrate stabilized with hydrazine, also rapid, whose ions 

increase the uranium inventory, and hydroxylam.ine nitrate stabilized with hydrazine, whose action is 

slower than the other two, but without increasing the salt content. The use of electrolysis in 
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stabilized medium help to avoid the introduction of a reducing chemical reagent [25]. It has not yet 

been applied to large industrial units. 

Among the specific features of nuclear fuel reprocessing, the effect of a/B/y radiation on the 

solvent causes a change in its properties. The appearance of di- and mono-butyl phosphoric acids 

has many consequences. On the one hand, these compounds are strong chelatants to the ions and 

species in solution such as uranyl ions, tetravalent plutonium and zirconium, and their extraction is 

increased, while their stripping becomes more difficult. 

Losses of fissile material in the effluents, and a concomitant increase in their activity are 

observed. As to zirconium, this chelating action is reflected by an increase in the y activity of the 

solvent and possibly the appearance of precipitates at the interface of the two aqueous and organic 

liquids. These solids accumulate, causing increasing solvent degradation and decreasing 

performance. 

Some of these compounds also display surfactant properties. If their content is too high, the 

operation of the extractors is disturbed, particularly by the physicochemical change in the materials, 

such as wettability. 

Prevention of the formation of these acidic compounds relies in particular on the maximum 

possible reduction of contact time between the aqueous phase containing the fission products and the 

organic phase. Short contact time extractors have been employed, including columns and 

centrifugal extractors. The latter have been used since 1966 at the American Savannah River plant in 

the first extraction cycle, with highly satisfactory results [23]. At the Marcoule plant where 

mixers/settlers are employed, the process has been altered, since prevention by reducing contact time 

was unfeasible. The introduction of hydrofluoric acid into the aqueous solution in strictly calculated 

quantities has led, through selective chelating of zirconium, to a significant improvement in 

performance [5]. This process has been in operation for 20 years. 

Very close attention has been paid to these processes and to their consequences in the design 

and construction of the large facilities in service and being built in France. Bernard and Chenevier 

[3] have described the improvements made to the process and to the equipment of the UP3 plant. 

They include the following. 

(1) Special treatment of the solvent discharged from the plutonium purification cycles before 

its regeneration and recycle. This consists of stripping the tetravalent uranium in mixers/settlers, 

traces of plutonium subsisting in the TBP after stripping with hydroxylamine nitrate. 

(2) Vacuum distillation of the solvent, regenerated in the standard manner by carbonate and 

caustic washing. This operation, performed on a part of the stream, achieves additional 

decontamination and serves to remove the heavy products resulting from the degradation of TBP. 

(3) Diluent washing of all the aqueous streams leaving the extractors to remove the soluble 

or entrained TBP. The subsequent degradation of the TBP tends to disturb the operation of the 

evaporators. This organic washing stream has a low throughput and is added to the rest of the 

solvent at the regenerator inlet. 

(4) New extraction units are planned in the flrst cycle. These are annular columns designed 

to solve criticality problems. They are fitted with baffle plates. It has been shown that this type of 
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plate is far less sensitive to a variation in wettability of the material than sieve trays. If the acidic 

alkyl phosphorus compounds are deposited on the surfaces, they become hydrophobic and 

considerable disturbances are observed in the hydrodynamic conditions and hence in performance. 

These consequences are absent with baffle plates. 

It is interesting to note that, in addition to TBP, tertiary amines have been used in some 

installations [30]: La Hague, Eurochemic in the plutonium purification cycle, Eurex in the 

reprocessing of irradiated U/Al fuel. At the La Hague plant, extraction by trilaurylamine was 

performed in nitric medium of moderate acidity, the extracted species being Pu(N03)6(R3HN)2. 

The plutonium was stripped without changing the oxidation state, by placing the solvent in contact 

with a sulphuric aqueous solution. The low capacity of the solvent, and the presence of sulphate 

ions, led to the replacement of this purification cycle by a tributylphosphate cycle after seven years of 

operation. 

After nitric dissolution of metallic thorium, or of the oxide Th02 or the mixed oxide 

Th02fU02, irradiated thorium was reprocessed from the 1950s in the United States, and also, on a 

smaller scale, in the United Kingdom and France. The process used is similar to the Purex process 

(Thorex process). It employs TBP [4]: the main differences are as follows: (1) the low extraction 

coefficient of thorium compared with uranium, hence the need to salt out by aluminium nitrate in 

weak acid medium, or by strong nitric acid, (2) thorium/uranium partition is performed without a 

valency change, exploiting the difference in extractibility of the two elements, and (3) the limited 

solubility of thorium nitrate in the TBP/paraffinic diluent mixture leading to low saturation and to 

decontamination of fission products lower than that obtained in the Purex process. 

One of the planned uses was the reprocessing of Th02fU02 fuels from high-temperature 

reactors. The limited development of these reactors and of the uranium 233/Th reactor led to the 

abandonment of these projects. 

RECOVERY OF TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS 

Among the by-products of the reprocessing of irradiated fuels, the transuranium elements Np, 

Am and Cm have given rise to recovery for subsequent use in various applications, chiefly to supply 

the programme of isotopic power generators. The irradiation of these elements in high-flux reactors 

has led to the production of plutonium 238 and curium 244, as well as transcurium elements. 

Although these activities appear as auxiliary to the fuel cycle, they are associated with it by their 

general characteristics: very high radioactivity of the isotopes, high purity required. Thus the 

methods of approach to the treatment of targets benefited from the experience gained in reprocessing 

and, in exchange, provided information about the extraction of trivalent actinide species, and the 

degradation of solvents containing short-lived emitters, two problems that reprocessing may have to 

contend with in the future. 

In the extraction processes, neptunium 237 has properties similar to those of uranium and 

plutonium in the same valency state. The species N~+ is relatively unextractible and stable. By 

slight changes in the conditions of the Purex process [13], neptunium can, in the first cycle, either 

accompany the fission products, or accompany the U and Pu, most of it following one or the other in 
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partition. It is then separated from them in their respective purification cycles. Since it is in very 

dilute solution, it can be recycled to the process for concentration. Final purification is carried out 

on anion exchange resin or by liquid/liquid extraction using a tertiary amine, the extracted species 

being the hexanitrate Np(N03)6(R3NH)2. In the treatment of irradiated targets for the production of 

plutonium 238, the same separation methods are found, namely ion exchange or liquid/liquid 

extraction, as indicated above for the purification of neptunium. In the latter case, the first cycle is 

designed to extract the tetravalent species of neptunium and plutonium, with the separation of 

plutonium being performed by reduction to the trivalent state, followed by a purification cycle for 

each element [2]. 

The elements americium and curium have properties very similar to those of rare earths, 

particularly in oxidation state +3 of the ions in solution. Their extraction from high-level waste 

solutions was described by Orth [24] at the 1971 ISEC. Batch processing by 50% TBP of these 

extremely radioactive solutions, whose acidity has been reduced and the nitrate concentration raised 

to 6 M, leads to the recovery of the mixture of trivalent actinides and lanthanides. The separation of 

these two families of compounds represents the delicate part of the purification step. It has been the 

subject of many liquid/liquid extraction investigations: (1) extraction cycles in concentrated chloride 

medium, the solvent being a tertiary amine: the species M Cl5(R3NH)z are more stable in the case 

of actinides, which allows their separation (Trarnex process), (2) extraction by TBP in nitric medium 

followed by separation by chromatographic development with diethylene triarnine pentaceric acid 

(DTPA) on ion exchange resin, and (3) the Talspeak process using extraction in nitric medium by di-

2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid (D2EHP A) in the presence of DTP A: a similar process was developed 

with trilaurylamine and then TBP as solvents, and implemented in the extraction chromatography 

technique [21]. 

In recent years, research has been directed towards the extraction of the actinide elements from 

aqueous reprocessing effluents. The goal is to minimize the presence of long-lived emitters in the 

wastes to be stored, to limit their long-term detriment The search for solvents capable of extracting 

the trivalent elements in highly acidic medium, without the addition of nitrates, has been guided 

towards bidentate compounds. Carbamoyl methylene phosphonates and phosphine oxides have 

been suggested by American researchers, and were reviewed by Schulz [26] at ISEC 88. They 

allow extraction in up to 7 M nitric or hydrochloric acid medium. The Truex process has thus been 

tried out in American production sites to treat high- and medium-level liquid residues [19]. The 

solvent is octyl phenyl N-N-di-isobutyl carbamoyl methyl phosphine oxide (CMPC), which can be 

used in a mixture with TBP. The trivalent elements are stripped by dilute acid, and the tetravalent 

elements by the HNO:YHF mixture. 

Another class of solvents, currently under development in France in particular [10], is 

represented by the diarnides of carboxylic acid, which offer the advantage over organophosphorous 

compounds of being completely incinerable. Here also, extraction can be achieved in highly acidic 

medium, with stripping by dilute acid. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As we have seen, the solvent extraction process has been applied for over 40 years to a wide 

variety of purification problems in the different steps of the fuel cycle, and often in extremely severe 

irradiation conditions. The experience gained concerns many organic compounds involving the 

main mechanisms of extraction: solvation, cation exchange and anion exchange. 

This experience has furnished an invaluable body of data to pursue the essential objectives: 

enhanced recovery performance of valuable elements, and reduction of the activity of wastes to be 

packaged. 

Intensive fuel reprocessing may prove advisable in the long term. One could then consider not 

only the separation of uranium and plutonium, but also that of all the elements with long-lived 

isotopes, whose detriment would be unacceptable for future generations. Should such a programme 

become necessary, solvent extraction will occupy an important place in the. processes, given the 

qualities hitherto exploited in the fuel cycle. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A THREE-CYCLE CHEMICAL FLOWSHEET 
TO REPROCESS OXIDE NUCLEAR FUEL 

I S DENNISS and C PHILLIPS 
THORP DIVISION, BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS plc, SELLAFIELD, CUMBRIA, ENGLAND 

ABSTRACT 
The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) is currently being built 

and commissioned at Sellafield. Theoretical studies and early laboratory 
work suggested that five solvent extraction cycles would be required. 
Uranium and plutonium would be separated in the first cycle and each of these 
products would then be passed to two further purification cycles. 
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Subsequent laboratory basic chemistry studies and development work using 
alpha and fully active miniature pilot plants showed that careful control of 
technetium, neptunium and plutonium redox chemistry allowed product specifica
tions to be met by the first of each of these pairs of purification cycles 
alone . It was therefore possible to delete two solvent extraction cycles from 
the plant and achieve a significant reduction in its size, cost and complexity . 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Magnox uranium metal fuel has been reprocessed at the Sellafield site of 

British Nuclear Fuels for over twenty-five years using the Purex solvent 

extraction process with tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) diluted with odourless 

kerosene (OK) . The Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP), which is 

currently being built and commissioned at Sellafield, will reprocess uranium 

oxide fuel from United Kingdom, Japanese and European light water and advanced 

gas-cooled reactors . The Purex process was also selected for THORP but account 

had to be taken of the differences between Magnox and Oxide fuel. 

The flowsheet design and chemical development work was governed by the 

need to meet product purity specifications against the increased input and 

different proportions of the fission products and by the need to reduce the 

environmental impact and operator radiation dose of the new plant. A 

flowsheet was therefore developed which, whilst giving a high degree of 

product purity, minimised the number of waste streams and the overall size 

and complexity of the plant and which avoided adding indestructible reagents 

to the process which would emerge in waste streams and restrict their further 

treatment. 

This flowsheet is shown in simplified form in Figure 1 . Separation of 

uranium and plutonium from fission products and from each other is carried 

out in the first (HA) cycle using pulsed columns and this is followed by 

separate single cycles for uranium purification (UP) using mixer settlers and 

plutonium purification (PP) using pulsed columns . 
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2. FLOWSHEET DEVELOPMENT 

The first step in the development of the flowsheet was to define a 

specification for the uranium product (Table 1); this allowed the 

decontamination factors (DFs) required for the various species across the 

process to be calculated. 

TABLE 1 
THORP nroduct snecification and reauired decontamination factors 

Specifi- Decontamination (1) Decontamination 
Species cation factor required factor (DF) -

(1) Contaminant/U in feed 
Contaminent(U in prod -1 Total alpha (Bq g_ 1 U) 250 

7.65 X 105 Plutonium (Bq g_ 1 U) 208 (2) One year-cooled f 
Neptunium (Bq g _1U) 42 31~ 
Ruthenium (KBq g U) 10 6 . 7xl0

4 (2) (3) Five year-cooled 

-1 
4.2xl0 (3) 

Other gamma (KBq g U) 1.1 
Technetium (ppm) 4 274 

uct 

uel 

fuel 

Difficulties were expected in the achievement of the specification for 

technetium, because it is produced in high yield in oxide fuel and is 

relatively extractable and neptunium, because of its complex chemical 

and solvent extraction behaviour . It was necessary to ensure good DF's 

for these species whilst maintaini~g satisfactory U-Pu separation . 

Process chemistry development work on the behaviour and control of 

technetium, neptunium and plutonium was therefore carried out using basic 

laboratory chemical studies and a range of pilot plant facilities . These 

included a 1/6000 scale full active replica of all the THORP solvent extraction 

cycles using irradiated oxide fuel as feed stock (the Miniature Pilot Plant), a 

1/5000 scale alpha active glovebox facility using uranium, plutonium , neptunium 

and technetium as feed stock and a 1/ 250 scale alpha active pulsed column 

facility using uranium, plutonium and technetium. 

3. TECHNETIUM AND NEPTUNIUM BEHAVIOUR IN THE HA SOLVENT EXTRACTION CYCLE 

The HA solvent extraction cycle of THORP separates uranium and plutonium 

from the fission products in an extract and scrub system and then separates 

uranium from plutonium in the lB system using uranous nitrate (U (IV)) to 

reduce Pu (IV) to Pu (III) . The reduced forms of uranium and plutonium are 

stabilised against nitrite re-oxidation by the addition of hydrazine. 

3.1 Technetium 

It was expected that some technetuim would co-extract with uranium and 

enter the lB system. Fully active trials in the Miniature Pilot Plant 

showed, however, that zirconium present in irradiated fuel enhanced 

technetium extractability causing 100% of it to enter lB. This technetium 

was shown to backwash with the plutonium and then follow the waste stream in 



the PP cycle so that product qualities were not affected . A large amount of 

development work (Denniss and Phillips, 1990) was however necessary to 

minimise the effects of the technetium-hydrazine reaction in lB whilst 

ensuring a satisfactory plutonium DF for the uranium stream and avoiding the 

complexity of a technetium removal system in the HA cycle . 

3.2 Neptunium 

Neptunium is present in the irradiated fuel feed largely as extractable 

Np(VI). It therefore follows the uranium-plutonium stream from the first 

extract and scrub contactor into the lB system. Here the uranium (IV) 

reducing conditions are sufficient to reduce neptunium to the extractable 

(IV) state and it therefore follows the uranium-in-solvent stream to the UP 

cycle. The DF for neptunium on the uranium stream in the HA cycle is thus 

poor and it was therefore necessary to design the UP cycle to remove the bulk 

of the neptunium as well as removing residual plutonium and fission products . 

4. NEPTUNIUM AND PUJTONIUK BEHAVIOUR IN THE UP CYCLE 

Plutonium has three common valency states (III, IV and VI) and two of 

these are important in the solvent extraction process; Pu (IV) which is 

extractable and Pu (III) which is inextractable and can be produced by 

reduction of Pu (IV). Neptunium exists also in three common valency states 

(IV, V and VI) which can be readily inter-converted by redox or 

disproportionation reactions (Guillaume, 1984) . Neptunium (IV) and (VI) are 

extractable but neptunium (V) is not (Guillaume, 1984) . 

4 . 1 Neptunium in the UP cycle first contactor 

The most efficient way of separating neptunium from uranium was 

considered to be the formation of inextractable Np(V) followed by forward 

extraction of the uranium in the first UP cycle contactor, UPl (Figure 2) . 
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The feed to the UP cycle contains 100% Np(IV) and so the requirements for an 

oxidising pre-treatment were examined by laboratory experiments. Heating 

Np(IV) at low acidity had been reported to form Np(V) (Srinivasen, 1974) and a 

series of trials allowed the optimum conditions to be determined . A low acid 

feed is not suitable for uranium extraction and further laboratory trials 

were carried out to establish the temperature conditions which allowed 

subsequent acidification without destroying the Np(V). 

4 . 2 Plutonium in the UP cycle first contactor 

During the neptunium conditioning process, plutonium will remain as 

extractable Pu (IV). A simple UPl uranium extraction contactor, whilst 

providing a good neptunium DF, would therefore not provide any decontamination 

from plutonium . Use of uranium (IV) to reduce the plutonium as in the 

lB system would reduce the Np(V) to extractable (IV) and was thus ruled out. 

Hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) however was known to reduce Pu (IV) to Pu 
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(III) but not Np(V) to Np(IV) (Guillaume, 1984) and so the effect of a low 

temperature, low acid hydroxylamine scrub feed to UPl was examined in alpha 

active experimental trials. It was necessary to optimise by experiment the 

temperature and acidity, these being required to be low to 

minimise disproportionation of Np(V), whilst higher acidities are ideally 

required for efficient uranium extraction. 

4 . 3 Neptunium and plutonium in the UP cycle second contactor 

Instead of following UPl with the usual uranium backwash contactor , it 

was considered that further useful decontamination of the uranium from 

neptunium and plutonium could be achieved in a compound plutonium backwash and 

uranium re-extraction contactor. Plutonium backwash is achieved by using HAN 

again, with a higher temperature and a low acidity optimised experimentally 

to give the best balance of plutonium and neptunium removal from the uranium . 

The first UP cycle is completed by a third contactor, UP3, providing a simple 

low acid backwash of the uranium. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE UP CYCLE FLOWSHEET 

Initial testing of the flowsheet was carried out in the alpha-active 

1/5000 scale facility at Sellafield using the expected quantities of 

plutonium, neptunium and technetium in the UPl feed and a small amount of 

ruthenium derived from the Magnox plant . Very good DFs were demonstrated as 

shown in Table 2, which compares achieved DFs with those required to meet the 

specification. It can be seen that for plutonium, neptunium and technetium 

a single UP cycle is more than capable of meeting the product specification 

and with five-year cooling of fuel before reprocessing, the ruthenium 

specification is also comfortably met . 

TABLE 2 

Decontamination factors measured in alnha active trials 

Plutonium Neptunium Ruthenium Technetium (1) DF required to 
achieve specification 

DF required 232 190 37 (2) 1 DF achieved in HA 
across UP 2 . 3 (3) Cycle . 
Cycle (1) (2) One year-cooled 

fuel. 
DF achieved 

>3 . 7xl03 (3) Five year-cooled 
in UP cycle >560 18 10 fuel. 

Confirmation of these findings was provided by full testing of all 

cycles of the flowsheet using the Miniature Pilot Plant and actual irradiated 

oxide fuel . A total of 50 days active operation was carried out in five 

separate trials using different samples of AGR and LWR fuel. The results 

confirmed the findings from the alpha-active trials and demonstrated that the 

uranium product specification could be met comfortably by a single 

purification cycle (Table 3). It was thus possible to delete from the THORP 



design the entire second UP cycle complete with the evaporator feeding it, 

thus reducing very significantly the size and complexity of the plant and the 

volume of effluent generated . 

TABLE 3 

Compositions of uranium product from miniature pilot plant 
(corrected to basis of reference fuel, 40 Gwd/tU burn-up, five year-cooled) 

Uranium Pu alpha Np 237 Tc 99 Ru 106 
product 
(UP3AP) Bq/g U Bq/g U ug/g U Bq/g u 

Pilot <2 <1 <1 <200 
plant 

Specifi- 208 42 4 10000 
cation 

Parallel flowsheet development work on the plutonium purification cycles 

showed that the original provision of two cycles in this flowsheet was also 

unnecessary since the product specification was met by the first of these. 

This allowed the second plutonium purification cycle to be deleted to leave a 

THORP chemical flowsheet consisting of three solvent extraction cycles only. 

6. CONCUJSIONS 
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The chemical development work carried out for THORP has allowed a 

flowsheet to be adopted using three solvent extraction cycles only. This has 

considerably reduced the size, complexity and cost of the plant and has reduced 

the number of waste streams requiring treatment. 

Major contributors to these simplifications of the THORP process have 

been the development of an efficient uranium purification cycle using novel 

principles to obtain decontamination from neptunium and the ability to test 

the whole flowsheet under fully realistic highly active conditions, thus 

providing the essential confidence in the results. 

The work has demonstrated the value of integrating the research and 

development closely with the design process so that each can influence the 

other, leading to an efficient process and a high degree of confidence in its 

performance. 
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Fig 1. Thorp Chemical Separation Plant 
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ABSTRACT 
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This paper presents our latest experimental results for the development of an IMproved 

PUREX process {IMPUREX) for the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel. The new process 

allows to reach the product spefications required for the commercial process in one single 

extraction cycle instead of the traditionally employed five cycles. Waste and equipment 

minimization increase availabilty and reduce costs. 

In two series of experiments in the highly-shielded laboratory-scale MILLI reprocessing 

facility true (i.e. not partially simulated) fuel of 31.5 GWd/t and 170 GWd/t respectively was 

reprocessed. The feed solution was first filtered and then clarified in an adsorption bed. The 

ultra-high loading of the solvent over almost all of the first extractor HA has to be 

considered as an inherent fission product scrubber and explains the observed excellent 

decontamination values. For additional Np decontamination an electroreductive first 

scrubber HS1 is proposed. 

The IMPUREX process requires an efficient process control to keep the position uf the 

U-extraction front at a constant location close to the raffinate discharge of HA. As a 

controlling condition the temperature profile was employed. This works even in the very 

small mixer-settlers of MILLI with the associated noisy temperature signals. 

A twofold feed clarification by a sintered metal filter and a diathomaceous earth 

adsorption bed resulted in processes without any hydraulic maloperations or interfacial 

deposits. The IMPUREX flowsheet reliably avoids Pu{IV) accumulations and associated 

criticality problems. Pu{VI) has to be reduced to Pu(IV) in the feed solution. The influence of 

the position of the U-extraction front in the first extractor on the decontamination factors of 

Cs, Ce, Au, Zr, Tc and Np is discussed. 

The MILLI results show that product requirements for reprocessing can be met in one 

extraction cycle as predicted theoretically. For occasionally occuring maloperations in 

industrial operation further product refinement by crystallization is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A particularity of the Purex process is the extreme product purity required today. 

Decontamination factors have to be of the order of 105-106. In addition the product yield 

has to be better than 99% and the cost of radioactive waste is extremely high. R&D 

activities are therefore primarily directed to cost reduction by simplification of the traditional 
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5-extraction-cycles process. This paper discusses recent progress in the development of 

an IMproved 1-cycle-PUREX process IMPUREX. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Simulations with the computer model VISCO (Petrich et al., 1986) predicted the 

possibility to avoid Pu-accumulations in the high-active first extractor (HA) of the Purex 

process by increasing temperature and/or acidity. Later experiments (Petrich and 

Schmieder 1988) fully confirmed the predictions. A detailed description of the theory was 

published by Schmieder and Petrich 1989. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

After the 1986 discovery of the potential (Schmieder et al. 1987) of the new process 

conditions the following experiments were performed: 

1986 First validation of the possibility to avoid Pu-accumulations in a highly saturated 

flowsheet in the lab-scale alpha-tight LABEX mixer-settler equipment (Petrich and 

Schmieder 1988) 

1986 First test in the miniature pulsed columns of MINKA: no Pu-accumulations even at 

room temperature (Schon 1990). 

1987 Numerous tests in LABEX concerning solvent degradation, Np and Tc extraction 

(Schmieder et al. 1987). 

1988 First experiment in the highly shielded lab-scale mixer-settler facility MILLI with high 

burnup (170 GWd/t and 16 months cooling time) fast breeder reactor fuel (Bieyl et al. 

1990). 

1990 Second MILLI experiment with LWR fuel (31.5 GWd/t, 31 months cooling time) . 

3.1 Feed clarification and solvent degradation 

In none of the hot experiments crud or hydraulic maloperations were ever observed. 

This is mainly attributed to a greatly improved feed clarification: after a preceding 

solid/liquid separation through a 1um sintered metal filter, the feed solution was further 

clarified in a diathomaceous earth adsorption bed first proposed by Benker et al. 1984. It 

was not yet possible to investigate the deposits in the filters. None of the samples taken 

later in the process showed any sediments. 

The increased acidity and temperature of the IMPUREX process is increasing solvent 

degradation by hydrolysis. It came as a surprise to find smaller degradation in the MILLI 

runs under IMPUREX conditions than previously under conventional conditions. The 

reason obviously is the reduced exposition of the solvent to radiation: 

* lack of interfacial deposits 

* fission product accumulation is limited to the narrow low-U-saturation area. 

3.2 Pu accumulations and Pu(VI) reduction 

The original aim in the development of the new flowsheet was to reliably avoid Pu 

accumulations that can lead to criticality problems. This turned out to be easily achievable if 

there is no or only little Pu(VI) present in the feed solution. Pu(VI) is less extractable than 
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U(VI) and tends to accumulate close to the raffinate in the same way as all other extractable 

species that are successfully separated by the new process conditions. Special care has 

therefore to be taken to reduce Pu(VI) in the feed solution to the highly extractable Pu(IV) if 

Pu-losses to the raffinate are to be avoided. 

The reduction of Pu(VI) to Pu(IV) was done electrochemically in the MILLI experiments. 

But while the 1988 experiment resulted in Pu-losses of about 0.2% (25 mg/1) the 1990 

values were still higher and identified spectroscopically as Pu(VI). This increase is due to 
the not yet optimized electrochemical process. 

3.3 Process control 

The position of the U front in an IMPUREX-flowsheet is not a stable one. It is very 

sensitive to variations of most process parameters and should be kept constant by a 

closed loop controller for constant separation efficiency. In the MILLI and MINKA 

experiments the variation in the temperature profile generated by the extraction enthalpy of 

U-transfer was used as the controlling condition for automatic adjustment of the solvent 

flow. In the .case of the small MILLI-mixer-settlers (50 mljstage) the maximum extraction

induced temperature difference between two stages was 0.3°C at 56°C with a very poor 

signal/noise ratio of less than 1. Nevertheless, this was sufficient to keep Uorg constant to 

within ± 1 g/1 at the position of the steepest gradient (Bieyl et al. 1990). In pulsed columns 

much larger temperature peaks facilitate this kind of automatic control. 

3.4 The position of the U-extractlon front 
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Fig.1 . MILLI 1990: Organic (dashed lines) and aqueous (solid lines) U [g/1] profiles In the HA-extractor (stages 
A01 -A 1 0) , HS1-scrubber (stages A 11-A 16) and HS2-scrubber (stages AS1-AS8) extractors. Organic product 
leaves at AS8o, Feed enters at A10a, raffinate leaves at A01a. 

The diamond-marked profile of Fig.1 shows an U-loss of 70 mg/1 and is referred to as 

"narrow-saturation" because the highly U-loaded zone extends over comparatively few 

stages and the U-extraction front is fully within the extractor. The square-marked profile, 

however, shows an U-loss of 1 gjl and is referred to as "wide-saturation": the extraction 
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front is cut off at the raffinate outlet and almost all of the HA-extractor is highly saturated. In 

this case the accumulation zone for fission products will be very narrow and extremely high 

decontamination can be expected. 

3.5 Neptunium 

Np(VI} is almost as well extractable as U(VI) and therefore is expected to leave the 

HA/HS extractors largely with the organic phase. This is illustrated in Fig.2 by the two 

organic Np239-profiles. In the "narrow-saturation" case the maximum of the Np peak is well 

within the HA-extractor. In the "wide-saturation" case the Np peak is "pushed into the 

raffinate", more Np leaves with the raffinate and the Np product concentration is lowered by 

a factor of 3. The gradients of the Np profiles in the scrub sections (A 11-ASB) are not 

changed, however, since U, HN03 and flow ratio are the same in both cases. 
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Fig.2. MILLI 1990: Organic Np profiles for the "narrow-" and "wide-saturation' cases (c. f. caption of Fig.1 ). 

Np decontamination can be greatly improved by the use of an electroreductive scrubber 

as described by Schmieder et al. 1987. Under these conditions U(VI} and Pu(IV} are also 

partly reduced but in contrast to the less well extractable lower Np valencies they are 

rapidly reoxidized in the extraction section. 

3.6 Zirconium 

The separation of Zr is reduced by increased acidity and temperature. It is closely 

related to Tc-separation which is described by Kolarik et al. 1990. The 1988-MILLI run was 

carried out to prove reproducibility and stability: the U-front was kept extremely stable and 

a low-acidity second scrub was used. Then the result was an almost constant gross

gamma contamination of the Pu-product of 1 to 30 uCi/1/gPu (Ru-106= < 4 .. 20, 

Cs-137=13 .. 90, Ce-144=2 .. 50, Zr-95=15 .. 30 uCi/1). 

In the 1990-MILLI run, however, a high-acidity flowsheet for the second scrubber was 

employed to study Tc-optimization. This led to the result of Fig.3. 

In Fig.3 the solvent loading of stage 2 (which is a measure of the position of the U-front 
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close to the raffinate in stage 1) correlates well with the gamma contamination of the 

electrochemically separated (for recent progress see Galla et al. 1990) Pu-product. This 

contamination is almost exclusively due to Zr-95. More than 99% of Zr are found in the Pu

product. The closer the U-front is to the raffinate, the higher is the loading in stage 2, the 

more extends the Zr-peak "into" the raffinate and the better is the decontamination. 

a C01asumG o 801asumG o A02oU 
Fig.3. Correlation between the position of the U-extraction front (circles = organic U-concentrations in gjl in 
stage 2 of the first extractor) and decontamination (diamonds = gross-gamma contamination of the 1 BSP-Pu
product after U /Pu-split in uCi/1/gPu, squares = gross-gamma contamination of the 1 CU-U-product after U
backwash in uCifl/gU) as a function of date. 

3.7 Other fission products and product quality 

The U-product quality in Fig.3 is independent of the position of the U-front. This is also 

observed for Ru, Cs and Ce in the Pu-product. The remaining contaminations are well 

below the permissible limit and are probably colloidal impurities. In some cases analytical 

problems with contaminated samples allow only to give the low limit of the decontamination 

factors. 

Cs-137 
Ce-144 
Ru-106 
Zr-95 
Tc-99 

Table 1: U-produr,t decontamination factors 
FBR MILLI (1) FBR MILLI88 ( ) required(2) 
conventional IMPUREX for LWR 

1. 7E4 5.0E5-1 .3E6 ca. 1 E6 
6E4 1.5E6-4.5E6 ca. 1 E6 

1. 7E2 1 E5-3E5 ca. 1 E4 
6E2 1E4-1.5E4 ca. 1E4 
n.a. 5E2 

(1) HS2P (2) 33 GWd/t, ?a 

3.8 IMPUREX in pulsed columns 

LWR MILLI90 
IMPUREX 

7.4E5-9.6E7 
1.7E6- >5E8 

3E5-2E6 
5E4-8E5 

>2E4 

Feasibility of the IMPUREX flowsheet in the MINKA miniature pulsed columns was 

demonstrated already in 1986. In 1989 further experiments were conducted to study the 

separation of Np and Tc. There were no principal differences observed in comparison to 

the mixer-settler results (Schon et al. 1990). The experiments were hampered somewhat by 
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an insufficient heating and temperature control equipment for the first extraction column 

and by difficulties in feed adjustment. 

3.9 Medium active waste minimization 

Solvent wash with C02-Ioaded hydrazine instead of sodium carbonate demonstrated in 

both MILLI-runs how the major portion of medium active waste is avoided (Schmieder and 

Stieglitz 1974). 

3.1 0 Product crystallization 

Traditionally further extraction cycles are added to the Purex process to obtain the 

necessary product quality. Under IMPUREX, additional product refining may occasionally 

be needed for the technical process in the case of moderate maloperations. Henrich et al. 

1987 proposed a simple crystallization procedure as a refining step. Experiments showed 

high additional DFs: in the 1990 MILLI experiment they were greater than 100 for most 

impurities in the uranylnitrate extraction product (Bauder 1990). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

There is very little doubt that the IMPUREX process described above is feasible also for 

industrial scale reprocessing. Its one-cycle operation will improve process availability and 

will cut costs. Criticality problems are reliably avoided. Necessary prerequisites are 

sufficiently good feed clarification and a reliable control of the U extraction front. Process 

optimization depends largely on the specific requirements. Additional product refining by 

crystallization seems very promising. A technical scale demonstration facility would be the 

logical next step. 
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BEHAVIOUR OF TECHNETIUM IN THE EXTRACTION WITH TRIBUTYL PHOSPHATE IN 
THE PUREX PROCESS 

Z. KOLARIK, G. PETRICH and H.-J. BLEYL 
Institute of Hot Chemistry, Nuclear Research Centre, P. 0. Box 3640, 7500 Karlsruhe 1, 
Federal Republic of Germany 

ABSTRACT 
Tc(VII) is coextracted with Pu(IV) in the form of the species Pu(N0 3)J{Tc0.).2TBP. The 

coextraction is strongly suppressed at increased concentration of nitric acid. In the 
simultaneous extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) in the Purex process the behaviour of 
Tc(VII) is governed by its coextraction with U(VI) and the fission product Zr(IV) . A flow
sheet for improved separation of Tc(VII) from U(VI) and Pu(IV) was found by mathemat
ical modelling of the behaviour of Tc(VII) in a counter-current extractor. The loaded 
solvent must be scrubbed at a sufficiently high scrub flow and the separation of Tc(VII) 
is improved by enhancement of the HN03 concentration in the scrub solution. The 
flowsheet was tested in hot counter-current experiments. Decontamination factors of 30 
- 50 were attained with feed solutions obtained from irradiated LWR and fast breeder 
fuels . 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that, in the extraction of nitrates with tributyl phosphate (TBP), 

pertechnetate ions are coextracted very strongly with Zr(IV) and less pronouncedly with 

U(VI) (Vialard, 1986; Kolarik, 1989, and references therein). Tc(VII) is also coextracted 

with Pu(IV) (Vialard, 1986). The coextraction can be troublesome in the first extraction 

cycle of the Purex process. A substantial part of the Tc fission product accompanies 

U(VI) and Pu(IV) in the solvent stream and follows them to the subsequent operation, 

namely the reductive separation of Pu from U. The efficiency of the separation can then 

be deteriorated, because Tc(VII) reacts with hydrazine and facilitates reoxidation of 

U(IV) and Pu(lll). The performance of the Purex process is improved, if the fraction of 

Tc(VII) coextracted with U(VI) and Pu(IV) is kept as low as possible . To reach this aim, 

it has been suggested to in~roduce an additional contactor into the first extraction cycle 

of the Purex process (Boullis et al., 1988). Elsewhere it has been suggested to add 

oxalic acid to the feed solution (Vialard, 1986). This lowers the concentration of Zr(IV) 

in the organic phase and, consequently, suppresses the coextraction of Tc(VII). Our 

effort was to improve the separation of Tc from U and Pu without application of addi

tional extractors or chemicals. We concentrated on the behaviour of Tc in a recent 

modification (lmpurex) of the conventional Purex process . U and Pu are in the lmpurex 

process extracted at elevated temperature, a high concentration of nitric acid and a 
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high loading of the solvent (Schmieder , 1989; Petrich et al. , 1990). We gained more 

extensive data on the coextraction of Tc(VII) with Pu(IV). modelled the distribution 

behaviour of Tc(VII) in the simultaneous extraction of U and Pu(IV) . and investigated the 

behaviour in counter-current experiments . 

EXPERIMENTAL PART 

Distribution experiments and determinations of Tc(VII), U(VI) and HN03 have been 

described elsewhere (Kolarik , 1989) . Pu was determined by an x-ray flurescence meth

od or ex -spectroscopy. Counter-current experiments with a simulated feed solution were 

performed in a glove-box , laboratory scale mixer-settler device (total throughput < 500 

ml / h) . The simulated feed contained 260 g U/1 , 2.6 g Pu/ 1, 1 g Zr/ 1, 0.2 g Tc/1, 5.1 M HN03 

and radioactive tracers (96Tc and 95Zr). Hot experiments with a real feed solution were 

made in the heavily shielded mixer-settler device MILL! (total throughput < 1500 ml / h) . 

The real FBR fuel feeds contained 190- 220 g U/1, 27 - 29 g Pull and 4.9 M HNOJ, and 

the real LWR fuel feed contained 280 g U/1, 3.0 g Pull and 5.25 M HN03. The burn-up of 

the fuels was ~170 MWd/t (FBR) and ~30 MWd/t (LWR). Diluent denoted below as 

"alkanes" consisted of mixed n-alkanes. mainly decane to dodecane. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The coextraction of Tc(VII) with Pu(IV) is illustrated in Fig. 1. At 25°C and under oth

erwise identical conditions the Drc values are higher by a factor of 1.5- 2.5. Noticeable 

is the strong suppression of the coextraction efficiency at increased HN03 concen

tration. It corresponds to the replacement of 2 nitrate ions by TeO. ions from the 

extracted Pu(N03)4 .2TBP species. This phenomenon has not been observed in the 

coextraction of Tc(VII) with U(VI) and Zr(IV) . There the distribution ratio of Tc(VII) 

(henceforth Drc) is approximately a reversed first power function of the total nitrate 

concentration in the equilibrium aqueous phase. To determine the number of the Tc04 

ions reacting with a Pu(N0 3) 4.2TBP species , we measured the Drc value in varying the 

initial Tc(VII) concentration in the aqueous phase from 0.0001 to 0.05 M. At constant 

equilibrium concentrations of Pu(IV) in the organic phase (~0.1 M) and of HN03 in the 

aqueous phase (4.6 M and 5.6 M). the Drc value did not vary with the Tc(VII) concen

tration . This shows that the Tc(VII) is coextracted with Pu(IV) in the reaction 

i .e. analogously as with U(VI) and Zr(IV) (Kolarik , 1989). The Drc va lue is described as 

0Drc + 34[Pu(N03), .2TBP][N03] 172 at 50°C and as 0Drc + 220[Pu(NOJ). ZfBP][N03] 243 

at 25°C. 0Dr, is the distribution ratio of Tc(VII) in the absence of coextracting elements 
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and equations for its calculculation are given elsewhere (Kolarik, 1989). The noninteger 

and excessively high exponents express inconstancy of activity coefficients . 
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Fig . 1. Coextraction of Tc(VII) in the extraction of Pu(IV) with 30 val.% TBP/dodecane 
from HNOJ solutions . Initially 0.002 M Tc(VII) in the aqueous phase, Pu,, ••. org is Pu(IV) not 
bound to Tc(VII) . Solid lines are calculated . 

An important practical conclusion can be drawn: At > 4 M HN03 , Tc(VII) is coex

tracted mainly with Zr(IV) and U(VI) and the coextraction with Pu(IV) plays a minor role . 

The coextraction with Zr(IV) can be suppressed, if the solvent is highly loaded with U(VI) 

and Zr(IV) is so displaced into the aqueous phase. Then U(VI) remains the only element 

coextracting Tc(VII) and , at e.g. ~s M HN03 , Drc = 0.3 - 0.4. (Kolarik, 1989). Thus, 

Tc(VII) can be scrubbed out from the loaded solvent in a wash section of a counter

current extractor at an appropriatelly high scrub flow. The displacement of Zr(IV) from 

the loaded solvent by U(VI) in the wash section must necessarily cause accumulation 

of Zr(IV) between the feed point and the aqueous raffinate outlet. This in turn evokes 

accumulation of Tc(VII). In spite of the accumulation , U(VI) and Pu(IV) can satisfactorily 

be decontaminated from Tc(VII), if the HN03 concentration and flows are appropriately 

adjusted for all aqueous flows. We sought a favourable adjustment for 24 mixer-settler 

stages , divided to an extraction and two scrub sections. The flowsheet was first opti

mized with the aid of mathematical modelling , and then tested experimentally . 
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Fig. 2. Behaviour of Tc(VII) in the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) from a simulated feed 
solution. Solvent (stage 1): 30 vol.% TBP/alkanes, 355 ml/h . Feed (stage 8): 118 ml/h . 
1st scrub (stage 16): 5 M HN03, 38 ml/h . 2nd scrub (stage 24): 1.5 M HN03, 95 ml/h. 51 
- 53°C in stages 1 - 16 and ambient temperature in stages 17 - 24. Points are measur
ments, lines are calculated profiles. 

Empirical equations for the calculation of distribution ratios of Tc(VII) and Zr(IV) were 

introduced into the simulation programme developed by one of us (Petrich et al., 1986}. 

The ratios were described as functions of the equilibrium concentrations of HN03, Zr(IV) 

and U(VI) in the aqueous phase. The extended programme simulated the counter-cur-
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rent extraction behaviout of Tc(VII) fairly well (see a demonstration with results of fore

going investigations in Fig . 2). Deviations of the calculation from the experiment are not 

serious . Concentration profiles of pronouncedly accumulating components are rather 

instable and desire a long operational time for approaching a steady state. 
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Fig . 3. Behaviour of Tc(VII) in the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) from a real feed solution 
(FBR). Solvent (stage 1) : 30 val.% TBP/alkanes, 780 ml/h . Feed (stage 10) : 280 ml/h . 1st 
scrub (stage 16) : 8.7 M HN03 , 40 ml/h . 2nd scrub (stage 24): 3.5 M HN03 , 300 ml/h . 51 -
53°C in stages 1 - 16 and ambient temperature in stages 17 - 24 . Points are measure
ments. lines are calculated profiles. 
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The run with the simulated LWR fuel feed solution confirmed that Tc would be sep

arated inefficiently (decontamination factor 5.4) at a low flow and a low acidity of the 

second scrub solution. A still lower decontamination factor for Tc (2.6) was achieved 

with the same flowsheet in a hot experiment , performed with the FBR fuel feed solution . 

No Tc(VII) was washc.d out from the loaded solvent in the stages 17 - 24, where coex

traction with Pu(IV) was not insignificant due to a low HN03 concentration (1 .5- 1.8 M) . 

The mathematical modelling revealed that for a good separation of Tc(VII) from U(VI) 

and Pu(IV) it was very important to increase the flow and the HN03 concentration of the 

scrub introduced into the end extractor stage . The other scrub was to have a low flow 

and a high concentration of HN03 . In this way the volume of the raffinate was not nec

essarily enlarged , but the aqueous to organic flow ratio and the HN03 concentration 

were kept sufficiently high in the whole extractor. The flowsheet was tested in a hot 

experiment with a fast breeder fuel feed . It is seen in Fig . 3 that the decontamination 

factor for Tc was not so good as predicted, but still satisfactory (34) . Using practically 

the same flowsheet , a decontamination factor of 30 - 50 was then reached in another 

hot run with the LWR fuel feed . The importance of the solvent loading could clearly be 

demonstrated in the run with the LWR fuel. The good separation of Tc from U and Pu 

was reached only at the solvent loading as high as it is illustrated in Figs . 2 and 3. When 

e.g. the U concentration in the solvent in the second stage was reduced to ~1 g/1 , the 

decontamination factor for Tc decreased to ~s. 
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Abstract 

567 

The purex process has been applied in the reprocessing of light water reactor (L WR) fuel. 

Application of the purex process to Fast Breader Reactor (FBR) fuel reprocessing will likely 

encounter a severe environment owing to high burn up and high plutonium-content of the fuel. A 

centrifugal contactor with short residence time and low holdup volume has particular applicability 

to the reprocessing of FBR fuel by the purex process. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel 

Development Corporation (PNC) has been developing a centrifugal contactor and earring out 

uranium tests to study steady-state and transient behavior. 

A high extraction efficiency was obtained for uranium. The results of the tests were 

evaluated with the calculation code named " MIXSET" which was developed at the Tokai 

reprocessing plant in PNC. The results of the calculations corresponded well with the 

concentration profiles obtained from uranium tests for steady-state and transient behavior. A 

correlation between the transient rate of the uranium concentration profile and the magnitude of 

the upset condition was obtained from a transient behavior study. The drive unit of the 

contactor was also improved for maintenance and compactness. 

1. Introduction 

The recovery of plutonium and uranium from irradiated fuels by solvent extraction is often 

limited by the solvent degradation products. Several solvent extraction cycles are usually 

necessary to achieve the required degree of purification of the plutonium and uranium. 

Adaptation of the purex process to the recovery of plutonium and uranium from FBR fuels 

requires the development of advanced technology. The centrifugal contactor has excellent phase 

separation characteristics and a smaller holdup volume than that of conventional contactors such 

as mixer-settlers and pulse columns . These characteristics lead to the following advantages over 

conventional contactors: 

· Reduced exposure of solvent to radiation 

· Rec'uced inventory of aqueou s and organic phases 

· Reduced space requirements 

·Improved criticality safety 

PNC has been developing a centrifugal contactor to apply in the purex process of FBR 

fuels since 1986. This paper gives a brief explanation of the contactor which was developed in 

thi s R&D activity and also describes results obtained from uranium extraction tests. 
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2. Centrifugal Contactor 

Fig.1 shows the basic structure of the most recent 

type of contactor being developed . The housing was 

designed based on that of an annular type centrifugal 

contactor which was developed at Argonne National 

Laboratory (ANL) [1, 2] . Feed solutions are fed to the 

annular region between the spinning rotor and its housing 

through the feed room. The liquid-liquid dispersion 

formed in the annular zone enters the rotor where it is 

separated. The separated phases are discharged from the 

rotor into the organic and aqueous collector rooms. A 

sepecific design feature of this contactor is the applicati

on of a magnetic coupling to drive the rotor so that the 

motor can be replaced independently of the rotor . This 

feature provides an easier mode of remote maintenance 

Magnetic 

Fig.l. View of the centrifugal 

contact or 

and decreases the space requirement on the upper side when replacing the motor. 

3. Engineering Test Equipment 

Fig.2 shows an overview of the engineering test equipment used in uranium tests. This 

equipment was fabricated and assembled in 1987 and consists of uranium extraction, scrubbing, 

stripping, and solvent washing sections. The contactors are installed in a multi-tiered rack 

having three tiers as shown in Fig.2 and can be operated as a continuous system. PNC has been 

carrying out not only solvent extraction tests with uranium but also diluent washing and solvent 

washing tests using this equipment. 

4. Extraction Efficiency 

In the early stages of development, the extraction efficiency for uranium was confirmed 

Fig.2. Engineering Test Equipment 
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Fig.J . Comparison of uranium equilibrium curve 
and uranium extraction efficiency 
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through uranium ex trac tion tests in the contactor. An equilibrium curve for uranium in a 

30%- TBP / n-dodecane and 3 mol / h nitric acid system calculated by MIXSET is shown in Fig.3. 

For comparison , the results obtained from the extraction test s are also shown in thi s figure. 

This figure in d icates that the extract ion eff iciencies are nearly 100% as reported in prev iou s 

papers [2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . 

5. Uranium Concentration Profile 

Many uranium-concentration profiles obtained by uranium extraction tes ts were evaluated 

by the calculation code "MIXSET:' Fig.4 shows one of the experimentally obtaied profiles and 

the MIXSET profile prediction. In this case, the code prediction corresponds well with the 

experimentally obtained concentration profile by assuming a 99% stage efficiency. Based on 

these and other past results , MIXSET can predict steady-state behavior in centrifugal contactors 

over a uranium concentration range of 10- • to 1 0' g/1 if a stage efficiency greater than 95% is 

assumed. 

6. Transient Behavior Study 

When considering process operation and control of a centrifugal contactor system, it is 

very important to understand the trans ient behavior of the uranium concentration profil e. This 

is because the low holdup volume of the centrifugal contactor results in a more rapid movement 

of transients through the system than in other types of contactors. A series of t es t s was 

c: 

·~ 

~ 
8 
§ 

· ~ 

:5 Experimental data 
o Organic 
• Aqueous 

MIXSET prediction 
---- Organic 
--Aqueous 

Stage 

Fig.4. Uranium concentration profile 

at steady-state 

Table 1. Test conditions for transient 

behavior study 

Run No. Solvent flowrate (1 /h) Feed flowrate (1/h) 

Raffinate 

10 .3 
19 .9 

10.1--13 .6 
10 .0--14 .3 
18 .4 --14 .8 

9.0-15 .0 
8.7-11.5 

8.1 
8.4 
9.0 

Uranium loaded 
solvent 

Fig.5. Test Flowsheet 
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conducted to s tudy the transient behavior in the extraction sect ion as a fun c ti on of uranium 

loading in the organic phase. 

Fig.5 and Table 1 show the flowsheet conditions chosen for thi s study. 

procedure can be divided into two par t s as follows: 

(1) Establi sh steady-state and measure the uranium concentration profile. 

The test 

(2) Change the flowrate of feed or so lvent and measure the transient rate of the uranium 

concentration profile by taking samples at periodic interval s from each stage . 

In Runs 1 and 2, the feed flowrate was increased, and in Runs 3, 4 and 5, the solvent 

flowrate was decreased to introduce an upset condition to the system. 

Fig.6 shows the transient behavior of the uranium concentration profile in the aqueous 

phase in Run 3 as a representative example of the experimental data obtained 1n these tests. 

Uranium profiles as predicted by the MIXSET code are also shown in this figure . The transient 

rate of the uranium concentration profile, R, which is defined in equation (1 ), is almost constant 

except in the region very close to steady-state, and nearly equal for every stage. Predicted 

behavior by MIXSET correspond well with the experimental data. 
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R= 
dlogC 

dt 

C : uranium concentration 
T : time 

(1) 

In Fig.7, transient behavior at the 4th stage in Runs 1, 2, and 4 is compared to examine 
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the effec t of uranium loading. In thi s figure, the loading ratio , X, is defined in equation (2) as: 

Cf 
Ff 

X= 

Fo 

Co ,max 

Cf · Ff 
I Co,ma x 

Fo 

Uranium concentration in feed 
Flowrate of feed after change (Run 1 and 2) or 
Unchanged feed flowrate (Run 3, 4 and 5) 
Flowrate of solvent after change (Run 3, 4 and 5) or 
Unchanged solvent flowrate (Run 1 and 2) 
Theoretical maximum loading of uranium in 30%TBP/ n-dodecane ( 129.7g/ 1) 

(2) 

Note that X does not mean the real uranium loading in the organic phase but it expresses 

the magnitude of the upset on the system. Fig.7 indicates that the transient rate depeneds on 

the loading rate X. 

The results of this study are shown in Fig.B which describes the correlation between 

loading ratio , X, and transient rate, R, for all Runs. Fig.B indicates that the transient rate R is 

proportional to the loading ratio , X, over a given set of experimental conditions. This figure also 

show s that the effect of two different upset conditions, i.e. change in the feed flowrate or 

solvent flowrate , on the transient rate , R, can be expressed in the same manner by equation (2) 

for these types of upsets. 
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7. Solvent Washing Test 

Application of a salt-free reagent in the solvent washing process is favorable to reduce the 

volume of radioactive waste. Hydrazine oxalate is one of the candidate washing reagents which 

can be decomposed to gases. In this test , washing of simulated degraded solvent, 

30%TBP /n-dodecane containing DBP, by hydrazine oxalate using a 4-stage centrifugal contactor 

was performed under various conditions. Fig.9 shows one result of this test . As shown in this 

figure, the concentrat ion of DBP dropped from 1340ppm to less than 1 Oppm within 4 contactor 

stages. In this case, the feed molar ratio of hydrazine oxalate to DBP was 1.6. Detailed studies 

revealed that the scrubbing efficiency in the centrifugal contactor was almost the same as that 

in breaker scale tests which were also performed as part of this program. 

8. Conclusion 

A compact and easily maintained centrifugal contactor was developed and uranium tests 

were conducted to study the steady-state and transient behavior of uranium. A high extraction 

efficiency was obtained for uranium. The tests results were evaluated using the calculation 

code "MIXSET" , and predictions corresponded well with the test data for steady-state and 

transient behavior. The transient rate of the uranium concentration profile is proportional to the 

loading ratio defined in equation (2). Solvent washing test using hydrazine oxalate in contactors 

were conducted and good scrubbing efficiency was obtained. Further development of centrifugal 

contactor system is being pursued as a joint effort with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

under the USDOE/PNC collaboration. PNC plans to demonstrate centrifugal contactor technology 

as applied to FBR fuel reprocessing in a hot facility. 
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The paper presents the results of 11hot 11 experiments at the 
Physical Energy Institute (Obninak) where countercurrent quanti
tative uranium/plutonium separation was studies using solutions 
of fresh and spent mixed FER-fuels in a cascade of centrifugal 
contactors with diaphragm-free cells installed on aqueous phase 
tubes during U-Pu-aeparation and extract polishing from plutoni
um traces during weak acid co-extraction of both the actinides. 

The paper presents the main parameters of the pilot devices 
employed and data on the actinide separation with use 30% TBP. 

INTRODUCTION 
Major purpose: Probability and feasibility compatibility of cen
trifugal extractors and electrochemical cella (selective Pu
stripping operation). Efficiency comparison of quantitative U
Pu-aeparation extractive processes - using both 11 in aitu11 elec
trochemically generated U(IV) and outside U(IV) flow introduced. 
Search for conditions of commeaaurability of extractive (centri
fugal contactor) and electrochemical (cell) stage work volume. 

Due to apparent design difficulties in placing electrodes in
side a centrifugal extractor and the requirement to have a par
ticular type of emulsion in a mixing chamber ( 11oil in wa ter11 ) it 
seemed promising to resolve the problem by the interstage place
ment of small flow electrolytic cella on the clarified aqueous 
phase line. This can additionally afford such advantages as sim
plification of maintenance of a removable electrode block, a re
duced destruction of an extractant in an electrolyzer, high li
near rates of an aqueous flow to intensify the electrolysis pro
cees etc. 

It is known that one of the first versions of spent fast re
actor fuel reprocessing was multicycle co-reprocessing of urani
um and plutonium from the core without their separation by alter
nate co-extraction and weak-acid co-stripping of uranium and 
plutonium. 

The feasibility of this process was shown by us previously 
using mixer-settlers and centrifugal extractors. However, in 
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this case we found out the incomplete stripping of plutonium 
from TBP into weak nitric acid due to the formation of strong 
Pu (IV) complexes with acid alkyl phosphates and first of all 
with DBP; as a result unextracted plutonium is discharged with 
wastes from the operation of the soda regeneration of an extrac
tant. (To date there is a mathematical model of plutonium 
stripping from !BP that adequately describes the effect of DBP 
(Solovkin, 1987)). We have previously found that in the course 
of "ageing" of a plutonium-bearing extractant (30% TBP in n.-do
decane) there takes place a linear accumulation with time of 
plutonium "nonstrippable" into a dilute acid; it reaches several 
gr per litre, e.g., when plutonium (IV) organic solution 
(21 g/dm3) is held for 4 days (610C) (Renard, 1985). 

It is found that plutonium in the complex with DBP is quanti
tatively stripped with aqueous solutions of oxalic or hydrofluo
ric acids or with an aqueous solution of uranium (IV) stabilized 
with hydrazine. 

Therefore, one can expect that low concentrations of uranium 
(IV) in the co-stripping flow stripping of U and Pu made it 
possible in the U stripping zone to deeply reextract quantitati
vely microconcentrations of plutonium retained by extractant 
(trialkyl phosphate) destruction products. 

The processes of electrochemical U-reduction and Pu-stripping 
in pulse columns and mixer-settlers has been investigated in 
USA, FRG. 

1 EXPER:rm:NTS 

Small size centrifugal contactor (throughput to 25 dm3/h) 
with a rotor 33 mm dia was used as a extractor (Renard, 1988). 

2.1 Experiment with uranium polishing in co-stripping of urani
um and plutonium (electrochemical stripping of plutonium from 
unirradiated fuel organic solvent on multistage cascade of 
centrifugal extractors, 20°0) 

During weak acid (0,05 mol/dm3 HN03 ) uranium and plutonium 
(U:Pu=4:1) co-stripping operation the electrochemical generation 
of ~ 1 g/1 U(IV) in the aqueous stripping flow results in the 
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3-4 times reduction of plutonium losses with the organic raffina
te. 

A multi-electrode electrochemical diaphragm-free cell was 
used having electrodes of platinated titanium sheets (coating 
thickness 60 ~); the use was made of commercial frequency 
(50 s-1 ) a.c. 

2.2 The cold experiment with the full separation of uranium and 
plutonium 

On electrochemical stripping of Pu macroconcentrations in the 
operation of the full quantitative U and Pu separation using 
unirradiated FBR-fuel (U:Pu=9: 1) solution, two a.c. electro
chemical diaphragm-free cella and 15 centTifugal extractor stages 
the factor of decontamination of U from Pu equal to 550000 were 
reached at 99.998% extraction of Pu in its product. 

The optimal conditions of electrolytic, diaphragm-free inter
stage cell operation: the platinated titanium electrodes; the a. 
c. voltage of 2 V; the current densit, of no more than 
7 A/dm2 ; the S/V ratio of about 7 dm- ; the temperature not hig
her than 45°C; the time leas than 15 min; the acidity of the 
re-extractant-electrolyte 0.15-0.50 mole/dm3 HN03 ; hydrazine 
content not more than 0.25 mol /dm3• 

A two-point reductant introduction was simulated, viz. into 
the region of stripping major amounts of plutonium and into the 
region of plutonium microconcentration removal from a uranium 
extract (Renard, 1988). It is at those two points of the stripp
ing block that two electrolyzers were placed. 

The major technological characteristics of the separation are 
practically independent on the kind of Pu reductive stripping -
electrochemical or with U(IV) introduced from the outside 
(0,9 g. U(IV) per 1 g. Pu(IV)), although electrochemical stripp
ing is carried out at lower steady-state concentrations of 
uranium (IV). 

2.3 "Hot" experiments on electrochemical selective plutonium 
stripping in multistage cascade of centrifugal extractors. 
Flowsheet with full separation of uranium and plutonium. 

The above results attained for unirradiated fast reactor 
mixed U-Pu fuel were confirmed in "hot cell" experiments with 
high burn-up fast reactor mixed fuel. 

Three "hot" cella accomodate a 43-stage extraction unit 
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mounted according to the flowsheet (fig.) having mixing cham
bers of variable volumes. It is equipped with pilot metering and 
pumping apparatures and a system of continuous remote analytical 
control. The described centrifugal extractors were also used by 
6 interstage diaphragm-free a.c. electrolyzers having platinated 
titanium electrodes. The cells are mounted in series on 
the aqueous phase at two points of the second (separation) block 
where macroconcentrations of uranium and plutonium are separated 
and uranium is polished. 

The object of the development of the tube type electro-
lyzers was to generate about 3 g/dm3 uranium (IV) by each one in 
the stripping flow (0.6-0.8 dm3/h, that is U(IV) (~1g. per g. 
Pu(IV)}production has been proposed. The working volume of cell 
I (40 cm3) approaches that of a single stage ot the centrifugal 
extractor (8-20 cm3). 

P-I 

06 07 08 09 

Pig. Pirst cycle spent FBR-fuel reprocessing flow~heet with 
quantitative U-Pu-separation (centrifugal extractors). 

~ - electrochemical cells 

Two experiments were performed in succession using electro
lyzers in the uranium and plutonium separation block I (experi
ment IAZ-1) and using externally introduced tetravalent uranium 
(as a comparison experiment, experiment IAZ-2). The composition 
of the feeding flows is given in table 1. 
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TABLE 1 

Feeding flows, I cycle flowsheet (centrifugal extractors· FBR 
spent fuel, the average burn-up of 60 GW·da,y/t exposure' of 
2 ,years) ' 

Flow Flow Composition Notes 
index raje, 

em /h. HN0.3 u Pu H.ydrazine 
mol/dm.3 g/dm3 g/dm.3 mol/dm3 

F 970 4oJ 165 23 xxxxx) 

P-1 2000 1.5•10-3 1.0•10-4 30% TBP 
P-2 115 10 10 g/dm.3 

P-.3 270 0.5 
P-4 800 1.5•10-.3 1.0•10-4 30% TBP 

P-5 26.3 o.6 75X} trace 0.20 IAZ-2 
P-6 460 0.15 ) 11xx) trace 0.16 ) IAZ-2 
P-7 800 o.axxx 0.30xxxx IAZ-1 
P-8 .3200 0.01 
P-9 400 soda, 5% 

mass 
P-10 64 10 0.05 

x) includ. 70 g/dmj U(IV); xx)inolud. 10 g/dmj U(IV); 
xxx) 0.15 mol/dm3 in exp. IAZ-2; xxxx>o.18 mol./dm3 in exp. 
IAZ-2; xxxxx) l'·f -activity .v 6.1o12Bq/dm.3(..v4·10.3 («R/s.dm3) 

TABLE 2 

Major characteristics of electrochemist~ use for liquid-liquid 
extractive U-Pu-partition from FER (fresh and spent) fuel solu
tion (15-16-stage blocks of centrifugal extractors) 

DF 

U from Pu 
Pu from U 
U from FP 

U-Pu-partition 

U(IV) 

spent fuel 

,3.6·103 
40 
7 .1•104 

fresh fuel 

(2+1 o) ·1 o5 
240-760 

with use of 

electrochemistry 

spent fuel fresh fuel 

1.1•105 5-5·105 
660 900 

1 .1 •1 o5 

Centrifugal extractors with low phase residence time (2-10 s) 
were shown to be suitable for quantitative (above 99.9~) extrac
tion of actinides from high-activity fuel <~ 900 Ci/dm.3) and 
for decontamination of actinides from fission products by up to 
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150000 times at the first cycle with U-Pu separation by the 
method of Pu reductive stripping (factor of decontamination of U 
from Pu is up to 110000) (table 2 ). 

Although the limited amount of the high radioactive solution 
(initial aqueous) did not allow us to reveal all the features 
(the reserves included) of the plutonium electrochemical stripp
ing process, nonetheless the presented results can be used as an 
actually realized operation of electrochemical (salt-lees) sepa
ration of uranium and plutonium macroamounts as applied to the 
process of extractive reprocessing of macroplutonium containing 
fuel using present-day quickly operating centrifugal extractors 
and just as compact interetage electrolyzere • 

.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The serviceability is confirmed of the combined unit consist
ing of individual stages of centrifugal extractors and intereta
ge sited on the aqueous phase pipes of the diaphragm-free elec
trolytic cells having platinated titanium electrodes. The appli
cation of electrochemical a.c. low voltage cells with platinated 
titanium electrodes helps to resolve the problems associated 
with the introduction of electrochemical operations in the aque
ous extraction process of NPP (FBR) fuel reprocessing using 
quickly operating centrifugal extractors. 
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The importance of clarification for the volume of sludges has been demonstrated. However, 
even very good clarification does not totally eliminate the extraction sludges. If their volume is 
considerably increased by the presence of dissolution fines that have excaped clarification, this 
only slightly alters the hydrodynamic behaviour of the pulsed column in the first cycles. The 
sludges obtained with and without feed clarification have been characterized and their origin 
recalled . The management of these bulky remains problematic for reprocessing. 

INTRODUCTION 

The importance of clarification quality in the performance of the Purex process is 

considered today a vital matter, especially because of its repercussions on the formation of 

interfacial sludges. In fact, this clarification operation, generally performed by filtration or 

centrifugation, is not always totally effective, because the dissolution fines mainly consist of 

colloidal substances [2] whose properties could justify more specific clarification methods, such 

as ultra-filtration, treatment by flocculents etc. 

Tests of the first cycle were performed in hot cells on clarified and unclarified dissolution 

liquors, issuing from PWR UOX and MOX fuels. These tests were conducted in mixers/settlers 

and in a small pulsed column in order to : 

• monitor the formation and behaviour of the sludges accumulating at the extraction 

interfaces, 

• define the origin and the characteristics of the sludges, 

• determine the influence of the degree of clarification of the dissolution liquors on the 

hydrodynamics of the pulsed columns, 

• identify the problems associated with the industrial management of these products. 

The results discussed below are still partial, because they are part of a broader study, 

associated in particular with that of dissolution fines . 

2 FORMATION AND BEHAVIOUR OF SLUDGES IN THE FIRST EXTRACTION 

CYCLES 

The fuel, dissolved for these mixers/settlers tests, was MOX fuel containing 5% Pu, 

irradiated to 30,000 MWD_t-1 and cooled for four years. The feed solutions were clarified 

24 hours after dissolution by micro-filtration on Millipore 1.2 and 0.3 I-'m membranes. These 
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feeds were stored for an average of three months, and then again clarified one week before 

being sent to extraction (see. extraction flow sheet, (a) in Figure 1). 

Despite very good clarification, it is found that large quantities of blackish sludges 

(example (b) in Figure 1) are formed at the interfaces of the settlers. These sludges appear from 

the very onset of extraction in the feed introduction stage, and then advance progressively, 

throughout the extraction section and in diluent washing, in the flow direction of the aqueous 

phase. On the scale of a few hundred hours of operation, no sludges are entrained with the 

raffinates beyond the extractor. The total volume of the sludges is an average of 7·3 I.t-1 (HM), 

60% in extraction and 40% in diluent washing. This total volume varies slightly with the initial 

quality of the solvent used ('new' solvent, plant solvent, plant solvent regenerated by vacuum 

distillation), but naturally, provided it has been treated first to remove the TBP degradation 

products. 

(a) AO.. RAFFINA TE (c) 

Figure 1 (a) Extraction cycle in mixers/settlers. (b) Example of interfacial sludges recovered 
after extraction of clarified MOX feeds. (c) Section of pulsed column used for the tests. 

The same applies to a small pulsed column (see (c) in Figure 1, and flow sheet in 

Figure 2), operating with a continuous organic phase, with feeds from the dissolution of UOX 

fuels, irradiated to 55,000 MWD•t-1, cooled for four years and clarified by micro-filtration 24 

hours after dissolution, using the procedures indicated above. In these conditions, the volume of 

sludges collected was equivalent to about 14 I.t-1 U, and no significant decrease in this volume 

was observed for feeds clarified 24 or 72 hours before extraction. 
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Finally, these volumes of sludges are not at all negligible and certainly represent minimum 

volumes formed in the first cycles operating in standard conditions, with perfectly clarified 

dissolution liquors. 

Influence of dissolution fines on the sludges and on the operation of pulsed columns 

If the dissolution liquors are not clarified at all, the apparent volume of the sludges, 

accumulating in the bottom settler of the pulsed column, reaches 125 J.t-1 U. A large part of the 

fines , about 30%, is not held in the emulsion, and is deposited on the blanket of sludges at the 

interface, and finally falls to the bottom of the settler. A small fraction of fines or sludges is 

entrained with the solvent and proceeds to the FP washing section. This could limit the 

decontamination performance of the cycle. The volume of sludges rapidly becomes disturbing 

for the operation of the column, and may require their withdrawal. 

FEED 
[UJ=160 gl
[Pul= 1.9gl-1 

f3l= s2 cn-1 

[Hj= 3N 
1.56 v 

LOADED SOLVENT 
TOWARD STRIPPING 
AND SOLV. WASH 

SOLVENT 
TBP30% 
DOD.70% 
2.78 v 

Figure 2 Extraction flow sheet employed in pulsed column tests. 

To determine whether the presence of fines in the extraction feeds has any effect on the 

hydrodynamic behaviour of pulsed columns and particularly on their capacity (possible flooding 

due to the influence of solid particles on the size of the emulsion), we measured the variation in 

the average DPHU rates (dispersed phase hold-up), as a function of the total specific throughput 

(ranging from 1 to 2. 5 l.h-l.cm-2) and the pulsation conditions : constant amplitude of 2·5 em, 

pulser frequency 35 to 85 pulses/min. 

The DPHU curves obtained by operating in a continuous organic phase, with a uranyl 

nitrate solution used as a reference (non-irradiated U) and with clarified and unclarified 
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dissolution liquors (UOX fuel described above), are compared in Figure 3, for the same 

operating conditions. There is finally little difference and consequently, the presence of 

dissolution fines in the extraction feeds has no significant effect in principle on the 

hydrodynamic behaviour of the column. However, it is possible that, in a continuous aqueous 

phase or at the flooding limits of the column, this influence could be more pronounced. For the 

optimal operating zone, between 1·5 and 2.5 l.h·l.cm·2, there should be not loss of capacity in 

industrial installations, if the clarification efficiency is not total . Note, however, that the 

accumulation of large volumes of sludges, which only occurs if clarification is insufficient, 

could force the operator into frequent shutdowns, especially if he does not have a system for the 

continuous removal of the sludges in the settler. 
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Figure 3 Comparison of DPHU (a) and constant 20% DPHU (b) obtained in a pulsed column 
as a function of the operating parameters and the state of clarification of the feed . 

3 CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERFACIAL SLUDGES AND ORIGINS 

The sludges formed with perfectly clarified MOX dissolution liquors were characterized 

after rinsing and separation by centrifugation. The mass of dry extract recovered and dried at 

60°C is equivalent to = 24 g.t·l of heavy metals, which, related to their initial volume, 

corresponds to an apparent specific volume of about 200 to 300 cm3 .g·l . This very high value is 

characteristic of the stable emulsions which make up the sludges and have already been pointed 

out by various authors [1]. 
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These sludges are stable, because, after one and a half months, they still occupy 70% of 

their initial volume, and then only 10% after centrifugation. They are unaffected by acide 

treatment, cold or hot, but their volume increases by a factor of 2 to 3 in basic medium. This 

property does not facilitate their removal in plants where caustic soda is often used to rinse 

extraction units. 

Their' average composition determined by ICP analysis after mineralization and total 

dissolution is as follows : 

• 

• 
• 

main elements 

Secondary elements 

minor elements 

P = 30 to 50% (relative%) 

Pd = 7 to 30%, Zr = 6 to 17%, Fe= 8.8 to 16%, 

Mo, Ru, Rh, Tc from 0.3 to less than 5%, 

U = 0.3 to 1%, Pu = 0.1 to0.25%. 

The mass of palladium held in the sludges is not negligible, and corresponds to about 

0.15% of the quantity formed during irradiation of the fuel. 

Since they contain Mo, Ru, Rh and the main elements making up the dissolution fines, 

their total mass corresponds to less than 0 .1% of the mass of fines separated after clarification, 

which is 4. 7 kg.t-1 of U + Pu. This demonstrates that the clarification of dissolution liquors by 

micro-filtration is extremely effective for fines whose colloidal dimensions make this operation 

very difficult. 

The activity of these sludges is low (1.5 to 2 Ci.J-1 106Ru, 137Cs, 144Ce) compared with 

the activities of the aqueous solutions from which they were extracted ( = 50 Ci.J-1) , probably 

indicating that these emulsions are rather of the W/0 type. 

For sludges formed without clarification, their composition (UOX tests in pulsed column), 

is slightly different from the average composition of the dissolution fines, apart from 

phosphorus. 

The composition of the sludges that we determined conform to the data generally found in 

the literature, concerning the origin of these products, which can be classed as follows : 

• precipitated organo-phosphorus compounds such as DBP-Zr complexes [4], to which DBP

Fe complex, also very insoluble, is certainly added , 

• palladium metal, resulting from the reduction of Pd + + by the radiolysis of dissolution 

liquors [3] , 

• dissolution fines that have escaped clarification. 

Each of these products, by its surfactant or stabilizing properties [5], favours the formation of 

stable emulsions, in other words sludges. 

These experiments have demonstrated that, if the dissolution liquors are suitably clarified, 

the first two categories predominate. However, their volume is related to the irradiation 

characteristics of the fuel, and the residence time of the solvent in the extractors. These 

parameters condition the degradation of the solvent and ipso facto the precipitation of the 

organo-phosphorus compounds. If the solutions have been insufficiently clarified, the third 

category becomes preponderant, and the accumulation of large quantities of very radioactive 
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fines at the interfaces tends to accelerate the degradation of the solvent and accentuates the 

precipitation of organo-phosphorus compounds. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this preliminary investigation, we have demonstrated that intensive clarification of 

extraction feeds does not totally eliminate the problem of extraction sludges. However, the 

presence of significant amounts of dissolution fines increases their volume considerably, but 

without disturbing the operation of the first cycles in pulsed columns. The management and 

transfer of these very bulky products remains problematic for reprocessing, and the more 

sludges are formed in the extractors, the higher the solvent losses are likely to be. It is therefore 

important to improve the clarification efficiency and to devise methods to treat these sludges so 

as to restrict their volume and to recycle the solvent held in these stable emulsions. 
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SEPARATION OF NEPTUNIUM FROM HIGH-LEVEL WASTE BY EXTRACTION WITH Dl!SODECYL 
PHOSPHORIC ACID 

Y. MORITA. S. TAN! and M. KUBOTA 
Department of Environmental Safety Research 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 
Tokai-mura, lbaraki-ken, 319-11. Japan 

ABSTRACT 
Continuous extraction of Np initially in the pentavalent state with diisodecyl 

phosphoric acid (DIDPA) was studied using a miniatur e mixer-settler in the aspect 
of developing a partitioning process for high-level waste (HLW). 

The ratio of Np extracted from HN03 solution was only 45.4 % by ?-stages ex
traction because of the slow rate of the extraction. The ratio was considerably 
increased to 92.7% by the addition of HzOz to scrub solution. The extraction 
from a simulated HLW solution further proceeded because of the catalytic effect 
of some elements in HLW, but it was accompanied by fast decomposition of H202. 
When the number of extraction stages was doubled and HzOz was added to two of the 
stages, over 99.96 % of Np was extracted, which confirms that this extraction is 
a promising method for Np separation from HLW. 

The results of the continuous extraction agreed with the results of batchwise 
extraction using !-stage mixer without the liquid flow. This gave a good prospect 
of designing a large scale extractor. 

INTRODUCTION 

Partitioning of high-level waste (HLW) has been studied for the purpose of es

tablishing an advanced waste management system for HLW and for the purpose of 

utilizing some of the elements in HLW (Kubota et al. 1984, 1989). Separation of 

237Np is particularly important to reduce the long-term potential hazard of HLW . 

In previous studies (Morita et al. 1987), Np initially in the pentavalent 

state was found to be extracted with diisodecyl phosphoric acid (D!DPA), which 

was used as an extractant for americium, curium and rare earths in the partition-

ing process previously developed. This extraction proceeds through dispropor-

tionation of Np(V), which is considered to be initiated and accelerated by inter

action of Np(V) with DIDPA. The rate of the extraction was not fast enough, but 

HzOz was found to accelerate the extraction (Morita et al. 1988). In this case, 

the extraction proceeds through the reduction of Np(V) to Np(lV), still mai r t ain

ing the importance of the interaction of Np(V) with DlDPA. 

The present paper describes the results of the studies on the counter -currehL 

continuous extraction of Np(V) with DlDPA from simulated HLW using a miniature 

mixer-settler. These studies are particularly important because the extraction is 

determined by the rate not by the distribution ratio at equilibrium. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2. I Reagents 

A stored 237Np solution was used without 

further oxidation state adjustment. In this 

solution, over 98% of Np was pentavalent, 

which was verified by spectrophotometry. 

Table I shows the composition of simu

lated HLW used. Concentrations of the ele

ments except Np were calculated and es

timated on condition that I m3 of HLW was 

produced per I t of spent fuel by repro ces

sing, Three other major elements in HLW, 

Zr. Mo and Te, were not added. They are to 

be separated as precipitates at the deni-

TABLE I 

Composition of simulated HLW . 

Element Cone. (!I_) Reagent used 

Na 0.038 NaN03 
Cr 0.0046 CrCND3)3 
Fe 0.019 Fe(N03)3 
N i 0.0030 Ni(N03)2 
Rb 0.0037 RbN03 
Sr 0.0083 Sr(N03)2 
Cs 0.019 CsN03 
Ba 0.010 Ba(N03)2 
Ru 0.017 RuNOCN03)3 
Rh 0.0040 Rh(N03)3 
Pd 0.0090 Pd(N03)2 

Np 6. 8X J0-6 Np0 2+ 

tration step preceding the extraction step. Nevertheless. the simulated HLW 

prepared as 2M HN03 solution was denitrated with formic acid. After denitration, 

the concentration of HN03 in the simulated HLW was adj usted to 0.5 M. Finally, 

Np(V) was added to it. 

The extractant, DIDPA, obtained from Daihachi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. was 

used without further purification. n-Dodecane was used as a diluent. Tribut y l 

phosphate (TBP) was also added to the solvent. 

2.2 Procedure 

A 16-stages miniature mixer-settler was set in a thermostatted air bath. The 

settler volume was 49 ml and the mixer volume was pr act ically 7 mi . The operating 

conditions are shown in Fig. l (a) and ( b) . The condit ion shown in Fig. I (a) is 

the same as that in the partitioning process studied for the separation of Am and 

Cm (Kubota et al. 1984). except for the addition of H202. 

Experiments on batchwise extraction were also carried out using a )-sta ge 

mixer which was modified to prevent the liquid flow. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 2 shows the experimental conditions of the continuous extraction. The 

ratio of Np extracted was also shown as one of the results. 

Figure 2 shows concentration profiles of Np in the No. 4 run as a typi ca l 

case. The Np concentrations in aqueous phases at the extraction se ct ion (stage 

No.7 to I) decreased with the stage numbers . This decrease depends on the extrac

tion rate of Np. The plots of the aqueous concentrations gave a straight line 

since the extraction of Np in the presence of H2D2 is the fir st-order reaction 

with respect to th e Np co ncentration. The fir st-ord er rate consta nt (k) can be 
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Products Fraction 
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l l 
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Fig. 1. Operating condition of the mixer -settler 
Solvent:0.5 M DIDPA, 0.1 M TBP in n-dode ca ne 
Feed :0.5 M HN03, Np alone or simulat ed HLW 
Scrub :0.5 M HN03. [HzOz]=O, 0. 5, 1. 0 M 
Strip :4.0 M HN03 
Hz02 solution: 0.5 M HN03. [Hz02]=0, 5.0, 8. 0 M 
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TABLE 2 

Expe rimental condition of the continuous counter-current extraction and the ratio 
of Np extracted. 

Run Temp . Feed Extracting [Hz02J in Addition of HzOz Extracted 
No. ('C) solution stages scrub (M) Stage No. Cone. CM) (%) 

1 25 Np alone 7 0 24.6 
2 45 Np alone 7 0 45.4 
3 25 Np alone 7 0.5 78.8 
4 45 Np alone 7 0.5 92.7 
9 25 Simulated HLW 7 0. 5 92. 1 

10 45 Simulated HLW 7 0.5 95.6 
12 25 Simulated HLW 7 0.5 3 5.0 95.5 
13 45 Simulated HLW 7 0.5 3 5.0 98.2 
14 45 Simulated HLW 7 1.0 3 8.0 99 . 0 
15 45 Simulated HLW 14 1.0 3 & 7 8. 0 >99.96 

ca lculated from the slope of the line and residence time of aq ueous ph ase in the 

mixer. The value of k in the No.4 run was fo und to be 9.0X 10-3 5 -1. At 25 'C 

(the No.3 run), k was 5.4X1o-3 s-1, 1.7 times as large as a t 45 'C. 

In the present study, it is thus important to investi ga t e the concentration 

profile of Np in aqueous phase at the extraction section. Figure 3 shows the 
profiles in the runs at 45 'C. 

When the simulated HLW used as a feed solution (the No . 10 run), the extraction 

of Np became faster in parti cular at the stages closer to the feed point, and 
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Fig. 2. Concentration profile of Np 
in the mixer-settler. -No.4 run-

c: 
0 ·.;::: 
g 
c: 
Q) 
u 
c: 
0 

No.2 

10 
-6 45.4% 

u 10-7 
0.. 
:z 

99.0% 

Stage Number 

Fig. 3. Concentration profile of Np 
in aqueous phase at the extraction 
section. -runs at 45 "C-

95.6 % of Np was extracted. This acceleration was caused by the catalytic effect 

of some elements in the HLW. Previous experiments on batchwise extraction showed 

that Fe and Pd were the main contributors to the acceleration (Morita et a l . 

1989). The rate constant, k, at the first stage was found to be 1.75X 10-2 s- 1, 

which was 1.9 times as large as in the No.4 run without catalyst. 

On the contrary, the extraction of Np became slow at the latter stages (st age 

No.3 to 1). This deceleration was due to the decomposition of H2D2. The presence 

of elements in the HLW accelerated not only the extraction of Np but also the 

decomposition of H2D2. The additional feed of H2D2 to compensate its decompos i

tion increased the extraction ratio of Np. As shown by the plot for the No . 13 

run, the rate of Np extraction increased again at the No.3 stage where H2D2 solu

tion was poured into. When the concentration of H2D2 increased (the No . l4 run). 

Np extraction was further accelerated and 99.0 % of Np was extracted . 

In the No.l5 run, number of extracting stages was doubled and H2D2 solutions 

were poured into two of the stages, and over 99.96% of Np was extrac ted from the 

simulated HLW. as shown in table 2. This result confirms that this extraction is 

a promising method for Np separation from HLW. The reason why such a high 

recovery of Np was achieved is that the reduction and extraction of Np occurs 

simultaneously in the presence of DIDPA and H2D2 . 

It seems that more quantitative discussion is necessary for the app] ication of 

this method to a large scale plant. As the first step, a experiment on batchwise 



extraction of Np was carried out using a 

!-stage mixer, keeping the initial con

dition the same as at the first extract

i ng stage in the No .1 4 and No.15 runs. 

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the 

results between the batchwise and the 

continuous extractions . Plots for the 

batchwise extraction Ce) lay well on 

the curve representing the results of 

the continuous extraction CO and D. 
which were plotted against the total 

residence time in the mixer). This 

agreement indicates that the progress of 

the Np extraction was determined by the 

contacting time of the aqueous and the 

organic phases regardless of contacting 

manner, with or without the liquid flow, 

and with or without settling of the two 

phases. In the continuous extraction, 

the aqueous phase stays in the settler 

for a l anger time (around 500 s) than in 

the mixer (42-43 s). However, the set

tling does not affect the Np extraction. 

The result of another batchwise extrac-

tions which had the settling time showed 

that the Np extraction was independent 

of the length of the settling time 

(Table 3). It can be considered that 

both the change of Np oxidation state 

(reduction) and the decomposition of 

H202 in the settler is negligible for 

the Np extraction. These findings show 

that it is possible to make a quantita

tive estimate for Np extraction in a 

counter-current extractor from the ex

periment on batchwise extraction. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the batchw ise 
extraction with the continuous one. 
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Continuous extraction. 
0 : Nb.l4 run, stage No.7 to 4. 
0 : No.15 run, stage No . 14 to 8. 

Batchwise extraction. 
e Denitrated simulated HLW. 
A : Not denitrated simulated HLW. 

TABLE 3 

Dependence of the Np extraction on 
the length of settling time in the 
batchwise extraction. Initial con
dition was the same as in Fig. 3. 
Mixing : 40 s X 3 times = 2 min. 
Settling : variable length, twice. 

Settling 
time (min) 

2X2= 4 
5X 2= 10 

10X2= 20 

Ratio of Np remaining 
in aqueous phase 

0.0794 
0.0757 
0. 0767 

As mentioned above, some elements catalyze the Np extraction and the H202 

decomposition. These catalytic effects may depend on the chemical form of the 

elements. To examine such phenomena, aqueous solution was changed to the simu

lated HLW which was directly prepared as 0.5 M HN03 solution without denitr ation, 
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where the chemical form of the elements may be differ ent . The results was a lso 

plotted by .A in Fig. 4. The Np extraction was very fast in th e beginning but 

soon became slow, which means that H202 decomposed faster. As was expected, th e 

chemical form of the elements influenced the Np extraction behavior. Ho wever, 

even when H202 decomposes faster, further addition of H202 must keep the hi gh 

recovery of Np because the Np extraction is very fast at the beginning and at the 

point where a new H202 solution is poured into. In other words, the influence by 

the difference in chemical forms of the catalyzing elements can be reduced by 

designing the best way to add H202. 

The denitration of HLW might make each element in a particular chemical form. 

If that is the case, only the chemical form after denitration should be examined 

for the Np extraction and the H202 decomposition . 

4 CONCLUSION 

In counter-current continuous extraction with DIDPA using a mixer-settl er, 

95.6% of Np was separated from simulated HLW by 7-stages extraction at 45 'C 

with the addition of H202 to scrub solution. Some e lements in the simulated HLW 

accelerated not only the Np extraction but also the H202 decomposition. There

fore, further addition of H202 to the extraction section was required to increase 

the ratio of Np extracted. The 14-stages extraction and twice addition of H202 

increased the Np recovery to over 99.96 %. This result showed that the Np extrac

tion with DIDPA in the pr ese nce of H202 was a promising method for the separation 

of Np from HLW with very high recovery. 

The results of the continuous extraction agreed with the results of batchwise 

extraction using !-stage mixer without the liquid flow . This gave a good prospe ct 

of designing a large scale extractor. 
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A multistage countet'CUt'rent extraction process was developed for the removal and 
recovery of actinides and lanthanides by 30 % bidentate organophosphorous extractant 
DHDECMP in diethyl benzene from 3mol/l nitric acid solution of simulated nuclear power 
reactor fuel reprocessing waste solution. 

Introduction 
Since the synthesis of several bidentate organophosphorous compounds was published by 

Siddal in the early 1960' s"" ,many scientists have been using these compounds as new 
I iquid - I iquid ertractants to extract actinides and lanthanides from acidic nuclear waste 
solution. Some of them can selectively extract actinides and lanthanides from acidic 
nuclear waste solution . Up to now some conceptual flowsheets have been performed.',_" 

In order to put forward a oo~c~ptual flowsheet for removal and recovery of actinides 
and lanthanides from nucleat' power reactor fuel reprocessing waste solution.The extraction 
behavior of actinides, lanthanides and fission products with bidentate 
dihexYl-N,N-diethyl carbamyl methylene phosphonate(DHDECMP) in diethyl benzene(DEB) has 
been studied ""'" .The experiments of single - stage(batch) extraction and multistage 
countercurrent extraction have been performed and a conceptual flowsheet for removing and 
recovering actinides and lanthanides from the simulateted solution of nuclear power 
reactor fuel reprocessing waste has been suggested. 

2 .Experimental 
2.1.Materials and Instrument 

(a).DHDECMP(-95% pure) : Institute of Uranium Mineral Processing,Beijing;(b) ."'U,'"Pu, 

Table l.The Effect of IINO, Concentration on Distribution Ratios 
of Actinides,Lanthanides and Fission Products 

Conditions:Phase ratio:O/A=1 ,Contact time:5 min. 
Organic phase :30(vol.)% lllmH'- IE3 

Coocentra- I Distribution Ratios 
tion of 

IINO, ,mol/1 U(VD NP(JV) Pu(JV) Am( ill) Gd(ill) Zr-Nb Ru 

0.1 2.20 0.01 1.9 0.00 0.03 0.28 0.00 
0.3 1.8 4.2 0.06 0.00 0.30 0.20 
0.5 12.5 14.0 7.7 0.20 0.15 0.30 0.2£ 
1.0 29 .6 65.0 40.7 0.50 0.37 0.42 0.36 
2.0 53.3 140.0 64 .4 1.2 0.~ 0.48 0.42 
3.0 72.2 220.0 102.0 2.2 1.6 0.49 0.41 

2.9' 
4.0 ~.1 350.0 136.0 2.9 2.2 0.52 0.28 
5.0 123.0 550.0 114.0 3.3 2.3 0.57 0.18 

3.(}nol/l 
IINO, ,0.05 30.3' 60.0 4.2 
mo 1/lii,C,O, 

a.Pu(ill) b.3mol/liiN0,-0.05molll H,C,O, of silll.llated feed solution 
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'"Np. "'Np, "'Am, '"Gd, ~·"Sr, '"Cs, "'Ru and "Zr - eNb tracer : radiochemically pure, Our 
institute ; (c).Other reagent:C .P .ot· A.R .. (d).Well-type Nal( Tl) Scintillation gamna 
counter ,gamna spectrometet· and ZrS(Ag) a -detector were used. 

2.2. The composition of simulated nuclear reactor fuel reprocessing 1.aste :U ,5g/l ;'"Np+ "'Np, 
'"Pu ,'''Am, trace amount; Gd, 6g!l, the concentration of other lanthanites, fission 
products, chemical addictive and corrosive products is based on the concentration of them 
in real lAW waste solution ,evaporated to 3mol/l nitric acid. 

Adjustment of the valence:The valence of Np and Pu was adjusted with Fe(NO,), to 
tetravalence state and trivalence state in simulated feed solution (R- Af) respectively . 

2.3.Experimental and Analitical Procedures 
6 extt-action stages and 2 scrub stages were used to recover U,Np,Pn ,Am and Gd in the 

R-A coextraction cycle.In the R-B cycle 6 stripping stages wet·e used for stripping Pu,Am 
and Gd from organic phase .Finally ,6 stripping stages were used in the R- C cycle for 
stl'ipping Np and U.All experiments were perf01·med at room temeratm·e. When a chemical 
steady-state was reached, aqueous and organic phase were sampled and analyzed . All 
distribution ratios have an uncertainty of about ± 10%. 

Table 2 .Back- Extraction of Actinides .Lanthanides 
in Batch Experiments 

Back extraction percentage 
Stripping Solution 

U(V]) NP<N> Pn(N) ,( IIl) ~(Ill ) C1l(IIl ) 

0 . 05roo I 11 INJ, 6.60 1.2 1.0 74.2 82 .7 
0.05rool/IJNJ,-Q.05 71.8 
mol/1 Fe(NO,), 
0.05rool/IINJ,-Q.05 26.5 91.7 89 .0 82 .5 Oxalate 
mol/1 Oxalic acid precipitate 

Organic pbase<lO%DIIDEIH'- IIE charged with actinides,lathanides 
and 0.56mol/l INJ, 

3.Results and Discussion 
3 . I. The batch extraction experiments for actinides, lanthanides and fission products were 
performed.The results were shol.n in table 1 and 2 . 

Table 3.Conditions of the multi&t.age counter - current experiment 

Name of 
cycle R-A cycle R-B cycle R-C cycle 

stage six extraction stages six stripping six strinpping 
and two scrub stages stages for Pu , stages for U 

nurber Mi,Gd andNp 

R- AF :siJTJJlated lAW feed R-flf :from R-AP R--cF :fron R-w 
solution containing 3 R-BX :0.05rool/l R-cx :O.Ollrol/1 

<XliJt)OSi- mol/lJNJ,and 0 .05mol/l INJ, +0 .005 INJ, +0.05 
tion Fe(NO,), mol/lfe(NO,), moll! malic 

R-AX ::m DIIDEIH'- IIE acid 
R-AS :3mol/11Nl,witlt 
diluted oxalic acid 

flow rate F: X: S=1.5: 2 .0: 0 .5 F:X=l:l F:X=l:l 

F:feed solution,X:stripping solution in R-B and R- C, 
s :scrub solution . 
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Table 1 and 2 showed that the actinides and lanthanides can be quantitively extracted 
at higher acidic solution( --3mol/l HNO,) with multistage countercurrent extraction 
process, and the most part of trivalent actinides and lanthanides in organic phase can be 
stripped by lower acidic solution (,;;0.1mol/l HNO,) .Then the remaining actinides in 
organic phase after first stripping can be further stripped by the stripping solution 
containing dilute oxalic acid. 

Table 1 also showed that a part of the Zr-Nb can be extracted into organic phase and 
can be removed from organic phase by the scrubbing solution containing 3mol/l HNO, and 
0.05 mol/l oxalic acid. 

3.2 .Results of cascade experiment 
( 1) .On the basis of data of batch experiment and calculation,the conditions of the 

cascade experiment were shown in table 3.The flowsheet of three cycle was shown in figure 
1. 

The results of three cascade cycle were shown in. table 4,5,6.The concentration profile 

Table 4.The result of cascade eKperiment in the R-A 

I material I 

Run No. I 1 2 3 4 balance I 
! (%) 
I 

~ I ~ u 99.95 100.5 
;>,;>, Np --100 99.40 98.1 ... (.) 

Q) "' Pu 99.95 100.8 > Q) 
0•'"' 

al·~ Am --100 >99 .59 >99.30 97 .0 
o=::t Gd >99.82 >99.70 >99.30 97.8 

Q) 

I ... 
0 Zr >3600 5.6 co+' "' (.) Nb >3700 ..... '" 

E'"' Ru 6.6 '" +' 

"' "' Sr >2800 

l~ Cs 7800 

*.Run No .1-3 scrubing solution :3mol/l HN0,+0.05mol/l H,C,O, 
Run No.4 scrubing solution:3mol/l llNO, 

of different stage were shown in figure 2,3,4 . 
The results show that U,Pu,Am,Np and Gd can be effectively removed from the nuclear 

Table 5.The results of cascade experiment in the R- B cycle 

material 
Run No. 1 2 3 balance 

(%) 

~ 

~ Am >99.65 102 .6 
tc Gd >99.70 >99.75 108 .8 
Q) "' Pu 96.58 112.0 > Q) 

~·() u 93.84 

I 
98.1 o:::E Np 93.20 97.33 100.6 

Q) 

... Zr I >4.2 
I 0 

Q:) 
Nb >2.9 CO+' I c::: (.) 0:: Ru 3.0 4.1 ..... '" 

~ .... 
co Zr >23.5 c::: 
~ 0 c::: 

~:3 + Nb >80.0 < 
I Ru 21.3 0:: 
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waste solution in R- A cycle. 
The results from table 5 show that the stripping efficiency of Am, Pu and Gd was 

Table 6.The results of cascade experilrent in the R- C cycle 

recovery efficiency (%) 
stripping solution 

u Np 

0 . O:XOO II I lt\0, - '37 .47 97.94 
0 .O:XOO Ill H,C.O, 56.96 97.03 

O.Olinol/1 lim,-
0 . O:XOO II I H,C.O, 98.02 99 .95 

ITBterial balance (%) 103 105 

>99.65%,96.58% and 99.~.respectively. 
The results of cas:ade experilrent in R-C back extraction cycle show that the recovery 

efficiency of U and Np is 98.02% and 99.95%,respectively. 

4 .Conclusion 

R AX R-,\F R- A~ 

R - AW:oqn~ous phase( fission 

l'roduct.s,chemic-...nl additive 

::uul corrosive Pl~cxtncls) 

R- llF 

R·- AX 

R- CF 

R·-· llP nqneons phase R- CX 
(Am,Pn .r~l) 

R.- f-P nqneus 

pha,.,(Np.l.l ) 

Figure l.ThP. flowsheet. for· se:p.'lration of 
actinides and lant.hanid~s 

organic pha~e 

(1) .According to the batch extraction experilrent of actinides,lanthanides and fission 
products, nnltistage counter-current extraction experilrents have been perfonned for the 
reroval and recovery of actinides and lanthanides from the sinnlated nuclear power reactor 
fuel reprocessing waste solution by :m OOJHM>-Drn. 

( 2) . The experilrental results in the R-A extraction cycle show that the recovery 
efficiency of U, Np, Pu, Am and Gd is 99. 95% , -100% , 99. 95% , 100. 00% and 
>99 .s:?X ,respectively ,and the decontamination factor for fission products is 11'.>3 .6 X 10' 
,IF.>3.7X10' ,IF.=6.8,11'.>2.8X10' ,and IF.>3.9X10' respectively. 

( 3) . Stripping of Pu,Am,and Gd from organic phase was carried out in the R-B 
cycle.Stripping efficiency for Pu,Am and Gd is 99.65%,96.58% and 99.7~,respectively. 

( 4) • Np and U were further stripped from the organic phase in the R-C cycle, the 
stripping efficiency is 99.95% for Np and 98 .02X for U. 
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A NEW REAGENT FOR URANIUM - PLUTONIUM PARTITIONING 

M. GERMAIN, B. GILLET, J.Y. PASQUIOU 
CEA - DCC/DPR - BP n° 6 92265 FONTENAY-AUX-ROSES (FRANCE) 

ABSTRACT 
We have investigated the feasibility of achieving uranium-plutonium partition 
of the Purex Process by using a new reagent : Uranous nitrate - hydroxylamine 
nitrate. 
Laboratory test tube studies and uranium-plutonium 
shown that plutonium stripping efficiency is good 
efficiency obtained with U(IV)-hydrazine system. 

INTRODUCTION 

partitioning runs 
and comparable to 

have 
the 

Uranium-plutonium separation is one of the major step in fuel reprocessing. 

Although this partitioning has been proved in laboratory studies to be 

achievable without the use of reducing agents, most of industrial processes 

involve Pu(IV) reduction to Pu(III) by uranous nitrate. 

However trivalent plutonium is rapidly oxidized by HN03-HN02 couple in 

usual conditions of the partitioning. Stabilizers are then necessary to avoid 

Pu(III) reoxidation in the aqueous phase, sulfamate ions and hydrazine nitrate 

which react very rapidly with nitrous acid are the most commonly used. 

Advantages and drawbacks of these two products are listed above : 

Sulfamic Acid 

Hydrazine 
nitrate 

Advantages 

Very efficient 
nitrite scavenger 

Very efficient 
nitrite scavenger 

Drawbacks 

no volatile by-product 

-Safety (N3H, NH4+). 
- Reaction with Techne-

tium (stabilisation 
efficiency limited 
with time). 

- formation of gas (N2 ) 
involves hydraulic 
perturbation. 

We have studied the use of hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) as stabilizing agent 

for U(IV) and Pu(III). HAN destroys HN02 according to the reaction: 
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-+ 

HAN presents three main advantages over hydrazine and sulfamic acid 

1) Product of reaction with HN02 is chemically inert. 

2) N2o is aqueous and organic soluble. (no hydraulic perturbation in pulsed 

column). 

3) Excess of HAN is easily destroyed by nitric acid. 

The new reagent studied is : U(N03 ) 4 -HAN. 

2 TEST TUBE STUDIES 

2.1 Reagent stability 

Before checking the efficiency of such a reagent, we had to verify its 

stability with time. Instable reagent would not be very convenient in a plant, 

indeed. 

U (IV) solutions were prepared by catalytic reduction of uranyl nitrate. 

Composition of solutions were : 

[U(IV)] 

(HN03 ] 

[HAN] 

100 g.l-1 

1 M 

0.1 to 0.6 M 

and light-sheltered at 22 ± 1•c. (U(IV)] was measured spectrophotometrically 

(648 nm) every week. 

10 % of U(IV) is reoxidized within 9 weeks and 20 % within 7 months. [HAN] 

has no effect on the stability. 

In the same conditions, the reoxidation rate of U(IV)-Hydrazine reagent is 

3 • 5 to 5 % per week ( 1 ) ( 2 ) • 

U(IV)-HAN reagent may be considered as stable. 

2.2 Effect of nitrous acid on UIIVI-HAN stability 

In order to check HAN efficiency as stabilizing agent, we followed evo

lution of HAN and U(IV) concentrations in aqueous phase with time of bubbling 

of NO gas (Figure 1). 

HN02 formed in solution is destroyed by HAN. U(IV) is not reoxidized as far 

as HAN concentration is higher to 0.01 M. 

HAN stabilizing effect is strong enough to avoid U(IV) oxidation. 

2.3 UIIVI stability in organic phase 

Figure 2 shows that there is no significant difference between HAN and HN 

on U(IV) stability in organic phase. U(IV) was extracted from aqueous solution 

(U(IV) 20 g.l-1 ; HN03 = 1 M ; HAN or HN = 0.2 M) by 30 % TBP preequili

brated with nitric acid). 
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U(IV)gW1 

15 

10 

5 

60 0 
Time mn 

Figure 1 Evolution of HAN and U (IV) concentrations in aqueous phase with 
time of bubbling of NO gas. 

U(IV) g.l- 1 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

0 30 60 120 

(HN0 3 )s = 0 . 2M 
e = 40°C 

HAN 0 .2M 

180 240 
Time mn 

Figure 2. Stability of U(IV) in organic solution as function of aqueous phase 
composition 

2.4 Plutonium stripping 

Pu decontamination factors obtained with U (IV) -HAN or U (IV) -HN are the 

same. In the following conditions (4 contacts V/V, 3 mn, 25°C, U(IV)/Pu = 2, 

[HAN], [HN] = 0.2 M), we obtained DF of 1.1 103 (first cycle conditions) and 

1 . 5 104 (plutonium cycle conditions). 

2.5 Effect of Technetium on UIIVl and Puiiiil stability 

2.5.1 Effect of Tc on U(IV)-HAN solutions 

Tetravalent uranium is quite stable in a nitric acid solution containing 

hydroxylamine nitrate. 

However, in the presence of technetium ions, U(IV) is oxidized by nitric 

acid. This oxidation is catalyzed by Tc ions. We investigated the kinetics of 

this reoxidation reaction and determined the orders with the respect of 

[U(IV)) ; (Tc) and (HN03 ]. 

We observe (Figure 3) that : initially U(IV) is quickly oxidized then the 

reaction slows down, after which the U (IV) concentration decreases linearly 

with time. 
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At the end the reaction accelerates until the U(IV) disparition. 

U(IV)gr 1 HN03 ,1.5N 
HAN . ,0.2M 

2.5 

[U") ,!Oar' e o,Jo•c 

--167mgr' 
- · -200mgr' -·- 40mgr' 
----280mgr' --- 80mgr' 
- ·· - 400mgr1 -·--133 mgr' 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 
Time(s ) 

Tc 

Figure 3. Influence of technetium concentration on U(IV) stability in aqueous 
phase. 

The first part of the reaction agrees with the oxidation of U(IV) by 

Tc(VII), the linear part corresponds to the oxidation of U(IV) by HN03 , 

catalyzed by technetium ions (back oxidation of lower valence forms of Tc by 

HN03 ). 

The rate of U (IV) oxidation is higher than with hydrazine stabiliser ( 3) 

(4). 

2.5.2 Effect of Tc on Pu(III)-HAN solutions 

Trivalent plutonium is stable in nitric acid solution containing HAN, even 

in presence of technetium ions. We notice no reoxidation of Pu (III) at 40°C 

during 2.5 hours in the medium : 

2.6 M i HAN 0.2 M ; Tc(VII) 0.4 g.l-l 

In the same conditions with hydrazine, the reoxidation of Pu(III) would be 

complete. 

3 URANIUM-PLUTONIUM PARTITIONING 

3.1 Mixers-settlers experiment 

The tested Flow-sheet was : 

30 'II TBP Loaded solvent 
U, Pu, Tc 

BS 

1 2 3 4 

Pu 
HN03 : 0.2M 

5 6 

BX 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

reducing solution 
U(IV) : 150 g.l-l 
HAN : 0.3M 
HN03 1 lN 

Solvent 

HAN : 0 . 3M 
HN03 : 0.2N 
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The chemical conditions were : 

Fuel LWR 33.000 MWJ.t-1 (simulated) 

BX 8 stages 0/A 7.1 ; U(IV)/Pu 5.5 U( IV) /NHA 0.33 

BS 4 stages 0/A 1 

Temperature : 27.5°C. 

Result 

The plutonium profiles (Figure 4) are satisfactory : rather flat in BS 

section and the slope in BX section indicates that the plutonium stripping is 

very efficient (OF >> 4.103 ) - HAN consumption is very weak (Figure 5) and 

equal to U(IV) excess. 

Pu( g I) (mol/ I ) Pu (g I) 
10 1.B ,J .. 10 

o,-6-0.- \ 1.6 

~/ \\ aqueous . \ • HAN .......... 
ehase 1.4 I . • HNO, 1)}" D . \ • 1.2 

\~ 0.1 ~6 
.. 0.1 U(IV)_HAN 

organic \ phase ,\ • UOV .HN ~ 0.8 \ O.Ql 0.01 
0 .6 • 6\ \ 

0.001 D \ 0.4 \ 0.001 \. \ 6 ..... ,.. .... ._- 6\ 0 .2 r .. r 
D Slage Stage Stage 

0.0001 0 .0001 
0 6 · 8 10 12 0 4 6 10 12 0 4 10 12 
U ~CRUBBING Pu STRIPPING BANK (BX) U SC RUBBING PU STRIPPING BANK U SCRUBBING Pu STRIPPING BANK 

BANK (85) BANK BANK 

Figure 4. Plutonium Figure 5. HN03 and HAN Figure 6. Comparison of Pu 
Profiles profiles in aqueous phase profiles in organic phase 

Comparison of U(IV)-HAN and U(IV)-HN systems in BS section, Pu reflux (Pu 

reoxidation) is higher with HAN system. Nevertheless Pu profiles in BX section 

and decontamination factors are comparable. 

3.2 Pulsed column experiment 

Plutonium-uranium partitioning of the Purex process was tested in pulsed 

columns. Pu stripping and U scrubbing columns were operated in aqueous 

continuous mode. 

Results have shown, that U(IV)-HAN reagent is as efficient as U(IV)-NH 

reagent, as was observed in mixers-settlers. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Laboratory studies and preliminary runs in mixers-settlers and pulsed 

columns show that hydroxylamine nitrate could be substituted to hydrazine 

nitrate as U(IV) stabiliser. Their efficiencies for plutonium stripping are 

comparable. 
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Partitioning Process feasibility using uranous nitrate stabilized by 

hydroxylamine nitrate was demonstrated. Nevertheless studies have to be 

pursued to get a better knowledge of reaction mechanisms to permit process 

optimisation and industrial application. 
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APPLICATION OF SALT -FREE TECHNOLOGY TO THE PUREX PROCESS FOR FBR FUEL REPROCESSING. 

ABSTRACT 

M.Ozawa. N.Tamura. R.Yamamoto. T.Kawata. and S.Hayashi 
Tokai Works. Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation 
Tokai- mura. lbaraki-ken. Japan 

For the purpose of reducing radioactive waste from LMFBR spent fuel reprocessing, a 

series of basic experimental studies on the application of salt-free technologies to U/ Pu 

partition , successive Pu re-oxidation, and solvent regeneration has been carried out. In the U/ Pu 

partition process, U and Pu were separated from each other in tests using hydroxylamine-nitrate 

(HAN) with and without hydrazine, and in each case nearly the same DF (decontamination factor) 

of Pu in U product was achieved. HAN as well as hydrazine were decomposed rapidly in an 

electro-oxidation cell in separate tests using Ce( Ill) and Fe( II ) to simulate Pu( Ill). The oxidation 

rate depended on the electro-chemical characteristics of each metal ion. In solvent regeneration 

tests, it has been confirmed that the total decontamination factor with salt-free reagents such as 

hydrazine carbonate and hydrazine oxalate was almost the same as that of conventional alkali 

scrubbing, and the pH dependency on the scrubbing efficiency of Ru, one of the contaminants in 

the simulated degraded solvent, was well determined. Both hydrazine carbonate and hydrazine 

oxalate were decomposed with high efficiency in an electro-oxidation cell. Through this series of 

studies, a PUREX flowsheet incorporating salt-free processes was established. 

INTRODUCTION 

The purex process, based on solvent extraction, has been carried out in spent fuel 

reprocessing for over three decades world-wide. In spite of such successes even in industrial 

scale reprocessing, the need to reduce overall reprocessing costs still exists. As for the purex 

solvent extraction process, the generation of salt-containing waste is one major cause of the 

rising costs associated with reprocessing today. To settle this matter, direct application of 

electrochemistry as an alternative to conventional chemical reagent processes was considered. 

One direction of such application was to develop in-situ electro-reductive U/ Pu partitioning 

equipment including a mixer-settler, pulsed column''. and if possible, centrifugal contactor". 

Electro-oxidation, as adapted mainly to the Pu reoxidation process in KfK, was another possible 

direction to achieve a salt-free purex process if it could be extended to the entire solvent 

extraction process. While electro-oxidation is said to have a potential corrosion risk , on the 

other hand it is capable of decomposing organic materials as well as changing the ionic state of 

some elements in a controlled and moderated manner. A salt-free purex process based principally 

on adaptation of electro-oxidation technology extensively to the solvent extraction process will 

be described herein. 

SALT-FREE TECHNOLOGY IN U/ Pu PARTITION AND REOXIDATION 

(! ) U/ Pu Partition using HAN with or without hydrazine 

HAN has been employed as a reducing reagent for the U/Pu partition process with 

irradiated fuel from the fast experimental reactor " JOYO" in the CPF (Chemical Processing 
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Facility). In earlier studies, hydrazine has 

been added to HAN to stabilize it in a 

typical flowsheet . In recent studies, 

however, a partition flowsheet using HAN 

without hydrazine has been devised to 

obtain a simpler flowsheet while keeping 

Table- 1 Test conditions and results 

of partition 
Case HAN Hydrazine HAN/ P1.1 

ratio 
(mol/ t) (mol/ t ) 

a. :n o. 2 ~ - • 

A/ I 
ratio 

( Pu strip) 

0. 52 

0 .27 

0 . 11 

0 .2 3 . I 0 .15 

2.1 0. 53 

Pu 1n org. phase 

(mg/ t) 

0. ! 

1.2 

OF Pu 
Pu/ U(p) 
Pu/ U(f) 

3 . 2E4 

3 .1E4 

I .I E4 

high efficiency in U/ Pu partition. a.u 1.1 o.11 a .1Eo 

Table-1 shows the experimental Profile ol case I and case 1 are shown In Fteure· t and FtJUI"e- 2 respectively 

conditions of HAN and hydrazine and results from several experimental studies. In each 

case, Pu concentration in the 

organic phase was under 1.2 

mg-Pu/ Jl and a DF (decontamin

ation factor) on the order of 1 0' 

was achieved without regard to 

the presence of hydrazine. 

Figures-! and 2 show 

summarized flowsheets and pro-
10

' 

files of major parameters such 

as U and Pu concentration in 

cases 1 and 3. In these cases, 

the A/ 0 ratio in the Pu strip 

bank was adjusted to almost the 

same value. It was obvious that 

the "tailing" profile of Pu in the 

organic phase might result in Pu 

Examined Data 

0 Pu (Aqueous) 

0 Pu (Organic) 

0 U (Aqueous) 

6 U (Organic) 

leakage. Although further im- 10 -• 

provements in the hydrazine-free 

partition process might be nee-

essary, this is not viewed as a 

major problem for LMFBR spent 

to -•:-, ~---:--~.......,,...-o~........,,;><s~-'7-u 
Stage No. Stage No. 

Figure-1 U and Pu extraction Figure-2 U and Pu extraction 
fuel reprocessing. Furthermore, profile in partition bank with profile in partition bank 

the hydrazine-free partition pro- hydrazine without hydrazine 

cess also provides additional (After 34Hr from start up) (After 12Hr from start up) 

benefit through its reducing reoxidation ability as well as avoiding formation of unfavorable 

nitric by-products. 

(2) In-situ Electro-Oxidation 

Following partition, Pu must be reoxidized from Pu( lll) to Pu( IV ) and any accompanied 

reductant must be decomposed so that the Pu(IV ) can be purified in the next extraction 

cycle. In this experiment, a small diaphragmless filter-press type electro-oxidation cell with a 

Pt-coated Ti electrode which has 400cm' of anode and cathode surface area was employed in 

cold tests (see Figure-3). Batchwise and continuous flow tests were carried out by changing 

the current density, stream velocity, material component of electrolyte,. Oxidation 

efficiency, material balance, etc. were determined. The electrolytes used in this test were 

HAN and hydrazine, and nitric acid acted as a supporting electrolyte. In several cases Ce( Ill ) 

and Fe( II ) ions were added to simulate Pu( Ill ). 
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Figure-4 shows results from a batchwise test with and without metal ions. In the case 

of HAN and Hydrazine without the presence of a co-existing metal ion, the oxidation velocity 

of HAN was relatively slow, ca.0.026 mol-HAN/ hr. although under a high anodic current 

density of 100 mA/ cm' . In tests where metal ions were present, the oxidation velocity of 

HAN experienced a 10 fold increase to ca.0.25 mol-HAN/ hr. This phenomena is easily 

explained by recognizing that the metal ion behaved as a "mediator" (see Figure-5). As for 

the metal ion itself, Fe( II ) was oxdized easier than Ce( Ill ). HAN was oxdized faster with 

Ce( Ill ) than with Fe( II ). 

Figure-S shows results from a continuous flow test where metal ions were added to 

the solution and linear velocity was the test parameter. HAN could be oxidized at a higher 

linear velocity in the presence of Ce( lll ) than Fe( II ). From these results, the electro-oxidation 

of HAN depended upon the redox potential of the "mediator" metal ion. Thus, the ability of 

Pu( Ill ) to oxidize HAN/ hydrazine in nitric acid could be predicted. 
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SALT-FREE SOLVENT REGENERATION 

(1) Solvent cleanup by salt-free reagents 

--- ... Orgamc phase: once through 
(s1mulated solvent) 

There exist a number of salt-free 

reagents suggested in previous studies'"'· In 

this experiment, some of them were tested 

at the same operating conditions. Two 

kinds of experiments were carried out. One 

was batchwise tests using a separation 

funnel and another was continuous flow 

tests using 3 stages of small mixer-settlers 

(see figure-7). 

Figure-S shows the cleanup efficiency 

of DBP and Ru from the batchwise tests. 

The cleanup efficiency of DBP increased as 

the pH of the chemical reagent increased. To 

maintain high cleanup efficiency for DBP, the 

pH of the chemical reagent solution should 

be kept over 5 for oxalate and tartrate and 

over 7 for carbonate. Zr and U behaved in 

almost the same manner as DBP, but Ru 

showed different behavior. The cleanup 

efficiency of Ru depended not on the types 

of complex ion but on only the pH of the 

chemical reagent ; a pH over 7 was indiscrim

inately necessary for all reagents to maintain 

high Ru scrubbing efficiency. Based on 

these results, three candidate scrubbing 

reagents , hydrazine oxalate, hydrazine 

carbonate, and TMAO/ C, were selected. 

Figure-9 shows typical results from 

continuous mixer-setter tests. In these 

tests hydrazine carbonate demonstrated 

good cleanup efficiency for DBP and Ru (as 

well as for Zr and U), but there was a 

considerable amount of interfacial crud 

formation and build-up. Hydrazine oxalate, on 

the other hand, maintained good cleanup 

efficiency for U and Zr as did hydrazine 

carbonate over a long time period, but 
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(3 stages of mixer- settler) 
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Cleanup efficiency of DBP and 

cleanup efficiency became poor immediately for DBP and Ru. The degree of crud build-up in 

tests with hydrazine oxalate was negligible throughout the testing period. TMAO/ C also 

maintained good cleanup efficiency for Ru, but cleanup efficiency became poor for DBP. 

Although the amount of crud formed in the TMAO/ C system was less than that in the 

hydrazine carbonate system, it could scarcely be ignored when operation continued for a long 

time. 
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(2) Electro-Oxidation of Salt-free Scrubbing Reagents 

In this test , the same electro-oxidation cell as described earlier was employed. The 

electrolyte was made by adding hydrazine nitrate or oxalic acid to nitric acid solution to 

simulate the scrubbing reagents hydrazine oxalate and hydrazine carbonate. Once hydrazine 

carbonate was added to nitric acid, it immediately converted to hydrazine nitrate. As for 

TMAO/ C, it was not tested because of its high chemical stabilty . 

Table-2 shows typical experimental conditions and results . Hydrazine was decomposed 

faster than oxalate ion . Each component was decomposed to gas as H,, N,, CO,, 0 , and N,O. 

In the electro-oxidation of hydrazine carbonate (nitrate), the formation of hydrogen azide 

(HN,) and ammonium ion (NH:} as secondary products occurred. 

Figure-1 0 shows the tendency of NH: formation. NH: formation mainly depended on 

the cathode current density . In our experiment , the amount of NH; formation was 

recognized as small. Therefore, it might not be a major problem under the conditions 

tested. 

Based on these test results , the proposed selection of reagents for the 3 stages in the 

solvent cleanup system were as follows ; 1st stage: Hydrazine oxalate, 2nd stage: Hydrazine 

carbonate, and 3rd stage: Nitric acid. 

Table- 2 Experimental conditions and results 

of electro- oxidation of salt-free reagents 

Conditions 

Items Case ! 

Electrolyte N1H~N01 0.25 
(before electrolysis) HN0 1 0 .12 

Current density (Anode) 25 

Linear v~lodty 0.5& 

Volume 2. 11 

Testing t1me 

Results 

Case 2 

(COOHh 0. 23 
NzH5N0 1 0. u mol/ t 
HN03 0. 12 

Unit 

100 mA/cm2 

0. 56 em/sec 

2. 0 t 

1. 5 hr 

N1H5N01 l.3 E- l (COOH)z tE l 
HN0 1 1.09 N1H5N01 < JE- l 

Electrolyte 

HNOz D.Dl HN01 0 .13 mol/ t 
HN3 I E- 4 NH4N0 1 2E- 5 
NH4N0l 0.04 

(after electrolysiS) 

Gas compoSit ion Hz > N1>01> Nz0 H1>CO, > Nz >Oz 
(after 2 hr from start up) 

Temperature rise + 5 H D ·c 

Current efficiency " NzH4 U0- 40 % 

and demand for N2H5 + 
(COOH) 1 ca. 5 

IDJ A•hr/moi- NzHs 

Yield of NH4 + 1 .5E- 3 NO moi- NH4+ t A • hr 

Yield of HN1 I .SE- 4 NO moi- HN1/hr 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Results from a series of basic expreiments confirmed the feasibility of a Salt-free purex 

solvent extraction process concept based on application of electro-oxidation as well as 

electro-reduction processes to an entire purex solvent extraction process. 

( 1) Partition tests using HAN without hydrazine successfully indicated that similar 

decontamination factors for Uranium product were obtained compared witb tests when 

hydrazine was present, although slight retention of Pu was noticed at the tail end of the Pu 

stripping section. Additional investigation might be required even when adapting this 

process to a centrifugal contactor extraction cycle. 

(2) The electro-oxidation behavior of Pu( Ill )/HAN/ hydrazine exiting the partition cycle was 

verified. Although low electro-oxidation rates were observed for pure HAN in nitric acid 

solution, its oxidation rate accelerated greatly in the presence of metal ions such as Fe and 

Ce which have a rather high standard redox potential. A similarly high oxidation rate is 

predicted for Pu. Considering actual application of an electro-oxidat ion cell to the purex 

process, centrifugal contactors might provide an ideal interface because both the start-up and 

shut-down periods when the process solution contains a low concentration of co-existing Pu 

ion are sufficiently shortened in a centrifugal contactor based system. 

(3) Solvent cleanup tests using various types of salt-free reagents were conducted. The 

scrubbing behavior of DBP, Zr, U and Ru were determined from the pH characteristics of the 

aqueous phase. Ru scrubbing behavior primarily depended on alkalinity but not on the kind 

of aqueous phase reagent . As a result , the combination of hydrazine oxalate and hydrazine 

carbonate gave high scrubbing efficiency which closely corresponded to that in conventional 

salt-contained reagent tests. If this salt-free solvent cleanup system was applied to the 

purex process using centrifugal contactors for FBR spent fuel reprocessing, although less 

solvent degradation could be expected, mixing time dependency on scrubbing efficiency 

should be verified. 

(4) Electrolysis of both hydrazine oxalate and hydrazine carbonate was demonstrated. 

Decomposition of hydrazine carbonate was easy as previously expected but a ·considerably 

high anodic current density was required to obtain quantitative destruction of oxalate ion . 

(5) Results from a series of electro-oxidation tests provided the basic information necessary to 

develop two different functional electrolysis cells for the purex process. 
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Multi stage centrifugal contactors of the type ROBATEL LX 208 NSC (SGN
ROBATEL PATENT) are used in a third plutonium cycle at the Marcoule 
Reprocessing Plant, they have been smooth-running since the commissionning 
in 1984. 
The four centrifugal contactors, totalling 32 stages. are used for 
Extraction, Scrub and Acidic Strip, and a bank of three flat mixer-settlers 
is used for plutonium blocking, and soda washing of the solvent. 
The plutonium product, the residual activity of which is less than one 
microcurie per gram, is diluent washed in a bank of three flat mixer
settlers. before been concentrated in a zirconium evaporator to 200 g.l- 1 . 

INTRODUCTION 

The process employed in the Marcoule Reprocessing Plant was based, until 

1984. on a two cycle 30% TBP flow sheet . The first cycle (1 CUPul. using 

mixer-settlers, separates the Plutonium which is fed to a second Plutonium 

purification and concentration cycle (2 CPu-CPSl using pulsed columns [lJ 

with the solvent of 1 CUPu, the Uranium is fed to a second Uranium cycle 

using mixer-settlers . 

. A third Plutonium cycle (3 CPu) using multistage centrifugal contactors of 

the type ROBATEL LX 208 NSC (SGN-ROBATEL PATENTl has been designed as an 

add-on to keep below 1 ~Ci .g.Pu- 1 the BETA-GAMMA contamination of the 

Plutoniun nitrate, arising from spent gas-graphite fuel irradiated to a 

burn up of up to 6000 MWd.t- 1 • with a cooling time of one year or more . 

. The bank of four centrifugal contactors has been in plant service since 

1984 . Operational experience of six years has been obtained, demonstrating 

the high degree of reliability of these space efficient contactors. 

An outline of the applied extraction process. the extractor equipment and 

the performance is given here. 

EXTRACTION PROCESS AND EQUIPMENT 

The third Plutonium cycle comprises the following operations : 

- oxidation of Plutonium (!!! to IV) by nitrous vapour in a packed column 
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- extraction scrubbing and back extraction in four multistage centrifugal 

contactors of 8 stages 

- diluent washing of the Plutonium nitrate product in a first mixer-settler 

bank of 3 stages 

- carbonate washing of the unloaded solvent, preceded by one Plutonium blo

cking stage, in a second mixer-settler bank of 3 stages 

- concentration of Plutonium nitrate product 20 times in a thermosiphon eva

porator. 

All the equipments are geometrically safe . 

. The chemical flowsheet of the extraction unit is given figure 1. Its main 

characteristics are : 

- a dilution factor of 1,9 between feed and product, due to the diluted acid 

back-extraction (0,1 - 0.2 N - HN0
3

J : 

- the use of U IV in back-extraction (U IV/Pu feed = 0.002) and in a Pluto 

nium blocking stage (U IV/Pu feed = 0.02) in mixer-settler ; 

- a large excedent of stages in extraction and back-extraction to allow for 

transient operation and reduce the occurence of Plutonium leak s . 

. The multi s tage centrifugal contactor, model LX 208 N. SGN-ROBATEL-patented. 

has been marketed since 1974 and a comprehensive testing program has been 

undertaken in 1977-1978 in JAPAN by PNC [3] . 

Its technical advantages, which have guided the choice made for the UP1-

3 CPu cycle, are as follows [2] : 

- critically eversafe ; 

- great number of theoretical stages available 

-wide range of flexibility in capacity 

- small space required in active cell 

- low Plutonium and solvent inventory 

short start up and shut down times 

low volume of flushing effuents . 

Its main disadvantage is the risk of plugging, the aqueous feed coming from 

UPl-2 CPu being non clarified. The model LX 208 NSC was not available with 

a built-in deplugging device . 

. A schematic diagram of the centrifugal contactor model LX 208 NSC <SC , for 

subcriticall is shown in Fig. 2. giving the main characteristics and 

typical stage construction with fluid transfer path. 

The 1 ayout of the bank of the four centrifuga 1 extractors is shown in 

Fig . 3, giving the main features . 

Operating characteristics of the centrifugals are as follous 



- rotational speed variable with DC motor : 1800 RPM 

centrifugal separation force : 200 a 400 g 

dynamic liquid vo lume : 2 .3 l for n° 1, 2, 3 - and 1.95 l for n° 4 

for the bank : 

- solvent aqueous interface : fixed by the diameters of the weir 

phase 95 mm for heavy phase 106 or 104 mm 

total liquid flow : 20 - 30 l.h- 1 : 

plutonium mass rate : 8 kg.day- 1 : 
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10.8 l 

for light 

temperature : kept below 40°C by appropriate ventilation of the casing of 

each contactor. 

OPERATING EXPERIENCE 

The operating experience with the centrifugals has been very sat isfactory 

since the commissionning year, 1984, corresponding to 30.000 hours of 

running time and 7 metric tons of Plutonium reprocessed. 

Equipment Maintenance 

One coupling and one bearing have failed on the driving device. The routine 

maintenance is lubrication . The vibration monitors (METRAV!Bl are useful 

sensors. 

The inlet pipe carrying washed solvent in the centrifugal n° 1 had to be 

deplugged a few times, with nitric acid. the origin of the plugging could 

be deposition of sodium carbonate in the 6 mm JD pipe, entrained in the 

solvent which is not filtered after solvent washing . There is no built-in 

deplugging device in the centrifugals which are supposed to be replaced by 

direct maintenance in case of incurable plugging. The preventive 

maintenance pe rformed is a biannual rinsing operation between campaigns . 

The Plutonium holdup of the unit on stream is about 3 kg and the rinsing 

volume of about 2500 l has a plutonium content of about 40 g, 75% of which 

are se nt to nitric acide recovery. 

Process Performances 

The centrifugals are started up and shut down speedily, the drainage is 

recycled at the next start up. When shut down, they are flushed for a few 

hours . 

The control requirements on flow rates, due to the short residence time of 

less than 30 s per stage , have been met satisfactori ly. Fig. 4 gives a 

comparison between measured and calculated [5) Plutonium concentrations in 

the solvent ; it shows, notwithstanding the Plutonium drag due to DBP, and 

a discrepancy in Extraction. that the number of mechanical stages are in 

excess . A Murphree stage efficiency of 0.93 per stage had been found [4] in 

uranium cold runs. 
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Expressed as fraction of Plutonium flux in the feed, 0.002 % is recovered in 

the alpha blocking stage. 0,001 % is lost in the solvent washing and less 

than 0,001% is lost in the raffinate . 

. Fission products decontamination factors are the following ones on the ave

rage : Zirconium 95 OF = 5 : Niobium 95 OF = 20 : Ruthenium-Rhodium 106 OF 

= 30. Reckoning with the activity arising from the 2nd CPu, the Plutonium 

product activity is less than 1 I)C i. ~r .(g.Pul- 1 . The fission product acti

vity bound in the washed solvent, 30% TBP in TPH. is less than 

11)Ci.~r.(l- 1 l . 

. The solvent holdup is about 60 1, it is replaced once a year, and renewed 

by make up, the losses being on the average of O,B 1 (dayl- 1 : partly due 

to the temperature rise in the centrifugals : the heat imput has been mode

lized, most part of it is due to the friction on the agitating discs. 

CONCLUSION 

The successful on-going operating experience with multistage centrifugal 

contactors on the third Plutonium cycle in UP1-FRANCE. added up to the one 

gained on the third Uranium cycle in UP2-FRANCE. should incite new plant 

designers to take into consideration these types of compact contactors . 

When solid accumulation may be a problem, multistage centrifugals of the 

type used in 3 CU.UP2, which have built-in deplugging device and can be 

dismantled, are available . 
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Fig. 1 - EXTRACTION UNIT FLOWSHEET 
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ABSTRACT 
Tanks in series model was applied to describe the flow charac

teristics of the pulsed column used in the Purex Process. The model 
has two kinds of parameters, the number of tanks and the volume of 
each tank , to express the axial dispersion. The parameters were 
determined from steady- state concentration profiles, then the 
dynamic behavior of uranium and plutonium in the pulsed column was 
simulated by this model. The experimental transient response data 
were obtained on a 4-m-high annular pulsed column with baffle 
plates in a uo2 (N03 ) 2-HN03-30% TBP / n-dodecane system . The simulated 

results were good agreement with the experimental ones. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several simulation codes for the pulsed column i n solvent 

extraction of nuclear fuel reprocessing have been proposed in order 

to design the column and to determine the operating conditions 

(G roen ier, 1972 etc.). In practical operation , the dynamic behavior 

of uranium, plutonium and fission products in the pulsed column 

must be predicted to control the process safely. 

Three typical models; dispersion model , back- mixing model and 

tanks in series model, have been used to simulate the pulsed column 

performance at the steady state. The simulation using the 

dispersion and back - mixing models at the unsteady state is very 

complex because the axial dispersion coefficients and the back

mixing ones change in the pulsed column. In present work, dynamical 

simulat ion for the pulsed column operation was carried out by using 

of the tanks in series model. The longitudinal change of axial 

dispers ion corresponds to the change of the volume of each tank in 

this model. The simulati o n results were compared with the 

experimental data. 

The experimenta l transient response data were obtained on a 4-m

high annular pulsed column with baffle plates in a U02(N03 ) 2-HN03-

30 % TBP/n-dodecane system. 
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MODELING AND SIMULATION 

The material balance equations of the tanks in series model are 

shown as Equations (1), (2) and (3): 

dx· · ( * fPxVi ~ Qxxi-l,j - Qxxi,j - KdaVi Y· . - Yi,j 
dt 

~,] (1) 

fPyVi 
dYi,j * ) QyYi+l, j - QyYi, j + Kdavi Y · . - Yi, j 

dt 
~.] (2) 

* Y · . 
~.] 

= m· ·x· · ~,] ~,] (3) 

Distribution coefficients mi,j are expressed as functions of nitrate 

ion and uncomplexed TBP concentration (Richardson et al., 1975). 

Overall mass transfer coefficients based on dispersed phase Kd, are 

calculated using diameter of dispersed droplet which are estimated 

by operating conditions (Tung et al., 1988). Volume of each tank Vi 

and the number of tanks are determined by minimizing the difference 

between the experimental steady-state concentration profiles of 

uranium and nitric acid in organic phase and calculated ones. 

Equations (1) and (2) were rewritten in finite difference form 

by implicit method and the finite-difference equations were solved 

by iterative method. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in 

Fig. 1. The annular pulsed co lumn with two-hundreds of baffl e 

plates is used for uranium extraction. The column made fr om 

stainless steel is 4 m long. The inner tube of annular is 89 mm in 

outside diameter and the outer one is 165 mm in inside diameter. 

The baffle plates with 23 % free area are made from stainless steel 

and the plate spacing is 2 em. Three sampling ports for measuring 

the organic phase concentration and the dispersed phase holdup are 

set at 1 m intervals from top of the column. Operating conditions 

are shown in Table 1. 

The experimental transient response curves were obtained by 

introducing a step change in the aqueous feed solute concentratio n 

at the top of the column. Before the step change was carried out , 

the column was operated with solute free streams in order to reach 

the hydraulic stability. The organic phases in the column were 

sampled every 2 minutes. The concentration of uranium and nitric 

acid we~e measu~ed by potentiomet~ic tit~ation, 
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2 

4 

3 

10 10 

Fig . 1 . Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus 
(1, Annular pulsed column with baffle plates; 2 , Pulse generator ; 
3, Pulse leg ; 4 , Samp l ing port s ; 5 , Interface control l er ; 6 , Loaded 
solvent storage vessel; 7, Raffinate storage vessel; 8 , Aqueous 
feed storage vessel; 9, Organic feed storage vessel; 10, feed 
pumps) 

TABLE 1 Operating conditions 

Aqueous phase flow rate , Qx 

Organic phase flow rate, Qy 
Aqueous feed concentration, uo2 (N03l2 

HN03 
Pulse conditions: 

Frequency 
Amplitude 

20.50 

40.83 
158 . 5 

3 . 12 

55.00 
2 . 00 

[cm3/s ) 

[cm3/s ) 
[g/1) 

[mol/1) 

[cpm) 
[em) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the concentration profiles of uranium and nitric 

acid in organic phase at the steady state. Dispersed phase ho ldup 

was about 5 % through the operation. The number of tanks determine d 

by using this profiles was 9 and the change of tank volume was 

determined as shown in Fig . 3 . 

The simulation of dynamic behavior of uranium was carried out by 

solving Equations (1), (2) and (3) using the parameters determine d . 

Figures 4(a) and (b) show the time change of uranium concentration 

in the organic phases at the top of the column and the sampling 

port under 1 m from the top , respectively. The time to reach steady 

state was about 50 minutes in the experiment. Since the calculated 

results using these parameters showed good agreement with t he 

experimental ones , this model was adequate to the simulati on of 

extraction dynamics in pulsed column . 

100 
u 

..... s 10 0 

E. 
M 
0 z 
J: 

..... 0 
[J [J r~ 

4~ 

::::: 
Cl ....... 

::::) 

.1 
0 2 3 4 
._Top Bottom __. 

Column height [m] 

Fig. 2. Organic phase concentra
tion profiles at steady state 
(e , uranium; D, HN03). 

..... 
I ....... 

> --> 
0.1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
._Top Bottom_. 

Tank Number 

Fig . 3 . The volume of each 
tank. 
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a) b) 
100 2.-~~-,------,------, 

80 

~ 
60 

~ 

> 
5' 40 

20 

o.___......_----".__ __ ---L_~ _ __. 

0 20 40 60 
t [min) t [min] 

Fig . 4. Comparison of simulated transient response curve with 
experimental data (0, experimental; , calculated). (a) organic 
phase at the top of the column. (b) organic phase at the sampling 
port under 1 m from the top. 

CONCLUSION 

The tanks in series model was applied to simulate the extraction 

dynamics of the pulsed column. The volume of each tank as the 

parameter was introduced to describe the axial dispersion in this 

model. This model was applicable to predict the extraction dynamics 

and is available to process simulation and control. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a interfacial area (cm2 ) 
K mass transfer coefficient (cm/s) 
m distribution coefficient (-) 

Q flow rate (cm3 /s) 
t time (s) 
v volume of tank (cm3 ) 
X aqueous phase concentration (mol/cm3 ) 
y organic phase concentration (mol/cm3) 

1/J fractional holdup (-) 

Superscripts and Subscripts 

d dispersed phase 
-f ~P'!nlt 
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j 
X 

y 

* 

component 
aqueous phase 
organic phase 
equilibrium 
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IMPURITY CARRY-OVER IN LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION CONTACTORS 

J.A. JENKINS, S.T. ARM, P.E. MYERS AND B.A. PARTRIDGE 

AEA Technology, Harwell Laboratory, Oxfordshire, 

OXll ORA, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT 

Impurities are carried over into the organic product from liquid-liquid 
extraction contactors dissolved either in the organic phase or in aqueous 
phase entrained in the organic phase. Experiments with pulse plate columns 
and uranium to simulate the Purex process show that species of low 
extractability are carr ied over principally in entrained aqueous phase, which 
is produced mainly by water rejection from the organic phase when uranium is 
extracted . The contribution of aqueous phase entrainment to carry-over of 
the more extractable species is relatively minor. 

However , in both cases scrubbing efficiency can be predicted assuming that 
diffusion controls the rate of mass transfer, directly from the organic phase 
to the scrub acid in the case of the more extractable species, or mainly from 
the entrained aqueous phase to the scrub acid via the bulk organic phase in 
the case of the species of low extractability. A model based on these 
mechanisms has been developed which enables the sensitivity of scrubbing 
efficiency to key parameters to be assessed and therefore contactor and 
flowsheet design to be optimised. 

INTRODUCTION 

Operation of liquid-liquid extraction contactors can give rise to 

carry-over of impurities, originally dissolved in the aqueous feed, into the 

organic product. Impurity carry-over can place an undesirable burden on 

downstream purification and waste treatment processes and therefore it is 

important to understand the mechanisms which cause carry-over and to 

determine how it can be controlled and minimised. 

This paper describes experiments with pulsed plate columns operated on the 

system uranyl nitrate (UN)/nitric acid/20% tri-n-butyl phosphate in odourless 

kerosene (TBP/OK) to study the carry-over of fission product impurities which 

arise in nuclear fuel reprocess ing, i.e. 

• Caesium (Cs) and strontium (Sr) which represent the fission products of 

low extractability 

• Bismuth (Bi) to simulate the more extractable species such as cerium 

(Ce) and ruthenium (Ru). 

The experiments have led to the development of a model for fission product 

scrubbing which is used to identify the key parameters affecting fission 

product decontamination factors (DF's) . 
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2 EXPERIMENT 

The experiments were carried out with compound extract and scrub columns 

which were operated with the aqueous phase dispersed as shown in Figure 1. 

Organic 
product 

Coalescing 
interface 

Pulsed column 

Vent 

Pulse 
air 

External Settler 

<> Vent <> 

Aqueous 
waste 

The columns were operated in the 

Harwell solvent extraction pilot 

plant which can evaluate the 

performance of liquid-liquid 

extraction contactors with total 

volumetric throughputs up to 

500 Q h- 1 • The plant also has 

mixer-settlers for on-line 

washing of the organic raffinate 

and aqueous product, and an 

evaporator for concentrating the 

aqueous product for recycle. 

The coh\mns were 25, 50 and 
Air 
tift 100 mm diameter and were fitted 

Recycled 
organic 
phase 

Fresh 

;=x=== ~;~dnic 

Liquid- liquid mixture 

FIG. 1. SCHEME OF A PULSEO PLATE COLUMN 

(with external settler control of aqueous waste removal} 

with stainless steel nozzle 

plates and pulsed by compressed 

air. The height of the extract 

section was 6 m. After 

approximately 4 m height for 

scrubbing, the organic product 

passed ~hrou~h a top settler, 

approximately 1 m high and twice 

the diameter of the plated 

section, to be disengaged from 

the aqueous phase and removed 

from the column. 

A mixture of the two liquid phases was removed from the bottom of the 

column by air lift to an external settler which provides for the aqueous 

drops a coalescing interface which is hydrodynamically independent of the 

column and whose position does not require measurement and control. 

Approximately 2 g!Q each of non-radioactive Cs, Sr and of Bi were added to 

the aqueous U feed and their concentrations in the organic product were 

measured by graphite furnace/atomic absorption spectrometry (GF/AAS). Water 

concentration was measured by Karl Fis~h6r titration and the size 

distribution of the entrained aqueous drops was measured by a laser 

spectrometer. 



3 RESULTS 

3.1 Carry-Over of Impurities 

Species of low extractability are carried over predominantly in entrained 

aqueous phase which previous work by Jenkins (1988) has shown is produced 

mainly by water rejected from the organic phase when uranium is extracted. 

The profiles of Cs concentration dis:;c.lv.c.c and entrained in the organic phase 

along the column are given in Figure 2 and show that; 

• dissolved Cs concentration decreases by more than an order of magnitude 

to the limit of detection when U is extracted. 

• entrained Cs concentration is much higher than the dissolved 

concentration and peaks at the U feed point, where water is 

precipitated, before steadily decreasing towards the scrub feed point. 

However , the contribution of aqueous phase entrainment to the carry-over of 

the more extractable species is comparably minor. As Figure 3 shows, the 

dissolved Bi concentration in the organic phase also decreased by more than 

an order of magnitude at the U feed point but there was not a detectable 

difference between the dissolved and total Bi concentrations. 

' Uranium feed 

~ 10' entrained Cs 
"§ 

-+-+~ ~ 
> 

"' 10
2 c .. ~ + + 

~ 10' .§ 
~ 
> 
c 

10
4 

~ 
c dissolved Cs + 0 

c 
0 

c 10 

c . . ~ 
u 
c 
e 

c 

10
3 

~ 
8 

. . 
i3 1 

0 10 
iii 

10' 0 10 . 

Distance from solvent feed lml Distance from solvent teed ( m) 

FIG. 2. PROFILES OF Cs CONCENTRATION FIG. 3 . PROFILE OF Bi CONCENTRATION 

Chemically-precipitated drops of water are very small, as shown in 

Figure 4. Previous work by Jenkins (19H9) show-s that ther8 are several 

consequences of this small size; 

1) mutual coalescence is infrequent and therefore size does not increase 

significantly along the scrub section or in the top settler. 

2) the precipitated drops are difficult to capture by coalescence with the 

scrub acid drops. 

3) the drops are not efficiently removed by a conventional top settler, as 

Figure 5 shows . 
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3,2 Theoretical Model 

These experimental observations have led to the development of a 

theoretical model for predicting carry-over of fission products in nuclear 

fuel reprocessing, but which can also be applied to other liquid-liquid 

systems where water precipitation from the organic phase gives rise to 

aqueous phase entrainment. The bases of the model are; 

a) The concentration of dissolved water decreases with increasing 

concentration of the major solutes in the organic phase, and hence 

increases the yield of precipitated water. 

b) The concentration of an impurity dissolved in the organic phase 

decreases when the major solutes are extracted, the impurities being 

effectively stripped into the precipitated water. 

c) Transfer of impurities from the entrained drops to the scrub acid 

occurs by diffusion via the bulk organic phase as well as by drop 

capture. 

d) For species of low extractability the mechanisms in c) above are 

paramount in determining scrubbing efficiency and DF, but for the more 

extractable species they are minor and scrubbing occurs mainly by 

diffusion from the organic phase to the scrub acid. 

The model divides the column inta a ~'.Jr.Jh2r of well-;nix<:!c! cells and 

calculates first the profiles of U (and plutonium) and free TBP concentration 

before carrying out a steady-state mass balance on the fission product 

species. Important model parameters are; 



• yield of precipitated water 'h~ze' . as 8 fraction of the overall 

change of dissolved water concentration. 

• haze capture factor, i.e. the fraction of precipitated water which is 

captured in each cell. 

• FP distribution coefficients. 

The predicted profiles of Cs and Bi concentration in the organic phase are 

shown by the solid lines in Figures 2 and 3 and show good agreement with the 

experimental data points. The results of using the model for a preliminary 

assessment of the sensitivity of DF to haze yield for three different fission 

product species, given a constant capture factor, are shown in Figure 6. As 

expected, the DF for Cs is the most sensitive and indicates very high DF's 

are potential ly achievable if the formation of haze can be suppressed. A 

similar study of the effect of haze capture factor on DF is given in 

Figure 7, and shows a similar sensitivity for Cs, with the more extractable 

species being much less sensitive to capture factor. 

U-
0 

Fiss ion product model 
Haze capture factor= 0· 1 

10' o:-~o·""' ·-,of. "'2 --;o-!:. J,-----,O:-;L--*<--;-;-.--,;';;--,t;,---..,;;.~-;'1· ' o 
Haze yield 

"-
0 

u 
:> 

" ~ 
-~ 
~ 
~ 

j;: 
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Fission product model 

Haze yield = 1· 0 
Cs 

Ce 

-------X I Rul 

Haze capture foetor 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

Carry-over of an impurity in the liquid-liquid extraction process depends 

on the solubility of the impurity in the organic phase and on its presence in 

aqueous phase entrained in the organic phase. 

A diffusion-based model of the transfer of impurities from the organic 

phase and from the aqueous drops entrained in the organic phase has been 

developed. The model can predict scrubbing efficiency for a variety of 

fission product species. It allows an understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying fission product behaviour in the scrubbing process and provides a 

basis for optimising flowsheet conditions and contactor types. 
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AXIAL TEMPERATURE PROFILES IN A PULSED COLUMN FOR PUREX PROCESS 

Tsukada,T., Takahashi,K. and Yokoyarna,H., 

Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Tokyo, Japan 

Abstract 

It has been shown that axial temperature profiles, due to a reaction heat of uranium extraction, in a 

pulsed column can be utilized for process control. For the purpose of detecting the uranium extraction 

zone, the amount of extracted uranium and the hydrodynamic condition as a function of temperature 

profiles, measurements were made of the temperature profiles using a small pulsed column with " a 

heat generating section" . The generation of reaction heat was simulated by injecting hot water. 

The most effective parameter on the temperature profiles is found to be the heat capacity ratio (A). 

For A=1, the temperature peak appeared at the heating position, while the rapid temperature increase 

occurred near the heating position for A;t1 . 

In the Purex condition, temperature increase of about 5 °C was detected and the variation of 

temperature profile was rapid enough to detect the change of the uranium concentration or the flow 

rate of the aqueous and organic phases. 

It is suggested from this study that the temperature profiles are available for identifying the uranium 

extraction zone and then useful for the process control. 

1 Introduction 

In current commercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, pulsed columns consisting of both organic 

solvent and aqueous solution flows in the reverse direction have been used to extract and to scrub 

uranium and plutonium from solution of spent nuclear fuel. 

Most of all uranium and plutonium are usually extracted in relatively narrow parts called "uranium 

extraction zone" at the top of the column. 

During extraction, however, some hydrodynamic disturbances of the solvent and the feed solution 

occur, and the uranium concentration tends to exceed a saturation level in the solvent at the top of the 

column, contrary plutonium distribution coefficient becoming smaller. Plutonium once extracted to the 

solvent at the bottom is consequently re-extracted in the aqueous phase at the top of the column. 

This results in an accumulation of plutonium in the column, which is called "Pinching Effect". The 

Pinching Effect is caused by the uranium extraction zone movement down to the bottom of the column 

due to saturation of uranium at the top of the column.(Suwa, 1989, Tachimori, 1986). 

Axial temperature profiles induced by the reaction heat of uranium extraction have been observed in 

commercial scale pulsed columns , which may be available and useful for detecting the position of the 

uranium extraction zone (Eiben, 1985, Okada, 1987, Nothaft, 1986). 

Although a study has been done on direct contact heat exchangers in which two kinds of hot and 
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cool liquids exchange heat each other (Jacobs,1988), the mechanism of the direct contact heat 

exchanger with the inside heat source such as a reaction heat is still unknown. Previously, we 

predicted and found that the most effective parameter on the temperature profiles was the heat capacity 

ratio (A) defmed as: 

Heat capacity ratio : II= (pCu)o 
(pCu)a 

p : density (gtan' l 

C :specific heat ccavan>rq o :organic phase 
u : flow rate (ants) a :aqueous phase 

(1) 

by using our calculation code simulating the temperature profiles in a pulsed column with a heat 

source (Tsukada, 1989). 

The purposes of this study are to confirm the capability of identifying the uranium extraction zone as 

a function of the temperature profiles. In this study, we fabricated a small pulsed column equipped 

with a heat generation section, in which hot water was injected to simulate the reaction heat of 

uranium extraction. The temperature profiles for various heating condition were determined. 

2 Experimental 

We used a cylindrical type of pulsed column of 3 min height and 10 ern in diameter with sieve plates 

as distributors. We also used deionized water as aqueous phase and 30%TBP-n-dodecane as organic 

phase. 

A schematic diagram of the pulsed column is shown in Fig. l. About 30 pairs of thermocouples were 

located along the column, and some of them were settled at the inlet and outlet of each phase of 

aqueous and organic. 

This column is sectioned into four parts; two upper parts are 50 em in height and two lower parts are 

100 ern in height. Heat generation by the reaction heat of uranium extraction was simulated by 

injecting hot water into the column. The hot water injection point is located at the middle of the second 

Q : Thennocouple 

Fig .I. Schematic diagram of the pulsed 
column for temperature measurement 

Fig.2. The measurement point near the 
heating position. 

IO OL_ ____ l_.00 _____ 200':------:::300 

height of column (on} 
-- ····C•kulation 

Fig.3. Effect of the heat capacity ratio on 
the temperature profiles. 
(Ua=0.2lcm/s, Heating at 178cm) 
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50 em height column. By changing the position of four columns, we can select the heat generation 

positions. 

The quantity of heat supplied by hot water was estimated by the following equation: 

0= (Th-Ta) (pC) a Uh (calls) 

( p C) a : Heat capacity (1 cal/cm
3 rc ) 

Th 

Ta 

Uh 

: temperature of hot water ( ·c ) d 

:temperature of fluid at the heating pos~ion ("C) 

: flow rate of hot water (cc/s) 

(2) 

Hot water warmed to ca. 50- 85,C at the heating bath was transported to the column by the plunger 

pumps through the flow meter. Measurements of temperature were made at the injection point (Th) 

and at the center of the column diameter near the injection point (fa), as shown in Fig.2. 

Uranium concentration in the feed solution which generates the same heating rate of the hot water is 

estimated by the following equation: 

Q 1000 
X= ---:--:-:-:---o-:-,---

(-6.H R) Ua 
(gU~) 

(-6.HR) : enthalpy of uranium extraction (cal/gU) 

Ua : flow rate of aqueous phase (cc/s) 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Temperature profiles in a direct contact heat exchanger 

(1) Effect of the heat capacity ratio 

(3) 

We measured the temperature profiles for various heat capacity ratios in order to ascertain the effect 

of the heat capacity ratio. The density , the heat capacity of each phase, and the aqueous phase flow 

rate (Ua=0.21cm/s) were fixed, while the organic phase flow rate was varied (Uo=0.21, 0.57, 

0.84cm/s). Fig.3 shows examples of the temperature profiles for the heating position of 175cm in 

height. Results of calculation by our code are also shown in the same figure. 

For an organic phase flow rate of0.2lcm/s corresponding to a heat capacity ratio A=0.39, most of 

the generated heat are carried by the aqueous phase and the temperature profile moves down because 

the aqueous phase has larger value of heat capacity (pCu) than that of organic phase. 

With increasing the organic flow rate, temperature profiles tend to move toward the top of the 

column. When the flow rate of the organic phase reaches 0.84 cm/s (A=l.59), almost all of heat are 

carried by the organic phase flow. 

The peak temperature reaches the highest value for A= I because the amount of heat carried by each 

0oL---------,~oo---------~~--------~~ 

height of column (em) 
·-····Ca1culation 

Fig.4. Effect of the heating position on the 
temperature profiles. 

(Ua=0.2lcm/s, Ua=0.57cm/s, A=l.08) 

0.< '---------~-------~--------' 
0 100 

height of column (em) 
·-···Calculation 

Fig.S. Effect of the heating position on 
the temperature profiles. 
(Ua=0.2lcm/s, Ua=0.2lcm/s, A=0.39) 
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phase is constant despite of the reverse heat flow. Thus the net heat flow carried by bulk fluid doesn't 

exist in reason. In this case, the axial thermal diffusivity is the only driving force for heat transfer in 

the column. In the Letan's(l968) analysis model for the heat transfer in a spray column, the same 

value of A was defined and it was found that the most efficient in heat exchange is for A=l. 

Because changes in the density (p) and heat capacity (C) of each phase are small in an actual 

operation, the flow rates (u) of both phases are dominant factors for the temperature profiles. 

(2) Effect of the heating position 

The variation of temperature profiles with various heating positions are shown in the Fig.4 and 

Fig.5, respectively, for heat capacity ratios of A=l and A=0.39. In these figures, the measured 

temperature is normalized with the feed temperature of organic phase. 

When A=l (Fig.4.), each temperature profile has linear slopes and the temperature peak position 

coincides with the heating position. The maximum peak temperature comes into existence when the 

heating position is located near the center of the column, and becomes smaller as the heating position 

moves away from the center. 

In the case of the A =0.39 (Fig.5.), however, the rapid temperature increase is observed at the 

heating position and the value of the peak temperature is not affected by the heating position. 

From this result, we suggest that the heating position can be detected from the temperature profiles 

in any case. 

3.2 Temperature profiles in a extraction column for the Purex process 

(1) Correlation between the peak temperature and the uranium concentration 

The temperature profiles in steady state were obtained for various amounts of heat supply at the 

heating position of 225 em in height from the bottom settler. The flow rate of the aqueous and organic 

feed solution were nearly equal in the normal condition (Ua=0.18cm/s, Uo=0.31cm/s). 

The temperature increases from the feed temperature of the organic phase are shown in Fig.6, for 

various uranium concentration in the feed solution corresponding to the amount of heat supply. The 

correlation between the temperature increase at the peak temperature and the uranium concentration in 

feed solution is shown in Fig.7, indicating a good linear relation. 

In a commercial plant, the temperature increase is assumed to be about 5 •c in the extraction column 
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Fig.6. Temperature profiles at steady state for 
various uranium concentration 
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because the uranium concentration in feed solution is 150- 200 gUlL. The increase in the peak 

temperature seems to be large enough for measurement, which suggests the capability of detecting the 

uranium extraction rone from the temperature profiles in the commercial plants. 

(2) Transient behavior of the temperature profiles 

(i)lncrease of the heat generation rate 

Measurements were made of transient behavior of temperature profiles during increasing the heat 

generation rate. After the temperature profiles reached steady state, the heat generation rate was 

doubled (the flow rate of hot water increased twice). The heating position and flow rate of aqueous 

and organic phases were fixed in the same experimental conditions as the previous experiment. 

Fig.8 shows the transient temperature distributions when the experimental condition was adjusted 

to simulate the uranium concentration increase in the feed solution from 141 gUlL to 276 gU/1. The 

transient behavior is very rapid and about 60 minutes was needed to reach the next steady state. 

It is seen from this figure that the change of the uranium concentration is detectable as a function of 

the tern perature profiles. 

(ii)lncrease of organic flow rate 

Measurements were also made of the transient behavior of the temperature profiles for an abrupt 

increasing the flow rate of the organic phase twice. After reaching steady state (Ua=0.14cm/s, 

Uo=0.21cm/s), the flow rate of the organic phase was doubled (Uo=0.42cm/s). In this case, the heat 

capacity ratio changes from 0.6 to 1.2. 

As shown in Fig.9, the shape of the temperature profile becomes gradually steeper, especially 

during the first 10 minute. This is very rapid because the heat accumulated at the lower part of the 

column is moved toward the upper part. 

As mentioned in chapter 3.1, for an organic flow rate of 0.21 cm/s (A=0.6), the generated heat is 

carried by the aqueous phase. With increasing an organic flow rate (A=1.2), the generated heat is 

carried by the organic phase as shown in Fig.9. When A >1like this case, the change in temperature 

profiles is notable. The transient behavior of the temperature profiles was unchanged so much for the 

heat capacity ratio A ranging between 0.6 and 0.9. 

height of column (em) 

Fig.8. Temperature profiles when heat generation 
rate is increased. Uh= ISOcc/min to 300cc/min 
Uranium constriction 141gU/L to 276gU/L 

(Ua=0.18cm/s, U0=0.3lcm/s, Heating at 225cm) 

~r------------------------------, 

height of the column (em) 

Fig.9. Temperature profiles when organic phase 
flow rate is increased. 
U0=0.2lcm/s to 0.42cm/s ( A=0.6 to 1.2) 

(Ua=0.14cm/s, Heating at225cm, Uh=ISOcc/min 
:Uranium concentration 208 gUlL) 
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We can conclude that the change of the flow rate of aqueous or organic phase would be detectable 

when the flow rate is changed so much as to give the heat capacity ratio of more than unity. 

4 Conclusion 

Measurements of temperature profiles in a direct-contact heat exchanger with a heat source were 

made using the small pulsed column with the heating section. The results show that the heat capacity 

ratio (A) is the most effective parameter on the temperature profiles. For the case of A=l , the 

temperature peak position coincides with the heating position, while rapid temperature increases 

occurs at the heating position for the case of A~ I. 

The temperature profiles in the the extraction column were also measured under the Purex condition 

in order to ascertain the capability of utilizing the temperature profiles for the column operation. The 

temperature increases of about 5 oC at the peak is large enough for detection. The transient behavior of 

the temperature profiles is rapid enough for detection of the change in the uranium extraction rate and 

position or the flow rate of the aqueous and organic phase. 

It is concluded from this study that the uranium extraction zone and the extraction condition is 

detectable by measuring the temperature profiles. 
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U /Pu separation in the first cycle of the PUR EX process was studied by application of three different 
procedures in the plutonium test facilities PUTE and MINKA. In PUTE the separation column was operated in 
the aqueous continuous mode, U(IV) was used as reduction agent for Pu(IV) or the electroreduction process 
as developed in Karlsruhe was applied. In both cases, uranium scrub of the plutonium product was integrated 
in the separation column. In MINKA the separation column was operated in the organic continuous mode, but 
uranium scrub was performed in a second column, which was operated in the aqueous continuous mode. For 
the U(IV) feed process we found comparable decontamination factors for Pu (1 000 to 2000) independent of 
the operating mode. The Pu-DFs achieved in the eiectroreduction process were 3 to 5 times higher. After 
addition of technetium, the Pu-DFs decreased in all operating modes. Technetium separation from the 
uranium product was better in the aqueous continuous processes which can be explained by a higher Tc(VII) 
reduction rate in that case. Hydrazine consumption and the formation of HN3 and NH4 + in the three different 
procedures will be discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
In the PUREX process plutonium is separated from uranium in the organic phase (tri-n

butyl phosphate inn-alkane) into which both constituents had been extracted before. For 
this the tetravalent plutonium is reduced to Pu(lll) and then backextracted into an aqueous 
nitric acid solution which contains hydrazine in order to stabilize the trivalent plutonium. 
Most of the uranium remains in the organic phase. U(IV) has become generally accepted 
as reductant; it is either prepared outside the contactor and then supplied into it or, as 
under the electroreduction method developed in Karlsruhe, prepared in the contactor itself. 

When pulsed columns are used as contactor they are normally operated in the aqueous 
continuous mode. Initially, relatively low separation efficiencies were measured with 
plutonium decontamination factors of only a few hundreds contrary to the values obtained 
with mixer-settlers as contactors (Geel et al., 1971; Detilleux and Geens, 1978; Galla and 
Schmieder, 1987). This has been attributed to the fact that the plutonium rich aqueous 
phase, entrapped in organic droplets, was transported from the bottom part of the column 
into the top part. We succeeded in largely avoiding this effect by optimizing the operating 
conditions, especially the pulsation parameters (Galla et al., 1989). 

In Great Britain a process relying on the organic continuous mode of operation was 
developed with a view to improving the separation efficiency (Philipps, 1985). 

In the plutonium test facility PUTE the U /Pu separation process based on the aqueous 
continuous mode of operation of the column was investigated both with U(IV) prepared 
outside the column and with electroreduction directly inside the contactor. The organic 
continuous mode of operation was studied in the MINKA miniature column facility. 

TEST FACILITIES 
PUTE is an a-shielded test facility which makes up a complete cycle of the PUR EX 

process. Five pulsed sieve plate columns of 6 to 8 m extraction height and inner diameters 
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between 50 and 90 mm are available as contactors. The throughput is 100 kg heavy metal 
(U + Pu) per day (Galla et al., 1983). 

The column used for U/Pu-separation is made of glass, total height 8.5 m, with the 
height of the extraction part being 6 m. The column is operated in the aqueous continuous 
mode and can be used as an electroreduction column. The sieve plates made of titanium 
(50 mm spacing) serve as the cathode and the platinum coated rod made of hafnium (8 
mm diameter) serves as the anode. Fig.1 shows a schematic arrangement of the column 
with the various media supply modes and discharges. 

The MINKA miniature column facility is also an a-shielded test facility comprising four 
pulsed columns which can be interconnected in a variable way and used for different 
purposes. All columns are 3.5 m in extraction height and the inner diameter are between 26 
and 35 mm. The throughput is 20 kg heavy metal (U + Pu) per day (SchOn et al., 1989). 

Unlike in PUTE, two separate BX-(U/Pu-separation), BS-columns (U-backwash) were 
used in the experiments on U/Pu-separation. A schematic of the combined column is 
shown in Fig. 2.The BX-column is 26 mm in inner diameter and was operated in the organic 
continuous mode; the BS-column (32 mm inner diameter) was operated in the aqueous 
continuous mode. 
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Fig. ,, PUTE BX/BS column 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

BXX BXS 

ax-column BS-cotumn 

Fig. 2, MINKA BX/BS columns 

Both as regards the aqueous continuous mode of operation in PUTE and the organic 
continuous mode of operation in MINKA, the experiments were performed with a view to 
the Wackersdorf reprocessing plant (WAW). Therefore, U/Pu-separation was studied 
especially under the flowsheet conditions applicable to that plant: 

BXF : 60-80 gU/1, 0.6-0.8 gPujl, 40-70 mgTc/1, - 0.1 M HN03 
BXS :0.1 M HN03 , 0.2 M N2H5 + 

BXX : - 150 gU/1 (70% U(IV)), 1M HN03 , 0.2 M N2H5 + 

flow ratio oja in BX : 7.25 
flow ratio oja in BS : 1.0 
reductant supplied : 7-times stoichiometry 

Some of these flowsheet parameters were subjected to variations in order to study their 
influence on the separation efficiency, hydrazine degradation, and the formation of 
byproducts (HN3 and NH4 +). 
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Separation efficiency 
The plutonium decontamination factor (DF) is examined in order to be able to assess 

the separation efficiency of the BX-column (Reactor Handbook, 1961 ). The results of the 
individual test runs have been compiled in Fig. 3. The results measured under the WAW 
flowsheet conditions have been specially marked. 

Flow ratio in IN,H;J BXS (Tc( BXF reduction agent pulse 
ex-column Pu (IV) energy Pu-DF 

o / a {M! (mg/1{ stoichiometr ic (em/ min) 

4.7 0 .2 50 9 90 200 

U(I V) - 4.7 0.2 50 9 105 800 
4.7 0 .2 50 9 120 2500 

fe e d-proc e u 6.4 0 .2 49 7 .5 105 300 
org. con tinuous 7.25 0 .2 60 7 3~ 600 

7.6 0 .2 67 9 120 500 

5 .0 0 .2 90 7 180 3300 
U(IV) - 17.25 0 .2 55 7 lHU 650 
fe ed-proceu 7.25 0 .2 41 5 180 850 
aq. con ti nuous 7.25 0 .2 41 5 240 850 

7.25 0 .05 43 7 180 1400 

elect ro- 5.0 0 .2 34 7 180 8600 

reduction 5.0 0.035 26 7 180 5700 
5.0 without 12 7 180 2000 proces s 
7.25 0 .2 40 7 lBO 2400 

aq. co nti nuous 
180 7.25 0 .2 37 5 3400 

two electro-
7.25 0.15 13 7 180 507000 reduction 

columna 

Fig. 3, Pu-DFs achieved In PUTE and MINKA BX columns 

For the U(IV)-feed process in the aqueous continuous mode of operation of the BX
column approx. the same Pu-DFs were measured as in the organic continuous mode (Pu
DF - 600) . The required Pu-DF of > 1000 has been achieved under these conditions only 
by application of the electroreduction method (Pu-DF = 2400). Even Pu-DFs > 500,000 
were achieved with two series connected electroreduction columns (Galla et al. , 1989). 

Besides on the WAW flowsheet conditions, the studies of the organic continuous 
separation process concentrated on the influence of the ratio of flows and of the pulsation 
parameters on the separation efficiency of the column. As had been expected, the Pu-DFs 
increased at smaller flow ratios. However, the pulsation energy introduced into the column 
(expressed here as the product of pulsation frequency and amplitude) exerted a clearly 
stronger influence on the Pu-DFs. This can be explained from the effect which is clearly 
visible in the glass column that at low pulsation energies some of the U(IV)-solution feed 
quickly falls down in the column as stable droplets without any U(IV) available as reductant. 
By increasing the pulsation energy dispersion of these droplets and hence the U (IV) 
distribution in the column can be improved which gives higher Pu-DFs. The column, 
however, has to be operated at pulsation energies of 120 cmjmin and more than 90% of its 
flooding capacity. A further increase in pulsation energy to more than 120 cmjmin did not 
produce a further improvement. 

However, the Pu-DF requested for WAW has been attained in the BX-column in the 
organic continuous mode of operation only after reduction of the flow ratio, even at 
optimized pulsation energy. 

Also in the aqueous continuous mode of operation the separation efficiency has been 
improved by reduction of the flow ratio both for the U(IV) feed process and for the 
electroreduction process. A further increase in the pulsation energy of 180 cmjmin, 
optimized at an earlier stage already (Galla et al., 1989), did not exhibit an influence on the 
Pu-DFs achieved. However, it was possible to improve slightly on the separation efficiency 
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by reduction of the reductant supply (U(IV) and current, respectively) from seven times 
stoichiometry to five times stoichiometry. The reduction of the hydrazine required as 
stabilizer for Pu(lll) in the aqueous backextraction solution (BXS) was likewise 
accompanied by an increase in the Pu-DFs in the U(IV) feed process which is attributable 
to less salting out of Pu(lll) through hydrazine (Schmieder et al., 1981). In the 
electroreduction process the Pu-DFs obtained reduced slightly but this process can be 
performed free of hydrazine under specified conditions (Heilgeist et al., 1986; Galla and 
Schmieder, 1986). 

The Tc(VII) fed into the column together with the organic feed solution (BXF) is reduced 
in all three processes to Tc(IV) , and most of it leaves the column together with the aqueous 
plutonium product. In the organic continuous mode of operation of the BX-column Tc-DFs 
of 10-30 were attained for the uranium product (BXU), whereas in the aqueous continuous 
mode and in the presence of hydrazine Tc was separated down to < 0.1 mg/1 (Tc-DF 
> 200). Only during operation without hydrazine Tc accumulated in the BX-column and the 
DF for the uranium product was only 6.5 . 

Likewise, an influence was found in all three processes of Tc on the Pu-DFs which in the 
experiments free of Tc had been measured to be higher by the factor 2-4 under the rest of 
test conditions remaining unchanged. It can be concluded from this finding that Tc exerts 
an influence on the Pu reduction kinetics (SchOn et al. , 1990). 

Hydrazine degradation and formation of ammonium and hydrazoic acid 
Hydrazine is necessary to stabilize trivalent plutonium in the BX/BS-column. It allows 

nitrite from nitric acid to be distroyed which oxidizes autocatalytically Pu(lll) to Pu(IV) . Only 
in electroreduction hydrazine can be renounced at low HN03-concentration ( < 0. 7 M in 
BXP) and temperatures < 30 oc because under the latter conditions nitrite does no longer 
oxidize Pu(lll) (Heilgeist et al., 1986) and, as no BXX-solution is fed, no stabilizer is needed 
for U(IV). 

IN2H; laxs )Tc) BSP L'. N~~ L'. HN 3 1L'. NH: 

]M] ]mg/1] Pu Pu Pu 

U(IV)- 0 .2 465 15.8 4 .2 5.9 
feed-process 0 .2 215 10.9 2.4 3.2 
org. continuous 0 .2 0 2.0 <2.0 0.07 

U(IV)- 0.2 450 7.1 2.6 5.3 
feed-process 0.2 280 4.9 2.0 4.4 
aq. continuous 0.05 310 3.1 1.4 1.1 

0 .2 290 5.0 2.0 1.8 

electro-reduction 
0 .2 170 3 .8 1.7 0 .3 
0 .2 0 2.1 <0.6 0 .09 

process 0 .035 130 1.6 1.1 0 .3 
eq. continuous 0 80 - <0.7 0 .15 

Fig. 4: Hydrazlne degradation and formation of ammonium 

and hydrazolc acid In BX/BS columns 

L', HN 3 L'. NH; 

L'. N~~ t:. N2H~ 

0 .27 0 .37 
0 .22 0 .29 

<1 0 .04 

0 .67 0.75 
0 .41 0.90 
0.45 0.36 

0 .41 0.37 
0 .45 0.08 
<0.3 0.04 
0.70 0.21 
- -

In the absence of Tc about 2 moles N2H5 + per mole of plutonium passing the column 
are consumed in the BX/BS-column, both in the aqueous continuous and organic 
continuous modes of operation. In the presence of Tc the hydrazine consumption rises 
conspicuously (Fig. 4) which is attributable to the Tc catalyzed degradation of hydrazine 
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(Garraway and Wilson, 1984; Vialard and Germain, 1986). The byproducts are ammonium 
and hydrazoic acid. 

Technetium catalysed hydrazine degradation depends primarily on the Tc-concentration 
and, in addition, on the N2H5 +, H +, U and Pu concentrations of the solutions as well as on 
the temperature (Boukis, 1988; Garraway, 1984). Figure 5 shows the decrease of the 
N2H5 +-concentration in some typical SSP-samples with different Tc-contents versus time at 
room temperature. In all samples an initially exponential decrease of the hydrazine 
concentration down to a value of about 0.02 M is found. As soon as the latter value is 
attained the velocity of N2H5 +-degradation increases heavily. 

Figure 6 shows of a total of ten typical BSP samples of different compositions the half
life of hydrazine degradation in the range above 0.02 M plotted versus the Tc
concentration. This gives for the Tc-concentrations in BSP of 300-400 mg/1, typical of LWR
fuel reprocessing, a half-life of hydrazine degradation in the aqueous phase of 3-4 hours 
which decreases but slowly even with rising Tc-concentration. 
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Fig. 6: Half-time of hydrazine degradation 
in SSP dependent on Tc concentration 

In U/Pu-separation in the presence of Tc about twice the amount of hydrazine is 
degraded in the organic continuous mode of operation, with the other conditions remaining 
constant, related to the plutonium throughput, compared to the aqueous continuous mode 
(Fig. 4). It appeared that the degradation of hydrazine besides on the Tc-concentration 
heavily depends also on the amount of hydrazine used which means that the less 
hydrazine is supplied the less is consumed. In the aqueous continuous mode of operation 
the amount of hydrazine supplied was reduced without problems to one quarter (0.05 M in 
BXS) without producing negative effects on the separation process. It has not been 
investigated whether also in the organic continuous mode the supply of hydrazine can be 
minimized. 

Also the formation of HN3, related to the plutonium throughput, is clearly higher in the 
organic continuous mode of operation than in the aqueous continuous mode. 

The formation of ammonium is comparable for the two U(IV) feed processes, i.e. 
aqueous and organic continuous. In electroreduction only about half the amount of NH4 + 
is formed, part of it originating from nitric acid reduction at the cathode (Heilgeist, 1983). 

The rates of formation of HN3 and NH4 + entered in Fig. 4 relate solely to the BX/BS
columns. If one considers the inventories, the often major amounts of HN3 and NH4 + 
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produced during the process of U(IV)-preparation must be taken into account in addition in 
the U(IV)-feed processes. 

SUMMARY 
U/Pu-separation in pulsed columns with U(IV) as the reductant were studied 

experimentally in the aqueous and organic continuous modes of operation as well as with 
electroreduction applied. 

The Pu-DFs obtained are comparable in the U(IV)-feed process under conditions of 
aqueous and organic continuous modes of operation. In the electroreduction process, with 
the other conditions remaining unchanged, Pu-DFs higher by a factor of 4 have been 
measured. This is attributable above all to the highest degree of homogeneity in reductant 
distribution in this process. The separation of technetium from uranium product is complete 
in the aqueous continuous processes (Tc-DF > 200) whereas in the organic continuous 
mode an average of 5% of Tc remains in the uranium product. Hydrazine degradation in 
the BX-column in the presence of Tc is in the organic continuous mode of operation about 
twice that in the aqueous continuous mode. This is probably due to the higher nitrite 
inventory in the organic phase and leads to more violent gas production in the organic 
continuous mode of operation. The rates of formation of HN3 are higher in the organic 
continuous mode of operation than in the aqueous continuous mode. Clearly less NH4 + is 
formed in electroreduction compared with the U(IV)-feed processes. 

This comparision makes obvious advantages inherent in the electroreduction process 
which, in addition, calls for the least expenditure in terms of process engineering and 
features the simplest process control. Technetium does not jeopardize the stability of the 
U /Pu-separation process provided that it is duly taken into consideration in laying down the 
flowsheet conditions. However, it contributes to ammonium and hydrazoic acid formation 
and influences the kinetics of Pu reduction. Therefore, the separation of technetium to the 
highest possible extent as early as in the HA/HS-zone of the PUREX-process should be 
aimed at. 
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For the purpose of Pu(N) reduction needed for FBR fuel reprocessing, an 

Electro-Reduction Pulse Column has been under development since 1980 by PNC. As 

part of this development work, a full scale Uranium test stand was installed in the 

EDF- I and U(~) reduction experiments in the aqueous phase were conducted. 

Experimental data were analyzed mainly to evaluate the reduction performance, and 

an experimental rate-equation for U(~) reduction was derived with the full scale 

equipment. On the other hand, to evaluate the influence of Scale-Up and/or Scale

Down in radial and axial directions, small scale U(~) reduction tests were 

conducted and analyzed. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the purpose of Pu(N) reduction needed for FBR fuel reprocessing using Pulse 

Column contactors, an Electro-Reduction Pulse Column has been under development 

since 1980 by PNC (Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation). Based 

on fundamental experiments such as electrode corrosion tests, beaker scale U and Pu 

reduction tests, and reduction tests in a small scale Electro-Reduction Pulse 

Column (I ), a full-scale test stand, the Electro-Reduction Pulse Column (EPC-II) 

which is capable of handling U and radio-isotopes, was installed in the Engineering 

Development Facility- I (EDF-1) at TOKAI works in 1983 and U reduction experiments 

were conducted mainly focusing on reducing properties. Succeeding these 

developments, an engineering scale Pu test stand was installed in the Plutonium 

Fuel Development Facility (PFDF) in 1988. After several tests, Pu partitioning 

tests using an electro-reduction pulse column were started early in this summer. 

This paper shows the outline of the development of an Electro-Reduction Pulse 

Column in PNC. 

2 EXPERIMENTS IN FULL-SCALE ELECTRO-REDUCTION PULSE COLUMN 

2.1 Test Conditions 
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To obtain engineering data such as reduction ratio, current efficiency, gas 

generation property, and electrical characteristics, a full-scale test stand EPC( 

IT) was installed. It contains two electro-reduction pulse columns (2m hight x ¢ 

140mm) (Fig.!), one standard pulse column (4m hight x ¢ 140mm), and support 

equipment. The column diameter was determined by the assumed capacity of a FBR fuel 

reprocessing pilot plant (120 -240 kg/d) but the column length (2m long x 2 columns) 

was tentatively chosen based on fundamental experimental results. 

Adjusted uranium nitrate solution with hydrazine hydrate was fed to the electro

reduction pulse columns connected in series and then pulsation and constant current 

was supplied. After reaching steady state, uranium solution was sampled every 50 em 

along the column height, and U(~ ), U(N ), HN03 and N2H• concentration profiles 

were determined. During the U(~) reduction experiment, gas generation was observed 

and its generation rate and composition were analyzed. Feed solution flow rate, feed 

composition, current density, and pulsation were chosen as the experimental 

variables. Experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. 

2.2 Test Results and Discussion 

U(~) is reduced to U(N) as it flows through the column, and from the test 

results it appears that U(~) reduction ratio reaches a certain saturation point. 

Under the experimental standard conditions, typical results are as follows : current 

efficiency 43 %, reduction ratio 31 %, total gas generation rate 98 NR /hr. The 

generated amount of U(N) was comparable to the assumed Pu throughput. U(~) 

reduction rate increases as supplied current increases up to around 150 Amp/column. 

But beyond that point U(~) reduction rate does not increase. In the case of HNOl~ 

0.5 N, the U( ~) reduction rate increases, but this condition causes a cathode 

corrosion problem and inefficiency of Pu back-extraction in the actual process . In 

the case of N2H•.{ 0.1 mol/1, the U(~) reduction rate decreased. 

Concerning the by-product gas, roughly speaking, gas generation rate depends 

linearly on the supplied current amount. The types and composition of generated gas 

were as follows: N2:60 -90vol ·~ . 02:0-20vol % , H2:0-20vol % , others (N20, 

NO). Explosion risk caused by hydrogen was easily avoided by sweeping by-product 

gas using air with adequate flow rate. 

U(~) profiles were analyzed to obtain the experimental rate equation of the 

U(~) to U(N) reduction reaction. To describe the reduction rate from the 

reaction limited step to the diffusion limited step at the cathode surface, eq.(l) 

is assumed. On the other hand, typical data showed that the U(~) reduction ratio 

reaches a certain saturation point. This means that the re-oxidation of U( N) to 

U(~) will occur in this system (a). To simplify the rate equation, there

oxidation rate is assumed to have a first order dependence on the U(N) 

concentration. Assuming plug flow, eq. (2) is obtained at steady state. 
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+ 
r k 1 * c s / n * F 

( 1 ) 

where r reduction rate of U( Vl ) 
k 1 diffusion constant 
c concentration of U( VI ) 
1 s current density 
n electron number 
F Faraday constant 

d c 
- Q * r + k 2 * CUT - C ) ) ( 2 ) 

d z u 

where z column height 
u flow rate 
Q cathode surface area 
k 2 re-oxidation constant 
U T U concentration 

Integrating eq . (2), the formula from which U{Vl) concentration profiles can be 

derived was obtained . In this formula, k1 and k2 are unknown. A set of experimental 

cons tants, k1 and k2, is derived from fitting experimental data which were obtained 

under the condition of HN0 3 : 0. 2 Nand N2Hc : 0.2 mol/1 . Calculated profiles using 

thi s formula wi th a certain set of k1 and k2 show good agreement wi t h experimental 

data except for the data obtained at low flow and low U concentration. Fig.2 and 

Fi g. 3 show examples of this fitting . These figures show the validity of this 

ana lytical procedure, and eq . (2) can simply represent the U( Vl ) reduction rate in 

t hi s system. 

3 INFLUENCE OF SCALE-UP AND/OR SCALE-DOWN 

Current density is not uniform at the cathode surface because of the cathode's 

compli cated conf iguration. This non-uniformity causes difficulty in scale-up and/or 

scale-down in radial and axial direction . 

Current distribution in radial direction was measured by copper deposition on the 

cathode surface in H2SO,-cu-H20 system (with SOmm ¢ x Scm and 140mm ¢ x Scm 

electrodes). In the case of a 140mm¢ electrode , the current density at the innner 

cathode surface i s - 10 times as high as that at the outer surface . The current 

density ratio is around 2 for a SOmm ¢ electrode . This uneven distribution of 

current becomes more conspicuous as the electrode diameter i ncreases, and it leads 

t o a lowering of current efficiency. U( Vl ) reduction experiments were conducted 

with different diameter electrodes (SOmm ¢ , 100mm ¢ and 140mm ¢ x SOcm long 

electrodes) under the same linear velocity of feed solution, pulsation and F/Eq 

factor {F / Eq=(current supplied)/{current needed to reduce all of the supplied U{VI) 

) . At the same F/ Eq factor , the ratio of the U(Vl) reduction ratio with SOmm ¢ , 

lOOmm ¢ and 140mm ¢ electrodes was 1 : 0.82 : 0.68, respectively (see Fig.4) . 
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On the other hand, current distribution of the EPC(ll) along with the column 

height was estimated by the equivalent circuit. It showed that the ratio of the 

current at the top and bottom of the column was 0.8 with a 2 m long electrode . This 

ratio would be about 0.6-0.5 when this type of electrode was lengthened to 3m -4 

m. 

4 CONCLUSION 

For the purpose of Pu(N) reduction needed for FBR fuel reprocessing, an 

Electro-Reduction Pulse Column has been under development since 1980 by PNC . As 

part of this development work, a full scale U test stand was installed in the EDF-

and U(~) reduction experiments in the aqueous phase were conducted. 

Experimental data were analyzed mainly to evaluate the reduction performance, and 

an experimental U(~) reduction rate equation was derived with the full scale 

equipment . 

On the other hand, to demonstrate Pu partitioning with an electro-reduction pulse 

column, an engineering scale Pu test stand was installed and Pu tests in the back

extraction system were started early in this summer. 

To carry forward the design work of actual Electro-Reduction Pulse Columns, it is 

necessary to evaluate these different scale experimental results consistently. From 

this point of view, evaluation of scale-up and/or scale-down factor s and revision 

of the PULCO code (simulation code of the PUREX extraction process in pulse column 

contactor) are being undertaken. 
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Table 1 Experimental conditions of U(~) to U( N) reduction 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF URANIUM IN ORGANIC AND AQUEOUS 
MIXED PHASES 
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ABSTRACT 
Electrochemical reduction experiment of uranium was carried out in the mixed 

phases of 30% TBP+70% n-Dodecane and nitric acid solution. The oxidation state of 
uranium is very important in the purification process by solvent extraction or 
precipitation. In the current study , effects of experimental parameters on the 
electrochemical reduction rate of uranium were quantitatively discussed. and the 
mutual relationship between reduction rate and mass transfer in a uranium 
reextraction process was also analyzed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
When actinide elements are separated and purified by the solvent extraction or 

precipitation method, ionic state of each element is very important in separation yield 
and purification efficiency aspects , etc. Especially, in the case of U/Pu partitioning in 
th e PUR EX process , the valence control of uranium is dominant factor in operation of 
t he process. Even ifthere were many methods to control the ionic state of uranium, 
th e advantages of a uranium electrochemical reduction were reported by earlier 
publications.[1 ,2] 

In the present study, we extended this work by obtaining the engineering 
equat i u r~:> for the design and operation of a uranium electrochemical reduction 
extractor. The reduction kinetic experiment was carried out in a aqueous phase 
consisting of HN03-U03(N03kN2H4 and the effect of its reduction rate on uranium 
reextraction from organic phase to aqueous phase was theoretically analyzed. 

2. THEORY 
Through the preliminary experiments, it was found that the effect of the organic 

droplets dispersed in the aqueous phase on electric conductivity of mixed phases 
was almost negligible. In accordance with the experimental results, the theoret ical 
approach can be represented as two steps ; 1 )uranium (VI) ion in the organic phase is 
reextracted to the aqueous phase , and then 2)the reextracted U(VI) ion is 
electrochemically reduced to U(IV) ion. 

2.1 Electroreduction of uranyl ion in aqueous phase 
Th ·a reduction of uranyl ion and side reactions occur in cathodic chamber 

consist: ng of HN03-U03(N03kN2H4 as follows [3,4] : 

N03 · + 3W + 2e -+ HN02 + HP 

2HN02 + N2H5+ -+ NP + N2 + H20 + w 

Eo= 0.33eV (SHE) 

Eo= 0.94eV (SHE) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

If t il e uranyl reduction rate on the electrode surface is very slow and its reaction 
occurs irreversibly, the relation between cathodic potential and current can be 
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theoretically represented from Bulter-Volmer equation [5] as follows : 

-o:nFE 
i = io exp (---- (4) 

For a great many reactions taking place with an appreciable current density, it has 
been found experimentally that the cathodic potential can be expressed by the 
following Tafel equation . 

E = a + b log i (5) 

Because the overpotential is a function of experimental condition, electrode material , 
and the physical state of the electrode surface, constants a and bin eq . (5) must be 
determined experimentally. 

2.2 Relation between electro reduction rate and reextraction rate of uranyl ion in 
mixed phases 

Reextraction of uranyl ion from organic phase to aqueous phase occurs as 
follows: 

k, 
U02(N03)2 • 2TBP ===== Uo2•2 + 2N03-+ 2TBP 

kb 
(6) 

When the above reaction is accompanied with the electroreduction of uranyl ion, the 
material balance between organic and aqueous phases in terms of U(VI) and U(IV) 
can be presented as follows: 

dt 

dt 

dt 

3. EXPERIMENTS 

dC9 

k,A co - kbA CA - -
dt 

iS S E-a 
exp(--) 

nF 2.303 nF b 

3.1 Electroreduction of uranium 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(1 0) 

Fig .1 shows schematically the layout of experimental equipment for the 
electro reduction of uranium . The cathodic chamber having I. D. of 5.8 c m and height 
of 10 c m equiped with 4 baffles to maintain homogeneous state was separated from 
the anodic chamber by the sintered glass diaphram of Scm diameter. Solution 
contained into the cathodic chamber was agitated by 6 blades turbine impeller and 
SCE electrode to measure the half cell potential of the cathode was connected to the 
nearest position from the cathode through Luggin capillary filled with 3N HN03. 
Cathode and anode were made of Ti plate (Nilaco Co. 99.5% purity) and Pt plate , 
respectively. And the chemical systems used in this experiment are shown in table 1. 
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TABLE 1. Chemical systems and those concentrations 

Chemicals HN03 (N) tJydrazine (N) Uranium (g/1) 

Concentration 0.5-2.0 0.025-0.8 15-60 

3.2 Reextraction rate of uranium from organic phase to aqueous phase 
This experiment was carried out in Lewis cell. The effects of nitric acid and 

hydrazine concentrations on the distribution coefficient of uranium between two 
phases were observed and the reextraction rate constant was estimated from 
experimental results of reextraction rate by using eq. (7). The organic phase used in 
this experiment was 30% TBP+70% n-Dodecane mixture containing 20-30 g/1 
uranium, and mixtures of nitric acid (0.5- 2.0 N HN03 ) and hydrazine (0.025- 0.8N 
N2H4) were used as an aqueous phase. U(VI) concentration in each phase was 
measured by spectrophotometer of 414 nm . 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4. 1 Electroreduction of uranyl ion in aqueous phase 
The characteristics of uranium reduction were studied by measuring i-E curves 

at given operating conditions. As shown in Fig.2, the electrode potentials presenting 
th e limiting current were shifted toward the positive side with an increasing of 
hydrazine concentration . This trend qualitatively agreed with earlier publications [6] 
studied in aspects of electroreduction mechanisms of uranium and nitric acid . 
Accordance with those studies , it was found that hydrazine captured the hydrogen 
ion demanded in uranium reduction . The shifting of the electrode potential results in 
a gradual increase of the limiting current. When the electrode potential was gradually 
increased with the same speed , the current at low hydrazine concentration was 
more steeply changed than the case of high hydrazine concentration. 

Fig.3 shows the effect of nitric acid concentration on i-E curves in uranium 
electroreduction system. Decreasing the nitric acid concentration certainly shifted 
the electrode potential presenting the limiting current toward the positive side. The 
current was more steeply changed with an increase of nitric acid concentration . 

Consequently , it is suspected that the current efficiency for the uranium 
reduction wil l be increased at the low hydrazine concentration and high nitric acid 
concentration . Unfortunately the effect of uranium concentration on i-E curve was 
not observed in our experimental range. 

When Tafel constants a and bin eq.(5) correlated with nitric acid and hydrazine 
concentrations under the limiting current, the following equations were obtained. 

a 

b 

[N 2H4] 

0.45399 [HN03]-o 16 17 + 0.02442---
[HN03] 

[N2H.] 
0.13189 [HN03]-o 1952 + 0.09568---

[HN03] 

[N2H. ] 
Elim = 0.67044 [HNOJ0

·
2

'
20 + 0.24815--

[HNOal 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Fig .4 Shows typical curves that i-E curve calculated by using eqs.(5), (11 ). (12) , and 
(13) compa red with experimental i-E curve . 
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4.2 Relation between reduction rate and reextraction rate in mixed hase 
n our pre 1mmary experiments for U VI reextract10n, 1t was found that the 

effect of hydrazine concentration on the distribution coefficient and reextraction rate 
constant was negligible , and then the empirical correlations of distribution coefficient 
and rate constant as a function of nitric acid concentration were respectively 
obtained as follows: 

Co kb 
Du(VIJ = - =- = -0.2803 + 6.2646 [HNO:J 

CA k, 
(14) 

k, = 1.839 X 1 04 [HN03].()·78 (15) 

In order to observe the relation between reduction rate and reextraction rate of 
uranyl ion, uranium concentrations, Co CA. C 8 in a batch reextraction system 
accompanied with electroreduction of uranyl ion in the aqueous phase were 
calculated by using eqs. (7)-(15) and those results are shown in Fig.5. 

Ra defined as (-dCofdt)/(dC8 /dt) was also calculated and shown in Fig.5. This 
figure is showing 3 cases of Ra«1, Ra~ 1. and Ra>1 . The case of Ra«1 as Fig .5(A) 
cannot expect the maximum utilization of supplied electricity, while the case of Ra>1 
as Fig.5(C) will not achieve 100% reduction yield of uranyl ions reextracted from 
organic phase. Consequantly, the best reduction and reextraction yields can be 
expected at the condition of Ra=1. It was also found that the reextraction rate was 
increased with a decreasing of Ra value . 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This work was carried out in a batch reactor with the aim of obtaining the 

engineering equations for the design and operation of a uranium electrochemical 
reduction extractor. The following principal results were obtained. 
• The electrochemical reduction of uranyl ion was satisfactorily achieved at lower 

hydrazine concentration and higher nitric acid concentration. 
• It was found that the reextraction rate of uranyl ion from organic phase to 

aqueous phase was accelerated in electrochemical reduction system. 
• The optimum operation of the electroreduction extractor was expected at the 

condition maintaining Ra=1. 

Nomenclature 
E : Electrode potential (VS. SCE) 
Eo : Standard redox potential 
R :Gas constant 
a :Transfer coefficient 
F :Faraday's constant 
i0 : Exchange current 
i :Current density 
DU(vQ :Distribution coefficient 
C :Uranium concentration 
k1 :Forward rate constant 
kb : Backward rate constant 
A : Mass transfer area per system volume 
S : Electrode surface area per system volume 
a,b : Tafel 's constants 
Subscript 
A : U(VI) in aqueous phase 
B : U(IV) in aqueous phase 
0 : U(VI) in organic phase 
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Tritium and ruthenium retention in organic sol vent is studied under the condition of Pur ex 
process. Experiments simulating the acid scrubbing and alkaline washing were conducted using 
differently irradiated 30%TBP/nDD solvents. Chemical factors were found to have the marked 
influence on the tritiation reaction. A new equation is proposed to estimate the tritiation rate of 
solvent. Ruthenium retention behavior is studied by measuring the concentration change in the 
batchwise scrubbing and washing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Basic reagents such as organic solvent, nitric acid and water are recycled as much as possible in 

order to reduce the amount of waste generated in spent fuel reprocessing process. Some fission 

products such as tritium and ruthenium have a special affinity with organic compounds in the 

process. Tritium is chemically exchanged for protium of organic solvent. Ruthenium has a strong 

affinity with degradated organic compounds. So, these FPs tend to diffuse to down streams of the 

process and increase the level of radio-activity of the recycled reagents. For the purpose of 

improving the controllability of these FPs in the process, the influence of irradiation on the specific 

behavior of these elements are studied by experiments simulating the acid scrubbing and alkaline 

washing steps using irradiated 30%TBP/nDD solutions. 

TRITIUM 

1. EXPERIMENTAL 

Organic solvents in contact with nitric acid aqueous solution in flasks were irradiated by -y ray of 

"°Co source or spent fuel rods in a concrete cell of JAERI. MAGNOX spent fuel rods of 5,400 MWd/T 

burn-up were used for the present study. Tritiated water was used as tritium source. Tritium 

concentration was analysed by liquid scintillation analyser. In order to eliminate the interference of 

uranium in tritium analysis, uranium were separated by distillation before the measurement. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 Tritiation of Irradiated Solvent by Contacting with Simple Tritiated Nitric Acid Solution 

Organic solvent of 30% TBP/nDD under contact with nitric acid aqueous solution was irradiated 

by 'Y ray of 8 °Co source. The irradiated solvent was sampled and contacted with tritiated nitric acid. 
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2.3 Tritiation by Contacting with Uranium Nitric Acid Solution Containing Tritium under y Ray 

Irradiation Using Spent Fuel Rods 

Solvents of 30% TBP/nDD loaded by uranium 85gU/l and tritium 16- 18 MBq/1 were irradiated 

under contact with uranium nitric acid solution. The acidity of uranium aqueous solution is 3N HNOa 

and containing tritium by 4.8 GBq/1. The irradiation was conducted by putting MAGNOX spent fuel 

rods beside the flasks of the solvent. Dose rate and accumulated dosage were measured by ionization 

chamber and film dosimeter. 

After the irradiation for 2 - 100 hrs in the concrete cell, sol vent samples were withdrawn, 

scrubbed and washed. Figure 4 shows the data obtained. For comparison, the data obtained by 

irradiation of 6 °Co source are also shown for both cases of contact with simple nitric acid solution 

and of contact with the solution containing tritium. More tritium was retained in the solvent 

irradiated under contact with uranium nitric acid solution containing tritium than in the sol vent 

under contact with the solution excluding uranium. The data indicates that chemical conditions have 

the significant influence on the solvent tritiation reaction. 

2.4 Equation for Tritiation Rate of Organic Solvent 

Tritiation of organic solvent progresses under the influence of chemical condition, even if 

irradiation is not conducted. In order to estimate the effect of each factor on the tritiation rate, 

analytical experiments were conducted. The equation for tritiation of the solvent was expressed as 

follows, 

/:::,. [ RHx-1 T] o = 169. 2 X ( /:::,. t + 3. 62 X lo-a X Ir o. "1) X 

Exp ( - 8,100/RT) X [H] . X [T] oX [M] 1.42 

where [ RHx-1 T] and [ T] are tritium 

concentrations of organic species and 

initially loaded, respectively. Ir is 

irradiation dose(Gy). [ H] and [ M] are 

the concentrations of acid and metalic 

ions(M), respectively. Sufixes a and o mean 

aqueous and organic phase, respectively. 

Mark !:::. means difference. Figure 5 shows 

the influence of metalic ions on the 
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a a source on the reaction. Fig.5 Influence of metal ions on tritiation reaction rate 

of organic sol vent 



2.5 Scrubbing Effect by Multi-Stage 

Mixer-Settler 

Tritium scrubbing experiment was 

conducted using a multi-stage 

mixer-settler. In advance of the scrubbing 

experiment, organic sol vent of 30% 

TBP/nDD loaded by uranium 90gU/l and 

tritium 5.6 MBq/1 was irradiated by 104 Gy 

using spent fuel rods under contact with 

uranyl nitric acid solution. The time for the 

irradiated sol vent preparation before 

scrub bing had to be shortened 

as much as possible in order to avoid the 

progression of solvent tritiation by chemical 

effects. The total time for the preparation 

was approximately 48 hrs for the present 

case. 

The organic solvent and non-tritiated 

1.5N HN03 nitric acid solution were 
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Flg.6 Experimental result of tritium scrubbing 

by multi-stage mixer- settler with internal 

recycling of aqueous phase, operated at counter

current flow ratio of 0/ A=25. 

contacted in the mixer-settler counter-currently at the flow ratio of 0/A=25. Aqueous phase of 

settler in each stage was recycled to the mixer of the same stage as the settler to improve the 

scrubbing efficiency. As shown in Fig. 6, tritium concentration in organic phase decreases steadily 

up to 4th stage, however, leveled off at the following stages. Tritium of 0.002 times the initially 

loaded was retained in the organic phase. 

RUTHENIUM 

1. EXPERIMENTAL 

Solvents of 30%TBP/nDD was contacted with uranyl nitrate solution of 120 gU/1 and 3N-HN03 in a 

flask stirred electrically. A sealed 137Cs as a {3 ray source was located in the center of the flask. 

Irradiated solvents was withdrawn periodically. These samples were contacted with uranyl nitrate 

solution containing ruthenium by 5 X w-s M and scrubbed bachwise 3 times by 0.5 M-Na2 C03 , NaOH 

and 3N- HN03 in series. Ruthenium concentration in both phases was analysed by measuring the 

radio- activity of 106Rh at 512keV, the daughter of 106Ru. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 7 shows the ruthenium concentration change in the batchwise scrubbing and washing. The 

organic solvent of 30% TBP/nDD had been irradiated by 65 kGy, and contacted with 9M-HN03 

containing ruthenium for 7 days. Data for the case of non- irradiated solvent are shown for 

comparison. No differences were observed in the nitric acid scrubbing. Difference appeared in the 

alkaline washing. Degradated solvent which is not easily washed away into aqueous phase seems to 

retain ruthenium in the organic phase. Concentration of HDBP was analysed by 1.59 mg/ml in the 
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solvent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tritium and ruthenium retention in organic solvent was studied using irradiated solvents and the 

following conclusions were obtained. 

(1) Chemical factors along with 

irradiation dose of 'Y ray affect 

markedly on the tritiation 

reaction of 30% TBP/nDD 

solvent. A new equation was 

proposed to estimate the 

reaction rate. 

(2) Tritium is retained more in 

degradated oDD than in 

degradated TBP. 

(3) Tritium is easily scrubbed 

using multi-stage contactor. 

Tritium of lower than 0.002 

times the initially loaded is 

retained in the solvent 

irradiated by 10 kGy of 'Y ray. 

(4) Little retention of ruthenium 

was observed in the solvent 

irradiated by 65 kGy of {3 ray 

and contacted with ruthenium 

for 7 days after the irradiation. 
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ABSTRACT 
The decontamination characteristics of 106 Ru and 95 Zr in the co

decontamination process of the Tokai Reprocessing Plant were examined based 

upon the operational data obtained in the hot operation during this decade . The 
observed 106 Ru/ 95 Zr behavior showed good agreement with the result of the 

simulation calculation by MIXSET to which calculational method was incorporated 

for determining the distribution ratio of Ru and Zr. Both revealed to have quite 

high decontamination factors at the co-decontamination process, however, rather 
low scrubbing eff iciency was found at the scrub bank than the calculation . This 

can possibly be attributed to the contaminated entrainment remaining in the 

scrubbed organic phase. 

INTRODUCTION 
1 06 Ru and 95 Zr are two FP nuclides that are difficult to be eliminated from 

uranium and plutonium, and these sometimes require a careful examination in the 

flowsheet design of the PUREX extraction process. 1 ' Their complex formation or 

polymerization in the nitric acid solution is quite complicated, which sometimes 

makes us confused in understanding their behavior in the actual plant process. 

Therefore, it is important to know how it behaved in the reprocessing process 
under actual operation. In the Tokai Reprocessing Plant (TRP) which has been 

under hot operation since 1977, examination on the behavior of some noticeable 

nuclides were carried out by investigating the samples taken from the process 

under operation. 

2 MEASUREMENTS CARRIED OUT 

The behavior of 106 Ru and 95 Zr throughout the extraction cycles of TRP was 

investigated by taking samples from some key-process-points that can give us 
reliable mass balance. Samples were analyzed by gamma-spectrometry. For 
determining the distribution of Ru, both 106 Ru and 103 Ru were examined . The 
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examination of 95 Zr was carried out when shortly-cooled spent fuels(ca. 330 
days) were reprocessed. In order to see the extraction profile of these two 
nuclides in the extraction bank of the co-decontamination cycle, samples were 

taken from several stages throughout the bank at the same time. 

3 RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

Fig.l shows the outline of the flowsheet of the co-decontamination cycle with 

the observed distribution balance of 106 Ru and 95 Zr. It was found that as low 

as 0.02% of Ru and 0.4% of Zr was distributed to the loaded solvent . At the 

strip bank, they were more evenly distributed between the product stream and 
scrubbed solvent. 

"'"'"'" _bj',,y,,,,.. 
(HAW) Diluent Czi:"l.!9f~6i"J---.,:-;-;;-;~-,;:;--:--:c---:-' 

Scrubber 

753RI 0 (Strip) 

@ 
rR-;; r46-=97%-~ 1--r------ Solvent 

Zr 70--30% 
_l_-- - Regenerat ion 

® : Distribution of the inlet (Feed) to raffinate and loaded solvent 

@ : Distribution of the inlet (loaded solvent) to product stream and solvent 

Fig.l Observed Distribution Balance of Ru and 
Zr in the Co-decontamination Cycle of 
the Tokai Reprocessing Plant 

Co-decontami-
nation Cycle 

Ru 7. 6 X I 03 

Zr s.ox 102 

I 

2nd Extraction 
Cycle 

for Ru 2. 2 X I 02 

u Zr 2. 0 X I 03 

2nd Extraction 

\ Cyolo 

for Ru !.! X 102 

Pu Zr 2. 0 X I 02 

U-Purification 
Cycle 

Ru 4. I 

Zr >6 

Pu-Purification 
Cycle 

Ru 4.4X 10 

Zr >2 .0 X !0 2 

Gross OF for U 

Ru 7. OX 106 

Zr >!.OX 107 

Gross OF for Pu 

Ru 3.5X 107 

Zr >3.0X 107 

Fig. 2 Decontamination Factors for Ru and Zr Observed 
in the Extraction Process 
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Fig . 2 shows the decontamination factors(DF) observed for consecutive 
extraction cycles. The gro ss DFs for both nuclides are satisfactorily high, 

and this partly owes to the rather high DF at the co-decontamination cycle . 

4 CAL CU LATION OF THE EXTRACTION OF Ru AND Zr 

Simulation calculation to explain the observed distribution of Ru and Zr was 

performed wi t h the calculational procedures shown in Fig . 3. The distribution 

ratio of extractable complex of Ru(tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium) under the 

coexist ence of U, Pu and HN0 3 was calculated using apparen t extractioo 

equilibrium constant that was obtained from the published distribution data 2 ' 

for the HN0 3-TBP extraction system. The apparent constant K was obtained as a 

function of free nitrate ion concentration in the aqueous phase to express the 

experi menta l distribution ratio with the free TBP concentration in the organic 

phase. Other less extractable complexes(e . g.di-nitrato nitrosylruthenium) were 

treated as non-extractable because of their small contribution to the extracted 
amount. The distribution ratio for Zr was calculated with L. Rozen's equation. 3' 

Their distribution ratios 
were calculated with the 

fre e TBP and free nitrate 

ion conc entrati on that 

was obtained as the result 

of the extraction 

calcu lation for U, Pu and 

HN03. These distribution 
ratio were applied to the 

REV I SED . MI XSE T' ' to 

calculate their profiles. 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5. 1 Ext r action Profiles 

Fig . 4 Shows the 

calcu lated e xtr a c tion 
profiles of Ru and Zr 

under the fl owsheet 

actually taken when their 

dis tr i bution behavior was 

examined. The content of 

the e x tra ct ab l e tri

ni trato nitrosylruthenium 

Calculate the extraction of U, Pu and HN03 with REVISED. 

MIX SET for the flowsheet actually used 

~~ 
Determine the Consequential [Free TBPJora and free nitrate 

ion concentration (XN03) for every extraction stage under 

the extraction equilibrium of U. Pu and HN03 

JJ, 
Calculate the distribution ratio for Ru and Zr at every stage with the 

(Free TBP]or1 and free nitrate ion concentration (XNoJl already obtained 

0"' = K• [Free TBP[2 

for T ri-nitrato Where 

Nitrosylruthenium f;;rX~o3) 1.09 K = EXP (- 1.8•XNOJ'+1. 1327 •XNo3+3.927) 
for XNo3S:I.09 K = EXP(O.I687• XNo3'- 1.3148•XNo3+ 5.35) 

Ozr = K•XN034•[Free TBPF 

for ZrH 
where 

~K-= 11.5 16-18.414•1 '' + 17.655 •1- 4.483• 1'' +0.433 •1' 
I =XH+3Xu XH: Acidity Xu : Uranium Concentration 

El. 
Calculate the extraction profiles of Tri-nitrato Nitrosylruthenium 

and Zirconium with REVISED. MIXSET 

in the feed so lu ti on was Fig. 3 Calculational Procedures for the 
assum ed to be 3 % as extraction of Tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium 

described bel ow. Both Ru and Zr4+ using REVISED. MIXSET 

an d Zr have a slight 
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accumulation at the extraction part of the bank. For Zr profile, assumption 
with 80% of stage efficiency gave more agreeable calculation result with the 

observed points . This is attributed to the slow scrubbing reaction of Zr. In 
both cases of Ru and Zr, it was found that the observed concentration in the 

organic outlet is quite higher than the calculated value. This phenomena is 

described below. 

5.2 Estimated Content of Tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium in the Feed 

The calculation for tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium provided quite higher 

distribution ratio at the feeding stage than that was actually observed. This 

can be attributed to the existence of non-extractable species in the feed. 

Lower content of extractable tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium makes the apparent 
distribution ratio lower, which well explains the low observed distribution 

ratio. It was found that assumption with 3% of tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium 

content in the feed explains the observed ditribution ratio well . This number 

seems rather lower than that is generally expected for the equilibrated uranyl 

nitrate solution having the same acidity. This une xpectedly low content of 

extractable species of Ru is one of the reasons of high decontamination result 
of Ru at the co-decontamination cycle. 
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Fig. 4 Extraction Profiles of Ru and Zr at the Extraction 
Bank of the Co-decontamination Cycle 
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5.3 Distribution Balance of Ru and Zr in the Co-decontamination Cycle 
Table 1 shows the comparison of the distribution balances that were observed 

and calculated. The distribution between raffinate and loaded solvent gives 

comparably good agreement. The distribution between the product stream(effluent) 

and solvent(this goes to the solvent-regeneration process) does not give good 

agreement in the comparison of the calculated and the observed. Higher observed 

distribution of Ru to the product stream than the calculation may be attributed 

to the formation of the less-nitrated complexes during the stripping reaction 

with very diluted nitric acid. Nitrosylruthenium complex is likely to form 
less-nitrated(mono-, di- or non-nitrato)complex in propotion to the decrease of 

the nitrate ion concentration. The low nitric acid concentration(ca. 0.1 M/1 

at max . ) in the aqueous phase of the strip bank allows the tri-nitrato complex 

to be converted to less-nitrated complexes that are less extractable. The higher 

observed distribution of Zr to the solvent than the calculation can possibly be 

attributed to the existence of the degradation product of TBP. The Di-Buthyl 

Phosphate(DBP) forms strong complex with tetravalent cations like Zr'• that 

allows some Zr to remain in the scrubbed solvent. The concentration of DBP 
usually detected in the solvent outlet stage of the strip bank ranges <20--100 

ppm. However, we could not find any quantitative explanation between the Zr 

remainder in the solvent and the DBP concentration. 

5. 4 Scrubbing Efficiency at the Scrub Bank 

Table 2 shows the observed scrubbing efficiency for Ru and Zr at the scrub 
part of the bank. The Ru is scrubbed up to 1/9.7 of the organic inlet while this 

was 1/12 for Zr. These observed values seem lower than the calculated 

efficiency, which suggests us the possibility of the existence of the organic

preferring material. For Zr, the formation of DBP complex seems to be the most 

Extraction Bank Fraction to Raffinate Fraction to Loaded Solvent 

Calculated ( 1 ) 99 0 99 % 0. 01 % 
Ru 

% 0.7- 0. 02% Observed 99 0 3-99 0 98 

Calculated Approximately 1 00 % 5.4x1o-•% 
Zr 

% 0.4-0.2% Observed 99 0 6-99.8 

Strip Bank Fraction to Prduct Fraction to Solvent 

Calculated (2) 10.4 % 89.6 % 
Ru 

% % Observed 2.8- 54.1 97.2-45.9 

Calculated Approximately 1 00 % Approximately 0 % 
Zr 

Observed 30-70 % 70-30 % 

( 1) Calculated for the mixture of 3 % of Tn-n1trato N1trosylruthemum 
and 97 % of other non-extractable species. 

(2 ) Calculated for Tri-nitrato Nitrosylruthenium. 

Table 1 Comparison between calculated and observed 
distribution balance of Ru and Zr at the 
Co-decontamination Cycle 
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probable cause as is seen 
above. There is no explicit 
explanation for the Ru 
remainder in the organic 

s o 1 u t i o n b u t t h e 

entrainment of the aqueous 

solution or radiocolloidal 

impurity that remained in 

the organic solution. The 
f i n e p a r t i c 1 e s o f 

undissolved residue of rare 

metal element containing 
10 6Ru as a main radioactive 

Nuclides RII09-0rg(.c;/1) RIII/-Org(.c;/1) Rabo (RII09/R 1107) 

Ru-106 8.0X 10 8.5 9.4 

Ru-103 1.7 1./XI0- 1 10.0 

Zr-95 6.7X 10 1 5.6 12.0 

Ce-144 2.4X 10 6.6XI0- 1 36.4 

Cs-137 1.0 2.9X 10 ·> 34.5 

Cs- 134 7.2X 10- 1 2.0X 10·> 36.0 

R II 09 : Feeding Stage of Extraction Bank 

Rll\7 : Loaded Solvent Outlet Stage of Scrub Bank 

Table 2 Observed Scrubbing Efficiency for Ru and Zr at 
the Scrub Bank of Co-decontamination Cycle 

nuclide can be another possible cause. What should be noted in Table 2 is the 

scrubbing efficiency of the 137 Cs, 134 Cs and 144 Ce. These nuclides have much 

lower extractability than Tri-nitrato nitrosylruthenium or Zr 4 • , and these must 

have much higher scrubbing efficiency according to the extraction equilibrium with 

TBP. This also suggests the possibility of the existence of entrainment effect 
that controls the maximum DF achievable in such type of process. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The extraction behavior of Ru and Zr at the co-decontamination cycle of the 
Tokai Reprocessing Plant was examined with the process data. Extraction 

calculation of Ru and Zr using REVISED.MIXSET was carried out and showed good 

agreement with the observed behavior. A further examination on the stage 

efficiency of the Zr at the scrub bank will be needed. The observed low scrubbing 

efficiency at the scrub bank is possibly attributed to the organic-preferring 
entrainment or fines. A further investigation will be needed for this effect. 
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ABSTRACT 

Single droplets of neptunyl nitrate solution were formed in a glass 
column filled with 30-volume 1 TBP/normal dodecane to evaluate the mass 
transfer coefficient. Neptunium was adjusted to hexavalent state by electro
lytic oxidation and held in this state by potassium dichromate. Mass 
transfer coefficients of neptunyl ions were obtained as a functional of feed 
concentration, column height and droplet diameter by measuring the neptunyl 
nitrate concentrations in the feed and the effluent. The mass transfer 
coefficients were correlated by a set of dimensionless groups of parameters. 
The highest value of the mass transfer coefficients was observed at droplet 
diameter of 0.37 em for the neptunyl ion. For reference, mass transfer 
coefficients of uranyl ion and nitric acid were estimated by similar 
e xperiments. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Many researchers 1 1 
• 

6
-

81 have studied mass transfer coefficients by 

single droplet experiments in order to obtain design parameters of 

e x traction columns. 

In the feed solution of pulsed columns in reprocessing plants, the nep

t unium ion state is often quoted to be a mixture of two valence states 

Np(V) and Np(VI) and the behaviour of the neptunium ion is reported to be 

ve ry complicated due to their different affinity for the organic extrac

ta nt 1 " • Because the hexavalent neptunium has the highest affinity to 

30-volume 1 TBP diluted in normal dodecane, neptunium was adjusted to the 

he xa valent state by electrolytic oxidation and held by potassium dichromate. 

In the present study, single droplets of neptunyl nitrate were formed 

in the small column of the solvent of 30-volume % TBP diluted in normal 

dodecane. Mass transfer coefficients were obtained by measuring the solute 

concentration change between the feed and the effluent. The overall mass 

t ransfer coefficient K .. from an aqueous droplet to the surrounding organic 

phase can be calculated from the equation ( 1). 
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Kn In {C./Ct )/ A tc {1) 

where tc is the contact time of falling droplet, c. and c. are the solute 

concentrations in the feed and in the effluent, respectively. A is the 

surface area of mass transfer per unit volume of droplets. 

The experimental data are correlated by the equation composed of dimen

sionless groups of the parameters. 

Kn/U k" {H/d.)• {R.)" {C/p.)• {2) 

where k". a, b, c are constants, U is the velocities of falling droplets, 

R. is Reynold's number. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL 

ILl. Equipment 

The equipment employed is shown in Fig.L The aqueous feed of neptunyl 

nitrate was supplied through a nozzle at the top of extraction column by 

a microtube pump. The column was made of glass with a water jacket to 

keep the temperature constant at 25 ± 1 •c. 

Figure's Slolemenl 

I Gloss co I umn 
2 Cooler I healer 
3. Gloss nozzle 
4. Micro pump Ieeder 
5. Micro pump .healer 
G. Feed bollle · 
7. lemperolure conlroller 
B. Woler lank 
9. Mlcroburel 

Fig.l Experimental apparatus 

The internal diameter of the column is 25 mm. The nozzle is made of glass 

and placed at the top of the column and fitted with a silicone rubber cap. 

The inside diameter of the nozzle is in the range of 0.4 to 4.5 mm and the 

outlet diameter is from 6.0 to 7.0 mm. The effluent solution was collected 

in a microburet. The height of the microburet was adjusted so that the 

interface between aqueous and organic phases was always kept at a given 



level from the bottom of the column. The capillary used for the feed and 

effluent tubing is made of plyethylene of 0.1 mm in internal diameter. 

11.2. Procedure 
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For the first step, the column was filled with the solvent of 30-

volume % TBP diluted in normal dodecane and warmed up to 25±1 °C with circu

lating water. Then, the neptunyl nitrate in nitric acid solution was fed to 

the column. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1. The 

droplet diameter was estimated by dividing the feed flowrate by number of 

droplets generated at the nozzle per minute. The neptunium concentrations in 

samples were analysed by gamma spectrometry. The concentrations of UO, (NO,), 

and nitric acid were analysed by titration. The physical properties necessa

ry to calculate Eq. (2) were referred in references 141
• In order to make the 

effect of droplet formation and coalescence negligible, the column height 

was determined to be higher than 9 em from the assessment of the experimen

tal data on the relation between the ln(C,/C,) and the contact time. 

TABLE 1. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

Flowrate (F) 
Colu•n height•'(H) 
Solvent 
Feed concentration of 

Neptuniu• nitrate••(C) 
Uranium nitrate••(C) 

Temperature 

12 c•'/hr (constant) 
9. 15.5, 19, 25. 30 , 35 em 
30% TBP diluted in normal dodecane 

65 - 350 rag/1 
250 g/1 
25 ± 1 °C 

•1. The distance fro• the top of the nozzle to the botto• of the 
column 

•2. The feed concentration of nitric acid was kept at 3N throughout 
the experi11ent 

Ill. RESULTS 

lll.l. Effect of droplet diameter on the velocity of falling droplets 

Figure 2 shows the velocity of falling droplets plotted against the 

diameter. The result shows that the velocity is independent of droplet 

diameter in the range of the present experimental condition. 
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Fig.2: Dependency of the velocity of falling droplet on the diameter at 25°C 

III.2. Evaluation of Mass Transfer Coefficient 

Mass transfer coefficient during the fall of droplet can be estimated 

from the slope of the line which correlates ln(C,/C1) and the contact time, 

since the inter-phase mass transfer of neptunium ions during the droplets 

formation at nozzle and the coalescence at outlet is considered to be 

constant for the different column heights. 

The experiment was conducted to evaluate the effect of column height II 

on the mass transfer coefficient. From the slope of the correlation between 

log (Kn/U) and log (11/d •). the power a of the dimensionless group 11/d • in 

Eq.(2) was evaluated to be -1.4 by the least square method. 

Similar methods were applied to evaluate the effect of concentration of 

neptunyl nitrate on mass transfer coefficient. The power c of the dimension

less group of C/p. was 0.61. 

Several experiments were made to evaluate the effect of droplet diame

ter d. on mass transfer coefficients. Figure 3 shows the relation between 

the mass transfer coefficient and droplet diameter. From the slope of the 

correlation between log {(Kn/U)(C/p.) - 0
•

61 (ll/d.) .. 4
} and log (R.) the power 

of Re was estimated to be 17 for d. in the range of 0.31 to 0.37 em and -6.5 

in the range of 0.37 to 0.45 em, respectively. 

The mass transfer coefficients are expressed by equations (3) and ( 4). 

for d. in the range of 0.31 to 0.37 em and in the range of 0.37 to 0.45 em, 

respectively. 

Kn/U 1.2 X 1Q - ••(C/p.) 0
• 

61 (11/d.) - 1·• (R.) 17 (3) 

Kn/U 6.2 X 10 19 (C/p.) 0
" 

61 (11/d.) - 1.. (R.) - 6· • (4) 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows that the velocity of falling droplet is independent of 

t he droplet diameter for the present experimental condition. The velocity is 

17.5 em/sec. In our previous study it was indicate that the velocity of the 

droplets increased by increasing the diameter up to 026 em ' 81
, however, 

le veled off at the larger droplet size than 0.26 em. Value of the leveled 

off velocity depends on the physical properties. 

lo ··-------- ----, · 

5 -

3- 5 

.A. :t1iltlc ar.ld 
o :hep\u11yl lo p 
t:::J :uraltyl lo11 

t,.o ,, .s 

Dropld diameter (x lo - • ern 

Fig.3 Dependency of KR on droplet diameter. 

Figure 3 shows the dependency of mass transfer coefficient on droplet 

diameter. Mass transfer coefficient is observed to increase sharply with the 

increase of diameter up to a certain diameter and then decreases beyond that 

diameter. Similar tendency was observed in the case of uranyl and nitric 

a cid ions. This behaviour is considered to be due to the oscillaion and 

internal circulation within the droplet. Schroeder and Kintner"' reported 

that oscillation increases the rate of heat and mass transfer between the 

moving droplets and the surrounding fluid. The circulation velocity inside 

the droplet has been observed by Horton, et al." 1 • They reported that the 

r a te of interphase mass transfer in such circulation systems is larger by 

twice the rate in an equivalent non - circulating system. After the mass 

tra nsfer coefficient reached to the maximum value, it then decreased in the 

present study. The optimum range of droplet sizes which gives the maximum 

mass transfer coefficients is in the range from 0 .35 to 0 .39 em. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The correlations between the mass transfer coefficient with 11/d., C/ p. 

and R. have been obtained for neptunyl ions-nitric acid as the aqueous 

phase and 30-volume X TBP diluted in normal dodecane as the organic phase. 

The neptunyl concentraion in the feed solution were changed in the range of 

65 to 350 mg/1 while the concentration of nitric acid was kept at 3 N 

throughout the experiment. The correlations are differently expressed by 

Eq.(3) and Eq.(4). depending on the range of droplet diameter. A critical 

diameter exists around 0.37 em. In the smaller range, mass transfer coef

ficient sharply increases with the increase of droplet diameter, while, in 

the larger range, mass transfer coefficient decreases with the increase of 

the diameter. 

For reference, mass transfer coefficient of uranyl ions and nitric acid 

were also evaluated by similar experiments. The dependency of mass transfer 

coefficient on droplet diameter for uranyl nitrate and nitric acid is 

similar to that for neptunyl nitrate. 

The optimum range of droplet size which gives the maximum mass transfer 

coefficient is around 0.35 to 0 .39 em. 
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STUDY OF THE COMPLEXES OF Np(V) WITH SOME ORGANIC LIGANDS BY SOLVENT 

EXTRACTION 

OSAMU TOCHIYAMA, YASUSHI INOUE AND SHUNSUKE NARITA 
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Tohoku University , 
Aoba-ku, Sendai , 980 Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The complex formation of Np(V) with some aliphatic dicarboxylates (oxalate, 

malonate , succinate , adipate), hydroxycarboxylates (1- malate, tartrate, 
citrate) and aromatic carboxylates (salicylate, m-hydroxybenzoate, phthalate, 
~picolinate, ~furoate) has been studied by the solvent extraction method 
using thenoyltrifluoroacetone and 1,10- phenanthroline in isoamyl alcohol . The 
stability of the complexes is discussed in connection with the structure of 
the organic ligands. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solution chemistry of neptunium has received much attention in recent years 

since 237Np in radioactive wastes will have a long-term radiological toxicity 

in the human environment . Since this element most probably exists as a 

quinquevalent state in oxic neutral solutions , the study of the complex 

formation of Np(V) in aqueous solutions is very important for the under

standing of the behavior of this element in natural water . 

In our previous studies (Inoue and Tochiyama , 1983, 1985a,b), the formation 

constants of Np(V) complexes with some organic ligands (hydroxycarboxylates, 

dicarboxylates , aminocarboxylates) and inorganic ligands (carbonate , fluoride , 

sulfate, phosphate) have been obtained by the solvent extraction method using 

thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) and 1,10- phenanthroline (phen) . However , the 

later study (Stout et al. , 1989) on the dicarboxylate complexes has shown that 

our values were consistently lower than those obtained by spectrophotometry . 

This disagreement induced us to reevaluate the reliability of the solvent 

extraction method for the determination of the stability constants. After 

checking various factors in the extraction procedure, we investigated the 

complexation of Np(V) with the following ligands , which have characteristic 

structures common in naturally occurring organic substances such as humic or 

fulvic acids ; 

(a) aliphatic dicarboxylates ; H02C(CH2 )nco2H (n=0,1,2,4) , 

(b) hydroxycarboxylates; tartrate , 1- malate, citrate, 

(c) aromatic carboxylates ; phthalate , salicylate , a- furoate , a- picolinate . 
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2 EXPmiMEHTAL PROCEDURE 

239Np tracer was prepared by milking from 243Am by the method of Sill 

(1966) and adjusted to the quinquevalent state by evaporation to dryness and 

dissolution in water (Inoue and Tochiyama, 1977). In the standard procedure, 

the 239Np tracer was first extracted into an isoamyl alcohol (i-AmOH) solution 

containing TTA and phen. A 4-ml portion of this organic solution was then 

shaken for 15 min at 25 °C in a glass tube with the same volume of aqueous 

solution containing a variable concentration of complexing agent, 1M NaC104 , 

and buffer reagents (a proper mixture of 0.1M of 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic 

acid (MES) and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (THAM)). After phase 

separation, y-activity of each phase and pH of the aqueous phase were measured 

to give the distribution ratio and equilibrium pH. 

J CALCULATIOR OF STABILITY CORSTARTS 

Distribution ratio D of Np(V) in the presence of a complexing agent (L) can 

be expressed by 

D = [MTnB]
0

/([M]+I[MTn]+I[MLn]) = D0/(1+ISnT(T]n+ISn[L]n) ( 1 ) 

where D0=[MTnB]
0

/(M], BnT=[MTn]/[M][T]n, Sn=[MLn]/[M][L]n; and M, HT, B 

denote Npo2+, TTA and phen, respectively (for simplicity, charges are 

omitted). The ligand concentration [L] was calculated from the total 

concentration of the organic acid and its dissociation constants. In the 

calculation, distribution of the acid into the organic phase was neglected 

because the organic acids used are hydrophilic and mostly in the dissociated 

form under the conditions used. The term IBnT(T]n for the complex formation of 

Np(V) with TTA was calculated by using loB1T=2.89, logB2T=5.48 and 

[T]=CTTA/(KDR[H]/Ka+(H]/Ka+1), where pKa=6.53, logKDR=1.83 for i-AmOH. This 

term was less than 0.01 under all the conditions studied. 

The optimum set of the values of logD0 and logBn was obtained by a 

nonlinear least-squares fitting, which minimizes the sum of the squares of the 

residuals between logD's observed experimentally and calculated by eqn.(1). 

4 RESULTS ARD DISCUSSIOR 

4.1 Extraction System for Determination of Stability Constants 

In order to assess the possible sources of errors inherent in the present 

solvent extraction method, the distribution of Np(V) in the absence of 

complexing agent was examined as a function of pH by forward and backward 

extraction, with i-AmOH and methylisobutyl ketone (MIBK). Fig. shows that 

the distribution ratios obtained by forward extraction are discernibly lower 

than those by backward extraction for these solvents. The same distribution 



TABLE 1 

Stability constants of Np(V) with various carboxylates. 

Ligand(acid form) pKa ( ).F1 • 0) (a) logS1 log~ 

oxalate 1.04,3.55 J. 71 ± 0.02 6.15 ± 0.02 
(COOH) 2 3.53 ± 0.04 6.12 ± 0.05 (b) 

malonate 2.60,5.07 2.62 ± 0.02 4.22 ± 0.02 
HOOCCH2COOH 2. 51 ± 0.01 4.17 ± 0.02 (b) 

succinate 3.97,5.11 1.45 ± 0.06 2.43 ± 0.05 
HOOC(CH2 )2COOH 1. 51 ± 0.02 2.14 ± 0.09 (b) 

adipate 4.26,4.94 1.22 ± 0.03 2.05 ± 0.03 
HOOC(CH2 )4COOH 

3.16,4.44 1.66 0.03 2.69 ± 0.02 1-malate ± 
HOOCCH(OH)CH2COOH 

tartrate 2.86,4.10 1.46 ± 0.01 2.11 ± 0.02 
[CH(OH)COOH) 2 

citrate 2.80,4.08,5.33 (unknown side reaction) 
HOOCCH2C(OH)(COOH)CH2COOH 

salicylate 2.80 (0.84) 
o-C~H4 (0H)COOH m-hy roxybenzoate 3.96 (0.88) 
m-C6H4 (0H)COOH 

phthalate 2.67,4.73 (1 .59) 
o-C6Hf(COOH) 2 

a-pico inate 0.86,5.17 J. 53 ± 0.03 6.01 ± 0.03 
a-C5H4NCOOH 

a-furoate 3.02 <1.0 
a-C4H40COOH 

~=1.0(NaCl04 ),25°C, CTTA=10-3M(pH~5)/10-4M(pH~7), Cphen=2x10-2M in 
(a)Martell and Smith (1977,1989). 

i-AmOH 

(b)by spectrophotometry, ~=1.0,23°C,pcH=6.14, Stout et al.(1989). 
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ratio was observed for varying the shaking time from 5 to 

experiments by the use of the different milking batches 

40 min. 
of 239Np 

Repeated 

solutions 

showed that the reproducibility was somewhat poorer in the forward extraction 

than in the backward extraction. The result suggests that a small amount of 

unextractable neptunium species might be introduced during milking as a result 

of unfavorable reactions such as redox reaction, sorption on a small amount of 

colloidal particles, and hydrolysis. Fig. 2 shows that the forward extraction 

procedure gives lower logS values than the backward extraction. In order to 

avoid this unfavorable effect, we decided to use backward extraction here. 

Fig. 3 shows the difference between i-AmOH and MIBK in the backward 

extraction. In the MIBK system, unexpected higher distribution ratios were 

observed at higher concentrations of the ligands, especially with oxalate. 

Since this deviation cannot be explained by eqn.(1), some unknown side 

reactions such as redox reaction are considered to occur, probably owing to 

the coexistence of MIBK and the ligand. In this connection, i-AmOH is 

preferred as an organic solvent. It should be noted, however, that the shape 

of logD vs. log[L) curve must be carefully examined even with i-AmOH, because 
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Fig. 1(left). Variation of logD0 with pH in forward((),~) and backward(4t , ~) 
extraction. 

() 4t: i-AmOH, CTTA=1x1o-.3M, Cphen=2x10-2M. 
~ ~: MIBK, CTTA=2x10-2M, Cpbe =2x1o-2M. 

Fig. 2(right). Variation of log{DfD0) with log[L] in forward((),~) and 
backward(4t,~) extraction with i-AmOH. 

CTTA=1x1o-.3M((),4t), 1x1o-4M(~.~); Cphen=1x1o-2M((),~), 2x1o-2M(4t,~) 
pH= oxalate : 5.80(()), 5.80(4t), 7.61-7.69(~), 7.17-7 • .38(~); 

malonate: 5.60(()), 6.10(4t), 7.40-7.52(~), 7.69-8.02(~). 
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Fig. J(left). Variation of log(D/D0) with log[L) in backward extraction with 
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Fig. 4(right). Complex formation with aliphatic dicarboxylates. 

pH = 5-6(()), 7-8(~). 
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we do not know much about the nature of the organic solvent with which the 

ligand is liable to induce this kind of reaction. 

In our previous work, forward extraction was adopted for organic 

ligands(Inoue and Tochiyama, 1983), while backward one for inorganic ligands 

(Inoue and Tochiyama, 1985a,b). Thus, we have decided to reinvestigate the 

complex formation with organic ligands by using backward extraction with i

AmOH since logS values in our previous paper might be lower than true values 

by 0.2-0.4 in the worst case. 

4.2 Complex Formation of Np(V) with Organic Ligands 

(!)Aliphatic dicarboxylates. Fig. 4 shows the plots of log(D/D0 ) vs. log[L] 

for aliphatic dicarboxylates. Stability constants thus obtained are listed in 

Table 1. These values are in fair agreement with those reported by Stout et 

al. (1989). The stability of aliphatic dicarboxylate complexes appears to be 

controlled mainly by the stability of the chelate ring, since the stability 

decreases with increasing the number of carbon atoms between two carboxyl 

groups in the ligand in spite of the increase in the basicity (EpKa). 

(ii)Hydroxycarboxylates. Fig. 5 shows the plots of log(D/D0) vs. log[L] 

for 1-malate and tartrate, where one or two methylene hydrogens in succinate 

are replaced by hydroxyl groups. Although the presence of hydroxyl groups 

causes a decrease in the basicity of the ligand, the stability of the complex 

is in the order, succinate < 1-malate > tartrate. Therefore, hydroxyl groups 

are considered to have some small stabilizing effect in these complexes, which 

may be balanced with the effect of the basicity change to give the observed 

stability sequence. 

Fig. 6 shows the result on citrate, which has three carboxylates and one 

hydroxyl group in the molecule. The shape of the curve clearly indicates that 

a certain side reaction exerts influence in this case. Considering together 

with the result on oxalate-MIBK system, it is probable that in certain organic 

solvents, strongly complexing polycarboxylates are prone to induce some 

unknown reaction of Np(V). 

(iii)Aromatic carboxylates. Fig. 7 shows the plots of log(D/D0) vs. log[L] 

for aromatic carboxylates. Owing to the solubility limits of the ligands, only 

limited information was obtained. The resonance stabilizing effect of aromatic 

~-electron seems small in o- and m-hydroxybenzoates, although the effect is 

noticed in a phthalate complex (phthalate forms more stable complex than 

succinate in spite of its smaller EpKa). It is interesting to see that the 

heterocyclic oxygen in a-furoate has little effect in the stabilization of the 

carboxylate complex, while the nitrogen atom in a-picolinate greatly raises 

the stability. 
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Fig. 5(left,top). Complex formation with hydroxycarboxylates. 
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Fig. 6(left,bottom). Variation of logD0 with log[citrate-3] 
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Fig. ?(right). Complex formation with aromatic carboxylates. 
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Neptunium separation process from product organic stream of co-decontamination step is studied 
using salt- free reductive reagents which can be decomposed to gases and water. Neptunium should 
be selectively reduced from Np(VJ) to Np(V) in the process. Kinetic data were obtained for the 
reac tion by n- and iso-butyraldehydes. Iso-butyraldehyde was found to have higher reaction rate 
and lower selectivity than n-butyraldehyde. The reaction rate at T=283 to 323' K is described by the 
following equation: 
- d[Np(VJ)]/dt=k • [Np(VJ)]· [iso-C,.H7 CHO], • [W], where k= 3.1 X IOeexp(-4.1 X 10"/T)M-2 

• min-1
• A 

scheme for the reaction is newly proposed to explain the data. 
A chemical flow sheet study was conducted using a miniature mixer-settler of 16 stages. About 

90% of Np, which was extracted by 30vol% tri- n- butyl-phosphate/n- dodecane solvent with uranium, 
was reduced and stripped by 3M HNO,. aqueous solution containing 3vol% n-butyraldehyde. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The control of neptunium 237Np( a - emitter, half life:2.14 x 10 .. y) in the fuel cycle is important to 

avoid the diffusion of this nuclide in the environmentu. About 750g of Np per ton of uranium are 

produced in a thermal nuclear power reactor under the condition of 3.3% enrichment,33,000 MWD/t 

burn up, 150 days post irradiation decay"'. Np tends to diffuse in the process of fuel reprocessing 

due to the extractable tetravalent Np(IV) and hexavalent Np(VJ) ions in the system of tri-n-butyl 

phosphate(TBP) diluted with saturated hydrocarbon diluent(e.g.n- dodecane(nDD)) and nitric acid"'. 

Inextractable Np(V) is said to be stable in the dissolver solution of highly concentrated nitrous 

acid(>lo- s M). Major part of Np is oxidized to Np(VJ) by nitrous ions in the co- decontamination step 

and extracted to the organic solvent along with U(VJ) and Pu(IV). In the U/Pu partition step, Np(VI) 

is reduced to Np(IV) or Np(V) by a reductant for Pu(IV) such as hydroxylamine and U(IV). So Np is 

dis tributed to the U and the Pu purification cycles. Stripping the Np from the organic solvent before 

U/ Pu partition step is considered to be favourable to avoid the diffusion into the down streams. 

A process to separate Np before U/Pu partition step is studied using salt- free reagents which can 

be decomposed to gases and water for the present study. Np should be reduced from Np(VI) to Np(V) 

selectively in the presence of U(VJ) and Pu(IV) in the process. Preliminary experiment was conducted 

to compare the reduction rate of Np(VI) by several reagents, aldehydes and alcohols .. '. The results 

showed that butyraldehyde, which had been proposed as a Np reductive reagent by Kolarik5
', had 

several advantages of the higher reduction rate and a more favourable redox potential to reduce 

Np(VI) selectively. Redox potential of butyraldehyde is about 0.8V(vs SCE) at 298' K and 3M HNO,.. 

The potential is much higher than the standard redox potential of U(VI)/U(IV) system, higher than 
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that of Pu(IV)/Pu( ill) system and lower than that of Np(VI)/Np(V) system. 

A kinetic study and a chemical flow sheet study were conducted in order to test the feasibility of 

Np separation using a salt-free butyraldehyde before U/Pu partition. In the kinetic study, 

fundamental data were obtained on the reduction rate of Np(VI) to Np(V) by n- and 

iso-butyraldehydes in nitric acid solution. In the chemical flow sheet study, Np separation was 

demonstrated with a miniature mixer-settler using nitric acid solution containing U and Np. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Oxide of 287Np purchased from Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, was used for the present study. 

The NpO,. was dissolved in 3M nitric acid solution with heating by an IR lamp. The valency was 

adjusted to Np(VI) by an electrolytic cell with platinum electrodes. 

The Np(VI) solution was put into a stirred optical cell with a stopper(llght path:lcm) of absorption 

spectrophotometer. The reaction was started by adding a reductive reagent into the cell. The 

concentration change of reaction product Np(V) was detected at 983nm, which is the primary 

absorption peak of Np(V). The amount of reductive reagent was more than ten times the amount 

stoichiometrically required. The temperature was kept at constant using a thermostat. The reduction 

rate of Np(VI) in the organic phase of a 30vol%TBP and 70vol%nDD mixture was measured in the same 

way. 

A miniature mixer-settler of 16 stages was operated at room temperature for the chemical flow 

sheet study. The flow sheet consists of two steps: the U • Np extraction step of 8 stages and the Np/U 

separation step of 8 stages. Each volume of the mixer and settler is 6 ml and 17 ml, respectively. 

Simulated feed solution was made by mixing uranyl nitrate solution and the Np(VI) nitrate solution 

adjusted in the above-mentioned procedure. The solvent of 30voi%TBP/nDD and 3M nitric acid 

solution containing 3voi% n-butyraldehyde were fed countercurrently into the contactor. 

Purchased reagents such as n- and iso- butyraidehydes, TBP and nDD were used without any 

special pretreatment. Concentrations of U and nitric acid were analysed by alkalimetric titration. A 

gamma-counter and a spectrophotometer were used to analyse Np concentration. Concentration of 

Nitrous ion was spectrophotochemically analysed by using chromogenic reagents. 

3 RESULTS 

3. 1. Kinetic study of Np(VI) reduction 

Reduction rate of Np(VI) is shown in Fig. l. Np(VI) was reduced by iso- butyraldehyde at severa l 

nitric acid solutions in the range of 0. 75- 6.0M. The reaction began immediately after the addition of 

butyraldehyde. The reduction rate of iso-butyraldehyde is much higher than that of 

n- butyraldehyde in the range of the present conditions. The reduction from Np(VI) to Np(V) was 

completely finished in 3 minutes in the case of iso-butyraldehyde. Np(IV) was not detected by the 

spectrophotometer in the first 60 minutes. The rate of further reduction from Np(V) to Np(IV), 

involving the break of Np-0 bonds, was measured by less than one fifth the rate of the reduction 

from Np(Vl) to Np(V). This means that butyraldehyde is effective to reduce Np(VI) to Np(V) and to 

keep the pentavalent state of Np in the separation process. 

Figure 1 shows that the reactiorl rate is first -order in respect of [Np(VI)) under these condi tions. 
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Apparent rate constant ko is estimated based on the following equation. 

d[Np(V))/dt=-d[Np(VI))/dt=ko • [Np(VI)), (1) 

where [Np(VI)) is Np(VI) concentration at the time t. The values of log ko were arranged as each 

function of log[H+)o and log[C8 H7CHO)o as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, respectively. Sodium nitrate 

was used to control the ionic strength of the solution. Big differences of log ko are observed 

between n- and iso-butyraldehydes. The values of the slope are about 1.0 for both n- and 

iso- butyraldehydes. From these results, the rate equation is expressed by 

- d[Np(VI)/dt=k1 • [Np(VI)) • [CsH7CHO)o • [W] (2) 

The scheme of the reduction reaction of simple metal ion system does not explain the increase of the 

reduction rate proportional to acidity as shown in Fig.2. 

The observed kinetic data can be explained by the 

following reaction scheme, by analogy with the scheme 

of the oxidation of butyraldehydes by vanadium(V02 +) 

in acidic media8 >. 

Enol isation of butyraldehyde 

w 
--> C,.H.,CHOH (3) 

Complex formation between the enol and Np02
2 + 

(4) 

Enolisation of the complex 

(C,.H.,CH-0-~p-0)2+ + W --> (C,.H.,CH- 0 - 1p-OH)"+ (5) 

bH OH 

Decomposition of the complex(rate- determining step) 

slow 
(C,.H.,CII- 0-b:- OH)"+ --> • C,.H.,CHO + (HO-Np- OH)"+(6) 

(HO- Np- 011)8 + 

• C,.H.,CHO + H2 0 

--> 

--> 

(7) 

(8) 

0: 
:-::. 

I 
" " 0 
0. 

:-::. 
bO .s 

(Np( VI) J., - O . OOlmn l./1 
fl l J -0 .7 5: 1.5: 3 . 0 : 6 . 0mol/l 
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_ .., 
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0. z 
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Fig.! Effect of acidity on the reduction 

of Np(VI) in aqueous solution by 

!so- butyraldehyde. 

By plotting the logarithm of the rate constant k1 of Eq.(2) against the inverse of the absolute 

temperature, the apparent activation energy /:; E of iso-butyraldehyde was estimated to be 34 J/mol, 

nearly the same as that of n-butyraldehyde. The rate constant of iso- butyraldehyde is much bigger 

than that of n- butyraldehyde. The big difference of the Np(VI) reduction rates between n- and 

iso- butyraldehydes is considered to be due to the different steric structure between these 

butyraldehydes. 

The reduction rate is expressed by the equation for each butyraldehyde: 

- d[Np(VI))/dt=k2 • [Np(Vl)] • [iso- C8 H7CHO)o • (W), 

- d[Np(VI))/dt=ks • [Np(VI)] • [n-CsH7CHO]o • [W], 

(9) 

(10) 

where k2 =3.1 X IO"exp(- 4.1 X 10"/T) M-2 
• min- 1 and k8 =7.3 X IO"exp(-3.4 X 108 /T) M-2 

• min- 1. The 

reduc tion rate of Np(Vl) by iso-butyraldehyde is nearly equal to the rate of Np(VI) reduction by 

U(IV) and HAN at the concentration of 0.001M reductive reagent and 3M HN08 at 298' K. 

Because nitrous ion is known to work as a redox reagent for Np in Purex process, concentration of 
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nitrous ion was analysed in the aqueous solution for the present experiment. The concentration is in 

the range of 10- 6 to w-s M, very low compared with concentrations of Np and butyralde hydes. So the 

influe nce of nitrous ion on Np(Vl) reduction ra te is considered to be very small. The influence of 

U(Vl) on the Np(Vl) reduction rate was also confirmed to be very small by the experiment at the 

concentration lower than 50g/l and negligible in the Np/U separation step. 

In the Np separation step, it is required that only Np(Vl) is reduced to Np(V) selectively in the 

presence of Pu(IV) and U(Vl) ions. Possibility of the reduction from Pu(IV) to Pu( Ill) was tested by 

adding excess amount of butyraldehyde in the 30vol%TBP/nDD- 3M HN03 binary phase system. 

Concentration change of Pu in the aqueous phase measured by a - counting is shown in Fig. 4. No 

reduc tion of Pu(IV) to Pu( Ill) was observed in the case of n- butyraldehyde, however, s low reduction 

w~s observed in the case of iso- butyraldehyde. The reduction rate of Pu(IV) by iso- butyra ldehyde is 

lower than that of Np(Vl). 

The reduction rate of Np(VJ) in 30vol% TBP/nDD solvent was measured to be by far lower than in 

aqueous so lution under the same condition. The reduction progresses mainly in the aqueous phase. 

Experiment was conducted to measure the off- gas composition of decomposed butyraldehydes in 

nitric acid solution. More than 90% of iso- butyraldehyde in the nitric acid solution was decomposed 

in less than 60 minutes by bubbling air. About 90% of decomposition produc ts was gases:C02 , CO, 

Cslle and C,.H,.. The rest was relatively stable organic compounds which could be decomposed by 

electrolysis. 

3. 2. Chemical flow sheet study on Np separation process 

A flow sheet as shown in Fig.5 was studied to test the feasibility o f Np separation us ing 

n- butyraldehyde in the first cycle. The reductant has the higher selectivity but lowe r reac ti on rate 

of Np(VI) reduction than iso- butyraldehyde. 

Concentra tions of U, Np and nitric acid are shown in Fig. 5. The simula ted feed solution containing 

lJ(Vl) by 200g/ l, Np by 78mg/ l and 3.1 M nitric acid is fed at stage 8 of the minia ture mixer-sett ler. 

The valency of Np in the feed solution was analysed to be Np(V) by 20% and Np(Vl) by 80%. The 

30vol%TBP/nDD solvent is fed at stage!. The Np scrub solution of 3.0vol% n- butyraldehyde in 3.1M 

nitric acid is fed a t stage 16. The Np product stream leaves the contactor from s tage 9. Each fl ow 

ratio (0/A) of solvent to aqueous solution is !. 7 in the U · Np extraction step and 4.6 in the Np/ U 

separation step. The 0 / A ratio of U · Np extract ion step was determined to obtain high U loading in 

the organic s tream. The solvent was actually loaded by lOOg- U/ 1 in the U • Np extraction step and left 

the process from stage 16 at a concentration of 99.3g- U/l. About 6% of U loaded in the U · Np 

extraction step was stripped by the scrub solution in the following Np/ U separat ion s tep. This 

indicates that a certain amount of Pu must be s tripped by the scrub solution a long with U and Np in 

the rea l case of U- Pu- Np system, acco rding to the distribution eq uilibrium of Pu. The loss of U and 

Pu cannot be ne glected. So a recovery s te p of U a nd Pu from the Np product solut ion should be 

followed in order to obtain a purified Np ta rge t for production of 2 38P u by neutron irradiation. 

Abou t 90% of Np fed into the process was scrubbed as the Np product in the Np/ U separation step. 

A hout 3% of Np leaked to the ra ffinate. Approximately 85% of the Np(V) in the feed so lu tion seems to 

be oxid ized by nitrous ion in the U • Np extraction step, while 15% of the Np(V) le ft to the raffinate. 
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Se paration factor of Np in the process was about 13.5, where the separation factor is defined as the 

concentration ratio of Np to U in the feed solution at stage 8 divided by the Np to U ratio in the Np 

product solution at stage ~- The separation factor can be improved by optimizing the process 

condition: concentrations of n- and iso- butyraldehydes and nitric acid, temperature, residence time 

nnd the number of stages. The leak of Np into the raffinate can be reduced by adding nitrous acid to 

oxidize more Np(V) to Np(VI) in the U · Np extraction step. 

Distribution data of butyraldehydes were measured as a function of TBP concentration in the 

range of 0···60 vol% at 3M HN03 in aqueous phase at 298" K. Distribution ratio increases in proportion 

to TBP concentration for both butyraldehydes. The slope of the extraction curve is about 2. These 

da ta are in favor of the following extraction formula: 

(11) 

This means that most of n- butyraldehyde fed into the process at stage 16 was extracted and left with 

the sol vent. Butyraldehydes should be fed into the U loading sol vent at stage 9 instead of stage 16 in 

orde r to be contacted effectively with Np(VI). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

A neptunium separation process from the product organic stream of co- decontamination step was 

s tudied using sa lt- free reagents which can be decomposed to gases and water. Kinetic data were 

obtained for the Np(VI) reduction to Np(V) by the proposed n- and iso-butyraldehydes as reductants. 

A sche me for the reaction is newly proposed to explain the data. !so- butyraldehyde was found to 

have a higher reaction rate and lower selectivity than n- butyraldehyde. Equations to estimate the 

reac tion rnte were proposed for n- and iso- butyraldehydes. 

A che mi ca l flow sheet study was conducted using a 

miniature mixer- settler of 16 stages. About 90% of Np 

ex tracted in the product stream along with uranium 

was sepa ra ted from U by 3M HN03 aqueous solution 

conta ining 3vol%n- butyraldehyde. About 6% of U fed 

into the process was scrubbed into the Np product. 
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ABSTRACT 
A.IDEGAMI .H.SUGAI .C.TANAKA .M.OZAWA* .Y.KISHIMOTO* . S.HAYASHI* 
SMM . *PNC. A Study on the Interfa cial CRUD Formation in the 
Purex Process. 

In this study , more fundamental experiments and quantitative 
discussion on the crud using mainly platinum group elements <Pd 
etc.) have been carried out. The role s of the fine dispersed metal 
particles on the crud formation and the properties of crud 
stab iIi ty are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the Purex process of solvent extraction for reprocessing 

spent nuclear fuels , an operational disturbance is caused by the 

formation of the third phase. We usually call it "crud". It tends 

to be accumulated at the interface between the aqueous phase and 

the organic phase. 

In order to examine the origin of the crud , many studies 

have already been done. Some of them resulted in an adsorption of 

residual fine particles (Baetsle et al . • 1974; Boudry et a I .• 1974; 

Gonda et a1 .• 1982), others a chemical interaction giving rise to 

precipitates which cause the crud formation. (Huppert et a I .• 197 4; 

Zimmer et al .• 1984) 

In this study • fundamental experiments and quantitative 

discussion using mainly platinum group elements (Pd etc.) have 

been carried out. The roles of the fine dispersed metal particles 

on the crud formation and the properties 0 f stabi it ies are 

discussed. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 

Using dispersed elements were two types of Pd (mean diameter: 

0.2.Um 

.44.7.Um) 

0.8.Um) Ru 

and sim ulated 

(16 . 4.Um) two types of AI 2 0 

insoluble residues (3.1.Um. 

Ru:60.5w% • Mo:18.5w% , Rh:9.87w% • Pd:10.6w%) 

3 ( 2. 1 .U m 

composition 
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2 . 2 Procedures 

The organic phase was 30 val% TBP diluted by n-dodecane. The 

aqueous phase were prepared by adding fine sol ids into an aqueous 

HN0 3 solution with required concentration. Those solids were 

dispersed by ultrasonic wave about ten minutes before shaking. The 

solution which consisted of aqueous phase <50cc) and organic phase 

<50cc) was vigorously shook for ten minutes . After shaking the 

mixture was kept standing in a measuring cylinder and emulsion 

thickness was measured with time. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 . 1 . Crud formation tests 

( i) Boundary concentration In order to survey the boundary 

concentration 

stabi I izing 

of fine dispersed sol ids in the 

emulsion various systems of 

concentration have been done . 

water phase 

component 

Figure shows the change of emulsion thickness with time 

for 

and 

by 

metal <Pdl concentration . Average particle size of palladium is 

0.8.Um and aqueous HN0 3 concen tration is adjusted at 3M before 

shaking. The higher the palladium particle concentration is, the 

more de I ayab I e the coa I escence is observed . When the pa II ad i urn 

concentration is higher 

observed. Those emulsion 

than 5g/l sta bilized 

are stable after several 

emulsion 

hours. 

is 

The 

re su lt s of other components are similar except Al 2o3 . 

Table shows that various sol ids have the boundary 

concentration for stabi I izing emulsion. It exceeds approximately 

5g/l in the water phase. Those emulsion observed in th i s study are 

considered to be the oi in water (0/W) type from dyeing method 

except Al 2o3 . This emulsion type conforms wei I to the exper i ence 

obtained in the reprocessing plant . (Gonda et al .,1982) 

Under the boundary concentration (5g/l), the emulsion is not 

stabi I ized but the delay of coalescence is observed. 

(ii) Particle size Figure 2 shows the change of emulsion 

thickness with time by metal particle sizes Pd: 0.2.Um ,Q.8,Um) 

The emulsion of fine particle <0.2.Um) is more stable than that 

0 f another one (Q.8,Um) It is considered that when the meta l 

particle concentration is the same , 

is the more stable the emulsion 

the finer 

forms . 

the dispersed sol i d 

When the particle 

concentration is near the boundary concentration, this property is 

remarkable. 
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TABLE I 

Boundary concentration of metal particles for stab i I izing emulsions . 

component perticle concentration crud crud 
size(ttm) (g / 1) type formation 

0. 2 > 5 stable crud 
pd. 5 > Pd. > 0/W unstable crud 

0. 8 > no crud 

> 5 stable cr ud 
R u. 16 .4 5 > Ru . > I 0/W unstable crud 

I > no crud 

A I. 2.1,44.7 10 W/ 0 no crud 

simu lated 3 5 stable crud 
insoluble 

3. I 3-5> alloy >I 0/ W unstable crud residues 
(~~)Mo,Rh, > no crud 

(iii) HNQ~ concentration Figure 3 shows the effect of HN0 3 
concentration in the aqueous phase. The lower the 

concentration is , the more stable the emulsion forms. In the case 

of HN0 3 concentration 

this study. It is 

is free , the most stable emulsion forms in 

suggested that the large electrolytic 

dissociation in the water phase prevents the formation of crud. 

(iv) Uranium containing These experiments have been done in 

the systems without and with uranium. Figure 4 shows the effect of 

uranium contained on the crud formation. Uranium concentration is 

simi I a r to feed solution in the code c ontamination step in the 
Pur ex process. The metal dispersed particles are also simulated 

the insoluble residues. The boundary concentration of stabi I ized 

emulsion is almost the same , but the volume 

increased by uranium containing. It means that 

is tend to 

the higher 

be 

the 

viscosity of continuous phase which is the water phase in 0/W 

emulsion is , the more stable the emulsion forms. 

3.2 P r e ven ti on t ests and demulsif ic ation te s t 

Table 2 shows the results 0 f prevention tests and 

demulsification test . 

( i) Prevention tests In this study various methods of crud 

prevention have been done. The most effective method is control of 

metal particle concentration in the feed aqueous phase by 

filtration. At three filter conditions (0.1t£m, . 0 tl m 5.0tlm) 

there is no crud formation . 
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Figure 5 shows that the volume of stabi I ized emulsion is 

r e d u c e d b y t h e a d d i t i o n o f r e f o r m i n g I i q u i d ( 2 - e t h Y I h e x a n o I ) ,, The 

adding volume is 20 vol% for organic phase . 

( i i ) Demulsjfjcatjon test In order to break the 

emulsion , the electrochemical treatment is carried out. 

KV of 100Hz is applied between two electrodes about ten 

In this test demulsification of emulsion is observed' 

amount is a little. 

methods 

filtration 

heating 

velocity 
of 

stirring 

reforming 
I iquid 

electric 
treatment 

4 CONCLUSION 

condition 

f i Iter 
condition 
0.1 
1.0 .um 
5. 0 

temperature 
50 
75 ·c 

200 

400 rpm 

I 10 
(for organic 

phase) 

20 KV 
100 Hz 

component crud formation 

Pd. 
0. 2 .u m 
5 g/1 

no crud 

Pd . reduced 
0. 2 .U I the a.ount 
10 g/] of crud 

Pd. 
0. 2 .u m stable crud 
5 g/1 

simulated 
insolble reduced 
residues the amount 

3. I .u m of crud 
5 g/1 (about 1/2) 

Pd. 
0. 2 .u m no effect 
10 g/1 

stabi ized 

0 . c. 20 

minutes . 

but the 

The major conclusions drawn from this study are following : 

(1) The boundary concentration of metal particles for stabi I iz in g 

emulsion exceeds approximately 5g/l in the water phase . And when 

the concentration is lower than 5s/l the emulsion is not 
stabi I ized but the delay of coalescence is observed . 

(2) The finer the dispersed solid and the lower the HN0 3 
concentration are , the more stable the emulsion forms . 

(3) In the system of uranium containing , the emulsion is more 
stable than that of uranium free . 

(4) For prevention tests of the stabi I ized emulsion i t is 
confirmed t hat the contro l of metal 

effective . 
particle concentration is 
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STUDY ON HYDRODYNAMICS OF PULSED PLATE COLUMNS BY COMPUTER 
CODE DYNAC 
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ABSTRACT 
Empirical correlations of axial mixing, mean size and 
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travel 
velocity of droplet swarms in pulsed plate columns were incorpo
rated into a computer model DYNAC. This model is provided with a 
sub-model to describe the dynamic variations of droplet holdup 
profile during hydrodynamic transients. Good agreement has been 
attained between experimental and simulated fraction of droplet 
holdup during steady and transient operations. The role of in
process variables is discussed, and the profiles of solutes and 
temperature under ordinary and off-standard conditions are also 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Pulsed counter-current differential extractors have been gen

erally applied to the Purex processes in the reprocessing of the 
irradiated nuclear fuels. In this type of contactors, the hydro
dynamic variables have great influence on the fluid residence and 
mass transfer. Moreover, the hydrodynamics and chemical kinetics 
have complex interactions between them. Thus,the knowledge of the 
internal physical phenomena is essential to estimate the column 
performance. The present paper describes the hydrodynamics and 
chemical kinetics in the Purex pulsed columns. Subsequently, the 
appl icabi I i ty of the numerical model to the analysis of the 
pulsed columns is discussed. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF DYNAC 
The simulation model DYNAC<Nabeshima and Tanaka,l989) has been 

developed to predict the detailed behavior of an entire Purex 
solvent extraction cycle composed of pulsed columns. This code 
has been provided with various correlations of the hydrodynamic 
process variables . The mean size of droplets<d 32 l is expressed by 
a function of pulse agitation and plate geometrY. The principal 
features of the hydrodynamic model are described in the following 
sections. 

2.1 Hydrodynamics 

(i) Longitudinal mixing , The liquid flow inside the pulsed 
columns deviates from the ideal plug-flow by the I iquid re-mixing 
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which reduces the concentration gradients of solutes along a col
umn. Thus. the mixing changes strongly the resjdence time distri
bution of the fluid. even when the apparent holdup fraction re
mained unchanged. The longitudinal mixing ratio(q) is formulated 
by the pu I se amp I i tude (a), frequency (f), co I umn diameter (0

0
) and 

the local values of the in-process variables. i . e. the holdup 
fraction<.Pl and the superficial velocity(F) of the fluid : 

( 1) 

(j i) Droplet residence. The settling velocity of droP swarms 
changes the holdup fraction directly. Hence. both the throughput 
capacity and extraction efficiency are greatly influenced by 
the hydrodynamic variables through the variation of the fluid 
residence time distribution and interphase contact area. 

In most of the previous study, the droplet holdup fraction was 
expressed by a function of the operating variables. the column 
geometry,and the liquid physical properties. In addition. neither 
the axial distribution nor its time-dependent variation was con
sidered . The slip velocity however makes it possible to convert 
the settling velocity into the holdup of droplets and vice versa. 
Eq . (2) makes it possible to compute the holdup from the pulsation 
intensity (p), the pI ate number <Np) and the I oca I va I ues of the 
process quantities. i . e. the superficial velocity of the liquids 
and the holdup fraction of the droplets . 

V = k exp{ -0.150(P- 1 . Ol 2 } 
(1 - ... d)1.2~-0. 317 11 + exp(-0 060N )}, 'Y !; . p 

k=5.23Caqu. phase cont.), 3 . 83(org. phase cont.), 

~= 11 d 111 c• 
~ 0 + 2/5 

1/ c )} . 
~ 0 + 

(2) 

The prediction accuracy of the droplet holdup has been signif
icantly improved by introducing the viscosity ratio(~= 1/ d/ 1/ 

0
,) 

into the settling velocity. Thus the selection of the continuous 
and dispersed phase affects the droplet holduP. 

2.2 Transfer kinetics 
The transfer kinetics the other integral part of the under

standing of the column behavior. The distribution coefficient 
controls the I imiting extent of the interphase solute transfer . 
This factor is expressed by the empirical function of the total 
nitrate concentration 

On the other hand. 
rate of the transport. 
been confirmed usefu I 

in the acid phase and temperature . 
the mass transfer coefficients control the 

The empirical expression<Petrich.1980) has 
to estimate the overal I transfer coeff i -
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cients of U<IV), U<VIl and Pu<IV) , since the expression imPlies 
the contribution of not only the c hemical kinetics but also the 
eddy diffusion . 

3 FUNDAMENTAL MODEL EQUATIONS 
The backflow and dispersion models have been shown equivalent 

in a certain occasion, however, the stagewise model expresses the 
longitudinal mixing as the exchange of bulk fluids between neigh
boring stages. Thus the non-uniform distribution of droplets 
along the column height causes the I iquid mixing. Hence, the 
I iquid flow inside the contactor can be described appropriately, 
particularly during hydrodynamic transients. In the DYNAC,most of 
the in-process variables are varied along the column axis. 

The axial profiles of the droplet holdup and its dynamic vari
ations are established by applying all the hydrodynamic correla
t i ons and the physical properties of the I iquids to a set of 
balance equations . The volumetric holdup of the droplets in a 
typical stage(i) under solvent continuous mode is described by 
the following differential equation: 

d t 

A, Ab and Af are the volumetric flow rate of the aqueous main, 
inter-stage and feed streams, respectivelY. The inter-stage mix
ing is assumed to be zero at the two end stages, where the top 
and bottom settlers are placed . These decanters have also been 
modeled by a series of complete mixing cells . Equation(3) can be 
app I i ed to the operat i on in the aqueous phase continuous mode by 
replacing the variables . 

The balance of the solutes in each stage is expressed I ikewise 
including the terms of the solute transfer kinetics and Redox 
reactions of uranium and plutonium involved. Furthermore, the 
heat balance is obtained by the summation of the fluid convection 
between neighboring stages, the generation of the extraction 
enthalpy , and the radiation losses to the environment . The lon
gitudinal profiles of the fluid density and viscosity are also 
computed using the solute concentration and temperature. 

4 PULSED COLUMN BEHAVIOR 

4.1 Fluid residence behavior 
Smal !-sized extraction(HAl and scrub(HSl columns were operated 

to confirm the numerical prediction using HN03-U(VI)-30%TBP/n
dodecane . The steady-state values of the experimental holdup 
fraction of droplets agreed satisfactorily with the prediction 
wi th i n a few percent d i fference(Fig. ll The increase of the feed 

f I ow rate of the dispersed phase increased its fraction almost 
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I inearly. Furthermore, both predicted and measured values have a 
same trend to increase consistently with the continuous phase 
flow rate. This phenomenon is due to the hindering action of the 
continuous phase to hold back the settling drops . 

The predicted step-response in start-up also agreed well with 
the experimental data with respect to the time required for the 
drops to travel through the column and to the steady-state drop
let fraction. In addition, the temporary increase of the droplet 
amount in the initial period was also reproduced numerically. 
Hence, the DYNAC has been proved effective to analyze the resi-
dence characteristics of fluids during steady and transient oper
ations . 

4.2 Solute transfer behavior 
The HA-HS column connection was first operated under the base 

conditions(Table 1 and Fig. 2). After the system reached steady 
operation, the flow rate of the HAF inlet stream was increased 
stepwise first by 15% and followed by 26%. Figure 3 demonstrates 
an excellent agreement between the computed and measured profiles 
of solutes and temperature. 

The temperature profile is important in the prediction of the 
extractor performance, since the distribution and transfer rates 
are affected by temperature and vice versa. Under the base condi
tion, temperature peak(38°C) appeared at about 1.0 m below the HA 
column top. BY the 15% increase of the HAF inlet stream, both 
the profiles of U<VI) and temperature shifted downward by 0.5 m. 
At the same time, the maximum temperature increased by 5 degrees. 
This is because that the transfer flux of U(VI) was increased and 
the outflow of heat was reduced: the high temperature zone 
descended to the middle of the HA column. Further increase of 
the HAF by 26% l ed to the intensive accumulation of U<VI) in the 
HA-HS contactors. 

TABLE 

Equipment geometry of HA-HS pulsed columns. 

Column 
Effective height 
Diameter 

Internals 
Perforation diameter 
Fractional free area 
Plate spacing 
Pulse intensity 
Continuous phase 

3 m <HAl, 2 m <HS> 
3.5 em 

Sieve plates 
0.3 em 
0.23 
5.0 em 
1.66 cm/s 

Organic 

4 . 3 Effects of hydrodynamics on mass transfer 
It was demonstrated numericallY that the droplet velocity and 

axial mixing influence the uranium mass transfer significantly: 
the former is due to the change of the droplet holdup fraction, 
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and the latter due to that of the convective re-mixing of fluids. 
Thus the importance of these variables are apparent in the pre
diction of solute profiles. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The computer simulation model DYNAC has reproduced successful

ly the dynamic variation of the longitudinal profiles of the dis
persed phase holdup during steady and transient operations. 
Besides, the axial profiles of the solutes and temperature were 
in good agreement with the experimental data under both ordinary 
and off-standard conditions. 
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REACTION MODEL FOR THE EXTRACTION OF URANIUM (VI) FROM NITRIC ACID 
AND HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTIONS WITH BIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHOSPHORIC 
ACID 
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Institute of Nuclear Energy Research, Lung-Tan, Taiwan (32500), 
R.O.C. 
Ting-Chia Huang 
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Tainan, Taiwan (70101), R.O.C. 

ABSTRACT 
Extractions of uranium(VI) from nitric acid and hydrochloric acid 
(both denoted as HA) solutions with Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid 
(denoted as HR) show a downward and then an upward variations of the 
uranium(VI) distribution ratio, Du, with the increasing acidity of 
the aqueous phase. A reaction model comprising the ion-exchange 
reaction froming U02R2 and the solvation reaction forming 
(U02R2 )r(HR) 2 (HA)

8
, with values of rands depend on U(VI) loading and 

acidity, was proposed to elucidate the equilibrium behavior 
consistently. The upward variation of D~ with the increasing acidity 
was elucidated with the solvation react1on between U02R2 (HR) 2 and HA. 
This reaction is insignificant at low acidity, but it is important 
at high acidity. The HA solvated product was verified evidently with 
proton NMR technique. 

1 Introduction 

Extractions of uranium(VI) from nitric acid solutions with bis(2-

ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid HDEHP, has peculiar equilibrium 

behaviors as shown in Fig. 1. At low acidity, the distribution ratio 

of uranium(VI), Du, decreases with the increasing acidity of the 

aqueous phase, then, turns to increase with the acidity at the 

moderate high range, and drops again at the vicinity range of 

saturated acidity. Variations of Du with the aqueous phase acidity 

in the HDEHP-U(VI)-HCl extraction system is shown in Fig. 2, which 

shows a similiar pattern as that of Fig.1, except that the concave 

extreme is located at higher acidity and no more downward variation 

of Du with the aqueous phase acidity is observed at the vicinity 

range of saturated acidity. 

Previous studies found that the extraction reaction occurring at 

low acidity can be adequately described as 

(1) 
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Where the upperbars denote organic species. In the presence of 

excess HDEHP, U02R2 is solvated by H2R2 as follows: 

(2) 

Several models were proposed to describe the reaction occurring 

at high acidity. The solvation model by Sato (1963) was similiar to 

the solvation reaction between TBP and uranyl nitrate, it was 

expressed as 

U02
2+ + 2 N03 + H2R2 U02 (N03) 2 (HR) 2 (3) 

This model was inconsistent with the experimental result of 

Rozen et al. (1971), who showed that the distribution ratio of 

uranium(VI) is not proportional to the second power of the 

concentration of nitrate ion in the aqueous phase. An ion exchange

solvation model was proposed by Rozen et al. as 

U02
2• + N03- + 2 H2R2 U02N03 (HR2) (HR) 2 + H• ( 4) 

This model was inconsistent with that observed by Huang and 

Huang (1987), who showed that all the nitrate ligand in the 

uranium(VI)-loaded HDEHP is that of nitric acid using the proton NMR 

technique, and that the product formed in the absence of nitric acid 

contains no nitrate ligand, regardless of the presence of other 

nitrate in the aqueous phase. A model including ion exchange 
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reaction forming U02R2 and the solvation of U02R2 by HDEHP and HN03 
was proposed by Huang and Huang (1987), i.e. 

uo
2 
2+ + 2 H2R2 + HN03 

2 uo
2 
2+ + 2 H

2
R

2 
+ HN03 

U02R2 (HR) 2 (HN03) + 2 H+ 

(U0
2
R2 ) 2 (HN03 ) + 2 H+ 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

The extent to which these reactions proceed depends on the 

concentrations of uranyl nitrate and nitric acid in the aqueous 

phase. Reactions (5) and (6) are important .for low and high 

uranium(VI) loadings, respectively, as the concentration of nitric 

acid in the aqueous phase exceeds 1 molj dm3; reaction (7) is 

responsible for the complete saturation of uranium(VI) and nitric 

acid in HDEHP. This model describes the equilibrium behavior 

consistently. Kinetics of the extraction was also elaborated (Huang 

and Huang, 1988) according to this model. In the present paper, 

principles of the model are used to elucidate the equilibrium 

behavior of the extraction from hydrochloric acid. 

2 Experimental 

2.1 Reagents 

HDEHP used is a product of Mobile Oil Co., U.S.A., it was 

purified following the method described by McDowell et al. (1976). 

CC14 used as the diluent of HDEHP is a GR grade reagent of E. Merck 

Co.; Uranyl chloride was prepared by dissolving uranium trioxide of 

high purity in hydrochloric acid and recrystallizing. 

2.2 Measurements 

Equilibra of uranium(VI) and hydrochloric acid between phases 

were performed by stirring CC14 solutions of HDEHP and aqueous 

solutions containing various concentrations of uranyl chloride and 

hydrochloric acid in beakers for at least 30 min at 25 ± 0.2°C, then, 

the phases were separated by centrifuging. Concentrations of 

uranium(VI) and HCl in the aqueous and organic phases were 

determined with the procedures described by Huang and Huang (1987). 

Hydrogen NMR spectra of the organic phase were recorded with a 

Bruker NMR spectrometer having a max . frequency of 300 MHz. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Effects of the agueous phase acidity 

In the HCl-UOzC12-HDEHP &xtraction system, as shown in Fiq, 2, 
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the value of Du is disproportional to the second power of the aqueous 

phase acidity at low HDEHP concentration and low aqueous phase 

acidity, indicating that the reaction occurring at these conditions 

is consistent with eq (1). The upward variation of Du with the 

aqueous phase acidity occurs at where the aqueous phase contains 6 

to 10 moljdm3 HCl depends on the concentration of HDEHP. According 

to the model, the following solvation reaction is responsible for 

this variation, i.e. 

uo/• + n HCl + 2 HzRz U02R2 (HR) 2 (HCl) n + 2 H+ (8) 

The solvated hydrochloric acid can be easily removed from the 

organic phase by washing with water and can be titrated readily. The 

solvated HCl thus determined includes that resulted from the 

reaction 

2 HCl + p H2R2 2 (HR) P(HCl) (9) 

where p was found to be 1-3 (Zelikman and Nerezov, 1967). The value 

of n can thus be determined from the molar ratio of the solvated HCl 

to uranium(VI) in the organic phase, provided that reaction (8) is 

dominant. As shown in Fig. 3, when the extraction was done with an 
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aqueous phase containing 9 moljdm3 HCl, this molar ratio was found 

to be 2. Because reaction (8) is dominant at this acidity, it is 

suggested that the value of n equals 2. According to the law of mass 

action, reaction (8) gives the expression of Du as 
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(10) 

where rucL and rHCL are the mean activity coefficients of uranyl 
chloride and hydrochloric acid in the aqueous phase, respectively; 

K is the product of the equilibrium constant and the activity 

coefficients of the organic species involved. Since that [Cl"]=[H+] 

and the ratio of rucL to rHCL is nearly constant for dilute solutions 
of uranyl chloride, so, eq. (10) calls for Du to be proportional to 

rucL under constant concentration of HDEHP. Because rucL increases with 
the concentration of HCl, consequently, Du increases with the acidity 
of the aqueous phase while reaction (8) is dominant. As the aqueous 

phase contains < 6 moljdm3 HCl, Fig. 3 shows that the solvated HCl 

is almost independent of the concentration of uranium(VI) in the 

organic phase. This is in agreement with the principle of the 

present model, i.e, the upward variation of Du with the aqueous phase 

acidity is due to reaction (8). Accordingly, the slopes of the lines 

in Fig. 3 indicate the importance of reaction (8). 

3.2 Effects of the concentrations of HDEHP and UCVI) 

The strong effect of the concentration of HDEHP on Du can be 

observed from Fig. 2. The higher the concentration of HDEHP used, 
the higher the inverse order of Du with respect to the aqueous phase 

acidity obtained at low acidity. Higher inverse order than the 

second was found in the figure for the extraction with organic 
phases containing dimeric HDEHP more than o. 1 moljdm3 • It was 

observed in the experiment that the viscosity of the organic phase 

increases with the concentration of HDEHP, indicating that the 

extent of polymerization of the U(VI)-HDEHP complex increases with 

its concentration. The polymerization reaction of the complex is 

m uo/• + m H2R2 (U02R2 )m + 2m H+ (11) 

this reaction calls for the value of Du to be inversely proportional 

to the 2m-th power of [H+] in the aqueous phase. As shown in Fig. 2, 

the value of m depneding on the concentration of the U(VI)-HDEHP 

complex is larger than 1, for the extraction with the organic phase 

containing dimeric HDEHP more than 0. 1 moljdm3 • The degree of 

polymerization of the U(VI) complex is obviously much higher than 

that obtained from the extraction from nitric ac~d solution. This is 

due to that nitric acid has higher solvation power than hydrochloric 
acid with HDEHP, thus, the organic phase obtained in the extraction 

from nitric acid solution contains more solvated nitric acid, which 
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has high polarity, and thus polymerization is obstructed. Reaction 

(8) is depressed by reaction (11) and vanishes gradually with the 

increase of the degree of polymerization, and so does the upward 

variation of Du with the aqueous phase acidity as being shown in Fig. 

2. 

3.3 NMR measurements 

The proton NMR spectra of the organic phase in the extractrion 

from both solutions were measured. In the U (VI) -HDEHP-HN03 extraction 

system, two proton resonance peaks representing the presence of the 

solvated HN03 were found, i.e. , a downf ield peak represents the 

presence of the solvated nitric acid in the complexes such as 

HR(HN03 ) and U02R2 (HR) 2 (HN03), and an upfield peak indicates solvated 

nitric acid in the complexes such as uo2R2 (HN03 ) and uo2R2 (HN03 ) 2 • The 

total proton integral intensity of these two peaks increases with 

the total concentration of the solvated nitric acid in the organic 

phase, indicating that the NMR behavior is consistent with the 

proposed model. In the U(VI)-HDEHP-HCl extraction system, the 

resulting products including (HR)P(HCl) and U02R2 (H2R2) (HC1) 2 contain 

only outer-sphere solvated HCl molecules, which gave only one proton 

resonance peak. This peak is also assigned to the resonance of the 

hydroxyl hydrogen of HDEHP, for its intensity also increases with 

±he concentration of the hydroxyl hydrogen. The intensity of this 

peak is not affected by reaction (8), because the total concentra

tion of the proton represented by the peak, including those in the 

solvated HCl and that in the hydroxyl group of HDEHP, is constant 

during the occurrence of reaction (8). 
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STUDY ON ACCUMULATION OF U(IV) IN EXTRACTION-SCRUB COLUMNS OF 
30 VOL% TBP-n·DODECANE-U(VI)-HNOa SYSTEM 

N.KUBO, S.TACHIMORI, S.USUDA, N.AMI, S.WAKAMATSU, M.SATO 
Department of Fuel Safety Research, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 
Tokai -mura, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11 Japan. 

ABSTRACT 
An accumulation behavior of U(IV) was studied for the Purex co

decontamination cycle under the standard and off-standard flowsheet 
conditions. The experiments were carried out with two small pulsed columns. 
In an attempt to simulate the transient behavior of the solutes in the pulsed 
columns, an equilibrium stage model, EXTRA-M code, was modified to fit the 
experimental results of the pulsed columns. The fitting parameters were 
holdup, stage numbers, and distribution coefficients in EXTRA-M code. A good 
agreement between the experiments and the calculation was achieved by the 
fitting procedures. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A recycle accumulation of plutonium in a counter-current 

extractor of Purex process may occur under off-standard 

conditions: a decrease of organic solvent flow rate, an increase 

of high active feed flow rate, a decrease of scrub acidity, and 

so on (Poczynajlo, 1979; Petrich, 1988, 1989; Schon, 1989). They 

cause a high- loading of U(VI) in the organic solvent. 

With mixer-settler, an experimental study on the recycle 

accumulation had been performed by using U(IV) as a substitute 

of Pu(IV) for the Purex co-decontamination cycle (Tachimori, 

1988, 1989). The present experiments were carried out with two 

small pulsed columns to investigate simulated parameters which 

regulate accumulation of U(IV) in pulsed columns: pseudo-

equilibrium system. The concentration profiles of the solutes in 

the pulsed columns were compared with calculated ones by EXTRA-M 

code(Tachimori, 1988, 1989), an equilibrium stage model (EQ

model). A fitting to the experimental results was done by varying 

parameter values: dispersed phase holdup, stage volume, number 

of stage and distribution ratios (Dr). Finally the experimental 

results were simulated by using the code with determined parame

ter values. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Pulsed columns and operation 

The pulsed columns (I . D. 

2 . 5 em, H. 230 em) for ex- Foed 

Extract ion Scrubbing 

---1rNzf9o2M 
traction and scrubbing equip 

with 46 em spaced sampling 

devices for pure organic and 

mixed phases and thermistors 

for temperature measurement 

(Fig.1). Each column was 

operated in an organic con

tinuous mode by a mechanical 

pulsator. The flowsheet 

conditions shown in Fig.1 

were changed abruptly after 

concentrations of the compo

nents except U(IV) reached a 

steady state (about 5 hours 

after the normal operation). 

The conditions changed are: 

(a) 18 % decrease in 

solvent flow rate, and 

1.28 llh 
1Uilllll250~/l 
IUI!Vli4.5QU/l 
IHI 3N 
IN2H;J 0.2M 
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: 
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30% TBP /n -00 3.771/h 
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Sompl inq 

GJ 
T emperoture 
Continuous phose : 
Orqonic 
Amplitude : 1 em 
Frequency 84cpm 

Effective height 230cm Plate hole diameter 0.2 em 
Inner diameter 

PI ate space 
2.5 em Free area 
3.0 em 

12% 

Fig. 1 Arrangement of two pulsed 
columns for extraction and scrubbing. 

(b) decrease in scrub acidity from 3 M to 0 . 5 M. 

2.2 Chemical analysis 

To determine concentrations of U(IV), U(VI) and HNOJ, 

several milliliter solutions of continuous phase were periodi-

cally sampled during the experiment. Free HN03 in the sample 

solution was determined alkalimetrically with NaOH solution after 

masking U(IV) and U(VI) with NaF and (NH4)2S04, respectively. 

Uranium(VI) was determined by titration of acid which freed from 

dissociation of U02S04 after adding H202. Uranium(IV) was deter

mined by complexometric titration with EDTA using Xylenol Orange 

as an indicator. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(i) Experimental results. Figures 2 and 3 show concentration 

profiles of U(IV) and U(VI) in the organic phase for the reduc 

tion in solvent flow rate and scrub acidity, respectively . It is 

seen that U( IV) accumulated not only ,after changing conditions 

but also during the standard operation. The maximum concentration 
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of U(IV) was observed in front of the high concentration zone of 

U(VI) in the organic phase. After the decrease in solvent flow 

rate, the high organic U(VI) zone expanded toward solvent inlet 

direction with time as seen in Fig. 2, and U(IV)-peak appeared at 

the high- U(VI) front. The maximum temperature rise occurred also 

near the high-U(VI) front (see Fig. 4). 

In case of the reduced scrub acidity, the high-U(VI) front 

proceeded more slowly to solvent inlet direction with slow 

increase of peak concentration of U(IV) as seen in Fig. 3. 

(ii) Fitting procedures. The pseudo-equilibrium distribution 

characteristics of the pulsed columns differ from that of mix-

er- settlers. Therefore, to simulate the transient behavior of the 

solutes in the pulsed columns, parameter values in EXTRA-M code 

were adjusted to agree with the experimental results of U(IV)-

and U(VI)-accumulations . Procedures are as follows . 

( a) Total volume and holdup value of the EQ model were fixed 

equival e nt to t hose of t he pulsed columns. 

(b) St age number of t he EQ model in extraction and scrub sec-

tion was determined by comparing calculated concentration 
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Fig. 2 Change of U(IV) and U(VI) 
profiles in organic phase with 
time by 18% decrease of solvent 
flow rate from the standard flow 
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Holdup(%) extraction 6.5 

scrubbing 3.1 
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Fig. 3 Change of U(IV) and U(VI) 
profiles in organic phase with 
time by decrease of scrub acidity 
3 M to 0 . 5 M. 
Holdup(%) extraction 5.5 

scrubbing 3.8 
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profiles with experimental ones in standard condition. Particu

larly, on view of leakage rate, U(IV) and U(VI) concentrations at 

the organic outlet stage in scrub section should agree with the 

experimental . 

(c) Dr, U(IV), U(VI) and HNOs 

should be changed from data in 

equilibrium to those in pseudo

equilibrium for fitting to the 

experimental transient behavior. 

Figure 5 shows the depend

ence of U(IV) profiles of the 

organic phase on Dr of U(IV) as a 

function of number of stages in 

the scrub section . Values of n in 

Fig.5 are factors multiplied to 

the distribution coefficient (De) 

of U(IV). The leak rate of U(IV) 
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Fig. 4 Change of temperature 
profiles during extraction. 
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TABLE 1 

Characteristics of the EQ model corresponding to the pulsed column used . 

Fitted parameter Value 

Effective volume 
Holdup 
Extraction stage 
Scrubbing stage 
Distribution ratio U(VI): 

4.06 1 
Experimental value 
5 
2 
De X 0 . 85 
De X 3.0 
De X 3.0 

U(IV): 
HN03: 

100 

' "' 
c 
0 10 
0 
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u 

;: 
::> 

"' c 
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> 0 .1 
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u Ill: ) 
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G "' 1.5 h aft<r solvent decreasing 
• • 2h after solvent decreasing 
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Ex traction Scrubb ing 

He ight of the colu mns {em) 

Fig. 6 Comparison of the transient 
behavior of concentration profiles 
of U( IV) and U(VI) in the organic 
phase with time under 18% decrease 
of solvent flow rate. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the transient 
behavior of concentration profiles 
of U(IV) and U(VI) in the organic 
phase with time under decrease of 
scrub acidity from 3 M to 0.5 M. 

quently accumulation of U(IV) was depressed. The progress speed 

of the high- U(VI) front during off- standard operation depends 

also on Dr of U(VI). The value of n determined from the experi

ments were 0.8 - 1.1 for U(VI), 2-4 for U(IV), and 2-4 for HN03 . 

(iii) Results of simulation. Based on these findings and 

procedures described above , the values of n for U(IV), U(VI) and 

HN03, and number of stages were determined for the EQ model 

corresponding to the pulsed column used. Characteristics of the 

model are shown in TABLE 1 . The stage number of scrub section is 

less than that of our expectation. The very small stage number 
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obtained for the scrub column could be ascribed to an inefficien

cy of stripping U(IV) from the continuous organic phase to the 

dispersed aqueous phase. Simulation of the transient experiment 

with the pulsed columns was performed with the EQ model of 

EXTRA-M code on 18% decrease of the solvent flow and reduction 

in scrub acidity . Concentration profiles of U(IV) and U(VI) by 

the experiment (symbols) and the calculation (lines) are shown in 

Fig . 6 and Fig. 7. The figures indicate that the agreement s 

between the experiment and the calculation are satisfactory in 

the rates of both accumulations of U(IV) and the progress of the 

high-U(VI) front. The explanation of the parameter values ob-

tained needs further study . 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The EQ model, EXTRA-M code, by the parameter fitting method 

was modified to analyze the behaviors of U(IV) and U( VI) in the 

pulsed columns. Findings by the model obtained were as follows . 

(1) A good agreement in concentration profiles of U(IV) and 

U(VI) and transient characteristics of U(IV)-U(VI) were 

obtained between calculation by the EQ model and the experiment . 

(2) Distribution ratios , which are different from those in 

equilibrium, are necessary to a pulsed column, and more experi 

mental data of distribution of the solutes in a pulsed column are 

needed . 
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CONCEPTUAL STUDY FOR A COMPUTER-AIDED EXTRACTION-STATUS DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM FOR THE Pu-U 

PARTITION CYCLE OF THE TOKAI REPROCESSING PLANT 

HIROK I IWABUCHI , KEI SASAKI, KENJI KOYAMA and HAJIMU YAMANA 

Tokai Reprocess ing Plant, Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation 

Muramatsu 4-33, Tokai -Mura, Ibaraki-Ken, Post No. 319-11, Japan 

ABSTRACT 

The computer aided system that automatically diagnoses the status of the extraction 

process is under development in the Tokai Reprocessing Plant(TRP). The second 

extract ion cycle of TRP was cbosen as the base model of the conceptual design of the 

system, and basic logic flow for the diagnosis-making was basically established. The 

comb inat ion of the CCT(Cause Consequence Tree) and the determination of the extraction 

profile change by the indication pattern of in-line monitors(Table-Treatment) was found 

t o be t he best way for the automat i c diagnosis and the cause identification of the 

anoma ly. 

INTRODUCTION 

The operators of the PUREX extraction process are required to have deep understanding 

on the norma l /abnormal status of the process with its complicated cause-consequence 

re la ti on. This is particularly required for the case of abnormal events because of a 

proper decision and corrective opera.tion is necessary within a restricted time. The 

cause identification of the events is also important for recovering the process. In the 

actual plant, highly trained operators having much experience usually make the diagnosis 

with his extensive knowledge. However, there may be some cases when veteran operator 

gets confused, or misjudge is made that finally affects the plant efficiency . The 

development of this system was started for the purpose of automatizing the diagnosis on 

the operation of the extraction process and of decreasing the dependence to the 

veterans. The system is expected to prov ide some guidance to the operators, to watch the 

process , and to be used as a so-called "Expert System". The conceptual study was 

fin ished and the bas ic logic structure was established as described below. 
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2 FUNCTIONS REQUIED FOR THE SYSTEM 

Fig.1 shows the outline of the second extraction cycle(partition process) of the TRP. 

Mixersettlers are used for all extraction banks. This process was chosen as the model 

process of the "Extraction Status Diagnosis System(ESDS)" because of its important role 

to separate the U and Pu and of its complicated process response to various causes. At 

the very beginning stage of the development, the functions expected to the system was 

categorized. Fig.2 provides the categorized functions. The system has to stand on 4 

different status of the process(normal, abnormal, manual shutdown and post-trip), and to 

do main three roles(Monitoring, Diagnosis and Guidance). The most difficult role is the 

diagnosis because it has to find the anomaly, to find the cause and to predict the 

influence that used to be done by veterans. The computer has to have knowledge and some 

kinds of intelligence as the veteran operators do. 

3 METHOD OF THE DIAGNOSIS ON THE EXTRACTION STATUS 

Anomaly that occurs in the extraction process can be divided into two categories, one 

which can be detected by an ordinary instrument system(Category 1) and another which 

can not be detected by it(Category 2). The former contains change in the flowrate, 

liquid level, temperature, pressure etc. The anomaly in Category 1 can be quickly 

detected with a certain entry-node to be set on the logged process data. As a result of 

a detailed examinations on every considerable anomaly, it was convinced that the cause 

of these disturbances can be well identified by a CCT(Cause Consequence Tree). CCT that 
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Fig. 1. The outline of second extraction cycle(partition process) of the TRP . 
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covers entire process was established with Fault Tree analysis on every not small event. 

Category 2 contains concentration change in the feed solution or reagents fed to the 

extractors. Currently, these are checked by a periodical sampling/analysis, but they are 

not real-time and we can not perfectly deny the possibility of human mistake in the 

sampling/analysis. The mal-functioning of the instrument is also treated as this 

category because it can not be detected when it does not raise any anomaly-like 

indication. This is typical in the case that the indication seems perfectly normal with 

a faulse output while the real physical status is already abnormal. Because the 

occurrence of this category can not be detected, the status change of the extraction 

must be detected as quickly as possible. If the consequential change in the extraction 

status{profile change) is recognized by a computer at its early stage and the different 

pattern of the status change can be attributed to a particular cause, the cause 

identification is also possible . By examining the mal-operation response of the 

extractors, we found that the in-line monitors gives quite distinguishable appearance 

with various causes. Therefore, the cause of the disturbance can be identified by 

comparing the observed status-change pattern with the standard pattern of various events 

which are previously put in a computer as a knowlege. The calculational treatment is 

called "Table-Treatment" and this can also be used for the post-event diagnosis for the 

Category 1. 

Consequently, the second extraction cycle was found to be well diagnosed by the 

combination of CCT and Table-Treatment. 

Objectives of 
Expert system functions 

expert system 

• Monitoring - • Monitoring 

• Diagnosis E Monitoring during normal operation 

• Guidance Monitoring during plant shut down 

• Diagnosis 

L Diagnosis of anormaly (disturbance) 

•Identification or estimation of the cause 

Operational status of • Prediction of anormaly propagation, j udgment 
on the necessity of manual stop, and 

the extraction process identification of the cause of trip 

• Estimation of the influence to other processes 
• Normal operation or preventive shutdown for the protection of 

downstreams (cf. judgment on stop/continue) 
• Abnormal status 

• Guidance 
(disturbance) L Operational guidance for corrective 

• Shut down by manual operation 

• Post-trip • Corrective action to recover the anormaly 

• 
Offer of operational message 

Fig . 2. Functions expected for the extraction status diagnostic(expert) system. 
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4 ANOMALY ANALYSIS AND TABLE-TREATMENT 
4.1 Anomaly Analysis 

In order to establish the knowledge base{Table) of the extractor's dynamic response 

on various disturbances in the operational parameters, we used extraction simulat ion 
code REVISED.MIXSET. A number of calculations were carried out with different types of 

the disturbance in the concentration and flow rate of the fed solution, and the dynam ic 

change of the extraction profile of Pu, U and nitric acid were carefully examined. 

4.2 Examination on the Appearance to the In-line Monitors 
The change of the Pu concentration in the extraction bank is monitored with neutron

monitors placed at some stages. Because the n-monitor counts the neutrons emitted from 
both organic and aqueous phase, sl ight change in one phase can not be detected, which 

means the profile change of Pu may have an obscure appearance to the monitors . We 

simulated their counts(cpm) by summing the neutron emission rate in both phases using 

the Pu concentration result obtained by MIXSET. 
The U concentration in the aqueous phase is monitored with density meter. However , 

because the density is defined as the combination with the nitric acid concentration, U 
concentration change can not singly be detected. The density in the aqueous phase was 

calculated using the equation of uranyl nitrate solution with the Uranium and nitric 
acid concentration obtained by MIXSET. As a trigger level of the detection of the 
change in the indication of in-line monitors, 2*(N(cpm)) 1 / 2 for n-monitor and 0.01 fo r 

density meter were applied. Changes greater than these threshold can be recognized as a 

Categories of 
abnormal events 

Detection methods Results 

r.E:-_-..,.,..tho:-:-:-t -.. ,----, j Direct monitoring by j • Chances in :=by ordinlty 1 ordinary insttunent l instrument indication l 

1-:E:-,---:--, dG,.,....t.,-:-bonc:-, =-., -l ! (flowrote, etc) ! (entry node) ! 

Diagnosis methods 

I CCT logic I 

Prediction of 

further influence 

=•~er1'191f'at~¥t, j Periodicalty check if the l. Aw.! : ON j ktentiftc:.ation of cause 
L::.::....:...:...._ __ __J l incf~eation is exceeding the : ' : j Ba.sed on the analysis 

j entry node value \ •Protection: ON j j with Rev. MIXSET code 
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indaition : a-mon.tor . : t 

! l Compare the observed patter-n j 
j with the standard patterns 1 

j for various types of events j 

Fig. 3. Detection and diagnosis methods for abnormal i ty in the extracti on syst ems. 
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cases. The increase/decrease of the counts of then-monitors shows different patterns as 

the time passes after the first trigger . Because the mixersettler has rather slow 

response, there are some stages that take more than 5 hours to exceed the threshold 

value. However, because at earlier stage there are no other cases that show same 

pattern, these fives can be distiguished at 1 hour later from the first appearance. The 

change of the neutron emission rate due to the change of the isotopic ratio(change of 

the burn-up) was found to be clearly separated from the anomaly. 

CONCLUSION 

Conceptual design of the ESOS was performed, and it was revealed that the extracti on 

status of the bank can be monitored with the Table-Treatment for in-line monitor 's 

appearance. It was convinced that cause identification for the anomaly can be done with 

the combination of CCT and the Table-Treatment. More detailed examination on other 

events together with the magnitude of the disturbance will be required. 
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SEPARATION OF THE ACTINIDES Pa, Th, U, Np AND TPE INCLUDING Md BY EXTRACTION 
METHODS 
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Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna (USSR) 

ABSTRACT 
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In the radiochemical investigations of the nuclear reactions induced by accelera
ted heavy ions a selective separation of reaction products is necessary. For 
this purpose extraction with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and di(2-ethylhexyl) 
orthophosphoric acid (HDEHP) can be successfully used. New data on the extrac
tion behaviour of Pa, Th, U, Np and transplutonium elements (TPE) in complex 
forming and salting-out agents are shown. The obtained results were used in the 
extraction chromatographic version for the purification of TPE from other 
actinides. A single-cycle separation process in the case of TOPO and a two-step 
process using HDEHP give a high degree of actinide separation and .their purifica
tion from most fission products. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years nuclear reactions of heavy ions with heavy actinide targets 

were extensively used at JINR, Dubna. These studies were carried out for the 

synthesis of new heavy elements. The cross sections of nuclear reactions can be 

determined from the yield of transplutonium elements (TPE). For this purpose the 

actinides must be separated with high separation factors from the target or from 

the catcher, and also from a great quantity of radioactive isotopes representing 

the elements from radium to plutonium and fission products. The yields of these 

nuclides are quite low because of small formation cross sections in the nuclear 

reactions . The cross section decreases by a factor of about > 104 in going from 
237u to 246cf and by a factor of > 108 for elements from U to TPE >,.Es (Oganessian 

1987) . That means that the concentration of actinides in the catcher material 

after irradiation decreases in the same order . Hence there arises the problem of 

the separating a few atoms of Md, Fm, Es and of a great number of atoms of Cm, 
Am, Pu, Np, U, Pa, Th from macroquantities of Cu, Al or other catcher materials. 

It is necessary to perform separations with considerable yields and with high 

separation factors. The degrece of TPE purification must reach about 1010 . We 

recommend for this purpose extraction chromatographic methods with trioctyl

phosphine oxide (TOPO) or HDEHP. In addition to our earlier papers (Gor ski, 1989, 

Hussonnois, et al. 1989) we are reporting here the conditions for the extraction 

and reextraction of the light actinides Pa, Th, U, Np. The obtained results were 

used in improved extraction chromatographic versions for the purification of TPE 

and their separation from ,Pa, Th, U, Np. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

The extraction experiments were carried out as described earlier (Gorski , 

1988). The 0.005-0.4 mol·l-1 solutions of TOPO in benzene and 0.1 mol · l-1 HDEHP 

in toluene were used as extractants. 231 Th, 233Pa, 237u, 239Np, 241 Am, 244em, 
249cf, 256Fm and 25~d were used as radiotracers for the actinides . 256Fm and 
25~d were obtained from a transfer reaction by irradiating 249Bk with 22Ne. 

Md was separated from Fm by cation exchange (Gorski et al., submitted for publi

cation). 239Np was separated from 243Am by extraction chromatography with HDEHP , 

Np was purified from small residues of Am by anion exchange on Dow 1x8 and 

transfered by hydrazine in SM HN0
3 

or NaN02 in cone. HCl to Np(IV) or Np(VI ) 

respectively. The distribution coefficients for Np(IV) and Np(VI) in the systems 

of HCl/HF and H2c2o4 were determined by reextraction from 0.1M HDEHP in toluene. 
231Th and 237u were obtained by a-irradiation of Th(N0

3
)4 or U02(N0

3
)2 using the 

"microtron MT-25". The concentrations of Th and U in the extraction experiments 

were 7.7 10-4 mol · l-1 and 8.0 10-4 mol·l-1 respectively. 

3 RESULTS 

A high selectivity of TPE and REE extraction with TOPO towards fission 

products and other elements is reached when strong complexing agents, such as 

diethylenetriaminepentaacetate (DTPA) and lactic acid are added. For the selec

tion of optimal conditions for TPE, REE, Pa, Th, U and Np separation the extrac

tion by TOPO has been studied. The results of the extraction of some lanthanids 

and TPE by TOPO from DTPA solutions in lactic acid containing Cu(N0
3

)2 , Al(N0
3

)
3 

or Ni(N0
3

)2 as salting-out agents are presented in Fig. 1. The dependence of the 

REE has a maximum for Sm while higher distribution coefficients (Kd) are 

3.0 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

Lo Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Vb 1.JJ 

Am 1ft Ilk Cl "Es Fm Md 103 

Fig. 1. Distribution ratios for 
lanthanides (+x•) and actinides 
(@ ® 0) as a function of the 
atomic number aqueous phase: 
O.O?M DTPA, 1M lact.ac., 
O.JM HNOJ' 

(+ ~) 0.5M Al(N0
3

)2 
(x ~) 0.5M Cu(N0

3
)2 

( • @) 0.5M Ni(N0
3

)2 
organic phase: 0.1M TOPO in 
benzene 
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characteristic for all TPE in comparison with the lanthanides. In addition the 

maximum for the actinides is shifted in the direction of larger atomic numbers. 

The plot of lg Kd versus lg [TOPOj for REE, and actinides has the form of a 

straight line excluding Pa (Fig. 2) with an angle coefficient equal to 3, 

demonstrating the same extraction mechanism for these elements, resulting in the 

formation of trisolvates. This is true for Pa for a limited range of TOPO 

concentrations. The influence of the salting-out agent concentration on the 

extraction of actinides was studied separately. The extraction efficiency 

increases in the order TPE < Np < Pa < Th < U. The optimal copper concentration is 

about 1 mol·l-1 Cu(N0
3

)2 . Under these conditions the actinides may be separated 

from most of the fission products and from other elements (Hf, Bi) which are 

practically not extracted. Using the high distribution coefficients of the 
lighter actinides in solutions of 7M HCl the TPE may be purified from Pa, Th and 

U by the extraction chromatographic technique. For the separation of U, Th and 

Pa from each other their elution from the TOPO column was investigated using the 

following agents: 0.05M- 0.3M HF, 2M- 6M H3Po4 , 0.1M- 0.5M H2C2o4 , 1M- 2M 

(NH ) CO 2M - 4M H_SQ From the obtained results the separation conditions 
4 2 3' --c 4' 

were chosen as shown in Fig. 3. 
A second method we used for the actinide separation is the extraction chroma-

tography with HDEHP. Taking into account that Th, Pa, Np and U are extracted by 

HDEHP in a wide concentration range of HCl or HN0
3 

these actinides can be easily 

Kd 

u 

100 ) 

10 

0.1L---lo.--'--------"------"----
0.005 0.01 0.1 0.5 

Fig. 2. Distribution ratios for 
actinides as a function of the 
analytical concentration of the 
extractant

1
aqueous phase: 

O.O?M DTPA, 1M lact.ac. 

Am, Y, Tm: 1M Cu(N03)2 
Th: 0.1M Cu(N03)2 

U, Pa: 0.05M Cu(N03)2 
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Fig. 3. Elution curves of group separation of TPF. from Pa, U, Th, 
column: 20% TOPO/EP-60 (3x60 mm) 

separated from the TPE. After the sorption of all actinides on a HDEHP - column 

from diluted HCl the TPE are usually eluted by 6M HCl. In this case, however, 

the TPE fraction is impurified by Np, because under these conditions Np exists 

as a mixture of Np(V), (IV), (VI). Therefore it is reasonable to realise a two -

step separation process. In the first step we separated U and TPE from the 

lighter actinides, which were sorbed on a HDEHP column from concentrated HCl. 

For the selection of separation conditions of Np, Pa and Th we investigated 

their extraction and reextraction by HDEHP using solutions of HF/HCl, H2c2o4 and 

H
3

Po4 . The obtained results are shown in Fig. 4-6. It is seen (Fig.4) that Pa 

and Np can be easily reextracted by a mixture of HCl/HF but their separation 

would be difficult. Thus we used a diluted solution of H2c2o4 for the selective 

elution of Np (Fig.5) after which Pa may be eluted by 0.2M HF or 9M HCl/0.5M HF 

or 0.4M ~c2o4 . At last we eluted Th by 4M H
3

Po4 (Fig. 6) or 1M H2c2o4 . In a 

second step the TPE are purified from U and from most of the fission products. 

The HCl effluent from the first column was evaporated to dryness. The residue 

was taken up in a solution of 0.1M HN0
3 

and transferred to a HDEHP column . After 

washing with 0.1M HN0
3 

for the separation of the catcher material (Cu) and the 

fission products two fractions of TPE were eluted by 0.4M HN0
3 

(Am-Bk) and 4M 

HN0
3 

(Cf-Md). The distribution coefficients of Md and Fm extraction by 0 .1 M HDEHP 

in toluene were determined separately. At CHN
03

=0.5M we obtained KdFm=2 and 

KdMd=13. Finally U was eluated from the column by conc.HCl . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results have shown that a one-cycle separation process - using TOPO as an 

extractant - can give a high degree of TPE purification from most of the fission 
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pr oducts, lighter actinides and catcher or target material. On the basis of the 

extr action pr operties of U, Th, Pa, Np and TPE by HDEHP a two-step separation 

0.1 Q2 0,3 Q4 

0,1 

Npll!r ,l![) 

0,01 

0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

' : Po-9M HCI 

o : Po- 6M HCI 

Np(~9M HCI 

X Np!IY,l1II-9M HCI 

!; : Np{&)-9M HCI 

QS Q6 

0,5 

scheme is recommended for this 

system. The described methods 

were used for the separation of 

Cf-Fm from the mixture of 

isotopes of elements produced 

in 238u + 18o and other reac

tions with a Cu or Al catcher. 

Fig . 4. Distribution ratios of 
Pa and Np in dependence on ~' 
organic phase : 0. 1M HDEHP in 
toluene 

Fig . 5 . Distribution ratios of 
Pa and Np in dependence on 
CH C 0 , organic phase : 

2 2 4 0. 1M HDEHP in toluene 
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Fig. 6. Distribution ratios of 
Pa and Th in dependence on 
CH PO , organic phase: 

3 4 0.1M HDEHP in toluene 
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OF ACTINIDES AND LANTHANIDES IN TBP EXTRACTION SYSTEM 

S.USUDA, H.ABE, S.TACHIMORI, H.TAKEISHI, W.MURAYAMA*, 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken 
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ABSTRACT 
Centrifugal partition chromatography (CPC) has been applied to separa

tion of actinides and lanthanides . The first application is separation of 
Nd(III), U(IV) and U(VI), which was successfully performed in about 1 hour by 
selecting 30% TBP-n·dodecane as the stationary phase and 0.3 M HNOa-0.05 M 
hydrazine as the mobile phase. The second application is separation of lan
thanides in TBP-n·dodecane(-CC14) and HNOa-LiNOa. The separation properties of 
lanthanides were improved by salting-out effect of LiNOa under appropriate 
operation condition of the CPC device. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

A new separation technique besed on centrifugal liquid

liquid partition chromatography (CPC) was developed by Murayama 

e t al. ( 1982) . The technique has been used mainly as analytical 

a nd preparative means of organic substances. Recently , Araki et 

al. (1985) and Akiba et al.(1988) have applied it to separation of 

inorganic substances, such as alkali and lanthanide elements. The 

authors have a plan to apply it to recovery and purification of 

useful elements in nuclear spent fuels. 

Merits of CPC are as follows: 1) effective separation is 

expected due to high theoretical plate numbers; 2) macroamounts 

of chemical species can be purified due to liquid-liquid extrac

tion; 3) relatively rapid separation is performed by centrifu

gal force, so that degradation of organic solvent by radiation is 

minimized; 4) many extraction data reported are available for the 

CPC technique. 

The present paper deals with separations of actinides and 

lanthanides in TBP extraction system by use of the CPC device. 

Emphasis has been placed on a control method of specific gravity 

of the stationary phase to gain high salting-out effect of LiNDa 

in the lanthanide separation 

device . 

and to operate stably the CPC 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Separation procedure 

Figure 1 shows the 

CPC separation system 

for this study. The CPC 

device used was Model 

CPC LLN (Sanki Engineer

ing Ltd.) which equipped 

with 6 partition car

tridges. One cartridge 

was composed of 400 

microcells. An organic 

stationary phase (TBP 

and its diluent) was 

previously held in the 

Fraction collector 

Fig.1 Schematic CPC separation system . 

partition cells, and an aqueous mobile phase (nitrate solution) 

was supplied by a pump into the stationary phase at 25°C. Rota

tional speed of the rotor was 800 to 1200 rpm. Sample solution 

was charged from a sample injector to the partition cells and 

then developed chromatographically by supplying the aqueous 

phase. 

Effluent from the CPC device was monitored by a flow cell 

type photodiode array UV-VIS detector (SPD-M6A: Shimadzu Co.) at 

380 to 670 nm, and then taken in a fraction collector to deter

mine the concentration of separated elements . 

2.2 Determination of the rotational speed and difference of spe

cific gravity between the two phases 

Control of the rotational speed and specific gravity of both 

the phases is neccessary for determining the optimum operation 

conditions. The rotational speed a (rpm) is expressed by the 

following equation: 

a2 = 3.06·103·P/Idm-dsl (1) 

where P is the pump pressure (kgf/cm2), dm specific gravity of 

the mobile phase and ds specific gravity of the stationary phase. 

The equation was derived from the balance of centrifugal force 

and the pressure. The higher rotational speed will be preferable 

for improved separation (Akiba et al., 1988), but it produces the 

higher pressure which is undesirable for the stable operation . It 

is therefore meaningful to determine the difference of specific 
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gravity between the two phases. 

2.3 Analysis 

An ICP emission spectrometer (UOP-2: Kyotokouken Ltd.) was 

used for analysis of lanthanides, Cu and Ba in the solutions. A 

well-type Ge detector (GWL-80230: ORTEC Ltd.) was also used for 

determination of U concentration by measurement of 186 keV 

gamma-ray of 235U. The detection limit was about 0.05 g·natU/1 . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Separation of actinides 

The actinide separation 

was successfully performed in 

the system of 30% TBP-n·dodec

ane and 0.3 M HN03-0.05 M 

N2H4. Hydrazine, N2H4, was 

added as stabilizer for U(IV). 

Figure 2 shows a chromatogram 

of Nd(III), U(IV) and U(VI). 

Neodium(III) was used as a 

substitute of actinide(III). 

Comp osition of the sample 

solution (2 .5 ml) was as fol

lows; HN03: 1 . 3 M, Nd{III): 

13.6 g/1, U{IV): 13.7 g/1 and 

U(VI): 50.0 g/1. In this 

system, Distribution coeffi

cients (Kct) of Nd( III)· was 

very low, and those of U(IV) 

and U(VI) were obtained to be 

0.18 and 1.10, respectively . 

Urani urn (IV) and U(VI) were 

eluted separately in about 1 

hour. Differing from usual 

column chromatography, CPC 

favorably performs separation 

of species with such low Kct 

values. 

Figure 3 shows a scanning 

spectrum of photometric moni

toring in the above separation 
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Fig.2 Chromatogram of Nd(III), U(IV) 
and U(VI) at 800 rpm and at 3 ml/min . 
Mobile phase: 0 . 3 M HNOJ-0.05 M N2H4, 
stationary phase: 30% TBP-n·dodecane. 
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Fig.3 Result of photometric monitor
ing by the flow- cell type UV-VIS 
detector. 
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by the flow-cell type UV-VIS 

detector, which enables quan

titative and qualitative 

monitoring of the effluent 

from the partition cells. 

3.2 Separation of lanthanides 

Separation factors (a) of 

lanthanides in TBP-HN03 ex

traction system increase with 

increase of HN03 (Scargill et 

al., 1957). Since the use of 

concentrated HN03 is difficult 

for this CPC device, LiN03 was 

used as a salting-out reagent. 

Figure 4 shows chromato

grams of Cu, Pr and Eu in 1, 2 

and 3 M LiN03 solutions con

taining about 1 M HN03 at a 

flow rate of 3 ml/min. To 

adjust specific gravity of the 

TABLE 1 

1. 5 

1. 

0. 

r-. 0. 

0 ~~ 1M LiN03-0.96M HN03 

cuPi \ 
5 N./\,\ 0 

"' C) 1. - ~ 

X 
1. 

"" +' 

"' 
0. 

c: 
Q) 

+' 0. c: 

0 
2M LiN03-0.85M HN03 

Cu 
5 r ~. ~~ \ ''"'" 0 /,._..····, ..... '-.... 

1. 5 

1. 0 
3M LiN03-0.85M HN0 3 

Cu 
0. E !\ Pr Eu 

r 
../..---..y-.............. _. 

0. 
0 60 80 100 20 40 

Time (min) 

Fig . 4 Chromatograms of Cu, Pr and Eu 
in 1, 2 and 3 M of LiN03 solutions 
containing about 1 M HN03 at 800 
rpm and at 3 ml/min . 
Stationary phase:70% TBP- n·dodecane, 
sample solution(2 ml) : Cu; 1.2 g/ 1, 
Pr ; 15 g/1, Eu; 57 g/1 . 

Summary of separation properties and operation conditions 

Mobil [L iNOs ] (M) 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 
phase [HNO s] (M) 0.98 0.85 0.85 1.0 

Stat ionary [TBP] (%) 70 30 

phase [n ·dodecane](%) 30 I 28 
[CCl.] (%) -- ; 42 

Ko Pr 0.19 0.43 0.76 0. 12 
Eu 0. 39 0.98 1. 8s 0.63 

N 
Pr 31 27 22 490 
Eu 25 23 23 180 

a Eu/Pr 2.0 2.3 2.4 5.1 

R Eu/ Pr 0.32 0.54 0.70 2.0 

Flow rate (ml/min) 3.0 1.5 

Pressure (kgf/cm 2
) ca.34 ca.39 ca. 45 ca. 20 

Rotational speed (rpm) 800 1200 



stationary phase, 70% TBP-n· 

do de cane was selected. 

Copper was used for correct

ing the retention time. The 

separation properties and 

operation conditions are 

summarized in TABLE 1. With 

an increase in concentration 

of LiN03, the Kd values in

creased several times. The a 

values increased a little 

while theoretical plate 

numbers (N) were almost 

constant. 

resolutions 

Consequently, 

(R) were im-

proved by the salting-out 

ef fect. 

To obtain higher salt

ing-out effect with increase 

of LiN03, specific gravity 

of the organic stationary 

phase must also increase 

con siderably for not exceed

ing a limited pressure. 

Figure 5 shows a typical 

chromatogram for improved 

separat ion of Ba, Pr and Eu 

in 5 M LiN03-l M HN03. and 

30% TBP-28% n·dodecane - 42% 

CC14 at 1 .5 ml/min and at 

1200 rpm. Barium was used 

for the same role as Cu, 

since Cu was retained in 

such concentrated nitrate 

solution. Both a and N 

values increased and excel

lent R was obtained (see 

TABLE 1). 
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Fig.5 Chromatogram of Ba, Pr and Eu 
in 5 M LiN03-1 M HN03 at 1.5 ml/min 
and at 1200 rpm . 
Mobile phase: 5 M LiN03-1 M HN03, 
stationary phase : 30% TBP-28% 
n · dodecane-42% CC14, sample solu
tion(2 ml): Ba; 1.2 g/1, Pr; 15 g/1, 
Eu; 57 g/ 1. 
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Fig .6 Effect of the volume ratio of 
CC14 diluent on Kd of some lantha
nides in 2 M LiN03 - 1 M HN03 sol u
tion. 

100 

Decrease of TBP content seemed to produce poor separation, 

but increase of the LiN03 concentration and decrease of flow rate 

c ontributed to the improved separation. The higher rotational 
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speed (1200 rpm) may also enlarge the N values becaus e drop s iz e 

of the mobile phase in the partition cell decreases (Akiba et 

al., 1988) . The value of ldm - dsl was controlled to be 0.043 by 

adding a heavier diluent, CCl4 (d: 1.6). From the equation (1), 

the pump pressure obtains to be 20 kgf/cm2, which well agreed 

with the observed value . Operation at such lower pump pressure 

could avoid the leak of the mobile phase. 

In the last, effect of the diluent CC14 on the separation 

properties should be considered . Figure 6 shows effect of the 

volume ratio of CC14 on Kct of some lanthanides. The values were 

determined by a batch method. The increase in the ratio of CC14 

to TBP-n · do de cane decreased the Kct values but increased the a 

values between Pr and Eu. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This study is in progress, and the present findings are as 

follows: 

a) The separation of macroamounts of actinides in TBP system was 

carried out by use of the CPC device in about 1 hour. 

b) In the lanthanide separation with TBP, the separation factor 

between lanthanides was increased by salting-out effect of LiN03. 

c) Not only the higher salting-out effect but also stable opera

tion of the CPC device were attained by controlling the specific 

gravity of the organic stationary phase . 

d) In about unity or below unity of Kct values, effective separa

tion was favorably performed by CPC. 
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ABSTRACT 

Bifunctional organophosphorus compounds, dihexyl-N,N-diethyl
carbamoylmethylphosphonate(CMP) and octyl(phenyl) - N,N-diisobutyl
c arbamoylmethylphosphine oxide(CMPO), have a high selectivity for 
the extraction of actinides and lanthanides from nitric acid. 
The extraction chromatography in the bifunctional extractant
nitric acid system has then been studied for removal and recovery 
o f actinides and for analytical separation of actinides and 
fission products. In the present work, the distribution coeffi
cients of Am(III), Pu(IV) and U(VI) between HN0 3 and 
TBP-CMP/XAD-4 or TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resin were measured and compared 
with those for anion and cation exchange resins. The results 
show that these resins containing the bifunctional extractants 
are more effective than the ion exchange resins for removing the 
actinides from nitric acid. On the other hand, the elution 
behavior of Np(V), Am(III), Cm(III) and fission products on 
CMP/XAD-4 column was also studied. The results show that Np(V) 
and fission products except lanthanides are effectively separated 
from trivalent actinides and lanthanides using only nitric acid. 

INTRODUCTION 

The various nitric acid solutions containing actinides are 

ge nerated from many stages of nuclear fuel cycle. The separa-

tion, removal and recovery of the actinides from the waste solu

tion have been an important problem in view of radioactive waste 

management. Bifunctional organophosphorus compounds, dihexyl-N, 

N- diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate(CMP) and octyl(phenyl)-N,N

di i sobutylcalbamoylmethylphosphine oxide(CMPO), extract trivalent 

actinides as well as tetra- and hexavalent actinides from moder

ately concentrated nitric acid (Horwitz et al . , 1983). Applica

tion of extraction chromatography with the bifunctional ext~act

ants, in the presence of TBP as a modifier, has then been studied 

for the removal and recovery of tri-, tetra- and hexavalent 

actinides from nitric acid. On the other hand, the CMP solvent 

extraction data of trivalent actinides and lanthanides suggest 

the possibility of mutual separation of these elements using only 
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nitric acid (Horwitz et al., 1981). Application of extraction 

chromatography in the CMP-HN03 system has also been studied for 

the analytical separation of the actinides and fission products. 

The present paper deals with the comparative studies of TBP

CMP/XAD-4 and TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resins with anion and cation ex

change resins on the removal and recovery of Am(III), Pu(IV) and 

U(VI), and the elution studies of Np(V), Am(III), Cm(III) and 

fission products on CMP/XAD-4 column. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Materials 

CMP, obtained from Occidental Chemical Corp., New York, was 

used without additional purification. CMPO, obtained from M&T 

Chemicals, Inc., New Jersey, was purified by hydrolysis with 6 M 

HCl and washing with 0. 5 M NaOH and water. TBP, obtained from 

Koso Chemical Co., Tokyo, was purified by washing with 5% Na 2co 3 
and water. Amberlite XAD-4, supplied as 20-50 mesh beads from 

Rohm and Haas Co., USA, was used as a support material of ex

tractants. The preparation procedure of extractant loaded XAD-4 

resin was described in the previous report (Akatsu et al., 1990). 

The 50 wt%(1 g of extractant/g XAD-4 resin) resins in 20-50 mesh 

or 100-130 mesh were used for batch or column experiments, re

spectively. 

Radioactive tracers such as 233 u, 2 37Np, 239Pu, 241 Am and 
244cm were used in the experiments. Fission products( 90 sr-Y, 

13 7cs, 14 4ce-Pr and 147Pm etc.) were prepared from uranium diox

ide irradiated in Japan Research Reactor 4 (JRR-4). 

2.2 Batch distribution experiments 

From the radiometric analysis of aqueous phase, the distribu

tion coefficient D as defined by Eq.(1) was calculated 

D = Co-C . ~ (ml/g) 
C M 

( 1 ) 

where c 0 : initial concentration of a metal ion in the aqueous 

in the phase, C: equilibrium concentration of the metal 

aqueous phase, V: volume of the aqueous phase ( ml) , 

the extractant/XAD-4 or ion exchange resin (g). 

2.3 Column experiments 

ion 

M: mass of 

Slurry packing procedure was adopted for the column prepara

tion. Temperature of the column was held constant by a water 
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jacket with circulating thermostat. The eluent was supplied by a 

micro-tube pump and the flow rate was held constant . Fractions 

o f 1.0 ml volume were collected by an automated fraction collec

t or , and the element in each fraction was determined by the 

radiometric analysis. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 .1 Application of TBP-CMP/XAD-4 and TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resins for 

removal and recovery of actinides 

(i) Distribution coefficients of Am(III), Pu(IV) and U(VI). 

Figures 1 and 2 show the distribution coefficients of Am(III), 

Pu(IV) and U(VI) between HN0 3 and 50 wt% TBP-CMP/XAD-4 and TBP

CMPO/XAD-4 resins, respectively. The tetravalent plutonium was 

prepared by the addition of 0.001 M NaN02 at the batch distribu

tion experiments. The distribution coefficients of all three 

actinides for the TBP-CMP/XAD-4 resin increased with increasing 

HN0 3 concentration. The higher distribution coefficients of the 

actinides for the TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resin were observed in the wide 

range of HN03 concentration. The effect of CMP or CMPO addition 

on the extraction of the actinides was the greatest for Am(III). 
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Fig. 1 Distribution coefficients of Am(III), Pu(IV) and U(VI) 
between HN03 and 50 wt% TBP-CMP/XAD-4 resin; e, 1 .88 M TBP; 0, 
1.25 ~ TBP-0.46 ~ CMP; 6, 0.63 ~ TBP-0.92 M CMP; 0, 1~38 M CMP; 
~, mol/kg resin; 25°C. - -
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Fig. 2 Distribution coefficients of Am(III), Pu(IV) and U(VI) 
between HN0 3 and 50 wt% TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resin; e, 1 .88 ~ TBP; 0, 
1.25 M TBP-0.41 M CMPO; 6, 0.63 M TBP-0.82 M CMPO; 0, 1.23 M CMPO 
;~, mol/kg resin; 25°C. - - -

A distinct synergistic interaction of the bifunctional extractant 

and TBP was not observed in both the TBP-CMP and TBP-CMPO sys -

terns. These results show that the TBP-CMP/XAD-4 resin makes it 

possible to extract tri-, tetra- and hexavalent actinides at 

higher concentration of HN0 3 and to recover the extracted acti

nides by dilute HN0 3 . On the other hand, although the TBP 

CMPO/XAD-4 resin is a powerful resin for the removal of the 

actinides from HN03 , the use of complexing agents might be re 

quired for back extraction of the actinides from the resin at low 

concentration of HN03 . 

(ii) Comparison with anion and cation exchange resins. 

The distribution coefficients of Am(III), Pu(IV) and U(VI) 

between HN0 3 and Dowex 1-X8 and 50W-X8 were also measured to 

compare with the results of the TBP-CMP/XAD-4 and TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 

resins. The distribution coefficients obtained with the anion 

exchange resin (Dowex 1-X8) were more than 102 for Pu(IV) at 

above 3M HN0 3 , however those for Am(III) and U(VI) were less 

than 10 2 and 10 1 in the range of 0.1 and 10M HN0 3 , respectively. 

On the other hand, the higher distribution coefficients D were 
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obtained wi t h the cation exc ha nge r es in . ( Do we x 50W -X8 ) a t low 

concentration of HN03 , t hat is , 0 >10 3 f o r Am(III) a nd Pu(IV) at 

below 1 .5 M HN0 3 a nd 0 >10 2 fo r U(VI) at below 0. 5 M HN0 3 . These 

resu l ts s ho w t hat the cation excha nge r e sin ha s a hi g h a bility 

for t he remova l o f the ac tinides a t low c once ntra tion o f HN0 3 , 

wh i l e t he a ni o n exchange r es in does not have the a bility except 

for Pu( I V). 

3.2 Appli ca ti o n of CMP/XAD - 4 c olumn for analytical separation 

o f a ct inide s and fission products 

(i) Effec t of temperature , flow rate and HN0 3 concentration. 

In o rder to determine the conditions of column operation for 

ac tua l s e paration of actinides and fission products, the effect 

of t e mperature o f column, flow rate and HN03 concent ration of 

e lue nt on the distribution coefficient, separation factor and 

r eso lution was studied by using Np(V), Am(III) and Cm(III). The 

sepa ration factor is expressed as a ratio of the distribution 

coefficients. The resolution, which represents the degree of 

sepa ration of two peaks in an elution chromatogram, is defined by 

R = 
Vz-V1 ( 2) 
w1 +w2 

wh e r e V is the total retention volume and W is the width of 

e lution peak at the 1/e concentration of solute to the maximum. 

The r e sults suggest that the CMP/XAD-4 column operation is more 

effective for slower flow rate of eluent and higher temperature 

o f the column at a fixed HN0 3 concentration and that the resolu

tion increases with increasing HN0 3 concentration, while the 

separation factor is held constant. 

(ii) Separation of Np(V), Am(III), Cm(III) and fission products. 

On the basis of the experimental results, the elution curves 

of Np(V), Am(III), Cm(III) and fission products were measured at 

the optimum condition and are shown in Fig. 3. The results 

indi c ate that Np(V) and the fission products except lanthanides 

are effectively separated from trivalent actinides and lantha

nides, that the trivalent actinides and lanthanides can be sepa

rated roughly from each other by using only HN03 and that the 

o rder of the distribution coefficients is Ce>Am>Pm>Cm>>Sr>Np>Cs. 

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The TBP-CMP/XAD-4 and TBP-CMPO/XAD-4 resins were more effec-
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Fig. 3 Elution curves of Np, 
Am, Cm and fission products; 
Column bed, 6 mm~x270 mm; 
Resin, 4.0 g of 50 wt% 
CMP/XAD-4; Eluent, 1.5 M HN0 3 ; 
Flow rate, 0.020 ml/cm2min; 
Temperature, 40°C. 

tive than the ion exchange resins for removing tri-, tetra- and 

hexavalent actinides from moderately concentrated HN03 . The 

metal ion loading capacity of the resin and the recovery of the 

actinides from the resin should be studied by both batch and 

column experiments. 

Chromatographic separation of Np(V), Am(III), Cm(III) and 

fission products by the CMP/XAD-4 column was carried out by using 

only HN0 3 without other complexing agents. The extraction 

chromatography in the CMP- or CMPO-HCl and CMPO-HN0 3 with com

plexing agent systems should also be studied for more selective 

separation of the actinides from fission products and from each 

other. 
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PURIFICATION OF URANIUM FROM ZIRCONIUM USING MIXER-SETTLER UNIT 

M.R. EL-Sourougy, A.Ibrahim and H.F. Aly 
Hot Laboratory Centre, Atomic Energy Authority, Cairo, Egypt 

Abstract 
Uuranium solution was used as a scrubbing agent for the 

purification of uranium from zirconium using 1 6-stages mixer
settler unit. The different parameters affecting decontamination 
of uranium extracted by 30% TBP solution diluted by Misrsol-K 
oderless kerosene were studied. These parameters include uranium 
feed concentrations and nitric acid molarities at phase ratio 1:1 
organic to aqueous solutions. At optimum conditions, more than 
90% of the original zirconium concentration in the organic feed 
uranium solution was scrubbed out into the aqueous phase. 

INTRODUCTION 
Among the most troublesome elements which interfere in 

reprocessing of irradiated fuel elements is zirconium. 
In the past three decades, an intensive work was carried out 

in the area of purification of uranium from fission products 
(Benedict et al,1981; Flagg, 1961; Schulz, 1987; McKibben, 1984). 

Kim et al (1982) used organic solvents of Alamine 336 and 
TBP diluted in dodecane for the separation of uranium from 
zirconium and other impurities in acid media by liquid-liquid 
extraction. Uranium can be completely separated from cerium, 
lanthanum, yttrium, barium, strontium and iron in any 
concentration of nitric acid but zirconium in the limited acidity 
of 2-3M nitric acid with TBP- dodecane as an extractant. Pai et al 
(1982) studied the extraction, scrubbing and stripping behaviour 
of uranium , zirconium and ruthenium with di-n-hexyl and di-n
octyl sulfoxides in Solvesso-100 and tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) 
in Shell Sol-T irradiated by various gamma doses (0-169 Mrads). 

Rozen et al (1977) described a mathematical model of 
extraction process in the mixer-settlers for a simple step 
process and extraction complicated with chemical reactions. 
Sraier et al (1978) described a laboratory plant for the nuclear 
fuel reprocessing, the initial radioactive solutions for the 
extraction experiments were obtained by selective nitric acid 
leaching of the core containing UO~, followed by eight extraction 
runs. Different variants of the f~rst cycle of the regeneration 
process were tested. The effects of the flow ~ate of the phases, 
the phase composition, the type of reducing agent, its excess, 
and the solvent degradation on uranium and plutonium purificatio~ 
from She fission products was satisfactory in all cases (DF=10 
to 10 ). The uraniu~5prog~ct of the first cycle was primarily 
contaminated with Zr /Nb fission products. 
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Experimental 

1.Chemicals 
The main chemicals used in this work were AR grade; uranyl 

nitrate, zirconium nitrate, TBP diluted in Misrsol-K diluent, 
stannous chloride, ammonium thiocyanate, nitric acid and 
Alizarine red-S. 

2.Instrumentation 
A " Shimadzu " type (P/N 204-04550) UV-visible double beam 

recording spectrophotometer was used for colourimetric 
determination of uranium and zirconium. All extraction-scrubbing 
runs were carried out using Cyrano type 16-stages mixer-settler 
banks of dimensions 395x90x90 mm and mixer volume of 6 ml and 
settler volume of 17 ml. 

3.PROCEDURES 
3.1 Batch Equilibrium Extraction 

Batch experiments were carried out to study the different 
parameters affecting the extraction of uranium and zirconium 
nitrate having different concentration by vigorous shaking with 
equal volumes of TBP concentrations diluted by Misrsol-K diluent 
for 30 minutes to reach equilibrium. 
3.2 Counter-Current Extraction 

In all counter-current extraction runs the flow rates of the 
feed solution and the organic solvent were 180 ml/h. Organic 
phase used was 30% TBP diluted in Misrsol-K. Sampling were taken 
from the ·16 stages at the end of each run for the analysis of 
nitric acid, uranium and/or zirconium. Other operating conditions 
for each run are given in the results and discussion. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1.Batch Experiments 
The effect of uranyl nitrate concentrations on the 

extraction of zirconium nitrate (2g/L) from different nitric acid 
concentrations by 30% TBP/Misrsol-K was investigated. The 
obtained results are given in figures 1-2. The effect of uranium 
nitrate at different nitric acid concentrations is given in Fig. 
1. From this figure, it is clear that by increasing uranium 
concentrations from 1 0-250g/L, the distribution of uranium 
decreased exponentially. Increasing nitric acid molarities up to 
3M increased the D values of uranium. Similar behaviour was also 
observed for the extraction of zirconium under the same 
conditions, Fig.2. 

To investigate the possible scrubbing of zirconium from the 
organic phase containing uranium and zirconium by different 
uranium concentrations, an organic bearing solutions containing 
uranium and zirconium were first prepared from corresponding 
aqueous nitric acid solutions of different molarities having 65 
g/L U together with 2g/L Zr. These solutions were then contacted 
with uranyl nitrate solutions of different concentrations in 
certain nitric acid molarities ( 1, 2 and 3M HN0 3 ). The 
concentrations of uranium and zirconium were determined after 
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equilibration and given in Fig. 3-5, as function of initial 
uranium concentrations in the aqueous phase. A general behaviour 
of these batch scrubbing experiments is the linear increase of 
uranium loading in the organic phase with increasing uranium 
concentration in the aqueous phase. For zirconium, it is found 
that up to around 40 g/L of uranium in the aqueous phase 
(scrubbing solution) no change in zirconium content in the 
organic phase was observed, Fig.3-5. Increasing uranium 
concentration in the aqueous phase a sharp decrease in zirconium 
content in the organic phase was attained. For one batch 
scrubbing step, a decontamination factor of more than 3, 4 and 
2.5 could be achieved from 1M, 2M and 3M HN03 aqueous solutions, 
respectively. 

2.Counter-Current Extraction-Scrubbing Runs 
Prior to scrubbing run, uranium-zirconium run by the 16 

stages mixer-settler unit was carried out using a feed solution 
of 1M HN0 3 containing 60 g/L uranium together with 2 g/L 
zirconium at a flow-rate of 180 ml/h. The organic solvent used 
was 30% TBP/Misrsol-K at the same feeding flow-rate. After steady 
state conditions, the extract contained 55 g/L uranium and 200 
mg/L zirconium. Zirconium in the organic phase was then scrubbed 
in the mixer-settler by scrubbing solution of 1M HN03 containing 
50 g/L uranium at a flow-rate of 180 ml/h for both phases. The 
conditions for zirconium scrubbing run is given in Table.1. From 
this Table, it is clear that, while the uranium concentration in 
the organic extract increased from 55 to about 91 g/L, yet the 
concentration of zirconium in the raffinate was found to equal 
180 mg/L. This shows that zirconium in the organic extract 
decreased by about 90% after scrubbing with uranium aqueous 
solution using 16 stages mixer-settler unit. 
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In conclusion, it is rather feasible to purify uranium from 
zirconium in TBP extract by scrubbing solutions containing 
uranium using mixer-settler counter-current units. Optimization 
of the counter-current scrubbing processes is still under 
investigations. 



TABLE 1 
Conditions of Zirconium Scrubbing Run 

Conditions Data 

1. Type of feeding R~ 
2. Duration of the run, hours 

3. Impeller speed, r.p.m 

4. Temperature 

5. No. of actual stages 

6. Flow-rates, ml/h 
-aqueous feed containing 

50 g/L of uranium, 1M HN03 

-organic phase : 55 g/L of 

14 

1600 

16 

180 

uranium + 200 mg/L of zirconium 180 

7. -Extract: U g/L 91 
HN03 0.30 

-Raffinate Zr mg/L 180 
HN03 1. OS 
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ABSTRACT 

735 

Five-year performance of the unique flow-rate control system for the feed of uranous 

nitrate in Tokai Reprocessing Plant is presented. This system has a computer controlled 

automatic-batchwise flow detection mechanism and can cover wide range of the feed rate 

from 0.2 1/h to 18 1/h. The flow rate is determined by repeated fill-dump manner with 

aflow-rate-determination tube controlled by a computer . The resulting flowrate 

convergence was found to be quite well even at the very low feed rate, and it allowed 

the U-impurity of the Pu product to be greatly improved in this 5-year hot operation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the extraction process of Tokai Reprocessing Plant(TRP), hydrazine stabilized 

uranous nitrate solution is used as a reducing regent for the separation of plutonium 

from uranium. The uranous nitrate solution is produced in an electrolysis cell and fed 

into the partition cycle, the pulutonium purification cycle and the uranium purification 

cycle. The feed-rate of uranous solution has to be kept within a proper range to keep 

the product specification . Accurate and stable feed is required especially when the 

throughput of plutonium tends to change. The turning point of the spent fuel 

specification and the plutonium flush-out operation are the typical cases when 

sophisticated feed rate control is required . This system was developed to overcome the 

unsteadiness and difficulty in the control of the previous system using conventional 

pump technology. A new technology using micro-computer control developed by Chiyoda 

Chemical Engineer & Construction Co. Ltd . was applied to this system. 
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2 MECHANISM AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SYSTEM 

2.1 Structure of the system 

Fig. 1 shows the outline of this system. The notable feature required to this system 

was to cover the wide range of the feed-rate of uranous ni trate solution with 

considerably high accuracy . In order to enhance the accuracy of the planger pump, 

binary control on the stroke and the frequeRcy of the electric power supply was adapted. 

In addition, a feed back control was adapted to ensure the high stability in the low 

flowrate region. Because an accurate and reliable flowrate determination for the wide 

flow range(O . lS 1/h -18 1/h) was impossible with the conventional flowmeters, 

"automatic batchwise flowrate measurement technique" was developed and applied . 

As can be seen in Fig. 1, this system consists of one central micro-computer, eight 

operator's boards and eight pairs of ~easurement tube and planger pump. The central 

computer manages all of the controls and calculations, that allows the operator not to 

have to do anything, except for plugging in a set-value on the boards . 

Ope:n/ Close Order 

Frequency Control 

Flowrate 
Measurement Tube 

1--- --- --+To tne 
E.1.t ract ors 

Fig. 1 Outline of Feed-Rate Control System 
for Uranous Nitrate System 

2. 2 Binary Control of the Pump 

For facilitating accurate low flowrate, the pumps are binarily controlled on thei r 

stroke and frequency of the electric power. By lowering the frequency of the electric 

power with an inverter (i.e . rotation of motor), very low flowrate can be achieved with 

rather high stroke that ensures high accuracy. Fig . 2 shows the flowrate range that can 

be covered by this system. The size of the pump-head was chosen to adjust the required 

flowrate range for eight independent feed lines . The computer reads the set value that 

i s plugged in by the operator s on the operator's board and determ t nes the be s t 

combination of the frequency and stroke . This enables the system cover to wide range of 

the flowrate . 



2.3 Automatic Batchwise Flowrate 

Measuremernt 

Fig.3 shows the sequence of 

automatic flowrate measurement 

performed by the central micro

computer. The liquid is filled 

to the flowrate measurement tube 

up to a certain level, and after 

closing the valve of the tank 

feed line, the liquid is pumped 

out from the measurement tube . 

The liquid level in the tube is 

periodically read with the weight 

transmitter to calculate the 

decrease rate (flowr.ate) by the 

computer . The calculation of the 

flowrate is done with a least 

square method, which enhances the 

accuracy of the flowrate 

determination. If the liquid 

level of the tube reaches to the 

lowest level, the inlet valve is 

opened to fill it again, and this 

sequence is automatically 

repeated . A best time span for 

one batch measurement is selected 

for different flowrate. 

2.4 Logic flow of the Control 

Fig.4 shows the sequential flow 

of the control . The set value on 

the operator's board is 

periodically read by the computer 

and the best combination of the 

frequency and stroke is chosen. 

The first batchwise flowrate 

measurement starts and the 

measured flowrate is displayed on 

Maximum Flowrate 
6 or 18 
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Fig. 2 Flow Range Covered by the Combination 
of Planger StroKe and Motor Rotation 
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Fig. 3 Sequence of Automatic Batchwise 
Flowrate Measurement 
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the operator's boards . After 

getting the measured value, the 

deviation between the set and 

observed flowrate is calculated 

and fine correction on the 

frequency is carried out to 

compensate the deviation. Fine 

control on the frequency is 

continued on every measurement 

batch . In order to avoid a 

haunting or divergence, a proper 

corrective parameters are set for 

the convergence. 

3. PERFORMANCE OF THIS SYSTEM 

3. 1 Flowrate convergence 

Fig . S shows the observed 

convergence of the measured 

flowrate to the set value. 

Because of the feed-back control 

on the frequency, initial 

deviation to the set value 

decreases as the number of 

batchwise flowrate measurements 

proceeds . The deviation for the 

flowrate greater than 2 1/h is 

already less than 2% at th~ 

Operator 

Input Set Value 

Fine 
Adjustment 

Computer 

I Read the Set Value I 
l 

l Select the Best Stroke I 
I 

Select the Best Frequency J 

I 
I Automatic Flowrate Measurement J 

[~
Fill the Measurement Tube 
Stop the Tank Feed 

Repeat Read the Decrease of the 
Liquid Level in the Tube 

® Calculate the Decrease Rate 
(Fiowrate) by a Least Square 
Method 

I 
l lndicate the Measured Flowrate I 

to the Operator 

l Find the Deviation between 
the Measured and Set Valve 

L----l Find the Best Frequency to I 
I Compensate the Deviation 

I 

Fig. 4 Control Flow of "Feed-Rate Control 

System for Uranous Nitrate Solution" 

first measurement, which means that the first selection of the stroke and frequency is 

proper and that the selected pair of parameters gives very accurate response to the set 

value . The deviation of the flowrate 0 . 15 1/h is large at the first measurement, it 

converges to less than 2% at the third mea surement. It owes to a proper fine 

adjustment of the frequency. 

Fig .6 represents the example of the flowrate fluctuation observed dur ing continous 

hot operation. It can be seen that the fluctuation for large flowrate(8 and 17 1/h) is 

always less than 2 % . The fluctuation of the low flowrate(0.9 1/h) somet i mes exceeds 

4%, but converges to less than 2% with increasing number of batch measurements . 

These convergences are satisfactorily good to the required accuracy . 
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3.2 Improvement to the Products Specification 
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Some noticeable improvements were achieved to the specification of the Pu product by 

the use of this system. Before installing thi s system to the process in TRP in 1985, 

the uranous nitrate solution was over-fed to avoid the unexpected undercut of the 
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minimun necessary flowrate. This 

was likely to increase the U

impurity in the Pu product. The 

outstanding improvement in the 

accuracy and stability in the 

flowrate allowed the operator to 

apply minimum required flowrate. 

The improvement can be seen in ihe 

comparison of the U-impurity 

between before and after the 

installation of the system. 

Fig.7 shows the example of the U

impurity data actually observed 

in 1982 (before the installation 

of the system) and 1987(after the 

installation). 

It can be seen that frequency 

of the high U-impurity is reduced 

by the use of this system. It is 

also notable that the consumption 

of the uranous nitrate solution 

was reduced by this system. This 

system has been operated for 

longer than 20000 hrs without any 

significant trouble, which 

testified its reliability and 

toughness . 

4. CONCLUSION 
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Fig. 7 Uranium Impurities of the Plutonium 
Products of T okai Reprocessing Plant 
(Before and After Use of this system) 

An advanced feed-rate control system for the uranous nitrate solution was developed 

and applied to Tokai Reprocessing Plant. The accuracy and stabili t y of the flowrat e 

that was achieved by the binary control of the pump and batchwise flowrate measurement 

made an improvement to the process operation of Tokai Reprocessing Plant . Th is system 

can be applied to the similar process in other reprocessing plants. 
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THE REMOVAL OF THORIUM ISOTOPES FROM A WASTE ACIDIC LIQUOR 

H ECCLES, P FAWCETT, H GREENWOOD AND A RUSHTON 
British Nuclear Fuels plc, Springfields Works, Preston (United Kingdom) 

ABSTRACT 

A solvent extraction route for the removal of thorium isotopes from a 
waste acidic liquor has been explored. Solvents containing either nitrogen 
or phosphorus functional groups were initially examined and equilibrium 
curves constructed. The influence of acidity, temperature and composition of 
feed liquor on the efficiency of thorium extraction is reported. The most 
successful solvent, TOPO, was further evaluated and the problems of upscaling 
the process are explained. 

INTRODUCTION 

A solvent extraction circuit, employing tri-n-butyl phosphate dissolved in 

a suitable diluent, is used by uranium ore concentrate (UOC) refiners to 

purify and recover uranium. A crude concentrated uranyl nitrate liquor is 

produced by dissolving UOCs in a slight excess of nitric acid prior to the 

solvent extraction purification circuit. In the latter, uranium partitions 

into the solvent phase whilst all other cations, such as sodium, magnesium, 

aluminium, iron and thorium isotopes which are also present in UOCs, remain 

in the aqueous phase and are hence discarded in the raffinate. The 

radionuclides present in the raffinate in addition to trace quantities of 

uranium are naturally occurring thorium 232 and uranium daughters thorium 230, 

thorium 234 and protactinium 234. Their concentrations in the raffinate can 

range from a few thousand parts per million to less than one part per 

billion. A typical composition of raffinate is reported in Table 1. 

The work described in this paper relates to the recovery of the 

radionuclides, specifically the thorium isotopes from the aqueous raffinate. 

PROCESS SPECIFICATION 

A process specification was produced prior to any development work being 

undertaken. Some of the major technical criteria of this specification are 

reported -

(i) the process should be versatile and capable of accommodating 

significant variations in the raffinate composition and volumetric 

arising. 

(ii) a thorium removal efficiency from raffinate of >997. was required 

under all conditions. 
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(iii) a significant volume reduction in the quantity of aqueous backwash 

liquor compared with the original raffinate feed was required. 

(iv) the thorium should be finally presented in a solid form. 

TABLE 1 

Typical Composition of Raffinate 

Element Composition 

Nitrate -120 g/1 
Sulphate 5 g/1 
Fluoride 2 g/1 
Sodium 5000 ppm 
Potassium 300 ppm 
Magnesium 400 ppm 
Calcium 600 ppm 
Aluminium 700 ppm 
Iron 800 ppm 
Thorium 800 ppm 
Free Nitric Acid -60 g/1 

SOLVENTS SELECTED FOR ASSESSMENT 

Various solvents had been identified in earlier work aimed at the 

development of a process for the removal of thorium from solids (Rushton 

1985, White et al 1961, Deqian, 1980). In addition to these solvents, others 

were identified from a literature search (Tedesco et al 1966, De, 1970). The 

thorium extraction efficiencies of ten solvents were measured. O.lM 

solutions of these extractants in odourless kerosene (OK) were contacted with 

an equal volume of raffinate containing 440 ppm thorium and -70 g/1 free 

nitric acid for ten minutes. After phase separation the phases were analysed 

for thorium content and the extraction efficiencies determined. These 

solvents and their measured thorium extraction efficiencies are reported in 

Table 2. 

These initial trials 'showed that the four solvents with the highest 

extraction efficiencies and therefore the greatest potential to achieve the 

target figure were -

TOPO 
D2EHPA 
HEH(EHP) 
and Cyanex 923 (a mixture of trialkyl phosphine oxides, including TOPO). 

However, as Cyanex 923 was still under development by the manufacturer and 

was not available in commercial quantities, this solvent was excluded from 

further investigations. 



TABLE 2 

Solvents and their thorium extraction efficiencies 
O.lM solvent in OK (batch studies - single contact) 

Solvent % Th 
Extraction 

Tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) 99.9 
Di-2-ethyl hexylphosphoric acid (D2EHPA) 99.8 
Dibutyl phosphonate (DBBP) 39.0 
bis-2-ethylhexyl phosphite (bis2EHP) 50.5 
Hexyl ethyl Hexyl (ethylhexyl phosphite) (HEH(EHP)) 95.6 
Trioctylamine (TOA) 44.3 
Amberlite LA2 (an unspecified secondary amine) 37.3 
Aliquat 336 (an unspecified quaternary ammonium salt) 43.5 
Tributyl phosphate (TBP) 34.5 
Cyanex 923 (a mixture of trialkyl phosphine oxides) 99.6 
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Other factors which also influenced the selection of TOPO, D2EHPA and 

HEH(EHP) were -

(i) the compatibility of the solvent with nitric acid 

(ii) low solvent losses to the aqueous stream 

(iii) commercial availability of the solvent 

(iv) the need to minimise plant inventory, eg solvents which did not 

require a clean-up facility 

(v) the compatibility with upstream operations 

(vi) solvent costs 

To substantiate the selection of these three solvents, equilibrium curves 

were constructed from batch experimental data in the conventional manner. 

The results for TOPO/OK systems are presented graphically in Figure 1 which 

indicates that TOPO at all concentrations tested could be effectively used to 

remove thorium from raffinate in a continuous counter-current solvent 

extraction plant. 

The equilibrium curves produced for the other two solvents showed that -

(i) for equivalent molarities of solvent in odourless kerosene, D2EHPA 

was equally as effective as TOPO. 

(ii) the construction of a continuous thorium solvent extraction plant 

would be impractical for HEH(EHP) as the equilibrium curve 

approached the origin along the aqueous axis rather than the 

organic axis. 

Although further evaluation of both TOPO and D2EHPA was necessary, only 

the additional data collected for TOPO systems are reported in this paper. 
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The influence of aqueous phase acidity and temperature were examined to 

validate the versatility of the solvent to process fluctuations. 

Experimental data for a O.lM TOPO/cyclohexane system showed that increasing 

the acidity (nitric acid) of the aqueous phase, which contained -4000 ppm 

thorium, from one to three molar reduced the thorium distribution value (KTh) 

from 36 to 11. This behaviour was expected as nitric acid is generally 

coextracted as HN0
3 

. TOPO with the thorium nitrate - TOPO adduct 

(Th(N03)4 . 2 TOPO. A similar decrease in the KTh value ie from 36 to 14 was 

also measured if the temperature of the 4000 ppm Th/lM nitric acid system was 

increased from 25°C to 60°C. 
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The selectivity of TOPO for thorium in preference to ferric iron, 

aluminium and magnesium was also examined and the results are reported in 

Table 3. 

TABLE 3 
Thorium Selectivity Ratios for O.lM TOPO/cyclohexane 

Free Acidity of Tem2erature Thorium Selectivity 3 Ratios po ) 
Agueous Ehase 

oc M HN03 
Fe Al !:!& 

1 25 32 8.3 49 
60 7.6 3.4 20 

3 25 4.9 2.4 13 
60 3.2 1.2 6.9 

Previous published data indicated that iron (iii), aluminium and magnesium 

nitrates are not extracted by TOPO from 1M nitric acid solutions. However, 

this study revealed that these metals are extracted albeit in trace 

quantities. Typical K values for these metals were of the order 10-3 with 

aluminium the most extractable and magnesium the least. 

The co-extraction of nitric acid with thorium nitrate influenced the 

selection of a back extractant for the recovery of thorium from the loaded 

solvent. Several potential back extraction reagents were examined, initially 

using a batch procedure. Some of these reagents and the corresponding 

results are reported in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 
Thorium Back Extraction Efficiencies 

Back Extraction Liguor 

O.lM EDTA 
l.OM Tri-potassium citrate 
l.OM Tartaric acid 
3.0M Sulphuric acid 
l . OM Sulphuric acid 
0.3M Sulphuric acid 
l.OM Na2so4/l.OM H

2
so

4 2.0M K2co3 

7. Th removed 
from the solvent 

80 
86 
18 
89 
83 
78 
91 
85 

In an attempt to overcome the adverse effect of nitric acid in the solvent 

on the thorium back extraction stage, a water scrub stage was considered. 

Batch studies indicated that the back extraction efficiency for the 0. 3M 

H2so4 system could be increased by means of a solvent water scrub from 787. to 

947.. An alternative approach to a water scrub stage was considered to be the 

use of a buffered back extraction liquor. Consequently, a 1M Na2so4 solution 

was tested in comparison with 1M H
2
so

4
. The measured back extraction 
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efficiencies were 717. and 837. respectively. The 'low-cost' back extraction 

liquors were further evaluated using a 10-stage laboratory size mixer - settler 

unit. Problems with phase disengagement were observed with low ionic 

strength and/ or low acidity systems. Ultimately a 4M potassium carbonate 

solution was selected. 

Resulting from the initial batch studies and a series of continuous 

counter-current trials using a twenty stage laboratory size mixer settler 

unit a process flowsheet was produced. 

This flowsheet was ultimately validated at pilot plant scale with an 

aqueous feed throughput of - 100 1/hr generating a back extraction liquor of 

- 1 1/hr (Rushton, 1989). The following extraction efficiencies were achieved 

for the corresponding conditions (Table 5). 

TABLE 5 

Pilot-Plant Data 

Raffinate Solvent to Thorium Thorium Content 
Thorium Agueous Ratio Extraction Efficiencies of Back Extrac-
Content <.~) tion Liguor 
£1?1!! Forward Back Forward Back £1?1!! 

165 1:10 10:1 99.5 99.9 12690 
1125 1 : 3.5 10:1 99.9 99.9 30290 
1210 1:3.5 10:1 99.8 99.8 32580 
905 1:5 10:1 99.9 99.7 34810 

Both the laboratory and pilot-plant continuous studies revealed the 

following potential problems which would need to be addressed in the design 

of an upscaled facility. 

(i) control of process parameters due to significant variation in the 

thorium content of the raffinate. 

(ii) crystallisation of potassium nitrate in the back extraction liquor. 

(iii) shielding requirements of the equipment. 
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The UP3 reprocessing plant commissioned for active operation in November 
1989 features numerous innovations both for the process flowsheet and the 
ass ociated equipment. These innovations yielded positive results following 
i nitial active testing and are of considerable interest for solvent extraction 
specialists. 

This paper describes the main improvements introduced for the extraction 
cycles used to separate and purify uranium and plutonium. Specifically, these 
improvements include : adaptation of the first extraction cycle flowsheet for 
technetium decontamination and tritium confinement : solvent purification 
process based on distillation. a key element in the solvent system : flowsheets 
adapted for maximum recycling of liquid organic and mineral streams (solvent or 
nitric acid) : use of annular or cylindrical pulsed columns with high
efficiency packing. 

INTRODUCTION 

UP3 is a completely new reprocessing plant commissioned for active operation 

in November 1989 for the extraction part (the head end of UP3 will enter active 

operation in August 1990). It is designed to reprocess BOOt/year of spent LWR 

fuel. including total waste management and packaging for final disposal. 

This plant. operated by Cogema, was designed and built by SGN on the basis 

of process developments performed by the French Atomic Energy Commission CCEAl. 

In fact. UP3 basically implements the same proven process as UPZ-400, which has 

reprocessed about 3 000 t of spent LWR fuel to date. A number of changes have. 

however, been made to improve performance. to reduce the volume of waste. to 

meet the radioactive release restrictions. and to satisfy the highest safety 

conditions. 

One of the main changes is probably the implementation of a continuous 

rotary dissolver in the UP3 head end, but the· solvent extraction process also 

features numerous improvements. 
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1 PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS 

UP3 employs an improved Purex process comprising a first U and Pu 

codecontamination cycle with U/Pu partition, followed by two purification 

cycles for U and for Pu. 

All the aqueous streams leaving the extraction units are diluent wa shed 

The organic streams (mixed 30 % TBP and diluent) leaving the cycles are 

successively treated with sodium carbonate and caustic soda. The excess of 

solvent is distilled to recycle TBP and diluent to the extraction cycles and to 

eliminale most of the impurities. 

Plutonium barriers are placed before solvent regeneration units on the Pu

rich cycles. 

1.1 First cycle extraction/scrubbing flowsheet 

The main function of this part of the cycle is to extract uranium and 

plutonium with TBP and to scrub the solvent loaded with entrained fission 

products. 

The first cycle flowsheet of UP3 (Fig. 1) has two separate scrubbing 

sections, the first one for the main fission products and the second one 

specifically for Tc . 
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Fig. 1 First cycle extraction/scrubbing flowsheet 
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Technetium, which is a low specific activity fission product, is undesirable 

in the step of Pu reductive stripping by uranous nitrate stabilized with 
hydrazine : technetium. acting as a catalyst increases the consumption of 

hydrazine. Consequently, a specific scrubbing, using concentrated nitric acid 

(4 to 5 Nl is applied to strip the technetium. In this system. zirconium is 

firstly stripped at 2 N acidity before stripping Tc at high acidity, thus 

avoiding the formation of the Zr/Tc complex that is highly extractible in the 

solvent. 

A complementary extraction is combined with this scrubbing to extract the 

uranium and plutonium stripped in technetium scrubbing and to recycle them to 

the main extraction. 
In addition, the Trilex flow sheet is applied in UP3 by performing a tritium 

scrubbing in the first cycle FP scrubber. The use of low tritiated recovered 

acid in this column helps to confine the tritium in the high activity part of 

the plant (head end. first cycle. HA waste). 

1.2 Management of organic effluents 

To secure optimized operation of the process. care is taken to remove the 

TBP dissolved or entrained in the aqueous streams from the extraction cycles. 

This removal is easily achieved by washing these aqueous streams with pure 

diluent using either pulsed columns or mixer-settlers. 
At the outlet of these washing operations. the diluent streams are small and 

are all combined with the solvent streams of the corresponding extraction 

operations, to avoid specific additional treatments. As a result, the organic 

phase holdup increases and its TBP content decreases. making it necessary to 

re-adjust the TBP content of the solvent. It is therefore also necessary to 

withdraw the excess solvent in each extraction cycle. 

The excess solvent is treated by distillation, primarily to recover pure 

diluent and concentrated TBP for recycle purposes. In addition. solvent 

distillation ensures the decontamination of the processed solvent. as well as 

the elimination of heavy degradation products of the solvent, which are at 

least partly responsible of the loss of selectivity of the irradiated solvent. 

This process is operated 

- at reduced pressure to keep the solvent at moderate temperature, 

- with thin-film evaporators to limit residence time. 

The equipment includes (Fig. 2) : 

-preliminary dilute acid scrubbing to remove any inorganic salts remaining in 

the solvent, 

- dehydration by distillation under reduced pressure, 
- an evaporation system wich evaporates (and decontaminates) the solvent and 
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Fig. 2 Solvent distillation process 

produces an active residue of less than 5% of the initial stream. The 

composition of this residue is mainly TBP (over 90 %) and heavy de;radation 

products. 

- a rectification tower, which fractionates the distillates into two parts 
pure diluent and concentrated TBP (> 80 %), 

- soda scrubbing of the concentrated TBP. 

The results anticipated from the use of this distillation unit include 

control of organic waste volume . less contamination of the plant solvent, and 

consequently, improved process efficiency and longer solvent life. 

The latest operatino results have demonstrated the validity of the process. 

In particular, the aptitude of the recovered products to recycling is now 
proved. 

2 EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Pulsed columns 

This process uses pulsed columns and mixer-settlers. The major novelty of 

UP3 is the use of annular pulsed columns in the first extraction cycle, and the 

use of baffle plates in these columns and in the cylindrical pulsed columns of 

the Pu purification cycles. 

It is well known that the use of conventional sieve trays in pulsed columns 

can lead to malfunctions (that are often serious and sometimes prohibitive) 

in the absence of specific arrangements. the use of such packings in large

diameter columns induces channeling which considerably lower the efficiency of 
the operation. 
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Furthermore. changes in the wettability characteristics of the trays towards 

a pronounced organophilic state seriously alter the hydraulic as well as the 

chemical performance of the pulsed columns in aqueous continuous operation. 

To overcome these drawbacks, adequate arrangements are necessary in the 

geometric characteristics of the internals (insertion of distributors such as 

louver plates) or in its operating procedures (systematic action to restore the 

initial organophobic state of the trays). However , this complicates the design 

and significantly disturbs the operation of industrial units. 

The CEA has investigated the operation of pulsed columns with non-perforated 

plates (baffle plates) from the laboratory scale to the prototype. On 

completion of this major development work conducted in conditions 

representative of those of the Purex process. it was demonstrated that the use 

of such packings offers a radical solution to the problems observed with sieve 

trays . The use of baffle trays in large-sized annular columns helps to 

eliminate the channeling observed with sieve trays <and increased by the 

annular geometry). The value of the HETS was thus reduced from about 8 m (with 

s ieve trays alone) to less than 1 m (with baffle plates) for standard operating 

conditions. Furthermore, tests conducted on the pilot scale with Teflon-coated 

packings (highly organophilic, limiting the expected changes in the wettability 

characteristics in industrial operation) showed that, for aqueous continuous 

operation : 

- performance is very poor and often unacceptable (considerably reduced 

capacity) with sieve trays, 

- performance with baffle plates is good and very close to that observed for 

organophobic trays : these packings thus procure operation that is not 

s ignificantly affected by the wettability of the trays. 

The use of baffle plates thus offers a highly attractive alternative to 

conventional packings. This helps to solve two major problems associated with 

s ieve trays, and also offers a number of other related advantages (ability to 

convey cruds and solids, .. . ) . 

2. 2 Slab mixer-settlers 

This equipment was developed to perform the plutonium barrier function in 
the plutonium purification cycles. 

This function is performed in mixer-settlers of reduced height to make them 

geometrically safe, and wide enough to handle large throughputs. The 

elimination of residual traces of Pu complexed by TPB degradation products is 

carried out by reductive stripping with uranous nitrate. 

To achieve maximum efficiency, these mixer-settlers are of the pump-mix type 

and operate in a continuous organic phase, with internal recycle of the aqueous 

pha se from the settler to the corresponding mixer. 
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3 PROCESS CONTROL 
Control of the extraction units of UP3, in pulsed columns and mixer

settlers, has been the subject of intensive research and pilot-plant tests. It 
also benefits from the cumulative operating experience of UP1 and UP2-400. 

The installation of a distributed microprocessor control system helped to 
implement fully automatic control of the hydraulic operation of the facilities 
<startup, steady-state conditions, change in operating conditions, shutdown). 

This automation enables the operator to devote himself wholly to monitoring 
the extraction process itself. He is effectively aided in this task by the 
installation of suitable instrumentation. 

This includes : 
- density and column weight measurements. temperature measurements. which are 
useful for monitoring uranium extraction. 
- neutron measurements which are useful for monitoring plutonium extraction. 

In-line analyzers specially developed for the reprocessing industry also 
enable the operator to monitor the decontamination factor and plutonium 
residual content in the unloaded aqueous and organic streams . 

4 CONCLUSION 
The Purex process used in UP3 has been considerably improved to boost its 

performance in terms of capacity and flexibility, to enhance safety, and to 
avoid generation of waste . The main innovations consist of the following 
- The use of geometrically-safe pulsed columns equipped with disc-rings or 
baffle plates, which are unaffected by ageing and fouling; 
- The application of in-line solvent distillation at reduced pressure in thin
film evaporators; 
- The use of plutonium barriers to obtain Pu leakage lower than previously 
achieved. 

The progressive implementation of this process since November 1989, by using 
a feed dissolved and predecontaminated by UP2-400, served to reprocess 100 t of 
uranium from fuels irradiated to 20,000/ 30,000 MW day/t, as well as about 760 
kg of Pu, by adjusting the reprocessing rate from 2.3 to 5.2 t of uranium per 
day according to a preset programme. 

Overall decontamination performance is excellent and the process produces 
finished products with a purity far better than the required specifications. 

The organic effluent treatment has distilled about 500 m3 of 30 % TBP 
without any problem. and regularly delivered TBP and diluent within the 
requisite purity, recycled in the process without any difficulty. 

The alpha emitters content in waste is well below the design values. 
This first campaign augurs well for the future of UP3. It represents an 

absolutely outstanding result for specialists in solvent extraction. who know 
that the Purex process was applied for the first time at Hanford in the 
fifties. and that nearly 40 years had to elapse before it could be put to 
optimal use in a commercial reprocessing plant. 
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Nikiforov A.s. and Rozen A.M., 1990. Instead o~ TBP the ex
tractant& have been developed to i~rove (to exel~de the second 
organic phase formation, decrease aqueous phase solubility) 
the first reprocessing cycle for fuel (particularly U-Pu) and 
a~finage operations. TriiSOSJJJ'lphosphate (TIAP) and diisobutyl
isooetylphosphate (DIBIOP) are suggested, wich are compatible 
with plutonium at any concentration. For the deep actinide 
extraction from wastes arylsubstituted diphosphine dioxides 
and carbamoylphosphinoxides are suggested.The extracvants have 
been suc~essfully tested on 10C ~W~y/t burn up ~uel repro
cessing. 

This paper deals with the solation of two problems. The ~irst 
one is to develop an extractant - a substituent o~ TBP to imprare 
the ~irst c1cle reprocessing of fuel (particularly U-Pu) and ~or 
affinage operationi. The second task is to develop an extractant 
for the deep actinide extraction from radiochemieal wastes. 

Begin with the former item. As is known all over the world 
the extraction process of NPP spent fuel regeneration uses TBP. 
This is an excellent extractant. It effective11 extracts U and Pu 
under moderately altered conditions stripping is possible. 
However, it has some disadvantages. The major one is the limited 
solubility of Pu-TBP disolvate in a diluent of a saturated .b;ydro
carbon type. At room temperature for 30% TBP it is slightly more 
than 30 g/1 Pu. There~ore, at high Pu concentrations mixed uranium
-plutonium fuel reprocessing entails the danger o~ a second orga
nic phase formation and an impermissible disturbance o~ an ~raet
ion process. Besides, TBP has relative11 high solubility in an 
aqueous phase which during affinage m87 result in product conta
mination with phosphorus. 

Therefore, the task was to develop an extractant close in 
its extraction ability (~A) to TBP but free from the TBP dis
advantages: Pu and Th complexes must be compatible with saturated 
hydrocarbons, and the solubility in water must be one order less. 

The problem was solved using the earlier investigation re
sults (Rozen at al. 1964, 1965, 1968, 1976, 1988) which establish
ed the relation between the extraction ability o~ organie mono
dentatic compounds and their structure. An alteration of the 
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chemical nature of substituents in an extractant molecule wa5 found 
to result in profound changes of extraction ability, i.e., distri
bution coefficients r:ior extraction constants Kextr• In the phos-

fs K phate (R03Po - phosphine oxides 
Ku R3Po series when one ether group 

3 2 RO is replaced by alkyl one R 
the uranium and plutonium ext

2 

7 8 9 10 . 11 12 

raction constants are increased 
by a factor of 50, that of ame
ricium- by a factor of 17. On 
the contrary, a change in the 
hydrocarbon chain affects the 

nc 

Fig. 1. Effect of nc 
1 - amines 
2 - phosphonates 

chemical nature (i.e., to 
the hydrocarbon chain. To 

extraction very little (fig.1). 
Correspondingly it was decided 
not to change the substituent 

use trialkyl phosphates) but to optimize 
improve the compatibility with diluents 

and to lower the solubility in the aqueous phase the chain should 
be elongated and the isostructure should be used. The properties of 
some trialkyl phosphates were investigated, the total chain length 
nc was varied from 12 (TBP, TiBP) to 21 (Triheptyl P) (Rozen, 
Nikiforov et al., 1982-85). As a result, instead of TBP with its 
12 earbon atoms triisoamyl phosphate (TIAP) with 15 and diisobutyl
isooctyl phosphate (DIBIOP) with 16 carbon atoms were recommended. 
The use of triisoamyl phosphate solves the problem of plutonium 
extraction from concentrated solutions as a third phase does not 
form if the extractant is fully saturated with plutonium. If one 
goes to DIBIOP, i.e., the hydrocarbon chain is elongated for one 
more atom, the formation of the second organic phase with thorium 
nitrate is eliminated (fig. 2). As is needed, the distribution coef
ficients differ little from those for TBP (fig. 3) and the separat
ion rates are close (fig. 4) (Rozen, Nikiforov 1984)• 

The virtue of both the extractants is also one order lower 
solubility in the aqueous phase which reduces the product contaminat
ion with phosphorus (clearly under condition of a mechanical entrain
ment elimination). 

The recommended extractants - TIAP and DIBIOP - were success
fully tested with high burn-up (100 GW.day/t) short cooled (in some 
cases 3 months) fuels~correspondingly the solution activity was up 
to 103 Ci/1 (Nikiforov, Zakharkin, Rozen, Renard, 1988). The extrac
tant damage was Obviated through the use of centrifugal extractors 
with the little phase contact time of 2-3 s on extraction and wash-
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h,mrn 

Fig.4. Rmulsion layer 
height vs settling time. 
1-:BNo3,3 M; 
2-300 g/l U(VI)+3 M HN03 ; 
3-5% Na2co3 

ing , 5-6 s - on reductive stripping. Commercial testing in VVKR 
spen~ fuel reprocessing was also successful. 

Thus, the task of the solvent extraction reprocessing of high 
burn-up fuel containing a high amount of Pu and F .P. is being 
successfull~ solved. 

Let's now discuss the problems of a deep extraction of trans
plutonium elements from extraction process raffinates. This aim can 
be achieved if adequatel~ powerful extractants are used. However, 
monodentatic organophosphorus compounds, even most powerful ones -
phosphine oxides (TBPO, TOPO) are little suitable here. If the use 
of TBP requires a salting out agent to be introduced, phosphine 
oxides effectively extract americilla but only at the low acidity; 
to use them the solution must be neutralized. This is due to the 
nitric acid competition for a free extractant - the nitric acid ex
traction constant is rather high CKa=20) while the free extractant 
concentration is inversely proportional to KH. 

The problem was successfully solved using bidentatic organophos
phorus extractants - diphosphine dioxides (a) and carbamoyl phos
phine oxides (b) with the general formulae 

a) b) 
R, _,.... CH2., it 

P CNR R' /II II 2. 
0 0 

(below they are abbreviated to 2R2R' (a) and RR'/R'' (b). 
For practical purposes compounds with tolyl substituents - 4 

tol and ~ tol 2 Ph dioxides that are mos~ powerful extractants 
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F1g.5. ~ vs BNO (0.3 mole/1 
extractants in t;!cb.lorobenzone, 
in aqueous phase - 10 g/1 RKi) 

and oarbomo;yl phosphine oxide 
tol2/bu2 were recommended 
(Rozen, Nikolotova, Kartasheva 
19?9, 1988). 

For 4 tol the nitric acid 
extraction constant is 2.5 
that is one order lower than for 
TBPO or TOPO, its competition 
abili.y is weakened and the ame
ricium distribution coerticients 
increase through both an increase 

of the free extractan• concentration and the bidentate coordination 
(to both ox;ygens of the extractant), fig. 5. The~ eff:l.cienc:,- ~ both 
the recommended compounds is significantly increased due 'Vo 'Vhe 
anomalous ar,-1 strengthening effec'V revealed in 1975 (Rozen et al., 
1975, 19??, 1986, 1988). 

The essence of tb.is interesting phenoaenon is such. The metal
extractant complexes are the stronger the higher is the basisiT,r of 
an extractant or, which is the same, the higher is the electron 
donor abili t,. of a functional atom, phosphoryl ox;ygen in case of 
organophosphorus compoU,!:lds. 

The donor abilit,. of tb.is ox;ygen depends on the properties of 
the substituent& R in a R1RaR~O extractant molecule and first of 
all aa their electronegativity ~· The more electronegative is the 
substituent the more powerfully does it "pull orr" the elect:Jro1t den
sity from oxygen the lower are the basisit;y and donor ability of 
a compound (Rozen et al., 1964, 1966, 19?6; Rozen 1968, 1988). 

lg Kex = A - B t X = a + bpi 
where A, B, a, b are constants for this reaction series. 

Alkyl groups R:CnH2n+1 have the lowest electronegativit;y (JR is 
equal to approximately 2). Therefore, phosphine oxides R3Po haT~ •he 

h:l.ghest extraction abilit,.. The ether RO CJRo=2.5) and phenyl (lph= 
2.35) groups are more electronegative than the alkyl ones; and their 
introduction into an extractant molecule always decreases ex'Vraction, 
e.g., one phenyl group introduced decreases 'Vhe americium extraction 
by a factor of ?. The same effect was expected :tor bidentatio organo
phosphorus compounds, e.g., diphosphine dioxides. Indeed, on extract
ion of nitric acid coordinated monode~tatieally, i.e., to one of 
oxygens, the phenyl groups lowered the extraction by a factor of 4 
(Rozen, Berkman 1976). It appears that everything is all right. B111.1r 
on extraction of americium and other actinides when the coordination 



becomes bidentatic, i.e., a 6-membered 
cycle is formed and closed to the me-

tal, the phenyl, tolYl and other aryl 
substituents increase distribution co
efficients (Rozen et al.,19?5-1988), 
fig. 6. 

cJ.-Arr. ~Am t 
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R...., / CH2--...._ / R 
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R /II II-...... R' 
o __ Me _...........0 
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2 ~ 6 8 

Fig.6. Intluence of aryl substituent& on ex~raotion 
carbamoyl phosphine oxide& (a), of All (b) and U(VI) 
disphosphiDe 41~1des 

of Am wiwh 
(c) with 
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I 

~he e~aotaat bas1si'7 is lowered but, none the less, the 
actinide extraction grows and this was called the anomalous aryl 
s~rengthening of complexes. One should differentiate between the 
t~ue AAS when both the distribution coeffi4ients and the extraction 
constants gll'ow (actinides and lanthanides III) and ~he vidble AAS 
when onl7 the distribution coefficients grow but the extraction 
constants are decreased (U(VI), Pll(IV), fig. ?). 

The cause of the AAS phenomenon iss the elect~on density is de
localized froa the phen7l rings to the 6-membered c7cle of the comp
lex and the entropy grows on complex formation (Rozen at al. 1975, 
19??, 1986; Rozen 1988). 

HoweTer, it is impo~tant for practical purposes that the elec-
tronegative ar71 groups while forcing the actinide extraction simal
taneousl7, as the7 should do, inhibit the niT.rio aoid extraction, 
thus, a double gain is attained, see fig.6, the americium distribut
ion coefficients increase by ~-4 orders. As a result, a deep actinide 
extraction becomes possible from solutions of essentially any 
acidit7 without &n7 conditioning (see fig. 5). 

Due to the high extraction ability of diphosphine dioxides and 
carbamoyl phosphine oxides the process developments entail difficult
ies due to the required suppression of fission product (zirconium, 
technetium and oth.) extraction. However, the difficulties are sur-
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mounwable, e.g., with eomplexones. The mentioned extractant& were 
tested in reprocessing burn-up (100 GW.day/t)fuel. 
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Zilberman, B.Ya., Lelyuk, G.A., Mashkin, A.N. and Fedorov, Yu.s., 
1990. The behaviour of decomposition products of hydrazine in 
Purex process. 

The radiation decomposition of hydrazine and its oxidation by 
nitric acid in the presence of Tc and Pu (III) as catalysts un
der Purex process conditions result in the formation of HN3, 
NH4No 3 and gaseous products. The difference in the processes of 
catalytic oxidation in aqueous (one-phase) and two-phase sys
tems, the influence of HN3 on redox interactions and extraction 
of uranium, plutonium and neptunium are considered. In a real 
process HNJ is formed in the zone of plutonium stripping and 
passes through the first cycle due to high distribution coeffi
cients in the presence of uranium. HN 3 is removed with carbonate 
wash solution; this makes difficult ita reuse and utilization of 
uranium-containing portions. In the flowsheet with recycle of 
extract after the washing of plutonium strip solution to U, Pu, 
Np extractor, HNJ initiates interphase palladium precipitation 
and deteriorates Np extraction because of Np (VI) reduction. 

INTRODUCTION 
Hydrazine nitrate is widely used in Purex process, particu

larly at partition of uranium and plutonium. The moat part of 
hydrazine is oxidized under the operation conditions. Among the 
decomposition products of hydrazine, hydrazoic acid (HN 3) is a 
serious hazard because of its volatility and explosivity of the 
acid and its salts. 

It is known that HN 3 has high distribution coefficients into 
30% TBP (Kelmers and Browning, 1977). However there are no sys
tematic data on ita accumulation, distribution and interaction 
with some elements in Purex process. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Experimental procedure is described thoroughly in earlier 

communications (Zilberman et al., 1988a, 1988b). 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Oxidation of hydrazine in nitric acid 

Under t-irradiation of 1 M hydrazine nitrate in 2 M HN03 , N2 
and NH4 are, formed while hydrazoic acid is an intermediate pro
duct with maximum accumulation of 0.35 M per 1 M hydrazine de
composed (Fig. 1). The ultimate aqueous solution contains 0.32 M 
of ammonium nitrate per 1 M of hydrazine; the other portion of 
nitrogen from hydrazine is liberated in gaseous form, mainly as 
nitrogen. 

The oxidation of hydrazine by nitric acid proceeds similarly 
in the presence of pertechnetate-ion (Fig. 2) as a catalyst. 
This process depends slightly on HN03 concentration in the regi
on of 1-3M, but is hindered by further increase of HNOJ con
centration. With increasing amount of To04, the process of hy
drazine decomposition is accelerated. Such catalytic oxidation 
of hydrazine by nitric acid is characterized by the fact, that 
no complete decomposition of HN3 and hydrazine takes place. 

If the final system is blown by nitrogen or contacted with 
extractant (30% TBP in dodecane), the hindered process will be 
restarted (Fig. 3). Moreover, HN3 and hydrazine are decomposed 
completely (in the presence of catalyst) when contacting with 
organic phase (Fig. 2) and in the presence of plutonium (Zilber
man et al., 1988b). 
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Fig. 1. Radiation-chemical decomposition of hydrazine and yield 
of decomposition products. Feed solution: 1.0 M N~5No3 , 2.0 M 

HN03. 1 - N2H5No3; 2 - HNJ ; 3 - NHt; 4 - nitrogen. 

Fig. 2. Yield of HN3 on oxidation of hydrazine in nitric acid 
solution. Feed solution: 0.36 M N2H5No3 , 2.0 M HN03; Tc, M: 
1- 5.1•10-4; 2- 1.01·10-3; 3,4-2.02·1()3(4-two phase system). 
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3.2. The behaviour of HN3 in extraction systems 
HN3 is known to form a monosolvate HN3•TBP (Kelmers and Brow

ning, 1977) and has high distribution coefficients on extraction 
into 30 % TBP from nitric acid solutions with low concentration. 
Extraction constant is equal to 9 in the range of nitric acid 
concentrations 0.5 - 6.0 M. Uranyl nitrate forma a coloured comp
lex in the absence of nitric acid (Sherif and Awad, 1961), but 
the experiments have shown (Fig. 4) that such complex is not 
formed at concentrations of nitric acid above 0.4 - 0.5 M and 
the extraction process of HN3 into 30 % TBP may be described as 
competition of uranium and HN3 for extractant (Zilberman et al., 
1989). 

Increase of HN3 concentration in feed aqueous solution leads 
to decreasing the distribution coefficients of tetravalent Pu, 
Np and U (Zilberman et al., 1988b). This is connected with the 
competition for free TBP. Such effect is obserTed in wide region 
of HN03 concentrations (0.2 - 3 M). At the same time HN3 reduces 
Np (IV) to Np (V) (Fig. 5) and Ce (IV) t .o Ce (III), i.e. reacts 
With one-electron transfer oxidants the oxred potential of which 
is higher than 1.1 v. These reactions occur not only in aqueous 
solutions, but also in two-phase systems in the extraction pro
cess. 
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Pig. 3. Variation of N?H5No3 concentration in the steady system. 
1- reference system (N2JI~OJ feed -1 M); 2- system with HN3 re
moval; 3 -system With initial concentration of N2H5No3 .0.053 M. 

Pig. 4. Extraction of HN3 into 30 % TBP in dodecane depending 
on U concentration in organic phase. Concentrations of HN03, M: 
1-0.5; 2-1.0; 3-J.O; 4-6.2. 
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HN 3 forms only one compound with palladium - low soluble pal
ladium azide Pd(N3)2• With the minimum excess of HN3 in aqueous 
phase the solubility of Pd(N3)2 is 10-5 M at concentrations of 
nitric acid up to 6 M. When contacting palladium-containing aqu
eous phase with organic phase which contains HN 3, the extraction 
usual nitric acid media. However such picture is observed up to 
silubility level of palladium azide in organic phase which is 
equal to 3•10-3 M. 

The behaviour of palladium in two-phase aqueous-organic sys
tem in the presence of HN 3 is rather complex. With increasing 
HN3/Pd ratio, the extraction of palladium into TBP increases, 
while its solubility in aqueous phase decreases and palladium 
azide precipitate falls out irrespective of nitric acid concen
tration (Fig. 6). The precipitates are accumulated at interphase 
and present obstacles to the operation of different contactors. 
In the course of time in the absence of HN3, the precipitates 
are decomposed partly by dissolution, partly with formation of 
metallic palladium. 

3.3 The behaviour of HN3 in Purex process 

The complexity of the observed formation, interaction and 
decomposition of HN3 leads us to a conclusion that a special •e
ries of pilot teats on real solutions of LWR fuel with burn-up 
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Fig. 5. Reduction of Np (VI) to Np (V) by HN3 at 20 °c. Feed so
lution: 1 M HN0 3, 2•10-3 M Np (VI) HN3, M: 1 - 0; 2 - 0.023; 
3- 0.116. 

Fig. 6. Distribution of palladium in the system: 30 % TBP - HN3 
HN03. Concentrations: HN0 3 - 2 M, Pd - 7•1o-3 M. 
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Fig. 7. Flowsheet of the I cycle of Purex process. 

32- 38 GW•d/t are needed. Mixer settlers were used as extraction 
equipment. Versions of technological flowsheet are shown on Fig. 7. 

The concentration profile of components (Nza4, HN3, Tc, Pu) 
was primarily studied on plutonium stripping with ferrous nitra
te. It was established that the main accumulation of HN3 took 
place just in organic back-wash zone (Fig. 8). 

The process is disturbed while recycling the extract from 
this zone to the middle of head extraction battery. Neptunium 
makes its appearance in raffinate and palladium is vanishing 
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TABLE 

Content of palladium and neptunium in extract and raffinate res
pectively under the different operation conditions 

Pd content in extract (mg/1) Np content in raffinate (mg/1) 

1.5 ±. 0.4 (a) 10.0 ±. 1.7 (b) 0.03 ±. 0 (a) 

{a)Flowsheet of standard Purex process. 
(b)Flowsheet with recycle of extractant. 

10.8 ±. 2.6 (b) 

(Table). The inverse picture is observed in extract, i.e. nep
tunium is lost while palladium enters the reduction plutonium 
stripping. The distribution of technetium is not disturbed. Hyd
rodynamic violations of the process owing to precipitation of 
palladium azide occur in the course of time. 

It is known that HN3 in the routine Purex process follows or
ganic phase up to carbonate scrubbing and then removed from the 
extraction system. The concentration of azide-ion in carbonate 
solution under investigation was 2 g/1. In the real process 
this value is more by a factor of 1.5 - 2. So, no partial recycle 
of extractant into the first extractor can be tolerated without 
carbonate scrubbing, even if degradation of extractant is small 
(for example in centrifugal extractors). The recycle of uranium
containing carbonate scrub solution is also to be excluded. 
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INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA IN EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 
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ABSTRACT 
Szymanowski, J., 1990. Interfacial phenomena in extraction systems. 

The interfacial properties of extractants at liquid/liquid 
interfaces are discussed and interpreted in the view of metal 
extraction kinetics. 

INTRODUCTION 

The importance of the interphase in each heterogenous process, 

including metal extraction, is obvious. Depending upon hydrodynamic 

conditions and the relative rate of the chemical process the 

extraction can be controlled by mass transfer or chemical kinetics. 

It can proceed in the bulk of the aqueous phase and/or in the 

aqueous film near the interface. The width of this film can change 

significantly depending upon the experimental conditions, i.e . 

hydrodynamics and reagent concentrations. Under very good 

hydrodynamic conditions and high concentrations of metal ions in 

the aqueous phase reaction can proceed at the interface or in a 

very nar•row aqueous film near the interface, even in the case of 

hydrophilic extractants. The probability that the reaction occurs 

at the interface and/or in a narrow aqueous film increases with the 

increase of extractant hydrophobicity, as a result of its 

decreasing solubility in the aqueous phase . 

2 EXTRACTANTS AS AMPHIPHILIC SUBSTANCES 

Almost all types of hydrophobic extractants of metals have an 

amphiphilic character, as a result of the presence of a long 

hydrophobic group or groups, usually an alkyl chain, and some 

characteristic hydrophilic fragments which usually are chemically 

active and react with considered metals. These hydrophilic groups 

are bonded directly with hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains or an 

aromatic ring is used as the intermediate link. 

Due to this, extractants are interfacially active, i.e. adsorb 

at the hydrocarbon/water interfaces and decrease the interfacial 
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tension. Depending upon hydrophobicity they can be dissolved in the 

organic phase, aqueous phase or partitioned between these two 

phases. The change of hydrophobicity also efffects their interfa

cial properties including the decrease of interfacial tension, 

interfacial population and the location in adsorption layer. 

Extractant hydrophobicity depends upon several parameters 

characterizing the both phases considered. Acidic and basic 

extractants can dissociate or to be protonated at appropriate pH 

forming ionic species which, due to higher hydration in an 

aqueous phase and/or at a liquid/liquid interface, become more 

hydrophilic. 

LH = L- + H+ or (1,2) 

In organic solvents extractant molecules can be solvated with 

LH + nS = LH*nS (3) 

diluent molecules. It also occurs at liquid/liquid interfaces where 

mixed adsorption layers are formed. They contain various amounts of 

diluent and extractant molecules become more hydrophobic. 

All parameters which effect these processes and the hydration of 

polar groups may change extractant hydrophobicity . The structure of 

adsorption monolayer and extractant interfacial properties may be 

changed by acidity of the aqueous phase, temperature, electrolyte 

content and the type and composition of the organic phase . The 

hydration of the polar groups, especially ionic ones, decreases 

with the increase of temperature and electrolyte content, and 

extractant becomes more hydrophobic. The same effect is observed as 

aromatic hydrocarbons are used instead of aliphatic ones as 

diluents or in some cases as the length of aliphatic hydrocarbons 

decreases. Thus, depending upon measurement conditions quite 

different interfacial parameters, including interfacial tension , 

surface excess and molecular area, composition, width and 

elasticity of the interfacial monolayer may be obtained. 

Apart extractant molecules other surface active substances are 

usually present in extraction systems. These substances may be 

added to modify the extraction strength and/or to prohibit the 

third phase formation, as in the case of alkylphenols, alcohols and 

esters. They can be added to accelerate the extraction rate as in 

the case of trialkyl amine added to dialkyl sulphide or LIX 63 

present in LIX 64N. Some interfacially active substances are formed 

during extractant synthesis and they can be in equilibrium with 

extractant molecules, e.g. Z-isomers of 2-hydroxy-5-alkylbenzo

phenone oximes and/or ~-acyloin oximes. Small amounts of surface 
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active impurities can be also present in commercial diluents. 

These interfacially active substances can effect both the static 

and dynamic interfacial properties of extractants. The partition 

and adsorption of both extractant molecules and these additional 

surface active substances must be taken under consideration. These 

second substances, although present in small amounts, compete with 

extractant molecules in adsorption process and decrease the inter

facial surface area which can be occupied by extractant molecules. 

Thus, the extraction rate decrease can be observed. However, as 

these substances are more hydrophilic than extractant then they are 

better dissolved in the aqueous phase and, as adsorbed, they can 

penetrate the aqueous phase more deeper with their hydrophilic 

heads than hydrophobic extractants. Thus, they can act as 

accelerators. However, they alone or with extractant can also form 

some products which can accumulate at the interface blocking it and 

retarding extraction, as probably in the case of nickel extraction 

with a-acyloin oxime <LIX 63) and carboxylic acids <Flett, 1975). 

The use of the neutron reflection technique gives some 

possibility to study the structure of the interface, including the 

location and distribution of various molecules. We think that the 

development of this technique can give important informations upon 

the behaviour of hydrophobic extractants at the interface and upon 

the mechanism of metal extraction. 

Various surface active substances can also retard extractant 

adsorption and the structure of the adsorption layer may change. At 

first in micro- and miliseconds the adsorption of a less surface 

active component quickly occurs, which is then slowly replaced by a 

stronger surfactant <Miller, 1979). Due to this, adsorption of 

extractant occurs slowly and a plateau can be observed as the 

relation: interfacial tension versus logarithm of adsorption time 

is considered. The diffusities calculated from this relation are 

smaller than those expected. 

The generally accepted physical model of adsorption kinetics 

consists of two processes. In the first step the diffusion of 

molecules to the subsurface takes place. In the second step these 

molecules are transfered from the sublayer to the diffusion layer. 

Thus, they change from the saluted state into the adsorbed one. 

Depending upon the relative ratio of these steps the adsorption can 

be controlled by diffusion, v<diff) < v<trans), kinetics, v<diff) > 
v<trans> or both by diffusion and kinetics, v<diff) = v<trans>. 

Mysels <1970, 1973) and Lunkenheimer and Miller <1982> found 
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that in some cases the adsorption of amphiphilic substances is very 

slow. Van Huns el <1986 ) obs erved it only for ads orption of 

surfac tants dissolved in the hydroc arbon phase and explained it by 

some slow rearrangement in the adsorption layer , connected probably 

with the hydration of polar groups with water molecules. 

Lunkenheimer and Miller <1982) suggest that this s low adsorption is 

caused by the presence of other surface active subs tances . 

Although the phenomena of s low adsorption at hydrocarbon/water 

interfaces is not explained , the role of surface active impurities 

is obvious . In actual extrac tion systems which almost always 

contain some surface active modifiers and/ or impurities the effect 

of these additional substances upon extractant adsorption in 

equilibrium and in un-steady state must be considered. The c omplex 

studies of the dynamics of extractant adsorption in various 

extraction systems would be worth to carry out. The measurement of 

the shape of liquid meniscili interface is recommended both for 

equilibrium and dynamic measurements . A video image profile 

digitizer can be used to transform a drop profile directly into a 

microcomputer. The method is fast enough to take about 20 or even 

more images per second and a change of interfacial tension with 

time and responces of the interface to disturbances c an be 

registered . The method is applicable to relaxations of 

liquid/liquid interfaces. 

In some extraction systems containing amine or sulphonic type 

extractants micelles or reversed micelles can be formed in the 

aqueous or organic phase, but never simultaneously in both ·phases . 

They can increase both the metal extraction and extraction rate, 

decrease extraction pH and change the composition of extracted 

species, as a result of reagent accumulation in micelles . Thus, 

solubilization can be also important in extraction . This phenomena 

can be very significant as micelles are formed by additionaly added 

surface active substances . Water can be also solubilized in the 

organic phase by reversed micelles. 

Less polar hydrophobic extractants which are not protonated and 

do not dissociate in the aqueous phase do not form micelles in the 

aqueous phase. In the organic phase they can associate . However, 

the degree of association is rather small and the formation of the 

reversed micelles is not observed . 

In some special c ases microemulsions can be formed giving 

possibilities of very quick extraction, even in the case of 

extremely slow processes , demonstrated for gallium and nic kel 
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<Bauer, 1983). In these systems very rapid transfer of metal ions 

between the water phase and microemulsion is observed. 

3 INTERFACIAL TENSION 

One of the important parameters characterizing the interfacial 

phenomena is the equilibrium interfacial tension. In extraction 

s ystems the ring method , Wilhelmy plate method and the drop method 

were usually used . The ring method is the most popular because the 

measurements are simple and commercial tensiometers are accessible. 

However, according to Lunkenheimer <1982) their designs are often 

not correct and when used by a non-experienced person dubious 

results can be obtained. The Wilhelmy plate and drop methods are 

more accurate, although in this last case great attention must be 

paid to obtain equilibrium values. The most accurate results are 

now obtained by the drop shape method. The spinning drop method is 

recommended for the measu.rement of ultra low interfacial tensions 

which are observed in microemulsion systems. 

The interfacial tension isotherm has a specific character. In 

the region of low concentration interfacial tension decreases 

weakly , and the relationship r vs ln c is convex . The interfacial 

population of molecules adsorbed at the interface increases and the 

molecular area decreases. When the concentration further increases 

the interfacial tension falls according to a linear relation. In 

this region adsorbed molecules are close-packed in the monolayer 

and the molecular area is constant. For higher concentrations the 

break point may be observed and then the interfacial tension stops 

to change with extractant concentration. The micelles are formed 

and the concentration at the break point is called as critical 

micelle concentration. However, the region of critical micelle 

c oncentration is usually not achieved in extraction systems. 

Such a well defined adsorption isotherm is obtained only for 

pure compounds. The linear part of the isotherm and the sharp break 

point may disappear for contaminated compounds. Moreover the 

interfacial tension may then change above cmc and even increase. 

A disappearance of the linear part of r vs ln c isotherm can be 

also caused by extractant association, very often dimerization, in 

the organic phase. In such a case the monomer concentration in the 

organic phase should be considered. Thus, the association constant 

should be known . This is inconvenient because different values of 

association constant are obtained using various methods. Moreover 

values obtained for extractant solutions are usually higher than 
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those determined in extraction systems where the organic phase is 

saturated with water which compete in hydrogen bond formation. 

In the colloid and interface science it is now generally 

accepted that only well defined substances can be used for the 

surface and/or interfacial activity studies. Lukenheimer <1987) 

proposed the special method of purification of organic substances 

used for surface activity studies. Using a multiple depression and 

expansion of the air/water interface followed by the automatic 

sucking of the interfacial layers after each step of expansion an 

appropriate purity could be obtained. 

In the case of the interfacial tension measurements the highly 

active impurities can be removed by their preextraction with an 

aqueous solution but this is reasonable only for very hydrophobic 

extractants, which partition between both phases can be neglected. 

Up to now, so well purified extractants were not used. Thus, the 

interpretation of the obtained results is uncertain. 

As a criterion of compounds/solvents purity, one can propose the 

interfacial tension measurements in very diluted systems. In this 

case the interfacial tension isotherm should increase towards the 

interfacial tension value characteristic for the pure system. Each 

shift from this expected value towards lower interfacal tensions 

proves the presence of undesired surface active impuriti~~' 

The interfacial activity of extractant can be characterized by 

adsorption efficiency defined by i) the minimum bulk concentration 

required to produce a saturated interface, ii) extractant 

concentration required for an appropriate decrease of interfacial 

tension and/or iii) by the interfacial tension corresponding to 

appropriate concentration. Adsorption effectiveness is another 

characteristic parameter. It can be defined by the lowest 

interfacial tension possible to obtain in the considered extraction 

system or by the highest extractant interfacial concentration. 

It is difficult to recommend the most positive measures of these 

parameters. The concentration required for interface saturation 

depends upon the method of its estimation. Due to extractant 

partition the concentration in one phase, e.g. organic one, should 

be considered and the interfacial tension isotherms presented as y 

VS ln c
0 

Or y VS C
0

. 

Effect of partition upon extractant efficiency can be 

significant and different in homologous series for less hydrophobic 

compounds. The interfacial concentration also depends upon the 

method of its determination. 
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4 INTERFACIAL CONCENTRATION 

The interfacial tension data can be used to estimate the 

equilibrium interfacial surface population. In works concerning the 

s olvent extraction of metals usually the Gibbs isotherm is used r = 

-1 / RT dy/d(ln c), where r stands for the surface excess. The 

surface excess is much higher than the bulk concentration and one 

c an assume that it is equal to the surface concentration. 

The maximum gradient d;v/d<ln c) can be obtained from the linear 

part of the interfacial tension isotherm r vs ln c. It is also 

possible to differentiate the relationship r vs c by a graphical or 

numerical method. However, it is troublesome and connected with 

high errors, especially in the region of low concentrations. At 

higher extractant concentration an explicit maximum of surface 

excess may be obtained. Due to this, the region of higher 

c oncentration is not interpreted and the surface excess at maximum 

is considered as the value determined for the saturated interface. 

Differentiating the curve r vs c a higher surface excess value 

at saturation is obtained in comparison to that one obtained by 

linear approximation of relation r vs ln c. Depending upon the 

range of considered concentrations this difference can amount up to 

30% <Szymanowski and Prochaska, 1987) . 

Various isotherms or empiric equations can be used to match the 

interfacial tension isotherms and to compute the term dy/dc. 

In our works <Szymanowski et al, 1987 - 1990) we used: 

- the Szyszkowski isotherm described by the following function: 
c r = y

0
[1- B ln <A+ l>J <4> 

where A and Bare constants and r
0 

is the interfacial tension in 

system which does not contain extractant <c=O). This isotherm is 

equivalent to equation (5) used by Japaneses when B = r 00RT, A 

1/ K and r/r00 is given by the Langmuir isotherm, r = r 00* Kc/(Kc+l). 

r = r + RTr00 ln <1 - r/r00> <5> 
0 

- the Frumkin isotherm. 

r = y [ 1 - B ln (c/A + 1) - A' (c/A + c> 2 J <6> 
0 

A' c oefficient takes into account the interactions between adsorbed 

molecules and this isotherm is recommended for ionic amphiphilic 

s ubstances. For nonionics A' coefficient is few orders lower than A 

and the use of the the Szyszkowski isotherm is sufficient. 

- the semi-empirical Temkin isotherm, given by equation (9): 
B 

log c + KT _I n°· 5 <7> 
RT 

where KT, and BT are the constants and n 
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- the logarithmic polynomial of the third order: 
3 ? r = a 1 <ln c) + a 2 <ln c)- + a 3 ln c + a 4 

(8) 

where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 are the constants. 

- the spline function which consists of polynomials glued on small 

subranges <Bogacki et al, 1988). 

Each of these functions can be used to match the interfacial 

tension. The matching is usually good although sometimes deviations 

are observed for the Temkin isotherm. The errors of model are small 

and increase in the order : spline < polynomial < Frumkin = 
Szyszkowski < Temkin . The matching is much better for individual 

model compounds than for commercial extractants. 

By differentiating these equations and introducing the term 

dy/dc into the Gibbs isotherm appropriate relations for the surface 

excess can be directly computed. An appropriate computer program on 

a IBM PC microcomputer was described <Prochaska et al, 1989). 

Surface excess isotherms computed according to the various 

equations exhibit somewhat different character. The characteristic 

feature for Szyszkowski and Frumkin isotherms is a very rapid 

increase of the estimated surface excess, already in the region of 

very low concentration, and the quick achievement of the plateau 

charac·teristic for the saturated interface. 

The surface excess computed according to the Temkin isotherm 

increases monotonously but with a lower rate, and the region of the 

constant surface excess is usually not obtained. 

The character of the surface excess isotherms computed according 

to the spline functions and the polynomial depends upon the type of 

extraction system considered, i . e. the type of solvent, and the 

type and hydrophilicity of extractant. For hydroxyoximes and amine 

derivatives in systems containing a non-solvating diluent, e.g. 

octane, explicit maxima of the surface excess were obtained for 

low extractant concentrations. They can be used to estimate the 

activity of extractant in the organic phase <Szymanowski and 

Alejski, 1990) or extractant association degree <Szymanowski, Bauer 

et al. 1989). In this last case the Gibbs isotherm is presented in 

the form I = -z/RT ctJ.-/d<ln c). 

The use of equations 4 - 8 is not only convenient for surface 

excess calculation. The adsorption coefficients have some important 

physicochemical meaning and can characterize extractants and inform 

upon the character of the interface. 
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It is obvious that similar values of B coefficient in the 

Szyszkowski isotherm were obtained for LIX 65N dissolved in various 

diluents and that much higher values of A coefficient were obtained 

in systems containing aliphatic hydrocarbons in comparison to those 

containing alkanes and methylcyclohexane <Szymanowski et al, 1990). 

However, in system containing Escaid 100 the A coefficient was 

similar to those obtained as toluene and Solvesso 150 were used as 

diluents. Thus, although Escaid 100 in arguements relating to bulk 

properties of solvents is treated as being of largely aliphatic 

character <it contains only 20% aromatics>, the interface has an 

aromatic character due to the preconcentration of aromatics. 

The adsorption coefficients can be also used to determine free 

energy of adsorption both organic and aqueous phase . 

5 STRUCTURE AND INTERFACIAL ACTIVITY 

We found the following orders of the interfacial tension 

activity for 2-hydroxy-5-alkylbenzophenone <E> and <Z> oximes, 

2-hydroxy-5-alkylbenzophenones and 4-alkylphenols <Szymanowski and 

Prochaska, 1988a,b) in systems containing toluene c 1 > c2 > t-C4 > 
t-c8 > t-c9 , where Ci deno·tes the length and the structure of the 

alkyl. A similar order was obtained for carboxylic acids containing 

from 5 to 16 carbon atoms in their molecules, for 4-alkylphenyl

amines containing from 6 to 16 carbon atoms in their alkyl 

<Wisniewski, 1990) (benzene as a diluent>, and for aminoether 

alcohols, [R<OCH2CH2 >2J 2NCH 2CH20H, containing 4, 6 and 8 carbon 

atoms in each alkyl <Szymanowski and Prochaska, 1989b>. 

Thus, in systems containing an aromatic diluent the surface 

activity increases as the length of the alkyl decreases . Compounds 

having a branched hydrocarbon chain are much less surface active 

than their normal homologoues having straight alkyls. 

Some deviations from these rules were observed . For 2-hydroxy-5-

alkylbenzaldehyde oxime the following order of the interfacial 

activity was observed <xylene was used as diluent>: c 2 < t-c4 < 
t -c8 < n-c4 < n-c8 < n-c12 <St~pniak-Biniakiewicz, 1990). 

Aminooligooxyethylene ethers, [ <ROCH2CH 2D> 2J 2N<CH2CH 2D> 3R, 

exhibit much higher interfacial activity <toluene as diluent> than 

aminoether alcohols, [R<OCH2CH2 >2NCH2cH20H. The effect of the alkyl 

length is relatively weak, and the interfacial activity changes 

according to the atypical order: c 4 > c 8 > c 6 , probably due to the 

specia l configuration of these compounds at the interface. The 

presence of three oxyethylene groups permits this chain to bend in 
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such a way that the third alkyl group moves towards the two other 

alkyls and interacts with them <Szymanowski and Prochaska, 1989b). 

Due to this, the molecules acquire an amphiphilic character having 

hydrophilic groups on one side and the hydrophobic alkyls on the 

other side of the molecules. 

In systems containing non-solvating diluents, e.g. aliphatic 

hydrocarbons, an opposite order of the interfacial activity is 

observed. For systems containing octane the following order of the 

interfacial activity was obtained for 2-hydroxy-5-alkylbenzophenone 

<E) and <Z) oximes, 2-hydroxybenzophenones and 4-alkylphenols: n-c8 
> t-C4 > c 2 > C1 > t-c8 > t-C9 . It was also found .that the inter

facial activity of carboxylic acids increases as the length of the 

straight alkyl increases from c 5 to c 16 . A similar order of the 

interfacial activity was demonstrated for 2-hydroxy-5-alkylbenzal

dehyde oximes having from 2 to 12 carbon atoms in their straight 

alkyls. Thus, in systems containing aliphatic hydrocarbons as 

diluents the effects of the alkyl length and alkyl chain branching 

are different. It seems that the effect of branching is stronger 

than the effect of the alkyl length. As a result, compounds having 

a long strongly branched alkyl can exhibit weaker interfacial 

activity than their analogs with a short straight alkyl. In this 

case the following order of the interfacial activity was obtained: 

t-c8 < c 2 < t-c4 < n-C4 < n-c6 < n-c 12 , where t-c8 stands for 

1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl group. 

Interfacial activity of hydrophobic extractants also depends 

upon the location of hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains. Positional 

isomers can exhibit quite different interfacial activities, i.e. 

1-<2'-hydroxy-5'-nonylphenyl)-ethanone oxime decreases the 

interfacial tension more effectively than 1-<2'-hydroxy-5'-methyl

phenyl)-decanone oxime. 

6 INTERFACIAL ACTIVITY AND EXTRACTION RATE 

The relationship between metal extraction rate and the 

interfacial activity is much more comprehensive than it was 

previously suspected. The rate of copper extraction by various 

hydroxyoximes always increases as their hydrophobicity decreases. A 

similar order of hydroxyoxime interfacial activity is observed only 

in systems containing solvating aromatic diluents. In systems 

containing aliphatic hydrocarbons the order of the interfacial 

activity is opposite to that of the reaction rates. 
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The rate of palladium <II> extraction with 4-alkylphenylamines 

exibits maximum for compounds having 10-12 carbon atoms in their 

alkyls <Wisniewski, 1990>. These compounds exhibit the best 

adsorption at the interface. 

Thus, only in some systems the the highest extraction rates are 

obtained for extractants having the strongest interfacial activity. 

This proves the complexity of the problem and suggests that the 

interfacial activity is only one of several important parameters 

influencing the rate of metal extraction with hydrophobic 

extractants . More data are necessary to obtain better information 

upon the effect of extractant structure on its interfacial 

activity, the kinetics and the mechanism of metal extraction. 

Our mathematical and physicochemical approach to this problem 

was presented in our previous works <Szymanowski et al, 1987-1990). 

They demonstrate that the interfacial tension data support only 

s uch a version of the interfacial process, in which the extractant 

molecules are preadsorbed at the interface . These adsorbed 

molecules react at the interface with the metal ions in a quick 

step , and in the rate determining step occuring in the aqueous 

film near the interface the intermediate 1: 1 complex reacts with 

an extractant molecule present in the aqueous layers. However, the 

interfacial tension data do not give any evidence that metal 

extraction with hydrophobic extractants occurs according to the 

i nterfacial mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT 
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The metal complex formation at liquid-liquid interface was measured using 
the stopped flow r elaxation method for the microemulsion system including Cu (Ill 
benzoylacetone and Aerosol-OT. The interfacial reaction is, in appearance, similar 
to the reaction processes in aqueous phase. The rate of Cu(ll} extraction with 
benzoylacetone was discussed by focussing on the interfacial reaction : 

INTRODUCTION 

In solvent extraction of metals, the reaction to yield metal complexes can 

proceed in three domains;the aqueous stagnant film near the interface, the 

aqueous bulk phase, and the interface itself. The metal solvent extraction pro

cess is described in terms of the solvent ligand flow, whose equivalent circuit 

is shown in Fig.1. The solvent in the organic bulk phase is transferred to the 

interface by diffusing through the organic stagnant film and then reacts with 

metal through three routes .. The neutral metal complex is back-extracted to the 

original organic phase. The resistances of each step, R's, have been formulated 

elsewhere {Harada et al. 1986}. 

One of the most important systems, where the extraction is controlled by 

the reaction processes, is the metal extraction with chelating agents. The key 

factor determining the main reaction location for metal complex format ion is the 

distribution of chelating agents to the aqueous phase. When the agent is soluble 

in the aqueous phase, the metal complex is mainly formed in the aqueous stag

nant film and / or the aqueous bulk phase. The interface itself is also important 

as providing the reaction location of complex formation. When the chelating 

agents are less soluble in the aqueous phase, the interfacial reaction mainly 

takes place . [Flett,et ai.,1973,Komasawa et ai.,1980,Harada et al.,l989] . 

The reaction process in homogeneous phase can be experimentally elucidated 

by some method such as relaxation technique. If the rates are determined, the 

resistances, Rf, Rf, Rf and Rb, shown in Fig. 1 can be estimated theoretically at 

present. Whereas, the interfacial process is difficult to be understood due to 

lack of direct method of observation. 

In this work, we discuss some characteristics of the interfacial reaction con

cerning classical chelating agent, benzoylacetone. First, the nature of the inter-
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facial reaction is discussed based on the experimental result on the reaction in 

reversed microemulsion system. Secondly, the role of interfacial reaction in the 

copper extraction is discussed using the above result. 

Orgbulk 
phase 

rHRJ• 

Ro 

1 Aq .lilm_,. 
, [HRJ, Rt 
/ 

Interlace 

Aq bulk 
phase 

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit of extraction 

2 KINETICS OF INTERFACIAL REACTION 

k1~2000 dm3/mols, 

ka~Sl s-l,ka1 -~l.Sxlo10dm3/mols 

k2~1.1x109 dm3 /mols 

Fig. 2 Reaction processes in aqueous 
phase 

The kinetics of Cu (II) complex formation in aqueous phase has been exten

sively studied for classical S-diketones,e. g., benzoylacetone (Harada et al, 1983a) 

The reaction scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The rate of CuR+formation, 

rcuR=keff( [ HR]-[ H+] [CuR+] I K [ Cu2+]) 

keff = k,LCu2+]+ka/(1+k' a[H+] /k2[cu2+]), 
(1) 

determines the formation of the neutral complex, CuR2. Here, [ ] represents the 

concentration.Benzoylacetone is composed of enol- and keto-forms, but only 

enol-form is taken into account, because the reaction processes concerned with 

keto form are much slower than those of enol-form. 

In order to elucidate the role of the interfacial reaction, we must select a 

system in which the interfacial area to volume ratio is extraordinarily large . 

Such case is realized in reversed microemulsion system of W /0 type. In this 

system, we can apply the relaxation method of the stopped flow type to observ

ing the reaction course of the complex formation. The microemulsion system, 

sodium di-2ethylhexyl sulfosuccinate(AOT) In-heptane/aqueous solution with 

NaCI04 and Cu2+ was used for the relaxation experiment. The microemulsion 

phase involving benzoylacetone and NaCI04 aqueous solution was instanteneously 

mixed with the microemulsion which contained GuCI04 in NaCI04 aqueous solu

tion and was free from benzoylacetone. The absorbance at wave length 360nm 

was observed to detect the copper complexes. The experiment was performed at 

the condition,Vw[Cu2+]i » V0 [HRli and 25°C. Here, [Cu2+] and Vw are the mean 

concentration of copper ion in the water pools of the microemulsion droplets and 

the volume of the water pools. [HR] and V0 are the HR-concentration in n-hep

tane phase and its volume . The overbar represents the species in the oil phase. 



The subscript i represents the initial state. It was confirmed that the time 

course of the absorbance change was of linear process. From this, the overall 

reaction constant kov is determined. 
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The production rate of the copper complex is described by Eq. ( 2), if the 

reactions in the water pools of the microemulsion droplets control the complex 

formation. 

Mass balance of the ligand group is approximated by Eq.(3),because HR dis

solved in the water pool is low enough to be neglected. 

(3) 

Here, CR is the total concentration of the ligand group which is equal to the 

concentration initially charged to the oil phase. The equilibrium absorbancesob

served in the relaxation experiments at constant [HRli increased as [Cu2+]j 

increased, approaching a saturated value. This result means that V w [CuR+] > > 

2V0 [CuR21· From Eqs.(2) and (3), the overall rate constant for CuR+ formation 

is written as 

E is the equilibrium absorbance and Es is the saturated absorbance. The k0 v 

values observed are independent of [AOT] and are proportional to (Vw/V0 ). 

Figure 3 shows the k0 v(V 0 /VwHE/Esl values against [Cu2+Ji· The dotted curve 

is calculated from Eq. (4) with the rate constants which has been determined in 

the experiment for the homogeneous reaction in the aqueous phase. The calcu-

lated value is much smaller than the observed ones, suggesting the importance 

of the interfacial reaction. 

Strong electrostatic potential near the interface is imposed in the water 

pool of a microemulsion droplet due to presence of charged wall comprizing of 

anionic AOT. The Debye's screening length is 4 to 5 A. Then, almost all Cu2+ 

are localized near the periphery of the droplet. A benzoyl acetone molecule 

outside the droplet thrusts its polar head group in Cu-rich shell zone due to 

thermal fluctuation(see F~g.4). The contribution of the reaction in this shell 

to the overall reaction is described as 

Aoks [HR]*{Cu2+]eff = Ywks[HR]*[Cu 2+J (5) 

if the reaction in reverse direction is neglected. Here, A is the total area of 

water pools and o is the length of benzoylacetone head group, which is nea.rly 

equal to the Debye's length. [ Cu2+] eff is the effective concentration in the 

water pool shell zone,i.e., Yw[Cu2+]/(AoL [Cu2+]being the mean concentration 

in the water pool. [HR]* is the HR-concentration in the shell zone. 
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Fig. 3 Overall reaction constant of 
complex formation in micro
emulsion system 

Fig. 4 l llustration of the ion distri 
bution in a microemulsion 
droplet 

Using Eq. (5), the overall reaction rate constant is described as 

k0 v= (ksF[Cu2+]+keffiPHRl (Vw!V0 ) (Es/E) 

F = [HR]*i[HR] 

Note that the overall reaction rate is proportional to Vw/V0 , in contrast with 

the case of usual interfacial reaction, where the rate is proportional to A/V0 • 

The experimental results shown in Fig.3 are fitted by Eq. (6) with 

(6) 

(7) 

(B) 

The water structure near the periphery of a microemulsion droplet is destroyed 

due to broken hydrogen bonds between water molecules. The lower polarity and 

dielectric constant of these water molecules possibly lower the HR- dissociation 

near the periphery. Then, the direct reaction between the anchored H R of un

dissociated form and Cu2+ may dominate the CuR+ formation, i.e., the reaction 

rate constant ks takes similar value to k,. The k1 value is 2000dm3mol-ls- 1 in 

aqueous solution and is close to Eq.(B) if assuming F=l. It is,therefore, con

cluded that the interfacial reaction is, in appearance, similar to that in a homo

geneous phase. 

3 EXTRACTION RATE OF Cu(ll) 

The rate of Cu (II) extraction with benzoyl acetone in benzene solution has 

been measured using the Lewis cell [Harada et al., 1983b]. Some of the experi 

mental results are shown in Fig.S.The resistances Rf,Rf,Rf,and Rb can be 

evaluated with the aids of the kinetic data of complex formation in aqueous 

phase. The mass transfer resistances R0 and R0 werealso determined from mass 

transfer experiment. Among these, the important resistances to be considered 
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were found to be Rf and R0 • These resistances are also shown in Fig.5. The 

extraction rate can be described in terms of these resistances[Harada,et al, 1986]: 

-- + 2 
[P (R+R )]-1([HR] _ [CuRz]b[H ls ) 

HR 0 s KexrRRls[Cu2+]s 

1 /R = 1 /Rf+1 /R 5 , 1 /(PHRRsl=(oF) ks[Cu 2+Js, 

Rf = (1+K- 1lcoth I;; /(kw/;; l.kw/;; =[keffD(1+K-1Jl 112 

'V 
K = K[Cu2+Js/[H+Js 

1 / ( PHRR0 )=k0 Kex[ HR] s[ Cu2+] sf [ H+] s 

(9) 

( 1 0) 

Here, k0 and kw represent the mass transfer coefficients in the organic and 

aqueous phases. D is the diffusion coefficient in the aqueous phase , and Kex 

the overall extraction constant. The subscripts s and b represent the values at 

the interface and in the bulk phase. The observed extraction rates are not ex

plained by considering the resistances, R0 and Rf, only, suggesting the impor

tance of the interfacial resistance Rs. The Rs value can be evaluated from the 
0 

value shown in Eq. (8) by assuming that o = 7A, and is shown in Fig.5. The 

extraction rate j calculated from Eqs. ( 9) and ( 1 0) with the R0 , Rf and Rs values 

is shown as the solid curves in Fig. 5. The calculated values explain well the 

observed results. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

1) The interfacial reaction rate can be directly measured by using microemul 

system. 

2) The rate constant for the reaction between the undissociated benzoylacetone 

and copper ion is nearly equal to that in the aqueous phase, if the concent

ration of benzoylacetone in the interfacial zone is assumed to be equal to 

that in the organic phase. 

3) The rate of extraction of copper from the aqueous phase to the organic 

phase can be evaluated theoretically by using the interfacial reaction rate 

observed. 
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ROLE OF INTERFACE IN THE KINETICS OF SYNERGIC EXTRACTION OF NICKEL(II) - DITHIZONE 
- 1, 10- PHENANTHROLINE COMPLEX 

H. WATARAI, K. SASAKI AND K. TAKAHASHI 
Department of Chemistry, Akita University, Akita 010, Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The role of the interface in the kinetic mechanism of the synergistic 

extraction of nickel(II) with dithizone(HDz) and 1,10- phenanthroline(phen) or 
4, 7-diphenyl -1,10-phenanthroline(DPP) into chloroform was studied at 25~ by 
means of a high- speed stirring apparatus installing a photodiode-array 
spectrophotometer. From the concentration dependence of HDz and phen or DPP on 
t he initial extraction rates of NiDz zphen and NiDzzDPP, the rate-controlling 
s teps for the extraction under higher concentration of HDz were found to be 
the formation processes of Niphen"+ and NiDPP"+ in a bulk aqueous phase and at 
interface, respectively. Under higher concentration of phen or DPP than that of 
HDz, the formation of intermediate complexes at interface, probably NiDzphenz+ 
and NiDzDPP z+, were suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 

An i mportance of interfacial phenomena in extraction kinetics under the 
vigorously agitated conditions has been demonstrated by our previous studies 
fo r s ome representative chelate extraction and ion- association extraction 
systems. The most significant interfacial phenomena affecting the rate of 
che late extraction were elucidated to be the interfacial adsorption of a ligand 

and the interfacial formation of a mono-complex (Watarai and Freiser, 1983; 
Watarai e t al., 1986). As for ion-association systems, the interfacial adsorp
tion of an ion- pair was the characteristic interfacial phenomena (Watarai and 

Shibuya, 1989; Watarai et al., 1990). In the present study, in order to assess 
the role of the interface in the synergistic extraction system, which is the 
t hird group of the representative solvent extraction systems, the kinetic 
mechanisms of the systems of Ni(II) - HDz - phen and Ni(II) -HDz - DPP were investi 
ga t ed by the use of the high- speed stirring cell. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2. 1 Chemicals 

Dithizone was purified by a back extraction from its chloroform solution 

with ammonia water and by the following neutralization with sulfuric acid. Phen 
and DPP, both reagent grade, were used as purchased. The stock solution of 
nickel(II) was prepared by dissolving nickel(!!) sulfate hexahydrate. The 
aqueous phases used in the extraction experiments were buffered by 0.006M 
ace tate solution and the ionic strength was maintained at 0.1 by the addition 
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of sodium sulfate. Chloroform was purifi ed by washing three times with equal 

volume of water prior to use. 

2.2 Kinetic measurement 

The extraction rate of the mixed ligand complex and the back extraction rate 

of phen with Ni(II) ion solution were measured by means of the high- speed 

stirring apparatus. In the present study, a photodiode- array uv-vis detector, 

Shimazu SPD- M6A, was also employed, taking the place of the single wavelength 

detector, Jacso UVIDEC 430A. 

The procedure of the measurements of the extraction rate was as follows ; 

the extraction was initiated by an injection of nickel(II) solution into the 

agitated mixture of 45ml aqueous buffer solution and 50ml HDz in chloroform 

containing phen or DPP at the stirring rate of 4700rpm in almost all cases. 

From the dispersed mixture, the organic phase was contenuously separated by 

means of a Teflon phase separator and it was circulated through the flow cell 

installed in the detector. The data of the absorbance or spectra were recorded 

in a micro- computer with a constant acquisition rate. 

The adduct formation rate in organic phase was measured by means of a 

stopped flow spectrophotometer, Photal RA -401, by mixing the two chloroform 

solutions of NiDz 2 and phen. 

All the kinetic measurements were made at 25.0 ± 0.1~. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Adduct formation rate 

The reaction between NiDz2 and phen in chloroform was rather fast and 

therefore the stopped-flow technique was required for the measurements. The 

rate constant for the reaction was determined as 1. 74 x 10 5 M- •s - •. 
3.2 Reaction of Ni 2

+ with phen 

The consumption rate of phen in organic phase caused by the reaction with 

nickel(II) ion in aqueous phase was measured at the varing concentration of 

phen. The initial rates were proportional to the phen concentration. From the 

results, the rate constant for the formation of Niphen 2
+ in aqueous phase was 

determined as 6. 79 x 10 3 M- •s - •. 

3.3 Extraction rate of NiDz2phen 

The kinetic runs of the extraction observed at 520nm which was the maximum 

absorption wavelength of NiDz 2phen showed different profiles depending upon the 

relative concentration of phen to HDz as can be seen in Fig.1; when [phen] < 

[HDz], the extraction was slow but smooth with respect to time, wherease, when 

[phen]>[HDz], i t showed a fast extraction step in the initial stage and the 

following slow extraction step from the middle of the extraction process . From 

the initial stage, the initial extraction rate r 0
, defined by (d[NiDz 2phen] o 

/ dt), =o, was obtained after the correction of the overlapped absorbance of the 
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free HDz in the organic phase. The values of r 0 were increased with increase in 

both phen and HDz concentrations. However, the increase in HDz concentration 

higher than that of phen resulted in a saturation in the value of r 0
• 

3.4 Extraction rate of NiDz zDPP 

Th e extraction profiles in the DPP system also depended on the relative 

concentration of DPP to HDz as in the case of phen. The initial extraction rate 

was, however, much lower than that of the phen system. It increased almost 

linearly with increase in the DPP concentration. In higher concentration of HDz 

than that of DPP, i t showed no dependence on the HDz concentration. 

3. 5 Formation of intermediate complex 

The stopping of the stirring on the way of the extraction which was conducted 

under the condition of [phen] >[HDz] caused a significant increase in the 

absorbance at 520nm. However, the stopping after the equilibration did show 

only a little raise in the absorbance. These results suggested strongly the 

existance of an interfacial species which was formed as an intermediate. The 

concentration of HDz incorporated in the interfacial species was calculated as 

a function of time from the observed concentrations of NiDz zphen and the free 
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Fig. 1. The examples of the kinetic runs corresponding to the extraction of 
NiDz 2 phen. The upper figure refers to the result in [ phen] <[HDz], and the lower 
one to that in [phen]> [HDz]. 
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HDz in organic phase and the total concentration of HDz added initially. The 
calculated results demonstrated clearly the formation of the interfacial 

complex. The maximum concentration of the interfacial complex increased with 
increase in the phen concentration and with increase in the stirring speed. In 
the systems of DPP also, an existence of interfacial comlex was suggested. The 
most probable species as the intermediates were considered to be NiDzphen2 + and 
NiDzDPP 2+ . 

3.6 Extraction mechanism 
The extraction rate of NiDz 2 which was controlled by the formation rate 

constant of NiDz +, 5.97 x 10 3 M- 1 s- 1
, was much slower than the adduct formation 

rate in the organic phase and even slower than the formation rate of Niphen+ in 
aqueous phase. Therefore, the synergistic effect on the initial extraction rate 
was assumed to be governed by the formation of Niphen+ complex in aqueous phase, 
which rate constant was determined as 6. 79 x 10 3 M- •s - •. This mechanism could 

satisfactorily explain the concentration effect of HDz and phen on the initial 

extraction rate. In the DPP system also, the rate-controlling step was suggested 
to be the formation rate of NiDPP+. It has been shown, however, that this 

reaction occurs at interface with the rate constant of 6.4 x 10 3 M- •s - •, 
different from the case of phen. 
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ABSTRACT 
Gallium(!!!) and aluminum(!!!) extraction from acidic 

sulfate solutions with D2EHPA in kerosene and stripping with 
H2S04 from loaded D2EHPA have been studied and discussed in terms 
of potential Ga/Al separation, based on different extraction as 
well as stripping rates of the two metals. The results have shown 
that such separation is possible. The effect on separation of 
D2EHPA concentration, pH, and sulfate concentration during 
extraction and aqueous acidity during stripping is considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

The solvent extraction of Ga(III) and its separation from 

other metals has attracted significant attention in recent years 

due to the extensive use of gallium in electronics. Gallium 

separation is a challenging task since its concentration is 

usually quite low. For a given extraction system and conditions, 

separation can be achieved based upon different distribution 

coefficients of metals or upon their different extraction and/or 

stripping rates. 

Di-2-ethyl-hexyl phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) is a well-known 

extractant for metals. Levin et al. (1968) have investigated the 

extraction behaviour of Ga(III) with several alkylphosphoric 

extractants from various acidic media, including D2EHPA and 

sulfuric acid solutions. Sato et al. (1978) have reported that 

Al(III) is extracted slowly with D2EHPA from such medium. Hence, 

it seems possible that these two, similar-in-properties, metals 

can be separated using their different rates with D2EHPA. 

The subject of the present study is the potential for Ga/Al 

separation from acidic sulfate solutions using D2EHPA based on 

their different extraction and stripping rates. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Extractant solutions of D2EHPA (BDH Chemicals, reagent 

grade) in kerosene (Fisher Scientific) were prepared. All 
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inorganic chemicals were of analytical grade. Gallium(III) and 

Al(III) solutions were prepared from their sulfate salts. The 

total sulfate concentration was varied with addition of Na2S04 • 

Acidity was adjusted using HN03 , with appropriate NaN03 addition 

to maintain constant ionic strength for all experiments. 

All extraction and stripping experiments were performed in 

separatory funnels agitated on a wrist-action shaker at 0/A ratio 

= 1 and at room temperature. For the equilibrium tests funnels 

were left on the shaker for more than 24 hours in order to assure 

that equilibrium had been achieved. 

Metal concentrations were determined by atomic absorption 

spectroscopy - in the aqueous phase - directly, and in the 

organic phase - after complete stripping with 15 wt.% H2S04 and 

analyzing the strip solution. The results for both phases were 

consistent with the mass-balance requirements. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction eguilibrium and Ga/Al separation 

The relationship between the logarithm of the distribution 

3.0 Log D 
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0'-_..._ _ _._ _ __. __ _.___ _ __. 
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Fig. 1. Ga(III) and Al(III) extn., 
equilibrium. 10 vol % D2EHPA, 
[Gallnit= 0.006 M; [Alllnlt= 0.006 M 

coefficient (D) and pH 

for Ga(III) and Al(III) at 

the same concentration of 

D2EHPA is given on Fig. 1. 

As expected, the slope of 

both lines is n = 3, 

according to the overall 

reaction- eqn(1), and 

based on it- eqn(2), 

where K is the apparent 

equilibrium constant of 

the extraction reaction 

and [ (HR) 2 ] orq is the free 

extractant concentration 

(as dimer) : 

(n+s) /2 (HR) 2,orq -- MeR,. sHR orq + nH+ aq (1) 

lg D lg K + (n+s) /2 lg [ (HR) 2 larq + n pH (2) 

For Al(III) Sato and Nakamura (1975) have founds = 3 and for 

Ga(III) Inoue et al. (1988) have reported s = 1, a value which has 
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been confirmed by our own studies on Ga(III) extraction from 

sulfate solutions. From the results on Fig. 1 it is possible to 

calculate what separation factor, S = D~/Du, can be achieved for 

given experimental conditions. For our particular case S = 1.88. 

This value, which is rather small, indicates that no significant 

Ga/Al separation can be obtained when equilibrium for both metals 

is established. Based on eqn. (2) and the values of n and s for 

Ga(III) and Al(III) it follows that S will be expected to 

decrease as [ (HR) 2 ] orq increases. 

3.2 Extraction kinetics and Ga/Al separation 

Experiments were carried out with sulfate solutions of high 

Al and low Ga initial concentrations - [All 1 n1t = 1850 ppm , 

[Gal 1n1t = 210 ppm. The 
Ga and AI In org. phase, ppm 

SOO D2EHPA 

400 

300 

* Ga 6vot'.ll + 
1:>. AI 6vot'.ll 

a Ga 20 val '.II 
+AI 20\'d'.ll 

10 16 20 26 30 
Time, min 

Fig. 2. Effect of D2EHPA concn. 
pH = 1.50 I [S04]T = 0.1 M 

effects of D2EHPA , pH, 

and the total sulfate 

concentration on the rates 

of extraction are shown on 

Fig. 2 - 4. In order to 

estimate the degree of 

Ga/Al separation, a time

dependent parameter -

separation ratio, s~t' is 

defined and the values 

calculated from the 

experimental data are 

given in Table 1. The 

results demonstrate that 

gallium is loaded in the organic phase much faster than aluminum. 

This is clearly the case at low extractant concentration (Fig. 2) 

and accordingly high values of S~t are obtained (Table 1, a). 

When the extractant concentration is high, the separation ratios 

achieved (Table 1, d) are much lower due to the restrictions on 

further increase in the extraction rate of Ga following from its 

low initial concentration in the aqueous phase. 

Lowering pH of the aqueous phase leads to marked decrease in 

the extraction rates of both metals (Fig. 3). The effect, 

however, is greater in case of gallium and, as a result, S~t 

drops (Table 1, c). 

It is known that Ga(III) and Al(III) form sulfate complexes, 

thus decreasing the concentration of free metal cations which are 
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200 
Go and AI In org. phase. ppm 

60 

* Ga (pH•1.60) 
A AI (pH•1.60) 

+ Ga (pHo0.86) 
D AI (pH•0.85) 

10 16 20 26 30 
Time, min 

Fig. 3. Effect of pH. 5 vol % D2EHPA 

the species taking place 

in the extraction 

reaction. Therefore, the 

amount of sulfate is an 

important factor for 

extraction equilibrium and 

kinetics of the two 

metals. Results for 

Ga(III) and Al(III) 

extraction from solution 

with increased total 

sulfate concentration 

([S04 )T = 0.6 M) are given 

on Fig. 4 and compared 

with those reported on Fig. 2 for otherwise the same conditions. 

The extraction rates for both metals decrease with increasing 

[S04 )T for reasons indicated above, but more importantly, SR,t 

remains virtually the same (Table 1, b). This implies that both 

rates are equally affected by the sulfate complexation and 

therefore it should not be a major parameter with regard to the 

200
GaandAIInorg. phasa,ppm Ga/Al separation. The 

observed differences in the 

160 

100 

60 

0 
0 6 10 16 20 25 30 

Time, min 

Fig. 4. Effect of sulfate concn. 
pH= 1.50, 5 vol% D2EHPA 

extraction kinetics of 

Ga(III) and Al(III) with 

D2EHPA can be explained 

with the different ligand 

exchange rates for the two 

metals. In aqueous 

solutions their small and 

highly charged cations are 

hydrated - [Ga (H20) d 3+, 
[Al (H20 ) d 3+, and during the 

extraction reaction water 

ligands are substituted 

with those of the extractant in a number of consecutive steps 

with one of them being rate-controlling. It is known that the 

rate of ligand exchange (homogeneous kinetics) depends mostly on 

the nature of the metal cation and to a lesser extent on the 

particular ligand. The water exchange rate constants for Ga(III) 

and Al(III) are- kc. = 1.82x10 3 s-1
, kA1 = 1.7x10-1 s-1 (Fiat and 

Connick, 1968). They differ significantly and therefore it can be 
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expected the actual extractant ligand - inorganic ligand exchange 

rate for Ga(III) to be greater than the one for Al(III). 

TABLE 1 

Separation ratios, s~., calculated from the exp.data on Fig.2-5, 

defined as ([Ga]/[All)orq,t/([Ga]/[Al]).q,init- for extraction, 

and ([Ga]/[Al]).q,t/([Ga]/[Al]) 0 rq,init- for stripping. 

Time extraction stripping 

(min) a b c d e f 

0.5 80.0 72.9 42.3 9. 8 33.8 15.0 

1.5 73.3 67.7 39.8 7.5 17.9 8.5 

4. 0 58.7 58.7 27.0 5.9 10.1 5.1 

9.0 36.7 28.3 15.7 4. 8 6.3 3.4 

15.0 25.1 28.4 15.1 4.2 4. 7 2.6 

25.0 18.7 18.0 11.4 3.7 

conditions: a b c d e f 

D2EHPA vol% 5 5 5 20 5 5 

pH 1. 50 1. 50 0.85 1.50 

[S04] T M 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1 

H2S04 M 0.85 1.69 

3.3 Stripping kinetics and Ga/Al separation 

Separation of Ga and Al can also be achieved based on 

Ga end AI In eq. phase. ppm 
300 

250 ?" 
200 

ltiO 

100 

* * sull. acid * Ga 1.6Q M 
+ Ga 0.85 M 

4 8 
Time, min 

12 16 

Fig. 5. Effect of acidity on stripping 
rate of Ga and Al. 5 vol % D2EHPA, 
[Galinit,orq = 248 ppm, [Allinit,orq = 400 
ppm 

their different stripping 

rates - results for two 

H2S04 concentrations 

(stripping reagent) are 

given on Fig. 5. They show 

that Ga is stripped 

considerably faster than 

Al and both rates increase 

with the acidity. For Ga, 

under the particular 

conditions, the effect 

cannot be clearly 

demonstrated since its 

stripping is already fast 

and complete at the lower 

acidity. Increasing the 
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acid concentration, in this case, serves only to increase the 

stripping rate of aluminum and that results in lower separation 

ratios (Table 1, f). Therefore, better separation of gallium can 

be achieved at lower acidities where Ga is still stripped fast 

enough while the aluminum stripping remains slow. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that gallium can be separated from 

aluminum in their mixed acidic sulfate solutions by solvent 

extraction with D2EHPA based on the significantly different 

extraction rates of the two metals. This is explained 

qualitatively with the different water exchange rates for Ga(III) 

and Al(III). Better separation ratios can be obtained at lower 

D2EHPA concentration and higher pH but they appear not to be 

affected by the concentration of sulfates in the aqueous phase. 

Further Ga/Al separation can be achieved based on their different 

stripping rates with H2S04 solutions from loaded D2EHPA. 

Maximum separation ratio can be achieved when the 

concentrations of D2EHPA for extraction, and H2S04 for stripping 

are sufficiently low that, transfer rates for gallium will still 

be fast, while those for aluminum remain slow. 
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STUDIES OK MECHANISM OF EXTRACTION OF IRON(IIl) FROM SULFATE SOLUTION AND 
STRIPPING WITH SULFURIC ACID BY FT-IR AND LASER LIGHT SCATTERING SPECTROMETRY 
I.HDEHP OR RHH2 AS EXTRACTANT WITH OCTANE AS DILUENT 

LIU HUIZHOU* , YU SHUQIU AND CHEN JIAYOHG 
(Inst itute of Cheaical Metallurgy, Academia Sinica. P.O . Box353,Bei ji ng, China) 

WEHG SHIFU AND WU JINGUANG 
(Departaent of Chemistry, Peking University, Beijing, China) 

ABSTRACT: 
Through the investigation of the two typical extractant systems by FT-IR 

and Laser Light Scattering Spectroaetry and aeasureaents of coaposition and 
water content in the extracted organic phase, it was found that iron(III) 
is ext racted mainly in unhydrated for• by HDEHP and in hydrated fora by RNH2. 
It also indicates that extraction of iron(III) with HDEHP is through the 
formation of reverse micelle in organic phase and with RNH2 is through the 
microe•ulsion of water in oil type. The size of reverse vesicle was found 
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larger than the size of aicroeaulsion and it also indicated the i•portance of 
t he role of water in the extraction process . The HDEHP in inert solvent is in 
dimer form H2A2 and it will partially convert to •onoaer fora during extraction. 
The stripping of iron by sulfuric acid is through a process of destruction of 
the reverse •icelle in HDEHP syste• and is not through the destruction of the 
w/o e•ulsion in RNH2 systea. The RNH2 acts as RNH3• cation surfactant in 
sulfuric acid and microeaulsion is stable. The dependency of rate of extraction 
on hydrat ion of iron(Ill) and extractant concentrations in both HDEHP and RKH2 
systems has been conf i r•ed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP) and priaary aaine (RMH2J are 

extractant with wide applications(Alguacid and Aaer, 1986: Blake, et al . ,1958: 

Sato and Haka•ura, 1971.). Although iron(Ill) in sulfuric acid can be extracted 

with HDEHP or RNH2, the stripping of extracted Fe(III) with sulfuric acid 

in HDEHP syste• is different in a nuaber of ways fro• the stripping of iron in 

RNH2 syste•. The kinetic studies on extraction have also indicated that the rate 

of the extraction of Fe(III) with RNH2 is higher than that with HDEHP(Catteral 
and Peverill, 1970; Coleaan and Roddy,1971; Seeley and Crouse, 1971.) . But there 

is very little infor•ation on the behaviour and characteristics of this nature. 

In order to understand the extraction •echanisa of iron(III) fro• sulfuric acid 

by HDEHP and RHH2 respectively, the extracted organic phase is studied in 
present work. 

The project was supported by HHSF of China. 

*: To who• correspondence should be addressed. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL: 

A aechanical electric shaker was used to aix aqueous and organic phase. 

HDEHP used was purified by copper salt aethod. Priaary aaine (N1923) used in 

this sudy with foraula RR'CHNH2 and a total nuaber of carbon atoas 19 to 23, 

was purified by distillation aethod. The octane of cheaical purity grade was 

used as diluent. The other cheaicals used were of analyti cal grade. Fe(llll 

was analysed by titration with potassiua dichroaate solution. The concentration 

of acid was deterained by titration with NaOH solution or pH of a solution was 

aeasured by a pH meter. The water content was deterained by Carl Fischer 

titration with a aicrocoulometric detector. FT-IR spectra of organic phase was 

recorded with Nicolet 71998 FT-IR spectroaeter. KBr windows was used. The 

absolute scattered intensity was measured at scattering angl e 90" . An Ar Laser 

was operated at 488 na with an output power in the 200-400 aW range. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

3.1 Ueterminatinn_of_water_content_of_organic_~base_and_stri~2in&_of _iton1llll 

ftom_loaded_ot&anic_2hase_witb_sulfutic_acid_salutionl 
In this work, octane was the only diluent used in organ ic phase. The 

results shov that the water content of organic phase is strongly dependent 

on the initial acidity in the HDEHP systel as shown in Table 1 and on the 

concentration of pri1ary a1ine in the N1923 systea as shown in Fis.1 

respectively. 

TABLE 1 

The co1position of organic phase of HDEHP(5X)-octane systea 

in contact with aqueous phase with different acidity 

aqueous acidity equilibriu1 organic phase 
(pH) (mol/dl3 ) Fe(1ol/d13 ) H20(mol/d13 ) 

I I 0.0044 

2 0.0568 0.0528 

0.28 0.0336 0.0124 

0.5 0.0236 0.0073 

5 0.0209 0.0027 

Aqueous phase: Fe 3 ·=4-5 g/ dl 3
• 

3.2 ET=lR_s2ectra_of_or&anic_2basel 

Fe/H20 

1.1 

2.7 

3. 2 

7.7 

Effect of addition of diluent and amine on the FT-lR spectra of extracted 

species in loaded organic phase in HDEHP system was shown in Table 2. It can be 

seen that the presence of P=O stretching band at 1229 em-• , the OH st retching 

band at 2337 ca-• and [P-0] -C stretching band at 1036 cm- 1 in the spectra of 

diluent solution of HDEHP. However. in the spectra of amine salt of HDEHP. the 
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absorption band of OH stretching disappears, and P=O stretching is shifted to low 

f requency of 1197 em-•, which is assigned to Poo- asymmetric stretching. A similar 

result was obtained with loaded organic phase from iron(III) sulfate solution 

as shown in fig. 2. It is reasonable to consider that HDEHP exists predoainantly 

as ion-associated species in this two cases. 

1.00 

j 
0.00 

~ 

0.00 

/ 

/ 
/ 

~ 
N 
N 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 

ff'.l1923l ma&.U 

Fig.1. Compar ison of H20 content 
in organic phase of N1923-octane. 
Aqueous Phase: 
•: laollda3 H2SO •• Fe3 ·=0glda3

: 

e: laolldm 3 H2so •• Fe 3 ·=5g/da3
: 

6: pH=2, no Fe 3 •; 

() : pH =2 , Fe 3 ·=5g/da3 • 

TABLE 2. 

1280 1220 1 160 
'oiAVE!iUJ'\ BE.RS (c!r.-\) 

Fis.2. Effect of H2SO. on deconvoluted 
bands of P=O and Poo- in HDEHP(5X)~octane 
systea. 
1. no reaction with water solution: 
2. laol/da 3 H2so •• Fe 3 ·=0g/da3

: 

3. laol/da3 H2SO •• Fe 3 ·=4g/da3
• 

The effect of diluent and aaine on FT-IR spectra of HDEHP(ca-• ) 

HDEHP HDEHP(5X) HDEHP Assi&naent 

pure aaine salt 

1029.6(vs) 1035.7(vs) 1058.8(vs) v P-0-C, ~POo-

1230.5(vs) 1228.6(vs) 1196.7(vs) v P=O 

1687 .6(s) I I 6 OH 

2306.6(s) 2336.5(vv) I v OH 

Table 3 shows the FT-IR spectra of extracted species in organic phase 

loaded in H1923 systea. The presence of a band in the region 3300--3500 ca-• 

allows one to confira the presence of water in the loaded organic phase. The 

infrared spectrua of RNH2 in octane shows the HH2 asyaaetrical bending band 

at 1614 em-• and the NH2 syaaetrical bending band at 799 ca-•, which are 

ascribed to the presence of aonoaer. In the FT-IR spectra of extracted species 

froa aqueous ferric sulfate solution, the NH2 bending bands disappear and 

1610 ca-• and 1510 ca-• peaks of NHs· in organic phase were observed. The 

position of peaks of NHa· change slightly with the increasing of sulfuric acid 

concentration. It is reasonable to consider that Hl923 exists predominantly 

as cation species RNHa· in loaded organic phase and does not attach directly to 

ironiiiiJ. Simultaneously, coaparison of the FT-IR spectra of extracted species 
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with aqueous solution of Ha2SO •• the infrared spectra shows that the S0. 2
-

stretching bands are at 620 ca-• and 1107 ca-•, which are ascribed to the 

presence of free so.2- ions in aqueous solution. Siailarily, the absorption at 

617 ca-• and 1110 ca-• in the loaded organic phase fro• the extraction of aqueous 

ferric sulfate solution with pH=2 was investigated . The stretching bands at 601 , 

1134, 1192 ca-• were found in the loaded organic phase froa the extraction of 

extraction of Fe (llll solution with 1aol l da3 H2SO •. It seeas that the HSo.-

aay be foraed in the organic phase at high acid concentration. 

TABLE 3 
The effect of diluent and acid on FT-IR spectra of Hl923(ca-• ) 

H1923 H192300~) H 1923 (! 5~) H1923(8~J HazSO. Assignaent 

pure extracted Fe extracted Fe Solution 

with pH=2 with IN HzSO. 

601.5 •• so .. 2-

617.4 620 . 5 •• so. 2-

799.4 794 . 3 <I NHz 

1110.4 1106.5 ·~ so .. z-
1134.5 .l so .. 2-

1192. I ., so.2-

1582 . 1 1509.8 1510 . 1 <ls HH a • 

1614.2 1616.9 <I HHz 

1609.3 1604.5 1648.8 <l"'HH,..+<l H20 

p299 . 5 • NHz 

~368. 7 • IlHz 

3411.4 3426. 1 3429.0 v HzO 

3.3 Lasec_Ligbt_Scattecins_S2ectcosco2~~ 
The photoelectron count tiae correlation function was aeasureaent at 

scattering angle 90 with 64-channel digital correlator. Based on the diffus ion 

coefficient deduced froa autocorrelation function using the cuaulates aethod, 

the apparent aean hydrodynaaic radius, Rh was calculated fro• Einstein-Stokes 

equation as shown in Table 4 and 5. 

TABLE 4. 

Particle si ze obtained fro• correlation spectroscopy in the organic phase of 

HDEHP(5~)-octane systea · 

Species of Fe (II I) extracted fro• aqueous solution with different acidity 

before reaction I pH=2 I 0. 28(aollda 3 ) I 0. 5 (ao 1/da" ) I 5(aol/da3 

Rh(A I 1 41 I 2099 I 1340 I I 

Aqueous phase: Fe =4 g/da 3 

) 
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TABLE 5 

Aqueous phase: Fe = 5 g/da 3 

According to the results shown in Tables 4 and 5, the proposed structures 

of reverse aicelle or microeaulsion are shown in Figs.3 and 4 respectively. The 

species extracted in organic phase loaded with HDEHP contain no water, as called 

r everse micelle solutions. The extracted species in organic phase loaded by 

Nl923 contain solubilized water, as called water-in-oil microeaulsions. 

{ a ) (b ) 

Fig.3 . Model of reverse micelle in 
organic phase of the HDEHP-octane 
ex tracted system. 
(a) pH>2, reverse aicelte; 
(b) pH<l. reverse vesicle. 
e::::::::. : HDEHP 
0 :Fe 3

• 

() :H• 
<ll : oH-

Fig.4. Model of microeaulsion in 
organic phase of the N1923-octane 
extracted system. 
Ell-< :RKH,.· 
() :on-. so42-
• :H20, Fe"• 

3. 4 Mechanisa_of_extractloo_of_iron!llll_~ 

The quantitative treataent of liquid-liquid distribution has been studied 

widely . But the iaportance of the role of water in extraction process has not 

been auch studied and aany phenoaena observed remain unexplained. In this work, 

a relatively siaple model systea consisting of a reverse micelle systeas in 

equilibriua with an aqueous solution is considered. 

Therefore, with low pH in aqueous phase. it can be assuaed that the 

extraction reaction of Fe(Ill) by HDEHP may be expressed as follows: 

where n>3. 

(I) 
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~h en pH of an aqueous phase is relatively high, the foi lowing extracti 0n 

reaction is proposed : 

I,L l 

where a>2. 

The higher the initial acidity in aqueous phase, the larger the value of 

n and • are, which may lead to the different compositions of species extracted 

as reported in the literature(Yu and Chen, 1989). 

In the aeanwhile, the following extraction reactions are suggested for 

N1923-0ctane systea. 

At low sulfur ic acidity (pH>t ): 

(3) 

At high sulfuric acidity (pH <JJ: 

(4) 

The spectra and water content of Fe(llll loaded organic phase suggest that 

the coaplex formed contains not only the Fe(OH) unit, but also tbe Fe-0-Fe unit, 

wh ich the oxygen bridge coaes froa the water aolecule. 

The stripping reaction of Fe(III)-loaded HDEHP with high concentration 

sulfuric acid solution was studied. It was considered that the reverse aicelle 
have to be disintegrated during stripping . The stripping reaction of Fe(llll

loaded N1923 with sulfuric acid solution was also studied. The w/o aicroeaulsion 

in K1923 systea has no change probably after stripping. 
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ON DETERMINATION OF RATE PROCESS ES IN EXTRACTION FROM CONCENTRATION 
MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFUSING SPECIES 

TATSUO KANKI. TSUYOSHI ASANO. AKIHIRO TOMITA AND TAKEHIKO IGUCHI 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Himeji Institute of Technology 
2167 Shosha. Himeji, 671 -22 Japan 

ABSTRACT 
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For extraction of Cu(II) with acidic organophosphorus extractant. local 
concentrations of metal ion and its complex near the interface wer e measured by 
means of scanning light beam absorptimetry and the rate processes were discussed 
on the basis of the changes with time in concentrations near the interface. 
Wi th comparing the experimental data with the solutions to the diffusion 
equation. it was shown that the rate of reaction is extremely fast under usual 
conditions and the rate of extraction is controlled alone by the diffusional 
process. except in the very early s tage of the extraction. 

INT RODU CTION 

In t hi s and last decades. there have appeared many articles on kinetics and 

mechanism of meta l ex traction and some reliable extraction mod e l s have been 

proposed. In mo s t of the work. however . verifications of them have been made 

on the basis of the overall extraction rates measured with a stirred transfer 

cell whi ch includes complicated hydrodynamic effects. Here. on the extraction 

of divalent metal with acidic organophosphorus reagents. ex periment s were 

carried out with a static transfer ce ll and the spatial distributions of the 

diffusing s pecies near the interface were measured in time course of extraction 

by a scannin g light beam spectrophotometer. With the aid of exis iting reaction 

models. the problem of mass transport through the interface betwee n aqueous and 

organic phases was formulated and the rate processes were di scussed by comparing 

the mathematica l solutions for spatial and temporal species con centrations with 

lhe ex perimental result~. focus s ing on changes with time in co ncentrations of 

diffusing s pecies near the interface. 

1 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON RATE PROCESSES 

1. I Background of kinetic model for interfacial reaction 

The overall reaction equation at the interfacial zone for metal extraction 

with organophosphorus extractant (s imply HR) is given by , for dival ent metals, 

M2 ' + (2 +n) (HR) ;=e MR 2 (HR) n + 2W. with K. , =[MR 2 (HR) nJ [W )2/ [M 2 ' ] [HR J2'" (l) 

wher e n is 2 for Cu(II) and Co(II). and 4 for Ni (II). Koma zawa et al (1983) 
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extended the reaction model in the aqueous homogeneous phase presented by Eigen 

and Tamm (1962) to the interfacial reaction and proposed that the reaction 

occurs in th e two succeeding s teps; I) the hydrated M2' r eacts with a dimer 

species (HR) 2 to form M(H 20) , 2 ' 2R - and 2) this reacts with another free dimer 

(HR) 2 and i s dehydrated to form the stable complex MR 2 (HR) 2 (in the organic 

phase. the extractant molecules exist as the dimer species; K, m = 10 7 [cm 3 /mol]). 

They assumed that the latter dehydration reaction is the rat e det erminin g and 

derived the rate equation: 

(2) 

where K1 (;k; /~) is the equilibrium constant for reaction of step 1 and k;. k, 
are the rat e constants for reaction of step 2. related to the equilibrium 

constant as Kex . dm (:: [MR2 (HR) 2] [H'] 2/ [M2' ] [(HR) 2] 2)=12K1 ;'ii2. with i denoting the 

interfacial zone. They co nc luded that the rate of extraction is controlled by 

the interfacial reaction and obtained the values of rate constants. 

Later, Miyake et al. (1990) reported that the reaction proceeds in the follow

ing steps: Ia) the M2' r eacts with HR and lb) reacts in parallel with di ssoci

ated R- to form the intermediate 1:1 complex MR ' ' and 2) this reacts with a free 

R- and two HR species to form the final stable complex. They assumed that the 

former is the rate determining step and derived the rate equation in the form : 

R; i\1 [HR] ; [M2 • ] ; - k* (MR 2 (HR) 2l ; [H'] ; 2 I [HR] ; 3 • (3) 

where k1;k; ' tk; . K, / PHR [H' l ; . k*;k1!K. X (; r; ' K. X 1 ' Ke x 2+1\; b Ke x 1 b Kex d [H' l ; ). 

They concluded. in contrast to the above. that the interfacial reaction is very 

rapid compared with the rate of diffusion in the stagnant layer and the 

extraction is controlled by the diffusional process. 

1.2 Diffusion with interfacial reaction 

The solubility of HR in the aqueous phase is so small that the r eact ion 

proceeds mainly at the interface. and the concentrations CJ 's of the s pecies 

are governed by. neglecting the bulk transport. 

j; M. HR. MR 
a t 

with M. HR. MR denoting the species M2' . (HR) 2 • and MR 2 (HR) 2 • respectively. 

The initial and the infinite medium boundary conditions are 

CJ (z, 0) ;CJ 0 co>z>-co. z* 0. j= M. HR. MR 

CJ ( co,t) ;cJ 0 , t> 0. j;HR. MR 

CJ (-co,t) ;cJ 0 , t> o. j; M 

If there accumulate no species at the interface, hold the relations: 

D"" ·ac""/az- (2+n) D"" ·a c". ; a z;O. z=O. t > 0 

D" · a c" I a z DMR. a CMR / a z;O, z=O. t> 0 

(4) 

(5-a) 

(5-b) 

(5-c) 

(5-d) 

(5-e) 



To close this set of equations. another boundary condition which is direct ly 

related to the scheme of reaction at the interface i s requir ed. 
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ln either case of the ex isting models stated above. the rate equation can be 

expressed by the linear equation when [ (HR) 2 ] ~ [M 2 '] and [II'] is kept constant. 

and the r emaining boundary condition is given by 

z=O. t > 0 (6) 

The solutions for the concentration of species j are 

c d c"" = a· (.,;/d.JD~ ) · [erfc( I z I /2./D7t) 

-ex p (d 2 t+d I z I /2~) · erfc (dJt+ I z I /2./D7t)] + b (7) 

where d=.,; /~ + 'K;JD;;". and a=-1. b=l for j =M2 ', a=l. b=O for j=(HR) 2 • a=-2. 

b=cH P 0 /eM 0 for j=MR2 (HR) 2 . 

Wh en the rate of reaction is very rapid wh en compared with that of diffusion. 

the following equilibrium relation holds. in place of Eq. (6) 

z=O. t> 0 

with the di s tribution coefficient Kd (=: [MR 2 (HR) 2 ] I [M 2 ' ]). In this case. the 

so lution reduces to 

wh ere "K,=K , /( K , +~). a=l. b=l for j=M 2
' . a=~. b=c"""/c"" for j= 

(HR) 2 . and a=~. b=O for j =MR 2 (HR) 2 . 

1-3 Determination of the rate controlling step 

(8) 

(9) 

The concentrations of metal and its complex at the interface are. from Eq. (7) 

( 1 0) 

The co ncentration of each species at the interface changes with time in course 

of ext raction depending on the rate constants. Therefore. if the rate of 

r eact ion is comparable to that of diffusion. it could be detected. With the 

experimental data for changes in concentration very near the interface. we can 

determine the values of rate constants from Eq. (7). And. if the concentrations 

in the phases are spatially uniform. the extraction rate is considered to be 

limit ed by the reaction . If no changes in concentrations at the interface are 

found. the ex traction is considered to be controlled just by the diffusional 

process. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents and solutions 

Organic s olutions were prepared by diluting the di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric 
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Loser or ruo:trareter 
Slit 
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Flat i'Urror 
Flat Mirror 

Fig.! Optical system of scanning spectroscopy 

acid. D2EHPA (DP -8 R Daihachi Chemical Ind . Co .. Ltd . ,with pur ity of mor e than 95%) 

or 2-ethylhexyl phophonic acid mono 2-ethylhexyl ester. EHPNA (PC-88A Daihachi 

Chemical Ind . Co .. Ltd .. with purity of more than 90%) in a diluent n- heptane. The 

reagent co ncentration was arranged at 0.06 or 0.3mol / dm 3
• The aqu eo us so lutions 

wer e prepared by dissolving copper sulfate in distill ed wate r. Th e pH value 

was kept at 3.8~4.2 by adding a buffer solution (CH 3 COOH/ CH 3 C00Na). the ion 

str ength bei ng se t at O. lmol / dm 3
• The copper co ncentrati on was arra nged in the 

range of 5·10 - 3 ~2· 10 - 2 mol /dm 3 . The thermodynamic equilibrium date for this 

extraction system ar e given i n t he publi shed papers . 

2.2 Measurments of local concentrations 

A cylindrical cell mad e of s t ai nless steel with a 46mm - diameter optical glas s 

fixed at each end was used for t he extracti on cell. t he optical l ength being 

20mm. After pouring the 20m2 organic sol ut ion into the ce ll and confirmin g it 

static. a desired amount of the aqueo us so lution was poured carefully so as not 

to disturb the interface. The l ocal absor bances i n the both phases near the 

interface were measur ed with our spectrophotometer with a light beam scannin g 

device as shown in Fi g. ! . The li ght beam from lmW He- Ne laser (or mono chro -

mete r (N25; Nihon Bunko Co. Ltd.)) is focussed to 200 ll m radi us by the lens 

(f=200) and is s plitted into the main and compensation beams by a chopper mir ror 

(or a cube beam splitter). The mai n beam is r ef l ected by a rotatable plane 

mirror and is turned into a hor izontal beam by an off-axis paraboloidal 

ref l ecto r . The beam goes through the optical cell and i s r e flected by a nother 

para boloidal reflector and plane mirror . and goes into the photomult ipli er 

through a chopper. Th e local abso rb ances at 632 .8nm of metal and co mpl ex wer e 

measur ed in the course of forward extract ion at several minutes intervals. The 

light beam can scan a s pan of 8 mm at 530 ll m intervals at lmm/sec. Measur ements 

wer e made at 25° C. 
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Fig.2 Concentration profiles of copper 
ion and its complex in course of 
extraction with D2EHPA in n-heptane. 
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Fig.4 Rate of extraction at arbitrary 
time. effect of initial concen
tration of copper ion . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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The concentration profiles of copper ion and its compl ex measured for Cn°= 

0. 02mol/dm 3 at several definite times under the conditions of C"" 0 =0. 15mol/dm3 

and pH=4 are shown in Fig . 2. The chain lines in the figure show the concen

tration profiles calculated from Eq. (9). the sol ution to transport with instan-

taneous reaction. The diffusivity of ion was esti mat ed from Nernst-Haskell 

equation and those of reagent and compl ex were from Wilke-Chang equation (Dn= 

3.58· 10- 10 • Dn• = 6.2 4·10- 10
• and D"" = 9.46·10 - 1 0 m2 /sec). The experimental 

plots are closely related to the calculated curves. the concentration of each 

species converging almost a constant value at the interface. To illustrate this 

mor e clearly. the concentrations are plotted against the variable z/J't in 

Fig.3. which shows all the data lie on a s ingle curve. This indicates that the 
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rate of interfacial r eact ion is very rapid and the extraction is controlled by 

the diffusional process. For ext raction with EHPNA. the similar result s were 

obtained. though not being present ed here. 

Figure 4 shows the ext raction rates at arbitrary time in course of 

extraction. The experimental data are found to be c losely related to the 

calculated curves. Thus the extraction rate at every moment is explained by 

considering only the diffusional transport with instantaneous interfacial 

reaction . 

For extraction of Fe 3 ' in water (perchloric acid/sodium perchlorate) with 

D2EHPA in benzene. Matsuyama et al(l990), following the study of Roddy et al 

(1971). report ed that the interfacial reaction can limit the rate of extraction. 

According to their results, the rate constant K for forward reaction is in the 

order of 10 - 7 m/sec . and therefore the interfacial rate process might be detected 

from measurements of the local concentrations at severa l minutes intervals. 

Experiments on this system are now under investigation. 

CONCLUSION 

For extraction of Cu(II) with D2EHPA or with EHPNA. the concentration 

profil es in organic and aqueous phases near the interface were mea s ur ed in 

course of forward extraction by a scanning light beam spectrophotometer. 

Mathematical solutions to the diffusion equation were obtained assuming the 

complex formation proceeds at the interface . It wa s found. from comparison of 

the experimental results with the so lution s that the rate of extraction is 

limited by the diffusinal process not by the interfacia l react ion. 
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ABSTRACT 
KAZUHARU YOSHIZUKA; YOSHITSUGU SAKAMOTO, YOSHINARI BABA, KATSUTOSHI INOUE and 
FUMIYUKI NAKASHIO, 1990. Extraction kinetics of holmium(III) and yttrium(III) 
with D2EHPA in membrane extractor using a hollow fiber. 

Kinetic study on the solvent extraction of holmium(III) and 
yttrium(III) with bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (D2EHPA) from nitrate media 
was conducted at 303 K using a membrane extractor consisting of a hollow 
fiber, together with the distribution equilibria of these metals and 
interfacial equilibria of D2EHPA and its metal complexes between the organic 
and aqueous phases. It was found that the metals (M) were extracted with 
D2EHPA (HR) as a type of MR 3HR into the organic phase and the extraction 
equilibrium constants were Jvaluated. Furthermore, it was clarified that 
d1meric D2EHPA can be adsorbed at the interface between the organic and 
aqueous phases, while the interfacial activities of D2EHPA-metal complexes 
were negligibly small . The apparent reaction orders of extraction rate for 
both metals were -2, 1 and 2, with respect to hydrogen ion activity, 
concentrations of metal ion and dimeric D2EHPA, while the apparent reaction 
orders in stripping rate were 1, 1 and -1, with respect to hydrogen ion 
activity, concentrations of metal complex and dimeric D2EHPA, respectively. 
The diffusional effects were reasonably explained by the diffusion model 
accompanied by an interfacial reaction, taking account of the velocity 
distributions of the aqueous and organic phases through the inner and outer 
sides of a hollow fiber. 

l. INTRODUCTION 
The separation and refining processes of rare earth elements have been 

mainly carried out by the solvent extraction with dialkylphosphoric acids, 
especially bis(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (henceforce, abbreviated to 
D2EHPA), and many fundamental studies on the extraction of rare earth ele
ments have been conducted(Coleman, 1971, Vandegrift, 1977, Sato, 1975, 1989). 
However , most of the previous investigations of the separation of rare earth 
elements were concerned with the extraction equilibrium, while the studies 
on the extraction kinetics are few(Danesi, 1982, Imai, 1987). 

Recently, the application of hollow fiber modules to membrane extraction 
processes has been attempted for metal recovery(Kim, 1984), and protein 
extraction(Dahuron, 1988). In order to improve the membrane extraction 
processes, the kinetics and mechanism of extraction and stripping through the 
hollow fiber me mbrane must be elucidated because these processes are 
governed by kinetics rather than equilibrium . 

In the present study , the extraction and stripping of holmium (III) and 
yttrium (III) classified to heavy rare earth element group with D2EHPA were 
carried out by a membrane extractor using a hollow fiber(Yoshizuka, 1986a), 
together with measurements of the distribution equilibria of these metals with 
D2EHPA and the interfacial adsorption equilibria of D2EHPA and its metal 
complexes, in order to obtain more detailed information on the kinetics and 
equilibria of rare earth elements with D2EHPA. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Reagents 

DP-8R(Lot No. K20801), a commercial metal extraction reagent, was used as 
D2EHPA (denoted by HR for monomeric species and as H2R2 for dimeric species 
hereafter) . The purity of the reagent was found to be above 98% by means of 
neutralization titration. 

The metal complexes, MR 3 , were prepared by adding an aqueous solut ion of 
the nitrate salt of holmium or yttrium to a methanol solution of D2EHPA at 
about 333 K, adjusting pH = 4. 0 by 100 mol;m3 acetic acid - sodium acetate 
buffer solution. The resulted complexes were filtered, rinsed with methanol 
several times and dried in vacuo. 

2.2 Distribution equilibria of holmium(III)and yttrium(III) 
Organic solutions were prepared by dissolving D2EHPA and/or metal 

complex in toluene. The aqueous solutions were prepared by dissolvin~ nitrate 
salt of holmium or ~ttrium in the aqueous mixtures of 100 mol/m sodium 
nitrate and 100 mol/m nitric acid solution. Nitric acid solutions were used 
as the stripping solutions. 

Distribution equilibria were measured batchwise in a conventional method. 

2.3 Interfacial tension 
Interfacial tension between the organic and aqueous phases was measured 

at 303 K by the pendant drop method(Yoshizuka, 1986b). Since the solubilities 
of metal complexes in toluene are too low to measure the interfacial tension 
of metal complexes alone, D2EHPA was added in the organic phase together with 
the metal complexes. 

2.4 Extraction and stripping rates 
A membrane~tractor using-a-hollow fiber shown in Fig.l was used for the 

measurements of extraction and stripping rates. The experimental procedure 
were the same as described in the previous paper(Yoshizuka, 1986a). 

To evaluate the experimental results, the apparent permeabilities for the 
extraction and stripping of metal, PM and PM' respectively, were defined by 
the following equations: 

organic phase 
inlet 

-4 Inner radius of hollow fiber r 1 = 4.7 x 10 m, 

outlet 

Length of membrane extractor L = 0.25 m, 
Volumetric flow rate of aqueous solution 
Volumetric flow rate of organic solution 

-9 -9 3 
Qaq = 1 x 10 - 3 x 10 m /s, 

-9 -9 3 
Qorg = 2 x 10 - 6 x 10 m /s. 

Fig.l. Membrane extractor using a hollow fiber. 
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(1) 

(2) 

3 .1 Di s tribution equilibria of holmium(III) and yttrium(III) 
Ex t rac ti o n equili b ri aof triva l e nt metal ion (M 3+) with D2EHPA in 

aromatic d iluents can be expressed as follows(Sato, 1975, Imai, 1987). 

+ 

The extraction 
con stant, Kex, is 
follows. 

a 3 
H 

MR33HR + 

equilibrium 
written as 

(4) 

[H2R2] 

The experimental results are 
p l o tted in Fig.2 according to 
Eq. (4). Straight lines with slope 
of 3 were obtained for both metals. 
The extraction equilibrium 
c onstants, Kex' at 303 K were 
evaluated as Kex(Ho); 8.53 and 
Kex(Y) ; 17.3, respectively. 

3.2 Interfacial tension 
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the 

r e lation between interfacial 
tension and the analytical 
concentration of D2EHPA and the 
metal complexes, respectively. From 
these figures, it can be 
concluded that the adsorption of 
me tal complex at the interface is 
negligibly small compared with 
D2EHPA. 
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Fig.2. Equilibrium distribution 
of holmium(III) and 
y ttrium(III). 

The adsorption equilibrium of dimeric D2EHPA is expressed as follows: 

(5) 

The relation between interfacial tension, y , and the concentration of 
H2R2 in the organic phases, [H 2R2], is derived from the Gibbs equation for 
adsorption and the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, as follows: 

y Yo (6) 

where y 0 is the interfacial tension between toluene and the aqueous phases, 
Sad is the interfacial area occupied by unit mole of dimeric species of 
D2EHPA. 

From the experimental results shown in Fig.3(a) and Eq.(6), the values 
of Kad and S:f-d obtained by nonlinear regression are Kad ; 12.6 m3 /mol and 
Sad; 6.7xl0 m2/mol, respectively. 
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Fig.3. Interfacial tension of D2EHPA(a) and holmium and yttrium complexes 
with D2EHPA (b) . 

3.3 Extraction and stripping rates of holmium(III) and yttrium(III) 

-

102 

Figure 4 shows the relation between the apparent permeability for the 
extraction of metal, PM' and pH of the feed aqueous solution. The plots are 
lying on the straight line with slope of 2 . 0 at low pH, while PM i s not af
fected by pH at high pH. 

Figure 5 shows the relation between PM and the feed concentration of 
D2EHPA, CHRO" At high pH, the plots are lying on the straight line with s lope 
of 1.0 at low CHRO' while PM is not affected by CHRO at high CHRO" At low pH , 
the plots are lying on the straight line with slope of 2.0 at low CHRO' while 
PM approach constant with increasing CHRO in the same manner as at high pH. 

Figure 6 shows the relation between the apparent permeability for the 
stripping of metal, PM'' and the hydrogen ion activity of feed aqueous so lu
tion, aHO" The acid concentration used in this study was so high that the 
hydrogen ion activity was used in place of the concentration, CHO" The plots 
are lying on the straight lines with the slope of 1.0 at low aHO' while they 
approach constant at high aHO" 

Figure 7 s hows the relation between PM' and the feed concentration of 
D2EHPA, CHRO" At high CHO' PM' is independent of CHRO at low CHRO' while at 
high CHRO' the slopes of this linear relation were about -1.0. At low CHO' 
the slopes of this linear relation are also about -1. 0. This suggests that the 
shielding effect caused by the adsorption of D2EHPA at the interface is 
remarkable. 

From the experimental results in the ranges of low extraction and 
stripping rates where they are controlled by the interfacial reaction s tep , it 
was found tha t the apparent reaction orders of the extraction r ate with 
respect to hydrogen ion activity, concentrations of metal ion and D2EHPA are 
-2, 1 and 2 , respectively, while those of stripping rate with respect to 
hydrogen ion activity, concentrations of metal complex and D2EHPA are l, 1 
and -1, respectively. These apparent reaction orders are the same with the 
experimental results reported by Hirata et al. (1989) who measured the extrac
tion and stripping rates of yttrium(III) with D2EHPA from the chloride media 
in a stirred transfer cell. 
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Based on the experimental results mentioned above, the following inter
facial reaction scheme between metal ions and D2EHPA was inferred: 

M3+ + H2R2ad ~ MR 2+HRad + H+ (7) 

MR2+HR 
ad + H2R2 -=="""" MR2+2HRad + H+ (8) 

MR 2+2HRad + H2R2 ~ MR 33HR + H+ (9) 

The interfacial reaction step described by Eq. (9) was considered to be 
the rate-controlling step among the interfacial reaction steps described by 
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Eqs.(5), (7)-(9). 
Based on the Langmuir adsorption isotherm for the adsorbed D2EHPA and 

intermediate complexes, H2R2ad' MR2+HRad and MR22HRad' and assuming that 
interfacial area occupied by unit mole of H2R2 , Sad' is equal to those of the 
intermediate complexes, the interfacial extraction and stripping rates are 
approximately a s follows: 

-- 3 2 
kfCM[H2R2] /aHO - cMaHo/Kex 

R (10) 

1 + Kad[H2R2] 

-- 3 2 
k3'~aHO- KexCM[H2R2] / aHO 

R' (11) 

where kf (= k 3K1K2Kad/Sad) is the overall forward reaction rate constant. 
The data in the region of high extraction and stripping rates wer e 

analyzed on the basis of the diffusion model accompanied by an interfacial 
reaction, taking account of the velocity distributions of the laminar flow in 
aqueous and organic phases in the same manner to the previous paper(Yoshizuka, 
1986a). 

The overall forward and backward reaction rate constants, kf and k 3 ' 
were evaluated by the trial-and-error method, as listed in Table 1. Solid 
lines in Figs.4-7 represent the results calculated by using these constants. 
The calculated results satisfactorily agree with the experimental results. 

Table 1. Reaction rate constants obtained from analysis. 

Metal kf[m4/(mol s)] k 3 '[m4/(mol -s)] 

holmium(III) 1.8x 10-5 3.2 X 10-7 

yttrium (III) 3.8 X 10-5 2.2 X 10-7 
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ABSTRACT 

The kinetics of solvent extraction of erbium( m ) in hydrochloric acid media with 
2- ethylhexyl - phosphonic acid mono - 2- ethylhexyl ester (HEH/EHP, HL) in 
n - heptane has been studied using growing drop technique at 30 'C . The rate is found 
to be first order with respect to Er( m ) , a half order with respect to H:zL~o> and inverse 
first order with respect to H+ and the controlling reaction can be assumed to be reac
tion of Er( m ) with L- at the interface. The activation energy for the extraction is cal
culated to be 23.4KJ • mor 1

• The acceleration of perchlorate for the extraction system 
has been examined and it shows the enhancement of the rate of phase transfer by addi
tion of CI0- 4 ions in the aqueous phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

2- ethylhexylphosphonic acid mono - 2-ethylhexyl ester is an excellent extractant 

for the extraction separation of rare earths(Li et al. ,1980 ). Recently(Liet al. ,1988a,b) 

we reported the extraction mechanism of rare earths( m ) from aqueous solutions con

taining mineral (nitric, hydrochloric and sulphuric) acids by HEH/EHP. Previous 

work ( Li et al., 1985 ) has also studied the extraction equilibria of rare earths(m), and 

it indicates that the equilibrium time of the extraction of rare earths ( m ) with 

HEH/ EHP increases in the following order : HC104 -HN03<HC1 <H2S04 • However, 

the kinetic studies of the extraction of rare earths( m ) with HEH/EHP have not been 

reported yet. 

The present work reports study on the extraction kinetics of erbium ( m ) from 

hydrochloric acid solutions using HEH/EHP in n - heptane. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

HEH/ EHP was supplied by Shanghai Institute of Organec Chemistry, Academia 

• The Project Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China 
** To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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Sinica, and was purified with the conventional copper salt method, analytical grade 

n - heptane was employed for diluent. The stock solutions of erbium( ill ) was prepared 

by dissolving its oxide (purity >99.9%) in concentrated hydrochloric acid. Other chemi

cals were of analytical reagent grade. 

The concentration of erbium in aqueous phase or organic phase (stripping with a 

solution of 5 mol • dm- 3 HCI ) was determined by spectrophotometric method ( Ren et 

al. ' 1987 ) . 

The experimental apparatus and procedures for the studies of extraction kinetics of 

erbium( ill ) by growing drop method were described as Ref. (Hughes, et al. , 1985 ) . The 

extraction experiments (except temperature effect) were carried out at 30 ± 1 "C . 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The rate of mass transfer of Er( ill ) from aqueous phase into organic phase ex

ceeds significantly the rate of back reaction of Er (ill ) because the kinetic study is 

made far from the conditions of extraction equilibrium using the growing drop meth

od. Under the conditions of the present experiment the effect of the mass transfer of 

back reaction on the extraction rate has been neglected. The extraction rate R can be 

represented by the following equation: 

R=k[ErHJ[H2LJb(o)[H+]LCI - ]d ( 1) 

where H2~ refers to the dimeric reagent, and ( 0) indicates the organic phase. 

2.1 Influence of the concentration of Er( ill ) on the extraction rate 

At constant aqueous acidities, ionic strength and concentration of the extractant 

Equation( 1) can be written as 

R = k '[ErH]• 

Taking logarithms on both sides of ( 2) , 

IogR =log k '+a log[ErH] 

( 2) 

( 3) 

Figure 1 indicates that logR increases with increase in Er( ill ) concentration, and 

the slope of straight line is 1.0 suggesting that the R is first order with respect to [Er 

(ill ) ], viz. a= 1. 

2.2 Influence of the aqueous acidity on the extraction rate 

At constant concentrations of Er3+, Cl- and H2~ Equation ( 1) can also be written 

as 

logR=logk" +clog[H +]=logk" - cpH ( 4) 

A inverse first order dependence of the extraction rate on the H+ concentration was ob

served ( Fig. 2) . It indicates that c is - 1. 
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Fig. 1. logR vs log [Er( III) ] 

[H2L}=0.05mol· dm - 3 ; 

[cd=0.20mol • dm- 3
; 

pH=l.40. 

pH 

Fig. 2. logR vs pH 

[H2L}=0.05mol • dm- 3; 

fEr 3+)= 1.0 X 10-nol • dm- 3 ; 

fcd=0.20mol. dm- 3• 

2.3 Influence of hydrochloric concentration on the extraction rate 

A similar way to Equation( 2), varying hydrochloride concentration in the range of 

0.30 - 1.50 mol· dm-3 Equation(!) may be represented as 

logR = logk " 1 + d log[Cl-] ( 5) 

An apparent zero order dependence of the extraction rate on the Cl- concentration was 

observed. It shows d ~ 0. 

2.4 Influence of the concentration of HEH/EHJ> on the extraction rate 

Equation( 1) may be represented as 

logR = logk 111 + b log[H2LJ(o) ( 6) 

A half order dependence on the H2~ concentration was observed (Fig. 3) . It indicates 

b=l / 2. 

Experiment of Ref. ( Shen, et a!. , 1984 ) indicated that HEH/EHP is adsorbed at the 

interface in the form of single molecule. Thus, the following equilibrium must hold : 

1/ 2( H2~) (OJ :;:;::=::=: ( HL) (OJ :;:;::::= ( HL) (i) 

where ( i) denotes at interface. 

This suggests that erbium( ill ) in the aqueous phase first reacts with the monomer 

of HEH/ EHP at interface because the monomer is in all probability more interfacially ac

tive than the dimer (Vandegrift, et a!., 1980 ) 
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2.5 Influence of perchlorate ions on the extraction rate 

Figure 4 indicates the R increases with increasing perchlorate ion concentration, 

which shows the enhancement of the rate of phase transfer by addition of Cl0-4 ions 

in the aqueous phase. 

~ 

so 
- 9.4 

- 9.6 
- 1.8 - 1.6 - 1.4 

Fig. 3. logR vs log [H2LJ<ol 

llir3+1= 1.0 X 10-3mol • dm- 3; 

fcd=0.20mol • dm- 3
; 

pH=1.40. 
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Fig. 4. R vs [Cl04- ] 

[H2L)= 1.05 X w - lrnol • dm- 3; 

fEr3+)= 1.0 X 10- 3 mol • dm - J; 

kd=0.20mol • dm-3
; 

pH=l.80. 

2.6 Influence of temperature on the extraction rate 

In the range of 20-50 t , the effect of temperature on R is shown. According to 

the Arrehnius 1 s formula: 

logk: 1 = -Ea/2.303RT+C 
where k 1 = R/[ErJ+], Ea represents the activation energy, it was calculated to be 

23.4KJ • mol- 1 for chloride system and 13.2KJ • mol - 1 for Cl- + CIO~ system 

their difference chiming in with the enhancement of the extraction rate by addition 

of CI0-4 ions in the aqueous phase. 

2. 7 Deduction of the extraction mechanism 

As experimentized, the kinetic equation determined experimentally can be repre

sented as follows: 

( 7) 

According to the results of kinetics and thermodynamics, the extraction mechanism for 

this system can be deduced as follows: 

H2~0l .2S-:- 2H~il ( 8) 

HL!il ~ H+ + L -!il 

E J+ + L- ___!s__ E L2+ r (il r (il 

( 9) 

( 10) 



ErL2+(il + L -(il~ ErL + 2(i> 

ErL + 2(i> + L-(i) ~ ErL3(o> 

ErL:xo> + 1.5H2~0> ~ Er( H~ho> 
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( 11) 

( 12) 

( 13) 

where Equation ( 10) is the rate-determining step. The rate equation can be represented 

as follows: 

R = k1[ErH][L - ] (il 

=k 1K1'\KlEr3+][H2LJ!~~ /[H+] 

= k[Er3+][H2LJ:'g> /[H+] ( 14) 

where k=k 1K
1' \K2.According to eqns. ( 8) -( 13) the rate equation deduced theoretically 

chimes in with eqn.(7). 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

A kinetic study of the erbium ( ill ) from hydrochloric acid solutions into 

n - heptane of HEH/EHP using the growing drop technique is reported. The extraction 

mechanism has been discussed, and the controlling reaction can be assumed to be reac

tion of Er( ill ) with L- at interface. The acceleration of perchlorate for the extraction 

system is observed. 
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SOLUTIONS WITH 1-<2'-HYDROXY-5'-NONYLPHENYL)-1-ETHANONE <E)-OXIME 
AND 1-<2'-HYDROXY-5-METHYLPHENYL>-1-DECANONE <E)-OXIME 
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Poznaft Technical University and Academy of Economics in Poznan, 
Poland 

ABSTRACT 

J.Szymanowski, Krzyzanawska, E., Cierpiszewski, R., and Prochaska, 
K. 1990. Equilibrium and kinetics of capper extraction from 
acidic sulphate solutions with 1-<2'-hydraxy- 5'-nanylphenyl)
-1-ethanane <E>-oxime and 1-<2'-hydraxy-5'-methylphenyl)-1-
- 1-decanane <E>-axime 

1-(2'-Hydraxy-5'-nanylphenyl>-1-ethanane <E)-oxime extracts the 
same amount of capper and at the same pH range as 1-<2'-hydraxy-
5'-methylphenyl)-1-decanone <E)-oxime. The extraction rate is much 
quicker far copper extraction with 1-<2'-hydraxy- 5' - nonyl
phenyl)-1-ethanone <E)-oxime. It can by qualitatively explained by 
its higher solubility in aqueous solutions and/or by its higher 
adsorption and better orientation at the interface as the bulk 
volume process or the interfacial process are considered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since Flett <1977) presented his ideas upon the interfacial 

mechanism of copper extraction by hydrophobic hydraxyaximes mare 

than 150 papers were published upon the kinetics and mechanism of 

this process, and three different versions of mechanism, which are 

still under discussion, were proposed. They consider: i) the 

interfacial process with the adsorption of hydraxyaxime molecules 

at the interface <Flett, 1977, Danesi, 1980), ii) chelation in the 

bulk of the aqueous phase with the subsequent transfer of the 

complex from the aqueous phase to the organic one <Freiser 1984, 

1988) and iii) the reaction in the aqueous film near the interface 

<Rod , 1980, Rod et al, 1981, Hughes and Rod, 1984). 

Results supporting each of these three versions of mechanism 

were presented by independent authors, and it seems that 

extraction can occur according to the each of these versions. 

Moreover, the mechanism can change depending upon the extraction 

c onditions, i .e. concentrations, diluents, the method used for 
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measurements, e.t.c .. 

As continueing our studies of copper extraction with pure model 

compounds we decided to use pure individual 1-<2'-hydroxy-5' - nonyl 

phenyl>-1-ethanone <E>-oxime <I> and 1- <2' - hydroxy-5'-methyl

phenyl>-1 - decanone <E>-oxime <II> having the same molecular mass . 

OH 
h~/ 
~ c,C9H19 

CH 3 

II 

It was expected that comparing the extraction properties of these 

isomeric oximes with their interfacial activities and solubilities 

in aqueous phases some new data could be obtained which would 

support one of the considered mechanism versions. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Pure individual oximes I and II <Krzyzanowska et al , 1989 >were 

used. 

Equilibrium extraction studies were carried out in the standard 

way <St~pniak-Biniakiewicz and Szymanowski, 1981) using sodium 

sulphate and sulphuric acid to adjust pH and ionic strength . 

Initial copper concentration was 7.81 · 10-4 M, the ionic strength 

was adjusted to 5.0·10-2 M, while pH was changed from 1 . 5 to 3 . 5. 

Oxime concentration was equal to 3 . 6 · 10-3 ,7 . 20·10-3 and 14,4 · 10-3 M. 

Extraction rate was determined at 20°C by the ascending drop 

method using columns of the same inner diameter, 25mm, and various 

length, 85, 565, 980 and 1600 mm.Copper concentration in the 

continuous aqueous phase was 0.1 M, and its pH adjusted by 

sulphuric acid was 2 and 3. Oxime concentration in toluene was 

3 . 6·10-a M. 

Oxime solubilities at 0 . 1 M sodium sulphate solutions and 

partit i on coefficients at 0.1 M sodium sulphate aqueous solution/ 

toluene were determined spectrophotometrically. 

The interfacial tension was measured by the drop method using 

0.01 M sodium sulphate solution of pH 2.1 as the aqueous phase . 
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Toluene was used as the diluent. The interfacial tension data were 

interpreted as was described previously <Szymanowski and Prochaska, 

1987 , 1989) 

3 RESULTS 

Compounds considered exhibit quite the same hydrophobicity as 

c haracterized by their HLB value <HLB = 1.86) determined from gas 

c hromatographic measurements <Szymanowski et al, 1987). Such a low 

HLB value is typical for very hydrophobic compounds. As a result, 

these hydroxyoximes must exibit very low solubilities in water and 

their partition coefficients must be relatively high. The same HLB 

values suggest similar solubilities and partition coefficients for 

both compounds in water and aqueous/organic phase, respectively. 

TABLE 1 

Ox ime physicochemical data and pH<50) values for copper extraction. 

Parameter I I 

HLB 1.86 1. 86 
log P 3 . 63 4.27 
Solubility <ppm) 
- by copper complex 1.62 1.11 
- direct measurellient 2 . 91 1.54 
pH<50) for various copper 
c oncentrations: 

3.6 10-a 2.46 2 . 57 
7.2 10-a 2.13 2.14 

14.4 10-a 1.84 1. 80 

However, this is not a case and solubilities of the considered 

c ompounds in the aqueous phase are equal to 1.62 ppm and 2.91 ppm 

for compound I, and 1 . 11 ppm and 1.54 ppm for compound II as the 

both methods of determination are taken under consideration. 

Due to the low solubilities <low values of absorbance) the errors 

of determination are relatively high. 

The partiton coefficients <lg P) are equal to 3.63 and 4.27 for 

c ompounds I and II, respectively. 

Thus, the solubility and partition coefficient measurements 

show that compound I is better soluble in water than compound II. 

The ratio of hydroxyoxime solubilities in water can be estimated 

as 1.5-1.9. However, this estimation from the partition 

coefficients, is about 4. 
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The differences in equilibrium extraction data between oximes 

and II are small and can be neglected. The values of pH<50) are 

quite similar <Table 1) . The extracted complexes have the typical 

composition with the ratio of the ligand to metal equal to 2 : 1, 

which was discussed previously <Krzyzanowska, 1989>. 

The amount of copper transferred in the column increases 

significantly as the column length increases.At pH 2 approximately 

linear relations were obtained correlating the amount of copper 

transferred <E> with the contact time (T).They are as follows: E 

62 . 4T + 648 for I and E = 36 . 4T + 445 for II , where E is given in 

~g m-2
• I extracts copper almost twice <1.7> quicker than II, 

but important copper amount is transferred during drop formation . 

At pH 3 exponential relations were obtained. They are as 

follows : E = 6586T0
'

290 for I and E = 2422To.a•5 for II. The 

extraction rates obtained by differentiating the exponential 

relations for contact time of 1s are 2.9·10-9 mol/m2 s and 1 . 32 · 10-9 

mol/m2s for I and II, respectively . Thus, for the contact time 

considered I extracts copper more than twice quicker <2.2) than II. 

For both cases considered, the average extraction rate decreases 

as the contact time increases . This is caused by different 

contributions of various stages of copper transfer in extraction 

columns. The rate of copper transfer is the highest during the 

formation of drop . In this period, i.e. in the first second, the 

extraction rates is 4-8 times higher in comparison to the average 

extraction rate in the column . To eliminate this effect together 

with the end <top column) effects the shortest column was selected 

as the reference one and appropriate differences between the total 

amount of copper extracted in longer columns 2, 3 and 4 and the 

reference column were calculated. As the reduced amount of copper 

extracted in columns 2, 3 and 4 was correlated with the reduced 

contact time, linear relations were approximately obtained with 

their slopes of 333 and 55 ~g/m2s for I and 117 and 28 ~g/m2s 

for II at pH 3 and pH 2, respectively <Fig . 1) . These corresponds 

to relative ratios of 2.8 and 2,0. 

Thus, the observed relative extraction rates for copper 

extraction with oximes I and II can be explained by their various 

solubilities and partition coefficients. 

However, I exhibits higher interfacial activity and decreases 

the interfacial tension more effectively than II <Fig. 2 ). 
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Fig. 1. Amount of copper transferred versus reduced contact time. 

Fig . 2 . Interfacial tension <r> and surface excess <r> isotherms 

for oximes I and II < S, P, Sz and T denotes the Spline function, 

the polynomial, the Szyszkowski and Temkin isotherm, 

respectively). 

I adsorbs better than II and, due to this, its concentration at 

the interface is higher in comparison to II. At the saturated 

interface the ratios of the surface excess computed for I and II 

according to the spline, polynomial, Szyszkowski, Frumkin and 

Temkin isotherms <Szymanowski and Prochaska, 1987) are equal to 

1 . 12, 1.05, 1.24, 1.?4 and 1.55, respectively. Thus, this ratio is 

lower than observed differences in extraction rate. The observed 

differences in the surface excess computed according to the 

various adsorption isotherms are typical. 

The surface excess data does not explain the observed 

differences in the extraction rate. However, we cannot assume that 

reaction proceeds in the bulk of the aqueous phase because such 

small solubility data are determined with important errors which 

significantly effect their ratio. The observed differences in the 

extraction rate can be also explained by various orientation of 
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the extractant molecule at the interface . The molecule of I has the 

hydrophobic alkyl directly on the opposite site of the hydrophilic 

phenolic group. Due to this, for this oxime both the phenolic and 

oximino groups can easily penetrate the aqueous layers near the 

interface. Moreover, the solubility and partition data show that 

is more hydrophilic than II. As a result, I can penetrate with 

its hydrophilic groups the aqueous layers near the interface more 

deeply than II . As a result, extraction of copper can proceed 

quicker with I in comparison to II . 

Thus, the problem of reaction mechanism seems still open. 
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The synergistic extraction of cobalt(!!) or copper(!!) ions with LIX63 in 
AOT microemulsion system was discussed by focusing on the role of LIX63. When 
the concentration of LIX63 is higher than that of AOT , the neutral 1:2 complex 
of metal ion and AOT is produced and then the final extractable complex is 
formed by the addition of LIX63 . With increasing the concentration of AOT, the 
microemulsion started to form and the metal ion was also extracted into the W/0 
mi croemulsion . The experimental results were quantitatively interpreted by 
assuming the occurrence of the complex Co(AOT)2 (LIX63)2. 

INTRODUCTION 

The extraction mechanism of metal ions with aid of AOT microemulsion have 

been discussed by Harada et al(1990) . Since the extraction process is governed 

by the electrostatic interaction between the metal ion and the sulfonate anion 

of AOT molecule, the selective separation of two metal ions with the same 

valence is performed less efficiently. For increasing the selectivity, we must 

introduce peculiar interactions with the metal ions in the microemulsion system . 

One of available methods is to add chelating agent into the extraction system. 

By adding the 5,8-diethyl-7-hydroxydodecane-6-one oxime, the active species of 

LIX63, strong synergism for the metal extraction have been observed in the both 

dialkyl naphthalene sulfonate and AOT microemulsion systems by Osseo-Asare et 

al(1980,1988). However, the mechanism of the synergism is not sufficiently 

interpreted. 

We studied the extraction of cobalt(II) or copper(II) ions with the active 

species of LIX63 in AOT microemulsion system in order to elucidate the mechanism 

of the synergistic extraction. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

In this work we used the W/0 microemulsion system of sodium di-(2-

ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate(AOT> in heptane. AOT(the purity 98. 7%) and heptane 

supplied from Nacalai tesque Co . , Ltd. were used without further purif i cation . 

LIX63 supplied by Henkel Co ., Ltd . was purified according to the procedure of van 

der Zeeuw et al(1977). Cobalt (II) and copper(!!) solutions were prepared by 
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dissolving their perchlorate salts in deionized water. The pH and ionic strength 

were adjusted to 2. 0 and 1.0 moldm- 3 with the perchloric acid and sodium 
perchlorate, respectively . 

The heptane of 15 cm3 dissolved AOT and LIX63 was contacted with the aqueous 

phase of 15 cm3 adjusted pH, ionic strength and metal concentration in water 

bath controlled by 298 K. The small volume of the heptane(l00-150 J,tl) at 

equilibrium was mixed with 10 cm3 of 1N-HC1 to analyze the concentration of 

metal ion in heptane with an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The distribu
tion coefficient of metal ion, DM was calculated by 

Dn = [MJr /[Mlr (1) 

where [M]r and [M]r are the total concentration of metal ion in the organic and 

aqueous phases, respectively. The amounts of water extracted into the heptane 

werB analyzed by the Karl-Fisher method . 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the effects of the concentration of LIX63-free AOT on the 

distribution coefficient of cobalt(!!) ion and the water concentration in the 

heptane. When [AOT]F<0.1 mM, the [H20J value was kept at a constant value, which 

corresponds to the value of the saturated concentration in pure heptane . When 

[AOTJF >0.5 mM, [H20J was proportional to [AOT]F. The erne value of AOT was 

determined as 0.33mM. 

Figures 2(a),(b) and (c) show the effects of AOT concentration in the heptane 

contained LIX63 on the distribution of cobalt(ll) ion and the concentration of 

water in the heptane phase. The broken lines are the values for [LIX63]F=0. The 

water concentration in the heptane phase was lower than the broken line in the 

region of the intermediate concentration of AOT. This means that the 
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Fig.2 Effects of AOT on the distribution of cobalt(Q) and water concentration 

in the heptane phase<e>. 
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apparent cmc value of AOT is reduced by the presence of LIX63. The higher 

concentration of LIX63, the higher apparent cmc of AOT . The distribution 

coefficient of cobalt(Il) ion took a maximum for the low cobalt concentration, 

but for the high concentration it was proportional to [AOTJ. At [Co2' ]F=500 mM 

the value was smaller than that for [LIX63l=O. 

The similar behaviors were also observed for the copper extraction as shown 

i n Figures 3(a) and (b). 

3. DISCUSSION 

3.1 Qualitative interpretation 

Figure 4 shows the effects of [AOT] F and [LIX63] F on the cobalt concentra

tion in the heptane . When [AOTlF <SmM, [Co2' h is proportional to [AOTlF and the 

value was equal to half [AOTlF irrespective of the cobalt concentration in the 

aqueous phase and the LIX63 concentration in the heptane phase. This relationship 

is represented by the broken line in Fig.4. When [AOT]F becomes high, [Co2'rr 
deviates from the broken line . The threshold concentration of AOT, at which 

deviated from the broken line, is almost constant under the constant concentra

tion of LIX63 . But the threshold concentration of AOT becomes high with the 

increasing LIX63 concentration. When the concentration of AOT is lower 

compared to LIX63 concentration, the cobalt(II) ion is extracted as the complex 

formed by the addition of AOT and LIX63. The composition of the complex is 

inferred as Co(AOT) 2 (LIX63)n from the experimental results. The AOT microemul 
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Fig.3 Effects of AOT on the distribution of copper(Q) and water concentration 
in the heptane phase<e>. 

[LIX63]r [Cu2 • lF 

(a) 5 mM SmM 

(b) 10 mM SmM 

sian cannot be formed due to the formation of the stable complex. Since there 

are free AOT molecules in the heptane at high [AOT]r , the microemulsion starts 

to form and the water concentration in heptane phase increases. Then, the 

cobalt(!!) ion was solubilized into the microemulsion due to the electrostatic 

interaction. 

The behavior of the copper extraction is similar to that of cobalt. Because 

the copper(!!) ion was extracted by only the LIX63, at the low [AOTlF the 

copper concentration approaches to a constant value, which depends to the 

[LIX63lr . At the higher [AOT]r , the behavior is similar to that the extraction 

of cobalt(II) ion. 

3.2 Mechanism of synergistic extraction 

We assume that the complex of cobalt(ll) ion is formed as follows. 

Co2 • + 2AOT + nLIX63 Co(AOT) 2 (LIX63)n (2a) 

K=[Co(AOT) 2 (LIX63) n]/([Co2• J[AOTJ 2[LIX63]") (2b) 

Since the volume of the aqueous phase is equal to that of the organic phase, the 

material balance equations are expressed: 

[Co2 • lF =[Co2 • ]A+ [Co2 • ]M + [Co(AOT)2 (LIX63) n] (3) 



[LIX63]F=[LIX63]+n[Co(AOT) 2 (LIX63)nl 

[AOT] F =[AOTJ+2[Co(AOT) 2 (LIX63)n ]+nA oT [ME] 

where subscript "F" is the value of feed solution. 
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(4) 

(5) 

Fig.4 Effect of AOT concentration on 

the concentration of cobalt(Il) 

in heptane phase. K=5x101 1 ,n=2 

Fig .S Effect of LIX63 concentration 

on the concentration of cobalt 

(II) ion in heptane phase . 
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The concentration of microemulsion,[MEJ can be estimated : 

[MEJ=([A0TlF-cmc*-2[Co(AOT) 2(LlX63)nJ)/nA oT 

where R is radius of the microemulsion, it can be estimated as 

(6) 

(7) 

R=l.15+0.1525[H20l/[AOTJ (unit nm), (8) 

aA or is the area occupied by an AOT molecule and is 0. 6 nm2 . Under the 

experimental condition, [H20l/[AOTJ=l2 from Fig.1. 
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If the concentration of cobalt solubilized into the microemulsion is 

independent of the presence of LIX63, it can be estimated by the empirical 
formula obtained from Fig.l. 

(9) 

The [Co2 ' 1M and [Co2' ]A are the concentrations of cobalt(ll) ion extracted with 

the microemulsion and that in the aqueous phase at equilibrium, respectively. 

When the microemulsion is formed, the concentration of AOT in eq. (2a) is 

equal to erne*, which is corresponds to intrinsic erne in the presence of complex . 

Since it is not equal to erne for [LIX631F=0, the value is taken as an adjustable 

parameter in this study. The solid lines in Fig.4 were calculated using the 

parameter values shown in Fig.4. The erne* is smaller than cmc=0 . 33 mM for 

[LIX63]F =0. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of [LIX63]F on the cobalt concentration in the 

heptane . The value steeply increases above [LIX63lF =0.1 mM, which is equal to 

[AOTlF. It appears that the value of [Co2 • J approaches to 0.05 mM with 

increasing [LIX63]F. It is estimated that from this result the n value of 

complex is equal to 2. 

CONCLUSION 

The synergistic extraction of cobalt(!!) or copper(II) with LIX63 in AOT 

microemulsion system was studied. When [AOT]F is low, the metal was extracted as 

a complex, Co(A0Tl2 (LIX63l2. When concentration of AOT becomes high, the AOT 

microemulsion starts to form and the metal ion is also solubilized into the 

microemulsion. 
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ABSTRACT 
Extraction equilibria of palladium in aqueous hydrochloric acid with tri-n
octylamine in toluene was studied in various conditions. Water contents in an 
organic phase after the equilibrations were measured. The species of (BH)2PdCI4 
was estimated to be formed by the following reaction between the ammonium 
chloride salt, (BHCI) and palladium chloride, PdCI4. 

2(BHCI) 0 rg + PdCJ2-4,aq = (BH)2PdCI4,org + 2Cr aq 

The formation constant for the reaction was evaluated as follows; 

K 12={[ (BH l2PdCl4 2-]acJ2} I {[BHCJ]2apdcl
4 

}=9.4x105[m3 /kmol] 

The type of species formed was not affected by the water content in the 
orgamc phase. Furthermore, adsorption constants for the species were estimated 
by analysis of the variation of interfacial tension. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many studies for solvent extraction have been carried out to obtain basic 

informations for the design of recovery process on precious metal. Hydroxy 

oxime, organic phosphine or organic sulfide reagents have been used in these 

studies as the extractants. Many quantitative or qualitative analysis were 

made for the extractions(Bernard 1974, Cyu, Hoh et a!., 1984, Cleare et a!., 

1971, Demopoulos 1986, Mojsky 1980). A little qantitative studies were, how

ever made in the system of extraction by amines as the extractant. Imformations 

are important factors to optimum design of the extraction process. In the pre

vious paper(Kawano et a!. 1989), the formation constants of the species in the 

extraction of hydrochloric acid with tri-n-octyl amine in toluene were studied 

by the reaction models of ion paired formation and origomerization of ammonium 

chloride salt. In this paper, the kinds of chloro-complexes formed in the ext

raction of palladium with ammonium chloride salt and its formation constants 

were estimated. Furthermore, adsorption equilibrium for the species related were 

discussed. 

1 EXPERIMENT 

1.1 Reagent. 

99.7% of tri-n-octylamine supplied by Koei Chemical Co. was used as an extrac-

tant without further purification. Palladium chloride, hydrochloric acid, 
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lithium chloride and toluene were guaranteed reagents. Distilled water was used 

as aqueous solvent. 

1.2 Experimental method. 

Known concentration of ammonium chloride salt of tri-n-octylamine (hereafter 

called TOA) of toluene solution and aqueous hydrochloric acid solution of palla

dium was shaken in a flask with stopper in water bath thermostated at 303K. 

After that, the concentrations of palladium in the aqueous solution were deter

mined by an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Water contents in the organic 

solutions were determined by the Karl Fischer titration. Further more, infrared 

absorption spctroscopies of the organic solutions were measured for various 

concentration. The interfacial tensions between the aqueous solutions and the 

organic solutions equilibrated each other for various concentrations were measu

red by the drop weight method to determine adsorption equilibrium constants on 

the interface for the species related. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Effects of hydrogen ion on the distribution of palladium. The distribution 

ratio of palladium between the aqueous solution and the organic solution,D 

(=Cpd,org/Cpd,aq) were plotted against chloride ion concentration,[Cl-] for 

various hydrogen ion concentrations in Fig.l. The concentration of chloride ion 

in the solution was adjused by the addition of lithium chloride into the solu

tion. The solid circle shows the result of extraction of palladium from aqueous 

hydrochloric acid solution. The experimental values of D are clustered on a 

single line which are independent of hydrogen ion concentration. The distribu

tion of palladium was then assumed to be independ~nt of ion strength in this 

concentration. 
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Effect of water dissolved in the organic solution on the formation of the 

complexes. Water contents ,Cw ,org in the organic solution equilibrated with 

aqueous h y drochloric acid solution of palladium were plotted against initial 

concentration of the amine, Cso in Fig.2. In the previous paper, equal moles of 

water with h ydroc hloric acid was reported to be distributed into toluene solu

tion of TOA. A solid line in Fig.2 is the calculated result that palladium was 

not involved in the organic solution. The experimental values clustered on a 

single line which are independent of CHCl and Cpdcl
4 

2-. This result suggest that 

the a mounts of water dissolved in the organic solution does not almost affect 

the formation of palladium-amine complexes. 

Infrared spectra of the organic 

solution. Infrared spectra of the 

organic solution of TOA equilibrat

e d with aqueous hydrochloric acid I 
'-' 

were measured. Absorption at 3700 ~ 

and 3450 cm-1 due to water(Jedina- ~ 
kova et al., 1976, Keder 1965} and 

that at 2400 c m-1 due to NtH spe

c ies (Casei 1971} were observed. 

Absor bances of these bands were 

plotted against the concentration 

of hydrochloric acid in Fig.3. The 

adsorbances at 3700 and 3450 cm-1 
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increase, and approach a constant Fig.3 Effect of hydrochloric acid con
centration on absorbances at some 

value and decrease again with CA,aq· wavelength 

Water content then increase with the concentration of the acid. That at 2400 

c m-1 increase and approach constant values with CA,aq• Then, the ammonium 

chloride salt, NH+cl- gradually forms with increasing in CA,aq and is saturated 

at CA,aq greater than 0.01 kmol/m3. 

Effect of the initial concentrations of amine and palladium on the distribution 

ratio. The distribution ratio of palladiium, D were plotted against initial 

concentration of TOA in the organic solution, Cso in Fig.4. The value of D 

increase with CBO• but decrease with CHCl· In the range where chloride ion 

large r than 0.2 kmol/m3, palladium exist as the species of PdCl42- in the aque

ous solution(Elding 1972}. The ammonium chloride salts of the amine are equili

brated with three types origomers of ammonium chloride as (BHCl}i (i= 1,2 and 

3} in the organic solution as follows(Kawano et al., 1989); 

2(BHCl} = (BHCl} 2 

(BHCl) + (BHCl} 2 = (BHC1)3 

(1} 

(2) 

The ammonium chloride salt was assumed to react with PdCl42- at the inter-
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face to form two kinds of complexes by the following reactions; 

PdCl42- + (BHC1)2 = (BHl2PdCl4 + 2Cl- (3) 

PdCl42- + 2(BHC1)2 = (BH)2PdCl4(BHCl)2 + 2Cl- (4) 

The equilibrium constants for above reactions are written as follows; 

K12 = {[(BH)2PdCl4 J.act2}/{[BHCl]2.apdct 4} (5) 

K 14 = {[ (BH)2PdCl4(BHCl)2].ac12}/{[BHCl]2.apdcl
4 

} (6) 

Where act and apdct
4 

are the activity of Cl- and PdCl42- in the aqueous 

solutionn. The distribution ratio is written by the following equation usin g 

the average activity coefficients of hydrochloric acid*); 

D/[BHC1]2 = K 12/{ i HCl0.6cHcl}2 + K14 {[BHC1]2/{Y HCl0.6cHcl}2 (7) 

After the equilibration, total concentration of the amine in the organic solu

tion ,CBO is given by the summation of the concentration of unreacted ammonium 

chloride salts and that of the complexes formed as, 

(8) 

In the region of CBo»Cpd,aq• the concentrations of the complexes formed 

are negligiblly small compared with those of the ammonium chloride salts** l. The 

following approximation was adopted, 

CBO =[(BHCl) ]+2[ (BHCl) 2J+3[ (BHCl) 3 ] = [BHCl]+2K2o[ (BHCl) ]2+3K2oK3o[ (BHCl) ]3 (9) 

The equilibrium constants K20 and K30 were estimated previously(Kawano et al., 

1989). The concentration of (BHCl) for each CBO was calculated by Eq.(9). 
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*) In this region, the following assumptions for activity coefficients were 

made as; Ypdct4=1.0 and Y H= rc1= rHCl· 

**) The concentration of the complex calculated latter by using the formation 

constants was found to be negligibly small compared with those of ammonium 

chloride salts. 
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The values of D/[BHC1]2 were plotted against [BHC1]2 in Fig.5. These values 

were approximately held in a constant values depending on [cl-]. Consideration 

of the result with Eq.{7) suggest that the value of K14 is negligibly small 

compared with that of K12· The constant value obtained in each [el-l in Fig.5 

is plotted against (i HC10.6. c Hcl l in log-log scale in Fig.6. The experimental 

value was plotted on the straight line having a slope of 2.0. Then, the value of 

K 12 is estimated as 9.2xl05m3 /kmol. The value of [BHCl] was calculated again by 

using the values of equilibrium constants estimated as the functions of CBo and 

(PdCl42-]. The value of D calculated by Eq.{7) were shown by the solid lines in 

Fig.4. The experimental results agree well with the calculated results except 

for [Cl-]=8.0 kmol/m3. The extraction ratio of the acid with TOA,Z (=CA,orgl 
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Fig.6 Effect of { HClcA,aq} on Fig7. Plots of the interfacial tension 

D/[BHC1]2 against CBO 

CBol was observed to increase to 1.5 at CA,aq= 8.0kmol/m3. Water content was 

also gradually decrease from CA,aq=4.0 kmol/m3 as shown in Fig.2. In this con

centration range, the type of ammonium chloride salts in the organic solution is 

expected to differ from those in lower concentration of the acid. In the case 

which ((BH)2PdCl4l2 species was formed, the reaction models was impossible to 

interpret the experimental r e sults by the similar analysis. 

Adsorption equilibrium for the species. The interfacial tension of aqueous 

solution and toluene solution of the amine eqiulibrated each other were plotted 

against concentration of the amine in Fig. 7. The interfacial tension decrease 

with increment of the amine concentration. As the solubility of an amine into 

the aqueous solution is very small, the results in Fig. 7 suggest that the amine 

adsorb at the interface. Assuming that the species adsorb at the interface 

according to Langmuir type adsorption and also obey Gibb's adsorption isotherm, 
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an adsorption equilibrium constant and interfacial area occupied by adsorbed 

species were evaluated by plotts on a curve in Fig. 7 as shown in Table 1. The 

interfacial tension for aqueous hydrochrolic acid or aqueous palladium chloride 

solution equilibrated with toluene solution of the amine were also plotted 

against the amine concentration in Fig. 7. In these cases, all of the amine in 

toluene react with hydrochloric acid or palladium chloride in the aqueous solu-

tion to convert the ammonium chloride salt or the palladium-amine complex. 

Then, the ammonium chloride salt and its palladium complex are assumed to adsorb 

at the interface. Assuming the same isotherm equation for the adsorption of 

these species, adsorption constants and interfacial area occupied b y thes e 

species were evaluated as shown in Table 1. The solid lines in Fig. 7 are results 

calculated by using these constants. 

Table 1 Adsorption constants and interfacial area for the species 

Kad [.m3 /mol) 

SB [m2/mol] 

CONCLUSION 

TOA 

1.39x1o-2 

4.6x105 

(BHCl) 

1.32x1o2 

1.48x106 

(BH}zPdC14 

1.74x10 

2.52x1o6 

Extraction equilibrium of palladium with tri-n-octyl amine in toluene was 

measured for various concentrations. Water content and IR spectra of the organic 

acid after equilibration were measured . The following results were obtained; 

(1) Palladium(II) chloride was extracted into toluene solution as the complex, 

(BH) 2PdCI4. 

{2) The equilibrium constant of the complex was estimated as following equation; 

K 12={[ (BH)2PdC14J.acl2} I {[BHCl]2.aPdC1
4 

}=9.2x105[m3 /kmol] 

(3) Water distributed in the organic solution does not affect the formation of 

the complexes. 

(4) In larger acid concentration than 6 kmol/m3, the r eac tion between 

palladium(II) and ammonium chloride differes from this reaction mode l. 

(5) The interfacial adsorption constants for the amine, ammonium c hloride 

salt and its palladium(II) complex were estimated. 
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It was shown that mass transport at small drops (diameter 1 mm) is of complex 
nature. In a model not only constants describing reaction rates have to be taken 
into account, but also coupling effects of various kinds as well as various reaction 
mechanisms at the interface. An experimental setup including analytical methods 
was developed which is capable of measuring quantitatively the mass transport on 
such drops where influences of the measuring system are essentially avoided. 

INTRODUCTION 

The interest of our research concentrates on some reactive extraction systems 

relevant to the PUREX process, particulary on the mass transfer on small drops of 

constant diameter (1 mm). In this contribution we present results of the following 

systems: 

It seemed extremely important to us to achieve a quantitative evaluation of the 

extraction process on the drops without interfering with it by the measurement. In 

our early investigations, we had collected a fairly large number of drops and 

removed them from the system for analysis. This procedure very likely renders 

incorrect results since the drops, before being analyzed, must coalesce; then the 

new interface, although reduced to a minimum, still was in contact with the 

stationary phase until a volume sufficiently large had collected and was removed. 

APPARATUS 

An apparatus was built with which the volume of only a few drops could be 

analyzed for the species mentioned above (volume of one drop: 0,5 pi). 

This apparatus and the analytical method developed has been described in part 

before (Mas, 1988). The methods used included conductometry and laser-photometry. 

As described in (Mas, 1988), the total ion concentration was determined in the 
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analytical cell by conductometry and, simultaneously, the concentration of U(VI) ions 

was determined photometrically by means of a laser photometer equipped with 

optical fibres (Fig. 7). In the analytical cell two platinum electrodes are mounted 

and, vertically to them and a few millimeters apart, two quartz pins. One of them 

has a convex surface in order to focus the laser light at the opposite pin. The 

distance between them is 3.2 mm. 

The platinum wire electrodes were coated with amorphous platinum. They had to be 

covered by water (volume: 130 JLI), in order to obtain reproducible results. Finally 

the water layer was covered by cis-trans-decalin as "inert" liquid. In this study the 

drops (aqueous phase) were in the falling mode with the organic phase as stationary 

phase. Variable parameters were the concentraions of the aqueous and organic 

phases as well as the residence time of the drops in the stationary phase. The 

solvent for the organic phase was pure dodecane. 

Flowsheet of Analytical HN03- and Uranium- Determination 
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I 
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Fig. 7: Flowsheet 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of our experiments with the forward (extraction) and backward 

(re....extraction) reactions of system 1 are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The yield of HN03 
is plotted depending on the concentrations of TBP and the HN03·TPB complex , 
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respectively. In addition, the residence time of the drops was varied. Only in the 

case of re-extraction a definite influence of the residence time can be noticed. 

Different mass transfer rates of forward- and back-reactions at the interface must 

be assumed, therefore. 
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0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 1,2 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 

Flg.1: Total TBP [mol/1) Fig. 2: HN03·TBP [Molll) 

Fig. I: TBP-Conversion-Plots of HN03 extraction data obtained with different heights 
of fall. Drops: 0,4 M HN03. 

Fig. 2: HN03-TBP-Conversions-Plots of HN03 re-extraction data obtained with 
different heights of fall. Drops: H2o. 

This is particularly obvious in Fig. 3 and 4 where the yield is plotted versus the 

residence time, and the total TBP-concentration was also varied. These curves show 

definitely a different behavior of the mass transfer. 
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80 
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+ Tolal 15' TBP 
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Fig. 3: Time-Conversion-Plots of HN03 extraction data obtained with three 
different TBP-Concentrations. 

Fig. 4: Time-Conversion-Plots of HN03 re-extraction data obtained with three 
different TBP-Concentrations. 
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In all extraction runs the yield-vs-time curves tend to reach a plateau. The fast 

mechanism at the beginning of the process probably is replaced by a much slower 

mechanism, so that equilibrium could be attained only after very long times. In the 

re-extraction runs such a behavior is not as pronounced. The curves look as if 

equilibrium conditions could be reached with a constant rate. It is very likely that 

both diffusional and chemically reactive processes participate in the mass transfer 

(Nitsch et a!., 1983; Mas, 1986). 

The results of the simultaneous extraction of U(VI) and HN03 (System 2) are shown 

in Fig. 5 and 6. 
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TBP-Conversion-Plots of HN03 + U02(N03)2 extraction data obtained wi th 
different heights of fall. Drops: 0,2!> M HN03 + 0,2 M uo2(N03)2. 

Acid- and Uranium-Complex-Conversion-Plots of acid + uranyl nitrate 
re-extraction data obtained with a height of fall of 35,5 em. Drops: H20 . 

For the extractive reaction mode the curves corresponding to different residence 

times are plotted. The curves for the extraction of both acid and uranyl nitrate are 

approximately parallel. From a comparison of these results with those of Fig. I can 

be deduced that the extraction of HN03 is slightly increased. In the re-extraction 

experiments, however acid re-extraction is strongly suppressed (as compared to Fig. 

2) whereas uranyl nitrate is re-extracted so fast, that equilibrium conditions are 

even exceeded. This "overshooting" can in principle be explained by the following 

set of reactions: 

k. 
(HN03 · TBP]org .,.. H+ + N03 + [TBP]aq 

ke 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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It is assumed that equilibrium of reaction (2) is established very quickly (k3» k4). 

Also, electroneutrality is postulated to persist at the aqueous side of the interface, 

i. e. 2 [uo2++) + (H+) = [No3-). Finally, the concentrations of uranium and HN03 
in the organic phase are taken to be constant, as well as the TBP concentration of 

TBP in the aqueos phase. 

This leads to the following two coupled differential equations representing the 

course of the concentrations of the various species: 

d d 
dt [N03) = 2 · dt [UO~+J+ks · (HN03 · TBP)o,.-ke · ([N03}- 2 · (UO~+)) · (N03] · (TBP]aq 

From the postulated electroneutrality follows for the acid concentration: 

The time dependence of the relative concentrations of the various species is 

presented in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8: Time (aec.l 

Fig. 8: Time-Conversion-Plot-Simulation of Acid, Nitrate and Uranium Re-extraction. 

One finds an "overshooting" of the uranyl ions within the first seconds, whereas acid 

and nitrate approach equilibrium monotonously. The computer program for the 

solution of coupled differential equations was taken from (Ebert, 1989). 
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We are presently developing a model which takes into account the various processes 

taking place at the interface. 
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EFFECT OF INTERFACIAL TENSION GRADIENT ON MOMENTUM AND MASS 
TRANSFER THROUGH A MOVING INTERFACE OF SINGLE DROPS 

Akira HIRATA, Shin-ichi NISHIZAWA and Yasunori Okano• 
Department of Chemical Engineering, Waseda University 

3-4-1, Ohkubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, 169 Japan 

ABSTRACT 
The effect of interfacial tension gradient on interphase 

momentum and mass transfer through a moving interface of single 
drops was studied theoretically. Apporoximate equations for 
interfacial velocity, drag coefficient and Sherwood number were 
proposed with taking account of the interfacial tension gradient. 
The results of this theoretical study showed good agreement with 
previous experimental results. 

INTRODUCTION 

841 

Momentum, heat and mass transfer phenomena through an interface 

of single drops are fundamental to thermal and/or diffusional 

operations such as liquid-liquid extraction, gas absorption, 

vaporization and condensation. The interphase transport phenomena 

are affected in a complex manner by interfacial variables such as 

velocity, turbulence, contamination, resistance, etc. From this 

point of view, much work has been carried out relating the transfer 

phenomena through an interface of single drops ( a review by the 

authors was shown in Hirata, et al., 1985). 

When an interfacial tension gradient caused by a temperature 

and/or a concentration difference exists at an interface, this 

gradient significantly affects the interfacial velocity. 

Consequently it also affects the rates of interphase momentum, heat 

and mass transfer. When an interfacial tension gradient is 

positive <aa ;ax>O), the mobility of the interface is enhanced. 

This enhancement of interfacial motion is often called the 

Marangoni effect. A negative interfacial tension gradient 

( Ql a I- x<O), however, decreases the mobility of the interface. 

This suppression of motion is also well known as the interfacial 

contamination phenomenon. 

This paper concentrates on the effect of interfacial tension 

gradient on interfacial velocity, interphase momentum and mass 

transfer through a moving interface of single drops in a wide 

range of Reynolds number. 

*Y.Okano is now at Institute for Materials Research. Tohoku University, Sendai. 980 Japan 
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1. Theoretical analysis 

1.1 Drag Coefficient and Sherwood Number 
The approximate equations have been proposed for two semi

infinite phases in co-current-flow-contact along a moving plane 

interface from the solutions of two-dimensional lami nar boundary 

layer equations with suitable boundary conditions (Hirata, et al ., 

1980). These equations being applied to single drops, i n the r ange 

of O<Us/UT<1, the following equations are obtained. 

Co/Cos=I1-(Us/UTl I [1+(2.88-a) (Us/UTl ]1/2 
Sh/Shs=[1+(2.88-asc-b)sc1/3(Us/UT)J1/2 

where, 

a=[0 . 09+(Us/UT)2]/[0.10+(Us/UT)2] 

b=3(Us/UT)/[2+12(Us/UT)l 

(1) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

Us is the interfacial velocity and UT is the terminal veloci t y 

of single drops. Cos and Shs are, respectively, the drag 

coefficient and the Sherwood number of the rigid spheres, and these 

values can be described as follows . 

Odar's equation; 

Ranz & Marshall's equation; 

Cos=(24/Re)(1+0.125Re0 . 72) 
Shs=2+0.6Re1/2sc1/3 

From Eqs.(1)-(3), followings can be deduced ; 

(4 ) 

(5) 

(a)The effect of the Schmidt number on the She rwood numbe r depends 

on the interfacial velocity. When the interface is rig i d, t he 

Sherwood number is proportional to the cube root of the Schm idt 

number. On the other hand, in the region of high Schmi dt 

numbers and high interfacial velocities, the She rwood numbe r is 

proportional to the square root of the Schmidt numbe r. 

(b)The interfacial velocity which flows the same direction t o a 

continuous phase enhances the rates of momentum a nd ma s s 

transfer . 

(c)When Sc=1, the following equation is obtained. 

C0/[Cosi1-(Us/UT)I ]=Sh/Shs 

1.2 Interfacial Velocity 

The Navier-Stokes equations for steady, incompre ssible , 

axisymme tric flow in spherical coordinates were theoret ical ly 

ana lyzed with suitable boundary conditions. The effect of t he 

inte rfacial tension gradient was considered with t he follow i ng 

stress balance equation at the interface. 

~(B)+~ -aur] = 
()r r r dB c 

1 C)a 

R 'dB 

(6) 

(7) 
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When Re<<1, the creeping flow analysis by Hadamard-Rybczynski(1911) 

and when Re>>1, the perturbation method by Chao(1962) were 

respectively applied to this analysis, and the following equations 

were obtained. 

Re«1: Us{(~ liUT=[112(1+1C )](1-m)sine (8) 

Re>>1: Us(e )IVT=(312)sine -(21~)[(2+3/C +m)l(1+~ )] (9) 
x (2-3cose +cos3e )ll21sine 

Eqs.(8) and (9) describe the local interfacial velocity on the 

drops. The average interfacial velocity are obtained as follows: 

Re«1: UsiUT=n (1-m)l[8(l+IC ) 1 
Re>>1: UsiUT=(3n l8)[1-(813n )BRe-112] 

(10) 
(11) 

From Eqs.(10) and (11), the following equation can be approximated 

for a wide range of Reynolds numbers (see appendix) . 

UsiUT=(3n l8)-[(3n I8)-A(1-m)]exp(-DRe)Io(DRe) 

where, 

A=n 1[8(1+/C )], B=2.197J3In (2+3/C +m)l(l+.j""7K ), 

D=[(3n I8)-A(1-m)]21(2n s2) 

(12) 

(13) 

lo means the modified bessele function. r and IC are, 
respectively, the ratio of the densities and the viscosities of the 

dispersed phase and continuous phase. The dimensionless numbers 

are defined as follows. 

Re=2UTRili , Ma=( ~a I 'de )RI(Jl li ) 

Ma ( 3 a I 8 e ) interfacial tension driven force 
Re = 2VTJL viscous force 

(14) 

(15) 

m means the degree of interfacial contamination, defined as 

m=[4(Malsine )I(3Re)j. When the interface is clean, and no 

interfacial tension gradient, m should be zero (m=O). When m>O, 

the interfacial tension gradient suppresses the interfacial 

velocity, known well as the interfacial contamination phenomena . 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2-1. Comparison with Previous Experimental Results 

Fig.1 (a) and (b) show the comparison of this theoretical 

r e sults with previous experimental results (Thorsen, et al . , 

1962,1968). It is shown that the theoretical results agree wel l 

with the experimental results. 

2-2. Effect of Interfacial Tension Gradient on Momentum and Mass 
Transfer 

Fig.2 shows the effects of the interfacial tension gradi ent on 
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the interfacial velocity, the rates of momentum and mass transfer. 

From Fig.2, followings can be deduced; 

(l)With an increase in the values of K and m, the interfacial 

velocity decreases. It is suggested that the interfacial 

contamination phenomena is similar to the phenomena when the 

viscosity of the dispersed phase increases. 
(2)The effect of m on the interfacial velocity at low Reynolds 

numbers is much larger than that at large Reynolds numbers. It 

means that small drops are more sensitive to the interfacial 

contamination than large drops. 

(3)The effect of m on the drag coefficient can be considered as 

same as the effect of K on the drag coefficient. On the other 

hand, the effect of m on the interfacial velocity and the 

Sherwood number is larger than the effect of K . 

(4)The effect of m on the drag coefficient is much larger at high 

Reynolds numbers than that at low Reynolds numbers. On the 

other hand, the effect of m on the Sherwood number is much 

larger at low Reynolds numbers than that at high Reynolds 

numbers. 
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(S)The exponent of Reynolds number for Sherwood number is larger 

than 1/2 at intermediate Reynolds numbers with interfacial 

contamination. With an increase in the value of m, the value of 

exponent increases. 

(6)At low Reynolds numbers, a liquid drop with an interfacial 

contamination behaves like a rigid drop. With an increase in 

the Reynolds number, the inner circulation flow in a drop occurs 

rapidly. The value of Reynolds number at this point increases 

with increase in the value of m. 

Fig.3 shows the relationship between Reynolds number and m* which 

is the critical value of m when the interface becomes rigid. From 

Fig.3, the followings can be deduced; 

(l)When Re~ 1, the interface becomes rigid at m=l. At this point, 

the following equation is obtained. 

Cl a I "d e =-(gR2p cll-rl/3)sin8 

Eq. (16) is in agreement with previous theoretical results 

(Levan, et al., 1976). 

(2)When Re>>l, the following relationships are obtained. 

m*<:e Rel/2 

Mac-/sin(} ~. Re3/2 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Mac- is the negative critical Marangoni number, at which the 
interface becomes rigid, and this value is proportional to th e 
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three second power of the Reynolds number as same as the case of 

semi-infinite plane interface (Hirata, et al., 1989). 

(3)With an decrease in the value of K , the negative critical 

Marangoni number decreases. 

CONCLUSION 
The effect of the interfacial tension gradient on the 

interfacial velocity, the interphase momentum and mass transfer of 

single drops were studied theoretically. The theoretical results 

obtained showed a good agreement with previous experimental r e sults 

for the drag coefficient and for the Sherwood number. 

APPENDIX 
Eq. (12) is obtained as follows from Eqs. (10) and (11) . 
Re<<l : Us/UT=A(l-m) 
Re» 1: Us/UT= (3~r /8) (1-B' Re-1/2) 

Following equations are defined. 
Us/UT= <1> (Re) "' 
<l> (s): st.. [ </> (Re)] =s ~ , </> (Re) e-sRedRe 

(A-1) 
(A-2) 

(A-3) 
(A-4 ) 

Fro• Eqs. (A-1)-(A-4), the following equations are obtained by Laplace 
Re«l : <l> (s)= so([¢ (Re)]=A(l-•) 
Re»l: <l>(s)= s.(J¢(Re)]=(3~r/8)[1-B'jliS) 

transformation . 
(A-5) 
(A-6) 

where, 
B' =(8/3) lr X B=2 . 197(8/31r )}3/lr (2+3K +111) / (l+J'TK) (A-7) 

<l> (s) is assuaed as follows to be applied to a wide range of Reynolds number. 
<l>(s)=a1-[a2s/ (a3+s)]l/ 2 (A-8 ) 

Eqs. (A-9) and (A-10) are obtained by Taylor expansion for each range of Reynolds number. 
Re«l (s» 1) : <l> (s) =a 1- (a2/a3) l/2sl/2+ (a2;a3) 1/2 (l/2a3) s 3/L .... · (A-9) 
Re»l (s«l) : <l> (s)=a 1-a2I/2+(a 2a3)/2(1/s)-··· •• (A-10) 

Eqs. (A-5) and (A-6) are co1pared with Eqs. (A-9) and (A-10) respectively, and th en 
constants a1-a3 are deter1ined as follows. 

a1=31r / 8, a 2 =[3~r / 8-A(l-•)]2, a 3 =[3~r /8-A(l-111)]2/ [~r (3~r / 8)2B· 2] (A-l l) 
Fro111 Eqs. (A-3). (A-4), (A-8). (A-11), Eq. (12) is obtained. 

Us/UT= <I> (Re) =.:Ct <l> (s) /s] =a 1-.Jaiexp( -a3Re/ 2) I o (a3Re/2) 
=(3~r /8)-[(3~r /8)-A(l-m)]exp(-DRe) lo(DRe) (A-12) 
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Two PHASE KINETICS OF THE SOLUBILIZATION IN REVERSED MICELLES 

P. Plucinski and W. Nitsch 
Technical University Munich, Institute of Technical Chemistry, 8046 Garching, FAG 

ABSTRACT 

The rate of the solubilization of different polar substances in reversed AOT micelles was 
measured using a two-phase stirred cell. It was found that solubilization of metal ions and 
phenylalanine was very slow and determined by an interfacial process. The solubilization 
of methylene blue was governed by convective transport in the aqueous phase. Low 
interfacial tension promoted the solubilization rate in the both cases. It was found that 
thermal fluctuations of the surfactant layer influenced the micellar size. 

INTRODUCTION 

The tendency of reversed micelles (RM) to solubilize polar substances in the organic 

phase has initiated works about the application of such systems in liquid-liquid extraction 

of proteins, amino acids and metal ions [ 1 ). 

Hitherto existing works on solubilization in water-in-oil microemulsions have focussed on 

the equilibrium studies. The kinetics of encapsulation of solubilized compounds in 

reversed micelles, however, has not been understood until recently. In our previous works 

we investigated the kinetics of solubilization of methylene blue (MB), lysozyme (L) and 

metal ions [2, 3] using a two-phase stirred cell. The stirred cell proved to be a very useful 

tool to investigate the kinetics of a "reactional" extraction [ 4 ). Our preliminary results 

revealed that the solubilization of MB and L was controlled by convection and the mass 

transfer resistance was situated in the aqueous phase [2, 3). The solubilization of metal 

ions (Ca2 +, K +)was independent of the convection and dependent on the interfacial area 

which supported the interfacial mechanism of creation of reversed micelles [2). 

Based on the results described above, a mechanism of the interfacial solubilization in 

reversed micelles similar to cytosis or spontaneous vesiculation has been proposed [2). 

In this work more detailed studies of the solubilization of MB and metal cations have been 

performed. Additionally, the kinetics of the solubilization of amino acids have been studied. 

Special attention has been paid to the influence of the interfacial tension on the solubiliza

tion rate and to the question of the thermodynamical state of newly created reversed 

micelles (equilibrium size or not?). 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Kinetic experiments have been performed in the same stirred cell as in our previous works 

(Fig. 1) (for explanation see [2]). The details of the experimental and analytical methods 

are described elsewhere [2, 3]. The anionic surfactant, sodium di-2-ethylhexyl-sulfosucci

nate (AOT), was obtained from Fluka and used without further purification. lsooctane (ACS 

grade, Merck) was purified by distillation. All salts and acids used were reagent grade or 

better. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Size of reversed micelles: 

The system oii-AOT-water is characterized by a low interfacial tension [5], thus the inter

facial energy is also low. Therefore the total free energy of the system will mainly result 

from the entropy of mixing and the interfacial film curvature energy [5]. The latter depends 

on two parameters: the film rigidity K and the spontaneous curvature C
0 

- both introduced 

by Helfrich [6]. If the bending energy and the thermal energy kT are of comparable value, 

the surfactant film fluctuates. Thus, the thermal undulation of the interface could be regar

ded as a prior step to the interfacial creation of reversed micelles (Fig. 2). If this mechanism 

is a suitable model, the size of the water core of reversed micelles should correspond to 

the fluctuation parameters double amplitude and a half wavelength. 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of literature data of aqueous core diameters of RMs [7] and 

calculated values based on capillary wave amplitudes and wavelengths. Details about the 

calculations and experimental data are given in [7] . There is very good agreement in the 

range 20 - 75 A, fairly good agreement for bigger micelles. This deviation might be caused 

by the rigidity constant K = 1,1 kT [5] that has been used for all investigated systems, but 

which has only been determined for the sodium salt of AOT. Based on this comparison 

one can describe the influence of thermal fluctuation on the size of AM in the state of equi

librium with aqueous phase. 

Kinetics of reversed micelle formation 

The initial flux was calculated by dividing the slope of the measured course of concentra

tion of solubilized species in the organic phase by the specific interfacial area of the stirred 

cell. The results for different divalent cations are presented in Fig. 4. The independence of 

flux on the stirring rate (convection) indicates the interfacial process as rate limiting. This 

independence of the stirring rate was also observed for different organic solvent as n

heptane, toluene or cyclohexane. Conspicuous is that metal ions of the transition group 

are transported one order of magnitude faster than representatives of the main group. The 

size of the micelles (connected with w0 = [H 20]/ [AOT]) and the interfacial tension of both 

groups also vary strongly. One possible explanation is the formation of chelate structures 
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which is supported by the IR measurements (8] . The adsorption of such aggregates 

(superstructures) can differ from the adsorption of "normal", i. e. Ca, Sr sulfosuccinates, 

and one can expect that the values of interfacial tension and micelle size are also different 

for both groups of metal ions. Generally, in systems with low interfacial tension the solubili

zation is faster. Based on our "cytosis" model, this can be explained by a lower interfacial 

energy of formation of a new interface. 

In a further series of experiments the kinetics of co-solubilization of two metal cations was 

studied. In contradiction to the solubilization of single cations, the cations of the main 

groups of the periodic system were solubilized faster than those of the transition group, 

and faster than single cations. The ratio of the concentration of both cations was constant 

during the kinetic experiments and corresponded to the ratio of the equilibrium state, but 

not to the ratio of metal concentration in the bulk phase (Table 1 ). This indicates that the 

micelles were created at an interface with equilibrium concentration of counter ions. The 

synergistic effect of added cations on the kinetic of calcium solubilization in RMs can be 

expressed by the following series: 

K < Sr < Mg < Ni < Zn 

which corresponds to Hoffmeister's one (9]. Once more the creation of a chelate and its 

adsorption can change the configuration of the interface and promote the solubilization of 

the metal ions from the main group. The solubilization of phenylalanine was independent of 

the stirring rate, which also in this case supports the interfacial process being dominant. 

However, the influence of the counter ion type is not so pronounced as in the case of L 

and MB solubilization (2, 3]. 

As previously proved [2] , the solubilization of MB is governed by convection in the 

aqueous phase. Remarkable is the dependence of the mass transfer coefficient on the 

interfacial tension (Fig. 5). For lower interfacial tension the slope of the relationship B = f(n) 

was much higher than for higher y . Probably the contemplation of the interfacial tension 

and the gradient of interfacial tension at the interface induced by convection provides an 

explanation of this behaviour. Systems with small interfacial tension may yield negative or 

zero interfacial tension in the middle of the stirred cell. Spontaneous creation of RMs can 

destroy the gradient of y over the interface. This gradient is responsible for the solidity of 

the liquid-liquid interface and for a lower mass transfer coefficient (4]. A similar phenome

non was observed in the case of lysozyme solubilization (3] . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The kinetic results presented above show the suitability of the stirred cell to investigate the 

kinetics of the interfacial solubilization in RMs. 
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Thermally induced capillary waves can be regarded as a step prior to the interfacial 

creation of RMs. This assumption has been proved comparing the size of RM and 

wavelength and amplitude of undulation. 

The solubilization of metal ions and phenylalanine is determined by an interfacial process. 

The solubilization of MB and L, however, is governed by convective transport in the 

aqueous phase. Low interfacial tension promotes the solubilization in both cases discus

sed above. 
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Schematic view of the stirred cell. 
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No M ix ture ([Me~ tel]) comoonents 
[Me2 eq '[Me;] 1-10 1 2 

Equ i J ibr ium mixtures 

1 ca Zn 3, 21 3, 37 

2 ca Ni 2.25 2.61 

3 Cs K 0.92 0,96 a> 

4 Sr Ca L93 L36 

5 NJ Zn L13 L25 

6 Ca Mg L45 LS8 

NonequJ!Jbrlum mixtures 

7 Cs NJ L78 3.30 - 2,60 

8 K Zn L72 3,60 - 2.86 

9 K L1 3,37 6,11 - 4.32 

10 K ca 0.46 L12 

11 )( Sr 0.80 L81 

[A 0 T J s 0,050 kmol!m3 

[Me1 ] 0
: [ Me2 ] 0 

= 0,25 kmol / m3 , pH : 5,0 

al between 2,5- 10 n. 

io Me 1 
---

io Me2 

3.60 

3,25 

L15 

L36 

L42 

L75 

3,85 

3.26 

5,69 

L17 

L82 

n • 150 rpm 

TABLE 1: The results of the solubilization of metal ions mixtures. 
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STUDIES OH MECHANISM OF EXTRACTION OF IRON!llll FROM SULFATE SOLUTIONS AND 
STRIPPING WITH SULFURIC ACID BY FT-IR AND LASER LIGHT SCATTERING SPECTROMETRY 
II . HDEHP AND RNH2 AS EXTRACTANT WITH OCTANE AS DILUENT 

LIU HUIZHOU*, YU SHUQIU AND CHEN JIAYONG 
(Institute of Chemical Metallurgy, Acade•ia Sinica, Beijing, China) 
WU PEIQIAHG AND ZHOU ZUKANG 
(L aboratory of Colloid Che•istry, Institute of Physical Chemistry, 

Peking University, Beijing, China) 

ABSTRACT: 
In this work, the co•position and water content in extracted organic 

phase of •ixture of HDEHP and RNH2 as solvent were •easured. The extracted 
organic phase has been studied as a function of RNH2 concentration at 
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different PH and also at different •eta) ion concentration with FT-IR and Laser 
Light Scattering Spectro•etry. Results indicate that the extraction iron(III) 
f rom sulfate solution is through the formation of reverse •icelle of water in 
oi l type, and the stripping with dilute sulfuric acid is not through a process 
of destruction of the w/o e•ulsion. Thus, it is proposed that the •echanism 
of extraction and stripping involves the exchange of H3o· with Fe(H20) 3• 
at water/oil interface of the reverse •icelle . Results also indicate the 
importance of the role of water in the extraction process. The sulfuric 
aci d extracted into the organic phase is in free so.2- for•. It is confir•ed 
that the Stokes'radius of the reverse •icelle depends on the concentration 
of RNH2 used in the organic phase. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Acid, especially sulfuric acid, is often used as leaching agent for non

ferrous •eta! ores. When the •etals in leaching solution are extracted with 

organic solvent, iron is usually extracted ahead of the other metals and is 

the difficult impurity to strip fro• the loaded organic phase. Various 

techniques have been proposed in the past to overco•e this diffculty . They 

include: (a) hydrolytic stripping (Doyle-Garner and Monhe•ius, 1985): \b) reduction 

stripping(De•opoulas and Gefrest 1984), which are associated with the problems 

such as expensive cost, high te•perature operation and slow reaction rate . 

In recent years, the development of solvent extraction system as an 

alternative for iron re•oval fro• sulfuric acid leaching solution has been 

widely studied(De•opoulas and Pouskouleli, 1989, Yu and Chen, 1989 l. Some new 

ext raction system have been deve)oped(Yu and Chen, 1988a, 1988bl . For example, 

The project vas supported by NNSF of China. 
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the extraction of iron(lll) in sulfate solution with a mixture of organic 

phosphorus acid and primary a•ine as solvent has been carried out and the 

stripping of iron extracted into this •ixed solvent can be acco•plished with 

dilution sulfuric acid. However, the i•portance of the role of water during 

ext raction of iron(Ill) with mixed solvent has not been studied, and •any 

phenomena observed remain unexplained. In order to understand the mechanis• of 

extraction of iron(lll) from s ulfate solution with the •ixed solvent and the 

stripping of Fel[lll extracted with sulfuric acid, the extracted species in 

loaded organic phase wa s characterized by FT-IR and laser light scattering 

spectroscopy and its composition as well as water content in organic phase were 

deter•ined respectively. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL PART: 

The extraction was carried out with a mechanical electric shaker. Iron 

was analysed by t i tration with potassiu• dichro•ate. pH value of solution was 

•easured with a pH •eter. 

FT-IR spectra of organic phase was recorded with Nicolett 71998 FT-IR 

spectro•eter. KBr windows was used. The absolute scattered intensity was 

measured at scattering angle 90° . An Ar laser was operated at 488 n• with an 

output power in the 200-400 •V range. Vater content of organic phase was 

deter•ined by Carl Fischer titration with •icrocoulo•etric detector. 

Primary a•ine (N1923) used in this study has for•ula RR'CHNHz and with 

a total nu•ber of carbon ato•s 19 to 23. Further purification was carried out 

by distillation prior to the investigation, the fraction of 185-195 t/133 Pas 

was selected as the extractant and with •olecular weight of 293.0. HDEHP (P204) 

used was purified by copper salt •ethod and its content was higher than 99.5X . 

The octane of che•ical pure grade was used as the diluent. The other che•icals 

were analytical pure grade. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

3. 1 Extraction_o[_Ee11Ilt_under _dif[erent_conditions~ 

TABLE l 

Saturated capacity of Fe<III) with HDEHP and N1923 as solvent 

H2so. (mol/d•3
) <0.05 - 0.25 -1.0 

Fe (•ol/d• 3
) 0. 0869 0.0560 0.0385 

[P204+N1923]/Fe 3.96 6.14 8. 94 

Organic phase: HDEHP(0.183•ol/d• 3
), N1923l0.161•ol / dm 3

); 

Aqueous phase: Fe 3 ·= 9-10 g/d•3 

Table 1 shows the results of studies on saturation capacity. The sa t urated 
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capacity is a function of the initial pH values of the solution. At rather high 

pH, the aqueous phase contains a high concentration of hydroxy-ferric irons and 

P204-H1923 has rather high extraction capacity of I •ole Fe for four •oles of 

total concentration of P204 and H1923. At lower pH, such as 0.25 M H2SO •• 

the saturated capacity is -1 /6 •oles Fe per mole of IP204 + H19-2·31. ln highly 

acidic solution, the saturated capacity of iron per mole of CP204 + Nl9231 is 

even lower, and the capacity seems to have no definite value. 

o L---~--~----~--~--~--~ 
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.~0 0.~0 0.60 

N1Q23CmoiA..J 

Fig. 1. Effect of H1923 on Feiiiii Extraction in P20410.18mol / dm 3 1-H1923 system. 
Aqueous phase: Fe 3 ·=3-5g/da 3

. 

H2SO. concentration: + :pH=2; L.: 0.27mol / dm 3
: O:!molldll3

; + :5mol / dm 3
• 

Figure 1 indicates the effects of initial aqueous phase acid content and 

primary amine IH1923J concentraction on the percentage of iron extraction. At 

low aqueous acidity (pH=2J, the percentage of extraction increases with increase 

in H1923 concentration: while at high aqueous acidity 10.55 M H2SO.), 

the extraction decreases with increasing H1923 up to O. lM to reach a •inimum and 

inc r eases above t~is concentration. At rather high aqueous acidity (5M H2SO.), 

the extractability is practically constant with increase in N1923 concentration. 

Accordingly it is considered that the extraction of iron(III) from sulfuric acid 

solutions proceeds at least through two types of extraction process. 

3.2 Detecaination_of_watec_content_of_ocganic_2hase! 
The presence of linear relationships between the water content and pri•ary 

amine IN1923) concentration can be seen in Fig.2. The results of water content 

versus iron(Ill) concentration in organic phase at constant H2S04 concentration 

of 0.27 11ol/dm3 are plotted in Fig.J. The percentage of water content decreases 

with increase in iron(lll) concentraction in organic phase. It can be considered 

that one Fe atom exchange with one H20 molecule. 

3.3 EI=lR_s2ectca_of_ocganic_2base! 
The organic phases fro• the extraction of aqueous solutions cantaining 

same concentration of ferric sulfate with HDEHP, N1923 and HDEHP-H1923. 

respectively, were studied by FT-IR . The results are given in Table 2. 
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·' 

Fig. 2. Effect of H2S04 on H20 
content in orga ni c phase on 
Fe(IJJ) extraction. 
Organic phase: 
HDEHP(5%)-H1923-octane 
Aqueous phase: 
H2SO~ concentration : 
+ :pR=2; 6 :pH= I; 
O:laolld•3

; + =5•olld•3
• 

TABLE 2 

10 

0.20r--------------, 

O.OOL--~-~-~-~--~-' 
o.oo o. 10 0 .20 0.30 0.4 0 o .5o o.eo 

G::- 1) 

Fe(llt) tmouu 

Fig . 3. Relation between ironlllll 
concentration and water content on 
FeOIIJ loaded organic phase. 
Organic phase: 
HDEHP(5%)-Hl923(5%l-octane 
Aqueous phase: 
o.27•olld• 3 H2so .. . 

Co•parison of FT-IR spectra of different organic phase on Fe extraction 

HDEHP (5%) H1923(5%l HDEHP(5%)-N1923(5%) Assign•ent 

I 606.2 I .4 so. 2-

I I 617 . 0 , .. so. 2-

I 966 .7 I v, so~ 2-

I 1025.0 I 113 so.2-

1033.7 I 1034.2 • P-0-C 

I 1108.8 1108 . 5 113 so. 2-

I 1133.7 I v, so~ 2-

I 1171.8 I Va SQ .. 2-

1197. 1 I 1198.4 VAS P02-

I 1535 . 0 1512.3 6s NHa + 

I 1621. 3 1606.9 llli6HHa++6 H20 

Aqueous phase: 0.23molld•3 H2SO •• 4gld• 3 Fe . 

The absorption bands at 1034 and 1198 em-• are assi gned t o P-0-C 

stretching frequency and Poo- asY••etric frequency respectively in the 

extracted species of HDEHP-H1923. A similar result is also observed in HDEHP as 

solvent . Thus, the results of infrared study confir• that iron in the organi c 

phase is bonded to the phosphoryl oxygen atom of HDEHP in both extractant 

systems. Simultaneously, the absorption bands at 617 and 1109 cm- 1 are observed 

in extracted organic phase of HD EHP-N1923 as so lvent, which are consistent with 

those expected for the sulfate group act ing as a free li ga nd in water solution. 

Also, absorption bands at 606, 967, 1025, 1109. 1134 and 1172 cm- 1 in extracted 

species were observed with Nl923 as solvent. which are consistent with those 
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~ ~~ Ec ted for the sulfate group acting as a bidentate ligand. 

In the deconvoluted spectra of the organic phase after extracting the ferric 

s ulfate solution(Fig.4), by increasing the pri•ary amine(NI923) concentration, 

the intensity of the Poo- asym•etric vibration at 1199 c•-' decrease, to reach a 

minimum and then increase again. A si•ilar result is also observed in Figure I. 

From the results shown in Figure 5, it can be suggested the HOEHP linked 

directly to iron Oil). 

£ • 
- ' 

! ' ' 
~ ' .. 

' 
•:.. Ill 

~ .-

' i 

: .'" 
;.. 1 I 
N I ; 

~) / 
' I 

0 

0 0 
QOO 0.10 ~ o.:JO 0.<0 0.00 0.00 0.70 

(N1Q23)~ 

' :'A() 1260 1240 12 20 1200 \ 18 0 1160 

'I(A VEmJMBERS (c rn - 1 ) 

fig. 4. Effect of Hl923 on deconvolved 
P=O bands of FT-IR on Fe 3

• loaded 
organic phase of HOEHP(l0%)-Hl923-octane. 
Concentration of Hl923 in organic phase: 
-0%: --- 4%; -·- 8%; ···-· 15%. 

Fig. 5. Co•parison of the relationships 
of Dttga/Dtzza and Fe extraction with 
Hl923 concentration in organic phase. 
Organic phase: 
HDEHP(I0%)-Hl923-octane: 

Aqueous phase: Aqueous phase: 
lmol/dm 3 HzSO •• Fe 3 ·=4g/d•3

• lmol/dm3 HzSO.; Fe 3 ·=4g/ dm 3
• 

3.4 Lasec_Li&ht_Scatterin&_S~ectcoscQ~Y~ 

The photoelectron count ti•e correlation function was measured at 

scattering angle 90 with 64-channel digital correlator. Based on the 

diffusion coefficient deduced from autocorrelation function using the cu•ulates 

method, the apparent mean hydrodynamic radius, Rh was calculated with Einstein

Stokes equation and the results are shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Particle s i ze in the loaded organic phase of HDEHP-NI923-octane 

initial acidity(mol/d•3
) I 0.22 I. 03 0.27 0.5 5 

extracted species I acid acid ironOIIl stripping stripping 

Rh (~l 47.6 26.6 29.3 32. 1 28.6 36.0 

It was found that the value of Rh remains constant about 30 A under 

different conditions. According to the results, the proposed structure of 

reverse micelle is shown in Fig.6. 
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fig. 6. Model of reverse aicelle in organic phase of the HDEHP-Nl923 systea. 
~ :HDEHP(P204l; ~ :ou-. so.z-; 
~ :RHH,•(N1923); 0 :HzO. Fe 3

•• 

3.5 Yecbanisa_of_extraction_~rocess~ 
According to the above experiaental data, the following extraction 

reaction can be suggested: 

or 

(J ) 

The higher the initial acidity of an aqueous phase , the larger the value of 

n and a are. which aay lead to explain that the capacity have no definite value . 

In fact, the extraction aechanisa is very coaplicated, and it aay involve an 

hydrated ion exchange at water/oil interface of proposed reverse aicelle with 

Fe(HzO)."• to replace H,o· 

By taking these facts into consideration, it is assuaed that the aechanisa 

of exchange of hydrous species is aore reasonable for the extraction or 

stripping of iron(lJI), and that the priaary aaine cation RNH:o· play a role in 

exchange between the hydrous iron(llll and Hydroniua ion. According to the 

variation of Fe/HzO aolar ratio in loaded organic phase deterained by Carl-Fischer 

titration, it was considered that Fe(HzO)z"• was extracted into the organic phase, 

and the three aolar u,o· were back into the aqueous phase during extraction. 
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A MODEL FOR THE RATE OF TWO PHASE NITRATION OF SOME HIGHLY REACTIVE AROMATIC 
HYDROCARBONS 

MORTEZA SOHRABI 
Department of Chemical Enginee ring, Amirkabir University of Technology, 
Teh r an 15 , Iran 

ABSTRACT 
Th e two phase nitration of m- xylen e and mesitylen3 at 25°C has been 

conducted in a continuous stirre d tank r e a c tor 1.06 dm in capacity. It has 
been shown that the rate data predicted , us ing a model, as s uming an instanta
neous reaction a t a plane in t he acid phase close to the interface and those 
actually me asured in the reactor, agreed to within 10-20%. The rela tive rates 
of nitration of m-xylene and mesity l e ne determined under two phase conditions 
were found to be almost identical with those obtained in homogeneous system. 
This may indicate that the overall rates of nitration of such s ubstrates in 
both reaction sys tems are controlled by a phys ical phenomenon which could be 
the speed of diffusion of reactants within the reaction media. 

INTRODUCTION 
The mononitration of aromatic hydrocarbons by aqueous mixtures of nitric 
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and s ulphuri c acids (mixed acid) is a process of considerable industrial impor

tance. In such sys tems two slightly mis c ible phases are involved and hence, the 

transfer of reactants between the phases plays a key role in the determination 

of the over a ll rate of reaction. (Sohrabi, 1983a,b, 1986, 1988a , 1981, 1977) 

Some aspec t s of homogeneous and two phase aromatic nitration have been 

reported by Hanson et al (1975, 1976a) and Sohrabi (1988b, 1976). 

It has been shown that in case of nitration of highly r eactive aromatic 

hydrocarbons , a limit has been reached beyond which, the introduction of fur

the r activat ed substrates had no e ffect on the rate of nitration (Coombes et al 

1968 , Hoggett et al, 1971, Sohrabi, 19 76 ). This limit has bee n called the rate 

of encounter of aromatic hydrocarbons and nitronium ions. 

Olah (1970) postulated that in such sys tems, the normal mechanis m of 

s ubs titution was rep laced by one in which the rate determining step was the 

formation of a 11 - complex. ·Recently, it was shown (Sohrabi, 1990)that the 

occurren ce of e ncounter rate could be the consequence of microdiffusional 

phenome na or reaction during mixing. 

I n the present study , the rate data obtained from the two phase nitration 

of high ly reactive aromatic hydrocarbons has been correlated by a model 

ass uming an i ns tantaneous reaction b e tween the two reactants . Also, a compari

son has been made between the results obtained from two phase systems and those 

available for homogeneous reactions. In this way the relative importance of 

diffusional limitations in case of fast reactions in homogeneous systems may be 
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established. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reactor 

The reactor was 1.06 dm
3 

in capacity (13 em long and 10.2 em internal 

diameter) and was constructed of stainless steel type EN58J. Four vertical 

baffles, each one tenth the diameter of the tank, mounted against the tank 

wall at right angles to it, were spaced at 90° intervals around the reactor. 

Cooling was provided by means of a coil supported in the tank baffles. 

The temperature was measured by means of an iron-constantan thermocouple 

housed in a sheath. The reactants were fed to the reactor from two glass 

reservoirs by means of metering pumps. Further details of this reactor may be 

found elsewhere (Sohrabi, l983a). 

2. 2 Laminar-Jet 

The apparatus used in this study was basically similar to that employed 

by Hanson and Ismail (l976b). It was so designed to produce a jet of mixed acid 

passing through the aromatic phase. The equipment consisted of a cylindrical 

jet chamber made of "Pyrex" glass 11.5 em long and 7.5 em internal diameter. 

The whole unit was housed in a constant temperature room. 

2.3 Analytical techniques 

The heterogeneous nitration of aromatic hydrocarbons occurs in the acid 

phase and the extent of reaction in the organic phase is insignificant (Sohrabi 

l988b). 

To start the nitration in CSTR, the reactor was initially filled with 

distilled water. The agitator motor was switched on and the reactants were 

introduced at the appropriate rates. The cooling water was adjusted to keep 

the temperature constant at 25 ~ 0.2°C. 

When steady state conditions were established, samples were drawn through 

a sampling tube connected to the effluent pipe. 

Two sets of samples were taken during each run: (i), the organic phase, 

washed with excess distilled water, and (ii), the aqueous phase. 

The organic phase samples were analysed for aromatic hydrocarbons and 

various nitro aromatic isomers. The overall concentration of nitro aromatic 

compounds was also measured by a u.v. visible spectrophotometer. 

Isomer distribution and hydrocarbon content of the samples were determined 

by gas-liquid chromatography. The flame ionization dete ctor was used. A 2.7 m 

stainless steel column, packed with 14 g Apiezon L on Chromosorb P of 80-100 

mesh was employed and gave a good separation of isomers working at 210°C. 

Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas. Analytical accuracy was within l-2%. 
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Nitric acid in the aqueous phase was determined by the method of Barduhn 

and Kobe (1956). Nitrous acid was analysed using colorimetric method (Hanson 

et al, 19 76c ). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It has been shown that the two phase nitration of less reactive aromatic 

hydrocarbons such as benzene and tolue ne followed a fast reaction regime (Han

son et al , 1976a, Giles et al, 1976) . 

By considering that the es timated rates of nitration of m-xylene and 

mesity l ene relative to that of toluene are 20 and 800 respectively, it seems 

reasonable to assume an instantaneous reaction regime for these substrates . In 

such a regime, the reaction takes place in the acid phase at a plane close to 

the interface and the overall rate is governed by the speed of diffusion of the 

two reactants in the reaction media. 

The differential equations describing such a situation are as follows: 

Dl 

2 
a c

1 

3 X 
2 

ac
1 

at 
X > A (1) 

2 
3 c

2 
ac

2 
D2 

a x 
2 at 

X < A (2) 

where subscripts 1 and 2 are refered to nitric acid and aromatic hydrocarbon 

respective ly and A is the distance of the reaction p l ane from the interface 

The following boundary conditions are applicable (As tarita, 1967, Danek

werts , 1970): 

* At the interface: X = 0 c2 [ArH] 
a 

At t = 0: cl [HN03 ] a 

In th e bulk acid phase: X -+ "' cl [HN0
3
]a 

At the reaction plane : 
ac

1 
ac

2 
X = A D -- = -D2 cl = 0 , c2 = 0 

1 ax ax 

Solutions of the above equations, involving a moving boundary, may be 

obtained by a standard technique and is: 

R = A I (DArH) I 1r t [ArH]: I (erf I ( a IDArH ) 

where , R is the rate of r eaction per unit volume of the acid phase, a is a 

cons tant and t i s the absorption time, and D is the diffusion coefficient. 

(3) 

Equation (3) may be simplified provided that the interfacial concentration 

of aromatic hydrocarbon be much smaller than the bulk concentration of nitric 
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* acid (Brian et al, 1961), i.e. [ArH)a « [HN0
3
)a 

Assuming that such a condition exists within the reactor, then the enhance

ment factor (I), may be written as: 

l 
erfC(a/D 

ArH 

Substitution gives: 

l + 

I I (DHNO /D ) 
3 

ArH 

* I [ArH) ) 
a 

(4) 

(5) 

Testing of the model demanded a knowledge of the values for the system 

parameters. Diffusivities were obtained using the laminar-jet technique. Values 

for saturation concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons in mixed acid were deter

mined by solubility measurement (Sohrabi, l988b) and interfacial area was known 

from the previous studies (Sohrabi, l983a, 1986). 

The rate data obtained for the two phase nitration of mesitylene and m

xylene and those predicted using equation (5), are presented in table l. 

TABLE l 

Two phase nitration of aromatic hydrocarbons by mixed acid at 25°C. 

Hydrocarbon 
nitrated 

m-Xylene 

Mesitylene 

Residence 
time (min) 

1.2 
1.8 
2 .7 
3.9 
7.4 

10.1 
21.9 

1.1 
2.3 
4.5 
8 .1 

11.0 
21.8 

Conversion 
(%) 

16 
23 
35 
48 
60 
7l 
83 

15 
24 
47 
63 
75 
81 

(*) Speed of agitation: 2000 + 200 rev/min 

Rates of nitration 
-1 -1 

(rnol.l . s . ) 
observed (*) calculated 

-2 -2 
3.55xlo_

2 
4.18xl0_

2 
3.2lxl0_

2 
3 .82xlo_

2 
3 .06xl0_

2 
3.29xl 0_

2
· 

2.8lxl0_
2 

3.10xl0_
2 

2.23xl0_
2 

1.96xlo_
2 

l.78xl0_
2 

1.48xlo_
2 

1.02xl0 0.9lxl 0 

-2 -2 
3.57xl0_

2 
4.17xlo_

2 
3.12xl0_

2 
3.42xl0_

2 
2.76xl0_

2 
3.08xlo_

2 
2.12xl0_

2 
2.2 lxl0_

2 
1.60xl0_

2 
1.48xlo_

2 
l.l9xl0 l. 04xl 0 

It may be observed that the degree of agreement between the experimental 

and calculated rate values is within 15-20%. 

Such a discrepancy may be attributed to the errors involved in the deter

mination of diffusivities and measurement of solubilities. 

In table 2, the relative rates of nitration of m-xylene and mesitylene 

determined in both homogeneous and two phase systems are compared with the 
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estimated values. 

TABLE 2 

Rates of nitration of aromatic hydrocarbons relative to that of benzene at 25°C. 

Aromatic observed observed estimated relative rates 
hydrocarbon relative rates(*) relative rates (#) 

(homogeneous) (two phase) 

m-Xylene 38 29 2080 

Mesitylene 36 28 46400 

(*) Combes et al, 1968 
(#) Calculated from the toluene:benzene ratio combined with isomer distribution 

in mixed acid (see Appendix) . 

It can be seen that the actual relative rates in single and two phase 

nitration are almost identical whereas, the predicted data are several orders 

of magnitude greater than the experimental results. This may indicate that the 

overall rates of nitration in both homogeneous and two phase systems are affec

ted or controlled by a similar phenomenon which could be the speed of diffusion 

of reactants within the reaction media. 

If this is accepted, then the partial or complete disappearance of inter

molecular selectivities may be interpreted a s the effect of a physical pheno

menon and hence , the change in mechanism of nitration as postulated by some 

previous investigators may not be justified. 
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APPENDIX 

Es timation of t heoretical r e lative rates. 

The theoretical rate of nitration of an aromatic hydrocarbon relative to 
that of benzene (ks/kB) may be ca lculated from the following equation (Haggett 
et a l, 1971 ): 

(A.l) 

where, f., i s the partial rate factor related to ith position in substrate S , 
and n , ig the number of i pos itions . 

Values for f i can be estimated from the partial rate factors for toluene. 

Example: Cal culation of theoretical relative rate of nitration of mes itylene 
by mixed acid. 

Step l, calculation of partial r ate factors for nitration of toluene (T) . 
data for toluene : 
relative r eactivity, k /k = 24 (e xperimental and theor eti cal values are 
assumed to be ident i cai) B 
isomer distribution , o- : 58.15%; 
Applying equation (A.l): 
(100) (2) f (6) (24 ) (58. 15) 

o-
(100) (l) f 

p-
(100) (2) f 

m-

(6) (24 ) (36. 78) 

(6) (24) (5.07) 

p- : 36 . 78%; 

f 
o-

f 
p-

f 
m-

41.86 

52 .96 

3.65 

m-: 5 . 07% 

Step 2 , Cal culation 
(M). 

of partial rate factors for nitration of mesitylene 

( f ) 
2 

( f ) 
o- T p- T 

(41. 86)
2

(52 . 96 ) = 92800 

Step 3 , Calculation of r e lative rate . 
Using equation (A.l) , 

(100) ( 3) (92800) = (6 ) (kM/kB) (100) 

kM/kB : 46400 
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ABSTRACT 
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Mononitration of chlorobenzene by aqueous mixtures of nitric and sulphuric 
acids at 25°C has been studied in a continuous, co-current tubular reactor , 148 
em high , 3.8 em internal diameter and packed with 8 mm Raschig rings . A model 
for the overall conversion of chlorobenzene, based on the assumption of plug 
flow for both phases, coupled with a slow reaction within the aqueous phase has 
been presented. It has been shown that the data predicted using the model and 
thos e actually measured in the effluent agreed to within 20%. The discrepancy 
between the observed and calculated values , apart from the exper imental errors , 
may be attributed to the assumption of plug flow of fluids and the mutual solu
bility of the two liquid phases. 

INTRODUCTION 

Liquid-liquid reactions, performed in packed beds are widely encountered 

in various chemical industries . The preliminary requirement for the determina

tion of general models for such reactions, is the knowledge of their kinetic 

regimes. 

In this study , a model for the overall conversion of slow reactions, con

ducted in isothermal co- current liquid-liquid contactors is presented. 

As an example for such reactions, the two phase mononitration of chloro

benzene under certain conditions may be mentioned (Chapman, 1976, Sohrabi ,l972) . 

Indus trial mononitration of chlorobenzene is usually carried out in a two liquid 

phase system using aqueous mixtures of nitric and sulphuric acids as the nitra

ting agent . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2 .1 Chemicals 

The chemical s used in the present study were all analytical grade . 

2.2 Packed column 

The reactor was a column made of " Pyrex" glass, 148 em high, 3.8 em inter

nal diameter and packed with 8 mm Raschig rings. The two reactants (mixed ac id 

and chlorobenzene) were s tored in glass aspirators and were fed to the top of 

the reactor via appropriate flow meters and controllers . Cooling was provided 

by circulating water at the correct t emperature through a jacket constructed 
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around the column. The reactor was fitted with three iron-constantan thermo-

couples placed at three different locations. The thermocouples were wired to 

temperature compensated recorders and provided measurement to ~0.2°C. Further 

details of the equipment may be found elsewhere (Sohrabi et al, 1990). 

2.3 Analytical technique 

When steady state conditions were established, samples were drawn through 

a sampling tube connected to the effluent pipe near exit from the reactor. The 

samples were thoroughly washed by excess distilled water and allowed to sepa

rate into two distinct layers. The organic phase was analysed for chlorobenzene 

and various mononitrochlorobenzene isomers. The overall concentration of iso-

mers was also measured by a u.v. visible spectrophotometer at 350nm . 

Isomer distribution and chlorobenzene content of the samples were deter

mined by gas-liquid chromatography . The instrument was linked to a recorder 

and an integrator. The flame ionization detector was used. A 2.7 m stainless 

steel column, packed with 14 g Apiezon L on Chromosorb P of 80-100 mesh was 

employed and gave a good separation of isomers working at l80°C. Nitrogen was 

used as the carrier gas with a constant flow rate of 45 cm
3
/min. Analytical 

accuracy was within l-2%. Further details of the analytical technique are 

available elsewhere (Hanson et al , 1976). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Reaction between chlorobenzene and nitric acid is irreversible, second 

order and may assume to occur only in the acid phase. Although some reaction 

may take place in the organic phase, nevertheless, its contribution to the 

overall rate is extremely small (less than 0.1%, Sohrabi, 1988) and hence, 

may be justifiably neglected. It is also clear that the total molar flow rates 

of aqueous and organic phases are constant throughout the reactor. The follo

wing assumptions were also made: 

1: Solubility of nitrochlorobenzene in the acid phase is negligible. 

2: Solubility of mineral acids in the organic phase is extremely small. 

3: The reaction of nitric acid with mononitrochlorobenzene can be neglected 

4: Both phases are in plug flow. 

Based on the above assumptions and the fact that the two phase nitration 

of chlorobenzene under experimental conditions employed in this study, is a 

slow reaction within the aqueous phase, a model for such a reaction was derived 

and tested. 

A differential mass balance for co- current flow in the column is: 

LC 
d(~) 

c 
0 

L'C 
d(~) 

C' 
0 

(l) 
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where, L and L', are the molar flow rates of organic and aqueous phases respec

tively, ceo' is the concentration of chlorobenzene in the organic phase, Cna' 

is the concentration of nitric acid in the acid phase, C
0 

and C~, are the 

molar densities of organic and aqeous phases respectively. 

Equation (1) may be written as follows: 

L 
dC 

L' 
dC 

c co C' na 
0 0 

and: 

LC' 
c co - 0 

c - c 
na na I:"C" 0 co 

0 

where , c
0 

, is the concentration of nitric acid in the aqueous feed. 
na 

(2) 

(3) 

The rate equation based on the unit volume of reaction or acid phase can 

be written as follows: 

Rate kC C 
ca na 

(4) 

where, k, is the second order rate constant and C , is the concentration of 
ca 

ch lorobenzene in the aqueous phase. 

By combining equations (2) and (4), the following expression is obtained: 

L 

c 
0 

dC 
co 

L' 
C' 

0 

kC C fdV 
ca na 

(5) 

where, f, is the volume fraction of aqueous phase within the column, and V, is 

the void volume. 

Defining a distribution coefficient for chlorobenzene as: 

c 
co 

c 0 (6) 

ca 

Then: 

L 
de 

k 
fdV ¢ c c 

c co co na 
(7) 

0 

Eliminating Cna between (3) and (7), rearranging and integrating will lead 

to the following equation: 

c 
co 

c 
0 

/L- C'/L')exp[-(kfC V/0) (C
0 

/L- C'/L')] 
o o na o 

/L -(C'/L')exp[-(kfC V/0) (C
0 

/L- C'/L')] 
o o na o 

or in dimensionless form: 

(8) 
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1- exp [-(kfC V/¢) (C
0 

/L - C ' /L ')] 
o na o 

(9) 

1- (C'L/C
0 

L')exp[-(kfC V/¢) (C
0 

/L - C'/L')] 
o na o na o 

where, XC , is the conversion of chlorobenzene . 

Testing the applicability of the above model clearly demands a knowledge 

of the system parameters . Values for the second order rate constant were taken 

from the literature (Hoggett et a l, 1971), f, was calculated according to the 

method described by Horak and Pasek (1981) , and ¢ was determined by solubility 

measurements (Sohrabi, 1972 and Hanson et al, 19 75). 

In table 1, a comparison has been made between the conversion of chloro

benzene in exit from the reactor and those predicted from equation (9). 

TABLE 1 

Two phase nitration of chlorobenzene by mixed acid in the fixed bed reactor 
at 25°C . 

Flow rates ( cm
3
;s ) Composition of acid phase (mole%) Conversion of chloro-

acid organic HN0
3 

H
2
so

4 
H

2
0 

benzene (%) 

observed calculated 

2.12 1. 02 15 30 55 15 .1 17.9 
3. 16 1.14 15 30 55 20.8 18.5 
2 . 30 l. 25 15 30 55 19.7 22.1 
l. 34 2 . 09 15 30 55 11.3 10.9 
l. 34 4.10 15 30 55 5.2 7 .1 
4.26 1.14 15 30 55 31.2 36.6 
4.35 2 .17 15 30 55 17.8 16.3 
4.71 l. 26 15 30 55 29.3 33.4 

2.23 1.11 15 25 60 1.1 1.8 
3.27 l. 32 15 25 60 2.6 2.1 
2.66 1.29 1 5 25 60 3.2 4.7 
4.12 1. 26 15 25 60 4.1 5.3 
4.54 2 . 05 15 25 60 2.8 3 . 3 
l. 25 2.84 15 25 60 1.1 1.8 

It may be observed from the above table that the degree of agreement is 

within 20%. The discrepancy between the experimental and predicted values may 

be attributed to the assumption of plug flow of both phases and to the deter

mination of distribution coefficient for chlorobenzene . Also , the mutual solu

bility of the two liquid phases could be another source of discrepancy. 
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The emulsion which results from Di-n-butylphosphoric acid (HDBP) and zir
conium (HDBP-Zr emulsion) was studied on the formation ratio to the emulsion of 
nonsoluble fission product residues (nonsoluble residues emulsion) in the code
co ntamination cycle without solvent washing. HDBP-Zr emulsion was found three 
t ime s of nonsoluble residue s emulsion by one week's operation of the codecon
tamination cycle with the spent nuclear fuel burnt to 28,000 MWd/MTU and cooled 
1,000 days. In this codecontamination cycle, 1% HDBP was salted out at the 
aqueous/organic interface as HDBP-Zr emulsion, and 10% HDBP dissolved in the 
r ecy cl i ng solvent stream as HDBP-U complex . It was found that HDBP-Zr emulsion 
ac ce lerat e s the volume growth of nonsoluble residues emulsion by the emulsifying 
ef f e ct. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the previous study, Gonda (1982) examined the origin of emulsion formation 

a t the aqueous/organic interface of mixer-settlers by a short time solvent 

ex traction using the irradiated fuel with the burnup of 28,000 MWd/MTU and the 

cooling time of 1,000 days. The main element in the emulsion was ruthenium, 

mos t of which remain undissolved in the dissolver solution of spent nuclear 

f ue l as the nonsoluble fission product residues. At that time, zirconium was 

no t de t ec t ed in th e emulsion. From those results, it was concluded that the 

emulsion did not result from HDBP-Zr complex, but from the nonsoluble fission 

product re s idues under a short time solvent extraction. However, HDBP-Zr 

emulsion is produced toge ther with the nonsoluble r e sidues emulsion when 

ca rrying on the solvent extraction process with the high burnup of spent nuclear 

fue l, or whe n encountering some troubles unavoidable to stop the process for a 

long time , a s it is. In some cases, HDBP-Zr emulsion give s rise to hydrodynamic 

fai lures in the extraction s teps (Boudary et al, 1974, Huppert et al, 1974 and 

Ochsenf e ld et al 1979) . 

The present s tudy was carried out to determine the formation ratio of HDBP-Zr 

e mulsion to the nonsoluble residues emulsion in a long time operation of the 

co decontamination cycle without solve nt washing. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Figure is the flowsheet operated for the present emulsion formation and 

measure ment. The feed solution was prepared with the di ssolver solution of the 

spent nuclear fuel with the burnup of 28,000 MWd /MTU and the cooling time of 

1,000 days. The dissolver so lution was used to prepar e the feed solution 

without clarification . The residence time of organic stream tn the mixing 

chamber was 1 min, and that of aqueous s tream was 0 . 7 m1n. These residenc e 

times are much the same as those operated usually in full-scale reprocessing 

plant. The uranium and plutonium loading factor of the recyc l ing so lve nt was 1 

- 70% in the ext raction section and 70 % in the sc rubbing sec tion at the end of 

the operation. The operation of mixer-settlers were two. One was one week's 

operation (RUN A). The other was two weeks operation (RUN B). Th e bank of the 

mixer-settler s used for this ex per iment was made of plexig lass and comp l etely 

transparent. The volume of mixing chamber is 27 ml, and that of sett ling 

chamber is 110 ml. The aqueous/organic interfacial space of settling is 28 cm2. 

The mixing was done with the four wings turbine type stirrer. The stirr ing rate 

was 1,500 rpm. All of the emulsion wa s recovered at eve ry stage for the 

mea surement of volume and gamma e mitting nuclides. 

~-----------
------------------l 

SOLVENT FEED SCRUB 

TBP : 30% u : lBOg/9, llN 

n - Dodecane Pu: 2g/JI, 
70% H+: 3N 

Fig . 1 Experimental flow sheet 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

STRIP 
H+ : 0 . 02N 

I 
I 

The obtained results of RUN A and RUN B are shown in Figure 2. A noticeabl e 

amount of 95zr was det e rmined together with 106Ru in the emulsion . 
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Fig. 2. Emulsion formed at ext raction section of EXTRACTION I 

Figure 3 shows the 95zr and l06Ru concentration profiles of RUN A and RUN B. 

In each extraction stage of RUN A and RUN B, the emulsion was almost equal in 

the concentration of l06Ru and 95zr, respectively. 

emu lsion decreased with stage. 

In the scrubbing stage, the 
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Fig. 3 Concentration profiles 1n EXTRACTION I bank 

From l06Ruf95zr of the emulsion, the total Ru/Zr ratio l/3 was obtained 

roughly that agreed with the total Ru/Zr ratio of the dissolver solution 

employed as the feed solution. While the total Ru/Zr ratio of the spent nuclear 

fuel with the burnup of 28,000 MWd/MTU and the cooling time of 1,000 days is 
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1/1.5, the nonsoluble ruthenium is nearly 50% in the dissolution of such a high 

burnup fuel (Campbell, 1978, Johnson, 1978, Plodinec, 1978, Stacy e t al, 1978 

and Kley Kamp, 1978), and the real total Ru/Zr in the feed solution is also 1/3 

as equivalent as the total Ru/Zr in the emulsion . Namely, it seems that a 

nearly equivalent emulsifying effect is expected between ruthenium and zirconium 

in the finishing point of RUN A. 

For the present emulsion mea s urements, 10 £ of 30% TBP/n-dodecane was used 

recycling without solvent washing. About 2,000 ppm HDBP wa s determine d in the 

r ecycling solvent of RUN A. If all the HDBP made the complex with zirconium and 

salted out zirconium in the emulsion, the amount of zirconium in the emulsion 

should reach about 4 g. But the amount of zirconium in the emulsion was calcu

lated as 3 x lo-2 g from the volume of emulsion and the zirconium concentration 

in each stage of the mixer-settlers. 3xlo-2 g zirconium is equivalent to about 

1% of 4 g zirconium calculated on the assumption that all the HDBP in RUN A 

makes the complex with zirconium, Zr-2HDBP. Namely, only 1% HDBP makes the 

complex with zirconium in RUN A. At the finishing period of operation, 0 . 1 gj£ 

of uranium was found in the aqueous raffinate coming out from the mi xe r-

settlers. HDBP still binds uranium and plutonium in the organic stream of the 

back extraction section. The back extraction with diluent nitric acid strips 

only 10% HDBP (Gonda et at) . The rest remains in the organic stream and cir -

culates in the extraction process. The uranium bound with HDBP shows the 

distribution coefficient of near ly 1 at the first stage under th e process con

dition employed for the present condecontamination cycle (Stoller et al, 1961). 

Therefore, the recycling solvent holds 0.1 g/ R, of uranium. The amount of ura

nium bound with HDBP is expected to be 1 g from the total volume of recycling 

solvent . 1 g uranium corresponds to 10% of the 10 g uranium which a ll the HDBP, 

20 g in the recycling solvent is assumed to associate with. From these results 

obtained, it was unders tood that the recycling solvent held about 90 % free HDBP. 

Figure 4 shows the volume of mixed emulsions and the mean thi ckness calcu-

lated from the interfacial space of settler . These was found an exponent ia 1 

increase of the mixed emulsions in volume in RUN B. This res ult differs from 

the expectation that HDBP-Zr emulsion increases in proportion to radiated expo 

sure of the solvent. Gamma s pectrome try measured almost same 106Ru con

centration to that of RUN A, but lowe r 95zr concentration as shown in Fig. 3 . 

It mea ns that the nonsoluble residues emu lsion is formed with a same residues 

concentration in both RUN A and RUN B. On the other hand, HDBP-Zr emulsi on of 

RUN B decreased in concentration till one-tenth of the concentration obtained 1n 

RUN A. The decrease 1n HDBP-Zr emulsion was caused by the tenfold volume 

increase of the nonsoluble residues emulsion. From these result s, it appeares 

that HDBP-Zr emulsion remains in almost same formation rat e in one to two weeks 

operation of the codecontamination cycle . 
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The exponential increase of nonsoluble residues emulsion can be explained on 

the basis of the following expectation. 

( 1) HDBP-Zr emulsion has an emulsifying effec t to collect a certain amount of 

nonsoluble residues emulsion and forms the mixed emulsion. 

(2) The formed mixed emulsion furthermore collects the nonsoluble fission pro

duct residues to increase the volume. 

The result of RUN A agreed with the result of Ochsenfeld et al that the 

emulsion, they call crud, is mainly composed of HDBP-Zr complexes accompanied 

with the fine particles of nonsoluble residues. The result of RUN B showed that 

the main part of emulsion changed from HDBP-Zr complex to the nonsoluble fission 

product residues by the emulsifying effect of the mixed emulsions of HDBP-Zr 

complex and the nonsoluble product residues. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

HDBP-Zr emulsion wa s studied on the formation yield in the codecontamination 

cycle. About 1% of HDBP produced at one week's operation of the codecon-

tamination cycle without solvent washing formed HDBP-Zr emulsion. It wa s fo und 

that HDBP-Zr emulsion accelerates the formation of nonsoluble residues emulsion 

and accumulates at the aqueous/organic interface of mixer-settler s . Ordinary 

codecontamination cycle has the solvent washing process and prevents HDBP from 

accumulating in process. Therefore, the most of emulsion formed and accumulated 

in ordinary condecontamination cycle is concluded to originate from the non

soluble fission product residues that are transfered from the dissolution pro

cess and r emaines suspended in the feed solution to solvent extraction process. 
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lne separation of dispersions in emulsion by passing through a coalescing fibrous b~J 
has many advantages over other types of separation methods in simplicity and efficiency. 
As a new conL~Ption, the difference of wetting work which characterizes the fibre 
wettability difference between continuous and dispersed phases has been presented in this 
paper .It may be used as an important criterion when correctly selecting fibre media to 
obtain a high degree of coalescence for tr~~ting oil in water emulsion. It is found that 
polypropylene fibre has an excellent coalescence efficiency. 

I INlRODUCfiON 
1ne separation of dispersions in emulsion by passing through a packed coalescing 

fibrous bed has many advantages over· other types of separation methods in simplicity and 

efficiency. In order to separate the dispersion, the droplets must coalesce first. This 

can be achieved by passing the liquid mixture through the packed bed where the droplets 

are intercepted and adhered to the packing fibr·es. The coalescence of the adhered droplets 
with the droplets of the bulk can then take place. This means that the diameter of the 
Lh-oplets adhering to the fibre increases unti I such time as the drag for·ce transmitted 
!"rom the flow fluid causes re~ntrainment into the stream. A sequence of eollision, 
~tdhesion, coalescence and re~ntrainment takes place throughout the bed until the size 

.Jf the droplets leaving the outlet have increased to such a size that they can be 

separated from the continuous phase fluid by gravity settling. 

In the early time, the coalescence rethod was used mostly to remove water from aviation 

jeL fuel. Recently, envoirnmental concerns have involved much interest in the removal of 

oil from water. They emphasize on the treatment of bulky oily wastewater which is produced 

from chemical. mechanical and hydrometallurgical processes (Langdon, et al. 1972, 1979). 

The literature lms been reviewed extensively by Sherony et al (1978). 
This paper presents a new conception, the difference of wetting work, which 

characterizes the wettability difference between continuous phase and dispersed phase at 
the packing fibre surf ace. It may be used as an i IIIPOrtant criterion for correct! y 
selecting the packing fibre to obtain a high degree of coalescence. 

2 DIFFERENCE OF WETflNG W'ORK 

The necessary condition of coalescence, of which dispersed droplets of emulsion taku 

place in packing medium. is that the dispersed phase is easier to wet the surface of the 
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packing medium than the continuous phase. So that, a part of dispersed droplets can keep 

adhering on the surface of the packing medium firmly, and then a sequence of collsion, 

adhersion and coalescence can evolve. 

Solid surface wetted by a kind of liquid is a process where the gas-solid interface is 

changed into the liquid-solid interface, and the surface of the liquid is not changed. 

from the viewpoint of thermodynamics, lhe free energy drop or external work of lhis 

process per unit area under constant pressur·c and constant tempera lure condi tioll is 

expressed as 

-6. G = w = (]"'- .. - (] I - .. 

where, W is defined as the wetting work, a"_ .. and cr 1 - .. are interfacial tension 

between gas-solid and between liquid-solid respectively . 

(l) 

According to above analysis, the free energy change of the wetting process substituting 

dispersed phase (subscript d) for continuous phase (subscript c) of emulsion discribcd in 

Fig. 1 can be shown by the following equation: 

-6. G = -6. Gd + 6. Go = Wd - We 

= ( (] o: - a - (] d - a) - ( (] o: - " - (] o - ,.) 

where, Wd - Wo be written as 6.W is the difference of wetting work. 
gae 

~
[V-" 

cont.lnuou5 
phase 

(2) 

Fig. 1 Wetting process substituting dis1;ursed phase for continuous phase of emulsion 

Gas-solid inter facia I t ension o ,._,. anJ I iqu id-sol iJ interf acia I tens ion o •-• can not 

be directly determined under· present cxpcr im0nl<ll conditions. However by exper imenL, we 

can directly determine lhe contact angle 0 and ~as-liquid interfacial tens ion o .. _,, and 

!>y means of the dependent relation between th<'sc variables, we can calculate the 

difference of wetting work {~~ . 

Fr011 Equation (2) and Yow~g' s wetting equation, we can obtain another· equation to 
calculate the difference of wetting work 6.W 

6. w = wd - w, = a .. _ d cos e d - cr .. _ " cos e " (:!) 

where, a .. - d and a .. - " are the dispersed phase surface tension and continuous 
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phase surface tension respt>elively, Od and Oc are the contact angles of dispersed 

phase on solid surface and continuous phase on the solid surface respectively. 6\r/ C'dl• oe 

calculated from these four variables by means of equation (3). 

Since in practic-e it is not easy to obtain an absolutely pure solid surface, and this 

surfacP is always rough and heterogeneous, hysteresis effect exists in the determination 

of the contact angle, which evolves receding contact angle Or and advancing-contact 

angle 0 a independently. Wor-1 fram (1978) presented Lhc conception of Young's equilibrium 

contact . angle 0 a:, 

COS 0 E = 1/2 ( COS 0 0 + COS 0 r ) (4) 

Consequently, Young's equilibium contact angle can be substituted for the relevant 0,. 

and Or in Equation (11 in practical calculation. 

From the viewPOint of thermodynamics, when -6G >0, this process discribed in Fig. 1 

is a spontaneous process. 6W> O is the ti•>Cessery condition of the dispersed phase to wet 

the solid surface in priority. It can be used to measure the capability to substitute the 

continuous phase for· dispersed phase on the solid surface. Thus, 6\r/>0 is an important 

criterion in correctly selecting the packing medium fibre to obtain a better degree of 

coa I escence in d i ff eren t sys terns. 

3 EXPER I HENT 
3.1 EI..e~D...JJLemulsiQn 

Emulsion used in this ex1~r·iment was 0/\r/ type emulsion in which continuous phase was 

de ionized water nnd dispersed phase was organic oi I composed of 50% of p-y.yJene,15% of 

n-decane and 5% of paraffin oil. l11e effect of paraffin oil ft'as regulating the viscosity 

of oil dispersed phase. P-XYlene was used in oil phase because it had a characteristic 

absorption peak in ullroviolent region. 

0. 500 g oi I was exactly weighed, and W'dS mixed in 100 ml deionized water·. After 

vi gorously shaking 2 minutes, the mixtur·e was emulsified 5 minutes by means of CPS-lA 

type Supersonic Disperser (produced b.v Shanghai Supersonic Instrument Co. China), thrn, 

diluted with deionized water to 1000 mi. This kind of emulsion formed by above pr·ocess 

was utilized in this experiment where the oil content was 500 ppm. 

'Jlre diameters of the dispersion droplet were determined with BI-90 type Particle Size 

AnaJyser(produced by Brookhaven Instrument Co. USA). The droplet size distribution was in 

comformance with normal distribution function, its average diameter being nbout 0.'1 X JO-"m. 

3. 2 H£a.s_YLement_ J2U.JJ!eJ.ia..c.iai_PLQWLlli,s 
The interfacial tension of liquid phase was measured by adopting JZHY-180 Interfacial 

Tension Measuring /\pparatus on the basis of hang-ring method, and then, compared with 

the values measured by using drop-volume method. 

l11e conl<lct angles between I iquids and the surface of the fibres were measured by using 

WDS-I type cont<Jct angle measuring apparrtus, whose measuring principle and method were 
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discribed in literature (X Wu,l983). In order to avoid the measurement error caused by 
the fibre surfac~ pollution, we pretreated these fibres by the following method: 

After inunersed in 0.5 H IICl for 10 hr and another 10 hr in 0.5 N NaOII, then rinsed 
to neutrality with deionized water, fibres were baked in oven at 70'C for 24 hr to remove 
water adhered on their surface. 

3. 3 EXI>eciroenta LaPParatus 
Fig. 2 illustrates the schematic diap,ram of experimental apparatus. 

2 

Fig. 2 Schemetic diagram of experimental apparatus 
1. gas cylinder 2. pressure control valve 3. storage vat 4. flow control valve 
5. flowrater 6. packed bed 7. pressure drop manometer 

A number of chemical fibres and a glass fibre were selected as packing media. The 
diameter of these fibres were about 3.0-3.5 x 10-6 m. Before packed, all the surface of 
these fibres was pretreated with the procedure as discribed in above section. 

3. 4 Hkr:oanalvsis~ Jlf __ o~nt~nLin__nlef.J.1base 
The oil content in effluent water was extracted by organic solvent and then was 

microanalysised by means of UV-3000 type Ultroviolent Absorption Spectrophotometer 
(SHMADZU Co. Japan). The extractant was n-llexane (analysis reagent) pretreated by the 
absorption of Aluminium oxide and Silica-gel in order to remove micro content aromatics 

from it. Xylene conLaineJ in ojl phase exhibileJ a ullroviolenL characlerislic peak, it 
could be used for accurate quantitative analysis. 

4 R~ULT AND DISCUSSION 
In the process of dispersed droplets D1alescence in the packed fibrous bed, many 

smaller droplets of dispersed phase coagulated into a number of bigger droplets. Not only 
did the number of droplets gradually decrease, but also the droplet size distribution 
gradually changed. The droplet size distribution curve moved from big to small dr·oplet 
size. It is obvious that the bigger size droplets were easier to coagulate than the 
smaller size droplets in the coalescence process. In the tiny vessels of packing fibre 
(the effective equivalent diameter of the vessel was much greater than the size of the 
dispersed droplet), bigger size droplets were very easier to be caught by the wall of 
tiny vessels. But the probability that smaller size droplets collided with the wall of 
tiny vessels was very small, so that, these dr·oplets could flow through the tiny vessels 
keeping far apart from the wall. 



TABLE 1 

Resul ts of the inLc:r fnc ial L<ms ion (J/m ~ ) 

interface 

gas-water 
p;as-o i I 
oi ]-water 

TABLE 2 

hang-ring method 

72.02 
30. 40 
40.63 

dr-op-volume method 

72.32 
30.22 
40.83 

Results of the conlil\:t anr; lc and Lhc diffcr< ~ rw<~ of II<! LLinr; •·ork 

average value 

72.17 
30.31 
40.73 
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packing med ium water-solid contact oi I -solid contact difference of 
angle angle wetting work 

e .. er eE ee er eE l1W (J/m2 
) 

PO lYPropylene fibre 115 105 109.9 50 41 45.5 45.81 
PO lyvinyl chloride fi bre 85 74 79.5 55 50 52.5 5.30 
PO lyacrylonitrile fibre 87 75 81.0 58 52 55.1 6.10 
PO lyester fibre 89 74 81.6 62 45 54.0 7.27 
PO lyamide fibre 69 61 65.1 60 51 55.6 -13.26 
viscose staple fibre 46 36 41.3 75 70 72.5 -45.10 
glass fibre 52 41 46.8 85 75 80.0 -44.14 

Table land tabl e 2 illustrated the results of determination of the interfacial 
properties. 

ll1e fibres invest igated in this paper fall roughly into two categories on the basis 
of the values of the difference of the wetting work enumerated in Table 2. First category 
is l1W > 0, second, LW < 0 . Ac'COrding to the theoretical analysis above, the former 
could be used as the packing medium for treating 0/W type emulsion because the dispersed 
oi l phase of this type emulsion takes prderential wetting of these fibres surface over 
the cont inuous water phase. 

~ 200 
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~ 
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flowrate, Fx 10-2 (Lihr·kg(fibre)) 

influent oil content : 500 ppm 
0 glass fibre 
» viscose staple fibre 
l1 POlYester fibre 

+ POlyamide fibre 
() polypropylene fibre 
[] polyacrylonitrile fibre 
X POlYvinyl chloride fibre 

Fig. 3 Coalescence efficiency of fibres at different flow rate 
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When experimental conditions are all the same, polypropylene fibre which has a bigger 
difference of wetting work processes an excellent coalescence efficiency. Polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) fibre, pa)yacrylonitrile fibre and polyester fibre are quite similar· in 
the difference of wetting work, therefore, they are also quite similar in coalescence 
efficiency, which smaller than polypropylene fibre and display a same curve in Fig. 3. 

Generally speaking, the oil content in the effluent oily wastewater must be below 
10 ppm in accordance with the requirement of environmental protection. Therefore, we had 
better select polypropylene as packing medium to treat oily effluents from industries. 
w'hen handing cwaciLy of oily waslewaler is small, Lhe latter three fibr·es could also be 

selected. 
From the paint of view of molecular structure, polypropylene fibre on which monomeric 

molecule (-GH2 -Gli(CH3 )-) does not have a polar radical is easy to act with the non-polar 
molecule of dispersed oil phase and a better coalescence efficiency can usually been seen 
in treating 0/W type emulsion. 

It could be regarded as that polyvinyl chloride fibre(-cH2 -cHCHn and 
polyacrylonitrile fibre (-GH2 -GHCH-)n are respectively produced by substituting polar
radical -Gl and -cH for non-polar radical -cH3 , of monomeric molecule of polypropylene 
(-cH2 -cH(CH3 )-ln. These two kinds of fibres are easy to act with polar molecule of 
water because there are polarity on their monomeric molecules. Therefore, they have worse 
coalescence efficiency to treat 0/W type emulsion than polypropylene fibre. And also 
there is a polar-radical on the monomeric molecule of polyester fibre. From this paint 
of view, we could correctly choose the packing medium fibre for coalescence bed 
according to the molecule of dispersed phase existing polarity or not. 

Another category fibres including polyamide fibre, viscose staple fibre and glass 
fibre which are ~W < 0 could not be used as the packing medium to treat 0/W type emulsion. 

The reason for decreasing oil content from 500 ppm in influent to 150-200 ppm in 
effluent illustrated in Fig. 3 might be that the tiny vessels in packing medium promote 
the collision among dispersed droplets themselves. The probabi I ity of coagulation caused 
by this kind of collision is much smaller than the collision between the droplets in the 
whole stream and the droplets attached to the fibre. 

Conversely, if fibre of this category was used for treating W/0 type emulsion, it 
would exist a higher coalescence efficiency. 
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SOLVENT-EXTRACTION PROCESSES FOR TilE SEPARATION OF TilE RARE
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper the application of different classes of solvent-extraction reagents to the 

recovery and separation of the rare-earth metals is reviewed, and some aspects of the 
chemistry of these systems are discussed. 

Solvating extractants such as tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) are useful both in the 
recovery of mixed rare-earth products from nitrate liquors (complexes of the type 
Ln(N03) 3(TBP)3 being formed in the organic phase) and in the highly selective separation 
of cenum(IV) from the trivalent lanthanides (when complexes of stoichiometry 
Ce(NO ),{i13P) or H2Ce(N03MTBP)2 are extracted). 

Cat10n-excbange extractants, especially organophosphorus acids such as D2EHP A, 
are invaluable in the preliminary division of the rare earths into light, middle and heavy 
fractions, as well as for the subsequent separation of individual metals within these 
fractions. In some cases, as for the lanthanum-cerium pair, improved separations can be 
obtained with extractants of the phosphonic and phosphinic acid types. The characteristics 
of the extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium by different carboxylic acids can be 
related to the steric parameter of the substituent alkyl ~oup. For sterically hindered acids 
such as Versatic 10, complexes of stoichiometry LnA3 HA)3 are extracted, and the pH 5 
values decrease steadily from lanthanum to lutetium. or non-hindered acids such as ~
cyclohexylpropanoic acid, dimeric complexes such as (LnA3(HA)3) are formed, and the 
pH0•5 values ~ecrease to a minimum near the middle of the lantham~e series and thereafter 
mcrease agam. 

Anion-exchange extractants, particularly quaternary ammonium salts, offer distinct 
advantages over other reagent types in certain instances, such as the separation of yttrium 
from the heavy rare-earth fraction in thiocyanate media, and the separation of neodymium 
from praseodymium in nitrate media. In these systems, complexes of the types (R4N)LnX4 
and (R N)zLnX..s are extracted, where X represents the thiocyanate or nitrate amon. The 
order of extraction of the individual rare earths is reversed in the nitrate system (La > Ce .. 
. > Lu) compared with the thiocyanate system (La < Ce ... <Lu), probably owing to steric 
factors. With the extractant Afiquat 336 nitrate (tricaprylmethyfammonium mtrate) the 
seraration factors for some pairs of adjacent metals, such as praseodymium-neodymium ({3 
2, ) and europium-gadolinium (1,8) exceed those obtained with organophosphorus acids 
such as EHEHPA (1,3 and 1,4, respectively). 

INTRODUCTION 
The refining of mixtures of rare earths into their individual components in a high 

state of purity can be accomplished using a relatively small range of solvent extractants. 

Interestingly, however, the use of the three principal groups of reagents defined in the 

conventional classification of extractants (i.e. solvating, cation-exchange and anion

exchange types) appears to be essential in a comprehensive separation process. 

In this paper, the applications of the different classes of extractant to rare-earth 

refining are illustrated, and relevant aspects of the chemistry of these systems are discussed. 
Although it is not possible to give comprehensive rationalizations of the differences in 

selectivities between extractants, some definite trends in extraction behaviour can be 

identified, particularly with regard to the relative importance of electrostatic and steric 

effects in the extracted complexes. 
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2. SOLVATING EXTRACfANTS 
Extraction by solvation involves the replacement by the extractant of some or all of 

the coordinated water molecules from an aqua ted metal cation (or an aquated hydrogen 
ion) to form a species that is soluble in the organic phase. The presence of a suitable anion 
is also necessary in order to balance the charge in the extracted complex. The most useful 
solvating extractants in rare-earth refining are neutral organophosphorus compounds 

containing a phosphoryl group as the metal-coordinating site. These compounds form the 
well-known series of trialkyl phosphates, dialkyl alkylphosphonates, alkyl 
dialkylphosphinatcs, and trialkylphosphine oxides, in which C-0-P bonds are progressively 

replaced by direct C-P bonds. 
The extraction of the trivalent rare-earth metals (Ln3•) from nitrate media by neutral 

organophosphorus compounds (L) almost always involves a reaction of stoichiometry, 

Ln3• + 3 NOj + 3 L = Ln(N03)3~, 
where bars denote the presence of the species in the organic phase. In the case of the small 
scandium ion, complexes of the type Sc(N03) 3Lz appear to form when the extractant is 
highly sterically hindered (Du Preez and Preston, 1986). When the nitrate anion is replaced 
by thiocyanate, complexes of the type Ln(NCS)3L, are extracted, where x can be 3, 4 or 5, 
depending upon the steric complexity of the neutral organophosphorus compound and the 
size of the rare-earth cation (Preston et a/., 1988). 

In our experience, we have found that neutral organophosphorus compounds are 
useful in the bulk recovery of a mixed rare-earth product from nitrate liquors, but that they 
are less useful in separations amongst the trivalent lanthanides. Such separations are 
hindered by the presence of characteristic extraction maxima towards the middle of the 
lanthanide series (Figure 1 ). The stabilities and hence, under a given set of conditions, the 
extractabilities of the lanthanide complexes might be expected to increase through the 
series from La3• to Lu3• (i.e. with decreasing cationic radius), since the electrostatic 
interaction between cation and ligand should be proportional to the reciprocal of the 
cationic radius. The existence of maxima in the extractions by neutral organophosphorus 
compounds seems to indicate that, once the cationic radius decreases beyond a certain size, 
steric considerations become more important than electrostatic effects (Du Preez and 
Preston, 1986). In these systems the extraction of yttrium usually lies between that of 
erbium and that of thulium, this location (rather than on the ascending part of the curve 
corresponding to the lighter lanthanides) being justified by inspection of the dependence of 
the appropriate separation factors upon aqueous nitrate concentration. The separation of 
yttrium from the lighter lanthanides (typified by lanthanum in Fig. 2) increases markedly 
with increase in nitrate concentration, whereas there is no such effect on its separation from 
the heavier metals (e.g. thulium). 
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Fig. 1. Extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium from nitrate media by 2,0M 

TBP in toluene at 20°C. Aqueous phases 0,01M metal nitrates in 1M HNOflM NH4N03 

(lower curve) and in 1M HNOJ5M NH4N03 (upper curve). 
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Fig. 2. Separation factors between yttrium and lanthanum, and between yttrium and thulium 

in extractions of 0,05M metal nitrates from mixtures of 1M HN03 and NH4N03 by 1,0M di

n-pentyl n-hexylphosphonate in toluene at 20°C. 
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The efficient separation of cerium(IV) from the trivalent lanthanides is possible using 

neutral organophosphorus compounds. Thus, the extraction of cerium(IV) from nitrate 
solutions by TBP was reported in early studies by Warf (1949), and developed into a 
practical process by Korpusov et a/. (1962). The data in Table 1 show that very high 

separation factors can be obtained for cerium(IV) over the trivalent lanthanides, 

particularly the more weakly extracted light and heavy elements (exemplified by lanthanum 

and ytterbium, respectively). 

TABLE 1 

Separation factors for the extraction of Ce4• and Ln3• as 0,05M metal nitrates from 2M 

NH4NOy'1M HN03 by TBP in iso-octane at 20°C 

Separation factor, .Bf~ 

15 vol. % TBP 30 vol. % TBP 

La 

Gd 
Yb 

4600 2400 

1900 

5900 

1200 

3600 

The extracted complex of cerium(IV) has been formulated as Ce(N03MTBP)z (Healy 

and McKay, 1956) or as H2Ce(N03MTBP)z (Korpusov et a/., 1962). The second-order 
dependence of the distribution of cerium(IV) on extractant concentration compared with 
the third-order dependence observed for the Ln(N03MTBPh complexes of the trivalent 

lanthanides results in a decrease in the separation factors at higher TBP concentrations. 
The high potential of the Ce4•;Ce3• couple causes the relatively rapid oxidation of 

diluents containing aromatic or unsaturated aliphatic components, with consequent losses 
of cerium as the weakly extractable cerium(III). However, saturated aliphatic diluents such 

as n-heptane and iso-octane (i.e. 2,2,4-trimethylpentane) are resistant to the oxidizing 

action of cerium(IV). For practical purposes, aliphatic diluents of low volatility, such as 
Escaid 110 and Shellsol K, are suitable. 

Stripping of cerium(IV) from the organic phase is best effected by its reduction to 

cerium(III) using, for example, solutions of hydrogen peroxide (Warf, 1949; Korpusov eta/., 

1962), 

2 Ce(N03MTBP)z + Hp2 = 2 Ce3• + 8 NO] + 2 H+ + 0 2 + 4 TBP 

Cerium dioxide products of high purity(> 99,99 per cent) can be recovered from the 

strip liquors in such processes. 

3. CATION-EXCHANGE EXTRACTANTS 

3.1 Organophosphorus acids 
Extraction by cation exchange involves the displacement of, most commonly, a 

hydrogen ion from the extractant by the extracted metal, with the resultant formation of an 

electrically neutral, organic-soluble complex. Thus, for example, in the extraction of the 
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rare-earth metals by organophosphorus acids (which exist in the dimeric Hz~ form in 

organic solvents of low polarity) it is well known that the extraction follows the 

stoichiometry, 

Ln3• + 3Hz~ = Ln(~h + 3H• 

As a result, the distribution of the lanthanides is pH-dependent, and separation 
between adjacen t metals can be achieved by careful control of equilibrium pH values in a 

multistage extraction assembly. Separations can be enhanced by the use of scrubbing 

circu its in wh ich pH-independent exchange reactions such as the following occur: 

Monobasic organophosphorus acids comprise the well-known series of phosphoric, 

phosphonic, and phosphinic acids. With a given organophosphorus acid, the extraction of 

the lanthanides increases with atomic number, presumably as a result of the increase in 

strength of the electrostatic interaction between the extractant anion (HAi) and the 
lanthanide cation as the size of the latter decreases. The extraction of yttrium lies between 

that of holmium and erbium, as would be expected on the basis of its cationic radius. These 

characteristics are evident in Fig. 3, which shows the extraction of the rare-earths by di(2-

ethylhexyl)phosphinic acid. 

The usefulness of organophosphorus acids in separating a rare-earth mixture into 

light, middle, and heavy (yttrium) fractions is also apparent from Fig. 3. It is convenient to 
split the light and middle fractions between neodymium and samarium, since the separation 
of these two elements is enhanced by the absence of promethium, which does not occur in 
nature. The separation of the middle and heavy fractions can advantageously be made 
between gadol inium and terbium. 

With regard to the effect of the structure of organophosphorus acids on the 
separation of adjacent rare-earth metals, the early studies of Kolarik and Pankova (1966) 

indicated that the structure and size of the substituent alkyl group in phosphoric acids did 

not markedly affect their separation efficiency. In later work by Yuan et a!. (1982), it was 
found that more sterically hindered substituents generally gave rise to higher selectivity for 

one lanthanide over another. A recent study of some phosphinic acids by Cecconie and 
Freiser (1989) appears to contradict this finding, however. 

In our own studies, we examined the separation of lanthanum and cerium by 
organophosphorus acids with alkyl groups of differing steric complexity (Table 2). The 

separation of the metals follows the trends phosphoric < phosphonic < phosphinic acids, 

and n-octyl < 2-ethylhexyl < 3-octyl (i.e., the order of increasing steric hindrance), with a 
limiting value of 0,4 pH units being reached for the separation between the extraction 
curves of these metals. 
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Fig. 3. Extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium (0,02 M as nitrates) from 0,40 
NaN03 at pH 3,0 by 0,20 M solutions of di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphinic acid in toluene at 20°C. 

TABLE 2 

Separations between trivalent lanthanum and cerium (0,02 M as nitrates in 0,40 M NaN03) 

with 0,20 M organophosphorus acids in toluene at 20°C. 

Extractant type La-Ce separation at pH05 (pH units) 
n-Octyl 2-Ethylhexyl 3-0ctyl 

Phosphoric 0,13 0,24 0,25 

Phosphonic 0,26 0,38 
Phosphinic 0,41 0,41 0,39 

The separations across the first (La-Gd) and second halves (Gd-Lu) of the lanthanide series 
for the organophosphorus acids with 2-ethylhexyl substituents, and for the highly sterically 
hindered di(3-octyl)phosphinic acid are shown in Table 3. Here, the separations do not 
follow the trends observed for lanthanum and cerium, the values for the lanthanum
gadolinium and gadolinium-lutetium separations amounting to 0,9 to 1,2 pH units in all 
cases. This behaviour contrasts sharply with the marked changes observed in the nickel

cobalt and magnesium-calcium separations through this series of acids (Preston and Du 
Preez, 1988). 
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TABLE 3 

Separations between trivalent lanthanides and between divalent base metals (0,02 M as 
nitrates in 0,40 M NaN03) with 0,20 M organophosphorus acids in toluene at 20°C. 

Extractant Separation at pH05 (pH units) 
La-Gd Gd-Lu Ni-Co Mg-Ca 

D2EHPA 0,91 1,03 0,53 0,88 
EHEHPA 1,22 1,12 1,43 0,35 
D2EHPinA 1,07 1,01 1,93 -0,56 
D30PinA 0,89 0,93 2,41 -1,41 

3.2 Carboxylic acids 

The extraction of the rare-earth metals by carboxylic acids has not been well studied, 
with the notable exceptions of the early works of Alekperov and Geibatova (1968) and 
Korpusov et al. (1974). In a general study of the extraction of metal cations by carboxylic 
acids (Preston, 1985), we observed a contrast in the behaviour of Versatic 10 and 
naphthenic acids towards the metals lanthanum, cerium, neodymium, gadolinium, holmium, 
and ytterbium. Thus, the pH0,5 values for extraction of the above metals by Versatic acid 
were found to decrease more or less linearly with decreasing cationic radius, whereas for 
naphthenic acid a minimum pH0,5 value was reached in the middle of the series, with a 
slight increase in the pH0,5 occurring thereafter. This behaviour has now been investigated 
in more detail for the full series of lanthanides and yttrium using carboxylic acids of 
different molecular structures (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium (0,05 M as nitrates) from 1,0 M 
NaN03 by 0,50 M solutions of carboxylic acids in xylene at 20°C. 
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It became apparent in this study that the contrasting behaviour of, for example, 
Versatic 10 and iso-nonanoic acids is a result of their different steric complexities, which 

can be quantified by means of the steric parameters (- Es) of the substituent alkyl groups 

(MacPhee eta!., 1978; Panaye eta/., 1980). The overall difference in pH0,5 values between 
lanthanum and lutetium increases linearly with increasing steric parameter (Fig. 5). 

Further, the extraction of yttrium resembles that of the middle rare earths for sterically 

hindered acids, but moves towards that of the light rare earths with progressive decrease in 
the steric complexity of the extractant. As a result of this behaviour, the difference between 

the pH0,5 values of lanthanum and yttrium is also a linear function of the steric parameter 

(Fig. 5). 
Slope analysis studies with Versa tic 10 acid ( -Es = 3,63) showed that the extracted 

complexes of lanthanum, gadolinium, and lutetium have the stoichiometry LnAiHA)3, 

where HA represents the carboxylic acid. With 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acid, an extractant of 
low steric hindrance (-Es = 0,34, cf. 0,31 for n-hexanoic acid), the extracted complexes were 

found to be dimeric, with stoichiometries of (LnA3(HA)3)z, where Ln = La or Gd, and 

(LuA3(HA)z)z. It appears that dimerization is energetically favourable only for carboxylic 

1,0 

~-
~ 0,5 
<l 

0,0 
4 

Steri c parameter ( - E5 I 

Fig. 5. Difference between pH0,5 values of lanthanum and lutetium and of lanthanum and 

yttrium as a function of the steric parameter of the substituent alkyl group in carboxylic 

acids. 

acids of low steric hindrance and, for the larger cations, two monomer LnA3(HAh units can 

combine via bridging carboxylate groups without loss of HA ligands. The lanthanide cations 
in the dimeric complex then show a coordination number of seven, neglecting any aquo 
ligands that may be ptesent. For the smaller lanthanide cations, dimerization appears less 

favourable and for steric reasons, the combination of two monomer units requires the 
elimination of one HA ligand from each, forming six-coordinate species. 
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4. ANION-EXCHANGE EXTRACfANTS 
Extraction by anion exchange usually involves the replacement of a simple inorganic 

anion from an ion-pair type extractant, such as a quaternary ammonium salt, by a complex 

metallic anion in reactions such as, 

R4N.N03 + Ln3• + 3 NOj = R4N.Ln(N03) 4• 

The above two examples are interesting in that the dependence of extraction upon 
atomic number of the metal increases steadily through the lanthanide series in the 
thiocyanate system, but decreases throughout in the nitrate system (Fig. 6). 

The extraction of the different lanthanides in the thiocyanate system appears to 
indicate the absence of any steric constraints in the coordination of the requisite number 
(four or five) of the monodentate, linear NCS- entities, the extractions showing the 
expected increase with increasing electrostatic interaction between cation and ligand. In 
nitrate media, the steady decrease in extraction with increasing atomic number (and hence 
decreasing cationic radius) suggests that steric factors predominate, presumably due to the 
high coordination number required for the binding of four or five bidentate nitrate ligands. 
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Fig. 6. Extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium (0,02 Mas nitrates) from 4,0 M 
NaN03 by 0,50 M solutions of Aliquat 336 nitrate in xylene at 20°C and from 2,0 M KNCS 

by 0,25 M solutions of Aliquat 336 thiocyanate in toluene at 30°C. 
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In the thiocyanate system, yttrium behaves as a light lanthanide lying between 
neodymium and samarium, whereas in the nitrate system it behaves as a heavy lanthanide 
lying between thulium and ytterbium. This gives rise to the possibility of the separation of 
yttrium in thiocyanate media from the fraction containing dysprosium, holmium, and 
erbium to which it reports in extractions with organophosphorus acids. It is unnecessary to 
add thiocyanate to the aqueous phase, since extraction can take place from nitrate media 
according to the reaction, 

thereby minimizing the troublesome decomposition of thiocyanate in acidic aqueous 
phases. Separation factors for the Aliquat 336 thiocyanate system are compared with those 
for Aliquat 336 nitrate and 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonate in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

Separation factors for the extraction of heavy lanthanides and yttrium (0,02 M as nitrates) 
by Aliquat 336 thiocyanate and nitrate, and 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonate 

Metal Separation factor 
pair R4N.NCS• R4N.N03b 

Dy-Y 4,3 2,6 
Ho-Y 5,0 2,4 
Er-Y 5,5 1,9 

• 1,0 M in toluene at 30°C (aqueous phase 2,0 M NH4N03) 

b 1,0 M in toluene at 30°C (aqueous phase 6,0 M NH4N03) 

c 0,2 M in toluene at 20°C (aqueous phase 0,4 M NaN03) 

d Expressed as 13ln• all others as fj~n 

EHEHPN 
2,0d 
1,3d 

1,4 

In most instances, separation factors between adjacent lanthanides in the quaternary 
ammonium nitrate systems do not compare favourably with those in organophosphorus 
acid systems. However, notable exceptions occur in the separations of praseodymium from 
neodymium and europium from gadolinium (Table 5). 
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TABLE 5 

Separation factors for the extraction of adjacent lanthanides (0,02 Mas nitrates) by Aliquat 
336 nitrate and organophosphorus acids at 20°C. 

Metal pair Separation factor• 
A-B R4N.N03b D2EHPN EHEHPN 

La-Ce 1,7 2,7 4,5 
Ce-Pr 1,7 1,5 2,1 
Pr-Nd 2,1 1,2 1,3 
Sm-Eu 1,4 1,8 1,8 
Eu-Gd 1,8 1,5 1,4 

• Separation factors expressed as /3~ for R4N.N03, and as /3~ for organophosphorus acids. 
b 0,50 M in xylene (aqueous phase 3,9 M NaNOy'0,02 M HN03). 

c 0,20 M in toluene (aqueous phase 0,4 M NaN03) 
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Fig. 7. Extraction of trivalent light rare earths (0,02 M as nitrates) from solutions of 
ammonium nitrate containing 0,01 M nitric acid by 1,0 M Aliquat 336 nitrate in toluene at 
25°C. 

The extraction of the light rare earths (0,02 M as nitrates) from solutions of 
ammonium nitrate containing 0,01 M nitric acid by 1,0 M Aliquat 336 nitrate in toluene at 
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25°C is shown in Fig. 7. Provided that sufficient extraction and scrubbing stages are 
employed, such a system can be used to remove lanthanum, cerium, and praseodymium 
from a light rare-earth fraction to leave a raffinate from which magnet-grade (95 to 96 per 
cent) neodymium oxide can be precipitated. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF LANTHANOID(lll) WITH A MACROCYCLIC CROWN ETHER 
AND HALOGENATED CARBOXYLIC ACIDS 
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ABSTRACT 
Extraction of lanthanoid (Ln) from aqueous solutions of halogenated carbox

ylates such as trichloroacetate (TCA) has been investigated with 18-crown-6 ( 18C6) 
in I ,2-dichloroethane. From the equilibrium study in the 18C6-TCA system, the 
complexes extracted were found to be Ln( 18C6)·3TCA for La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, and 
Eu and a mixture of Ln( 18C6)·3TCA and Ln( 18C6)2·3TCA for Tb, Tm, and Lu. The 
extraction constants steeply decreased with increase in the atomic number. The 
st ronger acids such as trichloroacetic acid and tribromoacetic acid gave the 
higher separation factors for Ln. The separation factors could be further 
increased by adding EDTA as a masking agent for heavier Ln in the aqueous phase. 
The very high separation factors especially among light Ln were achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solvent extraction of metal ions with macrocyclic crown ethers has been 

extensively studied in recent years. The complexation of metal ions with crown 

e thers is primarily dominated by the fitness of the metal ions into the cavity 

o f crown ethers. The effective separation of lanthanoid(lll) (Ln) ions based on 

the difference in their size may be expected with crown ethers. 

Several studies on the extraction of Ln have been reported with 15-crown-

5, 18-crown-6, and their derivatives in the presence of organic or inorganic 

acids, e. g., picric acid (Wang et a!., 1983; Hasegawa et a!., 1987; Nakagawa et 

al., 1988), didodecylnaphthalenesu1fonic acid (Ensor et al., 1986), perch1oric 

acid (Khalifa et al., 1988), and 2-thenoyltrifluoroacetone (Aly et al., 1985; 

Ensor et al., 1988). In those reports, however, the separation efficiency among 

Ln was not so high. In our previous report (Samy et al., 1988), it has been 

found that the extractability of Ln steeply decreases with the atomic number 

when trichloroacetic acid is used in the combination with 18-crown-6. 

In this paper, the extraction equilibrium of Ln with 18-crown-6 (18C6) and 

trichloroacetate (TCA) is studied in detail. The effect of counter anions on the 

ext raction and separation efficiency is discussed with a series of halogenated 

carboxylates. Furthermore, a new method for enhancement of the separation 

efficiency of Ln is demonstrated using an aqueous complexing agent such as EDTA. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

18-Crown-6 (GR) was purified by the recrystallization. Trichloroacetic acid 
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(GR), tribromoacetic acid (GR), 2,2-dichloropropionic acid, 2,3-dibromopropionic 

acid, and heptafluorobutyric acid (GR) were used as obtained. Lithium carboxylate 

solutions were prepared from the carboxylic acid and LiOH solutions. 

Radioisotopes of Ln were prepared in the same manner (Samy et al., 1988). 

Extraction procedure of lanthanoid(III) 

An aqueous solution of lithium carboxylate (0.05 - 2 M) containing lo-5 M Ln 

labeled with its radioisotope was shaken for 30 min with 1,2-dichloroethane 

containing 0.003 - 0.1 M 18C6 at 25 oc. The distribution ratio (D) of Ln was 

calculated from the Y-activities of both phases. The equilibrium pH was 

measured with a glass electrode immediately after shaking. 

Determination of partition coefficient of 18-crown-6 

A 1,2-dichloroethane solution of J0-3 - 10-l M 18C6 was shaken with a 1.0 M 

lithium trichloroacetate (LiTCA) solution at pH 3.5. Then the organic phase was 

shaken with a solution containing an excess of potassium picrate. On the other 

hand, the aqueous phase was shaken with 1,2-dichloroethane in the presence of 

potassium picrate. The partition coefficient was calculated to be 0.66 ± 0.06 

from the absorbance of picrate extracted into the organic phase at 375 nm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Extraction equilibrium 

In our previous work (Samy et a!., 1988), the extraction behavior of several 

Ln with 0.010 M 18C6 in 1,2-dichloroethane from 1.0 M LiTCA solutions has been 

clarified. The distribution ratios of Ln increased with increase in pH and 

reached certain values independent on pH at the pH range from 3 to 5. This pH 

range was chosen as optimum conditions in the following studies. 

The effect of the Ln 

concentration on the distribution ratio 

of Ln is shown in Fig. I. The 

distribution ratios of La(III), 

Pr(III), and Tb(III) do not depend on 

their concentration at the range as 

wide as I x 10-6 - I x J0-3 M. This 

result means that no polymerization or 

dissociation of the extractable species 

occurs in the organic phase. 

The extraction equilibrium of 

Ln3+ with 18 C6 and the TCA anion is 

given as, 

Ln3+ + n 18C60 rg + 3 TCA-

Ln( 18C6)n· 3TCAorg (I) 

-o---o----o---- La 

0 Pr 
c 

g' -1 

-2 

-3 -o----o----o--- Tb 

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 

log([Ln(III)]/M) 

Fig. 1. Effect of the Ln(III) concen
tration on the distribution ratio of 
Ln(III). 0.010 M 18C6, 1.0 M LiTCA, 
pH 3-4, 1,2-dichloroethane. 
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(2) 

where Kex denotes the extraction constant and the subscript org, the organic 

phase. When the complexation of Ln with 18C6 and TCA in the aqueous phase is 

negligible, the distribution ratio of Ln can be simply expressed as D = 

[Ln(l8C6)n·3TCAl0 rgi[Ln3+]. Therefore, the following equation is given; 

log D = 3 log[TCA-] + n log[I8C6lorg + log Kex . (3) 

The effect of TCA concentration in the aqueous phase on the distribution 

ratio of Ln was investigated. The ionic strength was maintained to 1.0 M with 

LiCI. The plots of log D vs. log[TCA-] are shown in Fig. 2. They give straight 

lines with the slope of 2.8 for La(lll), 2.8 for Ce(lll) and 2.9 for Pr(III), 

which are closed to the theoretical value, 3, shown in Eq. 3. 

Figure 3 shows the plots of log D against log[ 18C6lorg which was calculated 

with the partition coefficient of 18C6. The plots for La(III), Ce(III), 

Pr(lll), Nd(III), Sm(III), and Eu(III) give straight lines with a slope of 

unity. These results indicate that 18C6 forms only the I : I complex with the 

lighter Ln. The plots for Tb(III), Tm(lll) and Lu(III) appear to be straight 

lines with the slope of about 1.5. Then in the wider concentration region of 

18C6 as 0.001 - 0.1 M, the distribution ratio of Tb(III) and Lu(III) was measured 
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Fig.2. Effect of the TCA concentra
tion on the distribution ratio of 
Ln(III) at a constant ionic strength 
(1.0 M LiC1). 0.010 M 18C6, 
pH 2.8-5.0, 1,2-dich1oroethane. 
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Fig.3. Effect of the 18C6 concentra
tion on the distribution ratio of 
Ln(III). 1.0 M LiTCA, pH 3.0-4.8, 
1,2-dich1oroethane. 
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using 2.0 M TCA solutions at pH 3.4 - 3.9. The slope of the plots of log 0 vs. 

log[ 18C6lorg was close to unity in the low concentration region of 18C6 as less 

than JQ-2 M and became higher than unity in the higher concentration region. 

These suggest that 18C6 forms the 1: I and the 1:2 complex with the heavy Ln. 

The log Kex values of the extractable species, Ln( 18C6)· 3TCA, were 

calculated to be 3.25 ± 0.04 for La(III), 2.64 ± 0.04 for Ce(III), 2.11 ± 0.07 

for Pr(IJI), 1.39 ± 0.05 for Nd(Ill), 0.40 ± 0.04 for Sm(IJI), and 0.03 ± 0.05 

for Eu(III). The values steeply fell with the atomic number of Ln. This sequence 

is opposite to that observed in the many other extraction systems and agrees 

with that of decrease in the size of Ln ions. The cavity radius of I8C6 has 

been reported to be 1.34 - 1.43 A(Izatt et al., 1985). The crystal radii of Ln 

regularly decrease from 1.36 A for La(IJI) to 1.17 A for Lu(III) if th e 

coordination number of Ln is assumed to be nine (Shannon, 1976). Consequently, 

the selectivity in the present extraction system is due to the fitness of Ln 

ions into the cavity of 18C6. 

Effect of counter anions on the extractability and the selectivity 

To elucidate the role of counter anions a series of halogenated carboxylic 

acids such as heptafluorobutyric acid (HHFB), tribromoacetic acid (HTBA), 2,2-

dichloropropionic acid (HDCP), and 2,3-dibromopropionic acid (HDBP) were examined 

in the extraction of Ln with I8C6. The results for Ce(III) and Tb(III) are 

shown in Table I. The distribution ratio of Ce(III) with HTBA and HDBP having 

larger molar volume is fairly higher than that with HTCA and HDCP. The extrac

tion ability of counter anions is principally related to their size although 

HHFB is exceptional. The separation factor for Ce(lll) and Tb(III) increases in 

the following order; HDBP < HDCP < HHFB < HTCA -vHTBA. This order agrees with 

the decreasing order of the pKa of carboxylic acids except for HHFB. The com

plexation ability of carboxylates for metal ions can be considered to increase 

with increase in the pKa. The carboxylates with higher basicity more strongly 

bond with medium or heavy Ln rather than with lighter Ln (Ensor et al., 1980). 

TABLE 1 
Effect of halogenated carboxylic acids on the extraction of lanthanoid(III) 
with 18-crown-6 at 25 °C. 

Acid vma/cm3mol-l pKab 

HHFB 139.8 -1.03 
HTCA 99.0 -0.96 
HTBA 114.3 -0. 75 
HDCP 102.5 0.96 
HDBP 111.4 2.26 

pH 

3.3 
3.4 
2.2 
3.3 
3. 7 

log D(Ce) 

0.194 
0.250 
1.155 

-0.138 
0.966 

log(D(Ce)/D(Tb)) 

2.873 
3.310 
3.306 
2. 716 
2.400 

Organic phase: 0.010 M 18C6 in 1,2-dichloroethane; aqueous phase:l.O M 
lithium carboxylate except for 0.91 M LiDBP. 
aMolar volume calculated using the additivity of molar volume(Barton, 1983). 
bcalculated using substituent constants(Perrin et al., 1981). 
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On the other hand, 18C6 forms more stable complexes with lighter Ln. 

Therefore, since the extractability of Ln is affected by the complexation of both 

18C6 and carboxy la tes, the difference in the extractability among Ln decreases. 

However, weak bases such as TCA are difficult to form stable mixed ligand com

plexes with Ln-18C6 but may rather form ion pairs or outer sphere complexes. 

Hence, the selectivity of Ln is affected by only the complexation with 18C6. 

Enhancement of the select ivity 

A skillful method for the enhancement of selectivity among Ln is proposed. 

The distribution ratio of Ln can be written in the presence of a complexing 

agent, EDTA(H4Y); D = [Ln(I8C6)n·3TCAl0 rgi([Ln3+] + [LnHY] + [LnY-]). Therefore, 

the following equation is derived from Eq. 2 using the formation constant of the 

EDTA complexes, KMHY and KMY• 

log D = 3 log[TCK] + n log[I8C6l0 rg + log Kex 

- log( I + KMHY[Hy3-J + KMy[Y4-J). (4) 

Since the stability constants of Ln-EDTA comp lexes increase with the atomic 

number of Ln, the last term on the right hand side in Eq. 4 should become larger 

negative values as the atomic number increases. Therefore, the separation of Ln 

would be promoted by both the se lectivity of the extraction with 18C6 and that 

of the complexation with EDTA in the aqueous phase. 

Figure 4 shows the effect of EDTA on the distribution ratio of Ln at 

various pH. The distribution ratio decreases with increase in pH by the complexa-

2 2~--------------~ 

c 
C"1 
0 

0 

- 2 

~u 
~Tb 

-4~----~----~----~ 

0 

2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 

pH 

Fig . 4. Effect of pH on the extraction 
of Ln(III) with 0.010 M 18C6 from 2.0 
M LiTCA solutions i n the presence of 
2 x 10-5M EDTA. 1,2-Dichloroethane. 

c 
C"1 
0 

a 
0 

-2 

-4L-~~~~~~~~ 

57 59 61 63 65 67 69 71 

Atomic number 

Fig.5. Effect of EDTA on the distri
bution ratio of Ln(III) in the 
0.010 M 18C6-2.0 M LiTCA system. 
a, Without EDTA at pH 3.2-3.5 ; 
b, 2 x lo-5 M EDTA at pH 3.0-3 . 1. 
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tion of Ln with EDTA as expected from Eq . 4. The larger lowering of the 

distribution ratio with pH is found for heavier Ln, so that the difference of 

the distribution ratios among Ln increases. figure 5 shows the relationship 

between the distribution ratio of Ln and the atomic number in the presence or 

absence of EDTA. The distribution ratio steeply decreases with the atomic 

number. The separation factors among Ln are raised by the addition of EDTA. 

The separation factors for Ln are summarized in Table 2. The distribution 

ratios of seven Ln in the presence of EDTA were simultaneously determined using 

a Ge detector connected with a multichannel analyzer. The separation factors 

especially for the light Ln in the present 18C6-TCA-EDTA system are surprisingly 

higher than those previously reported, e.g., the HDEHP system (Ceccaroli, 1981). 

The high separation efficiency for Ln with crown ethers can be achieved 

using 18C6, a strong carboxylic acid, HTCA, and a complexing agent, EDTA. 

TABLE 2 
Separation factors in the extraction of lanthanoid(III) with 
18-crown-6 and trichloroacetate into 1,2-dichloroethane at 25 °C. 

Ln D(La)/D(Ln) D(La)/D(Ln) D(Ln)/D(La) 
18C6-TCA-EDTAa 18C6-TCAb HDEHP-NH4SCNC 

Ce 3.93 4.07 6.10 
Nd 2 . 37 X 102 7.24 X 10 1. 51 X 10 
Sm 6.69 X 103 7.08 X 102 1.40 X 102 
Eu 3. 35 X 104 1. 66 X 103 3.20 X 102 
Tb 7.08 X 105 2.80 X 103 
Lu > 1 o6 1. 24 X 106 

aMultielement extraction in 0.010 M 18C6-l.O M LiTCA-2.0 M LiCl-
5.0 x 10-5M EDTA at pH 3.44; log D(La) = 1.815. 

bcalculated from Kex(La)/Kex(Ln)(see the text). 
CCeccaroli et al., 1981. 
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Rare earth oxalate precipitated by directly contacting rare earth-loaded 
di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) with oxalic acid solution was studied. 
The optimal conditions of A/0 ratio, concentration of oxalic acid and three
phase separation were determinated and analyzed. Single stage of self-designed 
mixer-settler was used to carry out the three-phase extraction system, which 
satisfies the rare earth stripping, organic recirculating, and solid oxalate 
discharging from the mixer-settler. The application of direct precipitation 
method to rare earth stripping is of benefit to both chemica 1 s and energy 
saving. 

INTRODUCTION 
Up to date, the technique of solvent extraction is primarily adapted in the 

rare earth industry (Ritcey and Ashbrook, 1979; Kaczmarek, 1981). The 
extractants widely used in rare earth extraction include di (2-
ethylhexyl )phosphoric acid (HDEHP) (Peppard, et al., 1957; Hung, et al., 1982), 
tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) (Bauer and Shaw, 1964) and quaternary amine (e.g . , 
Aliquat 336)(Moor,1964). Among these extractants, the HDEHP is usually employed 
in the rare earth-chloride media system. For a RE-HCl-HDEHP-kerosene system, the 
extraction reaction between HDEHP and rare earth (RE) could be expressed as 

(1) 

where the bar indicates organic species . HDEHP generally exists as dimeric form 
to incorporate in reaction. From eqn. (1), it is obvious that low acidity is 
favourable to the forward extraction and high acidity to reverse stripping. The 
most of final product of rare earth are of oxide form in commercial plant. Owing 
to the 1 ow so 1 ubil ity product of rare earth ox a 1 ate and ready to ca 1 cine to 
oxides, the oxalic acid is used in commercial process to precipitate rare earth 
oxalate from RE chloride solution after accomplishing separation and 
purification. From rare earth loaded in organic to the formation of rare earth 
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oxalate, tedious procedures are involved, usu ally including high acidi c 
stripping, acid elimination and pH adjustment. 

In the present study, the precipitation of rare earth oxalate by directl y 
contacting RE-1 oaded HDEHP- kerosene organic so 1 uti on with aq ueous ox a 1 i c acid 
solution was investigated. The goal was to simplify the operation of RE 
stripping and RE oxalate precipitation. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Reagents and procedures 

HDEHP (Union Carbide Co., USA) with a purity of 95% was used without further 
purification. High grade kerosene (Union Chemical Wo r ks Ltd., Taiwan) was used 
as diluent. RE-HDEHP-kerosene solution was prepared by extracting RE into 
organic phase (HDEHP diluted in kerosene) from rare earth chloride solution. The 
rare earth chloride solution was prepared by dissolving the mixed rare earth 
oxides in hydrochloric acid. In the mixed rare earth oxides , Pr and Nd were the 
major constituents. The oxalic acid (MERCK) used was analytical grade . 

2.2 Procedures 
All tests were carried out by a shake-out method (Hoh et al., 1982). TheRE

loaded organic solution mixed a given vol ume ratio of oxalic acid was poured 
into a separator funnel and then shaken mechani ca 11 y for 60 minutes. After 
sufficient mixing, the who 1 e vo 1 ume was poured into a graduated cylinder for 
settling. The phase separation was observed and the height of the precipitate 
was recorded. 

The continuous flow experiment was carried out with single stage of self
designed mixer-settler. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Precipitation of rare earth oxalate 

The solubility product of rare earth oxalate is very small (e.g. , 2.5x1o-27 
for La, 3. 2x1o-26 for Ce, and 5. 3x1o-29 for Y), therefore, rare earth may be 

precipitated completely as oxalate salt in the presence of excess oxalic acid . 
The rare earth ox a 1 ate usually consists of crysta 11 i ne water which can be 
expressed as (RE) 2(c2o4)2.xH2o. In the present study, the RE-loaded HDEHP 
organic was directly contacted with oxalic acid, and then the precipitate was 
formed. The heterogeneous phases reaction may be theoretically formulated as 

2 RE(DEHP) 3(HDEHP) 3 + 3 H2c2o4 + x H20 

- 6 (HDEHP) 2 + (RE) 2(c2o4)3.xH2o j (2) 
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The effect of precipitation of RE oxalate was carried out by shake-out 
method . Phase volume ratio, concentration of oxalic acid, and RE in organic 
solution were selected as the study parameters. The concentration of HDEHP in 
kerosene was 1M for all cases. At the preliminary tests, the organic with 0.05M 
RE were shaken-out with 0.04M, 0.08M, O.lM, 0. 2M, 0.4M, 0.6M, 0.8M, and l.OM of 
oxalic acid solution, respectively, by 1:1 volume ratio . The results showed that 
three phases were clearly separated after settling for the cases in which the 
concentration of oxalic acid were greater than 0. 2M . The top lucid layers were 
organic and aqueous phases, and the bottom layer was oxalate precipitate . In the 
case of 0. 2M oxalic acid, the colloidal was existed in the organic phase. 
Additionally, the phase separation became worse when the concentration of oxalic 
acid was less than 0.2M. A viscous colloidal was formed in such cases, and only 
a little amount of water appeared at the bottom of cylinder. Based on the above 
observation, it was anticipated that the oxalate crystalline may be very fine 
unde r the presence of insufficient excess of oxalic acid, so that the 
precipitates were dispersed in both of aqueous and organic and resulted in the 
formation of colloid. 

As shown by further tests in Table 1, it was plausible that only a few ppm of 
ra re earth was left in organic phase for all cases. It was thus evidenced that 
the aqueous ox a 1 i c acid can strip the rare earth from RE-1 oaded HDEHP a 1 most 
completely . It seemed no restriction to achieve complete stripping, however 
oxalic acid must be excessive and aqueous volume must be enough to accommodate 
the oxalate precipitates. 

The volume of precipitate (ppt) in Table 1 was recorded at the 90th day for 
settling via gravity force. In the first three cases with same TRE 
concentration, the same amount of RE precipitated was expected for the cases of 
same phase ratio . In fact different vo 1 umes of ppt were observed. Also the 
apparent stoichiometric number of oxalic acid with respect to RE, which 

calculated directly with concentration and initial volume, did not coincide with 
each other. The theoretical stoichiometric number is 1.5 as shown in eqn. (2) . 
For the cases of 0.056 M TRE, all were less than 1.5. All were greater than 1.5 
for other cases of 0. 028 M TRE. It revea 1 s that the growth rate and the 
orientation of ppt aggregate may be quite different in the different solutions . 

From the operating viewpoint, fast phase separation was crucial . As noted in 
Tab 1 e I , fast phase separation was occurred in phase vo 1 ume ratio of around 
1: 1. The colloidal was formed when the phase ratio of 0/A was large (e.g . , O/A=5 
in Case 1). The solution became viscous and could not be separated. It was 
attributed to the interfacial condition and an insufficient aqueous room for 
precipitates. 
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TABLE 1 

Stripping rare earth from organic by aqueous oxalic acid 

Phase Case 1: [TRE]~ =0.056M Case 2: [TRE]~ =0.056M 
Volume [H2C2 4] i =1. OM [H2C2 4]i=0.5M 
Ratio 
(0/A) [TRE]f [H2C~04 ]f ppt/Aq. s [TRE]f [H 2 C~04]f ppt/Aq. 

(ppm) ( ) (V/V) (ppm) ( ) (vjv) 

100/20 1 
50/20 <0.5 0.641 c 
50/30 <0.5 0.873 0.467 c <0.5 0.371 0.417 
25/20 <0 .5 0.903 0.383 a <0.5 0.405 0.253 
25/25 <0.5 0.917 0.302 a <1 0.425 0. 196 
20/25 <0.5 0.442 0.160 
30/50 <0.5 0.952 0.160 a <0.5 0.459 0.120 
30/75 <0.5 0.973 0.108 ab <0.5 0.470 0.067 
25/125 <0.5 0.979 0.096 ab <0.5 0.477 0.032 

Phase Case 3: [TRE]~ =0.056M Case 4: [TRE]~ =0.028M 
Volume [H2c2 4]i=0.34M [H2c2 4]i=0.54M 
Ratio 
(0/A) [TRE]f [H2C~04]f pptjAq. s [TRE]f [H 2 C~04]f ppt/Aq. 

(ppm) ( ) (vjv) (ppm) ( ) (vjv) 

50/30 <1 0.210 0.403 c <0.5 0.461 0.233 
25/20 <0.5 0.240 0.350 c <0 .5 0.481 0.150 
25/25 <0.5 0.263 0.296 c <0.5 0.491 0.108 
20/25 <1 0.276 0.244 c <1 0.495 0. 104 
30/50 <0.5 0.294 0.158 ac <0.5 0.508 0.061 
30/75 <0.5 0.312 0. 128 ac <0.5 0.516 0.036 
25/125 <0.5 0.326 0.080 ab <0.5 0.522 0.020 

Note: " S " represents the situation of three phases separation. 
a --- clear three phases and interface. 
b --- a few precipitate dispersing in organic phase. 

s 

a 
a 
a 
a 

ab 
ab 
ab 

s 

ac 
a 
a 
a 

ab 
ab 
ab 

c --- some water-in-oil bubbles suspensing in aqueous phase 
and some embedded in precipitate. 

3.2 Organic solution recycle 
Recycling of organic solution was one of the features in solvent extraction 

system . Each cycle of organic includes extraction, scrubbing, stripping and 
washing, in which the organic contacts with different aqueous solution in 
sequence. No matter what solution contacted and how long it took, the 

extractability of extractant solution should be maintained. 

The extractability was expressed by extraction percentage, and determined by 
shake-out test. The results were listed in Table 2. The data indicated that no 
any change on extraction percentage between the freshed (the 1st) and the reused 
organics (the 2nd and the 3rd) was found . The concentration of total extractant 
(including HDEHP and mono-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid, H2MEHP) was s 1 i ght 1 y 
increased. It could be explained that the entraintment of oxalic acid in organic 
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TABLE 2 

Extractability test of recycled organic solution 

Test Organic Solution Feed Raffinate Extraction 
No. Percentage 

HDEHP, M H2MEHP, M Total, M TRE, M pH TRE, M pH 

1st 0.877 0.166 1.043 0.15 3.15 0.08 1.15 46.7 
2nd 0.899 0.177 1.076 0. 15 3.15 0.08 1.14 46.7 
3rd 0.900 0.180 1.080 0.15 3.15 0.08 1.08 46.7 

Note: The RE-HDEHP-kerosene organic was stripped by 1M H2C204 with O:A=1 : 1. 

phase results in the deviation of potentiometrical titration. Also the lose of 
diluent kerosene is another possible. Anyway, the test results elucidated that 
the HDEHP-kerosene organic can be recycled in an extraction system, because the 
organic phase was still lucid and its extraction activity was unchanged after 
contacting with oxalic acid solution. 

3.3 Mixer-settler for continuous flow 
Ba sed on the shake-out experimental data, a mixer-settler suitable for 

continuous flow operation was designed . The mixer-settler consists of three 
chambers, as shown in Fig.1. 

Chamber "A" provides sufficient room for mixing. The total flow rate of both 
organic and aqueous streams should be controlled to be having proper resident 
time . Chamber "B", with large 
spatial volume and inclined 
bottom, enhances the three 
phases taking longer time for 
settling and the so 1 i d phase 
slipping down automatically. 
Chamber "C" assembled a stirrer 
makes the precipitate to fly 
about . The precipitate can be 
discharged continuously from 
upper exit of chamber "C". The 
position of exit is also used to 
cont ro 1 the 1 eve 1 of interface 
between organic and aqueous 
phases. During the continuous 

acid solution were pumped into 

~c·~·------~"·a·-· --------+-'A~ 

Fig. 1. Mixer-settler for continuous flow 
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TABLE 3 

Experimental results of continuous operation by single stage mixer-settler 

Run Flow Rate La Ce Pr Nd Sm [H2C~04]f Notes: 
No. ml/min ppm Initial condition 

1* O/A=30/30 
Org.: 1M HDEHP; 0.05M TRE 

. 2 <.1 .4 2.7 <.1 0.432 Aq. : 0.5M oxalic acid 
2 O/A=40/40 .1 <.1 .3 2.5 <.1 0.438 Mixing & dia.

1
of stirrer head 

3 O/A=50/50 .4 <.1 1.1 5.9 <.1 0.432 1400 min-
1

, 4 em 
4 O/A=60/60 .3 <.1 .8 4.3 <.1 0.433 * 1800 min- , 3cm 

chamber "A" simultaneously by metering pumps. Samples were taken from chamber 
"A" and were analyzed for the residual RE in organic and the oxalic acid in 
aqueous phase, separately. The results were satisfactory as shown in Table 3. 
The rare earth left in the organic phase was less than 10 ppm, and lucid phases 

were obtained in chamber "B". 

4 CONCLUSION 
It was feasible, from the results of shake-out tests, that the rare earth can 

be stripped out from RE-loaded HDEHP-kerosene by directly contacting with 
aqueous oxalic acid. The heterogeneous stripping meets the requirements of (1) 
complete stripping, (2) well organic-aqueous-solid phase separation, (3) 
reusable organic HDEHP-kerosene solution, and (4) recovery of the excess oxalic 
acid. A single stage of mixer-settler was designed conceptually. It is suitable 
for continuous operation with complete stripping, organic recycling and 
continuous discharging the precipitates. 

The heterogeneous stripping can be applied in traditional rare earth 
extraction process, and can be in place of stripping with high acid, acid 
removal and oxalate precipitaton. From economic point of view, it is of benefit 
to both chemicals and energy saving. Further studies have to be done to ensure 
the reliability of the recycled organic. 
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The distribution of Re04- between aqueous solutions of alkali 
metal hydroxides and organic solutions of 12C4, 15C5, 18C6, 
DB18C6, DCH18C6 and DB24C8 dissolved in 1, 2-dichloeroethane fol
lows the model of size matching of the cation to crown cavity. The 
highest power of extraction was obtained for the ion pair 
K'DCH18C6Re04- and Na'12C4Re04- which is reflected on the relation 
of log DR e vs the cationic diameters. Preliminary results of the 
slope analysis reveal the exraction of 1:1:1 complexes for M' 
c rown Re04- and 1:2:1 complexes forK' (15C5)2Re04- and Rb'(15C5)2-
Re04-. On the other hand, the extraction of Re increases steadily 
with the polarity of the organic solvent where the relation of 
logDRe vs the log of dielectric constant is almost linear. The 
order of extraction follows the sequence: benzene < chloroform < 
chlorobenzene < 1,2-dichloroethane < nitrobenzene. The stability 
of the extracted complexes is clearly manifested by the enthalpy 
of extraction , Ll.H e x ( K JIm o 1 e ) , which was determined for 
K'12C4Re04- (22.8), K'l8C6Re0r (-16.3), K'(15C5)2Re0r (-36.3 ), 
Li'18C6Re0r (23.4), and Na'18C6Re0r (-5.9). 

INTRODUCTION 

The selectivity of crown ehters and cryptands towards the 

extract ion of hydronium ion, alkali- and alkaline earth metal ions 

c ould be utilized for the extraction separation of cations capable 

of forming anionic species. These anions combine with the solvated 

c ations to form thermodynamically stable ion-pairs (solvent sepa-

rated or contact ion pairs). In general the value of the distri-

bution coefficient of the anionic species Dx is affected by the 

c ha rge dencity-size of the cation, size and substitutions of the 

crown cavity , nature of the organic solvent, consequently the 

d eg ree of association in the organic phase, and the constituents 

of the aqueous phase (especially the presence of simple aliphatic 

alcohols) [Hiraoka, 1978]. 

With a high selectively, Te04- was separated from various 

elements in acidic as well as basi c solutions using crown ethers 

[.Talhoom 1986 a,b, 1988]. A potential extraction for Re was 

accessib l e from neutral (chlorides of alkali and alkaline earth 

me tal ions) a nd acidic (HCl and H2S04) solutions [Jewad, Al-Murab, 

Jalhoom, 1989] 

In this work data are given on the distribution of Re04- be-
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tween aqueous solutions of alkali metal hydroxides and crown 

ethers dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE). 

The extraction of Re04- from solutions of alkali metal hy

droxides may be simply represented by: 

Kex 

Maq • + lLorg + Re04- ( W Lt Re04- )or g ( 1) 

and 

log Da e log Kex + log [M+] + llog[L]org (2) 

where M• Li•, Na•, K•, Rb•, and Cs• L= 12C4, 15C5, 18C6, 

DB18C6, DCH18C6, and DB24C8. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Crown ethers were supplied by Fluka and Merck. Fresh solu

tions of the hydroxides ( analar BDH products or prepared from 

passing chlorides on a strong anion exchange resin) were standard

ized before use. Fresh stock solutions of rhenium were prepared by 

dissolving the exact weight of Rez07 (99.9% Riedel Dehean) in 

distilled water to prepare 0.00011 mole/litre Re. Organic sol

vents of analar grade (BDH) were used without further purifica

tion. 

Distribution experiments were performed in a jacketed Lewis 

cell so as to maintain the temperature within ±0 .1 ·C. The con

centration of Re in the aqueous phase was determined by the thio

cyanate method [Marczenko 1986]. The concentration in the organi c 

phase was determined by stripping or by the difference of the 

concentrations in the aqueous phase before and after the extrac 

tion. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In general the extraction of rehnium increases with the in

crease of the cations concentration in the aqueious phase and the 

concentration of the crown ether in the organic phase. 

Variation of logDae with the cationic diameter of the ex-

tracted ion pair W Re04- is shown in Fig. 

and DB24C8, the model of size holds. Peak 

1. Except with DB18C6 

maxima are achieved at 

Na•12C4Re04- and K•-other crowns. The anomalous behaviour of the 

dibenzo compounds has also been observed with Tc04- extraction 
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[Jalhoom 1988 ] which mig ht be ascri bed to the lower solubi l ity of 

the extracted co mplex i n t h e organic phase . Due to its enhance d 

basicity and f l exi bil ity, DCH18C6 gives t h e best Re extraction . 

l. 
X 1'2CL. 
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Fig.( 1 ). Relation of -Log -ORe vs. Cation Diameter 
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Slope analysis data for the relation of logDRe vs log[L] in 

the organic p h ase reveal, in general, the extraction of the 1:1:1, 

complex M• :L:Re04- where the value of the slope approaches unity. 

However, a slope of around 2 was obtained for K•-15C5 and Rb•-15C5 

which indicates the extraction of the sandwitched structure 

K+ (15C5)zRe04- and Rb+ (15C5)zReOr. Values lower than or equal to 

0.5 may, on the other hand , indicate either the presence of an 

error coming fro m the large solubility of 1 2C4 and its complexes 

in the aqueous phase or t h e formation of 2:1:2 or club sandwitch 

structure of the t yp e 2:3:2 . 
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Table 1 
Data of the 

Li' 1 . 2011. 
Na' 1. 9611. 
K' 2.6611. 
Rb' 2.9611. 
Cs' 3 . 3411. 

slope analysis for the relations logDRe 

2 

12C4 15C5 
1.2-1.511. 1.7-2.211. 

0.40 0 . 45 
1.0 1.0 
0.51 1. 50 
0 . 35 1. 8 
0.56 0 .90 

1-100"/o Nitrobenzene 
2- 50'/, Nitrobenzene 50' /,bluene 
3-1,2 -Oct. 
4-30 '/,Nitrobenzene.+70'/ololuene 
5- Chorooenzene 
6- Chloroform · 
7- J3enzene 
8- 5'/,Niirobenzene+95'/,Toluene 

3 

L, 
0 0 

6 5 

18C6 
2.6-3.211. 

0.50 
0 . 50 
0.68 
0 . 80 
1.3 

-1~------~~--------~------~~--0 0.5 1.5 
log. L. 

vs log[L] 

DB24C8 
4 . 5-5 . 611. 

1.20 
0 . 50 
0.63 
1.0 
0 . 92 

Fig.( 2) Relation of Log.n vs log. dielectric constant 

OD1M DB18C6-3MKOH,CReJ:0.00011M 

The relat ion of logDRe vs the log of dielectri c constant of 

some organic solvents is linear (Fig. 2). The order of extraction 

is toluene < 5% nitobenzene + 95% toluene < benzene < chloroform < 

30% nitrobenzene + 70% toluene < 1, 2-dichloroethane < 50% nitro

benzene + 50% toluene < nitrobenzene. This linearity reflects the 
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e l ec trostatic contribution to the free energy of solvation pre

dicted by Born equation. Methanol on the other hand gives percep-

tible enhancement for the extraction of Re. The presence of 60% 

methanol in the aqueous phase causes an increase around one order 

of magnitude in the value of Dae when K•-DB18C6 was used. 

On the other hand the enthalpy of extraction (~Hex) deter

mined by the temperature coefficient method can also reflects on 

the s truc ture of the extacted complelx. The mutual size contribu

tio n of cation-crown cavity to the electrostatic interactions be

t ween the solvated counter ions of the ion pairs is clearly mani

f es ted by ~Hex for Li+18C6Re0r (23.4 KJ/mol), Na+l8C6Re04- (-5.9 

KJ /mole) , K•18C6Re04-

KJ/mole), and K•12C4Re04-

(-16.3 KJ/mole), 

(+23.8 KJ/mole). 

K• (15C5)zRe04- (-36.3 

The separation of Re04- ions from Mo042-, W042-, Cr042-, and 

Mn04- ions is accessible at the basic and acidic solutions. 
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The extraction of mercury(II) from hydrochloric acid solutions by sulphur con
taining compounds (dihexyl sulphide , DHS and dihexyl sulphoxide, DHSO) , high
molecular weight amines (trioctylamine , TOA and trioctylmethylammonium chloride, 
TOMAC) , and neutral organophosphorus compounds (tributyl phosphate , TBP and 
trioctyl phosphine oxide , TOPO) has been investigated under different condi
tions . As a result , it is found that the extraction efficiency for mercury
(II) of DHS , DHSO , TOA , TOMAC , TBP and TOPO is in the order TOMAC>TOA>TOPO>DHSO> 
DHS>TBP . With increasing aqueous hydrochloric acid concentrations , the distri
bution coefficient for DHS decreases below 1 mol dm- 3 acid and its decrease 
becomes gently above this acidity ; the distribution coefficient for DHSO de
creases up to a minimum at 2 mol dm- 3 acid and then rises above this acidity ; 
the distribution coefficient for TOA increases gradually up to a maximum at 1 
mol dm-3 acid and falls over this acidity , but becomes gently at 4 mol dm-3 
acid and again falls sharply above 6 mol dm- 3; the distribution coefficient for 
TOMAC increases gradually up to a maximum at 1-·2 mol dm- 3 acid and falls at 
higher acidities ; the distribution coefficient for TBP decreases with aqueous 
acidity up to a minimum at '""1 mol dm- 3 acid and then rises at higher acidities . 

INTRODUCTION 

We have used sulphur containing compounds such as dihexyl sulphide (DHS , 

R2S) and dihexyl sulphoxide (DHSO , R
2

SO) for solvent extraction of mercury(II) 

from aqueous acid solutions (Sato et al. , 1983 , 1986 a , b) . In contrast , we 

have investigated the extraction of some metals from aqueous acid solutions by 

high-molecular weight amines such as trioctylamine (TOA , R
3

N) and triocthyl

methylammonium chloride (TOMAC , R
3

R1NCl) and by neutral organophosphorus com

pound such as tributyl phosphate (TBP) and trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) . 

In this paper , therefore , we extend the work to obtain further information on 

t he extraction of mercury(II) from hydrochloric acid solutions by DHS , DHSO , 

TOA , TOMAC , TBP and TOPO. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 

High purity DHS (Daihachi Chemical Industry Co ., Ltd. , Osaka) '•as used with

out further purification . The DHSO was synehesized by means of oxidation from 

* To whom correspondence should be address as fol l ows : 3- 11 - 9 , Higashi , 
Shibuya- ku , Tokyo , 150 Japan. 
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DHS as follows (Ogura et al. , 1972) : 1) 35 cm3 each of acetic acid and acetic 

anhydride and 20 cm3 of aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide in 30 % were added 

to 50 cm3 of DHS dropwisely for during 1 hr .; the mixture was cooled with ice, 

and then the resulting mixture was stripped for 3 hr. at o•c . 2) After end of 

the reaction was confirmed by TLC, DHSO extracted into chloroform was washed at 

first with water and then with 10 % sodium carbonate , and finally with water 

again. 3) White crystal obtained from the removal of chloroform by evaporator 

was refined by recrystallization method . The DHS and DHSO were dissolved in 

benzene . 

High purity TOA and TOMAC (Koei Chemical Industry Co . , Ltd . , Osaka) were 

used without further purification and diluted with benzene . 

TBP (Daihachi Chemical Industry Co . , Ltd.) was purified by the usual method 

(Alcock et al . , 1956) , and TOPO (Hokko Chemical Industry Co . , Ltd . ) was used 

without further purification . TBP and TOPO were diluted and dissolved, respec

tively, in benzene. 

Aqueous solutions of mercury(II) were prepared by dissolving its chloride in 

hydrochloric acid of the selected concentration , and in general the mercury 
~ ~ ) concentration was g dm mercuric chloride (0.00368 mol dm HgC1

2 
• The 

used chemicals were of analytical reagent grade . 

Extraction and analytical procedures 

Equal volumes (15 cm3 each) of organic and aqueous phases were placed in 50 

cm3 stoppered conical flasks and shaken for a selected in a water bath thermo

statted at 2o•c , except the experiment on temperature effect. Preliminary ex

periments showed that equilibrium was complete in 10 min for all extractants. 

The mixture was quickly separated by centrifuge, and metal in organic phase 

was stripped with hydrochloric acid of 1 mol dm-3 for DHS and DHSO, and with 

nitric acid of 0. 5 mol dm- 3 for TBP . The concentration of mercury in aqueous 

solution was determined by EDTA titration at pH 10 in the presence of excess 

Mg- EDTA using Eriochrome Black T (BT) as indicator (Flaschka, 1972) . But the 

concentration of mercury in the organic phase for TOA, TOMAC and TOPO was determined 

by the subtraction of the initial aqueous total concentration of mercury from 

the organic concentration of mercury. The distribution coefficient, E;, was 

obtained as the ratio of the equilibrium concentration of rnercury(II) in the 

organic phase to that in aqueous phase. The concentration of chloride and the 

water content in the organic phase were examined by Volhard's method with ni

trobenzene and Karl Fischer titration . 

IR , Raman and NMR spectral measurements 

The infrared (IR) spectra of the organic extracts were measured on a JASCO 

infrared recording spectrophotometer Model IRA-1 (4000-650 crn- 1 ) and IR-F (700-
-1) 200 ern using a capillary film between talliurn halide plates or polyethylene 

films. The Raman spectra of the organic extracts were measured on a JASCO 



Laser Raman Spectrophotometer Model R-300 . Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectra were obtained for the organic extracts dissolved in carbon tetrachlo

ride using JEOL Model JNM-PMX60SO NMR spectrometer in the use of tetramethyl

silane as an internal reference. 

Measurement of apparent molecular weight 

The apparent molecular weight of the complexes prepared by evaporation of 

the organic diluent in the organic extracts saturated by metal was determined 

in benzene on a Hitachi Model 115 isothermal molecular weight apparatus . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 .1 Extraction isotherms by DHS and DHSO 

The extraction of mercury(!!) from hydrochloric acid solutions containing 
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g dm-3 mercuric chloride was carried out with DHS and DHSO in benzene . The 

distribution coefficient for DHS decreases with aqueous acidity below 1 moldm-3 

acid and its decrease becomes gently above this acidity , while the distribution 

coefficient for DHSO decreases with increasing aqueous acidity and approaches 

a minimum at 2 mol dm-3 acid, and then rises above this acidity, although the 

extraction efficiency for mercury(!!) of DHSO is higher than that of DHS. The 

log-log plots of E~ vs. the equilibrated concentration of DHS and DHSO at con

stant hydrochloric acid concentrations give straight lines with the slope of 

nearly two . These results suggest that the distribution coefficient has the 

second power dependence on the concentrations of DHS and DHSO, indicating the 

formation of di-solvate in the extraction at low aqueous acidity by DHS and 

DHSO. 

In the extraction of mercury(!!) at low aqueous acidity ([HCl]. •t < 2 
~n~ aq -

mol dm-3 ) by DHS or DHSO in benzene, the continuous variation of [Hg] as a org 
function of molar fraction of [Hg]init aq/([Hg]init aq+ [R2Slinit or [R2SO ]init 

) at a fixed total [Hg]. ·t + [R2S]. ·tor [R2SO]. ·t shows the maxima at 
~n~ aq ~n~ ~n~ 

the molar fractions of 0.5 and 0.33 at initial aqueous hydrochloric acid con-

centrations in 0.1 and 1 mol dm-3 , respectively. This implies that the com

bination molar ratio of DHS or DHSO with mercury is in the molar ratios of 1 

and 2 : 1 in the extraction from hydrochloric acid solutions at 0.1 and 1 mol 

dm-3 respectively . Besides the repeated extractions of mercury(!!) from fresh 

aqueous solution containing 0.1 mol dm-3 mercuric chloride with 0.2 mol dm-3 

DHS and DHSO in benzene at constant hydrochloric acid concentration of 0.02 mol 

dm-3 give the resul t that the molar ratio [R2S] or [R2SO]/[Hg] in t he organic 

phase approaches a limiting value of unity, suggesting that the stoichiometri

cal species HgC1
2
·R

2
S or HgC1

2
· R

2
SO is formed in the increase of mer cury(!!) 

loading . 

On the one hand the extraction of mercury(!!) from hydrochloric acid solu

tions at higher acidity by DHSO was surveyed by the similar manners to its ex-
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traction at low acidity . As a result it was found that the stoichiometric 

species of HgC12·2R
2
so, HgC12· HC1 · 3R

2
so and HgC1

2
·2HC1· 2R2so are forrnedgradual

ly in the organic phase with increasing aqueous acidity. 

The organic extracts of mercury( II) from fresh aqueous solutions contain

ing 0.1 mol drn-3 of mercuric chloride in 0 . 02 mol drn-3 hydrochloric acid with 

0.2 mol drn-3 DHS and DHSO in benzene at 20°C were examined by IR spectrophoto

metry. The organic extracts exhibit the following absorptions in addition to 

the absorption bands of the alkyl groups due to DHS and DHSO : for the extracts 

by DHS , the C-S stretching vibration at 720 crn-1 , shifted from the bands which 

appear at 760 and 720 crn-1 in a free DRS, and the Hg-Cl stretching frequency at 

290 crn-1 ; for the extraction by DHSO, the spectra of the organic extracts ex

hibit absorptions due to the S=O stretching vibrations at 990 crn-1 , shifted 

from the band which appears at 1050 crn-1 in a free DHSO, and the Hg-0 and Hg-
-1 Cl stretching frequencies at 365 and 300 ern , respectively . Accordingly the 

IR result indicates the formation of species in which chloride is coordinated 

to mercury, supported by the result of the determination of chloride concen

tration in the organic phase, and simultaneously it confirms that the DHSO co

odinates to mercury through the oxygenatorn. This result is also supported by 

NMR spectral one . 

Furthermore the Raman spectra of the organic extracts from 0.02 mol drn-3 

hydrochloric acid solutions by DRS and DHSO in benzene reveal the absorptions 
-1 due to HgC12 at 280 and 310 ern respectively, suggesting the formation of the 

species HgC12·2R2S and HgC12·2R2so. With increasing the concentration of rner-
-1 cury in the organic phase , however, the absorptions at 310 and 320 ern appear 

as shoulder in addition to the bands due to the species with DRS and DHSO, r e

spectively, suggesting the formation of polymeric species. This is supported 

by the result for the measurement of the apparent molecular weight of the com

plex which exists as a dirner. In addition, the organic extracts of rnercury(II ) 

from aqueous solutions containing mercuric chloride in 1, 3 and 7 mol drn-3 hy-
-1 drochloric acid give the absorption bands at 310, 285 and 270 ern assigned to 

2-HgC12 , HgClJ and HgC1
4 

, respectively . 

Hence it is considered that the extractions of rnercury(II) by DRS and DHSO 

are expressed as the following equilibrium equations : for the extraction by 

DRS, 

HgC1
2

(a) + 2R2S(o) ~ HgC1
2

·2R
2

S(o) 

and with increasing the concentration of mercury in the organic phase 

2HgC1
2

(a) + 2R
2

S(o) ~ Hg
2

Cl
4

·2R
2

S(o) ; 

for the extraction by DHSO , at low aqueous acidity 

HgC1
2

(a) + 2R
2

SO(o) ~ HgC1
2
·2R

2
SO(o) 

and with increasing mercury in the organic phase 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 



2HgCl
2

(a) + 2R
2

SO(o) ~ Hg
2

Cl
4
• 2R

2
SO(o), 

and then at higher acidity, depending on the aqueous acidity 

HgClJ(a) + H+(a) + 3R
2

SO(o) ~ HHgCl
3

·3R
2

SO(o) 

and 
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( 5) 

HgCl!-(a) + 2H+(a) + 2R
2

SO(o) ~ H
2

HgCl
4

·2R
2
SO(o) (6) 

where (a) and (o) represent aqueous and organic phases respectively. 

3.2 Extraction isothrms by TOA and TOMAC 

The extraction of mercury(II) from aqueous solutions containing mercuric 

chloride in hydrochloric acid by TOA and TOMAC in benzene was carried out by 

varying aqueous acidity. With increasing aqueous hydrochloric acid concen

trations, the distribution coefficient for TOA increases gradually up to a max

imum at 1 mol dm-3 acid and falls over this acidity, but becomes gently at 4 

mol dm-3 acid and again falls sharply above 6 mol dm-3 , while the distribution 

coefficient for TOMAC increases gradually up to a maximum at 1-2 mol dm-3 acid 

and falls at higher acidities, although the extraction efficiency for mercury

(II) of TOMAC is higher than that of TOA. 

From the results for the dependency of distribution coefficient on TOA con-

centration and the continuous variation of [Hg] as a function of [Hg]. ·t org 1n1 aq 
at fixed total concentration of [Hg]. •t and [TOA]. "t' it is found that the 1n1 aq lnl 
organic species is in the molar ratios of [TOA]/[Hg] = 1 and 2 at low and 

higher aqueous acidities, respectively. For the extraction by TOMAC, the con

tinuous variation examination and the loading test of [Hg] indicated that the org 
composition of the organic species has the molar ratio of [TOMAC]/[Hg] = 1. 

Further the IR spectrophotometry and the measurement of the apparent molecular 

weight were carried out for the organic extracts of mercury(II) from hydro

chloric acid solutions by TOA and TOMAC in benzene. Furthermore the Raman spec

tra of the organic extracts from aqueous solutions containing mercury in hydro-
2-chloric acid revealed the absorptions due to HgCl2 , HgClJ and HgCl
4 

with in-

creasing the aqueous acidity. 

Therefore it is thought that the extractions of mercury(II) by TOA and TOMAC 

are expressed as the following equilibrium equations : for the extraction by 

TOA, at low aqueous acidity 

2HgCl
2

(a) + 2R
3

NHCl(o) ~ (R
3

NH)
2

Hg
2
Cl6(o) 

and at higher aqueous acidity 

HgCl
2

(a) + 2R
3

NHCl(o) ~ (R
3

NH)
2

HgCl
4

(o) 

for the extraction by TOMAC, 

2HgClJ(a) + 2R
3

R1 NCl(o) ~ (R
3

R1 N)
2

Hg
2Cl6 (o) + 2Cl-(a). 

This is also supported. by IR and NMR spectral results. 

3.3 Extraction isotherms by TBP and TOPO 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The extraction of mercury(II) from aqueous solutions containing mercuric 
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chloride in hydrochloric acid by TBP and TOPO in benzene was carried out at dif

ferent aqueous acidities . With increasing aqueous acidity , the distribution 

coefficient for TBP decreases below 1 mol dm-3 acid and rises above this acidi

ty , while the distribution coefficient for TOPO decreases below 1 mol dm- 3 

acid and rises to maximum at 4 mol dm-3 acid and then falls at higher acidity . 

The extraction efficiency for mercury(II) of TOPO is higher than that of TBP. 

For these extraction systems, the solvent-dependency and the continuous varia

tion of mercury concentration in the organic phase were examined under various 

conditions . Further the organic extracts were surveyed by IR, NMR and Raman 

spectral results. 

Thus it is inferred that the extraction of mercury(II) from hydrochloric 

acid solutions by TBP and TOPO is expressed by the following equilibrium equa

tions : with increasing aqueous acidity, for TBP 

HgC1
2

(a) + 2TBP(o) ~ HgC1
2• 2TBP(o) , ( 10) 

HgCl;(a) 
+ ( 11 ) + H (a) + 3TBP(o) ~ HHgC1

3
•3TBP(o) 

and 

HgCl~- (a) + 
+ 2H (a) + 4TBP(o) ~ H2HgC1

4
• 4TBP(o) , (12) 

and for TOPO 

HgC12 (a) + 2TOPO(o) ~ HgC1•2TOPO(o) , (13) 
+ 

HgC1
3

(a) + H (a) + 2TOPO(o) ~ HHgC1
3
• 2TOPO(o) ( 14) 

and 

HgCl~- (a) + 2H+(a) + 2TOPO(o) ~ H2HgC1
4
· 2TOPO(o) . ( 15) 

3.4 Tem2erature effect 

In the extraction of mercury(II) from hydrochloric acid solutions at 10- 50°C, 

with rising temperature the distribution coefficients for DHS, DHSO , TBP and 

TOPO decrease , while the distribution coefficients for TOA and TOMAC increase, 

although the extraction efficiency for mercury(II) is in the order TOMAC>TOA> 

TOPO>DHSO>DHS>TBP . 
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The solvent extraction of molybdenum(VI) and vanadium(V) by a lipophilic quaternary 
ammonium salts (Aliquat 336®) has been investigated in a large domain of acidity (pH = 0 to 14). 
The extraction of Mo(VI) is the most efficient between about pH = 1 and pH = 7, whereas the 
extraction of V (V) can be efficiently achieved from pH = 1 up to about pH = 10. In both cases, the 
extraction is rapid in agreement with a mere anion exchange mechanism involving the polyanionic 
species of Mo(VI) and V(V). The stripping of Mo(VI) and V(V) can be performed by mixing the 
organic phases with aqueous alkaline solutions. The stripping is the result of the transformation of 
the polyanionic species of Mo(VI) and V(V) into Mo042- and VQ43-, respectively. Such a 
transformationis rapid for molybdenum(VI) (equilibrium reached within a few minutes), but slow 
for vanadium(V) (more than 1 hour is required). During the extraction or stripping steps, 
unexpected side-reactions have been observed. One of them is the slow precipitation of 
(R]R'N) 2M060t9fromtheorganicphasewhenanaliphaticdiluentsuch as kerosene is used. Other 
side-reactions are redox in na1llre. In particular, during extraction ofV (V) from acidic solutions both 
a blue color develops in the aqueous phase likely as a result of the appearence of vQ2+, and green 
isopolyanionic species such as [V 3(V) V7(1V)~4R]4- or [V 7(V) VJ(IV)~6iJ]4- slowly appear in the 
organic phase. In the same way, a blue color associated with the appearence of isopolyanionic 
species such as [Mo4(VI)M02(V)Ots12- develops in the organic phase during the stripping of 
Mo(VI). Such phenomena have however a limited extent under the usual conditions of solvent 
extraction. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the recovery and separation of molybdenum (VI) and vanadium(V) from 

aqueous leaching solutions of spent catalysts used in the mineral-oil industry. Besides alumina, the 

composition of such catalysts is as follows : molybdenum 5 to 10 %, vanadium 5 to 15 %, nickel or 

cobalt 2 to 5 % and phosphorus (variable). It should be pointed out that vanadium is not present in 

the fresh catalysts. In fact, vanadium is a poison of the catalysts and comes from crude-oil. It is 

shown here that recovery and separation of molybdenum (VI) and vanadium (V) can be achieved by 

liquid-liquid extraction with a lipophilic quaternary ammonium salt (namely, Aliquat 336®). The 

solvent extraction of molybdenum (VI) and vanadium (V) by lipophilic quaternary ammonium salts 

or high-molecularweight amines has been extensively investigated (Karagiozov et V asilev, 1981 and 

1984; Leeetal., 1984; Ritcey and Lucas, 1979; Sato et al., -1986; Wang et al., 1988), but the best 

conditions of their separation were not reported. Moreover, we report the existence of a series of 

side-reactions occurring either during extraction or stripping of these two metal species. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents 

Aliquat 336®, kerosene and mesitylene were from Janssen Chimica, Fluka AG. and Merck, 

respectively. The other reagents from various suppliers were all analytical grade. 

AnaJytical 

The determinations of Mo, V and P in aqueous phases were carried out either by atomic 

absorption spectrophotometry with a Video 11 Instrument Laboratory spectrophotometer or by ICP 

with an ICP 1500 Plasma-Therm instrument The other spectroscopic instruments used were a HP 

8451A W-vislble spectrophotometer, a Perkin-Elmer 580B infrared spec1Irnneter and T 800 Coderg 

Raman spectrometer. Chloride ions determinations were performed in a classical way by titrimetry 

with silver nitrate (Charlot, 1974). Fmally, pH measurements were carried out with a TB/HA glass 

electrode and a PHN 75 pH-meter (Tacussel, France). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1 Solvent extraction of Mo(YI). V(Y) and P(Y) by Aliquat 336®. Optimum conditions of 5eJl!ll'Rtion 

1.1 Ex1raction of Mo(YI). Y(Y) and P(Y) taken sq>arately 

(a) MolYtxlenum (Y1) 

In ftgUre 1, the percentage of extraction of Mo(VI) has been plotted as a function of pH for 

various concentrations of Aliquat 336®. 

100 

75 

~ 
50 

25 

o~._~~~~~~~~--~._~~~ 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
pH 

FJ.g. l. Percentage of extraction of Mo(VI) and V(V) (taken separately and initially 0.10 moVL) at 
equilibrium by Aliquat 3 36® as a function of pH, at 25°C. Diluent = kerosene + 1 0% (weight) n
decanol. [Aliquat 336®) (moVL) = (1) 0 .20; (2) 0. 10 and (3) 0.05. Phase ratio = l. 
Mo(VI):---- - ----- - - -; V(V) : -----

Examination of this figure shows that the yield of extraction reaches its highest values between pH = 
1. 5 and 5. 5 where Mo(VI) exists as anionic condensated species, but decreases below pH = 1. 5 and 

above pH = 5.5 as a result of the appearence of cationic species and Mo042- in the aqueous phase, 

respectively. It should be pointed out that the extraction of Mo(VI) by Aliquat 336® is rapid 
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(equilibrium reached within a few minutes) in agreement with a mere anion exchange mechanism 

involving the polyanionic species of Mo(VI). IR spectra of the extracted species have been recorded 

after elimination of the diluent and are represented in figure 2. Examination of these spectra suggests 

that the extracted species is originially a tetra or an octamolybdate [e.g. (RJR'N) 4MosQz6) but has a 

tendency to become slowly a hexamolybdate [e.g. (RJR'N) 2M06019) (Fucks, 1973). 

spectrum I 

e 

b 
-I a: 840 em_ 1 

b : 910 em_
1 

e : 940 em 

a 

spectrum II 

-I 
a' : 725 em_ 1 e' : 942 em 

b' 
-I b' : 800 em_1 

d' : 958 em 

Fig. 2. IR spectra of the organic phase after extraction of molybdenum(VI) by Aliquat 336® at 
pH = 3. Contact time : (spectrum I) 10 min; (spectrum D) 3 days. [Toluene (spectrum I) and CHClJ 
(spectrum mused as diluents were eliminated just before theIR spectra were recorded) . 

(b)Yanadium(Y) 

In figure 1, the percentage of extraction of V (V) has also been plotted as a function of pH for 

various concentration of Aliquat 336®. Examination of this figure shows that the yield of extraction 

of V(V) reaches its highest values between pH= 2 and 8 which corresponds to the existence of 

condensated anionic species of V(V) (compounds such as (R)R'N)4fi2V100.Z8 or 

(RJR'N) sHV 100.Z8 are likely extracted). On the other hand the yield of extraction decreases below 

pH 2 and above pH 8 as V(V) exists in the aqueous phase under cationic forms and as HV042- or 

V~3-, respectively. 

(c) Phosphorus CV) 

P(V) is poorly extracted by Aliquat 336® (for instance a 0.2 moVL solution of Aliquat 336® in 

kerosene+ 10% (weight) n-decanol extracts 1.2 x 10-2, 4 x I0-3 and less than 10-4 moVL of P(V) 

from an aqueous phase containing initially 0.2 moVL of P(V), at pH = 2, 5 and > 8, respectively) . 

As in the case of Mo(VI) and V(V), the extraction of P(V) is a result of an anion exchange which 

may correspond to the two following reactions : 

R)R'N +a-(org) + H2P04-(aq) <===> R]R'N +H2P04-(org) + CI-(aq) 

R)R'N+Cl-(org) + H3P04(aq) <===> R]R'N+H2P04-(org) + H+(aq) + CI-(aq) 
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1.2 Extraction of Mo(VD. V(V) and P(V) from an aqueous phase containing them simultaneously 

In figure 3, the yield of extraction of Mo(VI), V(V) and P(V) from an aqueous phase 

containing the mixture of the three species has been plotted as a function of pH. Examination of this 

figure shows that vanadium (V) can be selectively extracted at about pH 9. On the other hand the 

extraction of Mo(Vl) is not totally selective in respect of P(V), probably as a result of the formation 

of phosphomolybdates (or phosphovanadomolybdates before extraction of vanadium). 

75 

*50 
ri 

25 

4 6 8 

pH 

10 12 14 

F'1g. 3. Percentage of extraction of Mo(Vl), V(V) and P(V) at equilibrium by Aliquat 336® (initially 
0.20 moVL) as a function of pH, at 25°C. Diluent = mesitylene. The aqueous phases initially 
contained 0.20 moi/L Mo(VI) + 0.20 moVL V(V) + 0.30 moVL P(V). Phase ratio= l. 

Examination of figure 4 shows that the stripping of Mo(VI) by NaOH is rapid whereas the stripping 

of V(V) is relatively slow. 

100 

75 

50 

25 

25 50 

time (min) 

75 100 

Fig. 4. Stripping rate of Mo(VI) and V(V) (taken separately and previously extracted by 0.20 moVL 
Aliquat 336®, at pH = 2.6 [Mo) or 2.1 [V]) by 1 mol/L NaOH. Phase ratio = l. 
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2 Side-reactions occurring during extraction or stripping of Mo(Yl) and V(V) 

Various side-reactions have been observed during extraction or stripping of Mo(VI) and V(V). 

They are reported and discussed in this section. 

2.1 Precipitation phenomena occurring during extraction of Mo(YD 

When molybdenum (VI) is extracted by Aliquat 3 36® in solution in kerosene + I 0% (weight) n

decanol, a solid phase slowly precipitates from the organic phase (especially between pH= 2 and 

pH = 4, and when the concentration of Aliquat 336® is low, i.e. < 5 x 1 o-2 moVL). This precipitate 

has been isolated and identified by elemental analysis and IR and Raman spectroscopies mainly as an 

hexamolybdate, namely (RJR'N) 2M06019- Up to 40% of the molybdenum present in the system 

can be found in this precipitate. Such a precipitation which is very slow (several hours) compared to 

the kinetics of extraction (afewminutes) can be avoided by using an aromatic diluent as for instance 

toluene or mesitylene. However, as already pointed out in section 1, the use of aromaticdiluent 

doesnotinhibittheappearenceofhexamolybdate, but merely allows its solubilization in the organic 

phase, conversely to what happens with an aliphatic diluent such as kerosene. 

2.2 Redox phenomena 

The polyoxometalates behave as rather strong oxidizing agents and therefore easily undergo 

reductions which are accompanied by only minor structural changes (Pope, 1983). 

(a) Redox phenomena occurring during extraction of vanadium(Y) by Aliquat 336® 

During extraction of V(V) from acidic solutions both a blue color develops within a few 

minutes in the aqueous phase likely as a result of the appearence of yQ2+, and a green color slowly 

appears (within a few days at room temperature, but within a few hours at 50°C) in the organic phase 

probably as a result of the formation of isopolyanionic species such as [V 3(V) Y7(1V)<>l4ll]4- or 

[V7(V) VJ(IV)<>lt;H]4- (Ostrowetsky, 1964 band c). It should be pointed out that such phenomena 

occur only in a narrow range of acidity, namely between about pH = 1 and pH = 2.5. The reducing 

agent is either n-decanol when this compound is used as additive or the impurities of Aliquat 336® in 

the other cases. Although such phenomena are spectacular, they involve a very small amount of 

vanadium (about 1% ). 

(b) Redox phenomena occurring during st:ri,m?in& of molybdenum(YI) by sodium bydroxide 

In the case of molybdenum no redox phenomenon has been observed during the extraction 

stage. On the other hand, a blue color likely associated with the appearence of isopolyanionic species 

such as [Mo4(VI)M02(V)Ots]2- develops instantaneously in the organic phase during the stripping 

of Mo(VI) (previously extracted by Aliquat 336®) by sodium hydroxide (Ostrowetsky, 1964 a). 

Examination of figure 5 shows that the acidity of the aqueous phase from which molybdenum(VI) is 

extracted has almost no influence on the occurrence of such redox phenomena, at least as long as 

2.5 <pH< 6.7. The reducing agent(s) are likely impurities present in Aliquat 336®. Here again, it 

should be noticed that such phenomena are spectacular but involve a very small quantity of 

molydenum (at the most 0.3 %). 
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Fig. 5. Electronic absorption spectra of the organic phase after stripping of Mo(Vl) by I moVL 
NaOH. The pH of the aqueous phase from which Mo(Vl) was extracted was : (I) 2.5; (2) 6 .7 and 
(3) 6.9. 

CONCLUSION 
This study shows that Aliquat 336® can be used to recover and separate Mo(Vl) and V(V) 

present in the aqueous leaching solutions of spent catalysts used in the mineral-oil industry. Various 

side-reactions occurring during the extraction and stripping steps are also reported, but it is shown 

that they have only a limited extent under the usual conditions of solvent extraction. 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF RHODIUM WITH 2-MERCAPTO
BENZOTHIAZOLE AND TRI-N-OCTYLAMINE 

Ran HWANG and Koo-soon CHUNG 
Department of Chemistry, Sogang University, C.P.O. Box 1142, Seoul 
100-611 , Korea 

ABSTRACT 
The synergistic enhancements were observed when rhodium(III) was 

extracted with 1 ,2-dichloroethane containing two extractants, 2-
mercaptobenzothiazole(MBT) and tri-n-octylamine(TOA). In order to 
determine the composition of the synergistic species, equilibrium distri
bution ratios were investigated by studying the effects of extraction vari
ables , i.e., acidity of solution, concentration of extractants and different 
combinations of two extractants. From the results obtained by NMR, 
slope analysis and thermogravimetric analysis, the composition of the 
extracted complexes was postulated to be Rh·(MBT)2·TOA ·Cl. On the 
basis of these results, the mechanism was proposed for the synergistic 
extraction of Rh by use of these mixed ligand systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last several years the present authors have been working 

on the synergistic extraction of platinum group metals(PGM) with a view 

to developing methods for their separation1•2>. 
The present work deals with the synergistic effects that were 

observed in the extraction of rhodium(III) with various organic solvents 
containing MBT and TOA. The details of the present work are 
described in this paper. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1. Extraction system 

All organic solvents were purified by washing it with distilled 
water. 2-Mercaptobenzothiazole(MBT) , tri-n-octylamine(TOA ), tri-n
hexylamine(THA) and tri-n-butylamine(TBA) of G.R. grade were 

used without further purification . A SXl0- 5 M rhodium solution was 
prepared by dissolving aliquots of rhodium chloride hydrate in concen
trated HCI. The solution obtained was evaporated to dryness and the 
residue was dissolved in 0.01M HCI. The rhodium solution was 
extracted with 1,2-dichloroethane containing MBT and TOA. A shak
ing time of about 4 hours was found to be adequate for the attain
ment of equilibrium. The mixtures were then allowed to stand for about 
1 hour for phase separation . After phase separation, the two 
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phases were separated and rhodium(III) concentration in the aqueous 
phase was determined by atomic absorption spectrometry. 
Rhodium(III) concentration in the organic phase was calculated from 
the mass balance of rhodium(III) in the aqueous phase before and after 
equilibration. 

2.2. Composition of the synergistic species 
In order to study the nature of the Rh complex formed in the extrac

tion, the organic phase was allowed to evaporate at room tern perature. 
The adducts thus obtained were dissolved in CDC13 and the NMR spec
trum was recorded. The adducts were analysed by thermogravimetry. 

The NMR data were obtained with a Bruker FT-100 AM NMR spec
trometer. The thermogravimetric analysis(TGA) data were obtained 
with a Du Pont 9900 thermal analysis system. The rate of heating was 
1°C min- 1. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1. Extraction system 

When rhodium(III) was extracted with MBT and TOA a synergistic 
effect was observed. Of the various organic solvents tested, a synergistic 
effect was obtained with the dichloromethane, 1,2-dichloroethane, 
chloroform and benzene(TABLE 1). A similar enhancement in the 
extraction of rhodium(III) was observed when various amines were used 
as the extractant as shown in TABLE 2. 

TABLE 1 

Extraction of Rh with MBT and TOA using various organic solvents. 

Organic solvent D(l) D(2) 0(1,2) LID 
Dichloromethane 0.78 1.63 9.24 6.83 
1 ,2-Dichloroethane 0.21 1.13 5.75 4.41 
Chloroform 0.19 0.47 3.11 2.45 
Benzene 0.08 0.38 1.83 1.37 

Aqueous phase : 0.01 M HCI. 
D(1): Distribution coefficient of Rh obtained with the 0.01 M MBT 
alone. D(2): Distribution coefficient of Rh obtained with the 0.01 M 
TOA alone. 0(1,2): Distribution coefficient of Rh obtained with the 
0.01 M MBT plus 0.01 M TOA. 
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TABLE 2 

Extrac tion of Rh with MBT and various amines. 

Extractant 0(2) 0(1,2) 60 
TOA 1.13 5.75 4.41 
TI-l A 0.55 2.06 1.30 
TBA 0 .20 0 .80 0 .39 

Aqueous phase : 0.01 M HCI containing 5X10- 5 M of Rh(III). Organic 

phase : 1,2-dichloroethane containing 10- 2 M TOA of the amines. 
TOA = tri-n-octylamine ; THA = tri-n-hexylamine and TBA = tri-ll
butylamine. 0(2) : Distribution coefficient of Rh(lll) obtained with the 
amines alone. [the distribution coefficient of Rh(III) obtained with 
MI3T alone, 0(1)=0.21). 0(1,2): Distribution coeff1cie nt of Rh(III) 
obtained with MBT plus an amines. 

o.o 

-1.0 

a 
0> 
0 

-2.0 

1.0 

a 
0> 
0 

0 .0 

-3.0 '----::-'-:--------'-- -0 .7 '--'-------'------
-3.0 -2.0 -3 .0 __ -2 .0 

(Fig ,1) log[MBT] (Fig , 2 ) log(TOA] 

Fig.l Effec t of M13T concentration on rhodium(III) extraction in various 
organic salven ts . 

Fig.2 Effec t of th e concentration of TOA in various organic solvents on 
th e synergistic extraction of rhodium(III) using 0.01 M of MBT : 
(•) dichlo rom ethane, (.a.) 1,2-dichloroethane, (•) chloroform and 
('~) benzene. 

Fig. I gives log D vs . log [MBT] plots of th e ex traction of Rh(III) with 
MBT wh e n the organic phase is clichlorornethane, 1 ,2-dichloroethane, 
ch loro fo rm and benze ne. The distribution ratios increase with the 
increase in MBT concentration and the plotted points appear to lie on a 
straight lillc or slope 2. r-ig. 2 shows the relation between the distribution 
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ratio and the concentration of TOA in the presence of MBT. The plot
ted points in Fig. 2 lie on a straight line of slope 1. From the analysis 
data(Fig. 1, 2), it appears that the synergistic species of Rh has the fol
lowing composition; Rh : MBT : TOA = 1 : 2 : 1. 

3.2. Thermogravimetry and NMR spectra 
In order to determine the composition of the synergistic species of 

rhodium, the 1,2-dichloroethane solution was evaporated to dryness 
and the adduct was analysed thermogravimetrically; the thermal 
decomposition curves are shown in Fig. 3. The weight of the adduct 
began to decrease at 158°C; a final, constant weight, corresponding to 
12.5% of the original weight, was obtained at 500°C. If the final weight 
corresponds to Rh, the relative molecular weight of the original adduct 
can be calculated to be 823.2(102.9 /0.125=823.2). The weight loss of 
47% that occurs between 158 and 283.2°C corresponds to a relative 
molecular weight of 389.6(823.2 X 0.47 = 389.6). If the relative 
atomic weight of Cl(35.45) is substracted from 389.6, a value of 
354.15 is obtained, which corresponds approximately to the relative 
molecular weight of TOA(353.68). Accordingly it was concluded that 
1 atom Cl and 1 molecule of TOA were lost over this temperature 
range. The weight loss of 40.5% between 283.2 and 500°C corresponds 
to 333.4(823.2 X 0.405 = 333.4). This value corresponds approximately 
to the relative molecular weight of 2 MBT(166.25 X 2 = 332.5). 

In order to complement the TGA finding, the NMR of CDC13 solu
tion containing the synergistic extract of Rh, prepared as described 
above, was recored. As shown in Fig. 4, the integral of the peak areas 
of MBT in the 7.1-7.9 p.p.m. range was 24, while that of TOA in the 
0.9-3.2 p.p .m. range was 151. Accordingly, the total areas of each of 
the multiplets are in the ratio of 24 : 151 = 1 : 6.3, which agrees well 
with the ratio of the number of protons of these two extractants, 8 for 2 
MBT and 51 for TOA( 8 : 51 = 1 :6.4 ). Both of these chemical shifts 
can be ascribed to the formation of a synergistic species of Rh in which 
these two extractants were present in a ratio of 2 : 1 = MBT : TOA . 

From the slope analysis(Fig. 1, 2), the TGA(Fig. 3) and the NMR 
spectrum(Fig. 4), it appeared that the Rh species had the following 
composition ; Rh : MBT : TOA : Cl = 1 : 2: 1 : 1. 
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Fig.3 Thermogram of the Rh-MBT-TOA system. Sample size 10.44mg. 

Heating rate. 1°C min- 1 

Fig.4 Proton NMR spectrum of the Rh-MBT-TOA system. 

4. DISCUSSIONS 
4.1. Selection of mixed ligand system 

In the present work MBT was used as extractant, which is one of the 

efficient precipitants for Rh3). Amines and quaternary ammonium salts 
are widely used among the nitrogen containing extractants for PGM . A 
large number of studies have been published on the extraction of PGM 

with this class of extractants4). For this reason, the mixture of MBT and 
TOA was selected as the extractant for the present work . 

Of the various solvents tested , i.e ., dichloromethane , 1,2-
dichloroethane , chloroform and benzene, the distribution ratios 
increase in the order: benzene < chloroform < 1.2-dichloroethane < 
dichloromethane (TABLE 1). Of the various amines tested , the larger 
the carbon number of the extractant. the higher the enhancement of 
the synergistic extraction of Rh (TABL E 2). 

4.2. Mecha nism of rh e synergisric extra oion 
Fro m the results mentioned above. the following mechanism is pro

posed fo r the synergistic phenomena observed in the present stud y. 
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(1) 

( RhC12·MBT2 ) - + HCl·TOA 
:;;::::===:::: .,....( =H=T=o-=-A""""')--,· (;-:R:::-:h--::C:::-:-1

2
--::· Mc-:-B=T=

2
.....,.) + CI- (2) 

A bar above the chemical formula denotes the organic phase. From 
these data, a possible explanation for the proposed mechanism is as fol
lows. The extraction process proceeds via the exchange reaction (2) 
following by the penetration reaction (3), as discussed by Gindin et 

al 5>, to form the synergistic species finally as Rh·(MBT)2·TOA·Cl. 

5. CONCLUSION 
An extraction method has been developed for the Rh(III) with 

1,2-dichloroethane containing MBT and TOA . In an attempt to explain 
the extraction mechanism involved, the composition of the extracted 
species was determined by NMR spectroscopy, slope analysis and 
TGA . From these studies, the species appears to have the composi
tion Rh: MBT: TOA : Cl = 1 : 2: 1 : 1. 
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF PALLADIUM(ll) AND PLATINUM(IV) IITII AMINO- AND AM!DO-CARBOXYL!C 
ACIDS 
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Department of Applied Chemistry, Saga University, 8onjo- machi. Saga 840. Japan 
FUMIO IADA and TSUTOMU MATSUDA 
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ABSTRACT 
Kazuharu Yoshizuka, Yoshinari Baba, Katsutoshi Inoue, Fumio lada and Tsutomu Matsuda, 1990 
Solvent extraction of palladium(ll) and p!atinum(IV) with amino- and amide-carboxylic 
acids 

N,N- dioctylglycinc and N,N-dioctylsuccinamic acids were synthesized to investigate 
their extraction behaviors for platinum(IV) and pa!ladium(ll) from acidic aqueous chloride 
media. Toluene was used as a diluent. These reagents were found to exist as dimcric 
species in toluene from the measurement of their apparent molecular weights. From the 
concentration dependencies of the reactant species, i.e. hydrogen and chloride ions as 
well as the extracting reagents on the distribution coefficients of these metals, it was 
concluded that palladium(Il) and platinum(IV) arc extracted with both reagents as 1:2 
mctal:rcagcnt chclatcs and 1:4:2 mctal:chloridc ion:rcagent solvated complexes 
respectively according to the reactions as follows: 

PdCl , 2
- t 82 R 2 PdR 2 + 28• + 4Cl -

PtCl , 2
- t H2 R 2 Pt·28R·Cl , t 2Cl-

Thc equilibrium constants for these extraction reactions were evaluated for both of 
these reagents. Infrared spectra of the free reagents as well as the palladium(II) and 
platinum(IV) complexes with these reagents were also studied for the purpose of obtaining 
some information on the interaction between metal ions and the reagent molecules to 
confirm the above- mentioned conclusion on the extraction equilibrium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In early 1970s. the National Institute for Metallurgy of South Africa (NIM. now liNTEl) 

developed the acetic acid derivative of Ambcrlitc LA-2. a long-chain secondary alkylamine. 

as an effective extractant for palladium(II) and platinum (IV). which has been success-

fully utilized on a commercial scale by Lonrho Refinery Ltd. (Edwards. 1979). lith this 

extrac tant. both metals can be effectively extracted from dilute hydrochloric acid solu

tions and easily stripped with concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions from the solvent. 

Contrarily, primary, secondary, and tertiary amincs, which arc the conventional metal 

cxtractants, so strongly extract these metals that stripping is very difficult even with 

very concentrated hydrochloric acid solutions. The difference of the extraction mechanism 

with these two types of reagents is responsible for that of the extraction behaviors. 

Although many works have been conducted on the complex formation between metals 

including palladium(Il) and amino-acids, pcptidcs and their related ligands in aqueous 

so lutions (Pettit, 1985). there have been only few works on the fundumcntal chemistry of 

so lvent extraction with amino-acid types o{ extracting reagents (Zhang, 1985. 1987. Uhlig, 

1986. Scvdic, 1974). In the present paper, the authors synthesized N,N-dioctylglycinc 
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(DOG), one of the amino-acid derivatives, and N,N-dioctylsuccinamide (DOSA), one of amide

acid derivatives, as model compounds of the acetic acid derivative of Amberlite LA -2 to 

make fundamental investigation on their extraction behaviors for palladium(ll) and plati 

num(IV) from acidic chloride media. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2. I Reagents 

DOG and DOSA were synthesized from dioctylamine and monochloroaceti c acid and succinic 

anhydride, respectively, in benzene under nitrogen atmosphere by conventional methods 

according to the reactions : 

(C, H 1,) 2 NH + ClCH 2 COOH 

(C, H 1,) 2 NH + (CH CO) 2 0 

(C , H 1,) NCH 2 COOB 

(C , H 1• ) 2 NC( =O)CH 

HCl 

cu coou 
The yield and purity of the purified product of DOG were 56% and 93%, respectively, 

while those of DOSA were 88% and 96%, respectively. These reagents were used by diluting 

to a required concentration with analytical grade of toluene. The apparent molecular 

weights of these reagents were measured by means of vapor- phase osmometry using a Hitachi 

model 117 osmometer to examine the degree of aggregation of these reagents in toluene. As 

the result, it was found that the great majority of DOG exists as dimeric species whilst 

DOSA only partly exists as the dimeric species. The dimerization constant of DOSA was 

evaluated as Kd = 200±36 dm ·3 / mol; the number-averaged aggregation number was 1. 54±0. 08 

in the region of analytical concentration from 0. 002 to 0.03 mol/dm' 

2. 2 Procedure 

Palladium(II) was extracted from aqueous mixtures of hydrochloric acid and sodium 

chloride whilst platinum(IV) was from those of hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride. 

Equal volumes of aqueous and organic phases were shaken in a flask immersed in a thermo

stated water bath maintained at 30±0. 1 t for 2 and 24 h for palladium and platinum respec

tively in the extraction with DOG while they were vigorously shaken for over 24 h using an 

mechanical shaker in an air bath maintained at the same temperature in the extraction 

with DOS to attain equilibrium. Initial and equilibrium metal concentrations in the aque

ous phase were determined by using a Nippon Jarrell -Ash model AA - 782 atomic absorption 

spectrophotometer. The metal concentrations in the organic phase were calculated from the 

mass balance of the metal contents in the aqueous phase before and after the equilibria. 

2.3 Infrared spectra 

Infrared spectra of the free reagents and their complexes of palladium(ll) and platinum 

(IV) in dichloromethane (CDC! 3 ) were taken in the region 4000 - 650cm - 1 on a JASCO 

model A- 100 infrared spectrophotometer, using 0.05 mm CaF 2 IR cells at 30 t. 



3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3. 1 Distribution equilibria 

Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of pll on the distribution coefficients of palladiua 

(II) and platinuu(IV) in the extraction with DOG and DOSA, respectively from aqueous 

mixtures of hydrochloric acid and sodium chloride (Pd) or lithium chloride (Pt) in which 

total chloride ion concentration was maintained at 1.0 mol/dm 3
• llcrc, pll was calcu-
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latcd from the hydrogen ion concentration determined by means of titration and the 

activity coefficient of hydrogen ion in these aqueous chloride mi xtures (Ohtaki, 1969. 

Darned, 1959) at pU ~ I while it was measured using a TOA model HM -20E pH meter at pH > I. 

~-o--Oloo--~0~~o-

pH pH 

Figs. 1 amd 2 Effect of pH on the distribution coefficients of palladium(!!) and 
platinum(IV) in the extraction with 10 mmol dm- 3 DOG (Fig. 1) and DOSA (Fig.2) in toluene 
(total chloride ion concentration = 1.0 mol dm- 3 ) 

The plots for the extraction of palladium(II) arc lying on straight lines with the 

slope of 2 in both figures, which suggests that two hydrogen ions arc released by substi

tution with one metal ion during extraction. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of the concentration of the dimcric species of the re

agents on the distribution coefficients in the extraction with DOG and DOSA respectively, 

where the concentrations of the dimcric species were calculated as the half of the 

analytical reagent concentration in the case of DOG and calculated using the dimcrization 

constant eva luated earlier in the case of DOSA. The plots arc lying on straight lines 

with the slope of unity for both metals in both figures. This fact suggests that both of 

these metals arc extracted as 1:2 mctal : rcagcnt complexes with both of these reagents. 
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Figures 3 and 4 Effect of the concentration of dimeric extractant on the distribution 
coefficients of palladium(II) and platinum(IV) in the extraction with DOG (Fig.3) and with 
DOSA (Fig.4) in toluene; aqueous phase = 1. 0 mol dm - 3 hydrochloric acid (Fig.3). 
= aqueous chloride mixture where total chloride ion concentration = 1.0 mol dm- 3

, 

pH= 1 (Fig.4) 
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Figures 5 and 6 Effect of chloride ion activity on the distribution coefficients of 
palladium(II) and platinum(lV) in the extraction with 10 mmol dm - 3 DOG ( Fig.S, hydrogen 
ion concentration = 1.0 mol dm - 3

) and DOSA ( Fig.4, hydrogen ion concentration = 0. 1 
mol dm - 3 

) 



Figures 5 and 6 shows the effect of activity of chloride ion on the distribution 

coefficients in the extraction with DOG and DOSA respectively from the aqueous chloride 
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media in which hydrogen ion concentration is maintained constant. Ucrc, the activity of 

chloride ion was calculated from the chloride ion concentration and the activity coeffi 

c ient of chloride ion (llarncd, 1959). In Fig. ~ the plots arc lying on straight lines 

with the slopes of -4 and - 2 for the extraction of palladium(ll) and platinum(lV), respec

tively, suggesting that four and two chloride ions arc released per unit metal ion during 

extraction of palladium(!!) and platinum(IV) respectively. Also in Fig.5. plots arc 

lying on the straight lines with the slopes of -4 and - 2 for the extraction of palladium 

( II) and platinum(IV) respectively in the low concentration region of chloride ion though 

they deviates upward from the straight lines in the high concentration region, which may 

be attributed to the salting out effect by chloride ion. 

From the above- mentioned concentration dependences of the reactant species on the 

distribution coefficients and by taking into consideration that majorities of palladium 

(II) and platinum(IV) exist as the tctrachloro and hcxachloro complexes in the aqueous 

solutions with high concentration of chloride ion under the present experimental condi 

tions, the followings can be concluded for both reagents: palladium(II) is extracted as a 

mctal-chclatcs according to the extraction reaction expressed by Eq.(l) whilst platinum 

( IV) is as a solvated complex according to that expressed by Eq.(2). 

PdCl 

PtCl 

2 -• 
2 -

6 

+ 
+ 

D 

H 

R 

R 

PdR 2 + 
Pt·2HR·Cl 

2 D • 

+ 
+ 4 Cl -

2 Cl -
Kc •• 

Kc ., 

(I) 

(2) 

Based on the above-described extraction reaction, the distribution coefficients arc 

approximately expressed by Eqs. (3) and (4) for palladium( II) and platinum( IV) respectively 

in such a high concentration region of chloride ion as under the present experimental 

conditions. 

D(Pd) 

D(Pt) 

Kc •• [D ,R 

Kc., [II ,R 

]/a" 2 act 

]/act 

(3) 

(4) 

These equations can interpret all the concentration dependencies of the reactant 

species on the distribution coefficients of each metal either in the extraction by DOG or 

by DOSA obtained cxpcri•cntally. 

The equilibrium constants for the extraction reactions, Kc •• and Kc ••· were evaluated 

for each reagent using all the data shown in Figs. 1-6 based on Eqs. (3) and (4) as listed 

in Table I. 

TABLE I Extraction equilibrium constants of the extraction reactions of palladium(ll) and 
platinum(IV) with DOG and DOSA 

Kc •• [(mol/dm3) 5 
] Kc., [mol/dm 3 

DOG 2.2xl0 2 6.3xl0 2 

DOSA I. lxl0- 1 2. 8xl0 1 

3.2 Infrared spectra 

figures 7 and 8 show the infrared spectra of the palladium(II) and platinum(IV) com 

plexes as well as the free reagents of DOG and DOSA, respectively. In both figures, the 
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Figs. 7 and 8 Infrared spectra of free rcagcnt(a) and the platinum(l~)(b) and palladium 
(II)(c) complexes of DOG (Fig. 7) and DOSA (Fig.8) 

spectra of the platinum(IV) complcxcs(b) resemble those of the free rcagcnts(a). On the 

other hand, the spectra of palladium(II) complcxcs(c) arc significantly different from 

those of the platinum(IV) complexes and free reagents. That is, in Fig. 7, the C=O 

stretching band of the free reagent at 1630 cm - 1 is shifted to 1650 cm- 1 on the com

plexation with palladium(II), suggesting that the Pd-0 bond in the glycino palladium(ll) 

complex is covalent (Sawyer, 1960). Similarly, in Fig. 8, the spectrum of palladium(! I) 

complex is significantly different from those of free reagent and platinum(!~) complex in 

the region of the C=O stretching bands at 1710 em - 1 (carbonyl group of amide) and 1630 

cm- 1 (carboxyl group); these absorption bands arc assigned to the bidcntatc (chclated) 

succinamic acid group (Nakamoto, 1986). These facts suggest that palladium(ll) is 

extracted as chclates of the type, PdR 2 while platinum(IV) is extracted as solvated 

complexes of the type, Pt·2HR·Cl, ; these results are in accordance with those obtained in 

the experiments of the distribution equilibria. 
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THE SEPARATION OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS BY THE POROUS RESIN IMPREGNATED WITH 
2-ETHYLHEXYL HYDROGEN 2-ETHYLHEXYLPHOSPHONATE 

Y. WAKUI, H. MATSUNAGA and T. M. SUZUKI 
Government Industrial Research Institute, Tohoku, 
4-2-l, Nigatake, Sendai 983 

ABSTRACT 
A reagent impregnated resin has been prepared from 2-ethylhexyl hydrogen 

2-ethylhexylphosphonate (PC-88A) and Amberlite XAD-7 beads. The distribution 
ratio of the rare earth metal ions (3+) between the resin and acid aqueous 
solution has been measured as a function of pH and the concentration of the 
reagent. The chromatographic separation of the rare earth metals has been 
carried out by using PC-88A (50w/w%) impregnated resin as a stationary phase 
and hydrochloric acid as a mobile phase. A favorable separation can be 
achieved for some rare earth metals by adjusting the acidity of the mobile 
phase. 

INTRODUCTION 

The solvent extraction technology has been extensively app 1 i ed to the 

practical separation of rare earth metals. Among the extractants commonly 

employed at present, di(2-ethylhexyl) hydrogen phosphate (D2EHPA) and 2-

ethylhexyl hydrogen 2-ethylhexylphosphonate (PC-88A) are known to have 

'advantages of high separation efficiency for rare earth metals and of low 

solubility in water (Peppard, 1961, Ying, et al., 1985, Mori, et al., 1986, 

Wakui, et al., 1989). However, separation via solvent extraction requires 

multistage cycles of extraction and back-extraction in order to attain 

favorable separation. On the other hand, chromatographic separation is a 

convenient procedure to obtain highly purified metals. The column separation 

process is typically carried out with the combination of a cation exchanger as 

a stationary phase and a solution of a chelating reagent as a selective mobile 

phase. When we use highly selective resin as a stationary phase in the 

chromatographic system, diluted mineral acids can be used as eluents in place 

of expensive chelating reagents. 

In this report, we used an ion-selective resin as a stationary phase which 

can readily be prepared by impregnation of extractant ( PC-88A) into porous 

polymer beads. We measured the distribution behavior of rare earth metals 

toward the PC-88A impregnated resin in order to elucidate the separation 

efficiency of this system. The effectiveness of the impregnated resin column 

for the chromatographic separation of some rare earths was examined. 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents. 
The PC-88A (95% or higher purity) was kindly donated from Daihachi Chemical 

Co. and was used as received. A lanthanide chloride solution was prepared by 

dissolving the corresponding oxide (99.9%, Wako Pure Chemical Industry Ltd.) 

into hydrochloric acid of an analytical grade. Other chemicals were of reagent 

grade and were used with no further purification. 

2.2 Resin bed. 

Amberlite XAD-7 beads (20-60 mesh) were used as the polymer support for the 

preparation of the impregnated resin. Resin beads were washed successively 

with 2 M (M =mol dm-3) nitric acid and acetone, and then dried in vacuo 

prior to use. 

A 5.25 cm3 of PC-88A was diluted with 30 cm3 of acetone. To this solution 

was added a 5 g portion of the XAD-7 beads and the mixture was stirred under 

the reduced pressure. After 30 min, the acetone was evaporated off. The 

obtained resin contains 50 w/w% of PC-88A which corresponds to 1.6 mmol of 

PC-88A per one gram of the resin. The content of PC-88A can be adjusted by 

dilution with dodecane prior to impregnation. 

Leaking of PC-88A from the resin is practically negligible, i.e. , the 

loss of PC-88A is less than 3% upon shaking the impregnated resin (150 mg) 

with 10-2 M hydrochloric acid (600 cm3) for several days. 

2.3 Distribution ratio. 

The batch extraction of the metal ions was typically carried out under the 

following procedures. The PC-88A impregnated resin (0.05-0.5 g) was immersed 

in 10-30 cm3 of metal ion solution ([metal] = 10-5-lo-4 M, I = 0.2 M (HCl

NaCl)) at various acidity and the mixture was shaken for more than 5 h at room 

temperature. After filtration, the amount of metal ion in the aqueous solu

tion was determined by a SEIKO ICP-atomic emission spectrometer, model SPS-

1200A, and the pH value of this solution was measured with a glass electrode 

(TOA GS-5011C). 

The distribution ratio D was defined as the ratio of the total equilibrium 

concentration of metal in the impregnated organic phase to those in the 

aqueous phase. 

2.4 Chromatography 

The PC-88A-impregnated resin (PC-88A: 50w/w%) was immersed in a diluted 

hydrochloric acid overnight and then packed in a jacketed glass column ( ~ 1 
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em - i.d.). Thermostated water (45-47 °C) was circulated around the column 

by using a thermoregulator (HS-1, Tokyo Rikakikai Co. Ltd.) during the column 

operation. The column was conditioned for several hours with an eluting solu

tion e.g. hydrochloric acid of the suitable acidity. Then 1 cm3 of a sample 

solution ([M] = 0.1 M for each metal ion) was loaded on the top of the column 

and eluted with hydrochloric acid at a constant flow rate. The effluent was 

fractionated into portions of 10-14 cm3 and the metal ions in each fraction 

were determined with ICP-AES method. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the analysis of distribution behavior in the present system, we assumed 

the impregnated resin to be an organic phase, in analogy with a solvent 

extraction system. It has been proposed that D2EHPA, which is structurally 

close to PC-88A, behaves as a dimer in the extraction systems (Peppard, et 

al., 1957, Kosinski, et al., 1969). In addition, neutral PC-88A in a higher 

concentration range tends to form adducts with the lanthanide complexes (Mori, 

et a 1. , 1986). Thus the reaction of PC-88A with 1 anthan ide ions can be ex

pressed as follows : 

M3+ + n ((HR) 2)r ~ (M(HR2)3((HR)2)n_3)r + 3 H+ (1) 

where HR denotes PC-88A in the neutra 1 form. The subscript r represents the 

species in the resin phase. The equilibrium constant of the above reaction 

should be given by Eq. 2: 

K = ([M(HR2)3((HR) 2)n_3]r[H+] 3) I ([M3+J[(HR)2 J~) (2) 

The distribution ratio (D) of the metal ion between the resin phase and the 

aqueous phase is defined by 

D = [M(HR2)3((HR) 2)n_3]r I [M3+] (3) 

From Eqs. 2 and 3, the following relationship can be obtained: 

log D = log K + n log [(HR) 2Jr + 3 pH (4) 

Equation 4 predicts that the plots of log D against log [(HR) 2Jr and pH 

give straight lines of slopes n and 3, respectively. 

Figure 1 shows the log D vs. pH profiles for the extraction of Y(III) and 

twelve kinds of lanthanide(III) ions. For the extraction of rare earth 

metals other than La, linear plots with slopes ranging from 2. 7 to 3.1 were 

observed, which is in good agreement with the estimation derived from Eq. 4. 

Thus, the extraction of the metal ion is accompanied by the release of three 

protons. On the contrary, the slope for La, 2.2, is exceptionally smaller than 

those for other lanthanides. In this case, some extraction mechanism other 
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Fig. l Distribution ratio of rare earth elements between the aqueous phase and 
PC-88A-impregnated resin (PC-88A: 50 w/w%). I = 0.2 M (HCl-NaCl). 
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than those expressed in Eq. 1 might be involved. The distribution ratio (D) 

at the given pH increases with the decrease in ionic radii of lanthanides, in 

analogy with the trends observed for the solvent extraction system with D2EHPA 

(Peppard, 1961). The difference of the distribution ratio between La and Luis 

fairly large (about 5 log units), showing the potential usefulness of the 

resin as a stationary phase in the chromatographic system. 

Plots of log D against the concentration of PC-88A for the extraction of La 

and Lu gave straight lines with the slopes of 3.9 and 3.6, respectively 

(Fig.2). From Eq. 4, this observation can be interpreted by a mechanism 

in which four dimerized PC-88A are involved 

three protons are released upon 

in the extracted 

the extraction of 

species. Since 

Lu ion, one 

of the four (PC-88A) 2 should be neutral to form an adduct with the complex. 

A chromatographic separation of Gd and Y pair was carried out by using a 

column of the PC-88A impregnated resin ( ~ 1.0 x 93.5 em). Compared with the 

conventional process using EDTA as an eluent, the ratio of D values, i.e. 
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Fig. 3. Separation of Gd and Y with 
PC-88A-impregnated resin column 
($ 1.0 x 93.5 em) at 45 °C. 
Stationary phase: PC-88A-impregnated 

XAD-7 (50 w/w%). 
Mobile phase: 0.9

3
M HCl. 

Flow rate: 26 em /h. 
Amount of each metal: 0.1 mmol. 

separation factor, of the present system for Y/Gd pair is remarkably large; 

about 30. In practice, these meta 1 ions were successfully separated into 

the components by elution with 0.9 M hydrochloric acid, as shown in Fig. 3. 

A similar column system was applied to mutual separation of the following 

rare earth mixtures: La-Pr-Nd and Ho-Er-Tm. The chromatograms are given in 

Figs. 4 and 5 along with the chromatographic conditions. A good separation 

can be attained for the pair whose separation factor is sufficiently large. In 

fact, lanthanum was favorably separated from Pr and Nd, while the 

resolution of Pr and Nd pairs remained insufficient due to the small 

separation factor. The degree of overlap of two peaks is not serious for the 

separation of Ho-Er-Tm whose separation factors are mutually rather large. In 

this case, the acidity of the mobile phase is much higher than that used in 

the La-Pr-Nd system. Since the distribution ratio is a function of acidity as 

shown in Fig. 1, the concentration of acid in the mobile phase is one of the 

most important parameters which affect the chromatographic separation. 

Usually, solution of higher acidity is required for the elution of the metal 

ions having higher distribution ratio. 

One of the major advantages of the present system over the traditional 

ion-exchange column is that a favorable separation can be achieved without 
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using an expensive reagent as an eluent. In addition, elution with acid solu

tion may simplify the isolation procedure of dissolved substances, i.e., the 

recovery of a reagent from the eluate is not necessary after the isolation of 

meta 1 s. 
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Fig. 4. Separation of La, Pr and Nd 
with PC-88A-impregnated resin column 
(~ 1.0 x 94.5 em) at 47 °C. 
Stationary phase: PC-88A-impregnated 

XAD-7 (50 w/w%). 
Mobile phase: 0. 1

3
M HCl. 

Flow rate: 20 em /h. 
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SILVER EXTRACTION FROM PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXING SOLUTIONS 

S. STENSTROM 

Dept of Chemical Engineering 1, Lund Institute of Technology , 

P.O. Box 124, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden 

ABSTRACT 
Stenstrom, S., 1990. Silver extraction from photographic fixing solutions. 
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Silver recovery from photographic thiosulphate solutions can be performed by solvent 
extraction with amines or quaternary ammonium chlorides. With Aliquat 336 the 
distribution coefficient for silver was measured as 9.0 from a 0.5 molar thiosulphate 
solution. Stripping can be performed by using potassium nitrate, ammonium chloride or 
by changing the thiosulphate concentration . The results for analytical solutions were 
further shown to be applicable to industrial solutions. One stage silver extraction with 
Aliquat 336 ranged from 68.5 to 98.9 % for graphical, bleach and photographic fixing 
solutions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Silver is used extensively in photographic and X-ray films as well as in various 

photographic papers. The excess of non-reacted silver halide salts is normally dissolved 

in a sodium or ammonium thiosulphate fixing solution from which silver is recovered. In 

order to allow emission of this solution in Sweden to effluents or municipal wastewater 

treatment works the silver content must be reduced below 1 mg/1. 

So far, no work has been performed on evaluating solvent extraction techniques, 

either together with the initial high silver content solution or with the electrolyzed low 

silver content solution. The aim of this work is to investigate such methods in order to 

allow either recycle or emission of the photographic fixing solution. 

2. PROCESSES USED FOR SILVER RECOVERY 

Electrolysis is trad itionally used for silver recovery from thiosulphate fixing 

solutions (Gmelin, 1973). This method is highly efficient at high silver concentrations 

and is capable of reducing the silver concentration down to about 1 00 mg/1. At lower 

silver concentrations decomposition of the thiosulphate and other metal impurities such 

as cadmium and chromium complicate the recovery process. 

From an environmental point of view the best way of reducing emissions would be 

to reuse the major part of the fix ing solution after silver recovery and appropriate 

chemical adjustment. The silver concentration in the part which is not recycled must be 
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reduced to the environmental emission level of 1 mg/1. Some process alternatives are 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Thlooulphoto 
solution 
1-10 g/1 Ag 

Ag 

A.g-aolutlon 

Ag-aolutlon 

Fig. 1. Processes used for silver recovery. 

3. SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

Sulphide precipitation as 

well as reduction with less 

noble metals such as iron are 

two common operations used 

for this purpose. Zeolites 

effectively adsorb silver from 

To oHiuont SOlUtiOnS and thiS Can be USed 
or ......... , as a tool to remove low 
treatment 

works 

• 1 mg/1 Ag 

This work 

concentrations of silver from 

the solution . However all of 

these processes possesses 

drawbacks either from 

environmental or technical 

point of view. 

A comparatively large number of silver extraction data in various media have been 

collected for different amine extractants. The primary amine Primene JM-T is a poor 

silver extractant from 2 M HCI as shown by Seeley et al. (1966), but extracts silver with 
distribution coefficients of 1 00 from 0.005 M H2S04 as reported by Marcus et al. (1969). 

Several tertiary amines are excellent extractants for silver. Selmer-Olsen (1966) 

reported quantitative extraction from 2 M HCI with 20 % (v/v) tri-iso-octylamine in carbon 

tetrachloride. Quaternary ammonium salts are good silver extractants from hydrochloric 

acid. Seeley et al. (1966) have reported distribution coefficients of 30 for silver extraction 

from 2 M HCI with 0.1 M Aliquat 336 in 97 % diethylbenzene and 3 % tridecanol. 

Literature data for thiosulphate solutions are limited to amine extractants. 

Shevchuk et al. (1988) used octadecyl ammoniumnitrate to extract silver for analytical 

purposes at a pH of 6.5 and Le et al. (1987, 1988) performed experiments in nitrate and 

thiosulphate media with the primary amine N 1923. From nitrate media extraction was 

quantitative at pH 3. 

No literature data for photographic solutions is available which necessitates 

measurement of distribution data for a number of different commercial extractants. 
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4. MATERIALS 

The distribution coefficients were determined by equilibrating equal volumes 

{25 ml) of the aqueous and organic phases in separatory funnels at room temperature. 

Analyses of the silver content in the aqueous phase were performed with standard AAS 

equipment. The extractants were used as supplied by the manufacturer; HDEHP from 

Hoechst, TOPO from Cyanamid, Primene JM-T and Amberlite LA-2 from Rohm & Haas, 

LIX 70, LIX 984, Alamine 336 and Aliquat 336 from Henkel Corp. All other chemicals 

were of analytical grade. The extractants were dissolved in Shellsoi-A which is a 99 

%(v/v) aromatic kerosene. Initially the behaviour in pure thiosulphate solutions was 

evaluated by adding silver nitrate to an ammonium or sodium thiosulphate solution. 

5. EXTRACTANT SELECTION 

The different extractants were tested as 0.1 molar solutions with an aqueous phase 

consist ing of 1 g/1 Ag in 0.5 molar ammonium thiosulphate. The results of the 

equilibrations are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Silver distribution coefficients with 0.1 M extractants from 0.5 M 

(NH4hS203 containing 1 g/1 Ag. 

Extractant Equilibration DAg pHeq 

Primene JM-T - 0.08 7.5 
Hera 4.6 5.3 
H2S04 a 6.0 3.5 

Amberlite LA-2 - 0.05 6.5 
Hera 3.7 4.2 
H2S04 a 4.1b 3.8 

Alamine 336 - 0.05 5.8 
HCia 0.37b 3.8 
H2S04 a 0.62b 3.3 

Aliquat 336 cr- 9.0 6.0 
cr 11.8d 7.8 
S042- c 1.4 -
N03- C 1.2 -

TO MACe cr 13.7 5.8 
cr 12.8d 6.5 

a Pre-equilibrated with 0.5 M HCI or 0.5 M H2So4 
b Precipitate in the aqueous phase after phase separation 
c Pre-equilibrated three times with 0.5 M H2S04 or 0.5 M HN03 
d From 0.5 M Na2S203 w~h 1 g/1 Ag 
9 Tri-octylmethyl ammoniumchloride 
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Low distribution coefficients ranging from 0.01 up to 0.07 were obtained with the 

chelating and the solvating extractants and substantial silver extraction was only 

observed with the various amines. Amines require the formation of amine salts in order 

to be effective extractants and this is not possible from an ammonium thiosulphate 

solution, thus without pre-equilibration the primary, secondary and tertiary amines were 

found to be poor extractants. The distribution coefficients were <0.08 and the equilibrium 

pH-values ranged from 7.5 with Primene JM-T to 5.8 with Alamine 336. 

Pre-equilibration with the sulphuric acid salt of Primene JM-T increases the 

distribution coefficient to 6.0. Lower equilibrium pH values resulted in the formation of a 

precipitate from thiosulphate degradation products. 

The quaternary ammonium compounds are effective extractants also at high pH 

values and a distribution coefficient of 9.0 was measured for Aliquat 336 in the normal 

chloride form. Conversion to the sulphate or the nitrate form resulted in distribution 

coefficients of only 1.4 and 1.2, respectively. Comparable results were obtained with the 

analytical extractant TOMAC. 

Amines were shown to be the most effective silver extractants from thiosulphate 

solutions. The quaternary ammonium compounds were selected for further studies 

because of their high distribution coefficients and low pH sensitivity. 

6. STRIPPING 

The silver in the organic phase must be stripped to a suitable salt solution from 

which silver is easily recovered by electrolysis. A number of salts were tested as 0.5 

molar solutions for silver stripping from an organic phase containing 0.88 g/1 Ag. The 

experiments were performed with equal volumes of the aqueous and organic phases. 

The results are shown in Table 2. 

Nitrates are very effective silver stripping agents, chlorides less effective and no 

stripping is obtained with ammonium sulphate and ammonium acetate. Potassium 

nitrate and ammonium chloride were further tested for silver stripping at various 

concentrations, the results are shown in Fig. 2. 

A 0.25 molar potassium nitrate solution stripps 84.7 % silver while a 4 molar 

ammonium chloride solution is needed in order to strip 83.7 %. However, nitrates bind 

very effectively to the alkylammonium ion, thus the solvent must be reconditioned before 

being returned to the extraction stages. In this respect ammonium chloride is a better 

choice enabling conditioning of the solvent to in the stripping stages. 

Silver extraction from thiosulphate solutions is dependant on the thiosulphate 

concentration, an increase in thiosulphate concentration results in a decrease of silver 

extraction. One further stripping possibility would thus be to use different thiosulphate 

concentrations in the extraction and stripping stages. For a successful operation the 

thiosulphate concentration in the stripping stages need to be 2-3 molar which could be a 

drawback for the electrolytical silver recovery. 



TABLE 2 

Stripping 0.1 M Aliquat 336 with 

different salt solutions. 

Stripping solution Percentage Ag 

0.5M stripped 

NaCI 7.5 

KN03 94.1 
HN03 73.9 

H2S04 1.2 
NH3 10.1 

(NH4)2S04 <1 
NH4CI 8.5 

CH3COONH4 <1 

7. DILUENT AND MODIFIER SELECTION 

From environmental as well as 

l ... ., .. 
~ 
l: .. 
t 
~ . ... 

working environment point of view o., 
aromatic kerosenes possess several 

drawbacks. The aqueous solubility is 

higher as compared with aliphatic 

kerosenes resulting in diluent losses and 

emissions to effluents. For these reasons 

Exxsol D 100 containing 0.9 % (w/w) 

aromatics was selected together with n

decanol as modifier. In order to prevent 

third-phase formation with 0.1 molar 

Aliquat 336 addition of 2 % of n-decanol is 
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Fig. 2. Silver stripping with potassium 

nitrate and ammonium chloride. 

o n·decanol ln Exxsol 0 100 

0 .00 5 .00 10.00 15 .00 20.00 25 .00 

Cone. n~decanol % (viY) 

needed resulting in a distribution Fig. 3. DAg for different modifier cone. 
coefficient of 6.4 as is shown in Fig. 3. 

8. CONCLUSION 

Silver recovery from photographic thiosulphate solutions can be performed by 

solvent extraction with amines or quaternary ammonium chlorides. With Aliquat 336 no 

pH-adjustment is necessary and the distribution coefficient for silver was measured as 

9.0 from a 0.5 molar thiosulphate solution. The distribution of silver decreases with 

increasing thiosulphate concentrations. Stripping can be performed by using potassium 

nitrate, ammonium chloride or by changing the thiosulphate concentration . 
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The results for analytical solutions were further shown to be applicable to industrial 

solutions which in excess of thiosulphate also contain sodium acetate, acetic acid, boric 

acid, sodium sulphite as well as low concentrations of aluminium chloride. One stage 

silver extraction with Aliquat 336 ranged from 68.5 to 98.9 % for graphical, bleach and 

photographic fixing solutions. 

In aqueous thiosulphate solution silver complexes are formed according to : 

--- (1) 

Results with quaternary ammonium chlorides indicate that these complexes are 

extracted by exchange with chlorides: 

Lee et al. (1987, 1988) showed that from thiosulphate media species with m=1 

and n=1 and 3 were extracted with the primary amine N 1923. This is in agreement with 

our preliminary results for Aliquat 336. 

In industrial solutions the behaviour is further complicated by complexation with 

other anions as well as coextraction of thiosulphate, thiosulphate degradation products, 

halides and heavy metals such as cadmium and chromium. 

Solvent extraction techniques have shown promising results for silver recovery, 

however in order to present a closed loop process where the environmental limits will 

be satisfied further knowledge must be gathered about different complexation and 

extraction equilibria in photographic fixing solutions. 
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Gallium extraction by tri-n-octylamine (TOA) from hydrochlori
de solutions has been studied. Conducted spectrophotometric study 
of produced extracts has allowed to find changes resulting in ca
tionic and anionic parts of components forming extraction system. 
For instance, Raman-spectra has indicated the presence of extrac
table complex with tetrahedral non-solvated anion [GaCl

4
;- in the 

molecule. 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectra points to the 
fact of formation of protonated amine form. It is specified, that 
gallium extraction by TOA is going according to anion-exchanging 
mechanism with the formation of complex with the composition 
[R3NH}"._ [Gac1 4r and effective extraction constant 13,4 :t 2,9. 

INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of the state of gallium in aqueous hydrochloride so

lutions allows to consider neutral and anion-exchanging extra
gents as the most effective from the point of view of selective 
extraction and concentration of valuable metal (Reznik, 1985). 

Laws and mechanism of gallium extraction by tributylphosphate 
from before-mentioned media are in detail given in our earlier 
works (Kunaev et al., 1986; Ponomareva et al., 1988), which are 
supplementing a large quantity of publications, concerning this 
problem. Considerably less attention was given to gallium extrac
tion from hydrochloride solutions by tertiary amines, the availa
ble data are limited only by laws of mutual influence of elements 
(Bagreev et al., 1978; 1982). The results of the studies of sur
face processes and of gallium extraction kinetics by TOA are 
given in other publications (Blaida et al., 1988; Abisheva et 
al., 1989). This paper is a logical continuation of those studies 
and is dedicated to the study of structure and composition of 
forming extractable complex and also to the determination of the 
effective constant of the process. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Tri-n-octylamine of the firm "Hoechst", decylic alcohol, cc1 4 

and other reagents with high degree of purity were used in this 
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work. Gallium solutions were prepared by dissolving of gallium 
with quality 99,999 in hydrochloric acid of the type "analytical
ly pure" with the utilization of bi-distillated water. Analysis 
of the aqueous solutions for the gallium content has been made on 
the atomic absorption spectrophotometer of the firm "Hitachi". 
Gallium concentration in organic phase has been defined according 
to the difference among initial and equilibrium concentrations in 
aqueous phase. Raman spectra were recorded on the equipment "Pa
manor-R" with the utilization of argon laser, 1H nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectra - on the equipment "BS-467". 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Study of the kinetics of gallium extraction from hydrochloride 

solutions by TOA, of surface processes and also of stratification 
kinetics of dispersion's formation has shown that extraction sys
tem studied, belongs to structural-mechanical systems, i.e. to 
the systems, where particles of dispersive phase have the tenden
cy of formation of floccules and aggregates (Shmidt et al.,1966). 
Formation of extractable complex in the case of macroconcentrati
ons of Ga is going on the interface according to the reactions: 

slowly 
(R3NH) 2CIGaC14 0 

+ Cla~ ( 1 ) 

quickly 
(2) 

In case of gallium microconcentrations the process of complex 
formation is going according to the reaction: 

(3) 

Thus, general equation of gallium extraction by TOA from hyd
rochloride solutions can be given as follows: 

Kex 

__ {R3NHGaClJ 
0

• [Clj aq 
Kex 

(CR
3

NHC1) ] 11P · {GaC1
4
} p 0 e:q 

( 4) 

Y compl. · Y Cl-

Y 1/p y 
s • GaCl'4 

(5) 

and independently from the process conditions, the molar ratio of 
amine to metal in extractable complex is unity. 
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Raman-spectroscopic study of hydrochloride system: gallium- TOA 
The Raman spectra of original gallium-containing solutions 

with the concentration 1,52 mol/dm3 , pure tri-n-octylamine and 
TOA extract, containing 0,43 mol/dm3 of gallium (Fig. 1) were 
made for the study of the anionic part of extractable complex 
forming during gallium extraction by TOA. In this case the spec
tra of amine salt R

3
NHC1 coincides with the spectra of original 

tri-n-octylamine. 

1200 800 400 
).) , cm- 1 

Fig. 1. Raman spectra of the compounds: 1- TOA; 2- solution, 
containing 1,52 mol/dm3 of gallium and 6 mol/dm3 HCl; 3- TOA 
extract, containing 0,43 mol/dm3 of gallium. 

Raman spectra produced correspond to undistorted (unsolvated) 
tetrahedral anion [GaCl~- with the following characteristic 
bands (Schug and Katsin, 1962): 
~V2 (E) = 117 cm- 1 - strong depolarized peak; 
~v4CF2 ) = 148 cm-1 -strong depolarized peak; 
~V1 CA 1 ) = 346 cm- 1 -very strong highly-polarized peak; 
~V3 (F2 ) = 386 cm- 1 -depolarized peak ( is not fixed on our 
spectra). 

Spectra of 1H nuclear magnetic resonance 
1H NMR spectra of 25% solution of TOA in CC1 4 (utilization 

of this inert diluent was necessary for the production of clearly 
expressed lines of chemical shifts), 25% solution of amine salt 
TOA•HCl in cc14, and of extract produced as the result of inter
action of extragent with solution, containing 0,43 mol/dm3 of 
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gallium and 4 mol/dm3 of HCl , are given on the Fig. 2. 

H+ 

~~~--~~--~ 
7 2 0 

' ppm 

Fig. 2. 1H NMR spectra of the compounds: 1 - TOA (25% solution 
in CC1 4); 2- TOA-HCl (25% solution in CC1 4); 3- TOA-GaC14 
(25 % solution in CC1 4). 

Thus it is seen from Fig.2, that in protonic part of amine mo
lecule expressed changes are taking place as the result of inter
actions: on the undivided electronic pair of nitrogen atom the 
proton appears from hydrochloric acid ( ~ obs. = 6,75 ppm) and 
from complex chlorogallic acid ( d obs. =7,03 ppm) with the for
mation of (R

3
NH)+. During this oL -C~-groups are displaced to 

the more acidic region. The change of chemical shift is larger 
during interaction of amine with the proton of chlorogallic acid, 
which confirms the known fact that HGaC1 4 is more strong acid 
than HCl. Less marked changes are taking place with p-c~-groups 
of amine, which are more remote from reaction centre. 

Calculation of effective constant of gallium extraction by TOA 
Thus the process studied is going according to the reaction 

(4) with the extraction constant (5). Yagodin (1981, p.102) as
sumes that if the association degree of amine salt is small and 
every molecule in associate can react: independently from others, 
then changes of association degree of amine salts do not influ
ence onto extraction constants and onto distribution coeffici
ents, i.e. it is accepted that activity coefficients relation in 

organic phase is equal to 1 and their change can not be taken 
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into account. Besides this, if it is considered the region of 
concentrations of reactive components, where it is po ssible not 
to take into consideration the formation of intermediate pro
ducts in aqueous phase, hydrolysis products and presence of so
luted extractable complex, then the relation [R

3
NHGaC1

4
] :[GaC14] 

can be considered as equal to distribution coefficient D. 
On the basis of the assumption made, the expression (5) can 

be written as follows: 

(6) 

Anion activity [GaC1
4
J- in aqueous phase is defined from the fol

lowing expression: 

= (7) 

where j3 
4 

and j3 i - constant of stability of complex !GaCl/
and i-complex in aqueous phase, respectively; CGa - equilibrium 
concentration of gallium in aqueous phase. Taking into conside
ration small values of constants of stability of gallium chlori
de complexesj3i.C::10-2 ,J3 4..::::10-5 (Marcus, 1967; Reznik, 1985), 
then the denominator in expression (7) in the studied interval 
of concentrations of HCl (1 - 4 mol/dm3) is near 1. In connecti
on with the absence of reliable data about the value ofjB 4 , and 
also for the simplification of calculations it is advisable to 

use the product Kex·J3 4 = Kex instead of Kex· Besides this, 
equilibrium concentration of extragent in organic phase is pos
sible to express as [R3NHC1]= S

0 
- yGa' where S

0 
- initial con

centration of extragent, Yaa - equilibrium gallium concentration 
in organic phase. Final expression of effective extraction cons
tant of gallium by TOA looks as follows: 

(8) 

Kex calculated according to equation (8) is equal 13,4! 2,9. 
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CONCLUSION 
Raman spectra of gallium extract with TOA has shown onto the 

presence of tetrahedral non-solvated anion [GaCl~- in the mole
cule of extractable complex. 1H NMR spectra of the same extract 
evidences about formation of protonated amine form. Thus, gallium 
extraction by TOA from hydrochloride solutions is going according 
to anion-exchanging mechanism with the formation of extractable 
complex with the composition [R3NHj+[GaCl~-. Calculated effec
tive constant of extraction is equal to 13,4 f 2,9. 
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Rhenium extraction by tri-n-octylammonium hydrosulphate (TOA) 
from solutions of ammonium perrhenate, rhenium acid, mixture of 
rhenium and sulphuric acids has been studied by the method of 
infrared spectroscopy. IR-spectroscopic study of samples of ex
tragents saturated from these solutions during various quantity 
of stages has shown that rhenium extraction is going according 
to anion-exchanging mechanism. Equivalence of exchange is suppor
ted by chemical analysis of sulphur. By the methods of satura
tion, isomolar series and dissolving it was found out that mono
solvate TOA HReo 4 was formed as the result of interaction of TOA 
hydrosulphate with rhenium. 

INTRODUCTION 
Amines are widely used for the rhenium extraction from techno

logical solutions. The great part of the papers published is de
dicated to the extraction of rhenium by amines in the form of 
free base (Zelikman and Dragan,1967; Shinde,1984; Shaburova et 
al,1981). But its application in such form is not desirable for 
weekly acidic solutions containing sets of elements of II,III and 
VIII periods. Data on rhenium extraction by salts of tertiary 
amines are practically absent. In the work of Vinogradova(1971) 
supposition is made about graded course of the process of rheni
um extraction by trialkylamine (TAA) from solutions of sulphuric 
acid: during the first stage TAA is forming salts with sulphuric 
acid, and then is changing sulphate or hydrosulphate TAA into 
perrhenate-ions. Results confonning this supposition are absent. 
This paper is dedicated to the study of rhenium extraction mecha
ni sm by TOA hydrosulphate. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Solutions of rhenium acid were prepared from ammonium perrhe

nate of the type AR-0 by the method of electrodialysis developed 
at this Institute, Bi-distillated or heavy water was used as 

dissolver. Concentrations of rhenium and sulphur in organic phase 
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were defined both on the difference between initial and equilib
rium concentrations in aqueous phase and on analysis of organic 
phase. QuantitatiYe determination of rhenium was made according 
to usual methods by colorimetric and weight procedures (Borisova, 
1974), that of sulphur- by methods of precipitation and titra
tion (Busev,1975). Extragent was saturated by rhenium in 5 sta
ges from 0,16 mol/dm3 solution of rhenium acid (first set of 
experiments); mixture containing 0,16 mol/dm3 of rhenium and 
0,25 mol/dm3 of sulphuric acid (second set) and also from 0,16 
mol/dm3 solution of ammonium perrhenate (third set). Residual 
contents of aqueous phase after each stage of extraction were eli
minated from the extract by centrifuging. IR- spectra of initial 
extragent and extracts were registered on the infrared spectro
photometer UR-20 with utilization of covers KRS-5. 

Composition of the compound forming in the process of extrac
tion was defined by the methods of saturation, isomolar series 
and dissolving. All conditions characteristic for these methods 
were satisfied during conducting of experiments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During extraction from rhenium-containing solutions prepared 
on the bi-distillated water rhenium concentration in extracts 
prepared after third stage in first, second and third sets of ex
periments is 0,49; 0,43; and 0,54 mol/dm3 respectively and is 
reaching maximum (1,29 mol/dm3) just after third stage of extrac
tion. 

IR-spectre of initial extragent (Fig. 1-a) is characterized 

by the collection of absorption bands with maxima at 600, 1060, 
1180-1200 cm-1 which were caused by deformational and Yalency 
Yibrations of S-0 and S=O bonds in HS04-ions and do not contain 
absorption bands connected with vibrations of these bonds in sul
phate-ions, i.e. TOA hydrosulphate is the extragent. 

In the first set of experiments after first stage of extrac
tion in IR-spectre of extract is appearing absorption band con
ditioned by bond Yibrations in perrhenate-ions with maximum at 
925 cm-1 intensity of which is gradually increasing and becomes 
maximal already in the spectre of the third example (Fig.1-b). 
In the region of Yibrations of S=O bonds absorption band with ma
ximum at 1100 cm-1 which evidences about the presence of sulphate 
ion in object. 
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Fig.1. IR-spectra of TOA hydrosulphate(a) and extracts saturat
ed by rhenium from solutions of rhenium acid(b), mixture of rhe
nium and sulphuric acids(c), perrhenate ammonium(d); 1,2,3 -num
bers of stages of extraction. 
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In case of saturation of extragent with rhenium from sulphuric 
solutions the transition hydrosulphate to sulphate is delayed. 
In spectre 1 on the Fig.1-c absorption band intensity in the re
gion 1180-1230 cm-1 i s higher than that near 1100 cm-1 • 

In IR-spectra of TOA saturated from the solution of ammonium 
perrhenate (Fig.1-d) absorption band connected with the vibration 
of perrhenate-ions is considerably increas ing already after the 
firs t stage, and that of sulphate- and hydrosulphate-ions - i s 
lowering. 

Rearrangement of the part of hydrosulphate-ions to sulphates 
is taking place in all experiments during the contacting of ex
tragent with rhenium-containing solutions. In dependence on the 
concentration of sulphuric acid in rhenium-containing solutions 
the quantity of hydrosulphate- and sulphate-ions in organic 
phase changes. The solution of the second set has the highest 
acidity and the third set uses neutral solution. It is possible 
to expect that during contact of TOA with sulphide solutions in 
dependence on its acidity, the localization of protons near nit
rogen atoms changes and consequently changes electronic density 
on it. It is reflected on the increase or decrease of basicity 
of active centres of TOA and on formation of the following forms 
in highly acidic solutions- R

3
NH ••• Hso4 and R

3
N ••• Hso4 , weakl~ 

acidic and neutral- R3NH ••• so4 • 
Complete saturation of extragent with rhenium i s reached on 

third stage but after the first stage extract of the third set of 
the experiments contains the highest quantity of absorbed rhenium. 
At the first set quantity of rhenium absorbed after the first 
stage is considerably lower and that of sulphate- and hydrosul
phate-ions - higher. All foregoing allows to think that before 
the exchange reaction is going the rearrangement of hydrosulpha
te-ions to sulphate-ions which are easily exchanging onto perrhe
nate-ions. Presumably because of high acidity of solution in the 
first two cases rearrangement of hydrosulphate-ions into sulphate
ions is delayed as does their transition into solution. 

It is possible to follow the behavior of protons fixed by the 
nitrogen atom from TOA amino- group in the process of exchange 
of perrhenate for sulphate or hydrosulphate-ions. Rhenium extrac
tion is made from solution of rhenium acid prepared on heavy 
water in conditions analogous with the first set of experiments. 
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High degree of deuterium exchange was confirmed by spectre of 
~IDCIR (multiple disturbed complete inner reflection) of solution 
of rhenium acid. Absorption band with maximum at 1210 cm-1(Fig.2, 
curve 1) corresponds to bond vibration in D2o. 

2 

500 700 900 1300 
y , cm-1 

Fig.2. IR-spectra of rhenium acid (1), and extract (2). 

Crystal KRS-5 with the angle of 45° between facets vres used for 
the registration of !~CIR-spectra. It v~s suggested that in 
case of exchange of protonated forms of ions to deuterated in 
the spectra of extract must appear absorption bands at least of 
one isotopic form of hydroxonium ion (H

3
o+, OH2D+, OHD~, n

3
o+) 

or their mixtures. But complete identity of spectra of initial 
extragent and extract (Fig.1-a, Fig.2, curve 2) and also of spec
tra of extracts in this and in first experiments does not con
firm this, i.e. anionic exchange is provided at the expense of 
non-protonated ions. High degree of rheniu1n extraction from a~ 
monium perrhenate solution on the first stage of extraction 
(third set of experiments) also is the confirmation of this. 

Sulphur ions behavior study in the process of extraction has 
also confirmed anion-exchanging character of interaction of ex
tragent with perrhenate-ions. It has been made a series of ex
periments with concentrations of TOA hydrosulphate which have 
been changing from 0,01 to 0,09 mol/dm3 and the content of rheni
um -from 0 ,09 t o 0,01 mol/dm3. Summarized contents of rhenium 
and sulphur in extract (after contacting of TOA hydrosulphate 
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with rhenium-containing solutions) is in accord with TOA concen
tration in extragent in equilibrium conditions. These data give 
evidence of equivalent exchange of sulphuric and rhenium acids. 

Structure of the compound of TOA with perrhenate-ion defined 
by methods of saturation, equilibrium shift, isomolar series is 
corresponding to the composition TOA HReo4 • 

CONCLUSION 

By the studies made it has been found out that rhenium extrac
tion by TOA hydrosulphate was going according to anion-exchanging 
mechanism with the formation of monosolvate. Rearrangement of 
hydrosulphate-ions to sulphates-ions is going before the exchange 
reaction. 
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Iridium can be separated from rhodium(III) by solvent extraction following 
oxidation to iridium(IV). The reagents currently employed, however, tend to have 
disadvantages due either to limited oxidative stability, inadequate selectivity 
or low distribution coefficients. The extraction of iridium by a novel mono 
N-substituted amide is described. This reagent is easily prepared in high purity 
and possesses a high resistance to both hydrolysis and oxidative degradation. It 
extracts iridium strongly and has an excellent selectivity over both rhodium and 
over base metals such as copper, nickel, lead and arsenic. The effectiveness of 
the reagent has been confirmed during extended pilot-plant trials. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The separation and subsequent purification of iridium and rhodium is one of 

the most difficult and costly aspects of the refining of the Precious Metals 

(PM). Rhodium and iridium are the last of the PM to be separated during 

refiningand the techniques available to date 

As a result there is a major recycle 

significantly to the metal inventory of a PM 

Chloride is the only medium into which 

have been relatively inefficient. 

of both metals which contributes 

refinery. 

all the PM, except silver, can be 

effectively brought into solution. The separation of the PM from both each other 

and the accompanying base metals is then achieved by exploiting the differences 

in the chemistry of the chloro-complexes formed. For reasons which have been 

discussed elsewhere (Grant, 1990 ) the other PM are separated first leaving 

iridium and rhodium together with a number of base metals including copper, 

nickel, lead and arsenic. Rhodium and iridium are then separated utilising the 

fact that under oxidising conditions an iridium(IV ) chloro-complex ( [Ircl6 )2-) 

is formed which can be extracted using an anion-exchange extractant. Rhodium, on 

the other hand, remains in the trivalent oxidation state mainly as [Rhcl6 J
3- and 

[Rhcl 5(H20 l l 2- which are both poorly extracted. 

2 CURRENT IRIDIUM EXTRACTION OPTIONS 

The new Matthey Rustenburg Refiners solvent extraction process employs an 

amine for the separation of iridium. The extraction is carried out from strong 
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hydrochloric acid in order to maximise selectivity over rhodium (Figure 1). 

Despite the apparently low distribution coefficient, some extraction of rhodium 

still occurs as species which are not easily removed by scrubbing. As a result 

selectivity over rhodium is incomplete. Amongst the base metals, copper and lead 

are also extractable. Copper is easily removed using a low acidity scrub. Lead 

extraction on the other hand improves at low acidity and consequently it cannot 

be removed in this way. The extraction is therefore carried out under conditions 

which give a high iridium loading in order to "crowd out" the lead and so 

minimise co-extraction. 

In order to achieve maximum removal of iridium the extraction is carried out 

under oxidising conditions to counteract reduction of the iridium(IV) by the 

organic. As iridium(IV) is strongly extracted at all acidities it is then 

stripped by reduction to iridium(III) which, like rhodium(III), is poorly 

extracted. The repeated cycling between oxidising and reducing conditions leads 

to fairly rapid degradation of the amine. Although the extractant is relatively 

inexpensive, its regular replacement is an additional operating cost. 

An alternative flowsheet which was developed by Mintek (Evers et al., 1979) 

employs a quaternary ammonium ion-exchange resin which has a higher stability. 

The extraction chemistry is similar to that of an amine extractant although the 

selectivity over rhodium is poorer. The eluate must therefore be further 

purified by solvent extraction with tributylphosphate (TBP) prior to the final 

precipitation. INCO have also investigated the use of TBP (Edwards et al., 

1982). A recent paper (Rimmer, 1989) suggests, however, that they currently rely 

on the traditional technique of precipitation of ammonium hexachloroiridate(IV). 

TBP is a weak anion-exchange extractant. At high acidity it extracts a proton 

by solvation to form an organic cation. 
+ n(C4a9o) 3PO + H 

This then extracts iridium by ion-pair formation. 

2((c4a9o) 3PO)nH+ + [IrC16 J2- (((C4a9o) 3PO)nH+lz[IrC16 J2-

Stripping is readily achieved using weak acid to reverse the formation of the 

organic cation. TBP has a high resistance to oxidation. It is, however, a 

relatively weak iridium extractant (Figure 2) and Evers et al. (1979) report 

<90% extraction. Furthermore, the separation factors over copper and lead are 

poor. 

3 MONO N-SUBSTITUTED AMIDE EXTRAcrANTS 

Di N-substituted amides (RR'NCOR") are attracting increasing interest as 

alternatives to TBP for the processing of spent nuclear fuels (eg Thiollet,l989) 

and other metals. As part of a programme sponsored by MRR to develop a "second 

generation" PM solvent extraction flowsheet, a range of different amides were 

synthesised and screened. Amongst these, mono N-substituted amides (RHNCOR') 

proved to be extremely effective reagents for the extraction of the PM hexa-
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chlorometallate(IV) complexes (Grant and Murrer, 1988). In particular, they are 
2- 2-selective for [Ptcl6) over [PdC14J (separation factor >25) which allows the 

normal order of extraction to be reversed, resulting in a significant reduction 

in platinum inventory. They are also highly selective over divalent base metals 

such as copper and lead which form [MC1 4J2- ions as well as the rhodium(III) 

chloro-complexes. Consequently they have the ideal extraction properties for an 

iridium reagent. 

3.1 Synthesis 

The mono-amides are easily synthesised in high yield from readily available 

starting materials. A carboxylic acid is first converted to the acid chloride by 

reaction for example with thionyl chloride. 

R'COOH + SOC12 R'COCl + so2 + HCl 

This acid chloride is then reacted with a slight excess of primary amine in a 

diluent such as hexane with triethylamine added as a base. 

RNHCOR' + ( CH
3 

) 
3

NHC1 

The triethylammonium chloride 

washing, followed by alkali 

and the excess amine are then removed by acid 

to 

chloride. Finally the hexane is 

purity (>99%) and yield (>95%). 

remove any carboxylic acid and unreacted 

evaporated to yield the mono-amide in high 

3.2 Diluent selection and third-phase formation 

Due to the poor organic solubility of PM chloro-complexes 1 extractant ion 

pairs, highly aromatic diluents such as Solvesso 150 are normally employed. A 

number of its components are however fairly easily oxidised and will reduce 

iridium(IV). Consequently the extraction has to be carried out under strongly 

oxidising conditions to counteract this. Alternative diluents were therefore 

investigated and a dearomaticised paraffin, Escaid 110, was selected. Under 

conditions of high loading the organic was highly viscous and third-phase 

formation could occur. Both were readily overcome by the addition of small 

quantity of TBP as a modifier. Alternatively 2,6-dimethyl 4-heptanone 

(di-iso-butyl ketone) can be employed as the diluent without the addition of a 

modifier. 

3.3 Extraction Mechanism 

Amides are weak bases which undergo protonation in contact with strong acid. 

0 
II I 
C-R + 

Consequently, they are similar to TBP in that extraction occurs at high acidity 
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whilst they can be stripped at low acidity. The variation in distribution 

coefficient with acidity is, however, far greater than with solvating 

extractants (Figure 3). As a result they are far stronger extractants than TBP 

and substantially complete extraction (>99.9%) can be achieved. Due to the very 

low distribution coefficient at low acidities they are also extremely easy to 

strip (Figure 4). 

3.4 Selectivity 

As discussed above the mono--amides offer a very high selectivity. The 

extraction behaviour of a typical reagent is presented in Figure 3 and shows the 

very high selectivity over rhodium. With the correct selection of the alkyl 

substituents, separation factors of >105 can be achieved. Selectivity over 

copper and lead is also high with the optimum acidity for extraction at around 

SM. 

3.5 Pilot plant trials 

Following successful completion of bench studies the optimised reagent was 

tested on a small scale pilot plant for a total of 650 hours operation. The 

extraction was excellent with the level of iridium relative to rhodium in the 

raffinate averaging 0.18% with a best result of 0.11%. This compares with an 

average of 1.2% and a best of 0.5% with the existing amine extractant. 

The separation of iridium from rhodium was very high with an average of .013% 

(best <.007%) rhodium on iridium in the strip compared with an average of 2% 

(best 0.5%) for the amine. Selectivity over the base metals was excellent with 

<0.1% lead and <0.01% copper, nickel and arsenic in the strip. The strip was 

readily processed via the current final purification route to an iridium sponge 

which was >99.84% pure. The spectrographic analysis of the product is recorded 

in Table 1. The overall yield of iridium sponge from the feed was >98%. 

At the end of the pilot plant trials the organic was analysed by a variety of 

techniques including capillary GC. All failed to identify any evidence of 

oxidative degradation of either the amide, modifier or diluent. The amide had, 

however, started to hydrolyse to the parent acid and amine although the rate was 
-1 extremely slow (1.3% annum ). 

RNH2 + R'COOH 

The modifier, TBP, was also undergoing hydrolysis to dibutyl phosphoric acid at 

roughly the same rate (2% annum-1). 

The diluent was largely unaffected and the only change identified was a slight 
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TABLE 1 

Spectrographic analysis of iridium sponge prepared from the mono N-substituted 

amide strip liquor. 

Element Percentage Element Percentage 

Iridium 99.984 Copper 0.0007 

Palladium <0.0001 Iron 0.001 

Platinum 0.001 Lead 0.002 

Rhodium 0.001 Magnesium 0.0001 

Ruthenium 0.003 Nickel 0.0003 

Aluminium 0.001 Silver 0.0001 

Calcium 0.001 Tin 0.005 

Chromium 0.0001 

preferential loss of the more volatile components of the petroleum fraction. 

None of these changes had any effect on either the extraction properties or 

selectivity whilst phase separation remained excellent throughout. There is 

therefore no reason to believe that the organic should not be capable of 

achieving a lifetime of a year or more. 

The authors wish to thank Matthey Rustenburg Refiners for permission to 

publish this paper. 
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EXTRACTION OF LANTHANIDE IONS WITH BENZOYLTRIFLUOROACETONE
TRI--n-BUTYLPHOSPHATE: SYNERGISM AND ANTAGONISM 

* W. D'OLIESLAGER and L. SANNEN 
Laboratorium voor Radiochemie, K.U.Leuven, 
Celestijnenlaan 200G, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium. 

Abstract 
This paper reports data on the extraction of Eul•- and Tml._ion from aqueous HCl04-

NaCl0 4 with benzoyltrifluoroacetone (HBTA) /tri-n-butylphosphate (TBP) in benzene. At low 
concentration the synergism can be explained by the formation of complexes of the 
Ln-,8-di.ketonate with one and two mole of the synergic coreagent; however, the formation 
constants of these complexes decrease with increasing concentration of HBTA. This 
observation, as well as the observed destruction of the synergism at high concentration of 
TBP , is due to the formation of hydrated species, resulting in a decrease of the activity (the 
concentration of the "free" extractants) . The formation constants of the hydrated complexes 
were obtained from Karl Fischer titrations in combination with UV and IR spectral data. 
Taking into account the effect of these species , the extraction data can be fully interpreted 
assuming the formation of complexes with up to three mole TBP per Ln(BTA)a. 

INTRODUCTION 

The synergic effect of neutral organophosphorous derivatives in the extraction of metal 

ions with ,8-di.ketones has been the subject of a large number of papers and reviews!. 2, and is 

generally interpreted by the formation of mixed ligand complexes in the organic phase. 

At low concentration of the synergic reagent the data can easily be analyzed by the mass 

action law to calculate the stability constants of the mixed complexes. However, at high 

concentration, the distribution ratios show a gradually increasing deviation from the expected 

behavior, and eventually decrease at very large concentrations of the synergic reagent . 

Destruction of synergism (antagonism) at high concentration of the synergic reagent has been 

attributed to the formation of association products with the extracting agent or to the effect 

of increasing amounts of water in the organic phase3 · 4. The quantitative analysis of these 

interactions, and their role in the extraction of metal ions is, up till now, very limited. 

In view of a quantitative description of the synergism and antagonism in the extraction 

and separation of lanthanide and actinide ions, this paper reports data for the extraction of 

Eul• and Tml•-ion with HBTA-TBP and on the interaction of the both these reagents with 

water in benzene. It will be shown that the antagonistic effect can quantitatively be accounted 

for on basis of the formation constants of the hydrated complexes in the organic phase. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Reagents 

Commercially available reagents (a. g. products) are purified by classical procedures. 
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When needed, benzene (Fluka or Baker) was dried by refluxing on sodium metal wire, and 

subsequently distilled. The radioisotopic mixture 152-154Eu and 170Tm (Radiochemical Centre 

Ltd., Amersham U.K.), obtained as chlorides in HCl, were converted to the perchlorate form. 

2.2 Techniques 

The procedure of the the extraction experiments was described previouslys. 

The total water content of the organic solutions of HBTA, TBP, and their mixtures, after 

equilibration with 1M NaClO 4/HClO 4 at pcH ~ 3, was measured by Karl Fischer titration 

using a coulometric titrator (Metrohm 652 KF). UV spectra were recorded on a Beckman 

Acta M-IV spectrometer in 10 mm quartz cells at 25 ± 0.1 ·C. Infrared spectra were recorded 

on a Beckman IR 4250 spectrometer in 1 mm quartz Infrasil cells. The pH of the aqueous 

phase after equilibration with the organic phase was measured using a Corning Model 12 pH 

meter; mV readings were converted to pcH values using a calibration plot obtained by 

measuring reference solutions of known acidity at the same ionic strength. 

3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction of Eu3• and Tm3._ion with HBTA-TBP 

It was shown previously that tris-chelates are formed in the extraction of lanthanide ions 

with strongly acidic ,8-diketones; addition of TBP results in distribution ratios that are 

several orders of magnitude larger, due to the formation of mixed complexes according to: 

Lni• + 3 HBTA0 ,t ;:::::::::::: Ln(BTA)3 ,
0 

+ 3 H~ (1) 

Ln(BTA)3 + i TBP ;:::::::::::: Ln(BTA)3(TBP) . (K .) ,o 0 1,0 S,l 
(2) 

The synergic effect of TBP on the extraction equilibria can then be formulated as: 

[(DjDo) - 1] _ 2 
- Is 1 + Is 2 · [TBPJ t + I 3 · [TBPJ t + . . • ( 3) 

(TBPJ ' ' o, s' o, 
o,t 

with D0 and D the distribution ratios in the absence and presence of TBP. 

Table 1 

Formal formation constants of mixed complexes of Ln(BTA) 3 with TBP in benzene. 

[HBTA J t o, 
Eu3• Tm3• 

I. 104. K 
1 107·I 2 104.( 106.( 2 s, s, s,1 s, 

0.001 4.01 ± 0.85 4.43 ± 0.06 
0.005 4.44 ± 0.69 4.25 ± 0.05 
0.025 5.36 ± 0.50 3. 73 ± 0.04 6.28 ± 0.24 3.39 ± 0.20 
0.05 3.01 ± 0.49 3.55 ± 0.05 
0.10 2.85 ± 0.64 2.84 ± 0.06 5.35 ± 0.11 2.22 ± 0.09 
0.20 2.14 ± 0.43 2 .10 ± 0,04 
0.25 1.87 ± 0.15 1.82 ± 0.02 3.84±0.16 1.07±0.14 
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Up to 0.025 M TBP the plots {D/Do-1)/[TBP] t vs [TBP] t are linear, indicating that o, o, 
mixed complexes with up to two mole of TBP are formed; however, the value of K 1 and s, 
K 2 decrease with increasing concentration of HBTA (table 1); this fact was not reported by s, 
other researchers, because in most studies the synergic effect was measured at only one 

concentration of the ,8--iliketone. For concentrations larger than 0.025 M the plots become 

nonlinear, and even decrease for high concentrations of TBP {fig.l.) This behavior, also 

observed by other groups, is attributed to an increase of the water content of the organic 

phase; however, data to support this conclusion are scarce, and a quantitative interpretation 

of the extraction data based on the formation of hydrated species has rarely been attempted. 

(TBP]
0

•1. M 

0.2 0.4 0.6 

Fig. !: Synergism and antagonism in the extraction of 
Eu(III) with HBTArrBP: [HBTA]0 t = 0.001 (a). 
0.005 (b) , 0.025 (c), 0.05 (d), 0 . 1 (e): 0.2 (f) and 0.25 
M (g). 

0 

[Extractant]
0
.t ,M 

00 02 0 .4 0 .5 0 .8 10 

F''l!.2: Extraction of water by HBTA (a) and by TBP 
(b) in benzene (aqueous phase: IM NaCI04/ HCI04, 
PcH = 2. 97); points are experimental data, curves 
are calculated values (cfr. text) . 

3.2 Extraction of water by HBT A. TBP and HBTA TBP mixtures 

The formation of hydrated complexes in the organic phase can be formulated as: 

Knmr 
nHBTA0 +mTBP

0
+rH20

0 
===== {HBTA)n{TBP)m{H20)r,o {4) 

[{HBT) n {TP)m{H20)rlo 
with: Knmr = n m ; {at low concentration of HBTA and TBP the 

(HBTA] 0 [TBP] 
0 

amount of "free" water in benzene remains constant and is included in the stability constants 

Kmnr· 
In absence of TBP, the amount of water increases linearly with increasing concentration 

of HBTA {fig.2 curve a), thus indicating that only monomeric hydrates are formed. T.V. 

Healy et al.3 have shown that HTT A forms a ketohydrate with one mole of water. If a similar 

complex is formed for HBTA, the mass balance equation of water can be written as: 

1 101 
[H20Jo,t = [H20]o + 1 + K101 [HBTAJo,t (5) 
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The formation constant of the ketohydrate (K101 = 0.041 * 0.001) is calculated from the 

slope of the line; the intercept (0.0293 * 0.0004) corresponds to the solubility of water in 

benzene and is in good agreement with values reported in the literature. 

The water content as function of the concentration of TBP in absence of HTTA (fig.2 

curve b) deviates from a straight line, indicating the formation of hydrated species with more 

than one mole TBP. The data were analyzed by a non-linear regression method. The best 

result (the curve in fig 2) was obtained for a model involving two hydrated species: a 

monomeric monohydrate (K011 = 0.203) and a dimeric dihydrate (K022 = 0.199). 

Further evidence on the formation of TBP-H20 complexes was obtained from IR data. 

Spectra of TBP in benzene, equilibrated with a NaClO 4-HClO 4 solution, vs water saturated 

benzene as reference, are shown in figure 3. The sharp band at 3690 em -1 corresponds with the 

stretching vibration of free OR-groups of water bonded to TBP; the broad band at 3470 cm-1 

is indicative for OR-groups linked to TBP through a hydrogen bond6. 

The concentration of water in mixtures HBTA-TBP in benzene is larger than calculated 

on basis of the complexes identified in solutions of HBT A and of TBP, indicating the presence 

of mixed hydrates. The stoichiometry of these complexes was studied using UV spectrometry. 

The spectrum of HBTA in dry benzene shows a broad band with maximum at 332 nm due to 

the enol-form. This spectrum remains unchanged when the solution is equilibrated with 

water: this is not unexpected: it_ was shown for HTTA in water saturated benzene that less 

than 5 % of the enol is transformed into ketohydrate, that has a negligible absorbance3. 

l'-00 )500 3400 3600 3400 3600 3400 3600 t , -I 

fig.3: IR spectra of the OH stretching of TBP-H20 
complexes in benzene vs water-saturated benzene as 
reference solution. [TBP[0 t = 0.016 (a) , 0.088 (b), 
0. 16 (c) and 0.32 M (d) . ' 

0. 2 0,4 05 

fig .4: Extraction of water vs HBTA at different 
concentrations of TBP. [TBPJ0 t = 0 . 10 (a), 0. 16 (b) , 
0 .20 (c), 0.24 (d), 0.32 (e) , 0.40 (f) , 0.48 (g) , 0 .56 
(h) , 0 .60 (i), 0.64 (j), 0.72 (k) and 0.8 M (I) . 

The spectrum of HBTA (* IQ-4 M) in dry benzene is not affected by adding dry TBP. 

However, if these solutions are equilibrated with an aqueous NaClO 4/HClO 4 solution, 

increasing concentrations of TBP result in a progressive decrease of the absorbance without a 
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change in the general shape of the absorption band. This indicates the formation of a 

complexes (BTA)1 (TBP)m(H20)r· At these concentrations of HBTA it is reasonable to 

supppose that only species with one mole HBTA are formed; the ratio of the absorbances of 

HBTA solutions without and with TBP (AofA) can then be written as: 

Ao l + l l + l 
= 1 + 111 112. [TBP] + 121 122 [TBP]2 + • • • (6) 

A 1 + 1101 o 1 + 1101 o 

The formation constants of the mixed hydrates are then obtained as the coefficients of a 

polynome fit of the second degree: K111 + K112 = 1.48 "' 0.22 and K121 + K122 = 0. 76 "' 0.27. 

In order to discern whether these species are mono or (and) dihydrates, the concentration of 

water is calculated by iteration using the mass balance equation for water, but including in it 

a term for mixed hydrates with two mole of HBTA, since in the Karl Fischer titrations the 

amount of HBTA is much larger than used for the UV spectrometry: 

2 [H20] 
0

, t = [H20] 
0 

+ K101 · [HBTA] 
0 

+ 1011 · [TBP] 
0 

+ 2 · 1022 · [TBP] 
0 

+ 

2 (K111 + 2 · K112) [HBTA] 
0 

[TBP] 
0 

+ (1121 + 2 · K122) [HBTA] 
0 

[TBP] 
0 

+ 

E·E·K2 ·r· [HBTA] [TBP]m 
m r mr o o (7) 

The best set of values that minimize the difference between the calculated and the 

measured water content was obtained for K111 = 1.13; K112 = 0.35; K121 = 0; and K122 = 
0.76, and including a mixed hydrate with stoichiometry (HBTA)2(TBP)1(H20)1 with K211 
= 7.0. This is illustrated in fig.4 where the measured total water content is plotted vs the 

total HBTA for different concentrations of TBP ; the curves in the figure are the calculated 

values using the constants for simple and mixed hydrates as given in the text . 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0 .4 

Fig.S: Synergism of TBP in the extraction of Eu(lll l 
according to eq .J , taking into account the different 
hydrated complexes; points are experimental data (at 
different concentrations of HBTA); the curve is the 
hest polynome fit. 

0,1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 

Fig.6: Synergism of TBP in the extraction of Tm(lll) 
according to eq .3, taking into account the di ffe rent 
hydrated complexes; points are experimental data (at 
different concentrations of HBT A) ; the curve is the 
best polynome fit. 
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In order to include the effect of the hydrated species on the synergic extraction of both 

Eu3• and Tm3•, the distribution data of both metal ions are plotted according to eq.3, but the 

concentrations of HBTA and of TBP are these of the "free", uncomplexed species. They are 

calculated from the mass balance equations taking into account all the hydrated species that 

were shown to exist in benzene. At low concentration of TBP ((TBP]
0 

<0.02 M) the data 

(DfDo- 1)/(TBP]
0 

vs (TBP]
0

) fit on one straight line; at concentrations larger than 0.02 M, 

the extraction data show a gradually increasing upward deviation from the linear behavior 

(see fig .5 and 6), thus indicating that under these conditions mixed complexes are formed with 

more than two mole of TBP . The complete set of distribution data for both lanthanide ions 

were analyzed using a second order polynome regression (curves in the figures); the 

coefficients of the polynome correspond with the stability constants Ks,1 ,Ks,2 and Ks,3 and 
are listed in table 2. 

Table 2 

Stabillity constants for the complex formation of Ln(BTA )3 with TBP in benzene at 25 ·C. 

I( 
s,1 

(4.16 ± 0.22) ·104 

(7.88 ± 0.18)·104 

I( 
s,2 

( 7.48 ± 0. 08) ·1 0 7 

(5.76 ± 0.19)·106 

I( 
s,3 

(1.30 ± 0.12)·108 

(1.21 ± 0.17) ·107 

From the present study it follows that the antagonism observed at high concentration of 

TBP, as well as the dependence of the formation constants of the mixed ligand complexes on 

the HBTA concentration, can be fully accounted for by the decrease of the activity of both 

these compounds due to the formation of several hydrated species in the organic phase. If the 

concentrations of HBT A and TBP are corrected for these hydrated species, the synergic effect 

of TBP in the extraction Eu3+ and Tm3+ ion with HBTA can be described quantitatively over 

the whole concentration range of TBP and at varying concentrations of HBTA by the 

formation of mixed complexes Ln3(BTA)3(TBP)i' with i = 1 to 3. 
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The extraction equilibrium and rate of gallium with 2-bromo
decanoic acid were investigated experimentally using octane as a 
diluent. From the equilibrium study, we have found that two 
kinds of 2-bromodecanoic acid-gallium complexes are formed in 
octane depending on the loading ratio of gallium to the 
extractant. From the results of the equilibrium and rate exper
iments, we proposed an extraction model. The experimental results 
on the forward and reverse extraction rates were explained 
quantitatively by this model. 

INTRODUCTION 

We have studied the applicability of liquid membrane to a 

hydrometallurgical process of gallium and indium from the gypsum 

which is the residue of zinc recovery from Black Ore produced in 

Akita Prefecture, Japan ( Fuj inawa et al., 1 989; Shone et al., 

1989; Hozawa et al.,1987). In the commercial solvent extraction 

process, versatic 10, a kind of calboxylic acid, was used as an 

extractant for the first preconcentration stage. We found 2-

bromodecanoic acid(2BDA) was superior to versatic 10 as an ex

tractant in the liquid membrane system (Shone et al., 1 989). The 

purpose of this work is to make clear quantitatively the extrac

tion mechanism of Ga with 2BDA. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

2-Bromodecanoic acid(2BDA) was synthesized according to 

Preston et al. (1983) and diluted with octane. The stock solu

tion of gallium was prepared by dissolving gallium metal in per

chloric acid. The ionic strength of the aqueous phase was ad

justed to 0.1mol/dm3 by adding sodium perchlorate. 

For the equilibrium experiments, the organic and aqueous 

phases of equal volume ( 1 Sml) were shaken together in a 50 ml 

stoppered conical beaker for a half day. Initial concentration 

of gallium in the aqueous phase was 0.0025 mol/dm3 . Concentra

tion of metals in the aqueous phase was measured by atomic 
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absorption spectrometry and that of organic phase was determined 

by a mass balance equation. 

To measure the extraction rate, we used a stirred transfer 

cell. In the forward extraction rate measurement, the composi

tions of the two phases were the same as those of the equilibrium 

measurements. In the reverse extraction rate measurement, 2BDA in 

the organic phase was loaded with gallium previously and hydro

chlolic acid solution was used as the aqueous phase. 

All experiments were carried out at 298K. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1 EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIUM 

For the equilibrium of Ga-2BDA system, the followings were 

assumed. 2BDA exists as dimer in octane and gallium in the aque

ous phase forms j-mer complexes with the extractant. 

K(j ,x) 
( 1 ) 

where HR is a monomer of 2BDA and x means the number of coordina

tion of the undissociated extractant in the complex . The equili-

brium constant K(j x) is defined as follows. 

[ (GaR3 xHR)j] [H+] 3 j 
( 2) 

Total concentration of gallium in octane, [Galt is expressed 

as follows. 

k [(HR)2] A( r:l 
ey [mol/dml 4~'o0 ~t!ill 
4 1.00 It <>' + ttl <> 0.75 . / / + lij 
• 0 .60 1"4 p + 

-3 

D 0 .50 11.: ¢ +/ D• 

l
:i • o.38 1 0 / 1 d\ ...., 4/ . / / 
~ / I / liiJ 

-4 • n:(;f!LJ' 
<>_./ 7. 1 

2 3 
log[Ga3+)+3pH 

Fig. 1. Determination of val
ue j in Eq.(4) in low loading 
ratio of Ga to 2BDA. 

( 3) 

-3 

key [(HRl,l• / <?€\ 
[mol/dm I • ~· / 7 + 0.60 ~ " 0 

D 0.50 , D .. '6 
• 0.38 t ~\" 
0 0.25 t I I 6 

+ rtllo 
• Ql Ll • 0 • • • 0 

r:l 0 0 1 

-4 

3 

Fig. 2. Determination of value 
j in Eq.(4) in high loading ra
tio of Ga to 2BDA. 
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Supposing that only (GaR3 ·xHR)j is the extracted species, the 

following equation is obtained. 

log[Galt= j(log[Ga3 +J-3log[H+)) + j(3+x)/2 · log[(HR) 2 J 

+log (j · K(j,x)) ( 4) 

The value of j can be determined from the plot of log[Galt 

against (log[Ga 3 +)-3log[H+)) under a constant extractant concent-

ration. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. As ionic 

strength of aqueous phase was constant under the experimental 

conditions, pH value was used instead of -log[H+). We found that 

there were two values of j depending on the loading ratio of 

gallium to the extractant. In the low loading ratio, the value 

of j is 2, while in the high loading ratio, j is 4. 

From Eq.(4), we can then decide the x value from the slope of 

the plot of (log[Ga 3 +J + 3pH) against (log[(HR) 2 J) for each value 

of j under the constant [Galt· The results are shown in Figs. 3 

and 4. The value of the slope in each figure shows (3+x)/2, 

yielding x=O and X=-1 for j=2 and j=4 respectively. 

log[Gal t=-4.2 o/ 

2.9 j=2 / :I: c. 
(") 

+ .- 2.7 "' 0 «< 

/ i LJ3 2.5 

2 

2.3 
/9 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

-log[(HR)21 

3.5 

:I: c. 
~ 3.4 

c 
«< 
~ 3.3 

~ 
3.2 

log[Gal t=-3.0 

j=4 

0 

0 

0 

LJ1 
3.1 ................................................ ,.._.. ...................................... ....._ ................. 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

-log(<RA>:zl 

Fig. 3. Determination of 
value x(j=2). 

Fig. 4. Determination of 
value x(j=4). 

Consequently, the extraction equilibrium and the equilibrium 

constants are expressed as follows. 

(5) 

log K( 2 ,0) = -8.6 

3 K(4,-1 L 
4Ga + + 4(HR) 2 + 4H20 (GaR2 (0H)) 4 + 12H+ (6) 

log K ( 4 , _1 ) = -1 4. 3 

The equilibrium between the dimer (GaR3 ) 2 and the tetramer 
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(GaR2 (0H)) 4 can be considered as follows, 

( 7) 

where the equilibrium constant K2 t 04 is defined as K2 t 04 = 
- 2 --[(GaR2(0H))4]· [(HR) 2 J I [(GaR3 ) 2 J and log(K2t 04 )=2.97. 

2.2 EXTRACTION RATE 

As the next step, we studied the forward and the reverse ex

traction rates, experimentally. We investigated the experimental 

dependence of the concentration of concerning chemical species 

10"7 ~Siope=2 
'ij .. 
E 0 
'0 ! ..... 
0 
.§. 0 

10-8 

01~~~~· a: 

IH.l=0.002mol/dm3 

10-e 
10-· 10-3 10-2 

[Ga3+J [molldm~ 

Fig. 5. Effect of Ga concen
trajion in aqueous phase, 
[Ga +] on forward extraction 
rate, Rf• 

a: 

Fig. 7. Effect of extractant 
concentration in aqueous 
phase, [ (HR) 2 J, on Rf . 

1 

lffiro2l '-6 ~I 
key (moll dm 3 \ D 

~ 0. 75 ~ 0 ~\ a 0.2 ~ \ 
0.15 "" 0 

1\ 

O.M "" \,o\ 
· ~ 

'\ \\ 
~ \ 

~ o O 
3 t, \ \ 

1 6 \ 

Fig. 6. Effect 
centration in 
[H+], on Rf. 

of proton con
aqueous phase, 

10"8 10"' 

R 1 .abed [mol/dm
2
·sl 

Fig. 8. Comparison between ob
served and calculated values of 
forward extraction rate. 



(Galt =0.00425mol/dm3 

IH.I=0.15molldm3 

Fig. 9. Effect of extractant 
concentration in organic 
phase, [(HR) 2 J, on reverse 
extraction rate, Rr. 

on the extraction rate. 
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2 

10-3 10-2 

!Galt (mol/dm'J 

Fig. 10. Effect of Ga concentra
tion in organic phase, [Galt, on 
Rr. 

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the effects of [Ga 3+J,[H+) and [(HR) 2 J 

on the forward extraction rate Rf, respectively. From these re-

sults, the following experimental equation was obtained for the 

forward extraction rate, where kf is the forward extraction rate 

constant. 

RF = kf [ Ga 3 + J2 [ ( HR) 2 )
3 / [ H+ ) 6 ( 8) 

The observed value of log(kf) is -14.08. Fig.8 shows the compar

ison between the calculated and experi.mental Rf values. 

In the same way, the ex- 10-, ,........~~..,---~-~--~~........, 

perimental equation for the 

reverse extraction rate Rr 

was determined. Figs. 9 and 

10 show the effects of 

[ ( HR) 2 ) and [ Ga) t on Rr, 

respectively. No dependence 

of [H+) on Rr was observed. 

Because Ga-2BDA complex ex

ists as the tetramer under 

the experimental conditions, 

the following equation was 

obtained for the reverse ex

traction rate, 

10-8 

R r.obsd (mol/dm
2
·sl 

Fig. 11. Comparison between 
observed and calculated values 
of reverse extraction rate. 
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( 9) 

where kr is the reverse extraction rate constant and log(kr) = 

-4.96. Fig .11 shows the comparison between the calculated and 

experimental kr values. 

2.3 EXTRACTION MECHANISM OF 2BDA-Ga SYSTEM 

From the experimental results of both extraction equilibrium 

and extraction rate, we have assumed that the overall reaction is 

split into two stages as follows, 

( 10) 

( 11 ) 

Supposing that Eq.(11) is the rate controlling step, the overall 

reaction rate is expressed as follows, 

R = k 2 · K1 · [Ga(H2o) 6
3+J 2 · [(HR) 2 J3 /[H30+] 6 - k_ 2 ·[(GaR3 ) 2 J, (12) 

where K1 =k1 /k_ 1 • Under the conditions of the reverse extraction 

rate experiments, most of the Ga-2BDA complex was present as the 

tetramer in the organic phase, so the second term in the right 

hand side of Eq.(12) can be rewritten using Eq.(7) as follows, 

R = k 2 ·K1 ·[Ga(H20J 6
3 +J 2 ·[(HR) 2 ] 3 /[H3o+]6 

-k-2 . K2to4 -0. 5.[ ( GaR2 ( OH) ) 4] 0. 5 . [ ( HR) 2] ( 1 3) 

Apparently, Eq.(13) agrees with the experimental results of Eqs. 

(8) and (9) on the dependence of each chemical concentration. 

3 CONCLUSION 

In 2BDA-Ga system, two types of complex, dimer and tetramer, 

are formed in the organic phase, depending on the loading ratio 

of gallium to the extractant. The equilibrium and rate equations 

were obtained experimentally and the extraction mechanism was 

presented. 
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Extraction performance of Au, Pd and Pt by 2-hydroxy-4-sec.octyloxyl-benzophen
oxime was reported. A kinetic catalyst for Pd in this extraction was investigated. 
The composition and structure of the extracted species was elucidated by equili
brium study, spectroscopic examination in addition to elemental analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Solvent extraction has been developed as one of the most important methods for 

the separation and purification of precious metals.(Edwards 1983, Rttcey 1979) 

Although the hydroxyl oxygen and oximido nitrogen atoms are classifield as hard 

and borderline base, respectively, according to Pearson's scale, however, a 

series of 2-hydroxy-benzophenoxime derivatives possesses excellent extraction 

ability for soft-acid type metals including Ag, Hg, Cu and Pd. It can be 

rationalized either by the inductive effect of benzene ring leading to weaken 

the hardness of the oxygen atom or by the chelating effect offering higher sta

bility constant of the resulting complex during the extraction process. It is 

well demonstrated by the practical application of LIX type reagents in the hydro

metallurgy of copper based on solvent extraction and electrowinning process in 

the industrial scale developed as early as late sixties. The structure and sepa

ration of geometric isomers of 2-hydroxy-5-octyl-benzophenoxime (N 510) and 

2-hydroxy-4-sec.octyloxyl-benzophenoxime (N 530) and their behaviours in copper 

extraction were reported in our Laboratory.(Chen et al. 1981; Yuan et al. 1989) 

the structure of the complexes of transition metals with these ligands was also 

described.(Zhou et al. 1989) In this paper the general performance and kinetic 

behaviour of Au, Pd and Pt extraction by N510 and N530 were reported. Beside 

these, the chemical composition of Pd-N530 complex was elucidate~ based on the 

slope method and method of continuous variation in addition to elemental analysis 

as well as UV and IR investigation of the resultant complexes. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Stock solutions 

Stock solution of Au(III), Pd(II) and Pt(IV) in 2M HCl were prepared by dis

solving the pure metal sponge (99.99%) in aqua Regia. The solution was evaporated 

several times from cone. HCl and ·the residue was redissolved to make stock solu
tion of Sg. metal per liter of 2M HCl. 
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Stock solution of Fe(III), Ni(ll) and Cu(ll) was prepared by dissolving the 

chloride of these base metals in diluted HCl to obtaine solution containing 

approximately Sg.M/L HCl. The concentration of metal was then estimated quanti

tatively by complex titration with E!JTA. 

1.2 Extractants and kinetic catalysts 

Both NSlO and N530 are cownercially available. Various organic compounds tes

ted as kinetic catalyst were prepared in this Laboratory. 

1.3 Analytical methods 

Gold was determined quantitatively by the Brilliant Green method,(Fogg 1976) 

in low concentration. For the high concentration of gold, volumetric titration 

with potassium bichromate was used. Palladium and platinum were determined by 

photospectroscopically using N,N'-didodecyl dithio-oxalamide in CHC1
3 

as .reagent. 

Iron(III), nickel ~nd copper was estimated by complex titration with EDTA. 

1.4 Extraction equilibrium 

Equal volumes of aqueous and organic solution of known concentration of metal 

and extractants were shaken together in a separatory funnel using a mechan i cal 

shaker at 25+l"C for an appropriate period of time. After phase separation the 

metal content in aqueous phas.e was estimated. In case of poor extraction, the 

metal concentration of both phases were determined. The percentage extraction, 

Ex Z, and extraction coefficient E, were evaluated in the usual manner. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.1 Comparison of N510 and N530 

The distribut.ion coefficient (D) and separation factor (~) of Au, Pd and Pt 

in extraction with N510 and N530 from various concentration of HCl were evaluated. 

TABLE 1 

Extraction behaviours of NSlO and N530 in kerosene at 20"C. 

Extractant N510 N530 

[HCl) M 1 • 0 3.0 1 • 0 3.0 s.o 

Dl\u 0.156 0. 122 0.334 0. 317 4.663 

0Pd 1.697 0.618 2.702 1. 081 0.185 

0Pt 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.076 

r Pd/Au 1.09X10 5.07 8.09 3. 41 3.97X10- 2 

~ Pd/Pt 3. 39X1 0 21. 23x1 o 2 5.4X10 2 6.8x1o 2 2.43 

Data on Table 1 demonstrated that the extraction ability of N530 towarding Au 
and Pd is much greater than that of N510. ~leanwhi le. the separation factor 
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between Pd and Pt is much greater than that of N510. Bes i de these, N530 showed 
significant D values in Au and Pd extr·uction even in hiyh IICl concentration (SM). 

The excellent extraction property of N530 can be rationalized by the substituent 

effect of the aromatic hydroxyoxime molecule. Since the acidity of the phenolic 

hydroxyl group is enhanced by the electron withdrawing abi 1 i ty of the ortho

alkoxyl group. In the meantime, the electron density of the oximido nitrogen is 

increased as the result of the conjugation effect of the alkoxyl group located on 

the para-position of the oxime moiety. 

2.2 Influence of the aqueous acidity 

In order to investigate the selectivity of N530 toward Pd, the extraction be

haviours of other precious metals including Au and Pt as well as accompanyin~ 

element Fe(III) by this reagent was examined. The extraction ability of N530 for 

other accompanying elements such as Cu, Co, Ni, Ca and Zn has been reported by 

this Laboratory. As shown in Figure 1, with the increase of the aqueous acidity, 

the percentage extraction of gold due to the fact that . in higher acidity, 

100 ......_ ,d 

E% - • "'- . o--o-"' 
011-

6il-

I 
411- /0 
;·r \o / •"'- / 

'-A LL....dL.L..IJL..LL~-.-
6 (IIC I) II 

Fig. 1 Extraction performance of N530 in dodecane at 2s•c for 
Au(Q), Pd(e), Pt(()) and Fe(()). 

the dissociation of the phenolic hydroxyl function was depressed. Meanwhile, fur

ther increase of the aqueous acidity will bring the enhancement of the extraction 

ability due to the formation of HAuC1 4 species which is favourable to be ex

tracted in this system. Ferric ion behaves similarly, i.e. in the low acidity 

range, extraction of Fe(!!!) is extremely low but it turns to comparatively high 

when the aqueous acidity approaches to 5N. However, Pt is not extracted in the 

wide range of aqueous acidity since hydroxyoxime is incapable to coordinate Pt 

ion. Concerning the extraction of Pd by N530, the percentage extraction of this 

metal is obviously decreased as the increasing of the aqueous acidity as the 

result of the depression effect on dissociation of the phenolic hydroxyl group 

of the ligand molecule. Based on these experimental observations, we can predict 

that N530 is capable to extract selectively Au from Pd or vice versa by adjusting 
the aqueous acidity. Since Pt and other accompanying base metals are practically 
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not extracted in these conditions, NSJO is therefore can be corrsidered as highly 

selective reagent in Pd extraction. 

2.3 Equilibrium time for Au and Pd extrDct ion 

The profile of percentage extraction of Au and Pd as tire function of equili

brium time is shown on Figure 2a.It indicates that Au is extracted smoothly and 

the equilibrium is achieved within one minute. On the other hand, the kinetic 

behaviour of Pd extraction is not so good, since one hour is required for the 

equilibrium in 0.5N HCl. 

2.4 Kinetic catalysts in Pd extraction by NSJO 

Since NSJO is proved to be a powerful extractant for Pd with high selectivity, 

but the velocity of the process is too slow, a kinetic catalyst should be 

required for the acceleration of the reaction. For this purpose various types 

of organic compounds was used for the screening test under standard conditions. 

The results are summarized on Figure 2b. 

a 
100 __,-

E% -..-......~~-... 

ao I 
50 / 

l 

20 40 60 80 100 120 Time(min) 

Fig. 2 a. Equilibrium time required for extraction of Au (4t) & Pd (()) by NSJO. 

b. Catalytic effect of various reDgents in 0.57. of lJ2EIIPI\ (~). DLNS(Vj, 
DOAA (()), DEHDO (e>), Aliquat 336 (4t) and UNA(-{,'}) in extraction of 
Pd by NSJO. Without addition of catalysts is shown by 

As shown in Figure 2b, addition of 0.57. di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (02EHPA), 

dilaurylnaphthalene sulfonic acid (DLNS) and N,N-di-sec.octylacetamide (DOAA) 

retarded the process of Pd extraction. 7-lJiethyl-7-hydroxy-6-dodecanone oxime 

(DEHDO), a well-known kinetic catalyst in copper extraction by hydroxyoxime type 

reagent , provides no significant effect on the velocity of Pd extraction. However, 

both tricapryl -methyl ammonium chloride (Al iquat 336) and 1-octylnonylamine (ONA) 

shown evident accelerating effect on the extraction velocity of this system. With 

the aid of 0.5 or l.Oi. of amine, the reaction equilibrium achieved within 10 and 

5 minutes, respectively. Analogous data were reported.(Freiser et al. 1987) 

2.5 Composition of the extracted species NSJU-Au 

In the extraction system, [Au)(various cone.), (HCl J(S.OM)/(HLJ(U. lN)n-dodecane, 
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The plot of log D versus log [Au](n) was found to be a straight line with slope= 

0. It indicates that the DAu in extraction with N530 is independent on ~~~](a) 

under experimental conditions. In ano.ther extraction system, [Au](5.0Xl0 M), 

IHC1](5.0M)/(HL](various conc.)in n-dodecane, plotting log U against log[HL](o) 
gave a broken-line graph, in which the slopes ar·e approximately to 1 and 2 in 

-3 -2 -2 -1 the region of (HL](o) 5.0Xl0 to 3.0Xl0 and 3.0X10 to l.OXlO ,respectively. 

It seems that different species were formed with different ligand concentrations I 

in the organic phase as shown by the following equations: 

HAuC1 4 + HL ~ HAuC1 4 HL 

HAuC1 4 + 2HL ~ HAuC1 4 2HL 

2.6 Composition of the extracted species N530-Pd 

(i)By method of continuous variation. 

( l ) 

(2) 

A series of solution containing l.OXl0-3-- l.OX10-2M Pd was prepered and equi

librated with a dodecane solution of N530 so that the molar ratio of Pd and N530 

is to be kept constantly. The maximal point of the broken-line graph obtained 

by plotting [Pd](o) versus constant molar ratio of [Pd](a) and [HL](o) reveals 

that the composition of the extracted species of N530 and Pd is around 2:1. 

(ii)By slope method. 

Since we found that N530 is partially dissociated when its concentration is 

greater than 2.7Xl0-2M, the experiments were run under the following conditions: 

[N530] 2.0X10-2M, [Pd] l.OX10-3M, [H+] 0.1-l.OM, [Cl-] 0.1-l.OM. The experimental 

data demonstrated that the 
• +] as the increase of [H or 

+ log D versus log[H ](a) or 

distribution 
[Cl-] of the 

[Cl-](a) was 

ratio (D) of Pd with N530 was depressed 

equilibrated aqueous phase. The plot of 

found to be a straight line with slope 

of approximately -2 and -4. In the meantime, D value in Pd extraction is enhanced 

with the increase of ligand concentration and log D vs. log[HL] plots gave straight 

line with slope near to 2. The following equation can thus be deduced: 

PdCl~- + 2HL (3) 

(iii)By elemental analysis. 

The results of the elemental analysis of the extracted complex N530-Pd were 

shown as follows: C, 63.54%, H, 6.49%, N, 3.65%, Pd 13.64%. The calculated value 

f~r C42H5206N2Pd: C, 63.96%, H, 6.60%, N, 3.55%, Pd, 13.50%. These data are coin

cidental with the results obtained by the slope meth and by method of continuous 

variation. The composition of the extracted species was thus identified as 

Pd(C21H2603N)2. 

2. 7 Structure of the extracted species N530-Pd 
(i)lnfra-red spectra. 

It was found from the IR studies that the broad absorption band of the associ-
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ated phenolic OH group (3400cm-l) existing in N530 disappeared i n the complex . 
and the characteristic absorption at ~08 and 2~Ucm-l in the infrared region of 

the ligand was substituted by hew bands at 271 and 365 cm- 1, which should be 

assigned to Pd-0 and Pd-N, respectively. (Nakamoto, 1970; Zhou, 1983) 

(ii)Utra-violet spectra. 

The free ligand N530 showed A max at 315, 281 and 244nm., where the extracted 

complex N530-Pd gave a new group of strong absorption at A max 260, 254, 248, 

243, 238 and 211nm, due to the transition of lone pair electron of the coordi

nated hydroxyl oxygen. _The original absorption band near 300nm. of the ligand 

moved to 366 and 305nm. upon complex formation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To sum up, the structure of the extracted complex of .N530 with Pd may be 

deduced as: · 

This project was supported by the Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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The distribution of titanium(IV) between hydrochloric acid solutions of di-(2-
ethylhexyl)-phosphoric acid (DEHPA) or 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexyl-phosphonic 
acid (EHEHPA) in kerosene or benzene has been investigated under different con
ditions. The extraction by DEHPA shows that the distribution coefficient de
creases with increasing aqueous acidity below 3 mol dm-3 and above this acidity 
rises with acidity. In contrast, although the extraction curve by EHEHPA re
sembles that by DEHPA, the minimum appears at 2 mol dm-3 acid. The efficiency 
for titanium(IV) of EHEHPA is lower than that of DEHPA at low aqueous acidity, 
while its order becomes reversely at higher acidity. As a result, it is found 
that the extraction proceeds in the cation-exchange reaction involving the 
formation of polymeric titanium-DEHPA or EHEHPA complexes at low aqueous acidi
ty, and in the solvating reaction at higher acidity. This was supported by the 
infrared spectral results for the organic extracts. Further the kinetic re
sults suggest that titanium(IV) is taken up depending on the rate determining 
step due to the anation which replaces the hydroxyl group combining with tita
nium ion by the anion derived from extractant. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is recognized that acid organophosphorus compounds are effective extract

ants for various metals, particularly di-(2- ethylhexyl)-phosphoric acid (DEHPA, 

HX) is one of the most frequently used for solvent extractants. We have also 

used DEHPA as a solvent extractant of uranium(VI) from aqueous acid solutions 

(Sato, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1984). In addition the extraction of divalent, 

trivalent and tetravalent metals has been investigated with DEHPA. This paper 

extends the work to the extraction of titanium(IV) by DEHPA and 2-ethylhexyl 2-

ethylhexyl-phosphonic acid (EHEHPA, HA) from hydrochloric acid solutions in or

der to obtain further information on metal separation in relation with that 

from sulphuric acid solutions (Sato et al., 1975). 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents 

The DEHPAand EHEHPA (both reagents from Daihachi Chemical IndustryCo., Ltd.) 

* To whom correspondence should be address as follows 
Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150 Japan. 

3-11-9, Higashi, 
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were purified by washing several times successively with 10 % sodium carbonate 

solution, 6 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid and water (Sato, 1962). The resulting 

materials were diluted with purified kerosene (except for infrared (IR) spectro

photometry with hexane) . Aqueous titanium solution was prepared by dissolving 

freshly precipitated titanium hydroxide gel in hydrochloric acid of required 

concentration . The gel was obtained by adding aqueous sodium hydroxide to ti

tanium sulphate solution. The aqueous solutions containing titanium chloride 

in 1 g dm-3 were in general used except for loading test. All chemicals were 

of analytical reagent grade. 

Extraction and analytical procedures 

Equal volumes (15 cm3 each) of the aqueous and organic phases were shaken 

for a decided time in 50 cm3 stoppered conical flasks in a thermostatted water 

bath at 20°C, except the experiments on temperature effect . Preliminary ex

periments showed that the equilibrations were complete in 40 and 300 min . for 

DEHPA and EHEHPA, respectively . The mixture was centrifuged and separated, and 

then the aliquots of both phases were pipetted to determine the distribution 

coefficient (E~, the ratio of the equilibrated concentration of titanium in 

organic phase to that in aqueous phase). Titanium in organic phase was strip

ped with 1 mol dm-3 sodium hydroxide solution. The concentration of titanium 

in aqueous solution was determined by adding excess of EDTA and back-titrating 

with zinc sulphate solution at pH 7 t o an Eriochrome Black T end-point (Sir et 

al . , 1956). The chloride concentration and water content of the organic phase 

were determined by the use of Volhard's method in the presence of nitrobenzene 

and Karl Fischer titration respectively. 

Infrared spectrophotometry 

Infrared spectra of the organic extracts were determined on JASCO Models 

IRA-1 (4000-650 cm-1) and IR-F (700-200 cm-1 ) using a capillary film between 

thallium halide plates or polyethylene films . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 . 1 Extraction isotherm by DEHPA 

The extraction of titanium(IV) from aqueous solutions containing 1 g dm-3 

of titanium chloride in hydrochloric acid at various concentrations was carried 

out with DEHPA in kerosene or benzene at 20°C . The results show that the dis

tribution coefficients decrease with increasing aqueous acidity below 3 mol 

dm- 3 and above this acid rises with acidity. This tendency is not greatly in

fluenced by varying the nature of the diluent : although the extraction ef

ficiency for titanium( IV) of DEHPA in kerosene is higher than that in benzene, the 

shape of the extraction curves resembles each other. The variation of the distribu

tion coefficient s by DEHPA is interpreted as follows : at low aqueous acidity 
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titanium(IV) is extracted by a cation-exchange reaction in which hydrogen ion is 

liberated, and at higher aqueous acidity by a solvating reaction similar to 

that with nonionic reagent as TBP. This is confirmed by the following fact 

when the results for the extraction of titanium(IV) from aqueous solutions con

taining 1 g dm-3 of titanium chloride in 0.1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid and 

lithium chloride at various concentrations with 0.05 mol dm-3 DEHPA in kerosene 

at 20°C are compared with the extraction from hydrochloric acid solution of 

varying acidity , the distribution coefficient is little influenced by the total 

chloride ion concentration below 3 mol dm-3 • It is thus inferred that the 

species containing chloride ion is inextractable at low aqueous acidity . In contrast, 

at the fixed total chloride concentration in 7 mol dm-3 the distribution co

efficient in the mixture of hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride increases 

continuously due to a salting-out effect with the total concentration of chlo

ride ion. 

However, since the log-log plots of E~ vs. the initial aqueous hydrochloric 

acid concentration in the region 0 .5 to 2 mol dm-3 give a slope of~2 at con

stant DEHPA concentration, it seems that the distribution coefficient is inverse 

second-power hydrogen ion dependent. Besides, there is no simple aquated tita

nium(IV) ion because of the extremely high charge-to-radius ratio; in aqueous 

solutions , hydrolyzed species occur and basic oxo salts or hydrated oxides may 

precipitate. Further a titanyl ion, Ti02+, does not appear to exist in either 

solutions or in crystalline salts. As the species [Ti(OH)
2

(H
2
o)

4
J2+ is gener

ally considered to be the prevailing species in dilute aqueous solutions of ti

tanium salt (Sato et al., 1975), the initial decrease in the distribution coef

ficient at low aqueous acidity is governed by an ion-exchange reaction 

Ti(OH)~+(a} + n(HX}
2
(o)-- TiOX

2
n_

2
(o) + 2H+(a) + H

2
0(a) (1) 

where (HX)
2 

refers to the dimeric reagent, and (a) and (o) denote aqueous and 

organic phases respectively. This leads 

(2) 

in which K is the equilibrium constant, c8 the total extractant concentration, 

CTi the titanium concentration in organic phase and CH the aqueous acidity. 

Log-log plots of E~ vs. (C8-2nCTi)/CH2/n at constant hydrochloric acid concen

trations at 0.1-3 mol dm-3 show that Eqn. (2) is satisfied for n=1 at [HCl 

l -3 [ l -3 init aq ~ 1 mol dm and n=2 at HCl init aq > 1 mol dm giving the straight 

lines with the slopes of~1 and~2 respectively. Hence the following equilib

rium equations are given for the extraction of titanium(IV) from hydrochloric 

acid solutions below 3 mol dm-3 by DEHPA : when the DEHPA is present in excess, 

the monomeric species is formed according to the cation-exchange reaction 

(3) 
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and in addition the extraction at higher titanium concentration proceeds in the 

reaction involving the formation of a polymeric titanium-DEHPA complex 

TiOX
4

H
2

(o) + Ti(OH)~+(a) + (HX)
2

(o) ~ 
+ (Ti0)

2
X

6
H

2
(o) + 2H (a) + H

2
0(a). 

Therefore Eqs. (3) and (4) may be written by the general expression 

mTi(OH)~+(a) + (m+1)(HX)
2

(o) ~ 

where m > 1. 

(4) 

( 5 ) 

At higher aqueous acidity, if the extraction involves the combination n' 

molecules of the DEHPA dimer, which is bonded as the monomer 2HX, with the ti

tanium species by a reaction similar to that for TBP 

(6) 

we have 

n' log 2 E~ = log K2 + 2n 1 log(C8 - 2n'CTi) (7) 

where K2 is constant. -3 Log-log plots of E~ vs. (C8-2n 1CTi) at 3-10 dm acid 

concentrations give the straight lines with a slop of~1 for n'=1. Accord

ingly the extraction at higher aqueous acidity is expressed as 

When the molar ratios of DEHPA concentration, chloride ion concentration 

(8) 

and water content to the titanium concentration in the organic phase as a func

tion of initial aqueous titanium concentration at hydrochloric acid concentra

tions in 1 and 10 mol dm-3 were determined with 0.03 mol dm-3 DEHPA in kerosene 

at 20°C, it was found that the former and latter approach the limiting values 

of 2 : 0 : 0 and 2 : 2 : 0 respectively. This suggests that the polymeric 

species TiOX
2 

and the complex Ti(OH) 2Cl2·2HX are formed in the extractions at 

low and higher aqueous acidities respectively, although they have no coordina

ted water. Additionally, at the same hydrochloric acid concentrations, the 

variation in the titanium concentration at a fixed total concentration of [Til+ 

[HX)=0.03 mol dm - 3 was followed by the method of continuous variations. A maximum 

at the molar ratio [HX)/[Ti) 'V2 was observed in the extractions at low and 

higher aqueous acidities, in agreement with the results for loading test. 

Consequently, it is seen that in the extraction at low aqueous acidity the 

equilibrium equation from hydrochloric acid solutions agrees with that from 

sulphuric acid solutions, and that at higher aqueous acidity the former cor

responds to the latter (Sato et al., 1975). 

3.2 Infrared spectral studies 

The organic extracts from aqueous solutions containing titanium chloride in 
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infrared spectrophotometry. 
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With increasing the concentration of titanium in the organic phase in con

tact with an aqueous solutions in 1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid, the OH stretch

ing bands at 2680 and 2350 cm-1 , which are ascribed to the hydrogen bond in the 

formation of DEHPA dimer, and the OH bending band at 1690 cm-1 decrease in the 

intensity. Simultaneously the P ~ 0 stretching band at 1230 cm-1 shifts to 

lower frequencies. In addition, the band at 840 cm-1 , which probably results 

from the Ti-0-Ti bridging band formed according to Eq. (5), and the Ti-0 

stretching band at 330 cm-1 appear. In contrast, the Ti-Cl stretching band at 

250 cm-1 is observed in the extraction at hydrochloric acid concentration in 10 

mol dm-3 • These results confirm that titanium extracted into DEHPA by the cat

ion-exchange or solvating reactions, Eqs. (3), (4), (5) and (7), is bonded to 

t he phosphoryl oxygen atom, suggesting that the extracted species exist as the 

complexes TiOX
4

H2 , (Ti0) 2x6H2 and Ti(OH) 2Cl2•2HX which display a coordination 

of six in an octahedral arrangement. 

3.3 Temperature effect 

The extractions of titanium(IV) from hydrochloric acid solutions in 1 and 

10 mol dm-3 with 0.05 and 0.01 mol dm-3 DEHPA in kerosene, respectively, were 

carried out at temperature between 10 and 40°C. The results indicate that the 

distribution coefficient for titanium(IV) decreases with rising temperature. 

This extraction behaviour corresponds to that from sulphuric acid solution at 

higher acidity (Sato et al., 1975). 

3.4 Extraction isotherm by EHEHPA 

When the extration of titanium(IV) from aqueous solutions containing 1 g 

dm-3 titanium chloride in hydrochloric acid at various concentrations was car

ried out with EHEHPA in kerosene at 20°C, it was found that the extraction 

behaviour of titanium(IV) by EHEHPA is close to that by DEHPA, although the 

former efficiency is lower than the latter one at aqueous acidity below 3 mol 

dm-3 while above this acidity the order reverses. These phenomena are analo

gous to the other instances for the extraction by EHEHPA (Sato, 1984, 1989; 

Sato et al., 1989). In addition, as the extraction of titanium(IV) by DEHPA 

from hydrochloric acid solutions is similar to that from sulphuric acid solu

tions (Sato et al., 1975), it is supposed that the extraction of titanium(IV) 

by EHEHPA from sulphuric acid solutions resembles that from hydrochloric acid. 

3.5 Kinetic study 

The extraction of titanium(IV) from hydrochloric acid solutions by DEHPA and 

EHEHPA is rather slow to attain to the equilibrium state, although the extrac

tion rate by DEHPA is faster than that by EHEHPA. Accordingly a kinetic in

vestigation was carried out in order to elucidate the mechanism of reaction in these 

extraction systems. As a result, it was found that the rate of forward reaction in 
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cation-exchange at low aqueous acidity is proportional to first order with re

spect to the concentrations of titanium and DEHPA or EHEHPA and to inverse 

first order with respect to the hydrogen ion concentration. 

On the basis of kinetic results, therefore, it is presumed that the ex

traction of titanium from hydrochloric acid solutions by DEHPA or EHEHPA pro

ceeds in the rate determing step by the anation which replaces the hydroxyl 

group combining with titanium ion by the anion, R2H- where R=X or A, at the 

interface between aqueous and organic phases. 
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In the extraction of divalent copper, zinc and cadmium and uranium(VI) from hy
drochloric acid solutions by trioctylamine hydrochloride (TOAHCl) and trioctyl
methylammonium chloride (TOMAC) in various organic solvents such as benzene , 
chlorobenzene , a-dichlorobenzene , toluene , m- xylene , nitrobenzene , carbontetra
chloride and 1 , 2- dichloroethane , the heat change associ ated wi th the uptake of 
their metals has been examined by using a twin type isoperibol calorimeter . It 
was found that the dependence of apparent molar heat change (the value of the 
heat change detected with regard to the concentration of metal r eacted , 6 Q) on 
the aqueous chloride concentration could be attributed to the change in thedis
tribution of metal chloride species in the aqueous phase . From the values of 
6 Q obtained , it is considered that in the extraction by TOMAC , b Q correlates 
with the solubility par ameter of di luent , suggesti ng that the or ganic phases may 
be regarded as regular solutions , while in the extraction by TOAHCl , no cl ear
cut relation holds between 6 Q and the solubility parameter of diluent. 

INTRODUCTION 

In previous papers (Sato et al ., 1981 , 1983a , b , 1985) , dependency of the di s 

tribution coefficient and the change in enthalpy estimated from thedistributi on 

data by the use of Van ' t Hoff plot on solubility parameter of diluent has been 

investigated for the extraction of divalent metals and uranium(VI) from hydro

chloric acid solutions by trioctylmethylammonium chloride (TOMAC , R
3

R' NCl) and 

trioctylamine (TOA , R
3

N) in various di l uents . Cal orimetry has been applied to 

measure the heat change directly associated with metal extraction (Sato et al ., 

1982 , 1984) . With regard to application of titration- calorimetry to solventex

traction , there are only a few papers (Grauer et al. , 1973 ; Marcus et al ., 1973 , 

1974, 1976 : Kertes et al ., 1978) . This work is , therefore , undertaken by cal o

rimetry to elucidate further the di l uent effect in the extraction of divalent 

copper , zinc and cdmium and uranium(VI) from hydr ochloric acid sol utions by TOA 

and TOMAC . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagent 

* To whom correspondence should be address as follws 
Shibuya- ku , Tokyo , 150 Japan . 

3- 11 - 9 , Higashi , 
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The high purity TOA and TOMAC (> 99 %, Koei Chemical Co., Ltd.) were used 

without further purification. Their extractants were diluted with the various 

organic solvents such as benzene, chlorobenzene , a-dichlorobenzene, toluene , m

xylene, nirobenzene, carbon tetrachloride and 1,2-dichloroethane. The concen

tration of TOMAC was determined by Volhard's method. A solution of TOA was 

shaken with a slight excess of dilute hydrochloric acid to form R
3

NHCl (TOAHCl) 

(Sato, 1965). Aqueous solutions of divalent metals were prepared by dissolving 

their chlorides (CuCl
2
·2H

2
o, ZnCl

2
, CdCl

2
·2.5H

2
o and uo2cl

2
·2H

2
0) at 0 .1, 0 . 05, 

0.05 and 0.05 mol dm-3 respectively, in hydrochloric acid and/or lithium chlo

ride of the selected concentration. Other chemicals used were of analyticalre

agent grade. 

Extraction and Analytical Procedures 

The distribution coefficient was obtained as described previously (Sato et 

al., 1977a ). The concentration of metal in aqueous solution was determined 

by EDTA titration using XO (xylenol orange) for copper, zinc and uranium and 

Cu-PAN for cadmium as indicator (Kinnunen et al., 1957; Sato et al ., 1984b). 

Calorimetric Measurement 

The measurement of heat change .6. associated with extraction of metal 
q 

was carried out at 25°C using a twin type isoperibol calorimeter , TIC-221 (Tokyo 

Riko Co., Ltd), equipped with integrator and designed to have highly sensitive 

thermistors (0.067°C/mV) and avery rapid response. Each vessel is of 100 cm3 

capacity. Each of the various diluents (70 cm3 ) containing 0 . 05 mol dm-3 of 

extractant and an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid and/or lithium chloride 

containing no metal (15 cm3 ) are introduced into the sample reaction vessel, 

while the same volumes of organic solvent in the absence of extractant and the 

aqueous solution are placed in the reference vessel. Metal chloride solutions 

each of 4 cm3 containing hydrochloric acid and/or lithium chloride, adjusted to 

the same concentrations as those of the aqueous solutions in both vessels, are 

placed in the inner glass cells separated from the mixed solutions . At aquasi

adiabatic state , which is attained in 12 h by agitating the solutions with a 

Teflon-coated stirring bar at 360 rev min-1 , the extraction is performed by con

tacting metal chloride solutions with the mixed solutions. Although independ

ent of the concentration of hydrochloric acid in aqueous phase under the condi

tions mentioned above, most of the metal is taken up into the organic phase. 

After equilibrium, portions of the organic phase are pipetted to assay the con

centration of metal reacted. Moreover, it is confirmed that at a constant acid 

concentration the heat change rises with increasing concentration of metal r e

acted, indicating that the heat change arising from the dilution of metal chlo

ride solution and from a slight difference in the concentration of acid are com

pensated experimentally. The total heat change of the system is determined by 



introduction of an exact and known amount of heat with the aid of a precisely 

calibrated electrical heater in the sample reaction vessel. 
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The heat of solution for extractant into organic solvent was measuredat25°C 

using the same apparatus . 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 .1 Extraction system by TOMAC 

In the extraction of zinc(II) of 0.0125-0 . 05 mol dm-3 from hydrochloric acid 

solutions with 0 . 05 mol dm-3 TOMAC in benzene, it is found that the observed 

heat change varies with the concentration of acid in aqueous phase in spite of 

almost the same amount of zinc extracted into organic phase. The heat change 

is endothermic at 0.1 mol dm - 3 hydrochloric acid, but above this acid 

mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid . In the latter concentration range of hydrochloric 

concentration it increases exothermally with increasing aqueous [HCl) to a 

maximum which occurs at 2 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid , and then falls again. 

This phenomenon is more clarified by the plot of the apparent molar heat change 

(the value of the change in heat obtained with regard to the concentration of met

al reacted, t. Q) against initial aqueous [HCl). Similar trend is also ob

served in the case of other diluents used. In the extraction from mixed solu

tions of 0 . 01 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride with 0.05 moldm-3 

TOMAC in benzene, t. Q increases exothermally with increasing aqueous [ Cl) . 

Its behaviour follows closely the heat change for the extraction from hydro

chloric acid solutions in the absence of lithium chloride , although no maximum 

is given in the range of [Cl) up to 4 mol dm-3 • It is thus perceived that up 

to 2 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid the increase in ~Q depends on the aqueous [Cl), 

suggesting that the distribution of the species ZnCl . (2-j)+ in aqueous phase 
J 

affects the heat change associated with zinc(II) extraction . At higher [HCl) 

above 2 mol dm- 3 , the decrease in 6 Q arises from the formation of the spesies 

such as Rl'NCl·HCl (Sato et al., 1975) in organic phase. This is proved by 

the fact that the molar ratios [HCl) /[R
3

R'NCl) at 0 . 5 , 1, 2, 3 , 5 and 7 
3 org org 

mol dm- in equilibrated organic phase are found to be 0 . 038 , 0.080 , 0 . 16 , 0.28, 

0 .69 and 1 . 6, respectively. 

The change in enthalpy for stepwise formation of the species ZnCl+, ZnCl2 and 

ZnCl) in aqueous phase at ,u = 3.0 ( (Na,H)Cl + NaClO 
4

) has been estimated to 5 . 44 , 37.1 
-1 and 0 kJ mol , respectively , at 25°C (Gerging, 1969). Taking into considera-

tion of these results and stability constants for ZnCl. (2-j)+ in aqueous phase 
J 

(Sato et al., 1977b , 1982b, 1984b) it is evident that the apparent molar heat 

change varies with aqueous [Cl). Accordingly the hypothetical steps which 

contain the reactions in aqueous phase should be considered for the theoretical 

estimation of 6 Q associated with zinc(II) extraction by TOMAC in various 
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diluents . These hypothetical steps provide the relation 
3 

ll. Q - ( 1 / n ) E 6 n . ll. h . - Y ( 1 ) 
t j s O J J 

where Y = fd + const in the term fd depending on the kind of diluent , ll. n. and 

· ·t· l t t· f th · ZnCl.( 2-j)+ and total [Zn] 1·nJaque-nt are 1n1 1a concen ra 1on o e spec1es J 

ous phase , respectively , and ll. h. refers to the change in enthalpy for the 

respective steps , ZnClj ( 2-j)+(aq~ + (4-j) Cl-(aq) -. znCl~- (aq) . Here it is 

noticed that Y corresponds to the change in enthalpy estimated by using Vart't 

Hoff equation . 

Eq . (1 ) is applied to the estimation of the total heat change associated 

with zinc(!!) extraction with 0 . 05 mol dm- 3 TOMAC in benzene , putting -3·4 kJ 

mol-1 obtained from the distribution data into Y. Linear least squares yield 

the values of ll. h0 , ll. h1 , ll. h2 and ll. h
3 

to be 6.67 ~ 1 .74 , 4 . 26 ~ 3 . 24 , 

-37.2 ~ 18.4 and - 111 . 7 ~ 26.1 , respectively, in which the degree of formation 

of the species ZnCl. (2- j) + is calculated using the overall stability constants (Sa to 
J 

et al. , 1977b , 1982 , 1984b) . Calculated heat change fits to the experimental one . 

From ll. h. 1 s 
J 

the species 

value obtained , the change in enthalpy for stepwise formation of 
(2- j)+ + 

ZnClj is calculated to be 2 . 42 (ZnCl ) , 41.5 (ZnC12 ) , 74.8 
-1 ( 2- ) (ZnClJ) and - 111 . 7 kJ M ZnC1

4 
, respectively . Magnitude of the change in 

enthalpy for t he stepwise formation of the species ZnCl+ and ZnC1
2 

agrees with 

those at ~ = 3 , supporting that the heat change detected is considered as the 

sum of t he change i n enthalpy over the respective steps and that the variation 

in ll. Q i s accounted for the change in the distributi on of the species 

ZnC1.( 2- j) + in aqueous phase as a function of aqueous [Cl] . 
J 

In the extraction of zinc(!!) from hydrochloric acid solutions with 0 . 05 mol 

dm- 3 TOMAC in various di l uents , ll. Q at 0.5 and 1 mol dm- 3 hydrochloric acid gave 

the respective val ues of 35.7 and 49 . 0 (1 , 2-C
2

H
4
cl

2
) , 34 . 6 and 44.3 (C6H

5
No2 ), 

14 . 2 and 23 . 7 (o-C
6

H
4

Cl
2

) , 6 . 73 and 17 . 9 (C6H
5
Cl), 3.34 and 11 . 3 (C6H6), 2 . 65 

- 1 
and 9 . 16 (C6H

5
cH

3
) , 2 . 43 and 8 . 59 (m- C6H

4
(cH

3
)2 ) and 1 . 29 and 7 . 89 kJ mol 

(CC1
4

). The value of ll. Q is in the order 1 , 2- C2H
4
cl2 > c6H

5
No2 > o- C6H

4
Cl2 > 

c
6
H

5
Cl > c

6
H

6 
> c

6
H

5
cH

3 
> m- C

6
H

4
(cH

3
)
2 

> CC1
4 

depending on the nature of diluent. 

The difference btween ll. Q at 0 . 5 and 1 mol dm- 3 hydrochloric acid , which is 
- 1 - 3 13 . 5 kJ mol for 1. 2- C2H 

4 
Cl2 , is more than twice as large as 6 . 51 kJ mol form -

c6H4(cH3)2 which gives the smal lest one of all . One of the reason for this gap 

is considered as due to the difference t r end in increase of the amount of hy

dr ochlor ic acid extracted into organic phase with increasing initial aqueous 

[HCl] . However , since the present evidence is not enough to take into account 

of such effect , the values of Y for respective diluents are estimated as -6h
4 

in the step, R
3

R1NCl •nHCl(org) ~ R
3

R' NCl(org) + nHCl(aq) , of invariance in

dependent of aqueous [HCl] thr oughout the present t r eatment for the data . 

Parameter Y at 1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid is evaluated to be - 3.4 (C
6

H
6

) , -1 .26 
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(C6H
5

CH
3

), -0.69 (m-C6H
4

(cH
3

)
2), -10.0 (C

6
H

5
Cl), -15.8 (o-C

6
H

4
Cl

2
), -36.4 (C

6
H

5
-

N02), -41.1 (1,2-C2H
4
cl2 ) and 0.01 kJ mol-1 (CC1

4
), respectively, by the use of 

~h. 1 s values estimated for benzene. 
J 

By assuming a regular solution, the parameter Y is related with the solu-

parameter 

(Y - Y ) I ( od - S ) = (fd - f ) I ( Bd - S ) s s s s 
= (V <I>' 

2
- 2V cj> 

2 )( 8 + S) + 2(2V cj> 
2o - V ~· 2o) (2) c d e d d s e d e c't' d c 

where V, 8 and cj> (cj>') decote molar volume, solubility parameter and volume 

fraction, respectively, subscripts c , e , d and s stand for the complexes formed 

in the organic phase, extractant, diluent and the diluent chosen as standard, 

respectively. The plots of (Y- Ys)I( Sd- Ss) vs. (Sd + Ss) using c6H
5

No2 as 

standard reveal a linear relationship, indicating that the Eq. (2) is satis

fied for the extraction of zinc(II) from hydrochloric acid solutions by TOMAC 

in various diluents (except 1,2-C2H
4

Cl2). Similarly the linear relation is 

also maintained in the extraction systems of copper(!!), cadmium(II) and urani

um(VI) by TOMAC, although the Y is replaced by the -LlQ. The obtained values 

are thus put into Eq. (2), and the parabolic relations are derived as follows : 
2 

and 

for 

mol 

y 

y 

y 

-4.69Sd + 75.45d - 301, (3) 
2 

-8.02Sd + 141 &d _ 524 , (4) 
2 

-3.25Sd + 51.4Sd - 216 (5) 

2 
Y = -8.96Sd + 1621id - 724 (6) 

zinc(II), cadmium(II) and copper(!!) and uranium(VI) at 1, 0.5, 2 and 
~ 3 dm , respectively, with TOMAC concentration in 0.05 mol dm- • 

In comparison of the result obtained by means of the temperature-dependence 

of the distribution coefficient (Sato et al. , 1981, 1983a) with that by calori

metry, it is concluded that the Y correlates with the solubility parameter of 

diluent, supporting that the regular solution theory accounts for the diluent 

effect on the extraction of divalent copper , zinc and cadmium and uranium(VI) 

from hydrochloric acid solutions by TOMAC. 
3.2 Extraction system by TOA 

Similarly the heat change associated with the uptake of the metal was exam

ined for the extraction of zinc(II) from aqueous solutions containing zinc chlo

ride in hydrochloric acid or 0.1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride 

with 0 .05 mol dm-3 TOAHCl in benzene at 25°C . The plots of the ~Q as the func

tion of initial concentration of total chloride in aqeuous phase givethefollow

ing results : the maximal exotherm appears at 3 mol dm-3 acid similar to that of 

TOMAC, and the heat change increases exothermally with the total aqueous [Cl) 

when a part of hydrochloric acid is replaced by lithium chloride . Besides, for 

the extraction of zinc(II) from 1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid with 0.05 mol dm-3 

TOAHCl in various diluents, LlQ gave the values of 27.2, 27 .5, 24 . 4 , 30 . 0, 29 .1, 
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38.1, 30.7 and 21.7 kJ mol-1 in c6H6 , c6H
5

cH
3

, m-C6H
4

(cH
3

)2 , c6H
5
Cl, o-C6H

4
Cl2 , 

c6H
5

No
2

, 1,2-C
2
H
4
cl

2 
and CC1

4 
respectively. Accordingly Y is estimated to be 

the respective values of -19.6 (C6H6), -19.9 (C6H
5

cH
3

), -16.8 (m-C6H
4

(cH
3
l 2), 

-22.4 (C6H
5
Cl), -21.5 (o-C6H

4
cl2 ), -30.5 (C6H

5
No2), -23.1 (1,2-C2H

4
Cl2 ) and 

-14.1 kJ mol-1 (cc
4

). Hence it is seen that a parabolic dependency of Yon sol-

ubility parameter of diluent similar to that by TOMAC (Sato et al., 1985) exists 

apparently in the extraction by TOAHCl. However, since the plots of (Y - Ys)/ 

( &d- l)s) vs. ( Od + l)s) using nitrobenzene as standard don't giveastraight 

line, it is thought that Eq. (2) is not satisfied, suggesting that non-random 

interactions btween diluent and R
3

NHCl and/or the species (R
3

NH) 2ZnCl
4 

are pres

ent. Similar tendency is also observed in the extraction system of copper(II), 

cadmium(II) and uranium(VI) by TOAHCl, although the Y is replaced by the - ~Q. 

In comparison with the results for the dependency of distribution coefficients 

on the solubility parameter of diluent, it is also presumed that the extraction 

of divalent metals (copper, zinc and cadmium) and uranium(VI) from hydrochloric 

acid solutions by TOA in organic solvents is not regarded as regular solution. 

Furthermore, when the plots of ~Q vs. the heat of dissolution of TOMAC or 

TOAHCl to organic solvent, 6Q , were checked in the extraction of zinc(II) from 
s 

1 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid solution with 0.05 mol dm-3 TOMAC or TOAHCl invar-

ious diluents, it was found that there is a linear relationship between 6Q and 

6Qs. From this it is deduced that the kind of extractants affects on the ex

traction of metal more than the nature of diluent. 
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The extraction of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) from aqueous solutions con
taining hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate by tributyl 
phosphate (TBP) or trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) in benzene has been in
vestigated under different conditions. The infrared (IR) and nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectral studies have been carried out for the organic ex
tracts . The distribution coefficients of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) for 
TBP increase monotonously with increasing aqueous thiocyanate concentration at 
a constant hydrochloric acid concentration , and decrease with increasing hydro
chloric acid concentration at a constant thiocyanate concentration. As a 
result , it ~~ found that the equilibrium equations by TBP are expressed as 
follows : M (aq) + 3NCS-3(aq) ~ M(NCS)3(aq) , M(NCS)3(aq) + 4TBP(org) ~ 
M(NCS)3•4TBP(org) where M = La or Y. Similar results were also obtained in the 
extraction by TOPO, although the extraction efficiency of TOPO is higher than 
that of TBP. The IR results indicate that the thiocyanate ion coordinates to 
metal ions through the nitrogen atom and metal ions combine with the phosphoryl 
oxygen atom of extractants, corresponding to the NMR ones . 

INTRODUCTION 

Thiocyanate has been utilized as a selective complexing agent i n the spe

ctrophotometric determination of cabalt(II) and as a selective extraction for 

the separation of divalent transition metals and so on (Wilson et al ., 1963; 

Skey , 1967; O'Neill et al., 1976). We have also investigated the extractions 

of thorium(IV) , uranium(VI), titanium(IV) , vanadium(IV) and zirconium(IV) from 

aqueous solutions containing hydrochl oric acid in the presence of potassium 

thiocyanate by a high- molecular weight quaternary ammonium compound (Sato, 

1972, 1979 ; Sato et al ., 1973 , 1974 , 1976 and 1977). Therefore the present 

paper extends the work to the extraction of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) 

from aqueous solutions containing hydrochloric acid in the presence of potas

sium thiocyanate by tributyl phosphate (TBP) and trioctyl phosphine oxide (TOPO) in 

relation to the separation of rare earth el ements . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

* To whom correspondence should be addressed as follows 
Shibuya- ku, Tokyo , 150 Japan . 

3-11-9 Higashi , 
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Chemicals 

TBP (Daihachi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) was purified by the usual method 

(Alcock et al., 1956), and TOPO (Hokko Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) was used 

without further purification. TBP and TOPO were diluted and dissolved, re

spectively, in benzene. The stock solutions of lanthanum and yttrium were 

prepared by dissolving their chlorides prepared by dissolving their oxides 

(Shinetsu Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) in concentrated hydrochloric acid and 

evaporating hydrochloric acid for selected concentration, in hydrochloric acid 

solution containing potassium thiocyanate of the required concentration. Gener

ally the aqueous metal concentration was 1 g dm-3 lanthanum or yttrium chloride. 

Other chemicals were of analytical reagent grade. 

Extraction and analytical procedures 

Equal volumes (15 cm3 each) of the aqueous and organic phases were shaken 

for a decided time in 50 cm3 stoppered conical flasks in a thermostatted water 

bath at 20°C 1 except the experiments on temperature effect. Preliminary ex

periments showed that the equilibrations were complete in 10 min. The mixture 

was centrifuged and separated, and then the aliquots of both phases were pi

petted to determine the distribution coefficient (E~, the ratio of the equili

brated concentration of lanthanum or yttrium in organic phase to that in aque

ous phase) . Lanthanum or yttrium in organic phase was stripped with 1 mol dm-3 

hydrochloric acid. The concentration of yttrium in aqueous solution was de

termined by EDTA titration using xylenol orange (XO) as indicator (Kinnunen et 

al . , 1957). The concentrations of chloride and thiocyanate in the organic 

phase were determined as described previously (Sato et al., 1973), and the 

water content of the organic phase by Karl-Fisher ' s titration method . 

IR and NMR spectral measurements 

Infrared (IR) spectra of the organic extracts were determined on JASCO 

Models IRA-1 (4000- 650 cm-1 ) and IR-F (700-200 cm-1 ) using a capillary film 

between thallium halide plates or polyethylene films. Nuclear magnetic reso

nance (NMR) spectra were obtained for the organic extracts dissolved in carbon 

tetrachloride using JEOL Model JNM- PMX60SO NMR spectrometer in the use of 

tetramethylsilane as an internal reference. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3 . 1 Extraction isotherms by TBP 

The extraction of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) from aqueous solutions 

containing hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate at dif

ferent concentrations by TBP in benzene gave the result that the distribution 

coefficient increases monotonically with increasing aqueous thiocyanate con

centration at a constant hydrochloric acid concentration , and decreases with 

increasing hydrochloric acid concentration at a constant thiocyanate concen-
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tration , In contrast , the extraction of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) from 

aqueous chloride solutions containing hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride 

at different concentrations in the presence of potassium thiocyanate by TBP in 

benzene showed the resul t that the distribution coefficient is not appreciably 

influenced by chloride concentration , suggesting that the extracted species 

contains no chloride. For these extraction systems , the log- log plots of E~ vs . 

[NCS-]. ·t give the straight lines with a slope of -v 3 , indicating that 1n1 aq 
three thiocyanate groupo combine with lanthanum and yttrium ions . 

In the extraction of yttrium(III) from aqueous solutions containing 0 . 01 mol 

dm-3 hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium thio cyanate with 4 . 8-57% 

TBP (v/ v) in benzene , the log- log plots of E~ vs . [TBP]init at a constant con

centration of potassium thiocyanate in 1- 9 mol dm- 3 show the straight lines 

with a slop of ~ 4 : e . g ., the slopes of 3.8, 3 .9 , 3 . 8 , 3 . 8 , 3 .9 , 3 . 7 and 4 . 2 

at the concentrations of potassium thiocyanate in 1 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 3 . 0, 4 .0 , 5 . 0, 7.0 

and 9 . 0 mol dm- 3 respecti vely . Similarly the extraction of lanthanum(III) from 

aqueous solutions containing 0 . 05 mol dm- 3 hydrochloric acid in the presence of 

potassium thiocyanate with 4 .8- 93 % TBP in benzene gives the straight lines 

with a slope of - 4 for the log- log plots of E~ vs . [TBP ]init at a constant con

centration of potassium thiocyanate in 0 . 1- 10 mol dm-3 • It is therefore cons i d

ered that lanthanum (I II) - and yttrium (III) -thioc,Yana to complexes are associated 

with four molecules of TBP. Accor dingly if we assume t hat the extraction of lanthanum 

(III) and yttrium( III) f r om aqueous solutions in the pr esence of thi ocyanate by TBP 

proceeds according to a sol vating reaction , the equilibrium equation is ex

pressed as follows : 

M3+(a) + 3NCS- (a) ~ M(NCS)
3

(a) (1) 

M(NCS)
3

(a) + 4TBP(o) ~ M(NCS)
3

· 4TBP(o) (2) 

where M=La or Y, and (a) and (o) represent aqueous and organic phases respec

t ively . This is suppor ted by the results for the continuous variation of 

[M]org as the functions of molar f r actions [M]init a/([M]init aq + [NCS-] initaq) 

and [M] . · t /([M]. •t + [TBP] . . t) at the fixed total concentrations of 1n1 aq _ 1n1 aq 1n1 _
3 [M~~nit aq + [NCS ]init aq = 0 . 5 mol dm and [M]init aq + [TBP ]init = 0 . 2 mol 

dm respectively : the values of [M] give the maxima at the former and org 
lattermolarfractions of 0 . 25 and 0 . 2 , respectively . I n addition , the stoi-

chiometry of the extract ed species was examined by a loading test of lanthanum 

or yttrium to the or ganic phase . As a result , it was found that in the extr ac

tion of yttrium(III) f r om aqueous sol utions containing 0 . 01 mol dm- 3 hydrochlo

ric acid in the presence of 7 . 0 mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 19 % TBP in 

benzene , the variation of the composition in the organic phase approaches a lim

iting value of the mol ar r atio [Y ] /[NCS ] / [TBP]/[H20J in 1 : 3 : 4 : O, which 

suggests the f ormation of the species Y(NCS)
3 •4TBP , with increasing the aqueous 
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lanthanum concentration . In the same manner, the extraction of lanthanum(!!!) 

from aqueous solutions containing 0.05 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid in the presence 

of 8.0 mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 9.5 % TBP in benzene gave the result 

that the organic phase as a function of the aqueous yttrium concentration approaches 

a limiting value of the molar ratio [La)/[NCS)/[TBP)/[H
2
0) in 1 : 3 : 4 : 0 too. 

3.2 IR spectra 

The organic extracts of lanthanum(!!!) and yttrium(III) from aqueous solu

tions containing 0.05 and 0.01 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid in the presence of 

8.0 and 7.0 mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 9.5 and 19 % TBP, respectively, 

in benzene were examined by IR spectroscopy. With increasing the aqueous 

lanthanum or yttrium concentration, the spectra of the organic extracts show 

the following results in addition to the absorptions of the alkyl groups due to 

TBP : the OH stretching band at 3520-3400 cm-1 and the bending band at 1640 

cm-1 decrease in those intensities, indicating that the extracted species con

tains no coordinated water; the P - 0 stretching band of water-saturated TBP 

at 1270 cm-1 shifts to lower frequencies; the La-O and Y-0 stretching bands 

appear at 365 and 360 cm-1 respectively; the CN stretching band appears at 

2060 cm-1 , and the NCS bending band at 480-465 cm-1 , implying that the thio

cyanate ion coordinates to lanthanum or yttrium through the nitrogen atom. 

These results confirm that lathanum and yttrium extracted into TBP by a solvat

ing reaction in Eq. (2) are bonded to the phosphoryl oxygen atom, suggesting 

that the extracted species exist as the complexes La(NCS)
3

·4TBP and Y(NCS)j 

4TBP displaying the coordination number of seven (Matsumoto et al., 1989a,b). 

The organic phases for the repeated extractions of lanthanum(!!!) from aque

ous solution containing 0.05 mol dm-3 hydrochloric acid in the presence of 8.0 

mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 93 % TBP were examined by NMR spectroscopy. 

The NMR spectrum for water saturated TBP shows a sharp peak at 9.09 (1: value) in 

a doublet due to the methyl protons, a multiplet at 8.50, which arises from most 

of the methylenic protons, and a quartet at 5.92 from the methylenic protons at

tached to the carbon atoms immedeately adjacent to oxygen atoms; in addition, 

the water proton resonance at 6 .60 indicates the formation of the compound TBP· 

H20 (Sato, 1970). In the extraction of aqueous solution containing hydrochlo

ric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate alone, the water protonsignal 

is shifted to 6.20, confirming the formation of a hydrogen bond in the compound 

HNCS·TBP (Yoshida, 1962). The organic solution from the extraction of lanthanum 

(III) reveals the water proton resonance at 6.21 and its signal decreases inin

tensity, corresponding to the IR results. 

3.3 Temperature effect 

The extraction of lanthanum(!!!) from aqueous solution containing 0.05hydro

chloric acid in the presence of 8.0 mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 9 . 5 % 
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TBP in benzene was carried out at temperature between 10 and 50°C. The result 

indicates that the distribution coefficient for lanthanum(III) decreases with 

rising temperature. The heat of reaction (-AH, change in enthalpy) is esti 

mated to be 54 . 8 kJ mol-1 • The similar temperature effect was also observed in 

the extraction of yttrium(III) from aqueous solution containing 0.01 mol dm-3 

hydrochloric acid in the presence of 4.0 mol dm-3 potassium thiocyanate with 

9.5 % TBP in benzene. However, since the heat of reaction for the extraction 

of yttrium(III) is estimated to be 32 . 4 kJ mol-1 , it is inferred that the ex

traction from aqueous thiocyanate solutions by TBP of yttrium( III) is more easy 

than that of lanthanum(III), corresponding to the distribution data. 

3 . 4 Extraction isotherms by TOPO 

In the extraction of lanthanum(III) from aqueous solutions containing hydro

chloric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate at different concentra

tions by TOPO in benzene, the distribution coefficient increases with increas

ing aqueous thiocyanate concentration at a constant TOPO concentration . 

The extraction behaviour of lanthanum(III) by TOPO is similar to that by TBP, 

although the extraction efficiency for lanthanum(III) of TOPO is higher than 

that of TBP. When the extraction of lanthanum (III) from aqueous solutions con

taining hydrochloric acid and lithium chloride at different concentrations in 

the presence of potassium thiocyanate is carried out by TOPO in benzene, the 

distribution coefficient is not appreciably influenced by chloride concentra

tion. 

Besides the log-log plots of E; vs. [TOPO]init gave the straight lines with 

a slope of ~4. In addition the continuous variation of [La] as the func-org 
tion of [La]. •t shows that the molar ratios of [La]. ·t /[KNCS]. •t 

~m. aq ~n~ aq ~n~ aq 
and [La]. ·t /[TOPO l . ·t indicate the maxima at 1/3 and 1/4 at the fixed 

~n~ aq ~n~ 

total concentrations of [La] . . t + [KNCS]. . t and [La] .. t +[TOPOl. . t ' 
~n~ aq ~n~ aq ~n~ aq ~n~ 

respectively. Also the loading test of lanthanum in the organic phase as a 

function of [La]. •t reveals that the molar ratio [La] /[NCS]/ [TOPO] / [H20 J in 
~n~ aq 

the organic phase approaches a limiting value of 1 : 3 : 4 : 0. These results 

suggest that the stoichiometric composition of the extracted species isLa(NCS)j 

4TOPO . 

Hence the extraction of lanthanum(III) from aqueous solutions in the pres

ence of thiocyanate by TOPO is expressed by the following equilibrium equation 

similar to Eq. (2) : 

La(NCS)
3 

+ 4TOPO(org) ~ La(NCS)
3
•4TOPO. (3) 

The IR spectra of the organic extracts of lanthanum(III) from aqueous solu

tions containing hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate 

with TOPO in benzene show the shift of the P ~ 0 stretching band of TOPO at 

1146 cm- 1 to the lower frequency at 1119 cm-1 , the La-O stretching band at 390 
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-1 -1 1 em , the CN stretching band at 2050 em , and the NCS bending band at 478 em- • The 

result implies that the thiocyanate ion coordinates to lanthanum through the nitrogen 

atom, and that lanthanum(III) extracted into TOPO by a solvating in Eq. (3) is bonded 

to the phosphoryl oxygen atom. From this it is deduced that the extracted species ex

ists as the complex La(NCS) 
3
·4TOPO displaying the coordination number of seven (Matsu

moto et al., 1989a, b), corresponding to the NMR spectral result. 

In contrast, when the temperature effect on the extraction of lanthanum(III) 

from aqueous solutions containing hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassi

um thiocyanate by TOPO in benzene was examined at temperature between 10 and 

5o•c, it was found that the distribution coefficient decreases with rising tem

perature. 

Similar results are also obtained in the extraction of yttrium(III) from 

aqueous solutions containing hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium 

thiocyanate by TOPO in benzene, but the extraction efficiency of TOPO for yt

trium(III) is larger than that for lanthanum(III). Therefore it is seen that 

the extraction of lanthanum(III) and yttrium(III) from aqueous solutions con

taining hydrochloric acid in the presence of potassium thiocyanate by TOPO re

sembles that by TBP, although the former extraction efficiency is larger than 

the latter one. 
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SEPARATION OF NEODYMIUM FROM ITS CONCENTRATE USING 20% SAPONIFIED 

DI-(2-ElHYL HEXYL) PHOSPHORIC ACID IN KEROSENE AS AN EXTRACTANT 

N.Y. lHAKUR, D.V. JAYAWANT and K.S . KOPPIKER 
Uranium Extraction Division, Bhabha Atomic R~search Centre, 
Trombay, Bombay - 400085, (India). 

ABSTRACT 

Extractions of Nd by 20% saponified di-(2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric 
acid (1.0 M) in kerose~e containing 5% (v/v) isodecanol were carried out 
from aqueous solutions m HCl medium. Distribution coefficients of the 
metal ions were determined as a function of initial concentration of HCl for 
different initial concentrations of metal ions. Similar distribution data 
for La, Ce, Pr and Sm were generated using the distribution data of Nd and 
the separa.tion factors for Nd-La, Nd-Ce, Nd-Pr and Sm-Nd. On the basis of 
these data the empirical mathematical models were made to predict the 
extraction behaviour of these metal ions at various initial acidities and 
metal concentrations. Incorporating these models .a computer program has 
been written to calculate the concentrations of these metal ions in the 
organic and aqueous phases at various stages of extractions and scrubbings 
m a counter-current solvent extraction cascade. Using this program the 
conditions such as number of extraction and scrubbing stages, initial 
acidity of the feed and scrub solutions, Nd concentration in the scrub and 
organic to aqueous phase ratio have been determined to get the desired 
purity ( >95%) and recovery (>80%) of Nd in the organic phase. Under the 
predetermined conditions, counter-current extractions and scrubbings 
were carried out using m1m mixer-settler. The results obtained are 
in good agreement with the predictions, indicating the feasibility of the 
process. 

INTRODUCTION 

Separation of individual rare earths (RE) by solvent extraction (SX) 

technique using di-(2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid (DEHPA) and alkyl 

phosphonic acid (PC 88A) or its equivalents is by now the most widely used 

industrial practice. However, these extractants function as cation 

exchangers and the liberated acid due to metal extraction adversely affect 

the metal extraction. This problem is overcome by converting these acids to 

alkali salt form by saponification with NaOH!NH40H. Often partial 

saponification is preferred for operational reasons. Amongst the rare 

earths, separation of Nd from Pr 1s difficult due to low separation factor 

(~) . A systematic study has been carried out by us on the separation of Nd 

from lighter rare earths mixture (La,Ce,Pr, Nd and Sm) in HCl medium using 

1.0 M DEHPA in kerosene containing 5% (v/v) isodecanol, after 20% 

saponification with NH40H. 
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2 MECHANISM OF EXTRACTION 

The extraction of RE by DEHP A under normal conditions of 

be expressed as. 

M+3 + 3 Utm
2 

use can 

(1) 

where M+3 is a trivalent RE ion, (HG)
2 

is a dimer molecule of DEHPA 

in kerosene and ~3 is the RE complex with DEHPA in solvent phase. When 

partially neutralised DEHPA is used for RE extraction, it is assumed that 

the l'TH: ions are first replaced by RE ions in preference to H+ ions. 

Thus, the acidity of the aqueous solution remains under control and 

extraction of RE is improved. The extraction coefficient (D) of RE depends 

on the initial acidity (Hi) and the initial metal ion concentration 

(Ci) provided the extractant concentration [(1R'i)2] is constant which is 

normally the case since it is in large excess. Hence, an empirical 

mathematical equation showing D as a function of Hi and Ci would prove 

helpful. 

3 EXTRACTION DATA 

For deriving mathematical models one has to generate large volume 

of data for each individual RE. The data D vs Hi were experimentally 

determined for Nd only, varying Hi from 0.05 to 0.5 M and Ci from 0.05 -

0.25 M at a constant organic/aqueous (0/A) phase ratio (R) equal to 1. 

The H
1
. values were corrected using the expression H.= H . (expt) - R * 0.2. 

I I 

The data obtained are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Data of distribution coefficient (D) VS initial acidity (Hi) for various Nd 

concentrations. 
20 % Saponified DEHP A (IM) Phase Ratio 0/A = 1 

Nd 0.05 M 0.15 M 0.25 M 

H D H D H D 

-0.1 76.5 -0.19 3.93 -0.15 0.97 
0.2 8.25 -0.1 1.82 -0.1 0.88 
0.3 1.74 0.2 0.58 0.2 0.34 
0.4 0.20 0.4 0.30 

Similar data for La, Ce, Pr and Sm were generated using an equation (2) 

derived by Thakur, 1990 for this purpose. This equation can be utilised 

if we know the separation factor (~) for various pairs of RE under study. 

In our case we have utilised the ~ values reported by Pierce and Peck, 

1963 [ ~(Nd-La) = 8.42, ~(Nd-Ce) = 2.83, ~(Nd-Pr) = 1.35, ~(Sm-Nd) = 6.58 ]. 
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was substituted in 

(2) 

where [H~] i is the corrected initial acidity of Nd solution at which the 

D value has been determined, IH;] i is the calculated initial acidity 

for another RE of interest (La, Ce, Pr) at which the D value for that RE 

would be identical to that of Nd. Data for Sm were generated using the 

same equation as above but [H~]iis the calculated initial acidity of Sm 
+ solution and [H2] i is the corrected initial acidity of Nd solution. 

In other words, this equation helps to generate sets of data, D vs Hi, for 

each of the individual RE without carrying out any experiments, provided the 

experimental data of one of the rare earths are known. In the above 

equation j3 is the separation factor of the pair of elements - Nd and the 

other RE of interest, and 

where Ci is the initial concentration of the metal ion which would be 

the same for both the elements, and D1 = D2. Using the equation (2) data on D 

vs Hi have been generated for La,Ce,Pr and Sm, and as an example, the 

derived data of Pr have been shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. 

Data of distribution coefficient (D) vs initial acidity (Hi) for various Pr 
concentrations. 
2.0% Saponified DEHPA (1M) Phase Ratio 0/A = 1 

Pr 0.05 M 0.15 M 0.25 M 

H. D H. D H. D 
I I I 

-0.105 76.5 -0.206 3.93 -0.171 0.97 
0.167 8.25 0.062 1.822 -0.124 0.88 
0.263 1.14 0.164 0.579 0.162 0.34 
0.359 0.20 0.351 0.293 0.355 0.08 

0.539 0.04 

4 DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

The data D vs Hi , obtained for the various RE at Ci (0.05, 0.15 and 

0.25 M), were curve fitted using least square method with the help of a 

micro computer using software "GRAPHPACK ' to get an exponential fit 

(3) 
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where A and B are arbitrary constants depending on the metal, Ci and Hi. 

The values of A and B (Table 3) for the fitted curves showed a significant 

dependence on Ci . Hence the data on A vs Ci and B vs Ci were once again 

fitted to the following general equations 

A= A
1
* <A2) (4) 

B = B
1 
* Ci (B2) (5) 

where A 1, A2, 

particular metal. 

and (5) in equation 

B1 and B2 are arbitrary constants 

Substituting the values of A and 

(3) we get the overall general equation 

which depend on the 

B from equations (4) 

This is the general 

behaviour of RE under 

generated the mathematical 

shown in Table 4. These 

program developed 

mixture of LRE. 

TABLE 3 

Curve fitting parameters 
curves D vs H. 

I 
for 

concentrations (C ).i 

(6) 

mathematical model derived for the extraction 

our experimental conditions. Based on the data 

models derived for La, Ce, Pr, Nd and Sm are 

models have been utilised in a computer 

for simulation studies on separation of Nd from a 

(A,B) of exponential fit D A*e(B*Hi) for the 
different initial rare earths (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm) 

Rare Earth Metal Initial Concn.[M) A B 

Lanthanum 0.05 8.976 -19.35 
0.15 0.657 -6.00 
0.25 0.212 -6.034 

Cerium 0.05 17.67 -19.52 
0.15 0.99 -5.05 
0.25 0.364 -5.214 

Praseodymium 0.05 29.27 -12.52 
0.15 1.421 -4.73 
0.25 0.498 -4.699 

Neodymium 0.05 34.56 -11.53 
0.15 1.454 -4.212 
0.25 0.569 -4.464 

Samarium 0.05 75.44 -6.74 
0.15 2.737 -2.77 
0.25 1.061 -3.04 
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5 DISTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL RE FROM A MIXTURE OF LRE 

To calculate the distribution of individual RE in two phases from LRE 

mixture the following assumptions have 

is assumed to be equal to the sum 

been made. (I) The 

of the concentrations 

C. of each RE 
I 

of LRE. (2) The 

mole fraction of individual RE m solvent phase is assumed to be the 

same as in the aqueous feed solution. Based on these assumptions the 

distribution of each RE present in the two phases is determined. 

6 COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATIONS 

A program has been written in 

models given in Table 4. Provision 

FORTRAN incorporating the mathematical 

has been made in the program to calculate 

the concentration of each of the LRE present in the solvent and 

phases at any phase ratio and to correct the at various 

of counter-current extraction due to changes 

acidity 

in the 

aqueous 

stages 

level neutralisation 

of DEHPA as a result of metal extraction. This program is available on 

request. 

TABLE 4 

Mathematical models for the extraction behaviour of LRE (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm) 
using 20 % saponified DEHPA (l.OM) in kerosene with 5 % (v/v) isodecanol 

-2 33 (-1 74 * C -0.7?~ * H. D(La) = 0.008 * ci . * e . i I 

D(Ce) = 0.011 * c~2.446 * e(-1.255 * ci -0.8~0* Hi 
I 

D(Pr) = 0.0127 * C~2.569 * e(-1.664 * Ci -0.6.p* Hi 
I 

D(Nd) = 0.013 * C~2.605 * e(-1.562 * Ci -O.Mf * Hi 
I 

D(Sm) = 0.0208 * C~2.708 * e(-1.230 * Ci -0.5')4* Hi 
I 

7 PROCESS OPTIMISATION FOR Nd RECOVERY 

The computer program was utilised to carry out simulation studies to 

obtain a Nd rich fraction assaying >95% Nd
2
o

3 
at an overall recovery of 

>80% under conditions shown in Table 5. The process parameters were 

optimised to suit the micro mixer-settler assembly consisting of a 4-stage 

unit for extraction and two 10-stage units to give 20 stages of scrubbing. 

Part of the Nd recovered was recycled for scrubbing of the extract. The 

experimental results are shown in Table 6 and compared with the computed 

values. The results obtained using 20% saponified DEHPA have shown the 

feasibility of obtaining >95% pure Nd2o3 
at about 80% recovery. 
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TABLE 5 

Optimised parameters for purity of Nd2o3 
> 95% at a recovery of > 80% for 

the specified feed composition 

TABLE 6 

Feed composition 

0.374 M LaC13 
<0.001 M CeC13 
0.064 M PrC13 
0.200 M NdC13 

<0.001 M SmC13 
0.010 M HCl 

Scrub composition 

Nd concn. : 0.1 M 
HCl concn. : 0. 7 M 

No. of stages 

extraction : 4 
scrubbing : 20 

Solution flows 

feed soln. : 1 vol. 
scrub soln. : 2 vol. 

solvent : 9 vol. 

Composition of the extract and the raffinate after 
conditions mentioned in Table 5 (mixer-settler used) 

equilibration using the 

Experimental Computed % Recovery % Purity 
of Nd w.r.t. Pr 

Nd (M) raffinate 0.013 0.007 
Pr (M) raffinate 0.013 0.015 
Ce (M) raffinate 
La (M) raffinate 0.123 0.125 
Sm (M) raffinate 

Nd (M) extract 0.043 0.042 
Pr (M) extract 0.0023 0.0022 81.0 -95.0 
Ce (M) extract 
La (M) extract <0.001 
Sm (M) extract 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

The methodology followed for studying the RE extraction and the 

assumptions made in developing the computer program for 20% saponified 

DEHPA have been proved to be correct. The conditions of extractions and 

scrubbings can be predetermined with the help of computer program to get 

the desired purity and recovery of Nd for the specified feed composition. 

The saponification helps in improving the recovery of Nd considerably. 

The process is feasible for getting >95% purity of Nd2o3 in the extract 

with a recovery of >80%. 
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ABSTRACT 

The kinetic aspect of palladium (II) extraction from chloride solutions with 5,8-
diethyl-7-hydroxy-6-dodecanone oxime (H20x) ( active component of LIX 63) in 
dodecane was studied. 

The extraction rate of Pd(ll) was measured using an ARMOLLEX cell and a high 
stirred cell. The experimental results are explained by an interfacial reaction model in 
which the formation of the 1:2 Pd:LIX complex at the interface is rate determining. The 
formation of PdCI3(H20x)2- occurs in the bulk aqueous phase and is fast. 
PdCI:3(H20x)2- then slowly reacts with H20x adsorbed to form PdCI2(H20x)2 at the 
interface. For high HCI concentrations 1his compound enters the organic phase 
without any change, whereas for low HCI concentrations it is transformed into 
Pd(HOx)2 before its transfer into the organic medium. 

1) INTRODUCTION 

LIX 63 (H20x) is an a-hydroxyoxime which extracts palladium with high 

distribution ratios and exhibits an interesting selectivity with respect to platinum (1 ,2). 

Several authors (3,4,5) have studied the extraction kinetics of different metals, mainly 

copper, by LIX 63 and LIX 65N. LIX 63 alone gives very slow extraction rates and it 

seems interesting to find out the causes of this phenomenon in the case of palladium 

(II) which has not been studied yet. The aqueous medium is hydrochloric acid which 

is of industrial interest. 

Thermodynamic studies previously performed (6) lead to the following 

extraction mechanisms : 

- for low HCI concentrations 
(2 n)+ -- + PdCin - + 2 H20x < ---- > Pd(HOx)2 + n Cl- + 2 H 

with n < = 3 

Pd(ll) is found in hydrochloric acid solutions under different forms depending 

on chloride ion concentration ( PdCinl · H20x represents free monomeric LIX 63 in the 

organic phase ( LIX 63 is in apolar diluents, mainly under trimeric and monomeric 

forms and it is supposed that only the latter can extract Pd(ll)) . 
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- for high HCI concentrations 

PdCI4 
2- is the only Pd species existing in the aqueous phase 

PdCil- + 2 H20x < ---- > PdCI2(H20x)2 + 2 Cr 

An ARMOLLEX cell with constant interfacial area and a highly stirred cell are 

used to measure the extraction rate of palladium. The palladium concentration in the 

organic phase is continuously recorded versus time for the ARMOLLEX cell ; in the 

other cell samples of the aqueous phase are analysed. 

In a previous paper (6) we have shown that the chemical reactions are always 

limiting even for very small rotation rates. So in this work we study the influence of 

chemical parameters (cr. H +, H2ox, Pd) on the extraction rate in order to establish 

the kinetic equations. 

2) MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT 

The distribution ratios are under our conditions always very high. We can then 

ignore the reverse reaction. The forward reaction is supposed to be pseudo-first order 

according to palladium. So dy /dt = kf x where x andy are the Pd(ll) concentrations at 

the timet in aqueous and organic phases respectively. 

Integrating this equation with y = 0 for t = 0 and x = 0 at equilibrium leads to : 

In ( 1 - y /Yeq) = - kf t for equal volumes of both phases. 

For each experiment In( 1 - y /Yeq) is plotted versus time. If a straight line is 

obtained, the pseudo-first order assumption is proved to be true. 

The slope of the straight line kf is the apparent kinetic constant which depends 

on the following chemical parameters: Cl-, H +, H20x. It is then possible to determine 

the kinetic equation expressed as : r = k x [H+]m [Cr]n [H20x]P where r is the 

extraction rate and [X] indicates the concentration of the compound X. 

3) DETERMINATION OF THE KINETIC LAW 

*determination of m (stirred cell, [H20x] = 0.01 moljl) 

For the two acidity ranges, kf does not depend on [H+] . Somis equal to 0 in 

both cases as it can be seen on the following tables. 

[Cr] = 0.14 moi/L 

[H+] moi/L 0.14 0.74 0.94 1.34 1.74 2 

k.103s-1 6.6 5.83 5.33 4.67 5.17 6.6 



[Cq = 2 moi/L 

[H+] moi/L 

k.104 s-1 

- 5 

~ -5.1 

1:10 

..9 -5.2 

-5.3 

0.06 

6.7 

0.26 0.46 

7.3 8.3 

0.86 

9.5 

* 

1.26 1.66 

12.6 13.2 

-2.2 

-2.4 

.!1: -2.6 
taO 
.£ -2.8 

-3 

-3.2 

lOll 

-5.4+--.....___1----'---+---'----' -3.4+----+---+----+------' 
-1 -0.5 0 

log [Cl-] 

Fig 1: influence of [Cl-] 
extraction rate of Pd(II} 

on the 

. [H+] = 0.15 mol/L 
• [H +] = 1 mol/L 

-2.5 -2.4 -2.3 -2.2 
log [H20x] 

Fig 2: influence of [H20x] on the 
extraction rate of Pd(II) 

. [HCl] = 1 mol/L 
• [HCl] = 0.1 mol/L 

*determination of n ( ARMOLLEX cell , [H20x] = 0.01 moi/L) 

For [H +] = 1 moljl and [Cr] varying from 0.9 to 2 moi/L, log kt = f ( log [Cr]) 

is a straight line which slope is - 1 (figure 1 ). In this case n is equal to -1 . 

On the other hand for acidities close to 0.1 moi/L, the slope is found to be - 0.8. 

This result is attributed to the fact that in the aqueous phase two different species 

PdCI3- and PdCil- exist. It would be more realistic to express the kinetic law with the 

concentration of one of the complexes, for instance [PdCI3] ; this concentration can 

be expressed as following: [PdCI3-] = x ( 1 + K4 [Cr])-1 , where K4 is the constant of 

the following equilibrium: 

PdCI3- + Cl- < ---- > PdCii-. 
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kf is found to be proportional to ( 1 + K4 [CI-])-1. 

* determination of p ( stirred cell) 

For HCI 1 moi/L, p is close to 2 whereas it is equal to 1 for HCI 0.1 moi/ L 

(figure 2). 

In conclusion we have ascertained two different kinetic laws: 

HCI1 moljl r = k x [CIT 1 [H20x)2 

HCI 0.1 moljl 

4) INTERPRETATIONS 

In a previous paper (6) we have examined the H20x distribution between the 

two phases and its adsorption at the interface. 

H20x under its monomeric form is slightly soluble in the aqueous media. Its 

distribution ratio was measured at 25°C ; it was found to be 1140. The solubility 

increases with increasing acidity due to the protonation of H20x which appears 

beyond 0.1 moljl : H20x + H + < ---- > H3ox + 

With regards to the adsorption of H20x at the interface the following 

conclusions should be mentioned : 

* at high acidities the adsorbed predominant species is H30x + and the interface is far 

from saturation ; there is a very small number of molecules of H20x adsorbed 

* at low acidities H3ox+ does not exist. H20x is the only adsorbed species at its 

saturation concentration, i.e. when the concentration of H20x is increased in the 

organic phase the concentration of adsorbed H20x remains constant. 

We can propose the following mechanisms: 

The last reaction occurs in the bulk aqueous phase since H20x exits in it. The 

three reactions are valid for both acidity ranges. 

The complex 1 :2 formation reaction is the limiting step. It occurs probably at 

the interface since the extraction rate depends on the interfacial area. 
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The difference between the two kinetic laws ( different orders with respect to 

[H20x]) is explained as following : at low acidity [H20xlad is constant ( saturation of 

the interface) while at high acidities this concentration is very small and proportional to 

[H20x] according to the Langmuir equation. 

The subsequent steps are fast and depend on the acidity of the aqueous 

phase: 

The elimination of H + and cl- is not possible when the aqueous phase is too 

rich in these compounds. 

We have ascertained two different kinetic mechanisms which could lead to 

useful informations on the LIX 63 properties as extractant. It seems however 

interesting to focus further investigations on the interfacial phenomena which is very 

complicated in order to understand precisely all the causes of the kinetics slowlyness. 
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ABSTRACT 
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The solvent extraction of pentavalent vanadium and hexavalent molybdenum by 
tri-n-octylmethylammonium chloride(TOMAC) from neutral solutions and subsequent 
selective stripping were studied. It was found that vanadium was extracted 
preferentially as compared to molybdenum by an anion exchange mechanism. The 
extracted pentavalent vanadyl anion was reduced to the form of tetra- or triva
lent cations by contacting a solution containing a reduction agent such as L
ascorbi c ac id or by two-phase e lectrolys is using a platinum electrode. These 
method enables only the vanadium to be stripped selectively by reduction, with 
the molybdenum remaining in the organic phase. The appropriate selection of the 
reducing condition and of the solution pH gave high separation efficiency and 
percentage recovery. A separation efficiency of 1.64 x 10 was obtained by 
chemical-reductive stripping from an aqueous solution containing an initially 
equal concentration of both metals by single extraction followed by single 
selective stripping. The electro-reductive stripping was also found to enhance 
the stripping percentage of vanadium. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, much attention has been paid to rare metals as new industrial 

materials and solvent extraction method is known to be one of the most effec

tive methods for their separation and purification. A solvent extraction proc

ess used for rare metals normally consists of three stages; extraction, scrub

bi ng and stripping. Usually, separation is effected at the extraction stage on 

the basis of difference in distribution ratio between the metals in the feed 

solution. When selective stripping of the required metal can be included, it 

results in a much higher separation efficiency. 

In the Purex process for the recovery of plutonium and uranium from waste 

nuclear fuels, plutonium was stripped selectively by either chemical(Rydberg, 

1957 and Tsujino et al., 1976) or electrochemical reduction(Baumgartner et al., 

1978). Reduction of extracted metals is very effective in the stripping opera

tion, since the reduced metal just acts as a different metal in the extraction 

systems. 

In thi s work, the separation and purification of vanadium and molybdenum by 

so l vent extraction using tri-n-octylmethylammonium chloride(TOMAC) as extract

ant and subsequent selec~ive stripping of vanadium by chemical and electrochem-
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ical reduction were investigated. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

TOMAC(Koei Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was purified and diluted with benzene. 

Aqueous stock solutions of vanadium and molybdenum were prepared by di ssolving 

sodium metavanadate(NaV03) and sodium molybdate(Na2Mo04•2H2o) respectively in 

distilled water. 

Organic and aqueous feed solutions were mixed at volume ratios of 1:1 and 

shaken for about 2 hours for equilibration at 25·c. The two phases were sepa

rated and the extraction percentage, E, was determined. 

Stripping was carried out by shaking equal volumes of the metal loaded 

organic solution and aqueous solution together for about 2 hours at 25°C. L

ascorbic acid was used as a reduction agent. Figure 1 shows the electrochemical 

cell for electro-reductive stripping, which have two compartments separated by 

a cation exchange membrane(Aldrich Nafion417) and is equipped with platinum 

electrodes. The working electrode is 12 x 2 em platinum mesh(40 mesh). Equal 

volu•es(l5 ml) of the metal-loaded organic and aqueous solutions were agitated 

and electrolized in the cathodic compartment. The vanadium and molybdenum 

concentrations in the aqueous solutions were determined by means of an induc

tively coupled argon plasma atomic emission spectrophotometer(ICP, Nippon 

Jarrell-Ash ICAP-575Markii). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction behavior of vanadium and molybdenum by TOMAC 

Figure 2 shows the performance of vanadium and molybdenum extraction from 

mixed solutions containing equal quantities of each metal(ca. 0.01 mol/1) as a 

function of the equilibrium pH. An equilibrium pH of 7 to 8 should be employed 

for the effective separation of the two metals. With a TOMAC concentration of 

0.015 mol/1 and an input aqueous pH value of 7.0, the resulting equilibrium pH 

value was ca. 7.4. Under these conditions, the extraction percentages for 

vanadium and molybdenum were greater than 98 X and less than 8 X, respectively, 

and the concentration of vanadium in the organic phase(ca. 9.3 x 10-3 mol/1) 

was more than 12 times greater than that of molybdenum(ca. 7.6 x 10-4 mol/1). 

More than 92 X molybdenum remained in the raffinate aqueous solution; in molar 

teras, its quantity was more than 50 times greater than that of vanadium. 

3.2 Chemical-reductive stripping of vanadium 

To improve the separation of the two metals, the scrubbing of molybdenum 

and/or the selective stripping of vanadium is needed. The method of selective 

stripping of vanadium by chemical reduction was investigated. 

When hydrochloric acid was used as the stripping solution, it was seen in 
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Fig. 1. Two compartment electrochemical cell for electro-reductive stripping. 
1: Cathodic compartment, 2: Anodic compartment, 3: Organic phase, 4: Aqueous 
phase , 5: Cathode(Pt mesh), 6: Anode(Pt plate), 7: Cation exchange membrane, 
8: Agitator, 9: Stirring bar, 10: Stirring motor, 11: Magnetic stirrer. 

Fig. 2. Relationship between equilibrium pH and extraction performance of 
vanadium and molybdenum. 

Fi g. 3 that the stripping performance was a minimum value at pHf = 2 (pHeq = 
ca. 2.3) and less than 1 % of both metals transferred into the stripping solu

tion. This minimum stripping is likely caused by the very stable structure of 

the pentavalent vanadyl ion and hexavalent molybdate ion at this pH in the 

organic phase. At this pH, the effect on the stripping performance of the 

addition of L-ascorbic acid as a reduction agent was investigated. The results 

are shown . in Fig. 4. The stripping of vanadium was remarkably enhanced, whereas 

that of molybdenum was insensitive to the addition of the reduction agent. The 

spectroscopic analyses showed that the pentavalent vanadium was reduced to a 

mixed state of tetra- and trivalent vanadium by L-ascorbic acid, where the 

reduced vanadium species existed as cations such as vo2+(tetravalent) and 

v3+(trivalent). TOMAC is basically an anion exchanger and acts as an extractant 

for anionic species. Consequently, these cationic species are hardly extracted. 

The separation efficiency, which was defined as the molar ratio of vanadium 

to molybdenum, in the resulting stripping solution showed a maximum at pH 

values of 1.8-2. The effect of the composition of the stripping solution on the 

stripping performance is shown in Table 1. With 1 mol/1 L-ascorbic acid so1u-
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tion, the percentage stripping for vanadium reaches 91.3 %and a separation 

efficiency of 6.47 x 103 is obtained. With decreasing the concentration of the 

reduction agent, the stripping performance for both metals decreases. However 

the separation efficiency increases up to a value of 1.64 x 104 with further 

decrease in concentration of the reduction agent to 0.01 mol/1. 

v ~ 
Mo 0 

0 [en =1moW1 

0 1 2 3 
PHt [-) 

g' 50 
·a. 
a. 
·;: 

in 

v ~ 
Mo 0 

pH, = 2 
[Cl-) :0·01 mot-rl 

o.o o.s 1·0 1·5 
Concentration of L-ascorbic 

acid [mol · t-1] 

Fig. 3. Effect of stripping solution pH on stripping performance of vanadium 
and aolybdenua. 

Fig. 4. Effect of addition of L-ascorbic acid on stripping performance of 
vanadiua and molybdenua at pH 2. 

TABLE 1 

Stripping performance of vanadium and aolybdenua, and separation eff~ciency 
at various conditions. lhe organic solution used contains 9.26 x 10- aol/1 
vanadiua and 7.59 x 10- aol/1 aolybdenua. Each stripping solution contains 
0.01 mol/1 hydrochloric acid. 

Concentration of L- pHS Stripping [X] Separation efficiency 
ascorbic acid [aol/1] [- [-] 

v Ho 

0.1 2.03 64.7 0.048 1.64 X 104 
0.5 1. 91 85.0 0.074 1.40 X 104 
1.0 1.83 91.3 0.172 6.47 X 103 
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3.3 Electro-reductive stripping of vanadium 

Since electrical conductivity of benzene is too much small to reduce the 

vanadyl ion in the organic phase at the organic solution/electrode interface, 

cathodic reduction must occur at the aqueous electrolyte/electrode interface in 

the two-phase electrolysis system, as the case of uranium reduction(Feess et 

al., 1982). Thus, mass transfer of vanadyl ion from the organic into aqueous 

phase should be required. Hydrochloric acid solution of pH 2 is not suitable 

stripping solution in this case, because the vanadyl ion hardly moves into the 

aqueous phase. Thus, 0.1 mol/1 HCl solution was applied in this study. 

Figure 5 shows the current-voltage curve obtained by using platinum elec

trodes in 0.1 mol/1 HCl solution containing 0.01 mol/1 Navo3. The reduction 

current of pentavalent vanadium is seen, and it is found that 1.5 V is the 

suitable electrolysis voltage to reduce the vanadyl ion sufficiently without 

considerable hydrogen generation. 

The relationship between the electrolysis time and stripping performance of 

vanadium and molybdenum at agitation speed of 300 rpm is shown in Fig. 6. The 

data at time = 0 show the stripping performance at equilibrium without elec

trolysis. The enhancement of vanadium stripping was seen, and the reduced 

vanadium species was characterized as vo2+ by spectroscopic analysis. The 

stripping percentage of molybdenum was ca. 1 % and not effected by electroly

sis. 
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dE!dt= 10mvtsec 

-1 
E [V] 

0 

2' ·a. 
a. ·;:: 

iii 20 

0 

1-SV 
300rpm 

12 24 36 
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Fig. 5. Current-voltage curve obtained in 0.1 mol/1 HCl solution. 

48 

Fig. 6. Effect of electrolysis time on stripping performance of vanadium and 
molybdenum. Closed key shows a datum obtained by electrolysis without agita
tion. 
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The agitation speed of both phases quite influenced the stripping perform

ance. The datum obtained by electrolysis without agitation(only the aqueous 

phase was stirred by the stirring bar) is also shown in Fig. 6 with the closed 

key. The stripping of vanadium remarkably decreases, indicating that the mass 

transfer of vanadyl ion at the organic/aqueous solution interface is the rate 

controlling step. Thus, it is expected that the increase in the agitation speed 

brings about the increase in the stripping rate. In order to obtain the greater 

stripping percentage and stripping rate of vanadium, the electrochemical cell 

shown in Fig. 1 should be improved to make the stronger agitation possible. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The separation and purification of vanadium and molybdenum by solvent ex

traction and subsequent reductive stripping was studied and the following 

results were obtained. 

(i) Vanadium was extracted from neutral solutions preferentially by TOMAC as 

compared to molybdenum. 

(ii) The extracted vanadium was selectively stripped by the chemical reduc

tion method, in which the vanadium was changed from a pentavalent anion to 

tetra- or trivalent cations. The highest separation efficiency obtained by 

extraction followed by this selective stripping process was 1.64 x 104 . 

(iii) The electro-reductive stripping of vanadium was found to be also ap

plicable in this process. In this study, the stripping percentage of greater 

than 50 % was obtained for vanadium. 
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ABSTRACT 

1021 

The separation of Sc and Y from the lanthanoids by extraction with various 
quaternary ammonium salts was investigated. Aliquat-336, Methyltrioctylammonium 
nitrate (MTOA), Methyldibutylhexadecylammonium nitrate (MDBHDA) and Tributyl
hexadecylammonium nitrate (TBHDA) were used as extractants. The synthesis of 
MDBHDA and TBHDA from industrial products is described. From the results obtain
ed in the extraction studies of REE as a function of the parameters of aqueous 
and organic phases we have determined the optimal separation conditions. The 
salting-out action on these systems of a great number of cations such as Al3+, 
Fe3+, Mg2+, Cu2+, Ni2+, Li+ , Cs+ , was investigated. For the derivation of the 
functional dependences of the separation factors for the REE the microviscosity 
of ions was used. 

INTRODUCTION 

Quaternary ammonium salts (QAS) are widely used in the technology of rare 

metals. In particular, they are promising chemicals for the separation of rare 

earth elements (REE) because the extraction of lanthanoids strongly depends on 

their atomic number. As regards Sc, it must be noted that its extraction with 

QAS is less investigated. In this paper we have studied the separation of Sc, 

Y and lanthanoids from solutions of various salting-out agents using different 

QAS (Aliquat-336, MTOA, MDBHDA, TBHDA). MDBHDA and TBHDA were synthesized using 

industrial products. As already known, the REE are extracted by QAS from HN0
3 

solution with small distribution coefficients. Maeck et al. (1961) have shown 

that Sc, Y and lanthanoids can be extracted by symmetric QAS (tetrapropyl, tetra

butyl and tetrahexyl) into methyl isobutyl ketone with an efficiency below 1%. 

In order to increase the extraction efficiency the salting-out agents are 

necessary. Usually LiN0
3 

or NH4No
3 

are used for this purpose. Here we studied 

the salting-out action of the cations Al3+, Fe3+, Ce3+, Mg2+, eu2+, Ni2+, Li+ 

and Cs+. The salting-out effects depend on the cation charge and radius, on the 

cation hydration or on the density of the hydration shell. We have used the 

viscosity of the first hydration shells (microviscosity) for the explanation of 

the salting-out effect. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Synthesis of QAS 

Early we have synthesized a commercially simple preparable tertiary amine 

Dibutylalkylamine, alkyl- = c10 ..• 18 (I) which are proved as an extractant for 
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Fe-III from AlC1
3
-solutions and for the preparation of ammoniumparatungstate 

containing low amounts of alkaline ions. As a corresponding reference amine we 

did use Dibutylhexadecylamine (II) which is isomer to Trioctylamine and posses

ing quite equal extraction characteristic like this. The preparation of the 

corresponding quaternary ammonium compounds, especially the methyl-derivatives 

in comparison with MTOA or Aliquat-336 was realised by methylation of _amine I 

and II with dimethylsulfate DMS or with butylbromide. We obtained: c16Cc4)2CH
3

N+ 

(MDBHDA), c16Cc4)
3

N+ (TBHDA). Despite using excess of DMS we did obtain only 

quarternisation of 2/3 of amine present. Repeating the DMS procedure resulted 

90% QAS. We expect, that in case of availability of methylchloride the aklyla

tion will give quite better results. 

2.2 Extraction experiments 

For the extraction the QAS was dissolved in m-xylene and after the addition 

of 2% ethylhexanol, transferred to nitrate by shaking succe.ssive with equal 

amounts of 0.5M HN0
3 

and 3M NHI.iN03. In the extraction experiments 44 •46sc, 88y, 
139c 143Pm 145Sm 152Eu 151,1'3Gd 160Tb 170Tm 169Yb d 1731 d e , , , , , , , an u were use 

as radiotracers. After the dissolution of the nitrates of REE in a solution of 

the salting-out agent in 0.02M HNo
3 

an equal volume of extractant was added and 

the mixture was shaken for 20 min at room temperature. Aliquots were taken from 

both organic and aqueous phases and the p-activity of the samples was measured. 

3 RESULTS 

At first the extraction isotherm was determined. Using Ce as an example, the 

dependence of the distribution coefficients on the concentration of the extract

ed element was investigated in the extraction by Aliquat-336 and MDBHDK. The 

data (Fig. 1) show that Kd practically remains constant forCe concentrations of 

up to 1· 10-2 mol·l-1 in the case of Aliquat-336 and 3·10-2 mol · l-1 for MDBHDA. 

It seems that at saturation the compounds (R4N)4Ce(N0
3

)7 and CR4N)7Ce(N0
3

)10 are 

formed in the organic phase for Aliquat and MDBHDA respectively. Using this 

method Stepanov et al. (1987) have obtained an extracted compound (R4N)6Sc(N0
3

)
9 

for Sc, but at saturation of the extractant in the organic phase (R4N)
3
Sc(N0

3
)
6

. 

!:c.101 
IMI 

0.15 

0.10 

0.05 

o 0.53 M ALIOUAT - 3 36 

IN m-XYLENE 

• 0.6 M MOBHOA 

IN m-XYLENE 

L----------r---------.r----------r-----IMI 
0.1 0.2 O.J CceiWI 

Fig. 1. Extraction isotherms 
for Ce. 
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It is usually supposed that lanthanoids are extracted as penta- or hexanitrate 

complexes (Shmidt, 1980, pp.102-110). The slope analysis in the extraction 

systems of Ce, Sc, Y with MTOA and TBHDA gives straight line functions with a 

slope n ~ 1 (Table 1). Ce, Y, Sc are in carrier-free trace amounts. 

TABLE 1 

The slopes of the functions of log Kd from log C0~S ~~r the REE with MTOA and 
TBHDA in a concentration range of 0 .1 to 0.56 m~l . 

n 
Element 

MTOA TBHDA 

Ce 1.01::0.14 0.87::0.16 
y 1.01::0.03 

Sc o .74:!:o .o6 1. 23::0.09 

This indicates that in our solutions the nitrates of QAS are associated in a 

degree higher than two . Studying the distribution coefficients of REE in the 

extraction with QAS in a system of 0.8 mol· l-1 Al(N0)
3

, we have 

found that Sc lies between Sm and Gd, but Y is over Tm (Fig. 2). 

Under these conditions the separation factors decrease in the order Aliquat-

336 ~ MTOA > MDBHDA ~ TBHDA, as is seen from Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Separation factors for Eu1 
aqueous phase : 0.8 mol· l -·1 

QAS 

Aliquat-336 
MTOA 
MDBHDA 
TBHDA 

Y and Sc from Ce by extraction with different QAS 1 
Al(N0

3
)
3

, 0.02 mol·l-1 H.N0
3

. 

0 
Ce/Eu 

17.9 
16.2 
9.5 
3.3 

0 
Ce/Y 

126.5 
117.4 

28 .8 
11 .2 

0 
Ce/Sc 

30.3 
31 .4 
7.7 
4.4 

Furthermore, the influence of the salting-out agents on the distribution 

coefficients and separation factors were investigated. The extraction efficiency 

increases with the concentration of the salting-out agent Al(N0
3

)
3

. The distribu

tion coefficients for Ce reached values larger than 100 for 0.53 mol·l-1 Aliquat 
-1 ( -336 and higher than 10 for 0 .6 mol·l MDBHDA at Al N0

3
)
3 

concentration of 
~ r 

1 .5 mol 1 . But the separation factors decrease for OCe/Y from 200 at CAl(NO )= 

0 .5 mol·l- 1 to 19 at CAl(NO) )=1 .5 mol·l-1 in the extraction system with 3 3 

Aliquat-336 . Using differen~ ~alting-out agents we have found the distribution 

coefficients for Ce, as shown in Table 3. 
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Fig. 2. Distribution coefficients 
of REE as a function of atomic 
number. 

Aqueous phase: 

0 .8M Al(N0
3

)
3

, 0.02M HNo
3 

Extraction of Ce by various QAS in m-xylene at salting-out concentrations of 
0.5 mol·l-1 and TOA in toluene at salting-out concentrations of 1.5 mol · l-1. 

Salting-out ~f1 04 Kdce 
cation -1 s-1) (kg m Aliquat MDBHDA TBHDA TOA 

0.53M 0.6M 0.3M 1.5M 

Al3+ 76.61 10.50 0.45 0.25 2.63 
Fe3+ 54.00 1 .81 0.27 0.08 
Mi+ 44.42 1 .15 0.17 0 .08 1.20 
ci+ 41.13 0.90 0.16 0.07 
Ni2+ 36.98 0.80 0.14 0.06 
Li+ 30 .02 0 .22 0.11 0 .28 
Ce3+ 29.93 0.16 0.10 
Cs+ 5.20 0 .06 0.02 0.08 
NH+ 

4 21 .60 2 .61 

For the derivation of the functional dependences of the salting-out action, 

empirical methods are of great importance. The use of the parameter determining 

quantitatively the influence of ions on the solvent properties can have an 

advantage. As such a parameter, we have recommended the viscosity of the hydra

tion shell (microviscosity) of the cations (Gorski, 1989). The microviscosity 

( ~i ) characterizes the total influence of the ion on the solvent, .Zi was 

calculated for a great number of cations by Gorski (1980). The data given in 
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Fig. 3. Distribution 
coefficients and separation 
factors as a function of the 
microviscosity of salting-out 
cations. 
Aqueous phase: 
0.5M salting-out agent 
0.02M HN0

3 

Table 3 shows that the distribution coefficients in the extraction of Ce with 

different QAS and also with trioctylamine decrease with the microvisco~ities of 

salting-out cation. From Fig. 3 it is seen that the separation factors for Ce/Sc, 

Ce/Pm, Ce/Eu depend in the same manner on the microviscosity of the salting-out 

cations . 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The results have shown that the extraction efficiency for the QAS synthesized 

by us is lower than that for the commonly used Aliquat-336, but the distribution 

coefficients are high enough for the quantitative extraction of the light 

lanthanoids so that separation from Y and Sc is possible. For this purpose the 

salting-out agent concentrations of up to 0.8 mol·l-1 Al(N0
3

)
3 

are necessary. 

The best result s can be obtained using Al(N0
3

)
3

, NH4No
3 

or Fe(N0
3

)
3

. 
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EXTRACTION AND SEPARATION OF TUNGSTEN WITH 3-HYDROXY-2-METHYL-1-(4-TOLYL)-
4-PYRIDONE 

B. TAMHINA and N. BRAJENOVIc 
Laboratory of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Science, University of 
Zagreb (Yugoslavia) 

ABSTRACT 

The extraction of tungsten(VI) and tungsten(V) from aqueous hydrochloric 
acid solutions with 3-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-(4-tolyl)-4-pyridone (HY) dissolved 
in chloroform was studied. Tungsten(VI) is quantitatively extracted with HY 
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as a complex with the formula wo 2v2. Tungsten(V) is quantitatively extracted 
with HY only after complexation with thiocyanate ions as a mixed ligand 
W(V)-NCS-HY complex. The extraction of tungsten(VI) with HY is very simple, 
fast and selective and the extraction of tungsten(V) as a mixed ligand complex 
is also applicable for the spectrophotometric determination of tungsten in the 
organic phase. Tungsten(V) can be also extracted with HY without the presence 
of thiocyanate ions, but not quantitatively. 

INTRODUCTION 

In our previous paper (Tamhina and Herak, 1977a, 1977b) it has been repor

ted that 3-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-phenyl-4-pyridone (HX) is a very suitable agent 

for the selective extraction of tungsten(VI) and that tungsten(V) can be ex

tracted with HX only in the presence of an excess of thiocyanate as a mixed 

ligand thiocyanate-HX complex. 

We now report the extraction of tungsten with 3-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-(4-to

lyl)-4-pyridone (HY) from three different systems: V(VI)-HCl-HY, W(VI)-HCl

-SnC12-HY and W(VI)-HCl-SnC1 2-KNCS-HY. The results show that HY is better ex

tractant for tungsten than HX. HY reacts with W(VI) in more acidic solutions 

and can extract tungsten in the presence of a reduction agent. The composi

tion of the mixed ligand thiocyanate-HY complex of tungsten(V) is different 

from that of the HX complex and tungsten(V) can also be extracted with HY 

without the presence of thiocyanate. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Reagents 

Standard tungsten solution (0.01 M) was prepared by dissolving sodium 
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tungstate in water and standardized gravimetrically by the 8-hydroxyquinoline 

method (Vogel, 1961, p. 567.). HY was synthesized as described previously 

(Jakopcic et al, 1977) and used in a chloroform solution, The other chemicals 

used were of analytical reagent grade. 

2.2. Apparatus 

Absorption spectra and absorbance measurements of solutions were made on a 

Perkin-Elmer Hitachi-200 spectrophotometer. 

2.3 Determination of distribution ratios 

Two equal volumes (5 ml) of the organic and aqueous solutions were shaken 

with a mechanical shaker for 30 min although the equilibrium was attained more 

rapidly. Tungsten concentrations in the aqueous phases were determined spec

trophotometrically with rhodamine B (Pollock, 1958) and those in the organic 

phases were calculated from the differences between the initial and the final 

aqueous values. 

2.4 Procedure for the spectrophotometric determination of tungsten as 

a mixed ligand thiocyanate-HY complex 

A solution containing 10-150 ~g of tungsten(VI), 0.6 ml of 10% SnCl 2, 

2.2 ml of cone. solution HCl, 0.5 ml of 30% KSCN and water to bring the total 

volume to about 5 ml was placed in a 50-ml conical flask. After the addition 

of 5 ml of 5x1o-3 M HY in chloroform the solution was shaken for 30 min with 

a mechanical shaker. After the phases were separated, the absorbance of the 

organic phase was measured at 406 nm against a reagent blank. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction of tungsten(VI) with HY 

The extraction of tungsten(VI) with HY dissolved in chloroform as a function 

of the hydrochloric acid concentration was studied (Fig. 1(a)). Tungsten(VI) 

was quantitatively extracted from the aqueous solutions in the range 0.8-8 M 

hydrogen ion concentration. On decreasing the acid concentration, the extrac

tion of tungsten decreased and at 1x1o-3 M acid practically all the tungsten 

was retained in the aqueous phase. The same results were obtained by conduc

ting the experiments at constant ionic strength. Reextraction of tungsten was 

carried out with 8M NaOH. In a single shaking only about 30% of tungsten was 

passed into the aqueous phase. Quantitative reextraction of tungsten could be 
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the percent of extraction (a) and the distribution 
ratio (b) of tungsten(VI) on the hydrogen ion concentration. 
W(VI) cone. 1.6x1o-4 M, HY cone. 1x1o-3 M. 

achieved if the organic phase was repeatedly reextracted with four fresh por

tions of 8M NaOH. 

In order to obtain quantitative extraction of tungsten from the optimal 

acidity (0.8-8 M HCl) the concentration of HY must be at least three times 

higher than that of tungsten as shown in Fig. 2(a). 

The relationships between log Dw(VI) and log HYorg determined from the 

aqueous phase of constant acidity are shown in Fig. 2(b). A second-power ex

tractant dependency was found, indicating that two molecules of the extrac

tant were bonded to one atom of tungsten. Since low tungsten concentrations 

were extracted from the high acidities, it can be assumed that wo2
2+ ions 

were present in the solution (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972). This was confirmed 

by relationships between log Dw(VI) and log hydrogen ion concentration in the 

aqueous phase in the range 1x1o-3-0.8 M HCl. Dw(VI) was second-power depen

dent upon the hydrogen ion concentration (Fig. 1(b)), indicating that two 

protons were needed for the formation of one tungsten(VI) ion which would 
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the percent of extraction (a) and the distribution 
ratio (b) of tungsten(VI) on the HY concentration. 
W(VI) cone. 1.6x1o-4 M, HCl cone. 1.0 M. 

react with extractant. The formation of this tungsten(VI) ion (wo2
2+) in the 

aqueous phase and the formation of the extractable complex may be shown as: 

2+ wo2(aq) + 2HY(o) 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

( 1) 

(2) 

The extracted wo2v2 complex has maximum absorption at 307 nm, but absorbances 

are not reproducible. 

The extraction of tungsten described above is very simple, fast and selec

tive. Only a few metals are extracted with HY. The difference in the extrac

tion properties of tungsten and these metals can be utilized for their sepa

ration. From 6-8 M hydrochloric acid solutions tungsten could be quantitati

vely extracted (Fig. 1(a)) while Zr(IV), Hf(IV), Nb(V), U(VI), Fe(III), 

Th(IV), Cu(II) and Ga(III) remained in the aqueous phase. Only Mo(VI), V(V) 

and Ti(IV) are partially co-extracted with tungsten. A large concentration 



of anion can also be present in the aqueous solution of tungsten. 

3. 2 Extraction of tungsten(V) with HY 

Reduction of tungssten(VI) to tungsten(V) with tin(II) chloride was stu

died in hydrochloric acid media. Following the addition of hydrochloric 

acid and tin(II) chloride, potassium thiocyanate was introduced and the 

thiocyanate complex formed was extracted with HY in chloroform. The yellow 

mi xed ligand complex in the organic phase has maximum absorption at 338 and 

406 nm (Fig. 3). The absorption spectra of the organic phase without the 

presence of thiocyanate and with a different thiocyanate concentration 

(Fig. 3) show that W(V) can also be extracted with HY without the addition 

of thiocyanate as W(V)-HY complex. The extracted W(V)-HY complex has ma xi

mum absorption at 335-340 nm, but absorbances are not reproducible. Contrary 

to this tungsten(V) can be extracted with HX only as a mixed thiocyanate-HX 

0.6 9 7 8 

0.5 

QJ 0.4 u 
c 

"' ...0 ..... 
0 0.3 Ill 

...0 
<( 

0.2 

0.1 

320 350 400 450 

Wavelength ( nm) 

Fig. 3. The dependence of the absorption spectra of the organic phase on 
thiocyanate ion concentration. 
Tungsten cone. 5x1o-5 M, 5.2 M HCl, 1. 5 % SnC1 2, 5x1o-3 M HY. 
(1) without thiocyanate. Thiocyanate concentration: (2) 0.1 %; (3) 0.2 %; 
(4) 0.3 %; (5) 0.5 %; (6) 0.8 %; (7) 1.0 %; (8) 1.2 %; (9) 1.5 %. 
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Fig. 4. The dependence of W(V)-NCS-HY complex formation on various 
parameters. Tungsten cone. 5x1o-5 M. 

complex and HX extracted tungsten without the presence of thiocyanate only 

as W(VI)-HX complex formed without the presence of tin(II) chloride (Tamhina 

and Herak, 1977a, 1977b). The optimal concentrations for the formation of 

the mixed ligand complex and for the spectrophotometric determination of 

tungsten are: 5-6 M hydrochloric acid, >1 % tin(II) chloride, >1% potassium 

thiocyanate in the aqueous phase and >3x1o-3 M HY in chloroform (Fig. 4). 

The molar absorptivity at 406 nm is 1.1x104 dm3mol- 1cm-1. The molar ratio 

of W:HY in mi xed ligand complex is 1:1 and molar ratio of W:NCS could not 

be determined. 
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EXTRACTIONS OF PRECIOUS METAL IONS WITH TRIS(2,6-DIMETHOXYPHENYL)
PHOSPHINE AND ITS DERIVATIVES FROM HYDROCHLORIC ACID SOLUTIONS 

* *· MATSUSHITA, Y. YAMASHOJI, M. TANAKA and T. SHONO 
Department of Materials Chemistry, Faculty of Science and 

Technology, Ryukoku Univ., Otsu, Department of Applied Chemistry, 
Faculty of Engineering, Osaka Univ., Suita, Osaka 565 (Japan) 

ABSTRACT 
E~traction ability of tris(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)phosphine, (2,6-

Me0Ph)3P, toward precious metal ions such as Au(III), Pd(II), 
Pt(II) and Pt(IV) has been investigated from hydrochloric acid 
solutions. Nearly 100% extraction of Au(III) was achieved over a 
wide range of HCl concentrations. The percentage extraction of 
Pt(IV) was almost constant over HCl concentrations from 0.1 to 
6.0 M, whereas those of Pt(II) and Pd(II) were decreased with an 
increase of HCl concentration. The Pd(II) and Pt(IV) transferred 
into the organic phases could be recovered by back-extraction with 
0.5 M HCl and 2.0 M HClO , respectively. Moreover, Au(III) was 
found to be extracted seiectively in the presence of 1000-fold 
amounts of Cu(II) over Au(III). The quaternary phosphonium salts 
of (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P have been prepared and employed as ion-pair 
extractants toward these metal ions. In addition, a novel anion 
exchange resin having quaternary phosphonium salts as a functional 
group has been synthesized and found to be effective for separation 
of Au(III) in the presence of large amounts of Cu(II). 

INTRODUCTION 

Triphenylphosphine(Ph3P, TPP) has been used as an extractant for 

noble metal ions such as Pt(II), Pd(II), Rh(III) and Ir(III) 

(Mojski, et al., 1979, Mojski, 1980). In previous papers 

(Yamashoji, et al., 1988, 1989), the liquid-liquid extraction 

behaviour of a series of methoxy-substituted triarylphosphines for 

Ga(III) from HCl solutions has been reported. The highly basic 

compounds, tris(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)phosphine, (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P and 

tris(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)phosphine, (2,4,6-Me0Ph) 3P exhibited 

the highest extraction abilities among the triarylphosphines. 

This paper describes the preparation of quaternary phosphonium 

salts of (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P with alkyl bromides, dibromoalkanes and 

chloromethylated polystyrene and extraction behaviour of (2,6-Me0-

Ph)3P and its phosphonium salts toward precious metal ions such as 

Au(III), Pd(II), Pt(II) and Pt(IV) from HCl solutions. In addition 

recovery of the metal ions transferred into the organic phases will 

be described. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

Tris(2,6-dimethoxyphenyl)phosphine, (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P, was prepared 

according to the literature method (Wada et al., 1985). The 

phosphonium salts were prepared by the reaction of (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P 

with perchloric acid, alkyl bromides, dibromoalkanes and chloro

methylated polystyrene. A typical example of the preparation is as 
+ -follows. For [(2,6-Me0Ph) 3Pc12H25 J Br , dodecyl bromide(12.5 g, 

5 mmol) was added to a toluene solution (30 ml) of (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P 

(2.2 g, 5 mmol) and the mixture was refluxed for 6 h with stirring. 

After the solution had been cooled to room temperature, the 

resulting white precipitate was filtered, air-dried, and then 

recrystallized from ethanol. All the compounds were obtained in 

60 - 98% yields and identified by the elemental analyses. 

An anion exchange resin was prepared as follows. Chloro

methylated polystyrene beads (3% DVB, 5.0 g) and (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P 

(15 g) were stirred in dioxane (700 ml) at 70 °c for 24 h. After 

filtration, the beads were subsequently washed with dioxane, 1 M 

HCl, deionized water, dioxane and ether, and dried in vacuo. The 

yield was ca. 10 g. The ion exchange capacity of the resin was 

roughly evaluated to be ca. 1 meq P+/g from the recovered 

phosphine. The preparation scheme for the quaternary phosphonium 

salts used in the present work is shown in Fig. 1. 

Standard solutions of metal ions were prepared by dissolving 

(2,6-MeOPh)]P AA 'f.::L 
(2,6-MeOPh)]P•cl 

Fig. 1. Preparation scheme for quaternary phosphonium salts 
of (2,6 - Me0Ph) 3P. 



NaAuC1 4 , K2PdC1 4 , K2PtC1 4 or H2PtC1 6 ·6H 20 in 0.1 M HCl and used 

after dilution to the required concentration. 

Extraction procedure and analyses 
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Equal volumes (5 ml) of aqueous and organic phases were placed 

into a glass tube (10 ml) with a stopper and shaken for 30 min at 

25±0.1 °C. After the phases had been separated, the concentration 

of the metal ion remaining in the aqueous phase was determined by 

atomic absorption spectrometry (a Nippon Jarrell Ash AA-8500 Mark 

II spectrometer), except for platinum, which was determined 

spectrophotometrically by the tin(II) chloride method. An aliquot 

(4 ml) from the organic solution was shaken with an aqueous 

stripping solution (4 ml) containing a stripping agent for 30 min 

at 25±0.5 °c, and the back-extracted metal ions in the aqueous 

phase were measured. 

Adsorption capacities of the anion exchange resin toward metal 

ions were determined as follows. In a batch system, the resin (50 

mg) and an aqueous solution of metal ion (Sxl0- 4 M, 10 ml) were 

placed into a glass tube (10 ml) with a stopper and it was shaken 

for an appropriate time at room temperature. After the resin was 

filtered off, the concentration of the metal ion remaining in the 

filtrate was determined. In a column system, the resin (3.0 g) 

was loaded with 0.1 M HCl in a column (8x100 mm) and allowed to 

stand for 24 h. Aqueous solutions of metal ions in 0.1 M HCl were 

passed through the column at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. The 

concentrations of the metal ions in the effluents were determined 

by atomic absorption spectrometry. The elution of the Au(III) 

adsorbed on the resin was carried out with an aqueous solution of 

0.5 M NH 3-0.1 M NH 4cl at a flow rate of 0.75 ml/min. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 2 shows the extraction isotherms of precious metal ions 

with (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P from HCl solutions. Nearly 100% extraction of 

Au(III) was attained over the HCl concentration range from near 

0 to 6 M when equal amounts of the extractant and the metal ion 

were used. On the other hand, the extractions of Pd(II) and Pt(II) 

depend on the HCl concentration in the aqueous phase, whereas that 

of Pt(IV) hardly depends on it. The extraction of Pd(II) decreases 

steeply with increasing HCl concentration and is almost zero above 

ca. 1.0 M HCl. The extraction of Pt(II) decreases slowly with 

increasing acid concentration, but that of Pt(IV) is constant over 

the range of acid concentrations studied. 
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Absorption spectroscopic 

data for the Pd(II)-HCl 

system indicate that the 

Pd(II) ion may exsist mainly 

as tetrachloropalladate(II), 
2-[PdC14) , in solutions of 

1.2 M HCl and above (Droll 

et al., 1957, Yamashoji et 

al., 1990). This may cause 

the decrease in the 

extraction of Pd(II) with 

increasing HCl concentra

tions. 

In previous papers( 

Yamashoji et al., 1989, 

1990), the extraction of the 

metal ions such as Ga(III) 

and Fe(III) with this 

extractant from HCl 

solutions has been reported 

to proceed via the formation 

of ion-pairs between their 

chloro complex anions and 

80 . ... 
c 60 
.2 
u 
c .... 40 ~~ 
X 
w 

1 2 3 4 6 

Initial aqueous HCI I M 

Fig. 2. Effects of HCl concentration 
on extractions of Au(III), Pt(II), 
Pt(IV) and Pd(II) with (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P. 

Au(Ill) and Pd(II) : 1 x 104 M, Pt(II) and Pt(IV) : 1 x ·10·3 M 

(2,6·Me0Ph);P : 1 x 104 M [for Au(Ill) and Pd(II)) 

(2,6-Me0Ph)3P : 1 x 10'3 M [for Pt(Il) and Pt(IV)] 

( o ) : Au(Ill), ( 4) : Pt(II), ( ~) : Pt(IV), ( o) : Pd(II) 

Solvent : CH2CCH20 

+ the phosphonium cation, [(2,6-Me0Ph)
3

PH) , on the basis of NMR and 

IR spectroscopic data. Thus, several phosphonium salts of 

(2,6-Me0Ph)
3

P (see Fig. 1) were prepared and their extraction 

abilities toward the metal ions were examined as ion-pair 

extractants. The singly charged cationic phosphonium salts 

exhibited almost the same extraction ability as those obtained with 
+ -

the parent phosphine, except for [(2,6-Me0Ph) 3 PH) Cl04 • The 

extraction ability of this extractant is high for Au(III) but very 

low for other metal ions. This phosphonium perchlorate was found 

to distribute predominantly in the organic phase from the UV 

spectrophotometry. This may cause the decreases in the e x traction 

of the metal ions with the exception of Au(III), i.e., Au(III) can 

be selectively extracted with this perchlorate. On the other hand, 

the doubly charged cationic phosphonium salts exhibited superior 

extraction ability than (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P and the singly charged 

cationic one. In particular, the Pd(II) was almost quatitativel y 

extracted with {[(2,6-MeOPh) 3PJ 2 (cH
2

)
3

} 2 +(Br-)
2

• 
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In order to recover the metal ions after extraction with (2,6-

Me0Ph)3P, back-extractions were examined by shaking the organic 

phases with aqueous solutions containing suitable stripping agent. 

Nearly 90% recovery of Pd(II) was achieved by using 0.5 M HCl. 

The Pt(IV) was also back-extracted with 2.0 M HClo4 • However, the 

Au(III) was not back-extracted with mineral acids of various 

concentrations. 

We have found that (2,6-Me0Ph) 3P readily reacts with chloro

methylated polystyrene to give the resin containing quaternary 

phosphonium salts as a functional group. Thus, its adsorption 

ability toward metal ions has been studied as an anion exchange 

resin. The batch system results show that this resin can adsorb 

selectively Au(III) over Cu(II). 

separation of Au(III) from Cu(II) 

We have applied it to the 

in 0.1 M HCl by a column method. 

Figure 3A shows the break-through curves for adsorption of 

Au(III) and Cu(II) on the resin. It can be seen that Au(III) was 

completely adsorbed on the resin, whereas Cu(II) was not adsorbed 

on it even in the presence of 10-molar fold amounts over Au(III). 

Figure 3B shows the elution curve of the Au(III) adsorbed on the 

resin with 0.5 M NH 3-0.1 M NH 4Cl solution. About 75% Au(III) was 

r ecovered, and the resin was regenerated with a treatment of 1.0 M 

HCl. These results indicate that the present anion exchange resin 

can be useful for selective separation of Au(III) in the presence 

of large amounts of Cu(II). 
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Fig. 3A. Break through curves for 
adsorption of Cu(II) and Au(III) on 
the resin in a column method. 
Resin; 3.0 g, Flow rate: 0.5 ml/min. 
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Fig. 3B. Elution curve of Au(III) 
adsorbed on the resin with 0.5 M NH

3
-

0.1 M NH Cl solution. 
Resin: ~.0 g, Flow rate: 0.75 ml/min. 
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ABSTRACT 

The extraction kinetics of lanthanum ( ID ) with primary amine N1923 in 
n - heptane has been determined using the growing drop method at 25 t . The effect of 
temperature and the influence of the concentrations of La ( ID ) , N1923, SO~- and pH 
on the rates of extraction were examined. The apparent activation energy were found to 
be 66.0 KJ • mol-1

• It is suggested that the rate controlling steps may be the chemical 
reaction of LaSO~ with N1923 at the interface. 

INTRODUCTION 

Primary amine N1923 ( RNH2 ) is a efficient extractant for separating thorium (IV) 

from rare earth element ( m) and iron ( m) . The extraction mechanism of rare earth 

( ID ) , iron ( ID ) and thorium (IV) from sulfuric acid solutions by N1923 has been re

ported ( Li et al . , 1987 ) . But studies of the extraction kinetics have not been reported 

so far . Kinetics studies can help to understand the mechanism of extraction . On the 

other hand , N1923 is a good surface active reagent, so the extraction rates of some 

phosphorous based extractants may be enhanced by use of primary amine as a organic 

phase additive . In this paper , the authers try to approach the extraction kinetics of 

lanthanum ( ID ) with N1923. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Reagents 

Primary amine N1923 with an average molecular weight of 280.69 was available from 

the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the contents 

of nitrogen and primary are 4.99% and 99% respectively. Lanthanum( m ) sulfate solu-

• The project Supported by National Natural Science Fundation of China. 

••To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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tion was prepared by dissolving Lanthanum( III ) oxide as 99.9% pure in sulfuric acid. 

All other reagents were analytical grade purity products. 

1.2 Experimental method and instruments 

The growing drop technique was used as described (Sun et al., 1989 ) . According to 

the extraction system in present work, the extraction rate of lanthanum( III ) sulfate with 

N1923 can be expressed as follows: 

log~ = logK + alog[LaJ+] + blog[( RNH3 ) 2SOJ( o) + clog[H +] + dlog[So~- ] ( 1 ) 
t 

Where A is the absorbance of the organic phase loading La ( III ) and is used to express 

the concentration of La ( III ) in organic phase ; t is the growing time of the drop ; a , 

b , c and d are the orders of the reaction ; ( RNH3 ) 2S04 indicates the Primary amine 

N1923 Salt. ( o) indicates the organic phase. 

The concentration of La (III ) was determined by spectrophotometric method with 

chlorophosphonazo- DBC as spectrophotometer ( Ren et al . , 1987 ) . 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.1 Effect of [La3+] on the extraction rate 

Fig. 1 gives the extraction rate of La ( III ) as a function of La ( III ) concentration. 

The slope of the straight line is determined to be 0.82, which indicates that the extrac

tion rate is first order with respect to La (III ) . 

2.2 Effect of [(RNH3 ) 2SOJ(o) on the extraction rate 

The reaction order with respect to extractant was shown in Fig. 2.Slope is 1.35 near 

to 1.5, i.e. d= 1.5 for N1923. 

2.3 Effect of [SQ24 ] on the extraction rate 

As seen from Fig. 3, the slope of the straight line is 0.88, which suggests that the ex

traction rate is first order with respect to sulfate ion. 

24 Effect of pH values on the extraction rate 

The result indicates that the effect of pH values on the extraction rate is not large. 

2.5 Effect of temperature on the extraction rate 

A 
The plot of log t versus 1/T is shown in Fig. 4. The activation energy was calcu-

lated to be 66.0 KJ • mol - 1 according to the Arrhenius equation. 
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2.6 The extraction mechanism 

In the present work, the rate controlling steps for the extraction mechanism may be 

the following interfacial reactions ( Gai et al. , 1987; Sun et al. , 1989) : 

(RNH3)2S04(il +LaSO: +SO!-!.! (RNH3) 2La(S04);<il 
k_l 

- k2 
(RNH3)2La(S04) 3(il + 1.5 (RNH3)2S04(oJ f (RNH3)3La(S04) 3<ol +(RNH3 )~04<;l 

-2 

l. so2-+ 2 4 

Where k is rate constant; ( i) and ( o) denote interfacial and organic phase species 

respectively. 

The forward initial rate of this extraction process can be expressed as follows: 

3 

R= 
K[LaSO!][so;- ][(RNH3)2SO.J<!J 

3 
( 2) 

k_ 1 + k2[( RNH3) 2SO~"!l 

Where K=k1k2[(RNH3) 2SOJ (iJ· 

In the experimental conditions, the rate of La ( m ) from the aqueous to the organic 
3 

phase is faster than the reverse rate, i. e. k-1 > > k2[( RNH3) ~04~~l . Thus considering 

[LaSO+ J ~ [LaJ+] (Wang et al., 1960 ) , the extraction rate equation can be written 

as: 
3 

R = K' [LaH][So~- ][( RNH3) 2SOJ<ol 2 ( 3) 

where K' =Kfk_1.This equation well represents the experimental result, and the extrac

tion mechanism is in agreement with similar thermodynamic studies. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The extraction kinetics of lanthanum ( m ) with primary amine Nl923 has been 

studied. The results show that the controlling steps of this extraction process are in the 

interface and the forward initial rate equation is 

3 

R=K '[LaH][SO!- ][(RNH3) 2SOJ<~l 

The activation energy is 66.0 KJ • mol - 1
• 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF CADMIUM( IT ) FROM THIOCYANIDE WITH 

PRIMARY AMINE N1923 AND DBBP* 

DEQlAN LI~*XIAOHONG Zl, ZHONGHUI WANG and GENXIANG MA 

Chang chun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Changchun, 

130022, The People's Republic of China 

ABSTRACf 

The synergistic extraction of Cd( n ) from thiocyanide solution with primary amine 
N1923 and DBBP in heptane has been investigated. The synergistic complex of Cd( IT ) 

with RNH3N03 and DBBP has been determined to be ( RNH3) Cd( SCN )3 DBBP by the 
methods of constant mole , slope analysis and IR spectra Moreover, the equilibrium 
constants of synergistic reactions have been calculated also. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the synergistic extraction of Cd ( IT ) from hydrochloric acid solution 

with primary amine and neutral organophosphorus compounds has been reported ( Ma 

et al.,1989 ) , the synergistic extraction of OX IT ) from thiocyanide solution with prima

ry amine and neutral organophosphorus compounds has not been reported yet. In order 

to study the effect of different anions on the extraction of Cd( IT ) and the formation of 

Cd( IT ) complexes with more reagents at various conditions, thus the synergistic extrac

tion of Cd( n ) from thiocyanide solution with primary amine N1923 and DBBP in 

heptane has been investigated in greater detail. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Reagents 

Primary amine N1923 with an average molecular weight of 280.69 was available from 

the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the contents 

of nitrogen and primary amine were 4.99 and 99% respectively. DBBP was provide by 

Mobil Chemical Industry Co. . All other chemicals needed were analytical reagents. 
1.2 Experimental method and instruments 

Equal volumes of the aqueous and organic phase were placed in a thermostatic box at 

• The Project Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China 
•• To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
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25± 1 t for 30min, and wereshakenfor30min. TheconcentrationofC<( II ) in the aqueous 

phase was determined by the titrimetric method of EDTA with indicator of Xylenol Or

ange. TheIR spectra were measured on a DIGILAB FfS-20 spectrophotometer. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.1 Extraction of Cd( II ) from thiocyanide solution with RNH3N03 alone. 

Fig. 1 shows that the logarithm of the distribution ratio of Cd( II ) vary with the 

logarithm of RNH3N03 concentration and the slope of the straight line obtained in 

Fig. 1 is 1, considering the polymerization degree of amine salts in octane ( Le, 1983 ) , 

which suggests that two RNH3N03 molecules are complexed to each cadmium 

thiocyanate molecules. In order to test the result above, the composition of extracted 

complex is determined by the method of continuous variation As seen from Fig. 2, the 

maximum of Cd( II ) concentration in organic phase appeared at the mole ratio of Cd 

( II ) and RNH3N03 1: 2. The result agrees with the suggestion of Fig. 1. Thus, the for

mula of the extracted complex can be shown to be ( RNH3) 2Cd( SCN) 4 and the extrac

tion reaction may be represented b-k the following reaction: 

(RNH3N03) 1(0) +ed( SCN)~- I ' (RNH3)2ed(SCN)4(0) +2NO] ( 1) 

~ -0.5 
0 
--0.7 

- 0.9-

-1.1 

- 1.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.1 

1 og[ RNH3 N03 ] (OJ 

Fig. 1 Plots of logD vs 
1 og[ RNH3 N03 ] (OJ 

[SeN--]= 1.0 mol· dm-3 

e: [Cd2+] =0.0488mol • dm-3 

A: [Cd2+]= 0.0430mol· dm- 3 

.., 
I 

8 
"0 

• 0.02 
0 
8 0.015 
0 

,..;;-
;!; 0.01 

§. 0.005 

0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 

Fig. 2 Method of continuous variation to 

determine composition of extraction 

species at constant 

[SeN-]= 1.0 mol. dm-3 

The equilibrium constant K1 can be expressed as 
4 

K, = n,[No3 r < 1+ I P JseN-Ji > ; P JscN-r[( RNH3No3 > J (0) ( 2) 
i= l 
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where D1 stands for distribution ratio of Cd( IT ) with primary amine N1923 

and p represents the overall stability constant of Cd( IT ) with thiocyanic ions. 

2.2 Extraction of Cd( IT ) from thiocyanide solution with DBBP alone 

Fig. 3 shows that the logarithm of the distribution ratio of Cd( n ) vary with the 

-0.2- /// s 
.Q -0.4 ./ ~/ 

-0.6 / 6/ 
-0.8 /./ 
-1.0 

- 1.1 -0.9 -0.7 

log[DBBP]<oJ 

Fig. 3 Plots of logD vs log[ DBBP] (OJ 

[SeN-]= 1.0 mol· dm-3
, A: [Cd2+] = 0.0510mol. dm-3 

[SeN-]= 0.4982mol • dm-3
, o: [Cd2+] = 0.03008mol • dm-3 

logarithm of DBBP concentration and the slope of the straight line obtained in Fig. 3 is 2 

which suggests that the extraction reaction can be expressed as 

Cd( SCN) 2 + 2DBBP<0l K2 ' Cd( SCN) 2 • 2DBBP <OJ 
'> 

the equilibrium constant K2 can be represented by 
4 

K2 = D2( 1 + L p JSCN-]i) I f.J 2[SCN-]l[DBBP]2
(0) 

i~l 

( 3) 

( 4) 

23 Synergistic extraction of Cd( IT ) from thiocyanide solution with RNH3N03 and 

DBBP 

In this experimental conditions, the pH values in aqueous phase have not practically 

effect on the synergistic extraction of Cd( IT ) . Accordingly, the following experiment is 

at constant pH value hereafter. At constant aqueous conditions and DBBP concentra

tion, the concentration of RNH3N03 is changed, then a series of Dtot. has been ob

tained; Under similar circumstances, the concentration of DBBP is changed at constant 

aqueous conditions and RNH3N03 concentration, a series of D tot. has been obtained 

again. In the light of Dtot. = D1 + D2 + D1:z, the Du = Dtot. - D1- D2' logD12 is plotted 

against the logarithm of the amine nitrate salt concentration or DBBP concentration in 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively, and slope of the straight lines are 0.5 and 1 respectively. 

Considering the polymerization degree of amine salts in Octane ( Le, 1983 ) , the 
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N - 0.2 -

~ -0. 3 
..9 

- 0.4 

- 0.5 

- 0.6 

- 1.5 
I I 

- 1.3 - 1.1 -0.9 

log [ RNH3 N03 ] <o> 

- 0.3 

- 0.4 

~ - 0.5 
..9 - 0.6 

- 0.7 

-0.8 

-1.4 - 1.2 - 1.0 

log [DBBPJ<o> 

Fig. 4 Plots of logD 12 vs Fig. 5 Plot of logD 12 vs 
I og[ RNH3 N03 ] (OJ 

[SCN-]=1.0 mol. dm- 3 

[DBBPJ<o> =0.10mol • dm-3 

o: [Cd2+] =0.0510mol. dm- 3 

~: [Cd2+]= 0.0506mol· dm-3 

log [DBBP)[0> at constant 

[ RNH3 N03 ] <o> = 0.15mol· dm-3 

[SeN-]= 1.0 mol. dm-3 

[DBBPJ<o> =0.10mol· dm- 3 

[Cd2+]=0.04995 mol· dm- 3 

synergistic reaction of Cd( II ) from thiocyanide solution can be represented by the fol-

lowing reaction, K 
12 

1/2(RNH3N03 )<~: 0>+Cd2++3SCN- +DBBP<o> ~ (RNH3)Cd(SCN) 3DBBP<o> +NO] (5) 

the equlilbrium constant K12 can be expressed as 
4 

K12 = 012( 1 + .L fJ JSCN-]i/ [NO]] [SCN-r[( RNH3N03) Jt~~[DBBPJ<o> ( 6) 
1:::;:: 1 

The organic phase synergistic reaction can be represented by 

( RNH3) 2Cd( SCN) 4<0> + DBBP<o> ~ ( RNH3) Cd( SCN) 3DBBP<o> +SCN- ( 7) 

and the equilibrium constant fJ 12 can be expressed as 

fJ 12 = K12[RNH3N03/2];~~/K~ 4 ( 8) 

24 Calculation of the equilibrium constants of extraction reactions 

Under the present experimental conditions, in the light of fJ i( Hogfeldt, E. , 1982 

(logp 1 = 1.89, logp 2 =2. 78, logp 3 =2.85, log{J 4 =2.26) and pertinent values of equation 

( 2) , ( 6) and ( 8), the equilibrium constants K1, K2 , ~2and fJ 12 are calculated to be 

logK1 = 1.48, logK2 = 1.62.]ogK12 =3.48, logp12 =0.33 respectively. 

2 5 Studies on the IR spectra of the extracted species 

The results of IR spectra of the extracted species show that the RNH; group is 

still present in the synergistic complex; the shift of the P=O stretching frequency from 

1250cm-1 to vp =0: 1234cm- ', which indicates that the P=O group is involved in 
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bonding. This could be attributed to the coordination with metal through the oxygen 

atom of P=O group, which is supported evidence obtained above. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

By the methods of slope and constant mole, the composition of extracted com

plexes has been determined. The equilibrium constants of synergistic reactions have been 

calculated and the studies on the IR spectra of the extracted complexes are carried out. 

4.REFERENCES 
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Ma Genxiang and Li Deqian, 1989. Synergistic extraction of Cd( ll ) with primary 
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EXTRACTION OF SCANDIUM( ill ) FROM NITRATE-TIDOCYANATE SOLU

TIONS WITH PRIMARY AMINE N1923 * 

GENXIANG MA and DEQIAN U 

Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
Changchun, 130022,People" s Republic of China 

ABSTRACT 

The extraction of scandium( ill ) from nitrate - thiocyanate solutions with primary 
amine N1923 has been investigated . The results suggest that scandium( ill ) is extracted 
into organic phase in Sc( OH )"'2 form and synergistic effect is observed. By the methods 
of slope continuous variation and the determination of pH values, the extraction reac
tions of scandium( ill ) have been determined. In addition, the equilibrium constants and 

the thermodynamic functions of the extraction reactions have been calculated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Scandium, which is lack and expensive metal in rare metals, has widely been used and 

and applied( Chen, 1982) . But the source of scandium has mainly been obtained from 

the by - products of other ores, it seems necessary for the recovery and refinement of 

scandium accordingly. As the tendencies of the intense hydration and forming complex 

appear( Aves ton, 1966), the reported works of scandium extraction have been much 

small and in sulphate solutions mainly. The extraction of scandium ( ill ) from ni

trate-thiocyanate solutions has not been reported so far. In this paper, the authors try 

to approach the extraction mechanism of scandium( ill ) from nitrate- thiocyanate solu

tions with primary amine N1923 in detail. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Reagents 

Primary amine N1923 with an average molecular weight of 280.69 was available 

from the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the 

contents of nitrogen and primary amine are 4.99% and 99% respectively. Scandium 

thiocyanate was prepared by the method of literature ( Audrieth, 1950; Zhang et al. , 

1982) All other chemicals needed are analytical reagents. 

• The Project Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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1.2 Experimental method and instruments 

Equal volumes of the aqueous and organic phase were placed in a thermostatic box 

at 25 ± 1 t for 30 min, and shaken for 15 min. The concentration of Sc( ID ) in the 

aqueous phase were determined as described ( Li et al., 1986), the concentration ofSc(ID) 

in the organic phase were obtained by difference method . Primary amine concentration 

was titrated with the standard HCI solution with indicator of Bromocresol Green , the 

primary amine titrated was equilibrated with HN03 • Spectrophotometer was produced by 

Shanghai analytical instrument factory . 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

21 Effect of pH values on the extraction of Sc ( m ) with RNH3N03 
As seen from Fig. 1, the distribution ratios of Sc ( ID ) from ni-

trate - thiocyanate solution increased with the pH values and tend to smooth after 

increasing of pH value to 5, which suggests that the extraction of both Sc( ID ) and 

HSCN occured at lower pH value; As increasing of pH values, the contents of HSCN in 

solutions were reduced, that is, the extraction of Sc( m ) compared with HSCN was 

increasing. Slope of the straight line in Fig. 1 is determined to be 1,which shows that OH 

ion take part in the extraction of Sc ( ID ) , due to the Sc ( OH) !-• hydration complex formed. 

Fig. 2 shows the similar result to Fig . 1, and slope of the straight line is 2 

approximately, which suggests that Sc( m ) is extracted into organic phase in Sc( OH) ; 

form. 

~ - 0.4 

-0.8 

- 1.2 

- 1.6 

2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 
pH 

Fig. 1 Relationship of logD to pH 

[Scl+J = 2. 74 x 10- 4 mol • dm -3 

[SCN-]=0.90mol·dm-3 

[N0-
3
]=8.28x 10-4 mol• dm-3 

[RNH3NOJ(o) =0.1006 mol•dm-3 

~ 0.2 
,_ ....... . ~ 

-0.2 

- 0.6 

- 1.0 

' 
5.5 6.0 6.5 

pH 

Fig. 2 Relationship of logD to pH 

[&;3•] = 2. 74 "10-4 mol • dm - 3 

[SCW] = 0.90 mol • dm -3 

[RNH
3
N03J(o) =0.1006mol·dm -3 
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22 Effect of SeN- ion on the extraction of scandium 

As seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the slopes of the straight lines were determined to be 

1, which shows that the molecular number of SeN- in the extraction reactions is 1. 

0 0.2 -

-0.4 -0.2 

- 0.8 -0.6 

-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 
Log [SeW] Log [SeN -] 

Fig. 3 Effect of [SeN-] on D Fig. 4 Plots of LogD vs Log [SeN-] 

[ScH] = 2.59 X w -•mol• dm -3,pH = 4.00 [82+] =2. 60x w -•mol• dm-3,pH =4.20 

[RNH3NOJ(ol =0.1006 mol• dm-3 [RNH
3
N0

3
](

01 
= 0.1002 mol• dm -3 

1: [NO;]= 7.8 x to-• mol • dm -3 

2: [NO;] = 0.20 mol• dm -3 

The result, as for the scandium thiocyanate solution, which is in accordance with the 

conclusion of extracted complex Sc( OHg is different from the extraction of Sc( m ) 
with di(3,5,5- trimethylhexyl) amine in sulphate solution(eattrall eta!., 1970), i.e. , 

Sc( ffi ) was extracted into organic phase in Sc( OH) 2+ form. This phenomena could be 

due to main species Sc( OH) ~ presented. 

23 Effect of [NO] ] on the extraction of scandium( m ) 
The effect of NO] concentration on the extraction of Sc( m ) in Fig. 5 with the 

slope of straight line is 1, the result suggests that the molecular number of NO~ in the 

extraction reaction of Sc( m ) is 1. 

24 Effect of the ratios of SeN-and NO] concentrations on the extraction of 

scandium ( m ) 
The result in Fig. 6 indicates that the synergistic effect has been observed and the 

maxmum of the plot is 1 in the ratio of [SeN-] and [NOJ, which demonstrates the 

similar molecular number of SeN- and NO~ in the extraction reaction. 

25 Effect of [RNH3N03] on the extraction of scandium ( m) 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show that the logarithms of the distribution ratios of Sc( m ) vary 

with the logarithms of [RNH3NOJ and the slope of the straight line obtained is 2 and 1 
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Fig. 5 Plot of logD vs log[N03 -] 
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Fig. 6 Plot of [SCN-]/[NO ; ] vs D 

[Sc3+]=2.60x 10- 4 mol· dm-,3 pH=4.20 

[RNH3N03J(o) = 0.1006 mol• d m - 3 

respectively. Considering the polymerization degree of amine salts in octane (Le , 

1983 ) , then the composition of extracted complexes of Sc ( ill ) in two systems is 

Cl 

! / 0.4 

0 

/ 
/. 

-0.4 / 
. 

- 1.6 -1.4 -1.2 - 1.0 
log[RNII3NOJ(oJ 

[Fig. 7 Plot of logD vs 

log[RNH3NOJ(ol 
[Sc3+]=2.59x 10-4 mol• dm-3 

pH=4.00, [SCN-]=2.50mol· dm-3 

Cl / 

// co 
0 ·I ..!2 

- 0.4 

- 0.8 

-1.2 / /. 

-2.2 - 1.8 - 1.4 -1.0 
log[R NH3N03](o) 

Fig. 8 Plots of logO vs log[RNH3N03](o) 

[ScJ+] = 2.60 X 10- 4 mol. dm-3,pH =4.20 

[SCN-] = 2.00 mol• dm-3 [N03-]: 

1: 0.20mol· dm-3. 2: 7.8 x 10-4 mol· dm- 3 
' 
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26 Calculation of equilibrium constants and thermodynamic functions of the extraction 

reactions 

The extraction reactions of Sc( m) in two systems can be proposed as follows: 

( 1) 

In the experimental conditions, considering the overall stability constants of Sc ( m ) 
with hydroxide ion OH-, thiocyanide ion SCN- and nitrate ion N03- ( Hogfeldt, 

1982a, b; Sillen, 1964 ) respectively , then the equilibrium constants of Eq ( 1) and 

Eq (2) have been calculated to be logK1=35.25 ± 0.05 and logK12 =33.74 ± 0.06 

respectively. 

The slope of straight line of logD1 and logD12 plotted against the reciprocal of the 

temperature is calculated to be 248.8 and 492.9 respectively using the least square 

method, thus the thermodynamic functions of the extraction reactions in two systems 

can be calculated to be MI1 = - 4. 76KJ • mol-1.AH12 = -9.44KJ •mol- 1,AG~ =-RTLnK1 

= -201.27KJ• mol - 1,AG~2= - 192.64KJ • mol-1,AS1 =-(A G0 -AH1)/T =658.991 • mol-1. 

K - 1.ASPz =614.35J • mol-1• K-1. 

3.CONCLUSIONS 

( 1 ) . The extraction of Sc ( ID ) with RNH3N03 from thiocyanate and ni

trate-thiocyanate solutions has been studied and the composition of extracted com

plexes has been proposed. 

( 2). The results of the extraction of Sc(ID) in this experimental process show that 

Sc( m ) is extracted into organic phase in Sc( OH); form and the synergistic effect 

of seN- and NO; on the extraction of Sc( m ) has been observed. 

( 3) . The extraction reactions by the methods of slope, continuous variation of pH 

values have been determined. The equilibrium constants and thermodynamic 

functions of extraction reactions have been calculated as well. 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF ZINC TlllOCYANATE WITH PRIMARY 

AMINE N1923 AND TBP* 

GENXIANG MA , LIJUAN GAO and DEQIAN Ll 
ChangchWl Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Changchwt, 

130022, The People's Republic of China 

ABSTRACT 
The synergistic extraction of zinc thiocyanate from nitric acid solution with primary 

amine N1923 and TBP has been investigated. By the methods of slope analysis and con
stant mole, the composition of extracted complexes has been determined. The depen
dence of temperature on the synergistic extraction of zinc thiocyanate and IR spectra of 
the synergistic complexes have been studied. The equilibrium constants and the 
thermodynamic functions of the synergistic reaction have been calculated as well. 

INTRODUCTION 

The binary synergistic system of primary amine and neutral organo-

phosphorus reagents has been reported to be much smaller ( Mooiman et al. , 

1986 ; Yu et al. , 1989 ) , after the synergistic extraction of zinc and cadmium chloride 

with primary amine and neutral organophosphorus reagents has been studied by the pres

ent authors ( Ma et al. , 1989 a, b) , in order to study the effect of Zn( ll ) by primary 

amine and neutral organophosphorus reagents, the synergistic extraction of zinc 

thiocyanate by primary amine N1923 ( RNH2 ) and tributylphosphate( TBP) from nitric 

acid solution has been therefore investigated in greater detail. Moreover, the extraction 

of zinc thiocyanate by TBP, which has not been reported yet, has been also studied. 

1 EXPERIMENTAL 

1.1 Reagents 

Primary amine N1923 with an average molecular weight of 280.69 was available from 

the Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, the contents 

of nitrogen and primary amine were 4.99% and 99% respectively. TBP, analytical 

reagent, after washed three times with 4% sodium hydroxide, followed to neutral with 

water of removing ions, distilled by means of reduce pressure and distillate of 119 t: 11 

* The Project Supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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mmHg was obtained, then was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate. The physical 

parameters of TBP were determined to bed~ =0.9772, n~ = 1.4230. Zinc thiocyanate so

lution was prepared using zinc nitrate with a certain amounts of potassium 

thiocyanate, that is , the mole ratio of zinc and thiocyanic ion is 1: 5, since zinc nitrate 

has not been extracted with primary amine N1923 according to preexperimental result 

All other chemicals were analytical reagents. 

1.2 Experimental method and instruments 

Equilibrium studies were carried out at 25 ± 1 t: using equal volumes of aqueous 

and organic solutions and an equilibration time of 15min. The Zn(II) concentrations in 

the aqueous phase were determined by the titrimetric method of EDTA with indicator 

of Xylenol Orange; Stock amine nitrate solutions in heptane were prepared by using the 

amine and equilibrating the solution with an equivalent amount of aqueous nitric acid. 

The IR spectra were measured on a DIGILAB FTS- 20 spectrophotometer. 

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

2.1 Extraction of zinc thiocyanate with TBP in heptane 

Fig. 1 shows that the logarithms of the distribution ratia; of Zn( IT ) vary with 

the logarithiiE of TBP concentration and the slope of the straight line obtained is 3 

which suggests that three TBP molecules are complexed to each zinc thiocyanate mole

cules. In order to prove the result above, the composition of extracted complex is deter

mined by the method of continuous variation. As seen from Fig. 2, the maximum of Zn 
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Fig. 1 Plots of logD vs log[TBP]<o> 
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Fig. 2 Method of continuous variation to 

determine composition of extraction 

species at constant 

[SeN-] =0.20mol. dm- 3 
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( n ) concentration in organic phase appeared at the mole ratio of Zn( ll ) and TBP 

1: 3. Thus, the formula of the extracted complex can be shown to be Zn ( SCN)2 
• 3TBP and the extraction reaction may be represented by the following reaction, viz. 

Zn( SCN) 2 + 3TBP<oh, Zn( SCN) 2 • 3TBP(oJ ( 1) 

the equilibrium constant 1<1 can be expressed as 
4 

K2 = o 2 < 1 +I p JScN- Ji > ; p 2[scN- nTBPr< 0) ( 2) 
i= l 

2.2 Synergistic extraction of zinc thiocyanate with RNH3N03 and TBPin heptane 

Previous investigation ( Le, 1983 ) has been reported for the extraction of zinc 

thiocyanate with primary amine N1923 alone. In order to ascertain the synergistic effect 

of Zn( ll ) with N1923 and TBP, it is first necessary to know the synergistic diagram of 

Zn( ll ) . As seen form Fig. 3, the synergistic effect is observed obviously. Moreover, the 

pH values in aqueous phase have not practically effect on the synergistic extraction of Zn 

( ll ) . Accordingly, the following experiment is at constant pH= 3.53 hereafter. 

2.3 Calculation of equilibrium constants 

At constant aqueous conditions and TBP concentration, the concentration of 

RNH3N03 is changed, then a series of Dtot. has been obtained; Under similar circum

stances , the concentration of TBP is changed at constant aqueous conditions and 

1.0 

0.8 
-~ s 

0 0.6 

-~. 
0.4 

0.2 

I :& 

1.0 0.8 0.6 

XRMl~NO, 

Fig. 3 Plots of Dtot. vs XRNH,NO, at Cz.,2+=0.03864mol• dm- 3 

pH=3.53,[SCN- ]=0.20mol· dm-3 A-TBP+Zn(SCN) 2 , 

o-RN~N03 + Zn( SCN) 2, • - RNH
3
N0

3 
+ TBP+ Zn( SCN) 2 

RNH3N03 concentration, a series ofDtot. has been obtained again. In the light of Dtot. 

= 0 1 + 0 2 + D1z,logD12 is plotted against the logarithm of the amine nitrate salt concentra

tion or TBP concentration in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively, and slope of the straight 

line is 1, Considering the polymerization degree of amine salts, the synergistic reaction of 

Zn( ll ) from thiocyanate system can be represented by the following reaction, i.e. 
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~ 
0 ' 

0.4 // .9 
0.2 .// 
0 // 

-0.2 ~· 
-0.4 /·/ 

/. 

-0.6 
-2.2 - 1.8 -1.4 

log [RNH3NOJ(o) 

Fig.4 Plots of logDu vs 

log [RNH3N03}o> at constant 

[TBP](o) •-0.06mol • dm-3, 

o-0.08mol· dm- 3. 

~ 
.9 0.2 

0 

- 0.2 

-0.4 -

-0.6 '------'--/_. _ __j_ __ __J 

- 0.2 - 1.6 - 1.2 

log [TBPJ(o) 

Fig. 5 Plots of logD12 vs log [TBP](o) 

at constant [RNH3N03](o) 

• -0.04mol • dm-3, 

o-0.06mol· dm-3. 

' ( RNH3) PI ( SCN) 4 • TBP (o> 

+2N03 

the equilibrium constant K 12 can be expressed as 
4 

(3) 

K,2 =D,i 1 + IPJSCN- Ji) [No-J 2/fJ4[scN- r[(RNH3N03) J(o)[TBPJ(o> ( 4) 
i ~ ! 

According to the various extracted species in organic phase, the synergistic reactions in 

organic phase can be represented by 

(RNH3) 2Zn(SCN) 4(o)+TBP(o), p1
; ' (RNH3 )~n(SCN) 4 • TBP(o) (5) 

p,;' 
(RNH3N03) 2 (o> +Zn(SCN) 2 • 3TBP (o>+2SCN (RNH3) ~n(SCN) 4 ·TBP (oJ 

+2TBP(o) +2N03 ( 6) 
P'" 

(RNH3N03) 2(o> +(RNH3) 2Zn(SCN) 4(oJ +2SCN- +Zn( SCN) 2 • 3TBP(o> 12 

2(RNH3)Pt (SCN) 4• TBP( 0>+2NO) +TBP(o> (7) 

the equilibrium constants p 12 for which are given by equation(8) - (lO)respectively. 

p ,; = K 12/ ~ ( 8) 

p,; = (Kt2/K2)/(P4/ P2) (9) 

( 10) 
Under the present conditions, replacing [NO;J by [RNH3N03] from literature data for 

pi ( Hogfeldt, 1982 ) and pertinent values of equation ( 2), ( 4) and ( 8)- ( 10), the equi

librium constants K1, K2, K12 and p12 are calculated to be logK1=0.50, log~=3.02, 
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logK12= 2.41, log{j ,; = 1.91. logp1~ = 0.42, log{j ;;' = 2.05 respectively. 

2.4 Calculation of the thermodynamic functions of the extraction reaction 

The slope of straight line of log D12 plotted against the reciprocal of the tempera

ture is calculated to be 329.68 using the least square method, then the thermodynamic 

functions of the extraction reaction can be calculated to be/:-,. H12 = - 6.31KJ • mol- 1
, 

/:-,. G0
12 = - 13. 75KJ • mol - 1 and /:-,. S0= 7.44KJ • mol - 1 

• K _, through Gibbs 

Helmholtz formula respectively. 

2.5 Studies on the IR spectra of the extracted species 

The results of IR spectra of the extracted species show that the RNH+3 group is 

still present in the synergistic complexes. The shift of the P = 0 stretching frequency 

from 1281cm- 1 to 1242cm-1 indicates that the P=O group is involved in bonding. This 

could be attributed to the coordination with metal through the oxygen atom of P=O 

group. Moreover, the shift of the P=O stretching frequency from 1281cm-1 in the 

ligand TBP to 1265cm -I in the extracted complex with TBP and zinc thiocyanate suggests 

that TBP intensively coordinates with zinc ion. In a word, RNH3N03 and TBP are in

volved in the formation of the synergistic complex from the supported evidence ob

tained above. 

3 CONCLUSIONS 

The synergistic effect of zinc thiocyanate with primary amine N1923 and TBP in 

heptane is observed obviously. By the methods of slope and constant mole, the composi

tion of extracted complexes has been determined. The equilibrium constants and the 

thermodynamic functions of the synergistic reactions have been calculated and the 

studies on the IR spectra of the extracted complexes are carried out. 
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SYNERGISTIC EXTRACTION OF ZINC( ll ) AND CADMIUM ( ll ) WITH DI 

( 1-METIIYL-HEPT YL) METHYL PHOSPHONA TE AND PRIMARY AMINE 

N1923 

SHUMIN HAN, GENXIANG MA and DEQIAN LI * 
Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Changchun, 

130022, People's Republic of China 

ABSTRACf 

The extractions of Zn ( ll ) and Cd ( ll ) from hydrochlaide midia with di
(1- methyl- heptyl) methyl phosphonate (B) and primary amine N1923 hydrochloride 
salt ( RNH3Cl) in heptane have been studied, synergistic effects are observed and the 
order is Zn( ll ) >Cd( ll ) . The composition of synergistic extracting complexes was 
identified as ( RNH3Cl )312 ZnChB and ( RNH3Cl) 2CdChB by the methods of slope and 
constant mole, synergistic extraction reactions and their equilibrium constants were deter_ 
mined, thermodynamic functions of the systems were calculated as well. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Di ( 1- methyl- heptyl) methyl phosphonate (denoted as B) is a useful extractant 

for the separation of metal ions ( Hu et al. , 1981), and primary amine N1923 

hydrochloride salt (denoted as RNH3Cl) is widely used for the extraction of metal ions 

as well ( Le et al. , 1987a, b) . But the synergistic extraction of metal ions with B and 

RNH3Cl has not been reported so far. As a part of a systematic study of the synergistic 

extraction of metal ions with mixtures of neutral organophosphorus extractants and ions 

association extractants (namely BC species for metal ions) in this paper, the synergistic ex

traction of Zn( ll ) and Cd( ll ) from hydrochloride media with B and RNH3Cl in 

heptane has been studied in detail . 

2 EXPERIMENTAL 

Di ( 1- methyl- heptyl) methyl phosphonate (B) and primary amine N1923( RNH2) 

• To whom correspondence should be addressed 
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were supplied by Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

B was purified to reach >99% purity by a reported method ( Hu et al., 1981 ). The 

contents of nitrogen and primary amine for RNH2 are 4.99% and 99% respectively. Zn 

( II ) and Cd( II ) solutions were prepared from analytical grade reagents, the 

ionic strengths were maintained at 1.5 with NaCl, and initial concentrations in the 

aqueous phase were Czn(u > =2.09 x 10- :Wol • dm- 3 (pH=2.88) and Caqu > =2.15 

x 10-2mol· dm- 3(pH=3.31) respectively. All other chemicals needed are of analytical 

pure grade. 

The procedures for the extraction and the analytical methods (including appuratus) 

are the same as described previously ( Ma et al. , 1989), temperature and time of 

the extracting equilibrium were 30 ± 1 t and 40 min respectively. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Synergistic effect of extraction of Zn( II ) and Cd( II ) with B and RNH3Cl 

The total concentration of• B+ RNH3Cl" in organic phase has been maintainted to 

be 0.20 mol • dm- 3 during the experimental processes, the ratio of RNH3Cl and B con

centration has changed, then the synergistic extracting diagram of the distribution ratio 

( D
1

) versus mole fraction ( XRNH,O) has been obtained ( Fig. 1 ) . The results 

show that synergistic effect is present in the extraction of Zn( II ) and Cd( II ) with B 

and RNH3Cl, coefficient of the synergistic extraction ( R = D...JDplua) of Zn( II ) and Cd 

(II ) can be calculated to be R2'n=2.46, R01 =2.26 (Xu et al., 1984), from which we 

0 

(a) 
1.40 

(b) 

1.00 

------· cf ~·--........ /. 1.00 - . > 
• ./ / . 

. / 0.60 
0.60 - I ././. 

0.20 I .// j 
0.00 

0.20 

0.40 0.80 

Fig. 1 Plots of Dt vs XRNH.CI 

(a): • - RNH3Cl - Zn( II ); • - B-RNH3Cl-Zn( II ) 

(b): • -RNH3Cl -cd( II ); • - B- RNH3Cl-cd( II ) 

0.80 
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could see that i. e., the order of the synergistic effect is Zn (II) >Cd ( ll ) . It indicates that 
the synergistic effect is weaker which is the synergistic effect is weaker, for the metal ion 

extracted strongly while the metal ion extracted weakly exhibits stronger synergistic effect 

( Li et al . , 1981 ) . 

3. 2 Mechanism of the synergistic extraction of Zn ( ll ) and Cd ( ll ) with B and 

RNH3Cl 

Under the conditions investigated in this study, the extraction of Zn( ll ) and Cd 

( ]J ) by B was confi rmed to be negligible (DB< 10- 3
). Previous investigation ( Le et 

al. , 1987a, b ) have shown that the extraction reactions of Zr( ll ) and ~ ll ) by RNH3Cl 

from hydrochloride media are as follows: 

MCI2 + (RNH3Cl)3(o> , Kc ' (RNH3Cl) 3MCI1(o> 

( M=Zn and Cd) 

(1) 

Since DB ~ 0 , the distribution ratio of binary synergistic extraction can be ex

pressed as DBC = D1 - DB- De ~ D1 - De . At constant aqueous phase and B or RNH3Cl 

concentrations, log DBC is plotted against log[RNH3Cl] (o) or log[B] (OJ in Fig. 2,3 

respectivelg, and the slope of the straight lines is determined to be x = 0. 6,y = 1. 3; M = Zn) 

and x = 0. 7, y = 1.3( M = Cd) . Considering the polymerization degree of RNH30 in 

heptane ( Le et al. , 1987a) and Eq. ( 1), the synergistic extraction of Zn( ll ) and 

Cd( ll ) can be represented by the following reaction: 

MCI2 + x( RNH3Cl) 3(o> + yB(o> '-Koc " ( RNH3Cl hMC12BY(o> 

1 2 
( M = Zn: x = 2 ,y=1; M = Cd:x= 3 ,y=1) 

0.00 
&! 
~ 
.Q 

- 0 . ..() 

- o.m 

(a) 0.00 (b) 

-~ o/ J . / 
/ Oil / · .Q •/ 

/ o / . / - 0 . ..() 

~ p / 

- / , 
--· I - o.m I 

- 1.80 - 1.40 - 1.00 -1. -1.10 
log (RNH3Cl](o) log [RNH3Cl](o) 

Fig. 2 Plots of log Doc vs Jog [RNH3Cl](o) at constant Cs 
• -0.08 mol • dm- 3 ; o-0.12 mol • dm-3 

; 

(a): B-RNH3Cl -Zn (ll ); (b):B-RNH3Cl-Cd (ll) 

( 2) 
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l!l 
Cl 
bll 
0 

-0.10 

- 0.50 

-0.90 

/ / - 0.10 

~·/· - 0.50 

/

0./ / . ~ 
/ - 0.90 -

(a) (b) 

- 1.30 L-,-'o /'-L. _ __L _ ___!._ _ __J__~ 
-1.60 - 1.20 

log(BJ(o) 

- 0.80 

.... 
- 1.30 L-----,-'=::-...J...._-:--+.:-----'----=-=' 

- 1. 70 - 1.30 - 0.90 

log(B](O) 

Fig. 3 Plots of logDBC vs log[B](o) at constant CRNH.ci 

• - 0.04 mol· dm- 3 ; o - 0.08mol • dm- 3
; 

(a) : B- RNH3Cl - Zn (II ); (b):B - RNH3Cl - Cd (II ) 

The addition reaction of synergistic extractiny complexes in the organic phase can be 

written as: 

(RNH3Cl)3 MC11(o>+B(o) " /1 ' (RNH3Cl)J.MC12B(oJ+z(RNH3Cl) 3(oJ (3) 

1 1 2 1 
( M = Zn: x = 2 , z = 2 ; M = Cd: x = 3 , z= 3 ) 

3.3 Calculation of equilibrium constants of the synergistic extraction reactions 

From some published data for the overall stability constants of Zr( II )and Cd ( II ) 

with chloride ion cq Sillen, 1971 and Sato et a!., 1977), the equilibrium con-

stants of Eq. ( 1) - ( 3) have been calculated to be logKc= 1.64 ± 0.06 ( M =Zn) , 

logKc=l.38 ± 0.04 (M=Cd); logKBC=2.10 ± 0.06 (M=Zn), logKBC=2.08 ± 0.06 

(M=Cd); logp =0.46( M=Zn) and logp =0.70( M=Cd) . 

3.4 Effect of temperature and calculation of thermodynamic functions of the synergistic 

extraction reaction 

Fig. 4 is the plots of logDBC versus the reciprocal of temperature, the results show that 

the synergistic reactions are exothemic ones. The slope of straight line is calculated to 

be ( a) 763. 5,( b) 260.5 using the least square method, thus the thermodynamic functions 

of the synergistic extraction reactions can be calculated to be ,6. HZn = - 2. 303R[ ,6. 

logDocf ,6. (1/T)]= - 14.62KJ. mol -t, 6 H01 = - 14.56KJ • mol - 1
, 6 GZn = 

-RTln~c = - 12.18KJ • mol- 1
; 6 Gcd= - 12.07KJ • mol - 1

, 6 SZn = - ( ,6. GZn -

,6. HZn) /T= - 8.051 • mol - ' • K- 1 and ,6. Sru= - 8.221 • mol- 1 
• K- 1

• 
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PROBLEMS IN THE SEPARATION OF RARE EARTHS FROM HCl LEACHED MONAZITE 
SOLUTION 

G.M. Ritcey,* and D.M. Levins,** 
*G.M. Ritcey & Associates, Ottawa, Canada 
** ANSTO, Environmental Science, Lucas Heights, N.s.w., Australia 

ABSTRACT 
Monazite is found in many areas of the world, and is , in 

Australia, a potential source for most of the rare earths. A major 
problem in the processing of such a mineral is the attendant 
quantities of radionuclides, particularly thorium, which are 
present. Thus the process development requires technology for its 
processing and the isolation of the radionuclides for safe storage 
or disposal, as well as the separation of the rare earths by solvent 
extraction. 

The paper briefly describes the caustic treatment of a 
concentrate and the controlled leaching in HCl to isolate the 
thorium and uranium and solubilize the rare earths. Solvent 
extraction studies were initially with DEHPA and later compared with 
other alkyl- phosphate esters. The selection of the extractant, 
requirement for a modifier, and the effect of feed pH, solvent 
concentration, stagewise extraction and kinetics were investigated 
as affecting extraction and discrimination. Scrubbing and stripping 
are also included. Consideration of the physical-chemical problems 
as related to the equipment selection is also an important aspect in 
the process optimization in order to optimize separation 
efficiencies and minimize the formation of stable emulsions and 
cruds. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Australia produces about 10,000 t/y of monazite (RE, Y, Th, 

P04) as a by-product of its mineral sands industry, all of which is 

exported. However, a number of companies are assessing the 

feasibility of rare earths production in Australia. 

One problem associated with monazite feed stocks from 

Australian beach sands is the presence of thorium (5-8%) and uranium 

(0.2-0.3%). Although both thorium and uranium can be recovered by 

solvent extraction, the absence of a market for thorium and the 

small tonnages of uranium means that it is more practical to leave 

the radioactivity in the residue. 

Rare earths can be recovered by solvent extraction from 

sulphate, nitrate, or chloride solutions. The sulphate system is 

usually used in the recovery of rare earths as a by-product from 

uranium processing. The nitrate system leads to high purity products 
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and permits the use of a wider selection of extractants, but is more 
expensive and less desirable on environmental grounds. It was in the 
above context (development of improved technology which meets 
economic and environmental constraints) that a project was initiated 
by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization 
(ANSTO),to develop suitable techniques for rare earths recovery from 
chloride systems. 

In the optimization of a rare earth circuit, like most solvent 
extraction circuits, there are a number of parameters and variables 
that have to be considered, in three general areas: 

a) Process Selection - extractant, diluent, modifier and 
equipment. 

b) Operating Parameters pH, phase ratio, solvent 
concentration, temperature, scrub solution and conditions, stripping 
solution and conditions, and phase continuity. 

c) Effects of Process Conditions - kinetics, equilibrium, 
stages, selectivity, solvent poisoning, physical aspects (cruds, 
third phase, precipitates, emulsions, coalescence). 

The subject of this paper is therefore the consideration 

of some of the above in the development of the extraction and 

separation of rare earths from chloride solutions resulting from 
monazite processing.( Page constraints limits the amount of detail 
that can be presented here ). 

2. PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT 

2.1 Cracking and Leaching 
The initial work at ANSTO was to develop the cracking procedure 

for treating a monazite concentrate to solubilize the rare earth 

values. The object was to produce leach solution for feed to 
solvent extraction investigations. The alkaline cracking process 

used on the -10 to -44 micron concentrate employed a NaOH:ore ratio 

of 1.5:1, at 140-150 •c and 50-60 % NaOH for 2-3 hours reaction 

time. The cake is selectively leached of rare earths using HCl to 
pH 3-4. (See Fig. 1.). 

2.2 Solvent Extraction 

The initial solvent extraction tests were performed in 
separatory funnels. The typical feed solutions used in the bench

scale investigations and that in the continuous testing had the 
following analyses, in g/L: 
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La 63.1 Eu 0.17 Er 0.31 
Ce 130.6 Gd 5.22 Tm 0.067 
Pr 14.0 Tb 0.60 Yb 0.085 
Nd 52.6 Dy 1.44 Lu 0.011 
Sm 8.5 Ho 0.25 y 4.47 

The initial shake-out tests were at phase ratios of A/0 1/1 for 
a 2 minute contact time. Solvent concentrations were varied from 5-
30% by volume, in Shellsol 2046 diluent. Initially no modifier was 

used but it was found that multi-stage contacts with certain 
extractants required the addition of 3-5% TBP. DEHPA was first 

examined because of its past acceptance and personal experience. 

Subsequently other possible reagents were investigated, including 
Hostarex PA 216 (Hoechst),(di-2-ethylhexyl phosphate mixture) and 

Ionquest 801 (Albright & Wilson),(2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid). 

MONAZITE CONCENTRATE 

NaOH 50% 

NaOH/ore 
l. 5/1 

HCl 

Solvent 

(DEHPA) 

Scrub 

CRACKING 

140 - 1so ·c 
2-3 hr 

r-------~MONAZITE 
RESIDUE 

Th,U 

11-----r---~ RAFFINATE 
Mid-Light 
Fraction 

EXTRACTION 

MIDDLE FRACTION 
Y + HEAVY FRACTION 

Fig. 1 Monazite Processing Schematic Flowsheet 
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Mixer-settlers as well as sieve-plate pulse columns were 

evaluated for performance in a small pilot plant investigation. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Comparison of Some Extractants 
Three phosphorus-based extractants were evaluated in the 

selection process. All extractants were 5 vol. percent in Shell 
2046 diluent, A/0 1/1 and the contact time was 60 seconds. Both 

DEHPA and Hostarex PA 216 required TBP addition to enhance phase 

separation and inhibit rare earth precipitation. Ionquest 801 was 
considered the best and did not require the modifier. Data are 

given in Table 1. 

Table 1 Comparison of Some Extractants 

Extractant Tot. Loading Discrimination 

(g/L) Y/La Y/Ce Y/Gd Y/Ho Y/Tm Y/Lu 

DEHPA 2.85 16.1 5.0 12.2 27.9 39.4 39.4 

PA 216 2.78 15.3 7.7 12.1 27.4 37.5 37.3 

Ionquest 801 2.36 141.1 18.8 6.8 29.7 16.6 12.8 

All extractants were 5% by vol. in Shellsol 2046 diluent, A/0 ratio 

1/1, contact time 60 seconds. 

3.2 Phase Separation 
The order of phase separation was: 

Ionquest 801 > Hostarex PA 216 > DEHPA 
3.3 Modifier Requirement 
Without the addition of a modifier such as TBP, on successive 

stage contacts there was a precipitation of rare earths in the DEHPA 
system, and to a lesser degree in the Hostarex PA 216 system. 

However in the Ionquest 801 system no modifier was required, and 
clear phases resulted. 

3.4 Comparison and Ranking of Diluents 

A number of diluents, with varying composition of aromatic, 
naphthenes, and paraffins , were selected for an evaluation and 

comparison. These were ranked according to the phase separation, 
total loading and Y discrimination over total rare earths. The 
results showed that Shellsol 2037, nil aromatics was the best 
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overall(Shelley and Quan,ISEC'90). Selection criteria will of course 
change,based on the weighting importance in the ranking parameters. 

The chemical composition of the aqueous and the diluent as well as 

the distillation range of the diluent will influence the overall 

performance. 
3.5 Solvent Concentration, pH and Selectivity 
At high solvent concentration ( 30% DEHPA in Shellsol 2046) 

there was no difference in selectivity over the pH 1-3 range. As 

the solvent concentration was decreased to 5% DEHPA (at feed pH 3.2) 
the selectivity increased. 

3.6 Stagewise Extraction 
A comparison of stagewise loading indicated continued 

loading and extraction of the heavy portion plus yttrium, and 
rejection of the lighter fraction of the rare earth series. 
(Fig. 2). 

3.7 Temperature, Solvent Concentration and Kinetics 
There was very little difference, chemically, in the extraction 

rate (30 or 60 sec) over the 20-50 •c range. However the higher 

temperature enhanced the phase separation. Higher extractions for 
DEHPA , compared to Ionquest 801, were obtained over the solvent 

concentration range 10-30%. 
3.8 Scrubbing 
Important considerations in obtaining the desired purity 

include scrub solution type and pH phase ratio,and phase 
continuity.These parameters are controlled to initially reject, for 

example, the light fraction, and obtain an upgraded heavy fraction. 

3.9 Stripping and Product Recovery 

Important considerations include: a) solution type and 
concentration; b) possible selectivity; c) compatibility with 
recycle streams; d) compatibility of strip solution with product 

required; and e) technical, economic and environmental viability. 
3.10 Physical-Chemical Problems 
There are a number of problems that relate to both the 

satisfactory physical and chemical operation of a rare earth 

circuit, and these include: a) third phase; b) emulsion;c) cruds; 

d) precipitates; e) co-extraction of impurities; and f) equipment 
selection and mode of operation. 

Contactor selection can be an important aspect in the 

optimization of a multi-separation process such as required for rare 

earths. In using mixer-settlers, many are required, and the high 
shear of agitation can often cause cruds. Differential contactors, 
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such as sieve-plate pulse columns can provide many stages while 

minimizing shear and therefore crud and emulsions. The latter are 
also extremely easy to control. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The design and operation of a rare earth circuit can only be 

accomplished by considerable attention to most of the more important 
aspects in the design of complex solvent extraction flowsheets. Not 

only do the upstream and downstream portions of the process need to 
be considered with respect to chemistry and metallurgy, but also the 
reagent selection, equipment selection and the overall optimization 
of the operational variables. 
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Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHPA) is one of the commonest extractants 
for the extraction of rare earth elements. But in this case, alkali is necessary 
for pH adjustment. Therefore, to prepare a new extractant which reduce the con
sumption of the alkali, we synthesized four different types of organophosphoric 
acids having higher extraction efficiencies than HDEHPA and co•pared the extrac
tion efficiencies of the•· The result see•s to indicate that an additivity of 
substituent effect can be applied to the extraction efficiency of an organophos
phoric acid. Considering the high extraction efficiency and the ease of back
extraction, we have chosen p-(1,1,3,3-tetra•ethylbutyl)phenyl 2-ethylhexyl 
phosphoric acid (HO t/1 EHP) as a studying extractant. The separation factors 
between rare earth elements of this extractant are not higher than those of 
HDEHPA. So, HOI/I EHP is unsuitable for the purification of individual rare earth 
elements, but is expected to be applicable to the recovery of the• fro• acidic 
solutions. As an application of this extractant, we tried to use it for the 
recovery of Y fro• the leach liquor obtained by the deco•position of Xenotime 
with H2SO., and 100% Y could be recovered without any addition of alkali. 

When H2SO. was used as a stripping acid, rare earth elements were back
extracted efficiently as a precipitate of the rare earth sulphates with only 
equivalent consu•ption of H2SO •. Therefore, co•bined with this solid back
extraction technique, HO t/1 EHP is expected to provide an economical •ethod for 
the recovery of rare earth elements. 

1. I NTROCUCTION 
Many kinds of extractants have been studied for the extraction of rare earth 

elements, such as alkyl phosphoric acids, alkyl phosphonic acids, carboxylic 
acids, a•ines, etc. A•ong the•, di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHPA ;struc

ture is shown in Fig.1) has a high separation efficiency and is well-known as an 
extractant for the separation and purification of their individual ele•ents. But 
in the case of HDEHPA, alkali is necessary for pH adjust•ent because metal ex
traction lowers the pH value in the aqueous phase. The consumption of the alkali 
is not neglected in the economical viewpoint. Therefore, in order to reduce the 
consumption of the alkali, we researched an extractant which has a higher ex
traction efficiency than HDEHPA. 

DESIGN OF EXTRACTANTS 
The extraction efficiency of an organophosphoric acid [(GO)(G'O)P(O)OH] 

is considerably affected by the structure of its substituent( G). For exa•ple, 
the branching of the alkyl group leads to a substantial decrease of the extrac-
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tion efficiency for rare earth elements (Baes, 1962; Kolarik and Pankova, 1966), 
and aryl group increases the extraction efficiency •ore than alkyl group does 
(Peppard, 1958; Sistokova et al., 1969) . 

In order to prepare an extractant which has a higher extraction efficiency in 
co•parison with HDEHPA, we designed and synthesized four different types of 
organophosphoric acids considering the above-•entioned facts, i . e., di-strai~ht 

alkyl, branched-alkyl aryl, straight-alkyl aryl and di -aryl type) and studied 
the• for the extraction of rare earth ele•ents (Fig 1). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Synthesis of extractants 

HDEHPA and HDBPA were prepared by reaction of POCla with the corresponding 
alcohol followed by hydrolysis of the chloride for•ed (Kolarik and Pankova, 
1966). 

HDOI/>P was prepared by reaction of POCla with p-(1,1,3,3-tetra•ethylbutyl)
phenol in the presence of AlCls (Sistokova et al., 1969). 

HOI/>EHP and HOI/>BP were synthesized fro• POC!s, p-(1,1 ,3,3 -tetrnethylbutyl)
phenol and corresponding alcohols in the presence of AlCla using a •odified 
procedure in the literature (Orloff et al., 1958; Sistokova et al., 1969). 

2.2 Analytical Procedure 
The solutions of rare earth elements were prepared by dissolving high purity 

oxides in HCl. Their •etal ion concentration was deter•ined by EDTA titration. 
The equilibriu• lanthanide concentration of the aqueous and organic phase was 

deter•ined by ICP-AES (SEIKO SPS1200). 

3. RESULT 
3.1 Co•parison of the extraction efficiencies of these extractants 

Ve esti•ated the extraction efficiencies of these extractants by co•paring a 
batch extraction rate of La. Fro• the result shown in Pig . 2, the extraction 
efficiencis of these extractants prove to be in the order 

HDEHPA < HDBPA < HO 1/> EHP < HO 1/>BP < HDO 1/> P 

The order of the three di-alkyl or di-aryl phosphates (HDEHPA, HDBPA and 
HDOI/> P) was in accord with the literature (Baes, 1962). The other two alkyl aryl 
phosphates (HO 1/> EHP, HO 1/> BP) lie between the corresponding di -alkyl phosphate and 
di-aryl phosphate. This result see•s to indicate that an additivity of substitu 
ent effect can be applied to the extraction efficiency of an organophosphoric 
acid. Pro• the viewpoint of •aking a •ore efficient extractant than HDEHPA, di
ary! and strai~ht-alkyl aryl type (HDO 1/> P, HO 1/> BP) are suitable for the purpose, 
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as shown in Fig.2. But it is expected that their high extraction efficiencies 
make it iBpossible to back -extract rare earth eleaents, especially heavy rare 
earths, froa thea. Therefore, we have chosen HOt/> EHP, a ailder extractant than 
HDO «/> P or HO «/> BP, as a studying extractant. 

3. 2 Application of HO rp EHP 
(i) Separation efficiency of HO rp EHP. The separation factors between Sm and 

Nd( {J BID. N.), Nd and Ce( {J N•. c.), Ce and La( {J c •. La) were aeasured in the case of 
HO «/> EHP and coapared with those of HDEHPA (TABLE 1) . 

TABLE 1 Separation factors of HO «/> EHP and HDEHPA 

extractant {J BID, N4 fJ Nd. , C • f3 Ce , Le 

HO «/> EHP 2.67 1.32 2.31 

HDEHPA 8.09 2.06 3.15 

1K HOt/> EHP,HDEHPA in kerosen soln. 
0.05K La,Ce,Nd,Sm in HCl soln. 

0/A= 1 

The {J values of HOt/> EHP are auch smaller than those of HDEHPA. Therefore, 
HO «/> EHP is unsuitable for the purification of individual rare earth eleaents, 

but is expected to be applicable to the recovery of thea froa acidic solutions 
such as aetalliferous effluents and wastes. 

(ii) Extraction of Y from an acidic solution. We tried to apply HO «/> EHP to 
the recovery of Y froB the leach liquor, an acidic solution, obtained by the 
decoaposition of Xenotiae with HzS04 (see Fig.3). The experiments were aade by 3 
stage countercurrent extraction using HO «/> EHP and HDEHPA, respectively. The 

result is shown in Fig.3. 
With HDEHPA, only 63% of Y was extracted. But with HO «/> EHP, 100% of Y was 

extracted without any addition of alkali . 

(iii) Back-extraction fro a loaded HO cp EHP. At first, we applied 6K HCl to 
back -extract Y froB the loaded HO «/> EHP resulting from the above experiaent 
because in general, 5~6K HCl or HNOs is used as a stripping acid for HDEHPA . 

However, only 40% of Y was back-extracted (see TABLE 2). It Beans that the high 
extraction efficiency of HOt/>EHP needs a large aaount of HCl to back-extract Y 
and then, aakes the extraction process expensive. 

Therefore, we tried the solid back-extraction technique with HzS04 for the 
stripping. In this technique, back-extracted rare earth eleaents precipitate as 
sulphates in HzS04 solution, which proaotes the back-extraction furtheraore. By 
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recycling the H2S04 after filtration of the precipitate, the consuaption of 
H2S04 is reduced to an equivalent aaount of stripped rare earth eleaents, thus 
it provides an economical back-extraction aethod (Kinagawa and Kaneko, 1983; 
Kaneko, 1988). The experiaent was carried out with varying phase ratio. The 
result (see TABLE 2) shows that most of Y can be back-extracted irrespective of 
0/A ratio. 

TABLE 2 Back-extraction of Y from loaded HO~EHP 

BACK -
STRIPPING 0/A 

EXTRACTION 
ACID RATIO 

RATE(%) 

6K HCl 1.0 39.6 

5.0 99.9 
3.0 100 

50% H2S04 2.0 100 
1.0 100 
0.5 100 

4. CONCLUSION 
Ve prepared a new organophpsphoric acid, HO~EHP (p-(1,1,3,3-tetraaethylbutyl) 

-phenyl 2-ethylhe~yl phosphoric acid) having a higher extraction efficiency than 
HDEHPA. Although HO~EHP is not suitable for the purification of rare earth ele
aents because of its low separation efficiency, it could extract rare earth ele
aents froa a highly acidic solution to which HDEHPA cannot be applied, without 
any addition of alkali. 

Coabined with the solid back-extraction technique, it is expected to provide 
an econoaical aethod for the recovery of rare earth eleaents. A typical flow of 
the extraction process using HO~EHP is shown in Fig.4. 
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Pig.3 Extraction of Y from the leach liquor 
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ABSTRACT 
The solvent extraction of the trivalent lanthanides and yttrium from nitrate media by 

solutions of carboxylic acids in xylene has been studied. Both commercially available 
carboxylic acids such as Versatic 10 and naphthenic acids, as well as model compounds of 
known structure, such as 2-ethylhexanoic and and 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acids, were used. 
In some cases, extraction from sulphate and chloride solutions was also investigated. The 
dependance of the extraction properties of the carboxylic acids on the atomic number of the 
lanthanide metal shows a distinct relationshif to the steric bulk of the carboxylic acid 
molecule (which can be quantified by means o the steric parameter, E 1 s of the substituent 
alkyl group). Thus for sterically hindered acids ( -E 1 :; > 2) the pH0 5 of extraction decreases 
more or less continuously from lanthanum througn to lutetium, and the behaviour of 
yttrium most closely resembles that of the middle lanthanides, such as gadolinium or 
terbium. For straight-chain and other non-hindered acids (-E 1 s < 1), the pH0 5 values begin 
to increase again after the middle of the lanthanide series, and the behaviour of yttrium 
most closely resembles that of the lighter lanthanides, such as cerium and l?raseodymium. 
The stoichiometries of the extracted complexes for representative light (La), middle (Gd) 
and heavy (Lu) rare earths were investigated by the slope analysis technique for both 
Versa tic 10 and 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acids. It was found that monomeric complexes of the 
type LnA3.(HA)3 were extracted by Versatic 10 acid, whereas with 3-cyclohexylpropanoic 
acid dimeric complexes of stoichiometry [LaA3.(HA)3b, [GdA3.(HA)3b and [LuA3.(HA)zb 
were formed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Although carboxylic acids have not been studied as comprehensively for the 

extraction of rare-earth metals as their organophosphorus counterparts, some fundamental 
studies have been conducted in the past. Preston (1985) described the extraction of 
representative rare earths by both Versatic 10 and naphthenic acids, and Korpusov et al. 
(1974) conducted an investigation on rare-earth extraction by monocarboxylic acids with 

different hydrocarbon substituent groups. 
Reagents of the carboxylic acid type are relatively inexpensive and readily available, 

and have found some application in commercial processes. For example, Versatic acid 
has been used by Thorium Ud. in England for the production of pure europium(III), 
Janthanum(III) and yttrium(III) oxides. (Brown and Sherrington, 1979; Sherrington, 
1983). 

A fundamental study on the extraction of rare-earth metals, using both commercial 
carboxylic acids and model compounds of known structure, was therefore conducted to gain 

further insight into the extraction chemistry in these systems. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
Initial aqueous phases contained 0,05M rare earths as nitrates, chlorides or sulphates 

in sodium nitrate, sodium chloride or lithium sulphate of 1,00M ionic strength. Metal 
concentrations were decreased to 0,01M in slope-analysis experiments. 
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Equal volumes (100 ml) of the aqueous and organic phases were stirred magnetically 
for 3-5 minutes in a water-jacketed glass vessel at 20,0 ~ 0,01 °C. After each pH adjustment 
(done with 10M NaOH or 5M LiOH) samples (3-5 ml) were withdrawn from each phase, 
and metal concentrations in the aqueous phase were determined by titration against a 
O,OlOM EDTA solution, using xylenol orange as indicator. 

Organic phases contained 0,25M-1,00M carboxylic acid in xylene of analytical grade. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Effect of carboxylic acid structure 

The steric bulk of carboxylic acids can be quantified by means of the steric parameter 
of the substituent alkyl group (-E' 

5
) (MacPhee eta/., 1978 and Panaye eta/., 1980). The 

carboxylic acids used (with -E' 5 values in parentheses) were : Versatic 10 (3,63), 2-
ethylhexanoic (2,03), iso-nonanoic (0,93), cyclohexanexcarboxylic acid (0,69), 3-
cyclohexylpropanoic (0,34), n-octanoic (0,31) and n-hexanoic acids (0,31). 

The extraction of the trivalent rare earths and yttrium from nitrate solutions by 

carboxylic acids is shown in Fig. 1. 

"' ci 
:X: 
c.. 

6.0 ,--------------------, 

5.4 

La Pr Pm Eu 

0 Versatic 10 

~ 2- Ethylh!xanoic 

0 lso-nonanoic 

iiii 3-Cyclohoxylpropanoic 

Tb Ho Tm 

LANTHANIDE 

Lu 

Fig. 1. The extraction of trivalent rare earths and yttrium from nitrate solutions by 0,5M 
carboxylic acids in xylene at 200C. Aqueous phases: 0,05M Ln(N03) 3 in 1,00M NaN03. 

It can be seen that for sterically hindered acids (-E' 5 > 2)such as Versatic 10 and 2-

ethylhexanoic acids the PHo.s values decrease more or less continuously from lanthanum 
through the lutetium, following the same order of decrease as the ionic radii with increasing 
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atomic number (Shannon, 1976). The behaviour of yttrium most closely resembles that of 

the middle lanthanides. Lutetium is more strongly extracted than lanthanum due to 

increase in electrostatic attraction with decreasing cationic radius through the series, and 

hence an increase in stability of the complexes. For less sterically hindered acids (-E' s < 1) 

such as iso-nonanoic and 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acids, the pH0,5 values decrease from 

lanthanum to the middle rare earths, after which they begin to increase again through to 

lutetium. 

Comparative extractions from chloride and sulphate solutions with Versatic 10 and 

iso-nonanoic acids were done. Little difference between the pH0,5 values for nitrate and 

chloride solutions was observed (pH0,5 (Ct·) - pH0,5 (NOj) = 0,01 to 0,12 pH units). A 

significant difference (pH0,5 (SO~-) - pH0,s (NOj) = 0,47 to 0,65 pH units) was observed 

between PHa.s values for nitrate and sulphate solutions, due to the stronger complexation of 

sulphate ions with lanthanide ions in the aqueous phase, resulting in the inhibition of metal 

extraction. 

3.2 Effect of steric hindrance 
The effect of steric hindrance in the carboxylic acids on lanthanide extraction was 

examined by means of correlations of pH0,5 values with the steric parameter of the 

substituent alkyl group (Fig. 2). 

~· 
~ 0,5 
<I 

0,0 

4 

Steric parameter ( - E5 l 

Fig. 2. Difference between pH05 values for lanthanum and lutetium and of lanthanum and 
yttrium as a function of the steric parameter of the substituent alkyl group in carboxylic 
acids. 

The difference between the pH0,5 values for lanthanum and lutetium was found to 

increase linearly with increasing steric parameter. With straight-chain or non-hindered 

acids (-E' s < 1), the behaviour of yttrium most closely resembles that of the lighter 

lanthanides (Ce and Pr). As the steric parameter of the substituent alkyl group increases 

the pH0,5 values for the extraction of yttrium moves progressively towards those of the 

heavier lanthanides, such that a linear correlation between ApH0,5(La-Y) and steric 

parameter was also obtained. 
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3.3 Slope analysis treatment 

The stoichiometries of the extracted complexes of La, Gd and Lu for Versatic 10 and 

3-cyclohexylpropanoic acids in xylene were investigated by the slope analysis technique. 
The general equation for the extraction of a trivalent lanthanide Ln3• by a carboxylic acid 

HzA2 can be written as 

(1) 

where bars denote the presence of the species in the organic phase; j is the degree of 
polymerization; and x is the number of carboxylic ligands per metal ion extracted. It can 

be shown that: 

log [LnJorg = j(log(Ln).q + 3pH) + xj log[HzA2) + log KE (2) 

Values for j can then be derived from the slopes of the plots of log [LnJorg versus 

log [Ln)aq + 3pH at constant (H2~) (Korpusov et aL, 1974). An example of such a plot for 
the extraction of La, Gd and Lu by 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acid is shown in Fig. 3 . 

. 2.4 

~ 
~ 
c: = 
"' ~ 

. 3.0 

log ( Ln laq • 3 pH 

Fig. 3. Determination of the degree of polymerization (j) for the extraction of lanthanum, 
ga<Jolinium and lutetium by 0,5M 3-cycfohexylpropanoic acid in xylene at 200C. Aqueous 
phases: O,OlM Ln(N03) 3 m 1,00M NaN03• 
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The following expression can also be derived from equation (1). 

log Ke = log D - 3jpH - U-1)1og[Ln] 3q - xj log (H2~) (3) 

indicating that values for x can be determined from the slopes of the plots of 

log D-U-1) log[Lnlaq versus log[H2~] at constant pH (slopes= xj). Values for j and x for 

the extraction of La, Gd, and Lu by Versatic 10 and 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acids are given 

in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Values for j and x obtained for the extraction of rare earths by carboxylic acids 

Rare earth j X 

Versa tic 10 3-Cyclohexyl- Versatic 10 2-Cyclohexyl-
acid propanoic acid acid propanoic acid 

La 0,88 2,05 3,20 3,02 
Gd 0,93 1,71 3,27 2,92 
Lu 0,85 1,62 2,86 2,54 

The results in Table 1 show that with Versatic 10 acid, monomeric complexes of the 

type LnA3.(HA)3 are extracted in all cases. With 3-cyclohexylpropanoic acid it appears 

that dimeric complexes of stoichiometry [LnA3.(HA)3h are extracted in the case of La and 

Gd, whereas complexes of the type [LuA3.(HAhh are formed in the extraction of the 

smaller lutetium cation. This distinct difference in extraction behaviour between sterically 

hindered acids (Versatic 10) and those with low steric hindrance (3-cyclohexylpropanoic 

acid) shown in Figure 1 can be rationalized. The pH0,5 data for the extraction of the 

trivalent lanthanides by Versatic 10 acid approximate to a straight line. Since 3-

cyclohexylpropanoic acid is a stronger acid than Versatic 10 acid, a downward displacement 

of pH0,5 values would be expected (pK
3 

difference). Also there is a further stabilization 

effect due to the dimerization of the extracted metal complex that occurs with 3-

cyclohexylpropanoic acid. This stabilization becomes progressively less favourable as the 

size of the lanthanide cation decreases, with the result that the pH0,5 data take the form of a 

curve with a shallow minimum near the middle of the series. 

The proposed structures for the extracted complexes are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Structures of extracted organic complexes for lanthanum, gadolinium and lutetium. 
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ABSTRACT 

The extractant ACORGA CLXSO and related compounds, div~loped originally 
for the extraction of copper from chloride leach solutions ' , have proved to 
be strong extractants for palladium and of potential application in the 
separation of platinum group metals (PGMs) by solvent extraction. The pyridine 
dicarboxylic ester extractant ACORGA CLXSO is highly selective over other 
metals with the exception of copper which if present in the process stream is 
coextracted with the palladium. A clean separation of these metals is readily 
obtained however, by selective stripping of the organic phase. It is believed 
that removal of both copper and palladium from PGM process streams should allow 
a more efficient separation of the remaining precious metals. 

INTRODUCTION 

The traditional method of processing ores and residues containing Platinum 

group metals is based on digestion of the ore with aqua regia after which some 

of the nitric acid may be evaporated off to give a solution of the various 

metals present in an aqueous chloride medium. These are mainly the precious 

metals Pt, Pd, Rh, Ru, Ir, Au, Ag, and the base metals Ni, Cu, Fe, and Pb. The 

metals are then separated by precipitation techniques, e.g. by successive 

additions of ammonia to precipitate the chloro amine complexes of platinum and 

palladium followed by cementation3- 5 • More recently there has been interest in 

solvent extraction methods, particularly for the isolation of palladium. 

Various processes have been published and a number are believed to be in 

current operation. For example, fatty amines or amine derivatives may be used 

to coextract both platinum and palladium as ion pairs of the amine salts6 . 
+ 2- + 2-e.g. (BH ) 2 [PdC1 4] and (BH ) 2 [PtC16 ] . 

After stripping, thioethers may be used to reextract and hence isolate the 

palladium, though the kinetics of extraction are reportedly slow6 . It is 

claimed that both ~ and ~- hydroxyoximes may also be used for palladium 

extraction though they apparently suffer from the problems of slow rates of 

extraction and difficulty in stripping7 . 

The extractant ACORGA CLXSO, based on a diester of pyridine 

3,5 dicarboxylic acid is a strong extractant for palladium 

and offers a number of significant advantages over other 

reagents for the isolation of palladium by solvent extraction. 

ROO~COOR 

1(-) 
N 

ACORGA CLXSO 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The extractant solution used in this work comprised a 50 % v/v solution of the 

reagent ACORGA CLXSO in Escaid 100, which is an approximately O.Smolar 

concentration of the active component. The aqueous feed solutions were based on 

PGM process feeds containing a range of precious and base metals including 

palladium and copper in an aqueous ammonium chloride medium . Metals were 

analysed by means of Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy. 

Selectivity 

A precious metals process solution containing relatively high concentrations of 

palladium and copper was equilibrated by vigorous stirring for 30 minutes with 

an equal volume of extractant solution containing ACORGA CLXSO after which the 

organic phase was analysed. The results are presented in table 1 . and 

illustrate the strong extraction of both palladium and copper with high 

selectivity over other metals. 

TABLE 1 Selectivity of ACORGA CLXSO for copper and palladium (all metals mg/1) 

Metal Pd Pt Au Rh Ru Ir Ag Cu Pb Ni Fe Cl- pH 

Feed 6920 90 20 335 400 22 40 7640 965 4900 9065 3.13M 0 

Organic 6320 2 4 <1 <2 <5 <1 6280 6 5 2 
loading 

Selective Stri~~ing 

Though copper and palladium are coextracted by CLXSO with high selectivity 

over other metals, a good separation of copper and palladium may still be 

obtained by means of selective stripping. It has been found that if a kerosene 

solution of ACORGA CLXSO bearing both copper and palladium is contacted with 

water, substantially all of the copper is stripped into the aqueous phase 

leaving the palladium behind in the organic phase. The palladium may then be 

recovered from the organic phase by contacting with a suitable stripping medium 

such as dilute aqueous ammonia solution. This is illustrated by the experiment 

described below. 

Equal volume portions of an Escaid 100 solution of ACORGA CLXSO and of an 

aqueous platinum group metals process solution were stirred together vigorously 

for 30 min at 25°C. The aqueous and organic phases were then separated and 

samples of each retained for analysis • A portion of the metal bearing organic 

solution was then contacted with two separate equal volume portions of water at 

25°C. The aqueous fractions were combined and samples of both the aqueous and 

organic solutions set aside for analysis. A portion of the water stripped 
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organic solution was then contacted with two separate equal volume portions of 

dilute ammonia solution (9% w/v). Again the aqueous fractions were combined 

and samples of both the organic and aqueous fractions sampled and analysed. 

The analysis of the various fractions at different stages of these operations 

is given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 Extraction and selective stripping of metals from ACORGA CLXSO. 
All concentrations in mg per litre. 

Aqueous Organic 
Cu Pd Cu Pd 

Aqueous Feed 7635 6920 

Organic after 4035 5925 
extraction 

After stripping 2033 <1 1 5995 
2x with water 

after stripping 2x - 2815 - 26 
with dilute ammonia 

The analysis of the organic and aqueous phases after stripping with water 

clearly illustrates the effectiveness of the separation of copper and palladium. 

Palladium is recovered with · high efficiency giving a virtually barren organic by 

stripping with dilute (9%) ammonia. Acidification of the aqueous phase with 

dilute hydrochloric acid following stripping gives a yellow precipitate 

analysed as (NH3)PdC12 . 

Extraction Isotherms 

Various volume ratios of extractant solution and aqueous feed were charged 

to glass vessels and stirred vigorously in a thermostated bath at 25°C for 30 

minutes, the phases separated and analysed for both copper and palladium. The 

isotherms for coextraction of palladium and copper are shown in Fig 1. 

Stripping 

A strip isotherm could not be generated because at every strip phase ratio 

evaluated the palladium in the organic phase was reduced to an extremely low 

level. For example when a 50% solution of ACORGA CLXSO loaded with palladium 

was contacted with a 10% ammonia solution at the highest organic to aqueous 

phase ratio examined (4 : 1) the following result was obtained: 

Palladium in organic phase 15 ppm 

Palladium in aqueous phase 65 g/1 

This demonstrates that stripping of palladium from ACORGA CLXSO by ammonia 

solution is extremely facile and capable of producing high aqueous 
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concentrations of palladium as well as giving virtually complete regeneration 

of the extractant . 

Analysis of Extraction Isotherm Data 

The metal distribution data (isotherms) for the coextracted metals have 

been interpreted using the ICI Minchem II computer program8 to give predicted 

metal recoveries. Organic to aqueous phase ratios have been computed to give 

high recovery of both copper and palladium. 

Extraction stage efficiencies of 95% have been assumed for copper and 85% 

for palladium to account for its slower extraction kinet i cs and to illustrate 

the remarkably high recoveries that are still theoret i cally attainable at the se 

lower efficiencies . 

Two different feed solut ions have been examined (A and B) and in each case 

an organic to aqueous phase ratio computed to give a satisfactory copper 

recovery in three extraction stages . This 0/A ratio has then been used to 

compute the palladium recovery. 

The computed data are shown in Table 3 and the McCabe-Thiele construction 

for recovery of palladium from feed solution A shown in Fig 2. All 

concentrations are in gl-1 unless stated otherwise. 

TABLE 3. Computed McCabe - Thiele data for extraction of Copper and Palladium. 

Feed A Feed B 

Cu Pd Cu Pd 

Metal in feed 7 . 64 6.92 73.5 28.0 

Metal in raffinate 0.12 4.4 ppm 0.09 14 ppm 

% recovery 98 . 4 99.9 99 . 9 99 . 95 

0/A phase ratio 2 . 5 2 . 5 7.0 7 . 0 

These computed data for each of the process streams show that if three 

stages of extraction are used then not only is a very high proportion of the 

copper extracted, but palladium may be reduced to ppm levels, equivalent to 

recoveries exceeding 99.5%. Laboratory experiments based on batchwise contacts 

confirm that recoveries of this order are attainable . 
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Rate of extraction of Palladi um 

An investigation was made of the rate of extraction of palladium and 

copper from the aqueous feed solution of composition "A" used in previous 

experiments by a 50% solution of ACORGA CLXSO in Escaid 100 . The standard ICI 

method9 was used based on stirring equal volume portions of the two solutions 

at 1270 rpm in a baffled 1 litre vessel at 25°C. 

The data are presented in table 4 below and shown graphically in fig. 3. 

Table 4 Rates of extraction of copper and palladium by ACORGA CLXSO . 

Time COPPER P~L~I~ 

(min) 

Cu organic Pd organic Pd aqueous % Pd extn . 
(g/1) (g/1) (g/1) equilibrium 

0 0 0 7.07 0 
0.5 4 . 96 2.28 4.85 31. 5 
1 4.65 3 . 42 3 . 83 45.9 
2 4 . 32 4.74 2 . 42 65.9 
5 3 . 98 6 . 72 0 . 75 89.4 
10 3 . 80 6 . 95 0 . 175 97.5 
30 3 . 81 7.28 25ppm 99.65 
60 3 . 81 7.16 20ppm 99.71 
180 3.84 7 . 32 lSppm 99.78 

The rate of extraction of palladium is slower than for copper but still 

very fast compared with other known palladium extractants giving almost 98% 

extraction in 10 minutes . It is also apparent that some of the copper that i s 

initially extracted is subsequently displaced by palladium and therefore that 

in the presence of copper the rate of extraction of palladium wi ll depend on a 

ligand exchange reaction. 
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Fig l. Extraction Isotherms • Coextraction of Pd and Cu 
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Solvent extraction separation studies of uranium(VI) were carried out with 
DB-24-Crown-8 in nitrobenzene. Uranium was quantitatively extracted from 
7-10 M hydrochloric acid with 0.01 M DB-24-C-8 in nitrobenzene. Uranium was 
stripped from the organic phase with 2 M nitric acid and determined spectro
photometrically at 530 nm with PAR. Uranium(VI) was separated from several 
elements in binary mixtures and also from multicomponent mixtures. The method 
was extended to the analysis of uranium in monazite sand and syenite rock 
sample. 

INTRODUCTION 

In view of nuclear industry, separation of uranium from associated elements 

is very important. Very recently Deorkar & Khopkar (1989) used crown ethers 

for the extraction analysis studies of uranium. In liquid-liquid phase 

transfer studies of uranium perchlorate Aarts et al (1987) found that crown 

ethers with 27 or more ring atoms are the best hosts to transfer uranium salts 

from an aqueous to organic phase. Synergistic extraction studies of uranium(VI) 

with crown ethers have been reported in presence of di(1-methyl heptyl) methyl 

phosphonate by Quian et al (1986). Dicyclohexano derivatives of crown ethers 

have been used for the extraction of uranium (VI) by Wang et al (1987) and 

Xu et al (1986) from hydrochloric acid media. 

So far no systematic efforts have been made for the use of Dibenzo-24-crown 

-8 for the extractive separation of uranium (VI) from associated elements. 

This paper presents systematic investigations of solvent extraction separation 

of uranium (VI) from associated elements with Dibenzo-24-crown-8 in nitro

benzene as diluent from hydrochloric acid medium. The method has been exten

ded to the separation of uranium (VI) from large number of elements and also 

to the analysis of uranium in real samples. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.1 Apparatus and Reagents 

Zeiss spectrophotometer (German), a digital pH meter (Model LI-120 ELICO, 

India) with glass and calomel electrodes, a digital flame photometer (PEI, 

Model, No.041 India) and wrist action flask shaker were used. 

About 2.166 g of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (Anala R.B.D.H.) was dissolved 
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in 1000 mL of distilled water containing 1% nitric acid. The solution was 

standardised gravimetrically as given in Vogel (1975). It contained 1 mg mL-1 

of uranium (VI), diluted solutions containing 50 ug mL-1 of U (VI) were pre

pared by appropriate dilution. 

Crown ethers (1x10-2M in nitrobenzene) included, 18-crown-6 (Fluka,A.G.), 

12-crown-4, 15-crown-5, DB-18-crown-6, DC-18-crown-6, DB-24-crown-8 and DC-24-

crown-8 (Aldrich) and were used without further purification. 

2.2 General Procedure 

To an aliquot of solution containing uranium (VI) (50-90 ug), hydrochloric 

acid was added so as to have its concentration of 7 M in a total volume of 

10 mL. The solution was then transferred to a separating funnel and was equili 

brated with 10 mL. of 1x10-2 M suitable crown ether with nitrobenzene as the 

diluent for 10 min on a wrist action flask shaker. The two phases were allowed 

to settle and separate. Uranium (VI) was stripped from the organic phase with 

10 mL of 2 M nitric acid. It was then determined spectrophotometrically with 

PAR at 530 nm as per Pollard et al (1959). The concentration of uranium (VI) 

was calculated from the calibration curve. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Extraction of Uranium as a function of hydrochloric acid concentration 

The extraction of uranium was studied at various hydrochloric acid concen-
(l"i 1) 

trations. &the optimum acid concentration for the quantitative extraction of 

uranium was ascertained by extraction with 1x10-2 M different crown ethers in 

nitrobenzene as the diluent. The hydrochloric acid concentration was varied 

from 1-10 M. It was found that DB-24-crown-8 was suitable for the quantitative 

extraction of uranium from 6M-10M hydrochloric acid concentration. The extra

ction of uranium was 76% at 6M HCl with 18-crown-6, 90% at 9M HCl with DB-18-

crown-6, 84% with DC-18-crown-6 and 88% with DC-24-crown-8 at 5-6M HCl. There 

was no extraction with 12-crown-4, 15-crown-5 in the concentration range of 

1-10 M hydrochloric acid. For further studies DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene 

was used and the extraction studies were carried out at 7 M HCl concentration. 

In order to study the effect of anion on the extraction of uranium, an attempt 

was made to extract uranium from 1x10-2 M picric acid with lx10-2 M DB-24-

crown-8 in nitrobenzene. It was found that there was no extraction of uranium 

from 1x10-2 M picric acid media. This condition was exploited for the sepa

ration of uranium from other elements. 

3.2 Effect of Crown Ether Concentration 

The optimum concentration of DB-24-crown-8 required for the quantitative 

extraction of uranium was ascertained by extracting uranium at 7 M hydro

chloric acid with varying concentration of DB-24-crown-8 in the concentration 
-4 -1 -4 range of 1x10 M to 1x10 M. The extraction started at 1x10 M and was 
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quantitative with 10 mL of 4x10-3 M of DB-24-crown-8. For further studies 

10 mL of 1x10-2 M DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene was used. 

3.3 Effect of various diluents 

The extraction of uranium was carried out with DB-24-crown-8 at 7 M hydro

chloric acid with various solvents as diluent such as benzene, toluene, xylene, 

carbontetrachloride, chloroform, methylenechloride, ethylenechloride, tetra

chloroethane, nitrobenzene and nitromethane. The phase volume ratio was 

maintained at unity. The studies revealed that there was quantitative extra

ction of uranium with nitrobenzene and nitromethane as diluent, whereas with 

rest of the solvents the extraction was less than 5%. Further studies were 

carried out with nitrobenzene as diluent. 

3.4 Nature of the Extracted Species 

An attempt was made to ascertain the probable composition of the extracted 

species by extracting uranium at 7 M hydrochloric acid with varying concentra

tion of DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene. The plot of log D vs log [DB-24-crown-8] 

showed a slope of 1.88. Hence the probable composition of the extracted 

species was 1:2 (U02Cl2:2DB-24-C-8). 

3.5 Period of Equilibration and Choice of Stripping Agents : 

In order to ascertain the optimum period of extraction the equilibrations 

were performed for various periods of time (1-60 min). It was found that with 

1 min of equilibration there was quantitative extraction of uranium. Further 

studies were carried out with 10 min equilibration period. 

After extraction of uranium from 7 M hydrochloric acid with DB-24-crown-8 

in nitrobenzene as diluent, uranium from the organic phases was stripped with 

various stripping agents in the concentration range of 0.01 M-10 M. The 

stripping of uranium was quantitative with 0.01 M-2 M hydrochloric acid, 

0.5-4 M nitric acid, 4-8 M sulfuric acid, 0.01-0.1 M acetic acid,with 6 M 

perchloric acid stripping was only 86%, with 7 M-8 M hydrobromic acid there 

was back extraction of uranium into the organic phase due to formation of 

extractable bromo-complex. With water also there was quantitative stripping 

of uranium from the organic phase. 

3.6 Separation of Uranium from Binary Mixtures : 

Uranium was extracted in presence of various ions. The tolerance limit was 

set as the amount of foreign ions required to cause ± 2% error in the recovery 

of uranium. Amongst the transition metals tungsten (VI), zirconium (IV) and 

molybdenum (VI) were tolerated in 1:1 ratio. Cobalt (II) and yttrium (III) 

were tolerated in 1:6 ratio. Alkali and alkaline earth metals were tolerated 

in higher ratios. For beryllium and vanadium (V) the tolerance limit was less 

(1:2). Most of the non transition elements, anions and anions of organic acids 
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were tolerated in higher ratios. Amongst the diverse ions only molybdenum(VI) 

and iron(III) were co-extracted with uranium and their tolerance limit was 

very low. 

3.7 Separation of Uranium from Multicomponent Mixtures : 

Uranium(VI) was extracted with DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene from 7 M 

hydrochloric acid. Under this condition there was no extraction of barium 

and rubidium but from 1x10-2M picric acid there was quantitative extraction 

of barium and rubidium with DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene. This property was 

exploited for the separation of uranium from multicomponent mixtures using 

DB-24-crown-8. A mixture of uranium( VI), barium and thorium was separated by 

extracting uranium(VI) from 7 M hydrochloric acid with 1x10-2M DB-24-crown-8. 

When barium and thorium still remained in the aqueous phase, barium was 

extracted with 1x10-2M DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene from 1x10-2M picric acid 

whereas thorium remained in the aqueous phase. Uranium(VI) and barium from the 

respective organic phases were stripped with 2 M nitric acid. In the same 

manner as above, uranium(VI) was separated from other multicomponent mixtures 

(Table 1). 

TABLE 1 

Analysis of Uranium (VI) in Tertiary Mixtures 

No. Mixture Taken Found % 
Recovery mg. mg. 

1. u 0.05 0.05 100 

100 Ba 1.00 1.00 

Th 

2. u 
Rb 

Sr 

3. u 
Ba 

0.50 

0.05 

1.00 

0.50 

0.05 

1.00 

Ce(III) 0.50 

4. u 
Rb 

Th 

5 u 
Ba 

Sr 

0.05 

1.00 

0.50 

0.05 

1.00 

0.50 

0.50 100 

0.050 100 

0.990 99 

0.500 100 

0.05 

1.00 

0.50 

100 

100 

100 

0.05 100 

0.98 98 

0.50 

0.05 

0.99 

0.49 

100 

100 

99 

98 

Extractant 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric acid 

Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 

Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

Stripping 
agent 



No. Mixture Taken Found % 
mg. mg. Recovery 

6. u 
Rb 

La 

7. u 
Ba 

Ru 

8. u 
Ba 

La 

9. u 
Ba 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

1.00 

Cr(III) 1.00 

1o. u 
Ba 

y 

0.05 

1.00 

0.20 

0.05 

1.00 

0.99 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

1.00 

1.00 

0.05 

0.98 

0.20 

100 

100 

99 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

98 

100 

Extractant 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HC1 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

DB-24-C-8, 7M HCl 

DB-24-C-8, 
0.01M Picric Acid 
Aqueous phase 

Stripping 
agent 

3.8 Application to Analysis of Uranium from Geological Samples : 
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Syenite rock sample (SY-II) was brought into solution as per the procedure 

described by Mohite et al.(1985). 1.0 g of monozite sample was dissolved in a 

mixture of nitric acid and sulfuric acid. Silica was separated by filtration 

and the solution was diluted to 100 mL with distilled water. In case of 

syenite rock iron was removed be·forehand by an ether extraction from 

a sample solution of 6 M hydrochloric acid and then it was used for uranium 

extraction. To an aliquot of solution containing uranium, 2 mg of EDTA was 

added to mask other elements and then extracted with 1x10-2M DB-24-crown-8 in 

nitrobenzene from 7 M hydrochloric acid. Under these conditions thorium, 

cerium, yttrium, calcium, sodium were not extracted. From the organic phase 

uranium was stripped with 2 M nitric acid and determined spectrophotometri

cally. The amount of uranium found in syenite rock sample was 284 ppm as 

against the standard value of 280 ppm. In monozite sand it was 0.29% as 

against the standard value of 0.30%. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The important feature of this method is that it permits the separation of 

uranium from thorium, cerium, barium, rubidium, strontium, lanthanum, yttrium, 
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chromium which are usually associated with nuclear fission product. The 

method is applicable to the analysis of uranium in geological samples. The 

extractant DB-24-crown-8 in nitrobenzene can be reused repeatedly. The method 

is very simple, rapid, selective and reproducible. 
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